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Oe ERRATA a | 

On p. 1, footnote 1, line 2, replace “see pp. 1109 ff.” with: | | 

see zbid., pp. 1109 ff. 
| 

| | | 

On p. 18, footnote 2, line 1, replace “source text,” with: | 

source text. 
. | 

On p. 212, line 9, replace ‘‘In the latter telegram,” with: | 

In telegram Topad 1853, April 22, | 

~ On pp. 802-803, footnotes 5-10, replace ‘‘footnote 1’ with: | 

footnote 4 
: 

On p. 1254, footnote 2, line 2, replace “May 3, p. 1024.” with: : 

| June 16, p. 1128. - | 

On p. 1285, footnote 2, replace ” * See footnote 4 below.”’ with: | 

: 2 See the enclosure, p. 1282. | | 

- On p. 1303, footnote 2, replace “March 23, p. 946.” with: | 

. | March 23, p. 944. | 
| 

| On p. 1358, Editorial Note, line 4, replace ‘For text, see page” | 

| 33.” with: ; 
: 

_ For text, see page 80. 
| 

On p. 1477, footnote 1, replace “Ante, p. 1467.” with: | | 

| 
Ante, p. 1472. oe | |
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| PREFACE | | een | 

Fredrick Aandahl supervised the planning, compilation, and edit- : 
ing of this volume. John P. Glennon directed the process of review, | 
declassification, and finalediting, 
The compilers of the East Asia and Pacific section were: David W. | 

Mabon (the proposed Pacific Pact, Japan, Philippines, New Zealand); _ : 
Neal H. Petersen (general United States policies, Indochina); and = 
Carl N. Raether (Burma, Indonesia, Thailand). Paul Claussen pre | 

_ pared the section on South Asia. The technical editing of the volume _ | 
was done by the Publishing and Reproduction Division (Willard M. _ | 
McLaughlin, Chief), and Francis C. Prescott prepared the index. 

The editors acknowledge with appreciation the assistance provided | 
them by the historians of the Department of Defense;:including those __ | 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They are also grateful for the cooperation | 
of the National Security Council, the Department of Defense, and the | 
Central Intelligence Agency, all of which facilitated declassification of | 

_ papers for release in this volume. Thanks are also due to those foreign | 
governments that kindly granted permission for publication of certain - 
oftheirdocuments, i | 

| Be  Davip F. Trask | 

se : Bureau of Public Affairs — | 

PRINCIPLES FOR THE COMPILATION AND EpitIne or —_ 
en Rormign RELATIONS”? | 

_ The principles which guide the compilation and editing of Foreign = 
Relations are stated in Department of State Regulatien 2 FAM 1350 | 

_ of June 15, 1961, a revision of the order approved on March 26, 1925, 
by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State. The text of the — a 

regulation, as further amended, is printed below: | a 

1350 Documentary Recorp or AmERicAN DipLomacy _ - 

1351 Scope of Documentation | | a 
The publication Foreign Relations of the United States constitutes 

the official record of the foreign policy of the United States. These 
volumes include, subject to necessary security considerations, all docu- 
ments needed to give a comprehensive record of the major foreign  — 
policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s respon- 

_ sibilities, together with appropriate materials concerning the facts | 
, | It
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which contributed to the formulation of policies. When further ma- 
terial is needed to supplement the documentation in the Department’s 

| files for a proper understanding of the relevant policies of the United 
States, such papers should be obtained from other Government _ 
agencies. re Be 

1352 Editorial Preparation ©*-*~* ~~ , 

| __ The basic documentary diplomatic record to be printed in. foreign 
_ ‘Relations of the United States is edited by the Historical Office, Buregu 

of Public -Affairs of the Department of ‘State. The editing of, the | 
record is guided by the principles of: historical objectivity. There — 
may be'no alteration of the text, no deletions -without- indicating where 
-in-the text the deletion is made, :and no omission of facts. which were 
of major importance in reaching a decision. Nothing may be omitted 

| for the purpose of concealing or glossing over what might be regarded 
by some as a defect of policy. However, certain omissions of documents 
‘are permissible for the following reasons: © 

~-* @, To avoid publication of matters which would tend to impede __ 
-- current diplomatic negotiations or other business. | 

oO ~~), To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless details. __ 
-- o57@. To preserve.the confidence reposed in the Department by indi- __ 

| _ 2... viduals and by foreign governments. 
| _., ..d. To avoid giving needless offense to other nationalities or _ 

| | " . individuals. BS 4 oo , 
+ -*-@.-'To eliminate personal opinions presented in despatches and not 

| =" acted upon by the Department. 'To this consideration there is _ 
- .s) one qualification—in connection: with major decisions: it 1s 

| ne desirable, where possible, to show the alternatives presented to 
| _—_.._. the Department before the decision was made. 

1353 «Clearance oe | ee a 

- To obtain appropriate clearances of material to be published in 
| Foreign Relations of the United States, the Historical Office: __ | 

: a. Refers to the appropriate policy offices of the Department and 
| - of other agencies of the Government such papers as appear 

to require policy clearance. a Ae 
5° Refers to the appropriate foreign governments requests for _ 

| permission to print as part of the diplomatic correspondence 
-. of the United States those. previously unpublished documents _ 

_. which were originated by the foreign governments... = =
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| LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS _ | 

_ Eprror’s Nors.—This list does not include standard abbreviations in common : 

usage; unusual abbreviations of rare occurrence which are clarified at appropriate = ! 

points; and those abbreviations and contractions which, although uncommon, ~ / | 

are understandable from the context. — oo ener | 

AAA, anti-aircraft artillery __ CA, Office of Chinese Affairs, Depart-- | 
ACJ, Allied Council for Japan ment of State reas re : 
AFC, Air Force Cross (British) = Caltex, California Texas Oil Company, 
AFL, American Federation of Labor. Limited - ee 

| AFP, Armed Forces of the Philippines | CB, Companion of the Bath (British) = 
AFPEL, Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom CBE, Commander, Order of the British 
League | ee _ Empire a SC | 

AMG, Additional Measures Committee | CFM, Council of Foreign Ministers = | | 
of the United Nations = =—~—-—«dC'|A, Central Intelligence Agency... 

- ANETA, | Algemeen Nieuws en Tele- C-in-C, Commander in Chief 

graaf Agentschap, a. semi-official CINCFE, Commander in Chief, Far | | 
Dutch News Agency _ Oo _ Hast . 7 

- Anzac, Australia-New Zealand =. CINCPAC, Commander in Chief, 
AP, Associated Press. | Pacific nes | 
AR, Office of Regional American CINCPacFlt, Commander in Chief, 

Affairs, Department of State ‘ Pacific Fleet . nace | 
' ARA, Bureau of Inter-American Af- | CINCUNC, Commander in Chief, 

fairs, Department of State _ * United Nations Command © | 
AS, Associated States CIO, Congress of Industrial Organiza- 
ASW, anti-submarine warfare | tions | | aS os : 

| AW, automatic weapons _ be Cominform, Communist Information _ 
| BCP, Burmese Communist Party Bureau ge ae 

_ BCT, battalion combat team = = ~~ Commecen, communications center 
| BFO, Bijeenkomst voor Federaal Over- | ComNavFE, Commander, United = 

leg (Federal Consultative Assembly) States Naval Forcesin the Far East 

BIS, Bank for International Settle-  Contel, Consulate telegram = 
ments A heey Cosan, series indicator for telegrams © | 

BNA, Office of British Commonwealth —from the United States Delegation at , 

and. Northern European Affairs, the Japanese Peace Conference in = 
Department of State - San Francisco to the Department of 

BOT, Board of Trade (British) —_ State si’ Fo a ue 

BPM, De Bataafsche N.V. Petro- CP,Communist Party = 
— leum. Maatschappij, a joint Dutch-- CPB, Communist Party of Burma. — oo 

British oil consortium in which CPG, Central People’s Government — 
participation was 60-40 =. (People’s Republic of China), 

_ Brit Emb, British Embassy _ | CPIC, Communist Party of Indochina | 
BST, bilateral security treaty (United | CPP, Philippine Communist Party 

States—Japan) en: CRO, Commonwealth Relations Office | 

, BWPP, Burmese Workers’ and Peas- (British) | 

ants’ Party a soos CSUSA, Chief of Staff, United States | 

CA, Constituent Assembly Army 7 | 

- | Vr
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VIII LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS. 

| DA, Department of the Army FEC, Far Eastern Commission 

Delga, series indicator for telegrams FECOM, Far East Command 

from the United States Delegation FinMin, Finance Minister 
| at the United Nations General FonMin, Foreign Minister | 

| Assembly Ron Off; Foreign Office 
Depcirgram, Department of State | FonSecy, Foreign Secretary ©>~ | 

circular airgram FRC, Federal Records Center — | 
: Depcirtel, Department of State cir- FY, fiscal year — wa 

culartelegram 7 -- FYI, for your information = | | 

Deptel, Department of State telegram’ G, Deputy Under Secretary of State 
DFC, Distinguished Flying Cross GA, General Assembly of the United’ 
DI, Darul Islam, the Islamic State _ _ Nations: a | 

DMPA, Defense Materials Procure- | Gadel, series indicator for telegrams 
-mentAgency — “to the United States Delegation“at 
DNG, Dutch New Guinea ====——~S—~S=«C&Me@:«S nite «Nations General As- : 
D.O., Defense Order | oe sembly 2 0 
DSO, Companion of the Distinguished | GARIOA, Government and Relief in 

Service Order (British) = - Occupied Areas ER ee 
. E, Assistant Secretary of State for GATT, General Agreement on Tariffs 

| Economic Affairs — So and Trade (FE ae ee BRR 
ECA, Economic Cooperation Ad- §GHQ, General Headquarters = 

| ministration | ~- Gimo, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek - 
ECA/W, headquarters of the Economic | GOA, Government of Afghanistan. 
Cooperation Administrationin Wash-. GOB, Government of Burma = ——— 

~ ington | ~ --  GOC, Committee of Good Offices for: 
ECAFE, Economic Commission for | Indonesia of the United Nations _ 

Asia and the Far Hast 8 « - Security Council eS 
Ecato, series indicator for telegrams | GOC, Government of Ceylon © 
from the Economic Cooperation | Gocus, series indicator for telegrams 
Administration in Washington to its from the United States Delegation 
missions abroad on the Committee of Good Offices 

ECOSOC, Economic and Social Coun- for Indonesia of the United Nations 
gil of the United Nations = Security Council oe 

| EDF, European Defense Force GOI, Government of India _ — 

Embdes, Embassy despatch == © = GOP, Government of Pakistan = ~ 
| Emboff, Embassy officer = = = = ~~ GRS, Government rubber, synthetic © 

| Embtel, Embassy telegram GSA, General Services Administration _ 
ER, Economic Resources and Security | GSC, General Staff Corps, United 
Staff, Department of State == =~ ~StatesArmy an 

ERP, European Recovery Program. ' HC, High Commissioner Be 
ESS, Economic and Scientific Section, HICOM, High Commission(er) for 

| Office of the Supreme Commander =§ Germany jg = — | 
for the Allied Powers in Japan HMB, Hukbong Mapagpalaya. ng 

| ETA, estimated time of arrival «© —— ‘Bayan (People’s Liberation Army), 
EUR, Bureau of European Affairs, a military force affiliated with the : 

| Department of State = Philippine Communist Party = 
Exec Dir, Executive Director’ = © HMG, His Majesty’s Government’ 

.  Eximbank, Export-Import Bank of | Huk,seeHMB ER, 
, Washington = = © = © YJARA,~ <Inter-Allied : Reparation 

FAO, Food and Agriculture: Organi- = Agency as Ce a 
zation oe ee IBRD, ‘International -Bank for Re- 

FBIS, Foreign Broadcast Information construction and Development 

Service Boney IC, Indochina a 
FE, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, © ICAO, International Civil Aviation 

Department of State - Organization | So
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS | Ix | 

ICFTU, International Confederation MAAG, Military Assistance Advisory | 

of Free Trade Unions oe Group ee : 

ICJ, International Court of Justice MASJUMI, Madjelis Sjuro Muslimin 

ICRC, International Committee of the —_. Indonesia (Council of the Indonesian | 

Red Cross ee | Moslem Association) | a 

, ILO, International Labor Organization MATS, Military Air Transport Service _ ' 

IMF, International Monetary Fund _ MC, Military Cross (British) : 

Indo, Indonesia; Indonesian MDA, Mutual Defense Assistance — | 

INR, Bureau of Intelligence and Re- MDAA, Mutual Defense Assistance : 

| search, Department of State — Act. CO . | | 

intel, circular information telegram MDAP, Mutual, Defense Assistance | 

IRAA, Imperial Rule Assistance Program oo, | 

Association. (Taiset Yokusan Ket), MEA, Ministry of External Affairs es | 

| a Japanese organization banned. un- MEN, most favored nation _ | | | 

_ der the purge. - ye Ek ‘MilAtt, Military Attaché =. — 

| IRAPS, Imperial Rule Assistance Milob, military observer | oe 

Political Society (Taiset Seiji. Kat), MinFin,- Minster of Finance sie | 

a Japanese organization. banned Misun, series indicator for messages ot 

under the purge oleh to the United States Mission at, the | 

| ISAC, International Security Affairs United Nations = of} 

Committee == MKA, Morrison-Knudsen Afghanis- 

JCRR, Joint (United States-Chinese) tan, Inc. ey 

~ Commission on Rural Rehabilita- MSA, Mutual Security Act (Agency) | 

tion (Taiwan) falc? MSP, Mutual Security Program 

JCS, Joint Chiefs of Staff = = | NA, Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, 

JGOA, Japanese Government Overseas Department of State | Oo 

| Agency te AE, NAC, National Advisory Council on | 

JUSMAG, Joint United States Mili- International Monetary and Finan- an 

- tary Advisory Group - Doe cial Problems i tts 

KBE, Knight Commander, Order of | NAT, North Atlantic Treaty > 

the British Empire NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organi- 

KCB, Knight Commander of the Bath zation 7 a aw 

| (British) NDC, National Development Council, : 

KL, Koninklijke Leger (Royal Nether- an agency of the Philippine Govern- 

lands Army) ——™ 7 ment 2. Cb aye | 

KMT, Kuomintang (Nationalist | NEA, Bureau of Near Eastern, South 

Party), Republic of China Asian, and African Affairs, Depart- | 

KNIL, Koninklijke Nederlandsche ‘In- -mentofState 9 

_ dische Leger (Royal Netherlands In- NEI, Netherlands East Indies | 

| -donesian Army) . niact, night action, communications 

L, Office of the Legal Adviser, Depart- indicator requiring attention by the 

ment of State : - yecipient at any hour of the day or 

L/FE, Assistant Legal Adviser for night | 

‘Far Eastern Affairs, Department NIE, National Intelligence Estimate | 

of State | 7 NNG, Netherlands New Guinea 

Legtel, Legation telegram _ NPR, National Police Reserve (Japan) | 

Lon, London | Oo a NPRJ, Japanese National Police | 

Lontel, London telegram | Reserve re 

LSSL, landing ship support, large. NSC, National Security Council: | 

LST, landing ship, tank oe OAS, Organization of American States 

LVF, Lien Viet Front (League for the ODM, Office of Defense Mobilization 7 

National Union of Vietnam). . - | OEEC, Office for European Economic 

- M/C, memorandum of conversation. - Cooperation ~~ a |



x LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

OFD, Office of Financial and Develop- ROTC, Reserve Officers Training 
ment Policy, Department of State _ Corps OT Oo 

OIC, officerin charge . = == = ~~ ~RSC, Rubber Study Group © | a 
OSA, Office of South American Affairs, | RTC, Round Table Conference =~ 

Department of State | S, Office of the Secretary of State 
OSD, Office of the Secretary of Defense _ S/ISA, International Security Affairs, 
OSI, Office of Special Investigation Department of State gs 

(Air Force) — : S/S, Executive Secretariat, Depart- 
OSR, Office of the United States ment of State — Ts , 

Special Representative in Europe S/S-PR, Protocol. Staff, Executive 
under the Foreign Assistance Act | Secretariat, Department of State | | 
of 1948 oe S/S-R, Policy Reports Staff, Execu- 

| PAF, Philippine Armed Forces o tive Secretariat, Department of 
Pak, Pakistan . - ee State - ae op 

PARINDRA, Partai Indonesia Raja §S/S-S, Committee Secretariat Staff, — 
| (Greater Indonesian Party) = - Executive Secretariat, Department | 

PARKINDO, Partai Kristen Indonesia soo State i tt | 
| (Indonesian Christian Party) — Sanco, series indicator for telegrams _ 

| PBY, Naval patrol bomber from the Department of State to 
| PHILCUSA, Philippine Council for - the United States Delegation.at the 

‘United States Aid 7 Japanese Peace Conference in San 
| PI, Philippine Islands | Francisco 8 

| PIR, Partai Peratuan Indonesia Raja SC, Security Council of the United 
(Greater Indonesian Union Party) _ Nations re | 

PKI, Partai Komunis Indonesia (In- SCAP, Supreme Commander for the 
: -donesian Communist Party) _ Allied Powersin Japan” 

| PlebAd, Plebiscite Administrator SE, Special Estimate pet | 
PM, Prime Minister a SEA, Southeast Asia 
PNI, Partai Nasional Indonesia (In- SEAC, Southeast Asia Aid Policy 

| donesian Nationalist Party) © - Committee. = = | 
: _ POC, Peace Observation Commission Secto, series indicator for telegrams 

| -PolAd, Political Adviser | to the Department of State from 
PPN, Pusat Perkebunan Negara (Gov- the Secretary of State or his Dele-— 

| ernment Plantation Enterprises) gation in connection with confer- 
: PRC, People’s Republic of China ences of Foreign Ministers = | 

PriMin, Prime Minister = oe Secy Gen UN, Secretary-General of 
PRL, parliamentary the United Nations _ oe 

_ PSA, Office of Philippine and South- SOA, Office of South Asian Affairs, 
_ east Asian Affairs, Department of =~ Department of State _ 

| State SOBSI, Sentral. Organisast Buruh 
PSI, Partai Sosialis Indonesia (Social- _Seluruh Indonesia (Central Orga- 

| ist Party of Indonesia) | nization of All Indonesian Labor) © 
| _ PX, post exchange oe Socony, Standard Oil Company of 

7 | reftel, reference telegram New York > 
| Repsec, series indicator for telegrams SP, submarine patrol - 

a. to the Secretary of State from the = Stanvac, Standard-Vacuum Oil Com- 
United States Special. Representa- pany acer. 

| _ tive in Europe under the BE oreign STEM, United States Special Tech- 

rourtel, romsding your telégram nical and Economic Mission 

-- RFC, Reconstruction Finance Cor- SY@ Secretary-General a 
| poration = i asti(‘;C;CS™ TCA, Technical Cooperation Adminis- _ 

_ RFC, Rehabilitation Finance Corpora- tration, Department of State = 
| tion, an agency of the Philippine § TCT, Truman-Churchill talks 

| Government | as _ TEF, Thai Expeditionary Force



| LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS XI | 

- Telac, series indicator for telegrams to UNSYG, Secretary-General of the | | 
| Secretary of State Acheson while United Nations | 7 

away from Washington UNTA, United Nations Technical | | 

TG, Government of Thailand __ Assistance | | 
T.H., Territory of Hawaii urmsg, your message : 

TIAS, Treaties and Other Interna-  urtel, your telegram a 

tional Acts Series USA, United States Army | | 
) _ Toeca, series indicator for telegrams to USAF, United States Air Force | ! 

the Economic Cooperation Admin- USAR, United States Army Reserve | | 
istration in Washington from its USARPAC, United States Army, | | 

| missions abroad | Pacific Command . | 
| Toisa, designation for telegrams deal- USDel, United States Delegation . i 

ing with matters within the respon- USDelIGA, United States Delegation : 
- . gibility of the Director, Interna- © at the United Nations General. : : 

| tional Security Affairs, Department Assembly | : | | 
of State _ | | USGOC, United States Delegation on | 

Topad, designation for telegraphic the Committee of Good Offices for | 

correspondence in either direction Indonesia of the United Nations | | 
between the United States Political Security Council; also Usgoe, series 
Adviser to SCAP and the Depart- indicator for telegrams to _ the | 
ment of State | , * Delegation | : | | 

TopSec, Top Secret oo USIE, United States Information and | 
Torep, series indicator for messages Educational Exchange Program | | 

from the Economic Cooperation USIS, United States Information | 
: - Administration headquarters in Service ne : 

- Washington to the United States © USMC, United States Marine Corps / | 
_ Special Representative in Europe USN, United States Navy 
under the Foreign Assistance Act of USPolAd, United States Political | | 

— 1948 | Adviser | | 
__U, Under Secretary of State UST, United States Treaties and Other | 

UKHC, United Kingdom High Com- International Agreements : 
-- missioner | USUN, United States Mission at the 7 | 

UN, United Nations —_ United Nations | | 
UNA, Bureau of United Nations VM, Viet Minh | OS 

—— Affairs, Department of State VNQDD, Viet Nam Quoc Dan Dang 

UNCI, United Nations Commission (Vietnam Nationalist Party) | | | 
for Indonesia _ | | VOA, Voice of America | . _ 

UNCIP, United Nations Commission WAR, series indicator for telegrams | 
_ for India and Pakistan sent overseas by the Department of | 

UNESCO, United Nations Educa- the Army or by Army Headquarters, 

tional, Scientific and Cultural Or- ~ Washington 
ganization War Off, War Office | 

UNICEF, United Nations Interna- WE, Office of Western European _ 

tional Children’s Emergency Fund Affairs, Department of State | | 

Unmis, series indicator for messages WFM, Washington Foreign Ministers | 
| from the United States Mission at meeting | vo 

the United Nations | WFTU, World Federation of Trade 
. UNMOK, United Nations Military Unions 7 

Observer in Kashmir WHO, World Health Organization | 

UNP, Office of United Nations Polit- WPC, World Peace Conference | 

ical and Security Affairs, Depart- § WPV, Workers Party of Vietnam 
ment of State | ZI, Zone of the Interior | |
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‘EAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC Ee | 

- GENERAL UNITED STATES POLICIES WITH RESPECT | | 

‘TQ THE EAST ASIAN-PACIFIC AREA* | 
| 790.00/1-451 | | | an a | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. George H. Alewander of the 

— Feonomie Resources and Security Staff | 

ConFIDENTIAL ——i(<i‘é WtO;*;*;*;”..CO6CLW ASIN TON, ] January 4, 1951. | 

Subject: Political prospectsin South East Asia. ye ey | | 

Participants: Mr. Lacy, PSA? Ee 

ss Messrs. Armstrong* and Alexander—ER _ 7 

| | ‘Mr. John C. Houston—The White House its | 

Miss Marjorie Belcher—The White House _ | 

The White House officials called at their request to obtain guidance | 
from the Department as to the extent to which the United States may . | 

count on the continued availability of South East Asia as a source of © | 

critical raw materials# = oe So ree 
Mr. Lacy began the discussion by stating that had the question been | 

asked two months previously he would have replied that the odds were 

against the Chinese invading South East Asia but that at present 

the odds are unfortunately in favor of such an invasion. The date | 

| upon which the Chinese can be expected to move is, of course, 
uncertain. , | 

Mr. Lacy emphasized the danger of attempting to prophesy the - 

course of developments but hazarded the guess that China would in- | 

vade Tonkin.® This opinion he based particularly upon the disposition 

of Chinese armies and on moves by American companies familiar with 

the area. He suggested that Thailand * might find it in its interest to — 

1 For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, pp. 1 ff. For 

. related material, see pp. 1109 ff. For documentation on U.S. policy concerning : 

China and the Korean War, see volume VII. | 7 | | 

4 fe aviliiam S. B. Lacy, Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian | 

2 Willis OC. Armstrong, Associate Chief, Economic Resources and Security Staff. — 
4Documentation on general U.S. policy with respect to the acquisition of 

strategic materials from foreign areas is scheduled for publication in volume 1. 

5 For additional documentation on the possibility of a Chinese Communist inva- | 
sion of Tonkin, see pp. 332 ff. : , - 

‘For documentation on U.S. relations with Thailand, see pp. 1594 ff. .
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| cooperate with the Chinese and might not need to be invaded. Malayais 
| likely to be invaded whenever the Chinese feel that they have digested __ 

Indo-China and Thailand. If the British are able to hold Malaya, 
_ Indonesia’ probably also will remain outside the control of the Chi- 

nese. If, however, Malaya falls, Indonesia probably will fall too, either 
by invasion or through a decision that its future lies in cooperating > 
withthe Communists. EE Re 

| _ When discussing the difficulty of predicting the timing of events _ | 
| Mr. Lacy pointed out that the present Indonesian government might 

_ fall any day as a result of the breakdown of negotiations with the 
Netherlands concerning New Guinea and that: the possibility always 
exists that the Briggs Plan ® will fail in Malaya. He hazarded the _ 
guess that Malaya might hold out from two to four months againsta 

: full scale invasion. ee gee ey 
Mr. Lacy concluded by remarking that the picture was gloomy but 

gave no cause for hysteria. He did suggest, however, that it would be 
wise for thé United States not to dally in its procurement of strategic 
materialsfromthearea. © = 2 2 aes | 

| : 7¥or documentation on U.S. relations with Indonesia, see pp. 583 ff... ve | 
_* Reference is to British pacification operations in Malaya under the direction — | of Lt. Gen. SirHarold Briggs, ens ae 

SHAC Files: Lot 58D255* 

_ -Report Prepared by the Economie Cooperation Administration for 
| "the Southeast Asia Aid Policy Committee 2 ye = | 

| CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasnineton, January 10, 1951.]3 

- »t yon a y+ Economic. Cooperation ADMINISTRATION © a 
| “oo: iinoar «TEM Srarus Reporr as or JANUARY 8,1951 

Mr, Griffin, Director of the Far East Program Division, since his 
return to Washington from Southeast Asia,‘ has been engaged in | 

| ..'Files.of the Southeast Asia Aid Policy Committee, 1950-1951. Ae ae ea - | | *' The Southeast Asia Aid Policy Committee, an interdepartmental body. estab- 
lished. in-1950,. was charged with responsibility for policy coordination respect- 
ing economic and military aid to Southeast Asia. Committee members were Dean 
Rusk, Assistant:Seeretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Deputy Assistant 
Secretary Livingston T. Merchant’ generally. represented Rusk at SEAC meet-  __ 
ings} ;:Maj.:Gen. Harry J. Malony, Special Assistant for Southeast Asian: Prob- 
lems; Office of the Secretary of Defense; and R. Allen Griffin, Director of the 
Far Hast Program Division, Heonomic Cooperation Administration. © 

*This paper. was: undated. It was— circulated as document SHAC D-89, | 
. January 10. | | Loe PE | 7 _ | 

* Griffin headed a survey team which visited Southeast Asia in March and 
| April 1950 to develop recommendations regarding initial economic and technical —
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conferences: with ECA and State Department. officials discussing ‘re- | 

orientation of the program in the light of the existing “front. line” - | 

situation where the Missions are operating. One. result of these dis- ; | 

cussions has been the departure-for Southeast Asia of a “task force” _ | 

of ECA and State Department administrative officers to make on- | 

the-spot decisions on administrative support problems. Counterpart =| 
| and other problems are being reexamined in the light of Mr. Griffin’s | 

- diseussionsinthefield. 
Oy 

On January 6 the President signed a bill authorizing transfer, : 
whenever “he determines that such action is essential”, of ECA Act | 

funds (Public Law 472, 80th Congress, as amended) for the purpose | 

of carrying out the China Area Aid Act (Title 2, Public Law 535, | 
8ist Congress),-up to a total of 3 percent of the ECA Act funds 

available for FY 1951. This authority makes it possible for ECA to | 

request transfer of not. more than $75 million for expansion. of its , 

Far East program. The most immediate Far East Program needs are — | 

$15 million for initiating the Philippine program,’ $15 million for — | 
expanding the Formosa program ® and $4.5 million to replace Far 

East program funds previously used to finance grain for India? 
_ As of January 8, over $57 million of ECA funds previously allotted | 

for Far East programs had been obligated for procurement authoriza- 

tions and approximately $1 million for administrative expenses, leav- 

ing an unobligated balance (of allotted funds) | of $4 million. The 

remainder of the $92 million of funds appropriated for Far East aid 

has not yet been allotted to the Far East Program Division, =. 
‘The China Mission is now carrying out a special commodity pro- | 

| gram for Formosa to offset deterioration in the island’s foreign ex- | 

change position as well as the seasonal peak of commodity demand. | 

Aga result of official abandonment by the Chinese Government of 

policies which pegged the value of Formosan currency, the price level 

in Formosa has risen, but ECA’s special commodity program has. 

been an important factor in preventing inflationary pressures from _ 

getting out of hand to date. As of January 8, over $35 million had 

been obligated for ECA’s Formosa program, and firm requests had 

been received by ECA/W for an additional $16 million of food, raw oo 

materials and textiles. Further allocation of funds to the Formosa OO 

program. will be required if the full $16 million is to be. approved, 

| and if a continuous supply pipe-line to Formosa. is to be maintained. 

aid to the area. In December, Griffin made a second regional circuit tour. For docu- 7 

| mentation on the Griffin Mission and related activities, see Foreign Relations, | 

1950, vol. vz, pp. 1 ff. , | - - Bn 

| 5 Hor documentation on U.S. relations with the Philippines, including informa- 

tion on economic assistance, see pp. 1491 ff. | | 

* Documentation on U.S. aid to the Republic of China is scheduled for publica- 

tion in volume VII. . : 

7Hor documentation on U.S. relations with India, see pp. 2085 ff. oo
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ECA/W and the China Mission have made a decision to change past _ 
policy on sales-proceeds funds in Formosa. In the future these funds 
will constitute counterpart, the use of which will be subject to ECA _ 
review and concurrence. ECA/W has requested the China Mission to 
study the economic impact of proposed US military aid to Formosa. 
Because adequate information on the military program cannot be — 

| made available to ECA in Formosa, it may be necessary to send. an 
ECA representative from Formosa to Japan (SCAP) to obtain the 

-. necessary data. > a SF a 

The Indochina STEM has proceeded with implementation of health, 
relief, and other projects in Vietnam, has made preparations for a_ 
fertilizer distribution scheme to be initiated immediately upon arrival _ 

| of fertilizer supplies now on their way, and has drawn up plans to 
train and equip first-aid personnel in 5,000 villages. Specific program 
plans for Laos and Cambodia are being prepared; these plans follow 

_ the same general lines as those for Vietnam, with minor variations 
to fit each local situation. Definite procedures for a commercial im- 
port program have been finalized by STEM. Commercial imports — 
under this program will consist of machinery, cotton, tobacco, POL, 
and other commodities, and will help to generate the local counter- 

_ part funds needed for carrying out the ECA program. The difficulty 
of generating sufficient counterpart funds still constitutes one of the , 
major problems in the Indochina program, but ECA/W has made a _ 

| firm decision that other means will be worked out to provide the total 
estimated need for counterpart funds (approximately 220. million 
piasters—$11,000,000) if the commercial import program does not 
generate this amount. a | | se ey | 

The Thailand STEM has submitted to ECA/W the first compre- | 
hensive outline of its program for the remainder of FY 1951. The 
largest projects in this program include development of a national — 
agricultural center ($977,500) and of the Makkasan Railway repair — 
shop ($1,160,000). Difficulties of recruiting personnel-and procuring | 
authorized matériel have slowed the progress of program implementa- 

| tion, but a specialist in railway engineering is leaving shortly for 
Thailand to supervise the Makkasan Railway repair shop project and 
to advise the Government of Thailand on general railway matters. 

: The Burma? STEM has forwarded to ECA/W a full outline of 
its program, drawn up by STEM and the Burma Economic Aid Com- 

®For documentation on U.S. relations with Burma, including information on Oo 
economie assistance, see pp. 267 ff. . a | Pass - | | :
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mittee, for the remainder of FY 1951. This program includes projects ! 

for rural health work, agricultural extension, rehabilitation of edu- ) | 

‘cational institutions, and repair of the port of Rangoon. Implemen- | 

tation of the program is going forward in the field of health, but | 

recruitment of medical personnel has encountered many obstacles. A : 

commodity import program to generate counterpart funds is now 

underway, and some medical supplies have arrived in Burma; cotton | | 

yarn has been shipped, and raw cotton will be sent shortly. Excellent | 

relations have been established between STEM and BEAC and 

Burmese suspicion of U.S. motives has been significantly reduced. 

The Indonesia STEM has been severely handicapped by the lack , 

of essential personnel. The program has moved ahead slowly, however, | | 

and additional funds have been obligated for medical projects. After | 

--Jengthy negotiations, the Indonesians and the J. G. White Company | 

have agreed upon a draft contract for engineering services by the | 

White Company. Although ECA/W has made several comments on 

the fees and other costs provided for in the contract, it is expected to | 

be signed shortly, and the first White Company engineers have left — | 

‘The Philippine program is. still in a preliminary, organizational | 

stage. During the past month a Special Session of the Philippine | 

| Congress, convened following the Foster-Quirino Agreement, has | | 

discussed legislation which the U.S. indicated was a necessary pre- 

requisite to large-scale economic assistance. The Special ECA Repre- 

sentative in the Philippines believes the Congress will pass the bulk | 

of the basic legislation recommended. An interagency agreement be- a 

‘tween the State Department and ECA. has been substantially com- 

pleted, and State-ECA discussions on a draft bilateral agreement — 

between the United States and the Philippines have progressed satis- 

factorily. Recruitment of personnel for the Philippine operation has. | 

encountered many obstacles which are only beginning to be overcome, 

| but ten key persons are now in the Philippines or on their way. 

In addition to programs administered by ECA’s Far East Program 

- Division, three small ECA projects in the Far East area are being 

7 administered by the Dependent Areas Branch of the European Pro- © 

gram Division. All three are roadbuilding projects (in Sarawak, North - 

Borneo and Malay) designed to increase food, rubber and tin pro- 

duction by opening up new areas. Approximately one-half million 

dollars of ECA aid is being used for these projects, principally for 

the purchase of road building equipment. a | 

538-617—77-—2 | | | |
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PSA Bies:Lot 54D1902 Ces 
Memorandum by Mr. Charlion Ogburn? to the Assistant Secretary of 

State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk)® 

ss SECRET Be pe _ [Wasurneron,] January 15,1951, 

oO Fortuer ASPECTS OF THE Basic DIFFICULTY IN’ THE Far. East aoe 

A telegram received last week from our Legation in Saigon point- 
| ing out that the Soviet Union and Communist China have yet to 

accredit. representatives to Ho Chi-minh’s regime comes at a time 
when I gather that we are considering raising our Legation in Saigon __ 

_ to an Embassy, which I suppose would mean that we should then — 
have an ambassador accredited not only to Vietnam but also to Cam- 
bodia and even to the mountain kingdom of Laos, with its population 
of about one million. — SE 

| The contrast between the Soviet course and our own with respect 
to representation in Indochina throws light on an aspect of a problem 
I touched on in an earlier memorandum on the “Basic Difficulty in 
the Far East” ‘—namely, the reasons why our leadership in Asian — 

_ countries seems to produce the opposite results from those’ we intend. _ 
, Ho Chi-minh’s*® “Democratic Republic of Vietnam” declared its 

independence in August 1945, Yet it was not until early 1950 thatthe 
Soviet Union even recognized it. By contrast, it will be remembered _ 
that: we recognized Bao Dai’s* Government the moment the French 

| gave the all-clear. Soviet official stand-offishness with respect to the _ 
7 Chinese Communists was a conspicuous feature of their relationship 

_ until the autumn of 1949. The scale of assistance with which the — 
Soviet Union has provided the Peiping regime after recognizing it 
has been minor by our standards of foreign aid. Indeed, for some _ 
time it appeared that the Soviet Union was taking more than it was 
giving. This, indeed, seems to be a common feature of Soviet. rela- | 
tions with non-Russian Communist bodies.-To a degree that must be 

| really astonishing to us, who conceive of support of non-Communist | 
elements in terms of prodigious outlays by the United States, the __ 
Asian Communists have been left to fend for themselves materially. | With its very large production of gold and with'what must be its 
huge quantities of weapons, it would seem that the Soviet Union 
could do far more than it has done for the Communists in Indochina, 
Burma, Malaya,the Philippines,ete | 

1 Files of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, 1937-1952. 
| * Policy Information Officer, Bureau of Far Hastern Affairs. oo a | 

* Transmitted through Livingston T. Merchant, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for Far Eastern Affairs, and John K. Emmerson, Planning Adviser, Bu- | 
reau of Far Eastern Affairs. OTR oe | , | 

*Not printed. : - ee | . 
° President of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam. _ | | 
* Chief of State of Viet-Nam. _ | | | | |
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| - I cannot pretend to know what the Russian motives may be in their — | 

evidently cautious. policy, but certain of the effects of this policy are. - | 

apparent and are of the greatest significancetous. | 

‘In the first place, in withholding their sanction of a new regime | 

until it has demonstrated that its chances of survival and success are — ! 

good, the Russians avoid the great loss of prestige which comes from _ | 

backing a losing horse. It looked for a while as if. they were going to | 

suffer just such a loss in Korea, but this contingency, it now appears, | 

| had been prepared for. Soviet recognition, 1n short, comes high. Asian’ . 

Communist parties which set up regimes the Soviet. Union is willing — | 

to recognize must feel the satisfaction. of great. accomplishment. By _ | 

contrast, it seems to me that our continued recognition of the Chinese Yt 

Nationalists after they had lost China and our instant recognition of. | 

the states of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos eight months before they | ! 

‘had even: received the degree of independence they won at Pauand | 

while much the greater part of Vietnam was not controlled by another | | 

regime, greatly reduced the intrinsic value of American recognition — 

in Asian.eyes and placed our prestige in hostage to a mostunpropitious | 

future. Raising our Minister to the Indochinese States to. an Am- | 

bassador will impress no one east of Suez and merely give further 

evidence that we are-easily had. If Bao Dai is as deficient in the quali- 

ties of leadership and determination as we are told, one would imagine a 

that what he needs is incentive—such as the winning of American | 

recognition—and not the satiation of his desires, including those he | 

has presumably notevenexpressed. tape | 

In the second place, the practice of the Russians in giving guidance, | 

oo instructions, and orders to Communist elements in other countries but 

withholding large-scale material assistance tends ‘to bring out real | 

leaders among these elements and to develop among them the qualities : 

| of determination, resourcefulness, and fortitude. It gives them the 

incentive of advancing a cause, in which they believe. They have the | 

position of contributors, not beneficiaries. They. are supporting the 

Communist cause, not being supported by it. The effect on them, if 

onemay judge,isexhilarating, eh to | 

What. we have been doing is to support anti-Communist elements — | 

where the situation in the world demands that they support us—as | 

the Communist elements support the Soviet. Union. The cause of: the 

_ free, world in Asia has become not an Asian cause (which it certainly | 

should be, since it is the Asians and not we who are directly menaced) oe 

but an American cause in which we are pleading for adherents and 

 _. turning ourselves inside out to keep afloat those we have. Those we | 

have lined up with us in Asia have none of the sense of being the 

_ advance guard of a great and noble cause of which we are the base 

and Fatherland. Those Asians who give evidence that they do feel 

they are making history and have undergone sacrifices for great ob-
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" jectives, and who evidently feel that they are moved by impelling 
ideals are the very ones we have helped least and who are most wary - 
of enlisting in a cause which they conceive of as an American snare. 
It is ironical but apparently none the less true that Asians fighting 

_ on the Communist side with Mao? and Ho, whom we feel the Asians 
| should regard as the exponents of tyranny, have the inspiring sense _- 

of fighting for national freedom, while in the camps of Chiang,’ 
Quirino,® and Bao Dai there is a strong feeling that we must see them | 

__ through because they are serving our cause. _ - ee 
_ We are continually hurt and bewildered because the more independ- 

: ent minded Asians. refuse to recognize their Communist fellows as a 
| _ puppets of Moscow but persist in regarding other Asians whom we 

are supporting as puppets of the United States. But this feeling can | 
only continue as long as. our policy of supporting non-Communist _ 
elements continues in its present form while the Soviet Union forces _ 
its adherents to fight their own battles. As long as Soviet favors are 

| hard to come by while the United States gives the appearance of a 
_ call-girl, we shall, I fear, continue to serve as.a refuge for weaklings 

and incompetents. ere ne 
The prospects in the Philippines today give a good example of __ 

how our policy betrays us. Without our aid, Quirino’s regime will _ a eventually be swept away. It is a weak regime in all save the talents 
| required to retain office by dishonest means, and it should in fact be 

_ swept away if the Philippines is to be strong. In exchange for certain 
, “reforms”, however—as if a corrupt and dishonest leadership could 

| be reformed—we are going to save this regime from the penalties 
of its shortcomings. Now consider at the same time the case of Colonel © 
Velasquez, whom I understand we consider as a white hope and whom : 
we have been trying to persuade to take a key military position. | 

_ Velasquez refuses to serve under Quirino. The end of our policy will 
be to fix the Philippines in the permanent status of a liability to 

_ us and at the same time force Velasquez and others like him to accept 
Quirino and thus suffer demoralization and the loss of self-respect 

| or drive them into the ranks of our enemies. The Philippine Islands 
are hardly likely to suffer a Communist invasion. But if things con-— 
tinue in their present course, one may foresee the time when the 

_ American army will be fighting a Philippine guerilla army, which, 
_under Communist colors, will have the support of the Nationalists | 

| just as Ho’s regime has had. The process of recolonializing the Philip- | 

8 Chairman of the Central People’s Government Council, People’s (Republie of | China, and Chairman of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China. * President of the Republic of China. - a | | ° Elpidio Quirino, President of the Republic of the Philippines. | . |
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pines will then be well advanced—except that we shall not get away 

with it. It was in order to try to avoid this outcome that I proposed 

in a recent memorandum to you another way of strengthening the | | 

Philippines. The memorandum, being written in haste, contained 1n- | 

| consistencies and rather wild suggestions, but at least the means it | | 

proposed might open up prospects different from the dreary ones we | 

| face 7 - Cc | 

To sum up, it would seem that through our present methods of sup- | 

porting anti-Communist elements we risk creating situations of weak- | 

ness rather than of strength. As Mr. Heideman of this office points | 

out, our maternalistic material support of such elements may not only | 

coften them but also undermine their position by degrading their 

stature in the eyes of their countrymen. Mr. Heideman offers the | 

hypothesis that the National Government of China might actually ! 

have prevailed over the Chinese Communists—whose military: strength | 

was so much less than its ‘own—had we not through the abundant | 

~ and conspicuous support we gave enabled the Communists to brand | 

it suecessfully as a creature of the United States. — ae | 

. Lastly, by making the anti-Communist cause in the Far East our | 

cause, by demonstrating so plainly that our policies in the Far East | 

are based upon a containment of Communism, we have encouraged en 

the Asians in their present maddening misconceptions astothe nature = 

of the cold war. We know very well that our Government cannot — | 

carry out a foreign policy which 1s not supported by the electorate, 

that we cannot get very far ahead of American. opinion, but we do 

not seem to have realized that the United States cannot hope to succeed 

‘if it tries to run far in advance of Asian opinion. — | —_ ee 

The nature of our intervention in Asia has, it seems to me, had the ; 

primary effect of confusing the issues. When the Asians have under- | 

gone those trials that bring the strong, genuine leaders to the fore, | 

when they have come to understand the alternatives that face them, | 

when they urge us to comprehend the necessity of condemning the : 

Chinese Communists and saving the United Nations, of holding on 7 

to Formosa, of helping the nationalist elements in Indochina, and of , 

assisting anti-Communist guerrillas in China, then the situation will 

be such that we can save Asia. I cannot see that it will be until that 

‘time comes. Given a different behavior on our part, I believe it could 

- come fast—very fast. Can we not stop taking the lead everywhere and 

making what seems to me display of ourselves? Can we not start being | 

the judge of other peoples and stop being the one who is Judged? _ | 

Can we not be a little harder to get, and let the favor of the United 

States be what other peoples aspire to? Darn it, they are the ones who 

‘are threatened with a fate worse than death—not we. |
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SEAC Files: Lot 58D255 - a a eg 

_-—s- Reeport by the Defense Department Representative to the Southeast 
| oo _ Asia Aid Policy Committee (Malony) ba : 

| SECRET 7 _ [Wasutneron,] January 22, 1951. 
SEAC D411 | | | cp 

Report or GenrraL Matony oN Far Eastern Trrp+ 

, | _--«- PHILIPPINES | _— | 
| _ Since his visit, General Malony had found that the adverse opinion 

: concerning possible dispatch of U.S. personnel to the combat-team 
level, as in Greece, had been undergoing a change. The experience in _ 

| Greece had shown how useful this effort could be; and the important _ 
| thing was to revive quickly a feeling of strength in the military, | 

. The problem of intelligence remained acute, and it was probably — 
true that (again, as had been the case in Greece) the guerrilla intelli- 
gence was quicker than the Government’s. Boss ee ee 

| — The Erskine—-Melby report on the Huk situation had been. excel- 
lent.? Unfortunately, there had been little or no improvement since 
that report was made. Experienced U.S. soldiers for Philippines serv- 
ice were almost entirely limited to over-age ex-scouts or former troops. __ 
‘The demands for experienced personnel and materials for suppression — 
simply could not be met immediately. oO A ge 

Responsible U.S. officials in Manila received the Bell Report? with _ 
the feeling that it was a “last. hope operation” and had to be / 
followed-up on successfully. _ - oo Sn ele 

_ It was his opinion that the operation for suppressing dissidents in 
| _ Malaya was 90% political rather than military. This situation was: 

| quiet when he was there, although the incident over the Dutch-Malay 
) child took place shortly after he left. Mr. MacDonald,‘ for whom he 

a _.* Major General Malony visited the Philippines, Malaya, Viet-Nam, ‘Thailand, and Burma in December 1950 #0 familiarize himself with conditions affecting | policy in Southeast Asia. He discussed the existing situation and the effective- | ness of U.S. programs, particularly military assistance programs, with ranking _ U.S. officials and indigenous leaders im each country. General Malony’s finai | , , _ written report on his trip was circulated as document SEAC D-38, January 10, | not printed. The above report (SEAC D-41) represented a supplement to SEAC D-38, based on statements made at an interdepartmental meeting held under the | auspices of the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, Department of State, on Janu- oe: ary 4, (SEAC Files: Lot 58D255) pa * A joint Mutual Defense Assistance Program survey mission headed by J ohn Fk, Melby, Special Assistant to Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, and Maj. Gen. Graves B. ‘Erskine, Commanding General of the — First Marine Division, visited Southeast Asia in J uly and August 1950. For documentation on the mission, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 1 ff. For . information on the mission’s stop in the Philippines, see ibid., pp. 1493 ff. * For extracts from the Bell report October 9, 1950, see ibid., p. 1497. | * British Commissioner General for Southeast Asia. |
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had the greatest respect, had outlined for him the long-term job which | | 

the British saw in cutting down the inter-racial barriers and in creat- | 

ing a Malayan nationality. It was probable that the British authorities © | 

would ask the U.S. for limited help, as for example Chinese-speaking _ 

teachers. Se I | | 

He had formed the opinion that the British, in view of the strategic | 

~ location and highly important dollar-earning raw materials of Malaya, | | 

would make great efforts to hold ontothe Peninsula. ee | 

ae ee ae --  INDO-CHINA rot ot | 

- - He had asked General De LaTour ® why the northeastern strip on | | 

the coast on Indo-China was being held, despite its military vulnera- 

bility. He had been advised that French mining installations, and the a 

possible necessity for use as an embarkation point for a possible am- ; 

phibious operation were the reasons. ee ae | 

His limited observations of the National Armies had led him to | 

believe that they were physically fit, and if given adequate training | 

and equipment might well make agoodshow. 
== = * | 

| ~ While the U.S. Government talked of 12 battalions ‘of Vietnamese, 

| Bao Dai had spoken of 4 divisions. Bao Dai ‘also inferred that since i 

no French money would probably be forthcoming for the increase of | 

his forces to that size, the U.S. would probably be asked to provide | 

the money for equipping them. The lists prepared by Bao. Dai and 

General Carpentier * of military needs for Vietnam had not differed 

greatly and have beenreconciled by Brink” | 

| | | THAILAND | | | oe | 

The Thai economic situation was relatively good and likely to con- | 

tinue so if Indo-China did not fall. TRE OR | 

8 Questions AND ANSWERS ee 

Bs PHILIPPINES aise a 

aS Q. Was there any evidence that trouble was expected from the 
Mores? PSS! : ome | 

A, He had attempted several times to get an answer to this question, _ 7 

but it had been avoided by the officials approached. ee 

_ @. How did he evaluate, in general, the anti-Huk program? = 

_ A, Much, of course, remained to be done. But he had been par- 

ticularly impressed with Defense Minister Magsaysay’s determina- 

tion and pro-American attitude. If able to act without interference, | 

. 5 Gen. Boyer de Latour, Commander of French Union forces in northern Indo- | 

china in December 1950. . 
| 

ime ime Carpentier, Commander of French Union forees in Indochina, 

| 7 Brig. Gen. Francis G. Brink, Chief of the Military Assistance Advisory Group 

at Saigon. 
|
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he might make a very good effort. It went without saying that the _ 
_ Defense Minister was a prime target for assassination by the Huks. 

| FE MALAYA ee 

_ @. What was his impression of the recent riots in Malaya? — ae 
A. They did not appear to be manifestations of a general anti- 

, | British feeling, but rather an instigated flare-up, which had not seemed 
to bear any considerable effect on the generalsituation. =89§« 

| | @. If Indo-China and Thailand fell, would it, in his opinion,-be 
: | wise to attempt to hold Malaya, whatever the determination of the 

| Britishtoholdon? ©. = © )- 2B ie 

A. In his opinion, it would be wise to attempt to hold Malaya; 
| and he felt it could be done, since the peninsula provided a site for 

| favorable airandseaactivities 88 ee eee 
@. Had anything been said during his stay in Malaya concerning 

| : additional MDA supplies? = st ae ee 
_. A, Nothing had been said concerning this matter. In his opinion, 
the needs of Malaya lay in other fields; but because of their will to | 
fight he had recommended that such military assistance as they re-. 
quiredbe providedtoMalaya. © © os 

| _ @. Had he observed any significant independence movement in 
a Malaya? Sow OE a Dawe oe ee 

| _ A. His opportunity of obtaining an answer to this question had _ 
been limited. But his feeling was that any “nationalist” sentiment 
was oriented toward greater national unity within the Commonwealth, 

a rather than complete independence. _ oe OB 

| INDO-CHINA - 
| Q. In his opinion, was a further subsidy from the U.S. for France 

| necessary for the continuation of the National Armies. More specifi- 
| cally, what was his opinion on the ability and willingness of the Asso- 

ciated States to raise the money necessary for their contribution to 
. the Armies? en ee ee | | 

_ A. The question applied to more than the National Armies plans, _ 
| and a real problem existed with regard to the ability of the Associated 

States to raise necessary monies. The tax collection power, had, of 
course, been turned over to Vietnam, but the French-Vietnamese prob- 

| lems of transition related to this function, as well as to all other | 
functions assumed by the governments of the Associated States, made 

| the situation very nebulous. =. va 
| THAILAND ne 

(). What was the state of the Laotian infiltration into Thailand, 
_ which so disturbed the Thai Government and people? a PE 

A. The recent French announcement that it would send about four 
| thousand men to the border regions to oppose guerrilla activity had
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cut ‘Thai concern with the problem somewhat, but the problem of : 

infiltration stillexisted. = a a | 

~ Q. What was his opinion of the MDA program in Burma? — | 

A. The existence of an approved program for river craft appeared : 

to have been quite helpful for U.S. interests. | re | 

_-- SMUGGLING - | | 

In answer to questions on smuggling, General Malony reported ss 

that: | os oe 

There was a feeling in Malaya, particularly among the British, | 

that the Indonesian policy of U.S. had opened a “back door” through | : 

Malaya for smuggling, paiticularly from the Philippines. The British | 

were certain there was relatively little smuggling going on in Malaya 

since many Chinese had been resettled from the edges of plantations, a 

and ‘a constant surveillance barred them from producing support in | 

food and money to the guerrillas. Pushing the dissident forces back : 

further into the hills had also cut down smuggling. Considerable | 

smuggling continued in Indo-China; but the Thai and British officials. | 

were cooperating in making pursuit across borders possible. Some | 

smuggling continued from Hainan by air drops, but sending PBY’s  t 

should cut down this traffic somewhat. If a regional pact were de-. | 

veloped for the area, smuggling certainly should be one of the ques- _ | 

tions of common concern to be dealt with as soon as possible. = | 

|  REGTON AL PROBLEMS — pO 
| : General: 3 a ed | PE . | - | | 

Q. Had there been any noticeable feeling of indigenous belief that 

regional cooperation was necessary ¢ ns BE Sn | 

“A. The only concrete evidence of such feeling which he had en-- | 

 eountered was in Thailand, where the Navy Commander-in-Chief had _ | 

- indicated they would favor a regional grouping if Australia or the 

U.S. headed it. He considered this as a poor source. — Be 

— US. Organizational Arrangements in the Area | eS 

‘Jn answer to a question as to the wisdom of setting up a U.S. 

Government regional office to deal with MDA problems, General 

- Malony felt that a more centralized regional organization would be | 

generally useful, but that it should not be limited to MDAP matters. | 

Rather, MDAP problems were less in need of ‘such a center of decisions 

short of Washington than were the economic and other programs in 

the area. But all of the programs could use such a device. — er 

. Continuance of Aidin Region = PO tgs 

_@. Did he feel that the situation warranted continued and increased 

aid in the region ? | Oe 

A. Yes. U.S. officials were now able to sort out the facts and analyze | 

the regional situation better than ever before. The U.S. should not.
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_ act on its apprehensions but on what lines of action would profit it 
| _ most; and continuance of aid was definitely indicated. __ , 

751G.00/1-2551 Ege ee . _ 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 

a for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) OU is 

| SECRET | | [Wasurtneton,] January 25, 1951; 
| Subject: Possible American Action if Chinese Communists Attack | Indochina. —s | ag Se | 

Participants: H.R. H. Prince Wan Waithayakon, Thai Ambassador __ 
| - Mr. Dean Rusk, FE a ee oe 

Mr. Kenneth P. Landon, PSA ce ee 
In the course of a conversation on another subject the Thai Am- — 

-bassador pointed out that his government was in entire accord with 
the United States Government in regard to Communism as evidenced ~__ 
by the presence of Thai troops in Korea, the recognition of the govern- _ 

_ nents of Indochina, and the present act of co-sponsorship of the resolu- _ 
| tion designating the Chinese Communists as aggressors. He went on _ 

to say that he had been instructed by his government to ask what — 
a United States policy would be if the Chinese Communists should - 

_ attack northern Indochina, i-e., would the United States give air sup-. 
| port or navy support or ground support or simply provide military 

equipment as at present. Furthermore, if Thailand were attacked _ 
would the United States come to their support while they were fight- — 

| ing the enemy or would Thailand have to do as it did in the last war | 
_ when overrun by the enemy—establish an underground which would | 

cooperate with the United States and work toward their liberation _ 
with us. The Ambassador reaffirmed that his government saw eye to. 
eye with the U.S. Government and wanted to know how to lay itsown — 

| plans in order to meet the potentialthreat. ok BN 
I said that it was exceedingly difficult to give a practical reply — 

to a hypothetical question; that the President of the United States in. 
fact was the only person who could reply to such a question; that if 
he were requested to make a reply at this time it would become a | 
problem between the Executive and the Legislative branches of gov- 
ernment; that it would be a different matter if the President were | 
faced with such a practical problem for immediate action as Com- 

_ Mander in Chief; that in regard to Korea we have no intention of | | | giving up the fight and would not act hastily in reaching a decision _ 

| 1 Drafted by Kenneth P. Landon, Officer in Charge, Thai, Malayan, and Indo- | | chinese Affairs. - a | es
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in regard to withdrawal from Korea ;* that any attack by the Chi- 

nese Communists on Indochina or Thailand would be regarded by the 

United States as a very serious matter and as part of our world-wide | | 

fight against Communism; that in fact Thailand’s immediate neigh- — 

bors such as Burma, India and Malaya, would probably feel equally | | 

involved in such an attack by the Chinese Communists and would — | 

- doubtless be prepared to consider coincident action in such an event; » | 

that, however, at this moment the Chinese Communists were appar- | 

ently limiting themselves to assistance to Ho Chi Minh and his forces ! 

_in the expectation that they might prove to be adequate in driving | 

| out the French. I went on to point. out that the Chinese had suffered. ) 

heavy losses in Korea which might have had a sobering effect upon 

them and that we had no indication of Chinese intentions to extend the 

present conflict beyond Korea although we were studying every. | | 

possibility 
Lenehan | 

At this point I asked the Thai Ambassador whether he and his +t 

government had any information on Chinese intentions in Korea as | 

| we were considerably puzzled at the current news coming from Korea, | 

it being unclear whether the Chinese were withdrawing beyond the | 

88th Parallel in preparation for a cease fire order or whether they | 

were regrouping farther north in preparation for another large drive. 

The Ambassador said he had no information on the subject. oS, | 

| ; Documentation on the Korean Waris presented in volume VII. . a a : 

890.00/1-1851 
| | 

| The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador (Franks) | 

_ CONFIDENTIAL —— SE -Wasutneron, January 26,1951. _ 

‘Dear Mr. Ampassapor: I thank you for your letter dated Janu- 

ary 18, 1951+ in which, on behalf of the Governments of Australia, 

Canada, Ceylon, India, New Zealand, Pakistan, and the United King- © : 

dom, you extended an invitation to the Government of the United 

States to participate fully, subject to the understandings previously 

set forth by the Government of the United States, in the future: 

discussions and activities of the Consultative Committee on South 

and Southeast Asia, including the activities of the Council for Tech- — 

nical Cooperation. © = Pugh eiS re sac po Se ON oawly 

I note that the Commonwealth Governments represented. on the | 

Consultative Committee have agreed on the desirability of a further _ | 

meeting of the Committee at the official level, and that the Govern- 

ment of Ceylon will shortly extend an invitation to this Government | 

to attend a meeting, starting at Colombo about February 12. | | 

1 Not printed. | , |
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| ~The Government: of the United States appreciates the invitation | 
of the Commonwealth Governments to participate in discussions and. 

) activities of the Consultative Committee and intends to accept the 
| formal invitation to be represented at the Colombo meeting? = 

_ The Government of the United States will have to give further 
: consideration to its position with respect to participation on the Coun- 

cilfor Technical Cooperation, oars 
| Sincerely yours, 7 Dan ACHESON 

2 In a statement released to the press on January 24, Secretary of State Acheson — 
announced that the United States had accepted the invitation. For text, ‘see_ 
Department of State Bulletin, February 5, 1951, p. 284. The-Colombo Plan offi- 
cially went into effect on July 1. For a statement on the subject, released to ‘the | 
press by the Department of State on July 8, see ibid., July 16, 1951, p. 112. For 

_ information .on the functioning of the plan in 1951, see Great Britain, The Co- 7 
lombo Pian, the First Annual Report of the Consultative Committee on Economic | 

. Development in South and South-East Asia, Karachi, March, 1952 '(Cmd, 8529) 
(London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, May, 1952) . | ie - “ 

| editorial Note -_ eS ae 

In telegram 4178 from London, January 29, Ambassador Walter _ 
. Gifford set forth an analysis of differences between the United 
States and the United Kingdom regarding policy in the Far East. — 

| Telegram 4178 and other material on United States-United Kingdom 
_ relations with respect to the East Asian-Pacific area is scheduled for 

| publicationinvolumeIV. =» , 

790.5 MAP/1-3151 | | | | | Ee 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern — 
Affairs (Lusk) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Matthews yt 

TOP SECRET sis ae [ WasHIncron,] January 31, 1951. 

Subject: United States Military Assistance Program in Southeast 

Problem: eo Le ee ee 
To determine the extent of the United States military assistance 

_ program in Southeast Asia, and the priority to be assigned to it, in 
view of current favorable political developments in the area and, at’ 
the same time, the imminence of a communist invasion of that area. 
The area comprises the following countries: Burma, Thailand, Indo- 

_ china, Malaya, Indonesia, and The Philippines. TN 

ss: Drafted by William 8. B. Lacy, Director of the Office of Philippine and South- 
east Asian Affairs. | : - a
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. Discussion: bet DPR yb gid Pe 7 ee . 7. . oo ae | 

Jt has become increasingly apparent: during the last several months 

that, in spite of their unwillingness to’ accept United States view of — | 

| the proper solution of the Korean problem, the countries comprising | 

the area known as Southeast Asia are. disposed to move in the direc- 

 tion'of the United States: and of the’ political and economic systems | 

of which it is the principal protagonist. This tendency isdueinsome _ ! 

- -part to the effectiveness of American diplomacy, in some part to South- | 

ast Asian fears of Chinese imperialism and, in any case, the belief | 

| ‘that the United States can and will defend the Southeast Asian neu- | 

 trals against Chinese and Russian aggression. Although certain South- | 

east Asian states (Indonesia and Burma) have adopted. an attitude ) 

‘of neutrality in the present Sino-U.S.-USSR conflict inthe hope of =| 

‘avoiding general conflict in the Far Fast, it seems likely. to the Bureau 

| of Far Eastern Affairs ‘that, if the Communists succeed in Korea, — | 

| Southeast Asian fears of Chinese imperialism will increase and that | 

these fears alone will probably serve to accelerate the tendency of | 

Southeast Asia to align itself with the United States through the 

adoption of benevolent neutrality or in some cases, outright alliance. 

While this development in Southeast Asia may be regarded: asa | 

. gource of gratification to the United States, it also confronts the | 

| United States Government with a problem of the most serious char- | 

acter: If our diplomacy succeeds in Southeast Asia the United States 

must decide how much it is prepared to pay in the way of military | 

| assistance to validate that success. If, upon careful consideration of | 

all the factors involved, the United States Government decides that | 

- jit can afford to supply to the countries of Southeast Asia military | | | 

assistance requisite to. their. making a stand on their own and..our | 

--‘Pehalf, well and good. If, on the other hand, it is our carefully con- | 
‘sidered conclusion that, due to the demands for military assistance | 

from other areas of strategic importance to the United States we can 

not follow through on the military program which our political pro- - 

gram foreshadows, then we must trim our sails accordingly. In a word, 

the United States has in Southeast Asia reached the point where we 

must decide whether we shall put up or shut up. a ey : 

__.,. ‘Meanwhile, the threat of Chinese Communist invasion of Southeast | 

Asia (Indochina and Burma in particular) increases. While intel- 

| Jigence estimates do not: indicate an increase in the intention of the | 

| Chinese to invade the area, all intelligence reports testify to an in- 7 

crease in their ability to do so. Indirect Chinese Communist involve- ) 

ment in Ho Chi Minh’s military operations is at the same time 

| increasing daily. | | oe | 

---'The strategic, political and economic importance of the region 

known as Southeast Asia has long been recognized by both the mili-
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tary and the political authorities of this Government (see NSC 64,_ 
Tab (A); Joint Chiefs estimates, Tabs (B) and (C); letter from 
General Marshall,Tab(D))2 = at , Ph Bes 

| In full recognition of the strategic importance of the area, the 
United States Government has embarked upon programs for the ex- 

_ tension of military and economic assistance to the several countries _ 
comprising the area described below. It should be borne in mind at all 
times that the Governments of the area as well as the Governments of | 
France, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands are predicating 

| their policy on the supposition that those programs will be executed . 
| bythisGovernment. = sss See page 

_ The United States Government has pursued its policy in Southeast 
Asia with the expenditure of relatively little in the way of money 

, ‘and matériel. The following: lists: (in thousands of U.S. dollars) the amount the United States is spending for military assistance, economic 
| and technical assistance programs in the countries of Southeast Asia 

ob Mutual defense _ Heonomic and technical | Country -  - 2. assestance _ assistance programs 

Burma = = = $3,500 «$4850 
Thailand 10,001 4190 | Indochina Oo 164, 000° 7, 650 
Malaya* Oa EB ot Oo Fee ete, a at 
Indonesia ee 8000. OG BIB. ; | ‘The Philippines. 11,247 | hee 13000 

_ The Union of Burma is a country of considerable strategic im-_ 
_ portance because of its geographic location between India and China 

, and because of its ability to produce, even under present unsettled. 
conditions, an export surplus of more than 1,000,000 tons of rice per ~ , 
annum. During the early period of its independence (1948-1949) the 
country was on the ideological borderline, and the question of possi- 
ble military assistance was held in abeyance pending a clarification __ 
of the attitude of Burma toward international Communism. Its poten- 
tial value to us was lessened by the widespread disorder that prevailed 
in the country during that'‘period. ~~ DO EE BBE gS | 
__ During the past year, however, our efforts to win over Burma to 

| the side of the democratic nations have met with remarkable success, 
partly as a result of the measures that ‘we have taken and partly as _ aw 

"The tabs do not accompany the source text, NSC 64, “The Position of the 
| United States With Respect to. Indochina,” a report to the National Seeurity ae . Council by the Department of State, February 27, 1950, printed in Foreign - | Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 744. OSes 

*Policy decision as to nature of aid for Malaya has not been settled. [Footnote _ in the source text.] | : | | :
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a result of the growing threat of Communist China. During this | 
- period, we have greatly expanded our information and cultural re- ns 

_ lations program in Burma and have entered into an agreement with | 

the Burmese Government for the establishment of a technical and 

- economic mission and the granting of aid for the rehabilitation of 
the Burmese economy, which was completely disorganized by the war | 
and internal disorder. Our program in this field will cost between 
$8,000,000 and $10,000,000 during the present fiscal year. Military — 
assistance has been limited to an agreement to supply the Burmese 
Government with ten reconditioned patrol boats for use in maintain- 

_ ing order along the waterways and in protecting shipments of rice 
and other goods on the rivers. This military aid supplements the | - 
assistance being granted by the British and is costing approximately = = 

| In reeent months, it has become increasingly clear that Burma:would. | 
eventually join the free nations of the world in resisting Communist | 
aggression. Within the past week, a definite decision has been reached | 

_ by the Burmese Foreign Relations Advisory Board that Burma will a 
resist any aggression from China and that the Burmese armed forces _ | 
will be inereased to the fullest extent possible to meet’ this threat in | 
‘coopération with India. The Board has also expressed its intention | 
to incarcerate all Communists and “Left Wing Socialists”. The Board 
has indicated that it may request the United States and the United | | 

_ Kingdom each to train 300 Burmese officers in this connection, and | 
‘it is apparent that the granting of substantial additional assistance | 
may also be highly advantageous to us. It is too early now to deter- 
mine the form or extent of this aid, but we should be negligent if we 
failed to make provision for substantial military help to Burma when | 
conditionsrequire it, | | 

Our policy toward Thailand since World War IT has been success- | 
_ ful.in securing Thailand’s forthright support of the United Nations 
and the Western powers. This is illustrated by Thailand’s furnishing 
‘ground troops to the United Nations in Korea; by supporting in gen- 
eral United States objectives in the various subsidiary organizations = Sf 
of the United Nations; and, alone among Oriental nations, extending | 
diplomatic recognition to the States of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. — 
These were bold moves for a small nation which never before in its | 
history had committed itself unequivocally on an international issue 
which might endanger its own sovereignty. Thailand’s declared op- | 

eo position to Communism is important to the world because geographi- | 

cally it lies in the heart of the Indochinese peninsula and forms a — | 
hard core of opposition which serves to bolster the left and right | 
wings in Burma and Indochina as well as Malaya to its rear. If Thai- _ | 

| : a 

| | : |
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- Jand-were to go Communist. it would.simplify Viet Minh or Chinese 

Communist action in. flanking, any resistance:in either Indochina..or — 

__ -Burma. Thailand furthermore is voluntarily channeling its rubber and 
‘tin to the Western powers andi, generally cooperating economically. 

:.. Such support from ‘Thailand has cost the United States little.except 
careful diplomatic handling. It: has received no large loans nor any | 

extensive aid ‘programs. A $20,000,000 surplus property credit. was 
granted after World. War. II .of cwhich;‘Thailand used. Jess: than 

- $7,000,000. A $10,000,000: military aid. program for, 1950. has been ap- 
‘proved in order to equip. the. Thai Army. against possible. internal 

- Communist efforts but-of this amount, only. a fraction has actually 
-been.shipped. It is believed, however, that: in view. of Communist ‘suc- 
cesses in Korea-and in Tonkin that.military aid. for Thailand should be 
substantially increased in quantity and in priority in order that this 

‘nation might continue to stand against Communist aggression...» _ | 

' It-is generally acknowledged that. if Indochina, were to. fall under | 

----eontrol of the Communists, Burma-and ‘Thailand would follow. suit 

Ce almost immediately. Thereafter, it would:be difficult if not.impossible 

ss for Indonesia, India and. the: others, to remain outside, the Soviet- 

| dominated Asian bloc. Therefore, the Department’s policy. in Indo- 
| china takes on particular importance, for, in-a sense, it is the keystone _ 

ef our policy in the rest of Southeast. Asia. - eoplest Ap og peel 

Even before the Japanese Army. of Occupation had been evacuated — 

from Indochina it became: evident that there was a nationalist move- 

- ment brewing there which would have to be dealt. with promptly in — 

| “one way or another. A military solution was impossible andthe French 

| decided, either for that reason or in acknowledgment of the fact.that 

some sort of alteration in the prewar: type of colonial administration 

| of overseas territories would eventually be required, chose the only 
practical course open to them at that time—to negotiate with Ho 
Chi Minh. The Fontainebleau Pact which followed proved to be a 

- miserable failure. Its principal purpose in the end, ironically enough, 
swag to serve as a pretedent for the series of agreements which the _ 

—_ French were later to conclude with Ho Chi Minh’s greatest rival, Bao 

--Dai, and which were to result in a degree of independence for the 
Associated States which Ho.Chi Minh had never been able to obtain, — 

- either by politicalormilitary means. = = sss 

By the time Ho had gone underground in December 1946 certain 
| essential facts were becoming evident to us as they were to the French. 

| They included the realization that Ho was not the benevolent na- 

_ tionalist patriot he claimed to be but. rather a clever and devoted — 

| - disciple of the Kremlin. A solution to the Indochina problem could 

not be achieved through him if Western interests were to be served.
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Until an ‘alternate could be found there was no course. but to oppose 
Ho by force of arms. The alternate was and is, Bao Dai, the only man | | 
in Indochina capable of commanding a following comparable to that 
of Ho and serviceable as a framework within which a non-Communist 
governmentcouldbeformed. = | , | 

The Department’s policy at this time, late 1948-early 1949, had 
gelled. It was, in simplest terms, to prevent Ho and his Kremlin allies 
from gaining control of Indochina by every: means possible and to | 
bring a friendly influence to bear on the French*to make whatever 
concessions to the Indochinese were required: to bring about the res- | 
toration of internal security and the establishment of a stable non- . | 

Communist nationalist government capable of maintaining: it.The | 
course we have and are pursuing is an outgrowth of these two basic 

In the short period of time since the present mold was set by the 

Baie d’Along Agreement of June 1948, remarkable progress has been 
made in “Operation Eggshell”. There is no need to dwell on the series 
of developments culminating recently in the decision of the French | 
Government to grant the Associated States a full measure of independ- _ 
ence within the French Union as exemplified by the agreements 

_ reachedatthePauConference. £0 | 
However satisfactory progress may have been, we are now in a 

erucial period. Aside from the ever present threat of Chinese inter- 
vention, which would of course change everything, we are now in a 
stage where our participation in the over-all operation must be greater _ 
than ever before. French cooperation in the form of political con- | 
cessions and assurances of continued military and financial aid has | 
been received. We can expect little, if anything, more from the French | 

It is, moreover, doubtful if the French concessions would ever have. 
been made if our assurances of financial and military aid to them and 
to the Associated States had not been forthcoming at the same time. 

_ It is certain that without our military and financial aid the attain- | 

ment of the ultimate goals we have been aiming at during the long | 
difficult operation of the last five years will be impossible. Unless we 
carry out our present program, it is questionabte whether the French 
can be counted on to carry out their program. At best it will bea - 
period of years before the Associated States are able to fully assume 
the responsibility they have so recently acquired. They will need _ : 
constant aid. They must turn to us for it if. they are not to turn deewhere, ee he SE eS at 

_ Above all, we cannot afford to jeopardize the considerable measure 
of success our policy has already had in Indochina by neglecting to | 
provide the proper maintenance for our investment. French coopera- _ 
tion will be required at all times and can only be assured if we, | 

| 538-617—77-—_3 ° | | | 

; | 
. ; |
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ourselves, continue to give constant evidence of our determination 

to see the matter through. In sum, to neglect:to pursue-our present 
course to the utmost of our ability would be disastrous to our interests | 

in Indochina and, consequently, in the rest ‘of Southeast Asia. 

ee Malaya OT 

- Malaya which forms the tail of the Indochinese peninsula, although 

| being:a small nation of only 6,000,000 is of vital importance to the 

Western powers because it is the world’s. largest tin producer, export- 
ing almost 60,000 tons in 1949; and is the world’s largest rubber 

| producer, supplying in 1949 almost half of the world’s natural rubber. | 

| Furthermore, it isthe largest dollar income area in the British Empire 

and is exceedingly important fiscally to the stability of that Empire. 

At this time the British are asking for about $8,000,000 worth of 

equipment to assist them in suppressing Chinese Communist guerrillas. 
A carefully devised plan is being put in operation which uses about 

- 20,000 British troops ‘and 100,000 police and special police and which 

aims to extend substantial civil administration to the disturbed areas. 

It is believed that high enough priority should be given to British re- 

quirements for those materials which they are not able to produce 

themselves within a reasonable period. of-time in order to support 

: their anti-Communist program. = eee eo ee he 

| Co ae ' -Tndonesia ne 

Indonesia, supporting a population of 75-million (second largest 
_ Moslem country in the world) is completing. its first difficult year as 

an independent nation. It has been beset by a series of economic and 
political troubles. These include in the political field, the Westerling 

: Affair, the Makassar revolt, the Ambon rebellion, which came to the 
Oo attention of the Security Council, and the establishment. of a unitary 

| state. Economically, disturbances to law and order have reduced 

plantation production. Labor, generally restive, has been exploited 

by Communists. 
The Indonesian. Government obtained a vote of confidence and re- 

solved-the Ambon affair early in November. Since that time the Gov- 
/ | ernment, of Indonesia has proceeded in a satisfactory, manner. Its 

| troops are being withdrawn from the Ambon area to Java, where a 

series of measures designed to improve law and order are scheduled 
to take place. The Government has slowly come to appreciate the 

| ‘dangers of Communist infiltration and, according to private state- 

ments of responsible Ministers, is preparing appropriate moves. The — 

Indonesian Government now has a surplus foreign exchange amount- 

| ing to approximately $65-million, all earned since the transfer of 

sovereignty; has in addition, $185-million in gold reserves; and has 

produced some useful projects to be financed by the $100-million _
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Export-Import Bank’s loan. The Finance Minister, in discussing this | 
Joan with Parliament last month, pointed out that while the United 

_ States was charging only 314 percent interest, the Russians on their 
| loan to the Chinese were charging actually 487.5 percent interest | 

| because of the devaluation of the ruble. The Minister pointed out that 
Russia wanted payment in gold or United Statesdollars. -- a 
We have quietly assisted the Indonesians with $3-million worth of — 

arms for the Constabulary, which is now going to be put-to good use 
in the forthcoming measures directed against Communist and other 
disruptive elements. Several groups of Indonesian police have dis- 
creetly received training in this country. We have five Indonesians in | 
the Foreign Service Institute. Our constant concern has been to bring 
subtly, without overt American influence which might damage the 
susceptibilities of: the very touchy Indonesian nationalists, the Indo- 
nesians to face the reality. of the dangers: inherent in. Russian and | 

Chinese colonialism andimperialism. | 
_. Ambassador Cochran has-constantly advised -us, and his advice has a | 
in large measure been followed, of the too noticeable influx of Ameri- 
can officials into Indonesia: -. 0. 
. The only real check. we have encountered.occurred in the failure: of | 

_ the Indonesian Government.to make requests for much-needed military | 
equipment from the Melby—Erskine-Mission. While this check was in 

| part. occasioned. by internal. domestic factors identified above,. the | 
major explanation lies in the size-of the Mission, some 25 people 

_ arriving in a special Air Force plane. We have reason to believe that __ 
the Indonesians, who are inclining more noticeably toward the West, 

| will inthe near future request.further armed assistance from:-us. At 
the: present time they wish only..reimbursable assistance, or assistance | 

. in making purchases on the open market in the United States which, - | 

of course, is almost non-existent, due to the exigencies of..the inter- | 

national situation. We feel that every possible assistance consistent = 
with the broadest interpretation of the law of applicable United 
States legislation should be afforded the Indonesians in this matter. | 
. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, on November 7, in a letter from the Secre- 

_ tary of Defense,* stated that a hostile Indonesia would present a seri- 
ous problem not only because.of its loss as a source of petroleum. (for 
Indonesia supplies the only important available petroleum production, 
save in the Middle East, outside the Western Hemisphere) but also 
because of the important quantities of tin and rubber which Indo- 
nesia produces. The Joint Chiefs point out further that should Indo- | 
nesia be hostile in the event of war between the United States and 2 
the USSR, the security of.our lines of communication and the South 
Pacific-Indian Ocean area will become exceedingly tenuous and that 

. 3 For the letter under reference, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. VI, p. 1092. | 

7 |
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our anti-submarine problem in that area will be-increased because of __ 
| the availability to the enemy of safe anchorages and refueling and — 

-re-supply. points through an extremely large area. They recommend _ 
that political, economic, and psychological. actions which encourage 
the benevolent neutrality of Indonesia in the event of a United States 

and USSR war be continued by the appropriate Government Agencies. _ 
- Part of our ability to provide benevolent. neutrality, if not active __ 

, support.of the West, will depend upon our ability to accommodate the 
‘Indonesians with regard to their requests for assistance in the form of _ | 

military equipment, be it by purchase, grant, or on a reimbursable 
basis. Ee Ae . 

7 ce he Philippines ss 

- The Philippines presents a unique and special case for the United __ 
States because (1) it is a vital link inthe chain of American security _ 
in the Pacific; and (2) it is probable that the defection of the Philip- 
pines from the American orbit would more than any other single 
factor discredit the United States throughout the length and breadth 
of Asia. The Philippines is generally regarded by Asia as evidence __ 
of American sincerity and capability, and if we fail there the rest of = 
Asia will surely consider we have nothing to offer elsewhere. For 
these reasons it is vital that we hold the Philippines whatever the _ 
cost—unless we are preparedtowriteoffAsia, 

, Even taking into full account the state of complete prostration in 
| which the Philippines found itself at the end of the war against Japan, 

it must be admitted that the record of the first five years of Philippine 
independence is a disappointment. A tremendous amount remains to 
be done to restore Philippine economy to a self-supporting basis, and 

| to establish and maintain internal law and order. The measures taken : 
| during the last few months to secure these objectives have been most. ; 

Through the persuasive efforts of our representatives in Manila, the 
Philippine Government and people now give every evidence of being 
fully aware of the dangers of their position and are seemingly deter- 
mined to take the ‘necessary remedial measures. The Bell Mission — 
report on economic rehabilitation and development has been accepted 

| and the Congress has been called into special session to enact legisla- | 
tion required as a precedent to American aid. A new Secretary of 

| National Defense has been appointed who has already taken signifi- _ 
cant steps to clean up the corruption and inefficiency in the Philippine _ 

| armed forces which has been so largely responsible for the failure to 
| cope with the Huk problem. The Philippine Government by such — 

measures as despatching Philippine troops to Korea has placed itself _ 
unequivocally on the side of the United States. These efforts of the = 

_ Philippine Government to make itself stable and to cope with the |
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| Communist problem can, however, succeed only with’ American -assist- 
ance. The alternative to this assistance is the loss of the Philippines. | 

— Strategic Economic Importance of Southeast Asia eee 

__, Control.over. the economic: resources of Southeast Asia would be | 
_ akey prize in a world conflict. Japan regarded such control as a sine | 

qua non in the last.war. The stakes would be equally high in the next. 

| _ The foundations of an all-out Chinese Communist. war effort could. 
be seriously undermined by famine. With Southeast Asia under 
Chinese control this constant threat would be removed (over three~ 
fourths of the world’s, and all of Asia’s, exportable surplus of rice 
comes from Southeast Asia). But the threat of famine could. also 
imperil the defense of Japan and India. Southeast Asia’s rice is there- 
fore a double-edged. sword. Under our control it would materially 
help the defense of other parts of the free world, and at the same time | 
deny the enemy an essential requirement. The summary facts are that China’s annual deficit of rice is around 400,000 tons; that of Japan, 

_ around $00,000 tons, India’s annual requirements are around 400,000 tons. Southeast’ Asia’s annual: surplus is about 2,500,000 tons. | 
Over 90% of the world’s natural rubber supply is produced in | 

Southeast Asia. Without access to this rubber our own war potential 
may be seriously crippled. Our stockpile objective is 1,200,000 tons. | 

_ Yet at present, our holdings amount to little more than half of this. 
‘Recent calculations based upon maximum procurement, accelerated 
synthetic production, and curtailed civilian consumption indicate that | 
our stockpile objective cannot be reached until at least early 1952. 
Unless we continue to have access to Southeast-Asia for at least another 
year and one-half our stockpile objective will almost certainly fail. - 
The implications of such a failure upon our own war potential do 
notneedelaboration, = 
Our vital dependence upon Southeast Asia for tin is almost as great 

as: for rubber. Over 60% of the world’s, and our own, supply of tin | 
_ 1s produced in Southeast Asia. Of a stockpile objective of around 

285,000 tons, we now have only 100,000 tons. Present plans are to 
_ purchase for stockpile an additional 50,000 tons a year for the next | 
three years. (this amounts to about. tz.of the total world’s annual 
production). If Southeast Asia were to fall within the next year or 
so, the stockpile objective would be seriously imperiled. — oe | 

These three commodities, rice, rubber, and tin constitute the con- 
summate prize of Southeast Asia. At present, we must value each addi- | 
tional month that the area remains free as a net addition to the ) 
strength of our military potential. Each additional month that we a | have access to the area’s rubber and tin means two additional months. 7 | 
of supply of these commodities for a war-time U.S. economy. Each | |
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| additional month’s access to the supply of the area’s rice can hasten | 

the day of food shortage in Communist China, and delay the day of 

| an acute food crisisinJapanandIndiaa ~ 

_ It is recommended that the Deputy Under Secretary seek the views | 

, .of SP on this problem with particular reference to Mr. Obly’s memo- 

yandum (Tab E)‘ on which this memorandum is the commentary. It 

‘is further recommended that the Deputy Under Secretary decide, upon 

“the advice of SP, as to the manner in which the Secretary should be 

, ‘asked to make a final decision as to the solution of the problem identi- _ 

- Yiedintheforegoing, 
Be 

*The tabs do not accompany the source text. Reference is presumably toa 

memorandum titled “Urgent Questions with respect to Military Assistance to 

Indochina,” transmitted to the Secretary of State and others by John H. Ohly, 

Acting Deputy Director, International Security Affairs, on. January 29, not 

printed. In this detailed and technical account of the situation created by _ 

. | unprogrammed French requests for additional military assistance for Indochina, | 

Ohly noted that a positive U.S. response could be made only at the expense of | 

military assistance programs in other areas. (7516.5 MAP/1-2951) For docu- 

.. ‘mentation on military aid to Indochina, see pp. .382 ff..For another expression = 
Ge Ohty’s-views, see memorandum titled “Reappraisal of U.S. Policy with respect : 

to Indochina,” November 20, 1950, Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 925. 

| PSA Files: Lot 54D190- Co OO Co SP 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) 

CONFIDENTIAL a [Wasuineton,] February 1, 1951. 

Subject: Southeast Asia - ge —_ 

Participants: Dr. J. G. de Beus, Minister. Plenipotentiary, Nether- | 

: — - Jands Embassy) 

7 ~PhilipC.Jessup,S/A 
on 

Mr. de Beus called on me chiefly for the purpose of giving me a 

copy of an article which he had written on which he would be iter- 

ested to receive my personal comments. In the course of his conversa- 

| tion hetouched on severalother matters. 

- In regard to Southeast Asia he said that the defense of Indochina 

was vital. If Indochina fell the Thais would not resist and admit as 

much. Burma was very weak and could not defend itself. Malaya 

would fall and so would Indonesia. He assumed in reaching these con- 

clusions that a very large factor in the situation in Siam, Singapore 

and Indonesia would be the large Chinese populations: = : 

- J told him that I agreed that the defense of Indochina was ex- 

tremely important in this whole picture and.that we had been acting 

on that assumption. I told him however that personally I thought it 

would bea mistake to throw in the sponge if the French were defeated
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at Tonkin. There would be the possibility that the French might be 
able to hold the southern part of the country. There was the possibility — 

that the British could hold the Ka Isthmus. I admitted the problem | 
created by the Chinese populations in the various countries but pointed — 
out that the absence of Communist China’s sea and air power made 

_ the situation somewhat different from that which existed when the 
Japanese overran this area. I also noted that there was a difference 
between the situation in Singapore and Indonesia. The British might 

not be. ruthless in dealing with the Chinese in Singapore but Indonesian 
history indicated that. the Indonesians might exterminate the local 

Chinese if they gave trouble. De Beus conceded these points. 

| In regard to India, de Beus said that their representative in New | 
_ Delhi had recently talked with Nye,‘ the British Commissioner. Nye 

had said that. the relations between the UK and India were now | 

probably better than they had ever been before. He thought, however, 
that Nehru? would not make any basic decision regarding lining-up 
with the East or the West until the very last moment when the show 

down came and then it would be too late. Moreover, he was not at all 
sure which way Nehru would choose at that point. oy | 

ae Pate C. Jessup 

Lt. Gen. Sir Archibald Nye, High Commissioner for: the United Kingdom 
in India. | er 

* Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India. _ | 

INR Files? oS PEM pets pe DS | | : | | 

iM emorandum by the Central I ntelligence Agency a 

SECRET oe PWasutneton,| 20 March 1951. 

NIE20 0 BO Co ee | 
- Navionan Ivvernicence Estrmate? 

REsIsTaANCE OF THAILAND, Burma, AND Mataya: To CoMMUNIST 
PRESSURES IN THE EVENT or 4 COMMUNIST VICTORY IN INDOCHINA 

IN 1951 3 es - | 

EE PROBLEM : 
To assess the will and ability of Thailand, Burma, and Malaya to 

resist Communist political and military pressures or outright invasion _ | 
in the event of a Communist victory in Indochina in 1951.0 

9 1 Files retained by the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, ‘Department of | 
tate. . Oo | 

“hot information on the National Intelligence Estimate series, see footnote 3, 

__*¥For documentation on U.S. relations with Thailand, see pp. 1491 ff. ; regarding | 
U.S. relations with Burma, see pp. 267 ff.; and-regarding U.S. policy with respect 
to Indochina, see pp. 382 ff. a | ; ae |
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| Ss ONCLUSIONS 

-4.-A Viet Minh victory in Indochina in 1951, if accomplished with- _ 
out the intervention of Chinese Communist ‘forces, would result in 
increased intimidation and subversive activity directed against Thai- — 

land and Burma, but it would not necessarily lead to the early estab- 
lishment of Communist or Communist-dominated governments in 
thesetwocountries. ee 

, 2; A Viet Minh victory in Indochina in 1951, if accomplished 

through Chinese Communist military intervention, would increase 

the susceptibility of Thailand and Burma to Communist pressures and 
| we believe that, in the absence of effective internal countermeasures 

and outside support, these two countries would be obliged to seek an — 

accommodation with the Communist powers. = 
3, Communist domination of Thailand and Burma, as well as Indo- | 

china; would greatly increase British security problems in Malaya. 

| We believe that the British under these circumstances would not be — 
able to maintain even their present degree of control in Malaya with- | 

out a very considerable increase in their military and economic | 

“4. It is most ‘unlikely that the Viet Minh, without Chinese 

| Communist participation, would attempt to conquer Thailand and | 

Burma in 1951. a SO eg 

5. If the Chinese Communists, after establishing control over 

| Indochina, continued their military.advance into Burma and Thai- 

| land, we believe that both those countries would rapidly fall to the 

Communists, unless the UN or the Western Powers interposed their _ 

own forces. A Chinese Communist invasion of Malaya would be more 

| difficult, but would probably. succeed unless Malaya were greatly 

reinforced. _ a Se | ee 

6. It is most improbable that a regional defense of Southeast Asia 

could be organized in time to stop the Chinese Communists if they 

followed up the conquest of Indochina in 1951 with a military advance 
into other countries of the aren 

| DISCUSSION | es 

“4. In the event that the Viet Minh should succeed in conquering 

Indochina during 1951 without large-scale intervention by Chinese 

Communist forces, the prestige of Ho Chi Minh‘ would be greatly 

enhanced throughout Southeast Asia. Furthermore, the defeat of the 

French Union forces despite US support would intensify the feeling 
of insecurity in the neighboring countries and facilitate the spread of 

Communisminthearean .§ re 

_ q, Initially, if the Viet Minh did not demonstrate the intention, 
either alone or in collusion with the Chinese Communists, to embark — 

: ‘ President of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam. ; | |
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on further military aggression, the governments of Burma and Thai- 
land would continue to oppose Communism internally and would not 

_ align themselves with the Communist powers. Burma would probably 
recognize the Viet Minh Government and attempt to cultivate friendly 
relations with it. The Government of Thailand, although it also might 
recognize the Viet Minh Government, would attempt to build up its | 
own defenses against Communist forces and undoubtedly would re- 
questincreased US aid. onsah es | 
__6. A Viet Minh victory, nevertheless, would expose Burma and 
Thailand to increased subversion and intimidation which, in the ab- 
sence of effective internal countermeasures (which they might not be | 
capable of taking) and outside aid, might well lead to the eventual 
overthrow of the present non-Communist governments. Under such 
circumstances, the British security problem in Malaya would be | 
greatlymagnified. os | | 

8. Large-scale participation of Chinese Communist military forces 
| in a Viet Minh victory would cause far greater repercussions in South- 

east Asia than a victory by the Viet Minh alone. It would be inter- 
preted as a success for Chinese arms rather than a victory for | 

| Indochinese nationalism. Throughout Southeast Asia, where there is 
already a strong antipathy for the Chinese, it would intensify: fears | 
of Chinese invasion and domination. In view of the general weakness _ 

_ of the countries in the area, however, Chinese Communist military , 
intervention in Indochina would undermine the will of Thailand and — 

| Burma to resist and would increase the probability that they would _ 
_ accommodate withthe Communist powers. sts - | 

_ @ Thailand would probably conclude from the failure of the US- | 
backed French military effort that the present type of US aid would 

not be sufficient to provide protection. In these circumstances, the Thai | | 
_ would be likely to yield to military and political pressure combined 

with Communist offers of apparently reasonable political terms in ex- 
change for a “friendly” government. Initially, the Phibul® regime | 
would probably attempt to counter. Communist pressure by calling © : 
for full UN or US military: protection. Should it fail to obtain such | 
protection, the present Thai Government would probably be super- _ | 
seded by one acceptable tothe Communists. = 7 | 6. Burma would not be likely to yield to external military threats 

_ or political pressures. Within Burma itself, however, there remain 7 
rebel forces potentially capable of overthrowing the government. If : 
the Communists should secure control of Thailand, with consequent | _ access to the Thai-Burma border, they would be in a better position to | reinforce those dissident elements. Sufficient outside support for the 
dissidents, combined with external pressures; would make it unlikely | 
that Burma could retain an anti-Communist government. > | 

9. In Malaya, the British, with some 39,000 regular troops and | 
_ 100,000 regular and auxiliary police, have not succeeded insuppressing | 

_ about 5,000 local Communist guerrillas. The Malays, although form- | 

5 Field Marshal Phibul Songgram, Premier of Thailand.’ = 3 | 

| 
[
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ing the bulk of the’present police force and generally supporting the 

British out of fear of the Chinese, would continue to contribute little © 

to the British military effort if opposition were increased. The aggres- 

sive and economically powerful Chinese element has generally failed 
to cooperate with the British in suppressing the guerrillas, and a , 

considerable number of them could be expected to turn against the 

British if Malaya were seriously threatened by Communist China. 

_ Furthermore, Communist control over Indochina, Thailand, and ~ 

Burma would facilitate transborder aid to the Malayan rebels and 

deprive Malaya of its essential rice supply. In these circumstances, 

the opposition to the British would become increasingly unmanage- 

‘able, and the British would not be able to maintain even their present 

degree of control in Malaya without a very considerable increase in 

| their military and economiccommitment. = OS | 

10. We believe that an attempt to conquer Thailand or Burma by | 

| the Viet Minh without Chinese Communist participation is most-im- 

probable in 1951, although border incursions of northeast. Thailand 

cannot be excluded. - GP wins, _— , 7 

11. If the Chinese Communists, after.a victory in Indochina, con- 

| tinued a military advance into Burma and. Thailand and if the UN or 

the Western Powers. did not interpose their own forces, we believe 

that. both these countries would rapidly fall to the Communists be- 

cause they do not possess the military strength to resist such an inva- 

. sion. Thailand, perhaps after a token resistance, would soon install a 

government acceptable to the Communists in the hope of retaining at 

least a semblance of autonomy. Burma, if directly attacked, would 

probably fight but would soon be defeated. A Chinese Communist _ 

invasion of Malaya would be more difficult because of the terrain and 

the presence of British military forces, but it would probably succeed 

unless Malaya were greatly reinforced. — Se 
12, Present or planned outside military aid to Burma and Thailand, 

although it will eventually strengthen these countries, will not in the 

predictable future enable either of them to defend itself successfully 

| against a Chinese Communist attack. Military aid to Burma—which 

has been chiefly British—has been of limited effectiveness owing to 
| lack of Burmese cooperation, and because it has been largely expended 

in the Burmese internal conflict. The US aid planned for Thailand, — 

| when completed, would help Thailand to maintain internal security, 

but would not enable it to do more than fight a delaying action against 

a Chinese Communist invasion. The Thai, however, would probably | 

not fight even a delaying action unless previously assured of support 

. by outside military forces. Bult a - 

_ 18. In view of the limited capabilities of the countries of Southeast 

| Asia and their wide divergencies of interest, it is most. improbable 

that a regional defense of Southeast Asia could be organized in time
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to stop the Chinese Communists, if they followed up the conquest of = 
~ Indochina in 1951 with a military advance into other countries of 

thearea. Ce es | an 

880.00 TA/4-2751 re a : - | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far 
Eastern Affairs (Merchant) to the Under Secretary of State (Webb) 

CONFIDENTIAL | - [Wasrrneron,] April 27, 1951. 
| Subject: Relationship of Point IV to ECA in Southeast Asia? | 

_ This is in response to your request ? that there be set forth the basis | 
for FE’s position that technical assistance (Point IV) in Southeast | 

Asia should be administered by ECA. In taking this position FE 
obviously has no intention of reflecting either on the basic merit of | 

~ Point IV as a program or on the quality and sincerity of the Point IV : 
Washington staff which the Department has been fortunate enough to 
assemble. We are motivated rather by a desire to get on with the job | 

that has to be done to achieve U.S. objectives in the.area in the most 
effective, best, coordinated, and least confusing manner. ta 

FE had originally insisted that there should be a separate Point 
IV operation in Southeast Asia. It was with some regret that we | 
concluded after being confronted with a number of resultant difficul- | 
ties after some months that it would not work out. Accordingly, we _ : 
have already taken steps in certain of these countries, with the ap- | | 
proval of TCA, to merge the two programs under ECA. Our position | 
is based on two sets of reasons: (1) those dealing with fundamental 
principles for effective aid programs in the area, and (2) those deal- : 
ing with the special circumstances which are present in Southeast | 
Asian | Oo 

1. Fundamental Principles = | ane | | 

a. Having two U.S. agencies providing similar types of assistance 
serves to confuse the recipients and affords opportunities for the | 
agencies to be played off against each other. Oo Oo | 

_ b. Jurisdictional bickering between the agencies is inevitable even | 
with the best of intentions because of the difficulty of distinguishing | 
the infinite number of projects falling under the heading of either | 
“economic” aid or of “technical” assistance. For example, distinguish- | 
ing between “training” and “education” is but one of the more obvious 
areas of conflict. _ a oo - | 

ce. Under dual agency operations there is inevitably waste of man- 
_ power in (1) coordination activities, (2) duplication of effort, (3) du- | 

_ plication of supervision and overhead, and (4) multiple demands on 
the limited number of officials of the recipient governments. 

* Documentation on global aspects of this relationship is scheduled for publica- - | 
tion in volume I. | 

* Not identified. | | | 

I
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‘d. The State Department is unfortunately hamstrung in the com-_ 
- “petition for the limited number of qualified U.S. technicians who are 

available for assignment to the Far East because of the security 
investigation requirements and lower salary scale. | OB 

2. Special Circumstances in Southeast Asia — 

a. When the Associated States of. Indochina were informed by 
our Legation that the United States was making available Point IV 
assistance under an administrative setup separate from STEM, it. 
became abundantly clear that French objections to multiple U.S. 
agency operations would prevent an effective Point IV program. The 
French are of course concerned about the creation of additional 
channels of direct communication between the Associated. States and 

_ the United States and afraid of the replacement of French technicians | 
with Americans. They have accepted, however, the STEM concept | 
of providing technicians on the basis that they are there primarily __ 
in connection with an economic program and are really there to over- __ 

) see the effective use of supplies and equipment provided by the United 
States rather than as merely technicians bringing “know how” indirect 

| competition with French experts. We have recognized the realities of 
this situation and have delegated to-ECA responsibility for Point IV 
in Indochina withtheapprovalofTCA. = ° = 

6. In both Burma and Thailand the ECA has virtually completed 
the establishment of its missions and has been most successful in its 
efforts to have the respective governments establish appropriate 
mechanisms to coordinate their economic. and techni¢al assistance 

| programs both with the U.S. and with the large number of U.N. 
: agencies planning to engage in programs in these countries. It has 

been extremely difficult in the case of Burma to work out a satisfactory _ 
delineation of projects under even the limited concept of segregating — 
“education” as a Point IV field. Similarly in Bangkok there. was the 
same problem of constant delay while projects, were being assigned 
and Point IV staff wasnon-existent. 

c. We found that the provision of specialists without a substantial 
quantity of demonstration supplies.and equipment would be relatively 
ineffectual because of the lack in Southeast Asia of the specific matériel 

| directly needed tomake the “knowhow” useful... 
d. In both Formosa and the Philippines the situation so predomi- 

nantly calls for substantial economic assistance that there can be little 
question of the direct advantages accruing from having the ECA 

| administer the comparatively minor portion of Point IV that would ~
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8/8 Files: Lot 68D3514:NSC 48/5 
Report: to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary 

Unrrep Statss Oxgzcrrves, Porrcres anv Courses or ACTION IN Asia 

BL NSC ActionNo.4718 | on C. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, same , os subject, dated May 14and15,19514 ss oe 
2 DL NSC18 Series® 
oe BL NSO84Series? OO Ese 
7G NSC 87 Series® 

. I. NSC 81 Series 1° Hebe Mh ds bog 
oe = Je NSC 101 Series #4 

__ * Master Files of National Security Council documentation, 1947-1961, retired | | | by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State. | , | = 7NSC 48/2, a report titled “The Position of the United States With Respect te ! _ Asia,’’?December 30, 1949, is printed in’ Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. vil, Part 2, | | p. 1215. | oe | | “NSC Action No. 471, taken bythe ‘National. Security Council at its 91st , Meeting, May 16, recorded NSC adoption of the present report. It also specified 2 that the NSC. would recommend to. President. Truman that should he approve | the report, he should agree to its superseding certain other NSC series as indi- | | | cated in the third paragraph below. (S/S Files: Lot 62D1: NSC Actions) | | ~ “Neither printed. i ee 7 NSC 18/1, a report titled “Recommendations With Respect to U.S. Policy 
Toward Japan,” September 24, 1948, and NSC 13/2, same title, October 7, 1948, 
are printed in Foreign Relations; 1948, vol. VI, pp. 853 and. 857, respectively. NSC | 
13/3, same title, May 6, 1949, appears in ibid., 1949, vol. vi1, Part 2, p. 780. | _* NSC 22, a report titled “Possible Courses of Action for the U.S. With Respect | to the Critical Situation in China,” July 26, 1948, and NSC 22/1, August 6, 1948,. | Same title, are printed in ibid., 1948, vol. vim1, pp, 118 and 131. NSC 22/72, “Current | 2 Position of the U.S. Respecting Delivery of Aid to China,” December 15, 1948, is | also included in ibid., p.:231. NSC 22/3, same. title, February: 2, 1949, is printed 
in ibid., 1949, vol.1x,p.479, - 
“TNSC 34, a draft reported titled “U.S. Policy Toward China,” October 13, 1948, 2 is printed in ibid., 1948, vol. vu, ‘p.- 146. NSC 34/1, same title, J anuary 11, 1949, 

and NSC 34/2, same title, February 28, 1949, are printed in tbid., 1949, vol. Ix, | pp. 474 and 491, respectively. = Bes ee | _ . *Documents NSC 37 through 37/9, which were devoted to U.S. policy regarding . _ Formosa, are printed in ibid., pp, 261 ff. NSC 37/10, Same subject, August 3, 1950, : is printed in ibid., 1950, vol. vi, p. 413. — | oe pO EERE | = ® NSC 60/1, a: report: titled: “Japanese Peace. Treaty,” September 8,. 1950,. is | printed inibid.,p.1208, 0 ae | __ ““NSC’81; a report titled “U.S. Courses of Action ‘With’ Respect to: Korea,’” ; September 1, 1950; NSC 81/1; same. title, September 9, 1950; and. NSC 81/2;. | | same title, November 14, 1950, are printed in ibid., vol. vi1, pp. 685,. %12,.and 1150, : 

“NSC 101, titled “Courses of Action Relative to Communist China and Korea,” , | January 12, and NSC 101/1, “U.S. Action to Counter Chinese) Communist | Aggression,” J anuary 15, are scheduled for publication in volume VIL. Oc :
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The President has this date approved the ‘statement of policy con- 

tained in-NSC 48/42 as amended and adopted at the 91st. meeting. 

of the National Security Council (NSC Action No. 471), and directs 

its implementation by all appropriate executive departments and 

agencies of the United States Government under the coordination of 

the Secretariesof Stateand Defense. ee 

The approved statement of policy is accordingly circulated herewith 

for information and appropriate action. Also enclosed for information — 

«5 the NSC staff study on the subject contained in the Annex to NSC 

48/333 appropriately revised. BS | 

| The President has also approved the Council’s’ recommendation - 

4, NSC Action No. 471-c. Accordingly, the statements of policy con- 

| ~ tained in NSC 48/2, the NSC 13 Series, the NSC 22 Series, the NSC 34 

7 Series, the NSC 37 Series and the NSC 81 Series are superseded here- 

with; further action on the NSC 101 Series is canceled, but NSC 60/1 

| | js not superseded. Magali date | 

ee James 8S. Lay, JR 

 Gragumenr or Porrcy on Asta 

| @ENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
1. United’ States objectives, policies, and courses of action in Asia 

should be designed to contribute toward the global obj ective of 

. strengthening the free world vis-a-vis the Soviet orbit, and: should be 

| determined with due regard to the relation of United States capabili- 

| ties and commitments throughout the world. However, in view of the | 

communist resort to armed force in Asia, United States action in that 

area must be based on the recognition: that: the most immediate overt: | 

threats to United States security are currently presented in that area. 

9. Current Soviet tactics appear to concentrate on bringing the 

mainland of Eastern Asia and eventually J apan and the other prin- | 

cipal off-shore islands in the Western Pacific under Soviet: control, - 

primarily through Soviet exploitation of the. resources of communist. 

China. The attainment of this objective on the mainland of Eastern 

Asia would substantially enhance the global position’ of the USSR at 

the expense of the United States, by secuting the eastern flank of the 

| USSR and permitting the USSR to concentrate its offensive power 

| in other areas, particularly in Europe. Soviet control of the off-shore 

| stands in the Western Pacific, including Japan, would present an un- — 

acceptable threat to the security ofthe United States. 

| 2 NSC 48/5 is a slightly revised version of NSC 48/4, same title, May 4, which 

is not printed. 

18 NSC 48/3, April 26, an earlier draft of NSC 48/4 and NSC 48/5, is not printed. 

‘The NSC staff study contained in NSC 48/5 is a slightly revised version of the 

Annex to NSC 48/3, April 26, which is not printed. |
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3. The 
United 

States 

should, 

without 

sacrificing 

vital 
security 

in- terests, 

seek 
to avoid 

precipitating 

a general. 

war 
with 

the 
USSR, particularly 

during 

the 
current 

build-up 

of 
the 

military 

and 
support- 

| 
ing 

strength 

of the 
United 

States 

and its 
allies 

to a level 
of military 

| 
| readiness 

adequate 

to support 

United 

States 
foreign 

policy, 

to deter. 
| 

further. 

Soviet 

aggression, 

and 
to form 

the 
basis 

for 
fighting 

a global war 
should 

this 
prove 

unavoidable. 

This 
should 

not 
preclude 

under- taking 

calculated 

risks 
in specific 

areas 
in the 

over-all 

interest 

of the 
| 

_ defenseofthe 

United 

States, 

| 
4. The. 

United 

States 

should 

seek 
the 

firm 
establishment 

and 
effec- 

| 
tive 

application 

of the 
principle 

of collective 

security 

and 
should, 

ex- 
cept 

in those 
instances: 

when. 

on balance 

the 
need. 

for 
unilateral 

action” 
outweighs 

other 
considerations, 

act 
in and 

through 

the 
United 

Na-_ tions, 
preserve 

solidarity 

with 
its principal 

allies, 
and maintain 

the = 
continued 

cooperation 

of other 
friendly 

nations. 

= 

| D. The 
long-range 

national 

security 

objectives 

of the 
United 

States | with 
respect. 

to Asia 
are: 

| a

 

- | 

| a. Development. 

by the 
nations 

and 
peoples 

of Asia, 

through 

self- help 
and 

mutual 

aid, 
of 

stable 

and 
self-sustaining 

non-communist 

| 
| governments, 

friendly 

to the 
United 

States, 

acting 

in accordance 

with 
| 

| the 
purposes 

and 
principles 

of the 
United 

Nations 

Charter, 

and 
having 

the 
will 

and 
ability 

to maintain 

internal 

security, 

withstand 

communist 

_ | 
Influence,and 

preventaggression, 

6. Elimination 

of the 
preponderant 

power 

and 
influence 

of 
the USSR 

in Asia 
or its 

reduction 

to such 
a degree 

that 
the 

Soviet 

Union 

_ 
will 

not. 
be capable 

of threatening 

from 
that 

area 
the 

security 

of the 
| 

| United 

States 

or its 
friends, 

or the 
peace, 

national 

independence 

and stability 

ofthe 
Asiaticnation., 

| 
| ¢. Development 

of 
power 

relationships 

in Asia 
which 

will 
make 

it | 
impossible 

for 
any 
n
a
t
i
o
n
.
 

or alliance 

to threaten 

the 
security 

of. 
the United 

Statesfromthatarean 

42 
d. In

s
o
f
a
r
 

as practicable, 

securing 

for 
the 

United 

States 

and 
the rest 

of the 
free 

world, 

and. 
denying 

to the 
communist 

world, 

the 
avail- ~ ability. 

through-mutually 

advantageous 

arrangements, 

of the 
material 

| 
resources 

ofthe 

Asian 

area, 

ee 

| CURRENT 

OBJECTIVES 

co ne | 

| 6. In view 
of the 

threat 

to United 

States 

security 

interests 

resulting 

| 
from 

communist 

aggression 

in Asia, 

it should 

be the 
policy 

of the 
— 

United 

States 

to: 
— noes 

a. Detach 

China 
as 

an effective 

ally 
of the 

USSR 

and 
support 

the 
| 

development 

of an independent 

China 

which 

has 
renounced 

aggression. 

— | 
6. Maintain 

the 
security 

of. 
the 

off-shore 

defense 

line: 
Japan— 

Ryukyus—Philippines—Australia 

and 
New 

Zealand. 

Deny 
Formosa 

to | 
-any 

Chinese 

regime 

aligned 

with 
or dominated 

by the 
USSR 

and_ 
| 

expedite 

the 
strengthening 

of the 
defensive 

capabilities 

of Formosa. 

| | 
|
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Attempt by all practicable means to forestall communist aggression — 
jin South and Southeast Asian. © or 

ce, Assist Japan. to become a self-reliant. nation friendly to the — 
United. States, capable of maintaining intérnal security and defense 
against external aggression and contributing to the security and 
stability ofthe Far East. He aE 

d. Promote the development of effective security and economic 
relationships among the free nations of Asia and the Pacific area, in-. 
cluding the United States, on the basis of self-help and mutual aid, 

| with appropriate United States assistance. Bn 
e. Continue as an ultimate objective to seek by political, as dis- 

_ tinguished from military means, a solution of the Korean problem 
which. would provide for a united, independent and democratic Korea. 
Seek, through appropriate UN machinery, as a current objective a. | 
settlement. acceptable to the United States, of the Korean conflict. 

which would, as a minimum (1) terminate hostilities under appro- 
priate’ armistice arrangements; ‘(2) establish the authority of the | 

_ Republic of Korea over all Korea south of a northern boundary so 
located as to facilitate, to the maximum extent: possible, both adminis- | 
tration and military defense, and in no case south of the 38th Parallel, _ 
(3) ‘provide for the withdrawal by appropriate stages‘of non-Korean 
armed forces from Korea; (4) permit the building of sufficient ROK. _ 
-miltary power to deter or repel a renewed North Korean aggression. =_— 
Until the above current objective is attainable; continue to oppose and 
penalize the aggressor, 0 | 

f. Consistent with e above and the protection of the security of U.S. 
and UN forces, seek to avoid the extension of hostilities in Korea into _ 
a general war with the Soviet Union, and seek to avoid the extension 
beyond Korea of hostilities with Communist China, particularly, with-_ 

| out thesupport of ourmajorallies © 0 
| g. Assist the countries of South and Southeast Asia to develop the 

will and ability to resist communism from within and without, and sy 
to contribute to the strengthening of thefree world. == - 

h. In accordance with 5-d above, take such current and continuing - 
action as may be practicable to maximize the availability, through 
mutually advantageous arrangements, of the material resources of the 

| Asian area to the United States and the free world generally, and | 
theréby correspondingly deny these resources to the communist world. | 

7. In accordance with the above, the United States should pursue in _ 

the respective areas of Asia the courses of action set forth in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs. oblate LF Ga? BER EE de | 

8, While continuing to recognize the National Government as the 
_ legal government of China, the United States, with respect, to. Com- 

munist China, should now: | PE ae a | 

| a. Continue strong efforts to deflate Chinese Communist political - 
| and military strength and prestige by inflicting heavy. losses on Chi-. - 

nese forces in Korea through the present UN operation; 
_6. Expand and intensify, by all available means, efforts to develop 

| non-communist leadership. and to influence the leaders and people. 
_ in China to oppose the present Peiping.regime. and to seek its.reorien- 

tation orreplacement. ee a a
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¢. Foster and support: anti-communist Chinese elements both out- | | 
side and within China with a view to developing and expanding re- _ | 
sistance in China to the Peiping regime’s control, particularly in South _ 
Chinas Ee Ey | 
d. Stimulate differences between:the: Peiping and Moscow regimes — | 

| and create cleavages within the Peiping regime itself by every practi; | 
cablemeans. © eg te, 
_ ¢. Continue United States economic restrictions against China, con- | 

__ tinue to oppose seating Communist China in the UN, intensify efforts: | 
to persuade other nations to adopt similar positions, and foster the 
imposition of United Nations political and economic sanctions as | 
related todevelopmentsin Korea. —_.. lu ee BR 

jf. In order to be prepared for Chinese. aggression outside Korea, 
to protect. the security of UN and U.S. forces, and to provide. for 
appropriate military action in the event that UN forces, are forced | 
to evacuate Korea, expedite the development of plans for the follow- et 
ing courses of action, if such action should later be deemed necessary: 

(1) Imposing a blockade of the China coast by naval and air ot 
— forces, : 

_ (2) Military action against selected targets held by Commu-' : 
nist China outsideof Korea. © 5 Bea 

(8) Participation defensively or offensively of the Chinese | 
_ Nationalist forces, and the necessary operational assistance to | 

make them effective. 9 > ee | 
_ g. Continue.as a. matter of urgency to influence our allies to stand | | 
with us and fully support the taking of such actions as those indicated 
inf above if military operations outside Korea should be required. | | 

9. With respect to the situation in Korea, the United States should: _ | 

a. Seek an acceptable political settlement in Korea that does. not | 
jeopardize the United States position with respect to the USSR, to 

_ Formosa, or to seating Communist ChinaintheUN.) | _ 6. In the absence of such a settlement, and recognizing that cur- | 
rently there is no other acceptable alternative, continue the current | _ military course of action in Korea, without commitment to unify | Korea by military force, butdesignedto: === —— Bo | 
-»...(1) Inflict maximum losses on the enemy. © | 

(2). Prevent. the overrunning of South Korea, by military © 
ageression. | OSs rp ee 
(8) Limit communist capabilities for aggression elsewhere in | 

e. Continue its efforts to influence our allies to increase their sup- 
port of and contribution to the UN operations in Korea. ~ ee es , d. Develop dependable South Korean military units as rapidily as 
possible and in sufficient strength eventually to assume the major part 7 of the burden of the UN forcesthere: ~~ ee eee | 

é. If the USSR commits units of Soviet “volunteers” sufficient to. | jeopardize the safety of UN forces in Korea, give immediate con- sideration to withdrawing UN forces from Korea ‘and. placing the 
United States in the best possible position of readiness for general war, 

538-617—77—_4 |
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f. If the USSR precipitates a general war, withdraw UN forces 

from Korea as rapidly as possible and deploy United States forces for — 

g. Working in.and through theorgans of the United Nations where 

feasible, continue to strengthen the government and democratic in- 

stitutions of the Republic of Korea, and continue to contribute to the | 

| - United Nations efforts for economic recovery and rehabilitation in 

the Republic of Korea and in areas of Korea liberated from com- | 

munist contro = Boe 

10. With respect to Japan the United States should: oo 

a. Proceed urgently. to conclude-a. peace’settlement with Japan on 

the basis of the position already determined by the President, through ~ 

urgent efforts to obtain agreement to this position by as many nations 

which participated in the war with Japanas possible. Te 

| b. Proceed urgently with the negotiation of bilateral security 

arrangements with Japan on the basis of the position determined by 

the President to be concluded simultaneously with a peace treaty. 

e. Assist Japan to become economically self-supporting and to ~ 

produce goods and services important to the United States and to 

the economic stability of the non-communist areaof Asia. 

d.. Pending the conclusion of a peace. settlement continue to: | | 

(1) Take such’ steps.as will facilitate. transition from occupa- — 
tion status to restoration of sovereignty. © 

7 . (2) Assist Japan: in organizing, training, and equipping the 

National Police Reserve and the Maritime Safety Patrol in-order 

| to facilitate the formation of an effective military establishment. — 

_e. Following the conclusion of a peace settlement: = = = 

7 (1) Assist Japan in the development.of appropriate military 

_ forces. - | eb | 

(2) Assist Japan in the production of low-cost military ma- 

__ tériel in volume for use. in Japan and in other non-communist 

| countriesof Asian rears 

. (8) Take all practicable steps to achieve Japanese membership 

in the United Nations and participation in a regional. security 

arrangement. © po 

(4) Establish appropriate ‘psychological programs designed 
| to further orient the Japanese.toward the free world-and away 

from communism. _ Oo | re gs 

| 11. With respect to Formosa the United States should: a 

a. Continue, as long as required by United States security interests, 

| the mission presently assignedtothe 7th Fleet. =. 

_6..Encourage. political changes in the Nationalist regime which 

would. increase its prestige and influence in China proper. oe 

c. Provide military and economic assistance to increase the potential 

of the Chinese forces on Formosa for the defense of Formosa and 

for such other uses as may be determined as a result of the planning — 

pursuant to 8-f above, Sys
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12. The United States should continue the policy with respect to | 

13. The United States,should continue the policy with respect to | 
South Asia set forth in NSC 98/1.% Sk 

14. With respect to Southeast Asia, the United States should: | 

| - qa. Continue its present support programs to strengthen the willand | | 
| ability to resist communist encroachment, to render communist mili- | 

tary operations as costly as possible, and thus,to gain time for the 
United States and its allies to build up the defense of the off-shore 

6. Continue programs of information and educational exchange in. | 
the countries of Southeast Asia. a ce 

c. Encourage the countries of Southeast Asia to restore and expand 
their commerce with each other and the rest of the free world,stimu- 

| late the flow of the raw material resources of the area to the free world, : 
and. assist in‘establishing small arms production in appropriate loca- 
tions in Southeast Asia under suitablecontrols, ss 

d. In Indochina: | Se Re Te St 2 

(1) Continue to increase the military effectiveness of. French 
units and the size and equipment of indigenous units by provid- | 
Ing timely and suitable military assistance without relieving the | 
French authorities of their basic military responsibilities or com-- : 

- mitting United States armed forces. pe hee 
(2) Continue to encourage internal autonomy and progressive 

— sgocialand economic reforms. _ | te 
-. (8) Continue to promote international support for the three 

Associated States, 

- é. In Indonesia, the United States should seek to strengthen the | 
| non-communist political orientation of the government, promote the 

| economic development of Indonesia, and influence Indonesia toward. | 
_ greater participation in measures which support the security of the 

area and Indonesian solidarity. withthe free world. = 

15. With respect to regional security arrangements, the United 
— Statesshoulds 

a. Conclude the post-treaty security arrangements with Japan as 
provided for in 10-6.above. eS | 

) _6. Maintain the security relationships with the Philippines as pro- 
vided forinIabove, © ) 
¢. Conclude a. security arrangement with Australia and New | 

Zealand. og pea et | 
d. Consider the desirability of security arrangements with other — | 

_ countries of Asia, either on a bilateral or multilateral basis. | 
_é@. Encourage and support closer economic and political coopera- . : 

tion with and among the countries of Asia in keeping with the ob- | 
jective stated in6-d above. eee 2. SR abe | 

“NSC 84/2, a report titled “The Position of the U.S. With Respect to the | 
Philippines,” November 9, 1950, is printed in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, | 

Pas NSC 98/1, a report titled “The Position of the United States With Respect to | 
South Asia,” January 22, 1951, is printed post,p. 1650. 0
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an oe FAnmex 2], ae a 7 | 

NSC Srarr Stupy on Untrep Sratzs Opsecrives, Poricres AND © 

—. Courses'or AcTion in AstaA® 

1. To determine United States national objectives, policies, and 
coursesofactionwithrespecttoAsian es 

UNITED STATES LONG-RANGE NATIONAL OBJECTIVES IN ASIA” 

9. The long-range national security objectives of the United States. 

withrespectto ASiaare:) Pe Ba 

a. Development. by the nations:and peoples of Asia, through self- 
help and mutual aid, of stable and self-sustaining non-communist _ 
governments, oriented toward the United States, acting: in accordance 
with the. purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter, and. 
having the will and ability to maintain internal security and prevent — 
communist aggression. | OSES eee Oe gh dt ER OR 

6. Elimination of the preponderant power and influence of the _ 
USSR in Asia or its reduction to such a degree that the Soviet Union 

| will not be capable of threatening from that area the security of the 
United States or its friends, or the peace, national independence and. 
stability ofthe Asiaticnations. 

c. Development of power relationships in Asia which will make it 
impossible for any nation or alliance to threaten the security of the 
United Statesfromthatarea,. 

d. In so far as practicable, securing for the United States and the | 
rest of the free world, and denying to the communist world, the 
availability through mutually advantageous arrangements, of the ma- 
terial resources of the Asian area. ee le te Bate 

| ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION 

3. United States objectives, policies, and courses of action in Asia 

| should: be designed to contribute toward the global objectives. of 
strengthening the free world vis-a-vis the Soviet orbit, and should be 
determined with due regard to the relation of United States capabili- 

ties and commitments throughout the world. However, in view of 
the communist resort to armed force in Asia, United States action 
in that area must be based on the recognition that the most immediate: 

threats to United States security are currently presented in that area. 

4, Current Soviet tactics appear to concentrate on bringing the 

mainland of Eastern Asia and eventually Japan and the other prin- , 

cipal off-shore islands in the Western Pacific under Soviet control, 
primarily. through Soviet exploitation of the resources of communist: 

China. The attainment of this objective on the mainland of Eastern: 

"#For the purposes of this report, “Asia” is defined as that part of the con- | 
tinent of Asia south of the USSR and east of Iran together with the major. | | 

off-shore islands—Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa, the Philippines, Indonesia, Ceylon, 
Australia and New Zealand. [Footnote in the source text.) a,
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_ Asia would substantially enhance the global position of the USSR 
at the expense of the United States, by securing the eastern flank of 
the USSR and permitting the USSR to concentrate its offensive power 
in other areas, particularly in Europe. Soviet control of the off-shore | 
islands in the Western Pacific, including Japan, would present an | 
unacceptable threat to the security of the United States. | 

6. Asia is of strategic importance to the United States. > ) 

a. The strategic significance of Asia arises from its resources, | | 
geography, and the political and military force which it could gen- 
erate. The population of the area is about. 1,250,000,000. The demon- : 

| strated military capacity of the North. Korean and Chinese armies | 
requires a reevaluation of the threat to the free world which the masses 
of Asia would constitute if they fell under Soviet’ Communist | 
domination ewe sb Sony hes Ass 

6. The resources of Asia contribute greatly to United States security 
by helping to meet its need for critical materials and they would be of 
great assistance in time of war if they remained available. At least | 
until stockpiling levels are met, this phase of the area’s importance 
to the United States will continue. Further, the development of events 
which might lead to the exhaustion of such stockpiles would magnify 
the importance of this source of supply. The area produces practically | 
all the world’s natural rubber, nearly 5% of the oil, 60% of the tin, | 
the major part of various important tropical products, and strategic 
materials such. as manganese, jute, and atomic materials. Japan’s | 
potential in heavy industry is roughly equal to.50% of the Soviet 

_ _Union’s present production. Therefore, it is important to U.S. security 
interests that U.S. military and economic assistance programs be _ | 

_ developed in such a manner.as to maximize the availabilities of the 
| material resources of the Asian area to the United States and the free 

world. a rs | 
c. Control by an enemy of the Asiatic. mainland would deny to us 

the use of the most direct. sea and air routes between Australia and | | 
the Middle East and.between the United States.and India. Such con- 
trol would produce disastrous moral and psychological effects in bor- _ | 
der areas such as the Middle East. and a, critical effect in Western | 
MTOR | 

6. The fact of Soviet power and communist aggression in Asia es- | 
_tablishes the context within which the policies of the United States 
must operate. | oe bgt tye | 
_a. The problem of China is the central problem which faces the . 

. United States in Asia. A solution to this problem, through a change 
in the regime in control of mainland China, would facilitate the | 

_ achievement of United States objectives throughout Asia. Therefore, | 
_ United States policies and courses of action in Asia should be deter- 

_ mined in the light of their effect upon the solution of the central 

__ 6. The communist attack in Korea has transformed the Far East 
into a.theater of combat. Whether the Kremlin or Peiping intends that 
hostilities be extended into other areas of Asia or ageression com- | 
mitted in another part of the world is as yet unknown. The United 

os | | | 
| 

|
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States must expect either eventuality. In any case, the United States 

should use the resources which can be disposed, without unacceptably 

jeopardizing our objectives elsewhere, to prevent the communists from 

achieving a victory in Korea and to build resistance to communist — 

encroachments in Asia. © 7 OO 

: -¢. Our ability to achieve national objectives in Asia will be. condi- 

tioned by the capabilities and global commitments of the United States 

and by the weight of the effort the enemy is willing and able to make. 

Consequently, there is required a constant and careful scrutiny of 

policies and actions on the basis of which decisions can be made which 

Will advance us toward our ultimate objectives without. sacrificing 

immediate security interests. ee 

7. The guiding principle of U.S. foreign policy as it relates to meet- 

ing the threat of Soviet aggression is the promotion of the establish- _ 

ment of a system of collective security based on the principles of the 

UN Charter. The United States is consequently forced inevitably to_ 

weigh elements of policy toward Asia against their effect. upon the 

free world coalition, a coalition fundamental to our world-wide strug- 

gle for security against Sovietaggression. a - 

8. 'The principal obstacles to the execution of United States policy 

in pursuit of its objectives in the Far East are as follows: 

a. The policy and. action of the Soviet Union. — 

(1) The Soviet Communists have historically considered Asia 
as one of their principal objectives; Bolshevik ideology devotes a = 

prominent place to the capture of the “colonial and semi- 

-. eolonial” areas of the world, by which is meant principally Asia. 

Soviet policy in Asia has been aided by the fact that communists 

have been successful to a large degree in subverting indigenous 

nationalist movements; the capture of these movements has been 

, ~ a goal of Kremlin policy. a re | 

(2) The Kremlin has not yet resorted to the large-scale and 

| open employment of Soviet armed forces, although the aggression — 

| by both North Koreans and Chinese Communists indicates that 

the Kremlin is willing to undertake greater risks than in the past. 

(3) The Kremlin, besides supplying and directing leadership — 

: of communist parties in Asia, and building-centers of subversion, 

infiltration, and revolution, is providing military assistance to 

communist forces in Asia, both in matériel ‘and in technical _ 

personnel. : oo e os | ot - 

| (4) The fact that the Soviet threat is world-wide in character 

has prevented the concentration of free world effort against the 

various forms of communist aggression in Asia. The combination — 

of political, military, technical and propaganda support given | 

| _..by the Soviet Government to the communist. assault in Asia con- | 

fronts the United States and-its principal allies with a major chal- ... 
lenge which vitally affects world power positions, = - 

| b. The policy and action of Communist China 

~ (1). Communist China is already involved in a major military | 
aggression in Korea, is publicly committed to an attempt to seize
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Formosa, may attack Hong Kong, and may increase its support | 
to Ho Chih Minh to include the use of Chinese forces in Indo- — | 

-* ghina. Communist success in these efforts would expose the re- 
mainder of Southeast Asia to attack and would sharply increase | 
the threat to Japan and the remainder of the off-shore island | 
chain. Such prospects lend greater effectiveness to the ordinary | 
communist techniques of penetration and subversion and cause | 
many Asians to remain on the side lines during the present phase | 

| of thestruggle. a a | oe | 
_ (2) The effect upon the Chinese themselves and upon Asians 
generally of the prestige won by the Chinese Communists through 

_ their successful conquest of China must not be overlooked. Efforts | 
~ by India. and other Asian nations to rationalize the communist 

~ revolution in China as‘a basically nationalist movement, and to | | 
establish friendly relations with the Peiping regime, probably 
stems in some degree from a basic admiration for the achievement | 
of power by a regime which is Asian, revolutionary, and antag- 
onistic tothe West. Se | 

(3) The significant Chinese minority groups in various coun- | 
tries of Asia can be used as instruments of communist policy 
-beeause of their ties with the mainland, susceptibility to pressure, 
and natural tendency to support elements in China who have won : 

c. Lack of unity among the principal non-communist nations with : 
respect to Asian problems. OB - : 

(1) United States policy in Asia is frequently handicapped | 
| through lack of unity among important friendly nations who are _ | 

basically anti-communist but who differ with the United States | 
| and among themselves in their estimates of the strategy to be | 

-. pursued because of conflicting interests. Divergencies have re- : | 
| cently arisen on certain Far Eastern issues. with, for example, 

_ the United Kingdom, Canada, and India. Regrettably these dif- : 
_ ferences are not easily responsive to compromise since they repre- | 

sent divergencies of national interest and public opinion difficult | 
to remove. Ae a eee : | 

(2) The national interest of the United Kingdom -dictates a 
_ different attitude with respect. to.the relative.importance of, Eu- | 

| rope and Asia. At the same time both the United Kingdom and | 
India have acted toward China and Formosa on the basis of an 
interpretation of events in China and a strategic estimate of the 
situation differing from those of the United States. | 

d. Lack of unity among non-communist Asian nations. 

oo (1) Antipathies in Asia, arising from the variety of cultures, | 
| languages and religions, mean that there is no firm base for re- 4 
_ gional action or cooperation. The abortive efforts of Nehru, a 

Chiang Kai-shek and Quirino to form regional associations attest | 
| to this difficulty. Mutual bitterness created in India and Pakistan | | 

| by the partition of British India constitutes a major deterrent to 
South Asian regional cooperation, = 

(2). This lack of affinity among Asian nations means that our 
. policies and programs must be devised and adapted to the situa- 

tion prevailing in each country but does not mean that we should .
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cease to strive for closer cooperation among the Asian states, 
| _ particularly for security purposes. For example, our efforts to 

7 bring about settlement of Indo-Pakistan disputes, particularly 
the Kashmir controversy,* should be given as much weight as 
our efforts to win India and Pakistan as allies. With the possible © 

| -. exception of a crisis created by a communist invasion of South 
Asia, we cannot expect India and Pakistan to cooperate politi- 

— cally or militarily until major outstanding disputes are resolved. 

e. Lack of support from non-communist countries of Asia. : 

| (1) The peoples of Asia will .be greatly influenced by their 
| _. judgment as to the probable outcome of the struggle between the 

_ Moscow—Peiping axis and the free world. They will be reluctant 
to commit themselves to take sides.in a. general war and, more 

. particularly, to align themselves in advance with a probable loser. 
Hence, any impression that the free world neither can nor will 
meet the threat of communist aggression against the countries of 

| Asia, by force if necessary, will undermine effective resistance to 
communist aggression on the part of indigenous peoples. | 

, _ (2) The effect of the Korean struggle upon the military and | 
_. political prestige of the participants is of the greatest importance 

to the course of events in other parts of Asia. - | 
(3) The general lack of confidence in government, deficiencies 

in military capabilities, and the absence of a sense of the necessity 
| and urgency for building the defenses of their own countries is 

: a weakness in Asia and should elicit our efforts to instill this sense 
and to stimulate action by the countries themselves. | 

| f. Asian resentments and suspicions toward the West. 
- . -(1)-We should not over-estimate the reservoir of good-will 

toward the United States in Asia. Communism has appeared in 
_ Asia in the form of Asians preaching nationalism and promising 

| - Utopia to the poverty-stricken masses. Democracy bas too often. | 
- .. been associated. with the privileged white man and the memories | 

| -.- of colonial exploitation. Communism has succeeded in exploiting 
| the two great revolutionary movements which have dominated 

- ~ the recent. history of Asia—the national revolution against west- 
~~ ern imperialism and the social revolution against the poverty and 
.. » distressofthe people. =. 
-... (2) Despite the skill of communist. propaganda, however, the 

- indigenous institutions of Asia have been surprisingly resistant 
to communism and have thus far limited the spread of commu- | 

_ nist control to. those areas in which the communist revolution 
| could be supported by strong communist armies. This resistance _ 

- to communism must not be confused with pro-Americanism. The 
United States faces:a formidable political and propaganda task 

. in establishing relations with Asia on:a basis of mutual confi- 
-.. dence and common interest, and in’ influencing the intense na- 
=. tionalism to take a direction harmonious with the interests of 

(8) Indian Government. policy, probably encouraged to'some 
| -. extent by the United Kingdom, has recently opposed United 

4° For documentation on the Kashmir controversy, sée pp. 1699 ff : |
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States efforts to support the principle of collective action against | 
-. the Chinese Communists. It is not likely that Nehru will be per- oe 

~“suaded at ‘any time in the near future to agree that Chinese Com- . 
-- wunist aggression in North Korea is wholly unjustified, or that 

Formosa should not be turned over to the Chinese Communists. _ ot 
_- Press attitudes in South Asia—partieularly in India and Paki- : 
—*“-gtan—are hostile to United States policy toward Communist China 

and most politically-conscious South Asians appear to believe the | 
_ United Nations resolution naming Communist China an aggres- | 
gor passed only as a result of bludgeoning tactics by the United | 
“States. Most politically-conscious South Asians are probably | 
afraid of the USSR and Communist. China and are not likely to — : 
consider overt political or military action against either until | 

- such time as South Asia may be actually invaded.) | : 

g. Weakness in the leadership and political structure of non-commu- | 

= (1) The new and heavy responsibilities of national independ- _ 7 
| --- ence, the surge of great revolutionary forces, the lack of educators, | | 

/ educational facilities,.trained administrators‘and technicians both — : 
in government and in economic life, and the serious economic dis- 

_- ‘Jocations resulting from the war and from changing production | 
and trade patterns have made impossible demands upon Asian = 

: leadership. DSSS Yee PEE Ray sn Die iptv hed Pa | 

+ .(2) This structural -weakness is common to the entire area and 
| - may be expected to persist for a long period. The United States _ ; 

. should give the most thorough consideration: to means to encour- | 
-.. age the development. of competent leadership and to stimulate 

Soe itsriseinthecountriesofAsia. (0 05 8 ee | 
(3) In India, the keystone to stability in South Asia, and in | 

the other countries of the area, every effort must be made to help | 
+ .- stabilize conditions and keep in power the present governments 

_ which, generally speaking, are the strongest non-communist gov- | 
- ernments in continental Asia. Alternatives*in India or Pakistan | 

~ would be anarchy, governments of the extreme Right, or govern- | 
. mentsoftheextremeLeft. = | 

h. Delay in the achievement of the security of Japan. | 
(1) The policies of the Soviet Government have delayed a | 

_ peace settlement which would. have restored Japan to an in- | | 
- dependent status and have made it necessary to provide military 
defenses for Japan. Until the security of Japan can be achieved, | 
the threat of communist invasion will remain. —_ oye 7 
(2) The reluctance of other nations, particularly Australia and. 

| _ the Philippines, to agree to the development of military strength _ | 
in Japan is a factor which the United States must consider and | 

—  OVETCOMC, os | 

t. Problem of American personnel in Asia. arr 
(1) The formulation and execution of programs designed to : 

_ support objectives of the United States in Asia are handicapped : 
by the lack of qualified and experienced personnel available to 

_. liveand workin Asiancountries. => Cy
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..°.. (2) In providing personnel to Asian nations, it is necessary to | 

exercise utmost care in selecting individuals not only technically 
qualified but of a temperament suitable for life in Asia and credi- 

_. table to the United: States Government. Our aim must constantly 
be-one of furnishing the necessary. personnel for the particular | 

- -needs.of the individual country and at the same time avoiding _ 
- the impression that the United States endeavors to “colonize” | 

| . or “Americanize” those countries to which aid is being given. 

_ 9. The principal elements in Asia which support or facilitate the | | 
, achievement of United States objectives and which to a greater or 

Jess extent offset the above obstacles,are: a | 

a. The basic interests of the non-communist nations. 

| - (1) The leading groups and the peoples of the non-communist 
nations are striving to promote the goals of the two great revolu- | 
tionary movements of Asia-national independence and economic | 

- betterment. Their objectives-are sovereignty, stability, rising liv- 
ing standards, land reforms, military. strength, and peaceful 

| friendly international relations. Their goals and objectives match _ 
____ the objectives.and.the-policies of the United.States.. 

(8) The historie friendship of the United States for'the peoples 
of Asia, our support for their: independence, and our contribu- 

| tion to their economic betterment have encouraged a degree of con-| 
_. fidence in our motives and intentions. Therefore, although the | 

policies of these governments may diverge from ours, they may 
fail to understand the nature of the forces which threaten them, 

| and may oppose our actions‘at a given time, we should not lose - 
|  sightofourbasiccreditinAsias ©. 0 5 . 

b. Asian fear and suspicion of the Chinese. =. ae 

- (1) As long as China was divided by civil war the non-Chinese 
_ peoples of Asia showed little concern over China. The rise of a 
~ militant armed China: under Communist leadership poses the 

-- threat of Chinese imperialism, intensifies antipathies between _ 
Chinese: and non-Chinese:communities in Southeast: Asiayinclud- 
ing the Philippines and Indonesia, and menaces the newly won 
independence of the non-communist nations. 
(2) This new menace might’ eventually stimulate active co- 

operation among the Asian nations to resist the Chinese Com- 
-munists. Such cooperation would constitute a third factor;inad- 

' dition to the movements for national independence and economic 
betterment which motivate the nations of the Far East. Such a 

| third factor would be to our interest if it rallied the nations of 
Asia closer together for mutual security, contributed to a firmer 

- - base for regional action and cooperation, and eventually developed 
an impact upon China itself. The probability for the development 

| of the potentials of such a third factor probably would be in direct 
ratio to the strength shown in Asia by the Anglo-Franco-Ameri- 
can resistance toaggressioninthatareas = = 

(3) While most politically-conscious South Asians appear to 
oppose our policy toward USSR and Communist China, there 1s 

| reason to believe that many of them in responsible positions
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recognize the dangers of Sino-Soviet aggression and would not 
hesitate to fight in the event of a communist invasion. Nehru has | 
stated publicly that his government would not tolerate an in- | 
vasion..of Nepal.and there. are indications that Indian defenses 

are being strengthened on the Indo-Burmese border, = 

c. Internal conflicts in Communist China = | 

(1) The imposition of Communist totalitarian, control upon 
China produces a situation alien to Chinese traditions, inimical 

_ to Chinese interests and contrary to Chinese characteristics. The | 
-. .extent-to which the internal conflicts in this situation will affect 

acceptability of the regime in China to the Chinese people will | 
_. be determined in large measure by its ability to improve economic 

| - conditions, provide well-functioning government, that is, satisfy | 
| in general the economic and political desires of the population. 

- _ The Communist regime can be expected to make the fullest use 
of both propaganda and police force to achieve its ends... _ 

- (2) Conflicts arise between the regime and the Soviet Govern- | 
ment, between the regime and the people, between the regime and 

. . local governments, between local governments, and within the , 
regime itself. Factors likely to alienate support from the regime 

_. in China include the harsh controls of a. police: state, its lack | 
of respect for individual and family rights, the forsaking of do- 
mestic reform and reconstruction for the militarization of Chinese > | 
society and costly military venture abroad in the face of a uni- | 
versal desire for peace and work rather than war and conscription, | 
and basically, the responsibility of the regime for solving China’s . | 

_ historic economic dilemmas. Failure of the regime to provide 
- conerete satisfaction for the traditional Chinese discontents would | 

. contribute substantially to a basic instability of the regime. _ 
(8) It is difficult to measure the degree of hostility in China | 

to the regime; it is undoubtedly widespread and exploitable. | 
However, its exploitability is affected by numerous factors and | 
changes with events and circumstances. For example, failure to 
expel UN forces from Korea in spite of huge losses increases the 
opportunity for conflicts to be intensified. On the other hand, _ 
successful engagement in military adventures elsewhere with in- | 

~ - ereased support from the Soviet Union would tend to mitigate | 
the conflicts, accompanied as it would be by further tightening of - 
controls and rigidity of the power of the ruling clique: =: | | 

- _ (4) The possibility of cleavages within the Chinese Politburo | 
- must not be overlooked. While it seems apparent that the present _ | 

- Peiping Government is controlled by Stalinists whose alliance to | 
Moscow is complete, it is reasonable to suppose that individuals | 

| or groups may exist within the Chinese Communist party who are | 
aware of and reluctant to accept the implications for the future 

_ historic role of China of an unswerving adherence to a policy of | 
~~ abject subservience to Moscow. eS os CR | 

| (5) While it would be unwise to expect or to predicate policy 
upon a change within the Peiping regime, the potential rifts must = 
_-be calculated and maximum advantage taken of conditions and : 

-<-gituations of tension which might favor a clash within the regime : 
- or the coming into power of a group, which, even though still : 

| Communist, might follow a course less advantageous to the aims _ !
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a - _ of world communism and therefore more favorable to the inter- 
_. ests of the United States. Those rifts again would be fostered by 

- failures met in China’s adventures outside its frontiers. . — 

d. Historic Russian-Chinese conflict. | 

(1) For over a century the Chinese have contended with active 
Russian encroachments on the sovereignty and the interests of 

_. China, far more frequently than with any other single nation. 
__. Russian expansion into China has been persistent; Russian claims 

| -- against China’s boundaries and possessions perpetual. The his- 
toric conflict today could again flare ‘out over Soviet encroach- 
ments in Sinkiang, Inner Mongolia, Tibet; and Manchuria, 

_ Tivalry over the controlling influence in Korea, disputes over 
~ courses of action in Japan, Southeast Asia, and India, and finally, 

'- Chinese rebellion against excessive Soviet’ control of ‘internal 
_- Chinese affairs. At the same time the Kremlin may entertain — 

a apprehensions that, Chinese expansion in Asia might in the long- 
run threaten the security of Russia, | 

ce. Geographic and material assets | 
~~." (1) The United States has:greater and more flexible access to 

| - the Far East than does the Soviet Union. The Soviet Far Eastis 
~ dependent on the Transiberian railroad for logistic support and 
has no ready access to any countries other than: China. Control 

| by the United States of the sea and air approaches to the-Asian — 
‘littoral provides unlimited linesof communication, © => 

- (2) Nearly one-third of the population of the Far East in-— 
_ habits insular areas with resulting advantages in defense. This 

+ third, which combines the workshop of Japan:with the raw ma- 
| terials of the great off-shore islands of the South Pacific could 

- bebuiltintoapowerfulsystem: = 
| (8) Japan’s population, industrial capacity, geographical posi- 

| _ tion, and relationship to the United States resulting from the 
Occupation, make it an-important asset to the free world. 

POLICY: GUIDE LINES FOR UNITED STATES ACTION. oe | 

10. In view of the threat to United States security interests result- 
ing from communist aggression in Asia, it should be the policy of the 
United Statesto: a | 

_ a Detach China as an effective ally of the USSR and support the ~ 
development of an independent. China which -has renounced 

_ aggression, © 
| 6. Maintain the security of the off-shore defense line:..Japan— 

Ryukyus—Philippines—Australia and New Zealand. Deny Formosa to 
any Chinese regime aligned with or dominated by the USSR and ex- 
pedite the strengthening of the defensive capabilities. of Formosa. 
Attempt by all practicable means to forestall communist aggression In 
Southand Southeast Asian = ss 

e. Assist Japan to become a self-reliant nation friendly to the 
United States, capable of maintaining internal security and defense 

| _ against external aggression and contributing to the security and sta- 
| bility oftheFarEast. ss
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_d, Promote the development of effective security and economic re- | 
lationships among the free nations of Asia and the Pacific area, | including the United States, on the basis of self-help and mutual aid. | with appropriate United States assistance, ) 

 é Continue as an ultimate objective to seek by political, as’ dis- | 
tinguished:from military means, a solution of the Korean problem | 
which would provide for a united, independent.and democratic Korea. 
Seek, through appropriate UN machinery, as a current objective a | 
settlement acceptable to the United States, of the Korean conflict : 
which would, as a minimum (1) terminate hostilities under appro- | 
priate. armistice arrangements; (2) establish the authority of the Re- 

_ public of Korea over all'Koreasouth of a northern boundary so located | 
as to facilitate, to the maximum extent possible, both administration | 

_ and military defense, and in no case south of the 38th Parallel; (3) | 
provide for the withdrawal by appropriate stages of non-Korean 
armed forces from Korea; (4) permit the building of sufficient ROK | 

_ military power to deter or repel a renewed North Korean aggression. | 
| Until the above current objective is attainable, continue to oppose and _ | 

_ penalizetheaggressor, ; 
_ f. Consistent with e above and the protection of the security of U.S. , 
and UN forces, seek to avoid the extension of hostilities in Korea into _ | 
a general war with the Soviet Union, and seek to avoid the extension 
beyond Korea of hostilities with Communist China, particularly with- _ | 
outthesupportofourmajorallies. 9 | 

_. g. Assist the countries of South and Southeast Asia to develop the | 
will and ability to resist communism from within and without, and to | 
contribute tothestrengtheningofthefreeworld. = = = | | | 

A. In accordance with 2-d above, take such current and continuing. | 
action. as may be practicable to maximize the availability, through : | 

| mutually advantageous arrangements, of the material resources of the 
_ Asian area to the United States and the free world generally, and | 

thereby correspondingly deny these resources to the communist. world. | 
Sts 3s | PRINCEPAL COURSES OF ACTION 2 0 | | 

11. There are set forth below analyses of the principal courses of | 
action which the United States should follow in order to move toward | 
its objectives in’ Asia. These are necessarily expressed in outline form 
and reflect much that is already under way. Obviously, the fluidity of | | 
the current situation with respect to Asia dictates continuous scrutiny | 
and consideration of possible coursesofaction, == | 
Lhe Problem of Communist China. 
» 12. The belligerent activities of the present Soviet-supported regime __ | : 
in Peiping confront the United States with its fundamental. policy | 
problem in Asia. Communist control of mainland China and Peiping’s . 
close alliance with the USSR are altering the global balance of power | 
to the great disadvantage of the United States and its allies. The | 
extension of consolidation of Sino-Soviet power in Asia could critically — 

_ endanger United States security interests, if it runs its full course : 
without hindrance. ee | ee 

|
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13. The Chinese Communists seek to enhance the joint power posi- 

tion of the USSR and China and to establish Chinese Communist 
| | hegemony over Asia. Aided and abetted by the Soviet Union, the 

Chinese Communists aim at eliminating Western influence and power _ 
from the whole Far East, particularly from Japan, the principal 
off-shore islands, and Southeast Asia. The present regime in Peiping 

now is firmly allied and is cooperating closely with the USSR. The 
development.of -a military and political axis-between Peiping and 
Moscow is being rapidly promoted under the terms of the Sino-Soviet. 
Alliance of 1950 which is being implemented through a Soviet pro- 
gram of increasing economic, and particularly, military assistance to 

Communist China, and through an expanding network of Soviet ad- 
visors in Chinese Communist military, economic and political organi- 
zations. In line with its over-all policy of developing the maximum 
strength of its satellites, there is strong reason to believe that the 
USSR is now attempting to establish a well-equipped and well-trained 
modern Chinese Communist Army, Air Forceand Navy. > | 
— 14. Profound changes are taking place within China. The Chinese _ 
Communists have temporarily abandoned their reconstruction plans 
which were their primary objectives in early 1950. The Peiping regime 
has adopted, and is ruthlessly putting into effect, measures placing | 
China on a complete war footing. The militarization of China in- 
cludes repressive secret police controls, violent anti-U.S. and anti- 

foreign propaganda, transfers and decentralization of industry, :wide- 
| spréad air raid and defense precautions, enrollment of university and 

middle school students in newly-organized military training estab- 
_ lishments, rapid construction of air fields throughout China capable 

a of handling jet planes, and the increasing size of Chinese Communist 
military,navalandairforces, = Oo 

15. The following actual or potential contradictions in conditions — 
on the mairiland ‘could facilitate United States efforts to bring about 

an independent China: 
-- ag, Widespread and. growing popular dissatisfaction over declining 
standards of living, violent and repressive political controls, casual- 
ties in Korea, and arbitrary dependence onthe USSR. _ Oo 

b. The consequences of the Korean military campaign for the Pei- | 
| ping regime, including the great burden of military expenditures and 

increasing shortages of essential raw materials, the loss of valuable 
trained manpower and matériel, and weakened capability for main- 

. taining internalcontro. = 8  ~— | Oo 
| _ @. Increasing tensions between the Chinese Communists and the_ 

| Soviet: regime regarding expanding Soviet control in China, possible 
failure of the Soviet Union to intervene more directly in Korea or 
fulfill Peiping’s military assistance requirements, and competition 
over Communist leadership in Japanand Southeast Asia.
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16. In view of the above factors, it is the primary objective of the 
United States in Asia to sever or weaken the alliance between Moscow _ 
and Peiping. This objective would be served if any of the following 

— tookplace: ee Ce : 

qa, Replacement of the present Peiping regime, | 
| _ 6, Change in the character and policies of the Peiping regime from _ | 

alliance with Moscow to a position of neutrality or a “leaning toward” 
thefreeworld. ee 

c. A political fragmentation of China resulting in the emergence of 
local regimes pursuing policies at variance with those of the central | 

government, 
| 17. The above objectives might be sought through an effort to | 
_ destroy and disrupt China’s economic, transportation and communica- 

tions facilities by naval and air action and a naval blockade. However, 
the launching of hostilities against Communist China under present _ 
conditions does not appear desirable or feasible for the following | 
reasons: | | Co a 

a. In North Asia, military actions against China might precipitate | 
Soviet military operations against us in Japan and Korea, in view of : 
the terms of the Sino-Soviet Alliance of 1950. Po ea | : 

6. Within China, United States air and naval actions might result 
in driving the Chinese people closer to the Peiping regime and solidi- | 
fying the Moscow-Peiping alliance beyond any hope of modification | 

- inourfavor, ae ne So | 
c. In Asia and the world at large, unilateral United States hostilities: | 

against Communist China itself would dissolve any possibility of | | 
developing unity of action on critical problems of the Far East, com- | 
plicate our NATO and Commonwealth relations, and leave us isolated | 
in the Far East. Be | 
_ @. The diversion of available United States air and naval strength | 
into an operation against the China mainland, which could hardly 

develop otherwise than into a major action, might create such im- — 
balance in our military deployment as to facilitate Soviet aggressive | 
action in some other vital section of the world arena, and particularly 
inKurope. ee eT | 

| 18. Bearing in mind that rapidly shifting conditions in China and 
_ the Far East make it difficult to determine in advance the one course __ 

of action most likely to move us closer to our objectives, and, while _ 
continuing to recognize the National Government as the legal govern- 
ment of China, the United States, with respect to Communist China, — | 

_shouldnow: | | rs 
a. Continue strong efforts to deflate Chinese Communist political | | 

and military strength and prestige by inflicting heavy losses on 
Chinese forces in Korea through the present UN operation. — | 

6, Expand and intensify, by all available means, efforts to develop 
non-communist leadership and to influence the leaders and. people
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in China: to oppose. the present Peiping regime and to seek its re- 
orientationorreplacement.. 
- ¢, Foster and support anti-communist Chinese elements both outside 
and within China with a view to developing and expanding resistance 

in China to the Peiping regime’s control, particularly in South China. 

d. Stimulate differences between Peiping and Moscow and create — 

cleavages within the Peiping regime itself by every practicable means. 

e. Continue United States economic restrictions against China, con- 

tinue to oppose seating Communist China in the UN, intensify efforts 

to persuade other nations to adopt similar positions, and foster the 

imposition. of United. Nations political and economic sanctions as 

related to developmentsin Korea. = ee 

f. In order to be prepared for Chinese aggression outside Korea, 

to protect the security of UN and U.S. forces, and to provide: for 

appropriate military action in the event that UN forces: are forced 

to evacuate Kora, expedite the development of plans for the follow-  _ 
ing courses of action, if such action should later be deemed necessary : | 

4 (1) Imposing a blockade of the China coast by naval and air | 
orces. ne | 

(2) Military action against selected targets held by Commu- _ | 
- nist Chinaoutsideof Koreas =. Se - 

- (8) Participation defensively or offensively of the Chinese 

Nationalist forces, and the necessary operational assistance to _ 
makethemeffective. = 8 © 2 2) | 2 oes | 

 g, Continue as a matter of urgency to influence our allies to stand 
with us and fully support the taking of such actions as those indicated — 

in f above if military operations outside Korea should be required. 
| 19. In carrying out its policies on China the United States should 

seek to develop the largest possible measure of support from the | 

Asian peoples and nations. Oe | _ SO | 

Settlement of the Korean Problem = a 

20. The United States has consistently sought as an ultimate politi- 
cal objective the establishment of a unified independent and demo- 
 ¢ratie Korea. Since the North Korean. invasion, the military objective 

of the United States in the United Nations has been to repel the agegres- 

sion and to establish international peace and security in the area. The _ 
intervention of the Chinese Communist forces in Korea hasso changed = 
the situation that it appears militarily impossible now to bring about __ 
a situation under which a, unified, non-communist Korea could be 
achieved by political means. Therefore, while in no way renouncing the 

| ultimate political objective which we hold for Korea, the present 

task should be to bring about a settlement of the Korean problem 

which at the minimum will deny to Communist control that part of 

Korea south of the 38th parallel and will provide for the phased 

withdrawal from Korea of non-Korean forces as militarily practical. 

| 91, Because it appears likely that both the United Nations and — 

| the communist forces will be able to maintain military positions in
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parts of Korea, the Korean situation could develop in one of the 2 
following ways: | a | 

- a, Chinese Communist agreement to cessation of hostilities and a 
political settlement of the Korean problem. - - 

b. A political and military stalemate during which the Chinese Com- : 
munists neither offer nor accept any suggestions for settlement. — 

c. A northward movement of the United Nations forces. __ 
_ d. A massive Communist drive, possibly supported by Soviet or | 

- satellite “volunteer” air and naval activities. | oy 

92. In view of the above possibilities the following considerations 

are pertinent: (a) the United Nations should not accept a settlement | 

which leaves any part of South Korea in the hands of the aggressor ; 
(6) United Nations forces may be able to expel the aggressor from 

South Korea; (c) United Nations forces can continue to inflict heavy 

losses on the Chinese; (d@) a settlement will permit the withdrawal of _ | 
Chinese forces from Korea for use elsewhere and will put an end to : 
Chinese losses in Korea; (e) a majority of the United Nations pres- — 
ently opposes another major crossing of the 38th parallel; and (f) it 
is important to maintain the maximum amount of unity within the 

United Nations regarding Korea. Unless the USSR provides greatly 
increased military support to the Communist forces in Korea for a | 

- massive drive south, it is conceivable that a cessation of hostilities and | 
a political modus vivendi can be achieved. Such a modus vivendi would 
permit the withdrawal of non-Korean forces from Korea. OE | 
~ 23. With respect to the situation in Korea, the United States should: 

_- @ Seek an acceptable political settlement in Korea that does not | 
_ jeopardize the U.S. position with respect to the USSR, to Formosa, 
~ or toseating Communist China in the UN. oO | oo E 

' 6. In the absence of such a settlement, and recognizing that cur- : 
rently there is no other acceptable alternative, continue the current | 
military course of action in Korea, without commitment to unify 
Korea by military force, butdesignedto: | re | | 

(1) Inflict maximum losses ontheenemy. —— . | Odea | 
(2). Prevent the overrunning of South Korea by military : 

ageresslon. | | 7 | | - a | | 
(8) Limit communist capabilities for aggression elsewhere in | 

- _ ¢@. Continue its efforts to influence our allies to increase their sup- 
port of and contribution to the UN operations in Korea. | 

d. Develop dependable South Korean military units as rapidly as | 
possible and in sufficient strength eventually to assume the major part | 

~ ofthe burden of the UN forces there. | 
e. If the USSR commits units of Soviet “volunteers” sufficient to : 

_ jeopardize the safety of UN forces in Korea, give immediate con- 
sideration to withdrawing UN forces from Korea and placing the 
United States in the best possible position of readiness for general war. : 
_ f. If the USSR precipitates a general war, withdraw UN forces | 

588-617—77—_5
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from Korea as rapidly as possible and deploy United States forces for 
service elsewhere. | | | a 

g. Working in and through the organs of the United Nations where 
| feasible, continue to strengthen the government and democratic in-_ 

stitutions of the Republic of Korea, and continue to contribute to the 

- United Nations efforts for economic recovery and rehabilitation in the 

Republic of Korea and in areas of Korea liberated from communist 
control. | - | re 

94, The United States should give special attention at all stages of 

the settlement of the Korean problem to the development of a strong 

ROK military establishment for continuation of the struggle against 

Communist forces (in case of a stalemate), and for the organization 

of a strong barrier to defend the ROK against future aggression. 

Particular emphasis should be placed on training capable Korean of- 

ficers. Essential parts of the program to develop military stability are 
the restoration of the authority of the Republic of Korea in the area 

south of the demarcation line, and such economic and technical as- 

sistance, consistent with the absorptive capacity of the Korean econ- 

omy, as will develop stability by the time United Nations forces are 
withdrawn from the peninsula. It is probable that the ROK will | 

| require the provision of air and naval assistance after withdrawal of 

US.andU.N.fores. = — | 
The Security and Stability of Japan ee 

| 25. The power vacuum left by the defeat of Japan is of vital con- 
cern to the United States. The Kremlin might attempt to secure 

| control of Japan, and thereby fill the vacuum, by an open attack or by 

the slower, indirect methods of subversion and infiltration. So long | 

| as American troops are stationed in Japan, an attack by the USSR 

| would bring a clash with United States forces and undoubtedly war | 

between the Soviet Union and the United States. Therefore, unless 

| the Kremlin has determined to embark upon World War III, in which 

case an attack on Japan would be but part of a global strategy, Soviet 

policy toward Japan will likely be directed toward fostering and ex- 

ploiting the political and military weaknesses of the country which 

could be expected to prevail following the end of occupation. | 

| 26. In view of the above, the maximum deterrent to the Kremlin 

in the post-treaty period will be a Japan with a rapidly and soundly 

developing economy, internal political stability, and an adequate mili- 
tary capability for self-defense. | : 

27. The policies of the United States should be formulated to bring 
about the situation of strength in Japan described above. Of all Far 
Eastern nations, Japan possesses the most advanced industry, greatest 

reservoir of technical and commercial experience, and the most ener- 

getic and industrious population. Control of the occupation of Japan 
| has given the United States a unique opportunity to direct the re-
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sources of Japan toward the creation of a position of strength among | 

the non-communist 
nations of Asia. | | 

28, The courses of action to be followed toward Japan both now | 

and in the post-treaty period should aim to: | 

a. Preserve to a maximum degree the positive accomplishments 
of | , 

thé occupation. So pe : 
6, Assist Japan to develop internal political immunity to | 

~ Communism. 
: | | | | 

c. Assist Japan to develop a sound economy. | , | | 
d. Speed the building of military defenses. . a | 

| e. Establish long-term relationships between the United States and 
- Japan which will contribute to the security of the United States. 

_ f. Bring Japan into a multilateral security arrangement 
as soon 

as Japan becomes able to fulfill the obligations which such an arrange- : 
ment would entail. | | 

| 29. With respect to Japan, the United States should: | 

a. Proceed urgently to conclude a peace settlement with Japan on 
the basis of the position already determined by the President, through 
urgent efforts to obtain agreement to this position by as many nations 
which participated in the war with Japan as possible. — ee | 

6. Proceed urgently with the negotiation of bilateral security ar- 
rangements with Japan on the basis of the position determined by | 
the President to be concluded simultaneously with a peace treaty. _ 

c. Assist Japan to become economically self-supporting and to pro- 
| duce goods and services important to the United States and to the , 

economic stability of the non-communist area of Asia. - - | 
_ d. Pending the conclusion of a peace settlement continue to: | 

_(1) Take such steps as will facilitate transition from occupa- _ 
| tion status to restoration of sovereignty. ces | 

| (2) Assist Japan in organizing, training, and equipping the 
National Police Reserve and the Maritime Safety Patrol in order | 
to facilitate the formation of an effective military establishment. 

e. Following the conclusion of a peace settlement : | os | 

4 (1) Assist Japan in the development of appropriate military | 
orces. oe 

— . (2) Assist Japan in the production of low-cost military ma- 
tériel in volume for use in Japan and in other non-communist | 
countriesof Asia. © | | 
_ (8). Take all practicable steps to achieve Japanese membership | 

_ In the United Nations and participation in a regional security 
| arrangement. | aes | 

| (4) Establish appropriate psychological programs designed to : 
‘Turther orient the Japanese toward the free world and away from 
communism. © | | oe 

The Problem of Formosa | | 

| 30. Possession of Formosa by a regime in alliance with or sub- a 

servient to the Kremlin would endanger the off-shore defense line, 
| Japan—Ryukyus—Philippines—Australia 

and New Zealand. The man- |
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: power and military and economic resources of the island are a po- 
tential asset to the free world in the event of general hostilities in 

- the Far East. At the same time, the inheritance of military supplies 
of United States origin by Communist conquerors of Formosa would 
increase the threat to our Pacific position. 

31. From a military standpoint, United States naval and air forces - 
available for the defense of Formosa are considered adequate to insure 
the failure of an attack on the island in circumstances short of general 
war. However, without the participation of United States naval and 

- air forces, the manpower, military and economic resources of the 
island are not now adequate for mounting a successful military inva- 
sion of the mainland and might not even be adequate for the defense of 
the island itself. Furthermore, antipathies between Formosa’s in- 
digenous population and the Chinese Nationalist regime and the in- 
adequacies of military and political leadership necessarily reduce the 
capabilities for defense, not to mention offense. An analysis of the 
military effectiveness of the possible use of Chinese forces on Formosa 
against the mainland of China is contained in a recent study by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff.+ | OE | a | 

32. International support for the denial of Formosa to the Peiping 
regime is seriously complicated by the fact that Formosa is the seat _ 
of the Chinese Nationalist Government. Governments who might 
otherwise support the denial of Formosa to Communist China for 
security reasons recoil from involvement of themselves or of the United 
States in the struggle between Peiping and Taipei for the control of 

_ China proper. | ge A | 
| 33. The United States faces in the Formosa problem the dilemma 

of simultaneously attempting to preserve the island from communist _ 
: control and to win support from the Chinese people, friendly non- 

communist governments, and non-communist Asians. It appears likely 
that support will materialize only if changes occur in the regimes in 
control at Peiping or Taipei or further aggression is committed by 
Communist China. a ’ | “ | 

34. Ethnic and historical factors as well as international commit- 
ments, particularly the Cairo and Potsdam declarations,” support the 
proposition that Formosa should be part. of China..Consequently, al- 

| though the United States is prepared to consider all factors relating 
to the eventual disposition of the island, the problem of Formosa can- 

 +Cireulated by memorandum for the NSC from the Executive Secretary, sub- 
ject “United States Action To Counter Chinese Communist Aggression,” dated 
March 21, 1951. [Footnote in the source text. ] BS eon | 

For the text of the Cairo Declaration, released by the White House on = — 
December 1, 1943, see Foreign Relations, The Conferences at Cairo and Tehran, } 
1943, p. 448, or Department of State Bulletin, December 4, 1943, p. 393. For the | 
text of the Potsdam Declaration, July 26, 1945, see Foreign Relations, The : 
Conference of Berlin (The Potsdam Conference), 1945, vol. 11, p. 1474, or Depart- 
ment of State Bulletin, July 29, 1945, p. 137. — . ee
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not be separated from that of China. However, the United States did | 
not contemplate at Cairo that Formosa would be turned over to a | 

_ Chinese regime hostile to the United States nor, more particularly, | 
that Formosa would be handed over to the Soviet Union by way of a — | 

Chinese satellite regime. | | 
_ 85. The interests of the United States would be served by the emer- : 

gence of 4 non-communist government controlling both China and | 
Formosa. Such changes in China as suggested in paragraph 16 above | 
would provide a step toward this goal, as would be a political change | 
in Formosa resulting in a regime with increased. influence and appeal 

| on the mainland. Mainland developments should be viewed as intrin- 

sically separate in major degree from developments on Formosa, and 

American support accordingly should be given independently to main- | 
land subversive movements with the problem of ultimate location of 

leadership of a resistance movement left to the ultimate decision of 

the Chinese themselves. _ , 
36. In order to prevent the capture of Formosa by communist forces 

and at the same time to develop optimum conditions for a solution of 
the Formosa problem, the United States should: aS 

a. Continue, as long as required by United States security interests, : 
_ the mission presently assigned to the 7th Fleet. | | 

6. Encourage political changes in the Nationalist regime which 
would increase its prestige and influencein China proper. | 

c. Provide military and economic assistance to increase the poten- 
tial of the Chinese forces on Formosa, for the defense of Formosa and | 
for such other uses as may be determined as a result of the planning | 
pursuant to paragraph 186 above. — | | 

Security and Stability of the Philippines  .- ae oo 

_ 87. The United States desires in the Philippines an effective govern- 

ment, a stable and self-supporting
 
economy and a Philippine military | 

_ establishment capable of restoring and maintaining internal security. 

The immediate problem in the Philippines is to eliminate the Huk 
problem, strengthen internal resistance to communism, increase se- 
curity against external danger and develop the Philippines as a strong 

and reliable ally of the United States. 

38. It is recognized that the United States must continue for an 
indefinite period to assume responsibility for the external defense of | 

- the islands, to provide military. and economic assistance, to take 
_ appropriate measures to assure the institution of necessary political, 

financial, economic and agricultural reforms, and in general to par- | 
, ticipate in the defense and administration of the country. Such con- 

| tinued participation in the affairs of an independent country has its 
undesirable aspects but in the context of the present world situation 

| there isno acceptable alternative. | | oe 

| |
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— 89. Since our ultimate goal should be to establish a Philippine 
Government and economy without need of American participation, 

United States programs in the Philippines should be designed to en- ~ 
courage the rapid development of Philippine initiative, leadership, 

| and ability to function independently of outside assistance. | 
40. In order to achieve the immediate objectives enumerated in 

paragraph 37 above, endeavoring at the same time to progress toward 
the ultimate goal described in paragraph 39, the United States should | 
as called for in NSC 84/2: | | , 

a. Use all appropriate measures to assure that the Philippine Gov- _ 
ernment effects political, financial, economic and agricultural reforms 
in order to improve the stability of the country. | 

b. Provide such military guidance and assistance as may be deemed 
advisable by the United States and acceptable to the Philippine 
Government. ee | 

c. Extend, under United States supervision and control, appro- 
priate economic assistance in the degree corresponding to progress — 
made toward creating the essential conditions of internal stability. | 

d. Continue to assume responsibility for the external defense of _ 
the Islands and be prepared to commit United States forces, if neces- ) 
sary, to prevent communist control of the Philippines. | | 

Strengthening of Southeast Asia a | 

| 41. It is important to the United States that the mainland states 
of Southeast Asia remain under non-communist control and continue 
to improve their internal conditions. These states are valuable to the 
free world because of their strategic position, abundant natural re- 
sources, including strategic materials in short supply in the United | 

__ States, and their large population. Moreover, these states, if adequately 

developed and organized, could serve to protect and contribute to the 

economic progress and military defense of the Pacific off-shore islands 

from Japan to New Zealand. Communist control of both China and 

Southeast Asia would place Japan in a dangerously vulnerable posi- 
tion and therefore seriously affect the entire security position of the _ 

United States in the Pacific. The fall of the mainland states would | 

result in changing the status of the off-shore island chain from sup- — 

- porting bases to front line positions. Further, it would tend to isolate — 

these base areas from each other, requiring a review of our entire 

strategic deployment of forces. Communist domination of the area 
would alleviate considerably the food problem of China and make 
available to the USSR considerable quantities of strategically im-— 
portant materials. | a 

- 42, In the absence of overt Chinese Communist aggression in South- 
east Asia, the general problems facing the United States in this area — 
are: the real threat of Chinese Communist invasion and subversion, 
the political instability and weak leadership of the non-communist
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governments, the low standards of living and underdeveloped re- | 

sources of the peoples of the area, the prevailing prejudice against | 

colonialism and Western “interference” and the insensitivity to the | ! 

danger of communist imperialism, Further acts of communist aggres- 

sion in Southeast Asia can be expected to stimulate resistance on the. | 

part of countries which have thus far failed to take a positive stand. | 

43. Therefore, the general objectives of the United States in South- 

east Asia are: (a) to contribute to the will and ability of all countries 

in the region to resist communism from within and without, and (6) | 

to aid in the political, economic and social advancement of the area. | 

For this purpose, the United States has developed support programs | 

to strengthen the governments’ administrative and military capabili- | 

ties, to improve living standards, to encourage pro-Western align- 

ments, and to stave off communist intervention. Se 

44. Chinese Communist conquest of Indochina, Thailand and 

Burma, by military force and internal subversion, would seriously | 

threaten the critical security interests of the United States. However, 

in the event of overt Chinese aggression, it is not now in the over-all 

security interests of the United States to commit any United States 
armed forces to the defense of the mainland states of Southeast Asia. 

Therefore, the United States cannot guarantee the denial of Southeast . 

Asia to communism. The United States should continue its present 

support programs to strengthen the will and ability to resist the Chi- 

nese Communists, to render Communist military operations as costly | | 

as possible, and to gain time for the United States and its allies to” | 

build up the defenses of the off-shore chain and weaken communist | 

power at its source. | 7 , | | ) 

45. The United States should develop its support programs in such | 
form and in such manner in each country as will effectively stimulate 
the use of its resources to the advantage of the free world, contribute to 
the development of sound economies and adequate military establish- 

- ments, and take into account the ability of each country to absorb 
and its willingness to put to effective use American aid. In any instance 
where a government friendly to the United States is conducting actual 
resistance to internal subversive forces or overt aggression, the United 

States should favorably consider contributions to the ability of such | 
a government to continue resistance. | eo 

46. The general security problems of Southeast Asia are the subject 
of military staff conversations among the United States, the United 
Kingdom and France. : | 

_ 47, Programs of information and educational exchange should be | 
| continued in the countries of Southeast Asia and should be designed 
| to develop on the part of the governments and peoples of the area, 

realization, and action in accordance therewith, of the vital objectives | 

|
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which they share with the United States and of the ways in which 
the achievement of these objectives are threatened by the aggressive 
purposes of Soviet Communism. = © | | 

48, At the present time, the United States faces the following major 
problems in Southeast Asia :. err ae OC | 

a. Defense of Indochina. The loss of Indochina to communist con- 
trol would greatly increase the threat to the other mainland states of 
Southeast Asia and to Indonesia. The Viet Minh with the aid of strong 
Chinese Communist military intervention can conquer Indochina. 
Therefore, the forces opposing the Viet Minh must rapidly increase 
their military strength. Increased anti-communist manpower must 
come from the Associated States, principally Vietnam. 

6. Chinese Imperialism. The United States should expand and 
intensify the psychological warfare effort to increase an awareness 
in the area of the threat which Soviet and Chinese imperialism poses 
to the national independence, economic betterment and traditional _ 
ideals of each country in the region. The United States should seek 

- to reduce the ties between the Chinese communities in Southeast Asia 
and the Peiping regime, to neutralize the pro-communist support 
among these communities, and to endeavor to direct the political power 
and economic wealth of the Chinese communities toward the support 
of the countries which they are resident. a. a 

c. The Role of Singapore and Malaya in the Defense of Southeast — 
7 Asia. The location of the Malayan Peninsula makes it of great impor- 

tance to Indonesia and Australia and New Zealand in the event Indo-. 
- china and Thailand fall to the communists. Although the defense and. 

internal security of Singapore and Malaya are British responsibilities, 
the Peninsula cannot be defended against an invasion from the north 
without outside support. Accordingly, the United States should co- 
ordinate its operational planning with the United Kingdom with re- 
spect to Malaya and adjacent areas. | | - oad 

| d. The Alignment of Indonesia. Indonesia’s strategic position, 
economic wealth including oil reserves, and political importance as an 
independent, non-communist nation are assets to the security of the 
United States in the Pacific. Consequently, the policies and actions _ 
of the United States must be directed to strengthening and maintain- 
ing the non-communist political orientation of the government and to 
promoting economic health and development. At present the Indo- 
nesian Government is pursuing a policy of political neutrality. The 
United States must endeavor to influence Indonesia toward greater 
participation in measures which promote the security of the area and 

| toward solidarity with the free world. Among the factors which affect 
United States aid to Indonesia are (1) the results to be achieved in 
terms of United States national interests, (2) the attitude of the 
Indonesian government, (3) the needs of Indonesia, and (4) the ability . 

_ to use aid profitably. The United States should give particular atten- 
tion to the problem of technical assistance, in view of the serious lack 
of leadership and trained personnel in the country. _— ae 

49. With respect to Southeast Asia, the United States should: 

_a. Continue its present support programs to strengthen the will 
and ability to resist communist encroachment, to render communist
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military operations as costly as possible, and to gain time for the 

‘United States and its allies to build up the defense of the off-shore 

chain. oe : | | 

6. Continue programs of information and educational exchange in 

the countries of Southeast Asia. Oo | | | 
c. Encourage the countries of Southeast Asia to restore and ex- | 

pand their commerce with each other and the rest of the free world, | | 

stimulate the flow of the raw material resources of the area to the free 

world, and assist in establishing small arms production in appropriate 

| locations in Southeast Asia under suitable controls. | 

_. d. In Indochina: ne | 

(1) Continue to increase the military effectiveness of French | 

units and the size and equipment of indigenous units by provid- 
ing timely and suitable military assistance without relieving the | 

French authorities of their basic military responsibilities or com- 
mitting United States armed forces. | a 

(2) Continue to encourage internal autonomy and progressive 
social and economic reforms. | | - . 

(8) Continue to promote international support for the three | 

Associated States. a Oo 7 oo 

e. In Indonesia, the United States should seek to strengthen the 
-non-communist political orientation of the government, promote the 
‘economic development of Indonesia, and influence Indonesia toward 
greater participation in measures which support the security of the 
area and Indonesian solidarity withthe free world. | | 

Security and Stability of South Asia ~ : | 
50. South Asia, containing nearly half a billion people and im- 

portant strategic materials, including manganese and mica, is the only — 7 

subdivision of Asia which is not presently under communist domina- 
| tion or direct threat of communist control. Subversion or conquest of 

South Asia by Communist China and/or the USSR would provide the | 
Soviet Union and its satellites with vastly increased manpower, natu- 

| ral resources, and strategic bases, and would deny the non-communist | 
powers potential sources of manpower, actual sources of strategic 
materials, and strategic bases. The loss of South Asia to the Commu- 
nist orbit would for all practical purposes mean the loss of all conti- 

nental Asia. | | | , 
51. United States objectives with respect to South Asia are to | 

improve the security position of the United States by contributing 

to the stability of the independent and non-communist governments 
| now in authority, and by influencing these governments to provide © | 

active support for the UN campaign in Korea and for United States | 

policies regarding Communist China. Furthermore, the United States 
‘should influence these governments in the direction of benevolent 
neutrality or active support of the non-communist powers in the event 
of a global war. To attain these ends the United States should: 

| | . 

|
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a. Continue to encourage South Asian participation in and responsi- 
bility for solutions of international problems pertaining to Asia, with > 
a view to convincing South Asians that Western Powers are not de- 

7 termined to dominate Asia. ea a RR es 
b. Develop attitudes in South Asia which would assist the United — 

States and its allies to obtain facilities which would prevent the — 
USSR from obtaining assistance of any sort from these countries. 

| c. Create conditions which would lead South Asian countriestodeny _ 
their resources to the Soviet bloc and make them available to the 
United Statesandthe free world. —T | | bE Tas 

52. While continuing talks with the British regarding increased _ 
coordination of US-UK policies in South Asia, the United States 
should, in accordance with the policies set forth in NSC 98/1: . 

a. Encourage more intimate consultation with South Asian Gov- ~ 
ernments—particularly those of India and Pakistan. — Co 

6. Support participation of South Asian countries in United | 
| Nations organizations. | | | | 

| _@. Adopt.a sympathetic attitude toward any developments which 
might lead to formation of a regional association of non-communist _ 
countries in South Asia. CRO _ | 

d. Expand information and educational exchange programs. 
e. Continue to encourage creation of an atmosphere favorable to 

economic development and expansion of trade consistent with United : 
States security interest. 8 | - 

_ f. Provide such economic assistance as will contribute to the stability 
of the area, strengthen the Western orientation of the region, and 
facilitate transfer to the United States of materials related to national 

— -security. = Ce See, | | 
_ g. Provide so far as practicable within the framework of other de- 
mands related to national security, military supplies, equipment, and 

- services required for internal security, self-defense, or participation in 
defense of the area. a | 

h. Depending on the political atmosphere and global military devel- 
opments, seek to obtain such military rights in South Asia as United 
States may determine to be essential. ; | 

| a. Take all possible action consistent with U.S. security interests _ 
to prevent the USSR or its satellites from obtaining from South ‘Asia 
strategic materials currently being denied the Soviet bloc by the 
United States. | 

7. Continue efforts to improve Indo-Pakistan and Afghan-Pakistan _ 
relations, a | ee | 

Regional Associations | — OO | 

53. In anticipation of the situation in the Pacific area to be created 
by the resumption by Japan of a free and independent status, there — 
arise the problems of the continuing security of Japan, the security 
of the Pacific area, and the acceptance of Japan’s new status by the 
several Asian and Pacific island nations. A restoration of Japanese 
defenses can be brought about much more successfully if the Japanese
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participate in collective security arrangements rather than reluctantly ! 

engage in a rearmament program at the prodding of the United States. | 

At the same time Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines might | 

be expected to quell their natural fears of a rearmed Japan if Pacific | 

security arrangements were established. | | 

54. In terms of United States military interests, none of the coun- : 
tries in the Pacific area can presently contribute military resources to 

any effective degree. Japan has considerable military potential in | 

- manpower resources, industrial capacity, shipping and ship-building | 

capacity, and military experience. However, it will require a number 

of years before this potential can be realized. It will not serve to cope — | 
with any Sino-Soviet aggression in the immediate future. The Philip- : 
pines cannot depend on its own resources for self-defense and requires | 
the support of United States armed forces as well as military assist- i 

| ance from the United States. Australia and New Zealand have very : 
small armed forces, lack their own logistic support, and are com- 
mitted to some extent to military operations in other theaters of the _ : 
world in line with plans of the Commonwealth. Indonesia’s maximum | 
capability would be the establishment of sufficient internal forces to — | 
create and maintain internal stability. 

_ 55. The problems of participants, of the effect on the mainland , 
of Asia, and of the nature of guarantees make it necessary that efforts _ 
to bring about Pacific security arrangements be developed cautiously | 

- andona flexible basis. __ | : ee | : 
56. Development and establishment of mutual security arrange- ) 

ments for the Pacific area will have profound effects on the non- | 
communist countries of South and Southeast Asia. At the same time | 

_ that mutual security arrangements are being developed for the Pacific, | 
the United States should seek ways to encourage both closer coopera- dt 
tion among the countries of Southeast Asia and progress by these | 
countries toward participation in a broadened regional arrangement. ) 
57. With respect to regional security arrangements, the United | 

States should: , - | 

a. Conclude the post-treaty security arrangements with Japan as ; 
provided for in 29-6 above. | 

6. Maintain the security relationships with the Philippines as pro- | 
. vided for in 40 above. | a | 

e. Conclude a security arrangement with Australia and New ~ | 
Zealand. | | 7 | 

d. Consider the desirability of security arrangements with other | 
countries of Asia, either on a bilateral or multilateral basis. | : 

e. Encourage and support closer economic and political cooperation | 
with and among the countries of Asia in keeping with the objective __ 
stated in 10-d above. : | | 

| | | | 

|
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790.5/5-1551 ee Ee So ee 

Conference Report on Tripartite Military Talks on Southeast Asia 
Held at Phoeni« Park, Singapore, May 15-18, 1951* 

TOP SECRET : | 7 | | a | 

_ The three heads of the French, British and American Delegations, | 
here undersigned, are in unanimous agreement on the report attached 

~ herewith. | a 

This report includes the conclusions and recommendations resulting 
from the studies, made in common, during the course of the Tripar- 
tite Military Conference held in Singapore from 15 to 18 May 1951. 

| J. DE Latrre? | : 
| | General @’ Armée 

| _ Joun Harpine? 
| _ General — | , 

| A.D. Strusne+ a 
—  PGee Admiral, U.S. Navy 

Srneapore, 19 May 1951.00 | 

| [Attachment] | oo 

| | PResenT 

FRANCE | | | a | 

General d’Armee Jean de Lattre de Tassigny 
General de Corps Aerien Pierre Fay | Oo 

| Vice Admiral Paul Ortoli | | 
' General de Brigade Pierre Pelissie | 

UNITED STATES 
Vice Admiral Arthur D. Struble | 
Brigadier General Francis G. Brink 

“UNITED KINGDOM | | | | | 
General | Sir John Harding, KCB, CBE, DSO, | 

| MC, ADC. | | 
Air Marshal Sir Francis Fogarty, KBE, CB, DFC, © 

AFC. |. | 
Vice Admiral _ The Hon. Sir Guy Russell, KCB, CBE, 

| DSO. | Ce, 

"1 For documentation on the background of this conference, see pp. 332 ff. 
| 2Gen. d’Armée Jean de Lattre de Tassigny, French High Commissioner in 

Indochina; Commander of French Union Forces in Indochina. 
’ Gen. Sir John Harding, Commander of British Land Forces in the Far Hast. 

: | ‘Vice Adm. Arthur D. Struble, Commander of the U.S. First Fleet. |
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are os OBSERVERS 
NEW ZEALAND _ | | 

° Major General  K.L. Steward, CB, CBE, DSO. | 
| AUSTRALIA | | a | 

Colonel J.G. Wilton, DSO. | 
Group Captain _ ~ D. McLaughlin | 
Commander C. M. Hudson | : 

| SECRETARIAT | | | 

| Colonel L. C, C. Harrison, M.C. 7 | 
Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. Ellis, U.S. Marine Corps. — | 

| Commandant J. A. KE. Deleris. | ) 

Oo / en _ AGENDA | 

| 1. A review of the military situation in Indo-China and South East : 
Asia. | - | 

2. Recommended military courses of action in the current situation ) 
to secure Indo-China, ‘Thailand, Burma and Malaya and methods to 
ensure continuing exchange of information particularly regarding | 

| China, having a bearing on this problem. So | | 
| _ 8. Probable effects and recommended subsequent military courses of 

action in case of Communist uprisings within Thailand, Burma or | 
Malaya. | 7 | | 

4, Probable effects and recommended military courses of action in 
the event the Chinese Communists invade Indo-China, Thailand, — 
Burmaor Malaya. | oe : 

«5. Measures for coordinating convoy routing and protection of ship- | 
‘ping arrangements in the South China Sea-East Indian Ocean area | 
and for insuring a constant surveillance of war contraband activities. 

Report prepared by the delegates of the French, United States and | 
British Military Authorities at the Conference at Singapore held from 
15th to 18th May 1951. | | | 

This report covers the agreed conclusions and recommendations of | : 
the conference and is presented in four parts :— | | | 

| Part - Exchange of Information oad Bo : 
 - Part II Operational aspects of the defense of South 

| East Asia 
| Part TTI Logistic Requirements | 

Part IV Control of shipping and the Surveillance of 
Contraband Traffic | | . 

The Report has been prepared in both French and English and the 
texts possess equal validity. Any divergencies in the meanings of the 

| | 

| | — 

|
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two texts which may subsequently come to light will fail to be resolved | 

| between the Governments concerned. — Ae ae | 

[Here follows Part I, “Exchange of Information.” | | 

“cage - Parr IT fa | 

OPERATIONAL Aspect or THE Derense or Souru East Asta 

a eo INTRODUCTION | | 

1. We record below the situation and requirements for Indo-China, 

Burma, Siam and Malaya in respect of Items 2, 3 and 4 of the Agenda 

and set forth the conclusions and recommendations. | 

General soot - 

2. The security of all the countries of South East Asia is inter- 

| dependent, and instability in one will affect all the others. / 

a ITEM II | 

Indo-China a 

Conclusions | ee 

3. At this time the defense of Tonkin should be recognized as the 

key to the security of South East Asia and should receive the highest _ 

| priority in the area for the allocation of any required forces or re- 

sources that are or may become available. _ me 

4. Under the existing conditions the Forces of the French Union 

dominate the present situation in Indo-China. 

5. The French retain the sole responsibility for the security of — 

Indo-China. > | | a | 

Recommendations - 

6. To continue the accelerated delivery of the material aid already 

programmed. | 

7. Tomake arrangements for the examination of the logistic problem 

in Indo-China by representatives from the armed forces of all three 

countries, the necessary meetings taking place periodically at Saigon 

asrequired. ; a oe 

8. There should be a full exchange of information especially cover- 

ing China between the countries concerned, and to this end arrange- 

ments should be made for representatives from the armed forces of all 

three countries to meet periodically as required and at such places as 

areappropriate. oe ) 

9. To set up an adequate signal organization between Saigon and 

Singapore and to this end arrangements should be made to enable 

| representatives from the armed forces of France and Britain in South 

East Asia to meet periodically to discuss this problem. a 

Burma — cee as ae : 

Conclusions . | | — 

10. The first requirement for Burma is political stability, and under 

| the present circumstances there would be no purpose inincreasing mili-
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tary aid to Burma beyond that already contemplated by. the British | 
until the quality of the Burmese Army has improved and its relia- : 
bility was assured. There are now arms and equipment supplied by | 
the British in store in Burma that are not being used. re | 

11. The Burmese Army needs tuition and guidance. The resources | 
already available to them through the British Military Mission are ‘| 

| not being fully utilized. | ae ks | : 

Recommendations So : 
12. Military aid beyond that already contemplated should not be ~ [ 

given to Burma under the present conditions. gs | , 
18. All possible steps should be taken to increase the effectiveness 4 

of the British Military Mission. __ | Se | 

Thailand ne | | os XS | 

Conclusions - : . oA ) 
14. The current Thai Government is anti-Communist. Seco! | 
15. The will of the Siamese Government and the people to resist | 

Communism in the main rests on developments in Indo-China and 
Burma. - - a | , | 

16. The improvement of their armed forces and police would be | 
an important contributory factor inthestabilityofSiam. | 

Recommendations oo a oe | Oe | 

17. The United States continue to furnish military assistance in the 
form of material, advice and training to the Thai armed forces. — 

— Conclusions ae | oe ER 
18. The security of Malaya is the sole responsibility of the British, 

and they have control of the internal security situation at the present _ 
time. . | 

19. The situation in peripheral countries has a direct bearing on 

the internal security situation in Malaya. | | | | 
20. The successful conclusion of the current operations in Malaya 

_ has a direct bearing on the stability of South East Asia. — | 
— Recommendations = ——— Oo a | 

| 21. That the campaign in Malaya should not be jeopardized by the 
diversion of forces now engaged in it. ee 

General Recommendations = =——™ | _ 

22. The most profitable action in this entire matter is to achieve 

the most rapid possible build-up of coordinated anti-Communist | 

strength by seizing and retaining the initiative in South East Asia. | 
28, That steps be taken to prevent, the smuggling of arms and mili- 

tary equipment into the four countries discussed herein. Common | | 

studies should be made by our Governments with the object of pre- |
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venting the supply of such arms and military equipment from or 

through peripheral countries. — ng _ 

| | EM TO ey | 
| — General | oe Boge . —— 

94, The effect of a-successful Communist uprising in any one of the 

countries concerned will be the serious weakening of the anti-Commu- 

nist strength of the others. : a 

 Lhailand — | 7 

: Conclusions — oe ” | | 

95. A potential threat exists in Thailand in the form of Chinese 
Communist Fifth Column. ~ — | | | 

26. The Siamese Government is capable of controlling a Commu- 

nist uprising, providing it is not accompanied by external aggression 

from Communist China. | | Oo | 

Recommendations = =———— | | | 

27. Material aid priority should be increased in the event of local 
uprisings. iy ae — | 

28. Requests from the Siamese for further assistance should be 
studied in the event of a serious uprising that appears to be beyond 
the capabilities of the Siamese to contain. No useful purpose will be 
served by intervening with token forces only. 7 | | 

— Burma OO | 

Conclusions — | 
| 99. An uprising exists in Burma at the moment and the initiative 

appears to lie slightly with the insurgents. a oo | 

30. The ability of the Burmese government to defeat a Communist 

uprising is largely dependent upon the amount of external aid re- 
ceived by both sides and the degree of effectiveness with which that aid . 

is used. Oo Be | 

- Recommendations | a 
81. Everything possible must be done to improve the training and 

| efficiency ofthearmed forces. - 

| | 32. When the stability of the government is assured and the forces 
are able to use it, material aid should be increased. 2 

| 33. If the uprising appears to be gaining success additional assist- 
| ance should be considered. No useful purpose will be served by inter- 

vening with token forcesonly. _ 

Malaya a / . oe Bae | 

Conclusions nn | a 
_ 84. The British are controlling the situation in Malaya and prog- 

| ress is expected without any additionalaid. ne
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35, The British are capable of containing any anticipated further | 

Communist uprising in Malaya and requirenofurtheraid. | | 

Recommendations | | | : 

36. The forces committed in Malaya should not be diverted at the | 

expense of the current campaign. Oo | 

ne oe ITEM IV a ! 

General | | a | | | 

37. The effect of a Chinese Communist invasion of any country | 

would be the immediate creation of a new situation throughout South : 

East Asia. | — 7 | | 

38, A successful invasion of any one of the countries by the Chinese : 

Communists will have a serious effect on the ability of the other ) 

- @ountries to defend themselves. . | | | : 

89. An unsuccessful invasion by the Chinese Communists will ma- 

| terially strengthen the anti-Communist position in South East Asia. | 

— Indo-China ee | 

| Conclusions : oe oe —— 

40. It appears likely that a major offensive by the Chinese Commu- | 

nists against Indo-China could not be contained without allied assist- ) 

ance and cooperation, to the forces of the French Union, in particu- | 

‘Jar with reference to the defense of Tonkin which is the corner stone | 

to the defense of South East Asia. a a 

41, Appendix “A” ® is a preliminary French assessment of the addi- 

tional forces which would be required in order to ensure successful | 

defense of Tonkin against a major Chinese Communist invasion. 

. 42, The reinforcements listed in the French assessment are not avail- | 

able from resources within South East Asia and the source of any , 

additional forces should not be considered at this conference. _ | 

Recommendations ——— | | | 
48, The respective governments should take note of this situation _ | 

and the estimate of forces required. ae | 

Burma ne , | | | 

Conclusions | Oo oe | 

| 44, The Burmese Armed Forces, without assistance, cannot resist | 

successfully a: Chinese Communist invasion of Burma. _ 
45. Appendix “B” is a preliminary British assessment of the ad- | 

ditional forces that would be required to reinforce the Burmese Armed 
forces in order to repel a'‘Chinese Communist invasion. ~ | | 

. Recommendations Oo 7 | | 

46. The respective governments should take note of this situation 

and the estimate of forces required. rs | 

5 Not printed. | OO me 

538-617—77-—_—6 | | 

7 
i
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Thailand ges, 8 oe oe 

Conclusions oa . ce | 

47, An invasion of Thailand by the Chinese Communists is unlikely 
by sea or air and therefore an invasion is only probable through Indo- 

China or Burma. . Sg | . 

48. If a Chinese simultaneous invasion of Indo-China and Burma 
is successful, the military situation of Thailand will probably be 

untenable. Supe eS | 

49. A successful invasion of Indo-China by the Chinese Communists 

would make an effective defense of Thailand unlikely. 

50. If Indo-China stands firm but Burma is successfully invaded _ 

by the Chinese, it appears possible to defend Thailand only if addi- 

tional troops are brought in. No estimate has been made of the forces 
required for these operations but it is anticipated that they would be 

considerable sit | 8 
51. In the event of an invasion of Burma, the defense of Thailand is 

an essential adjunct to the defense of Indo-China. | 

Recommendation : | | 

52. The respective governments should take note of this situation. 

Malaya oe foe | 

Conclusions = | os 

58. The probability of a sea or air-borne invasion of Malaya by the 

Chinese Communists is remote, therefore Malaya can only be invaded 

- if either Indo-China and Thailand, or Burma and Thailand have 

fallen. ee : 

54. Singapore is vital to the communications in South East Asia. 

It is the British intention to defend it in the event of Communist Chi- 

: nese invasion of Malaya. — | - | 

55. It was stated by the British Commanders in Chief that, if | 

Malaya, is exposed to Chinese invasion, in addition to the forces likely . 

to be available, they would require a corps of three divisions with — 

supporting arms and services and the necessary supporting sea and 

air forces to maintain the security of Malaya. | Oo 
: Recommendation | ee | 

56. The respective governments should take note of this situation = 

and the estimate of forces required. a ee 

_ ADDITIONAL GENERAL CONCLUSIONS : 

The Time Factor - | - | 

: 57. The gaining of time is of the highest importance to the develop- 

- ment of the French operations for the defense of Indo-China and for | 

the improvement of the internal situation in Thailand, in Burma and 

in Malaya. It would therefore appear undesirable if any action were _ 

taken which might give the Chinese a pretext for intervention, =
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Localization of Chinese Intervention . : oo | 

58, Should a Chinese Communist penetration in South East Asia | 

take place, it would be desirable to take steps to prevent becoming ! 

involved in a general war with China. | | 

Additional Forces | | | | 

59, If a major Chinese invasion of South East Asia is to be suc- | 

cessfully withstood, additional forces will be needed. These additional | 

forces will be the sum of the forces needed for a defense of Indo- | 

China and Burma. It is recommended that, in estimating the forces | 

that would be required for this purpose, the French and British , 

estimates in Appendices “A” and “B” should be noted. - : | 

- [Here follow Appendix “A” to Part IT, an estimate of reinforce- : 

ments necessary to permit the French to resist a Chinese Communist | 

invasion of Tonkin; Appendix “B” to Part I, “Possible Chinese | 

Communist Operations Against Burma ;” Part ITI, “Logistic Require- a 

~ ments;” and Part IV, “Control of Shipping and Control of Contra- 

band Traffic.” | | oe, 

Policy Planning Staff Files: Lot 64D5632 | 

Substance of Discussions of State—Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting at the 

- Pentagon Building, June 8, 1961, 11 am | 

TOP SECRET oe | | 

| [Extracts] | 2 

: PRESENT 

General Collins * Mr. Perkins? — : | 

| ~ Admiral Sherman * Mr. Rusk — a 

General Twining ° Mr. Nitze *® | 

oe - Admiral Struble. Mr. Ferguson ® _ oe | 

| _ Admiral Lalor ° | Mr. Tufts*® _ | | 

: oo | Mr. Gleason : 

. 1 Wiles of the Policy Planning Staff of the Department of State, 1947-1953.. | 

* Beginning in January 1951, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and representatives of ! 

the Department of State met regularly, generally on a weekly basis. The purpose | : 

of these conferences was to exchange information and opinions rather than to | 

achieve agreement on the various issues discussed. The source text indicates : 

- that this record is a State Department draft not eleared with any of the | 

| participants. | . | | | / 

eo > Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army. | | 
| «Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, Chief of Naval Operations. . | 

| ®Gen. Nathan F. Twining, Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force. | 

| * Rear Adm. William G. Lalor, Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff. | 

| - ™George W. Perkins, Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs. wo | 

| * Paul H. Nitze, Director of the Policy Planning Staff. | | 

, © John H. Ferguson, Deputy Director of the Policy Planning Staff. 4 : 
| Robert W. Tufts, Member of the Policy Planning Staff. : : 

118, Everett Gleason, Deputy Executive Secretary of the National Security | | 

| Council. 
| 

|
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Admiral Struble’s Report } | | 
Admiral Struble said that the British representatives at the Singa- _ 

pore meeting did not want the French to know about the U.S.-U.K. 
shipping arrangement in the area. The British had been clearly con- 

_ cerned about command arrangements and this had affected their atti- | 
tude toward the talks. The French were anxious for more information — 

about China and had obtained some information about Formosa about. 
which they were skeptical. - | 

Military Intelligence. The French wanted a good U.S. intelligence 
officer to meet with their intelligence people and with British Intelli- 
gence officers to put out an agreed tripartite intelligence report. 

| Admiral Struble said that he had taken the position that he could 
not agree to the preparation of agreed reports. He had said that we 

, would be prepared to assign a good officer and to furnish intelligence 
information and so forth. He felt that the French were using this _ 

problem as a foundation stone in building a theater command. The 
U.K. agreed to improve intelligence activities in the area. Admiral 
Struble said that he had seen no reason why a U.S. officer could not 

. attend intelligence meetings and discuss intelligence problems. There 
was much concern about the problem of obtaining information on 
contraband traffic. This was wanted to assist the French in halting this 
traffic. Admiral Struble said that he agreed that we would discuss the 
subject of intelligence and its improvement but that we would not go | 
into a discussion of anything that looked like the formation of a theater 
command. - | | | 
The French thought that the defense of Tonkin was vital to the ) 

defense of South East Asia. General Brink—who has been in the area 
a long time—felt that DeLattre was making a fine stand. There was 
increasing confidence. Everyone was working hard. DeLattre was not 
demanding assistance on every task. Admiral Struble said that he 
had had a very favorable impression of the French effort. He said 

that the meeting had agreed to state in its report that Tonkin is a vital 

area inthe current situation. ee . 
U.S. aid is arriving in good quantities now, General Brink is doing 

asplendidjob. = EBS oO 
DeLattre showed much concern about confidence in the local situa- 

tion. He would not discuss evacuation even in the broadest terms. 
Admiral Struble said that he had, therefore, dropped this suggestion 
because he felt that confidence in the local situation was more impor- 
tant than getting our long range views on the table. Admiral Struble 
said that there had been about 50 persons present at the meetings and 

2-Vice Adm. A. D. Struble was U.S. representative at the tripartite military 
talks at Singapore, May 15-18. For extracts from the report of that conference, . 
see supra. oe : 

|
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that he had, therefore, been somewhat concerned regarding security. | 
General Collins asked why there had been so many at the meetings. i 
Admiral Struble said that the U.K. and French delegations each con- : 

sisted of about 20 persons. | | 
Admiral Struble said that he had not pressed for a discussion of the ! 

possibility of Chinese Communist invasion for he had felt that this | 

might upset the boat. | 
_ Admiral Struble said that he felt that DeLattre had not been too : 
well briefed in Paris. © | | | 

Admiral Struble reported that the French had agreed to improve _ 
communications between Singapore and Saigon. _ | | 
Burma. Admiral Struble said that the U.K. mission in Burma is | 

apparently not doing well. The U.K. has some military equipment in | 
Burma but it does not want to distribute it because relations with 
the Burmesé are poor. Apparently the British and the Burmese are not : 
speaking to each other. The Air and Naval Missions there are doing a | 
little. The French had shown much interest in this question. They had | | 
pointed to the importance of Burma and emphasized the dangers in | 
the situation. The French felt that something should be done about. | | 
it. Harding (British) said that the U.K. was ready fora joint mission | 
to Burma or even for turning the job over to someone else. Burma, ap- 
pears to be the weakest spot in South East Asia and the U.K. is not 7 

going to improve the situation. Admiral Struble said that he did not: 
know whether the U.S. would want to put a mission in Burma and that 
he had not discussed this problem. General Collins agreed that Burma. 
is an important area, but said that we did not want to send a mission | 
to Burma. Admiral Struble thought that the Chinese Communists were | 
thinking in terms of political infiltration rather than invasion. He 
said that the Chinese were making some headway. He doubted that. 
Burma would be invaded. There had been considerable discussion of | 
the problem of the Chinese Nationalists along the border between — | 
Burma and China. DeLattre said that he was imprisoning every Chi- | 
nese Nationalist he could get his hands on. These Nationalist forces 

could be a source of trouble and DeLattre wants to avoid any excuse | 
for Chinese Communist action. General Collins asked how many Na- | 

_ tionalists there were on the border. Admiral Struble said there were | 

10 to 15 thousand. Mr. Rusk asked whether the British or French : 
had pressed. for action on this problem. Admiral Struble said that he 

had avoided the subject and had allowed the British and the French 
to make their statements. They had not pushed him for any action. | 

Thailand. The French have no confidence in the stability of the ) 

_ Thai government. They think that it will blow and bend with the wind. 
The British were not so outspoken. Admiral Struble felt that we | 
should continue our aid program. General Collins asked whether there :
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was any confirmation of the French-view. Admiral Struble said that: 
General Brink thought that the situation was not as bad as the French. 
portrayed it. General Collins said that Cole ** was not enthusiastic: _ 
about the situation in Thailand. | 

| Malaya. It was clearly stated that Malaya was the sole responsi- 
bility of the British. The British presented the military situation and 
their action very clearly. They are using 20,000 troops with much: 
effectiveness. It is a long range problem, and Admiral Struble said — 
that he could not see anything more that could be done to improve the: 
situation. He thinks there is some progress but it is slow. He felt that: 
there should not be any diversion of U.K. forces from Malaya. Mr. 

| Rusk asked whether there had been any suggestion of a need for 
U.S. aid for Malaya. Admiral Struble said there had not. | 

- Indo-China. The French recognized that Indo-China is their sole 
responsibility. They asked for more aid. DeLattre complimented Gen- 
eral Brink for his activities. Admiral Struble said that DeLattre had _ 
impressed him as a good man for the job in Indo-China. DeLattre is,. 

| however, something of a prima donna. Admiral Struble thinks that. 
it is necessary to back him up. co | : 

Admiral Struble said that his general conclusion was that a co- 
ordinated build-up of anti-communist strength in South East Asia: 

is needed. The important points seem to him to be the following: the | 
political sitution in Burma and the possibility of a Chinese invasion ; 
the political situation in Indo-China and the large possibility of a: 
direct Chinese invasion. SE ae 

Admiral Struble believes that DeLattre wants to establish an allied | 
command for South East Asia with DeLattre as the Supreme Com- 
mander. His proposal for a joint intelligence operation was the first — 
step. DeLattre wants to establish a strategic reserve of six to eight 
divisions. Admiral Struble said that he could not accept oragreetoany 
statement on this. The matter was discussed at some length. He said — 
that he had been willing to permit the French to make a unilateral 
statement about the size of the forces needed to defend Indo-China. 
in the event of a Chinese invasion. He had also been willing to permit, 
the British to make the same kind of a statement for Burma. These 
estimates could then be forwarded to the governments for their infor- 
mation. Admiral 'Struble thought that it would not be desirable for 
him to appraise these estimates. Therefore, the estimates are merely 
forwarded in the report of the meeting. Admiral Struble said that he 
thought the British estimate that two divisions were needed for the 
defense of Burma—the Rangoon—Mandalay area—was too low. In any 

* Brig. Gen. John T. Cole, U.S.A., Chief, Military Assistance Advisory Group. 
in Thailand. | | |
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event the divisions would have to be there prior to the invasion if 

they weretobeofanyuse. Oo Oo | 

_. Admiral Struble reported that the Americans believe that DeLattre 

eould hold off a minor invasion with his present forces, but not a major — 

| invasion. He said that DeLattre appreciated our desire to help in the | 

event that evacuation became necessary, but did not want to discuss | 

this matter. | | - Oo oe | 

He said that the French went after the British strongly on their | 

intentions. They wanted to know whether Malaya would be defended 

vigorously and whether Singapore would be defended if Malaya fell. | 

Although the French made a big point of this, it was Admiral Stru- ; 

ple’s view that Singapore meant nothing if Malaya fell. oe : 

- Admiral Struble thought that if Burma or Thailand fell, subse- | 

quent developments would be entirely up to the Chinese Communists. _ | 

General Collins noted that the land communications in the area are | 

poor. Admiral Struble thought that the Burma road is being put in | 

pretty good shape. Mr. Nitze asked whether the Kra Isthmus could : 

‘be held. General Collins thought that the British ought to be able to 

hold that isthmus. He pointed out that the Japanese had had a Navy 

and that the Chinese Communists do not. The British ought, therefore, 

‘to be able to hold whatever forces the Chinese Communists could 
| deploy and supply in the area. However, there is a good railroad. | 

Admiral Struble felt that Thailand would fall if either Burma or 
‘Indo-China falls. CO a me Oo 

- Admiral Struble said that the French brought up the problem of 

logistics, and that he had indicated a readiness to discuss the problem 

and to take whatever action was possible. The French want ship repair 

facilities at Singapore and Subic Bay. The French have no way to 

‘support their vessels ‘in the area. They also want aviation repair 

| facilities so that the planes we are now furnishing can be repaired 

in the area rather than be sent back to France. They also want reserve | 

‘supplies stocked in the Philippines or Singapore or both. Admiral a 

‘Struble said that the British and the Americans had agreed to look | 

into these problems but that he had been unable to agree to any specific 
proposals. He said that he had avoided discussing the use of the | 

_ Philippines since he was not sure whether there would be any objec- | 
tion to French use of Subic Bay. He said that it was his personal view 
that the French will need help along these lines if the fighting in 

__Indo-China continues. Admiral Sherman thought that it would be 
advantageous to us to assist the French in these ways. It would be more — 

_ economical than to supply them with new equipment. General Collins | 

_ thought that the French should be able to train their own repair crews | 

| but that we would have to supply the spare parts. Admiral Sherman
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| thought that this assistance would increase our potential in the 
Philippines and would beusefultousforthatreason, = 8 
Admiral Struble said that DeLattre and the British were strongly 

of the opinion that any possible pretext for Chinese Communist _ 
intervention should be avoided. He said that he had agreed to a state- 

| ment along these lines. The report also contained a statement about — 
the importance of avoiding general war. Mr. Rusk asked what would 
constitute a pretext in the view of the British and the French. Admiral 
Struble replied that the bombing of Chinese territory and the presence 
of Chinese Nationalist forces along the borders were the points which 

. _ the BritishandFrenchhadinmind.. —— Oo 
The French had emphasized the problem of contraband. They assert 

that it is flowing to Indo-China from the Philippines via Bangkok - 
and Macao. They also believe that a large part of the military sup- 

| plies furnished Indonesia enter contraband channels. They think it 
| is going straight to Malaya and Indo-China. The French hammered 

at this point insistently. Admiral Struble said that he had not been 
sure where the U.S. stood on the Indonesian question and was not 
sure whether we were supplying arms to Indonesia. He, therefore, 
agreed to include a statement in the report regarding contraband 

_ traffic in arms from peripheral areas. He had wanted to avoid any 
| political problems. Mr. Rusk asked whether the British and the French 

| were ready to furnish proof of contraband shipments. General Collins 
- said that there had been evidence of such traffic including traffic from 

the Philippines to Indo-China. Admiral Struble said that he had 
agreed to recommend that the governments study this problem. Mr. 
Nitze asked whether the U.S. is sending military supplies to Indo- 
nesia. He said that he was not aware of any shipments. Mr. Rusk said 
that there was a program for equipping the constabulary with small 
arms. Admiral Struble said that small arms were important in the 
kind of fighting that is taking place in Malaya. General Collins - 
thought. that the shipments from the Philippines were the most im- 

_ portant. Admiral Struble said that the British and the French believe 

that we are supplying equipment to some of these countries which 
| enables them to manufacture small arms for export. Not much equip- 

ment is required to maintain guerrilla warfare on the Malayan pattern. 
Admiral Sherman said that the Indonesians take a very rigid attitude 
and say that they will supply anyone they want to supply. Admiral _ 
Struble said that the British and French think that we should not — 
furnish supplies and arms in peripheral areas. They believe that these _ 
arms can only be used against us. He felt that the British and French 
had a strong point. Admiral Sherman said that he agreed. | 

Admiral Struble said that the French are trying to lay a basis for | 
inter-allied command in the area. General Collins said that some
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propaganda about the necessity of an inter-allied command had ap- : 

peared recently in the press. Admiral Sherman said that Senator | 

~ Kefauver had asked him during the recent hearings what progress 

was being made toward the creation of a U.N. command for all such | 

situations. Admiral Sherman said that he had stated that it would 

be very difficult to establish U.N. commands while the Soviet Union | 

was seated in the Security Council. He did not know what the motiva- : 

tion of this line of questioning was. Mr. Rusk thought that Senator | 

Kefauver might be trying to lay the foundation for his Atlantic Union | 

concept. | 

| Admiral Struble said that he had raised the question of what the | 

British and French reaction would be to bombing by the Chinese © 

~ Communists. He reported that the British and French had tried to 

evade this question although DeLattre had sought to use it as an. 
argument for obtaining more aircraft for the area. Admiral Struble 

thought that both the British and the French had been instructed 
to avoid the topic of retaliatory action. | : 
As to a blockade, the British and French both took the view that 

this was a political matter. As to preparations for global war, the | 

British and French both felt that this was a broad subject. DeLattre | 
| attempted to use this to raise the question of a strategic reserve for | 

the area. As to a Chinese Communist invasion, DeLattre said that this | | 

would result in a call for U.N. assistance; however, DeLattre wanted 

| no reference to this in the record. He said that he was not authorized | 
to discuss it. Admiral Struble said that he had included a paragraph | 
on this matter in his own report. General Collins asked Admiral 
Struble what DeLattre’s action indicated. Did it indicate that the | 
French would not ask for U.N. aid? Admiral Struble said that he did : 
not believe that DeLattre had necessarily indicated the French point 
of view. General Collins asked whether the French had not already | 

indicated that they would ask for U.N. assistance in the event of an 
invasion. Mr. Rusk said that the French probably would ask for : 

assistance, but that they do not want to indicate their position in ad- 

vance of an attack. As to the question of psychological warfare, | 
Admiral Struble said that he had raised the question two times and 
had urged that a common policy should be developed. DeLattre had 
avoided the topic on the ground that it did not bear on the agenda item | 
under discussion and that he was not authorized in any event to dis- 

; cuss it. The British delegation was willing but not anxious to discuss. 
the subject. | a a a | : | 

' On the problem of shipping controls, it was clear that the British | 
| did not want any reference to the fact that they and the Americans 

Senator Hstes Kefauver of Tennessee. 

| 

|
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had discussed the subject before. The French said that they could 
not discuss the problem of command relationships in the field. There- 
fore, Admiral Struble said, it had been necessary to deal with this 
problem as a Naval problem. Possibly the respective Navy Depart- 
ments can deal -with this matter through their local commanders. He 

| felt that it would be unnecessary and undesirable to have a French 
officer working on the problem in Saigon. The British in Singapore 
and Americans in Manila can deal with it adequately. . | 

General Collins asked whether DeLattre had discussed the possi-. 
bility of developing local Indo-Chinese forces. Admiral Struble said 
that DeLattre took the view that the Viet Namese can be made into 
good fighting men. General Collins asked whether the Viet Namese 
would be politically interested in fighting for the defense of their 
country while the French remained in Indo-China. Admiral Struble 
said that DeLattre had made a very strong statement about the excel-. 
lent treatment given to the Viet Namese by the French. Admiral , 

: Struble said that he had avoided political discussions but was of the 
view that the Viet Namese could be made into good soldiers. General 
Collins asked whether General Brink believed that the French Mis- | | 
sion could train the Viet Namese. Admiral Struble replied 
affirmatively. a Ee | 

790.5/9-1751 | oe aoe eo. 

The Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security _ 
a Affairs (Nash) to the Secretary of State. ) 

TOP SECRET a WASHINGTON, September 17,1951. 

Dear Mr. Sucrerary: Reference is made to the Conference Report 
on the Tripartite Talks on Southeast Asia, held in Singapore in 

- May 1951,1 a copy of which was furnished to you on July 24, 1951. 
This Report has now been considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
In view of the United States (and apparently the British) position of 
no force commitments, no concrete military operational agreements 
were possible. | | oe | 

a For your information there are attached hereto the views of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff with regard to the recommendations contained 
in the Conference Report.? Copies of these views have been forwarded 
to the Representatives of the British Chiefs of Staff and French Joint — 
Chiefs of Staff for their information, and both agencies have been 
requested to furnish their comments in return. Final implementation _ 

1 For extracts, see p. 64. Oo - 7 | | | | | 
* The attachment does not accompany the source text. | 

|
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of some of the recommendations is being delayed until receipt of the 

British and French views. me | , | 

--Tn addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have expressed the following | 

views on the recommendations contained in the paragraphs of Parts | 

TZ and II of the Conference Report indicated below: : 

“gq, Paragraph 23. 0 | ! 

It is believed that all practicable steps must be taken to prevent the | 

supply of arms and military equipment to peripheral countries | : 

through denial of export licenses for commercial shipments. It is : 

noted that some concern was expressed unofficially at the Conference , 

regarding arms smuggling from Indonesia, and possibly other coun- | 

tries, from MDAP supplies. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that | 

coordination of the maximum obtainable intelligence on this subject 

be carried forward in the Intelligence Advisory Committee toward | 

the end that the diplomatic representation of the State Department : 

to these countries may be supported. With reference to the subject 

of common studies by our Governments the Joint Chiefs of Staff have 

notified the British Chiefs of Staff and the French Joint Chiefs of 

Staff that the Department of State will take such action as it deems 

appropriate. | | | ? | 

b. Paragraph 27 and 28. | | : | 

The recommendations are noted that material aid priority should | 

be increased in the event of local uprisings, that further assistance ; 

should be studied in event of serious uprisings, and that no purpose — 

would be achieved by the intervention in Thailand with token forces. | 

It is believed that all changes in priority for material aid should be | 

based upon studies rather than automatically. | a | 

—¢ Paragraph 82. | | | | 
_ The Conference recommends an increase of material aid to Burma | 

when the stability of the government is assured and the forces are 

able to use it. No mention is made of the source of military aid, but | 

requests upon the United States are possible. | 

d. Paragraph 15 (f)? | 
. It is recommended that French requests for U.S. hospital facilities | 

outside Indochina, if required, be handled through the Chief of 

MAAG to the Associated States of Indochina. | 

—e. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concur in the serious effect contraband 
. traffic has on the Southeast Asia countries. Continued pressure should | 

pe, be exerted on non-communist countries for fuller cooperation in order | 

to reduce this traffic. See subparagraph a above.” | 

| The recommendation contained in paragraph 10(a@), Part I of the 

Report is being forwarded to the Central Intelligence Agency.’ 

Sincerely yours, Frank C. Nasi | 

| | * Paragraph 15(f), in Part III of the Conference Report, read as follows: 
“The respective medical authorities should examine further the requirement for : 

| hospital facilities outside Indo-China for the French Armed Forces.” | 
| ‘Paragraph 10(a), in Part I of the Conference Report, read as follows: 

| “Hfforts should be made to increase our existing intelligence on China south of | 

i ‘the Yangtze River with particular reference to the Indo-Chinese and Burmese 
frontier areas and to the lines of communication to those areas.” | 

| 
.
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S/S Files : Lot 68D531: NSC 48 Series ee 
Progress Report by the Secretaries of State and Defense to the — 

National Security Council 

TOP SECRET | [Wasurneroy,] September 25, 1951. 

Nore sy THE Executive SEcRETaRy TO THE Nationa SECURITY 
| Counc, on Unttep Srates Opsucrives, Porictes AND CouRsEs OF 

ACTION IN ASIA 7 | | 

References: A. NSC 48/51 | 
B. Memo for NSC from Acting Executive Secretary, 

subject, “United States Courses of Action in Korea”, 
U dated September 5, 1951 2 | 

| a C. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same sub- 
ject, dated September 11, 1951 ? | | 

The enclosed memorandum by the Secretaries of State and Defense 
and its attached Progress Report with respect to NSC 48/5 on the 
subject, prepared jointly pursuant. to the direction of the President 
and in accordance with the understanding of the State and Defense 
Departments stated in the enclosure to the reference memorandum of 
September 11, is transmitted herewith for the information of the Na- 
tional Security Council and is being scheduled on the agenda of the 
Council meeting on September 26, 1951. | | 

Attention is invited to the fact that the enclosed Progress Report 
provides background for Council consideration at its meeting on Sep- 
tember 26, of the course of action recommended by the Joint Chiefs of | 
Staff and submitted by the Secretary of Defense in the enclosure to | 
the reference memorandum of September 5, 1951.3 

a | James S. Lay, Jr. 

| | [Annex 1] | | | 

_ Memoranpum ror Mr. James S. Lay, Jn, Execurive SEecrerary, ; 
| Nationa Srecurrry Councr 

| Subject: First Quarterly Progress Report on NSC 48/5—“United 
. States Objectives, Policies and Courses of Action in Asia” | 

Ref: NSC 48/5 and note by the Executive Secretary to the National 
Security Council, 17 May 1951 

* Dated May 17, p. 33. 
? Not printed. | | OS 
* National Security Council Action No. 561 indicates that at its 108rd Meeting, 

September 26, the Council took note of this progress report (S/S Files: Lot 
€62D1: NSC Actions). Documentation regarding Council action with respect to 
Korea is scheduled for publication in volume v1t.
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| Joint State-Defense Memorandum of 5 September 1951 to the | 
Executive Secretary, National Security Council on “Re- | 
sponsibilities of the State and Defense Departments for Co- : 

a ordinating the Implementation of NSC 48/5’* ) , : 

In accordance with the President’s directive on the implementation 
of NSC 48/5 and the above-referenced memorandum, there is sub- : 

_ mitted herewith the first quarterly progress report on NSC 48/5. It is : 
requested that this be circulated to the Council members for | 
information. 7 | | 

| an Dran G. ACHESON 
| a | . | Secretary of State | | 

| a | Rosert A. Loverr » : 
ce | Secretary of Defense | 

| oe [ Annex 2| : - | 

_ Memorannum ror Mr. James S. Lay, Jr., Exrcurive SECRETARY, 
| Be _ NatrionaL Srecuriry Councin | = | 

- Subject: First Progress Report on NSC 48/5—“U.S. Objectives, | 
| _ Policies and Courses of Actionin Asia” 7 ee 

- NSC 48/5 was approved by the President on May 17, 1951. He 
directed that implementation of NSC 48/5 be under the coordination 
of the Secretaries of State and Defense, and that they transmit joint 
progress reports at least quarterly. The responsibilities for the joint 
coordination of the implementation of NSC 48/5 were outlined in the 

_ memorandum from the Secretaries of State and Defense of Septem- 
ber 5, 1951. This first progress report is submitted in accordance with 
the directives of the President and that memorandum. It is requested 
that this progress report, as of 25 September 1951, be circulated to | 
members of the Council for their information. | 

A—GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES __ 

~The statements and consideration contained in paragraphs 1to4of 
NSC 48/5 appear as valid today as when this policy was adopted. | 
Despite the armistice talks the Communist bloc has shown no apparent | 
lessening in its intention to resort to armed force in Asia if necessary 
to gain local objectives. U.S. action in Asia must continue to be based | | 
on the recognition that the most immediate overt threats to U.S. secu- 

| rity are currently presented in that area. Such threats may even have 

. *Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “United States Objectives, 
| Policies and Courses of Action in Asia,” dated September 11, 1951. [Footnote in : 

the source text. Neither the memorandum of September 5 nor that of Septem- — | | ber 11 is printed.] a : 
| +Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated September 11, 
| 1951. [Footnote in the source text.] | 

| 

| | 
| |
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increased during the past four months as a result of the rapid and 

intense build-up of Chinese Communist and North Korean military 

forces, and the increased tensions in the Far East threatening the 
security of Japan. Meanwhile, there has been no indication of any 

change in current Soviet tactics to bring the mainland of eastern Asia 

and eventually Japan and the other principal off-shore islands in the 

Western Pacific under Soviet control. There is every indication that: 

the USSR will exploit to the fullest the resources of Communist China. _ 

to attain this objective. To date the U.S. has succeeded in avoiding a — 

general war with the USSR, but developments in the Far East have: 

reduced the margin of maneuverability on which the Soviet Union can. 

play without resorting to greatly expanded hostilities, if the Soviet. 

Union determines to force a decision in Korea primarily by military 

means. In general, the principle of collective security has been effec- 

tively applied in the interests of the United States, although our allies 

have displayed an anxiety over the risks involved which has led them 

to considerable caution and reluctance to proceed as rapidly and as 

far as we would like with respect to certain proposals for military 

and economic action against the aggressors. - | Co 

With respect to the long-range national security objectives of the 

U.S. specified in paragraph 5, tangible progress toward the achieve- 

ment of these objectives cannot be recorded in the brief period covered 

| by this report. However, there appears to be slow but steady progress 

| in the development of stable and self-sustaining non-Communist gov- 

ernments friendly to the United States and able to maintain internal 

security. The preponderant military power of the USSR in Asia, par- 

ticularly in conjunction with the development of Chinese Communist 

forces on a modern scale, has not lessened to any appreciable degree. 

On the positive side, progress can be noted toward the general unity of 

Asian and non-Asian countries, as exemplified at the Japanese Peace 

| Treaty Conference. The United States and the rest of the free world 

continue to maintain access to the material resources of the Asian area, 

but the complete denial of these resources to the Communist bloc has 

| not yet been accomplished. — - = a 7 

B—IMPLEMENTATION OF CURRENT OBJECTIVES AND COURSES OF ACTION 

NSC 48/5 recognized that Communist aggression threatens U.S. 

security interests in many areas of Asia. The following paragraphs 

outline the highlights of the implementation of U.S. objectives and 

| courses of action, particularly with respect to the situation in Korea 

where the security of the U.S. is most directly affected at this time. —
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mo «U8. POLICY WITH RESPECT TO JAPAN *. : 

Japanese Peace Treaty: (Paragraph 10a) | ae . | 

Except for ratification processes, implementing action has been com- | 
pleted on paragraph 10a. The signing of the US-UK draft treaty by ~ | 

- 48 nations at San Francisco marks a turning point in Asia and repre- : 
sents a significant potential change in the power situation in Asia. Fur- _ | 

| thermore, as a result of the peace treaty negotiations and the holding ! 
of the Peace Conference, considerable progress has been made with : 

- respect to paragraph 6¢ in assisting Japan to become a self-reliant _ | 
nation friendly to the U.S., capable of maintaining internal security ! 
and defense against external aggression, and contributing to the : 
security and stability of the Far East. ae | 
_ Signature of the treaty by Pakistan, Indonesia, Ceylon, the Asso- 
ciated States of Indochina, and the Philippines establishes Japan’s 
relations with most of the non-Communist Asian nations. Bilateral 
treaties are expected to be signed by Japan with India and Burma. 
While Japan’s relations with China remain undetermined, it appears 
certain that Japan will not establish relations with Communist China 
but will in due course negotiate a treaty with the Chinese Nationalist 
Government on Formosa. oe : 

Under the treaty Japan should be able to develop trade relation- 
ships with other nations, particularly those of Asia, which will con- 
tribute to the objective of a “self-reliant” nation. The continuing close 

-_- relationship to be maintained with the United States, including the _ | 
stationing of U.S. troops in Japan, and the development of Japanese | 
defensive forces, should create the necessary situation of strength in 
Japan and thereby contribute to the security of the Pacific area and > : 

~ of the United States. | 7 | | 

Economic Support for Japan: (Paragraph 10c) a oe | 

| Since the outbreak of the war in Korea, the U.S. has been procuring : 
goods and services in Japan for UN forces in Korea at the rate of | 
approximately $25 million per month. Use of Japan as a source of __ : 
materials has greatly facilitated the supplying of UN forces and at. | 
the same time has contributed significantly to Japan’s economic posi- | 
tion. Japan’s commercial exports have increased from a level of about — | 
$70 million per month for the July-September 1950 period toa level 
of $125 million per month in April-June 1951. While exports to the : 

- Chinese mainland dropped sharply during this period due to export 
controls imposed in Japan, the Japanese exports to the non-Commu- 
nist countries in Asia during April-June 1951 were more than 214, 
times the dollar value of the July-September 1950 level. Dollar earn- 
ings resulting from U.S. procurement in Japan for Korea and the _ | 

- ‘For documentation on this subject, see pp. 777 ff. | | | |
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partial “pay-as-you-go” arrangement for U.S. occupation forces in- 
stituted on July 1, 1951, plus the higher level of commercial exports, 

made possible the termination on July 1, 1951, of the economic aid 
- programs for Japan. - | | | 

Transition from Occupation Status: (Paragraph 10d (1) ) | 

In his Constitution Day speech on May 8, 1951, the Supreme Com- 
mander for the Allied Powers authorized the Japanese Government 

to undertake a review of laws and ordinances enacted or promul- 
gated as a result of occupation directives. The Japanese Government 

formed an ordinance Review Committee to undertake this task, and | 
although the only positive action so far taken relates to the depurge, 

the Committee is studying various laws and ordinances with the view 

| of recommending new legislation in the Diet or other appropriate 

changesby Executiveaction, a | 
_ Since May 17, 1951, Japan has been admitted to membership in 
the International Labor Organization, UNESCO, three committees of 

| the International Materials Conference, the International Cotton | 

Advisory Committee, and the International Wheat Council. Addi- 
tional Japanese Government Overseas Agencies have been established 
at Washington, Ottawa, and London bringing the total number now 

| jnoperationtol9, 7 | 
‘Between June 26, 1951 and September 7, 1951 SCAP authorized the 

Japanese Government to release from purge restrictions approximately 

| 135,000 persons, including nearly 60,000 former Japanese Army and 
Navy officers. Of the 57,000 purgees remaining, about 10,000 are former 
military personnel, of whom 3,000 were general officers. SCAP on 
September 14, 1951, delegated to the Japanese Ministry of Foreign _ 
Affairs authority to communicate directly with foreign missions ac- 
credited to SCAP on any subject, with the proviso that all con- 
tractual agreements are subject to prior approval of the Supreme 
Commander. The Far Eastern Commission voted on September 20, 
1951 to call the next meeting whenever requested by any member. 
Such a suspension of meetings will not affect the validity of existing 
FEC policy decisions, which will remain in effect until the coming 

| into force of the Treaty of Peace. | OO on 

_ Formation of Military Establishment: (Paragraph 10d(2)) | 

With respect to Japan’s defensive capabilities, progress has been _ 
made, under American guidance, in assisting Japan to develop the 
National Police ‘Reserve and the Maritime Safety Patrol. ‘The Presi- 
dent approved on August 29, 1951 the establishment of a Japanese- | 
manned coastal security force, organized and equipped along normal 
coast guard lines, composed of vessels with appropriate armament and 
speed and under SCAP operational control, to be operated in waters 
contiguous to the Japanese islands. On 19 September SCAP was
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authorized to take formal action to establish this force. Consultation. | 

is now taking place between the Departments of State and Defense | 

with regard to the release of heavy equipment to the Japanese National | 

Police Reserve, and the development of plans for the formation of an : 

effective Japanese military establishment. = fe | 

— Psychological and Educational Programs: (Paragraph 10e(4)) . | : 

From May to September, inclusive, 1951, 264 Japanese national | 

leaders, including 53 Diet. members, visited the United States under — 

55 projects of the Government and Relief in Occupied Areas exchange _ | 

of persons program. In addition 484. Japanese students are presently - | 

enrolled for academic work under the same program. A Fulbright 

Agreement was signed between the United States and Japan on Au-— : 

gust 28, 1951 envisaging operation by the fall of 1952 of the normal | | 

program of educational exchange between the United States and 

Japan, by use of Surplus Property funds. Daily half-hour VOA | : 

broadcasts to Japan in the Japanese language were initiated on , 

September 38,1951. Oats | oe 

Policy Evaluation: So a 

, While there has been definite and steady progress along the above | 

lines, US-Japanese relationships may enter a more difficult period. 

- The prospect of the indefinite presence of U.S. troops in J apan will - 

create the delicate and permanent problem of meeting both the re- 
quirements of Japan’s sovereignty and independence and the need for 

the security of Japan against Soviet attack. Other factors will: com- , 

plicate this basic issue. Among these are the economic attractions of | 

China and Manchuria, the revival of Japanese spirit of nationalism, | 

and the hope or expectation that foreign activities in Japan will de- 

crease and come to an end quickly. These questions of policy deserve. | 

special study... lel egy a 8 es 

II—U.8. POLICY ON THE SECURITY OF THE OFF-SHORE DEFENSE LINE AND | 

_ THE DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE SECURITY RELATIONSHIPS IN ASIA- | 

(Paragraphs 66,6d,100,11,12,and15) 

With respect to the maintenance of the security of the off-shore | | 

defense line—Japan, the Ryukyus, the Philippines, Austrialia and — 

New Zealand—and to the development of effective security and eco- 

| nomic relationships among the free nations of Asia and the Pacific, 

progress has been made during the past four months. The President’s | 
address at San Francisco ® provided a major policy statement on U.S. | 

| For the text of President Truman’s address at the opening of the San Fran- | 

| cisco Conference on the Japanese Peace Treaty, September 4, see Public Papers . : 

of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 8. Truman, 1951 (Washington: | | 

| Government Printing Office, 1965), pp. 504-508, or Department of State Bulletin, | 

September 17, 1951, pp. 447-450. - SO , | 

| 538-617—77——7
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support for the development of effective security and economic rela- | 
tions in the Pacific and in Asia. _ Eee 

Japan: (Paragraph 10b) oe 
- With respect to Japan, the implementation of paragraph 100 of 
NSC 48/5 has been completed insofar as the negotiation and signing of 
bilateral security arrangements with Japan are concerned. The US- 

| Japan security treaty signed at San Francisco fully meets U.S. secu- 
rity and operational requirements during the immediate post-treaty 
period and guarantees the security of Japan until adequate Japanese 
defense forces can be developed. An exchange of notes with Japan 
provides for the continued support from Japan for UN operations in. 
the Far East. The detailed arrangements to be carried out under the 
bilateral treaty are to be contained in an Administrative Agreement 

| with Japan which has yet to be completed in Washington and nego- 
tiated with the Japanese Government. It seems clear that the Japanese 
Government, a large majority of the Japanese people, and the nations 
represented at San Francisco recognize the necessity for security 
agreements between the United States and Japan, and support the 
bilateral US-Japan treaty. Concerning external threats to Japan’s 

security, the USSR continues to have the capability of launching an 
amphibious and airborne attack on Japan. However, no indications 
have become available during the period of this report to indicate 
that the Soviet Union intends to exercise this capability at this time. 

Philippines: (Paragraphs 6b and12) co wa 
| The Philippines have strongly supported and enthusiastically ac- 

cepted the US—Philippines Treaty for mutual security which becomes 
| an important part of security arrangements in the Pacific.* This treaty _ 

publicly confirms the close relations which have existed between the 
two nations and the obligation of the United States to guarantee the | 
integrity of the Philippines from external attack (“U.S. Policy with 
Respect to the Philippines,” NSC 84/2).7 This treaty has to a large 

- degree alleviated the Philippine fear of renewed Japanese aggression — 
and has been an important factor in securing Philippine signature to 

| the Japanese Peace Treaty. Due largely to U.S. aid and the resulting 
increasing efficiency of Philippine forces, progress in improving in- 
ternal security and reducing the menace of the Huk armed forces has 
been steady and generally satisfactory. | 

| Australia and New Zealand : (Paragraphs 6) and'15) 
| The trilateral security treaty signed by the United States with Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand formalizes mutual defense arrangements 

°For documentation on the United States Mutual Defense Treaty with the 
Republic of the Philippines, signed at Washington on August 30, see pp. 132 ff. 

* Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1515.
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among these countries, allays Australian and New Zealand fears of a | 
Japanese resurgence.® | oo | : 

Indonesia; (Paragraph 60) | | - | 

The presence of Indonesian representatives at San Francisco and | 
their signature of the Japanese Peace Treaty represent a significant i 
step toward Indonesian alignment with the free world and the United 
States. One of the significant political developments of the San Fran- | 
cisco Conference was the reestablishment of friendly relations between | 
the Japanese and the Indonesians, from which it appears that Indo- _ | 
nesia greatly desires to develop close ties with Japan. If Indo- : 
nesia moves farther towards the United States and away from Indian | i 
“neutrality”, the stability and security of the off-shore island defense : 
line in the Western Pacific will be thereby further enhanced. i | 

Formosa:® (Paragraphs 6dand11) | Sn : 
The mission assigned to the Seventh Fleet remains unchanged. 

(Para. 11a). The Chinese Communists have not tried to assault For- : 
mosa and thereisnoevidenceofanyimpendingattempt. = == | | 
With respect to military and economic assistance, the U.S. govern- si 

ment requested the Chinese Nationalist government, in an aide- | 
 mémoire of 20 July *° to formulate and propose for urgent considera- 
tion with U.S. representatives practical procedures to bring military 
and civilian expenditures on the island under planned control. Efii- | 
cient implementation of U.S. assistance programs depends on the effec- 
tive development of such procedures. Although the Chinese govern- 
ment has accepted the atde-mémoire in principal, discussions between 
U.S. and Chinese officials are still being conducted in order toreacha | 
final settlement. — intra © yee bre | 

The military assistance already provided the Chinese Nationalist I 
forces on Formosa has begun to improve their capability to defend : | 
the Island, though their over-all combat effectiveness is still limited. 
The most important development in MDAP in Formosa has been the | 
success of the Military Assistance Advisory Group in obtaining the 
agreement of the Generalissimo in reorganizing the Chinese National- 
ist Army in such a way that, from an organizational standpoint, 
combat capability will be markedly increased. This new organization | | 
is built around 31 Infantry Divisions which are half the size of U.S. 7 

_ divisions but which follow the U.S. pattern of divisional structure. | 
This reorganization is necessary to take full advantage of the capa- 

_ pilities of U.S. arms and equipments now on hand and to be received. 

| ‘During the period of this report the Military Assistance Advisory __ 
| Group grew to a size of approximately 280 military personnel, and | 

, ®*¥For documentation on the Tripartite Security Treaty, signed at San Francisco | | 
on September 1, see pp. 182 ff. | | | 

* Documentation on the question of Formosa is scheduled for publication in | | 
volume VII. | | . | 

| ~ *® Not printed. | | 

. |
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a 30-day combat reserve of POL was established on Formosa. How: 
ever, very limited quantities of other programmed matériel were 

delivered. ee a , pee 

-YTE—U.S. POLICY WITH RESPECT TO COMMUNIST CHINA‘ 0 
(Paragraphs 6a and 8) | OO 

Detachment of Communist China from the USSR and Sino-Soviet 
Relations: (Paras. 6a, 80, 8c, and 8d) | Ce, 

The four months since NSC 48/5 was approved is too short a period | 
in which to obtain concrete results in the implementation of the cur- 
rent U.S. objective in paragraph 6a and the courses of action listed 
in paragraphs 80, c, and d. However, efforts have been increased to 

| make these courses of action effective. With respect to the general 
| status of Sino-Soviet relations, there are as yet no outward signs or 

reliable indications of any real friction of significant consequences. 
All indications point to increased coordination and planning between 
the USSR and Communist China. The latest open reaffirmation of 
Sino-Soviet. solidarity appeared in the Stalin—Mao exchange of 2 Sep- 
tember, which vigorously reemphasized the military significance of 

— the Sino-Soviet Alliance of 1950. DG 

Effects of the Korean War on Communist China: (Paragraph 8a)? 

The successful UN military operations in late May and June in- 

flicted additional heavy losses on Chinese forces in Korea and helped 
to deflate Chinese Communist political and military strength at that 
time. This.action undoubtedly contributed to the sudden opening of 
armistice negotiations in late June. On balance, the war in Korea has 

| had both beneficial and harmful effects upon China. It does not appear _ 
: that..in-any absolute sense the present UN operation has seriously __ 

affected Chinese Communist political and military strength insofar 
: as internal conditions are concerned. The over-all strength of the Chi- 

nese Communist regular forces has actually increased from roughly 

1,800,000 to 2,000,000 troops. There are many indications that. the - 
Soviet Union is equipping and training, at a rapid and accelerated. 
rate, a modern Chinese Communist armed force with armor, artillery 

| and aviation units. As a result of the intervention in Korea, the best _ 
Chinese Communist forces have been deployed from outlying provinces 
in China and concentrated in Manchuria and Korea. Yet, the Chinese | 

: * Communist regime has been able to maintain and perhaps even in- 
crease its political control of China in spite of the heavy losses of 

| men in Korea and the many extra painful burdens which the people. _ 
in China have been forced to endure to an ever-increasing extent. 

: _ There is as yet no evidence of any impending economic breakdown in 
Communist China as a result of the strains of conducting a large- 

4 Documentation on this subject is scheduled for publication in volume VII. 
* Documentation on the Korean War is scheduled for publication in volume vr.
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‘scale war, or of the imposition of certain economic restrictions by the | 
majority of UN members. Nor is such a breakdown of China’s essen- | 
tially primitive economy to be expected. However, it is believed that | 
economic restrictions are beginning to be felt by Communist China _ | 

both in its capability to wage aggressive war and its domestic econ- | ! 
omy. But no economic or political conditions yet pose a direct or — : 
serious threat to the stability of the Chinese Communist regime. __ | 
On the other hand, the war in Korea has provided a cause for dis- | 

satisfaction on a large scale within Communist China and may have | : 
planted the seeds of wide-spread discontent. There are strong indi- | | 
cations that Communist political control is increasingly based on 
policy suppression rather than voluntary public support. The war in : 
Korea has greatly increased Communist China’s dependency on the | | 
USSR for economic and military resources. Such dependence has un- | 
doubtedly increased Soviet control and influence which in turn can _ | 
intensify latent hostility between the Chinese and the Russians. In : , 

the second place, Chinese Communist intervention in Korea probably | 
has intensified rivalry between Peking and Moscow for hegemony in 
Korea, although it is unlikely that such rivalry will endanger basic . 

Communist objectives in the near future. There are reports of friction ) 
between the Chinese Communists.and the North Koreans. The cam- | : 
paign in Korea has deferred Chinese Communist military plans for | 
intervention in Southeast Asia and the capture of Formosa, an object — 

_ of continued U.S. military actions in Korea as stated in paragraph | 
9a(3). However, the over-all military position of Communist China : 
has not been restricted to such an extent that Communist China’s 
capability for a decisive intervention in Indochina and in Burma has 
been greatly lessened. Finally, continued intervention in Korea and 

_ failure to reach a settlement has increased Communist China’s isola- 
tion and diminished its world standing. — | | 

Effect of Economic Restrictions Against Communist China: (Para- 

~ graph8e) — 7 
On May 18, 1951, the General Assembly of the United Nations | | 

adopted a Resolution recommending that every State embargo ship- | 
ments to North Korea and Communist China of arms, ammunition, | 
and implements of war, atomic energy materials, petroleum, trans- tf 
portation materials of strategic value, and items useful in the produc- 
tion of arms, ammunition, and implements of war. This Resolution | 
also recommended that every State prevent the circumvention of con- 
trols applied by other States under this Resolution. The action which | 
this Resolution envisaged each State would take unilaterally, repre- | 
‘sented a long step toward such complete control, although such action ) 
would be narrower than the position adopted by the United States _ 
in December 1950 when this Government terminated virtually all 
economic relations with Communist China. 7 | 

| , 

|
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. A majority of the members of the United Nations have reported 
| compliance with this Resolution in one form or another, as have sev- _ 

eral non-member countries. In addition, largely subsequent to the 
adoption of the Resolution, many States recently have taken measures 
going beyond the generally understood scope of the Resolution. For 

, example, Danish ship owners have agreed not to charter vessels for 
China, trade. Greece has placed in force a law prohibiting the charter- _ 
ing of Greek vessels for transporting items embargoed under the Reso- 
lution. Honduras prohibits all vessels flying its flag from calling at — 
Communist Chinese ports and from transporting materials which 
might serve the Communist Chinese war effort. Italy prohibits its pub- 
lic vessels (85% to 90% of its total shipping) from loading strategic 
materials destined for Communist China. Liberia prohrbits vessels 
under its flag, except on written approval, from carrying any goods © 
embargoed under the Resolution to any place in the Soviet Bloc, in- 
cluding China. The Norwegian Government has reported steps to pre- — 
vent Norwegian vessels from transporting such embargoed goods to 
~Communist China. The Republic of Panama, by ‘Decree dated August 
18, 1951, prohibits any vessels flying the Panamanian flag from calling 
at Communist China ports, and Panamanian shipping to Communist 

_ China has diminished greatly during the past month. : | 
There are indications of a falling off in the total water-borne car- 

riage of Free World shipping of goods to Communist China. How- _ 
ever, United States authorities are aware of possible loopholes _ 
permitted by transfer of registry and continuing trade by other flag 
vessels, and studies are going forward on an urgent basis looking to 
appropriate multilateral action within and outside the United 
Nations to further tighten controls over shipping by friendly na- | 

| tions. Increased activity by satellite shipping lines, particularly 
Polish, complicates the problem of total supply. Be 

_ There continues to be a substantial volume of goods shipped into 
~ China. This trade still includes a certain amount of strategic commodi- _ 
ties, but very little consists of direct war materials. Increased smug- 

| gling has followed the imposition of more rigid controls in Hong Kong 
in June, including reported smuggling activities from the US-con- | 

_ trolled Ryukyus. The United States continues day-by-day efforts to 
observe and bring to the attention of responsible authorities infrac- 
tions of their regulations by smugglers and others who attempt to 
evade controls applying to trade with Communist China. So 

IV—U.8. POLICY WITH RESPECT TO KOREA a 
| | (Paragraphs 6e and 9) oe 

U.S. Objectives: (Paragraph 6¢) - oe a 
The President and U.S. Government officials have reiterated during | 

the past four months the ultimate U.S. political objective of a united,
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independent and democratic Korea. The testimony during the Senate , 
hearings on the situation in the Far East also set forth this objective. | | 
However, events of the past four months have not brought this ulti- | 
mate objective nearer to attainment. In fact, the build-up of Com- | 

| munist forces in Korea, described below, implies a determination of | 
the Communists to maintain their hold at least over North Korea. On ! 
the other hand, the current objective of the United States in Korea, as | 
outlined in paragraph 6e, has been attained to some extent for the pe- i 
riod covered by this report. The policy of inflicting heavy punishment : 
on Communist forces, to compel them to seek a settlement, produced 
results last June following a successful U.S. counter-offensive north of ! 
the 38th parallel. op aaah | | | : 

Armistice Negotiations: (Paragraphs 6a and 90) | ce : 

On 23 June 1951, Deputy Foreign Minister Malik of the USSR | 
broadcast a speech suggesting that the Korean problem could be settled | 
and that the “Soviet peoples” believed that discussions should be : 
started, as a first step, on a cease-fire and armistice providing for a : 
“mutual withdrawal of forces from the 38th parallel.” The last 3 | 
‘months since this turn in the Korean situation have resulted in a situa- : 
tion of arduous but sporadic negotiations and limited hostilities. No 
real progress has yet taken place. | | oe | 
After exchanges on the preliminary arrangements for holding | 

armistice talks, when the United Nations Command offered a hospital ; 
ship as a neutral location, the UN and the Communists agreed to 
open talks at Kaesong on 8 July. Protracted discussion of the agenda | 
ensued for nearly three weeks. The Communists made clear that they 
would demand a return to the 38th parallel as the military demarca- 
tion line, and the withdrawal of all foreign troops. The most difficult ~ : 
issue regarding the agenda was the Communist insistence on an agenda ct 
item specifying the withdrawal of foreign troops. On the basis that 
it was a political question having no proper place on an agenda for | 
a military armistice, the UN delegation refused to accept such an 
item, and was supported in firm statements made by the Secretaries of | 
State and Defense. On 26 July the UN and Communist delegates ) 
finally agreed to the agenda, as a result of mutual acceptance of a | 
final agenda item which substituted “Recommendations to the Govern- : 
ments of the countries concerned on both sides” in place of “With- 
drawal of all armed forces of foreign countries from Korea”. Even 
so, the UNC made clear that it was not committing itself in advance : 
to any specific agreement regarding this item. There was some reason 
then to believe that progress could be made in reaching an agreement | 
onthesubstantiveissues. oe ° | : 

Discussions on a demarcation line, the first issue on the agenda 
_ began on the 27th of July and continued until 23 August, when the | 

| , |
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Communists suspended the negotiations. During these 4 weeks both — 

delegations persistently presented their respective proposals on where 

to draw the demarcation line and set up a demilitarized zone. In session 

| after session the Communists rudely and bluntly insisted on return- 
ing to the 88th parallel as the demarcation line, with a demilitarized 

zone of 10 kilometres north and south of the parallel. The Communist _ 

delegation refused to consider, discuss or even examine any deviation 

from this position. The UN delegation firmly and factually reiterated 

over and over its proposal of a demarcation line that followed the 

general line of contact between opposing forces at that time and a 

| demilitarized zone approximately 20 miles in depth. The UN delega- 

| tion indicated a willingness to discuss minor modifications of its pro- 

posals. However, the Communists showed no interest in the UN pro- - 

posals or in offering any modifications to their proposals. During the _ 

period 26 July-23 August the talks were suspended once by General 

Ridgway ** when Communist armed forces crossed the neutral zone of 

| Kaesong without authorization. The Communists admitted this viola- _ 

tion of the [de]militarized zone, agreed not to permit a recurrence, and = 

consented to stricter measures for the neutralization of the Kaesong 
area. However, this area still remained within Communist lines. | 
On 23 August the Communists suspended the talks on the grounds 

that a UN aircraft had bombed the neutral zone, The Communists 

| demanded. acceptance by the UN of responsibility for the alleged | 
incident and guarantees against a repetition before they would permit 
resumption of the negotiations. For nearly a month the Communists 
staged a bizarre series-of false and fabricated “incidents” which they 
charged against the UN Command as violations of the neutral zone. 

The Communists demanded full acceptance by the UNC of each charge 
before they would agree to resumption of the talks. At the same time, © 

| Communist propaganda became increasingly hostile and belligerent 
against the U.S. The UNC investigated each allegation and found no ~ 

| UN. responsibility in any case but one. On 10 September a UN plane 
| did violate the neutral zone by mistake; after making a careful in- 

vestigation, the UNC immediately admitted responsibility for the _ 
incident. General Ridgway also repeated his desire for a resumption 

| of the talks. Suddenly the Communists agreed on 19 September, but 
couched their message in such.a way as to keep alive all their fabri-. 

cated incidents. | mE — 

Continuation of Military Operations: (Paragraph 96) | | 

: In the absence of an agreed-upon armistice or likelihood of imme- 
diate settlement, the UNC has continued the military course of action 

| in Korea on a basis’ of limited objectives, while maintaining and 

8 Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, Commander in Chief, United Nations Command.
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strengthening the general military. positions across Korea, reached in | | 

June, and maintaining a program of interdiction of enemy supply ; 
lines. During July and August both sides restricted military ground | 
action to the minimum without ceasing hostilities completely. As a | 
result, the losses inflicted on the Communists have substantially de- | 
creased since their last unsuccessful offensive. The military operations _ | 
of the UN have succeeded in establishing a strong defensive line across | 
Korea, which will make difficult any attempt to overrun South Korea. | 
by Communist forces. Continued military pressure on the Commu- | 
nists, coupled with their policy of build-up in Korea, has placed | 
certain limitations on Communist capabilities for aggression elsewhere | 
in Asia. Recently, a marked increase-in hostilities has occurred in : 
Korea. a oe Oe TS Se | 

Current Situation in Korea: B rn | | 

Chinese Communist and North Korean Build-up: The Chinese | | 
Communists have used the past 3 months’ relative lull in hostilities to 
build up striking forces larger and more powerful than any com- | 
bined force yet available to the Communists in Korea since the out- | 
break of war in June 1950. The Communists now have the capability | 
of undertaking a large-scale sustained offensive at any time. It is , | 

’ believed that such an offensive could be sustained for at least 4 weeks 
on the scale of a 40 to 50 division attack. There are many factors : 

underlying this rapid build-up of Communist military strength from’ ! 
the apparently low point reached last June as a result of the ex- | 

_ tremely severe punishment inflicted by troops of the UN Command. | 
_ During the first two weeks of September, the heaviest vehicle sight- | 

ings of the war were reported. Greatly increased Communist troop 7 
strength now is located within operational distance of the front. A | 
Communist armored division has moved into the immediate battle : 
area, and Chinese Communist forces have already received direct tank _ | 
support in local action. There are continuing indications that the | 
USSR is supplying heavy equipment and new-type weapons to the | 
Chinese Communists, including tanks, heavy artillery, and rocket 
launchers. In the air, Chinese Communist strength in Manchuria has _ | 
increased, air action is extending farther and farther south, and the | 
enemy has increased his capability of sustaining a relatively large. 
number of jet sorties on consecutive days. Soviet and Chinese propa-_ | 

| ganda has made use of the Communist build-up. a ! 

Soviet Volunteers: (Paragraphs 9e and 9/) | a | | 

Increasing numbers of Soviet technical personnel in Korea, as an-— | 
ticipated in paragraph 9¢, have become more and more evident. How- | 
ever, it is probable that such personnel are assigned either as ! 
operators of such special equipment as radar and anti-aircraft, or as | 
advisors on the use of tanks and heavy artillery. There is, as yet, no | 

en
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evidence that Soviet or other non-Oriental combat units have entered | 

| Korea for direct participation in hostilities. Nor is there any indica- 

tion that any Soviet “volunteer” units have entered Korea in sufficient 

size to jeopardize the safety of UN forces there. 

The Position of the UN Command in Korea: | 

| | By early summer the UN command had full control over the strong- 

est possible defensive zone across Korea near the 88th parallel. During 

| the lull in hostilities the UN has also strengthened its military capabil- 

| ities. While the UN Command has been able to increase the firepower 

and defensive capacity of its positions, it still is subject to the basic 

weakness of a relatively-fixed strength in manpower. During the past 

4. months there has been no substantial increase in the contribution 

| from UN members to the effective combat forces in Korea, although 

efforts are being continued to influence our allies to increase their sup- 

port, following the appeal of 22 June 1951 from the Secretary General | 

of the UN (Para. 9c[).] Considerable progress has been made in re- 

organizing and intensifying the training of the Republic of Korea 
| armed forces on a revitalized basis. It is probable that the combat ef- 

fectiveness of these forces has increased to some extent in the past 4 
months. vey ty Ls | 

Position of Our Principal Allies in Korea: (Paragraph 9c) a 
In recent meetings with the Foreign Ministers of the United King- 

| - dom and France, the Secretary of State has explained present poli- 
cies in Korea and has outlined the courses of action we would expect 
to take in the alternative cases of achievement of an armistice or break- _ 

: down in armistice negotiations. The British and French expressed 
| general understanding of the courses of action which it would be nec- _ 

essary to take should the armistice talks break down. They accepted | 
the necessity for General Ridgway’s possession of a certain amount of 

- latitude in his military operations. It is clear that the United Kingdom 

- is anxious to avoid involvement in a mainland war with China and is 
apprehensive over the consequences of the UN becoming more heavily 
engaged in the Far East. Foreign Minister Morrison expressed doubts © 

regarding the effectiveness of a blockade or “embargo” against Com- 
| munist China. He also reiterated the British view that Communist 

China is not a servile satellite of the USSR and that the British did 

“The Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France — 
~ met in Washington from September 10 to September 14, devoting their attention 

: to a wide range of European and world problems. During the same period, Secre- 

tary of State Acheson held separate conversations with Herbert Morrison, British 
. Foreign Secretary, and Robert Schuman, Foreign Minister of France. Docu- 

. mentation on the Washington Foreign Ministers Meeting and related discussions 
is scheduled for publication in volume li. — | . | - 

;
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not desire to take steps which would drive Communist China toward | 

- the Soviets. — a | | | | 

The Question of Relative Capabilities: — : ! 

In view of the above, it is probable that the Chinese Communists : 
have now, or soon will have, lessened the substantial disadvantages : 
which they encountered during their successive offensives last Spring. | 

_ The expansion of Communist air capabilities may present a real chal- | 
lenge to the present UN air superiority and relative freedom from air : ! 

~ attack, both on the ground and at sea. Furthermore, the developing | 
Communist capability in the air may subject UN ground forces to 
sustained strafing for the first time in the Korean operation. The Com- ! 
munists can exploit the completion of their build-up either to start : 
large-scale hostilities with a much more damaging effect on UN forces, | 
particularly in winter warfare for which the Communists will be 2 
better prepared than they were in 1950, or to improve their bargaining : 
position in renewed negotiations in order to enforce their terms on the , 

UN. Then, if the UN should continue to refuse such terms, resumption | 
of the fighting might appear to be on a more evenly-balanced basis, __ 
from the Communist viewpoint. — oe | 

| Planning for Possible Breakdown of Armistice Negotiations: = ! 

_ During the past 2 months the Departments of State and Defense | 
_ have consulted together on immediate courses of action to be taken in : 

case the armistice negotiations come to a definite end. These courses | 
of action have been developed within the framework of the policy | 
objectives of NSC 48/5. The State and Defense Departments have | 

drafted the paper contained in Appendix A. For the information of 
the National Security Council there is also attached, in Appendix B, | 
a memorandum of 13 July 1951 from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, entitled | 
“United States Courses of Action in Korea.” ® a | 

7 _ V—STRENGTHENING OF SOUTHEAST ASIA _ os | 

| ae (Paragraphs 66,6gand14) © | | 

The U.S. Policy of attempting to increase the will and ability of | | 
the countries of Southeast Asia to resist Communist encroachment has : 
not been uniformly effective throughout this area. Yet, on balance, the | 
results achieved by U.S. support programs during the past four : 
months have been favorable. A more detailed report on policy imple- | 
mentation and evaluation in Southeast Asia, particularly regarding | 

® Appendix B is scheduled for publication in documentation on the Korean i] 
War in volume VII. | | |
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Indochina, will be submitted ata later date. This progress report does 
| not cover developments in South Asia. With respect to Southeast Asia = 

the following are highlights: = 7 | Oe 
- In Indochina, the Chinese Communists retain the capability of in- 
tervening and over-running Tonkin unless substantial reinforcements 

| from the outside are forthcoming. The French might be able to hold 
| out for a short time in the Haiphong redoubt, provided all-out Chi- 

nese Communists air attacks are not employed. An armistice in Korea 
would increase the likelihood of Chinese Communist intervention and, 
at the same time, greatly enhance Chinese capabilities. As far as in- | 
ternal military operations are concerned, Franco-Vietnamese forces 
have repulsed the Viet Minh drive to conquer Tonkin and firmly hold 
the key Red River Delta. However, the over-all internal military situa- 
tion continues to be one of stalemate, and will remain so, according to 

: General de Lattre, unless (1) MDAP aid as programmed is actually _ 
delivered in the immediate future and (2) MDAP aid is increased. 
over that programmed for FY 1952. According to General de Lattre, 

if these measures are accomplished the Viet Minh will be eradicated | 
within a period of from one to two years, barring Chinese Communist 
military intervention. Increases in MDAP aid, reinforcement from 
France and creation of new Vietnamese units have been counter- 

| balanced by improved organization and training of Viet Minh units _ 
and increasing capabilities for logistical support from the Chinese 
Communists. Tripartite military conversations were held in Singa- : 

| pore on 15-18 May 1951; the three Governments have been consider- 
ing the conclusion of those talks. The discussions held in Washington 

- with Foreign Minister Schuman and General de Lattre in mid- 
September have served to reinforce U.S. support for the campaign | 
against the Communists in Indochina.**¢ While a number of military 
problems in the U.S. military assistance program have been solved to 
the satisfaction of both Governments, these discussions have shown that 
France may have reached the limit of its capacity to continue op- 
erations in Indochina without increased U.S. aid, and that the U.S. | 
may soon have to decide whether to assume an increasing share of the _ 

‘burden. | | cg ee | | 
The political situation within the three Associated States shows 

improvement owing to the restoration of morale following the arrival 

7 of General de Lattre and increasing realization of the true nature of 
| the Viet Minh movement. However, the Bao Dai-Huu Government of 

| - Vietnam still lacks the confidence and broad-based support of the 

16 For documentation on these discussions, see pp. 332 ff. - 

|
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people. In international affairs, the participation of the three Asso- / ! 
ciated. States in the Japanese Peace Conference marked the first = | 

attendance of the States at an international conference and increased : 

| their prestige in the world. a Se | 
In Indonesia,’ the government and leading authorities have re- : 

cently demonstrated an increased concern over the mounting threat _ | 
of Communist subversion. With a recent series of arrests of key Indo- 
nesian Communist figures, the Indonesian authorities have adopted _ | 
a tougher policy against the increasingly-grave internal security situa- | 
tion, and have shown an ability to stand up to the Chinese Commu- : 
nists on issues such as visas and entry of Chinese communists. The | 

Indonesian Government made a momentous decision to attend the San > | 

Francisco Conference and especially to sign the Treaty of Peace. This , 
event marks a significant development in the international orientation | 

In Burma,’ although the Prime Minister and the Government are | 
increasingly friendly to the United States and are cooperating with : 
us to the best of their ability, they are faced by growing domestic — 
problems and popular pressures which force them to proceed with : 
great caution. Large areas of the country remain under the control of : 

| the various insurgent groups, and the Government is unable to prevent ! 
large-scale smuggling and illegal crossing of the Chinese border. The | | 

_ presence of KMT troops in border areas and their recent unsuccessful : | 
incursions into Yunnan have increased the Burmese people’s fear of | 
Chinese Communist retaliation or intervention in Burmese’ affairs. | 
‘The military potential of the Government has been reduced by dis- | 
agreements between Lt. Gen. NeWin, the Commander-in-Chief, and 
the Socialist leaders in the Government, and by disputes among the 
leaders of the Kachins, the best fighters in the Army. There has been 
an apparently purposeful movement of Communist insurgents within | 
Burma to the Northern Shan States, which may indicate an intention _ 
to proclaim an independent “Peoples Republic” in Northern Burma | 
which could be used as a base for further Communist expansion. Be- | 
cause of internal pressure, the Burmese Government maintains its — | 
policy of neutrality in the “cold war”. While the position of the = | 

- non-Communist forces has somewhat improved in Indochina and in , 
Indonesia, the Communists have made some progress in Burma, al- | 
though the Burmese Government shows a growing tendency to recog- 

| nizethe danger. = ~ re en) BIS ghabs e ee: | 

_ “For documentation on U.S. relations with Indonesia, see pp. 583 ff 
_ For documentation on U.S. policy with respect to Burma, see pp. 267 ff. | 

| | 

|
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890.00/10-1351: Telegram rs eee Be 

‘The Chargé in Thailand (Turner) to the Secretary of State’. 

| CONFIDENTIAL = NIACT BaneKox, October 18, 1951—10 a. m. 
880. Re Deptel 822, Oct 9.1 Fol comments offered re UK suggestion 

that US approach TG to encourage joining Colombo plan, Various 

aid programs, developmental or. otherwise, comprising ECA, World 
- Bank, UN technical assistance, MDAP, Fulbright together with ex- — 

pense Thai expeditionary force now taxing resources of country. ‘Total 
extraordinary. expenditures of TG in local currency 1951 for programs 

: noted. above estimated at over $32 million US out of total. budget of 
$190 million (see Embdes 782; May 11) 1 1952 budget already. before 
Parliament embodies approx US $30 million deficit to be. covered by 
surplus and loans. TG for some time seriously concerned large local 

expenditures necessitated by present aid programs. Additional aid 
schemes cld only be financed at. price of inflationary measures and in 

view our own concern this problem Thai wld find it very difficult 
. understand any supportby USofColomboplan, © = — 

| Current aid programs already hampered in all fields by. paucity _ 
trained and capable Thai personnel essential not only to present but 
future success any such scheme. Additional aid program herecld only | 
result in competition for limited number Thai technicians, especially 

~ since Colombo emphasis appears to be on same type projects now going | 
forward. = 

| __. Effect on many Thai trade policies may be great if through Colombo 
plan UK insists on certain types contribution in return. Example: 

| British might well use plan to force Thai deliver greater percentage 
total Thai rice production to commonwealth areas to detriment Thai 
Japanese trade agreements and other non Colombo purchasers, e.g. | 
Philippines. Further support by US wld be in direct opposition to 
known Thai attitudes and conflict with their desire reduce British 

economic influence (Embdes 651,Feb20)* ce 

| _-Conceivable UK might use Colombo plan here as political lever. 
British jealous growing US influence in Thailand and cld scarcely _ 
forego opportunity afforded recoup former position. If plan so used 
it wld serve to emphasize UK-US policy differences on many points, 

, e.g. extent of support of Phibun govt, recognition Commie China. US 
advocacy Thai membership Colombo plan wld foster undesirable im- 
pression that US is collaborating with “colonialist” Britain in Asian 

| objectives. ENE a 
For above reasons Emb strongly recommends no approach be made 

toTGby USinsupport Colombo plane 2 s—s— 
- | a | | TURNER _ 

*Not printed.
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890.00R/10—2051 :Circular telegram = Co . 

| The Secretary of State to All Far Kastern Posts. 

CONFIDENTIAL «=—Ss—s—Ss——”:sSW2asN@TON, October 20, 1951—3: 57 p.m. | 

~ For Ambassadors and ECA: Mission Chiefs. Subject: Program Be- | 
yond FY 1952. ThisisajointState/ECA cable 2 ene | 
- Purpose this telegram is-to present the agreed position of State 
Department and ECA. as to continuation and policy guide lines of | 
ECA programs and operations Southeast Asia and Formosa for fiscal | 

year 19538 pursuant to provisions Mutual Security Act.? | . | 

1. At signing Mutual Security Act, President expressed over-all | 
| policy line with respect Asian programs as follows: SSE Sein ts | 

- &’T he Peoples of underdeveloped areas of world want desperately | 
take fuller advantage of their human and natural resources. We are | 
now supplying material and technical assistance to help them realize | 
these aspirations, and I believe we should continue to do so. Iam think- 
ing particularly of necessity supporting free nations of Asia in their | 
efforts strengthen economic foundations of their independence.” * _ | 

2. It is the present intention of Executive Branch to submit to 1953 | 
programs essentially similar in scope and purpose to those of fiscal | 
Congress fiscal/year 1952. The policy guidance statements with re- 
spect to your country, contained in ISAC document 22/30, which was | | 

| transmitted to you on September 18, 1951, and the applicable pro- | 
visions of the Mutual Security Act, are to be followed in completing 7 

_ your planning with respect to 1953. | ne 
_.8. With specific reference to Sections 502 and 503 of the Mutual | 
Security Act, which deal with the question of what ECA functions — | 
shall be continued after June 30, 1952, Executive Branch agreed that - | 
it is essential in order to maintain the security and to promote the | 

_ foreign policy of the United States that in general the present type | 
and scope of economic aid programs planned for countries of South- : 
east Asia and Formosa should be continued beyond June 30, 1952. {f _ | 
it should be determined after consultation with Congress that it would | 
be necessary to modify present legislation in any way to make it | 

t Sent to Bangkok, Tokyo, Manila, Taipei, Saigon, Rangoon, and Djakarta. | | 
*The Mutual Security Act, Public Law 165, 82nd Congress (65 Stat. 873), | | 

which consolidated the administration of economic and military assistance under 
a new Mutual Security Agency, was signed by President Truman on October 10, 
1951. Information on the establishment of the Mutual Security Program is | 
Scheduled for publication in volumer. | a, oe 

: * For the full text of the President’s statement, see Public Papers of the Presi- 
dents of the United States: Harry 8S. Truman, 1951, pp. 563-564, or Department. 

_ of State Bulletin, October 22, 1951, p. 646. | | 
“Document ISAC D-22/3b, “Guide Lines for Fiscal Year 1953 Foreign Aid © 

Programs: Non-European Countries,” September 6, 1951, is not printed. Informa- 
tion on the subject treated by that document is scheduled for publication in | 
volume I. 7 | 

,
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possible to carry on these programs, the Executive Branch will seek 

such changeinlegislation, | ee | 
4, It is imperative | that the missions not take any action with 

respect to either the continuing development or operations of the 

STEM programs, or with respect to the recipient governments, which 

would indicate any intention contrary to our present plan to proceed 
along the policy lines which have already been made available to 

you for carrying out STEM programs for the balance of the current 
fiscal year and the planning of the programs for1953. , 

ee eee ACHESON 

890.00R/10-2551 ee ety kl 

| - Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Merrill C. Gay, Special Assist- 
ant to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs — 

SECRET [Wasuineron,] October 25, 1951. 

Subject: Future ECA Programs in Southeast Asia _ a 

. Participants: Mr. Cleveland, ECA ? a | | 

Mp, Arnold, ECA — ae 
Mr. Checchi, ECA _ - a 
Mp Rusk, FE So Oo 

- -‘Mr. Cleveland hoped to get Departmental approval of the sub- 
stance of his memorandum entitled “Action Program in Asia”? prior — 

| to his departure for Baguio to attend the regional ECA Chief of Mis- 

sions Conference. The memorandum calls for, among other things, 
the need to blend all assistance into country programs and to focus 

these programs on well understood goals and objectives. This focusing _ 

_ would involve setting up a definite period of years for planning pur- 
| ‘poses, a price tag on the assistance to be given and concrete country 

by country objectives which might be expressed as institutional goals. 
This focusing would also be promoted by a Presidentially appointed 

| committee of private citizens which would draw up recommendations 
to be used in “dramatizing” the program. | 

- Mr.. Rusk felt we could not commit ourselves to this proposed 
course of action at this time for two major reasons. First, the Congres- 

| sional attitudes in respect of enlarged American responsibilities in _ 
| Asia (excluding the Philippines); he thought Congress would be _ 

increasingly irresponsive to appeals for an enlarged scope of eco- 
‘nomic action in this area particularly until after the next election. 

1 Harlan Cleveland, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Program, Economic 
: Cooperation Administration. . anne 

: ? For text of the “Action Program in Asia,” see p. 103. |
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| Secondly, he felt. there were limits to the political receptivity in some | 
| of the countries of this area at this time for significant modifications 

in existing type programs. He felt, therefore, that the only reason-— 

ably firm position which could be taken to the Conference would be : 
that outlined in the joint ECA-State circular telegram of October 20, : 
1951 which suggested that the Executive Branch of the Government | 
would undertake to obtain authority permitting in 1953 continued — - | 
assistanee along the present linesastoformandscope. = ss ot 
In prolonged discussion certain views emerged. Mr. Cleveland felt | 

that we needed our objectives set forth in more finite terms as to types | 
and amounts of aid, institutions to be built and the period of time © | 
involved; he desired set forth an intermediary level of objectives some- | 

- -where between the presently used statement of general policy objec- : 
tives and a blueprint covering details of individual projects. | 

- Mr. Rusk observed that our European experience had created an : 
impression in Europe that the US had established a “floor” below : 
which it would not permit the European economies to drop. He did : 
not want this psychology repeated in Asia; it would create a “quick- +t 

- sand” inso far asabsorbing economicaidisconcerned. © | . 
Mr. Cleveland thought that in Europe rather than creating the im-— | 

pression that we had established a floor the concept was that of main- ! 

taining “continuous growth” which was a healthy thing. Mr. Rusk 

observed that this concept in Asia might imply that the taproot ex- 
tended into the US; this would be serious unless we were prepared | : 
to carry through, cutting off the root might be disastrous. He felt : 
further that to the extent we associate with these Governments in : 
setting up joint goals we implicitly assume the responsibility of pick- : 
ing up the check; he wanted to avoid “partnership responsibilities” 
which might follow from confusing US goals and those of the local 

Governments concerned. a | | | 
_ Mr. Cleveland agreed that we should not become too closely in- 
volved with the goals of recipient countries (except in the case of the : 

Philippines and Formosa) but felt that it was necessary to have some- 
thing of the whole picture in order to effectively and strategically | 

| use our aid to break bottlenecks. Mr. Rusk did not want getting 
into the whole picture to mean too much injection of ourselves into the | 
affairs of the various local ministries. He felt that getting involved _ | 

to this extent might be politically objectionable particularly to coun- | 
tries ike Burma and Indonesia which are more sensitive in their con- 
ception of the prerogatives of sovereignty than the more developed | 
countries of Europe. | a oe 
_ Mr. Rusk emphasized that he thought it desirable that there be 
a fullsome discussion of all the suggestions proposed in the memo- 
randum at the meeting and that the views of the Mission Chiefs be | 

. fully explored and brought back for consideration here, It was re- | 

. 538-617—77—_8 BN | |
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péatedly made clear, however, that the substance of the paper could 

not be édnsidered as cleared in the Government and he felt :that the | 

above-mentioned difficulties and reservations involved in. changing 

the type of program now in existence should be brought fully to the 

attentionofthegroup,. 4 

| ~ Concerning the proposed public committee, Mr. Rusk stated the 

matter was under discussion in top levels of the Department. He felt 

it extremely doubtful that any Republican support for anything in the 

, nature of an Asiatic policy charter could be gotten before the elections. 

790.022/10-2951 — Do as feb ed tery leek , 

The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL , a ee WasuHineTon, 29 October 1951. 

‘Dear Mr. Secretary: I refer to the letter of August 27, 1951, by the 

Deputy Under Secretary of State,;t in which he requested a study of | 

, the strategic value of certain islands in the Pacific claimed by the © 

United States which are also claimed by Great Britain or New 
Zealand. Doo) Lace pe de 

There is inclosed a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense by — 

. the Joint Chiefs of Staff which sets forth their evaluation of these . 

islands fromastrategic pointofview. = | | 

| Sincerely yours, = ~~ ~—~~—~-—sC For the Secretary of Defense: 

— | RR. Kreps 
-  Golonel, USAF, Deputy Director 

. - Kaecutive Office of the Secretary 

So [Enclosure] Ee 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

| (Lovett) 

CONFIDENTIAL | _. Wasurneron, 19 October 1951. 

Subject: Strategic Value of Certain Pacific Islands Claimed by the 

United States and by Great Britain or New Zealand. OO 

1. In accordance with the request contained in your memorandum 

of 6 September 1951, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have evaluated the 

strategic importance to the United States of the following islands, 

| presently claimed by the United States and also claimed by Great _ 

Britain or New Zealand: | ee 7 og oO 

Line Islands (Vostok, Malden, Starbuck, Caroline, Flint, Christ- 
mas); Ellice Group (Nukufetau, Funafuti, Nurakita, Nukulaila1) ; 

1Not printed. 7 ) | | | | 
* Not found in Department of State files. |
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Phoenix Group (Canton, Enderbury, Sydney, Birnie, McKean, Gard- | 
ner, Hull, Phoenix) ; Tokelau Group (Atafu, Nukunono, Fakaofu) ; : 

| Northern Cook Islands (Penrhyn, Manahiki, Rakahanga,. Danger — | 
| Islands)... eg | 

2. With respect to all of the above islands, except those identified : 
in paragraph 3 below, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion | . 
that United States strategic interests would be adequately safeguarded | 

if these islands were. controlled by a government friendly to the | 
United States and, further, if the rights of the United States were | 
recognized to make such use of them as United States strategic inter- | 
ests demanded intheeventualityofglobalwar, = | ! 

8, In the light of present and foreseeable strategic factors and from 
the military point of view, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider the fol- : 

| lowing islands to be of sufficient strategic importance as to warrant : 
_ _ United Statesclaimofsovereignty thereto: = : 

~ Canton (Phoenix Group) See | 
ee Emderbury (Phoenix Group) ©.) 2.) 

| Funafuti (Ellice Group) 2 SEE : } 
Ce Christmas (Line Islands) Do Bag | 

_ The importance of these islands to the United States is predicated | 
upon strategic use for air bases and seaplane anchorages in the mainte- 

_ nance of lines of communication to the Australia, New Zealand, and 4 

Malaya (ANZAM) area. United States military interests will be best 
served by establishment of full United States sovereignty over at least | 
these four islands. oS re | 
PORE EES Bee For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: : 

. re se ~ Omar N. Brapiey 

en Oo | Chairman — 
ae | Joint Ohiefs of Staff 

Policy Planning Staff Files : Lot 64D563 : Box 20034 ae : | 

Copy of ECA Telegram Sent to Mission Chiefs in Far East | ! 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasuineton,] November 9, 1951. 
_ Following is text of draft entitled “Action Program in Asia” pre- ! 
pared pursuant to final evening meeting Baguio Conference 
November 2. Draft submitted for consideration to Harriman?! and ! 
Bissell? in Paris. Griffin and F.E. Mission Chiefs. Please cable any : 
further comments on this draft to Washington by November 19. | 

lw. Averell Harriman, Director for Mutual Security (confirmed by the Senate | 
on October 19). The Mutual Security Agency came into existence formally on | 
December 30, 1951. a | L : 

*Richard M. Bissell, Jr., Acting Administrator, Economie Cooperation | 
Administration. wo Bl ee |
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Begin. text. The President has just reemphasized (in signing Mu- 

| tual Security Act of 1951) “necessity of supporting free nations of 

Asia in their efforts to strengthen economic foundations of their 

independence.” = - a - ce 

| However, negative language of Mutual Security Act, together with 

repeated. efforts this year limit grant aid programs in Southeast Asia 

to straight technical assistance or to military support operations, warns _ 

us that true nature of crisis with which we are faced in Asia is still 

not widely understood. This lack of understanding today jeopardizes 

work ‘already under way in Southeast Asia, and threatens nullify in 

- practice the policy enunciated on several occasions by President. 

First need therefore is for US Government define and announce an 

| explicit set of policies which will clarify for peoples of Asia and — 

America alike aims and objectives of US and actions it will take, in 

helping to strengthen economic foundations of independence in Asia 

and Far Fast. = a | — | 
| The grand design will have to be relatively simple. It will have to 

be affirmative. To be successful at home, it will have to rest on con- - 

cept that will appeal to the practical idealism of the American people. 

| To be successful abroad, it will have to reflect felt needs of peoples of 

Free Asia, and identify American people with them in the pursuit of 

common purposes. 7 7 | , 

What are facts about needs and aspirations of peoples of Free Asia? 

First, nearly all peoples are citizens of newly independent 

| nations. One of greatest social and political movements in history 

has been change from colonial status to independence, within 

short space of six years, of more than one-fourth of world’s | 

population. Never. in history of mankind have nine new nations 

emerged in so short a period of time—or under such difficult = 

| conditions. Since the war, the Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Laos, Burma, India, Pakistan, and Ceylon have 

| achieved the independence about which their nationalist leaders 

talked and fought for so long. : ee 

| Second, the peoples of these new nations want rapid economic 

development and rising living standards. But their governments 

are beset by problems which they find difficult, if not impossible, — 

to solve without outside aid. They are extremely short of tech- _ 

nicians and administrators, as well as institutions for training —__ 

| them. They are unable unaided to build up and carry on even — 

essential public services to which they became accustomed under 

| foreign rule, much less those that are required if there is to be 

social stability and economic progress. They have little experience 

looking after needs of people, and in some cases too little inclina- 

_ tion to do so. For some of these governments it will be difficult 

- and for others impossible without assurance outside help to plan 

and carry out plans for economic improvement that might give 

~ some hope for bettering their appallingly low standards of living. 

| Third, in these conditions of weakness new countries of Asia 

| are target of major Soviet and Chinese Communist power drive. 

Favorite Communist technique of internal subversion is at work 

full time to exploit natural xenophobia of independence move- — 
ments, and make most of contrast between actual conditions eco- 

nomic distress and growing expectations of people for better life.
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-. Our security interest thus dictates program that helps govern- , | 

- ments build their defenses against this attack from within. Ob- | 

_ jective situation in Asia dictates that such program should take : 

form of helping independent governments get a good start on | 

their economic development. - oe - | 

| US has well underway in Southeast Asia programs designed tackle 

these problems vigorously with tools developed through several years 

experimentation and experience. Similar programs will soon get 

started in South Asia. Executive Branch has already decided - 

(ISAC D-22/3 * and Deptel dated Oct. 20), that programs submitted : 

to Congress next year should be essentially similar in scope and pur- 

pose to those authorized for FY 1952, and will seek any additional : 

Congressional authority needed for this purpose. But will be neces- tk 

sary to focus these programs on well understood goals and objectives : 

if we are to develop full understanding in Asia of American purposes, 

and achieve in US full public support that is preconditioned to success : 

abroad. : . | Os . 

Recommendations a . | | De | 

1. Policy: President should declare as new extension US. foreign | 

policy that US proposes give particular support to newly independ- | 

ent countries to help them stand on their own feet. Such special sup- 4 

port—technical and economic assistance on substantial scale—will be 

continued long enough to help these countries lay foundations for 

their economic development. For example: usual period might be four 

tofive years. | a | oo ee | 
This policy declaration would, of course, not replace but rather | 

would add to existing lines of policy in foreign assistance field—ain par- 

ticular : (a) that we will provide Point IV aid to underdeveloped coun- 

tries, (0) that we will extend assistance to countries that have asso- : 
ciated themselves with us in defense of free world against Communist : 

aggression, and (c) that we will also, when requested and where prac- 

ticable, assist other countries whose independence is threatened. 
2. Spotlight on Asia: President would make clear that new ; 

policy plus existing policies focus special attention on problems of ) 
South and Southeast Asia. In that region need for support of 

_ newly independent peoples overlaps our concern for security of area : 
in face of Soviet-backed aggression, and our general interest in help- 
ing with economic development of underdeveloped countries. A spe- 
cial program of economic support in Asia would therefore be. | 

- announced, to become part of the President’s program presented to — ; 
Congress in January 1952. (It should be a part, but readily distin- 

guishable part, of MSP for FY 1953). | | ee 
Area covered by this special program would run from Pakistan to : 

Philippines. Aid to Formosa should be justified on security grounds : 
as special case, which it is. The Middle East presents somewhat dif- : 
ferent set of problems; aid requirement there would not be related, for 
the region, to “newly independent countries” doctrine, though new _ : 

_ policy would constitute an excellent rationale for large aid program | : 
forIsrael , . | | - ee 

_ * Not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 99. | | | 

| 
| 
:
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Military-support economic programs of various types would be asso- | 
ciated with these “pure” economic programs in some countries, making 
total volume aid somewhat larger. But military-support component _ 
would never be in substitution for aid extended under “newly inde- 
pendent countries” policy. 

Moderate economic support assistance to Thailand, which is not 
“newly independent”, would be justified as aid to fully committed © 
Asian friend on account of security threat in Southeast Asia region. 

| 3. Action: Announcement these policies should lead to two kinds 
of action: : oe 

(2) For FY 1953: Promotional steps designed to get a one- 
year extension of present type of Title III programs approved by 
Congress (as part of next year’s MSP); but designed at same 
time to bring home to Congress and American people need for 

| longer-term program. With election already influencing Congres- | 
sional actions, it is probably not feasible to develop public sup- 
port this winter for a four or five year program. Moreover, start- 
ing so late it would be most difficult to put together a sufficiently — 
convincing program. Continuation of FY 1952 programs for | 

| another year will pay considerable dividends in itself and will 
enable preparatory work for following year to be done carefully | 
enough to be successful. _ oe SO 

(6) For the Longer Pull: Programming of a four-year pro- 
gram starting with FY 1958. Based on President’s announced 
policies, US economic missions would develop with each country 
goals or objectives to be achieved within four-year period, action 
to be taken: to reach them and probable-cost. It will be especially — 

- important to state in as concrete form as possible what needs to — 
be accomplished in order to construct foundations of economic 
—development—i.e., conditions necessary to real stepping up of 

: per capita production and income. The major objectives of pro- 
- gram may be expressed as institutional goals or (where feasible) 

- 1In quantitative terms. In case of each major country objective ad/ | 
types of action and aid, whether financed by local government or _ 
by outside sources, and whether consisting of personal services or 
supplies and equipment, should be regarded as part of a single 
plan of action toreach objectives. ee | 

_ Qhne result of this programming work should be a “price tag” that. 
will give everybody concerned, here and abroad, sense of amount of 
grant and loan funds US is prepared to invest in this enterprise. In 
early years, relatively more grant funds will be required. But grants 
can subsequently decline in proportion until, after end of four-year 
period, further outside assistance for economic development can in 
most cases take formofloans.Hndtewt. = : 

_ None of above is, of course, to be discussed with governments at this | 

stage. EY Oo oo a : 

*C. Tyler Wood, Associate Deputy Director, Mutual Security Agency. |
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| INR Files | | : 

| Memorandum by the Central Intelligence Agency | 

SECRET a [Wasuineton,] 18 November 1951. : 
NIE-43 Oo a | 

a NationaL INTELLIGENCE Estimate ? | 

Tue Stratecic [mporraNnce oF THE Far East to tHE USSR* ! 

| wont THE PROBLEM - ! 
To assess the immediate and long range strategic importance of the 

Far East} tothe USSR. | | | BO | 

ee | oo CONCLUSIONS a | 

The USSR derives numerous and substantial military and economic 
advantages from the areas of the Far East now under Communist : 
control. This vast, continuous land mass provides valuable bases for | 
launching attacks against the non-Communist Far East and for fur-- | 

| ther political penetration of adjacent areas, and also provides defense | 

in depth to the USSR. Furthermore, it contains a tremendous man- | 
power potential and considerable, though largely undeveloped, re- ; 

- sources of strategic raw materials. | 
2. The loss of Communist control over any presently-held areas | 

would be regarded by the USSR as a blow to its prestige, and the loss | 
in particular of Manchuria, North China, and/or the northernmost ) 

part of Korea, would be regarded as a threat to its security. — 
3. The expansion of Communist control over all of Korea would | 

provide the USSR with the most favorable base for operations against 

Japan and would deny the West its last foothold on the Northeast | 
| Asian mainland. oe es | | 

4. Communist control of Taiwan would not only eliminate the last 
territorial stronghold of anti-Communist China and the threat which ) 
the island now poses as a base for possible military operations against : 
mainland China, but would deprive the West of a link in the offshore | 
island chain and increase Communist capabilities for operations 7 
against otherislandbases. oo | —_ 

1 or information on the National Intelligence Estimate series, see footnote 3, : 

Pe a the purposes of this estimate, it is assumed that the USSR and Commu- | 
nist China will subordinate any differences in their strategic assessment of the | | 
various areas of the Far East to the pursuit of their common objectives against 

| the West. An estimate of possible divergencies between Moscow and Peiping is — ? 
in preparation. [Footnote in the source text.] | a : 

*Throughout the paper, the term “non-Communist Far East” will be used : 
| when referring to South Korea, Japan, the Ryukyus, Taiwan, and Southeast 
| Asia (the Philippines, Indochina, Burma, Thailand, Malaya, and Indonesia). The 
| term ‘Far East” will include the above-mentioned areas as well as Communist : 

China, North Korea, and the Soviet Far East (east of and including the lake : 
Baikal area). [Footnote in the source text. ] 

| | 

| 7 |
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| 5. Militarily, the expansion of Communist control into mainland — 
Southeast Asia would be of limited immediate value. Over the 

| long range, Communist control over mainland Southeast Asia, par- 
| ticularly if extended to include Indonesia and the Philippines, could 

"be of great military importance to the USSR. 
6. From an economic point of view, control of Southeast Asia would 

be of considerable strategic importance to the Communists by increas- 
ing their capabilities for weakening the West through denying food 

| to India and Japan and denying strategic raw materials to Japan 
and the industrial countries of the West. Short of general war, such 
denial would have most serious consequences because Western coun- 
tries would find it difficult to adopt sufficiently drastic emergency meas- 
ures. In time of general war, the West would probably initially suffer 
less through such denial than it did during World War II; itisim- | 
possible, however, to estimate the effects in the event of a prolonged : 
war. , a | : 

‘7. The rubber of Southeast Asia is a continuing requirement for the 
USSR. Denial of access to this rubber would oblige the USSR to draw _ 
on stockpiles now believed to exist. Such denial over a prolonged 
period would create serious problems for the USSR. Furthermore, 
access to rubber, tin, petroleum and possibly other materials of South- 
east Asia would be important to the conduct of a prolonged war by _ 
the USSR and would be even more important to a major industrial _ 

|  expansioninaCommunist FarEast. es 
8. Of the Far Eastern areas not now under Communist control. — 

Japan is of the greatest strategic importance to the USSR. Japan 
‘poses the greatest potential threat to Communist military interests in 
the Far East and is a key element of the US defense line in the : 
Western Pacific. Moreover, Japan, despite serious deficiencies in food 

| and raw materials, would be an important addition to Communist — 
| strength because it has the only substantial industrial plant and the 

largest pool of trained workers and administrators in the Far East. 
_-—- Finally, it would be an essential element in the realization of the _ 

- region’s potential for long range development into a strong, largely — 
self-sufficient power complex.t , | 

9. The possibility of creating such a power complex is probably an 
important factor in Soviet long-term planning. If such a complex were | 
created, it would in time of war greatly enhance the ability of the 
Communists to maintain sustained and large scale military operations _ 
in the Far East. Moreover, it would add greatly to the Soviet poten- 

tBy “power complex” is meant a country or group of closely associated coun- | 
tries with an aggregate of political, economic, and military strength sufficient 
fo exert. a yenncant influence on the world power situation. [Footnote in the
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tial for breaching remaining US Pacific defenses and. for attacks 

againstthe US and Australia. Se 
~ 10-The USSR would encounter important but not insurmountable _ | 

economic and political problems in developing such a power com- | 

plex in the Far East even after it secured control over all areas of | 
the region. In time of peace, the development of this complex would | 
almost certainly require a decade or more; in wartime little progress | 
toward that development could be made. | oc ! 

| 11. Therefore, in its assessment of the strategic importance of the | 

Far East, the USSR is probably more influenced by short-term than 

_ by long-term considerations. Any partial expansion in this area, in ! 
addition to materially increasing Communist capabilities for gaining | 

control of the entire region, would have such consequences within the _ ! 
framework of East-West relations as: (1) strengthening the Soviet 
global position relative to that of the West; (2) endangering US | 
Pacific defenses; (3) draining Western resources; and (4) impairing : 

‘Western measures to strengthen Europe and the Middle Bast. 2 

| Be — DISCUSSION - / | 

I. Geographic Factors of Strategic Importance — ae 7 

12. The Far East is far from the major Soviet power centers in | 
western and central USSR. A single railroad line, an inadequate mer- | 
chant marine, and air transport over vast distances provide the only : 

means of communication between European Russia and Asia. Thus, | 

poor communications presently lmit the direct contribution elther 

region can make to the other. | a Sn - | 

18. The security of the centers of Soviet power west of Lake Baikal | 
cannot easily be threatened from Far Eastern areas now in non- | 
Communist hands. European USSR is secure from ground invasion | 
launched from the east. That part of the USSR most vulnerable to | 

. bombing attacks from the Far East (the area from Lake Baikal east- ! 

ward) probably contains less than 15 percent of the USSR’s primary 
industrial capacity (see Map III).2. SO - | 

II. Strategic Importance of Areas Now Under Communist Control | 

14. The maintenance and consolidation of the present Communist = : 

position in the Far East is probably the most important consideration | 
in the Kremlin’s strategic assessment of that area. Over and above | | 

- any positive strategic advantages provided by presently-held Commu- | 
nist areas, the loss of Communist control over any presently held areas, 

| would be regarded by the USSR as a blow to its prestige, and the loss | 
in particular of Manchuria, North China, and/or the northernmost | 2 
part of Korea, would be regarded as a threat to its security. 

2 Not reproduced here. | a ns
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Soviet Far Eastand China = a 

15. Areas now under Communist control provide the Kremlin with 

numerous and substantial strategic advantages. The Soviet Far East 

provides the USSR with air and naval bases from which attacks can 

be launched against South Korea, Japan, Alaska, and the US. Com- _ 

munist China, in addition to providing defense in depth for the Soviet 

‘Far East, has air bases which permit long range aircraft to strike | 

at Japan, the Ryukyus, Taiwan, the Philippines, the Mariannas, main- 

land Southeast Asia, and all except the extreme eastern and southern 

areas of the Indonesian archipelago. (See Map II.*) China’s long coast 

line also offers potential for naval bases—especially submarine bases— 

| which could extend the USSR’s naval operations in the Pacific. From | 

a defensive point of view, however, the coast of China could impose a 

formidable commitment upon the USSR in view of the very limited 
Chinese Communist naval forces. Communist China’s large and fairly 
well equipped army and air force are now an important adjunct to 
Soviet. forces in the Far East. In the event of general war, the enor- 
mous population of China would supply the Communists with a tre- 
mendous pool of manpower for either labor or military service. The 

) ~ amount of manpower drawn into the military services, however, would 
be subjected to limitations imposed by the requirements of the Chi- 
nese economy and the ability of China and the USSR to equip such 

manpower. : - _— A | | 

16. Both the Soviet Far East and Communist China have natural 
resources, most of which have not yet been fully developed but which 

are even now playing an important role in increasing the Communist 

war potential in the Far East. Large quantities of coal are located in 
the Soviet Far East and in Communist China. There are abundant 

deposits of iron ore in China and probably also in the Soviet Far 

East. China is already supplying a large part of the Soviet require- 
ments for tin, tungsten, and molybdenum, and deposits of nickel and 
copper are located in the Soviet Far East. This area also has large _ 
lumber resources. Oil deposits exist in the Soviet Far East and in- 
Northwest China. | LG | | a 

Korea | Oo | 

17. The USSR almost certainly regards maintenance of Communist 

control over at least large areas of North Korea as of great strategic 

| importance. Loss of the northernmost part of Korea would be regarded : 

by the Communists as a threat to the security and a blow to the prestige _ 
of both the USSR and Communist China. On the other hand, Com- _ 
munist control over all of Korea would furnish the Communists with 
the most favorable base for an attack on Japan, and would provide 

| * Not reproduced here. | |
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defense in depth for North China, Manchuria, and the Soviet Far | 

III. Strategic Importance of Non-Communast Areas | | 

Taiwon | | 
-18. Political considerations currently give Taiwan special signifi- | 

cance to Peiping. Control of the island would also provide the Com- | 

munists with some economic advantages, but Taiwan’s principal ! 

significance arises from the threat that it now poses to the Communists aa 
as a base for military operations against mainland China or raids : 
‘on Communist shipping. Communist control of Taiwan would not | 
only eliminate this threat but would deprive the West of a link in the | 
offshore island chain and increase Communist capabilities for opera- 
tions against such other island bases as Okinawa and the Philippines. : 
Southeast Asia ss re | 

— 19. Militarily, the expansion of Communist control into mainland | 

Southeast Asia would be of limited immediate value. Communist con- | ! 
| trol of mainland Southeast Asia would provide defense in depth to : 

China’s southern flank, but present Communist capability for making © 
‘use of even the few naval and air bases in mainland Southeast Asia ! 
is limited. Furthermore, overland and sea communications with bases 
in the area would be inadequate and would be vulnerable to Western _ : 
attack. Even if control were extended to the Philippines and Indo- | 
-nesia, the Communists could gain few immediate military advantages, __ | 
because neither the mainland nor the island area of Southeast Asia — | 
possesses a significant pool of trained military manpower or more than | 
a negligible munitions production capacity. Defense of all Southeast 
Asia would present formidable difficulties because of the great dis- 
tances involved, and inadequate Soviet and insignificant Chinese Com- 

| munist naval forces and merchant shipping, and the obstacles to | 
developing strong defenses from the present resources of China and | 

| the Soviet Far East. Over the long run, however, many of these de- 
ficiencies could be overcome and Communist control over the entire | 
area would provide great military advantages because such control , : 
would provide protection to lines of communication in Southeast Asia | 
and advanced bases for further offensive action in the South Pacific 
and Indian Ocean areas. a | | | 

20. In their short run strategic assessment of Southeast Asia, there- | 
_ fore, the USSR is probably more influenced by the immediate ad- | 

vantages to be gained by denying the West access to the area than by | 
_ the immediate military advantages which would accrue to them. South- an 

east Asia is currently the major Western source of natural rubber, tin, : 
and copra, as well as a secondary source of hard fibers, shellac, chrome, 

| and petroleum. It is also a major source of food for India and Japan. 
Short of general war, the Western Powers would have most serious :
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- problems in adjusting to the loss of Southeast Asian supplies because 

they would find it difficult to adopt the necessary emergency counter- _ 

measures. By the same token, the loss of Malaya’s dollar earnings 

would be a severe blow to the UK and indirectly to the US. The con- 

| sequent maladjustments that would be created in the strategic mate- 

| rial and in the balance of payment positions of the NATO countries 

could result in a serious setback in the rate of NATO rearmament. In 

time of general war, the West would also face difficulties if it were 

denied access to Southeast Asian raw materials, although the initial 

“consequences would be less serious than in World War IT as a result 

of stockpiles, new technical developments in conservation and substi- 

tution, and access to alternative sources of supply. It is impossible, | 

however, to estimate the effects in the event of a prolonged war, 

21. The economic and political advantages which the Communists | 

would derive from control over Southeast Asia would increase as a 

‘Western-oriented Japan became more independent on the markets and 

raw materials of this area. The Communists could also use their 

domination of Southeast Asia to improve their bargaining position 

| with other non-Communist areas. For instance, Communist control 

over Southeast Asian food surpluses and raw materials could serve 
as a lever to bring India into closer association with the Communist 

world and to obtain relaxation of Western export controls. | 
92. On the other hand, the immediate positive economic contribu- 

tion Southeast Asia could make to the Soviet and Chinese Commu- _ 
_ nist economies would be limited by the fact that, like the Soviet Far | 

- East and China, Southeast Asia is a raw material producing and 
capital importing area. Nevertheless, the rubber of Southeast Asia 1s 
a continuing requirement for the USSR. Denial of access to this rub- 
ber would oblige the USSR to draw on stockpiles now believed to 
exist and over a prolonged period would create serious problems for 

| the USSR. At present, the USSR and Communist China are obtaining 
few other strategic materials from Southeast Asia. Present Soviet 

| import requirements of tin can be met from Communist China. More- 
| over, the rice surpluses of Southeast Asia are normally not urgently 

needed by Communist China or the Soviet Far East. Access to the 
rubber, tin, petroleum, and possibly other materials of Southeast Asia, 
however, would be important to the conduct of a prolonged war by the 

- USSR, and would be even more important to a major industrial 
expansion ina Communist Far East. | | 
Japon | | a 
93. Of the non-Communist areas of the Far East, Japan is of the 

greatest strategic importance to the USSR and Communist China. _ 
Japan poses the greatest potential threat to Communist military 
interests in the Far East. Japan is the principal operational base for 

UN prosecution of Korean operations. More important, from opera-
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tional bases in Japan, anti-Communist forces dominate the approaches | 
to the Soviet Far East and northern China and could attack by. air or | 

sea all major industrial and military targets in the Communist-held 

areas of the Far East. As long as Japan provides the US with military. 
bases, the ability of the USSR to attack the US from the Soviet Far : 

- East would be sharply curtailed. Conversely, under Communist con-_ : 
trol, Japan would pose the greatest threat to the US position in the _ : 

Western Pacific. | Ps | 
- 94, Japan also possesses the only significant industrialized economy | 

in the Far East as well as the largest pool of skilled workers, tech- |. 
nicians, and administrators. Its steel production capacity is nearly _ : 

--- 95 percent that of the USSR, it has considerable facilities for the | 

construction of naval and merchant vessels, and, in time, it could re- | : 
establish a substantial aircraft and munitions industry. The industrial : 
plants in.the Soviet Far East, Manchuria, and China, though small 
in relation to that of Japan, comprise the only other important indus- 

- trialelementsintheFarEast.) = | Oop ds eee | 
95, A Communist Japan could play a key role in the development of | 

the Chinese Communist economy and could supply Southeast. Asian 
requirements for consumer and capital goods. However, exploitation . : 
of Japan’s-industrial plant would require imports of iron ore, coking | 

| coal, manganese, and tungsten, available in China, as well as such | ) 
other raw materials as rice, petroleum, tin, and rubber from South- | 
east Asia. | WEP eee eg gre os | 

IV. Overall Regional Considerations ES | 
Potential for Development into Power Complex Se | 
26. The addition of virtually all the non-Communist Far East to 

_ presently-held Communist areas would provide the USSR with a com- 
bination of countries which, potentially and over the long run, could. : 
be developed into a strong industrial and military base largely. inde- 

- pendent economically of western and central USSR and capable of | 
exerting a significant influence on the world power position, | 

27. Creation of such a power complex would greatly enhance the | 
ability of the Communists to maintain sustained large scale military 
operations in the Far East. Communist control of the region would ! 
deny the resources of the area to the West, and would add enormously | 
to Soviet prestige throughout the world. Moreover, such a complex, | 
by adding greatly to Soviet capabilities for breaching remaining US | 
Pacific defenses and for attacks against the US and Australia, would : 
pose a severe additional drainon USstrength, | | 
_ 28. Even if the Communists were able to secure control of the entire — | 

Far Eastern area without provoking a general war, however, they | 
would probably require at least a decade, after such control had been | 
obtained, to develop such a power complex there. The area might be |
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short of petroleum for some time even with full access to Indonesian 

oil. Dependence on western and central USSR and on the non- 

Communist world for certain raw materials such as cotton and for | 

| highly specialized industrial items could not be quickly ended. With =~ 

the exception of Japan, the region is deficient in technicians and 

| skilled industrial workers. Above all, owing to Japan’s economic de- | 

| - pendence on both China and Southeast Asia, full realization of the 

area’s potential would require construction of a large merchant fleet, 

as well as the naval and air strength to defend the long and vul- 

~ nerable lines of ocean communication (see Map I).* In time of peace, 

| all of the deficiencies could be removed, but only after years of effort. 

29. The creation of a Communist-controlled Far Eastern power | 

complex would also confront Moscow with the difficult, though not. 

insurmountable, problem of working out the future relationships of the 

USSR, Communist China, and a Communist Japan. A Communist — 

Japan and Communist China would almost certainly vie with each — | 

other for leadership in the Asian Communist movement as well as in 

the exploitation of the more backward areas of the Far East. The fact 

that Japan would be a primary industrial base of the Communist 

Far East, combined with Japan’s modern experience with administer- 

ing a “co-prosperity sphere,” would threaten China’s position and 1n- 
| fluence in the Asiatic Communist movement. The problem of 

delineating or restricting areas of influence could strain Sino-Soviet | 

| as well as Japanese-Soviet relations. Thus in integrating the’ Far 
East, the USSR would be confronted with control problems far more 
difficult than those it faces in the small states of Eastern Europe. Vast 

distances, inadequate communications, and the pressures of enormous 
populations on undeveloped resources would further complicate the 
problem of maintaining effective control over’the region and of pre- 

venting the emergence of independent Communist movements. 

30.. Despite these difficulties, the USSR is probably influenced in 

its long range strategic assessment of the Far East by the region’s 
potential for being developed into a strong, largely self-sufficient — 

power complex. Communist expansion into any area of the Far East 
| would materially increase Communist strength in the area and Com- 

- munist capabilities for gaining control of the entire region and thus | 
would be a step toward achievement of this power complex. | | 

The Region’s Role in Current Kast-West Relations — | 

31. In addition to being influenced by these strictly Far Eastern 

considerations, the USSR is probably more influenced in its strategic 

assessment of the area because of the opportunities which it affords 

, in the immediate framework of East-West relations for strengthening __ 

the Soviet global strategic position. Conditions in the Far East are 

| * Not reproduced here. Oo | |
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favorable to the Kremlin in its campaign to divide and weaken the. | 

non-Communist world. The fighting in Korea and throughout South- | 
east Asia, as well as such issues as the Japanese Peace Treaty and the | 
recognition of Communist China, can be exploited in an effort to ! 
undermine faith in the UN as an instrument for preserving world | 
peace. These issues can also be used in attempting: (a) to increase | 

| non-Communist fears of the inevitability of war unless an accommoda- | 
tion is reached with the USSR; and (0) to create conflict between the | 
US and its Western European allies over the diversion of US strength 
to the Far East. a | | | 

82. In addition, the nationalism, poverty, and distrust of the West | 
prevalent in the Far East provide the Communists with propaganda | 
opportunities for eliciting the support not only of peoples in the Far ! 

_ East but even of other areas of the non-Communist world. These : 

conditions also make the Far East one of the most vulnerable areas) | 
of the world to Communist expansion by political warfare and serve | 
the Kremlin in‘ its campaign to drain Western resources, and to ob- 
struct Western measures to strengthen Europe and the Middle East. | 

-740.5/11-2151: Telegram So a | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, in Lome? : 

- TOP SECRET Wasuineton, November 21, 1951—7: 07 p. m. | 
PRIORITY = NIACT re | 

Tosec 55. Brit Emb presented Oct 30 aide-mémoire ? recommending | 
mtg US, UK, Fr Chiefs of Staff during NATO mil mtg Rome to 

7 consider recommendations Singapore Conf and formulate policy and» | 
recommendations to respective govts. Aide-mémoire observes opera- | 
tional aspects Singapore Conf recommendations require outside rein- | : 
-forcements in event Chi Commie aggression SEA and thus suggests : 
desirability relating defence SEA to global defense. Aide-mémoire 

| also recommends inclusion Australia, NZ and Canada in conf. Fr. 
Emb Wash advised Dept Fr Govt had received identical aide-mémoire _ | 
and wished to associate themselves with the Brit in recommendations. | 
Defense replied on 19 Nov to Dept’s request of 1 Nov? transmitting | 
Brit aide-mémoire as fols: oo: - - ! 

‘Present US policy toward IC is to support the anti-Commie forces : 
- In that area by all means short of the commitment of US troops. In 

view of this policy, no advantage, from the mil point of view, cld ac- | 

+The Secretary of State was in Rome for the Eighth Session of the North | 
Atlantic Council which convened on November 24. Documentation on the Rome : 
Conference is scheduled for publication in volume m1. | : 

? Not printed. : | 

| | 

| 
| |
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crue from US participation at this time in multi-lateral staff talks =~ 

concerning the provision of reenforcements for the defense of SHA, __ 

and the relation of that defense to global strategy. Joint Chiefs of _ 

| Staff have therefore advised me that they decline the invitation of | 

the BritGovt.” | _ CERES 

Late p. m. Nov 19 Brit Emb Wash, upon being advised sense of. : 

Defense reply, stated it was under instr Brit Govt to propose to Dept 

that “there shall be at least an informal discussion at Rome of an | 

agenda for a future tripartite Chiefs of Staff meeting on the defense 

of SEA at the earliest convenient opportunity, possibly in conjunc- _ 

tion with the next mil comite meeting.” Fr Emb Wash made identical 

proposal morning Nov20. oe Se 

Brit aide-mémoire as well as Fr and Brit. proposals of Nov 19 dis-. 

cussed by Dept officers with JCS Nov 21. Dept reps observed that = 

questions raised by proposals embodied Brit aide-mémoire Oct 30 fall | 

- into two categories: (a) those relating local strategic and tactical mat-_ | 

ters e.g., resources necessary to hold area against Commie aggression, / 

source such resources, second line of defense in event IC falls (south- 

ern IC plus Siam or Kra Isthmus or Indo); (0) broader questions 

which Brit and Fr may hope discussions wld lead to e.g., unified 

- command in SEA, relation defense SEA to possible global combined 

chiefs of. staff system. Dept expressed view useful information. might 
be adduced by participating in discussion of questions of character 

| identified in first category. Ct SEE ee 

a Dept predicates its affirmative position foregoing on (a) political, — 

economic and strategic importance of area, particularly IC as key- 

- gtone defense and Indo source of oil to replace short-fall from Persian 

Gulf; rubber and tin if SEA mainland gone; (0) opportunity pro- 

vided examine Brit responsibility Burma where conditions rapidly 

| deteriorating. Dept keenly aware however concomitant dangers of 

discussions leading to an increase in ourburdeninSEA. 
‘During mtg tel from Gen Bradley ® was read in which Bradley — 

said he had been questioned by Fr and Brit opposites Rome his will- 
-ingness to discuss recommendations reached at Singapore in May. 
Bradley took position that matter not one for consideration by stand- 
ing group and advised Defense that he, Fr and Brit colleagues agreed 
that decision further to discuss defense SEA shld rest with FonMins 
and Defense Mins US, UK, Fr upon their arrival Rome. Dept officers 
stated they considered reply to Fr, Brit proposals Nov 19 as impos- 

sible in light of pending discussions FonMins and Defense Mins at 

~ Rome. Joint Chiefs agree. SS ee 

In view complexity problem, need for preparations for suggested 

conversation and other reasons Dept inclined to suggest desirability 

® Not found in Department of States files. | | | |
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holding Tripartite Conf on polit level with mil advisers within next | 
thirty days either in western Europe or US. If however Secy prefers | 
to participate such discussions Rome Dept will send Lacy to brief | 
him. Urgent reply requested.* : 

| WEBB | ! 

In telegram Secto 110, November 29, Secretary Acheson informed the | 
- Department that the question of Southeast Asia had not been discussed at the | 

Conference and that there existed no plans to raise the issue (740.5/11-2951). | 

490.008/11-2651 oe ce | | 

‘The British Embassy to the Department of State ! 

‘TOP SECRET BY SAFEHAND | | , | - | | : 

Ref. 11941/5/51G _ oe a oe | 

Arpr-MEMOIRE - : | 

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom have decided to | 
take the following steps to implement the recommendations for action | 
to suppress contraband arms traffic in South-East Asia, which were | 

contained in the report of the Tripartite Military Staff talks held at 
‘Singapore in May 1951 :— | a oe 

(i) Indonesia. a | | - | 

- _ His Majesty’s Government have noted the efforts made by the Indo- 
nesian Government to purchase considerable quantities of arms from | 
various countries. They will do what they can to prevent Indonesian 

_ stock-piling of arms by exercising very strict control, by means of } 
the export licensing system, over all Indonesian attempts to buy arms ! 
in the United Kingdom. The supply of arms will be facilitated only 
when His Majesty’s Government are satisfied that they are essential for 
the maintenance of internal security in Indonesia. The Indonesian 
Government have been informed of His Majesty’s Government’s policy. _ 

(ii) The Philippines. | | 

The export licensing system will be used to prevent the supply of | 
| any arms or military equipment to the Philippines from the United __ 
| Kingdom. It is understood that the Philippines obtain such arms as — | 

they need from the United States. | 7 | 
2. His Majesty’s Government hope that the United States Govern- 

| ment will be willing to take similar action to prevent the purchase of 
| more arms from the United States by Indonesia and the Philippines 
| _ than they appear to need for the purpose of maintaining internal. 4 

security. In the case of Indonesia the best way of obtaining the re- 

quired control would seem to be by consultation between the two | 

| Governments on any substantial order which the Indonesians might 

538-617—77—_9 | 7
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wish to place, and His Majesty’s Government hope shortly to put 

forward proposals for such consultation, not only in the case of Indo- _ 
| nesia but of all other South-East Asian countries. | ee 

3. His Majesty’s Government also propose that the other members 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and the Commonwealth 
countries which are not members of the N.A.T.O. and perhaps also the 

Governments of Switzerland and Sweden should in due course be 

advised of the dangers of excessive arms purchases by Indonesia and 
the Philippines, and asked to take appropriate steps to ensure that 
these two countries do not accumulate more arms than they require. 

Should the United States Government agree in principle that an © 

approach on these lines shoyld be made, His Majesty’s Government , 
will be prepared to draft a paper to serve as a basis for such an ap- | 
proach and would propose to include in it suggestions for consultation 

- between the arms supplying countries about arms orders from all the 
South-East Asian countries. ee ee 

4, His Majesty’s Government would be glad to know if the United 
States Government agree to the proposals set forth in paragraphs two 
and three above. | ee ees | 

5. A similar communication has been addressed to the French 

Government. (EE a 

Wasuineton, 26 November, 1951. Oe - me 

890.00/11-2751 | gn oo 

The Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs 
(Allison) to the ECA Assistant Administrator for Program 

7 — (Cleveland) > an | a Ye hee Ss 

. CONFIDENTIAL | Wasuineron, November 27, 1951. 
| Dear Hartan: Your letter of November 8, 1951 to Dean Rusk with 

which you enclose a paper entitled “Action Program in Asia”? has — 
received considerable attention and thought here in FE. While no 

| exception can be taken to the importance which your paper places 
: on the Asia problem, nevertheless we are considerably concerned at 

what seems to be the rather far-reaching nature of some of the specific 
proposals. | Oe - | | 

The introductory part of the paper, particularly the second point 
raised, certainly implies that the United States Government should 

| assist the new governments of Asia with large plans for economic 
improvement which, as the paper says, might “give some hope for 
bettering their appallingly low standards of living”. This statement 
seems to be at variance with statements made by Mr. Bissell in the 

| 1 The letter is not printed ; for the text of the paper, see p. 103. |
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talk he gave in New York before the Far East Council of Trade and _ | 
‘Industry on October 19, when in speaking of some of the problems in ~ | 

| Asia, particularly that of raising the standard of living, he said, : 
“I believe it to be a fundamental principle of our strategy that the | : 
United States Government and United States resources cannot be | 
used to make a frontal attack on these problems.” He went onto say, __ ! 
“All we can hope to do is to help the governments and the people of — : 
these countries to discharge a responsibility which is rightfully theirs : | 
and which must inevitably in any case be theirs because of the physical | 
facts and circumstances. We could not afford an amount of aid that | 

' would make a dent in the standard of living.” __ a ee | 
The third point mentioned in the introductory pages of your paper | 

emphasizes that these new countries of Asia are the targets of a major | 
| Soviet and Chinese Communist power drive and the paper goes on to _ 7 | 

say that the favorite Communist technique is “to exploit the natural 4 
xenophobia of independence movements”. No one can disagree with : 
this statement, in fact the Department of State has been operating on : 
that assumption in all its work in Asia. However, it seems to me that : 
a program of the nature and scope proposed in the ECA “Action 
Program in Asia” cannot help but contribute greatly to the ease with : 

~ which the Communist propaganda can exploit “the natural xeno- | : 
_ phobia of the independence movements”. Programs of the nature im- : 

plied in the ECA paper would unquestionably call for a large degree _ | 
of control over foreign governments’ economies by American ad- | 

_visers and technicians and their would be great danger that the | 
natural xenophobia of these newly independent governments would 
be directed squarely at the United States. There have already been 
definite evidences of this in Indonesia for example. In that country | | 
the Indonesian Government has shown definite alarm at the large | : 
number of Americans in Indonesia and apparently take the position  __ | 
that having just evicted the Dutch imperialists and colonists it does | 
not desire to come under the sway of American colonists, even those | 
who come with the best motives. | oe | 

It also appears that the program outlined in your paper over- 
simplifies the nature of the problem in Asia by apparently treating all | | : 
of the various countries alike, at least in broad outline. In Europe, : 
where the ECA has operated with considerable success and efficiency, | | 

_ there was a generally stable area to work with where most of the : 
countries concerned have common tradition and similar problems. This | 

: is not so in Asia where we have to consider all types of countries, from 
highly industrialized ones such as Japan to satrapies in Borneo. While | 

_ the two countries which I have just mentioned are not involved di- , 
_ rectly in the program you envision, nevertheless no program for any : 
| part of Asia can disregard the influence of such factors. 2 : 

| | 
: 7 |
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With respect to the specific recommendations in the paper under | 
reference, we take special objection to Point One wherein it is pro- | 
posed that the President “declare as a new extension of United States 
foreign policy that the United States proposes to give particular sup- 

| port to newly independent countries to help them to stand on their 
own feet”’. Such a statement would, it seems to us, make impossible the 

~ normal functioning of diplomacy and would place a weapon in the 
hands of the other countries which could be used against us at any 
time. I cannot help but wonder what the result would have been in 
the Philippines if at the time of the Bell Mission recommendations _ 

| there had been an announced United States policy that newly inde- 
pendent countries would receive particular support on a substantial 
scale from the United States and that this support would be “con- 

: tinued long enough to help these countries lay the foundations for 
their economic development”. I think the answer is obvious. 7 . 

I find it difficult to understand the exact meaning of the sentence 
in numbered paragraph two of the recommendations where it is said 

: “in that region (Asia) the need for support to newly independent 

| peoples overlaps our concern for the security of the area in the face of | 
Soviet-backed aggression and our general interest in helping with the 
economic development of underdeveloped countries”. You further say 

in the same section that aid to Formosa “should be justified on security 
- grounds as a special case, which it is”. It seems to me that all aid to 

| any of these countries in the Far East under present world conditions 
must be justified on security grounds. With actual fighting going on in 
both Korea and Indo-China on a large scale and with the possibility 
of further military activity always with us, it does not seem to me that 
any aid to any country can be justified unless it can be shown that. 

| it will contribute to the security of the United States. I do not mean 
that the word “security” should be interpreted in a narrow sense and 
certainly the provision of economic and technical assistance is one of 

- the most effective methods of insuring that security. However, the 
tone of the paper in question certainly gives the impression that aid 
should be given to the under-developed countries of Asia whether or 

not in any particular case it would contribute directly to United States 
security. Dobe NS uae Co 

The result of adopting the program outlined in the paper under 
reference would seem to be that the United States Government would 

be projected into a virtual partnership responsibility with each of the 
governments concerned to raise their respective standards of living, 

-- per capita income, etc. The program also seems to ignore current Con- 
gressional attitudes with respect to enlarging American financial com-. 
mitments and. responsibilities in Asia and the disastrous consequences 

of failing to make good on our promises.- a
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regret that we appear to be taking such a negative attitude toward : 
your proposal, but we do feel strongly that the adoption of such a | 
program would open a vast Pandora’s box with untold consequences : 
to the United States Government. As you know, the Department of | | 
State has been in the forefront in recommending definite projects for | 
economic and military aid to the nations of Asia whenever in our | 
judgment such programs would contribute to the foreign policy and | 

security interests of the United States. In fact the Department of State 
argued in vain for some time before the true needs of Asia were ac- 
cepted by other agencies of the government, and there can be no ques- | 

_ tion with respect to our recognition of the importance of the task to : 
be done. We do feel that the most efficient use of the available resources . : 
can be made by taking a close look at the various individual programs 
and tailoring them to meet specific needs in specific countries rather ; 
than a grandiose scheme which would be regarded both in the United : 
States and the countries concerned, and again I quote Mr. Bissell’s 
speech in New York, as “beyond their means and beyond ours”. | | 

I was surprised to have called to my attention the other day the fact | 
that ECA had cabled this program out to the various missions in Asia : 

| with the request for their comment without any indication that such _ | 
a program had neither been cleared through the Department of State | 
nor sent forward with its knowledge. Under the circumstances I have | 
felt it necessary to have a brief message sent to the missions concerned 
informing them that the program had been forwarded without the | 
knowledge of the Department of State and that the Department had | 
definite reservations with regard to its acceptability. | | . | 

I will be glad to discuss this matter with you personally at any time : 
and I know that the officers of FE will be only too glad to go over the 
details of particular programs with your people whenever you desire. 
_ A copy of your letter and this reply is being furnished to Mr. Ohly, | 
Acting Director of Mutual Security. rr - | 
Sincerely yours, Oe | Joun M. Atuison | | 

FRC Lot 584441: ECA Deputy Administrator's Files oe | 

The ECA Assistant Administrator for Program (Cleveland) to the 
, | ECA Acting Administrator (Bissell) | | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ | _ [Wasuineron,] December 5, 1951. 

| Subject: Meeting yesterday with John Allison | 

! _ Ata meeting yesterday with John Allison, Bill Lacey and Livey | 
_ Merchant, which Ed Arnold, Bob Blum? and I attended for ECA, I | 

| think we managed to take most of the curse off of John Allison’s | | 

letter to me of November 27.7 | - | | 

| , Robert Blum, Special Assistant to the Assistant Administrator for Program. | 
| upra. So a a | 

| 

| 

po | |
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I will just mention that we made the following points: , | 

(a) We are not making or planning to make a “frontal attack” 

onlivingstandardsin Asia. = ive gue h oy 

| (b) We are not proposing any larger degree of “control over for- 

eign governments’ economies by American advisers and technicians’ 

than we have already undertaken in current programs, which 1s pretty 

small. ee 

Oo (ec) We have no intention of “treating all the various countries 

| | ake and our operations and programming are the best evidence of 
this. | : 

(d) On reflection, and after discussion in ECA/Washington, I was — 

inclined to agree that the giving of support to newly independent 

, countries should not be highlighted as a new extension of U.S. foreign 

policy, but should be presented as one of the reasons for the weakness 

of governments in the area and therefore a reason for U.S. interest 

in strengthening governments so they can survive in a Kremlin- 

infested world. a | | - 

(e) We rejected the implication in the letter that we never give aid 
without any strings attached. | | 

(f) We do not contemplate a “virtual partnership” with countries | 

to raise their standards of living, though joint administrative arrange- 

| ments are useful in making sure that assistance is used in the most 
effective manner. Se 

In addition to these negative points, we tried to bring out the 

| reasons for the program, the importance of limiting the duration of _ 

| ~ each country operation, and the great importance, in the initial period, 

of “catalytic grants” for getting the activities going that govern- 

ments can and will continue after grants have ceased. We also re- _ 

emphasized our belief in loans as the main instruments for financing 
outside costs (and to some extent internal costs) of economic 

development. > | Fe 2 oe 

Although the Far East people were not enthusiastic about having | 

‘any policy statement at all on this subject, Merchant supported our 

| suggestion that there should be a statement of general policy which can 

be used both in the U.S. and in Southeast Asia to indicate the methods 

‘and modifications of U.S. economic and technical aid programs in 

that part of the world. It was therefore agreed that we would revise _ 

the “Action Program in Asia”* paper with a view to agreeing [on] 

: a revised draft with the State Department during the next week or 
two. Jo Ee nes 

We then went on to discuss the specific programs. No real objection 

_has been raised so far except to the size of the Philippine program and 

to the existence of most of the Indonesia program. Although the 

discussions on this subject are not yet completed, I think the best | 

we will do on Indonesia is a compromise proposal which Livey Mer- 
chant suggested. Under this compromise, we would continue the pro- 

3 See telegram dated November 9, p. 103. | | - | |
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gram next year at a level somewhat lower than this year’s program, | 
and would achieve the reduction from the proposed $11.5 million | : 

program mostly by cutting out supplies and equipment of various | 
kinds. As you know, it is Ambassador Cochran’s view that there should 
be no program at all and John Allison expressed the personal opinion | 
that the program should be limited to the J. G. White operation * and | 

~ gome technical assistance in the fields of education and public adminis- : 
tration. With Merchant’s support, we brought out the point that to : 
turn off the program now would have very adverse effects in Indonesia | 
and possible repercussions in other parts of Southeast Asia. — | 

In discussing the programs, I made the following suggestions about | 
how we would handle, before the Budget Bureau and Congress, the | | 
question “how long are these grant programs going to last?” 

| a) No general answer can be given for the region except the state- | ; 
ment of philosophy that grant programs should taper off in favor of 
increased internal revenues and increased foreign lending. = =| : 
6) In Formosa and Indochina we are on a year to year basis, unable : 

to predict the duration of the program because of the unpredictability | 
of the military situation with which the program is associated. | 
_ ¢) In the Philippines, we are operating on the basis of the five-year 2 
period set forth in the Bell Report, with a predilection in favor of | | 
somewhat larger input of aid in the early part of the five-year period. | 

d) In Thailand, Burma and Indonesia, we are thinking in terms _ | 
of a short period (3 to 4 years at the most) of grants, during which the 

- grants would be used to help these countries get in a position where 
increased internal revenues and foreign investment loans can be used | 
progressively more effectively. = | Oo | 

_ There was no opportunity to discuss this proposed line at length, __ 
but it appeared to be well received. : Ae | 

~ On the whole, it was a most useful meeting and I think has cleared 
| the air a lot. oe, ei OM ee ee / 7 

 *The J. G. White Engineering Co. had entered into a 2-year contract with the | 
| Indonesian Government to survey harbors, railroad facilities, telecommunica- 

tions, and various industries such as mining, hydroelectric power, and civil 
| aviation to ascertain their potential for future expansion. ECA had -financed | | 

the contract. For further information regarding the HCA program in Indonesia, 
see pp. 588 ff. . . 

| 740.5/12-1751: Telegram ~ oo | CE pea 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary | 
pe of State — | | ae 

TOP SECRET = == ~—~—_—sC Lonpon, December 17,1951—6 p.m. 

| 2764. During recent brief conversation with Le Roy, Counselor Fr — 
| | Emb London, who attended NATO talks in Rome last month, Emb _ 
| officer informed that De Lattre highly chagrined over failure discuss | 

| | 

| | | |
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SEA defense problems, he being obsessed with prospect of Chi Commie 

| intervention in Indochina once armistice has been arranged in Korea. 
Le Roy said highly probable Churchill * and Eden wld be urged by Fr 
in today’s talk following matter up during Washington talks next 

| month? — | | ek 
| At FonOff this morning Emb officer broached subject with Scott ® 

who expressed informal views about SEA as follows: | 
On Far East specialist level, in both Paris and London, there was 

general feeling that it wld be highly desirable have a general review 
of SEA problems, and that three principal western nations shld 
attempt coordinate their thinking and planning. If there 1s to be a 
containment of Chi Commies it shid be consistent: They were being 
contained in Korea; mutual security arrangements were being worked 
out between US and Jap and US and Phil; Formosa had been sealed — 
off by action by Seventh Fleet and US military assistance to national- 
ist govt; but no similar steps had been taken to ward off Chi Commie 
expansion southward. Neither UK nor Fr, anymore than US, were 
anxious to take on any additional military responsibilities in Asia, 
but certainly no harm wld come of exploratory talks on political _ 
problems involved leading perhaps to joint military study of such 
questions as logistics, prevention of arms smuggling, defensibility of 
Indochina, Thailand and Burma, what SEA nations cld be expected 
to contribute, their will to resist, man power needed from Western 

| nations and sources of man power, etc. Any such discussions, it was 
| - emphasized, wld be exploratory in nature and no attempt wld be made 

commit participants to any particular course of action. 3 
Scott said that so far as he knew no thorough Ministerial considera- 

| tion had been given to problem here and it was his impression Schu- 
man not entirely sold on it. If however, Schuman did raise issue in 

| today’s talks in Paris* it was quite possible Churchill, influenced in 

part by papers already submitted to Ministers here, wld agree discuss 
in Wash. — PM se an 

Dept pass Saigon; sent Dept 2764, rptd info Paris 1285, Saigon 
16. Deptel 3517, Dec 15 to Paris, rptd London 2941, Saigon 803.5 — 

TE _- Garrorp 

1 Winston §. Churchill, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom since October 26. , 
_. ?Prime Minister Churchill met with President Truman in Washington on 

. January 7-8, 1952. Information on the origins of this conference is scheduled for 
publication in volume Iv. | - 7 

- 'Robert H. Scott, Assistant Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
British Foreign Office. | 7 | 

Prime Minister Churchill and Foreign Secretary Eden conferred with 
_. French Premier René Pleven and Foreign Minister Schuman in Paris on | 

December 17-18, discussing various European, Middle Eastern, and Far Eastern 
problems. an 

| 5 Not printed. . . oo a - a
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490.008/11-2651 | 7 7 . - | | 

The Department of State to the British Embassy — Oe : 

TOP SECRET , a a | | 
cae ey Oo Amr-MéMorIrE oe | - | 

The Government of the United States has received the ade-mémoire | 
of November 26, 1951 setting forth the steps decided upon by His 
Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom to implement the ! 

- recommendations for action to suppress contraband arms traffic in | 
Southeast Asia which were contained on the report of the Tripartite | 
Military Staff talks held at Singapore in May 1951. The Government | 
of the United States is most pleased that His Majesty’s Government | 
has taken the initiative in this extremely important problem affecting : 
the peace and security of the area concerned. 7 | | 

With reference to Indonesia and the Philippines, the Government — 
of the United States is entirely in accord with the desire that arms : 
purchases by these two countries should be strictly limited to such 
supplies as may be required for the preservation of internal security. | 
With particular regard to Indonesia, the only arms which have been : 
provided by the United States are the small amount which weremade __ 
available to the police forces. The end use of these supplies, as in the 
case of all arms provided to any country in Southeast Asia under the : 
Military Defense Assistance Program, is closely supervised by Ameri- : 
can military observers so that such supplies shall be used only for | 
intended and previously agreed programs. The Government of Indo- 
nesia has expressed an interest in acquiring additional supplies upon | 
a reimbursable basis. The Government of the United States, subject | 
to availability and priorities, is perfectly agreeable to these requests | ! 
in the event that the Government of Indonesia can satisfactorily : 
demonstrate a need for the supplies and, furthermore, will agree to | 
such supervision as may be necessary to insure their proper utili- | 
zation. And of course all such arms shipments would require the usual | | 
export licenses. In this sense the objectives of His Majesty’s Govern- ! 
ment and of the Government of the United States would appear to be | 
inharmony. . | : : a“ | 

| With regard to the Philippines, it is the opinion of qualified Ameri- | 
can military observers that that country is now receiving from the , : 
United States all the arms it requires for the restoration and preserva- ! 
tion of its internal peace and security. The Government of the United 4 

States is therefore gratified by the action that has been taken by : 
His Majesty’s Government and wishes to assure itthat Americanarms =| 

| now being provided the Philippines are being put to the use for which | 
they are designed. There is of course the continuing, although dras- | 
tically reduced, problem of the arms which were abandoned by Ameri- |
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| can forces in the Philippines at the end of the war against Japan and 

_ which has in the past been a matter of serious concern. Evidence avail- 

able to the Government of the United States now indicates that any _ 
illegal traffic in these arms has been reduced to such a small flow, if 
any, that it no longer constitutes a serious threat to the security of the - 

| area. If His Majesty’s Government has any specific evidence to the 

contrary, the Government of the United States will be most anxious - 

to receive it in order that proper, energetic, and prophylatic meas- 
ures might be taken. The Philippine Government has been displaying 
every evidence of a desire to cooperate to the fullest in the liquidation _ 

of this troublesome problem. Be : 
: The suggestion by His Majesty’s Government that other members 

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Commonwealth _ 
countries which are not members of NATO, as well as the Govern- 

ments of Switzerland and Sweden, should in due course be advised 
of the dangers of excessive arms purchases by Indonesia and the 
Philippines and asked to take appropriate steps in order that these 
two countries do not accumulate more arms than they require appears 
in principle to the Government of the United States to be of sufficient 
merit to warrant further consideration. The Government of the United , 
States would be most pleased to give serious consideration to any paper 
on this problem which His Majesty’s Government might wish to pre- _ 
pare. As suggested above in the case of the Philippines, the Govern- 
ment of the United States is also most anxious to receive any concrete 
information available to His Majesty’s Government concerning illegal 
arms traffic elsewhere in Southeast Asia and. it would hope that the 
proposed paper would include reference tosuch evidence. | 

7 ~Wasuineton, December 20,1951. es 

890.00/12-2151:Cireular airgram =” re 

The Secretary of State to All Diplomatic, Technical Cooperation 
Administration, and Economie Cooperation Administration Far 
East Missions (Including South Asia)* ee 

SECRET | _ Wasntneron, December 21, 1951—4: 40 p. m. 
Joint State and ECA Message eB 

| ‘Subject: Relationship with Japan and Production of Essential 
| _ Materials. | | | Oo 

Following is résumé current Dept and ECA thinking for general 
guidance and instruction all diplomatic and ECA Missions in region. — 

1Sent to Bangkok, Saigon, Rangoon, Manila, Djakarta, Singapore, Taipei, 
Tokyo, New Delhi, Colombo, and Karachi. Also sent to Canberra, Wellington, and 

London for information only. | : a
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concerned rather than attempt serve as “broker” on specific deals. In | 
this connection Japanese should be strongly advised as occasion arises, 

re their full acceptability into community trading nations, importance 
adherence letter and spirit last clause para 2 Preamble and Art. 12 

| of Peace Treaty and willingness make specific commitments this - 

: wegard? = 7 —— | Sn 
. 8. US PolAd and Tokyo Field Office (ECA) in consultation GHQ 
-SCAP will keep Washington and Missionsinformed: = 

(a) procurement possibilities in Japan ; _ 
(6) essential material developments of interest Japan; and — 

-, (@) assistance Japan. prepared provide for essential material. 

~ 4. You will also be informed and instructed re DMPA country 

projects for development essential material with direct return to US | 

and nature relationship with that Agency. __ - ae 
» §, Pursuant outlined objectives youshould: = = : 

| _ (a) encourage Government to which accredited deal and facilitate 
dealing with Japanese in conformity sense para 2 above; 
- (b) encourage maximum commercial procurement financed by MSA 
and TCA in Japan of items short supply US (ECA Missions should 

: note limitations ECA Regulation 1 and provision Small Business 
Amendment—separate cable willfollow); = | oe 
_. (¢) encourage maximum procurement financed country’s own funds 

- in Japan of items short supply US and other countries free world; _ 
| , (d) discourage priority demands on US economy for short supply 

items procurable Japan or other countries of area; Oo 
- .(e) determine conditions under which Government to which ac- 
credited interested developing sources essential material ; 

. (f) when further instructed inform Government to which ac- 
credited of projects proposed by DMPA and carry out other functions 

--as instructed which may be assigned under ECA agreement that 

agency 5 | oe , eet 
| —(g)- ascertain and recommend. any essential development. projects 

that would contribute achievement objectives; _ Bt 
| _(h) encourage Government to which accredited include the expan- | 

sion essential scarce material production as part economic development — 
program; | 2 cee Segre Bet 1 oe 
_ (2%) make available as much as possible STEM and TCA technicians 
to assist or advise re projects to develop scarce materials of interest 
Japanandrestfreeworld; =e | 

(j) generally assist establish better environment trade and business 
relationship South and Southeast Asian countries and Japan. 

3 Under the last. clause of paragraph | 2 of the Preamble, Japan undertook 
“to conform to internationally accepted fair practices” in public and private 
trade and commerce. Article 12 dealt with: Japanese foreign trade. For text — 
of the Treaty of Peace with Japan, signed at San Francisco on September 8, 
see TIAS 2490; 3 UST, pt. 8, p. 3169, or American Foreign Policy: Basic Docu- 
ments, 1950-1955 (Department of State Publication 6446) (Washington : Govern: 
ment Printing Office, 1967), vol. 1, p. 425. - | — - |
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6. In view political sensitivity surrounding the entire concept the 
Japanese position FE affairs and importance avoiding impediments | 
finalizing peace and reparation settlements it is utmost importance | 
in countries where STEM or TCA Missions exist that STEM or TCA 
Mission actions be taken with concurrence of Diplomatic. Mission. | 
Although recognize importance flexibility approach, Chief Diplomatic: | 

Mission should work out with STEM or TCA Chief for general 
guidance, proper delimitation responsibilities para 5 and in light re- : 

- spective functions both Missions and keep Washington fully informed - | i 
 thereof.* es | | cake | 

_ % Report immediately by cable any comments foregoing in- | 
structions. Oo | a a, | 

- | _ oo -.. ACHESON: 

> Certain other documentation regarding the interest of the ECA, the ODM, : 
and the Department of State in coordination of the Japanese with Southeast | 
Asian economies is in file 890.00 for 1951. : 

790.5-MAP/12-2751 | EE | 

Memorandum by the Economic Adviser in the Bureau of Far Eastern | 
Affairs (Gay) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern. 
Affairs (Allison)? | a ese | 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasutneron,] December 27, 1951.. | 
Subject: Attached paper ? 7 EE ue : 

The objectionable features of earlier ECA drafts on this subject. _ 
are not removed. This draft still carries the thesis of long term “sub- ) 
stantial economic assistance” (going much beyond. mere technical. ! 

assistance), set up in terms of specific goals such as.a “substantial | 
stepping-up of per capita income” and combining all aid into single | 

_ country programs presumably to be handled by ECA. It still calls for. ! 
_ the dramatic approach, a Presidential declaration of “particular.sup- | 

port” for the newly independent countries of Asia and for keeping it : 
a “readily distinguishable” part of MSA for 1953 and presumably. 
thereafter, = __ te ay — co | 

_ This approach runs all the dangers of creating United States. | 
enslavement to partnership responsibilities, unfulfillable expectations | 
in the minds of Asiatics, and possible political entanglements which ! 
wearenotnowabletoenvisage. 8 8 8 | 

_ Effective assistance to these countries requires a flexible, cautious | 
_ approach. While this does not preclude discreet guidance in the way 

1 Memorandum addressed also to Deputy Assistant Secretary Johnson... 22. | | 
| *A redraft of “Action Program in Asia” dated December 13, not printed. For | 

an earlier draft, see the HCA telegram of November 9, p. 103. : 

| . ! 

| | | | | 

| I
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- we want countries to develop, it is, I think, incompatible with the long | 

range, single program, pre-established goal concepts still held by 

The present programs can and should encourage economic develop- 

ment financed with funds available through other than MSA chan- 

nels, but should by and large leave the particularized technical assist- 

ance that goes with economic development activities to be arranged 

between the government concerned, private interests, and UN agen- 

cies.? This latter approach will, I believe, be more likely to create in 

the recipient countries the feeling of proper association with us toward 

| mutually beneficial ends and by the same token run less danger of 

suggesting to them the will of the United States to dominate or pater- 

nalistically direct their course of development. If this be true, our 

desired results may more surely and quickly be achieved by this course — 

than by that implicit inthe ECA paper“ | ae 

3A handwritten footnote at this point in the source text reads as follows : “Not. . 

intended to preclude J..G. White.type of operations. My comments are also predi- | 

cated on the assumption of no drastic change in military outlook for the area. 

, In such case something spectacular might be in order. MG.” — . : 

4In a memorandum of December 27 to Mr. Allison, Mr. Samuel. T. Parelman, 

Special Assistant in FE for Regional Programs, also commented on the Decem- 

ber 13 redraft of “Action Program in Asia”. He stated that the revision did not 

reflect a change in the basic position of ECA and that he was “inclined to recom- 

mend that FE maintain the position which was clearly expressed in your letter 

[of November 27 to Mr. Cleveland, p. 118] and that we continue to object to the 

| proposal that the President make a policy pronouncement as recommended. by 

ECA.” (790.5 MAP/12-2751) ) EE EET Oe BRC 
‘Neither response by Mr. Allison to these memoranda, nor indication of further 

discussion of the “Action Program in Asia”, has been found in. Department of | 

State files. 
| | | eee 

| 790.5/12-2951 : Télegram | ee a oe 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France* 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, December 29, 1951—6 : 37 p. m. 

8743. Dept is advised that Gen Bradley as Chairman JCS extended 

invitations Dec 28 in form of memo to Gen Ely as Chief of Fr Mil 

| Mission Wash and Air Chief Marshal Sir Wm Elliott as Chairman — 

of the Brit Joint Services Mission Wash to the Fr and Brit Chiefs of _ 

Staff to attend a tripartite mil conf on SEA to be held in Wash on 

or about Jan 14, 1952. Sg SO eB Ss a 

Highlights from the two identical memorandafol: = | 

(a) Conf “to be without commitment on the part of the US JCS.” 

(6) SEA must be considered in the light of the world-wide imphi- | 

cations of the situation; 
pe oes 

| 1 Also sent to:.London as telegram 3118. : oe : _ 7 Oo
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(c) Views of the Fr and Brit JCS as previously presented includ- | 
ing note presented to Bradley by de Chanvigne on Nov 28 in Rome? | 
are now under study in connection with the coming conf. _ 

(d) JCS suggest that the conf deal primarily with discussion of 
measures to implement recommendations made at the Singapore Conf; ot 
 (f)_ [ste] Suggested that the Chiefs of Staff of the three nations 

| take the opportunity of the conversations to exchange informal views 
withretoSHA. | | a 
_(g) Detailed arrangements to be made thru consultations of the 
three representatives here. | — | 

You may inform the Brit and Fr Govts accordingly even though : 
_ they have undoubtedly already recd notice thru mil channels. © | | 

Og | ACHESON | 

2'The “Note on Southeast Asia” circulated by the French at a tripartite meet- | | 
ing at Rome on November 28 suggested that military staff talks be held. The 
text of the French note was transmitted to the Department of State by the q 

| Embassy in London in despatch No. 2831, December 27, not printed. (790.5/12— | 
2751) | | | CO | 

| . | 
LW | | | 
| |



INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN A REGIONAL _ 
ALLIANCE OF EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC POWERS; 

NEGOTIATION OF A MUTUAL DEFENSE TREATY 

WITH THE PHILIPPINES AND A SECURITY TREATY 

WITH AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND? | OO 

Lot 56D527 : Office of Northeast Asian Affairs | 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the Consultant (Allison) 
to the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) ? 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] January 4, 1951. 

| Subject: Pacific Pact as oe eo 

At Mr. Dulles’ * request I am enclosing a draft of a possible Pacific — 
Pact declaration which it is hoped can be discussed in Mr. Dulles’ 
office at 11 a. m., Friday, January 5.* pe - | 

You will recall that in the Secretary’s letter of December 13, 1950, 
_ to Secretary Marshall® the opinion of the Defense Department was 

requested, among other things, on the possibility of exploring at this 

time the creation of a Pacific Pact with our allies. Mr. Dulles, Mr. 

| Rusk and I discussed this problem with the Joint. Chiefs on the after- | 

noon of January 3,° and not only did the Joint Chiefs agree to the © 

Department’s exploring the possibilities of a Pacific Pact, but in fact 
urged that it do so at the earliest possible opportunity. However, the 

| Joint Chiefs made it clear that the Pact which they had in mind 

| should be strictly confined to the island nations of the Pacific (Aus- | 

tralia, Japan, New Zealand, the Philippines, the United States, and 

| *For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 1 ff. — 
and pp. 1109 ff., respectively. The latter compilation contains the greater part of 

. _ the documentation regarding proposals which closely preceded those at the outset 
of the present compilation. eb on 

* Memorandum addressed also to H. Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under Secre- 
tary of State; Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs; 

. Adrian §. Fisher, Legal Adviser of the Department of State; Paul H. Nitze, 
Director of the Policy Planning Staff; Henry R. Labouisse, Jr., Director of the 

| Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs; and John K. | 
| Emmerson, Regional Planning Adviser of the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs. 

® John Foster Dulles, Consultant to the Secretary of State. | 
*No record of this meeting has been found in Department of State files. 
® George Catlett Marshall, Secretary of Defense. For text of the mentioned — 

letter and its enclosure, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 1363. 
*For additional information regarding this meeting, see telegram 1000 to . 

Tokyo, January 3, p. 778. : . | | 

1320 | a |
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possibly Indonesia), and that under no circumstances should the | 
United States get into a position in which it was committed to fur- | 
nish military strength for the defense of Hong Kong. Accordingly, 

- in the draft Pact attached hereto it will be noted that the United : 
Kingdom is not to be a member, and this naturally raises certain prob- | 
lems which will have to be thoroughly discussed and considered. One | | 

- of the reasons given by the Joint Chiefs for their desire for some sort | 

of Pacific Pact which would include Australia was their belief that : 
if Australia were re-assured as to its defense in the Pacific area it | 
would be in a position to give more assistance to the general cause in : 
the Middle East.’ | a Be at | 
- Consideration of the attached draft Pact does not exclude further | 
consideration of the possibility of accomplishing a mutual assistance | 

- arrangement among the Pacific island nations in two stages, as sug- | 
gested in paragraph 4 of the memorandum accompanying the Secre- 
tary of State’s letter of December 18. - | 

It is requested that Mr. Dulles’ secretary be informed (Extension | 
2321) as to whether or not you will be able to attend the meeting at | 
11 tomorrow morning, and if not whether you wish to send a 
representative. | So 

| [Enclosure] - | 

| Draft of a Possible Pacific Ocean Pact 

SECRET JANUARY 3, 1951. 

The Governments of Australia, Indonesia(?), Japan, New Zealand, | 
thé Philippines and the United States of America recognize that 
their island positions in the Pacific Ocean give rise to a distinctive 

community of interest which makes it appropriate for them to concert | 
, together with a view to assuring their individual and collective self- | 

defense in the Pacific Ocean area. | | | 
Accordingly: ©. a | | 

| 1. With a view to protection against indirect aggression and sub- 
| version, each Party confirms its intention to preserve domestically a_ | 
| society of spiritual, intellectual and political liberty and public law | 
| and order such as is conducive to domestic tranquility and welfare. | 

| 2. Each Party recognizes that if there should be direct aggression in 
| the form of armed attack in the Pacific Ocean upon any of the Parties, 

Such attack would be dangerous to its own peace and safety and de- 
: clares that it would act to meet the common danger in accordance with 
| its Constitutional processes. Any such armed attack and all measures . | 
! taken as a result thereof shall immediately be reported to the Security | 

| Documentation regarding the interest of the United States in the military 
| affairs of the Middle Hast, is scheduled for publication in volume v. ~ : mS, 

| . 2 

588-617-7710 | | - 

: | |
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Council. Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Council 

has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain international 

peaceandsecurity. 
| 

3. Recognizing that preparation Is a deterrent to aggression, the 

Parties establish a Pacific Ocean Council, which will meet periodically, 

| with a view to recommending such measures as may be appropriate | 

to implement as between them the inherent right of collective self- 

defense recognized in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. The 

- Pacific Ocean Council will be available to cooperate with the United 

Nations Collective Measures Committee set up by the United Nations 

pursuant, to General Assembly Resolution No. A/1481% in order to 

maintain and strengthen international peace and security in accord- — 

| ance with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations Charter.® 

4, The Pacific Ocean Council will continue in being until the United 

Nations or its Asiatic and Pacific members shall have taken such meas- _ 

ures as in the opinion of a majority of the Parties hereto make un- 

- necessary the continuance of this particular collective self-defense 

arrangement. Any Party may withdraw from the Pacific Ocean _ 

Council upon one year’s advance notice. Upon receipt of any such 

notice, the other Parties will immediately confer together to consider 

the situation thereby created.*° | | | 

3 Incorrect reference in the source text to the document number, rather than 

the resolution number, of General Assembly Resolution 377(V) of November 3, 

1950, “Uniting for Peace.” For text, see Department of State, American Foreign 

. Policy: Basic Documents, 1950-1955, vol. I, pp. 187-192. | 

°For text of the Charter of the United Nations, signed at San Francisco. 

June 26, 1945, see Department of State Treaty Series (TS) No. 998, or 59 Stat. 

(pt. 2) 1081. " . : . 

10 A later version of this draft of agreement, dated January 9, not printed, 

embodies minor changes which are primarily stylistic. (Lot 54D423) cee - 

| 790.5/1-451 & | Oo 

Memorandum by Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Consultant to the 

‘Secretary, to the Ambassador at Large (Jessup)* 

so gporeT [Wasuineron,] January 4, 1951. 

In order to facilitate the discussion of a possible Pacific Ocean Pact 

set for 11:00 a. m., January 5, I have prepared the annexed comment | 

on the draft already circulated. ae 

SAS aS | [Annex] 7 Oo oe | 

2 CoMMENT on Drarr (1/3/51)? or Pactric Ocean Pacr | 

OL Parties: The proposed parties are the six nations having major 

island positions in the Pacific Ocean. The question mark regarding _ 

| - +Memorandum addressed also to Messrs. Matthews, Rusk, Fisher, Nitze, - 

| Labouisse, Allison,and Pmmerson. © : | | , 

* See the enclosure to the document, supra. a
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Indonesia is suggested by doubt as to whether it would be willing to | 
come in. It is treated as a desirable, but not indispensable party. The 

“major island” formula excludes the UK. This is desirable to avoid | 

possible complication with Hongkong, which the JCS feel must be | 

excluded. Also, if the UK is included it would be difficult not to include : 

- France, with possible complications in relation to Indo-China. Query : | 

Would the UK be sensitive about a pact which included the US, | : 

Australia and New Zealand and did not include the UK? Could this _ | 
- point perhaps be met by a Pact paragraph that specifically stated : 

| that nothing therein in any way impaired the ties and obligations of | 

the British Commonwealth relationship in so far as Australia and | 

| New Zealand are concerned ? . a . 
9, Article 1 is designed with primary regard to Japan. It may be 

undesirable to include provisions on human rights as a contractual 

provision in a Japanese peace treaty. But it would be appropriate — 

asa “declaration” in a Pacific Ocean Pact. Ds ee | 
3. Article [2] is a “declaration” as distinguished from the “aoree- 

ment” of Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty.? The language 

“dangerous to its own peace and safety” is taken from the Monroe 

declaration. The provision that action would be “in accordance with 

its constitutional process” corresponds to the provision of Article IL 

ofthe North Atlantic Treaty. | | 
The reference to “armed attack in the Pacific Ocean upon any of | | 

the parties” designedly includes the possibility of attack by one of the | 

-_-parties, e.g. Japan, upon one of the others. It is sought in this way to 
| meet one of the two primary purposes of the Pact, namely to give © | 

| sufficient reassurance to Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines : 
| so that they will consent to a peace with Japan which will not con- | 

| tain limitations upon rearmament. | | | 

| 4. Article 3 is designed to meet the second major purpose, namely | 
) the creation of an international framework within which Japan could | 

create military force as part of an international security organization mo 
| rather than merely as a national force. This would be responsive to | 
| what seems to be the preponderant wish of the Japanese people and 
| their leaders and might make it possible for Japan to rearm without — | 
: a head-on collision with the present Japanese Constitution. oe | 

| Since Japan is not, and presumably will not soon be, a full member 
| of the United Nations, the appeal to create UN units contained in the : 
| “Uniting for Peace” Resolution does not extend to it. (Perhaps the 
) resolution could be enlarged at the next GA session.) However, the | 

| _ * Signed at Washington April 4, 1949. For text, see Department of State 
| ae and Other International Acts Series (TIAS) No. 1964, or 63 Stat. (pt. 2)
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Collective Measures Committee set up under this Resolution is in- 

structed in its work to take account of “collective self defense and 
regional arrangements”. Accordingly it is suggested that in the Pacific 

Ocean Pact reference should be made to this Resolution and the Col- | 

lective Measures Committee, as this further plays up the idea that 

Japanese forces would be affiliated with the United Nations. - 

~ The Council has only authority to make recommendations. 
5. Article 4 dealing with termination, relates only to the Pacific 

Ocean Council and not to the declarations contained in Article 1 and 
2. These stand without any definitive terminal date. Article 1 embodies — 

| a basic principle upon which the United States society is founded, 
| and therefore there is no occasion for us to contemplate its termina- 

tion. Article 2 states a fact similar to that stated by the Monroe | 
Doctrine and while circumstances might alter this fact, the mere lapse _ 

| of time would not do so. ee 
Two possibilities of terminating the Pacific Ocean Council are 

| suggested : | Oo | 

| (a) United Nations action, presumably in the form of Article 43 
agreements, which would adequately cover the field. | 

(6) Action by Asiatic and Pacific members of the United Nations 
which might create a broader regional, collective security pact into 

| which the present pact could appropriately be merged. oe | 

It is thought safe to leave the decision in these two matters to “a 
majority of the parties”. It would be unlikely that the other parties, 
who get more than they give, would want to terminate the pact solong 
as the United States was supporting it. Also, each party is given the __ 
right to withdraw upon one year’s advance notice. The theory in this 
respect is that in a pact of this sort continuing membership is of no | 
real value unless it involves interested goodwill. re 

‘However, to meet the contingency that Japan might withdraw and > 
thereby create a new and more dangerous situation, it is stipulated that. 
upon receipt of any notice of intended withdrawal, the other parties 
would immediately confer to consider the situation thereby created. 

6. In view of the fact that the substantive articles1and2aremerely 
declarations and not agreements, and since the Council is merely a. 
recommendatory body, it would not seem constitutionally. necessary- 
that the pact be submitted to the Senate as a treaty. It might, however, 
be practically desirable to give the Pact. the added authority which | 

| would come from Senate ratification or Joint Resolution of Congress. 
However, the Pact is drafted so that it could probably stand merely — 
as an executive act without any Congressional action at all. ben
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| It may be noted that the Act of Chapultepec * was cast in the form | 

“The Governments Represented ..... Declare:” and this Act was | 

never submitted to the Senate or to Congress. _ Co | 

7. In view of the inter-dependence of the Pact and the proposed | 

Japanese peace, the United States should not become committed to the 

Pact unless it is assured that the other Parties will agree to the kind 

| of a Japanese peace that the United States feels is necessary. This | 

does not technically preclude a separate negotiation on the Pact, but : 

practically there would be danger in dealing first with the Pact as | 

public opinion in Australia and New Zealand might then treat the | 

- Pact as so assured that they would feel. that they could, without 

jeopardizing it, revive a strong position against Japanese rearmament. | 

| _ ‘Signed at. Mexico City March 8, 1945. For text, see TIAS No. 1543. - | 

Editorial Note ee : 

- On January 10, in a letter to Mr. Dulles, President Truman desig- _ | 

nated him a Special Representative of the President with the personal 
rank of Ambassador, and instructed him as to general policy with re- 

gard to a Japanese peace treaty and to potential defense arrangements 

in the Pacific area. For the text of the President’s letter, see enclosure | | 

2 (as annotated) to the letter of J anuary 9 from Secretary of State | 

Dean Acheson to Secretary Marshall, page 788. _ | So | | 

oe There follows that portion of the President’s letter which is most 
/ directly relevant to this compilation : | me | 

“You should also, in carrying out your discussions, have in mind : 

| that it is the policy of the United States Government that the United . 

States will commit substantial armed force to the defense of the island 
chain of which Japan forms a part, that it desires that Japan should | 

| increasingly acquire the ability to defend itself, and that, in order 
po further to implement this policy, the United States Government is _ | 

willing to make a mutual assistance arrangement among the Pacific ot 

| _ island nations (Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Japan, the : 
| United States, and perhaps Indonesia) which would have the dual | 
! purpose of assuring combined action as between the members to resist 

ageression from without and also to resist attack by one of the mem- : 
bers, e.g. Japan, if Japan should again become aggressive. In connec- | 

| tion with this latter point, the United States Government should agree | 
| to this course of action only as the other nations accept the general 

basis on which the United States is prepared to conclude a peace 
! settlement with Japan. oe | | a | 
2 _ “Your discussions will in no way involve any final commitments by | 

_ the United States Government, and you will avoid giving any con- : 
| trary impression.” (694.001/1-1051) | 
Pe oe 

| : , | | 

| : | | 
| | 

| |
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— '748,5/1-1151 oe ee eae | 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office of | 

British Commonwealth and North European Affairs (Satterthwaite) 

- SECRET | [Wasurneron,] January 11,1951. 

Subject: Neptune Bombers for Australia and the Pacific Pact _ | 

Participants: Mr. Makin, Australian Ambassador _ | 
Mr. Webb, Under Secretary | 

| | Mr. Colin Moody, Counselor, Australian Embassy 
Group Captain C. W. Pearce, Air Attaché, Australian 

- Embassy | - - | 
ee Mr. Satterthwaite, BNA Sn 

_ [Here follows a discussion of Australian military purchases. | | 

Mr. Makin then said that when Spender was here* he had had — 
discussions with various officials of the United States Government on | 
the possibility of a Pacific Pact. At that time Spender was told that 
the United States Government was considering the subject, would 
continue to do so and would communicate with him at some future 
date. Mr. Spender wanted to know what progress there had been and 
was there anything we can tell him at this time. Mr. Makin said the 
Australian Government wanted to have a relationship with the United = 
‘States the same as it had with the British. Mr. Makin repeated the 
Australian complaint that although it did and would participate 
actively in the defense of the free world and would expect to have its — | 

troops committed in various places, nevertheless it belonged to no 
organization where it could make its views felt. He said what the 
Australian really had in mind was a relationship with the United 
States. in which the two countries recognized their obligations to _ 
defend each other from attack in the Pacific. Mr. Webb briefly re- 

- viewed Australian-United States relationships and said that he was 
sure the government and the people of the United States were in- 
creasingly aware of the closeness of the ties between the two countries. 
As we had told Spender, we were actively considering what our rela- 
tions and commitments in the Pacific should be and what form they 
should. take. We were sure there would be developments soon al- | 
though we could not say yet just what they would be. | 

| Mr. Makin left an aide-mémoire ? representing its views on a Pacific 
Pact and requesting comment from the United States.* 

*Perecy C. Spender, Australian Minister of External Affairs. and External 
Territories, had visited the United States in October and early November of 
1950. For documentation regarding his conversations held in New York and 
Washington with U.S. officials, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 141-152, 

| ee Of January 11, not printed. (743.5/1-1151) | - 
2In a note of January 16 to the Australian Ambassador, the Department of 

State stated in part that Mr. Dulles was considering a visit to Australia, follow-
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ao Editorial Note — | 

On January 11, Mr. Dulles met with members of the House Com- , 

mittee on Foreign Affairs to discuss with them a Japanese peace = 

| settlement and the proposal for a Pacific Ocean Defense Council. 

| Mr. Allison’s memorandum of this meeting is printed on page 790. 

694.001/1-1251 ; 7 : | | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Special Assistant to the — 
oo EN Bs Consultant (Allison) | | | 

SECRET it” _ ss FWasuineron,] January 12, 1951. 

— Subject: Japanese Peace Settlement | | | 

Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador | 

| . Mr. Hubert Graves, Counselor, British Embassy — | 

| _——s Mr. John Foster Dulles,S _ a a | | 

Maj. Gen. Carter Magruder, Army ? : — : 

| Col. C.S. Babcock, Army * | | a | 

Mr. John M. Allison | | 

_ Mr. Dulles then went on to explain that in thinking how some of the : 

problems, particularly those connected with security, might be solved, : 

we had begun considering in the most tentative way the possibilities | 

of some security arrangement among those nations with major Pacific | 

island territories. Such a group, which could. consist of Japan, the 

Philippines, perhaps Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand and the ot 
United States, might make a declaration that an armed attack on | : 
any of them would be a threat to the peace and security of each of | 
them and that they would then consider, in accordance with their — | 

constitutional processes, what action to take. There might be set up | , 

ing a visit to Japan, for the purpose of discussing with Prime Minister Robert | 
| Gordon Menzies and Mr. Spender a Japanese peace settlement and a possible | | 
| Pacifie security arrangement. The U.S. Government was approaching Mr. Menzies, | 
| then in London, regarding this possibility through the Embassy there. (743.5/ | 

1-1151 ) The Dulles Mission, in Japan January 25-February 11 and in the 
| Philippines February 12-13, was in Australia February 14-19. : ue 

| | The portions of this memorandum omitted are printed on p. 792. | | 
| he Special Assistant for Occupied Areas in the Office of the Secretary of the | 

| -* Colonel Babcock. was Chief of the Government Branch under General 
| _ Magruder. He had been detailed to Mr. Dulles’ staff in September 1950, under 

an arrangement described in the memorandum of September 4, by Mr. Allison | 
| to the Secretary, printed in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 1290. | 

| . I 

| | | 
| : 

: F 

| | |
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| a Pacific defense council to provide for general consultation among the 

powers as to how best meet their common problems. Mr. Graves raised 
the question whether the United Kingdom would be included in such 

, an arrangement. Mr. Dulles explained it might be best to limit the 
area to the major island nations of the Pacific and that in our minds 

it had not been contemplated that the United Kingdom would partici- 
pate. Nevertheless it would probably be possible and perhaps desirable 

to arrange for some form of consultative cooperation between the 

United Kingdom and the other signatory members to the arrange- | 
ment. Any fuller participation by the United Kingdom might immedi- — 
ately raise the question of bringing in France, the Netherlands, and 
Portugal, which might not be desirable at this time. Mr. Graves seemed 
somewhat startled at this idea, but Sir Oliver did not indicate any 

discomposure. | | ; | 

790.5/1-1551 | by SES - . 

| Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs 
(Perkins) to Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Consultant to the 
Secretary Oe 

SECRET ee [WasHINcToN,| January 15, 1951. : 

Subject: Australia and a Possible Pacific Mutual Defense Arrange- 
ment : eee ree 

Australia for some time has sought a closer relationship with the 
U.S. to enable it to participate in high-level Washington planning © 
which might later involve the disposition of Australian forces or 
material. We believe unless some form of a closer relationship satis- 
fying Australia is provided for, we will not get the backing from them 
for the type of peace treaty with Japan which we want. While it is 
possible that some form of Pacific pact could be worked out which 
would convince Australia it thereby got this closer relationship with 

_ the U.S., it is likely that an acceptable pact in itself would not be at-_ 

tractive enough to Australia to bring it around to our views on Japan. 
-It is recommended, therefore, in order to make sure we have enough | 

cards to accomplish our objective, that we obtain before you leave 
the approval of the Department of Defense on the recommendation 

| made in the Department’s letter to the Secretary of Defense on Novem- 
ber 12 [24], 1950, that Australia be invited to send a military mission to _ 

Washington.2 Once the approval of the Department of Defense has 

*For documentation regarding the question of an Australian military mission, 
: see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 225-228.
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been obtained, it will then be possible to use our willingness to accept | 
the mission as a bargaining lever in our discussions with Australia on | 

- the Japanese peace settlement.” 

|  *In a letter of January 16 to Mr. Acheson, Secretary Marshall stated that : 

the views of the JCS on this question had been obtained and quoted them as 
follows: 

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that, from the military point of view, any _ : 
possible advantages to be gained as a result of inviting the Australian Govern-_ | 
ment to send a high level military mission to Washington would be transitory 
and, in all probability, negligible; on the other hand, they perceive serious j 
and far-reaching military disadvantages in having such a group in Washington, | 
particularly in light of the present and projected status of the United States : 
planning for a global war.” : 

In conclusion Mr. Marshall stated: “In the event that any similar proposal | 
is advanced by the Australian Government, it is requested that no encourage- _ 

- ment be given it without the prior clearance of the Department of Defense.” 

(Lot 54D423) | 7 : 

| / Editorial Note : : 

Mr. Dulles and his party, known collectively as the “Dulles Mis- | 
sion,” left Washington on January 22 and arrived in Tokyo the eve- 
ning of January 25. Mr. Dulles was accompanied by his wife. Other 
members of the Mission included the following: Mr. Allison, since 

| January 16 the Deputy to Mr. Dulles; Earl D. Johnson, Assistant | 

Secretary of the Army, representing the Department of Defense; Maj. | 
Gen. Carter B. Magruder, Special Assistant for Occupied Areas in the | 
Office of the Secretary of the Army; ‘Col. C. Stanton Babcock, Chief of : 
the Government Branch under General Magruder; Robert A. Fearey | 
of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, Department of State (who 
had arrived in Japan two to three days before the rest of the party) ; 
John D. Rockefeller IIT, a Consultant to the Mission; and Miss Doris ) 
Doyle, Secretary. | / a | | ) 

On February 10 Mr. Johnson, Mr. Rockefeller, and General Ma- | 
| gruder left Japan for Washington. On the following day, the rest i 

of the Mission continued to Manila. : : . 

| Editorial Note | 

| In telegram 4178 from London, January 29, Ambassador Walter S. 
| Gifford set forth an analysis of differences between the United States | 
| and the United Kingdom regarding policy in the Far East. It is : 

| scheduled for publication in volume IV. |
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790.5/1-3151 : Telegram. teies o : ous “ a | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 
| an SC AP (Sebald)+ | | 

SECRET oe WaAsHINGTON, January 31, 1951—7 p. m. 

— 1199. For Dulles from Rusk. In view Allen story Pacific Pact ? and 
lengthy article by Rep Javits? Jan 830 NY Herald Tribune describing — 
resolution on Pacific Pact introduced House last week, Pact may be- 
come subject more extensive public discussion. Dept is contemplating 

| following actions: | | Oe 

1. Secretary, if queried by Press, will say we have always been open- 
- minded to suggestions for cooperative arrangements among Pacific _ 

nations, that several nations have from time to time made statements _ 
and proposals with regard to such arrangements and the question 
might naturally arise during preparatory discussions on Jap peace 
settlement, particularly during your contemplated visit Pacific area.‘ 

a 2. Pres next week will discuss with New Zealand PriMin in very 
general terms Pacific arrangement we have in mind.® He will confine 
himself to general outline you presented to Brit Amb ® and will say 
you will discuss matter further when you visit New Zealand. In few 
days I will speak to Indo Amb? re Pacific Pact proposal in general 
terms you discussed with Brit Amb. Indo Amb will be informed you 

| have no plan visit Indonesia, that what further steps should be taken 
this matter will be subject consultations between our Govts, that of | 
course indication of general attitude Indo Govt would be welcomed, 

| _ and that we will keep latter fully informed. Cochran’s views this 
- course have been invited.® bo gg ea Oe 

| * William J. Sebald also held the personal rank of Ambassador. Oo 
*In telegram 1441 from Tokyo, January 26, marked “For Rusk from Dulles”, — 

the latter had stated that Robert Allen’s syndicated column had given a - 
| “substantially accurate account of plans re Pacific Pact as outlined to Con- 

-gressional Committees. Story gives list of prospective members, including Indo-_ | 
nesia. Suggest you may wish to inform Indonesian Ambassador of our .con- Co 
templated trip south and give him general idea of our thinking”. (790.5/1-2651) 
For record of Mr. Dulles’ discussion of regional defense ideas before the House 
Foreign Affairs and Senate Foreign: Relations Committee, see Mr. Allison’s | 
memorandum of January 11-12,p.790. =... , ree 

- * Jacob Javits of New York. oe Le, 
| *Telegram 1230 to Tokyo, February 7, included the verbatim record of dis- 

cussion of a “Pacific Pact” at the Secretary’s press conference held that day. 
The Secretary followed very closely the guidelines set forth above. The final 
exchange was as follows: a ge 

“Q. The US has not itself put forward a proposal? | 
“A. No.” (790.5/2-751) eee ae So 
®No record of conversations held between the President and Prime Minister 

Sidney G. Holland, who visited Washington February 5-10, has been found in 
Department of State files. For documentation of a discussion of Pacific alliance 
possibilities held between Mr. Holland and Mr. Rusk, see a memorandum of 
conversation by Mr. Burton C. Kitain of BNA and telegram Topad 1239 to 
Tokyo, both of February 8, pp. 147 and 151, respectively. Je 

| ‘ Apparent reference to Mr. Dulles’ conversation held with Sir Oliver Franks 
January 12. For the memorandum, see p. 139. - a | 

7 Dr. Ali Sastroamidjojo. : 
_ *In telegram 790 to Djakarta, January 31, the Department asked for 

Ambassador H. Merle Cochran’s views after stating in part: “Dept recognizes
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8. Dept now giving careful thought further procedure to be fol- | 

lowed in progressing toward Pacific security arrangement. Public : 

information problems in connection with Pact demand most careful | 

consideration.® _ | | | a : : 

Your comments and suggestions re above are invited. [ Rusk. ] ga : 

ee | _ ACHESON | 

it highly doubtful Indo Govt would become party to Pacific arrangement. Never- | 

theless we wish Indos understand they are being consulted at same time as other : 

Govts in Pacific area. We feel there is logical affinity of interests among nations 

who would participate, that arrangement would not only contribute to general : 

security of area but would help bring Japan into Pacific community as peaceful 

member and would offer convenient means for closer consultation on problems | 

mutual concern. | : : 

“Dept at this time desires maintain attitude that consideration any Pacific 

Pact is on completely tentative basis and U.S. is not aggressively seeking press 

other nations participate such an agreement but that present U.S. position has | 

evolved in response often expressed desires nations in area. Therefore in 

discussing this matter with Indo officials you may wish reflect this attitude and 

- avoid creating impression in mind Indo Govt that U.S. trying hard win Indo ad-— 

herence Pacific Pact now.” (790.5/1-3151) | an 

°The program of action here described was proposed in a memorandum of 

_ January 31 from Mr. Emmerson to Mr. Rusk, not printed. (790.5/1-3151) OF 

790.5/2-251 : Telegram So 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | 

. _ Secretary of State Ca bape | 

SECRET NIACT ee [Toxyo,] February 2, 1951. 

: 1492. For Rusk from Dulles. Reurtel 1199, January 31.1 Concur in | 

| treatment suggested paragraphs 1 and 2. In general, believe should 

| adhere to [?] attitude. British Ambassador? today read following | 

| __ statement * as view of British Chiefs of Staff on possible Pacific Island 

ss arrangement: | ; ce Seay eS Bee 8! | 

| — Advantages: (a) It would be undeniable advantage as giving assur-  f 
| ance to Australia and New Zealand of United States protection but | 

| we consider that could be obtained without resorting to elaborate | 

machinery of Pacific Defense Council. . | | 
fo (bd) Proposal might in time be used, by widening the membership | 
| of the council, as step towards our long term military aims of a re-— | 
| gional defense pact. ee RE SE | 
| _(c) Proposal might help counteract charges of imperialism against | 

the United States. | | os, Tey a 
Disadvantages: (a) From standpoint of United Kingdom’s position | 

| as world power, proposal would be interpreted in Pacific and else- 
i where as renunciation of responsibilities and possibly as evidence of 

| t 8upra. oe | es | 

* Sir Alvary Gascoigne, Political Representative of the British Liaison Mission — | 
| to SCAP, with the personal rank of Ambassador. oO | | 

*For additional information, see the memorandum concerning a conversation | 
| between Sir Alvary and Mr. Dulles, February 2, p. 842. :
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; rift in policy between UK and United States. There would undoubt- 
edly be grave repercussions in Hong Kong and Malaya. 

(6) Present time exclusion of the Asiatic mainland countries would 
encourage Communist aggression against Malaya, Indochina, Burma 
and Siam. | | ene 

(c) Any attempt towards initiating regional defense pact by widen- 
ing membership of Defense Council would be premature at present as 
Asiatic countries not ready for it now and the powers concerned would 
not provide forces to make such a pact effective. Therefore, conclu- 
sions at which the Chiefs of Staff have now arrived are as follows: 

In the short term, proposals for the Defense Council én thezr | 
present form are not acceptable. But should conditions in non- 
Communist Asiatic countries become more stabilized, more repre- 
sentative consultative Pacific Defense Council might be useful 
first step towards regional defense pact. : 

Also read following as view of Foreign Office: - 

“We feel strongly opposed to idea of a Pacific defense organization 
which would exclude the United Kingdom.” 4. | 

7 Dulles stated in response that area under consideration was the 
| island chain of Aleutians, Japan, Ryukyus, Philippines, Indonesia if _ 

she wished to be considered part of chain, Australia, and New Zealand. 
This was.a chain composed of links so interconnected that an attack 

on one link would jeopardize entire chain. No UK territory formed 
link in this particular chain. However, we recognized UK had Com- _ 
monwealth concern in security of Australia and New Zealand and on 
this account, and if disposed to contribute sea and air power to defense | 

| of chain, UK might be an appropriate charter member of any con- 
, sultative group. We would not, however, now be disposed to enlarge 

| the area beyond the offshore island chain or include Hong Kong, 
Malaya or other mainland areas.5 7 

_ Dulles emphasized purely personal tentative character of his think- 
ing as above expressed, and stated that he had not discussed this with 
government before hisdeparture. [Dulles] = | | 

oe SEBALD 

_ ‘In the memorandum cited in footnote 3 above, the relevant passage reads as . 
follows: “This is from the Foreign Office, not from His Majesty’s Government, but — 

| the Foreign Office and myself. I give it to you personally and informally. 
“We feel strongly opposed to the idea of a Pacific Defense Organization which 

would exclude the United Kingdom, and I would Stress that most emphatically 

Tn a memorandum of this conversation held February 2, Mr. Robert A. 
Fearey of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs reported in part: “Sir Alvary 

. replied that he understood completely and appreciated that what we had in 
mind was an off-shore pact, but that exclusion of the UK would have immediate 
repercussions in Malaya and Hong Kong and he could not help feeling that: the 
UK would want-.to be included ‘in the first phase’.”” (Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 
Peace Treaty ) | a :
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| 790.5/2-251 : Telegram | So | 

| _ Lhe United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | 
| Secretary of State 7 7 

SECRET | a _ Toxyo, February 2, 1951. : 
1500. For Rusk from Dulles. In view of UK attitude toward Pacific | 

island pact, request Washington opinion as to whether Mission might | 
usefully try to lead Canberra to suggest declaration along following | 
lines: | | | | : 

“Declaration by the Governments of Australia, Indonesia (2), | 
Japan, New Zealand, the Philippines, the United Kingdom and the 
United States of America, _ 7 7 | | : 

“1. The declarants recognize that the Aleutians, Japan,’ the Ryu- : 
kyus, the Philippines, Indonesia (%), Australia, and New Zealand | 
have security problems that are related and distinctive because these : 
areas form geographically a connecting off-shore island chain pecu- | 
liarly subject to the influence of sea and air power. ae | | 

“2. Each of the declarants recognizes that an armed attack upon | 
any of the areas mentioned would be dangerous to its own peace and : 

_ security because of its direct responsibility therein or in the case of the 
United Kingdom because of its Commonwealth ties with Australia : 
and New Zealand. | — eae | | 

| “8. The declarants will consult together periodically with a view | 
to concerting such measures as may be appropriate to implement be-. / 
tween them their inherent right of collective self-defense of the areas | 
In question.” ? | | | | | 

oe a | [Dulles] | 
. | i | | | SEBALD | 

1 Documentation in the J apanese compilation reveals that the Dulles Mission | | was simultaneously considering a bilateral U.S.—Japan security agreement by 
this time for reasons not solely connected with the British attitude towards a 

_ regional “offshore” Pacific Pact. See pp. 777 ff. | 
7In telegram 1792 to Manila, February 10, marked “Dulles from Rusk’’, the a | Department stated: “Dept has no objection to general line indicated in Sebald’s 

1500 Feb. 3 but believes this should be discussed as one alternative rather than 
as official or preferred position.” (790.5/2-1051) This telegram, drafted by Mr. | : Emmerson, was cleared by BNA, NA, and FE. The Dulles Mission left Japan for | | the Philippines the following day. - ee | 

790.5/2-851 : Telegram : | | | ae | | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State ! 

SECRET | Dsaxarta, February 3, 1951—5.p. m. | 
1082. See Kmbtel 1031.1 In talk second with FonMin Roem I asked | 

if he had noted press reports with respect organizing Pacific Pact. — 
_ (Deptel 790.7) He said his government had been informed by Am- | 

bassador Ali that Department State denied any plans for such pact 

* Not printed. | 
* See footnote 8, p. 142.
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with Australia, Indonesia and other Pacific countries. Icouldonlysay = 

I knew there was certain thinking on possibility of Pacific Pact. I. 

wondered if Indonesia might be or become interested therein. Os 

I said we all hoped China would yield to UN influence and cease 

aggression. There was possibility on other hand China might be in- 

tent on third world war, move into Indochina, Thailand and Malaya 

and then menace Indonesia. I asked what position Indonesia should 

assume. He thought Indonesia should continue its policy of peace but 

make itself strong. I said this would have been splendid if Commu- 

nists had not played havoc with all our plans by launching aggression 

- <in Korea in which China now participating. I asked whether Indo- _ 

nesia would refrain from participating in Pacific Pact if one should 

now be undertaken, whether Indonesia would open her gates and offer 

no resistance to Communist aggression from North, or whether Indo- © 

| nesia would expect Americans and other important friends come to 

her aid if attacked. Roem replied that it would not be consistent with 

Indonesia’s peace policy to enter such pact now. He said Indonesians — 
| have no fear of US invading Indonesia. He said if any invasion it 

would come from Communists and in such event Indonesians would 

expect Americans defend them. I remarked that if such is Indonesian 

expectation it would be better do some advance preparation rather 

than await danger. Roem referred to Indonesian military purchasing — 

| mission to US as means toward strengthening Indonesia and hoped 

| US would expedite letting it procure arms against payment and out- _ 

side MDAP. I reminded Roem I had helped him take up this request 

when we were both in Washington in spite Indonesian failure deal 

with me by mission. I mentioned, however, that notwithstanding my 

helpfulness to Indonesians I am receiving little reciprocity and T cited 

instances. I observed that friendships even between nations must be _ 

two-sided if they are to work. 2 ee re 

[Here follows a discussion of certain economic matters.] 

I believe Roem has accurately indicated attitude Indonesia would 

assume toward any approach on participation in Pacific arrangement. — 

I recommend any further sounding out at present be made through 

Indonesian Ambassador Washington. Believe Dulles should not come 

| | Indonesia unless Indonesian Government indicates receptivity after 

Department discussions with Al, > | 
[Here follows a discussion of certain economic questions. | 

_ Believe this propitious time to bring Indonesians face realities of a 

world situation. US aid should not be taken for granted no matter 

how close our friendship has been or may continue with Indonesia. 

Indonesia will not only itself become a problem but will contribute to 

strengthening Asiatic-Arab bloc, thereby creating much bigger prob-
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lem, if we continue too gentle policy with this country. (Indonesians 
reportedly may take initiative on Asiatic conference to work toward 
Indochina independence.) In addition to cutting down on economic 
ald as suggested in separate telegram I recommend Indonesians be 
brought face to face firmly with policies we advocate on allocation 
strategic materials at such conferences as London rubber meeting. | 

_ [Here follows a discussion of military aid.] | ce | 
If general desirability Pacific arrangement is decided after in- 

__-vestigations by Dulles I feel Indonesia’s attitude should by no means | 
deter other Pacific powers from going ahead therewith. I believe door 
should be left open to Indonesians but that they should not be encour- 
aged or even permitted to come in unless they are willing to abide by | 
rules thereof and accept principles wholeheartedly. I believe Indo- — 

--_- nesians are more likely to appreciate benefits of such pact if we make 
| them realize at once that any further favors from US must be re- 
| quested and merited on record of behavior as sovereign nation sympa- | 

thetic to policies free world. : | 
| es | | |  CocHran 

| | 3 In telegram 832 to Djakarta, February 9, marked “Cochran from Lacy,” the | Department stated in part: “Dept entirely approves course taken by you in : 
conversations Roem (Embtel 1032, Feb 3) and agrees ur recommendation US a 

| shid withhold future econ assistance unless Indos specifically request it.” | | (790.5/2-851) ana | | | | 

: 794A.00/2-851 ee | a | 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Burton Kitain of the Office: | 

of British Commonwealth and Northern European A fairs | | 

: TOP SECRET Cae [Wasnineron,] February 8, 1951. 
: Subject: 1) Formosa, 2) Sanctions against Communist China, 3) 
| Japanese Peace Treaty and Pacific Pact. | | 

! Participants: | Se | | | | 

| Prime Minister S. G. Holland ’E—Mr. Dean Rusk 4 
| Mr. A. D. McIntosh, Permanent FE—Mr. J. Emmerson | 
| Secretary of External Affairs NA—Mr. U. A. Johnson? | : 
| Sir Carl Berendsen, New Zealand BNA—Mr. L. Satterthwaite > oe 
-. Ambassador - BNA—Mr. B. Kitain 
| Mr. George Laking, Counselor , | , a 

2A memorandum of the Prime Minister’s conversation held with Secretary ! 
| Acheson February 6 is not printed. (Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 58 D 444) | | ! 7 : Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs. a 
. Deputy Director of the Office of British Commonwealth and Northern Huro- : 

pean Affairs, | | 
* Of the Embassy of New Zealand in Washington. | |
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[Here follows a section of the memorandum which is scheduled for 

publication in volume VII. ] | 2 a 

Mr. Rusk then turned to the joint question of a Japanese peace _ 

settlement and the proposed Pacific pact. We realized that Japan 

posed a double-edged security problem: it must not be allowed to fall 

into Communist hands, but we nevertheless could not allow a restora- 

tion of aggressive militarism. Americans could not envision our troops 

being indefinitely committed to defending an unarmed Japan, nor did 

the United States relish the undesirable position of policing a Japa- 

nese arms limitation. Our experience indicates that the Japanese are 

reluctant to alter the constitutional restrictions on armament but 

would more likely be interested in participating in a collectivesecurity __ 

arrangement. At the same time Australia, New Zealand and the _ 

Philippines each want to be protected against a resurgent Japan. The 

| question, therefore, of a Pacific security arrangement arises, bringing 

with it innumerable problems. There is little doubt but that the United _ 

States would consider an attack on Australia and New Zealand as an | 

attack on itself without the existence of a formal agreement. The 

primary difficulty in attempting to formulate any Pacific pact, how- 

ever, arises from the question of who should participate. Mr. Rusk 

then outlined the difficulties to be met should various combinations of — 

| countries be included, the principal stumbling blocks being the par- 

- ticipation of the United Kingdom and probably France, the Nether- 

, lands, and Portugal—which would give it a colonial aspect. There are 

difficulties arising from the inclusion of nations whose primary inter- 

ests center in Europe. It is undesirable to commit American forces to 

defend untenable Asiatic mainland points, or of appearing, on the 

other hand, to “write off” the mainland nations of Asia. Conversely, 

- there might be an advantage in making public a commitment already | 

deemed to exist which might act as a deterrent to a potential aggres- 

sor. These questions would be discussed at length by Mr. Dulles during 

his visits to Australia and New Zealand. , 

| ‘The Prime Minister stated that New Zealand already had a com- 

mitment to furnish within seventy days of the outbreak of war an 

- augmented division of some 33,000 to 35,000 men—for the Middle 

Fast—that these would be volunteers, but that replacements would 

come through conscription. The necessary legislation for such a com- 

mitment already exists and it had the support of both major political 

parties. In view of the small population this was the maximum effort 

that New Zealand might make. She intended, as a matter of fact, to 

strip the country of all forces, not even reserving elements for anti-
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_ aircraft or port defense. The Prime Minister therefore wished to know | | 

_ whether this Middle East commitment for the general welfareofthe | 
West. would be weighed on the scales with regard to Pacific defense. | 
New Zealand, however, would be far less uneasy if it might have an | 
advancé commitment from the United States—that New Zealand. | 
would be defended by United Nations forces in the unlikely event of : 
a direct attack. Mr. Rusk stated that he believed the United States ss 
considered the New Zealand Middle East commitment as adequate in _ | 
view of the size of the country and that he would consult the JCS with | 

_ respect to a United States recognition of this commitment and its 4 
_ relationship to security commitments in the Pacific. The Prime Min- | 

ister agreed that if a discussion of the creation of a Pacific pact would | | 
be embarrassing it would be advisable to drop the idea, but that if such _ | 
a pact were to be concluded, the United Kingdom would certainly | 

_ have to be a member. He added that Australia is not wholeheartedly | 
committed to the Middle East by virtue of its extreme fear of a | 
resurgent Japan. The Prime Minister agreed with Mr. Rusk that | : 
Australian and New Zealand security might be obtained without the | 

_ imposition of an arms limitation on Japan. It was for this reason, | : 
in view of New Zealand’s Middle East commitment, that a security : 
arrangement was desirable. Mr. McIntosh indicated that a Pacific pact ! 
would be a source of security against both a Communist attack on | 
New Zealand and an attack by a resurgent aggressive Japan. Mr. | 
McIntosh agreed that should a local rather than a general war break | | 
out in the Pacific area the entire New Zealand concept of a Middle East | 
commitment would have to be re-studied. Mr. Rusk then inquired | 

_ whether a tripartite arrangement among Australia, New Zealand and ! 
the United States would not suffice to meet their security requirements. | 

_ The Prime Minister, Mr. McIntosh and the Ambassador whole- _ | 
heartedly agreed to this approach to Pacific security. Mr. McIntosh | | 
finally summarized the New Zealand position as follows: New Zealand | 
was, despite its geographic location, part of the European system, com- | 
mitted to participate in military action in Europe and the Middle : 

_ East without, however, having a voice in any of the security arrange- | | 
_. ments which might commit its forces. What New Zealand wanted was | 

a reciprocal commitment by the United States to defend New Zealand. ! 
in the unlikely event that it should become necessary and a voice in | 
some body which had the power to commit its forces. The Prime Min-- ! 

_ ister concluded by thanking Mr. Rusk for the cordial reception and _ | 
_ the clarification of the United States position. | | | 

: —-B88-617—-77-——11 | 

me
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i The Secretary of State to the United States Politicat Adviserto 

 ghagae: Cprroriry © | Wasurneron, February 8,1951—4 p.m. 

“Topad 1232. Dulles from Rusk. (Sebald’s 1492 Feb 2)2 In view 

Brit attitude toward Pacific Pact appears even more essential we _ 

ss proceed-in our discussions of this subj on very gen and tentative basis _ 

- Your discussions Canberra and Wellington, particularly former, 

| might follow line that we are responsive to Austral suggestion for 

Pacific Pact and hope that agreed formula can be found. Nevertheless 

Brit insistence UK be included returns us again to principal difficulty, 

that of determining membership. France will undoubtedly take atti-- 

tude ‘similar Brit (in fact Pleven took occasion while here * bid for 

; more French participation FE matters) and we may assume Dutch ° 

and Portuguese wld likewise want admittance. Pact thereupon acquires 

i colonial nature which wld make it anathema Asian nations and destroy — 

its realism as genuine security arrangement among powers with pri- 

| You might invite Australia to herself explore these problems, con- , 

| sider alternative solutions and advise us of conclusions reached. Mean- | 

time we ourselves continue consider ‘advantages and disadvantages _ 

--various forms which agreement might take. In addition to concept 

agreed upon here before your departure, other possibilities include = 

so. unilateral declaration, series of bilateral agreements (U.S. with 

_ Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, J apan, respectively) or tri- — 

partite agreement (U.S., Australia, New Zealand). These latter wld, 

| of course, not provide the desired collective security arrangement for 
Japan’s participation nor wld they remove very real problem of effect 

on Asian states and danger that drawing line wld invite Commie 

, aggression. Re Japan’s problem believe further consideration might 
be given possibility of applying Uniting for Peace resto Japan under 

which Peace Observation Comm wld be stationed in Japan or Jap 

forces made available as UN unit after Japan becomes member UN. 
_ Still another alternative wld be loose assoc of nations, including main- 

land states, but without U.S.defensecommitments. = Oo 
| We believe it important at this time give impression open-minded- 

| ness and desire receive constructive suggestions. Therefore it might | 

17elegram drafted by. Mr. Emmerson and cleared by, among others, Mr. | ) 

Matthews and Mr. Satterthwaite. ne | | 
| | ? Ante, p. 148. | | — 7 Doe, 

*René Pleven, Premier of France, was in Washington January 28-80 for 

Do _ talks with President Truman, Secretary Acheson, and other officials. Documenta-— 

tion on the visit is scheduled for publication in volume Iv. : | ms
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be wise refrain from discussing any one text. On basis your discussions 
and proposals which govts you visit may present, Dept can arrive at — 
positionfolyourretum, 

-- Satterthwaite of BNA who is mtg you Canberra‘ is fully briefed — / 

thissubject. [Rusk] Fen ee ce un : Re rtpgon | 

{The Dulles Mission was in Australia February 14-19. a | 

694.001 /2-851: Telegram | an TS 

«The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to — 

“sECRET _-,s Wasnineron, February 8,1951—7 p.m 
2 'Topad 1239. Rusk? to Dulles. FYI I had gen discussion today with 
- PriMin Holland on Pacific Pactand Japtreaty? = 

I outlined in very tentative and gen. way relationship of Pact to 
‘Jap treaty and various alternatives arid difficulties in such a pact in- — 
dicating you willdiscussmorefully, 

. I particularly stressed problems of membership, possible desireespe- 
~_ eially UK and probably Fr, Neth and Portugal for inclusion in any a 

gen pact thus imparting colonial power nature as well as raising _ 
| problem of what type commitment could be made by US which cld_ 

also be applicable mainland Asia and problem of inclusion states whose - 

- primaryinterestsnotinPacific 
--_[ mentioned alternative of unilateral declaration by US, series of 

 pilateral agreements between US and certain Pacific island countries 
or trilateral arrangement between NZ, Austral and US. I mentioned = 
some of difficulties of each alternative pointing up problem of a 
solely bilateral arrangement between Jap and US, and problem of — 
attracting aggressionagainst statesexcluded. 

-. Holland agreed that UK and probably others wld desire join any — 

gen pact and expressed understanding difficulties in type proposal 
agreed upon before your departure. He explained NZ commitments to | 
UK for deployment virtually all troop strength in other areas in | | 
event gen war and desire for public assurance protection in unlikely — a 
event attack on NZ itself apart from confidential mutual understand- 

_ ing on mil commitments. Holland was eagerly receptive to mention = 
of trilateral arrangement between NZ, Austral, and US and foresaw _ oo 
no difficulties with UK or Commonwealth in suchaplane sts 

In discussion of treaty I pointed out difficulty, and Holland ex- — 7 
_ pressed understanding, of any US responsibility for enforcing restric- 

x Telegram. drafted by U. Alexis Johnson, Director of the Office of Northeast a 
Asian Affairs. BML op aD Rk ame ie ive et | 

? For memorandum of this conversation, see p. 147. oO | |
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| tion on Jap defensive measures, probability of Commie bid for Jap — 
| support in such event, present Jap disarmament sentiment. and: diffi- 

culty US indefinitely committing forces to defense Jap in view obvious | 
ability Jap substantially contribute to its own defense. . oe 
‘Holland indicated problem of security and non-restrictive Jap treaty 

was much more acute in Austral where it was also strong domestic — 

political issue in contrast to NZ, [Rusk.] 
Be OO | ACHESON» 

Lot 56D527 Be : - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant 
| (Allison) at the Malacanan Palace, 10:45 a.m. oa 

[Extracts] * a | a 

CONFIDENTIAL : Mania, February 12,1951. 

‘Participants: PresidentQuirino 7 | | 

| - Ambassador Dulles iw” BO | 
Ambassador Cowen a 
Felino Neri, Acting Foreign Minister : 

- | Colonel C. S. Babeock, United States Army? —- 

-  JohnM. Alison Se ee 

a In this connection Mr. Dulles outlined the importance to the future oo 

| containment of Communism in the Pacific, of the maintenance.ofthe = 

integrity of the island chain extending from the Aleutians through 

| Japan, the Ryukyus, Formosa, the Philippines down to Australia and. 
| New Zealand. It is possible, he stated, that some form of security _ | 

arrangement should be developed among these island regions and 

perhaps Indonesia should also be included. In view of the recent visit — : 
to Manila of the President of Indonesia, Mr. Dulles asked President _ | 

Quirino’s opinion as to whether or not Indonesia would wish to take — 

‘part in any possible security arrangement. According to President _ 

Quirino, Indonesia will be slow to make a definite commitment to ~ | 

the cause of the anti-Communist world. It is still greatly influenced 
by the position being taken by India. However, President Quirino — 

~ believed that in the end the Indonesians would side with the free world 

and stated that he had told President Sukarno in strong terms that — 

it was not possible to be neutral and that Indonesia sooner or later | 

would have to choose. President Quirino expressed the opinion that — 

| President Sukarno was not taking a strong enough position of leader- 

- 19Phe remainder of this memorandum is printed onp.880. 
2 Colonel Babcock. had been detailed to Mr. Dulles’ staff in September 1950, - 

for :reasons described in the memorandum by Mr. Allison to the Secretary, : 

September 4, printed in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1290. pee
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ship in the foreign affairs of his country and that he wastoodependent —_— 
upon the advice of his ministers. He pointed out that President 
Sukarno had been unwilling to go ahead and sign with President 

| ~ Quirino a commercial treaty until he had consulted his foreign min- 
-. ister and, in President Quirino’s opinion, this demonstrated a lack of 

force and determination and too great a subservience to the views of | 
his cabinet. However, President Quirino went on to say that he had — 
liked President Sukarno personally, that he believed he was in fact 

| anti-Communist and that he was certain that in the final analysis he - 
would be found on our side. — a 

President Quirino then reverted to the question of a Pacific security 
arrangement and asked Mr. Dulles to expound on what the United 

| States ideas were in this regard. Mr. Dulles pointed out that the press 
both in the United States and the Far East seemed to have much 

more definite ideas than he did and that the United States at this _ 
moment had no specific proposal of its own to advance. The United | 

States was prepared nevertheless to listen sympathetically to any pro- 
posals the countries most directly concerned might wish to make and 
Mr. Dulles anticipated that when he arrived in Australia and New 
Zealand*® he would receive suggestions from those Governments. _ 

| Mr. Dulles explained that in our opinion the problems connected with 
_ the security of the island chain which had been mentioned earlier 
were ones which could most easily be solved by sea and air power 
which the United States possessed in large degree and that these — 
problems were different from those which would be posed by any 

| security arrangement involving the mainland of Asia. In the opinion | 
of the United States the two problems should be kept. separately. 

_ President Quirino referred to his efforts at creating understanding 
| among the nations of Southeast Asia and the Pacific and spoke of 

| the Baguio Conference * which he had initiated. He felt that the most. a 
| important results had been in the economic and cultural field and that 

| it was in these fields that first progress should be made but it might 
| not be necessary to take military steps at present. Mr. Dulles said 

| that the situation probably was one which called for both types of — 
activity to go hand in hand and that unfortunately we could not 

_ *The Dulles Mission was in New Zealand February 19-21. In a memorandum 
_ of his conversation held January.24 with G. R. Laking, Counselor of the Em- | 

bassy of New Zealand, Mr. Johnson stated that the former had transmitted 
New Zealand’s invitation to the Department that day. He continued in part: 
“Mr. Laking stated that even though the official talks with New Zealand and 

a Australia might be held jointly in Australia, it might be valuable for Mr. Dulles 
| to visit New Zealand as it would give him an opportunity to talk with othér 

members of the Government and would have a valuable effect on public opinion.” 
(Lot 54D423) | 
“For documentation regarding the Baguio Conference of May 1950, see Foreign 

Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 85 ff. . ° |
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| ‘ignore at present ‘the military aspects of the problem. President = 

Quirino had no specific proposals to make at the time other than to 

indicate the definite interest of the Philippines in some form of Pacific 

‘security pact. ES CEO 

790.5/2-1451 Oe a RE 

The British Embassy to the Department of State* So 

| TOP SECRET __ | re UE 

. The exploratory conversations held by Mr. Dulles on the subject of 

a Pacific Defence Council and the informal suggestions that have been 

made havebeen considered bytheCabinett? = | ee 

- 9. The Cabinet are of the opinion that there are the following © 

objectiong to the setting up of such a body or to a “declaration that | 

| there was in fact sufficient interdependence between the islands making oe 

up the chain so that an attack upon one link would be a matter of 

- geriousthreat tothe otherlinks’— 

(a) A declaration of the kind. proposed would equate an attackon 

| Japan with an attack on Australia or New Zealand and involve the | 

| ‘commitment of Australian and New Zealand forces for Japanese 

, defence. It would thus cut across Australian and New Zealand commit- 

| mentstoMiddle Bast. oa ge ge 

(6) It is very doubtful whether such a declaration could in practice 

both provide for the inter-dependence and mutual assistance of the 

a countries of the group and at same time provide against an attack | 

by one member (Japan) on another (Australia or New Zealand). — 

| (c) Indonesia’s adherence to the Dulles’ plan is considered unlikely. 

| _ (dad) The conclusion of a pact or declaration confined to the “Tsland > 

chain” might have serious repercussions in countries not included par- . | 

ticularly in South East Asia. The will to resist in Indo-China, Siam - 

and Malaya might be gravely affected. United Kingdom Government = 

is particularly anxious that whatever arrangement may emerge from 

| ‘these discussions should not be in such a form as to lead the popula- — 

tions of Hongkong and Malaya to fear that United Kingdom might — 

| be disinteresting itself in their defence. This effect would be intensified , 

if, contrary to our expectations, Indonesia were included in the pact. 

It would be highly dangerous to give the French any impression of a 

| betrayal as regards Indo-China. All this might both increase the threat 

in South East Asia and leave defences there and south eastward - 

through Malaya to Australia weakened. Bo eg he Sn 

| (e) His Majesty’s Government want to keep in mind the longterm 

desirability of a pact or system of pacts including the countries of 

‘South East Asia and ultimately India, Pakistan and Ceylon. This is — 

iThis note was delivered on the 14th of February by H. A. Graves, Counselor 

of the British Embassy. The memorandum by Mr. Emmerson of the conversation. 

‘held on that occasion is not printed. (790.5/2-1451) Pe ne eo |
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oe not.at present a practical proposition but we are anxious to avoid any 
- development which would make progress towards it more difficult. wee 

(f) A “white man’s pact” on lines contemplated would operate | | 
against our efforts to secure closer co-operation from India, Pakistan : 
and Ceylon in South East Asia which is what we are trying to do | 

| through Colombo plan? = = == Ewe a ole | 
-_ (g) It does not appear to be contemplated that the declaration 

should apply to United Kingdom islands such as Fiji and those of _ | 
| ‘Western Pacific High Commission. Their inclusion would not help | - 

: us in relation to above difficulties but their exclusion would be equally —/ 
— diffieult. © oth SR SPRES | 
_...(h) Tt appears to have been overlooked that the United Kingdom | 

_ does in fact possess territory in the island group or chain referred 
toto wit, North Borneo, Brunei and Sarawak. ‘The exclusion of the 
United Kingdom from any such arrangement would therefore be 

| In the view of His Majesty's Government every effort should 
be made to find alternative means of allaying the anxieties of Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand, e.g. by a United States guarantee of their => 

—securityinwar, | 7 ee | 
| _ 4, His Majesty’s Government would be. grateful for a fuller exposé 

of the informal suggestion for a tripartite pact—United States, Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand—, on the basis of which each would go to 

_ the aid of the others in the case of hostilities occurring which would _ 

_ affect the interests in the Pacific of any one of the parties. | 
_ Wasuineton, 14th February 19510 oe oe | 

~ 4 For documentation concerning the interest of the United States in the Colombo oe 

| | Lot 54D428 : John Foster Dulles Peace Treaty File Se 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast = 

hg —  Canperra, February 14, 1951. 

Nores on Mission Starr Mrrtinc at Ampassavor J. ARMAN’S 

_ Ambassador Dulles said that he did not consider it as important oe 
from the Japanese point of view that there be a Pacific Pact as he ae 
had before he went to Japan. Japan could probably get around its 
Constitution without the benefit of such a pact. It would still be help- os 

_ ful, however. Mr. Satterthwaite said that Mr. Holland had stated in 
‘Washington that the British should be a party to a Pacific pact. He 

~The usual list of persons is not included inthe source text. 8 sit oe
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had aiso said that New Zealand would not give us trouble on a 
Japanese treaty butthat Australia probably would, 
My. Byrd? of the Embassy staff said that security was what Aus- 

tralia wants. Australia visualizes Japan as going Communist and 
becoming a spearhead of aggression. Ambassador. Dulles said that 
that was precisely the danger but the type of treaty Australia seemed 

| to want would make a combination of the USSR, China, and Japan 
almost certain to eventuate. With great difficulty we checked Japan 
when China and Russia were our allies. Now our only chance is to 
have Japan on our side. Mr. Byrd said that the Australians see Japan 
pretending to be on our side and then doing a flip-flop. Ambassador 
Jarman thought that Spender and Menzies were willing to go along | 
but that the difficulty was the man in the street. Ambassador Dulles 
said that if the Philippines, Australia, and New Zealand do not wish — 

| us to try and salvage the situation for them in regard to Japan they 
would find themselves faced by the combination of Russia, China | 

| and Japan. a se UE ee | 

? Richard W. Byrd, Counselor of Embassy. OPES ee 

| Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 

SECRET OC Canperrs, February 16, 19511 

Nores on Conversation AmMone AmpBassapor DULLES, AUSTRALIAN AND | 
New ZeacaAnp MInisTers FoR ExxveRNAL AFFAIRS, AND STAFFS? 

Mr. Spender opened the discussion by stating that the Cabinet had 
met the previous evening and had concluded that Australia could not 
accept a treaty, such as outlined in the U.S. Provisional Memo- | 

| - randum,? which imposed no limitations on Japanese rearmament, _ 

unless there were accompanying arrangements to ensure Australian 

19ir Percy Spender states that the talks between himself, Mr. Dulles, and 
F. W. Doidge (New Zealand’s Minister of External Affairs and Island Terri- 

. tories) began with the arrival of Mr. Dulles in Australia February 14 and 

continued through part of February 18. No memoranda of conversations held 
in Canberra February 14-15 or February 18 have been found in Department of 

State files. Sir Percy describes the talks held February 14-15, as well as the 

conversations of the following days, in detail. Certain discrepancies, largely 
with regard to the sequence of discussions, exist between his account of the 

conversations of February 16-17 and that contained in this and the two follow- 

7 ing documents. (Sir Percy Spender, Hzercises in Diplomacy: The ANZUS Treaty 

and the Colombo Plan (New York: New York University Press, 1969), pp. 112- . 

133, 147-161.) | | oo 
2 The usual list of persons is not included in the source text. So, 

® Apparent reference to the Provisional Memorandum of February 8. See 

| Annex I to Mr. Dulles’ letter of February 10 to Mr. Acheson, p. 875. a
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security. In other words, he said, the nature of the security arrange- 

ments arrived at for Australia would condition its approach to the 

terms of a peace settlement with Japan. oe | | 

The Cabinet had also noted that Australia’s capacity to live up to 

its obligations in the Middle East would directly depend on the extent 

to which it was secure in its own territories. The Prime Minister had 
said that he could not believe that the United States would leave 

| Australia without adequate security guarantees while imposing no | 
restrictions on Japanese rearmament. What was required was ex- 
ploration of possible security arrangements within the framework of | 

good will prevailing between the two countries. A tri-partite arrange- 

ment of the United States, Australia and New Zealand seemed. best 
to Australia, but if a stalemate developed over the feasibility of this 
or alternative arrangements the Government could not approve a : 

treaty permitting unrestricted Japanese rearmament. | 
_ Mr. Spender continued that Australia was one of the “wood and 

- jerry” (pick and shovel?) boys. No one could challenge the fact that 
when war broke out, Australia was immediate in it with all its forces, 

but Australians feel that they have no say in discussions affecting. | 
their country’s security. Australia has no say in the North Atlantic _ 

, Treaty organization. It is not a party to any continuous consultative 
security arrangements, and accordingly has no capacity to influence 
events which greatly affect Australia. If the nation is to discharge 

its obligations there must be some continuous mode of consultation. 
Mr. Spender said that he had received a cable the previous day from | 

Mr. Rusk in which the latter had said that he was impressed by the 
possibilities of achieving a three-corner arrangement.t Last October, 
Mr. Spender continued, Australia put up a case for a Pacifte Pact, 
but it did not know what, if any, progress had been made in that _ : 
direction. The idea of a Pact seemed to have dissipated in the course __ | 
of Ambassador Dulles’ travels. Mr. Spender said he was aware of the | 
objections interposed by other countries to such an arrangement, but 

_ that he felt that Australia’s position must be recognized by the United | 
States and in the end would, in fact, be recognized. If Australia were | 
asked to accept a Japanese treaty without attendant security arrange- , 
ments for Australia, it could not do so. Aside from the objective | 
dangers of such a situation, there were political dangers of the most 

_ basic sort. Mr. Spender continued that the danger from the Australian 
point of view lay in three possibilities : | | oe 

1. The possibility of the Communists gaining control of Japan— 
Australia saw the need to attract Japan to the side of the free world. | 
But doing this has dangers against which we must be prepared. | 

‘Hixamination of all the telegrams sent from the Department of State to 
Canberra in February has failed to reveal a message of this description.
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2: Economic factors. Various of these had been cited: by-Ambassador — 

Dulles the previous day, arising essentially from the problem ofhow 

-Japanistobekepteconomicallyonourside,. 

3. The danger that Japan and China might find it easier to get 
together than, Japan and the western world. 

| In short, Mr. Spender stated, we have felt that if we were to go 

to the people and the Parliament, and say that. we must approve a 

| Japanese treaty of the type desired by the United States, without a 

corollary security arrangement for Australia, it would mean political | 

oblivion for our party. So we are seeking a formal arrangement. The - 

talk about a white man’s treaty is “so much damned nonsense’. We | 

cannot have one man in the world telling us what to do. We feel that | 

some one of the various possible types of security arrangements can 

and must be concluded. The objections are not something to which we 

- should bow; they must,andcan,beovercome. 7 . - : 

Mr. Spender stated in conclusion that he had endeavored as Min- | 

ister for External Affairs to promote the closest relations between the = - 

- - United States and Australia. This policy reflected the deepest desires . _ 

| of the Australian people. If the United States were to go to war, 

Australia would be at war. But Australia could not accept a Japanese — a 

7 treaty whichleftitoutinthecold. 

The New Zealand Minister for External Affairs, Mr. Doidge, there- 

| upon said that he was bound to say that the people of New Zealand 

---—--wwould find nothing in the United States Provisional Memorandum _ 

| to lull their fears or meet their desires. New Zealand was already com- 

mitted to do much, and intended to fulfill its commitments. It: felt 

that it had a strong case to make on the question of a Pacific security 

_ arrangement. The Government realizes that the Communist menace 

 ereates a real threat, but at the same time must consider possible ee 

 gafeguardsagainstaresurgentJapan. Wes 
Mr. Doidge said that the remilitarization of Japan must happen, . 

but that it must be limited. There must be more safeguards. New | 

Zealand realizes that the initiative can only lie in the hands of the oe 

| United States, but the United States must realize that Australia and. 

New Zealand have a justifiable case. Japan needs to rearm, but once 

the rearmament is under way, it may havea momentum we could never 

- -eatch up with. Citing the case of Germany after the last war, 

oe Mr. Doidge said that Japan, given the opportunity, could very pos- 

7 sibly recover just as fast as Germany did. Given a chance to rearm | 

Japan would probably do so in a spirit of revenge. New Zealand _ 

> feels that Japan has a long way to go before it can be trusted. “Our 

Hs view is much the same as Mr. Spender’s—we want peace with Japan, 

but we also want security.” Sw ee Oy Ie 

‘Turning again to the question of collective security, Mr. Doidge said — 

that New Zealand did not wish to commit itself to defend areas it
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might find morally as well as strategically difficult to defend. New | 

Zealand is working for the security of the Middle East. That 1s its: 

major target. Ambassador Dulles, Mr. Doidge stated, had quoted. 

General Slim * as saying that the risk of attack in the Far Hast 1s- 

remote. This may be true, but New Zealand cannot feel so confident.. | 

Clearly, however, the chance of trouble elsewhere is great. We are: - 

offering to others much more than they are offering to-us. All we have,. _ | 

and we are very glad to have it, is verbal assurance from President: 

Truman and Ambassador Dulles. But we have to convince our people. _ 

| If we accept obligations both in the Middle East and in our own terri- | 

: tories, it will be more than we can fulfill. We cannot do both. We are - 

not asking for something and giving nothing. If we play our part in _ 

the Middle East, we feel justified in almost demanding something in | 

| return. We feel sure that the United States, in the spirit of fairness 

. which it has always shown, will meet that demand. . a | 

Ambassador Dulles said that he did not remember quoting General n 

‘Slim and he did not wish those present to think that he agreed with = 
| the opinion which the General had reportedly expressed. He said that 

he considered that there is a real danger of attack on the Far East 
and the South Pacific, and he did not know whether the danger was 
greater here or in Europe. Because the United States feels this, that = 
the situation is grave and perilous, it considers it necessary to move = 

_ with the greatest caution and circumspection. The importance of — 
| preventing a coalition of the USSR, Communist China and Japan oe 

- eannot be overemphasized. The USSR and Communist China have 
much to offer Japan, more than anything we can propose. We cane 
only offer Japan a precarious existence on its four main islands while 

the Soviets could offer an extremely attractive perspective. So we 
don’t think this is by any means a safe solution. ee a 

| - The problem is one which must be dealt with with extreme delicacy, => 
_ the type of delicacy one would have to employ in landing a big trout = 

-_-with a light tackle. If too much strain is put on the tackle it will | 
break and the fish get away. The problem of attracting Japan seems - 
primarily one devolving on the U.S. Having that responsibility we | 

_ have to use our own judgment on how best to discharge it. Mr. Spender a 
and Mr. Doidge referred to the absence of any treaty limitations on __ 
the rearmament of Japan in the U.S. Provisional Memorandum. This 
is not because we don’t think there should be such limitations but be- 
cause we feel that if they were expressed as treaty limitations they _ | 

| would defeat our purpose. We believe in limitations but we have no 
_ confidence in treaty restrictions subjecting Japanese sovereignty to 
limitations not suffered by other nations and publicly branding Japan 
asathirdrate power. | | | 

© Wield Marshal Sir William Joseph Slim, Chief of the Imperial General Staff © | 
of the United Kingdom. | : , oo
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Ambassador Dulles continued that Japan might revive as Ger- 

many had after the last war. But we do not wish to try to prevent | 

this by the methods which failed so signally for Germany. General 

Foch *® wrote the military restrictions of the Versailles Treaty with _ 

professional thoroughness. The Germans could not even have shooting _ 

clubs. Such restrictions, however, are just an incitement to a nation a 

to break them in order to show that it is as good as any other. 

We have got to use delicate methods, a light tackle. We are ab- 

solutely confident that if Japan is basically committed to the free 

world and accepts U.S. troops in and about its territories we will | 

: have complete control over any rearmament plans Japan may adopt. > 

A further factor will be international regulation of the flow of basic 

raw materials. Japan will not be able to get materials and produce 

| arms except in accordance with these regulations. Every pound. of | 

| iron ore would have to be accounted for and used to meet approved 

purposes. These two factors—the presence of U.S. troops and inter- | 

national raw materials controls—would seem to take care of the 

problem of a possible resurgent Japan better than any words which 

might be included in a peace treaty. We feel that Australia and New | 

Zealand must trust us to some extent to carry out what we think best. 

The U.S. cannot carry out effectively policies in which it does not itself 

have faith, _ | Co , oo 

Mr. Spender inquired what the attitude of the U.S. was towards _ 
strategic economic controls with respect to Japan such as are being 

applied in trade with Communist China. Ambassador Dulles replied 

that the U.S. did not foresee formal arrangements along these lines, _ 

but that he saw no difficulty to a policy of review of materials going 

to Japan, and that such review was indeed inevitable and indeed ex- 

_ isted in some degree at the present time. Exports of cotton and certain = 

| other materials to Japan were already subject to allocation by the | 

- U.S. Government, which has been seeking an agreed program of in- 

ternational materials controls with the principal raw materials 

countries. a So 

Mr. Doidge inquired whether Japan would be content with sucha => 

system after a treaty, to which Ambassador Dulles replied that it 

would have to be content. Mr. Doidge said that Japan, even if initially 

content might seek to throw aside the controls after the treaty. Am- 

bassador Dulles reiterated that it could not throw them aside, that 

the free world controls the materials. When Mr. Doidge noted that 

the Soviets are fishing in the same waters, Ambassador Dulles said 
that there could be no guarantee that Japan would not go to the 

other side. We can only do our best to see that it does not. As long — 

® Marshal Ferdinand Foch, in 1918 Commander in Chief of the French Army 

and of the armies of the Allied and Associated Powers in France. te, |
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as there is international control over raw materials Japan would have > 
only its share. The Soviets may be able to offer more attractions than 

| we to get Japan on their side. H the Japanese peace treaty contains 
_ a lot of disabilities, Japanese pride will be hurt and they will become 

restive, making it more likely that they will go on the Soviet side. 
| Pride is about all the Japanese have left. If you say that in the treaty 

. we must destroy that too our task becomes impossible. an , 

| From a public relations standpoint, Ambassador Dulles continued, 
the kind of treaty I am talking about cannot be easily explained. The 
American people understand fairly well why a non-restrictive treaty 
is desirable, due to their experience with a restrictive treaty with 

a Germany after the last war. Australia and New Zealand, however, | 

7 were remote from the workings of the German peace settlement. We _ 

7 realize that this creates practical problems and are quite willing to 
discuss the matter on that basis. We wish it understood, however, that _ | 
we are taking what seems to us the most effective way of keeping the _ 

| situation under control. We have to drive with a light rein because 
the temptation for Japan to bolt and go over to the other side is great. 
Our proposed course is believed to be the only one which will over a 

| long period keep Japanese rearmament on a modest basis and suf- | 
ficiently unbalanced, i.e. not including naval and air forces. We have 
been trying to get over to the Japanese the idea that their security 
has now become a collective problem and that no nation should any | 

_ longer have purely national forces. The Japanese people have accepted 
this concept sympathetically and are eager to become part of a collec- 

_ tive security system so that they will not have to have national forces ¥ 
_ again. I am not taking at face value all that I saw in Japan. The 
Japanese attitude is one of extreme pacifism today but one cannot be | 
sure that it will stay that way. I do think, however, that the Japanese 
are now in a mood which if taken advantage of could be used. to shape 
their future on more healthy lines than ever before. We appreciate 
all these aspects of the matter, not because we are as close to Japan 
as you but because we feel a sense of responsibility and because we | 
know that all would suffer from a resurgence of Japanese militarism. — 

As already stated, Ambassador Dulles continued, we recognize that _ 
our proposals are not easily saleable to your people. Much of what I | 

_ have said cannot be explained publicly here and, if publicly revealed, 
would tend to destroy what we are trying to do in Japan. It is reason- __ 

_ able for you to want to have something to meet Australian and New 
| Zealand public opinion. Mr. Spender wondered if the idea of a Pacific 

‘Pact, had evaporated. When I left Washington it was with broad | 
_ authority to make a security pact that would inelude Australia, New 

_ Zealand, the Philippines, Japan, the U.S. and possibly Indonesia. I 
outlined our general thinking on it to. Ambassador Franks in Wash- 
ington but only when we got to Tokyo did we learn that the U.K. was
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- gtrongly opposed to such a pact. This threw us off balance. The matter _ 

has now got to be reconsidered which will mean the reopening of a 7 

number of pertinent factors. We do not feel that we can deal with — 

these factors here with finality since they were not fully considered 

by the Government before we left. We are, however, prepared to con- | 

sider all possible suggestions. The principal possibilities appear to 

be (1) a series of bilateral arrangements between the U.S. and various 

Pacific island countries; (2) a triangular Australian, New Zealand 

‘and U.S. arrangement coupled with bilateral U.S. understandings 

with the U.S. and the Philippines or independently thereof [sc]; (3) 

a joint arrangement among Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines 

and the U.S. plus a U.S.-Japan bilateral arrangement; (4) a joint 

| arrangement participated in by all five countries. I want to make © 

clear that there is no hesitation or reluctance on our part as regards | 

- the substance of what you want. We thought we had a generally satis- 

factory formula but the British did not likeit.. : 

Mr. Spender commented that it seemed somewhat surprising tohim | 

hat the U.S. should have been so deterred by the British objections. _ 

| Australia, he said, regards itself as the principal in this area. After 

all, he stated, the Australians live here. — ee a : - | 

Ambassador Dulles replied that he had not in any way indicated to 

| the U.K. that the U.S. accepted its objections as valid. We do attach _ 

a importance to them, however, and see difficulty in proceeding if the 

| British continue to feel as strongly as they have indicated. We were 

told that the matter would be considered by the Cabinet last Monday. > 

| * Mr. Doidge said that he disliked the thought of an agreement of this - 

- type without the U.K. being a part. - | Be 

Mr. Spender commented that he believed that the British objections _ 

a ~ would be met by a series of bilateral arrangements. He could not see 

how anyone could object to an agreement by the U.S. and Australia 

| or agreements between the U.S. and other individual countries. He_ | 

then listed and commented on each of the British objections as follows: 

a 1. That a pact would cut across New Zealand and Australian ar- | 

rangements for the Middle East—Mr. Spender said that he did not 

see any conflict at all here and believed that the pact would on the con- 

trary fortify thesearrangements. 
an ee 

9° That Indonesia’s adherence was unlikely—Mr. Spender said that 

7 he also considered that it was unlikely. The chairman of the Foreign 

“Affairs Committee of the Indonesian Parliament had just publicly 

stated that Indonesia would have nothing to do with the pact. 

3. That the effect on non-Communist mainland countries would be 

unfortunate. Mr. Spender said that he agreed that this aspect of the - 

‘matter presents difficulties but that he did not consider them insuper- | 

_ able: Sir Esler Dening? had said that it was a drawback to the:pact 

| WSir M. Esler Dening of the United Kingdom's Foreign Office, assigned to 
-gpecial duties in the Far East with the personal, rank of Ambassador. Sir.Hsler | 

was in Canberra during the visit of the Dulles Mission. : |
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- but not such as to prevent its conclusion. He thought that it should © 
be dealt with through parallel understandings. Sir [Esler] had ‘also _ 
said that a three power pact would entirely avoid this objection. ~~ | 

Mr. Allison said that if Japan were included it would be a member 
of the club and, if any program of rearmament, would have to obey'the 

| rules of the club, which rules Australia and New Zealand would. help 
to make. Mr. Spender replied that he had told the Cabinet that Aus- | 

a tralia’s ultimate aim should be to attract Japan into our camp but 
that this was impossible politically now. Australia, he had said, should | 
move to a state of peace with Japan, should work with Japan, and, 
if it finds that it is responding, should then bring Japan in. Public a 

- opinion toward Japan by that time would have become readjusted. _ 
4, That we have to keep in mind a pact which will include the whole | 

~ of Asia—Mr. Spender said that he doubted that he would live this | 
Jong and that he was more interested in the immediate problem. — a 

«+B. ‘That the U.K. would not be a principal—Mr. Spender said that | 
Sir [Esler] had told him that Britain did not want to be in the pact 
but at the same time would be unhappy if it were left out. | 

_ Ambassador Dulles said that from the point of view of the military = 

| defence of this area Japan is in a critical position. The attack may _ 
come from the south through Indonesia but is more likely in the north 
through Japan. Our military people feel that Japan isthe anchor posi- 
tion, and that if it were lost it would make it difficult to hold the 
rest. So any commitments we made would from our standpoint have 
to be premised on the total view we took of the defense of the whole 
Pacific area. This does not mean that every country would have to be 

in the arrangement. It simply means that we would not be prepared to _ 
act except on the basis of the overall strategic picture. Mr. Doidge _ 
asked why we should not then have a tripartite arrangement of the 
U.S., Australia and New Zealand. We would then have time to condi- 
tion the minds of our peoplestothe bigger concept. 

_ Ambassador Dulles inquired whether Australia or New Zealand | 
had any written outlines of various possible arrangements. He sug- 

| gested that the substantive issues be studied, leaving the question of 
_ participation aside for a while. Mr. Spender suggested that the staffs | 

_ work out some language that afternoon for consideration by the prin- | 
cipals later in the afternoon ® or the next day. He said that he did not a 

_ think that there were any basic difficulties and that it was just a ques- 
tion of how to accomplish the agreed objectives. He noted that the U.S. 
had referred to Article 2 of the Charter in its Provisional Memo- | 
randum and suggested that this article might be a useful source of 

_ words. Ambassador Dulles agreed, adding, however, that the U.S. did 
: not contemplate anything as elaborate as the North Atlantic Treaty. | 

Our thought is of something simpler, leaving development of the 

arrangement to a later time when it might be possible to bring in 

®*The editors have noted, but been unable to account for, the discrepancy in | a 
_ references to time. , a | : : |
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Japan and certain other countries, possibly including certain main- | 

| land countries. He suggested, however, that the Australians and New 

Zealand representatives draft the paper as they thought desirable. 

Mr. Doidge said that the time was getting close to midnight.* He 

suggested that the arrangement be made simple and easy to negotiate. 

Ambassador Dulles said that he was ready to work day or night during 

his stay. , | - 

Lot 54D428 a | 7 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast | 

Asian Affairs | | 

| | [Canperra,] February 17, 1951—morning. 

Nores on Conversation Amone AMBASSADOR DuLiEs, AUSTRALIAN AND | 

New ZeaLanp Ministers ror Exrernan Arrairs, AND STAFFS 

| Mr. Spender presented the text of a Pacific Treaty * incorporating 

| changes adopted by the Working Party * the previous afternoon. Am- 

bassador Dulles said that the Mission had prepared a new Preamble,’ 

and handed copies to Mr. Spender and Mr. Doidge. Mr. Doidge com- 

| mented that the final paragraph, which seemed to look to the inclu- 

gion of Japan, went further than his Government would probably | 

want to go at the present time. New Zealand was not yet ready to 

| commit itself to any obligations with respect to Japan. Ambassador 

| ‘Dulles replied that he had not had the participation of Japan solely 

~ in mind, though he did think Japan’s inclusion desirable at the proper 

time, but was thinking also of other countries, including some on the 

mainland. As much as the U.S. cherishes its relationship with Aus- 

| tralia and New Zealand, it could not believe that a pact with them | 

alone is an adequate arrangement for the security of the vast Pacific 

area. : : Oc | | 

| Mr. Doidge said that he recognized that fact but that the U.S. 

had bilateral arrangements with the Philippines and Japan. Mr. 

| _ Spender asked whether the object was to protect ourselves alone or to 

achieve collective security. If we do not look beyond ourselves we will 

not get what we need. The U.K is right in stressing this point. Mr. | 

Spender said that the language proposed by Ambassador Dulles 

| seemed to him to fit the situation likeaglove. => | 

ifext of this draft has not been found in Department of State files. 
2 Information regarding the composition of this Working Party has not been 

found in Department of State files. Oo pe - a . 

*A Preamble specifically identified as..that presented: to. this: meeting has not 

been, found in Department-of State files. However, there is no positive indication 

that the Preamble mentioned here differs from that printed as part of the draft 

| of February 17, p. 172. | , - | a
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_ Ambassador Dulles said that the U.S. would be glad to have a pact 
in which the U.K. would be a member but that it did not wish to have 

_ the U.K., France and other colonial powers participate until they 
could be balanced by the participation of a number of Asiatic peoples. | 
‘We do not want the tri-partite pact, if concluded, to appear to be the | 

final word for the security of the Pacific area. There are too many 
countries left out. Mr. Doidge agreed but said that both Australia and | 
New Zealand would have a hard job of selling any arrangement which 
seemed to involve Japan. Mr. Spender replied that it was essential 
that. Japan eventually be brought in on our side of the fence and that 
we should begin to look to that day. He then suggested that the group. | 
go through the proposed text article by article. | 7 

Article I | | | oe 
Ambassador Dulles said that he had no objection to this article but- 

wished to raise the question of whether the treaty should be as short. _ 
as possible, containing only essentials, or should be a longer document: | 
including articles, such as this one, under which the parties affirmed’ | 
obligations which they have already assumed in the Charter or else- 
where. Mr. Spender said that sometimes words have value simply as ) 

_ words and that he would prefer to retain the article. (The impression, | 
previously imparted by Australian officials was that the Government: 

believed that a fairly long treaty would make a greater impression on, | 
_ Australian public opinion than a short document, even though the. 

latter contained the same substance.) Ambassador Dulles said that a, | 
longer treaty would be acceptable to him if Mr. Spender and Mr. — | 
Doidge desired. | | | — | 

Article II a 

Mr. Doidge inquired exactly what was meant by the phrase “self-. | 
help and mutual aid”. Ambassador Dulles explained that the phrase. _ 
was taken from the Vandenberg resolution * of a few years ago, the __ 
force of which was that each nation party to an agreement of this. 

_ type should develop its own capacity to contribute to the common, 
_ defense, and that the whole burden should not rest on one country.. | 

| Mr. Doidge said that he had no doubt that the U.S. would help by- 
whatever means appeared most, efficacious at the time. Ambassador. 
Dulles noted that the article refers to peace time mutual aid and not. 

| toa period of actual hostilities, dealt with elsewhere. te 

Article IIIT | | | - 

Ambassador Dulles suggested that the phrase “in the Pacific” be- | | 
- Included at the end of the article. The suggestion was accepted. _ 

“Senate Resolution 239, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., June 11, 1948. For text, see. | 
Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 111, p. 135. 

| 588-617—77_12 |
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Article IV, First Paragraph cr eS re 

‘Mr. Spender inquired what was meant by the reference to con- 

| - gtitutional processes. Ambassador Dulles replied that the phrase was _ 

| ‘to be found in the United Nations Charter in Article 43. It had been — 

| inserted there primarily to meet the sensibilities of Congress, which 

| alone under our Constitution has the power to declare war. The phrase, _ | 

| which also appears in the North Atlantic Treaty, makes clear that 

the President does not have this power. He said that he had taken an 

active part in the debate on the North Atlantic Treaty in the Senate. 7 

| He had there pointed out that while it is quite true that under our 

| Constitution only Congress can declare war, the question of making 

| war is a different matter. War can be made by others, leaving us little _ 

choice. Congress has declared war in only one of the wars in which the 

U.S. has been engaged. In every other case Congress has found that a 

-—_-_-gtate of war already existed. Only in the unlikely event that the U.S. 

started a war would the phrase have relevance. It did not in fact 

therefore impose any serious limitation. _ | ee 

Second Paragraph = | _ | a 

| Ambassador Dulles noted that this paragraph was a paraphrase of __ 

- Article51ofthe Charter. — oe an a 

Artie Vo pO nes ne OBS 

| Ambassador Dulles suggested that the concluding clause be revised 

to read: “under its jurisdiction in the Pacific or on its armed forces, | 

public vessels or aircraft in the Pacific”. He said that he did not think = 

| that the treaty should be invoked if there were an attack on a private — 

vessel of one of the parties, which might be engaged in blockade run- 

ning or similar activities. | mes 

Article VI | Be Seg 

| It was agreed that “Security Council” should be changed to “United 
Nations” and the word “norimarily” deleted, in recognition of the im- a 

- mobilization of the Security Council and the passage of the Uniting = 

for Peace Resolution. _ 2 Ce ees 

| Article VII mM ee es SA 

| Ambassador Dulles noted that this article had been included in the 

‘Atlantic Pact primarily due to the treaties of alliance which Britain 

| and France had ‘concluded with the USSR. He said that there 

appeared to be no need for it here. (Although it was not agreed at — 

ss the time, the article wassubsequently dropped.) =. =
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Article VIII (Article VII in later revised draft dated February 17)5 

Mr. Spender raised the question of the site of the Council. He said 
that Melbourne was one possibility but was far from the Pacific. | | 

Another was Hawaii. The best site in the view of his Government, | 

however, would be Washington. Australia already had its experts 

‘there and was frankly pushed for personnel. Also the Council’s work =~ 
could be best performed at a spot where all aspects of the world situa- 
‘tion could be appraised. Ambassador Dulles said that it could at least 

‘be agreed that the treaty should not specify where the site should be. | 

Article IX (Article VU of later revised draft) NS a 28 

No objection was made to this article. | ean | 

Article X (Article IX of later revised draft) ee a | 

, ‘It was agreed that the phrase “and its provision carried out” was — | 

- amnecessary in view of the inclusion of the provision regarding con- | 
_ gtitutional processes in Article IV, and should therefore be deleted. — | 

- -Jt was further agreed that the instruments of ratification should be | 
deposited with the Government of Australia. | a Ee | 

. Article XI (Article X of later revised draft) SERS SE ee 

| Mr. Spender said that he would like to see the life of the treaty ae! 

made as long as possible. Ambassador Dulles said that he didnot have __ 
‘any positive thoughts on the question but that his own personal feel- 
ing was that it would be advisable to have the treaty run indefinitely. 
He did not like to consider that the declaration in Article TV had any 

time limit at all. The Monroe Doctrine had no time limit and had o 

remained in effect for 150 years. ee : 
Mr. Spender replied that the idea of an indefinitely continuing | 

, obligation appealed to him, but that he wondered whether there should | 
not be a minimum period before any party could terminate its obli- _ | 
gations under the treaty. Ambassador Dulles said that his idea was 

, that. there should be no time limit on the main declaration but that 
any party could retire from the Council at any time it wished. A treaty 

| of this sort which had no validity except from the flow of words | 
was actually void. The British and French treaties with the USSR a 

| were for 20 years but are already void in fact. Mr. Doidge commented = 
that the Pact would find its success in the sincerity of purpose of the 
parties. (It was subsequently agreed that the article should provide 

_ thatthetreaty wastoremaininforceindefinitely.) © 

| ° Reference is to the draft cited in footnote 8, p. 164, OS |
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Article XII (Article XI in later revised draft) | 

Tt was agreed that the treaty should be deposited in the archives 

of the Government of Australia. — ra | 

| ~ Ambassador Dulles recalled that the group had decided to go ahead _ 

| and discuss the substance of a possible pact without deciding who the 

parties should be. Returning again to the questions of parties, he noted 

that there were strong objections to the inclusion of Japan in such a 

pact at this time. He had accepted this position for a good many 

reasons, among them the attitude of the U.K. The status of the 

Philippines had also been left undetermined. Mr. Allison had received 

| the impression from Mr. Dening that the British would not have any 

particular objection to the inclusion of the Philippines. Ambassador _ 

Dulles said that the U.S. would not want to make any final decision : 

: regarding the Philippines until after the Mission had returned to | 

Washington. It might then conclude that the exclusion of the Philip- 

pines would have such serious consequences that it would want to ask | 

Australia and New Zealand to agree to the Philippines becoming a _ 

party. | So | 
Mr. Spender said that he understood. He accepted the proposition 

that the island chain extending from Alaska to New Zealand presented ° 

an integrated security problem, and he foresaw no real difficulties ex- 

cept on the question of Indonesia, which he believed would not want to | 

come in. As to the Philippines, Australia had envisaged their being _ 

- taken care of under the bilateral base agreement with the U.S. It 

preferred that the pact be limited to the three powers but would not. | 

resist the idea of including the Philippines if the U.S. Government 

thought that wise. : Oo | 

Ambassador Dulles said that President Quirino had expressed a 

strong desire to have the Philippines included in any Pacific pact, 

thereby formalizing the Philippines’ security relationships with 

— friendly nations to an extent which could not be accomplished by the 

simple stationing of U.S. troops in the Philippines. Mr. Spender said | 

that Quirino must have changed his mind in the ‘matter since he saw 

him last May. At that time Quirino had said that he wanted the 

Philippines to be included, but when his advisors had pointed out - 

that this would constitute a military alliance he had suggested that _ 

the arrangement be solely of a cultural and economic nature. — oe 

Ambassador Dulles said that the question of Philippine participa- 

| tion was a delicate and complicated one, He noted that’ there was _ 

much corruption in the Government but, that the Philippines’ relation- 

ship to us stood as a valuable symbol. It was the feeling in the Philip- 

pines that if Formosa fell, it would be extremely difficult to preserve 

Philippine security due to the island-hopping possibilities which
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‘would be open to the Communists. It was very important that a hostile 

attitude not build up in the Philippines, now so concerned about 

their security. Military bases cannot be held in a country whose popu- | 

lation is definitely hostile. , 

Lot 54D423 - 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 

| | | Asian Affairs oe | 

SECRET ~ Canperra, February 17, 1951—afternoon. | 

- Norss on Conversation Amone Ampassapor Duties, MINISTERS FOR 

a Exrernan Arratirs oF AUSTRALIA AND New ZEALAND, AND STAFFS 

| Mr. Spender said that a Pacific Pact raised two basic questions: 

1. Would such a pact affect Australia’s and New Zealand’s commit-. | 

ments in the Middle East? Mr. Spender said that he did not think that: 

| whatever grew out of a Pacific pact would need to be inconsistent in 

any way with these commitments. a - oo 

~ 9. Would such a pact be considered by the peoples of Southeast Asia. 
as signifying their abandonment? Mr. Spender said that he thought | 

this was a matter to be considered but believed that it did not in fact 

constitute a valid objection to the proposed arrangement. Australia | 

is already committed to send troops to Malaya as well as to the Middle . 

East so that at least Malaya would know beyond question that it | 
was not to be abandoned. / . an re 

A subsidiary question was that of Indonesia’s participation. Ad- 
mission of Indonesia to the pact would make it more difficult to con- - 
vince the peoples of the mainland that they were not being abandoned. 
Ambassador Dulles said that he had had an intimation that Indo-. 

nesia would like to be asked to participate so that it could refuse. | 
_ Mr. Spender said that this sounded credible and was probably to be . 

explained by Indonesia’s desire to build up its prestige. He said that 
he fully supported the long-term desirability of a general Pacific Pact : 

| including more nations than the United States, Australia and New 
Zealand, but that such a pact was not practicable now. It was necessary _ | 
to get. a start somewhere and the proposed tripartite treaty would - 
be such a start. He went on to say that if there were any British | 
objections to the pact which he had not discussed he would be glad | 

_ to take them up, as he knew of no objections which could not be 
| satisfactorily met. The people of Australia live in the Southwest | 

Pacific area and therefore feel that they have the primary interest. - 

in it. The discussions with Mr. Dening had indicated that there would 
be no objection by the U.K. to a tripartite pact of the type Australia 
had proposed. There could not be. : |
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- Mr. Doidge said that his Government’s fear was that the people. 
- would recoil from the idea of having to go to the assistance of acoun-. 

try like Japan. Ambassador Dulles’ presentation had made the U.S. 

concept so reasonable, however, that he felt that he now had a much — | 

clearer idea of the situation. New Zealand also feared entering into _ 
any agreement which would necessitate a division of its efforts. Again, 

Ambassador Dulles had made a most convincing presentation. This 
a is the time-and the hour and we do not want to let it pass. Ambassador 

| -. Dulles commented that it had been his experience that when reason- | 
able men differ it usually results from a different understanding of _ 

| the facts, proceeding from different assumptions, and that he hoped: 
that what he had had to say had helped to clarify the underlying © 

a facts. = | ee | | 
| Mr. Spender said that Australia still feared Japan. He had been _ 

much impressed, however, by Ambassador Dulles’ sympathetic con- - 

_ sideration of what Australia considered the first step, a Pacific Pact. 
| Mr. Dulles’ attitude toward a pact had conditioned his, Mr. Spender’s, 

approach to the problem of Japanese treaty. The Australian people 
would expect him as Foreign Minister to get a rigid peace which would | 
control this and regulate that. If the Government did not meet public _ 
opinion in some degree it will fall and there could never be any hope — 

. of obtaining Australia’s approval of the type of treaty the U.S. has _ 
in mind. Mr. Spender said that he therefore proposed to make the 

| following recommendationstohisGovernment: = = | 

| 1. That, pending determination whether the proposed pact is satis- | 
factory to the United States Government, Australia reserve the right | 
to propose limitations on Japanese rearmament in the treaty. OO 

2. That if the pact is acceptable to the U.S., Australia not insist on 
- provisions for the restriction or supervision of Japanese rearmament —— 

| inthetreaty.- pe ae | ag 
| | _3.. That if the pact is acceptable to the U.S., Australia propose. ~ 

that after the treaty is signed Japan of its own accord enter intoa = 
unilateral or multilateral agreement with Australia and possibly other _ 

| countries under which it would agree not to revive militaristic policies _ 
and not to accumulate dangerous military might. — Ca 

| Mr. Spender said that it was true, as Ambassador Dulleshad pointed 
| out, that restrictions or supervision provided in a treaty tend to break 

down. Post-treaty covenants, however, would be more likely to be 
performed, particularly if Japan wishes to win its way into the 

| - Western world. Australia, therefore, desired both a pact or security ==> 

| treaty and voluntary Japanese assurances of the type just described. 
The present pacifistic tendency of the Japanese people might. well 
incline them toward the desired assurances. It will probably not be 
in Japan’s power to develop atomic weapons, long-range missiles or 
an appreciable navy or air force in any event, and therefore its re-
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- nunciation of the right to build up such weapons and forces would 

- notinvolveparticularsacrifice 2 

_-- Mr: Doidge said that Japan had been a nightmare to New-Zealand. 

and that the possibility of its resurgence was regarded. with horror. 

Ambassador Dulles’ explanation of the controls to which J apan will 

in any event be subject due to a world-wide system of raw materials. 

allocations and the presence of U.S. forces in Japan is highly con- 

_-vincing for the short-run period. But New Zealand must live along-. | 

side Japan for.a long time to come, Ambassador Dulles’ exposition => 

~- does not seem to cover the long-term possibilities. esl be oe 

- Ambassador Dulles said that what he had asked required putting 7 

wisdom above immediate political expediency. As to the long-term, — | 

- nothing which could be written in the treaty could affect the situa- 

tion 30, 40 or 50 years from now. All that will help at that time will - 

~ be for us to have started now to bring Japan to a mood in which it aS 

__-will not want to adopt aggressive policies. The fact that the treaty 

will not contain limitations on the exercise of full sovereign rights by 

Japan will in itself contribute to this end. It would seem a little awk- — we 

- ward, in reference to Mr. Spender’s proposal, to suggest to. the Japa-- ee 

nese Government, with its present Constitution, that it offer assurances _ | 

after a treaty that the armed forces which it is not permitted by its 

~ Constitution to have will not be very big. Oo Wk Ne ee 

- he thing I worry about in the short term, Ambassador Dullescon- 

tinued, is that Japan will noé recreate adequate armed forces. There 

is no worry in our minds about an unduly large force or naval or air. 

| forces. The U.S. is not willing to station forcesin Japan for verylong 

unless the Japanese do something on their own account. It would be 
- unwise to take action of the type Mr. Spender proposes which could 

be used as an excuse by the J apanese for not doing all they can for | 

their own defense. The U.S. troops will bring Japan dollars which it 

may well be reluctant to cut off by rearming. Instead of earning ap- 

proximately 100 million dollars a year from our forces the Japanese 

--would be incurring large expenditures each year for the creation and = 

“support of a Japanese army. Their tendency is all too likely to be to 
stay neutral, to seek the continued presence of U.S. forces, and to 

concentrate on raising their standard of living. It must bea strange , 

thought to you to consider that the problem for the next fivetoten 

years will be to get Japan to create land forces but that is the case. . 

While in Japan I emphasized that the Japanese should look to the 

- greation not of national forces but of collective security forces. Sooner _ 

or later, I said, Japan must pull its weight in the boat. What the U.S., 

- Australia, New Zealand and other countries must try todoistoensure > 

- that the development of armed forces in Japan will be for purposes 
of collective security. The environment we create in and about Japan 

| will largely determine this. Oo eee |
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Mr. Spender said that the problem he had put to Ambassador Dulles 
was primarily a political one. Ambassador Dulles replied that he 

| realized this and perhaps something could be worked out combining | 
both Mr. Spender’s and his thoughts, something that the public could — 
see, as they would be able to see a Pacific Pact. Mr. Doidge cited as 
an example of the sort of thing that contributed to fear of Japan in. 

his country a newspaper report that the Japanese had sought Ambas- 
sador Dulles’ support for Japanese emigration to New Guinea. Am- 

| bassador Dulles said that no Japanese had approached him with this 
idea and that it was a terrible thing that the press representatives of | 
Australia and New Zealand appeared to send home stories deliberately 

| designed to inflame the people. | se 
[For the remainder of this conversation, see page 885.] 

Lot 54D428 | Leah eg oe . . 

| a Draft of Security Treaty | 

TOP SECRET -Canperra, February 17, 1951. - 

(For Consideration By the Governments of Australia, New Zealand 
| | and the United States of America) _ ge 

The Parties to this Treaty wn oe | 

. Reaffirming their faith in the purposes and principles of the Charter — 
of the United Nations and their desire to live in peace with all peoples 

| and all Governments, and desiring to strengthen the fabric of peace - 
in the Pacific Area, SO ae | 

Noting that the United States already has arrangements pursuant 
| to which its armed forces are stationed in the Philippines, and has _ 

~ armed forces and administrative responsibilities in the Ryukyus, and 
upon the coming into force of the Japanese Peace Treaty may also 
station armed forces in and about Japan to assist in the preservation 
of peace and security inthe Japanarea, eae oS oe 

Recognizing that Australia and New Zealand as members of the _ 
| British Commonwealth of Nations have military obligations outside 

-aswellaswithinthe Pacificarea, = as | 

| Desiring to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity, so | 
that no potential aggressor could be under the illusion that any of. 

| them standaloneinthePacificarea,and 
Desiring further to coordinate their efforts for collective defence 

for the preservation of peace and security pending the development — 
of a more comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific 
Area, a | | | oe | 

Therefore declare and agree as follows: | oe
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APE aa “ He — Arricre Ts aE Ee 

_ The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United 

Nations, to settle any international disputes in which they may be | 
involved by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace 
and, security and justice are not endangered and to refrain in their 
international relations from the threat or use of force in any manner 
inconsistent with the purposesofthe United Nations 

| a | Articte ID a a 

In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty 
the Parties separately and jointly by means of continuous and effective = | 

- -gelf-help and mutual aid will maintain and develop their individual — 
and collective capacity to resist armed attack. _ BA 

| | a | Articte IIT Oo oe 

| The Parties will consult together whenever in the opinion of any 
of them the territorial integrity, political independence or security | 
of any of the Parties is threatened in the Pacific. . Bo 

| |  Arrictz IV | | | 
“Rach Party recognises that an armed attack in the Pacific area 

upon any of the Parties would be dangerous to its own peace and | 
safety and declares that it would act to meet the common danger in 
accordance with its constitutional processes. _ ) | 
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof 

shall be immediately reported to the Security Council of the United | 
Nations. Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Coun- 
cil has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain inter- 

| national peace and security. | 

ae | ARTICLE V | 

7 For the purpose of Article IV, an armed attack on any ofthe Parties 
is deemed to include an armed attack on the metropolitan territory of 
any of the Parties, or on the island territories under its jurisdiction in 

| the Pacific or on its armed forces, public vessels or aircraft in the 
Pacific. | | | 

| | Articiz VI | | | 

This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affecting | 

_ In any way the rights and obligations of the parties under the Charter 
of the United Nations or the responsibility of the United Nations for _ 

_ the maintenance of international peace and security. a 

. Arricte VII | a 

The Parties hereby establish a Council on which each of them shall — | 
be represented to consider matters concerning the implementation of —
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| _ this Treaty. The Council shall. be so organised as to be able to meet 
‘promptly at any time and may set up such subsidiary bodiesasmay be _ 

‘The Parties recognise that this Treaty may be more effectively _ 
implemented in association with other States and groups of States 

- not parties to this Treaty. The Council, established by Article VII, 
| shall therefore maintain the closest possible relations with and consult — 

with other States in a position to further. the purposes of this Treaty 
and to-contribute to the security of the Pacific area. The couneil shall 

| -also co-ordinate its planning so far as possible with that of other re-_ 
gional organisations and associations of States-of which one or more. 
ofthe Partiesare members. | ier ee 

Se — . Arricnn TX ote ot ee 

| - This Treaty shall be ratified by the Parties in accordance with their — 
-_- respective constitutional processes. The instruments. of ratification - 

shall be deposited as soon as possible with the Government of Aus- 
tralia, which will notify each of the other signatories of such deposit. 

“The Treaty shall enter into force'as soon as the ratifications of: the 
‘signatories have been deposited. for OBES a OS ED 

| This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely. Any Party may cease 
| to be a member of the Council established by Article VII one year 

after its notice has been given to the Government of Australia, which 
| will inform the Governments of the other Parties of the deposit of ; 

such notice. OO Cog ee 

CO —  Arvicge XT - 
.. This. Treaty in the English language shall be deposited in the 
archives of the Government of Australia. Duly certified copies thereof 
will be transmitted by that Government to the Governments of each — 

7 ofthe othersignatoriest © | 

. + Another text, also bearing ithe ‘dateline “Canberra, February 17, 1951,” is 
identical to that reproduced here except for one major modification. Articles VII 
ang x are omitted, and the following passage is inserted between Articles VI 

-- &(Poggible alternate to Articles VII and VIII, to:meet J.C.8. comments: 
_ The parties hereby establish a Council on which each of them shall be repre- | 
sented to- consider matters concerning the implementation of this Treaty. The 
Council should be so. organized as to be able’ to.meet promptly at any. time. It 

| shall maintain a consultative relationship with states in a position to forward 
the purposes of this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the Pacific area.)”. 
{Lot 541423) a _ ae



In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed 

~~ Done at —____ this _______ dayof__.— 1951, a 

—°'790.5/2-1851 oe Se 

| Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Consultant to the Secretary, to the Pa 

| «Minister for Eaternal Affairs of N ew Zealand (Doidge) 7 

CONFIDENTIAL — Canperra, February 18,1951. 

~My Dzar Mr. Munister: I shall take back with me to Washington 

the “Draft Treaty for consideration by the Governments of Australia, 

New Zealand and the United States of America.”?I am‘hopeful that 
the step envisaged by this draft will commend itself to my Govern- 

ment. At the same time, I must-emphasize that I have no authority _ | 

to commit my Government to its acceptance and that a final decision | 

-on:the part of my Government must wait upon the report which I. | 

shall make upon my return and upon consideration by my Govern- | 

~ ment of the bearing of the proposed treaty, both in substance andin 
detailed wording, upon all elements of 'a world situation which is_ m 

so delicate that no single step should be taken without fully appraising — 

all of its possible repercussionsand implications. = 
_. As I told you, the instructions to our Mission contemplated a Pacific 

security arrangement more comprehensive than merely a three party | 

treaty to supplement. existing or. prospective arrangements of. the — 

_ - United: States in relation to other Pacific island areas. Consequently, 

| such a limited arrangement as is envisaged by the draft referred to — - 

has not yet been given authoritative consideration by the various — 

interested departments of my Government. = ee lcapge| 

In this connection I recall that: the present draft was prepared to a 

| enable us to explore together matters of substance and without preju- 

dice to the question of who might. be the parties. The United States | 

desires clearly to reserve the position of the Philippine Republic in | 

this respect. _ a teste oe Pye th et nae 
I further recognize that there is an interdependence between the | 

- gontemplated Japanese peace treaty, which we have also discussed, and 

_ the contemplated security treaty in the sense that neither of us would ‘ 

be obligated to accept one without the other. 
| I take this occasion to express the gratification which I feel at = 

having had the opportunity to participate, on behalf of the United 
States, in these discussions with the Governments. of Australia. and | 

New Zealand and my belief that these discussions have served to 

oe 1 Supra, — OP te See gees |
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bring about closer understanding in the interest of our eommon — 
welfare and of international peace and security, = = = 

| I am writing an identical letter to the Minister for External Affairs 

of Australia? wo Eee 
- I am, with assurance of my high regard, _ | oe 

_ Sincerely yours, —  Sorn Foster Duties 

| 2In telegram 222 from Canberra, February 19, marked “From Dulles”, the 
| Embassy reported in part: “Dening has been kept informed and has expressed 

_ general approval of Pact and his personal approval of inclusion of Philippines. 
Some objection to Japanese Treaty remain but we believe will not be stubbornly 
pressed if Security Pact approved by us. Atmosphere most cordial.” (790.5/ | 

| ~  Soint communiqué issued at the close of the Canberra discussions by Messrs. 
. Spender, Doidge, and Dulles forms the text of telegram 225 from Canberra, Feb- 

; ruary 20, not printed. (790.5/2-2051) ae : Co 

| Lot 54D423 OO ee a 
Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Consultant to the Secretary, to the 

| Supreme Commander for Allied Powers (MacArthur) — 

| TOP SECRET —. ‘Wasnineron, March 2, 1951. 

| _ [Here follows a portion of the letter which did not deal primarily — 
with regional security matters (printed on page 900).] — ces 

In Canberra I had a talk with the Prime Minister, a meeting with — 
| the Cabinet, and numerous joint conferences over a period of four 

days with Spender, the Minister for External Affairs, and Doidge, 
the Minister for External Affairs of New Zealand. Our initial talks 
dealt entirely with the question of a Pacific Island Security Pact 
since it was obvious that the willingness of Australia and New Zealand 

| | to accept the United States version of a Japanese Peace Treaty would 
| be conditioned by the degree to which the United States would formal- 

_ izeitssecurity relationstothem. a - 
Our initial discussions were devoted to the question of the member- 

ship of a possible Pacific Island Pact. Both Australia and New Zealand 
wanted it limited to a tripartite arrangement between themselves and — 
the United States, while we urged the inclusion of the Philippines and 
the eventual admission of Japan, at such time as the latter would be | 
in a position to qualify under the terms of the Vandenberg Senate — 

| Resolution which requires “continuous and effective self-help and — 
mutual aid.” _ Sn | 

Australia’s and New Zealand’s attitude on membership was in- 
fluenced by their concern over public reactions to an “alliance” with 
Japan at this time and by the United Kingdom’s objection to the 
inclusion of any Asiatic nation without the inclusion of others. The 
United Kingdom, as you know, is unwilling to see a general Pacific 
Island Pact created which does not include herself and yet, at the
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game time, does not want to join an island pact for fear of the effect 
of such action on the security and stability of her possessions on the | 
Asia mainland. New Zealand, in particular, is very sympathetic to- _ | 

_wards this British attitude and is unlikely to take any action in 
opposition to it. oo 

We finally agreed to draft a proposed treaty which would makeno 
_ mention of membership and which would be so worded as to permit | | 

the inclusion of any number of states as and when such action became — | 
desirable and politically feasible. We made it clear that the United 
States might find it necessary to insist on the Philippines as a charter | 

member and both Foreign Ministers indicated that, in their personal | 
opinions, there would probably be no serious objections to such action. | | 
As yet we have no official indication as to British reaction to the | 

inelusion ofthe Philippines. | | 
_ A copy of the Draft Security Treaty which we agreed to bring back 

_ to Washington for consideration by the Government is enclosed with / 
_ this letter. Since it has had very limited distribution here and since 

_ there has been no admission of its existence, I would appreciate it if | | 
you would consider it as furnished you solely for your own informa- ee 

_ tion. Certain features of it are discussed briefly below: | | 

Preamble ee _ | EN 

The second paragraph recognizes the United States’ commitments — | 
in Japan, the Ryukyus and the Philippines and is designed to tie this | 
treaty in with those areas in the event that Japan and the Philippines _ 
are not initially members ofthepact. | 

_ The third paragraph is a recognition of Australia’s commitments 
in Malaya and New Zealand’s commitments in the Middle East... | 

Artile I Oe 
_ This is a quotation from the Vandenberg Senate Resolution and is _ | 
‘included to facilitate ratification by the U.S. Senate. a 
Article IV On Oo | 

_ This is the meat of the treaty. The language is drawn from the 
Monroe declaration. While it commits each party to take action, 
(presumably go to war) it does not commit any nation to action in- | 
any particular part of the world. In other words, the United States _ 

_ an discharge its obligations by action against the common enemy in — | 
any way and in any area that it sees fit. a 
Article VIT ce a oo So : a - a | 

Both Australia and New Zealand expressed a desire that the council a 
and its subsidiary bodies be kept as small and simple as possible. They _ | 
sare particularly concerned that no large organization comparable to _ 
NATO be set up. The United States and New Zealand seemed to agree _ 
that the military portion of the council should be in Melbourne where
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| the | British | Commonwealth Joint Chiefs of Staff are located, but Aus- . 

tralia wanted i located in Washington, presumably because they want | 
| to establish contact with the overall military planning agencies located 

in'the United States, 

Article VIL 
oo ‘This article permits liaison and consultation with other states. Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand desired this in order to help overcome the 

, objections of the United Kingdom to a Pacific Pact of which she was 

. not a member. The last sentence is designed primarily to permit» 

| coordination in planning between the Pacific Pact and a U.S.Japan 

Bilateral Pact until Japan can become a member of the former. This 

| would also permit coordination: between the council of the Pacific Pact. ~ 

and the United States in regard to Philippine defense in the event that: — 

the Philippines were not a charter member. Also, Australia wants some 

liaison with NATO. a A 

Australia and New Zealand desired a twenty year treaty while we — 

| desired no mention of the duration. It may be necessary to include a 

clause specifically authorizing denunciation of the treaty although, 

| withdrawal from the council.can_ be interpreted as, in effect, accom- : 

plishing. denunciation. a - . Ss : a oS . - oo wae : —- | 

[Here follows a discussion of J apanese peace treaty matters un-_ 

related to security (printed onpage902).] 0 oo ee o 

/ 790.5/38-1351: Telegram eS oo a s / ee . 7 . 

| | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Australia 

| SHORE ——-Wasumveron, March 18, 1951—T p.m. 
937. For the Ambassador from Dulles. Please deliver the following vs 

personal and secret message frommetoMr.Spender: - 

“Thank you for your good letter of March 81 delivered to me 

through the courtesy of the Australian Embassy in Washington. [ _ 

was glad to learn that you had presented London with the text of the 

draft agreement completed in Canberra making clear our position — 

_ particularly with respect to the Philippines. I returned to Washington: 

| on February 26 and the very next day I discussed this matter with 

Sir Oliver Franks and requested him to obtain officially the views of | 

the United Kingdom foreign office on inclusion of the Philippines. 

He himself is now in London, but we have not yet had any reply. As: 

| a result of our private discussions here in the State Department and _ 

with members of Congress since our return, we are convinced of the 

| necessity of the Philippines being invited to be a party to the con- — 

| | 1 Not found in Department of State files, So So yee
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templated security arrangement from the beginning and we made this: _ | 
clear to Franks. Pending further word from London we have not _ : 

| endeavored to get any final clearance in Washington of the Canberra. 
- draft,. but. such informal discussions as: we have had lead me to be | 

optimistic concerning this matter, assuming the Philippines can be 
included. © | - | 
-T unhesitatingly agree with you that we snould make every effort'to | 

get ahead as fast as possible and that. it would be unwise to postpone - | 
_ consideration .of any Pacific security arrangement until after the. - 

possible meeting of Commonwealth Defense Ministers in May? which. _ | 

_ Among other reasons is the state of public opinion in Japan which | 
galls for prompt affirmative action on a peace settlement and we know © 
you consider that this matter-and the subject of our Canberra talks : 

_ should move ahead pari passu. ee oh | | 
_.I-shall keep you informed of developments here. I would have com- | | 

- municated earlier except that I have been expecting daily to hear from _ a 
London, If we run into trouble I may suggest that you make a quick | 
trip to London or Washington or both to expound personally the | 
Australian point of view as you suggest-might be possible. I still hope 

_ that the representations we have both made will make this unneces- = a 
sary. Best regards. John Foster Dulles.” ra aan 

eee | a | _ ACHESON | 

*A conference of Commonwealth Ministers, of Defense took place in London | 
June 21-26. The Conference was devoted largely to Middle Eastern questions. | | 
Documentation. concerning the U.S. attitude towards certain of these questions. | 
is included in the regional defense compilation in volume Ve | 

694.001/3-1551: Telegram a | | 

_ Lhe Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Mata, March 15, 1951—6 p.m. 

2785. For Dulles from Cowen.t While security and reparations are | | 
both questions related to Philippine attitudes toward Japanese and - | 

_ Japanese peace treaty, I would be unable attempt assess extent to | 
_ which inclusion Philippines in Pacific Security Pact might soften | | 

Philippine attitude on reparations unless I also know what terms of 
_ pact would be and who would be the other members. If Japan were 

also to be member, Philippine reaction might be negative from fear | 
that Philippines would become junior partner possibly with Philip- | 
‘pine troops expected under certain circumstances serve under Japa-_ | 

_ hese commanders. If US were only member of pact able bring strength —s_—ifs 
__.to membership, and sense security afforded by pact probably would _ ot 
not be great as we already are publicly committed defend this country | | 
against outside aggression. If on other hand, Australia and New | : 

_ Zealand were also members and Philippines were afforded treaty guar- . | | 

“This telegram is a reply to queries contained in telegram 2048 to Manila, | March8,p.904.00 200 SES Co |
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_ antees against aggression from a resurgent Japan [as] well as against ; 

attack from other quarters, then Philippines might reconcile itself — 

| with less ill-grace to realities of reparations situation. Again if Philip-| 

pines not included as original member of any such pact, much of its 

value as agency for reconciling Philippines to realities of reparations _ 

situation would be sacrificed as President Quirino has been advocating 

ee a Pacific pact for last two years and his amour-propre would scarcely - 

a permit him accept with good grace situation in which Philippines: 

could not be one it [of] its original members. In passing I would add | 

that Philippines’ neurotic anxiety re security is rooted so deeply that 

| assurances and pacts can mitigate but not eliminate it, and that Philip- 

pines wants not security in place reparations but security and 

| reparations. ee | 

| ‘(Here follows the remainder of this telegram (printed on page 

—  —-926).] ee BO ee 

| wR ce -CowEN 

694.001/8-8051 : Telegram | es, oot a , 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia? | 

SECRET | — Wasurneron, March 30, 1951—5 p.m. | 

1057. It is Dept’s present intention proceed expeditiously as possible — 
with negot of Jap peace treaty. In this connection we consider: mutual 

declarations in Monroe Doctrine terms covering US, Phil, Austral — 

and NZ and perhaps Indo[nesia]. You shld understand that idea of 

this security arrangement has its origin in unwillingness of Australia, 

- NZ and perhaps Phil to agree to a Jap peace treaty which wld permit 

| Jap rearmament and economic recovery unless possible threat of 

renaissance of Jap as potential aggressor in Pacific be counterbalanced 

by some security declarations making integrity of Jap’s island neigh- 

bors formally of concern to US. For your most secret info it 1s Dept’s. 

hope that.at some future time Jap itself might be brought into the 

security arrangement, in which event all parties wld share in deter-. 

mination of steps which Jap might take to contribute to collective 

security. ae Sige) y lye ee cd nS 

, During Amb Dulles visit to Jap, Phil, Austral and NZ the ideas of 

such a security arrangement were put forward, particularly by Austral 

and NZ and at Canberra embodied in a draft,?-copy of which now in — 

| your hands. Saket eg 8 De ae 

As many documents testify, including the Pres’s instrs to Mr. Dulles — 

of last Jan, it has always been our thought that Indo[nesia] shld 

- 1 Telegram drafted by Mr. Dulles and William S. B. Lacy, Director of the - | 

. Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs. - - 

| * Reference is to the draft of February 17, p. 172. Se 

° Wor text of the President’s letter to Mr. Dulles of January 10, see enclosure 2. 

| (as annotated) to Mr. Acheson’s letter to Secretary Marshall of January 9, p. 788. —
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be included in any such security arrangement. It is our belief, how- 

ever, based on your reporting, that Indo[nesia] will not in all likeli- 

hood be prepared participate this time. We understand, however, that ! 

for obvious reasons Indo[nesia] hopes to receive an indication she | 

wld be welcome, which, however,shecanregret. | 

Dept believes that failure to invite Indo[nesia] participation wld yl 

be unfortunate in what many in south and southeast Asian countries ft 
wld believe themselves excluded from ambit of Amer protection and | 

faced with yet another evidence of white Anglo-Saxon unity in Pacific, | 
to which they attach their little friend the Phil and that such an : 

arrangement in Pacific might encourage South Asian nations to gravi- | 
tate toward “independent neutrality” policy of Nehru with attendant | 

relaxation of efforts against communism—Chi and indigenous, also ! 

differences NG might well beexacerbated. = | Set 

| For foregoing reasons Dept believes US shld officially indicate | 

to Indonesia its desire that Indo[nesia] shld be invited participate in 

the Pact even though we are fully aware Indo[nesia] wld in all prob- | 

ability reject invitation. To achieve desired effect fact of US desire | 

to include Indo[nesia] shld be made public knowledge. This in turn | 

means of course greatest care must be exercised in determining timing — : 

and character approach Indo[nesia] and agreeing with Indo[nesian] | 

Govt what itshallsayinreply. _ ( VEEISES og 2 RGTED ES CR Loh | 
You of course will bear in mind ameliorative effect which Pact if 

properly presented to Indo[nesian]s and Austral may have on the NG 
| situation in so much as Pact wld indicate mutual concern with the 

territory of the signatories as against armed attack. If both Austral 
and Indo[nesia] were parties, each wld be concerned with the integrity 
of the other. If only Australia, but not Indo[nesia] is signatory, terri- 
torial integrity of Eastern NG wld be matter of concern to other : 

- signatories. We do not want to provide any ground for assumption | : 
that what is contemplated indirectly to advantage of Austral as | 
against Indo[nesia] in NG. : | | : | | | 

Bear in mind that the initiative in ascertaining Indo[nesian] atti- 
tude toward participation wld probably have to be taken by US alone. ! 
We (wld not want to make, nor wld it be practical to make Australia 
or others parties to the invitation particularly since such procedure | | 

wld imply they had a preferential position as against Indo[nesia]. | 
7 We wld probably have to let Australia and NZ and perhaps UK know 

_ that we were ascertaining the attitude of Indonesia prior to making , 

any final decision on the whole matter. oo | | 

| Dept appreciate your earliest comments on foregoing. a ! 

. oe a ACHESON 

538-617 —77-—_18 | | | 

,
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694.001/4—451 : Telegram | wo ER — 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET 7 -. Dsararta, April 4, 1951—noon. 

1861. Concur with Deptel 1057 1 idea Indo[nesia] shld receive from | 
US indication RI wld be welcome participate in Pacific Security 
Pact. Now that Dulles has given draft Jap peace treaty to Amb Ali 
to forward to Indo, I feel invitation to participate security arrange- 
ment shld not be unduly delayed lest Indos suspect hesitancy on our 
part to invite them, and effect of invitation be nullified. a 
Darmasetiawan ? expressed again Mon to Emb officers live interest _ 

in receiving shortly from Amb Ali documentation in regard Jap 
peace treaty. Both FonMin Roem and Darma[setiawan] are shy on 
committing themselves on either Jap treaty or Pacific Pact but wld 

) I am sure like to have their govt given every show of consideration 
in connection therewith. age Beg ps, | 
. Months ago President Sukarno asked me re prospects for. Pacific 

| Pact and mainifested keen interest therein. I believe we shld let him 
know of any approach we make to Indo Government. We wld strive 
convince him of advantage Indo cld derive from protection which 
pact affords its participants against aggression by either signatory or 
nonsignatory nations. Indo entering pact shld have better opportunity — 
for peaceful understanding with Austral on rights of each in NG. _ 

_ Conceivably these arguments might influence Sukarno toward pressur- 
ing Indo Government into accepting participation. = sts 

I realize danger of encouraging Indos unduly with respect their : 
| claim to NG in view hesitancy Dept take sympathetic stand on this | 

one big issue of Sukarno at risk offending our white friends, par- 
ticularly Neth and Austral. Under Sukarno’s maneuvering NG ques- 
tion is being used to unify Indo and undermine union. As long as 
Neth remains adamant against transfer NG and US refrains from 

- questioning that attitude, Dept shld be aware that Pacific Pact might. 
ageravate differences between western peoples and Indos, whether 
Indo is left out and western powers guarantee Austral from threat. 
to territorial integrity NG, or whether Indo comes into pact and _ 

white members of pact associate with Neth in opposing Indo claim 

a | COCHRAN 

2 Secretary-General of the Indonesian Foreign Ministry. > wb aS 
*In reply the Department telegraphed: “Urtel 1861,.Apr 4 appreciated. Dept 

now urgently considering certain changes in character security arrangements | 
described Deptel 1057. Do not therefore discuss this matter with any Indo[nesian] — 
official until proposed modifications have been communicated to you.” (Telegram. 
1091 to Djakarta, April 6; 694.001/4451) : .
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694.001/4-551 oe a a rs : 

| The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Marshall) . | 

SECRET ae ae Wasurneton, April 5, 1951. | 

~My Dear Mr. Secrerary: I enclose herewith a draft of a suggested : 
memorandum to the President which the Secretaries of State and | 

- Defense might sign jointly if it meets with your approval. The Memo- | 
randum is, I think, largely self-explanatory and a copy was provided | 

_ informally to your Department on April 8. Mr. Dulles or I shall be | | 
glad to supply supplementary background, if you desire. = By 

I hope that this can be considered by the Department of Defense 
as a matter of urgency. The political situation, particularly in 

_ Australia where the Japanese peace settlement has been made an ! 
issue in pending general elections (the vote to take place on April 28) | 
makes it important that we should be able promptly to indicate a | 

_ willingness, at least in principle, to make a security arrangement | 
with Australia and New Zealand along the lines approved by the 
President’s letter of January 10, 1951.1 Also this willingness has a ! 

close bearing on currently active negotiations with the United King- — : 
_ dom regarding a. Japanese Peace Treaty which will not exclude | 

rearmament by Japan. De ere wide hs / 
| I understand that the documents brought back by Mr. Dulles? | 

from his Presidential Mission to the Western Pacific and the State | 
Department’s. tentative and suggestive draft of a Japanese Peace 
Treaty * are under consideration by your Department. I hope, how: 
ever, that it may be practical to get the enclosed memorandum to the | 
President without awaiting the complete views of the Department of 

___ Defense with reference to the detailed language of the other documents : 
| referred tof 0000 | 

| Sincerely yours, © _ — ‘Drawn ACHESON 

cage oes ees [Enclosure] | oe a Bry 
SECRET SAGE ee eB Se EO ge bee 
— -  Drarr MemMoranpUM For THE PRESIDENT —__ oie 

_ In your letter of January 10, 1951 designating Mr. John Foster | 
Dulles as your special representative for the purpose of conducting 

_*For text, see enclosure 2 (as annotated) to Mr. Acheson’s letter of January (ts 
_ toSecretary Marshall,p.788. © Oo Ce Testo g h 
Soon Mm Dulles’ letter (with. enclosure and annexes) of February 10 to 

— Secretary Acheson, p..874. | i * See the draft of March 23, p. 944. a erm | i - *In a covering memorandum of April 5 to the Secretary, Mr. Dulles stated ‘in ) part: “It is my intention, as soon ‘as the letter is signed, to take it personally to : Secretary Marshall and deliver it to him, together with a general explanation. i of its background.” Record of such a conversation with Secretary Marshall has i not been found in Department of State files. 

| an
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negotiations incident upon bringing about a Japanese Peace Treaty 
you stated inter aliathat the United States: | 

_ “Desires that Japan should increasingly acquire the ability to defend 
| itself, and that, in order further to implement this policy, the United 

States Government is willing to make a mutual assistance arrange- 
ment among the Pacific Island nations (Australia, New Zealand, the 

| Philippines, Japan, the United States and perhaps Indonesia) which | 
would have the dual purpose of assuring combined action as between 
the members to resist aggression from without and also to resist attack 
by one of the members, e.g. Japan, if Japan should again become 

| aggressive.” | eS a 

Consideration of this matter; particularly during the course of 
Ambassador Dulles’ visit to Japan, the Philippines, Australia and New 
Zealand, made apparent that the desired results can be better achieved 
by a series of arrangements rather than by a sengle arrangement. 

1. Japan is not legally, economically or politically in a position now 
to undertake what the Vandenberg Resolution speaks of as “contin- 
uous and effective self-help and mutual aid”. Therefore, 1t would not 
be practical at this time to make more than a provisional arrangement 
with Japan which, as contemplated by the memorandum which you | 

approved on September 7, 1950, would give the United States the right _ 

to garrison forces in Japan while avoiding any prohibition of Japan's 
inalienable right to self-defense and to possess the means to exercise 
that right. Accordingly, the Dulles Mission drafted in Japan the ten- 

| tative text of a bi-lateral treaty along these lines which would in 
essence give the United States the right to maintain armed forces in 

and about Japan until the United States was of the opinion some 
other arrangement would satisfactorily provide for security in the 

| Japan area. In this connection the Japanese Prime Minister stated in 

his communiqué issued concurrently with Mr. Dulles’ final communi- 
qué in Japan that “when we recover our independence and join the 

council of free nations as an equal member, the substance and scope 

of the Japanese contribution will be determined according to the extent _ 

of our economic and industrial recovery.”> = oe 

| 9. In the case of the Philippines, Ambassador Dulles found inter- 

est in a mutual assistance arrangement with the United States which 

would not, however, put the Philippines in the position of being in 

effect an “ally” of Japan. This latter is a step for which their public 
opinion was not yet prepared. _ a | | 

3. In the case of Australia and New Zealand it was found that their _ 

| public opinion also would not accept an “alliance” with Japan but that 

there was much interest in a mutual assistance arrangement, initially 

limited to Australia, New Zealand and the United States. This would 
provide for consultation and coordination of planning with other 

states in a position to contribute to the security of the Pacific area. The 

' Hull texts of the two communiqués issued February 11 are included in tele- 

gram 1548 from Tokyo, February 12, not printed. (694.001/2-1251) .
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tentative text * of such an arrangement was drafted, in Canberra, by | 
Dunbassador Dulles and the Foreign Ministers of Australia and New 
ealand. | 
4. The United Kingdom has strongly objected to a single arrange- 

ment between the United States, Japan, the Philippines, Australia, | 
New Zealand and possibly Indonesia, on the theory that to identify in | 
this way the island chain would increase the mainland danger, par- : 
ticularly to the U.K. positions in Hongkong and Malaya. However, | 
the United Kingdom does not object to a series of arrangements 
between the United States and Japan, the United States and the : 
Philippines, and the United States, Australia and New Zealand, : 
which would provide for consultation and coordinated planning with | | 
aS common denominator the influence and participation of the United 

ates. 
| 

5. With respect to Indonesia there is evidence that it wishes to be | 
invited to participate in some form of mutual security arrangement, | 
but that it would not accept such an invitation. Politically it may be 
important to have it publicly known that Indonesia would be welcome 
in a mutual security arrangement and this matter is now being given | 
further study. 7 - | 

| With your approval, a tentative and suggestive draft of a Japanese | 
peace treaty has now been circulated which, in accordance with the | 
memorandum you approved on September 7, 1950, will not restrict | : 

Japan’s right to rearm. It is thus important that the United States | 
promptly be in a position to announce publicly its intention tosupple- 
ment this treaty proposal by arrangements for “assuring combined 
action ... if Japan should again become aggressive.” (Your letter _ | 
of January 10, 1951.) | | a | 

| It is accordingly recommended that Mr. Dulles’ terms of reference | 
as contained in your letter of January 10, 1951, be amended to author- | 
ize “mutual security arrangements” (plural) instead of “a mutual | 

security arrangement” (singular). 8 a a : 
| It is believed that the three arrangements contemplated, one with : 

Japan, one with the Philippines, one with Australia and New Zealand, © 
and possibly one with Indonesia, will in fact achieve what your letter | 
of January 10, 1951 described as “the dual purpose of assuring com-— 
bined action as between the members to resist aggression from without | 

_and-also to resist attack by one of the members, e.g., Japan, if Japan : 
should again become aggressive.” 7 : 

* Reference is to the draft of February 17, p. 172. | 
“In a memorandum to Mr. Dulles of April 3, George W. Perkins, Assistant 

Secretary of State for European Affairs, had stated: “My only comment on the : 
draft memorandum to the President on the Pacific security arrangement is that | ! 
it is excellent. From our point of view the proposed change from one pact to. : 

: three is an improvement.” (Lot 54D423) a 

| | 

| |
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| 694.001/4-551 ee | : 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant 
; oe | (Allison) | 

SECRET a | [Wasuineron,] April 5, 1951. 
Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty and Allied Security Arrangements 

Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador | 
. - FE—Dean Rusk is Oo 

| - §—John FosterDulles a 

| John M. Allison ee | | | 

‘Here follows the portion of this memorandum devoted to discus- 

sion of a Japanese peace treaty (on page 964).] Oo 
Sir Oliver then turned to the question of the Pacific Pact and said - | 

that he was now prepared to give the considered views of his govern- _ 

| ment on this question. He confirmed that the main concern of the 
United Kingdom Government was the inclusion of the Philippines 
in a single Pacific security arrangement with the United States, Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand. Prior to giving the reasons for his govern- 

-ment’s stand, Sir Oliver said he wished to make two important — 

general statements and these were taken down at the time as _ 
follows: OE gh Sy ee EE ge 

1. “The United Kingdom is most anxious that any discussions on _ 
| the Philippine issue in relation to a Pacific Pact should not in any 

way jeopardize the successful conclusion of a Pacific Pact between 
Australia, New Zealand and the United States.” __ Cee 

2. The action being taken in this respect by the United Kingdom | | 
Government is with the full knowledge of the Governments of Aus- 
-tralia and New Zealand. _ a 

- Sir Oliver went on to say that the United Kingdom hopes very much 
‘that the problem of the Philippines can be dealt with other than by 

‘straight inclusion of them in a Pact with Australia and New Zealand. 

While admitting that it was of no official concern to the United King- 

dom what action the United States deemed desirable in relation to. 

the Philippines, he wished to state that if the United States desires _ 

to do exactly the same thing with the Philippines and at thesame time 

as with Australia and New Zealand, the United Kingdom would have 

no objection. In response .to questions Sir Oliver made clear that this © 

meant that the United States could conclude with the Philippine 

Islands an identical and simultaneous arrangement with that being 

concluded with Australiaand New Zealand. = = © | 

Sir Oliver stated that in the opinion of his government, it would 

have a very bad effect on the countries of Southeast Asia, bothisland = 

: and mainland, to pick out only one of the Southeast Asian countries _ 

: for inclusion in a Pact and leave out the others. The United Kingdom 

had hoped that over a period of time it would be possible to bring
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many of the countries of that area together in some common defense ! 
‘arrangement, but that it would be invidious to set up at this time what | 

~ -would appear to be a general defense arrangement and have only - : 
one of the Southeast Asian countries included. The Government of : 
the United Kingdom appreciates the point made by the United States | 
that an arrangement restricted to Australia, New Zealand and the : 
United States might appear to be a banding together of white powers | 
‘aS opposed to yellow or brown. However, the United Kingdom is not | 
certain that the purposes of the United States would best be secured | 
by the inclusion of the Philippines. The special relationship of the | 
Philippines to the United States is well known throughout Asia and | 

the United Kingdom Government fears that the solitary inclusion of | 
the Philippines might have the opposite effect of that intended. | 

Sir Oliver was questioned as to the exact meaning to be placed upon 
| his first statement that the United Kingdom did not wish to jeopardize 

- conclusion of a Pact between Australia, New Zealand and the United 
| States, and in response he said that speaking personally he would _ | 

assume that should the United States, after consideration of the | 
matter, determine that for what seemed to it good reasons such as, | 

for example, Congressional opinion, it could only go ahead with a 
__. Four-Power Pact that the United Kingdom under those circumstances | 

, would reconsider its position. However, he was certain that the United : 
‘Kingdom views were strongly held and that it would be most un- | 
happy to see the Philippines included in a single Pact with Australia | 

| and New Zealand. Mr. Dulles stated that while he regretted the posi- __ 
tion taken by the United Kingdom Government, nevertheless we | 
would give it the most serious consideration in an effort tosee whether __ 

- or. not it would be possible to accommodate our views to theirs. | 
[Here follows resumption of discussion relating to the question of a | 

Japanese peace treaty (on page 967).] | | 

694.001/4-651__ ) - a | : | 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Secretary.of Defense (Marshall)* ! 

SECRET oe Wasuineron, April 6, 1951. | 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: Since my letter to you of April 5, 1951? — | 
- the British Ambassador has called on us and informed us of the views | 

of his Government with respect to possible security arrangements in : 
‘the Pacific. The position is, briefly, that the British Government _ | 
absolutely opposes a single arrangement which would bring together : 
Japan, the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States. : 
It strongly opposes a single arrangement which would bring together | 
—— | a | 

* Letter and enclosure drafted by Mr. Dulles. oe : | | 
* Ante, p. 183. | | 

|
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the latter four. It sees no objection to a tri-partite arrangement be- 

tween Australia, New Zealand and the United States, and a similar 

. and simultaneous bi-lateral arrangement between the Philippines and 

the United States. The Ambassador indicated that, in the last analysis, 

if the United States found itself unable, for what seemed adequate 

reasons, to proceed by means of simultaneous tri-partite and bi-lateral 

pacts as indicated in the last preceding sentence, the United Kingdom 
might in the end recede from its position as regards a quadri-partite 

| pact. It is, however, evident that to seek this solution would involve 

considerable delay. . | a . | 

| The views of this Department remain as expressed in my letter of © 
yesterday. Since, however, we are now in a position to act with knowl- 

edge of what the U.K. position is, and in view of the importance of 

some prompt public statement, I suggest that in conjunction with the 

memorandum for the President, suggested by my letter of April 5, he - 

also be requested to make a public statement along the lines of the 

enclosed draft. | EEE 

From the standpoint of this Department there would be great advan- 

tage to the entire Pacific situation if such a statement. could be made 

by the President by the latter part of next week. Also, if it is to be | 

made, there should be some advance notice given to the Governments _ 

.of Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines. oat 
I will appreciate an early expression of the views of the Department _ 

of Defense with reference tothe foregoing. | 7 | 

Sincerely yours, | oe Dean ACHESON © 

| | [Enclosure] | | 

| Draft Presidential Public Statement _ | 

In connection with the re-establishment of peace with Japan, the 

| Governments of Australia and New Zealand have indicated their inter- 

est in an arrangement with the United States, pursuant to Articles 51 

and 52 of the United Nations Charter, which would make clear that 

| no one of the three would be indifferent to an armed attack on the 

other in the Pacific; which would establish consultation to strengthen 

security on the basis of continuous and effective self-help and mutual 

aid, and which would assure consultation and cooperation of planning 

with other nations in a position to contribute to the security of the 

Pacific area and with other regional associations of which one or more 

of the parties is a member. ae a ne 
The possibilities of such an arrangement were fully explored by 

. Mr. John Foster Dulles at Canberra, Australia, and Wellington, New | 

Zealand. me | Hades
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At Manila, President Quirino and at Washington, Foreign Minister : 
Romulo of the Philippine Republic* indicated the desire of their 

Government to enter into an arrangement with the United States 

- similar to that above described, and which would supplement the | 

existing arrangements pursuant to which the United States is accorded | : 

certain military operating rights and facilities in the Philippines. | 

The United States maintains and expects to continue to maintain its 

armed forces in the Ryukyus, particularly at Okinawa, and in con+ | 

nection with the Japanese Peace Treaty we are discussing with the _ | 
Japanese Government the implementation of its expressed desire for | 

 post-treaty security arrangements. | | J geo ne | 

The possibility of arrangements along the lines indicated has been. | 
informally discussed with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee — : 
and the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House and I have now asked. | 
the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense and Mr. Dulles, as _ 
my Special Representative in relation to the Japanese peace settle- 
ment and related matters, to pursue further these matters concurrently 
with the prosecution of the other negotiations necessary to bring the 
Japanese peace settlement to a satisfactory conclusion. 
~The Government of Indonesia has been informed of the pending | 

discussions and of the desire of the United States to take its wishes __ 
and interests into account. [This reference to Indonesia is subject to | 

| further consideration. | * - | 
We believe that the series of arrangements outlined above would | 

strengthen the fabric of peace in the whole Pacific Ocean area, where ! 
_ security is strongly influenced by sea and air power. We believe that 

_ the steps contemplated are natural initial steps in the consolidation of 
_ peace in that area and also will contribute to the building of uni- | 

versal peace as sought by the United Nations and to which great goal | 
the sacrificial efforts of our nation are now being largely dedicated. | 

°The exact date of Mr. Dulles’ discussion of this subject with General Carlos : 
P. Romulo (who was also Chief of the Philippine Delegation to the United ( 
Nations) is uncertain. See telegram 2445 to Manila, April 16, p. 206. | 
‘Brackets appear in the source text. | . | : | 

| Editorial Note | | oo : 

In telegram 267 to Canberra, April 6, marked “From Dulles for | 
Spender”, the former stated in part: “Since further to explore this ! 

quadri-partite arrangement with inevitable further talks with UK | 
wld involve considerable delay, and since your and NZ preference is ! 
for triangular arrangement, we are concentrating upon trying to clear : 

this within our own govt. This involves mil as well as domestic prob-
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lems and exploration with Phil Govt. We shall, however, do all pos- 
sible to create a situation which wld make it possible to make an- 
authoritative high-level statement of purposes along lines of Canberra. 

_ talks by about Apr. 15.” (694.001/4-651): | 2 RE 

: Mr. Spender replied on April 13. “I was pleased to receive your 

message of 5th [6¢h?] April and to know that you are concentrating 
on trying to clear the triangular arrangement. As you say, this is — 

the solution we and New Zealand would prefer, particularly if it 
would involve, as seems likely, less delay than a quadripartite agree- 
ment. A three power arrangement would also receive the whole- 
hearted support of the United Kingdom.” In the remainder of his: 
message, which has not been found in State Department files, Mr. 
Spender outlined his proposal for a public statement to be made by. | 
the Australian Government in conjunction with the projected state- 
ment by President Truman. RS ER ES 

For text of the message, see Hxercises in Diplomacy, page 168. 

790.5/4-951 ey eo 
The Ambassador in Thailand (Stanton) to the Assistant Secretary of 

Oo State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk). ole Sans 

CONFIDENTIAL PERSONAL | - Banexox, April 9,1951. _ 

a My Dear Mr. Rusk: I probably have no business expressing my 
views regarding the proposed Pacific Pact, inasmuch as my views _ 
have not been requested. However, on the basis of a Washington AP | 

| despatch dated April 8, which outlines what are alleged to be 
Mr. Dulles’ views on this matter as expressed in a speech at Whittier 
College in Los Angeles; I feel I must. at least write you of my own | 
personal reaction to this proposal. My concern stems primarily from. 
the intimation contained in the news report, and also from what Brad 
Connors? told me, indicating that the Pact will be exclusive and that 
the South Asian countries are not to beincluded. - 

I realize of course that many of the South Asian countries, for 
instance, India, Burma and Indonesia are not at present in a mood to 
join in any kind of a pact which definitely aligns them against the 
Commies, and that in consequence it is not possible, as much as we 
might desire it, to see all South Asian nations joined together in a 

1¥or the text of the address “Peace in the Pacific” delivered March 31, see 
“Press Releases of the Department of State, 1951”, No. 237, March 29...) . 

2-w. Bradley Connors was Officer in Charge of Public Affairs in the Bureau of 
Far Eastern Affairs. a 7 a 7 a re
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mutual defense pact. Nevertheless, I do feel, and very strongly, that’ : 
it is.a mistake for the United States to enter into a multilateral but: | 

exclusive pact, for the reason that those countries not included will | : 

feel that the United States is no longer seriously interested in their’ | 
- security and their future. aren Se ey ae | 

I feel that the conclusion of an exclusive pact will most seriously, 
if not disastrously, affect our basic policies and objectives vis-a-vis’ | 

| the South Asian nations. For the past four years we have, by friendly 
diplomatic support and the extension of aid where aid was wanted, | 
endeavored to convince the South Asian nations that the United | 
States is indeed their friend and a friend to whom they could look | 

_ for support in case of serious trouble. In other words our policieshave 
~ engendered definite hope amongst the smaller nations of South Asia, _ : 

and I am sure the respective leaders of such countries as Burma and I 

| Indonesia, carry on in the expectation that if worst happens we would | 
somehow help them. I am absolutely certain that the conclusion ofa si 
Pacific Pact limited to say Australia, New Zealand and the Philip- — 
pines, would be taken by the Thai Government and informed Thai | 

_ to mean that we are writing off Thailand and all of Southeast Asia. — | 
_ I think such a development would very definitely cause all Southeast 

Asian countries, including Thailand, to yield to Commie pressure. - 
I have been told that it was necessary to agree to the idea of a Pacific 

Pact in order to win the support of Australia and New Zealand to | 
the conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan. This may be the case, 
but it is hard for me to understand why, if a guid pro quo was ab- 
 solutely necessary we could not enter into a bilateral understanding 
with each of these countries. An undertaking on a bilateral basis : 
would not particularly harm our relations with the South Asian | 
nations. But may I say again that the conclusion of any multilateral | 

_ but exclusive ‘pact will not only be impossible to explain to friendly | 
South Asian nations, but will most seriously undermine our policies 
and diplomatic efforts in this part of the world. Frankly I would | 
feel that United States diplomacy in South Asia had suffered a most | 
serious set back and that our various aid programs had been rendered | 
virtually meaningless and ineffectual. If an exclusive Pacific Pact 
were to materialize and to that be added the drastic reduction ap- | 

| parently contemplated in our economic aid programs to Thailand | 
and possibly other Asian countries, the total impact of these events 
can only engender disillusionment and despair amongst those coun- __ 
tries and the rapid burgeoning of a spirit of accommodation and 
submission to communist dictates. _ 7 | ns 

_ Yours very sincerely, = | Enwin F. Stanton
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S/P Files: Lot 64D563 (ORME yr es | 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 

| | State—J oint Chiefs of Staff Meeteng * | 

TOP SECRET [Wasurtneron,] April 11, 1951—11 a.m. 

- Present? a : | 

General Bradley Admiral Robbins _ | 

General Collins © General Rogers 

| Admiral Sherman | Colonel Cress 

| General Vandenberg Colonel Carns | | 

General Bolte © Mr. Dulles. | 

Admiral Davis Mr. Matthews © 7 

Admiral Duncan Mr. Ferguson 

| Admiral Lalor Mr. Marshall - | 

General White Mr. Lay ae 

General Maddocks | ‘Mr. Gleason - 

| Admiral Wooldridge ~ oe | 

In a brief preliminary session involving the Joint Chiefs of Staff, © 

Admiral Lalor, Colonel Carns, Mr. Matthews and Mr. Marshall, 

General Bradley raised a question about the status of minutes. He said 

subordinated individuals in the State Department had discussed cer- 

tain topics with subordinates in the JCS establishment, citing minutes © 

kept by the State Department participants as to what particularmem- 

| bers of the JCS had said on particular issues at particular times in the 

State-JCS sessions. General Bradley said that such minutes were 

— to be kept for the convenience of the individuals taking them and not 

for guidance of others and not to be considered authoritative. He said _ 

that agreed minutes were only to indicate topics discussed. Mr. Mat- 

thews and Mr. Marshall said this was their understanding and agreed. 

to inform their colleagues of General Bradley’s view. Ls 

Mr. Matthews referred to a communication from the Yugoslav 

| trade minister conveying agreement to the holding of U.S.-Yugoslav 

stafftalksintheU.S. | ER STS SE eas 

1In the source text, the following sentence is near the top of the title page: 

“(State Draft. Not cleared with any of the participants. )” For other portions of 

this memorandum, see pp. 969-971. eS | an 

2 General of the Army Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; 

Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army; Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, 

Chief of Naval Operations; Gen. Hoyt 8. Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U.S. Air | 

Force; Lt. Gen. Charles L. Bolté, Deputy Chief of Army Staff for Plans; Vice 

‘Adm. Arthur C. Davis, Director of the Joint Staff; Vice Adm. Donald B. Duncan, 

Deputy Chief of Naval Operations; Rear Adm. ‘William G. Lalor, (ret.), Secre- 

tary of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Maj. Gen. Thomas D. White, Director of Air 

Plans: Col. Edwin H. J. Carns, Deputy Secretary of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; 

John H. Ferguson, Deputy Director of the Policy Planning Staff; Charles B. 

| Marshall of the Policy Planning Staff; James S. Lay, Jr., Executive Secretary of 

the National Security Council; S. Everett Gleason, Deputy Executive Secretary — 

of the National Security Council. |
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General Bradley indicated assent. | Bo | 

Admiral Sherman said that from the standpoint of public attention — | 

and speculation this would be preferable to having the talks in : 

| Yugoslavia | | Boe | | 

. The others listed above as present then entered. | 

General Bradley specified the interest of the Joint Chiefs of Staff | 

in: (a) the status of negotiations for a Japanese peace treaty ; (6) pro- : 

posals for a Pacific pact. | | 

Mr. Dulles emphasized the urgency of the latter. | | 

In response to General Bradley’s inquiry on prospects of his return- : 

| ing soon to Japan to complete treaty negotiations, Mr. Dulles said | 

the decision must await clarification of the domestic political situation | 

| in the sequel to the relief of General MacArthur.’ He said that on | 

Mr. Acheson’s advice he would defer, pending this clarification, dis- — 

cussing this mission with the President. He cited a suggestion in 7 

| ‘Republican congressional circles for a resolution by the party caucus, _ 

in session that morning, which might call on him and former Senator | 

| Cooper ‘ to resign. He said he did not mean to indicate that he would | 

feel bound by such a resolution. | ae | 

General Bradley focused the discussion on the topic of a Far Kast | 

mutual defense arrangement. He indicated prior general disapproval 

of a pact involving continental Far East nations and general approval | 

of an off-shore mutual defense arrangement. He said he understood 

there were now under consideration three pacts: (a) among the U.S., : 

Australia, and New Zealand; (6) between the U.S. and the Philip- | 

pines, already party to a military pact; and (c) between the US. | | 

and Japan. Cos lag 
General Bradley warned against expectations of a final and unified 

view from the JCS at this session in view of lack of time the JCS | 
had had to study and to discuss the problems raised by Secretary 

_ Acheson’s letter to Secretary Marshall. He cited some advantages and | 
disadvantages of the arrangement—specifying again that the JCS | 

-. have not made up their mind as to the balance between them: , | 

a, Advantages— ee | | | 

(1) Preservation of our special arrangements with the Philippines. | 
(2) Withholding from Philippines an inappropriate status as an 

equal with others in a general defense arrangement. ae | | 

6. Disadvantages—_ 7 | Oo een ne | 

(1) Lack of obligation on each to fight wherever attack might 
occur—thus missing the deterrent value of such collective security : 
asinNATO. | | mo _ | | 

| ’Warlier on April 11 the President had relieved General MacArthur from his | 
| posts as SCAP, CINCFE, and CINCUNC. Lt. Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway succeeded 

| to all three posts. Documentation onthe relief-of General MacArthur is scheduled 
| for publication in volume VII. oe . 

*John Sherman Cooper, also a Consultant to the Secretary of State. —
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(2) Possibility of pressure from Indochina, Burma, etc., for bi- 

lateral arrangement with us similar to ones entered into with off-shore 

nations. | DSM gn 
(3) The necessity of furnishing staff under each pact. 

- Admiral Sherman warned against a multiplicity of pacts as pos- 

sibly involving the U.S. in compromises among competing claims for 

‘assistance rather than the achievement of combined planning. He 

urged (a) preserving the present arrangement with the Philippines 

| which, from a Naval point of view, was adequate; (0) a Presidential 

pronouncement pledging our assistance to Australia and New Zealand 

‘in event of attack, without a commitment regarding combined or 

_ ‘joint planning. He referred to the use of such a Presidential declara- 

‘tion in the case of Formosa. oe Sn | 

* In answer to a query from General Bradley, Admiral Sherman 

| ‘said this course would obviate the necessity of treaties. General 

‘Bradley commented on the difficulty of getting Senate concurrence ~ 

to a treaty. rs eee _ 

- - General Vandenberg stated that he had not made up his mind on | 

this matter. | Jee ee | 

Agreeing with Admiral Sherman on avoiding a complex pattern 

| of constiltation, General Collins cited, as an obstacle to the suggested 

‘unilateral declaration, constitutional ‘inhibitions | against the use of 

| “executive prerogative as the basis of an obligation to defend a foreign 

‘country. In answer to General Bradley’s inquiry as to the possibility 

| “of making such a pledge but keeping it unannounced, General Collins _ 

-- gaid this would be impossible. . BS PY UNSC area Cl. 

_ Mr. Matthews counseled the need of acting publicly in view of 

the possibility of an upsurge of Mr. Evatt’s Labor Party® on a 

- plank opposing the Japanese rearmament in approaching Australian 

- Admiral Sherman argued for a unilateral declaration onthe premise 

‘ of difficulty of Senate concurrence in further mutual assistance treaties 

inthe next yearortwo. = | | oe 

General Collins stressed the role of the U.S. as the only source of | 

“peal” naval, air, and land power in the proposed mutual assistance 

_ arrangements in the Pacific area. He stressed the relationship between 

| a commitment of our power and the freeing of Australia and New 

Zealand to furnish men for the defense of the Middle East. He saw 

| - the essentiality of our role and the interrelation of the various ele- 

ments as arguments for the advantages of a general treaty. In response _ 

to a question from General Bradley, he stressed general arrangements 

. rather thana general pact. ee 

| - 8Dr, Herbert Evatt, former Foreign Minister of Australia and leader of the 

Opposition, | - _
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~ General Bradley elicited Mr. Dulles’ views. ee | | 

Mr. Dulles said his mandate from the President linked a treaty 

with Japan removing military restrictions and, 1f necessary to wih | 

their consent to such a treaty, assurances of U.S. assistance in event I 

of attack to off-shore nations having reasons in their experience to _ | 

fear attack from Japan. He had found this to be necessary as to Aus- | 

tralia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. On the basis of the follow- 

ing he had found it conclusively not practical to bring all of the | 

nations concerned into one treaty: (a) The United Kingdom’s view, | 

which Australia and New Zealand were disposed to accept, “violently” : 

opposing such a pact; (6) opposition in public opinion in the three | 

 eountries to any arrangement which appeared to be alliance with | 

_ Mr. Dulles described Indonesia as now negative to a mutual defense | 

arrangement and its later attitude as problematic. He said the country | 

was now in a governmental crisis, and the succeeding government | 

might be disposed to a neutralist position even more than the erstwhile | | 

government. eee a | Co | : ! 

Ag an alternative designed to obtain effects equivalent to the ap- 

| parently impracticable general pact, Mr. Dulles outlined arrange- | 

- ments along the following lines: (a) A bilateral pact with Japan | 

permitting the continuation of U.S. forces there to the extent and | 

for the period found necessary; and (0) either (1) a quadripartite — 

- pact with the Philippines, Australia, and New Zealand or (2) a | 

bilateral pact with the Philippines and a tripartite pact with Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand. He indicated that the total effect of these 

pacts would be the same in substance as the single pact which had | 

been contemplated originally. If any of the five were attacked, the 

others would be under an obligation toreact. ce : 

_ Mr. Dulles said he had touched on this matter only lightly in | 

Manila. The situation there was not urgent since the presence of USS. | 

| forces gave the country the same de facto protection as Japan. He ! 

| added, however, that if we seem to give other countries more by | 

signing a pact, we may also want to give something more formal to | 

the Philippines,asapoliticalmatter, = | 7 Oo 4 

- He detailed the following developments in discussions at Canberra | 

with New Zealand and Australian foreign ministers which lasted | 
| four or five days: (a) their immediate opposition to inclusion of | 

Japan in a pact; (6) their preference for a tripartite pact; (c) | 
reference to the United Kingdom for its views of the question, raised = | 
by Mr. Dulles, of a quadripartite pact to include the Philippines, and | 

_ anunfavorable response by the United Kingdom. | a | 

: _. He said the discussions had resulted in a draft,’ included in a 

6 Of February 17, p. 172. | | | | 

| 
|
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7 February 8 letter to the two foreign ministers.” Its essence was a 

mutual assistance pledge embodying the concept of the Monroe Doc- _ 
trine rather than the NAT—.e., an attack on any one to be considered _ 
a danger to the peace and safety of all rather than an attack against 
all. Mr. Dulles said he had recounted to the two ministers (a) the 
constitutional objections raised, notably by Senator Taft,* to the NAT | 
language on the basis that considering an attack against another coun- 
try as an attack against the U.S. made implicit the President’s power 
to resist such attack on his own authority; (6) his own views, then 
as Senator, that the NAT language implied such power by the Presi- 
dent; (c) Senator Vandenberg’s® contemporaneous statement that 
acceptance of this interpretation would compel him to oppose NAT; — 
(2) Senator Taft’s then expressed willingness to accept a Monroe 
Doctrine pattern for North Atlantic defense. Mr. Dulles said he had _ 
told the two ministers that it would be a mistake to revive the question 

_ of the NAT language particularly in view of the augmentation of 
Senator Taft’s strength since the NAT debate. He also mentioned 
that he had ascertained from Senators Milliken *° and Taft that they 

| would not object to the Monroe Doctrine phrasing in a Pacific pact. 
Mr. Dulles then took up two. specific points raised by the JCS: 

(a) As to the question of lack of obligation of each to fight in the 
event of attack on any part of the area concerned—he explained that 
the mutual assistance pledge extended to attacks not only on terri- 

| tories but also on armed forces, public ships, and aircraft in the Pacific 
and that during term of our maintenance of forces in the Philippines, 
the Ryukyus, and Japan, an attack on those areas would make the 
treaty just as operative as a general pact including those areas 

| specifically; (6) as to alleged multiplicity of planning arrangements— 
he stated that coordination of planning with other Pacific regional 
groupings with which one or more of the parties might be associated _ 
was specifically included. | See Me te eg | 7 

Mr. Dulles covered the following in sequence: (a) the close of the 
| Canberra talks February 18, when he left with the two ministers a 

letter containing views explicitly stated as tentative in view of the 
necessity of final determination of the pact pattern after consultation 

in Washington; (0) the forwarding of the relevant draft to the De- 

, partment of Defense “some six weeks ago” ina letter from the Secre- 

tary of State soliciting the military views; (c) the submission last 

- week by the British Ambassador of the U.K. views to the effect that. 
, (1) they opposed a quadripartite pact, tying together the U.S., Aus- _ 

| ” Reference is to the letter dated February 18,p.175. ERT 
® Robert Alfonso Taft of Ohio,  -—s. Oe i a 

| ® Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan, ranking Minority member of the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee while the North Atlantic Treaty was under. con- 

. gideration by the Senate. . . | a So 

1° Bugene D. Millikin of Colorado. ~
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tralia, New Zealand, and the Philippines and (2) saw no objection: ) 

to a tripartite pact tying together the U.S., Australia, and New Zea- | 

land, with a bilateral pact between the U.S. and the Philippines. | 

He described New Zealand as strongly under U.K. influence and. | 

Australia as impatient of U.K. influence but vicariously affected by it. | : 

because of the desire to work in unity with New Zealand. 

| He described the U.K. views as “not wholly lacking in reason” and. | 

said that the U.K. might be willing to reconsider in event of U.S. 

insistence on direct Philippine participation. He emphasized the addi- : 

. tional delay and the uncertainty involved if the U.S. should so insist. | 

Mr. Dulles said the U.K. view was based on a preference to have, — | 

as the basis of the arrangements, U.S. political relations with the | 

other parties rather than an area defense concept delimiting special | 

areas for protection and thus implicitly increasing the jeopardy of | 

areas outside such limits—in this case especially Hong Kong. Mr. 

Dulles recalled the impression left by the marked maps displayed in 

connection with NAT which implicitly gave the impression that the | 

scope of our concern was defined by the limits of NAT and the Rio. 

Pact.t? In indicating on a wall map the areas of the proposed Pacific 

pact system, he noted specifically that under present. circumstances. 

Formosa came within the scope of our protection. : : 

Mr. Dulles said the situation had become more acute since we now | 

have the British views and any delay will be interpreted as indicating | 

we are not prepared to move along the lines he had advocated. | 

Qn the following bases he urged against additional delay: (a) the | 

tendency of delay to indicate an unreadiness to go ahead; (6) possible: | 

advantages of this indication to the Australian Labor Party which. 

opposes Japanese rearmament, in the coming elections; (¢) considera- 

tions of courtesy to the other parties. | oo | 

| Mr. Dulles described pressure from Indochina, Burma, and Indo- 

nesia for inclusion in mutual defense arrangements with the U.S. on 

a basis of special political relations as less likely than if the basis 

were that of a defined “island of safety” under a single pact. He said 

the U.S. would be receptive if Indonesia should show such interest. | | 

General Collins commented that the British premise was good as | 

a basis for withholding a U.S. guarantee of Hong Kong. pi BERS 

Admiral Sherman stressed the value of informality in establishing | 

joint planning and a preference for leaving such arrangements out: 

of the treaty. He said it was desirable to hold onto our rights in the | 

os Philippines and Japan without making those countries privy to our 

UFor text of the Inter-American. Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, opened 

7 for signature at Rio de Janeiro September 2, 1947, see TIAS No. 1888, or 62 Stat. | 
(pt. 2) 1681. | Ba | 

538-617 —77——14
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own plans; that as to Australia and New Zealand, any provisions 
| for jot planning arrangements in the treaty would have to be dis- 

closed when the treaty is filed with the UN. Admiral Sherman thought 
it was important to avoid any reference to a planning agency or to — 
the way planning is to be done or coordinated. He said that the way 
to handle this matter is in three areas, but the more informally the | 
better. : Oo | | 

In response to a query from General Bradley, Mr. Dulles said 
treaties requiring Senate concurrence were contemplated. _ , 
_ General Bradley described combined planning as theoretically all 
right but practicably objectionable, involving impairment of secrecy 

) through too wide disclosure. ae | 
Mr. Dulles said that it seemed to him that this difficulty was in- 

| herent in the directive of January 10 from the President,?? which 
_ called for a five-power pact. He said General Bradley’s point might 

| be valid but should have been raised at that time. ole 
- General Collins commented that the disclosure of our plans for the : 
defense of Japan would not be relevant since the other nations were 
not competent to go to the defense of Japan. espn 7 

. General Bradley said that under a five-power pact the countries 
| would be planning together, so that if any one was attacked they would | 

all act together. Cg EE ee 
_ Mr. Dulles said that under the separate pacts all the nations con- 
cerned equally would be pledged to help defend Japan if it were ~ 
attacked unless we failed to go to the assistance of Japan ourselves. 

| He mentioned that there would be no problem so long as the attack _ 
came while U.S. forces remained there. He observed that since Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand would be involved in Near East defense they 

| would be entitled to know our plans for defense of their own areas 

so as to be satisfied on domestic. security arrangements before under- 

taking commitments afar. ee eee | | 

_ Admiral Sherman said he would like to comment on the apparent 
shift of position of the JCS on the question of security arrangements. 
He said the JCS originally understood that New Zealand and Aus- | 
tralia would agree to a five-power pact. Now there is a fresh situation. 

| Admiral Sherman said he wanted an answer in the quickest. and sim- 

plest fashion. | oe ee ee | 
| _ As to JCS misgivings about the attitude of the Senate, Mr. Dulles 

said that on the day before he had discussed the undertakings with 
_ the subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and with 

Senators Taft and Milliken and that he anticipated no trouble with the 
Senate if the bilateral and trilateral pacts were submitted as treaties. 

_ “For text, see enclosure 2 (as annotated) to the letter of J anuary 9 from. 
Secretary Acheson to Secretary Marshall, p. 788. So
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- General Bradley referred to the advantages of separate arrange- | 

ments rather than generalized staff planning, about which he had _ : 

‘misgivings. - | | | 

Mr. Dulles said he had anticipated General Bradley would prefer | 

generalized staff planning in view of his opening statements critical 

 ofamultiplicity of separate arrangements. oo | | 

-» General Bradley said the provision for joint planning inthe original 

five-power pact proposal was expected to be an inducement to bring ! 

New Zealand and Australia in. General Bradley asked as to the cer- | 

tainty that the other nations would go to the defense of Japan in ~ | 

event of an attack on Japan. He asked why they should not be willing | 

to gointoatreaty with Japanifthiswassure. . | 

+ Mr. Dulles emphasized that public opinion in the countries con- | 

cerned would rebel against the idea of Japan as an ally. He said this : ! 

might be possible in two or three years but not now. _ ae: | 

. . General Bradley also inquired as to the necessity of a new bilateral — 

pact with the Philippines. | 

- Mr. Dulles said he believed off-hand something less formal would | 

be adequate but he would have to check this with the appropriate | 

officers in the State Department. He described the question of a pact | 

as not as important in the case of the Philippines as in the case of 

Australia and New Zealand, the Philippines being more preoccupied | 

with reparations. He said he had misgivings about a special “white | 

man’s” pact in the Far East without some reaffirmation, clarification , | 

-or broadening of our commitments to the Philippines. Perhaps a | 

declaration would be enough. He ventured the opinion that the Philip- | 

‘pine insistence on reparations might be dealt with through provisions. | 

similar to those used intheItaliantreaty* 

| General Collins asked again about the feasibility of a unilateral | 

- declaration in the Monroe Doctrine pattern as the basis of our com- | 

mitments in the area. | | ee Soha a | 

General Vandenberg raised a caveat against overcommitment. _ | 

_ Mr. Dulles said that, as a unilateral declaration, the Monroe Doc- ! 

 trine had sufficed for a long time as the basis of inter-American | 

‘security, but eventually had had to be succeeded by multilateral com-  ——— | 
mitments in the Act of Chapultepec and the Rio Pact. The Vandenberg 

Resolution is explicit on the point that protection by the U.S. must — | 

be on the basis of self-help and mutual aid. | eS ., 

Generals Bradley and Collins indicated agreement a unilateral | 
basis for the commitment would not be feasible today. : 

For text of the Treaty of Peace with Italy signed at Paris February 10,1947, | | 

see TIAS No. 1648, or 61 Stat. (pt. 2) 1245. | . | - . 

a : |
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| Admiral Sherman referred to Article 9 of the NAT. He said it 
was desirable to go only as far as the first sentence and to stop short: 
of the details about organization of a defense council. ee 

Mr. Dulles said the contemplated Pacific pacts would be consistent: 
with his idea. He said a. Colonel Babcock had drafted the relevant 
part of the draft with that in mind. - 

Admiral Sherman and General Bradley expressed preference for 
flexible, informal arrangements rather than any that would be ex- 
plicitly written out. Admiral Sherman added that he thought the 

| arrangements for planning could be worked out better in the back 

room. | | _ 
| Mr. Dulles referred to the Australians as anxious to get in on any 

| sort of combined planning. He said he wouldn’t say it would be easy 
to remove this language now as long as the Australians have an: 
obligation to fight in the event ofanattack, a 

General Bradley noted their particular interest in guided missiles... 
General Collins emphasized the desirability that the Philippines. 

not be in on such combined planning. —_ a 
Admiral Sherman said the general arrangements might be coordi- 

| nated with them—but that they might. get a copy of tripartite: 
arrangements and demand participation. | a 

General Bradley referred to difficulties growing out of jealousies: 
Incident to multilateral arrangements. He cited French anxieties over 
the Malta talks.* — se Pe bers 

; Mr. Dulles said the Australians and New Zealanders had fought in. 
many places and had a much greater potential than the Philippines: 
and it should be possible to make a distinction in combined planning- 
between their participation and that of the Philippines. 

Mr. Dulles again emphasized the time urgency. | | | 

General Vandenberg said the JCS must get its position clear before: 
' answering the State Department letter. | | | 

General Bradley agreed on the need of an early Defense answer- 
to State’s March 6 letter. He recapitulated JCS interest in the Ryukus _ 
andthetimingofthetreaty. = = | a 

. Mr. Dulles emphasized the need of action to reassure the peoples: 
_ looking to us in the Pacific, particularly since the MacArthur relief. 

Admiral Sherman said he was getting out of his field, but it seemed - 
| to him a Monroe Doctrine type statement would have a good effect. 

Mr. Dulles urged against stopping with that. He emphasized (a) 
Congress’ jealousy in relation to commitments undertaken by the- — 

: Executive; (6) self-help and mutuality as principles laid down in. 

. - “Documentation regarding the talks held at Malta, January 23-24 and? 
March 13, 1951, between armed forces representatives of the United Kingdom: 
and the United States, is scheduled for publication in volume tv. oe |
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the Vandenberg Resolution; (c) the idea of “no more free rides” | 

uunder American protection, = | | 

Admiral Sherman said he meant ‘not a pronouncement in lieu of | : 

a treaty but a statement of policy to clear the air regarding our aims : 

and to dispel the rumor of Pentagon blocking of the Japanese peace 

treaty. | on | a a | 

My. Dulles said his return to Japan, if he should “stay in the pic- 

- ture”, might provide the occasion for such a gesture. oe | | 

“General Collins remarked—and Mr. Matthews agreed—on the need | 

to make clear that the President, Secretary Acheson, and General | 

‘Ridgway did not differ from MacArthur in their attitude regarding 

Japan. Ee 8 et | 
| Mr. Dulles reemphasized his warnings on a deterioration in the 

Japanese situation following the MacArthur relief. He pondered the — ) 

possibility that MacArthur’s words might spread the impression of | 

U.S. abandonment of the Pacific and perhaps set us back gravely— 

maybe irrevocably#® | : 

% In an undated memorandum attached to a covering memorandum of April 12, | 

- - yejither printed, Mr. Dulles put into summary form the substance of his presen- | 

, tation of views at this meeting. (Lot 54D423) Ee | 

--790.5/4-1351 | | | | 

The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary o f State — | 

TOP SECRET >” Wasuineton, April 13, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Secrerary: The Department of Defense has studied your 

letter of 5 April with its enclosed draft memorandum to the President,* 

together with your letter of 6 April’ and the public statement pro- 

posed to be made by the President, all dealing with security arrange- | 

ments between the United States and certain of the Pacific island 

nations. US 

Tt is the recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, with which | 

I concur, that the memorandum to the President and the public state- . 

ment to be made by him be revised to incorporate the military views | 

set forth in the following subparagraphs: | | | 

“a, There is no objection to having more than one new mutual secu- 

_ rity arrangement between the United States and certain of the Pacific 

Island nations. These new arrangements, however, should be as few | 

—aspossible;s = 
° b. There would be serious disadvantages in the formulation of a | 

new mutual security arrangement between the United States and the 

Philippine Republic. The present. arrangement is adequate and sat- | 

1 Ante, p. 183. | | | | 

* Ante, p. 187. - , : | ——
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isfactory. Any enlargement of the scope of Philippine participation 
in United States security arrangements over that presently in effect: 

| would be contrary to United Statessecurity interests; | | 
, _ ¢. It 1s essential that any bilateral mutual security arrangements 

mith J apan come into effect concurrently with a Japanese Peace 
reatv: . . SO I 

7 d. Any trilateral arrangement with Australia and New Zealand 
should be made as a simple understanding or public declaration rather 
than by formal pact. If political considerations are so overriding that 
a formal pact must be made, the Joint Chiefs of Staff oppose the 
inclusion in the pact of any reference to military plans, planning, or 

| organizations therefor. For example, Article VIII of the draft treaty? 
| proposed by the Department of State for consideration by the Govern- 

ments of Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, is unac- 
ceptable from the military point of view, since this Article would 

: permit the Pacific Council to demand knowledge of and to participate — 
| in planning by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Orga- 

| nization of American States, and vice versa sand oe a 
_ é. Security problems that arise in areas in the Pacific, other than 
Japan, the Philippine Republic, Australia, and New Zealand, should 
each be dealt with on an individual basis and in accordance with the 
situation obtainingatthetime.”* 2 =. | 

With further regard to the proposed public statement, the Joint — 
Secretaries have expressed to me their belief that the matter of timing, — 
as suggested by the Department of State, is of sufficient importance to _ 

| | -warrant special stress. It 1s their opinion, however that the statement 
| should not be issued by the President. In view of the level from which 

the various British proposals and positions relative to the peace treaty 
have from time to time emanated and the lack of assurance that the 

: current position is in fact formal and not subject to change, it is sug- 
| gested that a less authoritative source than the President might issue 

the statement. . 

_ Faithfully yours, ne G.C.MarsHann 

| * Of February 17, p. 172. Sp | a8 
| ‘This quotation is of the entire substantive portion of a memorandum of | 

April 11 from the JCS to Secretary Marshall. (Lot 54D423) | ee 

| Lot 54D423 UE Sig Te Beas - = ae os 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the 
: _ Secretary of State. ae : 

SECRET : | Wasuineron,] April 13, 1951. 

I have examined the memorandum from the Joint. Chiefs of Staff 
to the Secretary of Defense+ on the subject of security arrangements 
between the United States and Pacific island nations. ee | 

* April 11; see footnote 4, supra. oo
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1. It seems to me that there can be agreement in substance in that. | 

we can probably arrange for a United States statement with reference : 

| to the Philippines which would give them adequate reassurance. NK | 

without any enlargement of the. scope of Philippine participation in | 

United States security arrangements over that presently in effect.. | 

- hisisbeing furtherexplored. =| | ee Ot Es 

9. In the case of the tri-lateral arrangement with Australia and | 

: New Zealand, we can, I think, make it clear that any organization — | 

thereunder will not have the right to demand knowledge of and to; | 

participate in planning by, the North Atlantic Treaty organization, 

the Organization of American States or any other security organiza-- | 

tions not directly related to the Pacific area. os Hee | 
| ‘On the foregoing assumptions, I have redrawn the proposed Presi-: : 

«  dent’s statement and it is annexed hereto. a ae 

In my opinion, the whole program for Pacific peace on which we: | | 

are working will be in danger unless we can move quickly along these: — | 

lines.? . eee ete : 

Ds yt oe 7 yes J. F. D[cttss] 

a — fApnexD de LEAP a eae 

oo Draft Presidential Statement BER : 

In connection with the reestablishment of peace with Japan, we: | 

are discussing with the Japanese Government the implementation of” | 

its expressed desire for a posttreaty security arrangement pursuant — | 

to which United States Armed Forces might on a provisional basis: : 

remain in and about Japan. | | a | 

The United States maintains, and expects to continue to maintain, _ 

its Armed Forces in the Ryukyus, particularly at Okinawa.? oe 

In the Philippines, the United States is accorded certain military | 

operating rights and facilities pursuant to an agreement with the- | | 

~ Government of the Philippines and the whole world knows that the | 

United States recognizes that an armed attack on the Philippines. | 

would be looked upon by the United States as dangerous to its own | 

peace and safety ‘and that it would act accordingly. _ oe, | 

The Governments of Australia and New Zealand, in connection with. 
the reestablishment of peace with Japan, have now raised the question 

On April 13 the Dulles Mission once more left Washington for Tokyo. Con- 
cerning the background of this visit, see Mr. Dulles’ memorandum of the con-- | 

versation held April 11 between himself, President Truman, and Secretary | 

Acheson, p. 975. 0 7 . Cg | _ ; 

In a memorandum of April 13 to Secretary Marshall, which forms the enclos~ _ | 
ure to his covering letter of April 16 to Mr. Acheson, the JCS stated they had no 

- objection to this paragraph unless it was “intended to serve as a basis for | : 
departure in any way” from numbered paragraph 4 of the March 23 draft | 
Japanese peace treaty printed on p. 944. General Marshall concurred with this: — | 
comment and with the other comment of the JCS, cited in footnote 4 below,. | 
on Mr. Dulles’ draft. (694.001/4—1651 )
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of whether there might not be an arrangement between them and the 
United States, pursuant to Articles 51 and 52 of the United Nations. 
Charter which would make clear that no one of the three. would be — 
indifferent to an armed attack upon the other in the Pacific; and 

| which would establish consultation to strengthen security on the basis 
of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid. oo 

The possibilities of such an arrangement were fully explored by. 
Mr. Dulles at Canberra, Australia, and Wellington, New Zealand, and 
have since been informally discussed with the appropriate sub- 
committees of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the 
Foreign Affairs Committee of the House. _ | | 

I have now asked the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense 
| and Mr. Dulles, as my special representative in relation to the Japanese 

Peace Settlement and related matters, to pursue this matter further 
concurrently with the prosecution of the other negotiations necessary 

_ to bring the Japanese peace settlement to an early and satisfactory 
conclusion. SO | | 

The series of arrangements and dispositions outlined above, would 
strengthen the fabric of peace in the whole Pacific Ocean area, where 
security is strongly influenced by sea and air power. They constitute 
natural initial steps in the consolidation of peace in that area and 
also will contribute to the building of universal peace as sought by 
the United Nations, and under which great goal the sacrificial ¢ efforts 
of our nation are now being largely dedicated. - | a 

“In the memorandum cited footnote 3 above, ‘the JCS stated their belief that 
the word “sacrificial” should be deleted. Bo : 

790.5/4-1451 : . | 7 Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant 
| | (Allison) | 

SECRET | _ [Wasurneton,] April 14, 1951. 
Subject: PacificSecurity Arrangements = == | 

Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador a | 
FE—Mr. Rusk = - = a 
S—Mr. Allison _ ee | | 

[Here follows a discussion of a Japanese peace treaty which is par- 
tially summarized in footnote 4, page 979.] ne | 

In turning to the subject of Pacific Security Arrangements, 
Mr. Rusk referred to the United Kingdom hope, which had been pre- 
viously expressed by Sir Oliver, that the United States would find _ 

7 it possible to work out some such arrangement without the necessity
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of including the Philippines in a single overall pact. The United : 

States had given considerable thought to the British position and | 

‘t had been determined that arrangements could be worked out which ; 

would in fact meet the British position. The problem of how this | 

matter was presented, particularly to the Philippines, was one of some | 

delicacy and Mr. Rusk explained that, in the view of the United States 4} 

:t would have to be approached on the basis that the United States 

already had heavy commitments to the Philippines as a consequence | 

of its present base agreements. Also the fact that the long and close | | 

‘association between the United States and the Philippines made it | 

clear that the United States would look upon an armed attack upon | 

the Philippines as dangerous to its own peace and safety and would : 

take appropriate action. However, there are no comparable commit- | 

ments to Australia and New Zealand, old wartime associates, and any | 

new arrangement devised would be designed to give the Australians | | 

and New Zealanders the same type of commitment and protection : 

already possessed by the Philippines. Mr. Rusk then gave Sir Oliver | 

the text of a statement which it was proposed the President should | 

issue in a few days and stated he hoped Sir Oliver would recognize | 

the lengths to which the United States had gone to meet the British 7 

position. After reading the text Sir Oliver said he would immediately | 

transmit it to his government and that he would make clear the real 

effort that had been made to bring the position of the two governments | 

into line. He referred to the fact that his previous statement to us of 

the British position had been given to both the Australian and New | | 

Zealand embassies here and that he felt obligated to let them know : 

what the United States had done and inquired whether or not there | 

were any objections. Mr. Rusk said there were no objections but 

pointed out that the United States itself informed both Australia | 

and New Zealand. of its intention. Sir Oliver said he assumed that, | 

but he would also wish to be in touch with them. Mr. Rusk then re- | 

| ferred to one point which was outside the text of the actual draft | | 

announcement but which would have to be discussed and settled later. | 

| That was the question of coordinated plan and action between the | : 

tripartite arrangement among Australia, New Zealand and the United 7 

States and any other regional security arrangement such as the Rio : 

Pact or the North Atlantic Treaty. In the United States view it was | 

+Mr. Allison’s memorandum of a conversation held. April 18 between himself, | 

Mr. Rusk, and Sir Carl Berendsen, Ambassador of New Zealand, indicated in | | 

part that Mr. Rusk had also described to Sir Carl the approach to be made to 

the Philippines. (790.5/4—-1351) | | 

- #In telegram 4701 to London, April 14, the Department in part stated that it 

had the previous day informed the governments of both Australia and New | 

Zealand of its decision, after consultation with the Department of Defense, to | 

| accommodate itself to the views of the United Kingdom regarding non-inclusion | | 

of the Philippines in a single overall Pacific security arrangement. (790.5/4-1351) |
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considered inadvisable to attempt to coordinate planning of associa- 
tions which have no real connection and also it was not possible for 
the United States unilaterally to commit all of the members of any 
of the other regional organizations on this point. Mr. Rusk said that 
this matter would probably cause some discussion with the Australians 
but that he was confident it could be worked out all right. : 

_ Mr. Rusk concluded the discussion by saying that the United States 
a wished the United Kingdom Government to know that if as a result 

, of its discussions with Australia and New Zealand, it appeared de- 
sirable that the United Kingdom be brought in in some way to an 

| observer and consultant capacity with respect to the tripartite agree- 
ment, that the United States would have no objection. ge 

790.5/4-1651 : Telegram | | | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines 1 

| ‘TOP SECRET = PRIORITY Wasuineton, April 16, 1951—1 p. m. | 
2445. Eyes only Ambassador and Harrington. Problem of Pacific 

“security arrangements discussed by Dulles with Romulo prior to 
former’s departure for Tokyo. Pointed out that for variety of reasons, _ 

| including reluctance Phil and Anzac public opinion, not deemed 
possible at this time bring about single over-all Pacific security ar-— 
rangement, including Japan as originally contemplated. Due also to 
longstanding complexities inherent in determining membership overall | 
multilateral arrangement and possible effect on mainland countries 
of their exclusion not believed practical at this time proceed with 
‘such multilateral Pact. However, believed important, particularly in | 
‘view of belief held in some quarters that relief of MacArthur fore- 

_ shadows US Pacific withdrawal, to take some steps indicating US — 
‘concern over mnaintenance of peace in Pacific area. Pointed out to 

| Romulo that US after a Treaty wld continue as result of US—Jap 
‘agreement, to maintain armed forces in and about Japan, and that 
in accord with US-Phils agreement which affirm our mutual interest 
‘In our joint defense and under which US has mil operating rights 
and facilities in Phils. Also that world knows US recognizes armed 
‘attack on Phils wld be looked upon by US as dangerous to its own 
peace and security and: hence Phils has assurance of continued US __ 
guarantee. However, neither Austral nor NZ have comparable degree 
‘of US-backed security and in connection with bringing about Jap 
peace treaty it is essential devise some means of reassuring those coun- 
‘tries against possible resurgence Jap aggression. Probably will take 

 2Telegram drafted by Mr. Allison. ee | - _ a
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some time to work out completely and as interim measure it is pro- | | 

posed to issue Presidential statement within next few days. Suggested | 

text in immed fol msg. Cable urgently any comments, | | 

mo ee | ACHESON ~ | 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense | 

oo Marshall)? rs : 

“TOP-SECRET | Bo ; -. Wasurneton, April 17, 1951. : ! 

— Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty = | i ia | 

[Here follow paragraphs numbered 1 through 10 (printed on page. | 

990) ! 

11, Draft treaty for consideration by the Governments of Australia, | 

New Zealand, and the United States of America. Oo | 

a. General comments on security arrangements between the United ) 

States and the Pacific Island nations were furnished you by memo- — | 
-randum dated 11 April1951. | Ss | | 

0b. Specifically, and for the reasons in the above referenced memo- 

randum, the Joint Chiefs of Staff find objectionable the text of 

Articles VII and VIII of the draft treaty.’ In this connection, the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff desire that there be no reference of any nature 
in any new security arrangements with nations of the Pacific Islands : 

other than Japan. (if such arrangements must eventuate) to military | 

plans, planning, or organizations therefor. ‘The Joint Chiefs of Staff _ | 

| would find serious objection to including openly in a treaty any re-— | 

quirement for the establishment of a military planning organization | 

with Australia and New. Zealand and for any formal military planning 

among the PacificIslandnations, 

oo | - For the Joint Chiefs of Staff : | | 

as ms Horr S. VANDENBERG 

Oo : | Chief of Staff, United States Air Force | | 

* This memorandum was transmitted to Mr. Acheson under Secretary Mar- : 

shall’s covering letter of April19,p. 989. - : 

| ? Of February 17, p. 172. | | Co 

694.001/4-1751 : Telegram Je | : | | : aor - - oe Be 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to a 

| | | SCAP (Sebald) a | 

SECRET PRIORITY - Wasuineton, April 17, 1951—6 p.m. | 

— Topad 1492. For Dulles from Allison. As result of informal requests. | | 

from NZ and Aus Govts (latter subsequent to Spender’s reply to you
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Reur 1826, Apr 17)+ language of statement to effect that “No one of 
the three would be indifferent, etc.” has been altered to put it in positive 
sense and also in as much as language is put in mouths of NZ and Aus 
Govts, to make it more in accord with actual position two Govts had 
taken. Present language, cleared by Pentagon today, now reads: 

“The Govts of Aus and NZ, in connection with the reestablishment 
of peace with Japan, have suggested an arrangement between them 
and the US, pursuant to Articles 51 and 52 of the UN Charter which 
wld make clear that in the event of an armed attack upon any one of 
them in the Pacific, each of the three wld act to meet the common dan- 
ger in accordance with its constitutional processes; and which wld 
establish consultation to strengthen security on the basis of continuous 
and effective self-help and mutual aid.” - - 
Romulo shown statement yesterday morning and gave hearty ap- | 

proval. Franks given copy morning Apr 14 and today reported ap- 
_ proval and appreciation of UK Govt over manner in which US had 

met UK position. — | | 
President will issue statement at press conference 4: 30 p. m., Apr 18, 

EST, po 
New Subject: Brit Emb states FonOff team will arrive Washington 

Apr 24 for working level discussion on Jap Treaty. [Allison] 

oe ee ACHESON 
, _. * The entire text of telegram 1826 from Tokyo reads: “For Rusk from Dulles. 

Assume you have Spender’s personal message to me [of April 16] agreeing to 
text of proposed statement and indicating they anticipate no difficulty meeting 
our views regarding Article 8, and suggesting April 20, Washington time, as date 
for issuance of statement subject to Doidge concurrence.” (694.001/4-1751) The 
mee woned message of Mr. Spender has not been found in Department of State 

2 For text, see the Department of State Bulletin, April 30, 1951, p. 699. - 
. *¥For information regarding this negotiation, see the editorial note, p. 1021. 

790.5/4-1751 : Telegram a a 

_ | Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Thailand — 

SECRET Wasuineron, April 17, 1951—7 p. m. 
1519. Reference preceding tel? re security arrangements covering 

Philippines, Australia and New Zealand. Dept is concerned lest Thai 
Govt misunderstand the significance of the President’s statement and 

| suggests that in your discretion when making a summary of that state- _ 
ment available to Thai Govt that you point out: | 

*Telegram drafted by Kenneth P. Landon, Officer in Charge of Thai and Ma- | 
layan Affairs, and cleared by Mr. Allison on behalf of Mr. Rusk. ce 

*In telegram 1518 to Bangkok, April 17 (not printed) , the Department had in. 
part included the text of the Presidential statement (cited in footnote 2, supra) . 
Ue 1) mission to the Thai Government in advance of publication. (790.5/4—
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1. This is not a multilateral pact but is essentially a formalizing © | 

by the President of our present commitments in the Pacific area. 

9. Similar bilateral arrangements are not being made with most 

Southeast. Asian nations although the US Govt is actively aiding them : 

in diverse ways according to their situation. For instance in Indo- : 

China the US is providing important amounts of mil aid; in Thailand : 

the substantial interest of the US is manifested through the mil and 

~ econ aid programs currently in operation; in Malaya, with which no | 

security arrangements have been made, only minor mil aid has been 

extended and finally neither Indonesia nor Burma have shown any in- | 

clination nor interest toward such security arrangements nor toward 

- yeceiving extensive mil aid programs although both have econ aid 

programs. Baa! | a , | 

3 That if Thailand were attacked by an aggressor it is assumed : 

that Thailand like Korea in June 1950 wld appeal to the UN for aid : 

where the US wld with the other nations give sympathetic attention | | 

tothe problem. — oo | 

4. That Thailand is bordered by nations beset by Communism and | 

that it might be preferable from Thailand’s point of view under pres-— 

ent circumstances to continue as at present in its intimate relations | 

with the US without formal definition in order to avoid stirring up ) 

unduly the unfriendly Commie elements in those neighboring nations.° | 

Tf at this point the Foreign Minister evinces a desire to discuss , 

bilateral arrangements with US you may receive this suggestion with _ 

every evidence of interest and say that you will inform your Govt | 

of their desire and that you will reply as soon as you have received : 

your Govt’s reactions. | _ | | 

yg ae ACHESON : 

*The following paragraph was removed from this telegram before transmis- | | 

sion: “5. That we fought a containing action in Greece and extended massive oe 

mil aid to Turkey and neither were members of the North Atlantic Treaty Pact.” | 

(790.5/4-1751) The excision was authorized by John F. Melby, Deputy Director b 

of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, | 

Lot 54D423 / : | | oe | 

Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the | 
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,| April 18, 1951. 

Subject: Proposed Pacific Security Arrangements 7 
There is attached hereto an advance copy of a comment by the Joint | 

_ Chiefs on Mr. Dulles’ memorandum to Secretary Acheson dated | | 
April 18,1 copy also attached, regarding the proposed security arrange- | 

ments in the Pacific. The Joint Chiefs refer particularly to the second __ 2 
paragraph of Mr. Dulles’ memorandum in which he states that it can : 
be made clear that any organization under the trilateral arrangement | 
with Australia and New Zealand will not have the right to demand | 

1 Ante, p. 202. |
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_ knowledge of and to participate in planning by “the North Atlantic 
Treaty organization, the Organization of American States or any 

| other security organizations not directly related to the Pacific area.” 
The Joint Chiefs refer to the above language and then repeat the — 
language in their memorandum of April 11, 1951,? to the effect that 
the Joint Chiefs “oppose the inclusion in the pact of any reference — 
to military plans, planning, or organizations therefor.” | 7 

Captain Murdaugh of the Navy * who gave me the advance copy of 
_ the JCS views made it clear to me that the Joint Chiefs will in fact 

. be opposed to any sort of organization under the tripartite pact which 
will have anything to do with planning in the Pacific or elsewhere. 
Captain Murdaugh expressed surprise that the Joint Chiefs had ap- 

. proved the language in the proposed Presidential statement which 
referred to establishing “consultation to strengthen security”. He said 
that the Joint Chiefs were apparently going back on the whole idea ; 
of consultation. I believe we are going to have a head-on collision with 
the Joint Chiefs on this point when the time comes for actual nego- 
tiation of a security arrangement and I suggest. that we should begin 
‘to think how to meet this. I am convinced that the Australians will 

_ refuse to go along with any pact which does not provide an organiza- 
tion for some form of consultation and while Mr. Spender’s message to 

| Mr. Dulles of April 164 indicates that there would be no difficulty . 
| concerning the limitation of such consultation to matters directly con- 

| cerning the Pacific, it is also clear that if there cannot even be con- | 
_ sultation on Pacific matters we might as well give up any idea of 

| concluding a security arrangement. And if we have to give that up 
we might as well give up any idea of getting Australian and New 
Zealand acquiescence to a Japanese Peace Treaty along the lines so 

_ fardeveloped bythe United States ts es 
In my opinion it is difficult to believe that the Joint Chiefs in fact 

would rule out any sort of consultation, everything else being equal, 
and I am therefore coming to the opinion that failing to hold up the - 

| early conclusion of the Japanese Peace Treaty by direct opposition, 
they have taken this round-about method of putting obstacles in the 
path of progress so that there will of necessity be delay in getting 
a Japanese Treaty until the problem of the security arrangement with 
Australia and New Zealand can bethreshed out. =. | | 

I think the most serious consideration. should be given to taking 
_ this matter.up on a high level with the Department of Defense with — 
__ a view to obtaining as speedily as possible the exact intentions of the | 

Joint Chiefs inthisrespect. > a 

2 See Secretary Marshall’s letter to Mr. Acheson of April 18, p. 201. _ - —— 
_ * Albert C. Murdaugh, Acting Director of the Office of Foreign Military Affairs, 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs... 

| * Not found in Department of State files. 7 | Pd
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| oe De [Annex] © CR | | 

— Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense | 
Oo | (Marshall) © OES | 

SECRET Oe -.  ‘Wasutneton, 16 April 1951. 

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense On a | 
_ Subject: Proposed Japanese Peace Treaty. = LSE : 

_ 1. With reference to the proposed Presidential statement attached | 
to Mr. Dulles’ memorandum for Secretary Acheson, dated 13 April = 
1951, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted comments in a memorandum | | 
_to you dated 13 April 1951.5 The Joint Chiefs of Staff desire to submit : 
an additional comment which refers to the covering memorandum | 
rather than the proposed Presidential statement. | wate | 
9. With regard to Mr. Dulles’ paragraph 2 concerning a possible | 

tri-lateral arrangement with Australia and New Zealand, the Joint = | 

Chiefs of Staff would like to emphasize the position expressed to you : 
in paragraph 2d of a memorandum dated 11 April 1951, subject | 
“Security Arrangements between the United States and Pacific Island — | 
Nations,” as follows: ie, eo EES | 

__,. “Tf political considerations are so overriding that a formal pact must | 
be made, the Joint Chiefs of Staff oppose the inclusion in the pact of | 

-any reference to military plans, planning, or organization therefor.” | 

~ For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

| Omar N. Braptey _ : 

| oe Joint Chiefs of Staft | 

8 See footnotes 8 and 4, pp. 203 and 204, respectively. a8 a | - : 

Editorial Note re | 

In telegram 1507 to Tokyo, April 20, marked “For Dulles from 7 . 
, Allison”, the Department summarized for the Consultant the contents | 

of the Joint Chiefs’ memorandum of April 17 regarding a Japanese ts | 
peace treaty and potential security treaties. (A portion of the Joint 

Chiefs’ memorandum is printed on page 207; the remainder is printed | 
on page 990.) Telegram 1507 reads in part: Sang | | 
“With respect to Canberra Pact JCS have now made specific ob- | 

_ jection to both Articles VII and VIII of draft treaty and state ‘The — | 
_ JCS would find serious objection to including openly in a treaty any 

requirement for the establishment of a military planning organiza- | 
tion with Australia and New Zealand and for any formal military : 
planning among the Pacific Island nations.’ Exact meaning of above | ;
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phrase uncertain. It could mean that planning is all right but that 

there should be no formal commitment or organization. Alternatively 

it could mean there will be no joint planning of any sort in which — 

case presumably treaty could not be concluded. I am having lunch 

Monday [April 23] with Defense official in effort to ascertain exact | 

| meaning of JCS on this point. Any comments you could get to me 

| prior to noon Monday would be helpful.” (694.00/4-2051) The re- 

mainder of this telegram is summarized in footnote 1, page 1003. - 

| In the latter telegram, marked “For Rusk, Allison from Dulles,” 

the Consultant stated in part: “Re Canberra Pact, in my interpreta- 

_ tion, Article 7 does not require ‘military planning’ and consultation 

| contemplated by Article 8 can be civilian and not involve technical 

military planning. As regards last sentence, Article 8, dealing with 

‘planning’ it is already understood this subject to negotiation having 

in mind earlier comments of JCS and my message to Spender. This 

whole matter obviously requires further discussions with Anzac and 

| should be flexible until then.” (694.001/4-2251) a | 

The Dulles Mission left Tokyo April 23 and arrived back in Wash- 
ington the following day. / cea | 

| Record of Mr. Allison’s conversation with a “Defense official” _ 

(mentioned in telegram 1507 quoted above) has not been found in 

Department of State files. However, see the memorandum of May 15 

to Mr. Allison from Brigadier General A. L. Hamblen, Special Assist- 

ant for Occupied Areas, page 215. _ a | | 

694.001/4-2851 | ce | 

Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the 
an Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) Oo 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasurneron,] April 23, 1951. 

Subject : Comments on views of Joint Chiefs of Staff dated April 17, 
19511 on Japanese Peace Treaty | a 

_ [Here follows the portion of Mr. Allison’s memorandum devoted 

primarily to his analysis of the views of the JCS on the proposed — 

Japanese peace treaty and the proposed bilateral United States-Japan 

security arrangement. Part of the omitted section is summarized in 

footnote 1, page 990.] a Co 

| In the same document the Joint Chiefs comment on the draft treaty 

with Australia and New Zealand and raise specific objections to Ar- 

ticle 7 of the draft treaty, which sets up a defense council, and to 

1That portion of the JCS memorandum on which Mr. Allison comments 
here is printed on p. 207. oo oe os
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Article 8 of the draft treaty, which provides for consultation and : 

coordinated planning with other regional organizations. In this con- | | 

nection the Joint Chiefs state that there should be “no. reference of : 

any nature in any new security arrangements with nations of the : 

Pacific islands other than Japan (if such arrangements must eventu- | 

ate) to military plans, planning, or organizations therefore.” If the | 

Joint Chiefs maintain their position in this respect it will, in my : 

opinion, be impossible to include any joint security arrangements 

acceptable to the Australians and New Zealanders with the consequent => 

- yesult that those commonwealth nations would not acquiesce in the | 

type of Japanese peace treaty which all elements of the United States | 

Government, including the Joint Chiefs, have agreed is desirable. It | | 

has been made very clear to the United States by the Australian gov- ! 

‘ernment that no form of security arrangement will be satisfactory | 

unless some form of organization for mutual planning and consulta- | 

tion is included. In Foreign Minister Spender’s message to Mr. Dulles : 

of April 13, 1951? in which he outlines the type of statement he might : 

wish to make in case the United States was not able to make an au- : 

thoritative statement he stated specifically “that while no elaborate a 

organization is envisioned, the arrangements under discussion provide 

for consultative machinery through which the parties could concert 

their policies and planning.” In the Foreign Minister’s statement of 

| April 18th? issued at the time of the President’s announcement in this | 

country he said, inter alia, “close association of Australia and New | 

Zealand with the United States under an arrangement based. on the | 

principles of self-help and mutual aid and containing adequate provi- | 

sions for consultation would constitute a solid guarantee to peace in 

| the Pacific and to the security of Australia.” (underlining added) 

-'The position of the Joint Chiefs is difficult to understand in view 

of the statements made to Mr. Dulles in J anuary to the effect that | 

they would recommend some security arrangement with Australia | 

and New Zealand which would encourage those nations to carry out 

willingly their Middle East commitments. The statement quoted above 

is also difficult to understand in view of the statement in Paragraph 7 | | 

of the Joint Chiefs’ comments of April 17th* on the memorandum 

of the British Chiefs of staff Paragraph 7 of that statement ® reads : 

as follows: BS ee ee | 

“Tt now appears that the security of the Pacific against communist | 

aggression, together with security against possible Japanese aggres- | 

| ? For full text, see Spender, Exercises in Diplomacy, p. 168. | oes 

_ *A eopy of the full text of this statement was made available to Mr. Dulles : 

by the Australian Mission in Tokyo on April 20. (Lot 54D423) | | | 

“Not printed. - | 

' Text forms the annex to the undated aide-mémoire of the United Kingdom, | 

printed under date of March 12,p.908, : oes | 

- ‘That is, of the Joint Chiefs’ memorandum. re OO 

588-617 —77-——15_— | |
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sion, can best be attained, in the future, by Japan’s membership in the — 
United Nations and in a mutual security arrangement with the United 
States together with a continuation of current United States security _ 
arrangements with the Philippine Islands and with concurrent mutual 
security arrangements whose membership would include certain of the , 
Pacific Island nations in addition to the United States. An essential 
feature of continued orientation of Japan to the West lies in the 
economic development of that country and in close commercial ties 
with the West.” . - | | 

In reading the Joint Chiefs’ comments and studying their implica- 
tions it 1s difficult not to conclude that their basic desire is to force 

| delay in the coming into effect of any Japanese Peace Treaty and that 
one of the methods by which they hoped to secure this delay is by the 
creation of difficulties in the conclusion of mutual security arrange- 
ments with Australia and New Zealand which it is recognized is a 

| condition precedent to obtaining the consent of those countries to the 
| United States draft of a peacetreaty with Japan. | 

In my opinion the difficulties between the State and Defense De- 
partments are of a fundamental character and an effort should be 
made to resolve them at once. I am afraid that in the past apparent 
difficulties have been resolved by the use of language which glossed 
over differences but did not in fact settle them and that we should now 
meet the issue head on and come to a definite complete understanding. 

Lot 54D423 ee, he ae Fis mE ar ae | 
a Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State : 

tracts] Oe 
/ oe | a _ [Wasuineron,] May 3, 1951. 

: 7 - a AcenpAt a | 

II, AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND) an 

Security Arrangement San a 

a. Get further views of the Pentagon as to the nature of “consulta- 
tion” (see President’s statement)? and the views of the J oint Chiefs 

_ with reference to Articles VII and VIII of the Canberra draft. 
| | 6. Prepare for and fix date for concluding negotiations with Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand, presumably in Washington after Spender 
arrives. Oo / CO re 

c. Clear with Foreign Relations Committee. . og Be 

* Phe remainder of this memorandum is printed on p. 1038. | | | 
* For text of the President’s statement of April 18, see the Department of State 

. Bulletin, April 30, 1951, p. 699. Oo | |
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Lot 54D423 a ee | | 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant for Occupied Areas im the | | 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Hamblen) to the | 

Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) | | | 

TOP SECRET | Wasuinoton, May 15,1951. | | 

Subject: Informal Defense Views on Draft Treaty with Australia | 

| and New Zealand | : Oo | me, | 

4, On 19 April 1951, the Secretary of Defense transmitted the | 

interim views of the JCS to the Secretary of State on various docu- : 

ments pertaining to the Japanese peace treaty and ancillary problems. : 

9. In paragraph 11 of the JCS memorandum, dated 17 April 1951,? | 

there was set forth their objections to Articles VII and VIII of the : 

proposed Australian/New Zealand treaty. — | Soils an | 

3. Inhis letter of 13 April 1951 to the Secretary of State,’ the Secre- ( 

‘tary of Defense in sub-paragraphs d and e further delineates the ob- | 

jections of the JCSto Article VIII. : ete ae | 

4. In accordance with your request that I determine what. provi- ! 

sions now contained in Articles VII and VIII are objectable, I have | 

consulted-the immediate advisors of the JCS and other interested. in- : 

dividuals. It is my opinion that Article VII would become satisfactory : 

if the phrase “and set up such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary 

to accomplish its purpose” were deleted. There appears to be no way 

to rectify Article VIII to make it satisfactory. Its elimination there- _ 

fore appears desirable. | | a 

5. It is envisaged that the Council established by Article VII would: | 

be a political council. This would not preclude a military advisor to : 

the U.S. representative, but would not contemplate combined plan- 

ning between or among military advisors. we 

6. In view of the objections contained in sub-paragraph d of the | : 

letter of 13 April 1951, and of the fact that no other.regional orga- __ : 

nizations now exist with which coordinated planning in the Pacific | 

area is desired, it appears desirable to withhold _ the inclusion. of | | 

Article VIII until such a Pacific regional organization comes into 

being. At that time consideration can be given to the degree of mili- | 

tary collaboration which should be sought. | ae : 

| | A. L. Hameen : 

—_ ae | ss Brigadier General, GSC | 

OLE —— Coordinator — | 

— tSee post, p. 989. | re | 
‘Ante,p.207, = | Bo 

* Ante, p. 201. | : o |
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Lot 54D423 a eae 

Unsigned Draft of Security Treaty Articles 

| _ --—_- FWasuineron,] May 81, 1951. 

| - VIL | a 

_ The parties hereby establish a Council on which each of them shall 
be represented to consider matters concerning the implementation of 
this Treaty. The Council should be so organized as to be able to meet 
promptly atanytime. = re 

| ‘Pending the development of a more comprehensive system of 
regional security in the Pacific area and the development by the 

| United Nations of effective means to maintain international peaceand __ 
security the Council shall maintain a consultative relationship with 

| states * in a position to further the purposes of this Treaty and to 
contribute to the security of the Pacificarea?. =. a 

*In the source text, the words “& organizations” are here interpolated in what 
is possibly Mr. Dulles’ handwriting. _ Sp ETE . | 
- ?In the margin of the source text, a note in what is possibly Mr. Dulles’ hand- 
writing reads: “If circumstances:‘seem necessary.” Pole ig 

| Draft of Security Treaty Article by the Consultant to the Secretary 
- (Dulles) 

- The parties recognize that effective achievement of the purposes of 
this Treaty may be promoted if there be from time to time contacts 
or consultations, by or on behalf of the Council or its members, with 

| the United Nations or its subsidiary organs or committees, or with 
other states, groups of states or organizations in a position to further 
the purposes of this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the 
Pacific area. The Council, in its considerations pursuant to Article 
VII, will take the foregoing into account... fy 

[Wasuineron,] June 1,195, 0 

- 2'The source text bears two marginal notes in an unidentified handwriting. 
The first reads: “tentative suggestion”. The second is as follows: “Dictated by 
J{ohn] F[oster] D[ulles] following talks with Spender and Berendson. But not 
communicated to anyone.” : | ne : 

Percy Spender had resigned as Minister of External Affairs of Australia on 
| April 26 and had been appointed Ambassador of Australia to the United States —
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Lot 5404230 md . : | : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Government : 

Branch, Office for Occupied Areas, Office of the Assistant Secretary | 

of the Army (Babeock)* oS , | | 

TOP SECRET _ -- [Wasuineron,] June 25, 1951.’ 

Subject: Proposed Pacific Security Treaty : 

Participants: Ambassador of Australia, Honorable P. C. Spender _ | 

oe, Mr. David MeNicol, Embassy of Australia® 

ee Ambassador of New Zealand, Sir Carl Berendsen — | 

| Mr. G. R. Laking, Embassy of New Zealand | 

Ambassador John Foster Dulles vege | | 

a Colonel C. Stanton Babcock tba! 

“Mr. Livingston Satterthwaite | a ! 

Sir Carl Berendsen said that he had received word from his Gov- ; 

| ernment concerning the changes proposed by Mr. Dulles in Articles : 

VII and VIII of the draft Pacific Security Treaty prepared in Can- : 

berra in February 1951. He said that the wording proposed for Article : 

to succeed Mr. Makin. He had arrived in the United States on May 29, Ambassa- 

dor Spender presented his credentials to President Truman on June 8. | : 

7 In a briefing memorandum of June 6 to George W. Perkins, Assistant Secre- 

tary of State for European Affairs, G. Hayden Raynor, Director of the Office of 

British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs, stated in part: | | : 

“Before he left for London, Mr. Dulles talked with Mr. Spender and the New ©. 

7 Zealand Ambassador about the text of the security agreement drawn up at 

Canberra during February. The principal point raised in this conversation with 

the two Ambassadors involved the relationship between the proposed Pacific | 

Council and NATO and the Rio organization. Mr. Dulles explained that we did I 

not want to incorporate language in the treaty which would require .a consulta- 

tive relationship between the Council and these other bodies. He pointed out E 

that the machinery was already so complex that it would be a mistake to add 7 

_ another cog. Both Mr. Spender and the New Zealand Ambassador, while recog- | 

nizing the validity of this line of argument nevertheless insisted that the lan- 

| guage of the treaty should not preclude a consultative relationship. Mr. Spender : f 

suggested wording to the effect that the Council ‘may maintain a consultative | | 

relationship with States; organizations and authorities’. Mr. Dulles said that we / 
would study the views expressed by the two Ambassadors.” (601.4311 /6-651 ) | 

| Other record of conversation held between Messrs. Berendsen, Dulles, and 

Spender before the Consultant’s departure for London June 2 has not been found 
in Department of State files. - OO! | | 

| . 1The source text is accompanied by the following typed, unsigned covering : 

note: “Let’s circulate Col. Babcock’s. version of the M/C if :any distribution is 
wanted, and file Mr. Dulles’ as follows: [here follow filing instructions]”. The .- : 
‘Dulles version is printed infra. Another notation indicates that ‘Babeock’s:version _ OE 

... was distributed to Livingston T. Merchant, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State _ an 
_ for Far Eastern Affairs, and U. Alexis Johnson, Director of the Office of North- | 

| east Asian Affairs. - 7 oe 
- ? The memorandum was drafted the following day. _ | | 

§ Second Secretary of Embassy. - 7 | |
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VII‘ was satisfactory on the understanding that the Council estab- : 
lished by Article VII could establish committees and subcommittees 
ifitsodesired. ne a SS 

In regard to Article VIII, Sir Carl said that his Government sug- 
gested the following wording: | | ; 

| “The Council, established by Article VII, may maintain a consulta- 
tive relationship with States, Regional Organizations, Associations of 
States, or other authorities in the position to further the purposes of 
this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the Pacific Area.” 

| Mr. Spender said that the views of his. Government were similar to 
those expressed by the New Zealand Ambassador. a 

Mr. Dulles said that he would want to consider these proposals 
before expressing any definitive views but that he felt it was unwise 
to eliminate the first phrase of Article VIII which was designed to 

emphasize that this treaty was a first step toward a more compre- 
hensive security arrangement. He added that this particular phrase 
had been inserted to meet the views expressed by the Far Eastern Sub- 
committee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Both 
Mr. Spender and Sir Carl said that they felt sure that there would 
be no objection to the retention of this phrase. | OC 

| Mr. Dulles then said that he felt that Sir Carl’s draft of Article 
VIII might. better read: “The Council, established by Article VII, | 

_ ts authorized to maintain ... etc.” rather than “may maintain . . . 
etc.” since the Council, under this treaty had no power itself to estab- 

. lish a “consultative relationship” with anyone. There could not be 
any such relationship unless all parties concerned wanted it. 
Mr. Dulles pointed out that the United States was not prepared to 
commit itself, for example, as a member of NATO or of the Rio Pact, 
to consultation by these associations with the Pacific Council. 

Both Ambassadors seemed quite satisfied with the suggestions made 
by Mr. Dulles and with the interpretation he gave to the wording of 
Article VIII. | Oe Ee 

| Mr. Dulles said that he felt it very desirable to announce at an early 

date (within a week or two), the agreed text of this treaty since the 
growing anxiety regarding Iran® made it. essential that we take 

| promptly every possible step to make clear to the world the essential 
| unity of the Free Nations. Mr. Spender agreed and suggested that such 

a text should be initialed when itismade public. = | 

“The language agreed upon at this meeting for Articles VII and. VIII is 
included in the document, infra. os Com 

* Documentation regarding relations. of the United States and Iran is scheduled 
for publication in volumev.
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Lot 540828 ah» - 7 

.... Memorandum of Conversation, by the Consultant to the . : 

ee Seoretary (Dulles). ce dat a : 

TOP SECRET De [WasHineron, | June 25, 1951. | 

— Subject: Australian-New Zealand Security 2 2 2 

Participants: Ambassador Percy Spender, Embassy of Australia | 

| - Ambassador Sir Carl Berendsen, ‘Embassy of New | 

aa ; Zealand Oo Co SG | ; 

a Mr. David MeNicol, Embassy of Australia : 

oe Mr. G. R. Laking, Embassy of New Zealand | 

OS Mr. John Foster Dulles | he , | 

a ~ Colonel C. Stanton Babcock 7 6 BE : 

me Mr. Livingston Satterthwaite nae : 

— At a meeting today with Ambassador Spender of Australia and | | | 

Ambassador Berendsen of New Zealand it was tentatively agreed that: | 

1. Article VII of the proposed tripartite security treaty should be : 

amended by eliminating all reference to “subsidiary bodies” and to 

read as follows: - oo - OB 

| “The parties hereby establish a Council on which each of them 

shall be represented to consider matters concerning the implemen- 

tation of this Treaty. The Council should be so organized as to be tf 

able to meet promptly at any time.” - | | 

a In the course of discussion it was recognized that the Council would 

be the master of its own procedure and could of course do whatever : 

it found to be necessary to accomplish its purposes, It was agreed, 

. however, that the likelihood of the need of “subsidiary bodies” was L 

not such that it should be specifically mentioned in the treaty and that | 

the purpose should be to have an essential political body, simple in. | 

‘structure and with compact, high-level personnel. , . | 

2. Article VIII should be redrafted as follows: | | 

“Pending the development of a more comprehensive system of | 

. regional security in the Pacific area and the development by the ‘ 

United Nations of effective means to maintain international peace 

and security, the Council, established by Article VI, is authorized | 

_ to maintain a consultative relationship with States, Regional 

Organizations, Associations of States, or other authorities in a ff 

position to further the purposes of this Treaty and to contribute | 

te the security of the Pacific Area.” _ oe : : 

| It is, agreeable both to the Australian and New Zealand Govern- 

ments to omit the words preceding “the Council”. However, these | 

words are acceptable to them in view of the opinion expressed by _ |
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the Far Eastern Subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee | 

that the operative portion of the treaty should itself contain reference 
to further developments, particularly under the auspices of the United 
Nations. | | S | 

| The new language eliminates all of the last sentence, the earlier 
Article VIII with its reference to “planning” which was objected to 
by the JCS. | | | 

In so far as relates to consultation (not “planning”) with other | 
states, regional organizations, etc., it merely authorizes consultation 

: as a possibility, whereas the original language of Article VIII seemed 
to make this mandatory (“shall maintain” and “shall coordinate”). It 
was pointed out that the Council under this treaty would have no 

_ power itself to establish a “consultative relationship” with anyone; 
that consultation was a two-way proposition and that it could not - 
occur unless all parties concerned wanted it. The United States, for 
example, as a member of NATO or of the RIO Pact, was not prepared _ 
to commit itself to consultation by these associations with the tri- 

| partite Pacific Council. | 
It is believed that the present text fully meets the preoccupations 

_ of the JCS and that consideration should now be given to a prompt 
initialling of a text as a further step which can be announced and 
which is particularly desired in view of the growing anxiety regarding 

| Iran where Australia and New Zealand have commitments which 

| make it important quickly to reassure their people that there is no— 
hitch in the program to assure that the United States will-stand 
with them in the Pacific. re | | 

J[oHn]| Foster] D[uLxEs | 

| * Colonel Babeock’s memorandum of his conversation held June 30 with Mr. F. 
H. Corner, First Secretary of the Embassy of New Zealand, indicated in part that 
the Department. was informed that day that the Governments of both Australia | 
and New Zealand had accepted the versions of Articles VII and VIII tentatively 
agreed upon at the meeting described above. (790.5/6-3051) 

Lot 54D423. ey gee a 

Lhe Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the Secretary of Defense 

TOP SECRET — T Wasutneron,] June 27, 1951. 
| My Dear Mr. Secretary: In Canberra, Australia, during Feb- 

ruary 1951, with the authority of the President, and the concurrence 
of the Secretary of State and yourself, I negotiated a draft proposed _ 
security treaty between the United States, Australia and New Zealand, 
subject to review and final decision on the part of the United States 
Government. This draft I handed you on March 6, 1951. | 

* Of February 17, p. 172. Se
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- On April 19 you transmitted to the Secretary of State a memo- | 

| randum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, dated April 17, 1951,? point- , 

ing out that Articles VII and VIII of the draft treaty were objection- | 

able to them and that they desired that there be no reference of any 

nature in the security arrangement to military plans, planning, or or- 

ganizations therefor, and that they would find serious objection to in- _ | 

eluding openly in the treaty any requirement for the establishment of ; 

a military planning organization with Australia and New Zealand or | 

for any formal military planning among the Pacific Island nations. : 

In the light of this expression of the views of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, we have had further negotiations with the Australian and New | 

Zealand Governments with reference to Articles VII and VIII, and 

I now enclose a draft-of new text * which the Ambassadors of Aus- | 

tralia and New Zealand believe will be acceptable to their Governments. | 

Article VII of the new draft omits the reference to “subsidiary ss 

| bodies” contained in the earlier text, a reference which some of your | 

advisors felt might imply a military planning group. | | 

7 Article VIII has been amended to eliminate wholly the only sentence . 

of the earlier draft which mentioned “planning”, and the phrase in the - ‘| 

earlier draft requiring the maintenance of the “closest possible rela- , , 

tions” and consultation with other states in a position to further the 

purposes of the treaty has been deleted. Instead, this Article: now 

merely authorizes the Council to maintain a “consultative relation- - ) 

ship” with other states and organizations. Exercise of this authority | 

- would require not only action by the Council itself, but also concur- : 

| ring action by the other states or organizations in question. 

It has been pointed out to the Australian and New Zealand Ambas- — , 

_ sadors that consultation would normally be through diplomatic chan- 7 

nels, and that the United States is not now prepared to commit itself, | 

for example, as a member of NATO or the Rio Pact or as prospective | 

party to a security arrangement with Japan, to consultation by these _ 

associations with the tripartite Council. | . a | : 

The language of the treaty as now drafted reflects the view that the | 

| Council will not engage in military planning but will bea simple and _ | 

compact body composed of high level personnel. As now drafted, 

there would be nothing in the treaty which would commit the United | 

States in any of the ways considered objectionable by the Joint Chiefs | 
of Staff. og es | | 

_ The first four lines of the redrafted Article VIII referring to the | 

possible “development of a more comprehensive system of regional 
- security in the Pacific Area and the development by the United Na- 

_ tions of effective means to maintain international peace and security” | 

*In part, p. 207. _ ce. a 
* Not printed: see the texts included in Mr. Dulles’ memorandum of a conver- 

sation held June 25, supra. | . —_ | ;
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have been added in deference to what seemed to be the views of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee and also further to reinforce the | 
President’s declaration of April 19, 1951 that the presently contem- 
plated security arrangements in the Pacific are only “initial steps”. 

I trust that the Department of Defense will now find this text 
acceptable from its standpoint. In view of developments in the Middle 
Kast, it is believed desirable that the United States be in a position 
promptly to indicate to Australia and New Zealand that further 
progress has been made along the lines of our Canberra discussions 
and the President’s Declaration of April 19, 1951, which stated that 
he had asked the Secretary of State, yourself and me to pursue further | 
the matter of a security arrangement with Australia and New Zealand. 
It is, of course, understood that the Tripartite Security Treaty would 
come into effect only after Australia and New Zealand joined with us 
in the making of a satisfactory Treaty of Peace with J apan. | 

Respectfully yours, | _ Joun Foster DULLEs 

790.5/7-1051 | — 
) Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

TOP SECRET oF  Wasurneron, July 10, 1951. 
| Subject: Security Treaty with Australia and New Zealand 

Mr. Dulles has completed or will complete in a few hours the nego- 
tiations on the Australian and New Zealand security treaty. With 
minor changes, the draft follows that which was discussed with you 
In Aprikt po a Oo 
_A copy of this revised’ draft? is attached for your consideration. 

I will appreciate it if you will review this proposed treaty and give | 
me an opportunity to speak with ‘you about it tomorrow at the NSC 
meeting Se - 

— | - Dean AcHEson 4 

-* Record of conversation on this topi¢ held in April between the President and. | 
Mr. Acheson has not been found in Department of State files. eee 
-? Not printed. In it, Articles VII and VIII are worded as they appear in Secre- 

tary Marshall’s letter of July 20 to Mr. Acheson, p. 226. The remainder of the: | 
draft is identical to that of February 17 (p. 172) except for very slight altera- _ 

- tions in style and punctuation. a . 
*There follows in entirety a memorandum of J uly 11 by Lucius D. Battle, 

Special Assistant to the Secretary : gs . . : 
“The Secretary told me on his return from NSC today that he had discussed the 

security treaty with Australia and New Zealand with the President. ne 
“The President has approved the draft submitted to him by ‘the Secretary’s 

memorandum of July 10, 1951. I have informed Mr. Dulles.” (Lot 53D444) 
The draft treaty was made public on J uly 12. For text, see Department of 

State Bulletin, July 23, 1951, p. 148. For the accompanying statements by Messrs. 
Berendsen, Dulles, and Spender, see ibid., pp. 147-148. . 

“At the bottom of the source text is this handwritten notation: “Approved 
7/23/51 Harry S Truman”.
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611.96/7-1751 | Se | | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Mania, July 17, 1951—4 p. m. 

933. During conversation with Quirino today Pres. strongly de- , 

plored the preferred position given to Australia and New Zealand by : 

the recently announced alliance with the US. The signing of a formal | 

| agreement with Australia and New Zealand implies to Quirino and i 

the Phil public that US does not regard the Phils as a sovereign na- : 

tion. Despite my explanations that our public statements regarding 

the defense and security of the Phils do in fact constitute a closer | 

alliance than is the case with Australia and New Zealand, the fact | | 

that we have signed such an agreement with Australia and New 

Zealand and not with the Phils is strongly resented by Quirino and © | | 

lends support to the criticisms of Recto * and the govt opposition. We | 

- may anticipate that both Quirino and Romulo will press for a more 

formal defensive alliance. ) | | ee | 

‘The press has been too busy with reparations question to give more : 

than passing attention to the announcement of the proposed New | | 

~ Zealand Australia US alliance. However Recto did not allow the op- | 

portunity to pass unnoticed. On July 14 he said “Australia and N ew 

Zealand have been given treaties of alliance and mutual defense with | 

| the United States. Even Japan will be given such a treaty. The 

Philippines have been ignored and we are confronted with the possi- | 

bility that the United, States will be Japan’s ally, but not ours.” __ - | 

a he Ae te ee Lela ges COWEN | | 

. a Senator Claro M. Recto of the Nacionalista Party. a 7 ie - - - - | | ! 

Lot 54D4238 0 Mi pas Co aE gage 2 ttn ok | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Consultant to the — at 

| — Secretary (Dulles) | 

SECRET | [WasHineton,| July 18, 1951—12:15-p. m. 

Participants : General Omar N. Bradley _ BO | 

| Mr. John Foster Dulles - 

I had told Deputy Secretary Lovett that it might be useful for sd: 

| General Bradley and me to speak together in view of the impression — : 

gained by the Foreign Affairs Committee that we had given somewhat | 

conflicting testimony with reference to the role of the Philippines in 

Pacific security. General Bradley subsequently telephoned me and I | 

met with him at his office at 12:15 p. m., July 18. - — | 

General Bradley said he had told the Committee that if there were | 

political reasons why the present unilateral arrangement with the |
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Philippines should be changed by bringing the Philippines into the 
trilateral arrangement with Australia-New Zealand, the Joint Chiefs - 
would have no serious objection, although they preferred the present 
arrangement. I recalled to General Bradley the statement contained _ 
in paragraph 2(b) of the memorandum from the Joint Chiefs to the — 

_ Secretary of Defense of April 11, 1951,1 that there would be “serious 
disadvantages” in a new arrangement with the Philippine Republic 
and any “enlargement” of the arrangements presently in effect “would 
be contrary to U.S. security interests”. General Bradley said that he 
perhaps had not had this fully in mind when he testified before the | 
Committee, but that the considerations in the J oint Chiefs of Staff 
statement referred to were not sufficiently strong so that they would _ | 
object to an alteration of the present arrangements if there were 
political reasons therefor... re a 

_ I stated that at the time in question (April) there had not seemed 
to be political reasons of sufficient importance to outweigh the military 

| viewpoint expressed. However, I said that situation might be changing 
as a result of the strong public emotion in the Philippines against | 
the U.S. because of what they considered to be the leniency of the 
proposed Japanese Peace Treaty. This emotion had led them to look | 
for every pretext for criticizing the U.S. and one point that had 

_ recently emerged was the apparent discrimination in treating with 
Japan’s security and Australia-New Zealand security ona treaty basis 
of mutuality, whereas the Philippines was dealt with on a unilateral 
basis. We did not think that either the Philippines or Australia-New 

_ Zealand wanted to be linked together by the same security treaty, but. 
| _ it might be desirable to have a bilateral treaty between the Philippines 

- _ and the U.S. which would contain mutual declarations of the Monroe 
: _ Doctrine type. I said that it might be unnecessary to have a “council”. 

| ~ However, General Bradley said there would be no military objection — 
_ toa “council” if. it was essentially of a political character and avoided __ 

. the interchange of military planning information. | 
| a — SJfoun] Ffosrer] Df vunrzs] 

1 See Secretary Marshall’s letter of April 18 to Secretary Acheson, p. 201. 

694.00/7-1751 : Telegram ee wk | 
Ihe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines? 

CONFIDENTIAL priority . §Wasuineron, July 18, 1951—3 p. m. 
213. Dept seeking some device to counteract or at least soften Phil 

reaction reparations and security aspects Jap peace treaty and ex- 

*Telegram drafted by Mr. Melby and cleared in draft by Mr. Lacy and. 
Mr. Rusk.
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pected continution this agitation. Dept hoped Phil reaction US— 
Austral-NZ trilateral wld be based on unique Phil-Amer relations 
which totally unlike anything US has ever had with any other country : 
and that therefore Phils wld consider its relations with US something 
far more intimate and beyond any treaty relationship which US | 

: might have with any other friendly country. In this sense Dept had : 
hoped Phil wld consider trilateral simply as strengthening US rela- | 
tions with other fon govts which wld fall far short of relations with 

Phils which have been unequivocally stated on numerous occasions by | 
Pres and SecState and registered in such arrangements as base | : 

agreement. : 
. Foregoing interpretation may seemingly be incorrect reurtel 233, | 

July.17.2 Dept. wld appreciate your views as to whether formalization | 

of US guarantees to Phils in simple treaty of alliance and guarantee 
at this time wld serve any useful: purpose to increase Phil sense -of | 
security and make more palatable disappointment. over failure secure | 
inclusion in Jap. peace. treaty. stronger reparations clause. This shld ) 

not be discussed with Filipinosatthisjuncture. 9 | 
pores | | ACHESON _ | 

? Ante, p. 223. eR 

- 694.001/7-1951 : Telegram | EE | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY  — . Mania, July 19, 1951—4 p. m. | 
279, Deptel 213, July 19 [78].1 In my judgment simple treaty of alli- 

ance with Phils will help substantially to clarify present situation. 
Phils are genuinely concerned about security and honestly fear pro- | 
posed Jap peace treaty will facilitate resurgence Jap econ potency and : 

open way for return of mil power. A more formal defense arrangement =| 
| will quiet fears of those here who view oral commitments with some 

suspicion and by providing equality of treatment will remove one basis 
of opposition attacks. It will also enable Phils to play up idea of Pacific 
pact of which Quirino likes to think he is chief architect and to that 

extent serve as face saver in the present peace treaty muddle. In order , 
to pursue idea to best advantage I hope DG [Dept?] will auth me to : 

discuss it in confidence with Romulo and Quirino at early date. The — : 
_ timing of our approach and of subsequent policy must be carefully _ | 

planned with view to taking as much heat off reparations question as 
possible LL ee os oe / : | | - | 

; as an OO CowEN 

* Supra. | | See ae
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‘694.001/7—-2051 : Telegram ae 

— Lhe Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY © Manixa, July 20, 1951—noon. 

800. In aide-mémoire recd today Embassy is officially informed 
that it is “a matter of regret to the Philippine Govt that the Philip- 
pines has not been included in the security pact recently announced 
between Australia, New Zealand and the US.” The aide-mémoire adds 

, “the Philippine Govt recognizes the immediate threat to the security 

of the Philippines that a remilitarized Japan wld pose. It wld like, | 
therefore, to urge on the US Govt the inclusion in the Japanese peace 
treaty of provisions establishing adequate safeguards against the 
resurgence of Japan as a military power such as those proposed in 
the memorandum of the Secretary of Foreign Affairs to Ambassador 
Dulles dated May 31, 19511 and in his letter dated June 15, 1951.” 2 

| - The foregoing is transmitted as further indication desirability con- 
cluding simple treaty of alliance with Philippines as recommended in 
Embtel 279, July 19. FE 

| | CowrENn 

* Not printed. | ) oe _ . 
*Not found in Department of State files; for a synopsis, see telegram 3999 

| from Manila, June 12, p. 1116. | wo 
* Supra. | 7 | 7 a 

790.5/7-2051 : ae coe! 

The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET = _ Wasuineron, 20 July 1951. 
_ Dear Mr. Secretary: I am transmitting herewith a copy of the | 

| views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, dated 9 July 1951, with respect to — 
the Trilateral Agreement between the United States, Australia, and 
New Zealand. At the direction of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 
representatives of this office presented this memorandum to Mr. Dulles 
and discussed it with himon10July* Bo 

The purpose of this letter is to confirm for the sake of the record 
the agreement reached in that discussion for the rewording of Article 
Viland Villas follows: | OS 

Article VIT: | a as | | 

“The Parties hereby establish a Council consisting of Foreign Min- 
_isters or their Deputies, on which each of them shall be represented _ 
to consider matters concerning the implementation of this treaty. The — 
Council should be so organized as to meet at any time.” ee 

fa No memorandum of this conversation has been found in Department of State 
ALLES, — 

|
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Article VIII: | | OS | 

“Pending the development of a more comprehensive system of inter- 

national security in the Pacific Area and the development by the UN ) 

| of a more effective means to obtain international peace and security, : 

the Council, established by Article VIT is authorized to maintain a | 

consultative relationship with States, Regional Organizations, Associ- , 

‘ations of States or other authorities in the Pacific Area which are in | 

a position to further the purposes of this treaty and contribute to the | 

security of that area.” | | | : 

Faithfully yours, a | — G.C. Marsan 

a | - [Enclosure] | | - | 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

(Marshall) | Bn : 

‘TOP SECRET | ae WasHINeTON, 9 July 1951. | , 

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense | | RS 

Subject: Draft Treaty for Consideration by the Governments of | 

Australia, New Zealand and the United States. _ tg | 

4. In accordance with the request contained in your memorandum | 

~ dated 29 June 1951,? the Joint Chiefs of Staff have studied the draft : 

security treaty between the United States, Australia and New Zealand | 
- which you enclosed. They have examined particularly the revised 

Articles VII and VIII thereof, inasmuch as there. was objection from 

the military point of view to the language of these two articles in the | 

| previous draft. . Be | Oo 

9. With respect to the redraft of Article VII, the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff reaffirm their previous position that they consider it preferable, | 

. from a military point of view, to exclude all references to, and to make , 

no provision for, the creation of any formalized body such as the 

| proposed Pacific Council. | | a | 

3. It would appear that a new concept has been written into the | | 

present draft of Article VIII; namely, authority for the Pacific Coun- | 

cil “to maintain a consultative relationship with States, Regional — : 

- Organizations, Associations of States or other authorities in a position : 

to further the purposes of this Treaty and to contribute to the security | 

of the Pacific area.” This language would appear to authorize the | 

| establishment of machinery whereby the Pacific Council, acting as a | 

body, would deal continuously with the North Atlantic Council as | 

a body, and/or the Organization of American States (OAS) as a | 

body, and/or other international organizations or individual states. 

_ Under such authority, it is reasonable to expect that the Pacific Coun- | 

cil, as such, would address military questions to the OAS or to the | 

? Not found in Department of State files. | |
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- North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Reply to such ques- 
tions, or military conversations relating thereto, would then involve - 
action by the Inter-American Defense Board or the Standing Group 
of the North Atlantic Military Committee, as appropriate. 

_ 4. Thus the new concept written into Article VIII makes it possible 
for the Pacific Treaty nations, the NATO nations, and the OAS na- 
tions to assume, for all practical purposes, the status of a federation 
of states, within which there must exist machinery for a wide variety 
of actions, including military planning and collaboration. | ” 

| 5. The Joint Chiefs of Staff view with concern these implications 
of the new concept written into Article VIII, for the following reasons: 

| __ a It would require the establishment of a new military agency under — 
the Pacific Council. The Joint Chiefs of Staff previously stated they _ 
considered this to be objectionable from a military point of view; 

| 6. The actions flowing from this concept would tend further to 
reduce, without compensating advantage, United States military free- 
dom of action; and eth ge pe | 

| _ 6, There is considerable likelihood that Australia and New Zealand 
would become so involved in military problems in the Pacific as a 

. whole as to be reluctant to fulfill their military responsibilities to the 
British.-Commonwealth. In this connection, the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
-would emphasize that there are strategic areas of the world other than 

. the Pacific in which the use of Australian and New Zealand forces is 
considered of major importance. Further, they believe that in event: 
of general war, the primary strategic responsibility for the Pacitic— _ 

| other than defense in a local sense of the territories and waters of 
| certain nations—must inevitably rest with the United States. Thiswas 

the case during World War II. Ss BR vitae 

_, 6. In view of the foregoing, the Joint Chiefs of Staff from the mili- 
tary pointofviewrecommend: = eennaa 

a. That the proposed Article VIII be. redrafted so as to limit its 
scope to: | mk cr 

a _ -° (1) Provision for entry of additional members, as desirable ; 

__.. (2) Incorporation of the substance of Article 10 of the North. 
| Atlantic Treaty, modified as appropriate ; and ere are 

6b. Further, that the proposed Article VII be deleted from the new 
| draft of the security treaty. : Boe, 

% The following language is suggested for the redraft of Article ~ | 
VIII: | | | | | | oo 

“In order to provide a more comprehensive system of regional secu- 
rity in the Pacific Area, the Parties may, by unanimous agreement, 
invite any other Pacific state in a position to further the principles of 
this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the Pacific Area to 

: accede to this Treaty. Any state so invited may become a party to-the 
Treaty by depositing its instrument of accession with the Government
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of Australia. The Government of Australia will inform each of the ! 

- Parties of the deposit of each such instrument of accession.” | | 

ee OS For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: : 
Ba Ue SE OO Omar N. Brapiey ) 

Se — Joint Chiefs of Staff 

($/P Files: Lot 640568 a a | 
-Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of | 
poe State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meetmg* = | 

mop secrer —s(ss—Os—S.sSs~séE Waste] July 25, 1951—11 a. m. | 
eit CSE Nel ee Fed pmpiem oO at tats | 

| General Bradley. = ——<s—<i~*é<Mr. Matthews : 

....... General Vandenberg .. ~«.~—s- Mr. Hickerson* = | 
Admiral McCormick ? Mr.Rusk ©. | 

| General Hull? Mr. Nitze OO 
| ~ Admiral Duncan Mr. Ferguson 

General Bolte Mr. Tufts 
Admiral Davis i (itsts—‘“(‘i‘“‘<éX «ws dt | 

-. . General White .. Mr.Nash® | 

Admiral Wooldridge 

[Here follows the portion of this memorandum which deals with 
‘Korea; documentation on this subject is scheduled for publication in | 
volume VII. ] | es - | | 
_ Mr. Rusk raised the question of the Philippine attitude toward — | 
the Japanese Peace Treaty. He stated that the Philippine Govern- 
ment was angry over the reparations issue even though it had known | 
for six years that it was not going to receive reparations. He thought | 
that it might be necessary to register in some kind of statement or _ 
agreement the importance which the U.S. attached to the security of 
the Philippines. General Bradley thought that our present bilateral » , 
arrangements were perfectly satisfactory and provided every assur- 

| ance that the Philippines required. He asked whether Mr. Rusk | | 
thought something more was required. Mr. Rusk replied that he was | 

7 ‘The source text. bears the following notation: “(State Draft. Not cleared 
with any of the participants.)” . | | 

7 Adm. Lynde D. McCormick, Vice Chief of Naval Operations. 7 | 
*Lt. Gen. John E. Hull, Deputy Chief of Staff for Administration, U.S. Army. | 
* John D. Hickerson, Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs. | 
° Robert Tufts of the Policy Planning Staff. | 7 | 
° Frank Nash, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security : | 

Affairs. : : | 
588-617—77-—16 | 

. :
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not thinking of an additional commitment but an expression of our 
present commitments in a new piece of paper. oo 

General Bradley stated that the Joint Chiefs disliked the idea of 
any five-power arangements in the Pacific area and thought that a — 
bilateral arrangement with the Philippines was the most satisfactory 
way of dealing with this problem. Mr. Rusk agreed that we do not 
want to water down our present arrangement and that we do not 

want to become involved in an organization which would make neces- 
sary the exchange of information and planning on a joint basis. He — - 
thought that if these two points were safeguarded, it would be possi- 
ple to give new expression to our determination to react in the event 

| of an attack on the Philippines. General Vandenberg thought that _ 
| the Joint Chiefs would have to look at any proposal before they 

could approve it in principle. He pointed out that if there were 
~ gimultaneous attacks on Japan and the Philippines, we might be un- 

able to come to the assistance of the Philippines: | | 
It was decided to postpone further consideration of this issue for 

thetimebeing. = *— He 

| 790.5/7-2651 : Telegram — | FN 

_ - The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL ‘Manin, July 26, 1951—3 p. m. 

876. Ref Deptel 304, July 25.1 UP story stemmed from fol: 
At luncheon given for Gov Dewey ? July 19 Pres Quirino made short. 

address in which he said : “We in Phils initiated the idea of a Pacific 
pact in 1949. We want the idea carried out now. We hope you can help 
us when you return to Amer. The Phils must be the anchor of such — 
a Pacific security pact.” . 
Dewey replied in very gen terms stating: “I am equally sure that the 

‘program for mutual defense will be gratifying to each and every one— 
‘both the Phils and the US . . . The relationship between our coun- 

| tries will grow firmly and securely and will provide the cornerstone 
for the ultimate realization of the dream first launched by Pres Quirino 
of a united Pacificagainst aggression.” Bn 
~The Fon Office on July 21 issued press release on Dewey luncheon 
in which above quotation from Quirino speech was given verbatim. 

1This telegram reads: “UP July 23 recd Manila’s story quoting Romulo State- 
ment that Phil-Amer negots already initiated on security pact which wid satisfy 
Phil desires this problem. Romulo reportedly expressed his hope such treaty 
cld be signed prior Jap peace treaty. Your comments explanation wld be appre- 
ciated as to why Romulo made this rather extraordinary statement and on what | 

. he based his assumption. Strictly FYI Phil alliance still requires approval by 
Pres and JCS as well as consultation with certain key Cong leaders.” 
(790.5/7-2651 ) . | . 

. “Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New York, then on a tour of several East . 
Asian countries. | |
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This press release stated that “diplomatic circles” interpreted Qui- | 
‘rino’s speech to mean that “the Filipino leader has given the go ahead | 

- signal for the start of negots with Wash to press for either the inclu- | 
sion of the Phils in the projected US-Australian-New Zealand security | 
pact or for a separate Phil-US mutual defense treaty.” Govt actually | 

anxious to prevent Recto claiming credit in event such alliance — | 

concluded. — a / | | | 
| ‘There have been no negots held on this subject. | es 

a ca BO _ CowEN 

790.5/7-2751 : Telegram | Dog Bee ee, oo, | cag be es | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines | 

SECREF . ..... .. Wasuineron, July 27, 1951—4 p. m. | 
PRIORITY . oe Pe | Co, os | 

~ 334. For Amb Cowen from Rusk. Pls take earliest opportunity to get | 
from Romulo in as much detail as possible his ideas concerning nature | 

and possibly even text of security treaty between US and Phils. You 
shld tell Romulo that this matter is being given urgent and most : 
serious consideration here but that you are without instrs on particular 
points. One important conclusion already reached here is that any 
such additional agreement’ must not disturb in any way. existing 
arrangements on security matters between US and Phils. Further, we 
cannot forget that we made a major concession to Phils on reparations ft 
only to have them explode in irresponsible tantrum, despite fact they it 
have known for years that there wld be no substantial reparations from _ : 
Japan. If we now make specific in additional agreement: mutual secu- 
rity pledges, what assurance do we have that Phil Govt will adopt 
responsible attitude toward Jap peace treaty and begin to correct | | 
situation for which it itself is so largely responsible? [Rusk.] i 

we, a Oo ACHESON | 

694.001/8-251 ee — | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office of | 
oe Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Melby) 

CONFIDENTIAL —-- [Wasurneton,] August 2, 1951. 
Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty © OS | 

Participants: Mr. McNicol, Australian Embassy. . 7 : 
ot Mr. Melby, PSA. | | 

_ Mr. McNicol called this morning to inquire as to the accuracy of | 

press reports he had seen that negotiations had already been started, : 
according to General Romulo, on’a Philippine security alliance. I | 
told Mr. McNicol that, as he realized, security was one of the two |
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main ‘points bothering the Philippines on the Japanese peace treaty _ 
and that although we would of course give serious consideration to 
any proposal the Philippines might make to the end of reassuring 
them on the question of security, no negotiations had as yet been 

| initiated. I said that I could easily interpret General Romulo’s alleged 
statement as being for internal political consumption at this time. 

| Mr. McNicol wanted to know whether, if there were negotiations, it 

would be our idea to conclude them prior to the Japanese peace 
treaty? I said I did not know since that would depend on the course 
of developments although presumably there might be advantages to 
concluding all Pacific arrangements about the same time. He then 
expressed concern as to whether any possible arrangement between. 
the United States and the Philippines might contain provisions which 
would be harmful to the Australian-New Zealand trilateral and the 
arrangements contained therein. I replied that although of course I 

| could not say what any such possible treaty might contain, I thought 
| he could rest assured that there would be.nothing in it which would 

be damaging to United States-Australian relations and arrangements. 
| He expressed. his appreciation for the assurance and added that as a 

| matter of fact Australia would consider a Philippine-American alli- 
ance a perfectly natural and desirable development, particularly in 

view of comparable arrangements north and south of the Philippines. 
| He said that although Australia would prefer that. any such arrange- | 

ment be bilateral for a number of reasons, he rather thought that as 
a last resort Australia might agree to the inclusion of the Philippines 
in. the trilateral if that were the only way out. 2. 

[Here follows.a discussion of the Philippine position on the draft 
Japanese peace treaty.] a 

790.5/8-251 Pe fe ed beers Lo a PEE § 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Marshall) 

SECRET | _  Wasutneton, August 2, 1951. | 

| ~My Dear Mr. Secretary: The President’s directive of January 10, 
19512 to Mr. John Foster Dulles authorized a mutual assistance ar- 
rangement among the Pacific Island nations (Australia, New Zealand, 
The Philippines, Japan, the United States and perhaps Indonesia). 

, It was subsequently agreed to break this arrangement into three parts, | 
one dealing with Australia and New Zealand, another dealing with 
Japan, and a third dealing with the Philippines. © | 

In the case of Australia and New Zealand there will be the agreed | 
upon Trilateral Security Treaty, and in the case of Japan the agreed 
upon Bilateral Security Treaty. It was our hope, however, primarily — 

1 Letter drafted by Mr. Lacy and Mr. Dulles. 
7 See enclosure 2 (as annotated) to the letter of January 9 from Mr. Acheson 

to Secretary Marshall, p. 788.
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in deference to the views as we understood of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, : 
that the security arrangement with the Philippines could be kept on | ‘| 
a unilateral rather than a bilateral basis. | ae | | 

There has now arisen strong agitation in the Philippines centering : 
around the two points of reparations and security. There are extrava- | ) 
gant demands for reparations which cannot be fulfilled and recently 
the Philippines have also raised the point that the proposed Trilateral _ 
Treaty with Australia and New Zealand, and the proposed Bilateral __ 

| Treaty with Japan represent discriminations against the Philippines, ? 
_ rather than a strengthening of American relations with these coun- | 

tries so as to bring that relationship to a level comparable to that — ! 
which already exists with the Philippines. - a 

_ Ambassador Cowen has strongly recommended that Philippine fears 
and disappointments could be assauged if the public assuranées which | 
have been given could be formalized in a simple treaty of alliance and ! 
mutualsecurity. 8. | oO OS | 

_ American policy in general approves of Pacific alliances designed 
to strengthen security in the area and to deter aggression. The Tri- | 

lateral with Australia and New Zealand and the Bilateral with Japan | 
fit into this pattern and it, therefore, seems to me that a security treaty 
with the Philippines, in which the Philippine Government expressed : 

a definite interest in an aide-mémoire to our Embassy on July 20,3 
would also be appropriate, provided the Philippines accept the basis 
on which the United States is prepared to conclude peace with Japan... ) 

_ The Department of State considers that such a treaty with the 
Philippines should not include any provision for consultation between | 
the United States military establishment and the Philippine military | 
establishment. Moreover, the Department of State is particularly con- | 
cerned that such a treaty leave undisturbed our present military = = : 

_ arrangements in the Philippines which are particularly advantageous _ 
tothe United States. ES : 

In view. of the impending signature of the Treaty of Peace with 
Japan it 1s imporant, in order to secure the desired objective, that | 
we be in a position promptly to advise the Philippine Government of — | 
our readiness to consider making a security treaty with it. ce : 

A suggested draft of treaty is enclosed which conforms to these . | 
views. I would be grateful to you for the earliest possible expression of | | 
views of the Department of Defense, in the first instance upon the | 

principle of putting our security commitment to the Philippines on 
a treaty basis, and in the second instance, as to the acceptability from — | 

_ amilitary standpoint of the enclosed draft. | oe | 

Sincerely yours, Dran ACHESON | | 

* Not printed. | 1
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| : [Enclosure] = > 

Draft United States-Philippine Security Treaty Prepared m the — 
Department of State 

SECRET [ Wasuineton,| August 1, 1951. 

The Parties to this Treaty, | on | | 

Reaffirming their faith in the purposes and principles of the Charter 
of the United Nations and their desire to live in peace with all peoples 
and all Governments, and desiring to strengthen the fabric of peace 

_ inthe Pacific Area, oo | | 
Desiring to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity, so 

that no potential aggressor could be under the illusion that either of _ 
them stands aloneinthe PacificArea, © 

Desiring further to strengthen their present efforts for collective 
defense for the preservation of peace and security pending the devel- 
opment of a more comprehensive system of regional security in the 

Pacific Area,* : | a , 
Agreeing that nothing in this present instrument shall be considered 

or interpreted as in any way or sense altering or diminishing any 
existing agreements or understandings between the United States and 
the Philippines, 
Therefore declare and. agree as follows: oe ee 

poe ARnmonre To pee 

The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United _ 
Nations, to settle any international disputes in which they may be 

, _ involved by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace 
and security and justice are not endangered and to refrain in their 
international relations from the threat or use of force in any manner 
inconsistent with the purposes ofthe United Nations 

‘This draft of August 1 is identical in substance to a draft by Mr. Melby dated 
July 30, excepting the omission of the following paragraph from the Preamble :- 
“Taking into account the desire of the Philippines that the public assurances by. 
the United States that any act of aggression against the Philippines would be a 
direct and immediate threat to the security of the United States and their tradi- 

| tional relations, should receive formal affirmation in a written instrument, and”. 
In a memorandum of July 31 to Mr. Melby, Mr. Merchant had commented: 
“Tt seems to me unnecessary and graceless to pin the responsibility for in- 

corporating our assurances in a treaty on the Filipinos, particularly in light of 
my assumption that it would be a clearly understood quid for the quo of 
signature to the Japanese peace treaty. Moreover, I wonder if we might not 
expose the Administration to criticism from hostile Senators who might argue 
that since this is merely formalization of security assurances given by) the 
President and the Secretary of State, the Administration had in fact already 
assumed what amounted to a treaty obligation to the Filipinos without securing 

. the advice and counsel of the Senate.” (Draft and memorandum both in Lot 

54423) ren
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| Arricte II | | 

In order more effectively to achieve the objective of this Treaty the 
Parties separately and jointly. by means of continuous and effective 
self-help and mutual aid will maintain and develop their individual | 
and collective capacity to resist armed attack. : 

| a | Artictr III | | 

The Parties will consult together whenever in the opinion of either 
of them the territorial integrity, political independence or security | 
either of the Parties is threatened in the Pacific. | 

— a —  Arriors IV | oe | 

Each Party recognizes that an armed attack in the Pacific area on : 
either of the Parties would be dangerous to its own peace and safety : 
and declares that 1t would act. to meet the common dangers in accord- | : 
ance with its constitutional processes. | | 

_ Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof : 
shall be immediately reported to the Security Council of the United | 
Nations. Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Council | 
has taken the measures. necessary to restore and maintain inter- | 

national peace and security. | | a | 

_ For the purpose of Article Iv, an armed. attack on either of the | | | 
Parties is deemed to include an armed attack on the metropolitan ? 
territory of erther of the Parties, or on the island territories under its | 

jurisdiction. in the. Pacific or on its armed forces, public vessels or 

_ aireraftinthe Pacific, 292000 | 
Ce ARTE VE | a | 

» This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affecting | 
in-any. way the rights and obligations of the parties under the Charter _ 
of the United Nations or the responsibility of the United Nations for 

_ the maintenance of international peace and security, | 

| ae ARTICLE VIE ee 

| This Treaty shall be ratified by the Parties in accordance with their : 
respective constitutional processes. The instruments of ratification — | 
shall be deposited as soon as possible with the Government of the | 
Philippines. The Treaty shall enter into force as soon as the ratifica- . | 
tions of the signatories have been deposited. _ | a 

BE a Arricte VITI | 

This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely. Either Party may | 
terminate it one year after notice has been given to the other Party.
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| Articte 1X 

This Treaty in the English language shall be deposited in the © 

archives of the Government of the Philippines. Duly certified copies 

thereof will be transmitted by that Government to the Government 

of the United States. ce a 

In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed 

this Treaty. oe | 

Done at ____sitthis day of —________ 195 1* 

>In a memorandum of August 2 Mr. Battle stated LO | - - - | 

“The Secretary told me on his return from the White House that he had left 

with the President a copy of the letter to General Marshall and a copy of the 

draft treaty. The Secretary told the President that he thought the President had 

decided the issue and there probably would be none if the Department of 

Defense went along with our proposal. The President said that he was for a 

treaty and saw no arguments against it, but if any issue arose and was. brought. 

to him, he would decide it.” (Lot 54D444) oo : oy 

OS Editorial Note = © 

In telegram 403, August 2, to Manila, drafted by Mr. Dulles and 

| cleared with Mr. Battle, the Department instructed the Embassy as 

follows: “While you shld not yourself bring up the subj of possible 

Bilateral security treaty between Phil and US, if it shld be brought 

up by Quirino or Romulo you are authorized to state that we will 

give this matter sympathetic consideration.” (790.5/8-251) oe 

Tn telegram 500 from Manila, August 3, 5 p. m., Ambassador Cowen | 

| “During talk this morning Quirino brought up question. of treaty 

of alliance (Deptel 403, Aug 2) which he is most anxious to conclude. 

| He asked me why Phils cld not participate in same treaty that is to be 

signed with Australia and New Zealand so that such mutual defense 

| arrangement cld be expanded at some later and more appropriate 

time into general PAC pact. I told him it wld be far more dignified — 

for Phils to negotiate a bilateral security treaty with the US than 
to ride on the coat tails of Australia and New Zealand. Romulo is still 

working on language for such treaty.” (694.001/8-351) 

The remainder of this telegram is printed on page 1237. 

In telegram 448 to Manila, August 6,7 p.m., drafted by Mr. Dulles — 

and cleared with the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, 

the Department stated: “We are pressing urgently for governmental 

decision in principle re bilateral security treaty along lines trilateral 

treaty. We are strongly of opinion it shld be a bilateral with Phils | 

so as to better preserve Phil ability to link with Southeast Asia. A 

further development of Western Pacific security cld consolidate the 

initial steps. But this wld be later phase. Will cable soonest when 

| decision in principle reached. | | ee 

“Contents this cable for your pers background guidance pending 

more formal definition our position.” (694.001/8-651) Another por-
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tion of this telegram is summarized in footnote 5 to telegram 504 from 
~ Manila, August 4,page1239. : | | 

790.5/8-651 : Telegram a a ) 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET : Manina, August 6,1951—6 p.m. 

529. Phil Govt has submitted fol recommended text of bilateral 
treaty of alliance between Phils and United States. Deptel 403 * Aug 2: | 

Verbatim text. — a a | PS | 
Article blank. In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of | 

this treaty, the Republic of the Phils will maintain and develop its | 
capacity to resist armed aggression, to which end the United States of | 
America will render continuous and effective aid to the development of | 

- the armed forces of the Phils. | a _ | | 
Article blank. The parties will consult together whenever, in the 

. opinion of any of them, the territorial integrity, political independence : 
or security of any of the parties is threatened. | a | 

| _ Article blank. The Republic of the Phils will facilitate the transfer _ : 
_ of strategic materials to the United States to the extent necessary to : 

achieve the objectives of this treaty. oe : 

Article blank. The parties agree that an armed attack against either — 
- country shall be considered an attack against both, and consequently, — 

they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them, in exer- 
cise of the right of individual or mutual self-defense, recognized by : 
article 51 of the charter of the United Nations, will assist the party : 
so attacked by using armed force and taking such other actions deemed 
necessary to restore and maintain the security of the territory of the | 
party attacked. | | , - | : 

Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof 
shall immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures 
shall be terminated when the Security Council has taken the measures 

| “necessary to restore and maintain internat] peace and security. | | 
_ Article blank. The parties hereby establish a council, on which 

| both shall be represented to consider matters concerning the imple- | 
mentation of this treaty. The Council shall set up such subsidiary 
bodies as may be necessary and shall establish within six (6) months | 
after ratification of the treaty, a defense committee which shall recom- | 
mend measures for the implementation of articles blank and blank. _ 

_ Article blank. The parties may, by mutual agreement, invite any | 
other Pacific state in a position to further the principles of this treaty - : 
and to contribute to the security of the Pacific area, to adhere to this | 
agreement. | Oo _ 

Article blank. After the treaty has been in force for ten (10) years, | 
or at any time thereafter, the parties shall, if one of them so requests, | 
consult together for the purpose of reviewing the treaty and dts zmple- 
mentation, having regard for the factors then affecting peace and : 
security in the Pacific area including the development of universal as - | 

1 See the editorial note, supra. | OO BS |
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well as regional arrangements under the Charter of the United Nations 

for the maintenance of international peace and security. _ | | 

Article blank. After the treaty has been in force for twenty (20) 

years, any party may cease to be a party one year after its notice of 

denunciation has been given to the government of the other party. 

(E'nd text) | ; | 

_ _Emb wld appreciate Dept’s comments soonest. | | 

| | CowEN 

796.5/851 Sn a | | 

The Acting Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | | a Wasuineton, August 8, 1951. 

~ Dear Mr. Secretary: In view of the urgency of the US-Philippine — 

Security Treaty, I am transmitting immediately for your information 

and consideration the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These are 
| in response to your letter of 2 August 19511 and have already been 

informally presented to you and to Mr. Dulles. — 

Faithfully yours, — | ~ Ropertr A. Lovett | 

[Enclosure] | | a Be! 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

| | (Marshall) . | oe 

TOP SECRET | | WASHINGTON, 8 August 1951. | 

Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense: __ — 

Subject: U.S.-Philippine Treaty of Alliance. | 

1. This memorandum is in response to your memorandum, dated 

| 2 August 1951,? in which the views and recommendations of the Joint 
| Chiefs of Staff were requested on a letter from the Secretary of State, 

dated 2 August 1951, in which he proposed the conclusion of a treaty 
of alliance withthe Philippines. SO a : 

2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that no military advantage 
would accrue to the United States through the conclusion of a treaty 
of alliance with the Philippines to take the place of the mutual se- 
curity arrangements now existing between the United States and the 
Republic of the Philippines which entered into force on 26 March 
1947.8 a Oo | 

* Ante, p. 232. | | - a 7 | | 

2 Not found in Department of State files. — 
* Reference is to the agreement between the two countries respecting. military 

| bases, signed at Manila March 14, 1947. For text, see TIAS No. 1775 or 61 Stat. 
(pt. 4) 4019. For documentation regarding negotiation of this agreement, see 
Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vitl, pp. 876 ff. and ibid., 1947, vol. v1, pp. 1102 ff. 

The agreement in question was not superseded by the conclusion of the 
U.S.-Philippine Mutual Defense Treaty. . oo
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3. However, they recognize that, when all considerations which | 
bear on this matter are taken into account, it may be to the over-all 
advantage of the United States to have such a treaty of alliance. If | 

- that decision is reached, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that the | | 

suggested draft of the treaty forwarded to you by the Secretary of ot 
State under cover of his memorandum of 2 August, if it is used as a | 
basis for entering negotiations with the Republic of the Philippines, | 
be amended as follows, for the reasons stated : | re | 

_a@. Delete the third paragraph of the preamble which reads :—*De- : 
siring further to strengthen their efforts for collective defense for the | 
preservation of peace and security pending the development of a | 
more comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific area,”. _ | 

Reason: The paragraph quoted above carries with it the im- 
_ plication that the treaty under discussion is an interim measure of 
_ and that there would be continuing discussion looking toward 4 

| the development of a much more inclusive Pacific security of 
arrangement. = re | 

b. Delete Article II of the proposed treaty. _ ee | 

_——s Reason: The proposed Article II contains the implication that | 
“mutual aid” will continue for an indefinite period and thus would | 

_ provide a basis for never-ending requests from the Philippines | 
for military aid from the United States. If it is determined that 
such deletion is impracticable, the article in question should be | 

_ re-phrased to remove the inference which may be read into this | : 
article through use of the phrase which reads:—“by means of 7 | 

- continuous and effective”. | a Oo 

c. In Article III the words “by external armed attack” should be _ | 
- Inserted between the words “threatened” and “in”, | . 

Reason: As written, Article III would require action by the 
United States in cases of internal uprisings in the Philippines, | 

— and it is felt that the article should clearly state that consultation | 
is actually intended only in cases of threats from external sources. | 

Kor the Joint Chiefsof Staff: | 
Se | Omar N. BrapLey : 

Ci 2 2 reed 7 | Chairman : 

Oo a ee Joint Chiefs of Staff : 

| Editorial Note : a | 

Telegram 481 to Manila, August 8, is of central importance to both : 
this compilation and the compilation on Japan. It is printed in the : 
latter, page 1247. | | oe ,
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611.961/8-951 See a ne | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State — 
| for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk)* wee Bs 

7 . gy ds ges | [Wasurneron,] August 9, 1951. 

| Subject: Tripartite Security Treaty and a United States-Philippines 
Security Agreement a | 

Participants: The Australian Ambassador, Mr. Spender =—s_—> 

Mr. David MeNicol, First. Secretary Australian 
_ Embassy : | - 

| _ FE—Mr. Rusk Se 
| ~ BNA—Mr. Shullaw . | oe 

The Australian Ambassador, Mr. Spender, in the course of a con- 
versation with me today asked about our plans with respect toa 
Philippines—United States bilateral security treaty. I told Mr. Spender 
that we are beginning negotiations with the Philippines, and we had — 

- come to the conclusion that it might be necessary to register our com- 
mitments to the Philippines in this manner.’ I said that such an agree- 
ment would not.cut across the treaty with Australia and New Zealand. 

The Ambassador said that if the agreement with the Philippines 
turned out to be more explicit in its commitments than the treaty with 
Austraha and New Zealand, the reaction in Australia would be very 

_ bad. I told Mr. Spender that we were not thinking of a treaty with — 
the Philippines going beyond the terms of the tripartite agreement. 
The Ambassador’s comment was that he hoped the Philippines’ agree- 
ment would not go as far. He added that already opponents in Australia 
of the Japanese treaty were alleging that the commitments in the tri- 
partite treaty were not sufficiently explicit. Conclusion of a bilateral — 
treaty between the United States and the Philippines which placed 

_ the Philippines in a firmer position with respect to commitments than 
Australia and New Zealand, would be very disturbing to his Govern- 
ment and would have unfortunate domestic-political repercussions. 

1 Memorandum drafted on August 10 by J. Harold Shullaw, assigned to | 
Australian affairs in the Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European 

nan the source text, the second sentence as originally typed began: “T told 
Mr. Spender that we had not yet begun negotiations with the Philippines, 
but”. The revision is by Mr. Rusk. °
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Lot 54D423. | a Oe CO | 

Draft of Letter by the Secretary of State to the Secretary of : : 

vor secrer = ss—s—=—<—~si‘—~sSSS Was tty, nda. | 
~ My Dear Mr. Sucrerary : I thank you for your letter of August 8,? 

in reply to my letter of August 2, 1951,° transmitting the copy of the 
| memorandum of 8 August 1951 from the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the | 

subject of, United States-Philippines Treaty of Alliance. (0 | 
We appreciate the prompt action of the Joint, Chiefs which we : 

sought in view of the rather critical political situation :that:now :pre- 
vails in the Philippines, | 

_ Tam glad to note the recognition by the Joint Chiefs that, when all | 
considerations which bear on this matter are taken into account, it~ 
may be to the over-all advantage of the United States. to have such a | 
Treaty of Alliance. De PO ERE | 

With respect to the suggestions made by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in : 
relation to the suggested draft of Treaty enclosed in my’ letter of 

- August 2, 1951, I have the following observations to make: 

| Comment a calls for deletion in the Preamble of the reference to “the 
development of a more comprehensive system of regional security i 

_ in the Pacific Area”. This language is precisely that which was ap- | 
proved without question by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Preamble | | 
to the Security Treaty to be signed with Australia. and New / | 
Zealand.* It is responsive to the view of the Department. of’ State | 
that a more comprehensive system is desirable at some future date, ! 
and this view is held strongly by both the Senate Foreign. Relations 
Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Committee. It was, further- : 
more, reflected in the President’s Statement of April 18, 1951; previ-. | 

_ ously approved by the Department of Defense, which outlined a series | 
of specific steps in the Western Pacific and called them “natural énitial | 
steps in the consolidation of peace in that area”, thereby clearly imply- : 
ing that there may be further steps. It would be extremely difficult | 

| to explain why two treaties of similar import, which would pre- | 
sumably be signed at the same time, would involve'a discrepancy in os 

_ this respect. It might be inferred that if there were a more compre- | | 
ensive system of regional security as envisaged by the other treaty, | 
the Philippines would be excluded from the more comprehensive: | 
system. This inference would nullify the over-all advantage sought | : 
and referred to in Paragraph 3 of the Joint Chiefs’ Memorandum. © 

_ Paragraph 6 suggests deletion of Article 2, dealing with “con- | | 
_ tinuous and effective self-help and mutual aid”. The language again is | 

+The source text bears no notation that would identify the drafting officer. 
It does bear this notation in an unidentified handwriting: “Not used J[ohn] | 
Foster] D[ulles] signed 8/9/51 letter instead”. See p. 243. es | | 

2Ante,p.2388. . | a | 
* Ante, p. 282, _ 7 | | 
‘ See draft of February 17, PUT , oe | ae
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identical with that which was approved by the Jomt Chiefs for 
the Australia-New Zealand—United States Security Treaty. It is | 
taken from the “Vandenberg” Resolution which stipulates that re-. 
gional and other collective arrangements with which the United — 
States becomes associated should be “based on continuous and effective 

| self-help and mutual aid”. The purpose, we understand, is to make it 
clear that these arrangements do not give anyone a “free ride” but 
that there must be mutuality of effort. The “mutual aid” contemplated 
does not imply that the United States will support a Philippine mili- 
tary establishment, or that the Philippines will support a United 

| States military establishment. The “mutual aid” can be through the 
development by the United States of its military establishment and 

, the development by the Philippines of its military establishment. 
As regards paragraph c, suggesting the introduction of the words | 

“by external armed attack”, we understand that the actual position 
of the United States is that it cannot permit the Philippine Islands 
to be taken either by external aggression or internal subversion (See 
NSC 84/2-paragraph 5).5 However, we shall seek in our negotiations _ 

, to secure the results suggested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This . 
: involves a deviation from the pending Australia-New Zealand Treaty, 

but it is a deviation which we think we may be able to explain and 
justify because of the different circumstances which prevail in the 
Philippines, and because of a desire to negative any desire to inter- 
vene in the domestic affairsofthe Philippines. 

We do not yet know whether the Philippines will be prepared to 
negotiate a Security Treaty with the understanding that it is coupled 
to their participation in the proposed Japanese Peace Treaty. How- 

_ ever, I felt it useful-as promptly as possible to give you our reactions 
: to your letter and its enclosure. be 7 

Sincerely yours, Be | 

| ’ Text of NSC 84/2, approved by the President November 10, 1950, is printed 
in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1,p.1514.0 

Lot 540423 0 EE | 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the 

os -.. Seeretary of State | 

TOP SECRET - - PWasurneton,| August 10, 1951. 

Subject: U.S.-Philippine Security Treaty : ; 

. I enclose copy of letter to Secretary Marshall dated yesterday, 

delivered this morning. It follows the line of our conversation. It: 

1. Rejects the JCS suggestion of eliminating reference to “a more 
comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific Area”, lan- 
guage already used in the Australia-New Zealand treaty. | | 

2. It accepts the other two suggestions mentioned in the third para- _ 
graph of the enclosed letter. It is, however, our view that if the 
Philippine Government is insistent upon retention of the original lan-
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guage, which is that of the Vandenberg Resolution embodied in all 
subsequent security treaties, we would have no effective argument ) 

against that. We are clear that this Vandenberg Resolution language : 

does not have the meaning which now, for the first time, the JCS seem 
to feel will beimputed toit. OC : 

| _ : JoHN Foster DuLuEs | 

| oo | [Enclosure] | os | | 

| The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the Secretary of 

| Defense (Marshall) | | | 

TOP SECRET | os  Aveust 9, 1951. , 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: Secretary Acheson has asked me to | 

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of August 8, 1951,1 transmitting - | 

the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with reference to a United | | 

States-Philippine Security Treaty. As you say, these views were 
already presented informally to the Secretary and to me. ps | 

_. We appreciate the prompt action of the Joint Chiefs which we | 
sought in view of the urgency of the matter. Oo : 

| In response to a message received earlier today * from Ambassador 

Cowen at Manila, we are tonight sending to him for discussion with | 
Foreign Minister Romulo a text * substantially in the form trans- : 
mitted to you by the Secretary of State under date of August 2, 1951, | 
which, however, (1) deletes the phrase, “by means of continuous and | 
effective” in Article II as recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff; | 
and (2) inserts “by external armed attack” in Article III as proposed | 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. oo Pa aR ae 

_ We have not eliminated the Preamble reference to the development 
_ of a more comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific 

area as suggested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff because the Secretary | 
of State and I feel that this suggestion was perhaps made without the 
realization of the fact that identical provision is in the Preamble to - 
the pending Australian-New Zealand-United States Security Treaty, 
approved by the Joint Chiefs, yourself and by the President. Since 
the' United States is thereby committed to this concept, we feel that 
we could not omit reference thereto in the contemplated United States- 
Philippine Treaty without implying that if there is this more compre- 
hensive system of regional security the Philippines would be ex- 
cluded. This inference would nullify the overall advantage which we a 
are seeking and which is referred to in paragraph 8 of the memoran- 
dum of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. C | 

Sincerely yours, | Joun Fosrer Dutixs 

* Ante, p.238. | | | | 
| * Reference uncertain. . oe | 

* Transmitted in telegram 499 to Manila, August 10, not printed.
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| Lot 54D423 | Oo , . Co 

Draft of Letter by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the 
ee Secretary of Defense (Marshall) ae | 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, August 10, 1951. 

My Dear Mp. Secrerary: Supplementing my letter of August 9, 
1951,2 I should like to inform you that, in consequence of last-minute | 
advices? from Ambassador Cowen. as to Philippine reaction to the 
elimination of a “council” from the proposed United States-Philip- 
pine Security Treaty, Secretary Acheson authorized Ambassador 
Cowen to discuss with the Philippine Government a slight alteration 
of Article III of the draft as submitted by the Secretary of State to 

the Secretary of Defense on August 2,1951._ gs 

Inthat draft ArticleIII read: rs 

“The Parties will consult together whenever in the opinion of either 
of them the territorial integrity, political independence or: security 
of either of the Partiesisthreatened inthe Pacific.” = 9 =. | 

Ambassador Cowen was authorized to discuss an Article III which 
would read: | ee ee 

| “The Parties through their Foreign Ministers or their. deputies 
will consult together from time to time regarding the implementa- 
tion of the treaty and whenever in the opinion of either of them the 

| territorial integrity, political independence or security of either of the 
| Parties is threatened by external armed attack in the Pacific.” 

_ The critical nature of the situation in Manila called for immediate 
action which we believe to be quite consistent with the point of view 

| of the Joint Chiefs that there should be no formal or standing body, 
and that there should be no basis for any claim to exchange of infor- 

| mation as to military planning. Article IIJI in the original draft 
approved by the Joint Chiefs provided for consultation. The revised | 
draft does little more than provide that such consultation shall be 

| between the Secretary of State and his deputy, and the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of the Philippines and his deputy, thus emphasizing 
the civilian and nonmilitary character of the consultations in the same 

way that was approved by the Joint Chiefs to accomplish that pur- 
pose in Article VII of the Australia-New Zealand Treaty. . 

. It is the opinion of the Department of State that Article III as 
now suggested does no more than to. reaffirm the normal diplomatic 
situation where the two. Foreign Ministers, directly or through their _ 

oO *A typed note accompanying the source text reads in part: “7 [ohn] foster] | 
D[ulles] not sure we will send but wants ready if needed.” A handwritten note 
in the margin reads: “Not used”. | . 

2 See p. 2438. | | - oe 

* Possibly a reference to the language concerning a “council” in the Philippine 
draft transmitted in telegram 529, August 6, p. 237. |
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deputies, have the right and custom of consulting with each other from | | 
time to time regarding any mattersofcommonconcern, = =. | | 

Sincerely yours, | JoHN Foster Duties © : 

Lot 538D444 | - oo | | 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the Secretary (Battle) | 

‘SECRET [Wasuineton,] August 10, 1951. | | 

Mr. Lovett called the Secretary this afternoon. He said he had — | 

been going over the letter on the Philippine position in regard to : 
the Treaty.1 Mr. Lovett mentioned Article 3 and the provision in it. | 

- regarding consultation from time to time of the Foreign Ministers : 
and their Deputies. Mr. Lovett said that he assumed that this pro- | | 

vision was put in in lieu of a provision for a council to discuss military - . 
matters. Mr. Acheson said that was the specific reason for this 

provision and that we had understood the Military Establishment : 
objected to having to exchange military information with the Philip- | 
pines. Mr. Lovett said he thought that was what was intended and — | 
that was exactly what he wanted to know. | re | 
While Mr. Lovett did not specifically indicate that this was accept-_ | 

able to him, he did leave the impression that this would be satisfactory. 

ot tee _Livcros|] D. Blarrire] 

- 11n the source text, the words “Japanese peace” are interpolated between the 7 
words “the” and “Treaty” in an unidentified hand. It is the opinion of the editors of 
that this memorandum actually concerns the draft of what became the U.S.- I 
Philippine Mutual Defense Treaty. . . a | 

The letter referred to may be that of Mr. Dulles to Secretary Marshall, 
. August 9, p. 243. | oo Oo 

-790.5/8-1051 : Telegram | a ea a 

Lhe Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | — -- Mania, August 10, 1951—3 p. m. 
586. Does draft of tripartite security treaty between Australia. | | 

- New Zealand and United States+ contemplate that in event attack | 
on Phils or US bases in Phils United States shall have right to bring | 
Australian and/or New Zealand troops on to Phil soil without ex- | 

_ pressed consent of Phil Govt. [?] This inquiry is made at specific re- 
quest President Quirino.” | , : | 

, 7 | - Cowen | 

1 For text, see Department of State Bulletin, July 23, 1951, p. 148. | 
*In reply, the Department stated: “US considers it basic that a Treaty with : 

Austral or NZ cld give US no rights with respect to the Phils.” (Telegram 509 : 
to Manila, August 10, drafted by Mr. Dulles, 790.5/8-1051. ) | | 

588-617—77-——17 a | ; | —
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790.5/8-1251 : Telegram . bos co ae | Cpa pee : | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State. | 

SECRET” Mania, August 12, 1951—9 p. m. 

_ 613. Immediately prior receipt here Deptel 499 of August 10! con-  _ 
taining Dept’s proposed text security bilateral and subsequent receipt — 
Deptel? stating text being sent, Romulo submitted to me his second 
proposed text.* | 

In talk with Romulo yesterday morning and later talk with Quirino __ 
| ~ and Romulo last evening both urged that as much as is possible of fol — 

| , language. or substance of fol language of second be worked into | 
, preamble Oo | ee 

“Recalling with mutual pride the unique relationship of enduring 
sympathy and common ideals which brought their two peoples to- 
gether to fight side-by-side against imperialist aggression during the 
last war. | oo a | 
“Desiring to declare publicly their common determination to de- 

) fend themselves against armed attack and to assist each other in case 
of such an attack from whatever source or direction it may come”. 

And same treatment of fol in Article 4, . | — - elke | | a 

) “Article 4 an ae es BOE “ | 
“The parties agree that an armed attack against either of them shall _ 

be considered an armed attack against both of them, and consequently, — 
they agree that if such an armed attack occurs, each of them will — 
assist the other party so attacked by taking forthwith individually 

| and jointly with other party such action as it seems necessary, includ- 
ing the use of armed force, to repel theaggression”. | 

_ And similar treatment of fol language inArticleS8 - 

“Pending the development of a more comprehensive system of re- 
gional security in the Pacific area and the development by the United 
Nations of a more effective means to maintain internat] peace and | 

| security, the parties, individually and jointly through the procedure 
mentioned in Article 7 will maintain the closest understanding and 
cooperation with states, regional organizations associations of states 
or other authorities in the Pacific area in a position to further the 

_ purposes of the treaty and to contribute to the security of that area.” — 

| _. Their objective is to obtain something a little different from Aus- 
tralian New Zealand pact which will give some special recognition to 

| special relationship which we so frequently emphasize and more par- 
ticularly to Phil loyalty to us during last war and will also give recog- 
nition if possible to Quirino sponsorship of SE Asia Union. Failure a 
to grant any of these concessions will not in my opinion producemany 

| | * Reference uncertain. ~~ Or | 
_ * Not found in Department of State files. | Bc .
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serious consequences but in view of job Quirino with Romulo’s sup- | 

. port did on Friday * in forcing fifteen man comite to accept repara- 

tions clause ® and in view of his expressed appreciation to me last eve- 
ning of Dulles’ and Dept’s patient consideration Phil requests. for re- | 

visions in face trying emotionalism of press and public here, I suggest _ | 

| that Dept put what frosting it can on his cake and also to further ease | 

gen Phil disappointment when failure to get cash reparations becomes | 
known. Press here is generally being helpful and beginning build up : 
of all-importance of Philsecurity. = | ae | ! 

~ Quirino has asked me inform Dept of his desire to personally sign : 

security bilateral with Pres Truman in San Francisco. Although this _ : 
| wld enhance his: political prestige I see no objection to this inasmuch | 

as barring Quirino’s death it is almost inevitable that he will again be ; 
candidate two years from now and inevitably win with result that he — | 
and his henchmen will be in power for at least another six years. | 

| _ As Quirino has during past months worn down dissidents within 

his own Liberal Party and infiltrated to some extent into opposition 
he has shown new ability to exert power of his office and make deci- 
sions as was demonstrated on Friday with fifteen man comite. ! 

OEE oe ceo a Oo — Cowrn | 

4 August 10. Sta, ee a bee A feet : Os - . | 

® See telegram 608 from Manila, August 10, p. 1255. oe gS | 

--g94.001/8-1451: Telegram” cn Bn | 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines * : 

SECRET  pRionITy = = Wasxinoton, August 14,1951—5 p.m. _ 

545. Taking into consideration changes requested by PhilGov in — , | 
_ Embtel 618 ? Dept has rewritten first part of preamble as fols: | 

“The Parties to the treaty, reaffirming their faith in the purposes | 
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and their desire | 
to live in peace with all peoples and all Govts, and desiring to — 
strengthen the fabric of peace in the Pacific Area, | 
 . “Recalling with mutual pride the historic relationship which 

brought their two peoples together in a common bond of sympathy 
and mutual ideals to fight side-by-side against imperialist aggression | 
during the last war, ey | - RR, | 

_. “Desiring to. declare publicly and formally their sense of unity and | 
their common determination to defend themselves against external | 
-armed attack, so that no potential aggressor could be under theillusion © | 

— that either of them stands alone in the Pacific Area.” - ee 

- Remainder of preamble no change. re pete |
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- Dept cannot accept proposed changes of language for Arts 4 and 
8. Proposed language for Art 4 is similar to that used in North 
Atlantic Treaty and wld probably not be acceptable to Senate in view | 
of controversy raised during recent debate on troops for Eur. Thatis __ 
why it was not used in Aust-NZ Treaty. | Be 

Proposed language for Art 8 unacceptable because of objection to— 
disturbing present Phil-US relationship and unwillingness to involve 
such relationship formally with other states or orgs. Proposed lan- 
guage for Art 8 refers to an Art 7 presumably contained in Romulo’s 
second draft.* You shld inform Romulo that discussions shld be based 

on our draft sent you in Deptel 499. For your personal confidential 
info inclusion of Council or any similar org or coop with other. states 

| and orgs strongly objected to by Defense. | 
On assumption agreement will be reached with Phils on text Dept 

considering joint Phil-US press release * | vee. 
| | | ae _ WEBB” 

: 3 See footnote 3, p. 246. | | | i 

“In telegram 667 from Manila, August 15, Ambassador Cowen reported in part 
| that the language of the Treaty was now acceptable to the Philippine Govern- 

ment and that the Philippines were agreeable to joint release of the Treaty’s - 
text on August 16. However, the Government objected to language in a draft | 
press release to accompany the Treaty which would have publicly linked con- 

- Clusion of this Treaty with Philippine adherence to the Japanese Peace Treaty. 
— (694,001/8-1551) 7 as 

‘(The draft of press release, transmitted to Manila in telegram 549, August 14, _ 
is not printed ; 694.001/8—-1451.) ns 

In telegram 570 to Manila, August 15, the Department stated in part: “Dept 
is agreeable to deletion from press release of clause ‘in connection with their 
conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan’ providing you obtain assurances in ~ 
writing from Quirino that deletion is agreed upon only with. distinct under- , 
standing that Phil Govt recognizes interdependence of the two treaties and 

. that US in [is] under no obligation to ratify Mutual Defense Treaty (and 
Sen wld probably refuse to do so) if the Phils for any reason do not sign peace 
treaty.” (694.001/8-1551) . a. 

 694.001/8-1551 : Telegram ee a 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary 
| | of State | : 

| RESTRICTED -NIACT | Manin, August 16, 1951—10-a.m2 
668. For Wm Gibson.? Re Embtel 667, Aug 15% and your telephone | 

call.* Phils agreeable re insertion clause “in connection with their con- 
clusion of a peace treaty with Japan”. In view of leaks here and pub 

| text of peace treaty it is imperative release proposed statement regard- 

* Received August 15. | 
*Deputy Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs. 
* See footnote 4, supra. | | 
*“No memorandum of this telephone conversation has been found in Depart- 

ment of State files. a
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-.. ing mutual def treaty soonest. Hope you can auth release Manila as | 
planned for morning papers 17th even tho Wash release may be — ~ t 
slightly delayed. Advise urgently.> __ ee | 

| es | | | — CowEn:. | 

- 5In telegram 575 to Manila, August 15, the Department replied: “Urter’ 
Aug 16 agree release time 2100 Manila Aug 16. Dept will release 0900 including © OE 
your phrase in press statement.” (694.001/8-1551) | | | 
‘For text of the draft Treaty and the accompanying press release, see Depart- 

- ment of State Bulletin, August 27, 1951, p. 335. | | 

Lot 54D423 oe | - : | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert E. Barbour of the Bureau of Far. | 
| : OO Eastern Affairs , 

_. CONFIDENTIAL ces - [Wasuineron,] August 27, 1951. | 

Memorandum forthe Files: = © | - | 

At this morning’s 9:15 meeting on Japanese Peace Treaty Confer- | 
ence procedures, Mr. Rusk said that Foreign Minister Romulo of the | 
Philippines had expressed concern at an apparent change in the | 
bilateral treaty with the Philippines. He said that they had always _ : 

| considered that the title would be “Mutual Defense Treaty between _ | 
_ the United States and Republic of the Philippines”, whereas it was | 

now listed as “Security Treaty between the United States and the © : 
- Republic of the Philippines.” Mr. Dulles said that it didn’t make much | 
difference what it was called, but we had always called it a Security | 
Treaty to keep it consistent with the U.S.Australia-New Zealand | 
security treaties. However, if the Philippines considered it important 
enough to raise this question, we would change the title of the treaty | 
to satisfy them. 7 a OO | | 

Technical difficulties will prevent the credentials of the delegates 
_ from being changed. It will, however, be possible to change the title | 
page of the Treaty to read “Mutual Defense Treaty between the . 
Republic of the Philippines and the United States of America”. This | 
was taken up with Legal Adviser’s Office, Mr. English? and Mr. | 

| Bevans,? who agreed that although the credentials of the delegates | 
referred to a “Security Treaty” and they signed a “Mutual Defense _ | 
Treaty”, the only people who might question their authority to sign 
would be the Filipinos. This was highly unlikely. In any event, once 

_ the Treaty had been signed and ratified by both countries, it was ex- 
tremely doubtful that any legal question could arise in the future. | 

1 Benedict M. English, Assistant Legal Adviser for International Claims. 
ka Charles I. Bevans, Assistant for Treaty. Affairs in‘ the Office of the Legal
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| Lhe Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to 
| the Secretary of Foreign Affairs. of the Philippines (Romulo)* 

= | | 7 a [ WasHinerton,] August 29,. 1951, | 

| _ My Dear Mr. Secrerary: In connection with the Mutual Defense _ 
Treaty which we are about to sign I want to confirm to you our under- 
standing that there is an interdependence between this Treaty and 
the contemplated Japanese Peace Treaty in the sense that it is assumed 
that both of us will sign and ratify both Treaties. _ a 

- _ Sincerely yours, — a a - Dean Rusk 

+ Letter drafted by Mr. Dulles. — Se | | | | 

| — editorial Note ne 

On August 30, 1951, in Washington, with Presidents Quirino and 
| and Truman in attendance, representatives of the United States and 

_ the Philippines concluded the Mutual Defense Treaty between the 
two countries. Messrs. Acheson and Dulles, and Senators Tom Con- _ 
nally of Texas (Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Commit- 

_ tee) and Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin (also of the Foreign Relations 
| Committee) signed the Treaty for the United States. The Philippine 

signers were Secretary Romulo, Joaquin M. Elizalde (Ambassador of _ 
the Philippines to the United States), Senator Vicente Francisco 

_ {Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee), and Con- 
gressman Diosdado Macapagal (Chairman of the House of Repre- _ 
sentatives Foreign Affairs Committee), | | es | 
For text of the Treaty, see 3 UST (pt. 3) 3947. Statements made at_ 

the signing ceremony by the two Presidents and by Secretaries Acheson 
_ and Romulo are printed in the Department of State Bulletin, Septem- 

ber 10,1951, page 4220 . 
President Truman ratified the Treaty for the United States on 

April 15, 1952, after the United States Senate had given its advice and | 
consent to ratification on March 30. The Philippine Government. rati- | 

_ fied the Treaty on August 27, 1952 and it entered into force with the 
exchange of ratifications that same day. it - 

| : | Editorial Note 7 a 

~ On September 1, 1951, at the Presidio of San Francisco, representa- 
tives of Australia, New Zealand, and the United States concluded the
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Security Treaty between the three countries. The signers forthe United _ 

States were Messrs. Acheson and Dulles, Senator Wiley, and Senator | 

John J. Sparkman of Alabama, a member of the Senate Foreign ‘| 

- - Relations Committee. Ambassador Spender signed the Treaty for | 

Australia and Ambassador Berendsen signed it for New Zealand. , | 

-.. For text of the Treaty; see 3 UST (pt. 3) 3420. Statements made at | 

_ the signing ceremony by Secretary Acheson and Ambassadors Berend- | 

gen and Spender are printed in the Department of State Bulletin, Sep- a 

tember 24, 1951, page 495. | | POR | 

President Truman ratified the Treaty for the United States-on — 

‘April 15, 1952, after the Senate had given its advice and consent to | 

— ratification on March 30. The Treaty came into force April 29, 1952, : | 

upon deposit of ratifications by all three Governments that day. | 

—-790.5/10-8151 ens cod tages Soc a peo | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Regional Planning Adviser of — 

the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs (Emmerson) a : 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasuincron,].October 31, 1951.* 

Subject: Pacific Pact. a | ee 

‘Participants: Mr. David McNicol, Second Secretary, Australian | | 

Embassy, and OO ERE SE | 

Mp John K.Emmerson,FE sss 
During the course of a luncheon conversation Mr. McNicol referred _ 

‘to the problem of security arrangements in the Pacific and said he | : 

chad heard rumors that the United States Government was considering 

~ gome plan for the extension of these arrangements. We discussed — 

Mr. Dewey’s speech referring to a Pacific Pact? and newspaper ac- | 

counts suggesting that Prime Minister Churchill might propose an __ | 

extension of Pacific security arrangements. I referred to the inherent | 

‘difficulties in a Pacifie Pact and said I knew of no concrete plans | 

beyond the present series of bilateral and trilateral agreements. __ 

Mr. McNicol said he hoped that no negotiations would be started | 

for additional security arrangements before the present ones were 

fully in operation. He said that he felt it was most important to put a 

some “meat on the bones” of the pacts which had been signed. He : 

referred to the importance of bringing Indonesia into closer relation- 

ships with the West but cited the Indonesian attitude toward New 

“Guinea as an obstacle. He felt that Indonesia did not have the capa- 

- 4Memorandum drafted November 2. ee ; 
- # Apparent reference to Governor Dewey’s speech ‘delivered on September 18 

: before the Convention of the American Bar Association. Text is printed in | 

‘the New York Times of September19, = 7 - | :
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| bility of administering Netherlands New Guinea nor of exploiting its 
| Yesources. ee 

| Mr. McNicol said he assumed nothing further would be done toward 
working out plans for implementing the trilateral agreement until 
Ambassador Cowen * took over his new duties. It was clear that the 

- point Mr. McNicol wished to make was the importance his Govern-. 
—_ ‘ment attached to making the United States-Australia-New Zealand | 

Agreement “something which worked” and not just a paper — 
agreement. | | Sn Be 

“On October 10 Ambassador Cowen had resigned his post. On November 15 
he became Consultant to the Secretary with the personal rank of Ambassador, 
with special responsibility for aiding the implementation of the Mutual. Defense 
‘Treaty with the Philippines and the Security. Treaty with Australia and New 
Zealand. For text of the press release describing his appointment, issued 
October 23, see Department of State Bulletin, November 19, 1951, p. 808. 

740.5/11-851 a iy re 
Lhe Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security 

Affairs (Nash) to the Assistant Secretary of State for European — 
Affairs (Perkins) EY | eS 

SECRET | +. Wasuineron, November 5, 1951. _ 
| Dear Mr. Perxrys: I have considered your suggestions in your letter 

of October 121 and Ambassador Spender’s views on the implementa-. 
tion of the Security Treaty between Australia, New Zealand and the 

_ United States. Quite frankly, his proposals seem to me unwarranted 
in scope and premature for consideration at this time. It would appear 
that Ambassador Spender is suggesting a structure that is uncalled 
for to implement a treaty that has not yet been ratified. — - 
I would like to call your attention to the record of previous cor- 

_ respondence between the Departments of State and Defense of this 
| treaty. The Department of Defense has objected more than once to 

the inclusion of any military planning and any military organization __ 
ee either explicitly in the treaty provisions or implictly as subsidiary 

to the Pacific Council, and the record demonstrates that the Depart- 
ment of Defense has the clear understanding that Article VII is 
political in character and does not call for military organization and — 
planning. Oo / 

_ Xn this light it-does not appear that the organization outline pro- — 
| posed by Ambassador Spender conforms to the views of the Depart- 
| _ ment of Defense in that a permanent Military Committee under the 

Pacific Council, and located in Honolulu would establish the very 
| kind of machinery which the Department of Defense, including the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff, heretofore has opposed. Therefore, I do not 

* Not found in Department of State files,
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believe that it is now possible for this office to consider Ambassador 

_ Spender’s proposals in connection with developing an agreed position | 

between the Department of State and the Department of Defense on | 

the implementation of the Tripartite. Security Treaty. Moreover, I | 

do not think it would be in the US military interests to furnish Mr. | 
Spender: with. any substantive comments: on: his suggestion at this an 

time or to participate in any informal Tripartite: working group, | 

although I realize that. the Department of State has to discuss other : 

aspects of the treaty with him. I would also like to mention that the | 

Ambassador’s proposals are. not now required-from any Jack of mili- | : 

tary liaison with Australia and New Zealand which has already been | | 

adequately carried out-during the past two years through CINCPAC, 

and which should continue as circumstances dictate. 
Accordingly, I wish to suggest that: (a) No discussion be conducted 

of any military implementation of this treaty with; Australian and | | 

: New Zealand representatives until the Japanese Peace Treaty,. the | 

US-Japan Security Treaty, the Tripartite Treaty, and the US-Philip- | 
pine Security Treaty have all been ratified, and that thereafter State / | 

and Defense representatives consult-on an agreed position to take | 
with the Australians and New Zealanders in this particular matter. _ | : 
(6) Representatives. of the Departments of State and Defense _ 

coordinate their efforts in connection with the forthcoming hearings | ) 
before the Senate for the ratification of the three Security Treaties, | 
particularly in light of the record of.the Defense: position on Article 

| (c) That the presentation to Congressional committees not include : 
any implication of any military organizational implementation of | 
Article VII or of the treaty, = Bo i 

_ In view of this position on this matter I do not believe that it is ad-_ 
visable at this time formally to designate representatives of the De- 
partment of Defense for consideration of these matters at an early 
date. However, I would like to be of all possible assistance to State 
Department officials responsible for this matter and will always be 

ready to discuss it with them. If there are any immediate questions. | 
_ regarding any part of this letter or if you desire further details, Mr. | 

Kenneth T.' Young, Jr. of my office (Extension 53210), who is | 
thoroughly familiar with the background of the Defense position in 
this regard, will be immediately available for consultation with the __ 
representatives you designate. © | 
‘Sincerely yours, = |= | | Franx C. Nase a
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| a _ [Attachment] 7 7 Se 

| (Foreign Ministers or Deputies) TS 
| Oo Meeting at Agreed Times and Places is 

Committee of the Council | Military Committee. 
Washington Se a 

(Ambassadors for Australia and (U.S. Commander-in-Chief Pa- 
| New Zealand and High-Level cific, and Chairmen Australian 

| Official of Department of State and New Zealand Chiefs of 
with Representative of OSD Staff Committees or their 
and Service Attachés Aus- Deputies.) © | oe 

| tralia and New Zealand as Ad- Meeting at Agreed Times and 
- visors.) a ‘Places. pO 

a Meeting at stated intervals or | me : oo 
when called on. | oe | ON 

790.5/11-951 | | ag a 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Chargé in Thailand (Turner) 

«CONFIDENTIAL - _ Banexox, November 9, 1951. 
Participants: Mr.G.T.S. A. Wallinger, British Ambassador —™ 

| | Mr. Aaron S. Brown, Counselor of Embassy 
- Mr. William T. Turner, Chargé d’A ffaires co ) 

| Subject: Thai Inquiry About Southeast Asia Regional Defense Pact 

On the occasion of a call on the British Ambassador to present. 
| Mr. Brown, Mr. Wallinger said that a member of his staff had been ~ - 

| approached recently by Lt. General Harn who sounded him out on ~_ 
the question of a regional or Pacific defense pact along the lines of 
the NATO in Europe. (Lt. General Harn Songgram is Chief of the 
Joint Staff Department, Ministry of Defense.) The British Ambas- 
sador said that in anticipation of further discussions of this matter — 
with General Harn, he had communicated with the Foreign Office 
in London and had received guidance as to the nature of the reply 
which he should make to General Harn, and that he had been advised 

| to consult with his American colleague before so replying. He said 
that in general his reply would be vague and would take the following 

line: emphasis would be placed on the United Nations rather than 
on regional pacts to maintain peace on the continent of Asia; and 
the United Nations action in Korea was concrete evidence of co- 

oe operative efforts by the United Nations to counter aggression. |
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The British Ambassador said that he was somewhat puzzled that | 

the inquiry about this matter should have come from General Harn | 

- yather than from more ordinary sources in the Government; that on | 

the occasion of a recent call on the Foreign Minister in company with | 

Mr. Richard G. Casey, Australian Minister for External Affairs, he | 

had rather expected an inquiry along this line and he and Casey — | 

were surprised not to have had anything said to them by the Foreign | 

Minister about a regional pact. He asked me if I could throw any | 

further light on this matter and whether I would agree withthe pro-  —— 

posed Britishreply. ee Pe 

At this point I told the British Ambassador that this same matter | 

had come to my attention as the result of a conversation between an | 

officer of the Joint Staff Intelligence Section and Mr. Bushner of our | 

Embassy. This Thai official ‘said that the National Defense Council, | 

at the instance of the Government, had taken up for consideration ! 

the advisability of entering into a defense agreement with the United sd 

States along the lines of the recently concluded agreements with the | | 

Philippines, Australia and New Zealand. I said that Mr. Bushner 

had answered the Thai official in the sense of an instruction which | 

we happened to have on hand * to guide us in this matter, to the effect | 

that military and economic aid now being provided Thailand isin~ 

dicative of the very real interest of the United States in Thailand, 

and that the United Nations, which took prompt action on a case of. | 

ageression in Korea, is being relied upon by the United States Gov- | 

ernment to protect the interests of the nations in this part of the world. 

I informed the British Ambassador that I had later discussed this | 

matter with the Foreign Minister and told him in effect that the | 

--United States was not now prepared to consider the conclusion of a | 

defense pact with Thailand or any other continental country. - | 

_ The British. Ambassador said that he was very glad to have this in- | 

formation which confirmed that the attitude of the British and Ameri- 

can Governments was much the same on this point and that he would | 3 

| proceed to inform General Harn, through the member of his staff 

~ who had been approached by General Harn, of the position of our | 

_ two Governments. ee ae “ 

Mr. Wallinger remarked that the Foreign Office had been keenly =| 

interested in General Harn’s query. — oo a a 

| oe Bae mE Wurm T. Turner | 

- 41 Apparently a reference to telegram 1519 to Bangkok, April17,p.208. 0 =
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790.5/11-1551 - Be ee SO | 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Regional Planning Adviser of 
the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs (Emmerson) 

| SECRET tC. F WasNGTON,] November 15, 1951. | 
Subject: Canadian Participation in Pacific Security Arrangements. 
Participants: Mr, Peter Campbell, Second Secretary, Canadian Em- 

Mr JSohn K.Emmerson, FE 0 
| . In introducing the subject of Canada’s participation in. Pacific. 

_ security arrangements, Mr. Campbell stated that. he wished. to impress 
upon me that his inquiry was being, made on-a strictly.informal basis) 

| and not on instructions from Ottawa. ‘We should, therefore, not.read. 
into his inquiry. any implications that the Canadian Government. had | 
decided it wished to: adhere to a P acific security arrangement or would 
make any formal proposals regarding this question. He would simply | 
like to obtain an indication of our informal reaction to the suggestion 

| that Canada might in some way participate in a Pacific security 
arrangement. So PF at mos tb, a 

Mr. Campbell stated that the question had arisen recently, in Parlia- 
ment and that the Government had been queried by Conservative mem- 
bers with respect to Canada’s policy toward the U.S.-Australia-New 
Zealand Tripartite Security Pact. The Government had been asked 
whether ‘Canada had applied for, inclusion in this arrangement and if | 

| not, why not? Mr. Pearson had replied in general terms. It was likely _ 
that further questions might be asked and.it was this prospect which 

_ impelled the Embassy to discuss the question informally with us... 
_ IT referred to the problems involved in concluding a Pacific pact, in- | 

_ cluding the one.of membership. We had thought: that for the time 7 
being the present. arrangements with Japan, the Philippines, Aus- | 

7 tralia, and New Zealand were all that were called for. We would not 
_ want to be in a position of pressing other nations to join in these ar- 

rangements since we have always felt that any effective security pacts 
would have to be developed out of genuine interest and desire.on the — 
part of the nations who might participate in them. We were open- | 
minded on the subject and we felt. that eventually it would be highly 
desirable to bring Japan into security relationships with other Pacific 
nations. The President had, of course, stated that the arrangements _ 

| _ which we have negotiated were the first steps toward collective secu- 
rity in the Pacific. ° nn ee 

- Mr. Campbell stated that he understood the very serious problem | 
involved in the membership of a Pacific pact. He wondered specifically 
what our reaction would be to Canadian adherence to the tripartite 

_ . agreement between the U.S., Australia, and New Zealand. I said so
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far as I knew this particular point had not been raised before. I in- | 
formed Mr. Campbell that I would like to discuss his inquiry in- | 
formally with other officials in the Department after which I would. | 
be glad to give him the benefit of whatever preliminary reactions we: 
 mighthave —_ OT 

790.5/11-2151 | * “ pe, | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Regional Planning Adviser of | 
7 the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs (Emmerson) — | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasurneton,] November 21, 1951. 

Subject: Canadian Adherence to Tripartite Security Pact. oe 

Participants: Mr, Peter Campbell, Second Secretary, Canadian | 
Embassy, and | 

Me Emmerson—FE | - | 
_ Mr. Campbell inquired whether I had obtained any reaction to his | 
former query with respect to Canada’s adherence to the Tripartite | 

_ Security Pact. I said that in accordance with his wishes I had raised | 
_ this question informally with one or two people in the Department _ | 

and would give him the benefit of my discussions with them. I said | 
that we are, of course, considering all of the possibilities with respect | 

_ to a development of future security arrangements in the Pacific but 
our efforts are naturally now concentrated on the ratification of the _ | 
treaties which have already been signed. Ambassador Cowen is just | 

_ taking up his duties as Special Assistant to the Secretary and will be 
| particularly concerned with the problems arising out of the Pacific — 

| security arrangements. I said that he would no doubt be considering 
_ the possibility which the Canadians had mentioned along with al) — 

other possibilities in relation to these pacts. At present, however, | 
there was no firm position in the Department on the point which | 
Mr. Campbell had raised. He was aware, I was sure, of the problems 

_ ofmembershipinherentinany PacificPact. = 8 | 7 
Mr. Campbell said that he appreciated the position of the Depart- 

ment and did not expect a definitive answer. He was quite certain that | 
his own government would not. put forth such a ‘proposal in the | 
immediate future and in any case he was not sure what. the formal | 
attitude of the Canadian Government would be. It was, however, true __ | 
that Mr. Pearson was beginning to devote more attention to the prob- 
lems of the Far East and whereas Canadian foreign policy had pre- | 

_ viously been focused almost exclusively on the Atlantic, there was a 
growing interest in the problems of the Pacific area. Consequently he | 
knew that his government would be interested in any further thoughts , 
which might be developed in the Department with respect to the __ 
evolution of the Pacific security arrangements. | |
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790.5/11-2851 : Telegram | , | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
a Of State ; 

TOP SECRET ~ Lonpon, November 28, 1951—6 p. m. - 

9589, Embtel 2167, Nov 2, rptd Paris 923.1 Conversation with head | 
SEA Dept FonOff reveals foll: _ 

| | 1. Basic reason for Eden’s? failing discuss with Secretary in Paris 
. extension Pacific defense arrangements to include SEA mainland was 

overcrowded schedule.* | " 
| 2. Concerned govt agencies here are now reconsidering problem of 

def of SEA. It is realized what is needed before problem can be given — 
| full high-level political consideration is most competent military ad- — 

vice obtainable. Problem has endless ramifications. For example, is 
| Thailand defensible, and what wld be Indian reaction? Current think- : 

ing is that before even mentioning to French, US and UK shld get | 
together for exchange of views. But any talk of negotiating formal 
def arrangement, such as extension of Pacific Pact, wld be premature 

: at this time. | | - 7 

| | ee GIFFORD 

* Not printed. ; | a : a | | ros - - 

2 Anthony Eden, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and Deputy — 
Prime Minister since October 26. : | ee ee 

- ’'The Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France . 
held discussions on the future status of Germany at Paris on November 21 and — 

| 22. Documentation on this conference is scheduled for publication in volume 11. 

790.5/11-2851 : Telegram _ - - oo - | ot - a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in London 

| TOP SECRET ts WaAsHINGTON, December 1, 1951—11:27 a. m. 

| 2758. Embtel 2539 Nov 28. Dept agrees with view further con- 
sideration SEA defense given Emb by Brit Govt. “Endless ramifica- 
tions” have given Dept uneasiness many months and Dept agrees that 

| only high-level political consideration with competent military advice | 
can supply answer. Dept also agrees initial discussions shld be limited 

US, UK and further agrees that discussions formal defense arrange- _ 
_ ment such as extension of Pacific Pact premature.* — : an 

| 1 For additional documentation on the question of tripartite military staff talks — 
on Southeast Asia, see pp. 332 ff. . | SO
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| 790.5/12-851 - - DE yee - oo 7 De fe . . 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Regional Planning Adviser of ) 

the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs (Emmerson) | | 

SECRET a eee bet _  [Wasutneron,] December 10, 1951.7 | 

Subject: ‘Tripartite Security Pat. = | 

fay Participants : Richard Casey, Foreign Minister of Australia, Am- | 

—  passador Spender, Ambassador Cowen, Mr. Shul-_ 

—  Jaw—BNA, Mr. Connors—FE/P, and Mr. Emmer- 

| - Ambassador Spender opened the conversation by stating that in 

response to Ambassador Cowen’s request he had drawn up a list of | 

personal suggestions of topics which might be taken up through the | 

. machinery to be set up under the Tripartite Security Pact. He stressed. | 

that these were personal views and that they were not exhaustive in | | 

character but rather suggestive of some of the points which might 

arise for discussion inthe PacificCouncih = | | 
_ Ambassador Spender read from his memorandum * and. discussed : 

| orally the points included therein. He later left a copy of his letter ° | 

| with Ambassador Cowen. The points mentioned by Ambassador 

Spender werethe following: © cee 

| 1. Logistical support of Australian and New Zealand forces in | 

-~-war—and contribution from Australian production. — | a 

9, Free flow of needed information. — | reas | . 

| 3. The responsibility for planning under Australian-New Zealand | 

| 4, The division of responsibility for collecting and collating n- 

_ telligence data in the Pacific and adjoining territories, 
-.. §&. Selection and preparationof bases. ee 

6, Interchangeofpersonnel, | 
7. Security of Australiainglobalwar, | 

8. Coordination of Pacific planning with global planning. © ) 

9. The form of military machinery for cooperation. pe | 

| “Ambassador Cowen stated that he appresiated the suggestions re 
garding topics to be discussed in the Pacific Council. He was anxious 

to get such suggestions and would utilize them in his talks on the 

subject with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He referred to the personal 

memorandum‘ which Ambassador Spender had previously left in 

_ the Department and to the suggested chart of organization.® The For- 

| + prafted December 13. A marginal notation in an unidentified hand reads: | 

| “Approved Dee. 17, 1951 by Amb. Myron Cowen.” an | 

. * Reference uncertain. eo oo oo ae 7 

8% Pated December 8, not printed; it covered the main points enumerated in 

this memorandum of conversation. (790.5/12-851 ) | oe | 

7 -* Reference uncertain. . : oo. So 

oo 5 Reference uncertain. Possibly the chart found attached to the letter of 

~~ November 5 from Mr. Nash to Mr. Perkins, p. 252. |
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eign Minister inquired regarding our views of this suggested organiza- 
tion.and. asked whether he was right in assuming that we wished the 
simplest organization possible. Ambassador Cowen said that was our 
idea indeed and that the suggested outline was a start. Reference was 
made to the inquisitive nature of the press with respect to a Pacific 
Pact and the Foreign Minister said he wished to say nothing which 
would in any way adversely affect the ratification proceedings for the 
security treaty in the Senate. Ambassador Cowen said there would be 

— no objection to stating that there had been an informal exchange of 
views between the Foreign Minister and the Department but that we 
would wish to avoid giving the impression that we were assuming 

_ Senate ratification of the treaty and on this assumption were already 
working out its implementation previous to ratification. Be 

_ Ambassador Spender said he hoped our interpretation of “maximum 
_ simplicity” did not mean that the Council would be simply a paper 

ee organization. Ambassador Cowen assured him that such was not the | 
case, that we were earnest in desiring to make the security arrange- | 
ment a real thing. We had hoped that we could emphasize the political 
aspects of the pact in the beginning and proceed toward the military 
problems gradually. Ambassador Spender agreed with this point of 
view. : 7 | | 

Foreign Minister Casey said that wherever he went he was constantly 
asked what plans were afoot for extending the security arrangements 
in the Pacific and that he always replied that the important thing was 

| to proceed with the ratification of the present pacts and that their ex- 
| tension would have to be the subject of future discussion. In response to 

a question by Ambassador Cowen, Foreign Minister Casey said that | 
his Government had not given a great deal of thought as to just how 
these arrangements might be extended. He found in his travels in 
Southeast Asia that each country seemed to be compartmentalized in 

| its economic and military activities and although each was receiving 
_’ assistance from the United States, there seemed to be little interchange 

_ of ideas or persons among these countries. Consequently, some unifying 
| force would be beneficial. On the other hand, it was apparent that the 

bringing in of some of the Southeast Asian countries would add “weak 
sisters” who could not contribute to the mutual defense a few ports 
or airbases, acne | ne [Here ‘follows discussion of the Netherlands New Guinea question. ] 
’ With respect to the ratification of the treaties, Foreign Minister 

, Casey was informed that we expected the hearings to begin the first 
| week in January and the four treaties to be ratified toward the end 

of February. The Foreign Minister said that there would probably 
be a brief session of the Australian Parliament in February at which 

/ time the. ratification of the treaty might come about. He inquired —
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| specifically whether it would be helpful.if Australian ratification _ ! 
preceded action by the United States Senate..Ambassador Cowen said | | 

he felt this would be helpful, The Foreign Minister estimated that _ 
in this case Australian ratification might take place early in February | 
which would be after Senate hearings had begun but before actual 

ratificationhadtaken place = oe | : 
~ Ambassador Spender returned again to the organization of the ot 
Pacific Council; he remarked that while he did not foresee the neces- | 
sity for a full-time secretariat, he thought records should be kept 
of meetings. He had in mind a “working group” which might be ! 

- gomposed of the counsellors of the Australian and New Zealand | 
Embassies in Washington and a representative of the State Depart- | 
ment. This group might refer certain subjects to the Ambassadors 
who would perhaps meet with Ambassador Cowen. He felt that records 
should be kept of the meetings of these groups as well as those of the , 
Council itself. He stated that the first week in May was “Coral Sea | 
Week” in Australia and it would be a “tremendous thing” if the first | 
meeting of the Pacific Council could be held in Australia at that | 

time ee | oe _ 
| Ambassador Cowen assured the Foreign Minister that we did not \ 

want to waste any time with respect to the security pact. He said sf 
we would be talking this over with the Joint Chiefs of Staffin the = | 
immediate future and that we would, of course, expect to keep in 
constant contact with Ambassador Spender and hoped that there 
could be a continuing mutual exchange of ideas and information. : 

Lot M-88: CFM Files 7 re pl ove ds 

Draft Position Paper Prepared in the Department of State+ | 

secreT =s_i(<si(isé‘<‘é)~—~—.. CdLWasetneton,] December 20, 1951. 

| A Pacrric Securrry Pact = - 

To interchange general views with the British Government. on the 
: problem of extending security arrangements in the Pacific: . | 

| | U.S. OBJECTIVES | 

1. To maintain the security of the off-shore defense line: Japan— 
Ryukyus—Philippines—Australia ; to deny Formosa to the Chinese | 

- Communist regime; to forestall communist aggression in South and 
Southeast Asia. — I 

. + This paper, tabbed as TOT D-5/9a, was prepared by the Steering. Group , 
on preparations for talks between the President and Prime Minister Churchill. 
Mr. Churchill was in the United States January 5-19, 1952; documentation . 
regarding this visit is scheduled for publication in Foreign Relations, 1952-1954, 
volume VI. | | 

| 538-617—77——18 |
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2. To consider the desirability of security arrangements, either on __ 
_ a bilateral or multilateral basis, with countries of Asia other than _ 

_ those already aligned with the United States, namely, Japan, Philip- 
pines, Australia,and New Zealand. ae : 

SO PROBABLE POSITION OF THE UK Be 

While it appears that the UK would like closer cooperation with the __ 
United States in matters and problems of mutual concern in Southeast | 
Asia, the UK probably believes it premature to consider extending the 
present Pacific defense arrangements. | Se | a 

[Here follows the outline of a potential presentation to be made 
by the President to the Prime Minister. It is along the lines of the 

| _ “Discussion” which follows.]. eT es 

| Oo DISCUSSION: | nn 

The United States believes that the problem of Pacific security ar- 
rangements should be one of continuing concern between the govern- 
ments of the US and the UK. It is particularly important that Japan 
should eventually be brought into multilateral security arrangements. 

_ The problems of agreements with Indonesia and with the mainland 
states of Southeast Asia deserve most careful consideration. However, 

_ particularly since the present treaties (Japanese peace treaty, US- 
Japan security treaty, US—Philippines security treaty, and US-Aus- 
tralia~New Zealand security treaty) have not been ratified, the United 

| States believes it premature to consider the further extension of 
| Pacific arrangements at this time. The assumption of further commit- 

ments in this area must be the subject of the most careful considera- , 
tion; furthermore, much will necessarily depend upon the desires and | 

| ability to contribute to defense of the countries involved. Conse- 
quently, the United States does not envisage any further extension of _ 
Pacific security arrangements in the near future. We would however _ 

wish to keep constantly in touch with the British Government on this 

important matter. oe : : 

790.5/1-252 Ce RE EER ed 

The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State , 

SECRET _... WasHIneTon, January 2, 1952. 
_ Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to Department of State 
draft negotiating paper TCT D-5/9a, dated 20 December 1951, en- 
titled “A Pacific Security Pact”? as 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have studied this matter and oppose the = 
statement of United States position as set forth in this paper, which 

1 Supra. 
| So 

OS
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by implication indicates that the United States desires to form a | 
- Pacific Area Pact similar in purpose and structure to North Atlantic — | 

Treaty Organization. Their detailed comments are inclosed for your | 

information. These comments have my concurrence. | 

Sincerely yours, oe Rosert A. Loverr — | 

) o | | [Enclosure] | | : 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense : 

— (Lovett) ene — | 

SECRET i oy Wasuineton, December 28, 1951. ! 

Memorandum forthe Secretary ofDefense | 

~ Subject: A Pacific Security Pact (TCT D-5/9a),dated20 December 
1951, Sones | | 

1. In accordance with the request contained.in your memorandum : 
dated 22 December 1951,? the Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered | 
the Department of State draft position paper TCT D-5/9a, dated ) 
20 December 1951, intended to be used during the forthcoming Wash- _ | 
ington talks for the purpose of discussing with Mr. Churchill the 
possible extension of security arrangements in the Pacific => | 

- 9. Phe Joint Chiefs of Staff, from the military point of view, oppose 
the statement of U.S. position as set forth in the subject paper, which __ 

| by implication indicates that the United States desires to form a 
Pacific Area Pact similar in purpose and structure to the NATO | 
(North Atlantic Treaty Organization). They are strongly of the : 
opinion that current United States. capabilities will not admit new | 
arrangements or any extension of present arrangements in the Pacific | 
area which would involve additional military commitments, particu- a 
larly in view of the great extent and scope of present United States 

| military commitments world-wide. Any extension of United States 
commitments along the lines suggested in the subject paper should 
be preceded by action which would bring about a corresponding in- | 

crease in United States military capabilities to support such 
extension. | ee | | ee oo 

8. Until the nations of the Pacific area, other than Japan, the 
_ Philippines, Australia and New Zealand, have demonstrated the will 

| and determination to develop the strength necessary to provide for 
| their own internal security and to contribute at least to some extent | 

to the security of the immediate area of which they area part, reliance 
| for the defense of their respective areas against overt aggression 

| * Not found in Department of State files. | | oe -
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should rest upon the broader basis of collective measures to be taken 
under the aegis of the General Assembly of the United Nations. _ 

| _ [Here follow detailed comments on the subject paper.) 
| | | _- For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: _ 
Be | Omar N. Brapiey 

| | | — Chairman 
— | | Jowmt Chiefs of Staff 

Lot M-88. - | - | oe i ce 

Position Paper Prepared in the Department o f State 

‘SECRET : . [Wasuineron,] January 2, 1952. 

| A Pactric Securrry Pacr | ty - 
Oo oe PROBLEM : re 

_ To interchange general views with the British Government on the | 
problem of extending security arrangements in the Pacific. | 
Be U.S, OBJECTIVES - | 

_ 1. To maintain the security of the off-shore defense line : Japan— 
Ryukyus—-Philippines—Australia; to deny Formosa to the Chinese 
Communist regime; to forestall communist aggression in South and 

- Southeast Asia. . : - , ie ad 
| _ 2. To retain under active. consideration the problem of Pacific - 

securityinitsentirety, = = ERE ie gee 

— PROBABLE POSITION OF THE UK oe 
While it appears that the UK would like closer cooperation with | 

-. the United States in matters and problems of mutual concern in South- 
| east. Asia, the UK probably believes it premature to consider extend- 

ing the present Pacific defense arrangements, ne 
[Omitted here is the outline of a potential presentation to be made - 

by the President to the Prime Minister. It is along the lines of the 
“Discussion” which follows.] | ee , 

«DISCUSSION, oer a 
The United States believes that the problem of Pacific security 

arrangements should be one of continuing concern between the gov- 
— ernments of the US and the UK. It is particularly important that 

| Japan should eventually be brought into multilateral security arrange- 
ments. The problems of agreements with Indonesia and with the | 
mainland states of Southeast Asia deserve eventual consideration. - 

* This paper, tabbed TCT D-5/9b, is attached to the following covering note — by Robbins P. Gilman (Secretary of the Steering Group on preparations for — talks between the President and Prime Minister Churchill) : “This paper has been further revised in accordance with suggestions made by the Joint Chiefs | of Staff. It is now approved at the official level,” |
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However, particularly since the present treaties (Japanese peace 
treaty, US-Japan security treaty, US-Philippines security treaty, and 

US-Australia-New Zealand security treaty) have not been ratified, | 

the United States believes that until and unless circumstances change | 
no action should be taken to,extend the present Pacific arrangements | 
at this time. The assumption of further commitments in this area | | 
must be the subject of the most careful consideration; furthermore, 

| much will necessarily depend upon the desires and: ability to-con- ! 

tribute to defense of the countries involved. Consequently, the United : 

States does not. envisage any further extension of: Pacific security: | 
arrangements in the.foreseeable future. We would however wish to | 
keep. constantly in touch with the British Government: on this im- |
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[For documentation concerning negotiations between the United 
States and Australia antecedent to the signing of the Security Treaty 
between Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, see pages 132 
ff. For documentation regarding consultations between Australia and 

_ the United States concerning a Japanese Peace Treaty, see pages 777 | 
| ff. For documentation concerning talks between the two countries with _ 

regard to.the status of N etherlands New Guinea, see pages 583 ff. Doc- 
_ umentation on the Australian attitude toward issues of common con- _ 

cern in the Middle East is scheduled for publication in volume V.t 
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—90B00/1-1984 | 
The Chargé in Burma (Day) to the Secretary of State | 

| CONFIDENTIAL — Daina Bs Raneoon, January 19, 1951. | : 

No. 487 theese eee oe | a ed 8 | 

‘Ref: Embtel 467, dated January 17,1951* Oe | 
Subject: Forwarding Press Copies of Judgment in Seagrave Case | 

_ There is enclosed a copy of the text of the judgment in the Seagrave a 

~~ ease which was released to and reported in the English language | 

newspapers of Rangoon. The Embassy: has not been able to obtaina 

certified copy as yet. The Attorney is awaiting a certified eopyforuse —s_ 

- in preparing an appeal. The decision of the Special Tribunal was ot 

| delivered by Justice Ba Swe on the morning of January 17, 1951. The | 

Court found Dr. Seagrave guilty of the second and third charges 

brought against him under section 4(1) of the High Treason Act. The | 

charges are quoted in enclosure No. 2 to this Despatch.t Dr. Seagrave | 

-_-was sentenced to six years of imprisonment on account of the second _ | 

charge and to one year of imprisonment under the third charge. The | | 

sentence under the third charge runs concurrently with the other. The — : 

Tribunal declared Dr. Seagrave not guilty of the first charge. an | 

Tt should be borne in mind that the sentence is not one of high 

. treason but-of aiding a person known to be committing high treason. — 

| Were the sentence for a term shorter than six years, it would not | 

have been possible uiider Burmese law to appeal. Oo oe 

Dr. Seagrave’s attorney, U Kyaw Myint, is preparing an application _ 

for release on bail but feels that there is little hope of this being. a 

The appeal against the sentence will go before two or three Justices 

of the High Court of Burma. The justices will be selected by the Min- | 

, 1¥or previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, pp. 229 ff. 

_ *Not printed; it contained a brief summary of the material contained in this. 

despatch (790B.00/1-—1751). — | a | ra 

*¥For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 253 ff. ; 
— see also the editorial note, infra. : 

4 Neither this enclosure nor enclosure No. 1 is here printed. 

| | 267 oe 
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istry of Judicial Affairs from among the six justices of the High Court. | 
This cireumstance permits the civil authorities, if they should wish to 
do so, to select judges whom they think may be favorably disposed | 

| toward one side of the case or the other. nO Oo 
U Kyaw Myint thinks that if the sentence is upheld Seagrave will 

| not be required to serve six years in prison in Burma but will be asked _ or allowed to leave Burma. Dr. Seagrave is aware of this likelihood  —_ 
and is steeling himself for this outcome and beginning to think over 

where he might go and what he might do in thefuture.. _. . As of the morning of January 19, Dr. Seagrave’s morale and spirits 
were good.. In the ‘Central Jail, to which he was taken directly after. 
his sentence was delivered, he is lodged in a small wooden house raised , 

| about six feet off the ground. This prevents prisoners staring at him, 
| When he was in jail before, the staring by other prisoners was one of 

the causes of the mental anxiety he suffered: The small house ‘has its 
own bathroom. ‘Dr. Seagrave’s sister, Rachel, has provided'a kerosene _ 

| stove, Another prisoner has been assigned to cook for him and Dr. Sea- 
‘grave ‘is teaching this prisoner how to cook; His secretary, Pansy Po, 

__-who' has ‘been in Rangoon since she testified on his behalf, will visit. = 
_ him twice a week, bringing a cooked meal. ‘The: Superintendent: will 

allow Pansy Po and Dr. Seagrave’s sister, Rachel, to ‘visit him twice’ 
a week for the time being. The ustial limit is once a week. Dr. Sea- 
grave’s house is situated on the hospital grounds of the Central Jail _ 

| and has electricity. The Embassy will supply Dr. Seagrave with read- | 
| ing matter and cigarettes and such other comforts-as it can furnish. oo 
— The Attorney, U Kyaw Myint, thinks that the decision oh the appeal’ 

will be delivered in about. one month. Judging from previous delays, 
the Embassy believes that the appeal proceedings may last more than 

_ a month. The Embassy has expressed to the Foreign Office the hope 
| that the proceedings would be expedited in-view of the previous delays’ 

and the great mental strain under which Dr. Seagrave has been living | 
for the past five months. The decision against Dr. Seagrave’ caine as a 
great surprise to'‘most people. The betting odds among press corre- 

, spondents in Rangoon were 100 to 1 that he would be acquitted. The 
only foreign correspondent present was Mr. James Burke of Time-— | 
Life. He is. preparing material which may be used for a cover story 
on'Dr. Seagrave in the near futures 

_ An officer of the Embassy attended all the sessions of the Tribunal, 
with the exception of short periods of testimony given in the Burmese 
language. The Embassy is endeavoring to obtain a transcript of the : 
evidence for transmittal to Washington. Part of the evidence is in —
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- Burmese which will have to be translated. A set of clippings is being | 

| forwarded with Despatch 494 of January 19, 1951.° | | 

While prospects of a reversal of decision seem remote, some hope is 

| offered by the circumstance that if the sentence had been a shorter | 

period an appeal could not have been made. The Embassy concludes _ 

from this that the way for an appeal was left open deliberately. U 

_ Kyaw Myint does not think there is a likelihood of a pardon by the _ : 

| President. oe | oe . | | 
a | | Henry B. Day © 

| ® Not printed. | : | | | 7 - __ | 

Editorial Note — a. , 

On January 23, the Department of State issued the following press | 

release concerning the trial of Dr. Gordon S.Seagravein Burma: 

| _ “A number of misapprehensions seem to have arisen in the country | 

over the facts surrounding the trial of Dr. Gordon S. Seagrave on : 

charges of abetting treason against the Government of the Union of | 
| Burma. In order to avoid further misunderstanding the Department | 

wishes to make the following statement: _ | | 

‘The Burmese Special Tribunal of three senior judges which tried. Dr. Gordon 8. 

Seagrave, an American citizen, on three charges under the High Treason Act tf 
- (a law devolved from the period of British rule in Burma), on January 1%, 

1951, found him guilty under two of. the charges and acquitted him on the | 

a _. other. He was found guilty of assisting Naw Seng, an insurgent leader, to carry | 
out the arrest of the Sawbwa of North Hsenwi, Special Commissioner for the | : 

, Shan State, by concealing pertinent information from the Government. For this, : 

he was sentenced to 6 years’ imprisonment. He was also found guilty of turning 
-over to Naw Seng certain medical and surgical supplies. He was sentenced to : 
1 year’s imprisonment on this count. Both sentences would be served concurrently. : 
He was acquitted on the charge of receiving Naw Seng in his hospital com- : 

. pound and offering him tea. _ OO 
‘Dr. Seagrave’s attorney, U Kyaw Myint, a former judge of the Supreme | 

Court, is filing an appeal to the High Court, and it is understood that the appeal | 
| will probably be heard within 1 month. In the meantime, the American Embassy 

in Rangoon, which has rendered all possible assistance to Dr. Seagrave during : 
the trial, is procuring and forwarding to the Department. of State a complete 

: transcript of the testimony in the case. | | 
: “The Embassy in Rangoon has been able to help Dr. Seagrave in many ways, 7 
including assistance in obtaining the services of an outstanding attorney for 

oe his defense, and by arranging to have Dr. Seagrave transferred from jail to a. 
| private residence during the trial. A representative of the Embassy visited Dr. — 

Seagrave’s hospital at Namkham, near the Chinese border, in order. to confer | 
with his sister and to obtain first-hand information about. conditions at the 

ae hospital. The Embassy also had a representative present throughout the court 
proceedings and kept the State Department fully informed of all important | 

‘Since the case is still before the Burmese courts, it would be inappropriate 
for the Department of State to make any comment on the verdict handed down | 
by the Special Tribunal.’’” (Department of State Bulletin, February 5, 1951, 
page 224) 7 ee TS
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‘790B.00/3-251: Telegram =. sssitits—S os ee 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy inBurma | 

| SECRET RS _ Wasutneoton, March 2,1951—6 p.m. 
_ ‘547. Barrington? recently told Key ? in strictest confidence he had 

recommended to GOB that if Seagrave verdict upheld free pardon. | 
a ‘shld be granted without delay and Seagrave be allowed resume work 

in Burm. This recommendation based on fear polit reactions in US 7 
and effect on Burm relations US. While most important. that GOB 
not learn recommendation disclosed it is hoped you may have oppor- _ 
tunity discreetly support it.? | re 

* James Barrington, Burmese Ambassador to the United States. | 
*David M. Key, American Ambassador to Burma, who, at this time, was in | 

‘Washington rather than Rangoon. — | | ee 
' *In telegram 615 from Rangoon, March 9, Mr. Day reported that the High ~~ 
Court on that day had cleared Seagrave of the second charge, found him guilty an 
of the third charge of supplying medicines to Naw Seng and reduced his sentence 
to one term already served since conviction, thereby granting him immediate 

_ Telease from prison (790B.00/3-951). _ | CO | 

790B.00/8-1951 ten eg oe | Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador in Burma (Key) 

. CONFIDENTIAL : paseo ga Says _ [Wasurneron,] March 19, 1951. | 
Subject: Matters AffectingBurma 4 
Participants: Mr. Barrington, Burmese Ambassador = 

oe _. Mr.Key,AmbassadortoBurma = ©... | 
| _ The following summary of a conversation was supplied to the De- 

. partment by Ambassador Key: si re 
_ During the course of a conversation which I had with Ambassador 
Barrington on March 19, the following topics were discussed: _ 

| 1. Seagrave Case a shat ee a rn 
_ I asked the Ambassador whether he had received any word from 
-his Government on the subject of Dr. Seagrave’s possible return to | 

_ Namkham. He replied in the negative, but expressed hope that per- — 
mission would be forthcoming in due course. In the meantime he was 

_happy to learn from me that the Prime Minister ? had overruled those - 
| who were urging that Dr. Seagrave be deported. ~ a 

.° +The Department of: State file copy indicates that: the codrafter of this 
memorandum, along with Mr. Key, was Robert A. Acly,. Officer in Charge, 
Burma Affairs. Co re a Oe | 

* Thakin Nu. oe | Be ap
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. T then: broached with him the possibility of effecting an arrange- : 

ment under which Dr. Seagrave might be permitted to resume his 

- Hifework in Namkham on the understanding that a responsible Bur- : 

~ mese doctor in whom the Burmese Government had. confidence assist : 

‘Dr. Seagrave. Such an arrangement, I pointed out, should satisfy those : 

elements who still mistrust Dr. Seagrave, in as much as such a doctor 

would be in a position to. observe everything that was transpiring at 

the hospital, would give Dr. Seagrave a much needed medical assist- 

ant and would tend to give the hospital a Burmese tone, which here- 

tofore had. been somewhat lacking. From Dr. Seagrave’s viewpoint, 7 

such an arrangement would be advantageous as it would protect him | 

- from false rumors or accusations, BE SS ! 

Ambassador Barrington expressed the opinion that some such ar- : 

rangement should be very effective in helping to solve the vexatious t 

-_ problem of Dr. Seagrave’s future in Burma and could assure the con- | 

- tinuation of his good work previously done at Namkham. 
- Tasked the Ambassador to think over this suggestion and to let me | 

have his considered opinion when I met him on March 213 2 2 2 | 

| [Here follows section No. 2 dealing with “Experts for Union Bank 

of Burma”’.] | - ne arcs SO 

| 3, Recent Burmese Voting on UN Resolutions Affecting the Far East | 

_ IT asked Ambassador Barrington if he could explain to ‘me in.con- 

fidence the background of the voting by the Burmese delegate to the | 

UN on the two UN resolutions, i.e., the resolution calling for con- 

| demnation of China as the aggressor in Korea * and the resolution 7 | 

| ‘declaring the US an aggressor in Formosa.* (In the first: instance it | 

— will. be recalled that Burma voted against condemning China, but : 

merely abstained with respect to the second resolution, although India ! 

voted against In each instance.) Tega fetes sls | 

Ambassador Barrington stated that Burma’s general policy with = 

respect to the Far East was to vote against any resolution condemning 

any of the important powers as aggressors, as it wasfeltthat anyother _ 

action would be inconsistent with Burma’s “neutral attitude”. Pur- 

suant to this policy, Burma had voted against the resolution condemn- 

ing China ‘as.an aggressor. In the case of Formosa, however; the mo 

~ Burmese Government considered the latter to be a part of China, the 

government of which had been recognized by Burma some time back. 

| *In telegram 595 to Rangoon, March 21, the information was transmitted that 

| Barrington was sending this suggestion to his government to try to forestall 

an irrevocable decision against Seagrave’s return to his hospital at Namkham 

(790B.00/3-2151). | 

‘ Documentation is scheduled for publication in volume VII. 

| | . |
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| Bearing these factors in mind, as well as the fact that Prime Minister 
| Thakin Nu had not long ago publicly declared that Burma could not 

_ condone the U.S. actions affecting Formosa, he (Barrington) had, 
without reference to Rangoon (as there had not been sufficient time in 
which to obtain instructions) abstained from voting. His action and 

| _ the reasons underlying it had been fully reported to Rangoon. The _ 
_ absence of any comeback from Rangoon led him to believe that his | 
decision had been correct and had been approved by his Government. 

| 4. Chinese Invasion Threat _ 
| T asked the Ambassador whether he had received any information 

from his Government indicative of possible incursions into Burma of 
Chinese-Communist-trained groups. He replied in the negative but. 
added that his Government was uneasy on this score and had been 
far from satisfied with the explanations given to Ambassador Myint 
Thein by the Chinese Communist Foreign Office with respect to the 

| (Chinese maps on which the Sino-Burmese border was delineated well _ 
_ within Burmese territory. | | 

| I felt that this was an opportune moment to mention to him in 
broad outline a report which I had seen only that morning indicating 

| that Naw Seng ® and his followers, as well as another larger group, 
would probably soon be moving into Burma for the purpose of creat- 
ing disturbances and giving support to the Burmese Communists, and 

| that two Chinese Communist divisions had recently been moved to — 
Paoshan. I observed that if this report is accurate we would soon be | 
having a clear indication of the Chinese Communist attitude toward 
Burma. Ambassador Barrington expressed his deep appreciation for 
the information which I had given him and asked whether there would 

| be any objection on my part if he passed on this information to his 
: Government. I replied that there was no objection and that he would 

| recall that on several occasions in the past the Ambassador in Ran- 
goon or the State Department had advised his Government of matters _ 

| of mutual interest of this kind. Mr. Barrington again voiced his ap- 
preciation and expressed the hope that both Governments would con- 
tinue frankly to exchange vital information of thistype. : 

_ [Here follows section No. 5 dealing with the “Rockefeller Board _ 
Report”. ] | an — 

| * Naw Seng was a Kachin insurgent military leader. __ / :
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— -790B.001/6-2151 | | : | a | 

S The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State | | 

| SECRET | Raneoon, June 21,1951. : 

No. 917 | | | 

Ref: Dept’s Airgram A 284, May 10; Embassy’s Despatch 687 
April 62 - Cn a 

Subject: Analysis of the Problem of KMT Military Activity in | 

Burma and its Relation to the Communist Threat ) | 

There is transmitted herewith a Memorandum prepared by Second _ | 

Secretary Edwin W. Martin entitled “The Communist Threat to fl 

Burma and the KMT Troops Problem”. After referring. tothe Em- | 

bassy’s despatch No. 687 of April 6 which deals with the implications | 
of Chinese Communist aid to Burmese Communist insurgents, the 

Memorandum points out that two comparatively recent developments : 

have intensified the threat to Burma from the Communists. These ; 
developments have been 1) the marked increase of Chinese Communist _ | 

| troop strength along the most strategic sector of the Burma border, - | | 

and 2) the sudden resurgence of KMT military activity in Burma. | i 

With regard to the first development, the conclusion is reached _ 

that as a consequence of their military build-up, the Chinese Com- 

- munists for the first time since they gained control of China are now | 
in a position to launch a substantial striking force into Burmese terr1- 

tory, but that such a move is unlikely unless the Communists feel : 

that general war in the Far East is imminent. This conclusion is | 
based on the belief that the Communists prefer to obtain control of 
Burma through a “liberation campaign” led by native Communist 
insurgents. The maintenance of substantial Chinese Communist forces 
on the Burmese border contributes both psychologically and materially an 
to their carrying out of this scheme. ne - 

_ Meanwhile, the revival of KMT military activity on Burmese soil, 
which revealed that these forces had been considerably augmented _ | 
and resupplied during their six months of quiescence, greatly alarmed 

the Government of Burma and tended to increase the Communist 
threat to this country. Not only did it enhance the psychological value 

1In despatch 687 from Rangoon, April 6, the Embassy reviewed the Chinese 
Communists’ plans to grant aid to the Burmese Communist insurgents and ana- 
lyzed the implications for American policy in Burma (790B.001/4—651). Airgram | 
284 to Rangoon, May 10, was sent in response to despatch 687, and the Embassy 
was requested to impress upon the Burmese Government the fact that the United 
States viewed with alarm the threat imposed by the extension of Chinese Com- 
munist aid to the Burmese insurgents. The Embassy, however,. was also informed 
by the Department that it opposed the Burmese plan to bring the KMT troops 
issue before the United Nations as a means to expose Communist machinations 

| against Burma. (790.001/4-651) | 
= Not printed. : oe | 

| 

| | | |
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| of the Chinese Communist build-up near the border by giving the 
| Communists, in Burmese eyes at least, a good excuse for moving into | 

- Burma, but it also served to divert Burmese attention from the more 
| covert activities of the Communists and to increase suspicion of the | 

United States. While the apparent exodus of the large majority of 
the KMT troops to Yunnan has for the moment greatly abated 

| _ Burmese tension over the problem, and to this extent has temporarily _ 
— eased the Communist threat, the continuing inability of the Burmese 

_ to protect their borders coupled with the probability that the Chinese 
| Communists will eventually drive many of the KMT troops back into _ 

, Burma portends renewed tension over this issue. | OM | 

| _ For this reason several suggestions are put forward in the Memo- | 
| randum as to steps which the Department might wish to consider 

taking in the event of another flare-up-of KMT military activity in 
- Burma. It is suggested first that positive action. be taken to: dis- 

associate the U.S. Government from any Americans who may be 
- operating with Chinese troops on Burmese soil: A second suggestion is 

that should KMT military activity in Burma again become an acute 
| issue the Chinese Government be urged to make a public disavowal 

of all troops engaged in such activity. The third suggestion is that _ 
in case the Government of Burma once more threatens to bring the | 
problem to the U.N., we should refrain from displaying undue anxiety 

po regarding such a proposal but should take the opportunity to discuss 
the question with Burma and some of her neighbors, such as India 

| aud Indonesia, in terms of possible joint action. While neither Burma 
nor her neighbors would be likely to:accept such a solution, its ad-  _ 

| vocacy would, according to the Memorandum, put us in a much 
| stronger propaganda position than we now enjoy and shift the onus 
a for settling the problem from ourselves, where it now restsin Burmese 

eyes, to Burma and her neutral Asiatic neighbors. ee | 

Oo | a Davey McK. Key 

790B.00/6-2851:Telesram | 

. _» The Ambassador in Burma (Key) tothe Secretary of State 

SECRET - | — : , Raneoon, June 28, 1951—3 p. m. 

- 966. Deptel 891, June 22.1 Info which has caused Emb believe Chi 
| Commies committed aid Burm Commie insurgents has come thru . 

: ~The Embassy in Burma was requested in telegram 891 to Rangoon, June 22 
(not printed), to provide information to substantiate its previous assertion that 

. the: People’s ‘Republic of China had decided:to provide aid to Thakin Than Tun, 
the leader of the White Flag Communists (790B.00/6—2251). The White Flag 

. Communists were the more powerful of two Communist factions in Burma. The . 
other Communist group was led by Thakin Than Soe and was called the Com- 

- munist Party of Burma.
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variety of intelligence channels. Evidences of collaboration between: ! 

BCP and Chi Commies has shown up repeatedly in info given Emb. _ 
| ... 3 they have been contained in reports and conversations with = : 

__ Emb officers of local Chi from border area and from KMT intelligence _ 

agents and army officers in touch with anti-Commie guerrillas in | 
Yunnan; they have been referred to in conversation by Brit and Ind | 
diplomats; some of details such as Chi Commie training of NawSeng’s 

and BCP rebels even admitted privately by Burm officials; accounts: 

_ of BCP contracts with Chi Commies have appeared in various reports: | | 

| of other US Govt agencies reed by Emb; much of info has been con-- | 

Me, firmed by army attachés from own sources. In face such accumulation | 

intelligence from wide variety sources and showing high degree of _ i 
correlation Emb eld not help but conclude, as indicated in Embdesp: 
687, Apr 6, that Chi Commies are committed to aid Burm Commies. a : 

_ Since that desp written further corroboration recd by Emb from still | 

another intelligence source, a report of joint intelligence Comite: Far : 

_ _ East (Singapore desp 688, April 26)® | 
| Several Rangoon papers June 24 carried article by special corre~ 

spondent of the Manchester Guardian. which so. well summarizes info. : 
obtained by Emb from above-mentioned sources during past seven : 
months as to arouse strong suspicion Brit plants. Excerpts: “When : 

-. Thakin Than Tun, leader of White Flag Commies, visited Peking im ! 
Nov, he secured promise from Mao Tse-tung ¢ that arms and ammo wld | 
be supplied by Chi starting Feb this year.—Conditions attached to aid __ : 
were that after victory the Burm insurgents shld collaborate with | 
Peking Govt against expansionists and aggressors and that arms shld | 

) be used in conformity with directions of Eastern Cominform -in 
| Peking,—at least three Burm Commie leaders believed opposed to. 

these strings to Chi aid—Chi military advisers have been attached to. | 

Burm Commie forces since beginning of year in connection with milit | 
aid program and cadres of Burm Commies now receiving milit train~ 
ing from the Chi at Paoshan in Yunnan province. Arms from Chihave 
apparently been reaching Burm Commies since early Apr along Lashio — 
road.—Milit plan of Burm Commies believed to be to establish reliable. 
line communications thru Shan states to Chi—working along different; 

lines but in contact with Burm Commies is Naw Seng the Kachin rebel | 

who is in Yunnan directing training of force of about 1500 Kachins, 
Karens and Chi in conjunction with a Chi Commie adviser.” ss 

- But number and variety of intelligence reports indicating that 
Chi Commies: had agreed assist Burm insurgents by no means sole 

| factor influencing Emb believe it true. Background against which this 

| - ® Not printed : see footnote 1, p.273. - Be 
| = Not printed. , — : 0b ei cetmc ent a 

‘Mao Tse-tung,; Chairman of the Central People’s Government Council of the — 
| People’s Republic of China. | ee 

I. 

| 

:
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info recd also important consideration. Even in absence any confirma- 
| tion from intelligence sources of collaboration between BCP insurgents | 

_ and Chi Commies factors such as fol lead to presumption Chi Com- | 
mies wld aid BCP insurgents if they cld: decision reached by Commie —— 
leaders at Peiping WFTU Conf Nov 1949 promote armed struggle in 
SEA countries, Moscow radio’s expressed sympathy for Burm Commie 

_ insurgents in their struggle liberate Burm from puppet Thakin Nu 
Govt; example of Chi Commie assistance to Viet Minh® which also — 

| trying “liberate” their country; thinly disguised sympathy local Chi 
_ Commie propaganda organs for cause of Commie insurgents; coop 

local ChiCommie front orgs with above-ground Burm Commie 
_ groups, known presence of BCP reps in Commie Chi. Such factors 

have caused Emb to assume ever since Chi Commie troops arrived at 
Burm border in spring 1950 that collaboration between Burm in- 
surgents and ‘Chi Commies only question of time and circumstance. | 

7 Against this background persistent reports that two parties had | 
agreed collaborate appeared normal development and therefore en- 
tirely credible. 7 Se Se pase oO 

Despite strong presumption that Chi Commies wld eventually col- - 
| laborate Burm insurgents (and despite their known collaboration i 

with Naw Seng) Emb treated first intelligence reports that Than Tun | 
_ had gone to Chi and concluded agreement with reserve (Embdesp 388, ~~ 

_ Dec 8 and 512, Jan 25)* through indicating reports entirely plausible. 
- Only after such reports corroborated by others from sources men- 

tioned para 1 above, all pointing to same conclusion, did Emb feel jus- 
tified in treating info as factual by time Emb desp 687, Apr 6 written. = 

| Important cause Emb’s reserve re first reports that aid agreement 
reached was extreme difficulty Chi Commies wld have ineffectively | 

7 supplying BCP insurgents isolated in Central Burma. As pointed 
out Embdes 388, Dec 8 development which wld provide best evidence 

_ that BCP had been promised aid by Chi Commies wld be BCP at- . 
tempt move closer to Chi border. But now apparent this is just what 

| they are doing. Six months ago Mandalay-Mongmit-Hsipaw area | 
| entirely peaceful.and communications excellent. Now War Office re- 

ports 1,000 Commie insurgents in area carrying out raids of increasing 
frequency against rail and river communications as far north as _ 

| Myitkyina district. FonMin himself has expressed his concern to 
me over large bands insurgents which now infesting state of Mongmit 
(Embtel 873, June 2).7 Thus there can be no doubt that significant 
movement of Burm Commie insurgents has taken place this year | 
from Central Burm northeastwards to vicinity of Sino-Burm border. 
From Chi side... reported that Chi. Commie agents had in- | 

. 5 Viet Minh, the military forces of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 
. ® Neither printed. a 

7 Not printed. a
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7 filtrated Namwan assigned tract, which has common boundary with | 

Mongmit, telling populace it Chi territory and collecting taxes. Even | 

“in absence of any info re agreement between Burm and Chi Commies, | 

these developments wld point to existence of collaboration plan. 

‘Ag to whether Chi Commie supply of BCP has begun, Emb con- 

~ @lusion' that it has is based on fol: (1)... Burm Commie in- | 
surgents have been receiving ammo and arms from Chi since March — | 
1951; (2) same soutce reports that in past six weeks unidentified planes | 

have dropped supplies into BCP-held territory, (3) a local Chi whose — | 

info has proved accurate in past told Emb officer some of Burm in- | 

surgents trained and equipped by Chi Commies have infiltrated over | 

border and contacted BCP; (4) Taipei’s tel 24 (1676 to Dept) June 6; * ) 

and (5) movement of substantial force BCP insurgents to vicinity. : 

Chi border giving them ready access to promised aid (this connection, 
... BCP aid to Katha district in March netted them 15 elephants ye , 
~ Though GOB declared news story cited para 2 untrue, its argu- ! 

- ment boils down to (1) denial any foreign arms recd by BCP and (2) si 

refusal believe Mao Govt wld do such a thing. Emb has reason believe | 

- Burm intelligence has access ‘sufficient evidence collaboration to be 

aware its existence but GOB refuses admit it as matter policy. Re- | 
cent Chi Commie military build-up in border (Embdesp 917, June 21) | 

| likely cause GOB deny more vehemently any connection BCP with : 

Chi Commies. BE ES Saag | 
See See (ay EE oe ae eM ona apgey 

Tn telegram 1676 from Taipei, June 6, the Chargé, Karl L. Rankin, reported 
: that the Chinese Nationalist Ministry of National Defense had information | 

which revealed that the Chinese Communists were furnishing supplies and equip-. : 
ment to the Burmese Communists (790B.00/6-651). a ipa Eat ye : 

790B.00/7-3151 HOE Gee OI eB 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for Far Eastern Affairs (Merchant) = = 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasutneron,] July 31, 1951. 

Subject: KMT Troops in Burma 
Participants: Mr. Christopher Steel, Minister, British Embassy 7 

| | Mr. F. S. Tomlinson, Counselor, British Embassy 
| / KE—Mr. Merchant | ere 

 PSA—Mr. Lacy? | a OO 
_ The British Minister and Mr. Tomlinson called on me today at 3 

--p. m. at their request. Mr. Steel described his Government as deeply 

_ disturbed by the attitude of the Burmese Government towards the 

| 1 William S. B. Lacy, Director, Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs. | 

| 588-617-7719 | Oo
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reported presence in Burma of Chinese Nationalist troops. He said that 
| as a consequence of their eagerness to drive Chinese Nationalist troops 

from Burma, the Burmese Government was dispatching armed con- _ 
| tingents to the northern border of the country, thereby leaving impor- 

- tant areas in central Burma unprotected (In this connection he 
referred to certain oil installations which the British Government 

| wished protected by Burmese troops). Mr. Steel went on to say that 
the Burmese were convinced that the United States is involved in | 
equipping and possibly directing the Chinese Nationalist troops in 
Burma, and that his Government feared that unless every possible 
measure were taken to get the nationalist troops out of Burma we 
might well face, in the near future, the unpleasant contingency of | 
Chinese Communists and Burmese troops operating in concert against —_- 
Chinese Nationalists. [It was inescapably clear that the British Gov- 
ernment like the Burmese Government is convinced that the United __ 
States Government is involved in equipping the Kuomintang 
contingents. ] 2” ag a 7 | 

Mr. Steel, making reference to previous assurances from Depart- 
mental officials that American personnel was not involved with the — 

| Kuomintang troops, suggested that “bygones be bygones” and that 
American and British undercover agents “get together” on his matter. 

| in Burma to the end that common action to solve this problem be taken. 
_ [assured Mr. Steel and Mr. Tomlinson that, as they had been pre- | 
viously assured by Mr. Lacy, I had no knowledge of the involvement 
of any American nationals with the Kuomintang troops in question. I | 
told my visitors that we had done everything possible to induce the 
Chinese Government at Taipei to direct Li Min and his troops to pass 
over from Burma to Yunnan; that we understood the Taipei Govern- . 
ment to have done so; that we supposed the Government at Taipei had 
virtually no control over these troops; but that we believed most of 
them had passed over the Burmese frontier into China where they 
had been joined by defectors from Chinese communist ranks and had 

—_ successfully engaged Chinese communist contingents in Yunnan. I said 
that I assumed the British would share our pleasure upon learning 
that the Kuomintang troops were successful in causing the Communist | 
troops trouble. OE I 

| There followed some discussion of the position and number of the 
Kuomintang troops at this moment: Mr. Steel was unable to say 
whether his Government believed that Li Mi retained bases in Burma , 
or whether there was a significant number of Kuomintang troops left 

| on the Burmese side of the border. rs 7 
I told Mr. Steel that I would assemble all available information con- | | 

cerning this problem and communicate with them within a few days | | 

| * Brackets appear in the source text. | " |
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concerning our estimate of the situation. Having assured Mr. Steel that ! 

my Government shared his Government’s concern that this trouble- : 

some problem be solved this discussion was brought to a close. | 

. . Memorandum by the Central Intelligence Agency a 

“SECRET” - Wasutneron, August 1, 1951. | 
NIE-36 an — 

: NationaL INTELLIGENCE EsTIMATE ? | 

Prosrecrs: For Survivat or 4 Non-Communisr Recrmz 1n Burma : 

| Be THE PROBLEM) 7 ~ : 

To estimate the prospects for survival of a non-Communist regime 
in. Burma, and to estimate Chinese Communist capabilities and in- : 
tentions with respect to direct or indirect intervention. Oo : 

| ee GONOLUSIONS. | 

| 1. The present non-Communist Burmese Government is seriously | 
threatened by internal weaknesses, including dissension over control 
of the armed forces, and by the continued existence of insurgent _ | 
groups in the country. a ae pe 

2. The Burma Communist Party is the most dangerous of the | 
insurgent groups. It has already received some-aid from the Chinese | 
Communists and will probably receive increased technical and | 
material aid from this source during the next twelve months. | 

8. The Burma Communist Party, given such increased aid, will 
probably be able within the next year or two to achieve de facto control | 
over a considerable area of northern Burma. In that event an effective | | 
Communist-dominated coalition of insurgent groups would become | 
more likely. | - | | — : a | 
_ 4, The Chinese Communists have the capability to overrun Burma. | 
They are more likely to attempt to attain their objectives in Burma 
by methods short of open intervention. Introduction of “volunteers” | 
in considerable numbers is a continuing possibility. oo | 

7? Files retained by the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of 
State. o : og Oo | | 

*This National Intelligence Estimate was one of a new series of documents ! 
initiated and drafted jointly by the intelligence agencies under the coordinating | 
leadership of the Central Intelligence Agency. Each NIE was. reviewed and | 
approved by the Intelligence Advisory Committee which was composed of the ! 
Director of Central Intelligence and the Chiefs of Intelligence of the Depart- , 
ments of State, Army, Navy, Air Foree, Joint. Chiefs of Staff, the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, and the Atomic Energy Commission. NIE’s were published by 
the CIA and distributed to the President, members of the National Security 
Council, and a very limited number of other high officials of the government. |
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5. If covert aid to the Burmese insurgents by the Chinese Com-_ 
munist regime does not. stop, the Burmese Government is not likely 

to survive over the long run unless it greatly increases its political | 
and military strength. Its ability to do so depends in part on the 

| effective utilization of greatly augmented outside aid. : 
| 6. The Burmese Government has been hesitant to accept Western | 

| economic and military assistance. There is danger that the govern- | 
- ment’s position will be undermined before the government accepts 

assistance from the West. oo 

DISCUSSION 

Stability of the Burmese Regime | a 

7. The Socialist-oriented Government of Prime Minister Thakin Nu, 
7 which assumed office in January 1948 at the time Burma achieved its 

- independence, has been threatened constantly by insurrection. For a 
time rebel forces, principally Communists and dissatisfied ethnic 
minorities, imperiled the very existence of the regime. Although rebel 
capabilities were considerably reduced in 1950 when the government 
gained control over all principal population centers, rebel forces still 

| occupy considerable territory, including sections of the strategic cen- 
tral valley, and they continue to harass important lines of communi-_ 
cation throughout Burma. — ee Ss 

8. The government’s insecure position is a result not so much of the 
strength of the insurgent groups as of its own weakness, Early de-. 
velopment of a strong non-Communist government is unlikely because 
of lack of capable administrators, the inexperience of present leaders, | 
and personal political ambitions. Political weakness has been com- 

| pounded by the financial and military strain of combating internal 
insurrections and by the failure to regain pre-war levels of production 
in important basic commodities, particularly rice. In spite of these 

| difficulties, the results of the general elections now underway indicate | 
that the government still enjoys sufficient popular support to insure 
that few if any changes in its non-Communist orientation are likely 
totake placebyconstitutionalmethods, = ss—Ss 

9. The chronic internal weakness leaves the door ajar for coups by 
| disgruntled groups or individuals. One example of this is the current 

struggle for control of the armed forces between the government and 
the army commander-in-chief, General Ne Win. For some time gov- 
ernment leaders have been attempting to undermine Ne Win’s domi- 

| nant personal position within the army. Ne Win may retire completely | 
from the struggle and leave the government in undisputed control. On 
the other hand, there is a continuing possibility that Ne Win might : 
attempt a military coup, which could lead to protracted violence. Ne 

| Win probably would prefer to carry on Burma’s non-Communist _
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orientation, but he is an opportunist governed by personal ambition. 
He might even attempt an accommodation with the Communists if he 
considered it essential to establish or maintain himself in power. In : 
addition to, and quite apart from, the Ne Win problem, there have ; 
been recurrent reports of dealings between the Communists and left- | 
wing extremists who previously supported the government, and there | 

is a possibility that an effort to overthrow the government might come | 
from this direction. In any event, internal crises are likely to continue 
to weaken the stability of the regime in the face of the insurgent and : 
Chinese Communist threats. a | 

10. The Burmese armed forces are small, inadequately trained, and | 
poorly equipped. The ground forces, regular and auxiliary, number oF 
approximately 48,000 men, almost all organized in infantry units. The _ 
navy is small and consists of coastal and river craft; it has been effec- : 
tive in assisting in the establishment and maintenance of control of 
the delta area and principal waterways. The small air force is capable 
of small-scale ground support and tactical reconnaissance. Altogether ) 
these forces, most of which are concentrated in the strategic central : 

valley, are superior in capability to the insurgent forces now arrayed _ | 
against them. The Burmese armed forces cannot, however, stamp out | 
insurgent guerrilla operations. The insurgents are widely dispersed : 
on the fringes of the central valley and a concentration of government | 
forces in sufficient strength to destroy any one major force would leave 
other ‘areas dangerously exposed. Similarly, the government has not 
had adequate forces to occupy the border regions and is powerless to 

| interdict communications between insurgents in northern Burma and : 
the Chinese Communists. ea — ! 

| 11. The “anti-imperialist” conditioning of the present Burmese 
_ Jeaders has resulted in considerable reluctance to accept Western eco- | 

- nomic or military aid. The Burmese Government hesitantly accepted : 
a British military mission which is providing training for the Burmese | 
armed forces. However, Burma refused to participate in the UK- 
sponsored Colombo plan.* The Burmese Government is somewhat less 
distrustful of the US and signed an ECA agreement in September | 
1950, which thus far has resulted in grants of approximately $10,- : 
400,000 in aid. The US has also made available to Burma ten ex-Coast_ 
Guard cutters for use as river patrol craft. However, the Burmese 

-. Government does not presently appear ready to assume the obliga- 7 | 
tions that would enable it to receive further US military assistance. , | 

*The Colombo Plan originated from a proposal advanced by the Australian 
| Foreign Minister at a Conference of British Commonwealth Foreign Ministers | 

held in Colombo in January 1950. From these meetings there developed plans for | * 
extending economic assistance to the countries of Southeast Asia. The proposal 
was conceived as a defense against the spread of Communism in Asia. -
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The Insurgent Threat — a a an 

12. The principal insurgent forces in Burma are the Burma Com- 
munist Party with an estimated strength of 5,000, the rival “Com-_ 
munist Party (Burma)” with an estimated strength of from 500 to ° 
1,000, the Karen National Defense Organization with an active 

| strength of approximately 4,000, and remnants, up to 3,000, of the 
| Peoples Volunteer Organization (PVO), an amorphous left-wing 

- group stemming from the anti-Japanese movement. In the past these 
groups have frequently dissipated their strength by fighting one an- 

| other. The Burmese Government can probably continue to keep these 
insurgent groups from imperiling the existence of the regime, if it — 
retains control over the Burmese armed forces and if the insurgents 
do not receive substantial outsideaid. es 

13. A serious threat, however, lies in the possibility that the Burma 
Communist Party will succeed in its renewed efforts to form an effec- 

tive coalition against the government. The Burma Communist Party 
still retains influence over small disaffected left-wing elements of the 
old anti-Japanese resistance movement (PVO) and has entered into 
a truce with the rival “Communist Party (Burma).” In addition, — 
there are fairly reliable reports that a band of 1,500 hill peoples from 
northern Burma is being organized and trained by the Chinese Com- 
munists across the border in Yunnan, and presumably these would 
cooperate with the Burma Communists. However, the coalition is 

| still too loose for over-all coordinated military operations against 
the government, and it is doubtful that the various groups “will co- 
operate with the Burma Communists over an extended period of time 
unless they become convinced that the latter have the power to achieve 

| ultimate victory. The Karens, particularly, have been anti-Communist _ 

in the past, and are unlikely to cooperate except for immediate mili- 
taryadvantage, SO 

Chinese Communist Aid to the Insurgents 

- 14. The most dangerous internal threat to the Burmese Government 

: comes from the Burma Communists supported by Communist China. 

The Burma Communists have, reportedly after two unsuccessful at- 
tempts, succeeded. in obtaining some assistance from the Chinese 

Communists. Reliable evidence does not indicate that any substantial 

aid other than training facilities and advisory assistance has so far 

been provided. The Chinese Communists apparently have sent to 

| Yunnan a highly competent guerrilla leader familiar with the area ) 

| and have charged him with coordinating and developing Burmese 

guerrilla activities. In the absence of effective counter-pressure, the 

Chinese Communists probably will increase their technical and ma- 
terialaidduringthenext year, = © re
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| 15. We believe that the Burma Communists are still too few in 
number, too inexperienced and too undisciplined to absorb the amount ! 

of military aid necessary to win control of and administer the entire : 
country within the next year. We believe, however, that with the aid i 
they are capable of utilizing and are likely to obtain, the Burma Com- : 

- munists will probably be able within the next year or two to achieve : 
de facto control over a considerable area of northern Burma. From : 
this secure area, the Burma Communists in the future would then be ! 
able to mount stronger military and psychological attacks against the 
government. In particular, the possibilities of an effective anti- | 

-_- government coalition of insurgent groups would be enhanced, and the | 
| internal stability of the government would be further jeopardized. — , 

Other Chinese Communist Courses of Action | ee 
_ 16. Beyond the threat posed by the prospect of an increase in Chi- : 

, nese Communist material and technical aid to the Burma Communist an 
guerrillas, the Burmese Government is otherwise threatened in both | 

_ the long:-and short run by the Chinese Communists. Communist control 
of Burma would be a great strategic advantage to both the Chinese I 

Communists and the USSR. It would drive a wedge between India- | 

| Pakistan and Southeast Asia, facilitate Communist penetration into _ | 
Indochina, and the other countries of South and Southeast Asia, and in | 
a psychological sense give impetus to the claim that Communism in : 

_ Asia is an irresistible force. Furthermore, it would put under Commu- | 
nist Control the potentially richest rice surplus area in Asia, access to : 

| which not only could improve the Chinese Communist. regime’s in- | 
ternal economic position, but could be utilized as a. political weapon | 
against other neighboring rice-deficient countries (India, East Pak- | 
istan, Ceylon, and Malaya). Oo | a St ets 

_ 17%. The Communists are already making use of the Soviet and 
Chinese Communist diplomatic missions in Burma as bases for propa- 
ganda and subversive activities aimed at undermining the government. 
The Chinese community in Burma is vulnerable to blackmail and 
other forms of intimidation, and this provides the Chinese Com- : 

munists. with further opportunities for spreading their influence in 

Burma. However, the inept behavior of the Chinese Communist diplo- - 
matic mission and the development of anti-Communist sentiments 
among the Chinese in Burma have somewhat reduced the effectiveness 
of Chinese Communist propaganda. oy So | 

18. The presence of Chinese Nationalist troops in the China~-Burma | 
border area and the existence of a disputed and undelineated boundary — | 
between Burma and China provide pretexts for diplomatic pressure 
on the Burmese Government and even for Chinese Communist military 

_ excursions into Burmese territory. Because the Burmese Government |
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would be unable to oppose successfully such military operations, they = 
would weaken its prestige and at the same time facilitate Chinese Com- : 

munist aid to the Burma Communists. Therefore, we believe that a 
limited military operations in the border areas must be regarded as 

-acontinuing danger. , | ces 
19. The Communists have no immediate prospect of gaining control — | 

of Burma except through the intervention of large Chinese Com- 
munist forces. Approximately 30,000 Chinese Communist Field Forces 
are presently deployed within 150 miles of the Burma border. In 
addition, approximately 280,000 Chinese Communist Field Forces are 
presently in the five provinces of Southwest China. The movements 
and disposition of these do not indicate their probable use against 

| Burma in the immediate future, but the necessary redeployment could — 
be accomplished with little advance warning. | - og 

20. Despite the present commitments of regular Chinese Com- 
- munist forces in Southwest China, approximately 50,000 troops could 

be made available and logistically supported for military operations 
in Burma. These forces could be deployed across the Burma border 
at several points simultaneously, and, although the terrain is difficult, 

| it would not seriously impede the movement of lightly equipped 
Chinese Communist forces, particularly if undertaken during the — 
October-to-May dry season. In the absence of direct Western military 
intervention, the above forces, in con] unction with the Burma Com- 

| munists, could probably establish effective control of all of northern 
Burma in two to three weeks, and could gain control of the strategic 

- central valley in a few months. | oo 
21. In spite of the relative ease with which Burma could be overrun, 

we believe that an open invasion is improbable in the near future even 
if the Chinese Communists are able to disengage in Korea. The Chinese 

Communist and Soviet leaders probably regard the present internal 

situation in Burma as favorable to an eventual Communist victory 

without resort to open invasion with its attendant risks, especially 

ofIndianand UNintervention, | | 
92. There is, however, a continuing possibility that Chinese Com- | 

munist “volunteers” in considerable numbers might be introduced to 

assist the Burma Communist guerrillas. The likelihood of such action 

would be increased if the efforts of the Burma:Communists were to 

encounter serious obstacles, if their forces were threatened with | 

_ destruction, or if the Chinese Communist and Soviet leaders for any 

reason desired to hasten Communist control of Burma and calculated 

that it could be done with a minimum risk of Western retaliation. 

The Communist leaders probably do not regard Indian or UN inter- 

vention as likely in any event short ofopeninvasion. ae
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Prospects for Survival of the Present burmese Regime | 

93. There is little prospect that the Burmese regime can survive . 

over the long run unless it can greatly increase its political and military 4 

strength. The attainment of this strength will depend upon the con- | 

solidation of the regime’s political support, the improvement of gov- | 

ernment administration, and the expansion and revitalization of the | 

armed forces. If covert aid to the Burmese insurgents by the Chinese ! 

Communist regime does not stop, it is unlikely that the regime can | 

| develop such strength without greatly augmented outside aid. In part, _ 

therefore, the survival of the Burmese regime depends on its accept- : 

ance and effective use of such aid. — | : : : | 

94. There is little doubt that if Burma were openly invaded by 

Chinese Communist forces, the Burmese Government would make a | 

| strong appeal for armed UN intervention. We believe the Burmese | 

Government likewise would seek armed UN. intervention if the Chinese | 

Communists should introduce “volunteers” in substantial numbers, or — 

if they should apply such strong military or diplomatic pressure as | 

directly to imperil the existence of the regime. _ 2 Ty hs 

| 95. On the other hand, if the Burma Communist forces should gain | 

extensive military successes in northern Burma, we doubt that the | 

Burmese Government would initially seek extensive outside aid. In : 

- guich a circumstance, considerable sentiment for a settlement with the | 

| Burma Communists would be generated among politically-conscious 

elements within the government-controlled area. We believe that the | 

dominant elements within the government probably would not suc- | 

cumb to such pressure. Rather than arrive at an accommodation with | 

the Communists, the Burmese Government would, we believe, fight — 

with its own resources as long as possible before seeking substantial. : 

technical and material outside assistance as an alternative to imminent 

disaster. Proffered aid might be accepted in considerable quantities 

sometime before the Burmese Government’s position became desperate, | 

provided the conditions and nature of the aid were not such as either 

to offend Burmese national sensibilities or to afford an open provoca- 

tion to the Chinese Communists. Initially the capacity of the Burmese — | 

Government to absorb and utilize aid would be limited, and time would | 

be required to develop this capacity. ae : 
| 26. The greatest immediate danger to the Burmese regime lies in the 

possibility that, by propaganda and subversion and through an unde- 

tected improvement in Communist guerrilla capabilities, the position : 

of the Burmese Government will be undermined without the leaders 

acknowledging the threat and taking effective countermeasures. In 

such a circumstance aid might be sought or accepted too late to be 

effective.
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790B.00/8-851 re | a EEE 

Memorandum of. Conversation, by thé Deputy Assistant Sécretary of 
ss State for Far Fastern Affairs (Merchant) © °° 

| TOP SECRET == = ~~ - FWasxtneron,] August 8, 1951. 

Subject: Burma | ee 
Participants: Mr. Tomlinson, Counselor—British Embassy © 

— RE-—-Mr.Merchant 
Mr. Tomlinson called on me this afternoon at his request. He said 

that he had reported to the Foreign Office his and Minister Steel’s. 
conversation with Mr. Lacy and me last week regarding the KMT 
troops on the Burmese-Yunnan border and that in his telegram he 
had reported my statement that there were no Americans with the 
KMT troops in question. He went on to say that he had now received 
a “weighty” telegram from the Foreign Office, from which he had 
abstracted certain statements regarding their information on . this | 

operation. Mr. Tomlinson added that London believed the time had | 
come to lay our cards. frankly on the table with each other, since | 
London is disturbed by the “near hysterical” frame of mind of the 
Burmese Government on this matter and fear that the Burmese will. 

| take it to the UN with resultant difficulty and embarrassment for all | 
concerned. Oo ea ney ge Je Beets 

I took as long a time as I could in reading the document and then : 

remarked that it seemed to contain an extraordinary amount of cir- | 
cumstantial detail. I apologized for not having yet been able to review | 

all of our information on this subject as I had promised, but said that. 
I would do so promptly and would plan to talk to Mr. Tomlinson 
further before the end of the week. | oe BS 

Immediately after Mr. Tomlinson’s departure I talked to Mr. 
Krentz,! giving him the paper which.Tomlinson had left with me.? . 
Mr. Krentz undertook to inform Mr. Matthews * of this development 
and to arrange for an appropriate meeting among ourselves at the. 

| earliest possible moment. and Gno ydake feel: 

1 Kenneth C. Krentz, member of the Policy Planning Staff, a | —_ 
| * Not printed. BN gS CO 

| -? HH: Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under Seeretary of State 8.2. 2b
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790B.00/8-1054. | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of. | 

4. State for Kar astern Affairs (Merchant) . 0 | 

TOP SECRET ss FWasuineron,] August 10, 1951. os | 

Subject: KMTTroopsinBurma | OS | 

Participants: Mr. Tomlinson, Counselor—British Embassy _ | 
— WE-Mr. Merchant | ee | | 

Mr. Tomlinson called this afternoon at my request in connection a : 

with the reported presence of KMT troops in Burma. I told him that : 
since our last conversation on the subject I had checked thoroughly. | 
within the Department and was unable to find any reports confirming : 
the information contained in the memorandum on this subject which | | 
he had left with me on August 8.1 I told him we had numerous reports — 
relating to the presence of General Lee Mi’s ? troops in the neighbor- : 
hood of the Burma border of Yunnan and that we had also received 

| rumors that American arms were being smuggled to them from | 
Thailand through private channels. I went on to say that we were | 
just as disturbed as the British over the presence of these troops on | 
or across the Burmese border and, as he knew, over a period of weeks : 
we had been urging the Burmese Government to remain calm while: 
‘at the same time we were making strong representations to the : 
National Government on Formosa with a view to instructions 
being issued to Lee Mi by Taipei to stay in Yunnan and remain 
clear of the Burmese border. I said that we had just sent, or were | 

* in the process of getting out, a further instruction to our Chargé in 
Taipei on this subject instructing him to make further representations | | 
to the Chinese Government. I asked him if they had any suggestions | 
as to what more could be done. Mr. Tomlinson had no further sug- 
gestions to offer and seemed appreciative of the information that we | 
were pressing Taipeiinthe matter. =~ CR RI IG A : 

_ Mr. Tomlinson then said that Minister Steel had had an opportunity | | 
- recently to speak to General Smith * on this subject and that General 

_ Smith had been very firm in his assurance that there was no official | 
connection whatsoever with Lee Mi. General Smith said that any 
Americans who might be connected with this operation were free lance 
and he suspected might be connected with General Chennault.¢ = 

As he left, Mr. Tomlinson said that they had had a further telegram 
from London which indicated that the reference in paragraph 4 of | 
his memorandum to shipments coming into Bangkok on a particular | 

“Not printed, | 
Bu General Li Mi, the commander of the Chinese Nationalist troops in northern 

| ?Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, Director, Central Intelligence Agency. - 
| *Maj. Gen. Claire L. Chennault, Chairman of the Board, Civil Air Transport.
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ship was probably in error and that this particular item of informa- | 
tion should not be accepted as fact. _ a ee | 

The sole copy of the British memorandum of August 8 is attached _ 
to S/P’s copy of this memorandum. | | 

690B.9321/8-1551 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Rancoon, August 15, 1951—3 p. m. 

189. For Rusk.! Recent reports from . .. Rangoon indicate that | 
KMT troops which penetrated into Yunnan from Kengtung and Wa _ 
states early June have now suffered severe reverses at hands of Chinese 
Commies and are retreating in disorder into Burmese territory. More- 
over, these troops, whose morale and discipline have seriously dete- 

--riorated as result defeats, are now engaged in pillaging Burmese 
villages, which arousing increasing resentment among population of 
border areas. oats | 

Substantially same reports also received from other local sources. 
The Sawbwa of Kengtung confirms KMT defeat Yunnan and claims 
much of their heavy arms and radio equipment lost to Commies. He 
greatly agitated over extremely serious situation developing in his state. 

7 as a result present behavior KMT remnants who, though*previously — 
| fairly well disciplined and willing make some payment for supplies, _ 

now becoming very unruly and indulging outright looting. Other Bur- 
| mese sources report KMT troops also selling arms to insurgents. 

All above information, with exception details as to arms and radio 
equipment losses, has been confirmed by War Office to our Army 
Attaché. Moreover, serious extent of threat to Army security arising 
KMT activities eastern Shan states indicated by recent dispatch of - 
Burmese troops to Salween with object containing KMT in areas east. 
of river. But Defense Minister? warned Army Attaché that troops 

— available were insufficient in strength to prevent KMT crossing. Sal- 
ween if they made determined effort. = = | 

In view these developments it quite possible GOB will soon raise 

| again problem of KMT military activity in Burma. This connection, 
Department may wish give consideration suggestions contained in 

despatch 917, June 21, as situation envisaged that despatch has now 

arisen. Embassy fears that KMT operations against Commies in | 

Yunnan would not only be frustrated by superior military forces avail- 
po able to Commies in western Yunnan but would result in an aggravation 

of Commie threat to Burma when the defeated KMT troops were 

forced to flee back over the border have now been realized. On basis 

| * Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. | 
? Burma’s Minister of Defense was U Win.
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information available here, there is nothing to show for KMT expedi- : 
_ tions to Yunnan but heavy casualties and loss of equipment to 

Commies. | Dee, ee aon : 
Meanwhile, this adventure has cost us heavily in terms of Burmese | 

good will and trust. Participation by Americans in these KMT opera- | 
tions well known to GOB and constitutes serious impediment to our | 
relations with them, a fact which has become only too apparent to all — | 
of us here. Denial of official US connection with these operations | 
meaningless to GOB in face of reports they constantly receiving from | 
their officials in border areas that KMT troops are accompanied by | 
Americans and receiving steady supply American equipment, some | 
of which dropped from American planes, and: of reports from their , 

Bangkok Embassy of American support activities going on in Siam, | 
which is an open secret there. Thus American participationin KMT —} 
operations, which have brought chaos to eastern Shan states and have 
been conducted in flagrant disregard Burmese sovereignty, cannot but _ 

| make a mockery in Burmese eyes of our officially expressed desire to | 
_ aid in the restoration of internal stability and to strengthen Burmese _ i 

independence. This situation is prejudicing everything which we are | 
striving to accomplish here and threatens all our future prospects. It | 

also adversely affects Burmese-Thai relations. | ee 
‘Whatever the original justification may have been for these opera- 7 

tions, therefore, it now seems obvious, as far as can be determined | 

here, that they have failed to achieve useful results commensurate with | | 
the harm they have done to our interests in Burma. For this reasonI 
feel strongly that the time has come to call a halt to any further Ameri- | 
can participation in these operations and recommend that the Depart- | 
ment endeavor by all means at its disposal to bring thisabout:; | | 

- 690B.9321/8-1551: Telegram _ a OO a By | 

ss Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Burma 

‘TOP SECRET  Wasrtneron, August 22, 1951—11 a. m. 

182. For Key from Rusk. Reurtel 189, Aug 15, Dept has made ex- . 
haustive investigation rumors of Amer connection with support and | 
operations Li Mi force on Burma—Yunnan border. On basis these in- | 
vestigations Dept authorizes you categorically to deny to GOB that 

_* there is or cld be in future any official or unofficial US Govt connection 
whatsoever with this force. Moreover effective steps have been taken 

_to eliminate and in future prevent any possible activity by private 
_ Amer cits in gunrunning or otherwise in support these guerrillas. | 

You shld impress on GOB that US fully shares its concern over 
dangers inherent in situation caused by Li Mi’s presence in or near | 

Burma. We do not disguise fact we wish well any and all anti-commie
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forces within China but, apart from the reported threat posed‘by Li Mi 
“to the domestic security of Burma, we are as anxious as GOB to elimi- 
nate a situation which might afford Chi Commies a pretext:to invade 
Burmese soil. As GOB knows we have for months exerted our influence 
with Chi Natl Govt to ensure latter orders Li Mi scrupulously to 

| respect Burmese frontier and confine his operations to Yunnan. Finally 
you shid frankly ask GOB if it has any suggestions (which you feel 
sure your govt wld sympathetically consider) as to any further actions 
by US which might assist GOB in its efforts to eliminate this ex- 
tremely troublesome situation. Needless to say you shld continue en- 

| “ deavor dissuade GOB from reference thismattertoUN. © 9° 
-’ Timing and decision whether or not to volunteer foregoing assur- 
ances to GOB or await its raising question with you left to your dis- 
eretion but you shld keep Dept currently informed. You are further 
authorized in your discretion disclose contents this msg to your Brit 

- _‘Dept is similarly informing Brit Emb here. [Rusk.] mot 

ee So  AcrrSON 

-790B.00/8-2951 : Telegram oo oF : PE OM Er a 

_ -‘The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State — 

| TOP SECRET  pRionITy §- Rancoon, August 29, 1951—5 p. m. 

235. I called on PriMin at his request morning Aug 29 who gave 
. me a secret War Off report on KMT troop dispositions in Burma, a 

summary their recent activities and an interrogation report of Major 
Gen Law Chein-po, alleged commander of first column of KMT 

7 guerrillas who was arrested at Lashio and is now detained headquar- 

ters [garble] sub-district Maymyo. Foregoing documents reveal that 
| approx 7,300 KMT troops are now in Wa states and 4,400 in Keng- 

| tung state, that these groups suffered severe reverses in Yunnan at 
hands Chi Commies during period May-July 1951 and that from 
April 1, 1951 they recd supplies of Amer arms ammo and rations. 
(Copies documents being air pouched.)! Comment: War Off reports 

isin line with previousinfo reportedto Dept. a a 
PriMin revealed he had been requested by War Off to make immed 

appeal to UN to take cognizance of violation of Burmese sovereignty 
by KMT troops. PriMin stated he was reluctant to accede but he had 
no alternative since twice previously GOB had unsuccessfully sought © 
a solution outside of UN and since army high command had indi- 

| cated that unless this step were taken army’s loyalty to GOB cld not 
| be guaranteed, e.g. already BWOP 2 and Commies who had infiltrated 

7 ‘Not printed. | an 
. 7 Presumably this is a reference to the Burma Workers’ and Peasants’ Party 

{BWPP).
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army here taking line that Thakin Nu govt by procrastination in | 
dealing with KMT sit was secretly aligning Burma against Chi Com- | 
mie Govt and this wld inevitably lead to war. Stating that while 
he personally sympathized with our efforts to fight Chin Commies all | 
along line, PriMin said it was of course politically impossible for him 

| to parallel our actions and in view of the uncertain allegiance of the 
army, whose attitude toward the govt cld “change in a twinkling of : 
‘an eye” he felt compelled this time to appeal to the UN. However, 

he did not wish take this drastic step without giving us advance | 
notice and wld accordingly defer action until Thurs, Sept.6.2 = 
After expressing appreciation for info and advance notice given | 

me, I conveyed to him substance top secret Deptel 182, Aug 22, em- | 

phasizing that US Govt fully shared GOB concernredangersinherent =| 
- in present KMT sit and that effective steps had been taken to eliminate | 

and prevent any possible activity by private Amer citizens in support- : 
ing guerrillas. I stressed our continued desire to assist in every pos- : 
sible way, and after expressing earnest hope that GOB wld on further — | 
reflection desist from appeal to UN, inquired whether PriMin had any : 

| concrete suggestions as to how we might be of help. | 
- PriMin replied that unfortunately KMT sit had become so urgent 
that. point had been reached where in GOB opinion it wld be useless | 
again to attempt to tackle it along previous unsuccessful lines. He saw _ | 
no alternative therefore except appeal to UN. In closing he re- 
emphasized that appeal to UN was dictated by internal polit considera- | 
tions revolving primarily around integrity of army and must not be : 
considered as denoting any change in his govt’s fundamental anti- | 

, ‘Commie orientation, which he insisted wld remain unchanged as long , 
-as he was‘in power. 7 | a a, | 

Since PriMin requested our conversation be kept in strictest con- 
fidence I have not reported this development to my Brit colleague. | | 

Comment: It apparent PriMin feels life his govt at stake and it 
probable that not only army but majority Socialist Party leaders are | 
demanding he appeal UN. We believe, and MilAtt concurs, that his | 
fears regarding undependability army justified in view such factors | 
as uncertainty personality and position Ne Win, deteriorating morale, | 
tensions created by struggle for control of army by various polit fac- | 
tions, mounting friction between Burma and hill units, and covert con- | 
tacts between high ranking army offs and Commie insurgents. We feel : 
therefore that PriMin has not exaggerated precariousness his position 

_ shld KMT sit be allowed to drift. 7 
Pass Taipei, London; rptd info priority Taipei 8, London 14. _ 
a, oe OC Key 

*In telegram 245 from Rangoon, August 31, Ambassador Key conveyed a report 
that the Burmese Cabinet on the following day, September 1, would formalize ! 
the Prime Minister’s decision to appeal to the United Nations (790B.008-3151). : 

|
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-790B.00/5-3151: Telegram — : oO 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Burma — —_ 

| TOP SECRET Wasnineron, August 31, 1951—8 p. m. _ 

| 213. Re urtels 235 Aug 29 and 245 Aug 31. Dept, after careful con- 

| - sideration and in light previous efforts made by us with Taipei to 

secure removal KMT troops from Burma, and bearing in mind Deptel 

182 Aug 22, has decided to make no further efforts to restrain GOB 

from taking matter UN. — ee | — 

You shld be guided accordingly in your future conversations with 

-FonMin and others. | | oo ae 

Be oe | | WEBB 

- 1 See footnote 8, p. 291. : Be a an ae 

. 790B.00/9-451 : Telegram | ee _ 

The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET | ae - Rancoon, September 4, 1951—10 a. m. | 

252. Embtel 2452 and Deptel 213, Aug 31. PriMin sent for me — 

Sept 3 to advise that. Cabinet. had decided defer reference KMT 

‘problem UN until after termination San Francisco Conference? in 

order forestall any possible attempt USSR del make political capital 

this development. He said FinMin wld notify me due course before — 

actiontaken; pe, 

- PriMin stated GOB appeal would call on UN to induce: Taipei 

Govt to instruct its troops leave Burma and would contain reference 

to our good offices and sincere though fruitless past efforts to assist in 

arriving atasatisfactorysolution. = = . | | 

PriMin deprecated “double game” played by Thai in permitting 

arms and supplies to be smuggled to KMT in total disregard of 

embarrassment thereby caused GOB and despite assurances repeatedly 

: given that arms traffic wouldbestopped. eae | 

In view of foregoing and the way things seem to be shaping up we 

feel that Dept’s decision (Deptel 213) very sound. We encouraged by 

this further evidence that PriMin and Cabinet sincerely desirous 

avoid causing US embarrassment or playing into hands of Commie 

bloc. | Oo | 

| | Key 

1 See footnote 8, p. 291. oF 

2"™he San Francisco Conference, September 4-8, was held to sign a multilateral 

peace treaty with Japan ; for documentation, see pp. 1326 ff. So
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| 790B.00/9-551 ae | sun | 

. The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State — : 

CONFIDENTIAL a ~ - ‘Raneoon, September 5, 1951. ! 

| No. 212 _ oo a | 7 : 

Subject: Desire of Dr. Seagrave to return to his hospital at | ! 
~ Namkham. a | Po | oe ! 

There are enclosed, for the Department’s information, memoranda — : 
of informal conversations which I have had with the Prime Min- 

ister, the Home Minister and the Foreign Minister* regarding Dr. 

Seagrave’s desire to return to his hospital at Namkham and resume : 

hislifeworkthere?= mo oe : 
- Some weeks ago Dr. Seagrave made a formal application for per- : 
mission to return to Namkham. This application was rejected on 
August 9 at which time he was informed that “The Union Govern-  __ 
ment regrets that it is unable to permit Dr. Gordon 8S. Seagrave to 
-return to Namkham, Northern Shan States at present.” may 

| Subsequently on August 19 word was received that Dr. Grace 
_ Seagrave * who had been left in charge of the hospital following the 
detention of Dr. Seagrave over a year ago died on August 17. This 
tragic development meant that there was no physician in clfarge of 
the hospital. | me EP ee : eee ) 

- The Embassy was able to arrange for Dr. Seagrave, Reverend : 

Gustaf A. Sword, Secretary of the American Baptist Mission, and | 
Vice Consul Ballard R. Donnel, as well as Miss Rachel Seagrave, | | 
sister of Dr. Seagrave, to proceed to Namkham on August 29. A full | 
report concerning their visit is attached.* It will be noted that efforts 
are being made to have Dr. Albert Ai Lun, heretofore Civil Assistant 

_ Surgeon at Lashio, assigned to the hospital in order to assume tem- 
, porary charge there. It is hoped that the necessary arrangements can 

be effected inthe nearfuture. | et ee | 
_ As a result of these developments, the return of Dr. Seagrave to | | 

| Namkham has assumed a new urgency. For this reason, I felt it advis- ! 
able informally to approach certain key officials of the Burmese Gov- ot 
ernment with a view to seeing whether it might be possible to modify | 
the decision of August 9 above mentioned. The enclosed memoranda 

of conversations set forth the points covered in my talks. It will be | : 
noted that the present prospects of obtaining permission for Dr. | 
Seagrave to return to his hospital are favorable and it is hoped there- | 

| fore that in the not distant future Dr. Seagrave will have resumed | 
charge of the hospital. | ; - 

~ + Sa0 Hkun Hkio. . - Be : 
* None of these memoranda is printed. | ft 
° Dr. Gordon Seagrave’s wife. | | | oo | 

: ‘Not printed. | | | 

538-617—77——20 | |
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~The Embassy will continue to keep the Department informed on 

future:developments., °) =) oe ce 
. | | : ~ Davi McK. Key 

490B.1182/9-1351_ | | CO 
: Memorandum by Mr. William M. Gibson, Office of Philippine and 

Southeast Asian Affairs, to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 
_ for Far Eastern Affairs (Merchant) =i. 

SECRET, _ ss [Wasurtneron,] September 13, 1951. 

Subject:. Supplying Arms and War Materials to Burma 

With reference to the memorandum of your conversation. with the 
Burmése Ambassador on this subject, the following comments: and 

| suggestions are offered? => pa 
| It has been our policy to recognize the primary responsibility of the 

British to supply arms, ammunition and war materials to Burma, and 
we have coordinated our actions in this field with the British. This _ 
‘policy was apparently recognized by. our representative at the Tri- 
partite: Military Conference in Singapore.’ The British have treaty 
arrangements with Burma under which they agreed to furnish mate- 
rials of this kind, and maintain a military mission in Burma, which is 
able to screen and evaluate the requests received, _ JP siigh ae: 
The British believe that the Burmese have requested materials in 

excess of their real needs and that the surplus quantities would be im- 

| properly used or find their way into the hands of insurgent groups. 
They have therefore been supplying less than the quantities asked for, 
and the Burmese are becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the ar- 

rangement. It appears that the British are using their monopoly as a_ 

lever to extract information from the Burmese. a 

It is the opinion of PSA that with the present demoralized, corrupt 

and inefficient state of the Burmese Army, additional supplies of arms 

and war materials would not contribute very much to its effectiveness 

and that a part would either be sold to the highest bidder or be used 

for the strengthening of the Socialists’ “Peace Guerrillas” or other 

| private armies. The present conflict between the Socialist leaders and 

Lt. Gen. Ne Win, the Commander-in-Chief, gives'‘an added incentive 

to both sides to buildup unnecessary stocks of arms that may eventually 

be used in an internal struggle for political power. 

1QOn the previous day, September 12, Mr. Merchant, Mr. Acly, Officer in Charge 

of Burma Affairs, and Ambassador Barrington discussed the possibility of 

Burma’s procuring arms and war materials in the United States. Mr. Merchant 

informed the Ambassador that if the U.S. Government supplied such items, an 

agreement would have to be signed under the terms of the Mutual Defense Assist- 

ance Act. Arms obtained from commercial sources, however, did not require an 

accord. (790B.5-MAP/9-1251) | . | 

2 For extracts from the Conference Report on the Tripartite Talks on South- 

east Asia held at Phoenix Park, Singapore, May 15-18, see p. 64.
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It appears to be generally agreed that additional arms would not : 

materially increase the will or ability of the Burmese Government to | 

suppress the Communist insurgents or resist aggression from Com- 

| munist China. The Burmese Government is not yet prepared to depart 

‘sufficiently from its policy of neutrality in the “Cold War” to become : 

‘an active ally against Soviet imperialism. == nash 

_--_In-view of these circumstances, it is recommended.that the Burmese © 

“Ambassador be informed that because of the extraordinary demands , 

being niade upon our resources by our own defense effort and our 

‘obligation to supply defense materials to our allies under mutual de- : 

_---fense agreements, we are unable to undertake additional commitments | 

at this tine. We would not therefore be able to support Burmese re- : 

“quests for important quantities of arms, ammunition or other .war 

“To permit consultation with other interested parts of the Depart- 

ment and other agencies, it is recommended that the reply to the Bur- | 

~ mese Ambassador be postponed fora few days? ss 

Mr. Merchant made the following manuscript notation to this document: “I : | 

think it important to give the Amb a sympathetic response—what, if anything = __ 

we can supply must await a knowledge of their desires. They will surely be at the 2 

bottom of this list & certainly we don’t want to assume all the responsibilities 

which are properly the UK’s & India’s.” pe : 

/-493.90B234/9-2151: Telegram a Be 

Lhe Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Rancoon, September 21, 1951—4 p. m. 

300. Substance Deptel 271, Sept 19 orally conveyed to FonMin 

Sept 21. After confirming that he personally was responsible for an 

postponement Burmese appeal to UN (see Embtel 284, Sept. 15)” 

on grounds that such step cld cause deep embarrassment inter- 

| nationally, he expressed appreciation for efforts which Dept making 

| to prevent smuggling of arms and equip. 7 ey ke a 

_ He also expressed appreciation for Dept’s offer to give consideration 

to any further steps which GOB suggests might be taken and stated 

that he wld discuss this with Cabinet officials over weekend and wld _ 

| eect in touch with me on 24th. OP 

| a | , a Kuy 

-1 The text of telegram 271 to Rangoon, September 19, read as follows: _ 

“You may assure FonMin that Dept will make every effort to prevent smug- 

gling arms and equipment from areas under Amer control and will withdraw 

| passport facilities from any Amers Dept may find to be engaged in such activities. 

“You may inform FonMin that instrs being sent Emb Bangkok investigate 

fully alleged participation US cits arms smuggling and report to Dept. . 

‘Dept will give sympathetic consideration to any suggestions GOB may make | 

as to further steps that might be taken.” (492.90B234/9-1951) | 

: ?Not printed. :
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493.9283/9-2151 : Telegram a | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Thailand _ a 

SECRET WasHINGTON, September 21, 1951—4 p. m. 

683. Dept approached by Brit Emb with suggestion US and UK 
_ Embs Bangkok make joint approach Thai Govt expressing concern 

re reports that KMT troops in Shan State area of Burma being sup- 
plied through Thailand with Amer arms; stating it appears Burma 
Govt preparing formal protest to Secy Gen UN requesting UN as- 
sistance in stopping such flow. of arms. Dept concurred with Brit 

- suggestion and instructs you in conjunction with Brit colleague make 
such approach requesting Thai Govt coop in preventing any possible 
flow of arms through Thailand to KMT troops in Shan States. Dept 
believes that obvious effort made by Thai Govt to investigate and 
prevent any such smuggling wld forestall possible embarrassment 

to Thaiin UN. a pe Se 
Rptd info: Amembassy Rangoon 282; USUN 150.) | . | 

Co le che O ) WEBB 

The Ambassador in Burma (K ey) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET  § PRIORITY ae ae RANGooN, September 24, 1951—6 p. m. 

312. Ref Embtel 300, September 21. Fol conf over weekend with 
PriMin who expressed gratitude our offer, FonMin today advanced _ 
folGOB suggestions: = ©... a | 

| _ (1) US good offices be used persuade Taipei auths instruct Gen Li 
Mi and his staff return Taiwanandremainthere. __ | oe. 

(2) Use our good offices induce Taipei once again issue orders KMT 
leave Burma or surrender to GOB for internment. Original GOB 
internment offer stillopen, | 

(3) Make appeal jointly with British, if possible, to Thailand to 
take effective steps stop arms smuggling. If Thai Govt agrees, it wld 
be helpful if nature of actiontakencld bespecified. oe 

(4) If as GOB assumes planes making arms drops to KMT troops | 
in Burma are using airstrips somewhere in Thailand for refueling, 
use our good offices jointly with Brit, if possible, to persuade Thailand 
to put end this practice. oo 

FonMin plans discuss suggestions (3) and (4) with Thai Chargé 
and also with Brit Amb upon latter’s return from Singapore later | 
this week. | - | | |
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ss Reverting to (1) above we suggest that if Mi and any of his asso- | 

 ciates are presently in Thailand as recently reported, perhaps Thai | 

auths cld be urged to prevent their return to Burma or better still | 

compel them return Taiwan. _ | | 

In view Burmese Army’s deep resentment over difficulties created _ ‘| 

by KMT which is fully shared by newly appointed Burmese Amb to | 

Peiping? who only recently made mischievous statements this subj. : 

to press Hong Kong, possibility can not be excluded that he and Ne | 

Win may attempt some covert arrangement with Chi Commies where- | 

under latter wld be given free hand deal with KMT troops in Burma : 

regardless of dangerous consequences to Burma which this wid en-- | 

tail. We earnestly hope therefore that sympathetic consideration will 

be given the Burmese suggestions. — a ee, a | 

GOB has agreed defer any action with reference UN appeal while 

awaiting our reply and if latter is favorable will await outcome of | 

our efforts. | De oo : 

a4 The newly appointed Burmese Ambassador to the People’s Republic of China | 

was U Hla Maung, who had been Burma's Ambassador to Thailand. a | : 

193.90B234/9-2851: Telegram / . ee ee | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Burma” | 

| SECRET - PRIORITY / Wasuneron, September 28, 1951—1 p. m. | | 

299. Embtel 312 Sep 24. Dept will take fol action in line with _ : 

suggestionsmade by FonMin: | ghee te E, | 

1. Instruct Emb Taipei approach FonOff and urge it order Li Mi | 

and staff return Taiwanandremainthere. ee — | 

| 2, Instruct Emb Taipei again request Chi Govt order troops leave. : 

Burm or submit internment. | mo OO —_ Be 7 | 

3. Await result joint appeal already being made to Thai Govt by 

- UK-US Ambs and report outcome to Emb Rangoon for info FonOf. | | 

If appeal is found not to have covered matter adequately Dept will . | 

consider further approach. | | : | | 

You may in your discretion inform FonMin proposed action.* | 

Rptd info AmEmbassy Bangkok—738 AmEmbassy New Delhi— | 

709 USUN—158. | ON Doses 

: ae - | _ Wese 

4 Telegram 344, October 4, from Rangoon informed the Department that the 

| substance of the. above-telegram: had been conveyed to the Prime Minister and 

to the Permanent.Secretary of the Foreign Ministry who expressed their appre-. 

ciation (493.90B234/10—451). Oo
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. 790B.00/9-2851: Telegram. eee 

| The Chargé in Thailand (Turner) to the Secretary of State 9. 

SECRET PRIORITY BANGKOK, September 28, 1951—5 ‘Pe m. 
| 65. Eyes only. Lacy. I have discussed purport of Deptel 683, Sep- 

tember 21, with British Ambassador? -and we have agreed on joint — 
approach Foreign Ministry early next week unless, in light of follow-. 

ing, Department instructs otherwise. 3 =. 
British Ambassador stated he received similar instructions about _ 

twenty-first; that he had taken occasion to mention matter to Prime 
Minister while playing golf; that Prime Minister ? had informed him | 
that “matter really up to Americans as everything was being done in. 
conjunction Americans” (his words, as near. as I can remember). 

| British Ambassador then said that he personally was somewhat em- _ 

barrassed at having to participate in such a disingenuous approach; 
not so much because of the British position but because it would place 
me in an absurd position and furthermore might lead to real com- 
plications if the Thais took the approach seriously, He said that it 
was probably unnecessary to mention that he had sufficient informa- 
tion to prevent any illusions about the real source of supply of KMT_ 
troops in Burma; he mentioned flights of four-motored planes; 
crashing of helicopters; American Major Stewart? proceeding on 
same plane with General Phao‘ to north; huge profits made by Phao 
and probably Prime Minister in opium in return trip of planes from 

: north; said that Burmese and Indians were also fully informed of — 
real circumstances. ee 

He intimated but did not say that his instructions permitted him 
to withhold approach if I demurred. © | | 

I listened carefully to above, but made no comment except to effect 
that all circumstances must have been considered in Washington 
before instructions were issued. I did ask British Ambassador why, 
in view of what he had told me, were British willing to go along with 
approach and in fact taking initiative. He said reason was that British 
Foreign Office was anxious do everything possible head off Burmese 
action in UN. | oo EES . - 

*The British Ambassador in Thailand was Geoffrey Arnold Wallinger. 
*The Prime Minister of Thailand was Field Marshal Pibul Songgram. 
*In telegram 836 from Rangoon, May 19, the Embassy reported that a Major 

Stewart, supposedly a member of the U.S. Army, was with the KMT troops in 
northern Burma '(690B.93/5—-1951). The Department replied in telegram 785 to : 
Rangoon, May 25, that there was no Major Stewart in Southeast Asia at that. 
time. The Department believed that Stewart was a private American citizen 
employed by a foreign aviation company. (690B.93/5—2551) eg - 

* General Phao was the Deputy Director of the Thai Police.
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493.9283/10-151 : Telegram | —_ ae | 

The Chargé in Thailand (Turner) to the Secretary of State oe 

SECRET ~ - -Bawexox, October 1, 1951—5 p. m. | 

780. ReDeptel 683, September 21, rptd Rangoon 282, USUN 150. | 

In conformity reftel called on FonMin* today with Brit Amb and © : 
left aide-mémoireasfol: re | 
“US Govt is concerned about reports to effect. arms of Amer origin | | 

are being supplied through and from Thai territory to troops of Chi 

Nat Govt in Shan states of Burma. It is learned that GOB may now | 

be preparing bring matter before UN with view to bringing about an. | 

end of this traffic. : ee Ey : 
“US Govt requests Govt of Thailand to investigate situation thus. : 

reported, and to cooperate in preventing any possible flow of arms 

through Thailand to Chi Nat troops in Burma”. | Ee | 

| Brit Amb presented similar aide-mémoire and as senior officer made 

verbal representations to effect that reports of arms smuggling through 

and over Thai territory have reached both govts disclosing situation 

of potential danger; further disquieting factor is that Burmese Govt | 

"preparing protest to UN; that such move by Burmese wld be gravely 

embarrassing and wld focus unwanted attention on situation which | | 

US-UK Govts consider shld be cleaned up soonest; that both govts_ | 

will request all possible steps be taken to prevent flow of arms to 

- KMT troops through Thailand. In addition to above joint represen- 

tation Brit Amb added that any action which conduces to continua- 

tion of state unrest: in border area must constitute grave physical | 

danger for Thailand; therefore in interests TG to insure that flow | 

of milit suppliesto KMT troopsshldceasee =e | 

I stated that I wished associate with foregoing views, and added | 

that determined effort by TG to investigate and prevent smuggling wld | 

forestall embarrassment to TG in UN; and that we hope by. such. . 

effort Burmese can be persuaded to drop proposed approach to UN. | 

FonMin in reply said that matter first came to his attention about 

six months ago when Burmese Amb? wrote him a ltr; that: he had | 

_ taken appropriate steps and had assumed matter finished until re- | 

cently matter again brought to his attention; that he agreed entirely 

with our representations and “disliked this business very much”; that — ! 

he wld take up the matter with PriMin at once. He then turned to me. 
and remarked that I must be aware that there are Amers involved and 
that Amer arms were being delivered. I madenocomment. Slee 

‘Pass Rangoon USUN; rptd Rangoon 21; USUN unnumbered. — 

1 The Foreign Minister of Thailand was Nai Worakan Bancha. 
?The Burmese Ambassador to Thailand at that time was U Hla Maung.
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790B.00/10—351 : Telegram . 

The Chargé in China (Rankin) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Tarpet, October 3, 1951—11 a. m. : 

450. Deptel 284, Sept 28.1 Substance reftel communicated Oct 2 to 
AFT director East Asia Dept? who recounted familiar reasons why 

Chi Govt cannot issue effective orders for Li Mi’s troops to leave 

Burma or be interned there. According to the director, the recent 
debacle in which Li Mi’s troops had temporarily fought their way 
back into Yunnan were soon forced back into Burma demonstrates 
the poitlessness of again ordering Chi Govt troops to return to 
Yunnan. Because of inadequate food and ill-treatment given Chi 
refugees in Burmese concentration camps, Chi Govt troops in Burma 
will not voluntarily submit to internment there, he declared. In addit 
to other obstacles, the departure of Chi Govt troops for Formosa, _ 
Indochina or Thailand wld be impracticable because of necessity of 

| traversing Burma. | | oo 7 
Director said that if GOB takes case of Chi Govt troops in North 

Burma to UN, result will be to destroy slight control and influence 
Chi Govt has exerted over these forces since Chi Govt will have to 
publicly state that they are irregulars and not controlled by it. Airing 
of matter in UN will disclose that GOB troops who attempted to 
subdue Chi Govt troops in North Burma were defeated by latter and — 
that Chi Govt troops in North Burma receive collaboration of local 
officials and welcome of local populace. These circumstances, he felt, — 
reflected adversely on GOB auth in Burma. Without elaborating direc- 
tor remarked that public discussion of this affair wld not be in best 
interest of US, presumably an allusion to previous allegations by the 
FonOff that US mil have been involved in this matter. | 

As for Burmese fear that presence Chi Govt troops in North Burma | 
may provoke.Chi Commie attack, director said that Chi Commies 
have many pretexts already for invasion and only lack of force not 
lack of excuse has held off theiraggression. - 

Pass Rangoon; rptd info Rangoon3.° i ai aeeses—‘<i—s—sssS 
| | ee RANKIN © 

: In telegram 284 to Taipei, September 28, the Embassy was informed that the 
Burmese Government had asked the United States to urge the Chinese National- 
ist Government to order General Li Mi to return to Taiwan and to order the 
KMT soldiers in Burma to leave the country or to submit to internment; other- 
wise, the Burmese might submit the issue to the United Nations which would 
probably result in embarrassment to the Chinese Nationalist Government 
(790B.00/9-551). . 

? The Director, East Asian Affairs Department, Chinese Nationalist Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, was Dr. Wang Hsiao-hsi. : |
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790B.00/10-551 : Telegram | “ ! 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India | | 

SECRET Wasuineron, October 5, 1951—2: 39 p. m. : 

753, During course of conversation concerning KMT troops in | 

Burma, Counselor Brit Emb Wash showed Director PSA tel from 

Brit HICOM New Delhi: describing msg Nehru? had dispatched | | 

Thakin Nu concerning submission this case to UN. Nehru reported as | 

- having told Thakin Nu that he thought US and Brit Govts had taken 

and wld take all practical steps to solve problem ; that submission case _ | 

to UN wld be unproductive solution wld reflect unfavorably on Burm, | 

might embarrass US, might encourage Red Chi to take strong meas- | 

ures northern Burm; but that if Burm submitted case to UN India 

wld support Burm position. oo | . | 

Foregoing given Director PSA on highly confidential basis. | 

-AmEmbassy Rangoon 325; AmEmbassy Bangkok 799; USUN 184. | 4 

| | | | a oo Wess 

Sir Archibald Nye 2 | | | So | 
? Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister and Minister of External Affairs of India. ! 

793.00/10-951 : Telegram —— OO - | 

| The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State — | 

_ SECRET | - Rangoon, October 9, 1951—8 p. m. 

356. Reurtel 16 [77], Oct. 5.1 Comments Deptel 717, Sept 28 * follow: | 

Para 1. While GOB will be delighted see all KMT troops with- 

- draw Burmese territory, it feels must maintain outward appearance | 

of attempting round them up for internment in order satisfy Peiping. : 

Thus withdrawal wld have to be carried out through Indochina or | 

- Thailand with GOB forces ostensibly driving them out. As in past 

both Indochina and Thai Govts reluctant allow KMT troops enter ) 

their territory under these circumstances, possibility arranging with- | 

drawal KMT troops from Burma appears slight. — | 

~ 13n telegram 17 from New Delhi, October 5, the Embassy reported that Thakin 

| Nu and Nehru would exchange ideas about the Japanese peace treaty and the 

- KMT troop situation in Burma when.they.met in New Delhi on October 21 | 
(690B.91/10-551). 7 : ar : 

*In telegram 717 to New Delhi, September 28, the Department reported that | 

when the U.S. Deputy Representative at the United Nations (Gross) approached | 

the Chinese Representative (Tsiang), about the possibility of Burma’s bringing | 

the question of the KMT troops before the UN, Tsiang said that he did not think | 

these forces would accept internment in Burma. Rather, he suggested that an | 

accord be negotiated to bring about a guaranteed withdrawal of these troops | 

to Taiwan, although he observed that he did not think this solution would be : 

acceptable to the Burmese. Tsiang thought the best line of action would be to | 

- have Li Mi’s forces return to combat in Yunnan. (793.00/9—-2851 ) | |
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Para 2. This scheme tried by KMT earlier this year and failed 
| miserably. oo | oe 

| Para. 3. While GOB convinced presence KMT troops greatly en- — 
hances Chi Commie invasion threat, regardless this question GOB 
considers unauthorized occupation Burmese soil by KMT gross viola- __ 
tion its sovereignty and contrary its settled policy neutrality. 

Sent New Delhi 14; rptd info Dept 356. ae 
| - | | a oe Kry 

490B.118/10-951 Be | — 

| Memorandum by the Chief, Munitions Division, Department of State 
(Elliott) to the Chief, Foreign Aid Division, Office of Interna- 
 ttonal Programs, Munitions Board, Department of Defense 
(Bennett) a os _ Oo 

| SECRET. 7 | _ Wasuineron, October 9, 1951. 

I am transmitting herewith for your attention copies of requests 
from the Embassy of Burma and from Olin Industries, Incorporated, 
New Haven, Connecticut,’ that priority assistance be accorded that 
firm to permit delivery of a quantity of ammunition covered by a con- 
tract dated May 18, 1951, between the Government of the Union of 

: Burma and the Ameritex Development Corporation, sales representa- 
tive of Olin Industries, Incorporated,in Burma. == | 

| There has been an exchange of communications with our missions 
in the field concerning this request, and, on the basis of these and other 
consultations, the Department has concluded that assistance should 

be granted to permit delivery: of a portion but not all of the ammuni- 
tion covered by the contract,as follows: | - ee 

(2) 3,000,000 rounds of caliber 9 mm. parabellum ; es 
(b) 341,500 rounds of caliber .22 long rifle; and, aS 

| .(e) 144,200 rounds of caliber.88S.andW. =... 

_ The request has recently been discussed informally by officers of our 
respective divisions on the basisoftheabovefigures. ==. 

The Department believes that important political reasons warrant 
the granting of the necessary assistance to. permit delivery of the — 

| ammunition as specified in the preceding paragraph. It is requested 
that the Department be consulted prior to Munitions Board action in 
the event of an unfavorable conclusion by the Department of Defense 
inthismatter. Oe 7 

Of ‘the communications exchanged with the field on this subject, 
despatch No. 248 from Rangoon of September 19, 1951, summarizes the 

|
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pertinent information. A copy is enclosed.’ Other pertinent communi-. | 

cations, which have been made available to the Department of Defense, | : 

are enumerated in an enclosure to this memorandum.* | 

It is noted that an application for an export license covering all the | 

items contracted for by the Burmese Government was concurred in by | | 

the Munitions Board Staff on June 29, 1951, Munitions Board Case : 

| No. 1818. re | | : re : 

JOHN C. ELLIorr : 

Sg OS, Chief, Munitions Division , 

| ? Not printed. It informed: the Department concerning discussions with the : 

British Ambassador in Rangoon with regard to the United Kingdom’s reserva- : 

tions about the United States permitting private arms sales to the Burmese Gov- 

ernment to the fullest extent sought by the latter. The American Ambassador : 

recommended that the Department approve that portion of the Burmese requests 

to which the United Kingdom had no objections, as this would satisfy both the : 

Burmese and the British. (490B.1182/9-1951) | ee oo , 

“Not printed, . oe oe : 

490B.1182/9-1951 :Telegram ; - | ek | 

«The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Burma 

SECRET | ---- Wasuineton, October 16, 1951—3: 23 p.m. ) 

. - 852. Embdes 248 Sep 191 and 305 Oct 4” Dept has recommended to 

Munitions BD priority assistance for fol ammo: nine mm three million — 

CMM seven point nine two mm nil (rept nil) CMM 38 cal 140,000 | 

CMM 22 cal 341, 350. Although this recommendation does not assure | 

procurement it is probable that materials will be made available | 

thereby. As no official request has been recd for help in procuring other | 

items no action has been taken regarding them. ME : 

In informing Barrington of quantities recommended Dept has : 

pointed out shortage critical materials. Brit Emb being informed. | | 

Dept agrees it wld be unwise enter into any arrangement with Brit | 

under which we wld arrive at agreed position re Burm arms require- : 

ments. We shall however continue consult Brit when requests Recd | 

. from ‘Burm. | - | : 

~Rptd AmEmbassy London 2041. °° , 

| eS ACHESON | | 

| + Not printed, but see footnote 2, supra. - - , a 
?Not printed. It provided more information on discussions with the British ! 

_ Embassy concerning Burmese arms requests and reiterated Ambassador Key's | 
previous recommendation that such discussions should be continued without, 
however, any American commitment to achieve an agreed position with the ! 
United Kingdom on Burma’s needs for all types of arms and ammunition. | 

(790B.56/10-451) | | Te
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790B,00/10-1751 : Telegram | | | ee 

| The Chargé in India (Steere) to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET | New Deuuzt, October 17, 1951—8 p. m. ee 

| - 1878. GOB policy re disposition Chi Natl troops in Burma, as re- __ 
, flected Rangoon’s 14 Oct 5 to Delhi, reptd Dept 356 wld appear bar 

way any realistic settlement, thus leaving dangerous issue hanging © 

in air. — 
| Assuming inability GOB disarm and intern Chi Natl forces, prac- | 

tical approach in Emb view wld seem be for interested third govts 
press GOB grant safe passage those forces thru Burmese terr en route 

| Taiwan. US, UK, GOL, and perhaps France and Thailand, might make 
joint approach or act separately but along similar lines. Chi Commies 

_ wld doubtless protest granting safe passage as contrary internat] law, 
but removal Chi Natl forces from Burma wld relieve Chi Commies of 
threat Yunnan. In any case, Burmese grant safe passage less likely 

| provoke Commie action than retention Chi Natl forces Burma. 
Expected arrival Burma PriMin Delhi Oct 21 for talks with Nehru 

cld, if GOI receptive to idea, provide opportunity approach Thakin 

‘Dept’s views and comment re such approach wld be appreciated. | 
Dept pass Rangoon, London, Taipei, rptd info Rangoon 22, 

London 538, Taipei, UN. pas gee ALES 
| | a ad SY TEERE 

790B.5614/10-1851 | ee | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge, Burma 
| | a Affairs (Acly) — | 

SECRET a | | [Wasuineton, | October 18, 1951. 

_ Subject: Visit of Ambassador Barrington and U Sain Bwa | 

| Participants: His Excellency James Barrington, Burmese Am- 
bassador | oe | | | 

U Sain Bwa, First Secretary of Burmese Embassy 
, | Assistant Secretary Rusk—FE 

R. Austin Acly—PSA | 

Mr. Barrington called to present U Sain Bwa, the new First Secre- 
tary who will assume temporary charge of the Embassy during the 
absence of Mr. Barrington at UN General Assembly in Paris. > ) 

During the course of the conversation, Mr. Barrington expressed his 
thanks to Mr. Rusk for assistance in obtaining a recommendation for 
priority in the procurement of certain materials needed by the manu- 
facturers of certain quantities of ammunition ordered in this country 
by the Burmese Government. The Ambassador inquired whether the



| Department’s action in this case could be interpreted as an indication 

that similar action will be taken in future cases, especially other items 

of ammunition about which unofficial inquiries have already been 

made. Mr. Acly explained that in the case of such items as signal | 

cartridges, anti-personnel mines, and other miscellaneous ammunition, — 

the interested officers in the Department are favorably disposed to- 

ward recommending the necessary priority, but that since no. official | 
request had been received, these items had not been mentioned in the t 

-Department’s note to Mr. Barrington. Mr. Rusk suggested that it _ | 

might be advisable for the Ambassador or U Sain Bwa. to take up : 

matters of this kind in the first instance informally with Mr. Acly or 
_ other interested officers in order that the prospects may be explored . 

before formal action is taken. Mr. Barrington agreed to this 

- Brief mention was also made of the matter of the Chinese National- 

_ ist troops in the Kengtung State of Burma. In reply to Mr. Barring- | 
ton’s inquiry as to whether the Department could offer any suggestions 
as to a possible settlement of this problem, Mr. Rusk asked whether any 

consideration had been given to the possibility to permitting these | 
- troops to settle on undeveloped land in the Shan States on condition 

that they lay down their arms and live peacefully as farmers. Mr. Bar- ) : 
rington replied that such an arrangement would probably be objec- | 
tionable to the Chinese Communists and that his Government, there- 
fore, probably could not adopt it. Mr. Acly asked what Mr. Barrington 
thought the reaction of the Chinese Communist Government would be | 
to a possible suggestion that the troops be repatriated to Taiwan | 
through Burma. The Ambassador replied that this would probably be | 
strongly opposed by the Chinese Communists as a violation of Inter- 

~ national law. — | a oo . 
Mr. Barrington made inquiries as to whether the Department had | 

any information regarding General Edwin Clark, an American who 

has recently approached the Ambassador with a view to selling the — 
Burmese Government arms and ammunition. Mr. Rusk replied that — 

he had a vague recollection of a General Clark who was connected with 
the China Institute in America. This was verified by correspondence 

found in Mr. Rusk’s files. Mr. Rusk said that General Clark appears 
to be well regarded in New York. Both Mr. Rusk and Mr. Acly agreed 
to make inquiries and to inform the Ambassador. 

| ‘Before leaving, Mr. Barrington mentioned that the Burmese Dele- 

gation to the UN General Assembly in Paris would be as follows: 
7 U Myint Thein (Head of Delegation), Ambassador Barrington, U 

| -Kyin (Ambassador to India), U Tun Shein (Permanent Secretary in - 
Foreign Office), U Xaw Win (Burmese Minister in Paris) and two 
members of Parliament whom Mr. Barrington described as being in- | 

cluded for political reasons. a Bee,
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| 493.9283/10-1851 : Telegram . | | | 

The Chargé in Thailand (Turner) to the Secretary of State _ 

CONFIDENTIAL Oo BancKox, October 18, 1951—3 p. m. 

913. Re Deptel 821, October 9, rptd Rangoon 334. ~ : 7 

FonMin confirmed to me. today reports mentioned reftel that 

smuggling arms thru Thai to KMT troops Burma has already ceased. 

| He stated that Thai Govt had issued strict instructions to Min Interior ? 

to prevent such smuggling, and that he expected be able give me soon 

further details of measures beingtaken inthisdirection. = 

~ Sent: Dept 9138, rptd Rangoon 984. ae 

1 In telegram 821 to Bangkok, October 9, the Embassy was asked to confirm 

reports that the smuggling of arms and equipment to the KMT troops in Burma . 

had ceased. The Embassy in Rangoon had-initiated this request in order to pass 
this information along to the Burmese Foreign Office if these reports were true. 

(493.9283/9-1951) uO | Oo 
274. Gen. Mangkorn Phrom Yodhi. = | | 

790B.00/10-1751: Telegram 5” os a - oo 

Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India 

| SECRET _ — - Wasurneron, October 20, 1951—3: 19 p.m. | 

$53. Embtel 1378 Oct. 17. FYI Dept believes highly unlikely KMT 
| troops wld submit to being repatriated by any means. Question our 

position therefore largely academic. I 

You shld not raise question but if asked you may say that US Govt 

| wld give sympathetic consideration to any proposal that Thakin Nu 

or Nehru might make for repatriation thru Burm. FYI Dept how- | 

ever opposed to any approach to Thai or Fr with view repatriation 

through ThaiorIndochinae = |. | _ - 

' Rptd info Amembassy Rangoon 365, Amembassy London 2115, 

Amembassy Taipei 343, Amembassy, Bangkok 888. 

| cp eRe en ACHESON 

| 790B.00/10-2751 : Telegram OO | - = oe | es 

. The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Burma 

SECRET WASHINGTON, October 27 . 1951—1: 50 p. m. 

385. Dept has recd with growing concern reports from reliable | 

| sources indicating the development of a serious threat to the independ- 

| ence of Burm by insurgent groups within the country, encouraged 

and supported from abroad. The declared objective of the insurgent 
groups, to overthrow the Burm Govt within two years, appears to be | 

| based upon a mil potential of considerable proportions. The accom-
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_ plishment of this objective wld deprive the people of Burm of the | 
independence that they have struggled to gain and to maintain, and | 
wld subj Burm to a system of despotic tyranny which has already : 
engulfed a nr of theretofore independent nations. _ | | | 

As the Burm Govt is well aware, the US has consistently main- : 
tained an attitude of helpful friendship and coop with the Union of 
Burm, and in so doing has been motivated by a desire to strengthen ; 
Burm econ and politi structure to help its Govt and people better to : 
resist the subversive influences that threaten its independence. In this | 
spirit, the Amer Govt believes that it wld be neglecting its obligations : 
as a friend if it failed to pt out the seriousness of the consequences 
of failure to overcome thisthreatenedattack, = = = = > ~~ 

You are authorized to seek an appropriate opportunity for a per- : 
| sonal interview to bring Depts observations to the attn of the PriMin, 

embodying them in an aide-mémoire. Cn 
_ While Dept believes that it wld not be appropriate for the Amer _ | 
Govt to volunteer specific suggestions as to steps that the GOB might : 
take to resist this threat, it wld appear that fuller advantage might 
be taken of available opportunities to improve the training and morale | 
of the Burm armed forces and that a more determined effort might : 
be made to arrive at an adjustment of differences with racial minority 
groups now in revolt in order to enlist their mil and moral support for | 

_ the Govt. Tf but only if the PriMin shld request advice on this mat- 
ter, you may mention these suggestions. You may also assure the , 
PriMin that the Amer Govt will maintain its attitude of helpful 
coop toward theGOB. | | - : 
— | | | a | WEBB : 

—— 790B.00/11-1851 | | rn en | 

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Special: 
| Assistant to the Secretary of State (Battle) _ | 

- CONFIDENTIAL _-- [Parts,] November 13, 1951. 
I telephoned Mr. William Lacy, Director of Philippine and South- , 

east Asian Affairs, this afternoon from the Embassy ? and expressed - | 
to him my puzzlement over recent telegrams from the Department and 
Singapore which indicated serious apprehensions and alarm about the | 

_ present situation in Burma. a oe : 
_ I stated that the situation which obtained in Burma at the time I : 
left Rangoon two weeks ago, though unsatisfactory in certain respects, | 
was certainly not so grave as to cause the deep anxieties revealed in | 
the messages above mentioned. I stated that if the present apprehen- 
sion was based on a message which emanated from a controlled agency | 

1 At this time Mr. Key was in Paris for the United N ations’ meetings. | | | * Presumably Mr. Key was at the American Embassy in Paris. | 

|
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about mid-October and which forecast alarming developments in the 

: Mandalay-Bhamo-Lashio triangle, I wished to assure him that sub- 
sequent investigation had disclosed that the report was more alarming 
than the facts warranted. Furthermore, the Burmese authorities them-_ 

- selves were not concerned about the situation in the Mandalay area, 

nor did the British Vice Consul, stationed in nearby Maymyo, who — 

was in close touch with the local military authorities, feél worried. — 

| In view of these considerations, it was the consensus that there was _ 

no particular reason for alarm. In fact, the Burmese military authori- 

ties were confident that they could cope with any attack mounted by — 

| the insurgents. - a | OO a | 

With regard to the proposed joint reexamination by the British and 

. ourselves of our policies towards Burma, I expressed the hope that 

any such joint reexamination would take fully into account the fact 

| that the Government of Burma does not want, nor would it accept, any 

substantially increased aid—especially military aid. Under no cir- _ 

| cumstances would Burma accept MDAP aid from us, in view of the 

strings attached to the latter and because of Burma’s clear-cut and 

repeatedly expressed policy of strict neutrality. Acceptance of large- 

| scale military aid would immediately expose the Government to politi- 

Ao cal attacks on the grounds that the latter was departing from its © 

| neutral policy and was siding with the Anglo-Americans. With regard 

to assistance which might be rendered by the UK and the US in the 

| event Burma were invaded by the Communists, it should be borne in 

mind that no responsible official in Burma will publicly, or in most — 

eases even privately, admit such a possibility. Consequently, any mili- 

| tary plans predicated on the foregoing hypothesis would have to be 

kept in the strictest confidence, and no Burmese military officials or 

other officials could be expected in any way to discuss plans with the 

US and the UK. Thus, any talk of proffering substantial military aid 

to Burma is based on a complete lack of comprehension regarding the 

present Burmese picture. Mr. Lacy informed me that any conversa- 

| tions by the British and ourselves which would have to do with the — 

| reexamination of our policies towards Burma would take place in 

| _ Paris and that I would be expected to take part in them. This, he 

| - pointed out, would give me an opportunity of clarifying any miscon- 

- ceptions which may exist on the military aid program. — | 

“ I informed Mr. Lacy that I was puzzled by Mr. MacDonald’s ° 

oe stand as reported in Singapore’s 537 of November 6.* In this message 

- Mr. MacDonald has described Thakin Nu as “spiritual and acts like — 

| a person with a desire to be a monk—not political.” I pointed out to 

- Mr. Lacy that such a description of Thakin Nu was in my opinion 

8 Ambassador Malcolm MacDonald, the British Commissioner-General of 

Singapore. — a | 

* Not printed. as | | a
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entirely incorrect. Thakin Nu is a devout Buddhist, but to say that he 
has no political sense is to overlook the fact that he dominates the pres- 
ent Government, which recently achieved a sweeping electoral victory, 
and that without him at the head of the party, the AFPFL would | 
have practically no following. Mr. MacDonald evidently fails to ap- | 

preciate the importance of Buddhism in Burma and its great political 
significance. A large measure of Thakin Nu’s political strength rests 
upon the fact that he is the outstanding champion of Buddhism and | 

_ the most important lay Buddhist leader in Burma. Similarly, Mr. 
MacDonald’s statement that the Burmese Government “needs the sup- 
port of the free world and military aid” reveals a lack of understand- 
ing of the present Burmese picture. In view of Burma’s “neutral” | 
policy, nothing could be more embarrassing to Thakin Nu than too | 
much support from the “free world”; the present Burmese Govern- 
ment has to exercise extreme caution in accepting American and | ; 
British aid lest it be stigmatized by the opposition as the tool of : 
Anglo-American imperialism. As for further “material aid”, it is not — 

_ clear what MacDonald has in mind, but it should be pointed out that | 
- the United States is extending about as much ECA aid as‘ Burma can _ 
absorb and, barring further appropriations from Congress,theamount | 
ear-marked for Burma cannot be increased. It should also be pointed 
out that Burma has so far consistently refused to accept any aid under | 
the Colombo Plan and will probably continue to refuse such aid for 
the reason that acceptance would expose the Government to the kind —— 
of criticism above mentioned. _ a 7 : 

_ In closing, I suggested that if we wished effectively to assist Thakin 
Nu and his Government, which is democratic and covertly anti-— | 
communist, there were two important steps which we could take. The 

_ first and most important would be to agree to the use of ECA counter-. | 
part funds to the amount equivalent of two million dollars for use by 
the Government in revitalizing religion, which in the case of Burma 
means revitalizing Buddhism, since that religion is practiced by the | 
overwhelming majority of the inhabitants of Burma. This scheme, 
which the Prime Minister has urged in the most forceful terms and 
with respect to which he has been seeking our assistance for the past 
several months, would, in the Prime Minister’s opinion, strengthen 
him and his Government in a dramatic manner which could not pos- 
sibly be duplicated were we to extend several times that amount of —_ 
aid in the military or economic fields. Although the Prime Minister’s 

- project might seem unorthodox to Occidentals, it. must be borhe in | 
mind that Buddhism is a vital force in Burma and that the Prime __ 
Minister of Burma knows his people. _ Oo 

_ The second way in which I suggested that we could assist Thakin | 
_ Nu would be by putting an end to the smuggling of arms to the KMT | 

troops in Burma via Thailand. This would require Thai cooperation. | 
538-617-7721 |
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It should not, however, be difficult at least to close the Thai air fields — 

to planes smuggling arms into Burma. It should also not be difficult to 

| end the unauthorized activities of Americans allegedly involved in _ 

the smuggling. Some indications, however slight, that we and the © 

Thais are doing something about this scandalous situation which has — 

caused the Burmese Government such embarrassment and concern ~ 

would be all to the good and would relieve the tension which has arisen 

as a result of KMT activities in Burma. By stopping the smuggling 

of arms and supplies, the KMT’s would be discouraged from launching 

a further incursions into China. They would also be lessinclinedtocause 

trouble within Burma. | 7 oe oo eg On 

| I suggested that every effort, therefore, be made to assist the Bur- 

- mese Government in regard to the above-mentioned two matters. In | 

each case the Prime Minister has sought our assistance. It would, in 

— my opinion, therefore be much more desirable to accede to requests 

already made than to come forth at this stage with proffers of assist- 

ance in fields in which the Government of Burma is not interested. _ 

_ -Mr. Lacy indicated that the prospects of obtaining ECA acquiescence — 

in regard to the Prime Minister’s project were very good. He promised = 

— to do everything within his power to obtain an early and favorable 

decision. =” - as ee ee ee 

| 790B.00/11-1651 re eR SS 

Phe Chargé in Burma (Day) to the Secretary of State 

a CONFIDENTIAL - Rancoon, November 16, 1951. 

oe _ Enclosed is the Supreme Court’s judgment on Dr. Seagrave’s appeal, 

| handed down on November 12, 1951, which acquits him on all charges.*__ 

~The Supreme Court approved the Appellate Court’s (the High | 

Court) decision in acquitting Dr. Seagrave on the second of the three _ 

- charges on which he had originally been tried. The Supreme Court’s 

grounds for reversing the conviction on the third charge were that the 

High Court had misconstrued the meaning of the word “sid” incon- 

_ nection with the appellant’s giving some medicine and a box of © 

surgical instruments to Naw Seng, leader of a rebel group. The 

Supreme Court held that Dr. Seagrave’s use of the word “aid” in 

| his statement to the Trial Court was an admission of facts, not of the 

_ offence charged. 'The Supreme Court decided that the proper interpre- | 

| tation of the evidence was that he was under duress at the time the 

act was performed, and that although he knew that his act had aided 

the rebels, his intent was to save his stock of medical supplies and 

protect his hospital, rather than to “encourage, harbour and comfort” | 

| Naw Seng and his followers. The Supreme Court therefore allowed 

- 1 Not printed here. ee . So



the appeal, and set aside the conviction and sentence on the third _ 
charge. a Se | — On 

The penultimate paragraph of the decision has nothing to do with 
the points of law in question or with the appeal itself, but is believed 
to be an accurate statement of the state of mind of many Burmans, | 
and in addition is believed to be an attempt to mollify individuals who 
have been consistently anti-Seagrave. ae ee 
_ Dr. Seagrave’s lawyer, U Kyaw Myint, plans to make application 
November 17 to the authorities for permission for Dr. Seagrave to | 
return to Namkham. It is believed that the acquittal will make it more | 

_ difficult to refuse his application, but the Embassy remains pessimistic 
_ about his chances of returning at an early date. SE | 

_ *The penultimate paragraph of the Supreme Court’s decision read as follows ; | 
“One more word and we are done. On going through the bulky record of the proceedings, we cannot help thinking ‘that the appellant himself has brought all this trouble upon himself: His attitude towards the Karen nurses and Naw Seng | and his men during their first occupation of Namkham and his attitude towards Brigadier Lazun Tang would make some people suspect that his Sympathies 

were with the Karens. Once this suspicion was engendered, whatever he did or | said would appear, not only to a-lay mind but even to some trained minds. as : an act to help and encourage the Karen rebels. This is exactly what has happened in this case. Therefore, what we like to urge is that those who come to our | _ country and enjoy our hospitality should not give grounds for suspicion, either by words or deeds, that they are taking sides in our internal affairs. We area | small country and we desire, as is the policy of our Government to live on terms a of friendship with everybody. We like to settle our affairs and promote the wel- 7 - fare of our people in our own way. If anybody is found interferring in our internal a _ affairs in disregard of our law, he will be punished irrespective of Whoever and | whatever he may be.” Oo ee . | a . 
| . 

EAR CLARE NAS 
. / . : 790B.00/11-2051 | ne : Oo ! 

Lhe Chargé in Burma (Day) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Rancoon, November 20, 1951, a 
No. 461 . | | | 
Ref: Deptel 385, October 27, 1951. , oe : 

“Subject: Interview with Foreign Minister concerning Insurgent 
threat, SC Co | | co ok de Shep 

The Prime Minister being absent from Rangoon during most of the 
time for several weeks aiter receipt of the Department’s telegram 385, | 
the Foreign Office arranged an interview with the Foreign Minister | shortly after his return from a two weeks’ trip in the Shan States’ : A memorandum of my conversation with the Foreign Minister is 

-enclosed.t | . ne ae | 
The Foreign Minister expressed surprise that the United States _ | 

government was so concerned over the Communist. insurgent threat | 
and said that it was his own opinion that Burma was in a stronger 

Not printed. - - a | - - : :
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- position than ever before. Responding to my verbal assurance of the 

continued desire of the United States government to be helpful and 

to. cooperate with the Government of Burma, the Foreign Minister 

reverted to the situation created by the presence of KMT troops in 

Kengtung State and said he thought the most helpful thing the United 

- States could do would be to induce the Chinese Nationalist Govern- 

| ment to break off all communication with and support to these KMT 

_ troops. He said that he thought were it not for the necessity of having 

to use Burmese troops to contain the KMT troops, rapid progress 

: could be made against the insurgents. _ : ae 

a It is difficult to understand why the Foreign Minister took such an 

optimistic line on the subject of the Communist insurgent threat and 

chose to emphasize the troubles with KMT troops. Apparently the — 

authorities in Burma either still suspect that the United States govern- 

ment is somehow involved in the operations of these troops and in the 

supplying of arms and equipment to them or believe that the United 

oo. States government could take more positive and effective action to | 

7 stop the government at Taipei from issuing orders to General Li Mi, 

beyond orders to leave Burma, and to prevent smuggling of arms and 

supplies to the KMT troops. pee _ 

| The Foreign Minister said that he would show the Aide-M émoire, 

_ which I left with him, to the Prime Minister. A copy of the Acde- — 

| Mémoire is forwarded as Enclosure No.2? ee _ 

| OE “ awry B. Day 

| 2 Not printed, but its contents reflected the Department of State’s observations | 

presented in telegram 385, October 27, p. 306. - 

INR Files | | 7 

Memorandum by the Central Intelligence Agency oe 

| ‘SECRET — | : _ -Wasutneton, November 26, 1951. 

NIE-36/1 he oe 

| Navronan Inrexiicence Esrrmats AS 

Prospects ror THE Survivat or A Noy-Communtst Rzcrme 1n Burma 

| | | HE PROBLEM = s—esti‘“CS™S™~s~—S 

To review the conclusions of NIE-36, “Prospects for Survival of 

- g Non-Communist Regime in Burma,” dated 1 August 1951, with 

reference to the timing of possible control over part or all of Burma. 

_ by the Burmese Communists. | | - | 

| 1. In NIE-36 it was estimated that the Communists “will probably 

be able within the next year or two to achieve de facto control over a 

oe considerable area of northern Burma” and that if covert Chinese
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Communists aid to the Burmese Communists continues “the Burmese 
Government is not likely to survive in the long run unless it greatly 
increases its political and military strength.” | | | 

2. Recent reports indicate that the situation may be deteriorating 

more rapidly than had been estimated in NIE-36. As anticipated, the | 
Chinese Communists have continued their support of the Burmese 

| Communists. In addition there is evidence that the Burmese Commu- | 
nists are making progress toward collaboration with the Karens, thus 
increasing the over-all capabilities of the insurgents. The pro- | 
Communist Burma Workers and Peasants Party has become increas- a 
ingly effective in unifying overt left-wing opposition to the Burmese 

Government and in hampering the government’s operations against 
the insurgents. Within the government itself, friction between certain 
Army leaders (particularly Ne Win) and the Socialist leaders has 
not abated, and there are indications of rising tension between the — 
moderate Socialists and leftists led by Ba Swe. — | | 

3. We conclude, therefore, that internal tensions are likely to weaken 
| the regime more rapidly than anticipated in NIE-86 and that there | 

is a greater possibility that the present government may be replaced | 
by a leftist regime or even, though less likely, by a pro-Communist _ | 
regime. We conclude also that the Burmese Communists will probably 
extend their military control in northern Burma during the current 
fair weather season (six to eight months) and that, even without ! 
direct participation by Chinese Communist Forces, they will be able 

| to achieve effective control over considerable areas of northern Burma ! 
ina yeartoeighteenmonths. _ | | | 

| | 

— 690B.98/11-2851 | | : 

Lhe Chargé in Burma (Day) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Rancoon, November 28, 1951. | 
No. 490 | : | 

Ref: Deptel 461 Nov. 23, 19511 repeated Bangkok 1142, Saigon 705, | 
Oe Taipei 424; Saigon tel 1038, Nov. 16, 1951, to Department.2. | 

Subject: Viewpoint of Burmese toward relation of United States 
Government to activities of KMT troops in Burma. | ) | 

Paragraph 3 of Saigon’s telegram 1038 November 16, 1951, to the 
_ Department informed the Department that the Chinese Consul | 

*Not printed. In this telegram, the Department informed the Embassy in 
- Rangoon that the United States could not prevent visits by high ranking Chinese | 
Nationalist officials to the KMT forces operating in northern Burma. Moreover, / 
the Embassy was to indicate clearly to the Burmese Government that the United | 

_ States had no control over the movement and activities of Chinese Nationalist i 
officials, as the government on Formosa was a sovereign and independent entity. _ : 
(690B.98/11-2151) | | 

| -* Not printed. | | | | 

|
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General in Saigon had reportedly learned that General Hsiao _ 

Yi-Su, Nationalist Vice Minister of Defense might make a visit to — 

: Nationalist guerilla units in the frontier area along the Burma-  _ 

Yunnan border. Aa vis | ee 
- While the obstacles to such a visit by a high Nationalist official 

seem great enough to suggest that it is not likely to happen, itis 

believed desirable to explain in greater detail this Embassy’s comment 

in its telegram 490 of November 21 that such a visit would be con- - 
| sidered by the Burma Government as a further indication that the | 

United States Government is involved in the operations of KMT 
troops in Burma. | — - 

_ Apart from what action can be taken to dispel unfounded im-  ~ 

- pressions in the minds of Burmese officials, it seems necessary toreport 

further the definite impression officers of this Embassy have gained of 

the viewpoint of many officials of the Government. on the influence — 

| which it believes the United States Government could exert on the — 

Chinese Government at Taipei for the purpose of bringing about, by — 

- degrees, an end to alleged violation of Burma’s sovereignty by use 

of Burmese soil for operations of KMT guerilla troops led by General 

| _ Although reports of Chinese Communist methods of ruling have — 

| caused unfavorable reactions among some conservative Burmese with 

. -a-corresponding change to a more favorable attitude toward Chiang 

| _ Kai Shek’s ¢ regime and the possibility of it being eventually restored 

to power on the mainland of China, most. Burmese have been inclined 

to regard the Nationalist Government of China as a defeated, exiled 
regime depending for its existence on the support of the United States 

~ Government. They understand the United States Government is fur- 

nishing military supplies and equipment. The Burmese authorities 

| have found modern rifles and other equipment of American manu- 
facture in the hands of KMT soldiers captured in Burma. Captured 
KMT officers have stated America was helping them. The Burmese _ 

have assumed that these arms are from supplies furnished by the — 

United States to the Chinese in Formosa. For the past year there have 

been repeated reports that at least two Americansin uniformhavebeen 

seen with KMT units in Burma. These stories have gained widespread 

credence. The Burmese draw the conclusion that if the United States | 

- Government is not an accessory to the supplying of arms from For- — 
mosa to General Li Mi’s forces it could at least prevent this traffic by 

- bringing pressure to bear to the Chinese Nationalist authorities.. In 

the same manner, they reason that the United States Government 

| could take firm and effective measures to induce the Chinese military | 

* Not printed. | ee 7 
- “President of the Republic of China, . | se
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| authorities in Formosa to break the link which they are firmly con- 
vinced exists. between General Li Mi and the Chinese Nationalist mili- 
tary authorities in Formosa through regular exchanges of communi- 
cations. The Burmese believe that General Li Mi is acting under 

_ directorfersfrom Taipei. © | : 
Burmese officials have also repeatedly given evidence of the belief 

that the United States Government can exert decisive influence upon — 
the Chinese Legation in Bangkok, and on the Thai Government (eg.: 
Embtel 312 of September 24, 1951), both of which are believed to be _ 
in close contact with the American military in Bangkok. It is perhaps © | 
for this reason that General Li Mi’s visit to Bangkok, airdrops from | 

__ short-ranged planes ostensibly based in Thailand, and visits by im- | 
portant individuals from Bangkok to the Kengtung area are con- 

: sidered evidence, if not.of our complicity with the KMT troops’ activi- | 
ties in that area, then of our complaisance in the premises. = | 

_ ~ Many Burmese officials thus hold the view that the United States 
Government is in a position to act effectively to prevent smuggling 

_ of arms from Taipei and put an end to aid from the Chinese Nation- | 
_ alist Government to General Li Mi’s forces on Burmese soil. ss | 

In addition to the belief of Burmese that we are aiding the KMT > 
troops in Burma, some British officials in Burma hold this opinion. __ 

_ A member of the British diplomatic mission in Burma recently argued - 
in the presence of a Burmese army officer that the United States was 
helpingthesetroops 7 aoe ann 

_ As long as these beliefs remain firmly rooted, it will be difficult to _ 
satisfy the Burmese authorities that the United States Government — 
is doing all it can to resolve the problem of KMT troops in Burma 
by pointing out that the Government at Formosa is sovereign and 
independent and that the United States Government does not control 
and has no responsibility for the movements and activities of Chinese 
Nationalist Government officials. | oes ; | 

| While the logic or accuracy of the reasoning of the Burmese may | 
_ be weak, the belief that the United States Government is involved | 
Is so widespread, despite official denials, that the smallest item of 
information that permits interpretation of possible United States in- 

__ volvement, however remote, is likely to be viewed in a light unfavor- 
abletoourinterests. Oo | 

_ For this reason the Embassy thinks that if Chinese Nationalist 
officials manage to visit KMT guerilla forces under General Li Mi’s 
command in the China~Burma border area many Burmese authori- _ 

_ ties would find it difficult not to believe that in some way the United 
States Government was involved, either because the United States 

| helped arrange it or approved it or did not prevent it. ood 
The Embassy has no reason to doubt that the Prime Minister has | 

accepted the positive assurances of the Ambassador that the United
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| States is not in any way involved in the alleged infringement of | 

. Burmese sovereignty by KMT troops and that other high officials are 

satisfied we have not been involved. Some officials are no doubt 

satisfied that the United States Government desires to help as best — 

it can in solving the problem. Conversations of Embassy offers with 

officials and others have shown, however, that the belief in American 

involvement is widespread among Burma army officers and among 

officials in the Shan States, including the Sawbwas who are heads of 

the States. This belief appears to be not entirely the consequence of | 

Communist propaganda, although the Communists have no doubt | 

fostered it. The comments of the Foreign Minister, reported in my | 

despatch 461 of November 20, 1951, indicate that he believes firmly 

that the United States could act effectively to break the link between 

the Government at Taipei and General Li Mi and prevent support of 

Li Mi’s troops by Chinese Nationalist military elements in Formosa. 

It may safely be assumed that other high officials are with him in hold- | 

ing this view. | | - | | | | 

As previously reported, the Burma Government has become more 

~_ eoneerned over the KMT troops since the pro-Communist leftist oppo- 

sition, acting through the Burma Workers and Peasants Party and the 

World Peace Council. (Burma) have publicly advocated stronger _ 

7 Government measures against KMT troops in Burma. | ml 
| That this problem, which so strongly affects our relations with — 

Burma, is likely again to become acute, seems likely from a report 

which the Army Attaché received of a reviewed concentration of KMT 

troops under General Li Mi’s command at Menghsat in Kengtung _ 
(Embassy despatch 466 of November 20, 1951.)* | 

- Action requested: Please send copies of this despatch to Bangkok, 

Saigon, Taipei, New Delhi, and Paris. | | | 

a | | Ps Henry B. Day _ 

® Not printed. | oe | 

 790B.00/11-2851 7 ) ee | 7 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant for Mutual Security Affairs — 

a a (Merchant) 

TOP SECRET -[Wasutneron,] November 28, 1951. 

When I was in London two weeks ago Julius Holmes,” Jim Penfield ® 

and Arthur Ringwalt+ in the Embassy all brought up at one time 

: 1 Addressed to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs 

(Allison), Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs 
(Lacy), and to Kenneth C. Krentz of the Policy Planning Staff. | 

2 Julius Holmes, Minister of the American Embassy at London. . 

’ James K. Penfield, Counselor of the American Embassy at London. 

‘Arthur R. Ringwalt, First Secretary of the American Embassy at London.
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or another the question of KMT troops in Burma. They knew a great | 
deal about the situation and were relieved when I told them that they 
could accept as a fact that there is no U.S. governmental connection = 
whatsoever with the operation. I gathered that General Bedell Smith 
had been through London recently and was somewhat more forth- 
coming with the British than he had been a few months ago with oo, 

-. Kat Steele here. It was also quite plain that the Foreign Office had | 
| been very genuinely disturbed over the situation. — | Pye 

The following incident had been related some weeks ago by Rob. - 
Scott * in the Foreign Office to Art Ringwalt. It seems that when they __ 
made the suggestion to us the Foreign Office genuinely thought that 7 
it would be a useful operation if their Ambassador in Bangkok and our 
Chargé d’Affaire both descended upon Phibun * and gave their assur- _ 

_ ances of non-involvement. When the Department agreed to this joint 
or concerted determination they cabled appropriate instructions to 
their Ambassador. He replied cryptically to the effect that obviously — 

_ they did not know what he knew or they would not have sent him 
the instruction. This puzzled the Foreign Office and they cabled the = 
Ambassador to ask him to what he referred. He replied in effect that 
in the course of a call on Phibun some time before to discuss 

| another matter, the Prime Minister had volunteered that he had been 
_ approached by a representative of the American Intelligence Agency | 

and asked to provide certain facilities to support Li Mi, that he had | 
readily agreed, and stated that he would help the Americans or anyone ) 

_ else to kill Communists. When the British Ambassador elevated his 
eyebrows Phibun is reported to have replied, “Why are you surprised ? 
Aren’t you just as interested in killing Communists as I am, or as the | 
Americans are?” | | | | a 

ome H. Seott, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State in the British Foreign — | 

6 The reference is to the Prime Minister of Thailand. | - 

790B.00/11-351 — ae | | a an 
Lhe Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern A fairs 

(Allison) to Frank C. Nash, Assistant for International Security | 
Affairs to the Secretary of Defense (Lovett) OS 

TOP SECRET a WASHINGTON, December 11, 1951. 

My Dear Mr. Nasu: In accordance with the suggestion made in 
your letter of November 3, 1951,1 a meeting was arranged between : 

1 Not printed. In this letter, Mr. Nash had suggested that in view of the deterior- 
ating situation in Burma, representatives from the Departments of State and : 

- Defense should consult together on United States policy with regard to Burma : 
to explore every action possible to strengthen Burma against Communist sub- | version and attack. (790B.00/11-351) | 

| |
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Mr. Young? and Major. Mitchell of the Department of Defense and 
several officers of the Department of State to discuss the deteriorating 
situation in- Burma and to consider steps that might be taken to im-, 
prove conditions. A copy of the memorandum of conversation cover- _ 

ing this meeting wassenttoMr. Young® >) 
| Following a suggestion, made at the meeting, the Consul-in Singa-, 

pore* was instructed to interview Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, British 
-- Commissioner General for Southeast Asia, on his return from a visit _ 

to Burma, in order to discuss the general situation in Burma and seek __ 
_ his- views. on- possible -joint or coordinated. action. Unfortunately, 

Mr. MacDonald had come to the conclusion that aside from the dis-._ | 
| creet rapport already existing between the United Kingdom and the _ 

| United States in relation to Burma there is no joint or coordinated. 
action that would offer any prospect of effecting an improvement in. — 

| the situation. He also expressed. the opinion that in a military way. 
nothingadditionalcouldbedonee ts 

| The preliminary draft of a paper on the situation in Burma, which = 
was shown to Mr. Young and Major Mitchell, has been revised to 

| embody certain suggestions made. by them and is now being con- | 
sidered by the: Department for possible submission to the National 
Security: Council.® It is believed that this paper could appropriately 
be used in connection with a joint study of the situation in Southeast. — 
Asia 

- Sincerely yours, 8° ~~. ss Sout M. Attison: 

| | * Kenneth T. Young, Assistant to the Acting Director, Office of Foreign Military. 
Affairs in the office of Mr. Nash. — . a : - SO 

*Not printed. = t™”*” ce — | 
| “John Goodyear. | 7 | 

5 Presumably this draft paper on Burma became part of NSC 124/2 which was” 
adopted by the National Security Council and approved by President.'Truman 
on June 25,1952 (Lot 61D167,Box2491). Os 

890B.00R/12-1151 | , RL Po | 

«Lhe Chargé in Burma (Day) to the Acting Assistant Secretary of. 
— oe State for Far Eastern Affairs (Allison)  . 

SECRET  OFFICIAL-INFORMAL = Rancoon, December 11, 1951. 
My Dear Mr. Ataison: Assistant Secretary Rusk in a letter dated 

October 30 requested an analysis of the American aid program in 
Burma as part of a study of our aid programs in the Far East.* | 
Some time has been spent in study of the program and consultation 

in the other Embassy offices to get their views. I have found it neces- 
sary first to set down certain general considerations concerning our — 

+ Not printed. | 7 a
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_ program in Burma and am forwarding these now. Further analysis — 

_ along the lines set forth in the enclosure to Assistant Secretary Rusk’s 
letter will follow2 oo | (ie Ses ee i 

Sincerely yours, = _ Henry B. Day | 

- , te [Enclosure]. oe ee 

| a _ American Amp Program in Burma 8 
_ Burma is receiving economic and technical assistance from the _ 
United States but has not been willing to accept military aid from the , 
United States on a continuing grant or reimbursable program basis. 

_ For these notes on the American program of economic aid, comment | 
on the general nature of the program and factors which limit the scope 
of potential direct American aid may be helpful. ses 

_ A description of the various individual projects would require much — 
space and would duplicate material already submitted by STEM in 
some detail. Parts VIL and VIII of STEM’s despatches Toeca 

_ D-575 of August 31, 1951, appraising program prospects for the fiscal | 
years 1952 and 1953 and despatch Toeca D-615 of September 28, : 
1951,° on the revised FY 1952 program for Burma contain useful out-_ 
lines of all ECA projects formulated thus far. I EE 

, ~ It is believed unnecessary to elaborate here on often stressed limi- — 
_ tations imposed on economic aid projects by insurgent activities out- 

side the main towns in most of central and lower Burma and a part 
of upper Burma and on foreign aid in particular by the desire of | 
Burmese to avoid any commitments that they suspect might eventually 
place them under foreign control. For economic recovery and full : 
use of foreign aid, lawlessness must cease and suspicions of hidden 

_ Mmotivesbedispelled.  —. Co 

_-—--s * Neither the enclosure to Mr. Rusk’s letter nor the Embassy’s follow-up memo- randa of December 21 and December 28 which complied with Mr. ‘Rusk’s instrue- | : , tions are here printed. In the document of December 21 the Embassy summarized | the accomplishments and progress of the aid projects to date and concluded that | - @ good beginning had been made, but that the programs had not produced the _ results hoped for in terms of aiding the United States’ short-range foreign policy. objectives in Burma. The fundamental reason underlying this situation was that the projects had not received widespread publicity and, hence, were not under- stood even by usually well-informed Burmese, The Embassy, however, was trying to initiate publicity measures to correct this state of affairs, but officials believed that in the long run, given the political atmosphere in Burma, American interests : would best be served. by relying on concrete achievements to generate goodwill  .. —» | } among the Burmese. (890B.00R/12-1151) In the latter memorandum of Decem- : ber 28, the Embassy analyzed in much greater detail the factors which encouraged | or discouraged the success of the American aid program, summarized in detail | : the political Situation in Burma, and concluded again that the aid projects | would probably contribute only to the long-term foreign policy goals of the United | | States but not to the achievement of immediate objectives ( 890B.00R/12-1151).. : = Not printed. | | | . oe :
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General observations ee a es | 

| In a predominantly agricultural economy torn first by war then 

| by insurrection the first needs have been rehabilitation of farming | | 

and transportation. The poor living conditions which most of the 

people endure in common with the rest of the area have called at 

the same time for basic measures of social welfare to build up the : 

, people’s confidence in their government and their will to make sacri- 

fices, if necessary, for their independence and individual rights. In | 

- the formulation of an aid program that would start with these 

fundamental requirements and accord with the Burmese Government's 

socialist philosophy, stress was laid on agriculture, transportation, 

health, education and native crafts. Most of the ECA projects already 

launched or being formulated are for assistance in these fields. At the — 

same time ECA is to pay part of the cost of the services of a firm of 

American engineers Knappen, Tippetts, Abbett, McCarthy, which is 

under contract with the Burmese Government as consultants to survey | 

mineral and industrial potentialities. It may prove feasible to make 

: a start on mining lignite deposits and on hydroelectric power. 

The aid projects are long term. They have not had an immediate | 

impact except for transitory appreciation of commodities like raw 

| cotton, cotton yarn, newsprint and medicines which ECA shipped to 

| Burma to meet essential requirements, generate counterpart funds, 

and provide some immediate tangible benefit. oo : 

a A portion of American aid in Burma meshes with and supports | 

UN programs initiated at Burma’s request by WHO, UNICEF, FAO, 

TLO, UNESCO and ECOSOC. In general ECA furnishes supplies 

which UN technical assistants need for their programs. 

) - Wherever desirable, the aid projects call for training of Burmese at 

home and abroad to carry on improvements in the years to come. 

- The aid program is in its early stages. The ECA agreement was — | 

signed on September 13, 1950. The STEM mission was established = 

in the latter part of 1950 and is only now reaching full strength. The _ 

first half of 1951 was largely devoted to formulating aid projects with 

Burmese officials and securing the approval of the Burmese and Ameri- 

ean Governments. Some projects are still in the embryo stage. Ameri- 

ean technical assistants have been in Burma a relatively short time. 

A number have not arrived and some have not yet been recruited. It 

has been undesirable that they come before arrival of the supplies 

they need. The flow of supplies in any quantity is only just begin- 

| ning. The arrival of members of the mission and technicians has 

entailed numerous difficult administrative problems which have taken _ 

up a large share of the time of the Embassy and the Mission. A large 

. ‘For an announcement concerning the agreement, see Department of State . 

Bulletin, September 25, 1950, p. 500.
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| part of the time of STEM officers has been spent on detailed budget | 
reporting requirements and housing problems. Administrative matters | 
and personnel problems have so dominated the picture that it has been 

_ difficult to put these out of sight and objectively measure and evaluate 
the progress of the program in terms of our foreign policy. The pro- | 
gram is so new that it is perhaps too early to draw conclusions as to | 
its success. - — | , 

| | The dollar allocation to the ECA program in FY 1951 was _ 
$10,400,000. ‘The expected allocation for FY 1952 is $14,000,000. The. 
tentative figure for FY 1953 is $21,000,000. The figures for 1952 and 

| 19538 must cover Point IV educational projects, five of which were 
drawn up early in 1951 but not acted upon because of the Burmese 
Government’s reluctance to exchange notes. These proposals were 

_ closely related to ECA projects. They have now been turned over to 
STEM for such action as proves feasible. Their total estimated cost 
is $354,000. The dollar costs do not include non-program expenditures 

_ for the compensation, travel outside of Burma, and administration of 
_ the STEM mission. Over and above the $14,000,000 which represents _ 

| the estimated dollar cost of the FY 1952 program, it is estimated that 
there will be expenditures in Burmese rupees equivalent to $29,083,000. _ - 
Burma’s share of program expenditures will thus be about twice the ee 
American share. About 16% of local currency costs in FY 1952 will : 
be met with counterpart funds. The rest will be from Burmese Goy- ) 
ernment appropriations. This shows that the aid program is a joint | 
venture to which the Burmese Government will make a large contribu- 
tion and in which Burma has an important stake. 7 | 

The projects are balanced and cover a broad front. If they prove 
successful individually their benefits should react favorably upon the 
whole economy producing gains outside the immediate sphere of _ 

_ each project. Early experience has shown that one project cannot make 
much headway alone. Preventive and curative health measures pro- | 
duce only limited and temporary benefits if the people concerned do 
not receive some education and training at the same time and if they | 

| cannot produce more to increase their earnings and gradually improve — 
their standard of living. | | 

| It should be a source of satisfaction that a real effort has been made _ | 
to development with the sums that are being made available a pro- 
gram that is sound from this point of view. It is questionable, however, 

_ whether the program contributes to our political objectives at this 
time. To reach the masses and lift the dead weight of centuries of low 
living standards is a tremendous undertaking. The benefits may not : 
be very widely felt for years. Is there time? Before an attempt to 

| answer this and see if a few quick action projects with strictly limited 
objectives of immediate political value would not be more effective in |
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the present critical state of affairs it is necessary to review factors =— 

which limit and retard the program other than the internal strife 
| and prevailing fears and suspicions mentioned atthe outset. = «© | 

ss Limiting factors — , | moe DPS . 

_ Only projects requested by the Burmese Government can be — 

| undertaken. The Government may reject or- modify our proposalsina _ 

sense which damages their effectiveness from our point of view. There | 

4s a possibility that a new government of more leftist tendencies will | 

terminate the economic aid agreement and hence-the entire program. 

~ The Government’s lack of experienced personnel places an extra 

burden on STEM which has to draft the project proposals and await 

the time consuming process of review, amendment, and approval be- 

| fore sending the projects to Washington for approval there. ae eee 

7 Attacks by the Communist opposition and fear that publicity will 

make Communist China and Russia think that Burma has abandoned 

‘neutrality and sided with the “Anglo American bloc” have damned 

up the flow of information and deprived the program of the political | 

benefits that might be derived if the Burmese leaders who recognize 

the needs and the advantages were to make a genuine and continuing | 

effort to support the program publicly, explain it to their people, and — 

- defend it against unwarranted attacks and misrepresentation. As it 

| is the publicity is reduced to a trickle of official handouts and the = 

‘program is not widely known or understood. Our information officers me 

‘are continually striving to make the program better known and to 

eradicate misconceptions but the number of Burmese who are helping ~ - 

or want to help appears small to the officers of the Embassy who have 

een studying and trying to analyze the effectiveness of the aid 

program. = : a a OO 

“While not precisely a restricting factor, the following considerations 

thave a bearing on the scope and psychological impact of the aid pro- 

grams. Burmese officials working on the aid program with STEM | 

| ‘concur in the principle that imports of commodities to generate 

counterpart funds should be not merely consumer goods but supplies 

‘which will stimulate constructive development projects. Raw cotton — 

- for the government spinning and weaving factory will be the prin- | 

| cipal item in this category in FY 1952. In FY 1951 commodities _ 

imported for sale were cotton yarn, raw cotton, newsprint, and anti- 

biotics. The importation of raw cotton has been criticized as an arti- | 

ficial stimulus to an uneconomic enterprise. The costly government 

: spinning and weaving factory 1s one of the major undertakings of the | 

Socialist government. It pays for its raw cotton and its payments for 

‘ECA American. cotton are turned over to the counterpart funds but



the factory has been operating at a loss. Another sound principle ob- 
_ served which may nevertheless prove a delaying or limiting factor is — 

that, the program should not, in general, include projects which will 
produce revenue. It is thought that such projects should properly be 

| financed by loans. Burma-has now joined the World Monetary Fund — 
and the IBRD. Well planned revenue producing projects might | 
eventually be financed by an IBRD loan or even a loan from the 

| Import-Export ‘Bank. But for the present these. are only somewhat 
remote possibilities. ee EE yp 

_, A portion of program dollars is allocated to projects undertaken | 
or to be undertaken by UN agencies at Burma’s request. These include 

| WHO and UNICEF health and maternity and child welfare, FAQ 
| forestry and livestock disease control, ILO technical or vocational a 

_ training, UNESCO educational or training projects, an ECOSOC 
_ technical assistance to handicraft and cottage industries. The ECA 
contribution, apart from coordinating its work with the UN agencies, _ 

_ is mainly supplies. To the extent that UN aid is sought by Burma and 
_ granted the sphere of exclusively American aid is reduced and the 

prospects of appreciation of the American contribution, direct and — 
indirect, correspondingly diminished. It is doubtful if the extent of | 
America’s contribution to UN projects is widely known in Burma. — - 
‘Helpful as the projects may be and much as they may strengthen 
Burma’s faith in the UN there is the question of whether the UN 

. projects contribute to our current political objectives. It isimportant __ | _ to remember, however, that if the UN proves an effective source of _ 
| aid the Burmese Government could turn to it more freely than it feels 

it can to any single nation or group of nations such as the British 
Commonwealth in whose Colombo plan Burma does not wish to par- 

_ ticipate. The UN might prove the most effective agency for the long | _ fFange activities necessary to give Burma the strength and unity to | | preserve herindependence.. si ststst—S a 
Military aid aspect AES EE SE ie - oo 

- The Burmese are willing to buy arms and military equipment from 
_ us (or receive them as grants). They are unwilling to admit controls ~ - such as inspections and end use checks. They have the British Military = Mission and do not desire an American one. The Government is un- willing to give any undertaking that might be interpreted as a politi- cal commitment although it recognizes its need of aid, Its attitude | toward military as well as other aid is governed by a determination 

not to receive help in a volume or of a type which would allow leftist 
opposition elements to come to power or China to demand a show- | down on an allegation of a sell-out to the “capitalist imperialists”,
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Consequently our aid program cannot for present be expected to in- 

ee clude much-military assistance or economic aid of military value to 

| the United States. Ba ME a 

Note on Burmese viewpoint ee | | 

~ Marshall Green * wrote Bob Acly on November 19 from Stockholm _ 

about a conversation he had there with U Aung Than * (Bo Set Kya). 

The paragraph below is quoted as illustrative of the Burmese attitude. 

| U Aung Than was one of the first Burmese leaders to appreciate pos- _ | 

sible benefits of economic aid from the United States and was instru- 

mental in the prodding of Burmese officials to get together, draw up 

tentative proposals for a program, and cooperate with the economic — 

mission which came to Rangoon in March 1950 under the leadership 

of the Honorable R. Allen Griffin.? Mr. Green wrote asfollows: = 

_ General Aung said that Burma needs ECA assistance but will not 

: compromise her neutrality in order to continue to receive such assist-_ 

| ance. He later remarked that the State Department would surely be 

, able to hit on some formula for continuing ECA aid without Burma 

having to compromise her present policy or having to restrict her 

| present negligible trade with China. 

. 5 Second Secretary of the American Embassy in Sweden. | oo 

* A Jeading member of the anti-Facist People’s Freedom League. 

7 Director of the Far East Program Division, Economic Cooperation Adminis- 

tration. Mr. Griffin had headed a survey team which visited Southeast Asia in | 

March and April 1950, to develop. recommendations regarding initial economic _ 

| and technical aid to the area. For documentation on the Griffin Mission and 

related activities, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. VI, DP. 1 ff. | ee . 

790B.00/12-2051 : Telegram . a | 

‘The Chargé in Burma (Day) to the Secretary of State 

- COFIDENTIAL | _.[Raneoon,] December 20, 1951— 11 p. m. | 

593. Burmese Government has granted Dr. Seagrave permission 

| return to hospital Namkham upon his written undertaking to leave 

7 the Shan State when authorities there require him to do so. — | | 

-_ PermSec FonOff told me in confidence PriMin, FonMin and Home 

Min had to overcome strong opposition in quarters not specified but be- 

a lieved military. Consequently believe publicity to decision in Burma 

- undesirable though desirable in US in interests Burmese American 

relations. Seagrave should reach Namkham before Christmas.
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Lot M 88, Box 160 | 

Drajt Position Paper on Burma Prepared by the Department of State 1 

SECRET sd [Wasutneton,] December 20,1951. 
TCT-D-5/7b | | a | | 

| | | Burma | | 

Oo | PROBLEM | oe 7 

| To determine what, if any, action the British and American Gov- 
ernments should take to improve the seriously deteriorating situation, 
in Burma. 7 | | 

| | / U.S. OBJECTIVES _ a 
The U.S. seeks an increase in the will and ability of the Burmese | 

Government and people to halt the spread of Communism and to | 
_ defend the country against Communist subversion or invasion. | | 

coe PROBABLE POSITION OF THE U.K. | 

_ From the views expressed by various British officials, we -under-. 
stand that the British objectives are the same as our own in this, | 
respect. | | ) | 

| Burma , 
. Position to be presented: (On U.S. initiative) | 

I am sure that we agree on the strategic importance of Burma. 
It is to our mutual interest to keep this “soft spot” of Southeast Asia, | 
from falling under Communist control. Furthermore, the Government, | 
and people appear apathetic to the Communist threat, and this makes. 
it difficult to find specific ways in which we can help. ae | 

. _I believe that the situation is serious enough to make it wise for 
| British and American officials to get together as soon as possible and | 

discuss what our two countries might do, either individually or jointly, a 
to accomplish our objectives in Burma. We should then consult with : 
Burmese officials to see what steps can be taken. My advisershavemade. _ 

| several tentative suggestions as to what our people might want to dis-. 
| cuss. One suggestion is that they might want to consider ways of 

_ increasing Burma’s military strength by supplying more war materials, - 
_ tothe Burmese forces. Another suggestion is that British and Ameri- 

| can information programs in Burma might also be re-examined to sea 
what can be done to make them more effective during the present _ 
crucial period. A final suggestion is that our representatives might, _ | 

| want to look into whatever possible joint or coordinated action may be 
necessary in case the Communists should succeed in taking over most of 
Northern Burma in the next two years. - 

7 * This paper was prepared for the forthcoming talks between British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and President Truman, January 7-8, 1952. This 7 | | document was one of many drafted by a Special Steering Group in anticipation of _ these meetings. | | | 538-617—77——_22 |
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- DISCUSSION. a, a Lee 

-_-—- British and American officials generally agree that the situation in 
Burma is deteriorating at an alarming rate, that Burma is the “soft ) 
spot” of Southeast Asia and that because the Government and people | 
of Burma are apathetic to the Communist threat and highly suspicious 
of British and American motives, it is difficult to find any way in © 

which we can render assistance. However, it would appear that bya 
| joint study of the problem we might discover ways in which our re- 

, spective policies could be made more effective in increasing the will 
| and ability of the Burmese to resist Communist pressures. © 

Among matters which might appropriately be discussed are: 

~ (4) The possibility of increasing Burmese military strength by | 
augmenting the supply of war materials to the Burmese armed forces. 

oe and by. improving the effectiveness of the British Services Mission. _ 
| The British might wish to consider the feasibility of making the _ 

: Mission more acceptable to the Burmese by changing its composition =—=_—> 
to include elements from other Commonwealth nations, especially | 
Oriental. a _ PEERS _ 

(2) A re-examination of our respective information programs to © 
| determine whether they could profitably be changed to haveastronger _ 

- impact during the present, crucial two-year period. 
(3) An exploration of possible joint or coordinated action in case 

the Communists should be successful in their declared intention of 
establishing control over a substantial part of Northern Burma within | | 
thenexttwoyears, OES SL 8 sey 

$90B.43/12-2751 cp pee Ee ES gern 

: Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far 
— -Kastern Affairs (Allison) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| SECRET - [Wasurneron, | December 27,1951. 

| Subject: ECA Proposal to Use Counterpart Funds for Strengthen- 
ing Anti-Communist Activities Through Buddhist Projects in _ 

. Burma. | OEE eo ys. 

— Problem: | a | - pa se fee oo 7 

To develop a State Department position regarding the expenditure 
of ECA counterpart funds in Burma to aid in the construction of | 

, buildings to house a Buddhist university at Rangoon. _ | 

Discussion: on Jk igloo | 
| _ ECA has proposed as a means of strengthening the moral stature 

of the Burmese people and thereby combating Communism that it 
| authorize the use of counterpart funds in support of a plan drawn up 

by Thakin Nu, the Prime Minister, to increase the effectiveness of 
the Buddhist religion. This plan would cost 5,400,000 rupees (the 
equivalent of U.S. $1,847,368.42). These funds are under the joint
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_ ¢eontrol of the Government of Burma and the U.S. Government and — | 
require no appropriation or treasury disbursement authorization. The 
money would pay for the construction of buildings for a Buddhist 
university at Rangoon. For a short time prior to the establishment | 
of the university, the buildings would be occupied by the Sixth Great Oo 

: Buddhist Council (comparable to the Council of Trent in the Christian | 
world), to be held in 1954 on the 2,500th anniversary of the enlighten- _ 

-- ment of the Lord Buddha. In view of the political implications of 
this project, ECA has requested the Department to state its position : 
in regard to it. | ets 

| Eighty-five percent of the people of Burma are devout Buddhists. 
Their religion is the major factor of unity among the Burmese in 
their present politically fragmented condition. For some time the 

_ present Government of Burma has realized that Buddhism, with a — | 
_ more effective organizational structure, would be the most important 

_ factor in combating Communism. A successful Sixth Great Buddhist 
Council would give a tremendous impetus to this movement and would _ 
have a similar effect in other Buddhist countries. The announcement oe 

_ of this plan could be expected to have an immediate effect on the | 
attitude of the government and the people of Burma toward the 

_ United States. It would constitute a striking demonstration of the 
fact that the United States is interested in the people of Burma as 
such and not in Burma as a pawn ina power struggle with the U.S.S.R. | 

| __ Following the meeting of the Great Council, the buildings would — | 
be used to house a religious university, with the object of making 

_ Rangoon a center of Buddhist scholarship and thus securing a con- 
_ tinuing effort from the impetus begun by the Great Council. _ ee 

| When this project comes to the attention of certain religious groups 
_ In this country it can be expected to arouse considerable adverse com- 

ment. It is felt, on the other hand, that the benefit to be derived from 
this project outweighs possible adverse considerations for the follow- _ | 

_imgreasons: sss eee Te ae 
_. (1) It offers an-opportunity to support a scheme which the Prime 

_ Mninister and the Burmese Government enthusiastically endorse and = 
_ which would strengthen them in their efforts to promote cooperation | 
withthe West; — a oS oo | 

| _ (2) It would be the most effective way in which we could counteract 
the influence of Communism in Burma - | | | 

a (3) The project is completely consistent with the objectives of the 
| American Government to strengthen Burma as a partner in the free 

world. | 
/ (4) The counterpart funds to be used are in rupees, which can only 

be spent in Burma and only on projects in which the Burmese Govern- 
Mentconeurs = | So ra
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The project has the enthusiastic support of Ambassador Key (Tab 

| A), appropriate ECA officials (Tabs B and C),? and interested | 

officers in the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs. - , 7 - 

Recommendation: a | 

| That you approve that the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs indicate 

| to ECA that State Dept. supports the project to finance the construc-. 

tion of buildings to house a Buddhist university and the Sixth Budd- 

hist Council.* 7 | 

Coneurrences: = 7 ee 

P—Mr. Barrett—seememoof December 5,attached* 2 

‘As the Ambassador, the Bureau and ECA have all considered the 

factor on which the reservations of the P area were based and still feel 

| that the project should go ahead, Mr. Barrett has agreed to withdraw 

his reservations. | | | : 

+ Not printed. . . | | 
| ? Neither printed. — , | 

2On January 9, 1952, the Secretary of State sent a memorandum to the Direc-- 

tor of Mutual Security (Harriman) to inform him that the Department of State 

supported the use of ECA counterpart funds in Burma to aid in the construction 

of buildings to house a Buddhist university at Rangoon (890B.48/12-2751). 

*Not printed. In that memorandum, Mr. Barrett, the Assistant Secretary of 

State for Public Affairs, informed Mr. Allison that he was willing to withdraw 

an his reservations about this project, which had been based on the danger of 

American support being misinterpreted or misunderstood in the United States. 

(890B.48/12-551), eee eee Ob 

790B.00/1-252 | Rg ee 

| The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | WasHINGTON, January 2, 1952. 

| - Dear Mr. Secrerary: Reference is made to Department of State 
draft position paper TCT D-5/7b entitled “Burma”. : 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff concur generally in the Position to be: | 

Presented in this paper but strongly recommend certain modifications. 

in that section of the paper and elsewhere to avoid the implication that — 

| the United States might entertain planning which would directly | 

involve this nation in Burma in certain eventualities. Other recom-. 

mendations are made in the interests of clarity, preciseness, and com- | 

pleteness. These views are contained in the inclosed memorandum of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which have my concurrence.* 

- Sincerely yours. oe Rosert A. Loverr 

1The Department of State’s special Steering Group accepted the recommenda-- 

tions of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and issued the approved Position Paper on: 

Burma on that same day designated, TCT D-5/7c. ee
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oo [Enclosure] a 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of - 
Oo | Defense (Lovett) oe | 

‘SECRET WasHineton, December 28, 1951. 

Subject: Department of State Draft Position Paper on “Burma” 
(TCT D-5/7b) - Oo | | | 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed the Department of 
State draft position paper entitled “Burma” (TCT D-5/7b, dated — 

20 December 1951) which was enclosed with your memorandum dated 
24December 1951. : | | Oo 

9. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concur generally with the section of the 
subject paper entitled “Position to be Presented: (On U.S. initia- | 

| tive).” They recommend, however, that, in the interests of clarity, 
preciseness, and completeness, this section be revised to incorporate — 

expression of the following views: » - rr | 

a. The United States considers that Burma is an area of British | . 
strategic responsibility; = a 

| 6. The fall of Burma to communism would threaten Pakistan, India, 
and Ceylon, as well as the remainder of the Southeast Asia area; __ 

_ @. "The United States will discuss political, psychological, and lim- 
ited economic support (including minor military assistance short of 
the commitment of any United States armed forces or military per- 
sonnel) to the British in their programs designed to counter the threat 
of communism or communist aggression in Burma; and | 

d. Inthe light of: | : | 

(1) the current world situation; | 
| (2) the degree of availability of the forces of the non- a 

communist world for operations in other areas; and - , 
(3) the attitude of the Burmese toward the United States and 

toward the United Kingdom, | | 

the United States considers that it would be appropriate for British. 
programs in Burma to receive active support from other Common- 
wealth Nations, especially Pakistan, India, and Ceylon. Such support 
would be expected to include, although not be limited to, changes in 
the composition of the British Service Mission to Burma in order to | 

_ refiect the interest of the Commonwealth Nations in the integrity of 
| that Nation. | a 

3. Further, and in any event, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend 
the following modifications of the “Position to be Presented” as ap- 
pearing in the basic paper in order to avoid the implication that the 

_ United States might entertain planning which would directly involve - | 
this nation in Burma in certain eventualities: | 

a. The first sentence of the second paragraph should be changed 
to read as follows: | an |
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, “T believe that the situation is conditions are serious enough 
to make it: wise for British and American officials to get together 
as soon as possible and discuss whet eur tvwe eountries might 

| | in Burma the situation” whe 

6. The fourth sentence of the second paragraph should be revised 
to indicate that any increases of war materials supplied to the 

_ Burmese forces from United States sources would be very limited; 

c. Delete the last sentence of the second paragraph. | | 

| 4, In order that the section of the subject paper entitled “Dés- 
| cussion” conform to the views expressed in paragraph 3 above the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that subparagraph (8) under 
“Discussion” be amended to read asfollows: ieee 

(3) An-exploration of possible jeimt er eoordinated eetion situa 
tions that might arise in case the Communists should be successful in 
their declared intention of establishing. control. over a substantial 
part of Northern Burma within the next two years.” __ 

_ 5, In the interest of completeness, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggest 
the addition of the following new paragraph at the end of the | 

_ “This discussion does not take into consideration the possibility of — 
| , Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia. The United States 

oc policy under this eventuality is now undergoing review.” ee 

| “For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
: » Omar N. Brapiey 

: | co | ee Chairman 
| - - oe - Joint Chiefs of Staff



es a THE CHINA AREAL | 

_ * [Documentation concerning United States relations with the . 
_ Republic of China and policies toward the People’s Republic of China 

, is scheduled for publication in volume VII. Material on the question 
of Chinese representation in the United Nations is scheduled for pub- | 
lication in volume IT. ] | | et Es ep a Sue
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‘POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES WITH RESPECT TO INDOCHINA: THE | 

EXTENSION OF UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO FRENCH | 

UNION FORCES; UNITED STATES ECONOMIC, MILITARY, AND DIP- 

LOMATIC SUPPORT FOR THE ASSOCIATED STATES OF INDOCHINA* 

_— . 751G.00/1-151 : Telegram . . 

| The Minister at Saigon (Heath)? to the Secretary of State | 

“SECRET NIACT Sargon, January 1, 1951—midnight. | 

1157. With reference to Deptel 813, December 29.° Battle for Indo- — 

china and possibly all SEA being fought in Tonkin at this moment. _ 

| Assumption unavoidable that sooner or later and probably soon Chi- 

nese Communist will invade IC with organized. units. In this situa- 

tion there are additional steps which we can and must take immediately 

and within next six months if IC is to be held. Of measures recom- 

mended in part 2 Legation would attach highest priority to: (1) 

Acceleration and increase of existing programs of military aid; (2) 

Pressure on Bao Dai‘ to form and lead government of national union . 

| which can take effective action and, (3) Immediate organization by | 

French and IC states of counter-guerrilla and resistance forces to 

carry war to enemy-held territory. a | 

Part 1 gives our present views on the political and military situa- 

| tion and part 2 lists new and additional measures which should be 

- given immediate consideration. 7 

I(A). At end of 1950 IC military situation characterized by 

| following salient factors: | | | 

, 1. Entire north, except shrinking Hanoi-Haiphong beachhead, must 
be written off for time being with additional possibility Hanoi itself | 

| _ will be lost or abandoned, all without mass intervention by Chinese _ 

Communists; es 

1For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 690 ff. 

. For additional documentation on U.S. policy with respect to Indochina in 1951, 

see U.S. Department of Defense, United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, 12 

| vols. (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1971), Books 1 and 8. 

2Minister Donald R. Heath and the staff of the Legation at Saigon were 

accredited to the Kingdoms of Cambodia and Laos as well as to the State of 

Viet-Nam. : 
2In telegram 813 to Saigon, December 29, 1950, the Department requested the 

Legation’s suggestions on additional steps which the United States might take | 

in the immediate future to strengthen Indochina. The Legation was also asked 

for its general analysis of the situation. For text of telegram 813, see Foreign 

Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 858. — | | , 
- Chief of State of Viet-Nam ; former Emperor of Annam. | 

332 7 a | | a |
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2. Policy must be based on assumption of invasion by Chinese as 
organized units from now on. Chinese Communist units plus VM. 
could within six months liquidate Haiphong, obtain control of IC 
south at least to Vinh. Concurrently VM activities and terrorism may 
increase in south sufficiently to contain French and Viet forces there. 
Combined VM forces would then be in position directly to assault 
south Vietnam, or turn against Laos, Cambodia, Burma and Thai- 
land for forced or negotiated surrenders.® Situation would not be lost 
at this point but. with VM installed in Hanoi, one of historic Asian | 

| capitals and city which typifies Viet nationalism to much greater 
degree than Saigon, with Chinese and VM troops supreme in north, 

, and with Chinese and Soviet representatives installed in capital of — 
government they recognize, weight of manpower, logistics and morale 

- would then be in Sino-VM favor and defense of IC and SEA would | 
enter final phase, in truth, last ditch affair. a | 

—(B) Most important policy aspects IC political situation at end | 

1950 were: : | a 

1. Organic relationship between Associated States (AS) and 
France, while not yet contending Viet nationals had more satisfactory a 
and viable framework-than at any previous time since end last war. 
Transfer substantial economic sovereignty to AS at Pau,® decision to | 
activate true national armies, assurance drastic reduction number | 
French officials in IC, cession all local revenues to AS have established a 

| new high water mark IC progress toward independence. Good will 
which might normally have attached to French as result this body 
of concessions is, however, marred by Viet suspicions that VM strength, 
menace of Chinese Communists, imperative of French position in 
Europe contributed preponderantly to grants of last two months. 

_ Volatile Viets who only recently complained French would never leave 
now have begun to doubt French intent to see war in IC through. 
Had French willingly made two years ago 1950 concessions and had 
Bao Dai and his government had two years experience under new 
formula, there would have been radically different. IC situation. Basis 
political question today is whether there is time enough to utilize 
new political framework to mobilize mass allegiance behind Bao Dai. 
. 2, Viet Government has thus far failed to display any real dynam- _ 
ism and has not yet won confidence of public in its ability to provide 

| security or welfare. The Chief of State has yet to exhibit sustained _ 
energy or the know-how of leadership, its cabinet lacks stature, color, | 

_ and broad _representativeness; its administrators are generally in- —_ 
experienced and frequently venal. There have, however, been occa- | 

| sional flashes of energy; in Huu,’ Giao® and Tri,® Bao Dai has a — 

°For additional documentation on U.S. concern regarding the Communist 
_ threat to Southeast Asia, see pp. 1 ff. 

*The interstate conference at Pau, France, attended by representatives of 
_ France and the Associated States of Indochina, ended on November 27, 1950, | 

after almost five months of negotiations. For texts of ten quadripartite agree- 
ments concluded at the conference and signed on December 16, 1950, see France, 

_ Direction de la Documentation, Notes et Htudes Documentaires, No. 1425 | | 
(January 24, 1951), pp. 1-88. : 

* Tran Van Huu, Prime Minister of Viet-Nam. | 
* Phan Van Giao, Governor of Central Viet-Nam. 
* Nguyen Huu Tri, Governor of Tonkin.
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a second level of recognized leaders; the government senses some of its | 

| inadequacies and is turning increasingly to US for advice and assist- — 

ance; and, very importantly, the Viet military forces, armed religious 

~ groups and ethnic minorities have stood firm with Bao Daiand display © 

| ‘will to fight. a Sag 

8. Lack of unity among IC’s neighbors within SEA and divergencies 

in Far East policy of great powers are further weaknesses inICsitua- | 

tion. These in turn make UN position re Chinese aggression in IC | 

equivocal. This general lack of cohesion and clarity in west is today | 

one of the Communists’ greatest advantages in its SHA march. . 

| (C) Economic situation at end 1950 as measured by traditional 

_ indices no worse than for past 18 months. However, attention called | 

reported pressure on exchange authorities convert piasters into francs, 

slackening rate imports particularly in north, and near-panic condi- | 

tions latter area with French trying dispose of stocks in real estate 

in anticipation VM victory. Military success warranting belief French 

and Bao Dai regimes could remain Tonkin might reverse these 

| negative trends. Basically mass IC are relatively better off re food, 

| shelter and clothing than many other Asiatic peoples. Only breakdown 

in transportation such as occurred 1946 in Tonkin could bring about | 

famine conditions. On other hand economy for decades has been under- — 

developed with chronic state of semi-unemployment in north and lack 

full employment in south, while for last 4 years its balance of ‘inter- 

| national payments has been balanced only by massive imports financed 

directly or indirectly by French payments for military costs, for other — 

budget deficits, etc. To attack either of latter two problems, however, 

| is long-term project requiring provision capital, improvement agri- - 

| cultural practices, etc. a Oo 

- Only important immediate emergency economic problems would 

appear to be: (1) Handling of growing influx of refugees, particu- 

larly in north and (2) financing additional military burdens as ex- | 

- pected to incur, while building up their national armies early 1951. 

Hitherto burden military expenses almost entirely French, but with — 

signing Pau and December 18 [8] military convention,° states are 

- given all public revenues from IC sources and in turn expected by 

_ French carry appreciable cost of national armies. Out of total re- 

sources of about 2.1 billion piasters for instance, Viet expected by 

| French to earmark about 500 million and secure another 500 from re- 

7 duction other expenditures, increasing tax yields, and levying addi- 

tional taxes. These conditions might cripple VN government at start 

to say nothing of drastically limiting necessary social and economic 

reform progress whose absence hitherto one of Bao Dai’s greatest 

| weaknesses. a BS SO Oe 

10 A French-Vietnamese military convention signed on December 8, 1950, estab- 

lished a Vietnamese national army by effecting the transfer of certain units 

from French to Vietnamese control. > | |
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Accumulating evidence also indicates at least some Viet business 
and political “leaders” looking forward assumption formerly French 
economic apparatus of dirigisme in order line own pockets and that — 

_ whole transfer governmental and economic powers may create serious — 
_ problem for new governments due lack trained: personnel and reluc- | 

tance continuance rely on French advisers. Another Philippine situa- 
tion clearly possible. ee | | OS, 

It(A). Military. | ce 

1. Immediate shipment all items requested by French in emergency _ 
list recommended Legtel 566 and later request for equipment of Viet 
army, Legtel 1077 of December 16 pouched Paris plus greatest ex- 
pedition of possible shipment remaining fiscal year 1950 and fiscal | 
year 1951 MDAP items.” : | 7 epee | 

_ 2. French must be convinced prepare or at least consent to prepara- 
tion of counter-guerrilla and resistance organization for operation 

| within and behind enemy lines, and for communications network in oe 
upper Tonkin. Correlation of such activities with systematic aid to 

_ ‘Chinese Nationalists guerrillas in southern China provinces should | 
| be established. So far counter-guerrilla war and implantation of re- 

: sistance organization have been slighted by French; nor is there any | 
‘sure indication that De Lattre + will move at an early date to remedy — 
this deficiency. | | a | ne 

| 3. Area military conference of at least US-UK—France to be held 
‘earliest possible date to explore possibilities unified strategic concept. 
Almost year has passed since Legation recommended joint staff talks | 
and systematic intelligence exchanges within area and from time to 
time suggestion has received various endorsements. View deepening 
IC crisis conference should no longer be delayed. oe 7 

4, Legation believes projected MDAP allocations for Title IIT 
| countries * 1952 should be rescanned determined whether IC which 

must meet primary threat and where fate all other SEA countries | 
will in large measure be determined could receive increased supplies. | 

|  §. If financial aid for national armies necessary under conditions 
posited part I Legation recommends serious consideration to grant | 
‘direct financialaid. = SO Do Be Bee RE Ne 

7 _ 6. If Chinese Communists intervene in open aggression Legation . 
assumes UN and US must assist French and AS. Form of this assist- 
‘ance in primary stages would be air units and carrier strikes, In 
‘Mmeantime Legation would urge review decision no US carrier now | 
available for transfer to French in IC and immediate. earmarking 
carrier units for eventual US operations against Sino-VM. Readiness 

- | For documentation on U.S. relations with the Philippines, see pp. 1401 ff. | “ Telegrams 566, October 16, 1950, and 1077, December 16, 1950, from Saigon, 
are not printed. For other documentation on French requests for military | _ assistance, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, pp. 690ff.- ae _ “Général d’Armée Jean de Lattre de Tassigny, French High Commissioner 
‘in Indochina ; Commander of French Union forces in Indochina. | __™ Reference is to the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949 (Public Law 329, | 81st Cong.; 63 Stat. 714) as amended in 1950 (Public Law 621, 81st Cong.; 64 Stat. 373) under which military assistance was being programmed. Title ITT, : Section 303, authorized aid to countries in the “general area” of China. |
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- these units and ability for them become operational in IC immediately © 

on Chinese invasion would be incalculable benefit. a 

7. Legation recommends acceptance principle direct equipment local 

urban police and provincial guard units under MDAP and with 

MAAG observation. Oo oo 

, | 8. On assumption imminent Chinese invasion US should promptly 

recommend to French air reconnaissance Chinese border area includ- — . 

ing Hainan. French now operate under strict orders confine flights — 

eight kilometers this side northern frontier. ) 7 

9. US should make available air and surface facilities to assist in 

evacuating large number important Tonkinese officials and private 

citizens some of whom could constitute useful resistance leaders. 

10. MATS route through Saigon approved by competent officials | 

a more than month ago should be promptly instituted to provide east- 

west air lift critical supplies. | Oo 

: (B) Political. : | a 

1. In view new attributes sovereignty conferred on AS at Pau, 

French should promptly sponsor UN membership for AS, Cambodia, _ 

Laos and Vietnam. While applications may not prosper it should be 

made clear that only Soviet world is opposed. _ | 
9. Immediate consideration should be given to ways of utilizing new 

UN facilities such as observation committees in IC situation. While 

access to VM territory doubtless would be denied, air observation of 

| border movements could be undertaken. —_| 

Oe 3. Renewed efforts should be made by US and UK diplomacy to — 

| ) obtain recognition AS by Burma, Indonesia, Philippines, India, 

Pakistan. With Chinese aggression in Korea and Tibet,” Communists 

need for resources of SEA, and militant revolutionary expansionism | 

of Peking, IC’s neighbors should be asked to recognize threat to area 

and to each of them Communist success in IC would represent. At | 

same time, transfer of economic powers including 100% revenues to 

AS plus formation national armies should dispel much of their earlier 

objections to French Union formula. | ae oo 
4, Renewed attempt should be made align US-UK-French policy 

| in FE. If this not practicable, clear understanding should be reached _ 

on IC. Legation is particularly disturbed lest lack of understanding —— 

| should facilitate French or UK-French negotiations with Chinese _ 

Communists. Legation not convinced that preliminary explora- 

. tions this possibility were insignificant (London’s 3618, Decem- 

ber 281¢).... [It has been] stated to Legation officer informally... 

that British are pressing French to negotiate. Rumors same effect are 

beginning circulate locally. Whole matter may be Cominform propa- — 

ganda but it serves emphasize need for urgent tripartite consultations : 

on IC. This mission uninformed re Truman—Attlee conversations , 

on IC.” . . | 

5 Documentation on the Korean War is scheduled for publication in volume 

| vir: see also Foreign Relations, 1950, volume vii. For documentation on the . 

Chinese invasion of Tibet, October 7, 1950, see ibid., vol. v1, pp. 256 ff. 

- * Not printed. a | 

President Truman and Clement R. Attlee, Prime Minister of the United — 

Kingdom, met in Washington from December 4 to December 8, 1950, to discuss 

the situation arising from Chinese Communist intervention in Korea. Indochina 

did not receive extensive consideration. The record of the first meeting, Decem-
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National: | ee 

5. Renewed effort should be made to animate Bao Dai to sustained 
and vigorous effort of leadership. Whatever excuse may have existed - 
in past to effect that Bao Dai could not link his future to govern- | 
ment not truly sovereign no longer exist today after Pau transfers and 
in face Chinese menace. | | | 

6. US will exert pressure for constitution broadened national] unity 
government which would forthwith announce plans and proceed to | 

| implentation liberal program social educational, and economic better- 
ment (with present and if necessary increased ECA funds) and would 
set in motion machinery for institution representative organs. __ | 

7. US will indicate availability under approved circumstances forms 
of assistance to facilitate defections from VM. Legation suggests this 
must be activity another agency. | 

| ~ (C) Economie. Be | a 

View nature AS economic problems sketched part T, present STEM 
| program, in character if not in quantity or rate, regarded as reasonably 

satisfactory. Though its importance should greatly increase in 1951 | 
as organization and planning period of 1950 is translated into major 

_ deliveries of current fiscal year, every effort should continue be made 
speed procurement and shipment programmed items. In next six | 
months military effort must be given priority, although in long run 

economic assistance through capital development and improved tech- 
nology necessary put AS on truly sound economic base. _ | | 
Emergency economic needs are: (1) US may have to finance antici- 

pated AS budgetary deficits 1951 as explained part I, if French un- 
willing or unable to do’so, (2) preparations for assisting in handling 
northern refugees if large numbers make way. south, and (8) settling | 
soonest with French issue of US being able in spite March 8 accord 

_ furnish advisers AS governments to supplement, not supplant French, 
in order assist more efficient and honest administration, lack of which 
may contribute discourage the whole-hearted support for Bao Dai’s 
government whichissobadly needed. = = oo 

~  (D) Informational. | i Oo | a 

This activity should approach if not parallel importance our mili- 
| tary and economic programs. The executive staff of USIS now con- 

| sists of two junior officers. The focus should shift from “sell America” 
to “hit the enemy”. We must expand our use of all media, employing | 
materials collected and edited locally. The program outlined by Good- 

_ friend mission should.be backed with funds and personnel. Efforts to 
_ insure sympathy of youth, labor and religious groups should be en- | 

_ ergetically promoted. Viets must be coached by American technicians 
In giving Viet government “new look”; uniforms, stamps, seals, gov- 

ber 4, does attribute the following to Secretary of State Acheson, however: 
“If the Communists are successful in Korea, this may so weaken the French | 

| in Indochina that they will pull out. He doubted if any one of the President’s - 
advisers would urge him to intervene in that situation.” For the record of the - 
first meeting and other documentation on the Truman—Attlee conversations, see | 
Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1789 ff. For additional documentation on the | 
conference, see ibid., vol. VII, pp. 1237 ff. :
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ernment forms, street signs, money, etc. As long as Bao Dai-is our _ 
candidate he must be ingeniously “sold”—an American advisor should  —s_—> 
be stationed with him. Bao Dai should issue now first of series of “last — 
calls” to erring VM nationalists—he should announce, in his name, 
projects for building, “two year plans” and the like. in 

Political warfare should be aggressively pushed—playimg on dis- 
persed nature Viet Minh, promoting discord, defeatism, confusion, 
using all media borrowed or bought—radio, pamphlets, press, agents, 

--word-of-mouth—with all shades of allegiance and experts for these 
| activities should not be further delayed. Legation should inaugurate 

cooperation with projected Franco-British joint committee for psycho- 
logical warfare Saigon. , : Bees 

Certain of foregoing recommendations will involve expenditures: 
for which appropriations may not now be earmarked for IC. Lega- _ 
tion final recommendation is for all interested US agencies survey 
current funds to determine if special deficiency appropriations will 
be needed for defense of IC in next six months. If they may be, we | 
recommend promptest submittal necessary bills. _ ; 

- MAAG, Service Attachés, STEM concur in foregoing. | sO 
| Department pass Paris; sent Department 1157, repeated info Paris 

| 544, Hanoi unnumbered. Department please pass other posts as _ 
appropriate. Sr | 

—-9515.00/1-251° | ERE TEES 2? oa ge 

| _-  - Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET a | —  Gareon, January 2, 1951. | 
No. 408 | | 
Subject: Viet Minh and counter-guerrillasin Laos | 

On the occasion of my trip to Vientiane and Luang Prabang to 
| present my letters of credence to King Sisavang Vong of Laos, I had — | 

long talks with the Prime Minister, Excellency Phoui Sananikone, | 
and Crown Prince Savang (refer Legation Despatch No. 405 of 

| January 2, 1951)" concerning the creation of provincial counter- | 
guerrilla forces for which armament was requested by the Laotian 
and French Governments (see Legtels No. 857, November 14 and — 
No. 942, November 25, 1950).? I was told that the French were finally 
able to provide somewhat heterogeneous armament, and groups totally _ 
[totalling] some 4,000 men are actually in the field. Prime Minister 
Sananikone, while expressing confidence that this new force would 

| diminish rural and urban terrorism and sabotage by roaming Viet 
Minh bands, feared that the Viet Minh might simply. increase the | 

- number and sizeofthesebands. — | nT 

1 Not printed: | oo | - Os 
_  * Neither printed. — | |
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Prince Savang, however, appeared confident that these counter- 
| guerrilla movements would in a very short time, perhaps within a 

month, clear central and northern Laos of Viet Minh marauders who 
now operate in rather small groups of 20 to 50 men. In the south, he 
said, it would be somewhat more difficult because the Viet Minh are | 

| able to send in larger units and the local authorities and population — 
are less patriotic and loyal to the throne than in the center and north. 
In the extreme northern part of Laos, several bands have been roam- | 
ing around apparently with the idea of investigating Laos as a pos- 

sible invasion route, locating sources of food, and practical transporta- 
| tion routes. Prince Savang was under the impression that neither | 
_ - Viet Minh forces nor Chinese Communists who might invade would a 

| attempt to seep southward through Laos due to the difficulty of the | 
terrain, the lack of food and the hostility of the population, => 

| se a _ Donatp R, Heate | 

751G.00/1-551: Telegram | a rs 

- Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY . Saigon, January 5, 1951—10 p. m. — | 

1181. 1. At his invitation, I saw Bao Dai at Dalat yesterday for a : 
__- yearend survey outstanding problems. I was accompanied by Blum) | 

_ STEM< chief, who had been asked to set up medical and agricultural 
aid program in southern high plateau which like northern border | 
zone territories and minorities are crown territories under direct rule | | 
of Bao Dai and not central or regional governments. Bao Dai hasan | 
interest and feeling of authority over these regions and their tribes-_ : 
men quite distinct from his attitude toward the settled parts of Viet- . 
nam. I had the distinct impression Bao Dai toys with idea, in case 

| Viet Minh, with or without Chinese help, takes over the arable areas 
of Vietnam, of personally continuing resistance with tribesmen. and. 
his special mountain division in this wild area which he thoroughly _ 

_ knows from his hunting expeditions. He has been pushing STEM for ~ | 
an aid program for area. When De Lattre was in Dalat two daysago, _ 

_ Bao Dai persuaded the latter to promise French contribution of 25. 
_ million piasters toward 50 million piaster deficit in region’s total 

budget of 61 million piasters. Viet Government would make up 
balance. Bao Dai complained that De Lattre’s “Colonial-minded en- _ 
tourage” tried to persuade latter to withdraw or qualify promise. 

_. 2. To my question as to progress made in forming national army, | 
Bao Dai said he had definitely decided to make Governor Giao chief 
of staff. He had been forced postpone this appointment, however, be- 

_ _* Robert Blum, Chief of the Special Technical and Economic Mission to 
Viet-Nam, Laos, and Cambodia. | So ,
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‘cause of the bitter feud between Giao and Huu. He had to find a 

Defense Minister agreeable to both parties. Tri was the only man 

for position and Huu, who has gone to Hanoi for several days, will 

- try to persuade him to accept the job. | | ere 

3. To my inquiry when other Cabinet changes which sometime ago 

, he told me were pending would be announced. he replied it was ex- , 

tremely difficult to find the proper men. He had not, for example, 

been able to find a good man for Washington. He said in confidence | 

he had more difficulty with his government than with the opposition. 

He would have to retain Huu for time being because if dismissed, Huu 

would start a separatist movement for Cochin-China which would 

probably find support from French who bitterly regretted ever hav- 

‘ing given up their former Colony to a unified Vietnam. Asked whether | 

| he would change director of information service, Bao Dai admitted 

that present incumbent was not up to the requirements of political 

situation. I remarked we had already extended facilities and equip- 

ment from both ECA and USIS to them and indicated Legation might 

be in position increase such assistance, 1f we could be assured it would 

~ pe utilized imaginatively and energetically. Bao Dai said his informa- 

| tion service was not reaching the people but it was difficult to find 

: anyone really capable of heading the program. ‘That was always the 

trouble. Even if the US were in a, position to increase its generous aid 

to Vietnam, he, Bao Dai, would hesitate accepting it for he was not 

gure of finding men who could administer it honestly and effectively. 

| I remarked I had been disturbed by rumors that officials of his govern- 

ment were hoping to utilize the grant of economic independence given 

by Pau accords to feather their own nests. This would create.a most 

| serious situation. We had seen our aid to the Philippines in part 

wasted by grafting officials. Vietnam, in a previous regime, had a 

system of censors designed to prevent and punish graft. I said I hoped 

he was taking steps to prevent any such corruption. Bao Dai replied 

| that it would take a long period to establish a tradition of adminis- 

trative probity in Vietnam. ~ a | rns 

4. Returning to question of an effective information service I re- | 

) marked that, of ccurse, much depended on his own actions and those 

of his government. I felt there should be both announcement and initial — 

implementation of a social program capable of offsetting Viet Minh 

| propaganda. American economic assistance provided a basis for such 

a program. As important deliveries arrive, or new activities of our 

| aid program begin, they should be marked by public appearances and 

statements. Bao Dai and the Vietnamese Government could take es- 

sential credit for the accomplishments realized through American 

| aid. We had not embarked upon our program of economic assistance — 

in Indochina merely to get credit for American goodwill and: gen- 

erosity but with the idea of building up and raising prestige of a
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Progressive Vietnamese Government. Our Legation publicity section _ 
would be glad to assist. to that end. Bao Dai agreed to this thesis but 
did not: volunteer how-or when he would work for its accom plishment. 
5. I went on to say that in view of the critical situation and his 

difficulties with his own government, it seemed to me indispensable _ 
that he take up: residence in Saigon. He had informed me in our last 
meeting he was not going to press. for the turnover of the High 
Commissioner’s palace since De Lattre evidently did not want-to sur- a 
render it and Bao: Dai counted on friendly relations with De Lattre - 

| to accomplish. Vietnamese aims, particularly the formation. of the - oe 
national army. I inquired of Bao Dai why he did not take up resi- 
dence in the La Grandiere Palace or General Carpentier’s ? house and | 

| speculated whether his temporarily occupying inferior quarters in — 
| Saigon might not hasten the turning over of the High Commissioner’s 

| palace already promised by Letourneau? and Pignon.* I emphasized | 7 
_ these observations were purely personal ones. I was without any in- | 

_ structions from my government to discuss the matter with him. I | - 
personally felt very strongly, however, that he could not. manage 

| affairs from Dalat. Bao Dai demurred he could not move down to | 
- Saigon until the French were ready to make the “elegant gesture” of a 

voluntarily turning over the High Commissioner’s palace to him. His 7 
Vietnamese subjects, he argued, would not understand his. accepting 
inferior quarters in Saigon. ego NR eee wee em | 

6. Bao Dai felt De Lattre was sincere in his desire to create a Viet- — 
_- Mamese national army, to support Bao Dai’s regime and to put upa 

real fight in the north. De Lattre was going to France in the middle 
of January to endeavor to obtain an extra division of French troops. | 

| Bao Dai thought that one division utterly insufficient reinforcement. | 
| He thought De Lattre and the French with encouragement of the 

British were harboring the illusion it would be: possible to transform 
Mao Tse-tung °-into‘a Tito.*- Bao Dai thought there. was nota chance 
of such: an-occurrence. On the other hand,:he did not believe that-the oO 
Chinese would openly invade Indochina. We [He] indeed hoped that 
they would because then, and only then, could he really go to the Viet-— a 
hamese people with a cause: demanding their support. He thought | 

: it more likely that the Chinese would send in supporting troops and 
| increased assistance but would keep Viet Minh formations in the actual | 

line of attack. Already, according to Bao Dai’s information, there _ 

| _-* Gen.. Marcel ‘Carpentier, Commander. of French Union forces in Indochina, 1999-1950, _ Bn | - “Jean Letourneau, French Minister for the Associated States, | -.* Léon Pignon, French High Commissioner in Indochina, 1948-1950. st 3 | ° Chairman of the Central People’s Government Council, People’s Republic of | | oe and Chairman of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of — 

ey osip Broz-Tito, Yugoslav Prime Minister and Minister of Defense: Secre- tary General of the Yugoslav Communist Party. = © =~ | 
538-617—77-23 | OS
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were 20,000 Chinese troops and officials inthe northern border region. — 

He had reports that at Langson there were 6,500. Chinese troops and 

that the political administrator was. a Chinese woman Communist. 

(Note: Governor Giao in a later conversation said he did not believe 

more than a few Chinese were actually on Vietnam soil. He regretted 

that De Lattre had not yet decided to give’ French support 

to the formation of Vietnamese counter-guerrilla and resistance | 

| organization.) LE bbb eo 

: 7. This concluded the substantive aspects of our conversation. After 

leaving the palace, Bao Dai’s Military Adjutant accompanied me to 

the airport. He is also nominally eommander of one of the Vietnamese 

| battalions in the north. Of his own volition he criticized the tactics 

being employed against. the Viet Minh. He said that instead. of fight- os 

ing defensively, smaller groups must: be organized to make:raids at _ 

night and on holidays against Viet: Minh communications and land _ 

detachment. ‘They: would need special arms and equipment for such 

. operations. Regular military formations must be maintained for the 

defense of the cities and to meet Viet Minh orthodox military forma- 

tion but formation of counter-guerrilla units should not be delayed. — | 

| However, -he said ‘concurrently, ‘there must be an increased effort 

politically to-indoctrinate both troops and. population. Viet: Minh 

7 propaganda was latterly meeting with greatisuccess.  — oe le fae A 

9 I was more than usually disappointed in this last conversation — 

| with Bao Dai: He expressed intelligent understanding andagreement 

with the measures which should be undertaken but there was no evi 

dence of urgent determination and leadership to accomplish them. He | 

: is undoubtedly -working ‘on the formation of his army at Dalat and — 

is consulting with a great number of people these days. I learned that | 

| the Cao Daist Pope was at-Dalat the day of my visit and that: several = 

miles away résided General Quan Nam Hung, an old Vietnamese 

officer who was trained and. served under Chiang Kai-shek.? But with — 

our reverses in Korea and new Viet Minh-attacks in the north, the 

- feeble public ‘support and hope in Bao Dai’s regime is becoming 

dangerously weaker. It is clear to me that Bao Daiis perfectly aware 

a of this deteriorating situation but it-is also’ perfectly clear that he has 

| not yetvarrived at a definite plan‘or urgent determination ‘to correct 

| it. Texpectito see De Lattre today or tomorrow and return for further 

conversations with Bao Daiearly next'week. ~~ es 

I might add that I asked Bao Dai if he intended to go to Hanoi 

and he said yes but not immediately. His first trip must be made to 

Hue. He said showing that the. imperial and Confucian family tradi- 

a tion is still'‘strong in him despite his Western education that he was | 

chief. of the imperial family inéluding . 30,000 or 40,000 people. Sev- 

‘president ofthe Republicof China, Oo |
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| _ eral members of the clan had been assassinated recently by Viet Minh. | 

_ As chief of the-clan he must make the required visits of condolences. a 
Department pass Paris. Sent Department 1181, repeated info _ 

Paris551400 © . ae oo: 
Lo es - oe Aare 

| -151G.00/1-851 : Telegram . 7 / — - ee : / | a 7 | - ' - . 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) .to the Secretary of State 

SECRET i ee Paris, January 8, 1951—1 pm 
8858. Deptel 813, December 29 Saigon (repeated Paris 3480)! and 

Saigon telegram 1157, December 31 (repeated Paris 544).2 —_ 
| Embassy in general agreement with Saigon comments and .recom- 

mendations but believes that two basic factors in Indochina situation 
should be kept in mind in considering Legation’s recommendations: —_ 
_ (1) Principle of primary French responsibility in Indochina was accepted during conversations with French Government at Paris in | May 1950 and Embassy believes that no action should be taken by a US Government, in view its present and. probable future commit- | ments in other areas of world, which would tend to vitiate this prin- ciple. Some of Legation’s recommendations, as for example. with | respect to direct financial aid for national army, underwriting Asso- ciated States budgetary deficits and US assistance in handling _ 7 ; refugees from north, would appear, if adopted in toto, represent a trend toward breakdown of principle of primary French responsibility. Embassy’s comment is directed not against. specific recommendations of Legation but. toward action which would have over-all effect of | weakening principle of primary French responsibility in absence of any fresh decision on this point. ae oe | _ (2) Although Legation does not so indicate, Embassy assumes that | discussion. with French Government prior to action is envisaged on various of its recommendations where there would be very definite French concern rather than merely matter of US action. This would seem to be. particularly necessary in matters such as constitution _ broadened national ‘government in Vietnam, question problem’ of . | facilitating defections from Viet Minh, question of US advisers and informational activities re 
Embassy strongly. supports Legation’s recommendation regarding 7 desirability preparing counter guerrilla and resistance organizations | 

for operations within and behind enemy Times | 
_ Embassy considers important that joint US-UK Freneh military 
staff talks be held at earliest possible date, In this connection, Foreign _ Office official informs us that British have expressed to French: Gov- | ernment agreement on urgent necessity such talks and that Schuman * | 

1 Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vt, p. 958 OC -* Reference is to telegram 1157, January 1, p. 3382. . 8 Robert Schuman, French Foreign Minister, 
|
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is taking matter up ‘direct with Pleven * with view to pushing matter. 

If decisions have already been reached with respect’ to US:Govern- 

ment course of action in event Chinese Communist aggression against _ a 

- -Indochina, it would be helpful for Embassy to be informed of these — 

| decisions. It is inevitable that among questions French Government > 

would raise in joint staff discussions Indochina situation would be that 

| of action to be taken in event Chinese Communist overt crossing 

border into Tonkin, either through use of “volunteers” of with openly | 

| organized units of regular Chinese Communist armies, as well as 

whether US Government was prepared to assist with air and naval 

forces, or even ground forces. Pertinent to the foregoing would also. 

be question whether problem would require immediate discussion in 

| and action by UN-and whether US Government’ prepared to aét with 

| orwithout UN sanctions - ee eg 

- Sent Department 3853: repeated info Saigon 384. Department pass 

‘Saigon. - oe Oc 

| os , es _— - BRUCE © 

“René Pleven, Premier of France. a oe ae : - | | 

751G.5 MAP/1-951 : Telegram a ae Ses os Bol ns 

Phe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

oo gecrer Sato, January 9 1951—8'p. m. 

1209. Accompanied by General Brink, I saw De Lattre yesterday 

evening. De Lattre started complaining: that, while General Brink _ 

and I were always ready to consider any reasonable request for mili- _ 

tary aid, subordinate officers of MAAG were refusing to entertain 

requests presented by his staff; were requiring excessive “Justification”
 

for each demand and stating orally with regard to many requests that | 

: they would ‘not be satisfied since the US was more interested in arm- 

ing Europe than providing equipment. for Indochina. These officers 

whom De Lattre did not name, were, he. alleged; giving impression — 

US was no longer interested in Indochina. He said: that subordinate 

_ officers of MAAG had refused French request for perforated landing 

mats for extra airfields which he must build with jeast possible delay 
in order to disperse his planes against possible enemy air attack and to 

- provide operating bases: for. additional planes he expects. These mats _ 

| were absolutely necessary. If unobtainable he would have to have 

- - eement strips which would take months to complete and for which | 

- cement was lacking. He was using all available cement for fortifica- — 

| 1 Brig. Gen. Francis G. Brink, Chief of the Military Assistance Advisory Group 

at Saigon. | | rs BO
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_ tions.in the north and to provide necessary subterranean hangars 
forcertain fields (0 

_ _ I told General, De Lattre that there was no change in the situation; 
| that France had already received a large amount of the material with 

little delay. General Brink had taken the initiative of going to see 
MacArthur? and had obtained from the latter, at some sacrifice to 
reserves for Korean action, large quantity of material which French 
were now utilizing. General Brink’s initiative had advanced deliveries 
of these items by probably three months. Requests for military aid 
to Indochina enjoyed a priority immediately after that of Korean 

operations. I remarked that De Lattre’s staff had probably misunder- | 
stood the observations ofthe officersof MAAG. 
We had recommended giving sizable program of aid of which many 

_ items would arrive without delay. General Brink pointed out that he 

had recommended the provision of landing mats and was still recom- | 
_ mending delivery but from what he had learned in Japan they were 
in short or non-existent supply. It would take several months to get 
them. He, General Brink, had informed the Chief-of-Staff of the | 

--- eireumstances and it was a service to De Lattre to know in advance just 
what material he could receive only with considerable delay, so he 

| could plan realistically. De Lattre expressed himself satisfied. but 
asked that Brink go over with his Chief-of-Staff a list of. pending | 

requests and point out items whose delivery would involve long delay. 
[ closed this part of the conversation by the remark that he knew he 
could count on us to cooperate in every way toward the acceleration of 
the armament program. I also remarked that some ten days ago De 

_ Lattre had told us he was sending the next day a list of items which = 
| were urgently needed. We had altered our military mission to process 

_ the requests but the list actually had only been received yesterday. 
De Lattre admitted this delay which was caused by the fact that he 
had turned the list over to Colonel Beauffre whom he had to take with 
him on his sudden trip to Hanoi to work out defense measures against 
Viet Minh attacksoftwoweeksago, 

_ De Lattre said he had changed his plans about going to Paris. He — 
| had now decided not.to go before the middle of February. He had to _ 

be on hand here during this period of possible Viet Minh attacks. He 
was no longer worried over the renewal of Viet Minh offensive. He | 
did not believe French would lose an inch of ground nor did he believe 

_ the Chinese troops would join operations at this time. With expected 
material, some reinforcements, airfield and defense construction he  — 

---* General of the Army Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Commander for the - 
_ Allied Powers in Japan; Commander in Chief, Far East; Commander.in Chief, 

United Nations Command, | on ~ : Bn |
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- felt he could hold. He replied that morale was magnificent. He said _ 

| ‘he had changed his mind about asking for heavy reinforcements from 

"France. He realized that they simply could not be supplied in view of 

‘the necessity of rapidly building up the Metropolitan army. He 

wouldtry, however,togetafewbattalions. re 

| When he had completed his reorganization and construction in the © 

north he was going to take personal hold of the formation of the Viet 

| National Army which was lagging badly due to the lack of energy and - 

competency in the Viet Government. In leaving De Lattre thanked = 
-mewarmlyformycooperation, = = ne | 

Last night De Lattre was guest honor dinner given by Huu and 

-_-yesponded eloquently to lattér’s toast affirming that Vietnam was now 
fren ) acre 

Department pass Paris. Sent Department 1209, repeated info Paris _ 
559,Hanoi unnumbered. eee | 

OO a a Arata 

-790.5/1-1631 bo sea ee Es 

| The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State ) 

SECRET 5” -. * Wasurneron, 16 January 1951. 

_ Dear Mr. Secrerary: With reference to your letter of 15 Novem- _ 

| ber 1950 1 regarding proposed United States-United Kingdom-French 

military talks concerning the defense of Indochina, I am transmitting 

| herewith, for your information, a memorandum of 10 January 1951 _ 

from the Joint Chiefs of Staff on this subject. In this memorandum | 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff refer to a previous memorandum to me, 

| dated 8 December 1950,? in which they then stated that “additional 

| — military staff talks should not be undertaken at this time.” I am also 

enclosing that memorandum for yourinformation. == 

In view of the opinion which the Joint Chiefs of Staff have re- 

| affirmed in their memorandum of 10 January: 1951 that, from the 

- strictly military point of view, no additional military staff talks are 

desirable at this time, I believe that the holding of such talks now de- © 

pends on whether or not the Department of State believes that there 

are overriding political considerations. I realize that the opinion of | 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff would have the effect of indefinitely post- 

poning your agreement reached with Mr. Schuman and Mr. Bevin © 

4 Secretary of Staté Acheson’s letter to Secretary of Defense Marshall, Novem- 
. ber 15, 1950, not printed, suggested that preparations be completed for the earliest. — 

possible meeting of high military officers of the United States, the United King- 

- dom, and France regarding Indochina (790.5/11-1550). For documentation on 

the question of staff talks, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, pp. 690 ff. 

| * Not printed. : : | 

pe Oo
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on 14 September 1950.? Yet, I believe that,'in the light of the views | | 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Department of Defense can only rec- | 

ommend that, unless there are overriding political considerations, the 
_ French and British Governments be informed of the present. U.S. | 

military position regarding these talks. - ee 

| Faithfully yours, — nn ss GO. Masia 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary o f Defense 

SECRET =f . SP , WASHINGTON, 10 January 1951. 

Subject: “Proposed Military Talks Regarding Defense of Indochina. 

1. This memorandum is in response to your memorandum of 21 De-. 
_ cember 1950 * dealing with the matter of proposed military talks re- | 

garding defense of Indochina, = oe 
2. In view of the present United States military position in the 

_ Far East, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believe the following to be basic: 

| - a. The United. States should not permit its military forces to bee 
come engaged in French Indochinaatthistime,and ss 

6. In the event of a communist invasion of Indochina, therefore, 
the United States should under current circumstances limit its support 
of the French there to an acceleration and‘expansion of the ‘present — 
military assistance ‘program, together with taking other appropriate _ 
action to deny Indochina to communism, short of the actual employ- 

~ ment of military forces... re Set Se ee eg ne! 

| " In light’ of the’ above, and in view of the considerations expressed 
in their merhorandum to you of 8 December 1950, the Joint Chiefs of | 

| Staff feel, from the strictly military point of view, that no additional | 
military staff talks are desirableatthistime. 

_ 3. On the other hand, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize that the 
_ political considerations raised in your memorandum of 21 December 

1950 may be regarded as overriding. Under such circumstances, the © 
_ Joint Chiefs of Staff would not interpose further objection to the | 

holding of additional tripartite military staff talks at this time. Any 
such talks, however, would be:restricted in scope by the Joint Chiefs : 

| of Staff and would not be permitted to deal with matters of strategy 
_ affecting United States global policies and plans. | ; 

“At a meeting on September 14, 1950, Secretary Acheson informed Robert — 
Schuman, French Foreign Minister, and Ernest Bevin, British Foreign Secre- . 
tary, that the United States wished to commence military staff talks on Indo- 
china. For documentation on consideration. of Indochina at the New York 
Tripartite Foreign. Ministers meeting, September 12-14 and 18-19, 1950, see . 
Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 880 ff. | | 

: * Not printed.
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| ~ 4, In the event of a global war, the major United States measures in 

support of the French in Indochina would of necessity also belimited 

to the acceleration and expansion of the present military assistance 

| program as feasible, and, operationally, to matters connected with 

| convoy, routing, and protection of shipping. If the decision is made | 

to hold the proposed additional military talks involving military 

operational commanders, it would be appropriate, therefore, that the | 

) chief United States military representative should be an officer desig- 

nated by the Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC), and that | 

he shouldbe assisted byGeneralBrink. = °° st — 

| .  ** For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

| A.C. Davis | 
ree Rear Admiral,OSN 

ee Director, The Joint Staff 

| 751G.00/1-1651:'Telegram 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon 

SECRET a Wasutneton, January 16, 1951—7-p. m. 

904. Ngo Dinh: Diem ? called at his request on officials Dept yester- _ 

day. He, returned to US from Rome and Paris about a month ago 

to pursue his “studies into the mechanics of the Amer Govt” and to 
- doresearch onecclesiastical matters. =. ee 

, Diem reported that while in Paris he sent word to Bao Dai thru | 

Vinh? and unnamed counselor of Fr Union that in the face of the 

erisis facing his country at present he wld be willing to become PriMin 

and form a new govt providing that Bao Dai gave more auth to the 

a Fed Govt and ceased bypassing it in favor of “governing thru the 

| three. provincial govs.” Diem has been’ informed that Bao Dai-is con-- 

: sidering his proposition but nothing more. He intends to remain in the 

US for some time unless he is recalled by Chief of State. eae 
He spoke with much more balance than heretofore. He seemed aware 

of gravity of Chi threat and encouraged by nature and extent of 

| autonomy granted Assoc States at Pau. Conversations were marked 
by absence anti-Fr sentiments so evident in past interviews with Diem. 

Sent to AmLegation Saigon 904; rptd to. AmEmbassy Paris (for 

info) 8754. ee Oe ee | | 

oe | ea _ ACHESON 

| - 14 prominent leader of the Vietnamese Catholic community. _ oe 
?’Presumably Nguyen Trung Vinh, Governor of Southern Viet-Nam. —
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751G.00/1-1951 : Circular airgram 7 . | - 

_ The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices === 

| sncreT - = ——”—s Wa snneron, January 19,1951—8:15a.m. 
Subject: Discussion of Indochina political situation with neighbor- _ 

ing Asian governments © : 
The Department wishes to draw your attention again to the con- 

tinuing need that you bring your influence to bear on the governments — | 
to which you are accredited concerning their policy toward the Asso- 
ciated StatesinIndochinas 

__ Assistant, Secretary Rusk’s press release of November 27th? and 
other recent public declarations, including most recently the Tillman _ 
Durdin article published in the Vew York Times on January 15 [14], 
1951,3 have served to publicize in the United States the facts concern- 
ing the autonomy recently acquired by the Associated States from 
France as a result of the decisions reached at Pau. Yet there has. been | 
little if any notice of the fact outside France, particularly inthe Asian 

nations where it is most, essential that the facts be known. We can- 
not allow the Asians to overlook the significance of recent develop- 

- ments because of a failure of their own and French information 

_ services to publicize them. It is our hope that, in encouraging the | 
other Asian Governments to restudy the matter. they may even be 

| inclined to take a realistic view and arrive. at the inescapable con- = 
clusion that the Associated States are in fact autonomous even while _ 
retaining membership in a commonwealth of nations, not an unprece- | 

— dentedaction, 
| _ If the hesitation of Asian nations, excepting Thailand, to grant 

: recognition to the Governments of the Associated States is actually 
based, as has been stated, on doubts concerning the extent of sover- 

| eignty they enjoy, recent developments have entirely changed these 
considerations and the matter should be reviewed. As you know, for — 
all practical purposes the last functions being administered by the 

French in Indochina were turned over to the local governments on oe 
January 1,1951. ©) Be : 

_ Any consideration of Indochina policy on the part of neighboring oe 
_ Asian States cannot be disassociated from the circumstance of the — 

present threat of Chinese intervention and Communist domination of 
the Indochinese peninsula. The Department considers that recognition 
by other and similarly concerned, if for the moment. less seriously 

* Sent to Karachi, New Delhi, Djakarta, Rangoon, Colombo, and Manila for 
action; repeated to Paris and Saigon for information. _ ne 

|? See circular telegram 187, November 27, 1950, which contains the text of the 
press conference statement by Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State for Far | 
Eastern Affairs, printed in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vt, p.9388 ff£ = | 7 

| _*The New York Times, January 14,1951, p.11,colk 1.0 = | 7 |
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threatened Asian nations, of the established governments of the Asso- 

ciated States would be a considerable stimulus to the anti-Communist 

forces there and a serious blow to. the Viet Minh. The time is particu- 

larly propitious now coinciding as it would with other lesser encour- 

agements including an increase in overall military potential, the Jan- 

| uary 1 political developments, progress in the enlargement of National 

Armies and the energetic, effective and benevolent administration of 

General de Lattre, Commander in Chief of the Franco-Vietnamese st 

- Union forces. ORIN SOI EO : 

You are therefore instructed to seek an early opportunity to dis- — 

cuss this matter again with the governments to which you are accred- 

ited along lines to be developed at your discretion. You should attempt | 

to assist the government. in acknowledging the facts in the matter 

without giving an impression that this is. a subject the United States 

is pursuing solely for its own interests. or that, we are attempting to. 

over-influence other friendly governments in their acknowledged right _ 

| to decide this and other questions on their own initiative and in their 

own interests which, incidentally, we believe the decision we hope will 

emerge from their considerations would be. _ er ee 

| Co 
 ACHTESON 

761G.00/1-2051: Telegram CR a OS = 

Phe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Seoretary of State — 
CONFIDENTIAL = =—C—C“(<«‘(CO”*#S AGN, January 20, 1951—9 p. m. 

1286. On urgent invitation Bao Dai British Minister and I pro- 

ceeded Hue Wednesday January 17 to be present at (1) ritual cere- 

| mony of Bao Dai’s report on the state of the union to his imperial 

ancestors and (2) his address to Viet people and accompanying 

festivities. Apparently it had been planned to have General De Lattre 

as only honor guest but Bao Dai’s imperial Cabinet and Governor 

| Giao decided that if De Lattre alone were present it would reinforce 

Viet Minh propaganda that Bao Dai is merely French puppet. Hence — 

our belated invitation. Bao Dai’s prayers and reverences before the 

altars of his nine imperial predecessors was witnessed only by the 

hierarchy from the courtyard. De Lattre, President Huu British Min- 

| ister and I were only spectatorsadmitted tothetemple. | 

| Bao Dai’s address to Viet people (copy by pouch) was an unexciting | 

- appeal for national union and to “fence sitters” to offer their services 

) to the government, plus promise that his government would create 

| _ national army and bring prosperity to Vietnam. | Cc 

| Under energetic stage management of Governor Giao some 20,000 

or 30,000 Viets were gathered to listen to Bao Dai’s speech and since 

| there was a number of school children there were cheers of satisfactory 

- volume and duration. The town was decorated with banners mainly



- | | 

| eulogizing Bao Dai but also paying tribute to General De Lattre and 
an occasional banner or poster expressing gratitude to US and Great | 
Britain. | PEPER ET ete ea ap 

At night there was a fete on the river of [garble] with gaily lit 
| junks and sampans, floating theaters and banners celebrating Bao | 

_ Dai and De Lattre. De Lattre had left, however, after brief luncheon _ 
conference with Bao Dai to return to fighting in Tonkin. —. 

President Huu seemed very unhappy and in the morning expressed: 
intention of returning same day to Saigon on pretext that his pres- 
ence there was necessary in view of battle raging in the north He 
later talked with Bao Dai, however, who ordered him to stay. Bao 

/ Dai told me he had directed Huu to demand the resignations of all 
_ his ministers so that new Cabinet could be formed by January 22 or a 

23. Huu was to continue as’ President, Tri would become Minister of | 
_ Defense and Governor Giao chief of staff of Viets army. Bao Dai 

had not yet decided on other Cabinet posts. It will be recalled that 
| Bao Dai told Blum (Legtel 1189, January 8)? he would postpone 

forming new Cabinet until after De Lattre’s trip to France in latter 

- - The’ Viet Minh offensive in north and the insistence of: apparently | 
all his advisors except Huu that he could no longer delay ‘informing 

_ strong government of national union has finally decided Bao Dai to 
take the Jong overdue step of naming‘new Cabinet. It was rumored __ 

___that one of the most effective arguments used by his advisors was that 
because of his present lack lustre, slow-moving government, Bao Dai | 
was being completely eclipsed by energetic DeLattre. nF 

_ I might add to my account of the Hue festivities that at a dinner | 
he gave to Bao Dai that evening Governor Giao gave toast lasting | 

_ some 15 minutes devoted principally to praising Bao Dai and, sec- 
ondly, to General De Lattre. The most interesting portion of this 
“toast” was directed to proving that national or local elections | 
were not possible under present circumstances. As long as “the Com- 

_ Munist’ menace weighed on the consciences” of the Viet people there ~ | 
could be no “free elections”. Giao told me afterward that the reason | 
for this passage was that Bao Dai had received a personal letter from 

_ President Auriol*® asking for early Viets elections. I remarked to 
Giao that I could understand that free nation-wide elections were 
impossible at present time but suggested that an effort be made at 

| earliest possible moment to form a provisional Assembly or regional 

*On January 12-18, the Vietminh opened their heaviest offensive of the war, | 
advancing on a broad north of Hanoi. They were repulsed by French Union forces 
in a week of bitter fighting. The decisive action occurred in the area of Vinh Yen, 
January 15-17. There followed a relative lull in the war of about two months. 

_?* Not printed. a | : . | 
*For partial text of the letter from Vincent Auriol, President of France, to | 

Bao Dai, December 15, 1950, see telegram 1291 from Saigon, January 21, p. 355. 7
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| assemblies which might serve as forum -for discussion of the actions : 

| ofthe government. a a ie ieee ; | : 

Sent Department 1286, repeated info Paris 570. ee a 

251G.00/1-2151: Telegram a | rr er 

| ‘The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

<SECRET = ns - Sarcon, J anuary 21,1951—noon. 

4287. With General Brink I visited General De Lattre in Tonkin | 

| January 18 and 19. First day De Lattre flew us over the “redoubt” — 

| he is constructing around Hanoi which has circumference of about 

| 50 miles. He is constructing some 300 cement block houses where he 

will place machine and anti-tank guns and 2 reserve airfields. Work — 

ig being pushed rapidly but it will not be entirely completed before 

| June. This “redoubt”, De Lattre insists, is not for defense against | 

VM but against possible Chinese invasion which he still believes to be | | 

at least several months off. Following day flew.and jeeped over recent 

battle area of Vinh Yen and Phuoc Yen. Very obviously French 

Union troops had fought’ with supreme gallantry but it was their _ 

— superiority in aviation and artillery that threw back VM. According — 

- French: accounts, VM attacked in this area with 21 battalions French | 

| defenders only numbering 6 or 7 battalions. French losses were ex- 

, tremely high. In case of a mobile reserve unit of 3 battalions totalling — 

: around 2,000 men, there were 540 casualties. re ee a | 

| A supplétif battalion made up of Muongs Thais from the tiger 

| hunting country fought with great success and minimum losses. VM 

~ losses were undoubtedly much heavier and the estimate of at least _ 

| thousand VM killed is probably not excessive. Several hundred pris- | 

| oners were taken and total wounded is doubtless still higher. Use of 

napalm furnishd by MDAP was one decisive factor in French holding. 

French Union troops and officers I saw looked battle-weary but appar- | 

, ently morale was high. De Lattre told me his first public declarations 

that French Union forces would not. yield an: inch of terrain and © 

his action in stopping evacuation of Hanoi was to strengthen morale ; 

“he had not then been sure the French forces could hold against VM. | 

Now he insists that he is certain of being able withstand VM attacks | 

but he must receive promptly necessary reinforcements from French. 

| Contrary his statement few days ago that he would ask only for few 

‘battalions, he now insists that having observed the fanatic fighting 

spirit and seeing the excellent tactical direction of VM troops, he will | 

ss =need at least division and half. If French Government will not furnish | 

them then he would resign his command. These reinforcements would . 

- only be temporary. Within year he would expect to have built up
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Viets national army to point where certain Viet units at least could : 
take placeofFrenchtroops. ws 
De Lattre said he had no plans for counteroffensive at this time. 

| For the moment he could only hope repel VM: attacks. Furthermore, 
it would be great mistake for him to talk about counteroffensive 

' measures such as. the retaking of Langson. The French Parliament 
_ would refuse him any. reinforcements if they thought he was indulging 

_ In what they regarded as risky counteroffensive. There was opposition | 
to the war in Indochina in France. Moreover, he did not want to 
do anything that would give Chinese pretext of invasion. For that. _ | 

_ reason he was against use of American training units. The moment, 
| - however, a Chinese battalion was identified as being on Viets . soil. 

- he would ask for American instructors and troops too if he could 
— get them. er ee 

. According his intelligence, VM had withdrawn all their battalions: 
to north for 10 day period of regrouping. They were extremely sur- | 
prised and disheartened over their failure break the French lines- 

7 VM had been confident their last attack would be successful. His post: | 
commanders told me that the initial assault. waves‘of VM were com- — 

| posed. of recruits armed with grenades and machine pistols. They 
attacked in relatively close order and were followed by first class 

_ Governor Tri expressed the prevailing local estimate when he said | 
to me “thanks to De Lattre it seems probable VM will not be able 
drive French from Tonkin. Had their been no change in command, 
VM would probably have been successful”. 
_ Sent Department 1287, repeated information Paris 571.0 

| 7516.00/1-2151: Telegram ee gs ee | 
‘The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | PRIORITY = ~~ ‘Sazcon, January 21, 1951—6 p. m. 
-,. 1290. During course consultation, would expect discuss whole range 

of Legation proposals made in Legtel 1157 January 1 with appro- | 
priate officers and agencies in addition to standing by to contribute 

_ any information I can for discussions with Pleven.? I would also plan 
discuss few questions not. covered in reftel and usual administrative _ 

Minister Heath departed from Saigon on January 22 for consultation im 
- Washington, returning to his post on February 21. — os a | 

. . *On January 29, a French delegation including Premier Pleven and Jules Moch, 
_ Minister of Defense, arrived in Washington for conversations with U.S. officials.. | 

Regarding these proceedings, see editorial note,p.866. 9° 9. |
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 Principalfieldsofourconcernare:. 

1. Military Strategic concept for IC and extent US aid. Mission | 

of MAAG (with General Brink). Acceleration of procurement. US— 

responsibilities and opportunities re national armies, and potential — 

| resistance groups. US policy in event loss of Tonkin or collapse re- 

_gistance in IC. Policies on regional coordination for US offices in IC. 

9. Information. Coordination of intelligence and psychological war- _ 

fare activities of this post and with other agencies and countries. Hx- 

pansion of information activities here with development USIE pro-— 

‘duction and idea center. Selection public relations adviser for Bao | 

Dai. Installation of US radio station and use of time on Viet radio. 

3. Economic. Development Point IV program in relation other pro- 

grams and agencies. Question of admissibility US technicians re 

| Franco-Associated States formula. Question of possible eventual direct 

_ financing national armies or local government activities. —— 

4, French policy. Re future evolution French Union relationship. 

Re program if Chinese Communists invade. Degree US participation 

in councils and plans. Relations Associated Statesand UN. 

5. Miscellaneous. Representation of Associated States in US Em- 

‘assy status for this Legation. Interests of other Departments in work 

thismission. = °° 2 - | 

=. @ Pleven and Moch. I do not know agenda of Pleven—Moch talk 

‘but assume Far Eastern policy will be discussed. For what 1t may be 

worth I offer some speculation about frame of mind in which French 

would approach a discussion of IC and, insofar as they can be deduced 

in Saigon, the particulars on which they would want if not asstirances _ 

from us at least some appreciationourthinking, 2 

For past year French command here has angled for some intimation | = 

of US intention in case of Chinese attack; and their policies and 

conduct of relations with us have been at least partly framed to make 

possible US intervention in advantageous circumstances. 

With our involvement in Korea and especially since situation became 

difficult French must be re-examining their estimates. I believe, how- 

| ever, they will be even more anxious know whether and in. what 

| circumstances US force might be used and that Pleven, if he does. 

not ask particulars outright, may well try to document his impressions; _ 

_ the French will probably want know when the long-discussed strategic 

| conversations may be held; extent of any further US. financial aid 

- which may be expected ; and possibility of accelerating deliveries. = 

| -On our side, it seems to me we will want to know just what French 

intentions are in event of Chinese invasion ; to verify at highest level 

their intelligence with respect to Chinese disposition and intentions; to 

arrange for increasing US participation in plans and intelligence 

relating to IC; to know whether they consider further concessions 

should be made to Viets in direction of modifying March 8 accords; 

and earliest date at which French believe Viet army could be ready 

confront VM in formal battle. — | .
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_. I should hope that in course of these conversations we could gain 
| a sense of extent to which, if any, French last-minute liberalism at 

‘Pau and their decision. accept a genuine Viet army may have been 
influenced by a heightened concern for defense of homeland and by | 

| - desire to diminish within nearer future, this commitment in Asia, 

__ saving for the metropole the nucleus of a greater French army. These 
| considerations seem to have been present at least to the public mind | 
: as manifested in IC just after reverses in Korea. Whether they played = 

_ part in French decision we do not know, but a sense of the drift of 
Parisian policies and reflexes in this context is indispensable for = 

| formation of our own policies in IC, and an anticipation of French 
reactionstoaChineseinvasion, = So | 

_ One specific thing we should ask French is whether they are pre- | 
| .__ pared to recommend to their Assembly and government the appropria- | 
| tion of roughly 42 billion francs towards creation of Vietnam’s 

_ national army in 1951. Total cost for calendar ’51 according to recently 
| completed draft budget prepared by Ministry of Armed Forces with 

French. assistance will come to 58.6 billion francs exclusive of arms 
| furnished by US and already contemplated or ordered from French. 

751.G.00/1-2151: Telegram 

‘Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State+ — | 

 secRET ss s—“‘i‘“‘iéOCOCC éCRarGON, January 21, 1951—no0n. | 
_ 1291. 1. Bao Dai asked urgently to see me before my departure for 
Washington and his plane took me to Bon Me Thuot yesterday morn- | 

| _ ing, an isolated district capital in the plateau region and a departure 
| point for big game expeditions. — eee 

Bao Dai said one of the principal reasons for wishing to see me 
_-was concern over President Auriol’s insistence on publishing a letter 

_ sent by him last December. to Bao Dai? following signature of the 
- Pau accords which contained following passage: ts 

__ [Here follows the partial text of the letter, in which President | 
_ Auriol urged that free elections be held in Vietnam] 

_ Bao Dai said that. when this letter was handed him Letourneau had 
| said this was purely a form communication requiring no answer. Since 

then, however, Letourneau had written to him that President Auriol 

4 This telegram was transmitted in two parts, | | ne | 
* President Auriol’s letter ito Bao Dai, December 15, 1950, and tthe latter’s reply, | 

_ January 8, 1951, were transmitted to the Department of State as enclosures 1 | 
and 2 to despatch 503 from Saigon, February 14, not printed (751G.00/ 
2-1451). The French Embassy provided the Department with additional copies | | 

| on March 6. The covering communication, note 122, indicated that the Auriol— : 
Bao Dai exchange would probably not be published in the Journal Oficiel of the | 

| French Republic. (751G.00/3-651) ne CO :
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desired the publication of this letter and that Auriol was firmly at- 

- tached to the idea of “a new appeal capable of guaranteeing free elec- 
tions to. put an end to military operations”. Letourneau continued “it 

| was more than ever evident that it was only by strictly Vietnamese 

action. that an appeasement (apaisement) would be achieved. 

| Letourneau added a postscript suggesting that Bao Dai’s traditional = 

message to his people on Vietnamese new years (February 6) would 

___-be an appropriate time to make this appeal. In addition to Letourneau 

: letter Bao Dai had. received from his representative in Paris, Prince 

Buu Loe, a message that French were pressing for the publication of - 

| “Auriol’s letter. ~ ne Oe Ee 

- Bao Dai said that, he was utterly against its ptiblication at this time 

and it was for that reason that Giao in his speech at the banquet at _ 

‘Hue (Legtel 1286, January 20) had stated at length the impossibility 

of holding free elections at this time. Free élections were utterly 1m- 

possible and to propose holding them now would be playing into 

| ‘Communist hands. The idea of free elections at this time would en- 

courage the “fence sitters” to wait it out more than ever. It would 

‘operate to the internal and international discredit to his government 

| to have the idea of free elections suggested by France, rejected at this © 

| time by his government. He suggested that Auriol’s insistence on — 

publication was chiefly due to French internal political considerations _ 
and in part due to a lurking French desire to come to some sort of | 

face-saving terms with Ho Chi Minh * which would enable the French - 

to retire from Indochina and still maintain that they had not aban- 

-_doned the field because of the Communist military threat. This latter | 

accusation was much more energetically and definitely formulated by 

Neuyen De, Chief of the Imperial Cabinet, in a later conversation 

----T said to Bao Dai that I was expressing purely personal opinion 
but T saw no reason, sinee he felt that it would complicate the task — 
of his government, why he should not object to the publication of this 

correspondence. On the other hand, I said that while I could under- on 

stand elections might not be possible at present it might well be ad- 

__-visable for him at an early, occasion to announce his intention to hold | 

free elections as soon as peace arrived. Bao Dai replied that he had 

already promised his people, once peace was secured, there would be | 

a national plebiscite to determine the form of the future Vietnamese 

Government. ett Rye | | OS 

To my inquiry whether the present was not the time to makean 

appeal for laying down of arms with appropriate promisesof amnesty, 

Bao Dai replied that the -non-Communist nationalist elements: in 

* President of the Democratic Republicof VietNam. sts |
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Viet Minh were prisoners of the Communists. Communists would not. | | 
| allow them to ‘rally to the government. Ho Chi Minh might allow 

some certain pseudo-nationalist members of Viet Minh to accept the 
‘amnesty but they would be merely agents who would plot new dis- 

| ordersand subversion, = (EEN BB SS ; 
2. Bao Dai then told me he had dissolved the goveriiment and that _ 

| on January 24 Huu, whom he will retain as President of the Council, | 
__-will present him a slate of the new Cabinet. When I inquired if Bao 

_ Dai were personally selecting and consulting with the candidates he | 
| replied in the negative. He was leaving to Huu the matter of nego- 

 tiations and the preparations of a list of possible Ministers whom 
Bao Dai would select from this list. He said without much conviction | 

_ that he hoped he would be able to form a strong government. If the 
government did not work out he would dispense with Huu. Isaid 
that from what he had told me at Hue he had at least two. energetic | 

_ - men in Tri and Giao. Bao Dai replied pessimistically “yes, provided | 
| they were still willing to remain in the government 6 months from 

now”. To this I stated that were Tri and Giao really successful as 
Ministers, Bao Dai should not allow them to resign. He had the power, _ : 

| authority, the justification to insist that good men enter and continue 
in his government during this period ofemergency, a 

--—--T then took up question of the proposal Blum and I discussed with 
| him on his announcing his social and economic aims with a detailed | 

program. In spite of the fiscal and military difficulties in the govern- | 
| ment he should -be in a position to announce certain projects of eco- | 

nomic and social improvement for which funds were being’ provided © 
by ECA. Later, Hochstetter, chief of publicity for STEM, who had 
come with me to discuss with Nguyen De, publicity for ECA program 

| for the Heght Plateau region suggested that His Majesty might take | 
occasion of ‘the large distribution of textiles and other commodities 

| for the needy on Vietnamese New Year day to make a public appear- me 
ance and speech announcing the donation as one of the items in his 

, program. Bao Dai agreed in principle without enthusiasm but finally | 
_. said he should be interested in receiving from the Legation a list and — 

| datés of completion of ECA projects which might furnish the occasion _ 
for public appearances to. impress his subjects with his concern for | 

_ theirsocialandeconomic welfare. Deg EN ESR SETS | | | I had the impression Bao Dai was.a harassed man who could not oe 
rid himself of the sneaking feeling that the moral conviction and ideal- 

-  4Asm of many VM supporters was superior to those of his own followers / 
and that he was conscious of his own lack of leadership. ‘The jokes 
frequently heard in Saigon that “Bao. Dai is the greatest fence sitter | 
(attentiste) of them all” came tomy mind. | | ae 

_. Sent Department 1291, repeated information Paris 579. ) | 
| |  Ararn 

538-617—77——24 | | a |
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|  -751G.00/1-2851:Telegram a RR 

‘The Consul at Hanoi (Blanecké) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET its ss  Hanor, January 23, 1951-8 a. m. 

366. ReContel 362 January 22.1 De Lattre left town yesterday rather 

like bull-fighter turning his back on fixed, bull. As trophies he bore | 

congratulatory effusions from Bao Dai, Huu and Tri, which tickled 

him so he could not wait next day’s press splash and called in British _ 

| Consul and me to crow over them. Also. inordinately pleased by AFP 

reports attitude in US changing to confidence. oe - | 

| It is true C-in-C has restored confidence. and his personality over- | 

- ghadows Asia at moment. I believe Tri reflected consensus when he 

told Heath Hanoi would be goner by now if De Lattre had not — 

replaced Carpentier who fought colonial war from Saigon. De Lattre | 

| - points with pride—and gives Tri some credit—to population’s calm 

in face of his relatively frank communiqués on fighting. Also appre- 

- eiated US contribution to morale in opening USIE library at critical 

time. gs Me gg | Po, 

But at same time C-in-C, who courts US newsmen and speaks off 

| record to them at frequent lunches and dinners, now blandly admits 

he was whistling in dark with brash New Year statements (Contel 299 

January 1);1 also that, things did indeed look dark January 15 
(Contel 347 January 16) + and he almost. scraped bottom of reinforce-_ | 

- ment, barrel to halt attacks (Contel 354 January 18).1 This tacit ad- 

mission his stopping dependent evacuation was risky grandstand play, — 

| plus his stated belief VM will soon again attack in force, cannot but 

| engender mixed feelings. oo oo | - 

| De Lattre rather harps on Tonkin as bastion against Communist 

sweep of southeast Asia which he can hold if France gives troops and 

US gives tools. Re troops, says openly French Government must give — 

- within. measure of its ability..(asking price.is now 114 divisions) 

7 because government. knows. it will fall if, HC walks out on job. Re 

| US aid, C-in-C stressed anxiety over case he considered, symptomatic, 
that Brink had to go to Tokyo personally to get napalmintime; while — 
everywhere lauding. Brink for this, including ‘before combat’ troops, 

: C-in-C made point it was not comforting. that situation was saved by : 

| personal action of one general. (Valid. reservations to this undoubtedly 

reported from Saigon by Ministerand/or Brink). = 

- Withal, De Lattre speaks of Tonkin fighting as delaying action to 

buy time for European defense organizing under Hisenhower,’ which 

1Not printed. | | OC | - Se 

| 5 : oona of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, Supreme Allied Commander,



| he considers needs 2 years. This view undoubtedly owes to his more 
| European outlook but I believe he shares my basic feeling Chinese — 

will not let IC. go and Tonkin is eventually doomed. = | 
. Available information re current views local. Nationalists, mostly 

| gleaned reliable second hand, summed.up.as follows: 
1. Fear De Lattre’s talk of Vietnam independence, while sincere, - 

a is personal talk, and would like official French Government statement; 
| | _ 2. Fear if French are successful. defenders they will be too en- 

| trenched to leave, and that quantities of US military aid contribute to . 
| this morally as wellasphysically; —— Do a 
| _ 8, That Chinese invasion is coming. Es 

; _ Department pass Paris, Saigon. Sent Department 366, repeated — 
information Paris 73, Saigon 202. Bo eg Fee 

; cl 7 Bo a —,, Brancké- 

| 751G.00/1-2451: Telegram a Oo os - 
! _ The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State 

-seCRET = ti sst—i‘sts*s*s*C«S atc, January 24, 1951—2 pp. mn. 
1302. Re Deptel 904, January 16. Ngo Dinh Diem’s willingness to 

_ serve is interesting and encouraging sign of evolution of attitude of 
| _ sectarian fence sitters. We also agree with his thesis that. central | 

government must be strengthened. Bishop Thi informed me of the 
receipt of Diem’s letter by Bao Dai; he states that Bao Dai has not — 
yet answered it. It appears, however, that Cabinet now in formation 

_ will hold some form of Catholic participation. Oy ay 
As Department is aware, Bao Dai’s antipathy to Ngo Dinh Diem — 

is extreme—based on life-long contact. between the two men, Diem’s 
persistent disdainful attitude toward the former Emperor at his re- 
fusual of all previous callsto jointhe government... 
_ Despite undoubted advantages of some Catholic’ participation. in | 

_ Cabinet, government of Vietnam under Catholic direction would have 
to overcome some disadvantages. Catholic community in Vietnam does 
not constitute centrist:element. between Communists and rightists as it 
does in much of Europe. Catholic position is that of precarious 
minority of less than a tenth of this population, suspected by many 
of the majority of being too westernized. Disparagers of Ngo Dinh 
Diem or other leading Catholics call,them “men of the mission”: mean- _ 

, ing that they are captives of French colonizing Christianity. Catholics _ | 
themselves aware of their exposed situation and their attentisme owes | 

| at least as much to fear of being compromised. in eyes of country 
_ with French-Bao Dai axis as it does to reserves and misgiving about — 

Bao Dai. CC | os 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts, a a
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| * Diem himself is a distinguished and respected Viet but is said by 

some of those who’ know him to be almost monk, too rigid and un- _ 

worldly to run a government, especially a Viet Government. © 

What kind of program the Catholic groups would prosecute if 

| called to office is problematical. They are patriotic, sympathetic to 

the West ‘and have higher standards of probity and. conduct thanthose => 

generally prevailing in Vietnam. OO a Be 7 

- Leaders like Diem, and his brother, Bishop Thuc, have confirmed , 

few details of their policies but somehow the things that they have_ 

- proposed or which have been proposed in their names, with or with- i 

out their knowledge, that, if carried ont, radically change present 

political and military picture. Diem and Thuc have at times indicated 

to us that they consider March 8 accords out of date and they haveat 

least occasionally been attracted by the idea of turning over the prob- _ 

a lem of Vietnam to a UN good offices committee. | 

| ~They have indicated to us their interest in the scheme for replacing 

- Bao Dai with a regency on behalf of Bao Long, Bao Dai’s heir, 

consisting of the Catholic Empress and the aged Prince Cuong De 

| now in Japan: Whether Diem and Thuc are the authors of this scheme 

or merely the most prominent sympathizers isnot known, = 

| - Although basically opposed to Communism, the Catholics; like 

, many other groups in Bao Dai’s Vietnam, have never actually lost 
- contact with the Viet Minh. There are still many communicants on — 

the other side of the barricades. It is noteworthy that when Cuong De, 

allegedly travelling with Catholic backing, made his abortive attempt - 

to return to Vietnam, some months ago, he accepted the hospitality of 

Ho Chi Minh’s man, Quy in Bankok.- | ee 

The leading Catholics, especially Ngo Dinh Diem, like many Viets. 

: retain a healthy respect: for the Japanese. Some of them, seeking a. 

substitute for French force in defense of the country and doubting | 

- that the US will provide it, have been looking for a way to. attract 

Japanese participation, possibly under US supervision. They expect — 

Cuong Detobeusefulinthisregard. 7 ee 

. Lam inclined to believe that while the participation of the Catholics 

in a broad scale government of national unity is desirable and prob- | 

: able, they should -not lead it at this stage. However, Catholic entry 

a in government will doubtless bring over many attentistes and would 

heighten the tone of the rest of the Cabinet. | 

Bao Dai is well aware of the regency scheme attributed to Catholic 

-.  eireles and can presumably be counted upon to verify the motives - 

of Catholic entry into government. ce Ey 

_- It is not inconceivable that Bao Dai himself in some circumstances, 

might take the regency on test. However, for all his faults he is: 

probably firmer against the Communists than many other would-be 

| | leaders at this time. ge 7
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| If he were to be-dumped or shunted out of the way with French 
| cooperation and a show of American involvement, the result might 
| be a boomerang’ and we would look like the puppeteers we are alleged — 

Tb Gg possible that the paucity of leaders of Vietnam may only be | 
| overcome when the national army is a reality, assemblies and par- | 
| liamentary methods exist and when a measure of freedom of the press 

| is restored, At that time new leaders could come forward and find | 
| a forum on which to distinguish themselves before the people 
| _ Department pass Paris. Sent Department 1302, repeated info Paris | 
| 578. - BC ee eS So J get ay Sr / | 

EE OE - GULLION | 

| S51G.00-TA/1-2550 
- _ The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State — | 

CONFIDENTIAL, - .- Sateon, January 25, 1951. 
| Subject: Point IV Program for Indochina. = = © 9°. | 

| __ In response to the specific questions raised in paragraph 4 of the —_ 
! reference telegram, the Legation has been developing the Point IV 

| _ program? for Indochina in the sense that it has had lengthy discus- 
| | sions of its intent and the best method of implementing it with STEM — | 
f and that it has discussed its initiation with Vietnamese ministers. | | 
|. Assuming that the over-all cost of a single American technician 
S brought to Indochina on an annual basis under the program might —~ 

reasonably be expected to average $15,000 and that some funds would | 
- have to be spent for necessary supplies and equipment, the $400,000 
- earmarked for Indochina would finance the services of 20 to 25 techni- 

cians. The Legation and STEM believe that, provided the basic prob- | 
/ lems outlined below can be avoided or solved and provided the scope 

_ of permissible projects is not too limited, it should not prove impos- | 
_ sible to develop projects which could absorb this moderate amount of — 

_ techmicalaid, 0 
_. The preliminary study of Point IV matters by American agencies _ | 

in Saigon referred to above has, however, raised the following 
questions: ©. Bp ft gta 

1. Will the French object to the program? As indicated’in para- - - 
graph 3 of the reference telegram, the Department and ECA are well 
aware of the problem of foreign experts in Indochina. STEM has been 
able to circumvent it by the fact that its “advisers” are in a sense 

| ‘Telegram 900 to Saigon, January 16, not printed. = a | 
_* Documentation on the overall administration of. economic and technical : | assistance to underdeveloped nations within the “Point IV Program” is scheduled 

_ for publication in volume 1. For documentation on Asian regional aspects of the 
program, see pp. 1 ff Be a
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subordinate to the equipment and supplies -which:are being brought — 

| into the Associated States. The two are considered complementary 

| aspects of a.single program. This. would not be the case.with Point 

_ TV. In this program technicians, experts, or advisers would,itappears, 

have to be requested.as such by the Associated States and equipment _ 

and supplies could be provided only when United States technicians 

work “on joint projects with Indochinese”. It is noted that :the De- 

| partment wishes to have “official. requests” based on “specific pro- 

posals”.. The Legation and STEM, have been. concerned. whether these 

- requirements, unless the initial approach were most carefully planned, 
might not lead to an open showdown by the French on the question of 

| United States advisers under whatever guise they might assume. Such 

a showdown could conceivably endanger the excellent work which 

STEM has hitherto been able to accomplish. It is realized that the | 

problem of whether or not foreign “counsellors, technicians or experts” 

| can or cannot be officially requested by the Governments of the Asso- 

ciated States concerns only those states and France. The United States — 

is, of course, not bound by the March 8 and: comparable agreements.® 

Nevertheless, if the United States appeared to be urging the Asso- 

ciated States to infringe not only the letter but the spirit of these 

agreements, our relations with the French authorities here might be 

seriously impaired. eh eg see . | 

| ' 9. What kind of projects should be included under Point IV? The 

most. useful short-term projects would obviously not deal with mass 

education or:-vocational training, but with: fiscal management and — 

overall administration. Yet it would appearobvious that it is precisely oo 

in these fields that, French would consider any intrusion of American | 

technicians as a danger to its own carefully guarded position in Indo- 

china. F rance might also even react strongly against American tech- | 

| nicians appearing to supplant French technicians in weather bureau — 

and coast and geodetic survey work. As for higher education, the only 

University in Indochina at.the present time is the University of Hanoi 

which has a branch in Saigon. Under Title TIT of the cultural conven- 

tion between France and Vietnam signed December 30, 1949 * this 

University which is financed in equal parts by Vietnam and the French 

a would be directed for at least six years by a‘ French Rector who is also 

specifically given authority over its budget. In all these latter fields 

- the prestige of French culture and, science 1s at. stake. In the former 

fields of fiscal and administrative management the political position 

of France in Indochina is at stake. If this reasoning is correct and if the 

“United States at this time does not wish to force its technicians into | 

2 Reference is to the agreement between France and Viet-Nam embodied in an 

exchange of letters between Vincent Auriol, President of France, and Bao Dai, . 

March 8, 1949. For the text of this agreement regulating relations between the 

two states, see France, Direction de la Documentation, Notes et Htudes Docu- 

: mentaires, No. 1147 (June 20, 1949), pp. 3-14, or. Margaret Carlyle, ed., Doc- 

uments on International Affairs, 1949-1950 (London: Oxford University Press, 

~ --: 1953), pp. 596-606. An English translation of the major portion of the agree- 

. ment appears in Allan W. Cameron, ed., Viet-Nam Crisis: A Documentary History, 

vol. 1: 1940-1956 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1971), pp. 120-129. 

*On December 30, 1949, representatives of France and Viet-Nam signed at 

Saigon approximately thirty conventions providing for the transfer. of powers 

| in the following fields; justice, military affairs, economics, finanee, public works, 

cultural affairs, public health, information, and personnel. For documentation om 

these agreements see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. vi1, Part 1, pp. 1 ff. |
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Indochina against the wishes'‘of France, it would appear that Point 
| IV funds as far as Indochina-is‘concerned would have to be limited | 

_ to projects of mass education, vocational training and teacher training . 
and even of these the French would probably look with suspicion upon 
United States assistance in training Indochinese teachers on linguistic 
as well as cultural grounds. Nevertheless, particularly if ‘technicians 
could be associated with supplying equipment and materials 20'to 25 
experts could probably be officially requested by the Associated States. 

_ and effectively utilized-in vocational training where even the French | 
would have to admit presumably that the United States is outstand- 

| ing. The Minister of Education has already informed the Legation  —T 
that American assistance in this field would be most desirable. a 

8. Are Point IV funds necessary? STEM has informed the Lega- 
tion that it may have some funds. uncommitted at the end of the - 
present fiscal year. If so, theoretically these could be used for the same — | 

| purpose as Point IV and the latter diverted to other areas. Never- 
theless the Legation is‘aware that for political: and psychological 
reasons. Point IV program should be started wherever practical. It 
is a long term program and one which, if the problem of foreign | 
experts generally were solved, could “contribute greatly 'to the eco- | 

| nomic development” of the Associated States. se 
4. Will the Associated. States welcome the program? In spite of the 

fact that, hitherto, unless encouraged otherwise by United States offi- 
_.  eials, the Governments of the Associated States have tended to think 

of requests for aid in terms of materials, equipment and funds, it is 
believed that they would generally welcome United States technical 
assistance on the scale projected. On many occasions:indeed the need | 

| for initiating-economic and social reforms and. the need for improving _ | 
and strengthening the administrative structure of the government has: 
been brought to the attention of the highest Vietnamese officials. The ae 

| general impression to date has been that these officials may not take 
drastic action, however, as long’as they need important French mili- 
tary forces for the defense of their country, but will support United 
States efforts in technical assistance fields as long as they do not cause 

— serious trouble with the French. In the final analysis, most Vietnamese 
are anxious to rid themselves of French advisers, would welcome | 
United States technicians, but feel that they must exercise caution 
until the military situation is more stable. ERE 8 AE 

Actions 
1. The Legation is sending the attached note to the Governments: 

of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam and will discuss it informally with - 
the High Commissioner’s Office. In drafting this note it was felt in- 
advisable to specify the type of projects which might be’included in _ 
technical cooperation programs in order to permit flexibility in dis- 
cussions with these Governments and in order not to raise unneces- 
sarily in an Initial written communication any implication that the 
Point IV Program might produce results which would infringe the , 
agreements between France and the Associated States regarding the | 
latters’ use of foreign experts. SO 

2. The Legation would appreciate being instructed whether, as was: 
apparently done in the case of Ceylon, it is contemplated under Section |
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406 of the “Act. for International Development” * that a formal bi- 
lateral general agreement should be negotiated with each of the Asso- 
ciated. States or whether the Point IV Program might be initiated on _ : 

_ the basis of specific projects. Under the circumstances, it would appear = 
_ decidedly more desirable to proceed.on the latter basis. In any event = 

could the Department kindly furnish the Legation with a copy of the = 
| _  Ceylonagreement? = | ..°).-.... a oe | 

3. It would be appreciated if the Department could furnish the — 
Legation with a copy of the United States-Ceylon agreement on tech- 
nical cooperation programs. pada age OB 

| | Epon A. Gurion 

a ae 7 a [Enclosure] beg. 

Note to the Governments of Cambodia, Laos, and Viet-Nam Regarding 

ne _ Technical Assistance Programs) oa 

| Be - Sargon, January 25, 1951. | 
_ The Minister of the Legation of the United States of America in _ 

Saigon presents his compliments:to the--Minister of Foreign. Affairs _ 
of the (State of Vietnam, Kingdom of Cambodia, Kingdom of Laos) 
and has the honor to state that the Government of the United States 

has made available additional funds for the initiation of a new pro- | 
gram of bilateral technical cooperation programs in Southeast Asia. 

| This action represents a step in the development of what has been _ 
| referred to as the “Point Four” program of the United States. It will 

be recalled that in his inaugural address of January 20, 1949 the Presi- 
dent of the United States of America set forth in general terms four _ 
principal directives. for the foreign policy of the United States. The 

a fourth consisted in facilitating the development of areas not yet having 
reached their full economic potentialities by putting at their disposi- 
tion the technical resources of the United States and, with the freely 
agreed cooperation of their peoples, in encouraging capital investment 
in these areas. EE gg ae 

| Although the American Legation in Saigon will assume major re- 
sponsibility for coordinating technical cooperation programs insofar 
as the interests of the United States are concerned, the United States _ 

Special Economie Mission, and the United States Information Servics 
are vitally concerned since projects advanced may closely involve their _ 

activities. If the (Government of Vietnam, Kingdom of Cambodia, 

Kingdom of Laos) wishes to consider participating in the new tecli- 

- nical cooperation programs, it is respectfully suggested that, in order | 

to explain the program and mutually determine how best individual 

projects might subsequently be developed, the (Government of Viet- 

8 Reference is to Title IV of the Foreign Economie. Assistance Act of 1950 | 

(Public Law 535, 81st Cong. ; 64 Stat. 198). Title IV authorized assistance under 

the Point IV Program. a | | | |
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nam, Kingdom of Cambodia, Kingdom of Laos) may wish to. desig- — “ 
nate a representative or representatives who could meet in the near | 
future with representatives of the American agencies mentioned above. 
- To: provide information regarding the background and United 

 Stateslegislative status of the Point IV: Program a copy of the Depart-. | 

ment of State publication : “Le Point Quatre: Programme d’Applica-_ | 
| tion” and pertinent sections of the Act for International Development _ 

are attached hereto.® a ee | 

‘The subenclosures do not accompany the source text. a - a & eee 

po - The Secretary of State to.the Secretary of Defense (Marshall) — | 

| SECRET =  .—~—,,—  « [Wasuineron,] January 26,1951. — 
| _ My Dear Mr. Secrerary: In reply to your letter of January 16 

| concerning. the desirability of commencing military: conversations _ | 
| with the British and French Governments on the subject of South- — 

east Asia, I believe the United States Government’s commitment to _ 
hold these conversations undertaken during the course of the Foreign 

) Ministers’ Meetings in New York, constitutes, as a practical matter, 
an overriding political consideration. Accordingly, the Department _ 
of State hopes that the Department of Defense will find it possible to 

- initiate these discussions as soon as possible. As the Joint Chiefs are 
aware, the Department believes that Mr. Pleven, during the course 
of his conversations with President Truman, will ask for the United 

_ Statesdecisioninthismatter, 
Sincerely yours, = ‘Dean AcHESON ~ 

| 751H.5 MAP/1-2751: Telegram’) eg bg ie tay ee ye : . 

Lhe Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL = =—— sss SGN, January 27, 1951—7 p. m. | 
1323. Please deliver copy following to Minister Heath. In response a 

_ Heath’s query Cambodian Minister FonAff has presented following _ 
view Cambodian Government re US military and economic aid oe 
(Phnom Penh’s despatch 39, January 24).1 Minister states King 

| Cambodia deeply touched by thoughtfulness US Minister and has him- | 

self requested transmittal this information with his sincere thanks. _ 
Economic requests of Cambodia are already known and government - 

| hopes only that suction dredge may be delivered soonest possible. 

. Not printed. — : | | |
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Re military aid Minister FonAff submitted separate note’ dated 

| January 23.2 Minister notes Cambodia has received in 1950 matériel 

necessary for 3 battalions infantry. For 1951 Cambodia requests maté- 

riél for following units now being formed or to be formed during © 

course year: one armored squadron, two infantry battalions; one en- — 

gineering company; one transport company, 20 anti-guerrilla com- 

mando groups. rr 

“Cambodia has also asked for matériel destined for various missions 
| liaison and command (transport planes, observation aircraft, river. 

craft). Finally Cambodia has pointed out insufficient light arms for 

police and auto-defense. Consequently royal government requests fol- | 

lowing action: (1) speed up delivery material for armored squadron, 

infantry battalions and commandos; (2) inform us as to decisions 

made on requests for material not asked for in first instance. Royal gov- _ 

ernment also points out important effort it has made in general _ 
defense IC and encouraging results it has obtained in its efforts.” 

Legation assumes “material not asked for in first instance” refers 

to “various missions” and police and auto-defense mentioned above. 

| Copies foregoing delivered to Saigon MA AG for processing. | 

- Sent Department 1823, repeated information Paris 585. 

OR CEST IN EN 9 -GuLLIon 

Oo a —_ So Editorial Not 0 

Oo — On January 29, René Pleven, Premier of France, arrived in Wash- | 

ington for conversations with President Truman. Three meetings were 

| held during which the situation in the Far East, European problems, 

and United States military and economic assistance to France received 
consideration. Among those-participating.in the discussions for the = 

United States were the Secretaries of State, Defense, andthe Treasury ; oe 

General of the Army Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the J oint Chiefs 

of Staff; Ambassador Bruce; and Minister Heath. French partici- 

pants included Jules Moch, Minister of National Defense; General of © | 

the Armies Alphonse Pierre Juin, Resident General in Morocco; Alex- _ 

. andre. Parodi, Secretary General, Ministry of Foreign Affairs; and 

| Henri Bonnet, French Ambassador in the United States. The minutes 

of the three meetings, the final communiqué issued on January 30, and 

other. documentation: on the conference. are scheduled for publication 

in volume IV. ge TER de beg Sate pe Ea 

Secretary of State Acheson summarized the results of, the. conver- 
sations in a report to the National Security Council, document NSC _ 

---:105, February 23. Here follows the portion of that report devoted to
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discussions on the Far East, particularly Indochina. The passages —— 
quoted within the report were taken from the communiqué. © | | 

ee | OB AR Rasr - | tga 

4, a. ‘The President and the Prime Minister found themselves in © 
| complete agreement as to the necessity of resisting aggression and 

assisting the free nations of the Far East in their efforts to maintain | 
| their security and assure their independence.’ The U.S. and France 

should not over-commit. themselves militarily in the Far East and 
thereby endanger thesituationin Europe. = = sess | 
6. ‘The President and the Prime Minister agreed. that, continuous 

| contact should be maintained .between the. interested nations on these - 
problems.’ The Prime Minister’s suggestion to create a U.S.,.U.K., — | 

| French consultative body to coordinate the three governments’ Asiatic 
' policies was not accepted by the President, who preferred to rely 

onexisting mechanisms.) 6 = 
c. ‘The situation in Korea was discussed and they concurred that 

every effort must be exerted to bring about an honorable solution | 
a there. Until that end can be accomplished, resistance by United Nations | , 
| forces to aggression must continue. Both France and the United. 
| States will support action directed toward deterring aggression and 
| toward preventing the spread of hostilities beyond Korea’ | 
| d. With regard to Indochina, ‘the Prime Minister declared that | 
| France was determined to do its utmost to continue’ its efforts to resist 
/ ‘the Communist onslaught in order to maintain the security and in- 
a dependence of the Associated States, Viet Nam, Cambodia, and Laos.’ 
| é. It- was desirable to build up the native Indochinese forces as 

rapidly as possible. We held out no hope for the provision of U.S. | 
__ budgetary assistance for the National Army in Indochina. We cannot 
| become directly involved in local budgetary deficits of other countries. 
oo f. ‘The President informed the Prime Minister that United States | 
) aid for the French Union forces and for the National: Armies of the a 
| Associated States will continue, and that the increased quantities of 
| material to be delivered under the program authorized for the current 
| fiscal year will be expedited.’ Additional measures for U.S. aid to 
| Indochina included: (1) an indication of our willingness to relax.the | 

original restrictions placed ‘on the use by ‘the French of the U.S. 
aircraft carrier Langley in the Mediterranean in view of our inability 

| to provide another U.S. carrier for service in Indochina; and (2) an 
| | agreement to study the possibility of reallocating funds now available 

in an effort to provide equipment for four Vietnamese divisions.” | | 
_g. The President said that the United States was agreeable to | 

! US., U.K., French military consultations on, Indochinese matters. 
: __h. In the event of a Chinese Communist attack on Indochina, the © 

_. U.S. desires to assist in the evacuation of French forces if such 
| action becomes necessary. The extent of the aid would’ be limited by —— 

other demands on our forces, such as Korea, which exist at the time | 
any request for assistance is made.” (S/S Files: Lot. 683D351: NSC 105 

| Series) ne eee 

;o | | |
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— TBLA8/1-8051: Telegram, 
Phe Secretary of State to the Legation at Sagon.. | | 

TOP SECRET _ - Wasutneton, January 30, 1951—8 p. m. 

: 974, The fol:is rough summary of Truman—Pleven discussions of 

yesterday asthey pertamtoI@: - 9 |= an a 

Pleven presented hispositionasfols: 

| 1) Events in the Far East make it necessary for the Western Powers 
to coordinate economically, militarily and politically and procedure 

for permanent consultation between US, Brit and Fr shld be estab- 
-_ Jished. It might include the establishment of a permanent tripartite 

body forthis purpose. BE EE Bia 
ae 2) As far as IC is concerned three hypotheses shld be considered : 

-_ q, The present situation of fighting an internal rebellion which 
Fr is and has faced for the last five years. With a reinforced VM 

| . Frcan only foresee heavier and heavier losses. The only possible - 

_. daylight in matter lies in the planned.development of Viet natl = 
- ‘army. Immed question to be faced is. whether Gen de Lattre’s de- 

mands for reinforcements shld. be met or declined. in the realiza- 
tion that similar demands may be expected regularly hereafter _ 

| . and cannot be met. The fact that Fr present effort entailed a com- | 
parable. drain on her contribution to the defense of Western _ 

| _ Europe is also pertinent. Amt of US aid to. be anticipated is 

| _ dominant consideration in arriving at decision in matter. Forma- 
tion of four. Vietnamese divisions during 1951 under study. Wld | 

- involve a cost of 58 billion francs, 25 billion of which cannot be | 
covered in the contemplated contributions from both Fr and | 

Vietnamese budgets. Particular mention was made of the fur-  _ 
| nishing of an aircraft carrier. Recommended that this and other 

_ technical questions shld be studied by Fr-US mil experts. 
. 6. The second possibility is that which wld be created by.an | 

-... overt Chi‘Commie attack. Before the Fr can make any decision 
of action to be taken in this eventuality they must ask for further 

-» elarification. of the US position vis-a-vis aid in both men and | 
_- materiel. Fr Govt-wld also appreciate info concerning anticipated 

-. USaidintheeventofaforcedevacuation ©... .. 

- The Fr invite us to consider the effect of the loss of Tonkin or 
_ of all IC on the rest of SEA (polit, econ and mil). A study ofthis 

ee matter might be considered by the group suggested in paraone. 
. . @. The third possibility is that which wld be created if peace | 

negotiations were undertaken. While Fr observe that it is impos- 
, sible to calculate if such possibility exists they believe considera- | 

tion must be given to it “especially in:the light of the recent 
| reverses suffered bythe VM.” | 

| _ Although detailed minutes are not available fol is a brief summary | 
_ ofourrepliesto various questions: = RS a 

| Although we are not prepared to consider question of tripartite 
SEA command as suggested by Fr we are prepared under certain
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' specific and limiting conditions to adhere to our agreement to , 
take part in high level tripartite mil conversations as agreed at | 

. the Sep FonMin Conf. We are prepared to appoint man from 
Admiral Radford’s' staff to represent us. | 7 

. .. We assured: Fr that our aid program to IC will be carried out | 

as presently planned, barring unforeseen developments. We are 
| '  . prepared to give the Fr more detailed info:on the way our aid pro- 

gram works and specific consideration being given to IC in overall | 

- picture. We have told the Fr we are not prepared to commit _ 
ground forces but wld, dependent on circumstances applicable at _ 
time, supply logistic support in the event of a forced evacuation. — | 

‘ - - Re the 25 billion franc deficit in sum required for nat] armies | 
; - (Fr state only 33 billion of 58 required can be covered by Frand 

‘Viet budgets combined)::The Fr made us.a formal request for 
_ additional aid of 70 million dollars. We have given them no assur- 
- ance in that regard and are now engaged in detailed studies at 

specialists level concerning matter. For your info it is very un- | 
| likely that this Govt will engage itself to finance the budgetary 

deficit of another govt but. we hope to devise some other method — 
_ to assure that necessary funds for the development of the natl . 
- armiesbe forthcoming. = © en | 

Although we did not accede to the Fr request for another air- | 
| » eraft carrier, Gen Marshall? informed Pleven that the present | 
| | restrictions on the use of the Langley wld be removed, thus appar- 

ently making Langley available to Fr for use in. Far EKastern 
a - waters if they so choose. We assured the Fr that the effect of the | 

loss of Tonkin or of all of IC to rest of SEA is constantly under 
study by thisgovt. 

_ Wehadnocomment concerning third hypothesis, 
a The 58 billion franc figure for the formation of the natl armies is 

based on armies of 41 battalions. Of this sum it is estimated that the | 
Fr budget cld only make a 1514 billion franc contribution and the 

| Viet one of 17 billion as a maximum (40% of estimated total receipts). 
The deficit is thus 2514 billion francs or roughly $70 million. Of this 
sum approximately 24 wld be required for payroll and 14 for equip- 
ment and goods payable in francs. and piasters. Eventually nat] armies 7 
wld consist of four Vietnamese divisions of 34 battalions’ plus five 
Cambodian and two Laotian battalions. Fr have stated it will be — 
Impossible for them to furnish any equipment for battalions still to 
be formed and they countonthe US forthat. = ©... ., 

a - Talks continue on European questions at Presidential level and on 
overall financial and mil matters at specialistslevele 

Sent to AmLegation, Saigon 974; rptd to AmEmbassy, Paris (for | 

4+ Adm. Arthur W. Radford, Commander in Chief, Pacific. © | 
? General of the Army George C. Marshall, Secretary of Defense. eee
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795.00/1-3151 si a a ch age 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. William M. Gibson of the Office 
oF Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs 

secret =——(itst<‘<‘éS*;!C#CCWasirexcron,] January 81,1951. 
Participants: M. Parodi, Secretary General, French Foreign Office ~ 
—- . M. Tezenas du Montcel, French Ministry of Associated. | 

- States REE IRS ne oo 
_. (°° M. Millet, French Embassy = = | 

ee Assistant Secretary Rusk—FE = a 
Mr, Lacy—PSA;? Minister Heath—PSA; Mr. God- , 

| ee -ley—WE;Mr.Gibson—PSA ss 
Messrs. Parodi and Tezenas du Montcel came to the Department: 

today at our request. Mr. Rusk opened the conversation by informing: — 
Mr. Parodi that the Department was giving increasing attention to: | 
the question of how we would eventually get out of Korea and stated. _ 

_ that we were more inclined at the moment to the thought that a‘ cease- 
fire should be arranged at the 38th Parallel. Mr. Rusk developed back- . 

| ground for this reasoning .at some length and appeared to have the 
understanding and concurrence of the French in the matter... 

| ‘He then stated that while we were forming plans for our eventual | 
withdrawal from Korea we were curious to know what French official 
thinking was concerning an eventual withdrawal from Indochina. 

In replying Parodi referred immediately to the third hypothesis 
in the French aide-mémoire presented in conjunction with the Pleven— _ 

- Truman talks? and explained that although the third hypothesis had. 
been included as among possible developments in Vietnam, the French | 
believed there was very little likelihood of a negotiated peace. He 
referred to Ho Chi Minh as “the lion” and the Associated States as: | 

“the lamb” in any such negotiation. He also made reference to that 
portion of the aide-mémoire in which France expressed her concern 
over the fate of the rest of Southeast Asia if Indochina were to be 
forsaken. In response to Mr. Rusk’s question: whether the French | 
thought any possible negotiation would be held with the Viet Minh or 
the Chinese Communists or both, Mr. Parodi replied that he believed 
any negotiation would be part of a general settlement for the whole | 

Mr. Rusk inquired whether the French had any thoughts concerning 
the holding of general elections in Viet Nam. Parodi replied that they 

ag William 8. B. Lacy, Director of the Office of Philippine-and Southeast Asian 

. 2 The aide-mémoire, not printed, ‘is described in telegram 974 to: Saigon, | 
: January 30, supra. — | | | a
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recognized the possibility of such a development but considered. the : 

probability very unlikely for the foreseeable future. He explained that 

Pandit Nehru ° had pressed the French actively on this score during | 

the course of his recent visit in Paris. He had pursued his well-known | 

| | line that the existing governments of the Associated States 
could not 

|  yeally be called free: and independent until there had been general a 

| elections in the three States and some sort of parliamentary bodies | 

7 had beensetup. | pees 
Se 

| (Note: Parodi did not infer that President Auriol’s letter to Bao ~ 

| Dai had been addressed solely at the instigation of Mr. Nehru. As 

| matter of fact the letter preceded Mr. Nehrw’s visit, but. the French 

| might easily have sent it’ ‘n anticipation of the views that Nehru 

| — would express. During the course of this portion of the interview no 

| direct reference ‘was made to the Auriol-Bao Dai correspondence. )* 

| _ ‘Tezenas du Montcel observed in French to Parodi on the: side that 

| | Bao Dai: was unalterably opposed to holding elections at this time. | 

| Parodi elaborated on this statement to Mr. Rusk in English and both | 

| men agreed that any consideration of elections was highly impractical. - 

| ~ There was & general discussion of the improvement in the overall - 

| _ situation: since the arrival of General de Lattre in Indochina. | 

| Mr. Heath agreed with this and made specific comment on the subject. 

| ‘Mr. Rusk commented on the need for publicizing the new 
develop- 

| ‘ments concerning the Associated States both within the Associated | 

States and in other Asian countries. Mr. Heath was asked to comment 

! on this subject and agreed with Mr. Rusk’s emphasis on the importance | 

| | of propaganda work. The French had been weak in this regard in the 

| past but the new information man in Saigon, M. Danou (?) PZ appeared 

to be a ereat improvement over his predecessor. Mr. Parodi assured 

| Mr. Rusk that the French were ever conscious of this problem and — 

| were endeavoring to improve the matter although he knew that the— 

| French were not particularly talented as propagandists. CAS 

| _ The discussions terminated with Mr. Rusk’s announcement that he 

) expected to go to the Far East in the near future and hoped to pass a 

through Paris on his way home and have an opportunity to confer 

| further with Messrs. Parodi and Tezenas du Montcel and their col- 

| Jeaguesatthattime, 
a 

\ * Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister ofIndiaa a te 

| - 4¥or information on ‘the correspondence under reference, see telegram 1291 

: from Saigon, January 21, p. 355. a Oe 
| 

|  * Jean Pierre Dannaud, Director of the French Information. Service in 

| - Indochina. 
te Cy acted fe 

. 

| a
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751G.00/2-251 Telegram: So . Sg ks 3 Pe . oo a The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion).to the Secretary of State. | 

-« SECRET-- pridriry are _ Satcon, February 2, 1951—noon. —-1363...At luncheon yesterday De Lattre asked me whether I had recieved any information. from Washington about Truman-Pleven | discussion. I said only that I had hastily glanced at cable not. com- _ oe pletely deciphered (Deptel 974, January 30), which appeared be pro- visional account of first day’s proceedings. T had notéd the restriction on use of the Langley would probably be removed. De Lattre received | this. information with great enthusiasm stating it‘would beanimpor- _ tant contribution to defense of Tonkin. He. lambasted defense head- quarters in France stating that French admirals hid behind restrictions imposed by MDAP to deny him the carrier. It was all of a piece with 7 the thinking of the-defeatist and. write-off-Indochina ‘School which had too many proponents both in government and in public. Too many — people were playing to lose. Hé was playing to win. - | Oo | _ He then asked me what further news ‘I had of the talks. I said that | _ Lunderstood the conference had discussed. possibilities of proposal for ak permanent three-power SEA. consultation between the US, Britain _ _ and France. De Lattre was definitely, startled at this. He said itmight have both good: and bad ‘aspects, Some kind ‘of consultation was cer- - tainly desirable but it was all important that in next four to six 7 months no provocation be offered Chinese and he thought that associa- tion of US and Britain in some kind of Permanent headquarters might , touch off Chinese reaction. He referred again, as he has so many. times in the last, few days, to’ the “situation intenable”, Seizing his cham- pagne glass to illustrate his point, he declared that the Indochina _ Situation was as brimful of dire possibilities as the glass was of cham- . pagne. Pointing to rose centerpiece on table, he said any new pressure _ applied to present delicate balance, even if no. heavier than rose petal, _ _ would cause catastrophe to overflow. For this reason he thought such ~ -& categorie step as creation of joint headquarters should be approached with great caution. I said I did not know whether the tripartite con. - sultation in question was. in. nature of study group or something of more permanent and executive authority. De Lattre thought that former was preferable if its existence were kept secret. bs ‘Since it was clear that De Lattre was not fully briefed on-French — - - position ‘at. Washington talks { went no further into Deptel in reference except to state that prospects seemed hopeful for some kind of limited tripartite military conversations. oe OO As the General reflected on idea of US-British French consultation — it occurred to him that perhaps the proposal originated with General 

Ee
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Juin,* a possibility that appeared to exercise him greatly. (See Legtel 
1358) .? General Juin had now taken over job which he, De Lattre, had — | | prepared for him and that job had to do with Western Europe. He — _ could not understand why anybody in these conversations would make any proposals about Indochina which had not been cleared with him. He then declaimed at some length necessity of his having free hand 
Indochina and: said that if he-were going to be supervised by Juin _ | _ there was all the more reason for him return to his native village in _ France and although his own requests for reinforcements were very modest, the European Command might claim all available military | _ resources for Europe leaving nothing for Indochina. Pe ae As he had so often declared in last few weeks, General said if he - could not get 10,000 or 12,000 men whom he had requested from Pleven he would definitely withdraw from his post. | | 

_ Following lunch De Lattre remarked that he was urging Viets to in- _ Stall Cabinet in clean-cut opposition to Viet Minh and said individual Viets must break with habit of keeping side door contacts with Viet Minh. T asked General whether he thought Letourneau’s recent speech — _ about happily unclosed doors to contact with Viet Minh ? might not | _ have encouraged Viets in course opposite to one he urged. De Lattre | said he delighted-I had asked this question but hoped “I would not | ask to see the telegram which he had sent to Letourneau when he | read that speech”. He could assure me that it was all mistake and that _ no French Government leaders would make any further such state- | | ments. In his most recent utterances Letourneau had tried to clear | away confusion. Letourneau was “chic type” and we mustn’t misjudge _ | / him for this incident. It was indirect result of defeatism prevailing under prior administration. After De Lattre’s recent successes in | _ Tonkin there may have been tendency on part of French Government | to look on this as favorable moment for reconsidering attitude toward | | Viet Minh. De Lattre added that he had very difficult interview trying | _ to explain Letourneau’s speech to Bao Dai in course of special visit | —Inade to Banmethuot for this purpose. Tg gh, a _ Since De Lattre thinks he has disposed of this failing on part of | Paris, I imagine that paragraph 2¢ of Deptel* in reference would : _ have marked effect on his blood pressure. SE 

 . + General Alphonse Pierre Juin, Inspector General of the French Armed Forces ; | formerly :-French: Resident. General in Morocco > appointed Commander of Allied | ot Land Forces in Europe, September 1951. | SES  * Telegram 1358 from Saigon, February 1, is not printed. = © |... | | * Reference is to a radio address by Jean Letourneau, Minister for the: Associ- _ a | ated States, January 17 » reported in telegram 4170 from Paris, January 18, not | printed ( 751G.00/1-1851). 
- | | “Reference is to telegram 974 to Saigon, J anuary 30, p. 368, | : 

538-617—T77—_25 ) | |
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De Lattre left for Tonkin tonight expecting to be absent for ten | 

days. At his request, Du Guardier 5 called on me to -ask if I could > | 

give him some résumé or excerpt of Department’s telegram. I shall 

| give him most carefully edited version based on foregoing. = =” 

‘Ft is possible he will ask Blancké for further information. If De-. 

partment plans furnish Hanoi such information it may wish to 

| indicate what De Lattre can see. In any case, hope French Govern- 

| ment will shortly supply the General with its own account. 7 

| - Legation comment on Deptel in reference will follow shortly. 7 

| Oo Oo |  GELION oe 

| 8 Roger Robert du Gardier, Diplomatic Adviser to ithe French High Commis- le 

| sioner in Indochina. | TO non ee 

OS Editorial Note : oe a oe 

On February 4, Donald R. Heath, United States Minister to the — 

Associated States of Viet-Nam, Laos, and Cambodia, delivered an | 7 

address over the NBC television network on the subject of “Indo- | 

chinese Resistance to Communist Domination.” For. the text of his 

statement, see Department of State Bulletin, February 12, 1951, _ 

ape 8 Be SE ee 

—q40.5-MAP/2-651 ee ee ee = 

| The Secretary of State to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget 

| | | _(Lawton)* — a | re 

| TOP SECRET -. -‘Wasutneton, February 6, 1901. 

My Dear Mr. Lawton: Under Public Law 848, 81st Congress, 

| Second Session,? the amount of $303,000,000 was appropriated for — 

- the purposes of Title ILI, including Section 303(a@), of the Mutual 

Defense Assistance Act, as amended. To date requests for allocations 

| of funds under Section 303 (a) have amounted to $174,463,400. 

The Department of Defense has completed a study based on requests a 

for military matériel assistance, including the “Tonkin List” of ur 

| gently needed requirements, submitted by the French military authori- 

1In a letter of February 15, President Truman notified Secretary of State — 

Acheson that he had allocated the funds requested in this communication (756D.5 

MAP/2-1551). 
- . os 

. | 2 Reference is to the Supplemental Appropriations Act for Fiscal 1951, approved 

September 27, 1950 (64 Stat. 1044). CO mn
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ties in Saigon, Indochina.* This study has been made in hight of the 
| military factors involved in programming military assistance in the . | form of equipment, supplies, and training to accomplish United States. | 

objectives, within the limit of available funds, in the General Area of 
China. a | | 3 oe | Asa result of this study the Department of Defense has submitted | _ to the Department of State a program for the armies of Indochina 
in the amount of $54,718,910. The first category of priority require- | _ ments amounts to $50,387,039 and the second category of items amounts. | 
to $4,381,878. In view of the limited funds available, the Department — - of Defense recommends that these listed requirements be met to the | extent of $51,000,000. re | oe - 
The Department of State has reviewed, in light of United States. | | 

political objectives in Indochina, and has approved the first priority — 
part of the program ‘submitted plus such amounts of the second 
priority items of the program as will bring the entire program up > to a total of $51,000,000. The Departments of State and of Defense 
recommend that the President approve this program in principle 
If the President approves this program of military assistance in 7 principle, it is requested that the President allocate to the Secretary — | of Defense the amount of $51,000,000 in order that supply action can 7 _ be initiated at the earliest practicable date. In view of the urgency | for action arising from the critica] political and military situation in | _ Indochina, and in line with the President’s publie statement regarding the recent Pleven talks,‘ I would appreciate your efforts in bringing a _ this matter promptly to the President’s attention, | - Oo As agreed previously, the allocation letter should specify (1) that | _ the funds may be expended only to implement programs or projects _ approved by the Director, International Security Affairs, and (2) | that the fiscal and supply reports prepared in accordance with the - | procedures approved by the Foreign Military Assistance Coordinating — | _ Committee to be supplied to the Department of State.® | | | _ Sincerely yours, | | , ‘Draw Acurson 7 | 

| The “Tonkin List” of French military assistance requirements in light of the recent heavy fighting in northern Viet-N am was brought to Washington by Min- a 2 ister Heath and General Brink for consideration at the: Truman—Pleven dis- So ‘| cussions. The list itself has*not been found in the Department of State. files. a . 3 mor the pertinent part of the Truman—Pleven communiqué, see editorial note, oe: : 
PS Ror documentation on military assistance to Southeast. Asia, See pp. 1 ff. a : Documentation on overall aspects of the military assistance program is scheduled ot for publication in volume 1. OES a | | | . |
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SEAC Files : Lot 58D255 Co oe, | 

Minutes of the Thirteenth Meeting of the Southeast Asia Aid Policy 

Committee, February 7, 1951, 10: 30 a. m—-12:30 p.m., at the 

Department of State a a oe 

SECRET _ | Oo eet coer | | 

SEAC M-13 ) | | ee | - 

Present: - | ne ger | 

| a Members: . Ee | | 

Mr. Livingston T. Merchant (Alternate), Dept. of State? 

| Major General Harry J. Malony, Department of Defense® 

| | Mr. A. Allen Griffin, Economic Cooperation Admin* | 

| — Department of State oo we 

- . Messrs. Samuel T. Parelman, Executive Secretary 

a Donald R. Heath a . | 

Oo Willard Galbraith ° Oo 

| William S$, B. Lacy : | 

: a John F.Melby® = 9 | 

, - Robert G. Efteland, Secretary | 

Department of Defense ss re 

Brigadier General F. G. Brink © | 

| oe CommanderB.L.E.Talman 
ORE 

BO Mr. Kenneth T. Youngs? 

oe Economic Cooperation Administration — BS pO 

. ‘Messrs. Shannon McCune®  —ses—s
 Pe 

| Edwin Arnold ° : pe ee Se 

Preliminary Remarks by Minister Heath on the Situation in Indochina 

1 Mr. Hato reported that the situation was much brighter now 

| than it had been three months ago mainly because: et ae 

. a The. French forces now had a first-class commander, | General | 

| de Lattre, and the tempo had picked up from a previous pedestrian 

| 1 Files of the Southeast Asia Aid Policy Committee, 1950-1951. For documenta- 

tion on the operations of this interdepartmental coordinating committee, see 

2 Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Bastern Affairs. ois : 

8 Consultant on Southeast Asian Affairs, Department of Defense. — ne 

éDirector of the Far Eastern Program Division, Economic Cooperation 

Administration. _ en , os | , 

5 Member of the Office of International Security Affairs. = - oo 

8 Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far astern Affairs. 

| 7 Assistant to the Acting Director of the Office of Foreign. Military Affairs, 

Department of Defense. 
— . 

| ®Deputy Director, Far Eastern Program Division, Economie Cooperation 

Administration. 7 | . | 

®Deputy Director, Far Eastern Program: Division, Economie Cooperation 

Administration. | - |



 wpoemma 
6. US. military aid was arriving in time and in amounts sufficient a 

for the French and Vietnamese effectively to contest the Viet Minh. 
| ¢ The Pau Conference Agreement had been consummated result- _ 

_ Ing in about 90% independence for the three Associated States. 

| _- 2, Mr. Heats listed the following factors on the debit side of the 
ledger: a eo Ebene 2 | 

a The possibility of an invasion by the Chinese Communists. which 
would be particularly bad if it took place now and if their best troops | 

| were used. He sensed a mystic hope on the part of the intuitive and = 
| vigorous De Lattre that the Chinese would not come in. If the Chinese 

do not cross the border at this time, if the French succeed in estab- 
lishing their defensive perimeter some 60 miles from Haiphong, and 
if supplies continue to come in, the French and ‘Vietnamese forces 
should be able to carry on anextensivedelaying action. = a | 

6. The political picture was quite gloomy, although vigorous men ae 
__ might be included in the new government which he expected to be 

formed in the near future. Progress in the political field was further , 
complicated by an inadequate information service, the head of which 
had just been replaced. Minister Heath believed that the situation 

: needed a Churchill at this juncture and that Bao Dai, while far from —_ 
being idle, was certainly no Churchill. Another important factor was 
the glimmering of defection from the Viet Minh forces although this | 
development is hindered because of strong family ties and because of — 
the surveillance ofthe Communist police, oe 

| Preliminary Remarks by General Brink on the Situation in Indo- 
china. AERP on uahs la Taster gals | 

8. Gunerat Brinx stated that the French Air Force had been - 
doubled in the last four months. It would be capable of knocking sy 
down any Communist Chinese air cover put into battle unless the Chi- : 
nese Communists drew from most of their South China units, which | an 
was not considered probable because of the situation in Korea and | 

_ Formosa. He said that the navy was improved and now had some | 
60 vessels patrolling inland waters in addition to privateers (under 
the navy’s control) which were maintaining long-range reconnaisance _ | | and observing movements between Hainan and Communist-held China. 

_ 4, The army has received 80 good howitzers, large numbers of | 
mortars, machine guns, and signal equipment. French units, including 

_ infantry, artillery and engineers, are operating out of Tonkin in — 
numbers up to regimental combat teams and were much more mobile. 

_ They are able to commit the Viet Minh and determine the size and 
the direction of the attack through their ability to de-truck and take 
off cross country. Moreover, the Viet Minh are being affected adversely | 

_ bythenapalm bombsused by theairforce.  — | , 
_ 5. The bad element in this otherwise favorable picture is that the 
French are taking great losses while they succeed in meeting the 
enemy, destroying his forces, and occupying his territory; and, for |
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the present there are no unit or individual replacements forthcoming. 

At present there appeared to be no solution to a problem which about = 

- eight months from now would not be so important because of the 

availability of replacements by use of the Vietnamese now being 

trained. He remarked that General de Lattre was hoping to secure a 

- division from France as the only possible solution to holding the 

| Tonkin area (the Haiphong—Hanoi delta area). There will be some | 

| risk if these troops are not forthcoming since the loss of Tonkin would — 

place the Chinese Communists in a better position to move into Thai- 

oe land without crossing the mountains and to join Viet Minh forces in 

south and central Indochina. He stressed the importance of holding 

Tonkin since it might well decide whether the whole of Southeast Asia 

 couldbeheld. Oo ESB 
_ [Here follows discussion on Indochina and other subjects.]) BS 

: 851G.00-TA/2-851: Telegram ae Se 

- The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State} , 

CONFIDENTIAL -. Sargon, February 8, 1951—8 p.m. — 

— - 1889. ReLegdes 467, January 25. Dugardier HICOM diplomatic — 

‘counselor asked Legation representatives brief him on Point IV pro- 

| gram prior his leaving for Hanoi where he will see De Lattre. He felt — 

_ Jatter would ask Dugardier explain program. Ce 

At meeting February 7, Dugardier said he has been worried by 

-_- phrasing of Legation note which could be taken indicate that USIS, 

a STEM and Legation under new program might be supporting each 

a _ other in way which could lead to criticism, particularly by circles in , 

HICOM sometimes suspicious of US intentions such as planning and 

economic counselors and by certain circles in France. These circles 

might claim that Viet Minh were right after all, that US attempt- 

ing through Point IV use its power penetrate Indochina eco- 

~ nomically and culturally. The implication was that by associating 

| STEM, USIS and Legation in organizing program US could appear 

| be consolidating its forces in order exert greater pressure on associa- 

| tion and HICOM. He himself understood this not case, but reluctant — 

| discuss program with De Lattre and economic chiefs before he had _ 

| had fuller explanation. Legation representatives explained: (1) US 

Government desire initiate program rapidly as possible for propa- 

ganda and morale building purposes; (2) it had been enthusiastically © 

welcomed by other SEA countries, so that it might be awkward if 

Associated States could not participate; (3) it was somewhat similar 

. 1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. — a - - | | mee,



to Commonwealth technical assistance program? with which Associ- _ | 

ated States already were associated; (4) it was modest in scope and __ 
~ could be started on trial basis; (5) Legation note re program had been | 

- - made as simple as possible avoid rigidity in considering approach; : 
- (6) US Government fully realized France and Associated States’ — 

_ position on priority to be given to former’s experts; (7) not necessary 
_ US technicians under Point IV be assigned to Associated Statesthem- 

_ selves—they could be attached to Legation or other US agencies in - 
Saigon as most appropriate and as now done under STEM, and (8) 

_ reason for including USIS and STEM interests in Legation note | 
was that Point IV projects might be similar in certain respects to | 

| work already accepted as responsibility these operating agencies and | 
Legation anxious assure that program adequately coordinated— = | 

_ procedure suggested was only an administrative device. SHeke Oo, | 
_ Dugardier explained he understood US position and intentions, but 

) had been afraid others in HICOM might be unduly worried. He him- _ | 
-. self thought program could be carried out by assignment. US tech- | 

| nicians to US agencies and by making it clear they were only assisting | 

- on purely temporary basis. Perhaps best approach would be to give oo 
: impression US assistance part of a broader plan to study conditions, 

and upon request, make recommendations for SEA countries as whole. 
_ He felt any personnel assigned should be ones who could handle deli- _ 

cate situation with understanding of French peculiar position vis-a-vis | 
Associated States. Dugardier throughout interview emphasized | 

_ French cultural interests. He felt US lecturers might visit Indo- 

_ chinese institutions for series of lectures, certainly not as part of  __ 
staff. Assignment fiscal technicians to US agencies for both study of 

_ Associated States problems and advice thereon might be less difficult. 

_ Legation representative saw Tran Van Tuyen, Secretary State oe 
| Foreign Affairs, February 8. Tuyen repeated Huu’s approval of pro- 

gram (see Legtel 1321, January 27) ,? stated it had been discussed with 
Bao Dai, and that government would “soon” be submitting request 

_ for fiscal and economic experts. These could be attached to Legation | 
_ and should be considered as “officer”—one who wishes render service— oe 

_ rather than “official”—one who belongs to the administration. Indeed _ | 
government hopes. eventually even French experts will fall within 

first categorization. Under present peculiarly delicate circumstances, 
_ In any event, Tuyen explained it would be necessary proceed carefully. | 

_ Comment: Legation feels De Lattre’s interest in program evi- _ _ 
denced by briefing Dugardier wished to have before seeing former | , 
supports (on assumption Department does not wish face review basic a 

? For information on the Colombo Plan, see footnote 8, p. 281. oo | | S 
 * Not printed. _ | ron A os oe ce :
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tenet of French priorities in technical assistance): desirability: (2) of 
_- proceeding cautiously with inauguration Point IV in Indochina, and 

_ (b) of approaching it on specific project by project basis. . a OSs ee 

| _ Sent Department 1889; repeated info Paris 607. CN BR 

| 751G.00/2-1251: Telegram = | Bn ator 

. ‘The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY = Saicon, February 12,1951—1lp.m. 

© 1419. 1. While I shall see President Huu tomorrow and expect hear 
his latest explanation current cabinet crisis, it possible that it may | 
continue for some time to come as indicated Legtel 1418.2 I should 
therefore like to know whether Department wishes me take: any posi- . 

| tive steps. It will be recalled that in Legtel 1157 of January 1 Legation 
, _ listed number measures to be taken by US “if IC was to be held”.One 

| of these, to which highest priority attached, was “pressure on'Bao Dai 
Oo to form and lead government ofnationalunion”. = | - | 

| 9, During Minister Heath’s absence I have not asked see Bao Dai, — 
nor have I been convoked by him except for brief New Year’s cere- 
mony described Legtel 1380.2 In meantime, it has become increasingly 

: clear that Huu and his own advisors do not know why or are not 

prepared admit that he being systematically put off by Bao Dai in 
his efforts form government. -Tuyen’s latest explanation is that Bao 
Dai attempting chasten French, who expressed their views on pro- 
posed: cabinet in vigorous fashion, by holding up approval ¢abinet 
until last possible moment before De Lattre’s scheduled departure for 
France. a a a oo re 
8. De Lattre would probably not desire return to Paris leaving 

vacuum on Viet side of government here. It seems to me that Bao Dai / 
| running risk of collision of wills with De Lattre which can only end 

| in damage to Viet sovereignty or in worsening relations between 

Frenchand Viets. > rc ee eer ee ce 
_..4, Whether or not we should put any “pressure” on Bao Dai, De- 

partment may wish me try find out what he trying to do. If he trying 

oo get rid of Huu, it may be that he not unalterably opposed to proposals 

| made to him recently by Huu element, such as formation of assembly 

and definition prerogatives of chief of state, and may grant these to 

| government headed by Governor Tri, | 

-1§ince January 20, Prime Minister Huu had been negotiating unsuccessfully 
with various political and religious elements in search of the basis for a more 
broadly constituted government. | | oe 

* Telegram 1418 from Saigon, February 12,isnot printed. 8 - | 
* Telegram 1880 from Saigon, February 6, is not printed. ET
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5. While I do not think it would be proper or wise at this stage to 
_ express any opinion about Huu’s leadership or on any of individuals 

proposed for cabinet, Department may wish Legation to point out: | 

| _ a That it obviously dangerous to Viets’ national security to con- 
tinue their cabinet crisis, and prejudicial to opinion that may be 
formed abroad as to viability of its government for present cabinet | 

_erisis to continue (My British colleague has already expressed him- , 
self in this sense to Huu and given Huu permission cite his views to 
Bao Dai); _ 7 ge | 

_ 6. That although we not in position to say that time has come 
| when it feasible constitute appointive assembly and government of 

national union, we think these desirable goals and would help | | 
strengthen international position of Vietnam. ek ays : 

_. 6. Would Department therefore instruct me as soon as it may be | | 
feasibletodosowhether, . = ©... On oe 

(a) Department wishes me see Bao Dai, : ae | | 
_ (6) If so, whether I should confine myself to simple explanation | 

. present internal political situation, or } ey 
__ (¢) Convey to him something like views contained in paragraph 5 

_ above, either as my personal thinking on subject or as reaction my | 
governments 4 : Ene | 
_ Priority sent Department 1419, repeated info Paris 614, Hanoi. | 

unnumbered. oe : ye 
oe atone | 

In telegram 4778 from Paris, February 18, Minister Heath (in Paris for dis- 
cussions ‘with French and U.S. officials on his return trip to Saigon) stated the 
following: “I think it would be useful for Gullion to see Bao Dai but do. not 
believe he should state that it is obviously dangerous to Viet national security 

: to continue their Cabinet crisis or that foreign opinion is. being prejudiced as 
respect to viability of Vietnam Government were Cabinet crisis to continue. I | 
believe we should avoid any, accusation of intervening in Vietnamese internal - 
politics.” (751G.00/2-13851) | ee a | | 

. ‘The same day, in telegram 1051 to Saigon, the Department of State advised | 
Gullion as follows: “Unless interview with Huu radically alters considerations 
outlined reftel [telegram 1419 from Saigon], Dept agrees it wld be desirable you 
seek interview Bao Dai. You shld express US Govts growing concern over | 
prolongation cabinet crisis and, as suggested, sound out Chief of State’s reasoning | 
and objectives in crisis. Concentrate remarks on considerations outlined para five 
a and 0. It is important that you avoid any implication US favors or disfavor | 
current or any other slate both in Bao Dai and Huu conversations. You may 
wish refer to fact indecision favors fence-sitters and generally undermines prestige Chief of State and his Govt.” (751G.00/2-1251) - | es 

On February 18, Gullion met with Huu. Telegram 1425, February 13, indicated 
that he listened to the views of the Prime Minister but did not set forth a U.S. 
position (751G.00/2-1351). Three days later, Bao Dai received Gullion at the | 

| latter’s request. In telegram 1454 from Saigon, February 18, Gullion reported 
expressing himself in the sense of paragraphs 5 aand b of telegram 1419. Bao 
Dai stated that he was aware of public and international concern over the crisis, | ‘disclaimed personal responsibility for it, and assured Gullion that a new govern- | 
ment would be announced in a day or two. (751G.00/2-1851). Oo
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751G.00/1-2751 : Telegram re Sk gs eth phat ge th oa 

| The Secretary of State to. the Legation at Saigon 

SECRET 7 - -Wasuineron, February 16,1951—3 p.m. 

“4071. 1. Dept notes report Saigon’s 1320 Jan 27 repeated Paris 583 3 | 

that Huu believes application Assoc States for UN membership will 

be ready this month. In view Sov veto in SC no possibility admission — 

-.—-— Asgoe States exists and only practical question is polit effect of UN 

- discussion and vote now. Effect might be favorable if discussion re- — 

vealed that Sovs were only opponent Assoc States’ aspirations. On | 

| other hand, effect decidedly adverse to interests Assoc States and — 

France if discussion demonstrated as it probably wld, that Asian 

| states were skeptical of Assoc States independence and that many _ 

other countries werelukewarminsupport. == iss 

| 2. Applications wld come first to SC, where wld probably be referred — 

to Membership Comite. On basis past cases, seems likely pointed - 

questions wld be directed to Govts of Assoc States and France in 

Comite concerning actual degree of independence. Matter cld be 

so brought later to GA in effort secure 24 majority for request that SC 

reconsider and declaration that Assoc States meet Charter qualifica- _ 

tions. In Membership Comite, SC and GA opponents wld utilize | 

| occasion for hostile propaganda. > EE EOS ap RESO 

| 8, - Attitude most SC members not yet indicated. Only 6SC members 

have recognized one or more Assoc States: Brazil, Ecuador, France, 
Neth, UK and US. All these might vote favorably although strength = 

- their support uncertain. On other hand, Yugo and USSR have recog- © 

nized Ho’s regime. India has made strong reservations about Assoc 

States and wld probably vote negatively or at best abstain. Turkey © 

| and China might support. Many neighboring Asian states wld seri- | 

ously question present readiness of Assoc States for Membership and 

wld -probably abstain or vote adversely if matter came to GA. Atti-. 

tude of Commonwealth not definitely known. Net effect: submittal 

| membership applications at this juncture wld, therefore, probably be 

provide opponents with propaganda opportunity against Assoc States 

- and Fr, tend crystallize opposition India and other ‘Asian States,and > 

display lack solidarity support non-Communist world generally. 

| 4. Both the Assoc States and Fr are well aware of US support in 

- many ways for development participation Assoc States in internat! | 

affairs. For example, we have fully supported Fr lead in sponsoring 

their admission specialized agencies. — ee Bae Ea 

5. We assume both Fr and Assoc States will agree that effect on 

their own interests of presentation membership applications will be ) 

_ adverse unless they receive solid support of non-Communist, particu- | 

-1Not printed. a -
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larly Asian states. Therefore, assume such step will not be taken until 
Assoc States and Fr have received advanced assurances gen support 
of UN members. a — - | 

_ 6. If matter is again broached by Vietnam auths you may point out | 
_  substanceofabove, | . | 

_ % Paris shld bring our views to attention FonOff if Fr raise matter. 
- Sent to AmLegation Saigon 1071, AmEmbassy Paris 4323; rptd _ 

info USUN New York 717. oon a RET 6 IE 

| 751G.5/2-2251: Telegram i (tS SO Di FE | 
|  —-«‘ Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

TOPSECRET = = SaTGON, February 22, 1951—9 p.m. | 
_ 1478. De Lattre tells me he expects leave for Paris early next week 

with fair hopes obtaining needed reinforcements. He will ask net 
| increased 12 additional combat: battalions plus communications: and - 

service units totaling some 20,300 men, of which 6,300 would be French, 
4,000 African and other colonial troops and 7,000 Indochinese auxili- | 

_. -ariestobe recruited locally, = 
-. General Juin, in his trip to IC after Caobang disasters,! had stated - 
French forces should be increased by two divisions whereas he, De 

_ Lattre, was asking for only 12 battalions equal to 114 divisions. ( In | 
Washington General Juin told me that he thought he could give De 

_ Lattre 10 battalions.) - a oe 
De Lattre showed me a. sheaf of letters to French military and 

civilian authorities asking support for his requests. He had also sent | 
letter to De Gaulle? by Admiral Ortoli, French Naval Commander | 
for Far East who is a De Gaullist. De Lattre was very gratified with 

_ letter he had just: received from Eisenhower ® and is replying urging 
that his request for reinforcements to IC will not prejudice the aims _ 

_ Attachés, General Brink and myself are convinced necessity of | 
-_De Lattre’s receiving temporary reinforcements he asks. a - - 

_ Prior my departure, De Lattre considered he would be in danger | 
_ if Chinese invade any time before June 1, i.e., start of rainy season. oo 

_ He now thinks danger period runs only until May 1. By that time his 
defensive preparations in Tonkin Delta will be in advanced stage, 
Sent Department 1478, repeated information Paris 648. | 

Oo ASU Re se he : SO  Heatre © 

aan + Reference is to the serious defeats sustained by the French in Tonkin during - 
September and October 1950. = OS Oe os 

_ * General Charles de Gaulle, leader of the Rally of the French People (RPF); | | 
President of the French Provisional Government, 1945-1946. = | 

* Not found in the Department of State files. | | : oe
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—  -751G.00/2-2451: Telegram ~ : : SO es 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET. Co Satcon, February 24, 1951—7 p. m. | 

| - 1496. New Viet Government has now taken over although itsformal 

-- ‘Investiture will be temporarily delayed. Its reception by public has 

been at best tepid. Last minute Dai Viet withdrawal capping pre- 

| vious refusals catholics, VNQDD, Cao Dai, Hoa Hao and independent 
nationalists to participate new government has provided dramatization 

narrow base on which second Huu Ministry rests and of measure of its 
difference from national union project at first envisioned. With 12 to — 
14 of 16 ministers Cochin Chinese, no new figures of true national 
stature added, and Huu himself occupying 4 or 5 most important posts, 

| the strength of new Viet Government resides almost solely in south | 
Vietnam particularly and French support. pe 

_ There is not one figure in this Cabinet capable, on basis of record, 
of providing popular inspiration or enlisting public enthusiasm. | 
Majority of 16 ministers are generally believed or suspected of being _ 

- strongly pro-French or subservient French interests. There is no 
| single figure with history of energetic accomplishment in government 

with exception Huu and possibly Vinh.? Huu has grown in stature 

| since last fall when he gained some temporary prestige by his news- 

, paper criticism of French policy, and his survival present crisis will 
haveincreased hisreputation, ee 

From standpoint of protagonists in this period of emergency, Huu | 
and Saigon have been victorious over Bao Dai, Dalat and Hanoi. | 
Bao Dai might have continued his earlier strategy of insisting on Dai | 
Viet participation in new government or he might have refused ap- 

-_- prove new list and withdrawn Huu’s mandate. He did neither. I would 
hazard that his explanation will run along line of allowing Huu and 

, his coterie to discredit themselves. But his acquiescence to new Cabi- _ 
net which accomplishes none of purposes of his national union project 

7 appears complete abandonment, even to surrender of Hue or Dalat for 
Mao [Huw?] investiture, of his brief essay at real leadership. = 

a French role in this later period of crisis is far from clear. That 
Huu enjoys their confidence is evident and De Lattre may well have __ 
felt government crisis and political maneuvering had to be eliminated 

The formation of a new government was announced on February 18. However, | 
at the first cabinet meeting, February 21, Nguyen Huu Tri (Minister of National 
Defense) and Phan Huy Quat (Minister of Education) resigned in. protest over 
the refusal of Prime Minister Huu to grant additional portfolios to the Dai Viet 
party. In the reconstituted government announced the same day, Tran Van Huu 
held the positions of Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of 
National Defense, and Minister of the Interior. 7 Pn 

? Nguyen Trung Vinh, Minister of Finance. _ es
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_ at any cost. He now plans leave for Paris February 27. De Lattre is | 
evidently far from enthusiastic over this government as I gather he , 
expects that its tenure may not be prolonged. I think it premature, 
however, to write off Huu government. Nor do I believe that the 

_ opposition will have early success in ousting him or that the scattered | 
and somewhat venal opposition. elements, in their anger over new | | government, will foment popular disorder or defect to Viet Minh. | 
_As for Huu, he now seems to hold all the levers of Viet command. 

_ He has given proof of certain quiet, obstinate force and the ability 8 = 
| to survive. He is an industrious man. He has the broad progressive | 

program of Bao Dai’s Tet address, his own advocacy of initiation of | 
representative assemblies, and widely recognized necessity for im- 

| mediate activation national army on which to build. But even if he a 
does obtain temporary measure of success his government does not 

_ approach the ideal which our policy had hoped for. It offersno strong = 
appeal to nationalists; it is not clear answer to political and social | —— propagandaofVietMinh, = 
Fact is that Ho Chi Minh is only Viet who enjoys any measure of 

national prestige. Far after him would come Ngo Dien [Dink] Diem, the catholic leader now in US. In talk in Paris Pignon told me that 
_ he had come to conclusion only solution would be for Bao Dai to 

entrust formation of government to Diem and he added that Prince | 
| Buu Loc, Bao Dai’s representative in Paris, who has considerable 

political insight, had tacitly agreed withhim. = oe 
‘I learned this morning that Tri and Quat were at Dalat yesterday 

| with Bao Dai but I gather that Tri did not succeed in reversing Huu. 
I will see De Lattre when he returns Saigon first of week and Bao Dai, a 
by latter’s invitation, on either 27th or 28th. By this time situation __ | 
between north and south as well as the vigor and the directions of | 
new government may be considerably clearer. As of this date, however, | _ it must be acknowledged that none of the events since last December, 
Pau agreements, transfer of revenues, decision to activate national 
army, Bao Dai’s appeals for unity and support, dynamism of new | 

_ HICOM, French victories in north, and the Tet program, has had. | _ appreciable impact on the Viet political mind. _ te 
_ Sent Department 1496, repeated info Paris651. ee 

co Aare | 
__*Bao’Dai’s lunar New-Year address, February 6, announced plans for eco- nomic development and agrarian reform. The Chief of State also indicated that - upon the restoration of peace, the people of Viet-Nam would be called upon to- | determine their form of government. The text of the address was transmitted to: the Department of State as enclosure 9 to despatch no. 503 from Saigon, Febru- _ ary 14, not printed. (751G.00/2-1451) | a
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-810.2/3-251: Telegram | : | Co 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET Sargon, March 2, 1951—6 p.m. 

| »- 1537, Legtel 1320, January 07.1 I have heard nothing further re - 

| readiness this month Vietnam application for UN membership 
although prolonged cabinet crisis would doubtless have deferred any = 

. such plans. In view Deptel 1071, February 16, I have not volunteered 

interest in subject during recent conversations with Huu and govern- 

| ment members. We agree, of course, that careful exploration member 

sentiment should precede submittal Associated States applications and — 

that until Asian views, to which India lamentably seems key, change in 

all or part, no encouragement should be offered to States re applica-. 

| tions. We believe, however, that, we must continue to impress upon 

Asian Governments in every manner diplomatically feasible changes in 

status of Associated States which have occurred since last December | 

| and which are still occurring. Process of transfer of ex-French national | 

a services has just begun and only immigration, posts and telecommuni- 

| cations and certain sections of foreign commerce have as yet been _ 

transferred to Vietnamese administration due to unreadiness latter to 

. take them over. As balance national services so transferred, as real =. 

activation national army develops, and as parliamentary assembly 

project to which both Bao Dai and Huu now committed takes shape, _ 

‘actual degree of independence will seem more persuasive. 

We would suggest, however, that consideration of UN. discussion 

and vote cannot be limited to its political effect on Associated States > 

alone but must include France as well. It now seems generally agreed _ 

| that major Chinese thrust would cause French and Vietnamese to 

appeal to UN. Most critical period for future of Far East would be 

presumably first few weeks immediately following upon unmistakable 

‘sigas of Chinese invasion IC. Basic question is whether French Union 

| forces would be committed to utmost in resisting this invasion prior. 

to or during UN negotiations or whether these same negotiations 

would be used as occasion to husband or withdraw French Union 

_ forces. Two matters will in all probability control French decision : 

First, understandings which exist between US and UK on. one hand, | 

France on other during present pre-invasion period, and second ~ 

French estimate of probable UN response to appeal for assist- 

| ance. We cannot appraise in Saigon question whether antiaggression | 

| member sentiment might be mobilized if formal membership applica- _ 

tions behalf Associated States were already pending, whether such — 

applications immaterial to UN decision, or whether more favorable 

UN action might be anticipated if first hearing for Associated States 

a 1 Not printed. | |
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was on issue of Communist aggression. We are convinced that such 
_ questions must be concern of highest councils of French policy andas 

- such are most germane to US position re Associated States UN appli- 
| cations. If previous understandings with their Western allies are | 

-_- unsatisfactory or if UN support believed questionable inevent Chinese 
Communist aggression, pressure in France will, of course, mount. | 
against indefinite commitment French Union Army here. Preservation 
of French forces in IC might then well become principal French | 
concern, a en oe a oe 

Sent Department 1537, repeated info [garble] Hanoi unnumbered. SS 

| a —_ _ Heratu 

| 751G.00/3-251: Telegram a ne oe | | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET - | Sarcon, March 2, 1951—8 p.m. _ ) 

_ 1540. My immediately preceding telegram 1539 March 2 is most dis- 
turbing reflection of Parisian thinking re Indochina and is precise 

| reaction we have feared since first indications approaching French 
Cabinet crisis. _ | a, EE a 
While Indochinese situation is, of course, only segment of many _ 

_ elements of concern in French crisis; pressing needs of war time op- - 
erations here make it peculiarly critical. Most urgent aspects of Indo- 

_ chinese problem are French Union reinforcements and activation of 
national army. Re former, De Lattre’s whole strategy isbased onearly __ 
arrival reinforcements and their emplacement in prepared positions - 

_ prior May 1. Re national army, it would be more than unfortunate if 
prolonged Cabinet negotiations should further delay decisions on cos 
budgetary support, office cadres, and training mechanism. No situa-__ Net 
tion would seem more strongly invitational for new VM offensives | - 
during March than French Governmental paralysis, 8” oe Oo 

I know these considerations are as grimly apparent in Paris and | 
Washington as in Saigon and am sure that we will make utmost per- | | 
missible contribution to early resolution French crisis, or, alterna-_ | 
tively, if crisis persists, to effecting some means by which French — - 
executive may make interim decisions in next few critical weeks. | 

-1The Cabinet of René Pleven resigned on February 28 in consequence of dis- 
agreements within the government coalition on plans for electoral reform, The SO 
crisis was not resolved until March 10 when a new coalition government was | formed by Henri Queuille. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs (Schuman), National 
Defense (Moch), and Associated States (Letourneau) were retained from: the | 
Pleven Cabinet. Information on the government crisis is scheduled for publication 

| in volume Ivy. . ce ye : , 
Telegram 1539, not printed, reported on a newspaper article which alleged | 

' the government crisis had relegated the problem of Indochina to second place | 
in French eyes (751G.00/3-251). | |
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De Lattre’s travel plans have been indefinitely postponed pending 

) reconstitution Cabinet. We will, of course, attempt to push ahead for | 

- Vietnamese decisions on national army. project as our first concern in 

present Indochinese situation. edi Tee ei se 

Sent Department 1540, repeated info Paris 671, Hanoi unnumbered. 

751G.00/3-651: Telegram ee ee re 

‘The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | | Paris, March 6,1951—7 p.m. 

| 5197. Deptel 4323 February 16 (sent Saigon 1017). Foreign Office 

has not raised with us question submission application Associated 

| States for UN membership and we have therefore in accordance De- 

partment’s instructions refrained from making any comment to 

Foreign Office on this subject. - , 

| : Embassy agrees with considerations adverse effect on Associated 

States and France, set forth in paragraphs 1 and Treftel,asitseems 

: almost inevitable that India and most neighboring Asiatic states would | 

vote against such application and thus tend give ‘propaganda. ad- 

vantage Soviet bloc. For these reason Embassy agrees desirability 

Associated States and French not taking action in this regard with- 

out first obtaining assurances general support UN members. 

| In this connection, with reference final paragraph Saigon telegram — 
a 1587 March 2 (repeated Paris 669) Embassy inclined believe that, in 

absence indication general support for Associated States membership 

UN, position Associated States with respect any possible UN action 

would probably be more favorable if initial hearing for Associated 

7 States took place as result Chinese Communist ageression and that 

question whether membership applications Associated States before 

UN would be under these circumstances immaterial. = 

Department pass Saigon; sent Department 5197, repeated Saigon 

a BROCE 

 «gpag.ooR/s-sb1: Telegram 

| ‘Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of States 

SECRET = - _ Satcon, March 8, 1951—10 a.m. 

_ 1567. I had conversation with De Lattre two days ago which, taken. 

in conjunction with his talk with Blum (see Toeca 227, March 3)? 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. — ree CoP BR 

| * Not printed. | | | | Te
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represents very disturbing development. I had to break off my con- 
-versations with De Lattre because of the hour and therefore did not 
report it hoping continue it next. day. Unfortunately De Lattre has 
been running low temperature, presumably because of long-standing | 

ear infection and has not been receiving visitors. ss | | 
| - De Lattre told me that he had asked me see him because ofanarticle 

by Tilman Durdin in New York Times which mentioned that new 
| Huu Government was meeting with criticism from “nationalists” as 

having too many members identified with French interests and ob- 
| served further that Americans were disappointed see Tri leave gov- 

_ ernorship in north because of his ability utilizing American economic | 
aid. De Lattre said his advisors had wanted him censor this despatch. 
He had refused but was “hurt” since the Durdins had enjoyed his 

hospitality and facilities. I told him I thought the article was not 
harmful their policy or prestige but when occasion arose I would — | 

| discuss with Durdin passages De Lattre objected to. I reminded De 
Lattre however he:had recently enjoyed an excellent: press in the US 
for his accomplishments here and advised against doing anything to 

-. interrupt this generally good relations with American correspondents. | 

Certainly there would be from time to time articles he would dislike © 
| but on other hand there would be many which would be very helpful 

to him and all interests concerned. As he knew, our American press 
was fiercely independent and resented any efforts at influence or cen-: 
sorship. He then remarked that Viet Minh would seize on this article . 

| for material for its accusation that Tri is America’s “straw man”. He 
added that if he thought Tri was our “straw man” he would withdraw 
his support of him. I remarked humorously but very emphatically 
that, of course, he knew perfectly well that we neither had nor wanted 
any of what he called “straw men”. In view his recent remarks to Blum 
I told him I thought it advisable review main lines our policy with | 

7 which he was undoubtedly familiar. We were here to supplement but 
not supplant French efforts and assist loyally in supporting the evo- | 

_ lutionary policy of support and independence for Associated States = 
within French union. We were occasionally accused by certain dis- - 

| gruntled Viets “Nationalists” of supporting French designs and I 
had argued with Viets who had voiced distrust and complaint of _ | 

- French intentions of granting true independence to Vietnam. I added | 
_ that I had never lost any such argument with one exception of one | 

with an irrational Viet Minhsympathizer, a a 

I said he knew our policy looked toward maintenance of fraternal 
arrangements of Associated States with metropolitan France and 

_ that we appreciated advantage to India of maintaining association 

oo 5388-617-—77__26 | — oo oe
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| with states of British commonwealth. De Lattre interrupted here to 
say that, of course, Associated States could not enjoy same statusas 

| former British colonies within commonwealth since France had spent __ 
- too much wealth and blood in protecting them. I let that rather 

_ surprising observation go by without comment or reply. — Qbear 
- _-De Lattre then returned to question of ECA activities saying the =| 

irrigation dam project in north would not meet needs of present mili- 
tary situation. He admitted it had been approved by former French — 

| commander and when latter were thinking in terms of defense against _ 
overt Chinese invasion but said it might interfere with his operation 
plans in the new situation. We must, he said, consider any arrange- — | 

Oe ments made with Pignon administration as subject to review or can- 
| cellation in view of change in situation. ECA he said was giving only © | 

| six million piasters for road projects in Tonkin which would cost _ 
100 million piasters and making large publicity for this contribution 

| which was very small. I contented myself with remark that, of course, 
-_ we would discuss any projects and listen to any suggestion for ECA _ 

projects in military area. (I have just sent letter to De Lattre pointing | 
out that his commander in north has just confirmed previous approval 

, of irrigation project. This project, by the way, would restore some 
95,000 acres of land to cultivation before next rice planting and pro- 

vide livelihood for several tens of thousands of Viets in the refugee- _ 

| ridden north.) 
-.-In conclusion I again referred to [garble] and disinterested char- 

acter of our policy. I said humorously that I took philosophically fact 
that some Viets and unfortunately good number Frenchmen here could _ | 
‘not believe our policy was as disinterested and altruistic as.it in fact 
was. I had to interrupt De Lattre good many times during this inter- 
view to get in my own statements but it ended in customary friendly , 
fashions ) ee | 

In addition my own talk with De Lattre, a member of military = 
mission tells me he recently talked with Colonel Beaufre of De Lattre’s. __ 
staff. Beaufre quoted De Lattre as having said to him recently that — | 
“Heath was a dupe, presenting an honest face while allsortsof Ameri- 
can machinations were transpiring behind our backs.” - 

_.-- Whatever cause, we are confronted with sudden access of suspicion 
. and objection to American operations and policy in Vietnarn on part / 

De Lattre. This may be caused by resentment at amount publicity = 
| which American economic and military aid: to Vietnam has received - 

and De Lattre’s resentment may have been deliberately fanned bysome = 
of De Lattre’s civilian advisors who are of old colonial stripe. Ido | 

not believe any of his French military hierarchy hold any such sus-
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picions or resentment our aims and programs. They are on contrary 
| most appreciative of the excellent armament they have been receiving. a 

_ Again it is possible that French Surete has been giving De Lattre 
- tendentious reports concerning movements and activities of ECA and | 

_ other American personnel. It may also be that with the Chinese menace 
| possibly lessened and postponed by reason our operations in Korea > 

and with De Lattre’s victories over Viet Minh last January, De Lattre 
~ and his Cabinet here are having return of confidence and feeling of 

self sufficiency and with that a desire turn back to days when French 

authority and influence were exclusively maintained. = is 
- [hope have frank talk with De Lattre at earliest possible moment. 

-. Sent Department. 1567 repeated information Paris 681, Hanoi 
-. unnumbered. _ | pon : 

 751G.5/8-1151: Telegram , 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET §-NIACT —.. Sateon, March 11, 1951—7 p. m. | 

| 1602. Urgent for Ambassador or Bonsal.t If you see no objections | 
please transmit urgently following message from me to: General Bo 
Eisenhower. © | fee, | | 

_ General de Lattre de Tassingny expects arrive Paris Thursday, 
| March 15. Main purpose his trip is obtain for 1951 the reinforcements 

| about which he recently wrote you.? He asks me to inform you that | 
he would greatly appreciate your receiving him for few moments early _ 

| Friday, March 16. I understand he wishes explain necessity of re- , 
_ inforcements at this time and bespeak your understanding and possible | 

: support of his point of view. He suggests that there be no publicity — 
about this first visit to you; in his words that he would call “incognito”. _ 

) Later, if you are agreeable, he would like call formally and publicly oo 
to pay his respects. His reason for making first visit incognito is that _ 
his call on you would precede his call on the President of the Republic | 
and President of Council of Ministers and if that fact became known 

- itmight arouse criticism. _ On oe 
- I believe that you receiving him as requested would be most helpful 

to our problem and situation here. Would appreciate your replying ur- 
gently by cable through Embassy. Regards. Heath American Minister. 
E'nd message to Hisenhowern, 

| 1 Philip W. Bonsal, Counselor of the Embassy in France with personal rank | 
. of Minister. — oe oe _ | | | 

_ * Letter not found in the Department of State files. | Oo oo
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| I hope Embassy will push Delattre’s request,? perhaps giving | 
Eisenhower. copy my immediately following telegram* = 

| Sent niact Paris 692, repeated information Department 1602. 
re | a AEA Hate 

| | * Telegram 4729 to Paris for Ambassador Bruce, March 11, repeated to Saigon | 
for information as telegram 1175, read as follows: — - me a - oe | 

“With re to 1602 Mch 11 from Saigon, while not objecting to delivery Heath's 
msge to Gen Hisenhower, Dept’s belief is that Delattre shld not be encouraged. 
to try to secure commitments from Gen. Hisenhower before he consults his own 
Govt; Moreover, that visits of this sort without approval of French Govt might: 

| prove embarrassing in our relations with other. French mil and jol figures. — | 
Dept of course defers to Gen Eisenhower’s judgment in the matter but Emb 
shld not ‘push Delattre’s request’.” (751G/8-1151) OO we 

‘In telegram 351 to Saigon, March 12, repeated to the Department as telegram — 
5321, Ambassador Bruce stated that the message had been conveyed to.General 
Hisenhower and that “while General would, of course, be very happy to receive | 

| - De Lattre openly after his arrival Paris, could not agree to a visit on any 
kind of incognito or clandestine basis.” (751G.5/3-1251) 

*Telegram 1603 from Saigon, sent to Paris as telegram 693, March 11, not 
printed, contained Heath’s account of an extended exposé of the military situation 
presented to him by General de Lattre de Tassigny on the evening of March 10 

. (751G.5/3-1151). See telegram 1608, p. 394, for a brief summary. | . 

751G.5/8-1151: Telegram cp ibeesia eh tee se | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the:Secretary of State* 

| TopsEoRET PRIORITY = Sarcon, March 11, 19519 p.m. 
1605. At noon yesterday De Lattre gave luncheon in honor of Sar- — 

raut, Governor of IC 40 years ago. Before the lunch, De Lattre | 
_- approached me and said that he had just received my letter? and — 

thought he could reconcile the ECA irrigation project at Sontay with 
his military plans and in general thought there need be no conflict 

: between us regarding America’s aims to extend American influence in 
IC. I. interrupted to say that was not our aim-and I thought we 
should have a very frank talk as soon as possible. He fixed the hour 
abTp.em 9 8 eee os 

For more than two hours he discussed the military and political 
situation in Viet Minh [Vam]. (See preceding Legtels numbers 1603 — 
and 1604 dated March 11, repeated Paris 693 and 694.)* I had the 
impression he wished to avoid adiscussion of the conflict of American _ 

and French aims in IC which he had alleged in his last talks with 
| meand with Blum. Be 

Finally I interrupted to say that I had been disturbed over the 
| _ Insinuations in our last talk that» American policy and operations 

were pursuing a course inimical to legitimate French policy in 
Indochina. | - | - - 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. | - 
- * Letter not identified. | | | | 

* Neither printed. | oe . on
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- ‘We had come into the area with a supplementary program of arms _ 
and economic aid, and had recognized Bao Dai on the request of the | 
French Government and on assurances of the sincerity of French 
policy for revolutionary development of the independence of the 

- Associated States within the framework of the French Union. This 
continued to be American policy and there was determination in 
Washington and the Legation that we would carry out this policy 

| locally. If he had any criticism of our carrying out our policy, I : 
| hoped he would voice it frankly and immediately to me. If his criti- 

cism were founded, I would take prompt action to correct the Ameri- 
can persons or operations concerned. | oe - | | / 

_ De Lattre replied: “I am a soldier, not a diplomat, and am accus- 
_ tomed to speak frankly without any detours.” I interrupted him say- 

ing that I was a diplomat accustomed to speak clearly and with the — 
_. frankness that must characterize the diplomacy of any really great 

nation | / AL 
But De Lattre did not, as might have been expected from his initial | 

statement, launch into a frank bill of complaints. Instead he delivered 
a long, and I thought an excellent analysis of the state of French 
spirit as a result of the last war and French economic losses and 
inferiority. France would revive but meanwhile he and we as the _—T 

- dominant nation must reckon with the inferiority complex and feeling — 
| _ of the humiliation in the French Government and among their people | 

and particularly among the French officials and the French colony __ 
in Indochina. | OS | 

I said I had made it my endeavor to see that the Legation staff —_— 
| should recognize the legitimate position France should enjoy in Indo- | 

7 china as a result of her sacrifices of blood and treasure, and asked for 
any particulars wherein we had failed of such recognition. | 

_ The only specific complaint that De Lattre then brought forth was | 
7 that at Hanoi annual “Kermesse” or charity festival, last winter, 

the USIS exhibit had the most impressive and [apparent omission] 
exhibit putting French exhibits in shade. As result he had not attended _ | 

_. the Kermesse.. | a — OS - 
| I remarked that the size had been awarded by the Vietnamese 

authorities and that I, and doubtless he, had observed that the Viets 

_ fairly frequently yielded to the very human temptation of showing 
undue attention to Americans with idea of promoting rivalry and 
conflict between French and Americans. He agreed with a smile to © 

| this statement and said that such actions were to be expected from 
Vietnamese and were not to be taken too seriously. He appreciated  —s_—> 
that I had acted loyally and only asked that in our operations we _ 
used attitude and moderation that took into account French suscepti- | 

| bilities and interests. I replied we would. of course keep that in mind. | 
In spite our declared policy of coop’ ration there were, De Lattre
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| alleged, forces in the US that were pushing American policy in IC | 
to actions injurious to French prestige but he accepted my assurance _ 
that our official policy remained firm in the lines of cooperation laid = 

_. down year ago. I could count on his complete frankness, which he had 
just displayed, in his exposition of the Viets military and political 

| situation. _ a a re oe 
| He would not have thought that such a pitch of confidence and 

frankness would have been reached in our relations in mere matter 
of three months. _ RB Egat — 

Comments: I doubt that asa result of our talk De Lattreisentirely 
cured of his suspicions of American activities which are constantly _ 

_ fanned and refomented by certain members of his entourage. I believe _ 
however our talk did a good deal to put him straight and Ihope our | 
relations will henceforth be good. They are bound to be sometimes 

| - marred by the unpredictable squalls of De Lattre’s susceptibilities and 
temperament. | ae a 

| I would appreciate Department’s comments or instructions with — 
respect to conversation reported in this telegram and mytel 1567, 

‘Sent Department 1605, repeated info Paris 695, Hanoi unnumbered. 

: | © “For text of. telegram 4820 to Paris (repeated to Saigon as telegram 1188), - 
Loo. which contains a comment by the Department of State, See footnote oe 

: 751G.5/3-1251 : Telegram OO EE a 

| _ Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET  NIACT | | Sarcon, March 12, 1951—1 p. m. 

1608. There is undeniably some awkwardness in De Lattre proposal __ 
| for confidential talk with Eisenhower (Deptel 1175, March 11)* but 

war at times requires cutting directly to heart of matter. Key to 
_ entire range French plans and operations in Indochina is question _ 

| reinforcements De Lattre has requested and which both Chief MAAG - 
and MSA certify as reasonable in number and critically urgent in 
need. De Lattre is gambling he can make Paris trip and return before __ 
new VM offensive opens last 10 days March (Legtel 1603 March 11)? 

_ He must get his answer on reinforcements shortest possible time for 
| strategy French defense Tonkin depends on availability, numbers, 

| arrival date reinforcement troops. If VM attack opens in fact between — 

1 For text, see footnote 3, p. 392. a . | OO / | cs 
- . *? Telegram 1603 is described in footnote 4, p. 392. - - anerae
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March 15-20 De Lattre must be able communicate his instructions to a 
field commanders in light reinforcement probabilities. 

_ .. Attitude Eisenhower toward transfer metropolitan troops to Indo- | 
china is the important element. Le Tourneau indicated to me in Paris- __ . 

| French could come to no decision re reinforcements in absence Eisen- _ 

-_ hower views and De Lattre obviously holds same opinion. I think | 
 -we must assume De Lattre knows current Indochina military situation 
better than any French military or political figure now in Paris. His | 
length stay France, presentation of problem, appraisal difficulties = = 

. will all depend on what he can learn of Eisenhower’s views re operat- ~ 

| ing concepts for European defense. He believes he must see Eisen- | 
_ hower immediately ; he proposes to do so confidentially asafriend;he = 

has asked our assistance only in transmitting his message. He certainly = 
| has no wish create friction between himself and French Government 

officials at this particular time, and I believe he can be counted on to 
_ handlemattersmoothly. = SRE te a 

| Re possible embarrassment in our own relations with French figures, 
De Lattre wants to:see Eisenhower not as US officer or representative = 
but as Supreme Commander NATO military. I suggest. first the | 

- -urgencies of war in Indochina must take precedence over the possi- 

bility, which I doubt is very great, that French military or political | 
officials may display a temporary pique and second that problem can- 

— not be conceived terms Washington-—Paris relationship alone but must 
include Saigon and the defense of SEA as well. In any event I am more 7 

than confident that De Lattre’s personality is so well-known in Paris | 
| that. assuagement possible injured dignities would be no great task 

for our representative there. « . | oe Bay 
Please reply urgently. . a - 

Sent Department 1608, repeated info Paris 696. : . | 

es ae ees rare 8 Emami 
_ 7B1G.5/8-1451: Telegram ola” | “ | 

| _ _ The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET =» ~~——._.._..__ Pats, March 14, 1951—2 p. m. : 

5380. Saigon telegrams 1567, March 8, 1605, March 11 and 1612, 
_ March 131 (repeated Paris 681, 695 and 699). While French mis- 

givings US role and aims Indochina are not new story, it is somewhat 
_. . distressing that at this critical juncture and at time when American | 

aid Indochina is playing important part in enabling France and Asso- 
ciated States meet Communist threat these misgivings and suspicions ) 

_. 4 Telegram 1612 from Saigon, March 13, isnot printed. . a
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should suddenly come to fore through expression by De Lattre him- 
self. I am pleased to note frank.and forthright manner in which Heath _ 

| met situation in his talks with De Lattre and, unless Department per- _ 
- eeives objection, I shall be glad to use occasion of De Lattre’s visit to 

Paris to follow through on this subject in an effort to make crystal _ 
| clear that we are in Indochina only in effort to assist and to supple- | 

ment and not supplant French. Although this is an oft-repeated theme, | | 
its forceful repetition to De Lattre should do no harm and I can use 

- Heath’s report of his talks with De Lattre as excuse for bringing up | 
: subject. | oe | Some pa 

7 Department pass Saigon; sent Department 5380, repeated. info — 
— Saigon 354 _ | = en ge 

| | | Oo Bruce 

--451G.00/8-1451 : Telegram | neta Sk Oo oS 

| The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State — - 

a CONFIDENTIAL ~~  Sateon, March 14, 1951—6 p. m. 

, 1621. All dailies March 18 carried brief item according to which | 
regular Chinese Communist army contingent March 12 crossed frontier 

| at Ban Nam Cuong approximately four kilometers from Lao Kay _ 
in pursuit of some 50 fleeing Nationalist guerrillas. Chinese Com- | 
munists were stated as having retreated across border same day while __ 

| guerrillas were disarmed and provisionally interned at Phong Tho. | 
Comment: Chief Chinese Affairs Bureau ComRep has informed = 

| Legation that Chinese Communist force first crossed border March9 
in attempt to capture retreating guerrillas and, in. course of this 
operation, raided Ban Nam Cuong post, causing no damage but mak- 

| ing prisoner one Thai border guard. On March 11 second and larger 
force appeard on IC territory, causing Ban Nam Cuong garrison to 
withdraw without resistance and capturing 22 Thais and one French © 

_ officer. Invading force similarly retreated across border before night- | 
fall. French believe prisoners were removed to China, for purposes | 
intelligence interrogation. Per informant, French plan no protest __ 

__. Peking, preferring to treat incident as of scant significance. Guerrilla — 
internees will shortly be amalgamated with those presently Phu Quoc — 

It. thus appears evident French policy of refusing acknowledge 

Peking’s acts of aggressive animosity along IC border continues 
| uninterrupted. — _ a : So Eee 

_ Sent Department 1621; repeated information Paris 704, Taipei, 
Hong Kong 163, Hanoi unnumbered. wee 

| a Aa |
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S/S Files: Lot 68D8512:NSC64Serles Oo 

Progress Report by the Under Secretary of State (Webb) to the 
National Security Council . 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, March 15, 1951. | 

Subject: First Progress Report on NSC 64, “The Position of the | 
_. United States with RespecttoIndochina”™, | 

_ NSC 64, “The Position of the United States with Respect to Indo- | 
china”, was approved as government policy on March 27, 1950.2 It is _ 
requested that this ‘first progress report as of March 1, 1951, be cir- 
culated to members of the Council for their information. = 

I—Policy Implementation = | 

| - The Military Aid Program to Indochina enjoys the highest priority | 
immediately after the military effort in Korea. The first deliveries 
began in June 1950 and by the end of January 1951 military assistance | 

| totalling approximately $50 million had been delivered to Indochina. 
Approximately $118 million in further military aid already has been __ 
programmed and is-at varying stages in the supply process. An addi- 
tional $52 million of military aid is now being programmed out of | 
‘remaining FY ’51 funds and something approaching $170 million for 

_ this purpose. has been included in the tentative budget estimates upon — 
| which the President’s FY °52 budget was based. This aid program __ 

follows in general the request. submitted to the United States Govern- 

ment by the French Government in March 1950. During August 1950 | 
| Indochina was visited by a Joint Survey Mission under the chairman- 

ship of Mr. John Melby of the Department of State, of which Major 
General Erskine, USMC was the senior military member. The mis- | 

__ glon recommended that the United States continue its efforts to supply 
the assistance requested. by the French in March 1950, with certain _ 

_ additions. Equipment already delivered to Indochina, or enroute, in- _ | 
7 cludes various aircraft, naval vessels, equipment for twelve infantry 

battalions. (less small arms), and miscellaneous equipment and am- 
munition, supplied both from the United States and the United States | 

| Far East Command. In addition to the military assistance initially _ 
_ requested, matériel has now been requested for the equipping of na- 

tional armies in each of the three States. The cost and availability of 
thismatérielisnotunknown, = a rn rere 

U.S. military aid already received in Indochina has increased the 
| capability of the State forces and French Union forces considerably. 

_. * Master File of National. Security Council documentation, 1947-1961, retired 
by the Executive Secretariat of the Department, of State. . . . 

|  * For the text of NSC 64, dated February 27, 1950,-see Foreign Relations, 1950, 
vol. vi, p. 744. It was adopted by the National Security Council on April 18, 1950, 
and was approved by the President on April 24. 7 : .
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- ‘If aid already furnished had not been supplied, those forces would _ 
| not have been able to maintain their present positions. It is realized, 

_ however, that American assistance is supplemental to, and does not 
_. replace the primary responsibility of the three States and of the 

; French Republic. | RSLS Pe Sh 
, _ Indochina Foreign Relations ings | 
_. The United States has continued to extend political support to the 

States of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam.:-Agrément has been granted 
_ for the first Cambodian Minister to the United States. The United 
Kingdom has sent a diplomatic representative to the three States. | 

- Vietnam is planning to open a mission in Bangkok and has sent a | 
| minister to London. Cambodia has named a minister to Bangkok. __ 

The three State Governments have been recognized by some 30 
| powers. They have been elected to membership in several UN organs" 

such as FAO, WHO and ILO. The USSR. and its satellites, including _ 
Communist. China, have recognized the Ho Chi Minh movement as | 
constituting the legal government of Vietnam, but not of Cambodia 
andLao. = 7 So | | | 

Although the Government of Thailand and the Republic of Korea 
have extended diplomatic recognition to the three Governments, the 

| _ Inajority of the Asian states continue to be apathetic toward recog- _ 
nition. This attitude is based on an anti-colonial rather than a pro- 

_ | Communist sentiment. The result, nevertheless, has: been indirectly 
_  toencourage the Communist-directed Viet Minh forces through failure 
| to support the legal governments. The French Government has done 

little in the past to publicize the progressive transfer of authority to 
the three States, which was completed by the end of 1950. In external _ 
affairs, the French Government has the right to be consulted on the 

_ selection of diplomatic posts, designation of Chiefs of Missions and 
| negotiation of international agreements. The continuing presence in 

Indochina, however, of a French High Commissioner and some 70,000 
: French troops, as well as the fact that France continues to finance, — 

to a large degree, the budget deficits of the three State Governments, __ 
may constitute in Asian eyes evidence of continued French control. 

| A withdrawal of French financial and military support would result 
In rapid successes by the Viet Minh forces and the formation of Com- 

_ Munist governments within the three States. Asian states are only : 
| slowly becoming aroused to this threat: to their own independence as _ 

_ a result both of United States efforts to identify it and of Chinese 
activities in Korea and Tibet, in addition to Indochina. | 

_ Indochina Internal Situation | ee 
| ___ Internal administration was transferred by the French to the State 

Governments on December 30, 1949, except for certain powers reserved 
_ to the French High Commissioner and certain interstate matters to 

be settled by an interstate conference. This conference was concluded
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in November 1950 when it was agreed that all internal administration _ 
- would be turned over by the French to the State Governments by > 
December 31, 1950. However, the piastre would continue to be pegged | 
to the france (at a rate highly beneficial to the piastre) ; the French 
have military base rights similar to those of the United States in the _ | 
Philippines as provided in the United States-Philippine Treaty; and — - 

French functionaries would continue to carry out certain educational, _ | 
war damage, and French military security functions. Other French | 

| functionaries would be employed by the Associated States only as 

| desired bythelatter. = So a oe 5 
The three State Governments are now limited in their assumption 

of powers only by the availability of qualified indigenous officials, their 
dependence on continued French financial support and their lack © 

_ of popular support. The planned formation during 1951 of national = 
armies is expected to contribute toward the actual attainment of 

“sovereignty in each State. This should have a beneficial political effect = 
in winning additional popular support for the governments. = | 

- The most severe threat to the continued growth and even to the _ 
continued existence of the State governments is the increased capa- 

: bility of the Viet Minh forces, resulting from the extension of military Le 
| and matériel aid from Communist China. There is also some evidence - 

of Soviet support. Such aid from Communist China began in April | 
1950, and has increased steadily. Up to now, light artillery, mortars , 
and automatic weapons have been shipped to Indochina for the Viet 

_ Minh. Training centers in South China have trained and equipped | 
| some 50 Viet Minh battalions which have returned to Vietnam. The ca- 

| pacity of the training centers has been estimated at 10 to 30 thousand 
| men rotated about every three months with some 50,000 having already . 

completed their training. It has been reported that there are 15 to 20 
| Chinese technicians with each China-trained Viet Minh battalion, — , 

usually directing the artillery. The capability of these troops is rated | 
as equal to that of French Union Forces. Chinese Communist troops 

. ‘in South China, within easy striking distance of the border, are esti- 
: mated at two to three hundred thousand. Airfields at the border posts 
| evacuated by the French are available to the Viet Minh, and air train- _ 

ing is reportedly being conducted in China. However, no Viet Minh — | 
- air power has yet been used, and in this respect the French Union | 

Forces hold a present advantage due almost entirely to United States 
So Military Aid. French Naval power is also superior but is incapable _ | 
- of interdicting all small craft smuggling arms. te 

‘The Viet Minh forces have the present ability to continue to occupy | 
_ the major area of Tonkin (North Vietnam), and to threaten the two 
| large cities of Hanoi and Haiphong. Scattered elements throughout | 
- central and southern Indochina, continue to have a harassing ability, — | 

preventing peaceful conditions and the resumption of orderly life | 

| | | 

| , 

| /
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and trade. With continued assistance at the present level from Com- _ 
| munist China, the Viet Minh forces will remain a serious threat to the 

ability of the States and the French Union Forces to defend and hold 
the major portion of Indochina. If massive Chinese Communist armies | 

- actually invade Indochina, such an attack could not be successfully 
| resisted by the presently available forces and most of Indochina — 

gould be overrun withinamatterofmonths. = = © — 
The ability of the State and the French Union Forces to maintain | 

their present positions in Indochina, therefore depends only upon 
the absence of an actual Chinese Communist invasion in force. Their 

| ability to improve their present position, that is, defense against the ) 

| Viet Minh as presently augmented by Chinese Communist aid, will 
| depend upon continuing materiel and financial aid from France and — 

the United States, and the skill with which such resources are utilized. 

Il—Policy Evaluation BS 

The policy adopted in NSC 64 and the measures taken to imple- 
| ment it have made a valuable contribution toward the stability of 

Indochina and of Southeast Asia. American military aid furnished the - 
States’ forces and the Army of the French Union may have been the 
decisive factor in the preservation of the area against Communist 

| aggression, 
_. Future policy with regard to Indochina will be the subject of new 
_ studiesnow under preparationfortheNSC.. sess 4 

ee Jus E. Wess 

751G.00/2-1651: Telegram = ss—s—S a 

_ The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET Pants, March 16,1951—8 p.m. 

5476. Ref Saigon tel 1622 Mar 14 (rptd Paris 705).1 We do not | 
believe newly-formed French Govt likely view IC problems in light 
different from that of its predecessor. With respect gen question 
Bao Dai—Huu relations, FonOff officials, while admitting French — ) 

_ Govt did take a hand in recent Vietnamese Cabinet crisis, state French } 
_ Govt keeping hands off this contest and views it as internal struggle _ 

for power Vietnam. It seems inevitable, however, French Govt. wld 
| take strong stand in event clash between Bao Dai and Huu developed 

| _ to point where it threatened seriously impede French effort IC. It | 
| also seems likely that De Lattre, given his temperament and inclina- : 

tions, wld take a hand in matter, either with or without instructions 
| _ from, Paris, even before such.a struggle had progressed to point of 

| having serious adverse effect on IC situation. ee RS | 

Not printed. — . oo a ae — os oe



Jn view Min Assoeiated States responsibility for IC problems and | 

-__- known FonOff reluctance become too closely involved in IC problems | 

unless they relate to foreign policy, any French intervention from 
Paris on this matter wld probably. come from Min Associated States | 
or, if problem considered sufficiently important, might be matter for 
discussion in Council of Mins. There have been no indications here that _ 

- French Govt was considering giving up on Bao Dai solution. De © 
_ Lattre’s statements quoted in para Nr 38 Saigon tel 1694 [7604]? | 

Mar 11 (rptd Paris 694) give indications his thinking on this subject. — | 
| While FonOff officials have expressed regret Bao Dai’s failure exert | 

-. Jeadership at time of crisis, they have certainly given no implication — 
of belief that Huu wld himself provide solution. On contrary, French 
Govt must be aware of Huu’s limited natl appeal in Vietnam and a 
wld hardly be likely support him to extent of eliminating Bao Dai _ | 

| at this juncture. Re question whether Vietnam to be monarchy or 
-_- republic, FonOff officials state such decision can be reached only after | 

restoration peace permitting elections and do not consider this ques- 

_ tion as one of current importance. - OO 

- _In this connection, French correspondent familiar with IC scene | 
recently remarked to us that elections for assembly even in peaceful - 
areas might at present carry risk that some Viet Minh adherents 
might be elected and thus be given opportunity embarrassboth French 

and Vietnamese. | | | oS ted 
It is believed that in gen French polit attitudes toward IC are © 

_ likely, in absence fundamental change in. situation, continue in their | 
present path. Emb will, however, continue follow this question and 
report any pertinent developments. Po Mee ah 8 

Dept pass Saigon, sent Dept 5476 rptd info Saigon 359. 

7 ee ge a — _ Bruce 

* Telegram 1604 is not printed. In the paragraph under reference, Heath re- 
ported remarks by General de Lattre de Tassigny expressing continued support : 

_ for Bao Dai (751G.5/3-1151). peek ans a | 

751G.5/3-1751 : Telegram . 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State — os 

TOP SECRET Parts, March 17, 1951—7 p.m. | 

| 5504. From MacArthur. Reurtel 714, March 17, rptd Dept 1646.? - 
_ De Lattre saw Gen Eisenhower this morning. Fol is summary of 

conversation: 
| De Lattre told Gen Eisenhower he was expecting largescale Viet _ 

+ Douglas MacArthur, II, Counselor of the Embassy in France. Oo Lo 
| -* Telegram 714 from. Saigon to Paris, March 17, read as follows: “Did De 

Lattre see Hisenhower and if so how did conversation go?” (751G.5/38-1751).
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, Minh attack (about 85 battalions) between Mar 20 and April 5. He 
expected repel this attack but because of lack strategic reserves he wld 

~ _-_ be unable'‘subsequently to counterattack and destroy Viet Minh forces. 
_ _ Rainy season wld then set in during which Viet Minh with Chi 

assistance wld regroup for massive attack next Sept. Ce Rae: 

‘De Lattre said he was asking French Govt for twelve battalions 
infantry. These forces coupled with Vietnam battalions he was organi- 
zing and training wld permit him repel Viet Minh offensive in Sept | 
and then pass to counterattack and deal Viet Minh forces decisive a 

blow. Successful carrying out this plan wld have great effect uniting = 
all Vietnam elements in solid opposition to Ho and wld also win sup- 
port of substantial group Vietnam fencesitters. Furthermore, Chi 

_ Commies were practical people and when they saw their aid to Ho 

was resulting in no real accomplishment they wld be less ready to 
see it frittered away. oe oe By oo we 
De Lattre said he realized Gen Eisenhower cld not intervene directly _ 

| this matter. Said everyone in French Govt but Moch and possibly 
Schuman wld support his request. He hoped if Gen’s opinion were 
sought he would bear foregoing in mind and wld adopt as benevolent , 
an attitude as possible. Also said he wld guarantee that if the twelve _ 

| French battalions were loaned him he would return them to integrated _ 
| _ NAT force by Mar ’52 and that they wld then represent battle-trained = 

- andeffectivetroops. ne re ee 
_ Gen Eisenhower expressed sympathy for problems De Lattre was 

| facing in IC and said if matter were referred SHAPE it wld be most 
carefully studied. | - oe | - | | 

_ Mtg took place in atmosphere of cordiality and good will. De Lattre | 
: mentioned twice fine work Heath was doing in IC. ie 

Dept pass Saigon 360; rptd Dept 5504. [MacArthur.] an 
Br 

751G.5/3-1751 : Telegram Po oe Soles SES DSS SON CO Ba 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET §NIACT Sarcon, March 17,1951—10 p.m. 

1653. Deptel 1188, March 151 was Legation’s first intimation that 
| project of De Lattre visit to Washington had been revived. When I 

2 Telegram 4820 to Paris (repeated to Saigon for information as telegram 1188), _ 
March 15, read as follows: — OE Be 

“Urtel 5880 Mar 14. Dept concurs in your stated intention to use occasion De | 
| Lattre’s visit to Paris to reiterate our position and aims in IC. Dept is equally 

pleased with forthright manner Heath has defended our position and believes SO 
your efforts toward same end with De Lattre will facilitate task considerably. } 

“Your discussing this matter particularly helpful in light of possible visit to | 
Wash for we wld seek, insofar. as. possible, to have Gen disabused. of any — 
remaining misgivings in advance of rather than during Wash sojourn.” 
(751G.5/3-1451) | i Se Se |
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was in Washington a month ago, some consideration was given to — 
De Lattre’s making a brief visit of a purely military consultation but 
the time was then judged inopportune. Certainly it rankles in De _ 

_ Lattre’s mind that he has never been asked to visit the States whereas Ls 
_ Montgomery.” and his competitor for French military honors, General pe 

Juin, have made such visits. I learned. at my dinner for De Lattre 
| three days ago, De Lattre said to Brady,’ Public Affairs Officer, that — 

most countries had invited him to make a visit, only the US had not 
extended an invitation. De Lattre went on to say that he knew the 
reason which was that he had the reputation of “being difficult”. 5 
Brady, who is liked by De Lattre, inquired with a deadpan expres- — 
sion, “Is there any justification for this reputation, My General?” = 

_-_De Lattre hesitated a moment and answered,“No.” ee / 
- We do not know whether it is contemplated that De Lattre might ; 
accompany Auriol on latter’s visit to States * or make trip separately. 

| Visit would doubtless contribute to De Lattre’s improved understand- 
| ing of US and American motives but Iam very pleased Bruce intends __ 
__- review our policy and intentions with De Lattre for De Lattre both : 

likes and respects him. This should be most helpful in relieving his 
mind of unfounded but persistent misgivings. egy 

I am less certain about advisability our pressing for De Lattre 
| visit to US at this particular time for following reason: = : : 

aan (1) Next six weeks will be very critical time with probability major 
Vietnamese offensive fairly well confirmed by all our intelligence. 

_ If large-scale attack comes De Lattre’s leadership will be needed here. — | 
(2) Whether De Lattre proposes make visit alone or with Auriol, 

| he will doubtless expect to receive at least all military honors and _ 
| full publicity as wartime chief Rhine-Danube Army and present , 
__. French opposite number to MacArthur in Pacific. I suspect he will also 

_ expect political recognition as High Commissioner with receptions | 
by appropriate US officials. If time does not permit such program 

_ tobearranged,visitmight wellboomerang, = = Syke . 
_ (8) Inasmuch as visit by King Cambodia was declined last year, 

| visit of Huu was discouraged in January, and no invitation has ever | 
been extended to Bao Dai, local political effect might be most un- | 
fortunate in our own relations with Associated States at this time. — | 

| (4) De Lattre would probably desire bring back some tangible evi- > : 
dence of successful trip, either increased MDAP, activation tripartite 

staff talks, or definite US guarantees assistance in event Chinese Com- | 
munist invasion. Unless we prepared offer one or more we probably 
would have to contemplate somewhat affronted De Lattre. — - oo 

'? Field Marshal the Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, Chief of the Imperial 7 
| General Staff; Chairman of the. Commanders-in-Chief | Committee, Western 

| wT Pestie Snowden Brady. | ) | Oo | “President Auriol visited the United States from March 28 to April 4. Docu. 
mentation on his visit is scheduled for publication in volume tv. a
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| (5) I must finally express some foreboding that De Lattre’s fairly 
unpredictable personality might in his discussion of US aid with © 
Pentagon officials not advance his cause. From point view our overall 

| policy, it would: be most unfortunate if present smooth operations 
- weretobetemporarily jolted. = Se ESE RE Se 

- - - Our own thinking inclines to view that if impending Vietnamese 
attack in north occurs and De Lattre is successful in repelling it, he — 
might then appropriately be asked to pay visit to US as victorious 

- French Commander in Far East, as builder Vietnamese National _ 
Army, and as one of outstanding military leaders World War II. — 
US visit might at that time be arranged for De Lattre enroute to | 
Paris for new consultations and conceivably could be coordinated with 
joint Far East stafftalks, oe gS 

At same time announcement this De Lattre visit made, we might also - 
state that we look forward to early visit Vietnamese monarch or Prime 

| Minister or Chief of Staff as case might be. We would thus seek to 
emphasize that De Lattre was making visit in a military capacity, 
while political visit would be made by official of independent Vietnam. | 
If Department approves this project, some intimation of forthcoming | 
invitation might be given De Lattre in Paris at‘this time. | | 

Sent Department 1653; repeated information Paris 716. Oo 
| ge en me a : Boe Hear : 

a - 751G.5/3-1851 : Telegram oe, - | : ; | . a - : ; pete eS | - 

7 The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Parts, March 18, 1951—2 p.m. 

, 5509. Embtel 538 [5380], Mar 14 and Deptel 4820 Mar 15 (rptd 
Saigon 354 and 1188) .1 De Lattre came for lunch Mar 17 directly from 

_ Natl Def Comite mtg. In atmosphere of utmost cordiality during tea — 
_ hour conversation De Lattre gave resume military situation (see _ 

__Embtel 5504, Mar 17, rptd Saigon 360) and Vietnamese internal ques- 
tions much along lines Saigon tels 1603 and 1604 Mar 11 (rptd Paris | 
683 and 684)? and discussed these and other Indochina problems with 

| considerable frankness. ~— ve ay EVAL SMM aa as RS vale | 

| 1. De Lattre did not give account of Natl Def Comite mtg and did __ 
not state definitely he wld obtain. reinforcements requested but did | 

| ‘seem relatively optimistic his request wld be met at least in substantial 
part. Technical mtgs this subj begin tomorrow. __ , — 

. 2. In reply direct question he made clear real problem in relation 
_ formation Vietnam Nat] Army was. that of cadres and officers, that 
US military aid supplies were arriving in sufficient quantities and 
at rate sufficiently rapid enable equipping these forces and that rate 

4 For text, see footnote 1,p.402, es 
* Neither printed, but see footnote 4, p. 392 and the first footnote 2, p. 401, oo. 

respectively. .
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| deliveries US military aid had no relation to any delay in formation 
Vietnam Natl Army. mee | as 

8. He said he had had “a little hour” morning Mar 17 with General ss 
| Kisenhower who had proved “most understanding” and had promised 

see him again. | ae | 
| 4. De Lattre gave opening which enabled me to raise question US | 

role in Indochina by referring to Blum’s remarks to him that Amers 
were young nation imbued with missionary zeal for accomplishment _ 
tasks facing them and that this was spirit in which they operated in 

_ Indochina. I took opportunity to emphasize that we were concerned _ | 
only with assisting French effort Indochina and De Lattre quickly | | 
stated and then reiterated that there was no misunderstanding on 
his part but that he did sometimes have feeling STEM was perhaps 
a bit “missionary” in its zeal. He denied that there were any real 
“suspicions” US motives. We discussed this point at some length and : 

. while his suspicions may not have been altogether dispelled, at least | | 
he may have benefited by repetition of idea US has no aims in Indo- 
china other than those apparent to all, that of assisting in meeting 
Commie aggression. When reference was made to Emb conversations | 
with Pignon in Paris in May 1950 and to understanding reached at 
that time with respect STEM role Indochina, De Lattre good , 
humoredly but pointedly remarked that he was not a “Pignon”. He | 

: then launched into eulogy of US representation in Indochina, naming | 
Heath, General Brink, Gullion, Brady and Blancke with great warmth | 

- and said that he had told Fon Min Schuman since his return here of 
| outstanding caliber of US reps Indochina. | . 

| 5. He appeared relatively optimistic with respect to future military 
developments Indochina. An important problem was that of establish- | 
ment political atmosphere which wld convince attentistes and non- | 
Commie intellectuals in Viet Minh camp that Ho Chi-minh had no 
chance succeed. He believed that political atmosphere of success of 
this kind wld play great part in solving problem and by end of year | 
might result in bringing attentistes and Viet Minh non-Commie elite, 
convinced of their security, over to Bao Dai. oe — 

: 6. He said Bao Dai’s health with recurrent attacks malaria made | | 
it impossible for him to stay Saigon or Hanoi and he had to remain — | 
therefore at Dalat. He made unmistakable his conviction that there | 
was no alternative to Bao Dai, making point that it was not a Bao | 
Dai “experiment” but a Bao Dai “solution”. He expressed hope and 
belief that Governor Tri cld be persuaded to accept post Def Min | 
within next month or so but was not complimentary of Governor Giao. , | 
He said that post Chief of Staff was in itself relatively unimportant | 

_ while post Def Min was essential one in creating Vietnam Natl Army. | 
_ % I did not raise with him question his visit Washington.? | 

In summation, I wld say that De Lattre displayed all qualities for 
which he is famous, being both pointed in his remarks and exhibiting | 

most friendly attitude toward US and its reps Indochina, repeatedly 
_ emphasizing his real friendship for latter and his appreciation their | 

assistance and understanding his problems. He apparently expects — | 

. * General de Lattre de Tassigny did not visit Washington prior to returning | | 
to Indochina. | | 

-5388-617—77-—_27 |
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decision to be made regarding his request for reinforcements by middle 

, this week and says he may not be able stay Paris as long as he 

- intended if decision reached in view anticipated Viet Minh offensive | 

which might come almost any day in strength. as 

| Pass Saigon. Sent Dept 5509, repeated info Saigon 361. | 

: | a Bruce 

851G.00-TA/4-251 | Oe | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the United States — 

Special Technical and Economic Mission at Saigon (Blum)* 

CONFIDENTIAL.” - [Satgon?], March 19, 1951. , 

I saw Bao Dai for half an hour this morning for a final meeting 

prior to my departure for the United States. ees 

I opened the meeting by saying that Iwas going to the United 

States, where I would undoubtedly be asked to report on what STEM — 

had been doing and what prospects were for the coming year. I there- 

) fore desired to have any comments that Bao Dai might care to give 

me. He started off by saying that there were two ways of looking at 

the problem in Vietnam, the military and the political. In his opimion 

the political was far more important. than the military and the failure — 

of the French to understand this was one of the reasons for all the 

present difficulties. 8s Do 
~ Bao Dai said that he understood very well the delicacy of STEM’s 

position and the difficulties we had in operating. He realized that to _ 

some extent the Vietnamese Government had to deal with us in a very 

discreet and even covert manner in order to obtain our aid without 

| offending French sensibilities. The fact was that Vietnamese needs 

were so great that as much aid as we could give could be well used. 

However, the political situation made this difficult. He referred to the _ 

fact that if he wishes to come to us to ask for a radio station for Dalat 

_ (Nguyen-De referred to the same project when I saw him briefly be- 

fore seeing Bao Dai), he would have to do so most discreetly. He _ 

pointed out that the French were already accusing us of mixing up 

in local affairs. Later in the conversation Bao Dai, probably thinking 

| back on this same question, said that while it is desirable for us to 

bring our aid as actively as circumstances permit, we should not give 

it too much publicity. He said that we were well known by this time 

and everybody would know that it was American aid that was being 

| given. However, it was better not to publicize it too vigorously. [have | 

the impression that Bao Dai once again had in mind French sus- 

1 Transmitted to the Department of State in despatch 602 from Saigon, April 2, _ 

not printed. , | | a
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| ceptibilities and that over-publicizing American aid would merely 
result in embarrassing him. ° eo 7 | 

I pointed out to Bao Dai that the publicity given to American aid 
helped serve the political purpose of making the Vietnamese realize 

that America was interested in their welfare. He said that he fully 
- recognized this and he thought that American aid was a matter of | 

great importance because he could point to it in telling the people that. 
it was Bao Dai who had made this possible. | | | 

- Bao Dai spoke of the present difficult political situation and said 
| that it reminded him of the situation ten years ago. When the French | 

found themselves in a weak position as a result of Japanese invasion, 
they (Admiral Decoux)? were extremely amenable toward the Viet- 

_ namese. However, just as soon as Allied victories started in Europe 
and French strength began increasing, the French once again became 

- difficult and intransigeant. Bao Dai said it was the same thing now 
asa, result of the victories at Vinh Yen. However, he pointed out that 

this was only a relatively small victory and there might still be trouble 
ahead. His own attitude, he said, was one of “souplesse” and “patience” | 
and he asked that American opinion understand the difficulty of his | 

_ position. He said it would take time to resolve the present problems | 

and one must not expect such accomplishments overnight. French | 
pressures were too strong for him to be able to combat the situation = 
vigorously. To try to do so would serve no good purpose. He gave _ 
two specific examples: (1) Tran-van-Huu had told Bao Dai that de 

_ Lattre had stated that if Tran-van-An* were appointed Minister of 
_ National Economy the French would prevent the exportation of a 

80,000 tons of rice, so badly needed to exchange for Indian jute. (2) | 
_ Last week Giao’s VBD troops in Central Vietnam had been seriously 

attacked by large Viet Minh forces. In spite of their insistent calls for 

: help the French refused to send reinforcements. The reason was that 
Giao had insisted he be given responsibility for defense of a par- 
ticular sector and now the French were callously allowing him to 7 | 
suffer defeats in order to teach him a lesson. (When I was in Hue a 

_ few days ago Giao showed me the full documentation on this par- | 
ticular incident, including the various exchanges of telegrams.) In 
summary, Bao Dai repeated that the situation was bad and was to | 
some extent getting worse. OS 7 

In conclusion, he asked merely that the United States understand | 
his position and he emphasized that the aid which we bring is of great 

_ benefit, even though the results are not seen immediately. 
- | Oo Rogert Brum > 

*Vice Adm. Jean Decoux, Governor-General of Indochina, 1940-1945. | 
* South Vietnamese politician. | |
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790.5/3-2051 : Telegram a . - | Chee ELI! | : 

| The Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon | 

gop SECRET a WasHincron, March 20,1951—11a.m. 

1215. Re tripartite mil talks.* Joint Chiefs on Mar 13 approved US | 

items for joint agenda and transmitted them to Fr and British mil 

reps Wash. Those govts invited respond submitting their views on US 

items and proposing their own. Joint Chiefs suggest talks be held 

- Singapore beginning by mid-April. Adm Struble* US chief deleg 

Gen Brink Deputy. Fol are US agenda items: eee 

“1, A review of the situation in Indochina and Southeast Asia. 
9. Recommended mil courses of action in the current situation to 

secure Indochina, Thailand, Burma, and Malaya. PS es 

- 3. Probable effects and recommended subsequent mil courses of 

action in case of Commie uprisings within Thailand, Burma, or — 

| Malaya. | oo oe | | 
4. Probable effects and recommended mil courses of action in the _ 

| event the Chi Commies invade Indochina, Thailand, Burma, or | 

| Malaya. OUR yg Soe EARL Ee no | 

o 5. Other unconventional warfare measures to be employed in Indo- 

china in support of guerrilla activity. — , gE eT Ss 

6. Measures for coordinating convoy, routing and protection of | 

shipping arrangements in the South China Sea—Kast Indian Ocean > 

area Be Se es LATE 

Gent to AmLegation Saigon 1215, AmEmbassy | Paris 4904, Am-— 

Consul Singapore action 572, AmEmbassy London 4256. 

, a | |  AcHESON 

, | 1 For extracts from the conference report of the Singapore Tripartite Talks 

| on Southeast Asia, May 15-18, see p. 64. . 

* Vice Adm. Arthur D. Struble, Commander of the U.S. Seventh Fleet. | 

-751G.00/3-2151: Telegram Oe a Ce a Se 

—— - The Chargé mn France (Bohlen) to the Secretary of State 

_ SECRET | | Parts, March 21, 1951—9 p. m. | 

| 5608. Min Associated States official this afternoon informed us 

that Council Mins Mar 20 approved decision National Def Comite re : 

reinforcements IC subject to further conversations interested Mins | 

---—-with De Lattre. This official says no final decision has yet been reached. 

- He explains difficulty comes from Min Nat Def, centering chiefly | 

around Moch, and that problem is how Fr can meet commitments for 

Western Eur Def if cadres and specialists requested by De Lattre 

| are sent IC. He states Min Overseas Fr Mitterand 3 has also expressed - 

* Francois Mitterand. _ ee
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| some opposition due reluctance release forces from Africa, including _ 

communications and other specialists needed by De Lattre. Officials 
7 say that De Lattre plans depart for Saigon Mar 24 and that final 

decision expected to be made before that time. Director FE Affairs 7 

FonOff stated today he had no info re question reinforcements IC a 
| beyond that which has already appeared in press and which has been 

reported by Emb in previous tels. Buu Loc tells us that in conversa- | 

tion with him today De Lattre stated he expects to have his needs 
- met in sufficient part to enable him to counterattack by Aug or Sept | 

: and that he is leaving Mar 24 for Saigon to be on hand for anticipated - 

VM offensive, for which he has already made all necessary dispositions. — 
| Since National Def Comite and Council Mins have given approval | 

apparently in large part to De Lattre’s requests, it seems unlikely that _ 
arrangements will not be worked out to meet his essential needs. Emb 

--- will continue follow matter and report pertinent details.? CS ea | 
Department pass Saigon; sent Department 5608, rptd info Saigon 

7 me | en | BouLeN | 

| 2 In telegram 5665 from Paris, March 23, Bohlen reported the following: , 
“De Lattre told me today that he has obtained everything he wanted and , 

needed and showed me letter signed by Prime Minister Queuille stating that 
Council Ministers had decided give full satisfaction to all demands De Lattre 

- with respect reinforcements and replacements Indochina. Letter mentions 12,000. 
new men for Indochina, although proportion French and African forces in this | | 
number not clear. He also said that within a year and a half he would be | 
able to return these new troops and thus reduce drain on France and that by 
end of this year, with new Vietnamese formations and continued US military | 
aid deliveries, he could have stable situation Indochina. He expects leave for 

©. Saigon March 24 or 25.” (751G.5/3-2351) - | | 

751G.5/3-2351: Telegram _ : | 

| — The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET Satcon, March 23, 1951—7 p. m. 

1693. Intelligence continues to confirm imminence of major Viet 
Minh attack which even French now admit may have closer issue 

_ than January Vinh Yen offensive. De Lattre’s preparations seem well | 
in hand and his intelligence on enemy plans unusually complete. Basis | 
uncertainty is intentions Chinese Communists during or immediately | | 
after Viet Minh attack. There is some reason to fear that absence , : 
clear-cut US statement re consequences Chinese Communist invasion | 
may tip scales Chinese Communist leadership in favor aggression or | 

| might even weaken Fr resolve for all-out defense. an | 
_ I wish to propose, therefore, that statement warning against in- _ 

+ vasion be issued either by Secretary, Departmental spokesman or by
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me in Saigon. Last might be preferable if adverse US press comment 

followed. I wld suggest brief statement on following lines: | 

_ “Reports coming to our attention point to steady build-up of Chinese 
Communist forces and military stockpiles in South China. While these 

- accumulations may be only part of war of nerves, which Chinese Com- 
_ munists have been waging for some time against independent Asso- | 

ciated States Governments, an overt. invasion by Chinese armies, or | 
an overt aggression by Chinese ‘volunteers’ of the territory of the Asso- 

a ciated States wld not fail to constitute a grave threat to the peace of 

If statement is to have desired effects, it shld be made soonest, sub- 
ject,ofcourse,to prior Frapproval* oe A! 
- Sent Dept 1693; rptd info Paris 727. _ | ne 

Co a - | Heati 

. 1Telegram 1249 to Saigon, March 23 (repeated ‘to Paris for information as 
telegram 5104), read.as follows: “Dept’s immediate reaction to proposal con- 
tained urtel 1693, Mar 23 is that statement cannot be made at this time. Dept 
giving constant attention this matter and urges you continue report all avail- 

able intelligence info. You will be kept informed of US intentions as situation 

| develops.” (751G.5/3-2351) | oe 

: 751G.001/8-2451: Telegram 

‘The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL  - ~~~ Sargon, March 24, 1951—5 p. m. | 
1704. Long awaited merger Lien Viet and Viet Minh occurred at 

5-day National Congress of Unification held somewhere Vietnam at 
beginning of March, according to series VM broadcasts which started 
March 19. New entity natl union front of Vietnam or Mat Tran Lien 
Viet Quoc Dan Vietnam, which will be popularly known as the Lien 
Viet Front (LVF) will also include former DMH revolutionary league | 
or Cach Man Dong Minh Hoi, as new people’s front on East European 

model.t OS a as 
| Unification Congress was chairmanned by Ho Chi Minh, “founder — 
- of Viet Minh and Lien Viet”. Congress was opened by Father Pham 

_ Ba Tru, self-styled leader Catholic progressives, who spoke from dais | 
surmounted by portraits Stalin, Mao, Kim Il Sen [Sung],? Thorez,’ 

| 1 Two significant organizational events ‘occurred =. in the Viet Minh movement 
fn early 1951. At a founding congress held from February 11 to February 19, 

_ the Indochinese Communist Party was reconstituted as the “Viet-Nam Lao | 
| - Dong Dang” or “Viet-Nam Workers Party.” For the Manifesto and Program. ~ 

of the Viet-Nam Lao Dong Party, see Allan W. Cameron, ed., Viet-Nam Crisis: 
A Documentary History, vol. 1: 1940-1956 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1971), pp. 160-175. For extracts from the Manifesto and Program, see Denise 
Folliot, ed., Documents on International Affairs, 1951 (London: Oxford Uni- 

| versity Press, 1954), pp. 663-670. . a, 
The “Congress to Merge the Viet Minh and Lien Viet Fronts” convened on 

_ March 3. For the text of the Program of the Lien Viet Front adopted at the 
congress, See Cameron, Viet-Nam Crisis, vol. 1, pp. 175-182. |
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and Ho. Ho made principal address saying in part: “I am at height 

of happiness today that national union for which we have worked for 

so many years is bearing fruit. I am all the more happy that our 

people have been joined by the two brother people, Cambodia and Laos. 

We are going to realize soon great union of Vietnam, Laos and Cam- | 

bodia. This union will be able to overwhelm not only one but ten 

enemies of stature of Fr colonialists and of Amer interventionists if a 

by chance they dare to appear against us. So shall we bring our stone | 

tothe building of the defense of peace and democracy in world.” __ : 
- Opening resolution was voted to: (1) Acclaim spirit of union which | 
animates LV and VM; (2) realize unification single unified national 

front called Lien Viet Front; (8) assist LVF carry out its program 

for union of masses, cohesion of workers and peasants, assistance in 

bringing Laotian and Cambodian resistance movements nearer to that 

of Vietnam and integrating them world movement for defense of | 

peace; (4) establish status of LVF by inspiring it with spirit union, 
doctrined democracy, respect for independence various parties, ac- 

ceptance collective criticism and use of self-criticism to move from _ 
progress to progress; (5) form bloc of alliance among Vietnamese, | 
Laotian and Cambodian people based on mutual equality and re- 
 ciprocal aid in struggle against common enemy and in establishment 
of three independent and prosperous states. Another resolution estab- | 

| lished directives for general counter-offensive which cited manifesto 
_ WPYV for union working classes and whole people to overwhelm enemy | 

invader and complete preparation for general counter-offensive. Direc- 
tive itself unpublished but apparently concluded “our people have 
at their disposal three precious arms, the workers army, the peoples — 
armed revolution, and then the national union. Behind us we have the 
great, immense block of 800 million Democrats, led by USSR and on | 

| other hand our forces are tightly linked with those [garbled] people. 
Under leadership closely united WPV our people will counter-attack | 
victoriously”. po oe eee a : 
LVF “profession of faith” also broadcast: (1) The LVF is for | 

peace, with USSR leading campaign and USA preparing third world a 

7 war to repair damage suffered from second, to save economy in crisis. 
- Democratic and pacifist Vietnams sided immediately and definitively 

with camp of democracies; (2) LVF is for independence. Vietnam | 
was free and independent for thousands of years but in 1862 colonialists 
invaded our country, et cetera; (3) LVF is for union. Our principal | 
enemies are colonialists, Amer interventionists, and treacherous pup- 
pets. Our mission is their emasculation and consolidation, extension | 

our people’sdemoregime. | - a 

- ® Prime Minister of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. 
* Secretary-General of the French Communist Party. = ST
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Officers new LVF are: Hon president, Ho Chi Minh; pres, Ton Duc an 
: _ Thang; 7 vice presidents, M. LeThi Xuyen, Rev Father Nguyen Ba 

_ Truc, Le Dinh Than, Cao Trieu Phat, Hoang Quoc Viet, Duong Duc 
Hien, and Hoan Minh Cian; and a perm commission of the natl 
committee composed of pres, VP’s and 9 other of whom 7 named: — 
Truong Sinh [Chinh], Tran Danh Tuyen, Ho Viet Thanh, Hoang © 
Minh Chinh, Xuan Thuy, Hoai Thanh, and Phan Anh, Natl commit- 

a — tee will have 54 reps from all strata of people and all social classes _ 
(foregoing plus 87 unnamed others. Commie front character LVF 
indicated not only by ideological content platform and program but | 
by inclusion as officers of 4 of 5 most powerful Indochinese Commies: _ 
Ho Chi Minh as hon pres: Ton Duc Thang (president), Hoang Quoc 
Viet (VP) and Truong Sinh (probably Chinh, on nat] committee). _ 
All are Politburo members CPIC. Other well-known Communist or | 
established fellow-travelers among new LVF executives are Father | 
Nguyen Ba Truc (of League of Catholic Progressives), Can Trieu 

a Phat (leader of dissident pro-VM Cao Dai group). Duong Duc Hien © 
| (leader so-called Democratic Party’and member Ho Govt since its | 

inception), Hoang Minh Gian (previously foreign minister), Phan | 

_ Anh (successively Min Youth, Min Natl Def, Min Natl Econ in Ho © 
govts), possibly Hoang Minh Chinh (perhaps same as Wang Ming 
Shan, Ho rep in Canton), Tran Danh Tuyen (leader VM labor | 
organization), Xuan Thuy (editor VM-LV organ Cu Quoc). 

_ Qn other hand, of interest to note only 5 of original 27 founders | 
| 1946 Lien Viet are announced as holding executive position new LVF. — 

And of 15 official named perhaps 5 are unknown, if aliases are not — 
_ employed, who have risen to revolutionary prominence recently. Fur- 
ther appraisal follows next tel.* | | | 
Sent Dept 1704, rptd info Paris 733, Hanoi unnumbered. i A 

4 elegram 1705 from Saigon, March 24, not printed, reported on recent Viet — 
oe Minh radio broadeasts concerning the founding congress of the Workers Party | | 
i of Viet-Nam. Heath stated that it seemed obvious that the Communist Party 

of Indochina had been revived as the WPV (751G.001/3-2451). Telegram 1706, | 
also March 24, not printed, in which Heath analyzed the establishment of the _ | 
WPC and the Viet Lien Front, read in part as follows: 7 4 

“Formation Workers Party Vietnam (WPV) mytel 1705 new Lien Viet Front oo 
(LVF) mytel 1704, and liquidation Viet Minh by merger with the new front 
represent decisive turning points in Commie strategy IC. They mark transition | | 

_ from generalized popular front anti-colonial movement of immed postwar period | 
to Stalinized instrument of aggression and org. _ 

“Together with formation Burmese workers and peasants party, revival Thai 
CP, and inauguration Burma and Thai natl union fronts, this IC organizational 
change has an area significance denoting imposition of forms of people’s demo-— 

cracies as elaborated in East Europe on previously bread-mass liberation move- 
ments of SEA. As such these developments are indicative of: (1) rigorous asser- | 
tion of Soviet and Chinese Commie direction; (2) organizational and ideo- . . 
logical price that is being exacted for internat] Commie support; (3) willingness _ 
to sacrifice some degree of popular nationalist support for development hard- 
core Commie movement responsive to last November’s Far East Buro call for 
armed struggle.” (751G.001/3—2451) | |
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: | Oo | Editorial Note — | 

Vincent Auriol, President of France, visited the United States from | 
March 28 to April 4. His meeting with President Truman on March 29 | 
included consideration of Indochina, as did a conversation between _ 
Secretary of State Acheson and French Foreign Minister Robert 
Schuman on March 30, Records of these meetings and other material on | 
the Auriol visit are scheduled for publication in volume IV. | | 

7516.00/4-851: Telegram oe | | oO 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ) Satcon, April 3, 1951—4 p. m. | | 

1759. Brit First Secy here asked Leg officer yesterday whether we 
had recd indication from Washington similar recent expression of | 

| renewed Fon Off concern re deteriorating IC polit situation. Fon Off 

holds opinion new representation shld be made De Lattre re necessity | 
| re-examination both Franco- Viet relations and domestic Viet politics. | 

Chief proponent this point view seems be Malcolm MacDonald, who 
particularly desirous that Brit Leg here shld impress on De Lattre 

need for top rank polit advisor of Parodi caliber to replace coterie 
old colonials who now surround him. = | - | 

_ Leg officer stated we had no such instructions and had recdnosimilar 
| expression Dept’s view. He commented on hazards delicacy required | 

approach. Brit officer agreed, stated they contemplating reply which = 
_- wld point out: (a) De Lattre wld certainly not take kindly to such , 

expression Brit advice, and (6) Brit Leg no specific suggestions to 
press at this particular time for amelioration local polit situation, 
They felt suggestion for high level polit advisor might more appro- 
priately come on London—Paris level. They were also of opinion no —_ 

) ready alternative Huu existed and had some hopes that with departure = 
_ Tri and restriction Dai Viet, IC Catholics might be brought to active 

cooperation in Govt. Further substantive parts this conversation 
reported my next tel. Appreciate care in not attributing foregoing. __ 

I am, of course, also far from pleased with pendular swing IC | 
politics away from optimistic prospects of last Jan. At that time Pau | 

agreements and transfer central services and internal revenue to Viet 

Govt appeared provide stage for new four-point polit program, en- 
__ ergetic implementation of which might have permitted real progress. 

_ This program called for: (1) Constitution of National Union Govt in 
which reps of all non-Commie polit families of Vietnam wld par- | 

* British Commissioner-General for Southeast Asia. . |
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ticipate, (2) activation real National army under Viet flag and com-— 

mand, (3). Bao Dai’s social and econ program .as launched in his 

| téte-A-téte [Jet] address with his almost forgotten slogan of “terre 
fecondee”, and (4) early inauguration some form rep institutions. In 

| succeeding months these various projects have dwindled although none 

except firsthasactually beenforegone. > oo 

~ I believe, however, that question new approach to Fr in Saigon or 

in Saigon and Paris must be conceived primarily in terms timing and | 

that present moment does not-constitute happy or opportune juncture - 

for such representation. There is a war on. De Lattre’s attention today 

almost. exclusively and compulsorily directed-to withstanding new 

Commie attacks in north. Present pattern these attacks seem make it 

not- impossible that new offensive may last for several weeks of isolated - 

| but continuing small engagements. On other hand, Viet Govt con- 

centrating very largely on assumption new services transferred to it _ 

under Pau accords. Its internal admin structure far from complete 

and until these posts filled and some measure admin experience 

acquired in discharging these new responsibilities it wld seem idle 

| press for still further undependable transfers state powers. 

~ Tf and when current mil crisis will have spent itself and when Viet — 

Govt -has filled area of its present sovereignty, I feel we shld.review __ 

our own policies and programs to determine their adequacy to situa-- 

tion that will then exist. Prior that time, any new representations on — 

our part wld, in my opinion, be not. only unproductive but prejudicial 

to. future exertions our influence in reactivating Jan four-point — 

formula.? FB ee oe 7 oe 

_. In meantime, I believe exposure naked Commie control over former. 

| - VM movements as exemplified by new Worker’s Party and Lien Viet 

| Front provide’us with important propaganda opportunities which 

 ghid be: fully: exploited in attempt. split off non-Commie Natls within | 

enemy: camp. I shall submit further reviews this regard shortly. 

Sent Dept 1759, rptd info Paris 750, London 24.0 De 

- ATE 

2 Telegram 5946 from Paris, April 4, commenting on the present telegram, read | 

in part as follows: _ OME Be ree — 

. “Kmb concurs with leg’s view that present moment is not appropriate one for | 

representations as envisaged by British FonOff. Aside from reasons set forth in 

reftel, which are in Emb’s opinion sound, there is further and equally important 

consideration that this pre-electoral period in France when present govt faced 

oo with many complex and difficult problems. is definitely not time for us to request 

French Govt make new approach to IC problems. Emb concurs with Saigon’s - 

suggestion that, if and when-current mil crisis has passed and when Vietnamese 

Govt has been able assume its new responsibilities, it would be. appropriate to 

review our present course of action, at which time consideration cld be given | | 

to possibility and desirability of approaching French Govt in this regard.” | 

(751G.00/4-451) - So, : - a
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751G.001/4-1051: Circular airgram gr * 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices * 

CONFWENTIAL == —=—s—<ist‘;:#WW senor, AA rill 10, 1951—8 :45 a.m. 

There is transmitted herewith Saigon’s telegram 1751 of April 1 | 

-totheDepartment. 50 _ 

“Although FBIS yesterday cabled fol text leaflet found on Saigon 

Streets yesterday afternoon, unusual importance message justifies di- 

rect consideration by Dept: | | 

— ‘To all classes of Vietnamese people, day of the gen counter- 
offensivehascome. — |. a an 

‘Whole people of Vietnam, from towns to countryside, from 

| north to south, have heartily and eagerly participated and sup- 

ported our movement to switch over to the gen counteroffensive 

-. to drive Fr aggressors from our country and to fight against 
greedy and merciless Americans who are watching for oppor- 

- tunity invade our Vietnamese land. — pe oa 

~- ‘Gompatriots, don’t hesitate, opportune time has come. Battle 

| has begun. And with aid and support Russian Red Army and 

that of new China, Fr enemies have been heavily defeated in 

| - Cao Bang, Bac Giang and Langson fronts. We have completely 

: liberated these areas. =; So 7 Oo | 

Pacing glorious successes of our people and soldiers, facing | 

heavy attacks of our people and soldiers on entire Indochina 

| territory, Fr puppets and American imperialists are confused and 

. frightened, that. is why they have sent their mil chiefs. to Indo- | 

.. china to study mil sitn and to aid puppets to slaughter our com- 

patriots. But they cannot do so because we have formidable forces 

of the Russian Red Army and those of new China to help us free 

~ Vietnam from Fr and Amer colonialism and imperialism. 
| ‘Compatriots, opportune time has come, let.us rise altogether 

‘at same time to realize with govt of the People’s Republic of Viet- 
- nam aspirations of whole peoples; to free our people from 

| colonialism andimperialism. | - oe 

‘Down with the Fr and Americans. — Oo oS 

‘Down with Bao Daiand his followers. — OS oo. 

| ‘Long live democratic spirit. ee | : | | 

| - ‘Success to revolution of proletariat? | | 

-This morning Fr intelligence confirmed genuineness leaflet as Viet 
Minh product. el ys — ee 

~ Refs to Sov and Chi Army as well as intensified action tone seem. _ 

- consonant with organizational changes producing new Workers Party | 
Vietnam.” - ! ria 

~ You should watch for USIS guidance on the use of this information, | 

and in your discretion you may bring the contents of this airgram to | 

the attention of government officials in your area. 7 

-1§ent to the Embassies in India, Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan, Burma, Thai- 
land, the Philippines, and China (Taipei), to the Consulate at Singapore, and 
to the U.S. Political Adviser in Japan. | , |
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It will be recalled that the Department has for some time sought - 

to encourage the recognition of the governments of the three Asso- | 

ciated States in Indochina by non-European nations. There has here- 

tofore also been considerable reluctance upon the part of Southeast = 

Asia and South Asian countries to accept the fact that the Viet Minh 

have actually been a pawn of Russian colonialism rather than atruly _ 

-. nationalist movement. The leaflet quoted should be useful in seeking 

~ to correct the point of view of these States. a 
| | ACHESON | 

751G.00/4-2451 : Telegram _ seh 

Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State* | 

SECRET | | Sarcon, April 24, 1951—9 p.m. 

188. Legtel 1871 rptd Paris 778 Apr 22.2 On my return from Hanoi* 
- Huu asked see me. He was anxious learn my reaction his speech at _ 

_-Vinh Yen and to discuss problem finding suitable Viets min for Wash. 
| I told him I personally regarded his declaration in which for the 

first time unequivocally denounced the VM as enemy of state and 
announced police measures prevent infiltration between VM and Viet 
controlled territories as timely act of courage and statesmanship. | 
Huu said he had heard no criticism his statement beyond observation 

| - from Bao Dai who thought speech wld be well recd in Tonkin which 
- had suffered from and hated VM but it wld not have as favorable _ 

reception Cochinchina which had not particularly suffered or realized 

character of VM. Huu said it was surprising none of “fence-sitting 
so-called intellectuals” in South Vietnam had yet intimated any criti- 

cism his statement. _ 
It wld be difficult and matter of some time entirely close lines | 

between VM and Viets controlled territory and to eradicate VM 
| terrorism from villages and cities. He had left Interior Min Tam* — 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. Section 2, which dealt exclusively - 
with Vietnamese politics and personalities, is not printed. | a 

2 Telegram 1871 is not printed. On April 19, both General de Lattre de Tassigny 
| and Prime Minister Huu delivered addresses at Vinh Yen. For text of de Lattre’s 

remarks, see Folliot, Documents on International Affairs, 1951, pp. 670-673. The 
texts of the two addresses were transmitted to the Department..as enclosures 
to despatch No. 144 from Hanoi, April 23. In that despatch, Consul Blancke oe 
stated the following: “President Huu’s speech has been voluminously lauded 
and commented on by French leaders, both in personal conversation and in the 
«press, as a declaration of war against the Vietminh; and it does appear that oo. 
Huu has finally come out without equivocation on the side of the French and — 
has recognized that the world is divided into only two camps. To the Consulate’s. 
knowledge this is the first clear-cut recognition by a Vietnamese leader of this oo 

| simple fact, considered by most Americans to be self-evident.” (751G.00/4-2851) 
| . ‘Minister Heath conferred with General de Lattre de Tassigny in Hanoi on | 
a the evening of April 21, They discussed U.S. economic aid, Chinese Communist | | 

incursions, the military situation, and other subjects. Telegram 598 from Hanoi, 

April 22, which reported on the conversation, is not printed. (751G.00/4—2251) | 

| “Nguyen Van Tam. | | | a ch
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| in Hanoi to study problem. Tam was mtg with steady success in his 

campaign to rout out terrorists in Saigon. Many businessmen and 
enterprises in Saigon had been forced pay tribute to VM to preserve _ 
their lives and property from attack. Now they were increasingly in- __ 
forming police of attempted VM levies and placing their business 

a premises under police protection. Recently VM ordered owner of — | 
- Jargest Saigon pharmacy to pay sum of three million piastres (dollars _ 

150,000) to guarantee his life and business. He had balked and Saigon 

police were effectively guarding him and his drugstore. _ | , 
7 I inquired whether his efforts promote defections from VM were _ 

mtg with success and whether his offer of amnesty wld have any 
effect. Huu said that it was possible they might be able obtain some : 
defections in Cochinchina but it was doubtful under present circum- | 

| stances in view effective Commie surveillance of potential defectors. 
Various negots had been in progress for months but without result. It / 
wld be necessary organize “real fifth column in VM territory” but 
this wld take time. | _ | | | 

- Huu said he was confident Chi® wld be successful in establishing 
the popular and respected govt in Tonkin since he was wellmeaning, 

| impartial and honest. The Catholic provinces had given Huu enthusi- | 

_ astic welcome and come over unequivocally to the govt although they 
had resisted Governor Tri and Dai Viet’s attempt exert authority 
over their areas (comment: when in Hanoi I heard confirmation of 

this latter statement from various sources). People were delighted to 
be relieved of Dai Viet control, which had forced all govt employees 
to become party members and contribute to party coffers. For example, 
Huu declared, Governor of each province was supposed pay 30,000 | 
piasters for privilege of retaining his job. It was impossible for provin- 
cial governor pay any such amt without extorting graft from the 

_ population under his control. He said he had recd letter from an “old. 
| Dai Viet” who had applauded his action against party saying recent 

Dai Viet leaders were merely profiteers and did not represent real | 
party. At same time he had been magnanimous where Dai Viet mem- 
bers showed real intention bow to govt’s authority. Thus he had kept | 
his promise to Le Thang of permission publish Fr language news- 
paper in Hanoi. It had been mistake let the Dai Viet establish polit 

| monopoly in Tonkin. Bao Dai had not however wished disturb this 
monopoly as long as it was giving effective govt under Governor Tri. 

— Dai Viet had however, some time ago sent word to Bao Dai that if 
| he attempted break their party’s hold in north they wld turn against - 

the monarchy. Bao Dai had then realized they cld no longer be oe 
tolerated and had encouraged Huu break up machine. oh 

| a 

| 5 Dang Huu Chi, ‘successor to Nguyen Huu Tri as Governor of Northern | 
Viet-Nam. oe | | | |
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- uu admitted formation. Vietnam nat] army was not proceeding as 

: rapidly. as he wld have liked. He: asserted there. was no longer any 

dispute between him and Bao Dai as to who wld have direct charge 

of formation of mil forces and also,asserted Bao Dai had asked him 

keep Defense portfolio in his own hands. Difficulty was in finding 

some capable person act as state secy def. He had been unable do so 

| to date nor with his other duties been able devote sufficient time to the 

| army: ee eo eee, ee re 

, Sent Dept 188 rptd Paris ‘787, Hanoi unnumbered. a 

res a Agar | 

oO > Editorial Note ae 

- From May 15 to May 18, military representatives of the United 

States, the United Kingdom, and France met at Singapore for dis- 

cussions on the ‘military situation in Southeast Asia. The Chiefs of 

‘Delegation were Vice Admiral Arthur D. Struble, Commander of the | 

United States Seventh Fleet; General Sir J ohn Harding, Commander 

of British Land Forces in the Far East ; and General d’Armée de Lattre 

de Tassigny. The Conference formulated agreed conclusions and rec- 

ommendations regarding Indochina as well as. Southeast Asia as a 

| whole, For documentation on the Singapore Conference, including the 

| ~ Conference Report, sée pages 1 ff.and page 64. Oe 

751G.00/5-1551: Telegram Ee a 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary o f State | 

SECRET _ Sarcon, May 15, 1951—1 p. m. | 

1984. The Dept will note from mytel 1980 May 14* that I share 

Bao Dai’s optimism that De Lattre has now sincerely turned to a | 

course of perfecting Viet independence of activating the formation 

| of the Viet Natl Army, and realizes the necessity of keeping Fr inter-— 

vention, command and control to a minimum. De Lattre’s apparent 

new policy of attention and respect for Viet aspirations and responsi- 

| bilities is an intelligent one in the real interest of France and of our 

own policyaims. ED 7 OO 

| Along with this desirable apparent trend in De Lattre’s policy there 

is, however, an evident increased determination on his part that the — 

evolution of Fr Viet relations will be worked out exclusively between . 

France and Vietnam with the least possible intervention of any fon— — 

read American—influence. To paraphrase the sentiment which seems 

| 1In telegram 1980 from Saigon, May 14, not printed, Minister Heath described 

a conversation which he had had with Bao Dai at Dalat the previous day 

- (151G.00/5-1451). | So |
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| never entirely absent from Fr councils and which is apparently now © 

exercising De Lattre, if Vietnam is to be preserved for the Fr Union, 

_ foreigners shld not be allowed to drive any wedge between the Fr 

and Viets by either reckless or a purely calculated generosity. Arms 

| aid is one thing and necessary for a short term, but econ aid has dis- | 

- turbing long range implications and makes France look like a poor _ 

cousin in Viet eyes. It must therefore be closely controlled by the Fr 

and soft-pedalled as necessary. There is evident increased jealousy 

on his part of Amer prestige and publicity which have accompanied =~ 

the Amer arms and econ aid programs and an evident determination 7 

to play down the Amer contribution and publicity. This jealousy and 

| suspicion of Amer efforts on behalf of the IC states is known toleading = 

Viets within and without the Govt. A case in point is the principal 

Fr language newspaper, Journal D’E xtreme Orient, closely controlled | 

by the High Commissariat, in which any mention of Amer Econ Aid 

IC now completely taboo. Bao Dai’s recent interview in which he | 

asked for an increase in Amer econ aid was edited and censored by 

this paper to make it appear that Bao Dai was talking about Fr aid. 

| ‘Furthermore, De Lattre’s occasional post-prandial. lashings-out 

~ against ECA, the Amer Protestant missionaries or less frequently the | 

operations of USIS have certainly become fairly widely known in 

| Saigon and Hanoi. oe a Oo | 

The latest incident of this sort was a rather public one at the airport | 

yesterday where I went to see De Lattre off for his visit to Singapore. 

As he passed down the line of the Fr officers and officials and dipl 
corps and shook hands with me, he referred to a recent letter’ in | 

which I had asked reconsideration of Fr refusal to provide further 

| housing for the several new officers of MAAG. He called Gov. Gen. | 

| Gautier * and Aurillac ¢ over and in their presence said it was impossi- 

ble for the Fr to provide increased housing. I said smilingly that ifit 
_ were impossible that was all there was to it but that I cld discuss the 

matter with Gautier. De Lattre went on to say that they Fr had been 
most generous in housing MAAG. I heartily agreed with this statement 
but. referred to the necessary increase in the MAAG staff. Thereupon 

- _-De Lattre said “Yours is a rich country, why don’t you build houses. 
Or get rid of some of your ECA men and your Amer missionaries, then 

~ wecld house MAAG.” This unexpected and frankly impertinent obser- 
vation of De Lattre’s was, of course, overheard. by various people and 
marked the first unpleasant public incident I have had in my relations 

| -with him. De Lattre had been unusually friendly and cordial in our last 

- * Not found in the Department of State files. | | : 
| . -§ Georges Gautier, Secretary General of the High Commissariat of France in 
| Indochina. 7 
| “Jean Aurillac, Director of the Civil Cabinet of the High Commissariat of | 
pe France in Indochina. : | 

| |
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meetings. De Lattre’s tone in making these observations was one of © 
_heavy-footed bantering but there was an undertone of temper which _ 

-——-_ gertainly was audibletothe various listeners. | 
~ When he returns from Singapore to capital at end of the week, — 

I believe I shld have a frank talk with him. I will submit my views 
 astothe line we shld take inasubsequent tel. = a 

Sent Dept 1984 rptd info Paris 816 Hanoiunn, > | 

| ar . 

| 790.5/5—2351 : Telegram rine oe . 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Satcon, May 23, 19519 a.m. 
- 9044. I introduced Hoey? to De Lattre on 21 May and during sub- 
sequent 90-minute conversation the General discussed the mil situation 
in great detail. With respect to the Singapore Conference, De Lattre 
felt that it had been most useful and that he had “made his position 
known”. He had originally felt that there might have been some | 

| question in the minds of the UK and the US dels as to the extreme __ 

- importance of the mil campaign in Indochina. He felt, however, that | 
there was no longer any question as to the acceptance of the Tonkin © 

- battleground as being the guarded gateway intoSEA.Hespokehighly == 
of the cooperation and understanding evidenced by the other delsand 

| particularly mentioned his high regard for Admiral Struble and his __ 
staff, a tS OE 

Gen De Lattre stated with the utmost conviction that he had been 

totally uninformed concerning the presence of Australian and New 
| Zealand observers altho he welcomed them as representing important = 

areas within the Commonwealth. He felt strongly that Vietnam : 
having, as he said, a comparable position with the Fr Union should _ 
also have been represented. Had he known in advance of their presence 
he would have asked Bao Dai either to send a rep or that he, Gen De | 
Lattre, be specifically designated as representing Vietnam. He ex- 
plained that in the Fr view the Fr Union is comparable to the British | 
Commonwealth. | ee ee ee 

| With respect to Tonkin he stated categorically that the Viet Minh — 
had been stopped and “that they knew it”. He acknowledged the 

| presence in Tonkin of several thousand Chi individuals serving with 
the Viet Minh but reaffirmed that as yet there was no indication of 
Chi units. He stated that with his present forces he cld successfully _ | 

handle the Viet Minh plus a small number of Chi volunteers. With 
-his-expected reinforcements he cld contain Chivolunteersuptoapprox | 
50,000. This latter ability wld be dependent upon an attack not coming 

| . *Robert E. Hoey of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, — | 
| Department of State, was on a visit in Indochina. ee | “
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before Oct when most of his concrete emplacements wld be finished. _ 
By the end of 1951 he was sure of his ability to withstand an attacking 
force consisting of Viet Minh and Chivolunteers. - 

| The question of a massive Chinese invasion is on his mind day and | 
night. In such an eventuality he hopes with assistance from unnamed 
allies to the extent of four infantry divisions plus air and an aircraft a 

| carrier to not only withstand a Chi attack but to throw it back. Such | 
| reinforcement wld, combined with his own command, be adequate to | 

~-- gounter the Chi Commie attacking forces which wld be limited by 
terrain limitations to not much more than say 150,000 men. While | 

in some quarters plans are being made for an evacuation of Tonkin | 
fol a Chi attack it is his view that instead he shld be reinforced. Only 
in the event that such assistance is not forthcoming wld he plan to 

| fall back on Cochin China. In the latter eventuality he assumes the - 
loss of Thailand and eventually Burma and Malaya. } 

- Throughout the conversation he repeatedly emphasized the aggres- | 
sive nature of his war plan. He referred to the excellent combat capa- 

| bility of the Viet troops under his command. He referred to his son’s : 
command of such combat in Tonkin and the excellent record the Viet 
troops had made. On the Viet Minh side he said that he considered 

them militarily superior to the Chi with exception of artillery and 
technical equipment. : | | ra 

He took this occasion to remark that he had made a study of mil : 
manpower in many European and South American countries but | 

| that unfortunately he had never been invited to the US. 
In explaining his tactics in small clean-up campaigns, he pointed - 

out that he was handicapped in being unable to liberate more areas | 
until the Vietnam state army had been built up to the point where 
it cld take over and occupy such areas. It is the task, he said, of the | 

| State Govt to assume the admin of areas his forces liberate and that 
he has been very careful to insure that there is no French participation 

in such take-overs. For example, he had forbidden his commissioner 
| ~ in central Vietnam to accompany the governor when the latter toured 

newly liberated areas. | | | : | 
| Sent Dept 2044, rptd info Paris 838, London 32. oo | 

| Bo oo | Heatu | 

751H.00/5-2551 : Telegram 7 ; | os 

| ‘The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State : 

ps SECRET |  Satcon, May 25,1951—5 p.m. 

(2071. King of Cambodia? May 28 recd Hoey, Gullion, Catlett,? 
_ Brink and Dickens. He appeared to be enjoying his prolonged vacation 

| a | : | 

| 1 Norodom Sihanouk. oe 7 | 
| | - * Don V. Catlett, Second Secretary, Legation at Saigon. 

538-617-7728 | |
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and immunity from official cares while the council of regency headed 

| by his father carries on for him. His plans fora trip.to France were 

foremost in his mind (Legtel 2072 rptd Paris 848).* He also made the 
- fol observations: ee 

4. The mil situation in Cambodia has notably improved in the past 

| year. The Issaraks are no threat and the VM are recognized as pirates 

by the people. The increased dynamism of public spirit can be gauged 

| by the ease with which the Khmer Army is being expanded from one 

battalion last year to 6 battalions envisaged for end of this year. 

Whereas they had previously been badly clothed, badly equipped 

| and had poor morale, they now possessed morale, clothing and equip- 

ment of high order and he thanked Gen Brink for the part US aid 

had played in this amelioration. ee BEN 

9, It was true that there were operations in Battambang where 

the rebels who had pledged their names to an agreement to rally their 
_ forces to him had gone back on their word and arrested officer he | 

| had sent as envoy (since escaped).. However he believed trouble in 

---Battambangcldbestampedouteasily, 
8. The problem of cadres was, | of ‘course, most important. Un-  _ 

fortunately Cambodia needed cadres not only in the army but in 

public admin, public health, communication and other fields. The © 

improved prospects for Cambodia meant that young men werecoming 

forward more readily ; whereas the first class in the first. officers school 

| had number 7, they now plan to have 2 classes of 30 prospective officers 

eachinschoolatanygiventime. = Ee 

4. As to politics, the King did not claim a degree of comparable 

improvement. He said, however, that elections shld be held looking _ 

forward to constitution of a new assembly. The Fr and some other 

advisors had reserves about this since they believed insecurity in some | 

parts of the country wid make elections difficult or distort their mean- | 

ss ing and since elections wld invariably bring into the assembly some | 

| members with rebel affiliations or tendencies. a 
Altho these objections were valid to some extent, still the people | 

of Cambodia were clamoring for an assembly and the maintenance of , 

the constitution and the King was pledged to maintain that constitu- 

tion. The assembly wld therefore be constituted. Although not all of 
the regions of the country cld now return delegates he estimated 

majority of something over 45 members cld be present. He was not | 

considering any such move as contemplated in Vietnam of designating | 

- members to the assembly rather than electing them. There was no © 

- provision for this in the constitution. | - gee 

The King pointed out that in planning for the army he had always 

to reckon with needs for econ and social programs. He cld not recall _ 

®* Telegram 2072 from Saigon, May 25, not printed. . |
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offhand the exact amount of his budgetary receipts which for the 

coming year wld be devoted to the army but thought it was around 25 | 

percent. — ee cee | 

Sent Dept 2071 rptd info Paris 848 Phnom ‘Penh unn. | | 

Bn Editorial Note 7 : 

| On May 28, James E. Webb, Under Secretary of State,addresseda 

memorandum to President Truman requesting approval of the transfer | 

of certain Mutual Defense Assistance funds ‘from the North Atlantic 

Treaty area to Indochina, Greece, and Turkey. Funds in the amount | 

of $79,489,107 were to be transferred to the increased Indochina mili- _ | 

| tary aid program. President Truman approved the proposed transfers 

on June 8. Under Secretary Webb’s memorandum of May 28 1s , 

scheduled for ‘publication in the documentation on United States _ 

Foreign Assistance Programs in volumeIl. : | 

| 751G.00/5-3051 : Telegram — a | | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL oniacr 0—<C—ts—sSSsS«S NN, Maar 80, 1951-11. p.m : 

- 9111. Dept pass Defense. I was informed in confidence early this | 

evening Lieutenant de Lattre de Tassigny, only son of the General, 

had this day been killed near Hanoi. Details yet unknown. News will 

not be made public until sometime after midnight. I plan fly Hanoi 

tomorrow morning to present my condolences and attend requiem 

mass. — Be aes | | 

T believe it would be most appropriate and appreciated if personal . 

- messages of sympathy cld be cabled to General de Lattre by Secretary | 

. and by Secretary Defense or General Bradley. | | | 

- Sent Dept niact 2111; rptd info Paris 864 (pass Eisenhower). | 

| | a oo | ‘HeatH | 

: 151G.551/5-8151 : Telegram | | a | 

oe The Consul at Hanoi (Blancké) to the Secretary of State | | 

| _ SECRET | fant, May 31, 1951—6 p. m. 

- 690. Recontel 687, May 31.1 Minister, Harris? Freeman,’ Kotrla ‘ | 

pS and Brady arrived Hanoi in Leg plane 8:15 a. m. today. | accom- 

| Not printed. Sn 
: *Col. Lee V. Harris, Army Attaché, Legation at Saigon. 
| | Tt. Col. Hdmund F. Freeman, Air Attaché, Legation at Saigon. 

| _ ‘Omdr. Raymond A. Kotrla, Naval Attaché, Legation at Saigon. | 

| | | | | |
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oo panied them on preliminary call at De Lattre residence. By appoint- 

ment same group called on De Lattre personally 11 :15 a. m., ushered | 

a in immediately after group of PriMin Huu, Governor Chi, and half 

dozen Vietnamese Ministers. Huu had made concurrent flight accom- 

: panying Aurillac, Gautier, Risterucci,’ Dannaud, etal. _ OO 

| ‘De Lattre looked old and worn-out, spoke very low, almost in reverie, — 

but very bitterly. Burden of bitterness was: What price all this sacri- _ 

| fice, if those obstensibly on our side refuse to believe in our sincerity? — 

| If this constant sacrificing of our youths’ flower does not prove us 

| sincere in desire to give Vietnam independence, what further is neces- _ 

sary to drive idea home? Yet we are doubted on all sides. What is the - 

use ¢ | eee ga 

CINC made broken reference to his wife in twilight of her days: 

‘What cld she cling to now? For. himself: What was there to live - 

for? In other circumstances, in bona fide war, he wld have had con- 

solation his son died hero death; but instead he had been offered 

up on behalf of an ungrateful people. De Lattre intimated he had 

: said something of sort to Huu, whom he characterized personally as | 

apparently loyal. (Huu had streaming eyes when he left residence.) 

De Lattre was especially bitter at Bishop and people of Phat-Diem: 

Former had recently directed scathing sermon at Huu, copy of which 

| De Lattre had on desk; people of area had withheld any info re 

Viet-Minh movements leading up to what CINC termed “surprise __ 

- attack” though Fr were definitely expecting trouble in area. Said 

| when his son had taken contingent of non-coms and suppletifs | 

- through Phat-Diem area three days before, villagers had booed and 

7 hissed “vendus” (sold out) at Vietnamese soldiers. | 

CINC then brought up figures of Fr sacrifices, mentioning billion — 

francs daily: France purely disinterested in defense of Vietnam. 

At this point gave credit to US also for disinterested aid; we had been 

generous and our help must continue. Min interposed he had hoped 

have talk soon on how cooperation might be improved, but said present 

| -washardly moment shaping itup. 2 —<i‘:CS ER 

. De Lattre then brought up Dalat massacres, disclaimed any Fr 

a responsibility but regretted he had not been on hand, as damaging — 

- recriminations had been made which he cld patch up only afterwards. 

a Was bitter at Prince Buu-Loe for promoting censure at Fr Union 

- meeting. (Note: Only one Fr underling was at airport to meet Buu- 

Loc on arrival at Saigon several days ago.) _ ce 

. 5 Jean Risterucci, Political Adviser to the High Commissioner of ‘France in. | 

Indochina. | ae . fe OG SRE EE 

6On May 12, at Dalat, twenty Vietnamese being held for suspected pro-Viet 

xeon activities were shot in reprisal for the assassination of a French security | 7
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| De Lattre leaves for France with body tomorrow morning 5:30 a. m., | 

will spend only a few days consoling wife then return. Ceremony of 

Absolution today at 1800 hours will be attended only by Min, Harris 

* and I, as limited attendance requested. After ceremony ‘Min party fly- 

ing back to Saigon, Harris remaining Hanoi. | . 

Bernard de Lattre was killed instantly at 4 a. m., May 30 near 

Ninh-Binh. Mortar shell exploded two yards from him, 80 pieces found | 

| in his body of which 37 eld have been fatal. Fr had lost Ninh-Binh 

post then retaken it, then lost it then again re-taken. After last action, 

- Taeutenant De Lattre was found dead. Seven other officers and 22 | 

| non-coms lost in Ninh-Binh action. | ae oe 

A typical first Vietnamese reaction, voiced by Mayor last night, | 

| was fear that De Lattre in anguish might order all-out reprisals, | 

napalm thousands of innocent peasants in area. There was of course a 

no possibility of such a reaction from De Lattre. | | 

‘Dept pass Paris. Sent Dept 690, rptd info Paris 213, Hanoi unn. 

| | | | , BLANCKE ) 

851G.00R/6-1451 : Telegram | i 

| The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State* — | 

CONFIDENTIAL | - Sartcon, June 14, 1951—4 p. m 7 

o 9918. In off record personal, frank expression of Fr views re 

their now almost openly admitted opposition to certain US programs 

in IC, Fr acting dip] counsellor made fol points in private conversa- 

tion with Leg secy June9: : ; 

1, STEM in IC. All Fr officials in IC, states dip] counsellor thor- 

oughly appreciate US MDAP. Fr Govt in Paris, Wash, and Saigon 

long pled for mil aid which only US eld give and are both grateful 

for supplies furnished and eratified at results obtained. ECA aid is 

different. Basic difference is that Fr Govt at no time or place ever 

requested ECA aid or STEM Mission for IC but was compelled to 

accept both as part of price for US mil aid. Original misgivings have 

been more than fulfilled by way program has been administered. Man- 

| ner that admin and types of resultant publicity are debatable; many | 

Fr officials in HICOM’s office do not agree re difference ECA activi- | 

- ties but all unanimous that program never requested or desired in 

| first place. | 
Leg comment: I believe this point requires immed clarification. 

| Will Dept and Emb Paris advise me soonest exact circumstances in 

| which decision was made to extend ECA aid to IC and whether record 

| exists re Fr request for ECA aid to IC. Seems obvious that De Lattre 

| believes and receives version cited above. | 

| _ 2 STEM admin and publicity. Dip! counsellor’s observations re Fr 

complaints re STEM program turned almost exclusively in this con- 

versation on STEM publicity. Argument ran: Amer seems to think | 

2 This telegram was transmitted in three parts a | 

| 
| | oe
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| IC was discovered in 1950 and that history of.civilization in IC begins | 

with arrival US aid. If water pump or tractor delivered IC, it becomes, 

| -in STEM publicity, first water pump or first, tractor that IC has ever | 

: had. If medical first aid station opened, it is inauguration of public 

health in IC. STEM publicity concentrates almost exclusively on *° 

- deficiencies of Fr contributions to IC. Neither notice is given nor 

tribute paid to work Fr have been doing. for generations and are 

- doing today in 25 times the volume and with 1/25 the publicity. If 

STEM is compelled to make publicity here to demonstrate to US 

| Congress how active STEM is, couldn’t publicity be less flaunted in 

faces of Fr who are dying for country’s independence? Or couldn’t 

expenses this publicity be devoted rather to useful projects which 

wld benefit Fr and Viet people and not merely US officials? ; 

3. US informational activities. The publicity of USIE or “Brady’s 

crowd” was different and there was much less Fr objection to them. 

In particular Brady almost always checked his publicity angles and 

| stories with High Commissioner’s office in advance, a form of coop | 

which ECA has not practiced. Yet USIE English lessons for hun-— 

dreds of Viets, according to dip] counsellor, have attracted much ad- | 

versé comment in Fr official circles. Fr wonder why Amer Govt shld 

spend official funds to teach English here. Very few Viets know Fr 

well and their time and effort might be better spent in acquiring really 

useful knowledge of Fr which will be much more important to them 

unless Amer expects Vietnam not to remain in Fr Union. Language 

concentration on part Americans seem particularly odd to Fr who ob- 

- gerve that wherever Russians have influence their first step is to open 

Russian courses in blind belief that all that is good isin Russian. USIE 

book translation program also at point. First book Americans had 

translated in Vietnam was history of US. ‘This seems either absurd 
or offensive to most Fr who have found thateven literate Viets. know © 

little of history of their own country and almost nothing of history — 

of France. To expect them to read Amer history seems height of natl 

egotism on part Amers. Subsequently, USIE has put into translation 

nothing on Vietnam or on France and nothing except works violently 

pro-US or anti-USSR, issues which have little meaning for most. 

7 Viets. Similarly, these Fr officials who have ‘listened to VOA report © 

Voice is uninteresting, more and more closely resembling Sov radio 

in its unvarying repetitions of crude natl propaganda, in its constant 

| quotations of speeches US leaders, and in its unceasing claims of US 

championships in this or that. Most Fr or Viets who are accustomed 

listen fon broadcasts have been conditioned to regard BBC as model 

of excellence and VOA seems markedly inferior in program content. 
and in diction of speakers. SOEE AI SPE eck | 

4, Size of US mission in Saigon. Finally, there was matter of num- | 

7 ber official Amers in Saigon. Some of his friends believe that there were 
_. several hundred and talked knowingly of huge numbers secret US 

espionage operators here. Dipl counsellor knows there are under 200 

US officials in IC; however, many Fr here cannot understand why 

_ Amers have five times as many officials here as all other fon missions 

combined or above all, why there’seems no slackening in steady rate 
of arrivals of still more official Amers. Only explanation was in view 
of too many of his associates is that Amers were, if not preparing, at
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least looking forward to day of ouster of Fr from IC and of seizing 

opportunity for making IC zone US influence. =” , i : 

Acting dip] counsellor also intimated there were other Amer activi- — 

ties disliked by Fr. (See my personal ltr dated June 14).? These are 

main points of substance. They come from young official who by no 

means anti-Amer, who not speaking for quotation or attribution, who 

was apparently sincerely attempting make Leg officer understand — | 

bases. for increasing local resentment in Fr official circles to US aid | 

and presence in IC. Leg officer believes this Fr official lacks mental 

ingenuity and experience in IC to draft this bill of particulars him- 

self. Fact that he was thus retailing or synthesizing observations he 

has heard from his colleagues does not detract from their weight. | 

/ Dept is particularly enjoined for sake of development of local content 

not to disclose identity this official. Any value this recital arises from 

itscontent,notitssource. si rs a 

_ Leg officers rejoinders to number of particular criticisms unfounded 

in fact or reason not here included. Significance is not that specific — 

rebuttals can be made to individual Fr official but that his views seem 

widely shared. bait ne. Ee | 

These manifestations, not so much of anti-Americanism as of nar- | 

row gallicism, are of course only indication surface irritants to smooth. | 

course of Franco-Amer coop in FE. More fundamental-is local Fr 

apprehension that. conduct Amer policy must inevitably conflict with 

---* Fr plans to retain Vietnam in Fr Union. but with Fr conception of | 

- evolution ofrestofoldFrEmpire = | Bo 

There are of course certain Fr officials here who do not share appre- 

~ hension, willful misapprehensions and jealousy of Amer. policy and 

operations in IC voiced by dipl counsellor. In gen Fr mil, I believe, 

appreciate loyalty and disinterestedness of our contribution but I | 

believe that ‘dipl counsellor’s remarks do in fact represent attitude 

| and opinions of majority of Fr civil officials and very probably of 

Gen De Lattre himself. These essentially groundless and unreasonable 

complaints reveal an unpleasant situation and an unpleasant state 

of mind; while we have not yet noted any direct interference with 

- our USIS, MAAG or STEM programs, the atmosphere which now 

| exists potentially harmful to future these efforts and cld embroil 

: US-Franco-Viet relations in IC. es | 

| | I believe this situation may be allayed after preliminary talks with 

| De Lattre perhaps followed by examination with Fr in Wash or Paris. 

| ~The complaints against. the publicity. of STEM are, of course, a. | 

tribute.to the exertions of its publicity staff. It is true that STEM 

has not in principle in the past believed it necessary to consult in 

| 2 Not identified in the Department of State files. Oo
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| advance with the Fr as regards its publicity operations. Under Pignon 
there seemed to be little necessity of so doing, nor was there any com- 

_ plaint made to STEM or to me regarding ECA publicity with the 
| exception of one incident last year. Robert Blum has tactfully and _ 

efficiently managed the ECA program and has been correct in consult- | 
ing the Fr with regard to projects in which he felt they had a legiti- 
mate interest and has kept them informed of the gen progress of the __ 
program. In negots of last year it was, however, decided that the | 
program wld be one of direct assistance to the Assoc States, and not _ 
thru the Fr High Commissionership. , Eee OE | 

DeLattre has, however, a high appreciation of the value of publicity 
both personal and for Fr policy and a much greater determination _ 

. than his predecessor that nothing shall be allowed to interfere with | 

his formula for Franco-Vietnamese solidarity and his aim of insuring 
that Vietnam will remain in the Fr Union when hostilities cease. | 

| When all of this is said however, we still must admit that our most 
immed concern in Indochina today is the mil def of its terr and that 
def today rests almost solely on the Fr. Their views as to the manner 

| _ of the admin of US aid shld perhaps therefore receive at this timea 
more sympathetic hearing than might be the case in other less troubled 

parts of the world. | BS eee Oe! Jae —— | 
- I expect to go to Hanoi during the next two days on DeLattre’s 
invitation. I am not sure since the visit presumably includes a tour , 
of the battlefields and former Amb Bullitt * will also be guest that 

: it will be possible to go into these matters effectively. FEST ee 
I have shown this tel to Blum and suppose the Dept will wish to 

pass it to Foster and Griffin. | oO | 
‘Sent Dept 2218, rptd info Paris 892, Hanoi unn. | 

Se | | HeatH 

| * William ©. Bullitt, U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union, 1983-1986; Am- _ 
bassador to France, 1936-1941 ; Ambassador at Large, 1941-1942. a | 

- 851G.00R/6-1951: Telegram os | Sea ce 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Parts, June 19, 1951—9 p. m. 

a 7900. From Embassy and ECA Mission. Pass ECA/W. Ref para 

one Saigon’s 2218 to Dept, rptd Paris 893 [892], June 14, contention — 
by French officials IC alleging force feedings US economic aid wld — | 

| seem result either monumental lack of communication between French — 
Govt and their HICOM IC on this subject or striking case of political — 

| amnesia. Paris ECATO 143, Feb 10, 1950,1 indicated that at that time - 

| 1 Not printed. OO | | |
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~ Dept and ECA/W agreed it wld be appropriate for French initiate 
conversations re provision of ECA assistance to IC, and it was 

suggested to French that they approach ECA Mission France if they 
wished to discuss next steps possible ERP aid IC. Dept’s intel Feb 16, a 
1950, 1 a. m., indicated receipt aide-mémoire from French Embassy 

-_- requesting political, military and economic aid for IC.? According 
intel, aide-mémoire stated economic aid “indispensable” for IC. As 
reported Paris Toeca 191, Feb 18, 1950,° officers ECA Mission to 
France, including Blum, met on that date with Alphand and Vaurs of | 
Foreign Office and De Margerie of Inter-Ministerial Committee to 

- discuss IC economic aid, Alphand referred to atde-mémoire given | 
| by Ambassador Bonnet to Secretary, setting forth proposed policy 

for political, military and economic aid IC. Alphand expressly indi- | 
cated at outset he wished talk only of economic aid. At no point did 

- discussion touch on any linkage economic and military aid. Alphand = 
repeatedly stressed great need for economic assistance IC in view 

serious political situation, comparing effort needed to that made in 
| Greece and Turkey, assume this record of specific French request for 

economic aid sufficiently explicit. It is hardly necessary to add that 
from beginning French undoubtedly aware, in view position three | 
Associated States in French Union as well as character and purposes — | 
proposed program, extension ECA aid IC wld automatically carry 

-- with it establishment of local mission to administer such aid. 

For Saigon’s info French have never implied to Embassy or ECA 
French Mission that ECA aid was unwillingly accepted by them in 
order to obtain military assistance, although French dissatisfaction . 
with some aspects program such as size ECA Mission and content and 
manner of publicity, has been expressed to us occasionally. | 

_ Dept pass Saigon ; sent Dept 7900, Saigon 418. | 
| | 2 | | | BrvucE 

*The telegram is not printed, but for a summary of the aide-mémoire, see 
' memorandum of conversation by the Secretary of State, February 16, Foreign. 

Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 730. Oo | 
* Not printed. | : | 

751G.00/6—2251 : Telegram | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET OO , Sargon, June 22, 1951—10 a. m. 

po. 2988. Accompanied by William C. Bullitt, visited Bao Dai at Nha 
| Trang where we had lunch and three-hour talk on board his yacht. | 

| 1. Bao Dai asked our impressions effect on Gen De Lattre of loss 
- his son. Bullitt thought Gen, altho feeling loss deeply, had made 

| remarkable comeback. Bao Dai said he feared that De Lattre might 
_-: now conceive war as one of revenge. He followed this up by allega- 
| | | | 

| 

| | o | 
| | | ,
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tion that Eur members French Union Forces in Indochina were physi- 

| cally in poor condition, and he afraid that De Lattre seek to incorpo- 
, rate more and more Viets in these forces instead of concentrating on 

- formation Viet Nat Army.9 
| -2.-In response Bullitt’s question as to what he feared most from 

De Lattre, Bao Dai said it latter’s changeability. De Lattre wld be 
very close to someone one day and refuse see him next. He cited case 
Bourgoin, presently in charge Econ, Planning Section, High Com- _ 

| _ missariat, who had always worked very well with Bao Dai. Bao Dai 
said Bourgoin occasionally had some wild ideas but many sound ones 
ag well. Bourgoin had wanted work for Viet Govt but De Lattre had 
refused permit this. So Bourgoin, a man with vast experience in 
Indochina, now returning to France. De Lattre, for example, was also 
“down” on French head of Ecole Inter-Armes at Dalat, because latter 

had not invited him to school ceremony. Bao Dai said invitation not : 
gent because school head under Vietnam Min Def and rightly con- 
sidered invitation shld come from Ministry. Bao Dai also feared clash 

- might develop between HuuandDeLattre | a 
3. I suggested that much this difficulty might be due ill-founded | 

and even malicious reports. which De Lattre recd from his entourage 
and secret: service. Bao Dai agreed. I remarked that De Lattre had ° 
said to me that when he next returned Saigon he was going to do some 
pruning of officials in High Commissariat, something which Pignon 
had never, never been able to do, since latter has one of over-large 

group of “fonctionnaires” himself. 
4, In response Bullitt’s question as to make-up of Viet Minh, Bao — 

Dai said that in north they Commies, in center they Nats, while in . 

_ south there were some Commies and Nats, but in main Viet Minh 

southern forces were just plain “gangsters”. Bao Daialso said thathe 

had more true supporters in regions under Viet Minh rule than in 

free zones, and that he recd reports from these zones almost. every 

| 5. Bao Dai claimed there were large numbers troops in Viet Minh 
whose commanders had communicated with him expressing their _ 
loyalty to his person and their readiness to surrender to him if French 
eld be kept out of it. However, all of Viet mil zones now commanded 

- by French, and one must understand French insistence that defectors _ 
surrender to them in view of French mil responsibility and French 
losses of 50,000 men in Indochina since end World War II. Not until 

Viet Army has full responsibility for sizable zone wld mass Viet 

Minh surrenders be possible. = eg Fe RD ere 
6. This led to discussion of lack trained Viet officers and civilian 

admins, and Bao Dai said that he admitted freely that Vietnam simply 

| - did not have sufficient qualified personnel at present time. ce
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—% When Bullitt asked about possibility fon capital coming into | 
_ Vietnam, both.Bao Dai.and Nguyen De expressed: desire to see this 

, happen. Bullitt asked about influence large French business firms on 
French policy in Indochina, mentioning their influence in French Govt. _ 
Bao Dai replied that he had no fear this influence. Big French firms 
had seen handwriting on wall and. prepared accept changes which 
wld come as Viet Govt control of econ implemented. When I asked | 
whether this meant that measures. of nationalization of economy in | 
enterprises were under consideration, he said that it not question | 

- nationalization but of. Vietnamization of business, Viets must be : 
allowed enter French firms and that Chi monopoly over certain lines 
business must be broken. Taking of Viet trainees in French business 

- houses had been suggested by Bao Dai during. Jap occupation, and 
a French auths had recommended such action to French companies in 

_--_ Indochina. At that time, however, not one of them wld receive a Viet. 
Nguyen De pointed out that he and Michael Van-Vy of the Banque 
Franco-Chinoise were only Viets who had ever held positions. re- 

| sponsibility in banking business, and that there only one very small | 

Viet bank operating at presenttime. ©. Bn 
| Sent Dept 2288; rptd info Paris 922, Hanoiunn. _ | | | 

| | Hears | 

- 751G.5-MAP/6-2251: Telegram oe a 7 a ; oe a 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State — - 

| SECRET ss  Sateon, June 22, 1951-9 p.m. | 
| 9304. Toisa. This is joint Leg-MAAG message. Pass Defense. Re | 

 Legtel 2244, June 16.1 Gen De Lattre de Tassigny, Commander in 
Chief of the Fr Forces in Far East and High Commissioner of Fr_ | 
in IC, has informed the chief of MAAG that US State Dept is being | 
requested, through the Min of FonOffs,.for transportation of from | 

_ 5,000 to 6,000 reinforcements troops between Fr and IC on troop 
transports of the US. This assistance asked as part of Amer aid to 
IC. He pointed out that without this troop lift it wld be “very diffi- 
cult if not impossible” to move Fr reinforcements here by the date 

a previously contemplated for their arrival. He states it is absolutely 
hecessary to resume operations in force at the end of the bad weather 
in Tonkin, approx 15th of Sept. The first of Sept is indicated asthe __ 

_ deadline for the arrival of these troops in IC. | | 
_ MAAG confirms necessity for arrival of Fr troops in view of combat 

situation, , a | | | | 

 -1Notprinted. ne Oo
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- MAAG message MG 1503? refers to Fr request for movement by 

_ Fr ships of MDAP material from the US to IC. It may be possible _ 

a such ships cld be used for this troops transport lift. So. , 

| However, MAAG has no info with respect to manner of financing © 

this operation. MAAG and Leg consider it of highest importance _ 

| that such financing shld not operate in any way to reduce present 

programmed deliveries which accord with rock bottom necessities. 

Leg recommends acceptance Fr request subject to reserves [reser-_ 

vations?] as availability of shipping and financing possibilities which | 

it is unable to judge. Such assistance seems logical extension of posi- 
tion we have taken here. While two US carriers have unloaded planes 
here in Saigon in recent months without incident, there has been no — 
debarkation of Fr troops by US defense transports. There is always | 

| possibility some manifestation may attend unloading of ships, but — 

, _ Leg confident Fr and Vietnamese security arrangements adequate 

preventany difficulty, | | | 

- While VM propaganda will undoubtedly make some capital out of 

use of US shipping for these purposes, this shld certainly not deter us.’ 
Sent Dept 2304,rptdinfoParis929,. = |. Bo 

| 2 Not found in Department of State files. | pha oN en 7 a 
*'The French Embassy in Washington submitted the request for transportation 

of troops to Indochina to the Department of State in note No. 301, June 11. On 
- June 20, H. Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under Secretary of State, addressed a. . 

letter to Gen. James H. Burns (ret.), Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, oe 
for International Security Affairs, asking for the Defense Department position on - 
whether the French request was worthy of support and, if so, whether shipping 
could be made available and on what terms (751G.5/6-2051). In a letter of July 5, 

7 General Burns transmitted the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. From the 
military point of view, the French request was worthy of support. Two troop 

transports could be made available. General Burns noted that the Department of 

Defense concurred in the opinion of the Department of State that any shipping 

. facilities made available should be on a reimbursable basis. (751G.5/7-531) | 
| In a note of July 12, the Department of State advised the French Embassy that 7 

. two troop transports could be made available provided the expense was assumed — 

by France (751.551/7-1251). Matthews informed General Burns on July 18 that | 

the French Embassy had indicated, on July 13, acceptance by the French Gov- 

| ernment. The Department of Defense was requested to proceed with implemen- 

tation of the operation. (751G.5/1-551) ag ey (od se . 
None of the documents cited above are printed. — | me ee 

611.51G/6-2951 : Telegram | i , 

‘The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State* | 

SECRET - ~ Sarcon, June 29, 1951—5 p. m. 

9355. Attention which has recently been focussed on De Lattre,on 

: his mil qualities which border genius, on his personal irascibilities- 

and psychological motivations, on his political prejudices shld not ob- 

| 1 This telegram was transmitted in five parts. | 7
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scure the urgently important issues of political and economic sub- 
- . gtance which lie behind the complex personality of this present-day | 

Lyautey. These issues are vital to the attainment of our foreign policy 
ends in SEA. me 7 | 

I believe time has come for Dept to review its policy toward IC. 
I believe certain decisions must now be taken and instructions given. 

__In epitome, the directive I was given when I left for this post a year 
ago, was that it was policy of US “to supplement but not to supplant” __ 
Fr in IC. This policy had not only economic implications—that | 

| France wld continue to carry major share of IC burden—but political _ 
. - connotations as well—that US wld not seek to replace or to oust _ : 
| France from IC or Assoc States from Fr Union. I understood Dept 
| believed in and accepted assurances of Fr Govt that its policy was 

S evolutionary and designed to perfect independence of the three Assoc 
- States within the framework of the Fr Union. With those assurances | 

and in face of Communist aggression we inaugurated programs of 
mil and economic aid to the Assoc States as independent govts within 
the framework of the Fr Union. If our policy toward those states 
eld be summarized in briefest and collateral form, it was “to support | 
but not to subvert”. We wld support them as we cld, we wld assist | 
in strengthening their nascent political and admin structures, we | 

wld help to shelter them while they acquired civic maturity and mil | 
| experience, we wld not attempt to turn their loyalties from the Fr 

_ Union. : | 
| I believed this was a workable policy for mid-1950 and I believe 
| _ that it is workable today. Moreover, in my opinion successive events _ | 

have strengthened the necessity for strict and unswerving adherence | 
) to its fundamentals. | 
| _ In 1950 we were troubled by three orders of doubt concerning IC. 
- _ The first was our apprehension that the Fr were moving too slowly 
p and too grudgingly in granting evolutionary concessions toward the 

independence of the three IC states. We became very rightly con- 
| cerned that there were unused political and economic competencies 

_ within the Assoc States’ govts which were not being mobilized for 
the common struggle. These doubts largely disappeared with the sub- 
stantial concessions made by France in the Pau accords signed in Dec 
1950. | | - | 

| The second was our even greater apprehension re mil situation. | 

| Whatever Gen Carpentier’s virtues, he evidently did not have the . 
| — full ability to cope with the IC mil problem or the prestige necessary — 
| to obtain from the Fr Defense Min needed reinforcements and sup- 
| plies. With the arrival of Gen De Lattre and the equally timely de- 
| livery of US MDAP supplies, the mil situation and the morale and 
_ efficiency of the Fr Union forces changed, almost overnight, for the | 
| better. IC wld henceforward be no easy prey for the Communists. 

| : , | 

| , , | a
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Our third uncertainty in 1950 concerned the Vietnamese themselves, 

the ability of their govt to enlist popular enthusiasm, the willingness 
of their people to make the sacrifices of their own treasure and their 
own sons that the defense of their present and future liberties wld 
require. The events of 1950 and early 1951 in this regard have been 
the most disappointing. Yet progress even here has not been negligible. 
If the cabinet reorganization of last Feb, following perhaps too close | 
upon the Fr Union Tonkin defeats of Nov and Dec, was not productive _ 
of a broad-gauged govt of natl unity, the famed Vietnamese fence- 
sitters did not yet choose to make their personal commitment to the 

, fortunes of the Franco-Vietnamese alliance, if narrower interests of 

faction and sectional rivalries proved obdurate before this test of the 
common good, one contrary and beneficent fact of enormous import | 
was also demonstrated. The people stood firm. In the face of an un- | 
relieved series of Fr Union mil reverses there was little panic,noband- 
wagon onrush to come to terms with the Commies, no mass defection 

a to the Viet Minh. | | | 
The second Huu Govt was formed, has survived, is continuing to 

: make slow, painful progress toward the acquisition of governmental | 
exercise and authority. Resentment honestly felt by many Viets dur- 

| ing Cabinet crisis over De Lattre’s brusque insistence that he be con- | 
sulted re Def Fin and Interior portfolios has abated as De Lattre has _~ 
acquired greater finesse in treating with Viet Govt and as justice of 
his position during present emergency has come into better perspective. 
De Lattre is primarily a soldier but he is by no means insensible to | 

| political considerations; indeed his role in the 1951 Cabinet crisis 
, was managed with rather more skill than Pignon’s in the 1950 change. 

| He has succeeded in convincing both Bao Dai and Huu of the sincerity 
: of his interpretation of the Fr position and of his respect for Viet- 

namese aspirations. As he comes into wider contacts with Vietnamese 
circles and particularly as he meets with Bao Dai more regularly, the 
infiuence of his personal dedication to the Viet cause will spread. The 
natl army project upon which any ultimate hope for solution in IC © 
must rest is proceeding more slowly than cld perhaps be desired, but © 
it is proceeding and Fr caution that the new native officer corps shall _ 

| first of all be loyal to Fr Union concept is the one that we can chal- | 
| lenge only at the peril of repetition of the China aid program. 

| These developments are assets. They in no wise relieve the con- | 
tinuing gravity of the IC situation. The frontier between Red China | 
and upper Laos—Northern Tonkin has ceased to exist as a barrier to 
the shipment of Commie arms and the transfer of Commie reinforce- | 
ments. 150,000 VM regulars with 150,000 coolies are emplaced in 
Tonkin; the former are professional soldiers in every sense of the 

| term. They possess to their rear “a privileged sanctuary” for train- 
ing, rest and re-equipment; they hold in the field at least tactical and
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even strategic initiative, The decisive battle for IC is yet to be fought. | 
Pressures for this larger IC battle can be expected steadily to mount; | 

_ if hostilities in Korea are brought to a halt they may come to a head 
by this fall. Within the time periods within which we must work | 
only Fr arms and Fr resources can hold IC, can check the Commu- > 
nist advance thru SEA, can guarantee the conditions for the integrity 

of Vietnam. No other means are at hand. Free and independent Viet- _ 
nam in the jargon of Viet intellectuals cld not survive for six weeks. 

- Present-day Vietnam returned to peace by an international agency 
| and given a coalition govt as a result of some form of internationally- 

| observed free election wld fall to the Commies no less surely, no less | 
( slowly, and perhaps rather more cheaply than did the East Eur states _ 
| of the immed postwar period. Only Fr willingness to spend $850 
| million annually in IC and only the Fr will to persevere in casualty 

rates of 30,000 men annually can hold this critical pass against Com- 

mie domination and exploitation. The Fr ask only that while they 
| defend the country and continue to move steadily away from colonial- 

| ism they be supported loyally and that nothing be done to encourage _ | 
| or assist separatism or subversion in their rear. These are claims we 
| cannot lightly disregard. | | | a BS 

That there are increasing indications that the Fr believe the opera- _ 
tion of our econ aid program is contrary to US policy followed in | 

| almost all other aspects of our relations with IC is not I believe to be — 
| denied. They feel that our insistence on a bilateral approach not only 
| in negs for the form of an aid agreement but in our day to day | 
| relations with each of the three Associated States conflicts with the 
| Fr Union idea and the triangular nature of any econ relations between _ | 
| an Associated State Fr and any third power. They find our direct 
| transactional negots with Associated States officials, which they often 

| learn ef only from those officials themselves after the event offensive 

| to the spirit of Franco-American cooperation. Above all they regard — 
| _ the publicity which in the local press and elsewhere has attended ECA 
| operations as disproportionate to the US contribution, as invidious 

| to the much greater econ and mil sacrifices made by France in IC, and. | 
| as suspect in motive and objective since it has almost never been dis- | 
| cussed in advance with the High Commissariat. — | 
! The Fr know well that part of this publicity is due sly Viet delight 
| in playing up the US as against Fr. They have long appreciated 

| what might be called Viets “ambivalence”. They realize fully both 
| that many Viets in and out of govt take advantage their contacts with 
| | members Leg and US missions to voice distrust and criticism of the. 

| Fr—sometimes justified—and that Viets separatism and division feed 
| on Amer assents which may often be only careless courtesy or on 
| silences indicative in most cases not of assent but only of an unwilling- 

! ness or an incapacity to debate these complex matters. __ 

| | | 
| | a
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(I feel I shld observe that so far as my own relations with De Lattre 
| are concerned the Gen sincerely believes that I personally in my con- 

tacts have argued against improper criticism of the Fr. I do not be- 
lieve he is wrong in thinking that such has not always been case in all - 

contacts of the 200 officers and clerks in Leg STEM, MAAG and © 

USIE. Of some significance was his remark to me in Hanoi that 

| he had entire confidence in sincerity of my cooperative intentions but 

| realized that time wld be necessary before I cld overcome certain 

difficulties, which he did not specify, in giving them full effect.) 
) It may well be pointed out that this Fr sensitivity is (a) irrational 

or excessive, (6) that it represents undue concern with face, and (c) 

that it shld not be permitted interfere with content or admin of our | 
econ aid program. I cld agree as to a and 8, and to ¢, but am convinced _ 

| that unless prompt remedial action is taken ¢ will almost certainly _ 

result. Advantages of the bilateral approach are ably argued in Saigon 
~Toeca 721 June 19.? I believe these advantages can be preserved with — 
a more consultative approach in the admin of STEM and in prepara-_ 
tion its publicity. I must rpt here as I did in mytel 2218 June 14 that 
these observations are in no sense criticism of efficient and tactful _ 

| direction of STEM by Robert Blum. He has in all respects faithfully 
executed instrs Wash has given him. What seems required is reassess- 
ment, in the light of basic US policy toward IC, of the development _ 

_of STEM procedures here. Our common concern isthat STEM bein 
position make it maximum contribution to Amer policy in IC. I wld _ 
like therefore at an early date be able say to De Lattre on Dept instrs 
fol: | | | oo 

(1). He take steps to stop anti-Amer and false reports of his en- 
_ tourage and secret police re Amer aims and operations in IC. 

(2) ECA will discuss in gen way in advance both their projects 
and their publicity with any members his staff he may designate. We 

2 Telegram Toeca 721 was transmitted by Robert Blum, Chief of the Special 
Technical and Economic Mission at Saigon, to William C. Foster, Economic 
Cooperation Administrator, and R. Allen Griffin, Director of the Far Eastern | 
Program, ECA. It referred to telegram 2218 from Saigon, June 14 (p. 425) and : 

read in partas follows: . , a ce poN ge Og ae 8 a 

“It is clear, therefore, that entire subject discussed in reftel goes to heart of — 
ECA’s activity in IC. ECA was asked by State Dept to undertake program of 
direct economic aid to Assoc States in belief that this program wld strengthen | | 
young and fragile political and administrative institutions of Assoc States, | 
cementing ‘the loyalties of masses of people to anti-Communist govts, wld provide 

peoples of these countries with demonstration of interest in their independence 

and welfare of US with its liberty-loving and anti-colonial tradition, and wld 

contribute toward revival of economic activity. Altho it is difficult to judge how —s. 

far we have succeeded, our efforts have been principal ones extended toward 

| achievement of these goals. I believe that if we are to continue to serve same. 
purposes our program must be carried on along same lines as heretofore. That 

. there are possible points of friction between this policy and that of Fr was 

- recognized from beginning but did not deter us a year ago. We shld try to. 

eliminate these if we can but we shld change our policy only if you feel situation 

has altered since last year so as to require it or if you decide that earlier policy 

| was wrong.” (ECA Cable File: FRC Ace. No. 53A278) |
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will by no means promise invariably accept all Fr suggestions but | 
they will be welcome, they will be sought in advance, and there will be | 

| unremittant and sympathetic understanding of Fr position. (To ex- _ | 
| tent that this approach is at present being followed it will represent | 

no change; to extent that itisnot,changeisrequired.) = = = | 
: (3) Although for the moment I believe I can assure De Lattre that 

there are no other Amer Govt operations in progress in IC beyond © 
those he is informed of, I feel it wld be desirable give him further : 
assurances that there will be no such operations undertaken in IC | 
without his full advance knowledge and consent. I do not consider, | 
of course, as “operations” the individual and entirely legitimate ac- : 
tivities of members of this Leg, the atts, etc in receiving info and intel _ : 
from any source available. (I wld observe at this point that these : 

_. futher assurances involve no real sacrifice on our part since our whole. 
experience here indicates impossibility conducting such operations : 

- without their discovery by Frand Vietsauths.) | | : 
7 (4) The officer and clerical staffs all US missions here are being | : 

personally briefed by me to insure that they fully understand extent ; 
and value to the gen cause of freedom of the Fr effort here and the | 
validity of the Fr desire that the Assoc States remain in Fr Union. | : 

os I will make it clear that they must not listen or give encouragement | 
to improper criticism of Fr sacrifices and intentions and that violation | 
this rule will be regarded as insubordination. (Re this point Brit Min 
here tells me his instrs are make very clear to Viets that while UK 
sympathizes with Assoc States gaining their independence, that in- | | 
dependence shld be within the association of Fr Union. He tells me | 
his instrs are categoric at this point and I have reports his staff are | 
taking his categoric line in their contacts with Viets). _ on 

(5) Within terms our mutual cooperation and to assist us in dis- 
charge of responsibilities we have undertaken not only in IC but 
elsewhere in SEA, we expect greater and fuller frankness on all | 
matters capable of affecting types and quantities our aid. We believe | 
specific instrs necessary to certain key officials on his staff to enter 
into more forthcoming relationship with designated polit and econ 
officers of the Leg. While our mil liaison is much improved ‘since his | 
arrival, we are particularly concerned re info concerning Commie 
dispositions and intentions both strategic and polit and measures.con- ! 
templated tocountertheseenemy plans. cp BE a 

I have not chosen in this cable to discuss operation of the other _ 
agencies in IC, . So - Po | 

I believe instrs I am requesting are fully consonant with the line | 
of our policy in IC. I believe they arenecessary. a 

It is unquestionably true nonetheless that this approach will seem | 
to some of our officials now in IC either a departure from previous’ | 
practice or a freezing of policy in an undesirable direction. They argue, | 
as do certain of our Amer publicists, that central facts IC problem are. 
the rising tides of Asian nationalism and embittered: hatred of Viets 
people for Fr; they maintain that enemy here is regarded as the Fr 
rather than VM or Commies, that all sections of opinion unite on | 
proposition Fr must go and differ only as to means of their expulsion. | 

538-617—77——29 - |
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| - They hold that Fr can never make the massive contribution neces- 

‘sary win war in IC and that attempts sustain the conflict at the present | 

level constitute only an abscess for the Western world. They seem feel 

| moreover there is something shameful in the Fr concept of the still a 

undefined Fr union; they point to the absence of parliamentary institu- 

tions, to the censorship, to the secret police, to the lack of true polit | 

, party or trade union activity, to the econ monopoly the Fr continue > 

or continued until recently to enjoy, to the corruption tolerated and 

the gambling profits shared, to the opium trade, and to the omni- 

presence of Fr officials, names and culture as manifestations of the 

‘most sordid and restrictive colonialism. And they say the US shld 

withdraw from this pestilence or shld perhaps stay and attempt | 

covertly to undercut the Fr and assure Viets that the US also desires 

the elimination of Fr from the FE and shares the blithe conviction 

that all social ills will depart with the Fr, while an aroused citizenry 

metes out to the Commie armies the fate they so richly deserve. | 

The determination of the merits of these several propositions and 

of this gen view point will very largely be function of history. Num- | 

ber of assumptions are obviously highly debatable. Number of them. 

have certain weight. and it is this weight that makes the definition and 

application of policy in IC supremely difficult. But even if far more 

validity attached to these views than can in all justice be granted 

them, even if results of withdrawals of other colonizing powers in | 

: Asia were far more impressive than they have been to date, it is child- | 
ish think of ousting the Fr from IC and stemming. Communism in | 

SEA with the means now at hand. Militarily, I take it no other non- | 

Commie power or combination of powers is today prepared take over 

from the Fr. expeditionary corps. Politically, whatever might have 

been situation 2 years ago, no party, no newspaper, no group no indi- . 

| vidual in Vietnam today publicly espouses the elimination of Fr 

except the VM. There is literally no place behind which such Amer: | 

influence cld be exerted, and none is likely be permitted arise. Nor 

| eld such a party or Such a pro-Amer movement. be built overnight out _ 

of mil and econ aid programs of the size available for IC. Economi- . 

: cally, present ECA and MAAG budgets are minor compared with Fr 

expenditures. They are sufficient if wrongly applied to embitter 

Franco-Amer relations; they are not enough replace the Fr 

contribution. oe a | 

Present IC phase is a holding operation and it is idle to seek or 

- expect an IC solution out of the context of durable Far Eastern settle-. 

ment. All the evidence now at hand suggests that settlement will not 

| precede but be an integral part of the world-wide resolution of — 

Stalinist aggression. In this holding phase, differences will doubtless 

| arise in the future as they have in the past between the Fr andthe 

Amer concepts of practicable IC evolution. Our counsel has been help-
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ful in past and will continue be if we operate within framework of 
loyal and trusted cooperation: If we squander our influence and our | 
energies on projects of uncertain aim and intent we will accomplish 
nothing and lose opportunities we have for discreet but continual 

pressure. a eee 
- There is of course one final factor which suggests our loyal co- 
operation with the Fr. Our common interests neither begin nor end 
in IC. Our mutual endeavors demand give and take and spirit of 
adjustment. 'The interests of the partnership require in IC our loyal, | 

. ungrudging but not uncritical support of the Fr. Their objectives here | 
and ours are not so very different in the present period as to make that 
cooperation any sacrificeofany part ourvitalinterests |. | 
~'Ishid be grateful for earliest expression of the Dept’s views and | 
if it concurs, for instrs I have requested.’ This cable has been shown 

Mr. Blum, chiefofICSTEM. eens re mo 
~ Sent Dept 2355, rptd info Paris 944, 0 | De ee - 

pS EE BEG gg ean — Haare | 

-. ®In telegram 26 to Saigon, July 7 (repeated to Paris as telegram 155), the | 
Department of State advised Heath as follows: a Oo ne 
“Legs excellent analysis present sit IC fully appreciated. Dept believes you | 

shld proceed at appropriate time with representations proposed Legtel 2355 
Jun 29, incorporating therein such modifications in tone as Paris 77 Jul 3D 

a [post, p. 442] suggests, except for #3 see immed fol para. Dept assumes however 
that you agree that no such representations shld be made until present difficulties 
surrounding consumation of ECA bilateral agreement have been resolved. —- : 

' “As for proposed numbered 3 section 3 urtel, you will receive special instr 
soonest. Meanwhile you shid-not volunteer representation on this. pt. . ae) . 
“Dept, for its part, proposes to engage in full and frank discussion US policy — 

_ and objectives IC with Amb Bonnet. and Min Daridan soonest after resolution 
_ of bilateral difficulty.” (611.51G/7-551). | coe SO Bp 

851G.00R/6-3051 : Telegram - : OO ey - — | a 

_ The Minister at Saigon. (Heath) to the Secretary of State+ | 

SECRET - -—, Sareon, June 30, 1951—midnight. 
| 2364. At the first opening I broke in on De Lattre’s long monologue : 

recounted in my tel 2363 of June 30? to inquire why the French Govt eG 
_ had so unexpectedly refused to permit the Vietnam Govt to sign its 

_ economic agreement with the US scheduled for today. I said I feared 
there might be unfortunate results from this action. Congress was | 
considering the fon aid bill which included both arms and econ .aid oe 
forthe AssocStates Se : 
_ De Lattre said that he regretted the occurrence but preparations 
shld not have been made for the signature until it was certain:that oy 
the accord had Fr approval. He indicated that high commissariathad : 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts. : / - a - | : _
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advised the Vietnam Govt that the exchange of letters with the Fr 

Govt asking consent to sign wld take five or six weeks and the Viet 

letter had only gone forward a few days ago. It was not the intrinsic 

importance of the proposed accord but the fact that it was the first 

separate treaty to be negotiated and signed by Vietnam. Therefore, — 

France must insist on exact compliance with the consultative provi- - 

| sions set forth in agreements with the Assoc States. If the Viets were 

to be allowed from the start to negotiate and sign international 

treaties without full prior consultation and approval the foundations 

and future of the Fr union wld be imperilled. I remarked the Fr _ 

| negotiator Pennavaire had certainly given the impression if not 

: definite assurances that the proposed agreement had received Fr Govt 

approval. De Lattre said that Pennavaire was not empowered to give 

such assurances. He was an economist-technician whereas the accord — 

had political and juridicial aspects which eld only be passed on by - 

the appropriate Ministries. He added that the Fr Govt was par- 

ticularly insistent in the case of this accord since the Viet del tothe 

ILO meeting at Geneva had recently signed a technical aid agreement 

without being empowered to do so or having consulted with France. 

I inquired if the accord cld not be signed on the understanding it 

wld not become effective until approved by the High Council of the 

Fr Union. De Lattre said the instructions he had received from the — 

| Min of Assoc States were formal that signature shld not take place | 

but moreover the Fr Govt had now proposed certain changes, mainly 

| of form rather than of substance, which wld have to be negotiated. 

Then observed that it was of great importance that this accord be 

| signed at the earliest possible date. De Lattre replied he thoroughly 

agreed; that he wld insist that the High Council of the Fr Union 

| Govt be set up and meet in July, on which occasion he felt approval 

of the accord wld quickly be granted. If it proved impossible to set 

up the High Council, then the substitute procedure of consultation 

with the interested Fr Ministries and Pres Auriol wld have to be 

employed and this wld mean a further delay of five or six weeks, post- 

poning signature until August | ? 

At this state De Lattre’s aide brought in two stories filed by AP 

correspondent Topping an hour’ previous. Among other things the | 

despatches stated that Fr action in refusing “abruptly” to allow the 

signature as scheduled was regarded “in dipl circles as a slap in the 

face to the young Viet Govt”. The stories also alleged that the draft 

accord was disapproved by Fr Govt because it gave Viets too much 

power over established Fr commercial interests. OO 

De Lattre exploded. He asked whether I approved of the story. I 

| said it was unfortunate that this version shld appear at this moment 

and suggested that the Fr might issue a statement of their point of 

view. De Lattre asserted the stories were designed to embroil Fr
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relations with Vietnam and the US. He inquired whether he wld not 
be justified in expelling Topping from IC. I told him that wld be a 

great mistake. On the heels of this exchange Topping was suddenly | 

ushered in. De Lattre, after remarking that he had been given great 

facilities, upbraided him for having written a “false” and “tendentious” 

story without having tried to report the Fr point of view. Topping 

replied he had consulted Fr officials. He refused to name them and I | 

interjected that a correspondent should not be expected to reveal his 

sources. De Lattre said there are only three or four officials qualified 

to discuss the matter and asked why Topping had not come to see 

him. Topping replied he cld not disturb the HICOM for every story. _ 

De Lattre rejoined that a story of this importance fully justified 

Topping in asking to see the HICOM. He wld have been received. 

Topping then said it was a mistake that the HICOM did not have 

a press spokesman. De Lattre replied that he himself and four or five 

top members of the High Commissariat were always available as 

| spokesmen. | | 

I interrupted again to say no one cld doubt Topping’s journalistic 

honesty and his courage (he stood up very well to De Lattre’s tirade), 

and I again suggested that De Lattre might issue a statement. De> 

Lattre went on to give Topping much the same argumentation re- 

counted in the first part of this tel. He further said that the changes - 

| in the text proposed by Fr Govt were essentially formal and agree- | 

ment on them eld be reached in a single meeting between STEM chief 

Blum and the Fr and Viet negotiators. . | 
- Characteristically, after storming at Topping, De Lattre became 

friendly and humorous and accompanied Topping and me to my 

: automobile. - a 

Sent Dept 2364, rptd info Paris 951, Hanoi unn. | 

ne Heat | 

751H.00/7-151: Telegram) : | | | 

The Consul at Phnom Penh (Catlett) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Punom Pena, July 1, 1951—noon. 

- Unnumbered. Re mytel 64 June 25 to Saigon. As date approaches _ 
for Nat] Assembly electoral campaign French Commissioner becom- 

7 ing more perturbed over prospects. He feels free and honest elections . 
cannot be held under conditions which will prevail during foresee- 

| able future and that only result will be unrest and bloodshed with those 
candidates with most armed forces winning elections. It wld be only 
natural that polit parties will seek support bandit chiefs by making 
promises which can only mean further instability and corruption. 

_ + Not printed. | | a 

| : os | |
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In recent conversation, he said that most of his Cambodian friends, | 
including King, admit in private conversation elections undesirable 
now, but usually make public statements in opposite sense. Altho 

Commissioner moderate in his comments on King, other French of- 
- ficials more critical King’s weakness. They point out King not only — 

forced Regency take responsibility forming govt organizing elec- 
tions, but also conveniently absent on incognito trip Saigon at time 

, decree issued setting date elections. These officials believe King build- - 
| ing up alibi for future as he fears elections will be failure. 

Commissioner concedes full right Cambodians to elections but he 
points out French responsible for public security. If coercion used in| | 

_ elections, he will have no course other than order French troops inter= 
vene and if disorder widespread will take any measures necessary for 
security. He aware such actions wld be criticized by Cambodians as 
infringement their sovereignty but he believes public security more 
important than such possible criticism. © : ae 

| I cannot arouse same concern as does Commissioner over probable 
corrupt deals between polit parties and bandit chiefs as such deals 
merely normal here. Problem public security more serious, but govt 
under pressure to improve security during-electoral campaign and 
with aid French troops may be able minimize disturbances. a 

_ *In elections held on September 11, the pro-monarchy Cambodian Democrats | 
won 53 of 78 seats in the National Assembly. The National Assembly approved a 
new Democratic Party government headed by Huy Kanthoul on October 138... 

611.51G/7-551 : Telegram a oe 7 oe 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Parts, J uly 5, 1951—7 p.m. 

77. Saigon tel 2355 June 29 rptd Paris 944. Emb concurs with well- 
reasoned analysis made by Heath in reftel re situation IC and US 
policytowardIC. © (IE ER AE TEE EE EG TS 

It cannot be overemphasized that US interest in IC during present 
critical world situation sterns almost entirely from desire prevent 

. IC falling under Commie control. It was for this reason that US 7 
~ embarked upon econ and mil aid prog in IC. It also cannot be over- 

| emphasized that, while US aid and support have obviously played 
important part in developments in IC, it is only French arms and | 

| resources which can during present crisis, in absence marked change 
in policy of US and perhaps of other free world nations, hold this 
area and serve as check to Commie advance in Southeast Asia. AS 

| repeatedly stated by Dept, primary responsibility in IC is that of |
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France and this thesis was clearly accepted both by French and by | 

US in FonMin talks at Parisin May1950... | | 
Against this background and keeping in mind that IC is only one © 

part of overall US-French pattern of common effort, Emb believes 
that we shld exert every care to avoid any actions which would tend 
to mar that common effort and thus result in detriment of our own 

overall interests, it is possible that French, while appreciative of our 
- mil and polit aid in IC, do not give adequate recognition to important 

part that our gen support, including recognition of Assoc States | 
as well as mil and econ aid, have played in bolstering French 
position in IC. It is not certain that first order of doubt re IC, men- 
tioned in Saigon’s reftel, has largely disappeared—that is, appre- | 
hension that French have moved too slowly and too grudgingly. How- 

ever, basic fact remains that France has primary responsibility in IC 
and US can only move slowly to encourage French through discreet 
and continual pressure to do things they shld in IC which wld repre- 
sent continued evolution of independent position of Assoc States 
within French Union, unless, of course, US is willing to contemplate | 
affirmatively major shift in responsibility for keeping this area out of _ 
Commie hands. So long as present crisis continues, Vietnamese shld 

- never be permitted to forget essential irreplaceable contribution 
French are making toward their independence and fate they wld meet 

_ if French were to withdraw. Nor must we ourselves forget ever present 
danger of having Vietnamese place us off against French. It must also 

- be remembered that continuation present French effort IC represents 
very heavy burden to France and that in months to come French Govt 
to be formed must face problem finding further funds for operations 

- Ours is difficult role in present situation and we do not believe it | 
desirable to allow what seems to be increasing drift into misunder- 

_ standing of our role in IC to‘continue without taking prompt steps 
so to check it. In this connection De Lattre’s ref to Heath of desire to. 

_ postpone discussions regarding ECA (Saigon tel 2635 [9365] June 30 
rptd Paris 952) may be related to statement by FonOff official re 

possible French approach Washington for clarification US objectives 
«IC (Embtel 8220 June 30 Saigon 480).1 For this reason Emb repeats _ 
recommendation in its tel 8220 June 30 that Dept have full and frank 

_ discussion US policy and objectives IC with Amb Bonnet and Dari- 
| dan? as soon as possible. re CS 

| - Dept pass Saigon sent Dept 77 rptd info Saigon 9. I 
a _ ne Ne Jes Te : | a Bruce 

 ? Jean Daridan, Minister Counselor, French Embassy in the United States. -
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751G.00/7-951: Telegram 7 , ne | | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET 7 : Sarcon, July 9, 1951—4 p. m. 

-. 40. In interest learn more about controversy reported by Hanot 

between PriMin Huu and Tran Trung Dung (pronounced Zoong), | 

- editor ultra-Nationalist Hanoi Catholic newspaper Thot Bao, Leg Off 

ventured interview latter during recent visit Saigon. Dung explained 

he was in extremely bad graces Huu and Security Min Tam, after tell- 

ing visiting Indo journalist in presence stireté agent acting as trans- 

lator that present independence Vietnam is farce and Ho Chi Minh 

| is only true leader in country, “although it unfortunate he is Commie”. 

Huu exploded when he learned this and threatened close down paper 

and intern Dung in concentration camp. Purpose Dung’s visit Saigon 

was have frank talk with Huu but latter refused see him and sent. | 

word that if he had anything say, to tell it to Tam. Dung did not 
follow suggestion. | 7 | : 

During conversation, Dung first impressed Leg Off as typical blind 

‘Viet ultra-nationalist, who wld view with equanimity whole world | 
| under Commie domination providing Vietnam cld be rid of Fr. He 

advanced suggestion that US obtain guarantee from Mao T'se-tung 

on occasion Korea cease-fire to effect that Chi Commies wld keep 
hands off IC. Queried by Leg Off as to whether he wld place much 
reliance in such statement from Mao, Dung said naturally not, but. 

that it wld offer pretext for US intervene with Fr to withdraw ex- 
peditionary corps from IC. Leg Off obliged ask exactly how he thought 
this preposterous move wld serve interests of US which is committed 

to policy keep Commies from overrunning IC. Dung said that is pre- | 

- eisely what is wrong with Amers: they are too anti-Commie and. 

therefore neglect other considerations. They give napalm Fr and are 

a surprised by reactions shown by Viets against its use on imnocent. 

villagers. In any event, he feels that policy of watchful waiting 1s 

| only solution for Viet Nationalists. Controversy between east and west. 

must soon be settled by victory one or other. In either case Vietnam _ 
stands gain independence. To question “what becomes of independence _ 

if country under Commie domination,” Dung said Communism con- 

trary traditions both Vietnam and Chi and must eventually fade out. 
Leg Off suggested that recent history Chi was not particularly en- 
couraging in this respect. Dung then changed line and asserted he as. 

Catholic is naturally not Commie, but only want genuine independ- 
ence, which implies progressive withdrawal Fr troops and their re- 

| placement by Viets. Fr commercial concerns and civilians can remain 

if they cease exploit country. He pointed out that he was law school
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companion of Vo Nguyen Giap,* and latter who was once militarily 

illiterate has now become very capable general. If Giap cld do it, 

why not anti-Commie Viets also? He then stated he has fol of 4,000 | 

- young Catholic militants who wld make excellent officer material. 

These men all look as one to Ngo Diny [Dinh] Diem to save country. 

- Dung said that he and others wld do anything Diem ordered. If 

- Diem said: make your peace with Fr, they wld do so as they place 

complete reliance in Diem’s patriotism and ability. me 

Comment: while Dung is unusually outspoken, his ideas. are ap- 

parently shared by many Viets, who seemingly cannot and will not 

understand threat that Communism is to their country. Southerner 

Tran Van An says such attitude typical of Tonkinese, who are in all 

cases uncompromising and do not possess necessary “souplesse” of | 

mind to be effective statesmen. Dung, says An, is particularly bad a 

example of Tonkinese who reasons with his heart rather than with 

| his mind. Moreover he is very badly informed on situation in Chi 

and VM zones of Vietnam. An concludes that taste of life under 7 

Commies wld be good for Dung, who loves dramatize himself as 

“militant” but has been careful keep himself under protection Fr 

cuns. South Viets are more realistic, but allow themselves be diverted 

from goal whenever see opportunity make smart piastre. Torn between 

northern blockheads and southern profiteers, country is badly in need 

moral revolution. Leg suggests that An’s views in this instance per- 

haps not far from truth. | _ | 

| Sent Department 70 rptd info Paris 21, Hanoi unnumbered. | 

| ra 7 | | HEATH | 

* Minister of National Defense of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam. | 

- %51G.5/7-1151 : Telegram op 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET | - ‘Sarcon, July 11, 1951—11 p.m. 

_ 96. Bao Dai arrived Saigon yesterday afternoon for brief visitand 
I saw him at noon today by appointment. | | 

-~ While Bao Dai insisted that he remained firmly optimistic that in 
long run VM wld be suppressed and Vietnam wld finally emerge as 

truly independent state, with stable govt and economy, he said he was 
very worried over effect.in Fr of conclusion of what he calls a “com- 
promise” between UN forces and Chi-North Korean forces.* There 
had always been strong element in Fr Parliament and Govt in favor | 
“compromise” with Ho Chi Minh which wld allow Fr withdraw their 

| * Documentation on the Korean armistice negotiations which commenced in | 
early July is scheduled for publication in volume vit. —
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forces with semblance of honor and with great saving blood and 
treasure (see Legtel 1340, Jan 30;? 1363, Feb 2; and 1537, Mar 2). 
Peaceful arrangement Korean question might well strengthen this 
movement. He said that De Lattre wld never consent such arrangement _ 
since he was now entirely committed to victory over VM. De Lattre, _ 
Bao Dai insisted, wld resign before he wld consent be made instrument 

| _ any arrangement which wld mean the rapid take over all IC by the 
international Commies. oe, ee ee 

Bao Dai then inquired whether actually there was any important 
element in Amer legis or exec branch which wld favor compromise 
with the Commie Viet Minh. I answered very firmly that while there 
were probably few in Congress who were not informed of true nature 
VM, I felt my govt was fully informed and aware dangers of any. 
appeasement which wld allow Ho Chi Minh and his Commie directors 
of VM to share govt or territory of IC. What had happened in Czecho- 

| slovakia, Poland and other satellite states was clearly present in 
Wash’s mind. Bao Dai then asked me inform my govt that the elite of 

__Viets Nationalists were now entirely anti-Commie and aware impos- 
7 sibility any compromise with Ho Chi Minh. | 

| Full nationalist strength against Ho Chi Minh cld not be mobilized 
however until there was true Viets natl army entirely Viets com- 
manded. For moment there were merely scattered battalions of in- 
different morale and spirit because they were Fr commanded. Fr | 
command was necessity at this transition stage but transition shld be 
brief as possible. Furthermore, it must be an army, he asserted, loyal 7 

_ to himself as chief of state. Idea of forming army with loyalty to Viet- 
nam “the patrie” was entirely impractical at present moment. Idea 
of the “patrie” was too new. Vietnam’s “independence” was too recent. 
Strength of Cao Daists, Hoa Haos and other sectarian mil forces was 
their loyalty to a person, agent or chief of the cult. : 7 

In this connection he greatly regretted attitude Gen De Lattre : 
toward Governor Giao, who by arrangement and with consent De 

: _ Lattre’s predecessor, was to have been chief of staff Viets army. As 
| chief of state, Bao Dai cld not himself personally supervise training 

| and formation army. Giao had energy and wld have earned loyalty 
of officers and men of new army. Giao as chief of staff with Governor 

_ Tri as MinDef wld quite rapidly have developed Viets troops ‘into 
patriotic, effective,loyalforcee. 8 8” , , 

_ Giao had his defects but he had his virtues of bravery, loyalty, 
energy and personal devotion to Bao Dai. Statement that Giao had 

| | “grafted” as governor Central Annam were false and malicious. These 
accusations were probably based on fact Giao disposed of certain 
“secret polit funds”, the expenditure and payee of which cld not be _ 

* Not printed. oe | | a ,
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subjected normal accounting. Giao had not slightest temptation graft 
_ for in addition having personal fortune he cld always count on Bao 

Dai’s generosity. Bao Dai recently had given him some 500,000 piasters 
for personal expenses. _ | oo ae | | 

Tri had allowed himself be maneuvered by certain Vietnamese | 
leaders into position of hostility to Huu so there had been nothing 
do but relieve him of governorship north Vietnam. He wld also 
have to relieve Giao of governorship Central Annam because of 

- ‘De Lattre’s animosity toward him. After “period of eclipse” Bao Dai | 
thought he cld bring both men back into govt and perhaps pursue his _ 
original plan of having them command and administer Viets army. 

Quite frankly there were no other Viets that he knew of at present. 
time who had special qualities and loyalty to take over formation def 

forces. Perhaps someone wldemerge. | ae 
-. _ Bao Dai said that many nationalists were enlisting or accepting | 

commissions in Fr-commanded Viets battalions. They dislike serving 
under Fr but they realized they had to gain mil experience and there 

was always possibility Fr withdrawing their forces in which case _ 
Viets alone wld have to fight against Ho Chi Minh’s Commie army. 
~ Bao Dai said Viet police had discovered and broken up Viet-Minh 
organization in Dalat. VM headquarters had been in city hospital. 
Operations were directed from, and grenades and guns were actually 7 
stored in, the hospital unknown to Viets doctors and Fr sisters serving 
there. They had tried and executed local VM chief and leader VM 
“assassination squad”. Feels these executions made Dalat much hap- 
pier place than it had been for several months. _ | ee 
Bao Dai said principal reason for his visit Saigon was consult his 

physician. His trachoma had become much worse and he had had liver 
attack. He was also on a strict regimen and ordered not engage in | 
physical sports or hunting for a time. a 7 - 

He wld leave for Hanoi on 18th and at July 14th ceremony wld — | 
decorate Gen. De Lattre. - . Oo 

Sent Dept 96, rptd info Paris 31, Hanoi unnumbered. oo 
em | | | | Herat 

611.51G/6-2951 | ve 

Memorandum by the Assistant Director for Non-European Affairs, 
Office of International Security Affairs (Bingham) to the Assistant 

_ Secretary of State for Far Fastern Affairs (Rusk) | 

| SECRET | _ [Wasuineton,] July 12, 1951. 

Subject: Saigon’s No. 2355 of June 29,1951 | - 

Since S/ISA is deeply concerned with the subject matter of Min- 
ister Heath’s telegram, we have given considerable thought to it and
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submit the following comments for your consideration in the prepara- 

tion of a reply. We have delayed submitting this memorandum in the a 

expectation that Mr. Blum of ECA would probably comment, but no 

such comment has yet come to our attention. | oe 

Minister Heath’s telegram is certainly a model of clarity and force- _ 

fulness. He argues very persuasively in support of the instructions 

he would like to receive. Nevertheless, we have grave doubts about 

his recommendation number 4 which would seem to put United States 

| personnel in Indochina in the position of the “Hear No Evil” monkey. 

Moreover, we are worried about the absence of any recommendation | 

| with respect to the job of persuading the French to move farther 

and faster in the direction of building up the strength and independ- 

ence (within the French Union) of the Associated States. In view 

of the tenor of the whole telegram, the absence of any such recom- 

mendation is not surprising. | 

‘From Minister Heath’s telegram, it is not clear just what he fears 

in Indochina, if his recommendations are not accepted. Is he afraid 

that the French will pull out and leave Indochina an easy victim 

for the Communists? He does not say so, and surely this eventuality 

is hardly likely, in view of the enormous French investment in Indo- 

china and many other factors. Is he afraid that the French will refuse 

further military assistance from us and so weaken their defensive — 

-. strength? Again, he does not say so, and the evidence would indicate 

the unlikelihood of this eventuality. Is he afraid that the French will 

| make it virtually impossible for ECA to operate effectively in Indo- 

china? This might seem like a rational fear, particularly in the light 

of the events which happened in Indochina within a few hours after 

Minister Heath’s telegram was sent.? However, in the light of the sub- 

sequent French actions, it would seem that they are not by any means 

planning to take such drastic action. | 

In short, Minister Heath, in marshalling the arguments for his 

position, creates in the reader a sense of anxiety about threatening 

dangers, without specifying what those dangers are. In part, he does | 

this by stressing the vital character of the role the French are playing 

in defending Indochina from the Communists, although no one has 

- geriously proposed that the French might leave or that we might seek 

to persuade them to leave. ae | - 

*Comments by Robert Blum, Chief of the Special Technical and Economic Mis- 

| sion at Saigon, ‘were contained in telegram Toeca 841, July 12; for extracts, see 

| The signature of bilateral Economic Assistance Agreements with each of the 

Associated States was scheduled for June 29. However, French authorities inter- 

posed objections of a substantive as well as procedural nature. For information 

| on this subject, see telegram 2364 from Saigon, June 30, p. 439, Regarding the 

agreements ultimately concluded, see editorial note, p. 490. — . So
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, The dangers we see in Minister Heath’s approach and particularly 
‘in his recommendation no. 4 are: (1) that we may give to the F rench, 
the Associated States and the other peoples of South and Southeast 

_ Asia the impression that, because we deem the defensive role performed. _ 
by the French to be vital to the security of the area, we are prepared. — 
to back the French 100 per cent in their dealings with the Vietnamese . 
and (2) that this in turn will weaken our bargaining position with 
the French, impair our influence with those Vietnamese who are not | 
convinced of the sincerity of the French intentions in Indochina, and— 
most’ serious of all—damage our standing in Asia as a whole by | 
identifying uswithcolonialism. = Oo | 
_ Specifically, we have no serious quarrel with any of Minister Heath’s 
recommendations, except no. 4. With respect to no. 1, Minister Heath: | 
would presumably. prepare his request to General De Lattre with a: 
background factual presentation covering the number of Americans | 
actually operating in Indochina, the basis on which ECA-STEM aid 

is being furnished, etc. and perhaps also give a. few examples of 
objectionable anti-American activity on the part of French officials, 
With respect to recommendation no. 2, the resolution of the difficulty - 
of the bilaterals will doubtless affect the nature of the approach. In © 
this connection, Mr. Blum’s attitude and position (see Toeca 786 of | 
July 1)* impress us as sound. ee BS 

As for recommendation no. 4, it is hard to believe that Minister 
Heath actually meant what he said. If his proposed instructions were 
literally followed, it would promptly get around Indochina that | 

- United States officials would “not even listen” to Vietnamese com- 
| plaints about the French, no matter how well founded they might | 

be. It would seem far preferable merely to warn United States per- 
sonnel against giving the impression that the United States auto- | 
matically concurs with anti-French complaints and arguments. | 

| Finally, while we are ready to assume that Minister Heath omitted : 
the point only because he regarded it as so basic a part of American — 

_ policy that it need not be restated, we believe any reply should remind 
him of the importance of persuading the French to build up the 
strength and independence of the Associated States. It should be _ 
possible to convince the French that such a course in the long run . 
offers them the only way to escape from the crushing military burden 

_ they now carry in Indochina and at the same time avoid the kind of 
an upheaval which could result in their losing Indochina altogether. 

| ®Not printed. =” ne | .
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oe ECA Cable File: FRC Acc. No. 5842781: Telegram 

The Chief of the Special Technical and Economic Mission at Saigon 
(Blum) to the Economie Cooperation Administrator (Foster)? ). 

ne | | [Extracts] ~~. | a 

SECRET | | - Sarcon, July 12, 1951—7 p. m. 

~ 'Toeca 841. For Foster and Griffin. For State. OO 

1. Saigon Legtel 2355,? rptd Paris 944 raised important fundamental | 
questions concerning American IC policy in general and STEM op- 
erations in particular. It provides opportunity at close our first year 

activity and when new appropriation being considered to review | 

STEM policy and work against broader background American policy. 

Pls read this cable in conjunction with Toeca 721, rptd Paris Torep 

95 June 19.4 | - a 
2, Although I agree fully with the promise of Legtel 2355, that it 

was and is US policy “to supplement but not to supplant” French 

and that without French support a free Vietnam wld immed collapse, | 

I do not believe the analysis of present IC situation goes far enough 

| or reaches in all respects valid conclusions, particularly as far as 

STEM is concerned. ss Oe | 

27. The argument might be made that there shld be closer and more _ 
_ systematic consultation on our program with the Fr. This point of 

| view has considerable appeal and certainly everything shld be done — 

to keep the Fr as closely informed of our work as possible. We must 

realize however that there are pitfalls. Basically the Fr are not very 

sympathetic with our program and wld much prefer to see our money 

used for other purposes such as mil expenditures and to cover | 

budgetary deficits of the three states or the debts inherited by them | 

from Fr. They have said so. We wld have to expect that close con- 

—-gultation wld be accompanied by constant Fr insistence on this ap- 

proach and that unless we altered our program constant difficulties 

and bad feeling wld probably result. Increased consultation wid be | 

| profitable only within a framework of agreed premises that does not 

| now exist. a , Og te | 

| _ 28.. The question also arises whether such a consultative relationship 

wld be mutual so that we wld be consulted on the Fr plans just as they 

wld be on ours. There wld be the further question as to what partici- 

"1B Je of Economic Cooperation Administration telegrams located at the Wash- 
ington National Records Center. | | a 

2 This telegram was sent in eight parts totalling fifteen pages. The extracts : 

printed here are from sections one, seven, and eight. an 

3 June 29, p. 4382. | | | 

4 An extract from Toeca 721 appears in footnote 2, p. 436. |
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‘pation the Assoc States wld have in these arrangements. It is very 
doubtful that they wld wish see coordination systematized. Even | 

| assuming that we try to systematize coordination and consultation 
all around the board, it is well to recall that neither the quadripartite 
procedures developed for the commercial import program nor the 
triple tripartite negot. of the bilateral is a happy augury for smooth 
and speedy work. The institution of more systematic consultation and | 
coordination shld therefore be considered. only in relation to a re- 

| examination of our entire program. © | oy Se | | 
| 29. If the strengthening of the Fr is an imperative short term neces- 

| sity, strengthening local anti-Commie aspirations is no less mandatory _ | 
if the Fr presence is to be continued and for the maintenance of our 
Influence here. During its first year-operation the STEM program 
has been greatly handicapped and its beneficial psychological results 
largely negated because the US has been pursuing at the same time 
program of support to the Fr. It can hardly be said that the reverse 
is true and that the STEM program has weakened our support of the 
Fr. If STEM were to be reduced to a secondary role, and be under _ 
constant pressure to apologize for its presence in a desire to pls the 
Fr, the effort being put into it wld no longer be justified. The dilemma 

_ will not be quickly resolved, but in my opinion the solution does not | 
_ rest in the decision to trim our sails to every changing wind of Fr 

humor. If this were to be done I wld recommend instead that the | 
STEM program be withdrawn entirely, as its purpose, which is polit 
one, cld not then be served, although it cld continue perform useful 
econand socialtasks, = | | Se i 

30. We must do everything we can avoid undermining the Fr posi- 
tion but we must recognize that this undermining is the work of the 
Viets themselves, brought on in part by Fr mistakes, and has been 

| going on for many years. Perhaps the best we can hope for is to con- 
| duct here a kind of uneasy holding operation until something else 

happens in another place. If and when this happens the Fr may have 
_ to withdraw entirely, and unless we are willing abandon this area 

| indefinitely we shld try maintain position of influence in this part of 
world where only break with past. offers a firm foundation for ‘the 
future cae Le ee Sek get 

31. I think our position in these matters needs to be explained quite 
openly and frankly to the Fr who shld see that. it is no narrow selfish 
interest that inspires us. I do not think the tone shld be an apolo- 

-_getic one. We are helping defend their interests as well as ours. Unless | 
we take firm stand on our rightful position and do not allow, by our 
own inaction or self-deprecating attitude, the impression to grow that 7 
we are anti-Fr, we will find our standing gradually undermined and 
our usefulness ended. On the basis of my experience during the past 

|
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year I am. confident that an understanding with the Fr is possible | 

provided we hold firmly to the principles that brought us here. — 

--32,.In my opinion the problems now under discussion, including _ 

those:analyzed in this cable, need to be carefully reviewed so that, if 

necessary; new policy decisions may be taken. I think such a review 

shid precede any further conversations with the Fr whether in Wash, 

Parisor Saigon. . er ne 

33. Pls pass to State. This cable has been shown to Min Heath. 

Sent Washington Toeca 841, rptd Paris Torep 114 (pass Embassy 

and ECA France). a oo Pes 7 

ee ae OO _  . Brom 

751G.5/7-1351 : Telegram —_ - | Co 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State . 

TOP SECRET st | Sarcon, July 18, 1951—7 p. m. 

116. 1. I called on Pres Huu yesterday at my request. He said that he 

somewhat concerned over possibility that defeatist and leftist elements 

in Fr Parliament might take advantage publicity attending Korean 

truce negots to attempt promote “compromise” with Ho Chi Minh. 

| He did not think there great danger that Fr wld withdraw their forces 

from IC but possibility existed. He said De Lattre had assured him in 

confidence that he wld never, as long as he remained IC, engage in 

any “parley” for peace with Ho Chi Minh. De Lattre had requested 

this be kept: confidential since if he quoted to that effect Fr Socialists 

wld make political capital out of his position-and increase their _ 

attacks on him. | - 

| 2. Huu said he much more concerned over possibility that fol truce 

in Kor, Chi wld not only increase its econ and arms assistance to VM | 

but wld now directly engage in hostilties by sending over force of 

“volunteers”. He said that there great popular apprehension such move 

in northern Vietnam. _ po : a 

3. At end our talk he asked wistfully if it wld not be possible in | 

Korean “parley” to obtain guarantees that Chi wld not send “volun- 

| teers” to IC. I replied that I understood conversations purely mil and 

that I cld offer no opinion or info this matter but wld transmit his sug- — 

gestion to my govt. | | 

Sent Dept 116,rptdinfo Paris39. 7 | 
| ne a | | Heara 

1 Telegram 73 to Saigon, July 17, read as follows: Se | 

“Legtel 116 Jul 138. Dept shares Pres Huu’s concern expressed last para reftel. 
Your response that cease-fire conversations purely mil was and is correct. There 
wld be no opportunity for the ‘guarantee’ Huu suggests. a . 

“Therefore, an increased internal effort within IC is required. US mil aid now 
programmed is to support such an increased scale of action by Vietnam and 
France. Matériel for the Viet Nat army is being supplied with a priority higher |
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BILS1G/7-1851: Airgram |, | a OS oo 

| — - -LThe Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon: | 

CONFIDENTIAL | | - Wasuineron, July 13, 1951. 

A-9, Reference is made to the Legation’s telegrams Nos. 2218: of | 

June 141 and 2239 of June 15.? Following are the Department’s com- 
ments on the USIE portions of thosecommunications: === | 

1. The teaching of English is an important function of USIE 
whether official funds are used or not. The Vietnamese have repeatedly 
requested it in order to make even minimum use of US aid, the ex- 
change of leaders and students program, etc. Since almost no Viet-— 
namese know English, it is essential that this language instruction be 
given. The Department certainly agrees that French should continue | 
as the first language after Vietnamese, but it does not consider the | 
teaching of French as a proper USIE activity. The French observa- 
tion that language teaching by USIE “seems odd” is hardly consist- 

| ent with their own Alliance Francaise programs all over the world. — | 

| 2. It is entirely appropriate that the first book under the USIE 

_ translation program was US History. This is a long range project. 
The books are intended for use in schools and libraries where refer- 

ence material on history is needed and wanted. If. the Viets “know 
nothing or little” of their own history or that of France, this is.a | 
problem for the Ministry of Education and incidentally one which 
should have been taken up long ago. It is not an activity for USIE. 

_ Neither is it a USIE responsibility or. function to publish works 
on Vietnam or on France. Articles and pamphlets showing progress 
in Vietnam and her development as a State have been and will con- 
tinue to be published by USIE. But the book translation program 
will include only timeless material, and in general, standard US 
works will be selected for translation. | — | 

8 VOA programs are intended to be propaganda programs, carry- 
_ ing official statements of US government spokesmen and world news. 

than any other fon mil aid program, with other State armies and Fr Union Forces | 
| at same degree of urgency.” (751G.5/7—-1351 ) | | | 

_ In telegram 187 from Saigon, July 21, Minister Heath reported the following: 

| “I saw President Huu yesterday afternoon. I gave him substance Deptel 
| 73, July 17 to effect that while Korean cease-fire conversations and negotiations a 

offered no opportunity for ‘guarantee’ that Huu had suggested for Indochina, US 
| military aid now programmed to supply increased aid with highest priority for 

both Vietnam and Fr Union Forces. Huu said he cld understand that effective | 
| ‘guarantee’ he wished was impossible of attainment for Korean parleys. He | 

comforted to hear again that military aid wld be coming to Vietnam with 
priority but worried lest next fall Chinese step up aid, perhaps even send troops, | 

| to support Viet Minh.” (751G.5/7-2151) | : 
| 1 Ante, p. 425. Oe | 2 : a . : 

- * Not printed. | | 

538-617 —77——30 |
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While the programs have been admittedly weak due to the difficul- 
ties and delays of recruiting. qualified personnel, marked improvement._ 

_ has been noted since the arrival of 4 translator-announcers fromSaigon 
and progress should continue. | Red 

_ 4. Personnel will be the subject of another communication? = | 
oe | | oe | _ ACHESON © 

** Not printed. oS , OO 7 | 7 Se 

751G.551/7-1851 : Telegram | a | | 
_ Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State» 

SECRET _  Sarcon, July 18, 1951—11 p.m. | 
157. De Lattre asked see me yesterday evening. I found him incensed 

by certain passages in 7ime-Life correspondent Dowling’s story of 
celebration July 14 particularly assertion that “truth of matter was _ 

| that never in Indochina were below the surface ‘Franco-Amer rela- 
tions at lower ebb”. (For other statements in Dowling’s despatch 
objected to by De Lattre see Legtel 160 rptd Paris 57, July 18)2. | 

_ 1. De Lattre launched into long complaint against type of. Amer 
. correspondent’s writing, he asserted, tendentious and sensational 

: stories seeking to “envenom” Franco-Amer and Franco-Viets rela- a 
tions here without appreciation Fr sacrifices and contribution towards _ 
holding pass against Communism; difficulties which wld be perilously 
increased here as result of cease-fire in Korea. I agreed that there had 
been several incidents of sensational and incorrect reporting, but re- 
minded De Lattre he had generally had magnificent press in US.I 
eld not, as he suggested, exert. any authority over free Amer press 
beyond giving facts when correspondents consulted me. Postpone- | 

| ment signature ECA agreement unfortunately provided material for 
press despatch of type he disliked. Agreement shld, I felt, be signed | 
earliest possible moment. De Lattre replied he agreed emphatically 
and for that reason had sent his financial counselor to Paris to speed 
up final approval. He referred to my ltr (Legtel 3, rptd Paris 1, 
July 1) ? in which I took exception to statement in his press release * 
that Amer negotiators “must have known” that agreement cld not 

| have been signed on June 30. I repeated my objection to the statement 
saying that we had no reason to doubt the assurance of Viet Govt 
that they were authorized sign agreement on that date. De Lattre | 
argued our negotiators must have known that consultative procedure 

* This telegram was transmitted in two parts. | oe es : me | 
? Not printed. ne a
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between Vietnam and Fr made that date impossible and thatin any ts 

case “courtesy shld have suggested” that we consult High Commis- | 

-_ gariat to assure ourselves. everything was in order. I replied that. we - 

had no reasons go behind Viet Govt assurance and since it was a | 

 pilateral agreement with Viets there was no reason again consult Fr, | 

particularly in view fact we had formal assurances in writing from 

the Fr negotiator that Fr approval draft had been obtained. Further 

- argument was terminated by De Lattre saying, “you can not convince 

me andl can not convince you. Let’sdropthediscussion” 

9. Returning to the question Amer press reports. on Indochina, 

De Lattre again expressed his concern over their effect on I ranco-Amer 

relations and asserted that reporters must have gotten some of their 

incorrect material from members ECA mission and possibly also from 

junior members Leg and Amer consulate in Hanoi. ay 

I said I welcomed chance discuss state our relations here and our 

- policy and that I was in some position to speak with authority. Dept 

had confirmed that Amer cooperation and actions here were to supple- 

ment and not to supplant or undermine position of Fr in Indochina. 

As regards ECA operations, they wld be carried on with proper.con- | 

sultation and due regard and sympathetic understanding of Fr posi- 

tion. (Note: I did not go beyond this gen assurance in this conversation 

at this time in view objections raised by Blum ECA chief (see Toeca 

$41, July 12)) to the specific assurances proposed in para numbered 2 | 

my 2355, June 29, rptd Paris 944. I am firmly convinced. however. for 

reasons advanced in my 2355 that these precise assurances must. be | 

given, preferably before De Lattre departs for Fr next week. — 

As regards assertions members ECA Mission and Legation were 

taking line at variance with our policy in IC, I intended shortly brief 

call-:members Legation and US missions here to the end that they fully 

understood value to cause of freedom French efforts IC and validity 

‘French aims that the Associated States of IC remain in French Union. 

1 wld warn them that they must not give encouragement by listening 

~vithout comment to improper—I repeated improper—criticisms of 

French sacrifices and intentions and that I wld consider any violation 

ot this rule as insubordination. _ oo Leeper. to 

. On other hand, I had two things to request of him of which the | | 

| | first- was very important and was that he take steps to stop false and 
anti-American reports of his entourage and secret police regarding | 
American aims and operations in IC. I remarked that I knew that 

a every intelligence service and secret police which relied in part on 

‘paid informers recd false and tendentious reports and I was certain : 

that was case here. De Lattre demurred saying he did not think he 

| 8 For extracts, see p. 450. |
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) had reed any anti-American reports. I replied I felt certain he had. 
One such report he had given much credence to was that. American 

| Consulate Hanoi was subsidizing Dai Viet paper Tot Bao now closed. 
As another example I felt fairly sure Chinese language specialist my 
Legation, who of excellent character and standing, had been repre- 
sented to High Commissariat as being a secret service agent. De Lattre 
wld not agree that he was recipient false stories about American 
activities but took note my statement. I continued that minor request 
of mine was that there be fuller exchange info. We were receiving 
good cooperation as regards economic and military intelligence but 
French studies and info on VM and Commie activities IC were only 
partly made available to us. I asked that officials be instructed give 
us full info on such points and he agreed that he wld do so but with- 
out much enthusiasm. et SO 
8. De Lattre then: took up question of newspaper stories that 

France was considering some sort truce with Ho Chi Minh and VM. 
Without definitély asserting that French Govt wld never undertake 
such action, he said he wld not and cld not make such a compromise. 
It wld mean rapid loss IC’s independence to Chinese and Commie 
imperialism. With loss his only son in battle he had, he said, a greater 
moral authority and duty fight on here until Associated States were 
fully secured. He- was confident victory although danger of greater 

: Chinese aid and even participation in VM military operations had _ 
| greatly increased with prospect of Korean truce. De Lattre said he 

was going see job through here. Stories that he wld accept governor- 
ship French Morocco were completely without foundation; he had 
no ambition accept any other position France cld offer him. His trip 
France wld be very brief (see Legtel 158, rptd Paris 55, July 18). 

4, De Lattre informed me that he wld be glad attend opening of 
American library either July 23 or 24 and wld make few remarks. 

Comment: Dept will notice that in my conversation with De Lattre 
I said most of things which I advocated in mytel 2355, June 29.. It 
will be necessary, I feel, however, have another frank talk with De 
Lattre and in that case I hope be authorized make without change all 
statements advocated mytel 2355. Ow at | 

The resentment caused by the postponements signature ECA agree- 
ment and 7ime—Life correspondent’s despatch referred to in this tele- 
gram have given De Lattre, I believe, some salutary worry with 

- regard Franco-American relationsIC. OO 
Sent Dept 157, rptd info Paris 54. | 
a | ) Oo _ HeatTu: 

‘ Not printed. | | 

_\
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611.51G/7-2051 : Telegram : - ne ae a Coe, a 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State* 

oS a - [Extracts] ES So | 

SECRET  NIACT Oo Sargon, July 20, 1951—11 p. m. 

| -Unnumbered. Personal and eyes only for Lacy. No distribution. Pls | 

| refer to Legtel 2355, June 29 and Saigon Toeca 841, July 12. | 

Our primary objective in Indochina at present time, our first con- 

sideration, is real estate. There are aims of Fr policy and aims of Viet 

policy but the aim of Amer policy here, now, is to see to it that the 

land and the resources of IC do not fall into the Soviet sphere. We 

are interested above all else in seeing to it that the strategic position, 

the rice, the rubber, and the tin of SEA shall be denied, as long as 

is possible, to the Commie world. What contributes to that end must be 

protected, what detracts from it must be discarded. We are thus 

neither pro-Fr nor pro-Vietnamese; we have no permanently fixed 

ideological position in Franco-Vietnamese politics, we will support 

whatever we think advances def of the area against Communism, we 

will oppose whatever inhibits that def. We are prepared as we have , 

been in past to caution or to advise either party. For the immed future | 

and against, at the very least, this year’s Commie onslaughts Fr arms 

and Fr resources will have to do the job of def if it is to be done at , 

all. I regard this position in all its bluntness as neither militarist nor 

| materialist. The defense of Vietnamese liberties and aspirations, the 

only hope of an independent and viable Vietnam lies in the def of its | 

'. geography and in resolute perseverance in the war. These facts are no 

more unpleasant than those which govern life in other parts of the 

world mid-way in the Twentieth Century. 
- Now the Fr have in Indochina not only a mil position to which we 

are supplying arms but also a polit position represented by the still 

nascent Fr Union. For this political position they also expect and 
bespeak our assistance. They see in the Fr Union concept both the best 

hope for a continuing def of Indochina and the only basis on which the 
Fr public, Fr political parties and the Fr Parliament will consent to | 
make the sacrifices of men and substance necessary to carry on this 

| war. The only authorities we have on Fr politics tell us that on this 
latter point the Fr are not mistaken. The existence of the Fr Union is 

| at. once a fact of polit importance and a fundament for all third-power 

| relationships. | , | a 

| 1This telegram, transmitted in six secret and one top secret parts totalling " 
| 15 pages, contained Heath’s objections to aspects of Economie Cooperation Ad- 
| ministration policy in Indochina which he considered at variance with Depart- 
_  -—-: ment of State policy. | | | 

| |
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If we were prepared for a withdrawal of Fr forces from Indochina 
or ready to supplement or replace them with US or UN or other forces | 
we might logically and practically challenge the Fr Union idea. If _ 

--we are not, if the continuance of Fr forces in Indochina is vital to 
our own Asian policy, and if condition for the continuance of Fr 
troops here is maintenance of Fr Union formula, then the claims of 

- the concept of independence within the Fr Union demand. the 
most careful consideration. And procedures and relationships al- 

ready agreed to within the Fr Union must largely shape our own 
approach in this period of Indochina dependence on France. _ 

I think the record shows that Dept has generally understood and 
has defined its own policies within limits of Fr Union formula. [have __ 
read most of, not all of, the record of ECA policy formulation to — 
which Toeca 841 refers and fail to find any similar depreciation 

| [appreciation?] or allowance of the political claims of the Fr Union 
concept. | | ; oe 

How seriously present divergence in views between Dept and [ECA ] 
is to be taken is moot.? I think Fr regards STEM more distrustfully 

| and more resentfully than ECA has been willing acknowledge. Al- 
ready there have been criticisms made officially by highest Fr rep in 
IC to US Min, there has been one official protest on publicity, there 

| is what Toeca 841 describes as “a worsening relationship” and use — 
official Fr censorship to alter ECA publicity releases. There has been: 
postponement economic aid bilateral motivated in my opinionasmuch == 
by suspicions entire program and its objectives and by lack continuous 
consultation at highest levels as by procedural and substantive objec- 
tions subsequently advanced. If ECA programs stood alone we cld 
perhaps view these manifestations with more complacency but Fr , 
resentment of absence of framework agreed premises with STEM 
threatens involve whole fabric our relations with Fr in IC and to 
imperil attainment our policy objectives. Mr. Blum writes that dis- 
integration Fr authority and growth of Fr unpopularity started long 
before STEM arrived in IC. I agree and wld add that suspicions of 
Amers and distrust US intentions in IC also have history which ante- — 
dates STEM. Problem is not to maintain but to create confidence be- 

| tween US and Fr in IC. The record of OSS-VM relations during 
war, virtual US embargo on assistance to France in IC immed after 
war, our reluctance make commitments as to extent our engagement in | 

| _ ICin hypothetical circumstances, activities certain irresponsible Amer 

. journalists in area all form background to present mistrust, exacer- 
bated as well by current Fr [U.S.?]-Fr tension elsewhere. Against: 

. this background and current Fr uneasiness re our undercover and eco- 

*“This extract is taken from the top secret portion of the telegram. a .
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nomic programs I have urged, for accomplishment our policy ends, 
period of fuller cooperation and more ample consultation. I have no 
reason to withdraw that recommendation. = = =——~S— a! 

2. Final considerations must influence determination these issues. 

| First, we must recognize that cardinal aim Communists policy in 
this present. phase is to split US and Fr, that IC almost ideally suited 
for attempt because of its own internal contractions [contradictions ? | | 
and because once successful here, effects or rupture wld quickly em- 
bitter further aspects of Franco-Amer policy. To resist this design and | 
very considerable effort of propaganda already devoted to it in Fr, | 
US and IC, will be tests of statesmanship. As stronger member of 
partnership we can perhaps bear little more than our share, but. I am 
confident that once we give them lead, Fr will not be lacking. But | 
task 1s clear: To maintain and perfect our understanding and co- 
operation with Fr. . cars | 
- ‘Secondly, pressures will mount in Fr and IC for negotiated appease- 
ment in Vietnam with forthcoming negots on post armistice political 
settlement in Korea. Problem may soon become one not of attempting 
persuade Fr to intervene less in IC but to continue their exertions 

_ beyond politically popular level. As indicated in Legtel 159, July 18 * 
there have been and are significant forces in France and IC that: seek 

| such compromise settlement. I can think of no more influential tool 
for these appeasers than situation in which they cld claim that US 
either has no real faith in or is actively opposed to Fr Union and 
that choice in any event is whether IC [belongs?] to Russians or to 
Amers. Now is time above all where all our divergencies, to extent | 

_ possible, shld be minimized. I think we must concentrate our energies 
and our plans on staying the course in IC, that we shld cease to 
bemoan even to ourselves necessity for program of support to Fr but | | 
shld welcome fact that they here carrying major load, that we shld 
stop worrying about what our position will be in what will be left of 
IC if Fr withdraw and instead give them and ourselves confidence 

_ that.together we can hold the pass. (End msg.) er re 

Sent Dept unnumbered, rptd info Paris eyes only for Bruce 
unnumbered. | | ce 

BS : Heats 

751G.5/T-2351 ‘ | | a | | _ 
_ Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern — 

a Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State * | 

TOP SECRET ae _ [Wasurneron,| July 23,1951. 

_ Subject: French Ambassador’s Call on you at 3:00 p. m. J uly 28rd. 

Your office has been advised by the French Embassy that the French 
Ambassador wishes to discuss with you the possible effects on Indo- 

| 14 marginal notation indicates that this memorandum was seen by H. Freeman | 
| Matthews, tthe Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs.
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china of a truce in Korea, more particularly the possibility of a diver- 
sion of Communist forces from Korea to Indochina. | | : 
We believe that the Ambassador is likely to approach the com-_ 

_ plicated problem identified above by attempting to secure from you — , 
the answers tothree questions: = 

: ‘1. What increased assistance to the forces of the French Union in 
Indochina will the United States supply in the event of a large scale 
Chinese intervention in the struggle with Ho Chi Minh? oo 

A. It is recommended that you say that an answer to this ques- 
tion can only be supplied by the President of the United States, 

| after consulting his principal civilian and military advisors, and . 
then only at the moment the contingency has arisen. You might 
point out that it is impossible to make such decisions in advance 
since other factors bearing upon that decision cannot be known | 
in advance. You may go on to say that the United States has 
accorded its military assistance program to Indochina a priority 

_ second only to that accorded the Korean program. You might take 
this occasion to press upon the French Ambassador the impor- 
tance to the successful defense of Indochina of the National 
Armies which, in our opinion, provide the only prospect for the 

) manpower necessary to do the job. | | 

_ 2. The French Ambassador is likely to ask your opinion as to 
whether France or the Associated States should take recourse to the 
United Nations in the event of a large scale Chinese intervention in 
Indochina. os rs | / 

| A. It is recommended that you say to the French Ambassador - 
that of course this decision is one for the Republic of France, the | 
Associated States and the Council of the French Union. | 

| 8. The French Ambassador is likely, averting to his first question, 
| to ask you if the United States-French-British military conversations 

lately concluded at Singapore may cause the United States Govern- 
: ment to change or increase the character of its participation in the 

defense of Indochina and Southeast Asia. You may reply that you 
7 understand General de Lattre to have said that he could hold Indo- 

china if he were given approximately seven infantry divisions with 
appropriate naval and air units. You may say to Ambassador Bonnet | 
that he knows the United States is not now planning to deploy ground 
forces in Indochina. That you understand the British do not plan an | 

| increase in their efforts in Indochina and that you suppose the only 
source of this manpower would be the French Union. : 

Background I nformation | oe | — | 

We find it almost impossible to forecast Chinese and Russian inten- 
| tions in Indochina at the present stage of the truce talks at Kaesong. 

We are inclined to sort out the possibilities as follows: — 

a. If a genuine truce is achieved which results in the significant | 
reduction of Chinese forces in Korea, it seems to us almost certain that
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the Chinese will increase their support, in both matérie] and men, to 
Fo Chi Minh and the Burmese Communists. We are inclined to believe | 
that Communist strategy in this circumstance would not require an 
invasion of Indochina or Burma by “Chinese Armies”. It would not 
be necessary to the accomplishment of their immediate objective which 

is, in our view, to keep Southeast Asia in a state of instability and fear. | 
| 6. If no truce is achieved in Korea and the fighting continues it 

seems unlikely that the Chinese will be able significantly to increase 
their support of Ho Chi Minh or Burmese Communists.* If, however, 
the truce talks break off because it becomes evident that the Chinese 
have been talking peace in order to prepare a build-up, I think we | 

- must then assume that the Chinese are prepared to drop their mask 
not only in respect to Korea but in respect to Indochina, Burma and 
Indonesia. If, therefore, the Chinese resume hostilities in Korea we 
should assume that as soon as they are able they will increase their 
efforts to control Southeast Asia through invasion and subversion. 

Mx. Lacy will be present during your conversation with Ambassador 

Bonnet. | | | 

*The forgoing relates to equipment. The estimated capability of invasion 
remains. [Handwritten footnote in the source text by Livingston T. Merchant, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. ] : 

%51G.5/7-2551 : Telegram - . 

The Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon - 

SECRET > | WasHINGTON, July 25, 1951—1 p. m. 

- 197. Fr Amb called on Secy July 23 to discuss defense of IC with 
| particular reference to possible effects on defense IC and SEA of 

truce in Korea. Amb stated his Govt eager to. determine, as far in 
advance as possible what steps cld be taken in event of large-scale 
Chi intervention by US, UK and Fr in concert successfully defend 
IC. He suggested on behalf his Govt two courses of action either or 
both of which might provide a basis for satisfactorily anticipating 
requisite action and forestalling Chi intervention: 

(a) A convocation of reps of US, UK, Fr FonOffs to discuss im- 
plementation of recommendations made at mil conf Singapore. In | 
this connection Fr Amb remarked on evidence Chi build-up on Tonkin 

— border and on agreement at Singapore that defense of Tonkin was key 
| to defense of SEA. mS | 

(6) Discussion by “interested parties” of guarantees against Chi 
| aggression against parts of Asia other than Korea; Amb said his Govt 

understood such matters cld not be incorporated in present mil truce 
discussions and thought they shld take place fol conclusion of truce. 

| In reply to Secy’s question Amb replied that it was inevitable that such _ | 
discussions wld include Chi Commies, as such undertaking on such 

| broad matters by North Koreans alone wld be useless. Further efforts
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on part Secy to determine when and between whom such discussions | 
shld take place proved unavailing. Secy took this opportunity to sug- . 
gest desirability Schuman’s personally participating Jap Treaty cere- | 

_ mony San Francisco! fol which Secy implied he wld discuss this 
matter with Schuman. Fr Amb at first agreed desirability Schuman _ 
attending San Francisco ceremony but later pointed out that he 
thought latter wld be unable to attend if the Assoc States IC were 

| excluded from list of signatories. He engaged however to pass sugges- 
tion on to Schuman at appropriate time. ee a 

_ Secy assured Fr Amb that Dept seriously considering manner in 
which Singapore recommendations shld be carried out and had given 

| most earnest consideration to manner in which security of Asian coun- _ 
| tries other than Korea, particularly IC might be assured in connection 

: with, or in consequence of Korean truce. He told Fr Amb that we were | 
doing our best to find some formula which wld satisfactorily deal with _ 
‘problem inclusion Assoc States as signatories Jap Treaty in face of 
opposition other Asian states. Bonnet suggested possibly announcing 
at commencement ‘l'reaty ceremonies that signature to Treaty did not 
imply change in relations between signatories, i.e., India by signing 
together with Assoc States does not imply recognition latter by former | 

(this had previously been suggested to Fr Amb by Mr. Dulles? as 
possibility for consideration). = a Co , 

Fr Amb stated his Govt realized proposal () difficult to pursue; 
_ hoped proposal (a) might be dealt with relativelysoon. 

Sent to AmLegation Saigon 127; rptd info AmEmbassy Paris by | 
pouch, AmEmbassy London by pouch. — NE I ES 

For documentation on the Japanese Peace Treaty, see pp. TTT. 
_ * John Foster Dulles, Consultant to the Secretary of State. a | 

61151G/7-2751 oe ey 

_ Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far 
Eastern Affairs (Merchant) to the Assistant Secretary (Rusk) — 

SECRET = = = ° [Wasurineton,] July 27,1951. 
- My compressed impression of the issues involved in the recent 

| Heath and Blum telegrams regarding American policy in Indochina 
is as follows: ed | OO | 

| (1) Heath believes that our sole present interest in Indochina is 
“real estate”. By this he means the prevention of Communist control | 
and exploitation of the human and material resources of Indochina. 
From this he reasons that only the French Union Army ‘(preponder- a 
antly French) can prevent the physical capture of the country by 
Ho Chi-minh with Chinese Communist direct or indirect support.



- Heath then reasons that the French Republic is willing to make the 
necessary sacrifices in money, matériel and men, only on the basis | 
of the French Union concept under which Vietnam, Laos and Cam- 

- bodia would enjoy independence within the Union, and not complete | 

and unqualified independence. From these premises it follows that 
we must loyally support the French in their concept of the French 

- Union. I do not believe by any means that Heath excludes exertion _ 
of pressure on the French by us to modify what we might consider | 

to be an unreasonable interpretation or extension of the French 
concept. — ct | cs oo 

(2) Heath considers that KCA-Washington, Bob Blum and the 
STEM Mission in Indochina understand our policy to be bifurcated— oo 
military aid to the French Union forces (i.e., the French) with some 

| assistance for native armies which do not exist and economic support | 
for the three native governments, the latter designed to strenghten _ 
their prestige and thereby increase possible support for them. = | 

| _ (3) He apparently further believes that many on the STEM staff 
through insufficient indoctrination and absence of political training, 
or in the case of their information people, an excess of zeal coupled : 
with professional competence, have neglected STEM’s relations with — 

the French and lent themselves to Vietnamese intrigues against the — 
French. I suspect there is a good. deal to Heath’s fears. For one 
thing, it is hard for me .to believe that ECA or anyone else could 
persuade a doctor or an engineer, or a technical expert in.almost any 

field to go to Indochina under present conditions unless he possessed 
7 a strong humanitarian motivation, which almost by definition would 

place his sympathies. on the side of the native people and against 

their colonial ex-masters. Nevertheless, Heath must bear a large share 
of the blame for this since he makes clear that the situation is not a 

- new one. The responsibility for making sure that all Americans with =| 
_ Official status in Indochina are well briefed on American policies and 

local political pitfalls rests squarely onthe Minister. == si 
_ (4). The above analysis, to my mind, obscures the underlying in- 
articulate issue. This issue is, how best do-we assure the preservation 

of Indochina from Communism? A course which supports the French 
Union. Army yet so alienates the local people as to produce mass de- | 

| fections to Ho Chi-minh can lose the country to the Communists just 

about as easily as a military victory over De Lattre by an invading 
) Chinese Communist army. At the other extreme, a course of action | 

which collapses the will of the French to continue to make an effort. | 
~ in Indochina will just as rapidly result in the fall of French Indochina 

‘to the enemy. oe te 
(5) The clue to the proper conclusion, I am convinced, is the nature _ | 

__ -gnd sincerity of French intentions. To reduce the problem to personali- | 

| 
| , | 
f
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ties, 1t seems to me reasonable under the circumstances that the | 
question becomes one of clearly analyzing the intentions of General 
De Lattre. : 

- (6) Iam left with the impression that De Lattre has completely — 
captured Heath’s confidence. I believe further that it is a fair inference 

_ that the flamboyance, vigor and Napoleonic character and personality 
of De Lattre have simultaneously excited the hopes of the French in 

_ Indochina who deplored the granting of independence, and the fears __ 
of those Viets who all along thought it was too good to be true. It is 
easy therefore to see why the last few months have revealed a rift 
between Heath’s and Blum’s interpretation of American policy, which 
probably existed virtually undiscovered all along. | a 

(7) I feel strongly that our responsibility here in Washington is 
to iron out any divergencies in policy or its interpretation which may 
exist between us and ECA and not deepen the controversy in Indochina 

| by transferring to the field aspects of the problem unresolved here. _ 
(8) I also believe that we should attempt to defer any final con- 

clusions until De Lattre and Heath are here. The former’s visit should 
enable us collectively to assess De Lattre and his intentions. The result | 
may be to reinforce or to modify the impressions Heath has formed 
in Indochina. See, beg, - 

(9) Ithink both Heath and Blum are right and the division between | 
them is not as great as appears from the cables. Of course we must. 
uphold the French hand but only in support of French policies and 
attitudes which in our judgment are directed toward the development 
politically of the three states along lines which strengthen their will 
to resist Communism. I approve the fact that our military aid is 

| being channelled in increasing amount to the National Army and I 

believe that the prompt creation of an effective National Army is 
our best if not our only hope in Indochina. I believe that the economic _ 
aid should be designed and given in such fashion as to strengthen 
the native regimes and not the French. I believe that the French should 
be freely consulted and fully informed. Apparently this has not been 
done in the past, as I understood it had. This should be rectified. 

Although I lack adequate evidence, I strongly suspect that much ECA 
publicity in Indochina has been inept, excessive and needlessly 
offensive to the French. This I believe ECA has already cured by | 
directives from Washington. I suppose, in a word, I would summarize 
my feeling by saying that whereas the answer to the problem is to a 

| considerable extent military, for the obvious reason that a full-scale | 
war is being conducted, nevertheless the political is the more important - 
component. . oe
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751G.5/7-3051: Telegram a | a 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a Sarcon, July 30, 1951—6 p. m. 

258. Re Legtel 253, rptd Paris 94.1 Mobilization measures described | 
~ in reftel may be regarded as key De Lattre’s policy since declarations 

Vinh Yen.? His efforts enlist participation all non-Commie Viets in 
categorical material and spiritual mobilization against Viet Minh 
have been carefully spaced for cumulative effect and were marked by 
Vinh Yen appeal, the mammoth Tonkin parade on July 14 and Bao 
Dai’s call arms. I believe De Lattre expects he can rally somewhat 
indecisive Viets behind firm leadership by confronting them each 
week with new and positive measures and counting on their divided 
councils, lack of organization and desire for security forestall dis- 
sidence. He apparently has wholehearted cooperation Huu Govt. All 
this is logical development Fr line of policy here in last two years 
but is now pushed with energy and decisiveness of De Lattre. It is, 
of course, not without considerable risk, especially since De Lattre 
is prepared break many eggs to make omelette. = 

Effect decrees for some time to come will probably bear chiefly on 
morale and foreign opinion rather than on military situation. Prin- 

. cipal Viets military instrument will still be natl army now being 
_ forged by voluntary recruitment and transfers from auxiliary and | 

Fr Union Forces of new call of technicians shld immed supply lim- 
ited number specialists; for example 13 doctors have been called up 
(they include doctor Tran Van Do, possibly leading and most re- 

_ spected fence-sitter in south). Perhaps most striking of measures is 
provision of call up of 60,000 young men for mil instruction. Leg 
finds that auths expect no difficulty in securing this number trainees 
from relatively loyal or pacified areas, especially if recruitment is 

_ accompanied by material advantages such as pay and clothing. This 
and other mobilization measures however will only slightly ameliorate 
principal need of army which is for officer combat cadres, still being 
supplied at slow-motion rate from officers training echelons. (Inci- 

1 Telegram 253 from Saigon, July 30, is not printed. __ _ Pe 
| * On July 15, Bao Dai issued a mobilization ordinance which assigned responsi- 
| bility to Prime Minister Huu for the total mobilization of national resources 
| to restore peace and order. The Huu Government approved certain implementing 

decrees on July 2%, including ordinances, providing for the calling up of doctors 
. and technicians, the drafting of 60,000 men for military training, and the 

| conducting of a national census. ee | Tn 
| Translations of the mobilization ordinance and the governmental implementing | 

orders were transmitted to the Department of State as enclosures to despatch 
_ No. 78 from Saigon, August 9, not printed. (751G.5/8-951).. = 

Regarding the Vinh Yen declarations, see footnote 2, p. 416. | 
| ; 

| 
| | 7 

. | 
: |
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dentially .. . first graduating class at Dalat show unwelcome pref- 

erence for assignment to matériel and quartermaster jobs.) oo 
It must be recognized however that call up is bold and positive | 

step which either shld have been taken long time ago or which marks» 

new increase in confidence on part of govt. In addition to its long © 
range effect on military posture of Vietnam it furnishes the govt 

an opportunity indoctrinate its elite and numerous young men. Ii _ 

it succeeds, it opens way for bigger things. © | ne 
| - There are indications that Viet Minh intends regard mobilization 

as tests strength and it is conducting violent radio campaign against 
| mild census. = | a ge! | 

Leg will report progress execution these decrees. | Ps Gs 

Sent Dept 258, rptd info Paris 96, Hanoi unnumbered. fg 
| Tce mir : | Hearn 

751G.00/7-3051: Telegram ee 

 - Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of States — 

SECRET a Sarcon, July 30, 1951—8 p. m. 

961. I had fairly extended talk with Australian FonMin Casey ? | 
_ after his call on Bao Dai at Nhatrang. He found Bao Dai intelligent _ 

with keen understanding of problems faced by his country but, it 
seemed to Casey, lacking will to exert strong leadership which 

, situation. demanded. He asked whether Bao Dai eld not be stimulated 

and inspired to greater public activity, whether it wld be practical : 

assign -high class counselor to him to that end. I replied as practical 
measure one had pretty much take Bao Dai as he was. It was neither 
in his psychological makeup nor in Viets imperial tradition to exert 
dynamic, out-in-front leadership that wld be expected of chief of _ 
state of western country at war. Bao Dai insisted he knew his people 
and that incessant public appearances was not what they expected 

_or wanted of their emperor-chief of state. Their traditional conception 
‘of emperor was mystic one of high personality above daily business 

| of governing but watching over his govt in interest welfare his people. 
| I personally thought Bao Dai might be indulging in some rationaliza-_ | 

tion in thus limiting his role but his observations doubtless did contain 
some truth. In any case, it was mistake get impression Bao Dai was | 
idle and uninterested. He did make public appearances and addresses. | 
He was rather remarkable politician who kept in touch with and 
meditated [mediated?] between various conflicting polit and regional 

groups in the country. He ought of course take more.active public 
role and De Lattre was endeavoring stimulate and inspire him to 

| _. "This telegram was transmittedintwoparts. OS 
? Richard G. Casey, Australian Minister of External Affairs. | .
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such activity and with some success. I tried fol same line. Bao Dai, 
- was not however, man to be pushed. a re 

Casey then inquired whether a PriMin more dynamic than Huu, 
eld be found. I said it was not easy find such individual under present. 

| circumstances. Tri, one of most capable men, had gotten into squabble. 
with Pres Huu partly at instigation his party, the Dai Viet, with, 
result that he had had to resign. It wld presumably be several months 
before he cld be brought back into govt. The Catholic leader, Ngo. | 

Dinh Diem, who enjoyed fairly widespread prestige and reputation 
for honesty had been intransigent in his demands and in his dealing. 

with Bao Dai and Huu Govt. If Huu was not prototype of wartime. 
~PriMin, he had, nevertheless will to govern, had conservative 

_ progressive program and had made progress in extending auth his. 
_ govt. [thought he was personnally honest. coh ye 

| Casey said he rather subscribed to view that key to def SEA was. | 
IC and as such it was one of outer seas of Australia. I said I definitely. 

entertained that view. =. iowa , 
_ He then asked my opinion De Lattre and I paid tribute latter’s mil 
genius, his sincerity, his will and energy and said with regard polit. = 
program De Lattre had initiated in last few months, that it was. 
premature say itwldfail, a Sg 
_ Casey then said he planned expand the number Australian for. a 
missions and wanted place on [in] SEA. He had first thought. of: 
Bangkok and inquired what I thought of his sending rep Saigon. F 
said I thought it most desirable step. It wld have very great, polit. 
effect. While some thirty odd nations had recognized Assoc States, 
only four had actually sent diplo missions. Mil worth and idealism 
Australia were generally recognized. Casey appeared agree and said: 

| he wld merely send min and one secy. He supposed he cld depend on. - 
assistance Brit and Amer legs here helping his envoy. I said he eld, 

_ fully count on cooperation with our mission here... | Lh Eg | 
Comment: I hope that in Canberra and Wash Dept will, when. 

_ occasion offers, encourage Australia establish representation in Saigon. | 
_ Casey said he was by-passing Taipei with regret; he wld have. _ 

_ welcomed talk with Chiang Kai-shek and his advisers. He had sought. 
| both Wash ‘and London’s view as to effect his visiting Formosa. Wash _ 

had been non-committal but London had expressed quite strongly. 

opinion that Formosa visit wld be mistake, = 
_ Talso spoke with Watt, Secy Australian FonOff.2 Watt said great. 
question was whether Fr were really sincere in their-announced policy: | 
of giving eventual independence to Assoc States and asked my view. 
I said that in my personal view there was no doubt that Assoc States 

& Alan 8. Watt, Secretary to the Australian Ministry of External. Affairs, - -
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wld achieve real independence within Fr Union. Even if Fr Govt tried. 

turn clock back toward colonialism it cld not do so against resistance 

such action wld produce in Vietnam and against disapproval other 

countries on which Fr counted for support. Watt thought building 

, Vietnam nat] army wld be great guarantee for eventual independence. 

I agreed and remarked Fr in their own mil interest were forming this 

army as rapidly as possible. I warned however that sure efficient Viet 

army inculcated with discipline and spirit loyalty to established govt _ 

eld not be formed overnight. a | 

Sent Dept 261 Paris, Hanoi, Canberraunn. 

a | | | HeEatH 

751G.00/8-251 : Telegram | 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

| | of State | | | 

SECRET Lonpon, August.2, 1951—4 p..m. | 

| 692. Dept may have failed to notice report of alleged speech by © 

Joliot-Curie 1 to World Peace Conference? on July 20 in which he is 

quoted by Tassasstating: Deg SE Se | 

“This.important event (Korean negotiations) instills a great hope _ 

among a vast number of honest people . . . it 1s important that ... 
negotiations to end the war in Vietnam be started. Now more than 
ever before must we intensify the struggle for realizing our ‘appeal — 
and this will lead to the triumphs of the spirit of peaceful negotiations _ 
over the disastrous striving to gain decisions by violence.” 

It wld seem such an important statement cld hardly have been made | 

by him without clearance from high quarters, certainly from Moscow 

and perhaps other world capitals.? Perhaps USSR and CPG wld 

wish wind up shooting war in Indochina as well as in Korea in hope — | 

. of later “peaceful penetration.” Judging from reports from Saigon, _ 

- 1pyofessor Frédérie Joliot-Curie, French - High Commissioner for Atomic 

Energy, 1946-1950. Bg Bene Oe ede s . 
2 Documentation on the Soviet-sponsored World Peace Conference is scheduled _ 

for publication in volumeIv. 00 
| -  %elegram 216 from Moscow, August 6,.in which Ambassador Alan G. _ 

Kirk commented on the above telegram, read asfollows: an 

“Hmb confident as suggested in reftel that Joliot-Curie statement (at Helsinki 

a WPC meeting) re Vietnam negots not made without previous consultation 

Moscow, wherein he visited shortly before attending Helsinki. Previous WPC 

- refs to Vietnam include: (1) WPC Berlin (1951) res on ‘struggle for peace in 

colonies and dependencies’; (2). Nenni WPC Berlin speech which stated ‘as in 

Korea, so in Vietnam the war is continuing owing to the absence of an authority . 

capable of compelling cessation hostilities and resort to mediation’, and which 

mentioned burden of war on France. WPC (Warsaw November 1, 1950) address | 

to UN ealled for ‘cessation hostilities against Vietnam Republic’. Vietnam rep 

at Warsaw congress, trans-Tanh [sic], made rather aggressive speech including 

refs to Vietnam counter offensive, but subsequent military events plus present 

_ Kor negots may well have increased Vietnam desire negots.” (751G.00/8-651)
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prospect of peaceful settlement -with Ho Chi Minh might strike re- 
7 sponsive chord among Fr authorities some of whom seem anxious for 

any solution which wld permit their graceful exit from present costly 
and unpopular impasse. i 
Dept pass Saigon. Sent Dept 692; rptd info Paris 257, Moscow 14, 

Saigon’. ee ta 

| INR Files? a | | a : | nee - eR 

Memorandum by the Central Intelligence Agency? ——- , 

SECRET an _ [Wasurneron,] 7 August 1951. 

NEB 
en -... Nationan Inrernicence EstrmaTe® 2 

. PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN INDocHINA DuRING THE REMAINDER OF | 

| . } THE PROBLEM ec neeetiad 

To estimate the current situation and probable developments. in 
Indochina duringtheremainderof1951.¢ |. | 

. 1¥iles. retained by the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of 

. ®A note on the covering sheet of the source text read: “The intelligence organi- 
zations of the Departments. of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and 

| the Joint Staff participated. in the preparation of this estimate. All members 
of the Intelligence Advisory Committee concurred in this estimate on 2 August.” 

‘8 An unnumbered instruction to the Consulate at Hanoi, dated September 28, 
which transmitted a copy of NIH-35 for information, read in part as follows: 
“This National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) is one of:a series of high level 

intelligence estimates recently initiated and drafted jointly by the Intelligence _ 
| Agencies under the coordinating leadership of the Central Intelligence Agency 

| _ (CIA). Each NIE is reviewed and approved by the Intelligence Advisory Com- 
| mittee (IAC) composed of the Director of Central Intelligence (Chairman) 

and the Chiefs of Intelligence of the Departments of State, Army, Navy, Air | 
Force, Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Atomic 
‘Energy Commission. NIE’s are published by the CIA and distributed to the 
President, members of the National Security Council and very limited number 
of other high officers of the Government. .._—- ne 

_ “The NIE’s differ from the estimates previously issued by the CIA in that 
they ‘represent, in all. the stages of their development and ‘preparation, the 
collaborative effort of the various intelligence agencies. Thus, the NIH’s do . 
not present CIA opinion with merely the concurrence or dissent of the Depart- oo, 

| ‘mental intelligence agencies, but instead ‘present’ the coordinated expression 
of: the several. Departmental points of view on.‘the problem at issue. Con- | 
sequently, unless noted by a dissent or otherwise, these papers may. be 
‘assumed to represent the coordinated’ intelligence view of the’ United 

States.”, (751G.00/9-2851), 
| * The emphasis in this estimate is on probable developments in the key areas 

of Vietnam, and particularly Tonkin which is the focal point of present military | 
operations. [Footnote in the source text} 

This estimate covers only the first part of the 1951-52 dry season, the season 
most favorable for large-scale operations. Available intelligence did not permit 
a reliable estimate beyond the end of 1951, [Footnote in the source text.] 

. 538-617—77——-31 :
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Se CONCLUSIONS) | 

1. The current military stalemate in Indochina appears likely to’ 
continiie at least through the end of 1951, unless the Chinese Commu- 
nists directly intervene with forces over and above the estimated 30,000 
“volunteers” which they can introduce as individuals or in small units __ 
in probable continuation of present assistance to the Viet Minh, 

2. If the Chinese Communists directly intervene with large forces 
over and above those introduced as individuals or in small units, the 
French would probably be driven back to a beachhead around Hai- | 

_ phong. The French should be. able to hold this beachhead for some — 
time, unless the Chinese Communists achieve air superiority. 

_ 8. Direct Chinese Communist intervention is not likely as long as __ 
the Chinese Communists are extensively committed in Korea. 

4, If hostilities in Korea end, or the Communist commitment there 
can be substantially reduced, there will be.an increased likelihood of 
‘direct .Chinese: Communist intervention in Indochina. On balance, 
however, we consider such intervention unlikely during the period 
under review. ii nt nee 

5. The present military situation in Indochina is one of stalemate. 
In the period since General de Lattre de. Tassigny assumed command, 
the Franco-Vietnamese forces have repulsed the Viet Minh drive to _ 
conquer Tonkin, and firmly hold-the key Red River. delta around 
Hanoi and Haiphong (see map). French successes apparently resulted 

| from: (a) the energetic leadership of General de Lattre, who revived 
flagging French morale; (6) MDAP aid; (c) the arrival of French 
reinforcements; (@) the inexperience at large-scale warfare of the Viet _ 

_ Minh guerrillas; and (e) the limitations of Chinese Communist sup- 
port. The inadequate staff work and lack of supporting arms of the , 
Viet Minh forces placed them at a serious disadvantage in pitched | 
battles with the French, who were strengthened by the timely arrival | 
of US military aid, including aircraft, napalm bombs, patrol and — 
landing craft, and ground combat matériel. The Chinese Communists, __ 
upon whom the Viet Minh forces are dependent for logistical support, | 
have been supplying them with ammunition, light weapons, and some 
artillery. Some 10,000 Chinese personnel have been infiltrated into the 

- Viet Minh in cadre, technical, and advisory capacities. This number 
| is believed to be increasing. However, the Chinese Communists, while 

apparently maintaining roughly the same level of material assistance 
as of last December, have not intervened directly or with substantial | 
“volunteer” forces or noticeably stepped up arms aid. Under these
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circumstances General de Lattre, drawing reinforcements from other a 
areas of Indochina and. skillfully using mobile reserve forces, was 
able to hold the Franco-Vietnamese military position intact and to 
inflict heavy lossesonthe VietMinh, 
_ 6. Political developments, however, have been less « favorable. 

_ Despite the gradual French transfer of certain responsibilities, the 
Vietnamese government. has. been slow to develop and has continued | 
to suffer from a lack of strong leadership. It has had to contend with: 
(a) French reluctance to relinquish ultimate control of political and | 
economic affairs; (6). lingering Vietnamese suspicion of any French- | 
supported regime, combined with the apathetic and “fence-sitting” 
attitude of the bulk of the people, which has deprived the government © 
of broad-based popular support; (c) the difficulty common ‘to all 

- new and inexperienced governments, of training the necessary per- _ 
| sonnel and building an efficient administration; and (d) the failure of __ 

factional and sectional groups to unite in a concerted national effort. 
7. In January 1951 the opportunity arose of forming a broad-based - 

cabinet, representing. most non-Communist group[s] in: Vietnam; in- 
| stead Premier Huu formed a cabinet composed primarily of members of 

his own. pro-French ‘faction. Although Huu has displayed some ad- | 
ministrative skill and his government has gained slowly in effective- 
ness, the weakness of the Huu-cabinet and its alleged “French puppet” | 
status have limited its appeal to Vietnamese nationalism and have . 
alienated strong nationalist groups, including the powerful Dai Viet | 
group in Tonkin. Communist control of much of the country and Viet | 
Minh infiltration of large areas under nominal French control have 

_ also discouraged many people from openly allying themselves with the 

_ 8. Efforts to create a National Vietnamese Army—an essential 
prerequisite to growth in the political stature of the Vietnam govern- | 
ment and to.an ultimate non-Communist solution in Indochina—have 
made some progress, and. Vietnamese units have performed creditably 
in recent engagements. French intention to proceed with the building 

_ of the Vietnamese Army is evidenced by their assignment of sizeable | 
_ French cadres and training missions to assist in organization and 

| training. Plans call for the expansion of the army from its present — 
_ _ strength of 54,000 to 100,000. However, it will take considerable time 
| before the planned forces are organized, trained, and equipped in | 
____ battalion units, and even longer before effective divisional units can 

be put into the field. Progress in the formation of the army is retarded | 
by lack of capable officers at all levels of command, shortages of equip- | 
ment, and the apathetic attitude of the population. At the same time, 

|
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differences of opinion between the. Vietnamese leaders and the French, © 
| particularly over who will exercise control. over the Vietnam Army, 

have prevented. full cooperation and maximum progressinthearmy’s 
development. Delay in establishing a Vietnam Army under Vietnamesé 
control. has been a contributing factor in limiting popular support of 

the Vietnamese regime. lp OES eS ee Dope. ee 
9. On the opposing side, the political structure of the Viet Minh has | 

_been reorganized upon more openly and aggressively Communist lines, 
following the usual pattern of political development in other Com- 
munist ‘countries. The Communist Party role has been strengthened, _ 

| with strict party-liners coming more into the foreground and Ho Chi 
) Minh himself apparently playing a less important part. This develop- 

ment may have been timed to forestall any “nationalist-deviationist” 
tendencies in the Viet Minh, and as a prelude to greater Chinese Com- __ 
munist participation in and direction of the movement. In the absence 
of further military victories, Viet Minh popular support appears =~ 
unlikely. to. increase. While we are unable to determine whether the 

Viet. Minh is actually losing any of its popular appeal, the regime 

apparently is dependent more and more on tightened Communist 
controls. These tighter controls may prevent defections and facilitate 

the exploitation of people already under Viet Minhcontrol = = =———™ 

| _ Viet Minh and Franco-Vietnam Capabilities 
10. The improved morale of the French forces, scheduled reinforce- _ 

ments, the gradual increase in the Vietnamese Army, and thecontinued _ 
arrival of MDAP aid will probably give the French, by October 1951, 
the capability of launching a limited offensive and possibly of recover- | 
ing some lost territory. However, the French and Vietnamese will not, 
in the period under review, be able decisively to defeat the Viet Minh. 
- 11. On the other hand, we consider it highly unlikely that the Viet 

Minh can seize the Hanoi-Haiphong area, even with continuation 
of the present type of Chinese Communist assistance. Although the 
Viet Minh, with continued Chinese aid, will be somewhat strengthened 

| by the end of the rainy season in October, the Franco-Vietnamese 
forces will receive substantial quantities of MDAP aid. during the 
next few months, and at least some of the 15,000 to 20,000 reinforce- 

| ments promised de Lattre (of which four battalions are believed to 
have arrived).{ French air strength, which is completely unopposed, 
‘will be further increased. The French Navy, which is to be reinforced 
by an aircraft carrier, can increasingly hamper the flow of seaborne 
supplies to the Viet Minh and facilitate French amphibious operations. 

- tSee Appendix: for a table of opposing forces. [Footnote in the source text.]



| Moreover, by December the French ring of fixed defenses around the: 
delta will be completed. Under these circumstances, the French would. 
have the advantage of fighting from fixed defenses, which would. 
permit them to assemble larger mobile reserves and to take advantage: 
of their superiority in conventional as distinct from guerrilla warfare. 

Chinese Communist Capabilitiesand Intentions = 
_ 12. It is a basic Chinese Communist.and Soviet policy to promote — | 

- Communist control over Southeast Asia, and Peiping and Moscow — 
recognize Indochina as a key to this region because of its strategic 
location and because of the advanced revolutionary situation already | 

| existing there. Peiping has already supported the Viet Minh regime | 
by recognizing Ho Chi Minh’s regime and by providing it with tech- 
nical and material aid. There are numerous indications of Chinese | 
preparations for greater military support of the Viet Minh, possibly 
including direct intervention with Chinese Communist forces. _ 
. 18, The Chinese Communists are capable of substantially increasing 
their present type of aid to the Viet Minh, particularly by the in- | 
tegration of sizeable numbers of personnel as individuals or cadres 

| into. the Viet Minh Army. We believe that the reinforced Franco- 
_ Vietnamese forces could hold the bulk of their Tonkin perimeter 

against the Viet Minh even if the Viet. Minh were supported by as 
many as. 30,000 infiltrated personnel, although with such additional © 
support the Viet Minh might win some local victories. Continued Chi- | 
nese Communist infiltration-on a large scale, however, would grad- 7 
ually make the French position increasingly precarious. © 

_ 14, Turning to Chinese Communist capabilities for large scale in- | 
_ tervention with their own forces, we estimate that roughly 100,000 

Chinese Communist field force troops could now be made available 
and logistically supported for an invasion of Indochina. The poor 

_ transport net and forbidding terrain of the border region limit the 
_ forces which could presently be employed to that number. They could 

be logistically supported only for short offensive operations of about 
one week at a time, passing to the defensive during the intervals for 
replenishment of supplies. However, the Chinese Communists are 
slowly increasing their capabilities for stockpiling supplies by im- | 
proving road and rail supply routes into Tonkin and are improving 

_ airfields in the border region. Consequently Chinese- Communist 
| logistical capabilities for offensive operations are gradually increasing. _ 

_.. 15.-In addition the Chinese Communists have the capability of 
mounting intense air attacks of. short duration against the French, 

, whose aircraft are concentrated on three vulnerable airfields. in 
Tonkin. Successful Chinese Communist air attacks of this sort would
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materially enhance Communist capabilities for large-scale ground 
operations. Communist air superiority in the Tonkin area would. also 
materially hamper French surveillance and naval blockade of.the _ 
Tonkin Gulf, and consequently permit increased over-water aid tothe _ 

Viet Minh. | oe a eR 
16. If the Chinese Communists intervene before the end of 1951 _ 

with 100,000 troops, they could probably eventually drive the French __ 
: into a beachhead at Haiphong. The French, however, should beableto _ 

| hold this beachhead for some time, unless the Chinese Communists _ 
achieve air superiority. oe Bn Be 

17: The Chinese Communists will undoubtedly be influenced in 
deciding whether or not to intervene directly in Indochina by the | 

| future development of the situation in Korea. So long as the Chinese | 
Communists remain heavily committed in Korea, we consider it un- 
likely that they will intervene directly in Indochina. Although the _ 
Chinese Communists might drive the French from Tonkin, such a 
major victory is not assured. An indecisive and protracted campaign | 
would place additional severe strains on total Chinese Communist 
resources. Oe Be 

18. If the Korean fighting is stopped under conditions which appear 
to remove the threat of renewed UN attacks, transportation difficulties 
in the border region would continue to limit the ground forces which __ 
could be supported in Tonkin, but the possible diversion of resources 

| from the Korea-Manchuria area would permit early intervention with 
greater assurance of the continued arrival of supplies and replace- | 

| ments for the operation. We estimate that by two months after a __ 
Korean armistice, Chinese Communist capabilities for invading Indo- 

, china could be significantly increased, while air capabilities could be 
greatly increased. The Chinese Communists and the USSR might 
then consider that Indochina offers more favorable opportunities for 
a quick and decisive victory with less risk of US and UN intervention 
than did Korea. They might calculate that the US and UN would be 
unwilling to undertake another operation of the Korean type and 
that some UN members would be unwilling to defend what. they 

regard as French colonialism in Indochina. Thus in the event of a | 

cessation of hostilities in Korea, the likelihood of early Chinese Com- | 
munist intervention in Indochina, particularly after the rainy season 
ends in October, would increase. ne 

19. On the other hand, the Chinese Communists would probably | 

hesitate to intervene openly in Indochina while they were negotiating 
for an- over-all Korean settlement, including the withdrawal of UN 
forces, and these negotiations would doubtless take considerable time.
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Moreover, if Communist acceptance of a cease-fire in Korea indicated _ 
a desire to seek a temporary “relaxation” of world tensions, early 

| intervention in Indochina would be unlikely. We also believe that the 
continuing inadequacies of its line of communications, the strengthen- 
ing of the French forces, and the risk of foreign intervention, would 
probably lead Peiping to conclude that it still could not count with — 
certainty on achieving a quick and decisive conquest of all Tonkin, 
but might become involved in another protracted and costly campaign 

| - In which the risk of foreign intervention might increase. Finally, the 
Communists might expect that through increased cadre, material and | 
technical aid to the Viet Minh they could still wear down the French 
and achieve successes without the necessity of early large-scale 
intervention. | 

20. On balance, therefore, we believe that the increased Chinese 
| preparations in the Tonkin border region probably. reflect an intent 

to facilitate the flow of “volunteers” and material aid to the Viet 
Minh forces, while preparing for possible large-scale intervention, 
rather than an intent to intervene during 1951. ys | 
 21..Consequently, the probable outlook through the end of 1951 in 

Indochina is one of continued military stalemate, if the Chinese Com- 
munists do not directly intervene, The tightening of Viet Minh politi- | 
cal control, the further development of the Viet Minh forces, and | 
increased Chinese Communist aid will probably be balanced by the 
arrival of French reinforcements, more MDAP assistance, and 

| progress toward creating a Vietnam Army. Some territory may change 
- hands but we do not foresee any major victories on either side, at least 

through theend of 1951. Ba Ty Sh ak ae
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| Appendix, 

OpposiNn@ Forczs in Inpocuina as oF 1 Juny 195100 Be 

| Franco-Vietnamese Forces: | Oo o | a | 4 ; oss | 

_ French ground forces | | 150,500. 

. Armed Forces of Associated States. — 7 70,700, 

_ Auxiliary troops BS oo 90,000 

| Semi-military forces (railway guards, etc.) «80, 000. : 

gg 200 
French Air Force =——-———<—s—SSS : 6,858 | 

French Navy and Naval Air Force 7 - 10,000 | 

Total 7 oe 388,058” 

| Viet Minh Forces; = oe 7 re 

Viet Minh regular forces © | | : 420,000 (est.) | 

| ~ Regional militia oo 40, O00 CY 

_JTrregular forces | OO 85, 000 ¢ “) 

Total - 845, 000 
| Opposing Regular Ground Forces in Tonkin: Pe | | | | 

| _Franco-Vietnamese troops === (asi (assti‘<‘;és~s~s~*~*‘«S0« 000 . 
Viet Minh troops a ca oe aglh. - 85,000 

oo. 851G.00-R/8-751 : Telegram | | : | - 7 7 | - ie : | / ae a | 

The Chief of the Special Technical and Economic Mission at Saigon 

(Blum) to the Economic Cooperation Administrator (foster) | 

CONFIDENTIAL -Satcon, August 7, 1951—noon. 

| Toeca 953. 1. For your info and guidance wish emphasize that TA 

‘program offsetting Viets to US shows every sign proceeding very 

slowly and at present see little prospect speed up. In spite our constant 

prodding at all levels only applications for which we have recd formal = 

govt approval are for proposed veterinary study trip. Number other 

| cases still in abeyance including agri reform cong, young chemists 

study tour, bureau of reclamation program, and several individual 

cases in fields medicine, engineering and private industry. 

2. Principal reasons for this regrettable slowness are fol: a 

(a) Hesitation local govt show too much interest Amer programs 
as contrasted Fr (there has been no direct evidence Fr pressure this 

regard but it may exist) ; | . | 

| (6) Shortage qualified personnel practically all fields which makes 

local govts reluctant send specialists away ; |
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_ (ce) Gen inefficiency local govts officials'in handling papers, taking 
| responsibility and reaching decisions; = a 

_. (@) Responsibility for coordination program of sending Viets to | 
US under STEM program placed only two weeks ago in hands Min | 
Plans and Reconstruction. He incidentally has been unable locate | 

files on pending cases; re Oe 
(e) Because touchy polit situation and fear that some undesirable | 

person may be sent abroad, Pres Tran-Van-Huu has recently ordered 
that he personally wishes review each case. This obviously serious | 
bottlenecks 

 (f) Pursuant recent mobilization order, govt organizing national 
census professional and tech personnel. Pending completion this census , 
here gen prohibition departure techs and specialists with exceptions to 
Pe made only in selected cases. It looks as if doctors may be hardest 

_ ~ 8, Above for your background. Willkeep pushing, = = = sit 
ts Fee gn Sieg SE es lg a | Brom 

851G.00-R/8-751: Telegram ee en | 

Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

) SECRET .  Sarcon, August 7, 1951—11 p. m. 

_. 885. For Merchant. Personal from [for] Bruce. No distribution. 
+ 1, Eeato 872 July 311 unfortunate in timing and theme. Prior to 
its interjection local STEM had swung around (see Legtel 279 of 

. July 31 [August 1] ?), as it was bound, in reason, eventually to do, - 
towards recognition indispensability of genuine consultation with Fr 
on policy and info programs. STEMs knew attitude was supported 
by recent approach of Paris OSR and ECA to establish friendly 
understanding with Fr officials with regard to US econ objectives in 
IC (see Paris tel 779 of Aug 3 and mytel 129 of Aug 8 [Aug 6]).3 | 

9. Emotionalism of charges in Ecato 872 against Fr “monopolistic 
position”, “special privileges”, “loss of possession outright colonial | 
monopolies”, “obvious lack understanding basic reason why US recog- 
nized”, “interference and officiousness” is disturbing as possibly in- | 
dicative anti-Fr prejudice and failure achieve balance in appraisal 
realities current critical IC solution. Coupled with demand for “mag- 
nifying field programs expedited by shirt-sleeve Amer operations” 
these charges wld seem also disclose automatic application formulas 
devised long ago in another situation. Thus for Fr read corrupt KMT 

_ 1 Not printed. wie a ae 
_ *In telegram 279, August 1, Minister Heath discussed recent efforts by Eco- 
nomie Cooperation Administration officials ‘to improve relations with French | | 

authorities. by providing assurances with respect to the scope and objectives of | 
ECA activities (851G.00R/8-151). | | : 

* Neither telegram 779 from Paris nor telegram 129 from Saigon to Paris, 
August 6, repeated to the Department of State as telegram 321, are printed. _—
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Central Govt; for shirt-sleeve operations read JCRR programs, etc. © 
3. Fundamentally there are two ways in which ECA programs and _ 

| objectives can be pursued IC. One is to pursue inflexible line with Fr _ 
at, price misunderstanding and incessant dog-fight with them, and 
push ECA program through by tying it to other US projects here 

on “all or nothing” basis. Other way is attempt obtain Fr understand- 
ing in advance. Whether we wld proceed over Fr objections wld 
be matter for case by case determination, but Fr wld be given feeling 
their views important to US and wld invariably be solicited. Either 
these courses will probably succeed, so far as ECA concerned. Differ- 
ence is. that. under former we wld be constantly quarreling with Fr, 
stimulating Viet officials play us off against each other, encouraging 

: fence-sitters to remain inactive in hope of something better turning | 
. up. More importantly, under former method these quarrels and re- 

sultant ill-will wld not be confined merely to ECA but wld spill over 
and embroil or prejudice our other projects in milit and intelligence 

| fields. It precisely here I believe Dept has great responsibility and 
_ shid not consider abdication policy-making function. However dis- 

tressing to missionary econ enthusiasts, there are at least two present 
objectives here of higher importance than any particular ties eco- 
nomic form. First is to keep Fr fighting in IC (without real estate, | 
economics returns to class room). Second is actual and potential.use 

IC vis-a-vis Chi situation. Development of these objectives supremely 
matter furthering Fr-US confidence. Their conduct’ seems entirely 

- responsibility of Dept. SE se es 
4. I trust Dept notes current controversy solely question procedure. 

It is not now question as to choices between substantive projects. Nor 
will Leg offer gen rules in this field; each specific project shld be 
considered on own merits. We do of course hold opinion Fr reaction 

to any new project is one of basic factors requiring assessment. | 
5. In months ahead and for problems that will inevitably arise in | 

mobilization, Nat Assembly formation, org of Fr Union polit institu- 

tions, elections and/or reorganization, Viet Govt, psychological war- 
fare, and conduct IC war itself, there will be many occasions on which | 
we will be compelled to. differ with Fr. Our advice and counsel will 
be useful then as it has been in past. I believe we can exert our great 

influence with more telling effective work-within framework of agreed 

principles and in atmosphere of confidence and coop. To this end our _ 
efforts shld be steadily directed. . 

6. I am concerned re ECA’s intention to bring “realities US posi- 

tion” to De Lattre’s understanding during his US visit.‘ Rigidity of 
attitudes displayed reftel toward ECA formulas do not afford much 
assurance this confrontation will be helpful. I urge Dept to go over 

* See footnote 3, p. 480.
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_ ECA’s proposed presentation with utmost care prior any such mtgs. 

7, J am somewhat. disturbed by fact that Ecato tel in ref mentions 

last para “shown Merchant”, which carries implication that polit 

, analysis and operational policy instructions of Ecato reftel has some 

- - Dept approval. I suggest that proper instructions to STEM wld be 

point and brief ECA-State tel somewhat along follines: So 

“State and ECA approve Blum and Hochstetter recent efforts to 
establish a friendly informal consultative relation with the Frin | 

regard to present and future STEM operations. This understanding 
and consultation shld be steadily developed altho not of course to the 
point of abolishing the bilateral framework of arrangements with the 

~ Assoc States Govts. While Fr comments and suggestions will be given _ | 
sympathetic hearing in view of basic responsibility and burden of 
Fr for protection IC, final decisions on STEM projects and operations 
must remain in Amer hands. The guiding policy of STEM operations 

in IC continues to be the strengthening of the Assoc States and their — 
independence within the framework oftheFrUnion”®- | 

- Sent Dept 355 ; rptd info Paris 187. | EE ER FN 

> Telegram. 202 to Saigon, August 10,.read as follows: “Heath and Blum from 

Merchant and Griffin. Dept and ECA happy to note success Blum and Hochstetter 

efforts establish and maintain friendly, informal consultative relations. with 

Fr re present and future STEM operations. While Fr comments and suggestions 

shid receive friendly hearing, established bilateral framework of relations with 

Assoc States shld be retained with final decisions on STEM projects and opera- 

tions naturally remaining in US hands. As in the past the guiding policy of 

STEM operations in IC continues to be the strengthening of the Assoc States 

and their independence within the framework of Fr Union.” (851G.00R/8-1051) 

700.5-MAP/ 8-851 ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary. | 

, of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Merchant) | 

CONFIDENTIAL ... [Wasutneron,] August 8, 1951. | 

Subject: Title III of Mutual Aid Bill = | | | 

Participants: Congresswoman Edna F. Kelly (N.Y.) | 
| —... _FE—Mr. Merchant - Sn 

By arrangement made last night by Mr. Rusk, I called on Congress-. 
woman Kelly in her office this morning and spent what I regard as 
a fruitless hour attempting to answer a wide-ranging non-sequential 

series of questions. => oe | . - 
| Her primary concern is with the continued presence of the French 

Army in Indochina. She has been sold on the idea that Bao Dai is 
worthless and that the French must get out completely at once. She 

_ was contemplating, I gathered, an amendment to the aid bill which 
would withhold any aid to France as long as they continued to pay 
the French troops in Indochina. I explained to her as clearly as I.
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could the dilemma which we face in Indochina wherein the withdrawal 
of the French Army would inevitably mean the passage of complete 
control of the country to Ho Chi-minh. I went on to point out that: — 
it is true there is resentment against the French and that there are 
many fence sitters who as long as the French remain in Indochina ~ 
withhold their support of Bao Dai. I granted that Bao Dai (whom the. 

| Congresswoman characterized as just as much a Communist as Ho 
Chi-minh) was probably not as pure as driven snow but that there 
was no other anti-Communist native leader who combined his courage, 
political sense and strain of imperial legitimacy. I said that. we must 
continue to give military aid to the French Union forces, continue _ 
pressing the French to accelerate the turn-over of responsibility to the 

| Viets, while pressing the Viets to act more responsibly and discharge 
the responsibilities already given them, and above all, press forward 
to the creation of an effective national Army, the equipment for which, 
I pointed out, we are already delivering directly to the Viets. 
Among other sources of information, Mrs. Kelly has been talking 

_ to and impressed by Ngo Dinh Diem. I cannot truthfully say that I 
feel I converted Mrs. Kelly to this Government’s policy, although I. 
do not think she will propose any amendments or otherwise tamper _ 

_ with the projected military and economic aid figures for Indochina. | 
_ [Here follows discussion of foreign assistance to other areas] | 

751G.00/8-1851: Telegram oe Satake Sh at opie Siteipeute ton: 
~The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State? 

| [Extracts] | - . 

TOP’SECRET = _  Satcon, August 18, 1951—midnight. 

419. Re Legtel 852, August 9.* Following are suggestions for forth- 
coming conversations with General De Lattre based on present esti- — 
mate situation Indochina generally, Vietnam particularly: = 

A. Situation estimate a es an | a - 
1. Political — BSS 
Over-all situation shows real improvement over that De Lattre 

inherited when series military defeats were rapidly creating polit 

‘+ From August 18 to October 17, Minister Heath was absent from Saigon for. 
eonsultations in Washington and brief visits in Paris and London. . . | 

*This telegram was transmitted in seven parts. The extracts appearing here . 
are from sections one, six, and seven. a tet Fe | | 

* The reference telegram concerned an impending trip by General de Lattre de 
Tassigny to the United States. After some months of U.S. deliberations as to. 
the proper timing and circumstances for a de Lattre visit, Heath had delivered a. . 
written invitation from the Joint Chiefs of Staff on July 26 (telegram 234 from 
Saigon, July 26, 751G.551/7-2651). In telegram 352, August 9, Heath and General 
Brink speculated as to the points which de Lattre might raise in Washington 
during the September visit and offered suggestions regarding the program of 
activities (751G.551/8-951).
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crisis. French morale has rebounded, measure of Viets confidence _ 
has-been restored, energetic projects for prosecution war have been 
launched. Degree improvement measured from beginning Bao Dai 

~ solution is, however, less marked. De. Lattre’s bold new design for 
action presently dominates political situation. In manner character- 
istic his military campaigns, he has decided that nothing is so decisive | 
as decision; nothing succeeds like audacity. Where his predecessors 
have faltered.or parleyed or deferred endlessly to Viets inhibitions, 
he forges ahead largely regardless of them, in noting sacred cows, oe 

- scorning to placate or cajole fence-sitters and hold-outs. General Says 
to Viets, “in fighting for independence, he who is not with us is against 
us”. He has embarked on conscious plan confront, divided and listless 
Viets with bold new move each week, orchestrating the whole toward 
total material and moral mobilization. He hopes shock inspire and 

| drive Viets out of their hesitancy inspitethemselves. 
_ He leads passionately this effort with wholly sincere faith, tre- _ 
mendous energy and unbounded will which has galvanized French 

| Union forces and may yet transform political picture. = 
_ But returns are not all in. Policy is at best calculated risk, and 
general seems not always concerned about how many eggs he breaks - 
for his omelette. To force pace, many individual feelings are wounded, | 

_ strong-arm measures are used and condoned, the Dai Viet Political 
Party was broken up, subsidies to Cao Dai cut, an editor clapped in _ 
concentration camp, lukewarm Viet bureaucrats forced from office. 

De Lattre has also been more than vigilant check any US activity 
- he thinks may encourage Viet skepticism or aloofness re French Union. | 

He, expects US see whole picture just as he sees it, to let him play _ 
hand, tailor and cut programs accordingly. His impatience with any 
“fence-sitting” among US operatives may account for much of the 

- pin pricks and surveillance to which US reps have been subjected, 
_ These have not, in any event, been important in whole scheme, and | 

tolargeextent havenowbeensettled. ; ee 
More serious questions will now have be faced since dialogue be- 

_ tween French and Viets has turned.to nature of French Union itself. 
Is De Lattre going interpret its organic acts broadly in accordance 
with evolutionary principle stipulated inferentially by US when we _ 
recognize Bao Dai and since confirmed to US by French or will there 
be standstill or retrograde stage? And will kind French Union set 
up unilaterally by French constitution, March 8 accords and Pau 

- provide kind independence for its members we have hoped and be- 
lieved, and which we think necessary in order sustain Viet will to | 

|
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B. Imporderables. es ete | 

. Foregoing inventory debits and credits fails assay imponderables — 

which have so often transformed scene in IC without warning and — 

“with little regard to logic. The imponderables constitute the spiritual 

order of battle of opposing forces in which the will and genius of 

De Lattre is arrayed against Stalinist dynamic. The critical im- 

| - ponderable is the extent to which De Lattre’s spark can light the tardy 

flame of Viet’s patriotism and fuel the ardor of the Fr. 

C. Suggestion for conversations with De Lattre | | 

1. Polit | oe oe | 

(a) Strategic concept. _ a - 7 

Leg is not competent to suggest what answer US govt will give © 

De Lattre’s primary question: US action in case Chi invasion. Leg 

feels that answer will have be given sooner or later, especially if : 

Korean armistice takes place. Leg’s own concept (MAAG reserves 

| opinion) has always been. that some kind US armed participation 

will be necessary, exerted if possible through the UN. It believes 

| that the kind of high priority and expense programs we have in- 

augurated IC cohere more with that concept than with one of with- 

- drawal and nonintervention. We recognize that this assessment may - 

require re-examination at highest US levels of the Asian “off-shore” 

concept or of whether in view changes in strength relationships in 

the area and in US and UN potential, the “off-shore” chain can not 

better be defended in the deltas and defilesof SEA, 

(6) Fr Union. oe OO BO Be a 

We might reassure Gen that we recognized independence AS within 

framework Fr Union and we do not intend go back on that formula. 

| We envision expenditure of some $500 million by end next year to ~ 

help make it work. (Leg believes it most important that De Lattre 

_ be given, either by dollar figures or some equally telling comparison, 

an idea of relative scale of US aid to Vietnam, so that he may have _ 

, better understanding our intentions and our support). a | 

(c) Futureof Union Be or 

~ It is timely and proper for us indicate our interest in future form 

and philosophy Fr Union. From time to time we have recd indications 

that it wld be molded as evolution required; for example, we under- 

stand that modification of plans for ‘High Council is now under 

consideration. We have always hoped for liberal interpretation of 

| basic accords moving toward membership status within Fr Union 

more comparable to that in Brit Commonwealth and when we recog- 

| nized Vietnam we thought that such concept was necessary sustain 

| Viets will to fight. We might indicate to Gen frankly that we are not
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committed to any particular static definition of relationship between | 
- Fr Union such as that contained in Mar 8 or Pau agreements. We 

wld not of course say to Viets that we envision modification these _ | 

accords nor any new organic act defining their status nor encourage 
them seek such change. Fr should be aware that we reserve our own 
opinion as to tempo evolution AS toward independence. We welcome 
statements such as those made recently by Gen reaffirming the thesis . 
of evolution. We can agree, however, that timetable stipulations at 

| this time may have disqualifying drawbacks. __ On 
(d) Consultation, : a 

_ Occasionally we may differ with Fr or Viets policies here, or with 
their timing, and. wld like express privately to Fr or to Viets in all 

| loyalty our point of view. We believe our stake in success entitles us 
to do so. At same time our policy remains one of supplementing not 
supplanting the Fr and we are deeply conscious, of burden they bear oe 
here as well as in def Western world. We have no desire whatsoever 
weaken bonds of the Fr Union which we know makes resistance to 

| Commies possible in SEA; we merely hope see vital, viable union. 

_ (e) Leg believes some such restatement our original thinking on IC 
_is required if we are to avoid future misunderstanding with the Gen. 

_ With ref econ subjs first concern is financing Viet’s natlarmy: 

(a) Anticipated total cost Viet’s Nat] Army will increase from 42 
billion francs 1951 to over 60 billion 1952. ‘Theoretically extra funds 

_cld-be obtained locally by taxation or by bond issue, though not unless 
| AS and Fr willing resort to force in tax collection policy or block flow | 

funds to Fr and apply strong pressure invest in bond issue. Extra 
funds theoretically’ cld' also be obtained from Fr, but in view Fr 
budgetary situation this appears highly difficult. Only remaining 
source wld appear be assistance in some form by US. Leg recommends 
however that view Importance speedy. building up of Viets Army, 
desirable ensure that financial considerations do not constitute serious - 
block even if this means that part of 1952 deficit may have to be : 
financed directly or indirectly by US. View urgency also, Leg hopes 
that lack precedent will not preclude Dept consideration, shld request 
be presented, of direct subsidy in addition current shipment materials. 
(6) Before committing itself to additional assistance US Govt 

| shld insist as prerequisite upon Vietnam’s promise present full 
| budgetary picture and current statements of receipts and revenues , 
| _ thereunder. Lack this info has hindered US planning throughout 1951 
| bothinmilitaryandeconfields: © ©. |). | 
| (c) Re Fr request additional assistance, Dept may also wish raise _ | 
| question facilitating trade between IC and Japan. Dept well aware 
| Fr mercantilist approach in its trading position and Leg aware short- 
| age foreign exchange may force temporary import restrictions on _ 

| non-Fr products, but within limits available exchange modest replace- | 

| | | . 

Oo
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ment Jap imports.for Fr shld contribute to latter’s rearmament drive 
| and shld, depending on comparative prices, help IC economy. 

3: 08 programsinIG - Pe eo | 

‘With ref various US programs IC, Leg does not imagine there — 
will be sufficient time discuss thesein detail, = na er | 
If De Lattre brings subj up or if there is evidence that his mis- 

apprehensions about the philosophy and purposes ECA operation 
may not have been removed, these cld be explained to him again. | 

I assume that during General’s visit there may be an opportunity __ 
to review relationship Fr and Amer intelligence operations in IC 
within‘ framework of world-wide cooperation and with ref develop- 
ments at NATO or following Singapore conf. In meantime General 
shld have highest assurance that none these activities is or will be in 
any way incompatible'with Fr positionIC. ah 
~ We might propose De Lattre series working level confs upon his 

: return IC (such as those arranged for Jessup and Griffin mission)‘ — 
between heads Amer missions and their opposite numbers in Fr 
admin to discuss problems and difficulties encountered in our mil | 
and econ aid programs and informational effort. Number General’s 
anxieties can, of course, be easily cleared up in Washington such = 
as his concern about size Amer missions, purpose US informational 

| programs, and recognition by Leg, ECA and all other missions of | 
the primacy of the Fr.admin in defense of IC. (End ofmsg) >. | 

Sent Dept 419, rptdinfoParis171. 

‘Reference is to the Far Eastern trip of Philip GC. Jessup, Ambassador at Large oa 
(December 1949-March 1950) and the economic survey mission to Southeast Asia 
headed by R. Allen Griffin (February—April 1950). For documentation on the two 

_Iissions, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 1 and 690 ff, respectively. . 

On August 22, the United States issued invitations to the Govern-- 
| ments of Viet-Nam, Laos, and Cambodia to participate inthe signing 

of the Japanese Peace Treaty at San Francisco. For text of the com- 
munication containing the invitation, see United States-Vietnam Re-- 

| lations, 1945-1967, Book 8, page 447. For documentation on the San 
Francisco Conference, which convened September 4, including material 
on the question of the participation of the Associated States of Indo- 
china,seepages777 ff
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| 751G.00/8-2751 ee ee ES ee, 

~The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* . 

SECRET = i titi Parts, August 27,1951. 

- Subject: Minister Heath’s Comments on the National Intelligence 
Estimate regarding Probable Developments in Indochina.? | | 

— - The Embassy encloses, for the Department’s information, a memo- | 

ryandum prepared by the United States Minister to the Associated 

| States, Mr. Donald Heath, containing his comments on the National oe 

Intelligence Estimate entitled : “Probable Developments in Indochina 

during the Remainder of 1951”, published on August 7, 1951. This. 

- Estimate was shown to Minister Heath during his visit to Paris en 

route to Washington in connection with the visit to the United States 

| of General de Lattre de Tassigny, French High Commissioner and 

° Commander-in-Chief of the French Forces in the Far Kast. | 

Me SE gate Poe er et pe = Davin Bruce © 

| ee Enclosure} ce | 

Memorandum by the Minister at Saigon (Heath) = 

—  BECREP --- [Parts, undated. ] 

_ Comments or Minister Donatp R. Hearn on NIE-35: 0 | 
| Propane Drvetopments in InpocHinA 

| During tHE Remarnper or 1951”) i 

|  Tagree with the conclusions of the reference paper and particularly 
| with the final estimate that direct Chinese Communist intervention 

in Indochina is unlikely to occur during the remainder of 1951. The 
possibility of early intervention, however, while unlikely during the 
next few months, should not be entirely ruled out. pA 

Par. & of paper. I question the statement that French successes dur- 
| ing the period since General de Lattre assumed command are in part 

due to “(¢) the arrival of French reinforcements” or “(d) the 
inexperience at large-scale warfare of the Viet Minh guerrillas.” As 
far as I am aware, no reinforcements of French Union forces have _ 
yet arrived from France, only replacements. Certainly this is the first a 
time I have heard the statement that the operations undertaken by 
the Viet Minh guerrillas during the past ten months failed because | 
of their inexperience in large-scale warfare. The Viet Minh attacks 

_ 1A ‘copy was sent to the Legation at Saigon. a oo a — os | 
* Reference is to NIE-35, August, 7, p.469. | ee co 

—- 838-617-7732 | |
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were shrewdly planned and energetically executed. De Lattre is of | 

the opinion that the operation against Vinh-Yen was planned by — 
European officers. | : | 

~ T believe that the estimate that 10,000 Chinese personnel have been 

infiltrated into the Viet Minh is somewhat excessive. The French 

| have no exact intelligence on this point but at a French staff briefing 

in June the number was placed as “in excess of 5,000.” | _ 
Par 6. The statement that the slowness of development of the Viet- 

namese Government is in part due to “(a) French reluctance to re- 
linquish ultimate control of political and economic affairs” in Viet 
‘Nam, is not true today. Under de Lattre, intervention in internal 

| political affairs has been limited, and the French cannot be said to be 
| exercising ultimate control of economic affairs beyond the fact that 

they are heavily subsidizing the maintenance and equipment of the 
new Viet Nam national army, and supporting the exchange rate of = 

_ the piaster. | So , | 
Par. 8. Present plans call for the expansion of the Viet Nam army 

to 120,000 men, not to 100,000. 

While in the past there have been differences of opinion between 
the Vietnamese Government and the French over control of the Viet | 

- Nam army, there is no such conflict at the present time. 
| _ Par. 9. The statement: “we are unable to determine whether the 

: Viet Minh is actually losing any of its popular appeal” is surprising. 
I do not believe that any informed observer would deny that in the | 
past twelve months there has been a very considerable decline in the 
popularity ofthe Viet Minh, | | 

Par. 14. With regard to the estimate that 100,000 Chinese Commu- 

nist troops could now be made available. and logistically supported 
for invasion of Indochina, I believe that General de Lattre’s estimate — 
is that a maximum of 150,000 Chinese troops could be employed in the 

| Tonkin area. OO i ae 

--751G.18/8-2951: Telegram re 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State __ 

| SECRET a _ Parts, August 29, 1951—9 p. m. 

1316. From Heath. Pres Huu and Viet and Laotian dels? arrived 
Paris this morning, and were met by Letourneau, Pres Sarraut,? 
numerous officials. After military honors Huu read fairly lengthy 

declaration reported in separate tel. a | 

1 Reference is to the Vietnamese and Laotian delegations en route to the San 
Francisco Conference. a | oS, 

* Albert Sarraut, President of the Council of the French Union. 

:
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T had long talk with Huu later. I expressed regret, by way of warn- 
ing him against too great expectations, that presence of some 50 other 
dels and conflict of other conferences, such as NATO mtg at Ottawa, 

might interfere with discussions and contracts which in less crowded 

| times wld have been arranged. Huu said he realized situation and Bao 
‘Dai had tried to dissuade him from heading the delegation to San 

| Francisco for this reason. Huu had not originally thought to head del 
but public satisfaction over invitation to San Francisco conf and 

general expectation that he would attend in person had decided him 
to make trip. He hoped nevertheless to meet President Truman and | 
that latter would accept Vietnam’s highest decoration. He also hopes 
to meet Secretary Acheson and to be able to call on Governor Dewey 
in view of latter’s visitto Vietnam® | a 

. There were two matters which he particularly wanted to discuss 
in the States. He wished to broach idea of a mutual defense pact such 

as he understood US was concluding with Australia.* He. wished also 

to invoke future direct financial assistance for Vietnamese Army. _ 
| With the proposed increases, Vietnamese Army would cost around 

$150 million for maintenance in 1952 whereas total revenues of Viet 

State in 1952 cld not in time of countrywide war be expanded above | 
their present level of $100 million per annum. I remarked that I 

- anticipated that Schuman and possibly Gen De Lattre might discuss | 
question of future financing of Viet Army since Fr has carried greater 
part of Viet military expenditures to date. Pres Huu agreed. __ | 

_ I then took up question of his declaration in Saigon calling for Jap | 
reparations to Vietnam, and explained to him that it was utterly im- 
possible for Japan to pay any reparations except in limited form pro- 

| vided. for in treaty, notably Article 16. Pres Huu said that he was 

quite aware that it was neither within realm of possibility nor in 
interests of peace to exact substantial reparations from Japs but he 
must be able to say to his people that there will be some reparations. 

_ He was particularly interested in Jap rails and bridges to re-establish 
Saigon—Hanoirailroadline = 

I said that would be a matter for Viet negots with Jap but only 
within limits provided in Article 14. I stressed that Article 14 repre- 

| sented ultimate in reparations that could be provided. Huu said that 
he hoped to have some discussion with the Japs at San Francisco | 
but that in any case US could depend on him not to create any diffi- 
culties at conf on score of reparations or any other point. = = | 

— -® Governor Thomas E. Dewey of N ew York, on a tour of the Far East, had | | 
visited Indochina from July 25 to July 28, meeting with General de Lattre de 
Tassigny, Bao Dai, and Prime Minister Huu. , 

* For documentation on the ANZUS Pact, see pp. 132 ff.
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- Viet, and Cambodian and Laotian dels will leave with Fr del from 
| Paris at 14: 30, Sept 1, arriving New York very early Sunday morning 

Sept 2. He had not yet been informed whether they would proceed 
| immediately on to San Francisco. He had hoped to stop off at Wash- — 

ington en route, but I pointed out that there would hardly be time | 

for such a detour. It is my understanding that del expected to arrive | 
at, San Francisco the day before the opening, on the third. 
_ Dept pass Saigon; sent Dept 1316, rptd info Saigon 82. — 

: oe Bre 

793.5851G/8-2951 > | Oe | oo : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office — 
| - - of Chinese Affairs (Perkins) ee: ee 

CONFIDENTIAL = | [Wasurneton,] August 29, 1951. | 
Subject: Chinese TroopsinIndoching oe 

Participants: Dr. V..K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 
oe Mr. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary 7 | 

. So Mr. Troy L.Perkins,CA 7 

- Ambassador Koo called at. his request today and said that he had 
been asked to raise the question of the Chinese Nationalist troops now 
interned in Indochina. He said there were some 30,000 individuals 
involved, of whom about 20,000 were fighting men, the remainder | 
being families or refugees. He asked that we take up the matter with =| 
General de Lattre- upon his forthcoming visit to Washington. Mr. 

_ Rusk said we had been frequently in touch with the French on the 
-- matter. It was mentioned that the question of these troops would 

probably be one of the topics discussed with General de Lattre. - 
_ Mr. Rusk asked whether the Chinese would intend to makea public => 

play of ‘the movement of troops to Formosa; he pointed out in this 
_ regard the delicate French position vis-4-vis the Communists. Am- 

bassador Koo indicated that there would be no ostentation and that 
anunobtrusivemove wouldbeinorder, se 

: _ Mr. Rusk also asked whether the Chinese Government had con- 
sidered what disposition might be made of the troops in case the Far 

| Eastern situation became more troubled generally ; for example, would 
consideration be given to using them in Indochina. The Ambassador 
gave his opinion that this would be acceptable to the Chinese Govern-' 

| ment, provided the troops were not assimilated into the local forces; 7 
but were allowed to fight as separate units. re
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Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
; a for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk)* — 

SP ee oes **  TEixtract] | ge, 

SECRET ss” ~ - [Wasuineton,] August 29, 1951. 

oe With regard to Indochina and particularly the Singapore Confer- 
ence,? the Ambassador pointed out that were Indochina to fall the | 
results would be disastrous. Not only would our Pacific security Pacts _ 
be worthless but also Japanese industry could not survive the loss 
of Asiatic mainland markets and sources of raw material. This was _ 
a common problem and must be approached on that basis for in addi- 
tion to the foregoing it also had direct bearing on European | 

: rearmament. 

I inquired whether there was detailed minutes of the Singapore - 
_ meetings in that although I did not want to raise this point I was — 

, fearful that the French might be considering the recommendations in _ | 
aperhaps too sweeping form. _ 

: ~The Ambassador replied that he did not know the status of the 
minutes or recommendations in Singapore but he did know that not | 
only did General de Lattre take them at their full value but also the 
Associated States of Indochina regarded them as most important. 
Tonkin is the key to all of Southeast Asia and were it to fall to the | 

_ communists the area as a whole would be lost. The Ambassador alluded | 
to his talks with the Secretary who had told him that we were actively 
studying the Singapore recommendations and inquired if I could give 
him any information on this point. I said that I knew the Depart- 

_ ment of Defense was pursuing this matter actively and that prepara- 
tions were being made to discuss it with General de Lattre, which 
we were looking forward to. Unfortunately, I would be away at that 
time but Mr. Merchant would represent FE. ane oe 

* Drafted by G. MceMurtrie Godley of the Office of Western European: Affairs. 
 * For documentation on the Singapore Conference, see pp. 1 ff. and p. 64, 0 

- | | | 
| : | 

| |
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611.51G/9-1151 | | oe 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 
: (Marshalt)* | 7 a 

TOP SECRET WasHIincTon, 31 August 1951. 

Subject: Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings (Tripartite Talks) 
Draft Position Paper (WFMT-13a, Dated 25 August 1951) En- 
titled “Additional Aid to Indochina.” ? | | | 

. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed the Department of State 
oe draft position paper, subject as above, and concur in those parts of 

the paper having military implications, subject to the following: 

| _ Change subparagraph C under paragraph II, U.S. Objective, to read 
(changes indicated inthe usualmanner): | 

| _. “©, To make clear that U.S. aid to Indochina is neeessariy 
among other things conditioned by U.S. global commitments and 

_ available resources and manpower.” | a | 

Reason: For clarity and to avoid any possible implication that 
United States armed forces might be committed to Indochina. | pence 

_ For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
, | Oo : GENERAL Omar N. BRADLEY 

So 7 oo Chaarman, a. 
— a a _. Soint Chiefs of Staff — | 

‘In a letter of September 11 transmitting this memorandum to Secretary of 
State Acheson, Secretary Marshall indicated that it represented the position of | 
the Department of Defense. (611.51G/9-1151) = - | | | 

7Not printed. Regarding the Washington Foreign Ministers meetings, see | 
footnote 2, p. 491. : | | | 

| So ke Editorial Note 

| ; On September 4, an Economic Assistance Agreement between. 
the United States and Vietnam was signed at Saigon by Edmund A. 
Gulhon, United States Chargé d’Affaires, and Nguyen Khac Ve, Act- 
ing President of the Council of Ministers. This agreement set forth 
understandings governing the extension of United States. economic © 
and technical assistance to Vietnam. For text, see United States 
Treaties and Other International Agreements (UST), volume 2 (part 
2), page 2205 (TIAS No. 2346), or United States-Vietnam Relations, 
1945-1967, page 449. : | | | 

Similar agreements were concluded between the United States and | 
Cambodia and between the United States and Laos. For the text 
of the agreement signed at Phnom Penh on September 8, by Don V.. | 
Catlett, United States Chargé d’Affaires, and Oum Chheang Sun, 
President of the Council of Ministers, see 2 UST (part 2) 2153 (TIAS.
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No. 2348). For the text of the agreement signed at Vientiane on Sep- | 
_ tember 9 by Paul LL. Guest, United States Chargé d’Affaires, and 
Phagna Xieng Mao, President of the Council of Ministers a.1., see 

2 UST (part.2) 2177 (TIAS No. 2844)... | a 
Documentation on the negotiations culminating in these agreements 

is located in Department of State files 851G.00R and 851G.00TA. — 

CFM Files: Lot M-88 +: Washington Foreign Ministers Meeting, 1951 — | . 

Minutes of the Meeting Between the Secretary of State and the 

_. Foreign Minister of France (Schuman), Washington, September 11, 

| OC 7 OO [Extract] a oe” - 

US-Fr Minto 2 oo eenee 

embers 

eM. Schuman (Fr) — So oe : 

Ce Also Present - ms | 

| US 2 FRANCE oe 
Mr. Harriman® = = —s—( SM. Bonnet. | 
 Mr.Jessup* =  M. Alphand® 
My. Perkins® = = ss Mi de Margerie 

—. Mr. Bruce | | 

a  s Contents «= = | wee A Dye 

a ~ . Indochina De 
PO Germany = 2 oe 
Oe  Staly A | 

| oo cls Economic Situation 8 ©—- | 
eo Press | os BO - oo 

-* Consolidated records of conferences of Heads of State, Council of Foreign 
| Ministers, North Atlantic Council, and other meetings of the Secretary of State 

| with European Foreign Ministers, 1943-1955. | | 
; *From: September 10 to September: 14, the Foreign Ministers of the United 
| | States, the United Kingdom, and France held discussions in Washington, devoting 
| their attention to a wide range of European and world problems. During the same 
| period, Secretary of State Acheson had separate conversations with Robert 
' Schuman, Foreign Minister of France, and Herbert Morrison, British Foreign 

Secretary. Documentation on the Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings and 
related discussions is scheduled for publication in volume 111. 7 . | : 

*'W. Averell Harriman, Special Assistant.to President Truman; appointed U.S. 
representative on the Special North Atlantic Council Committee on September 26. | 

* Philip C. Jessup, Ambassador at Large. = : Te : 
| ° George W. Perkins, Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs. 

| * Hervé Alphand, French Deputy to the North Atlantic Council.
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Indochina =——— CR re are 

1. M. Scuuman said that his Government was preparing anoteon = 

Indochina dealing with the present troop strength and casualties and 

containing a projection of plans and problems for 1952.’ Without — | 

going into details it was clear that it would be impossible for France _ 

to carry out the proposed effort in Indochina and to fulfill its obliga- 

tions with respect to the defense of Europe. France planned to spend 

a billion francs a day in Indochina alone and faced many problems 
in obtaining a maximum effort there as it was engaged to do. As to 
the financial problem the Finance Ministers would be discussing it 

further: In: brief, after July 1, 1952, the French would be unable to — 

continue their effort at the present rate and would face a.150 billion © 

frane deficit for the year. This deficit incidentally was included in 

the French estimate on the dollar gap. It was not suggested that the 

| U.S. finance French policy directly but it was hoped that the U.S. 

could assist by arms and other troop supplies, especially in establishing 

the national armies of the Associated States. In this connection Gen- 

eral de Lattre hoped to expand the present strength of 25 battalions | 

to 50 battalions. oe, : 

2. Mr. Acueson said that M. Mayer, French Finance Minister, had 

discussed this matter.with General Marshall and had made a deep 

impression upon him. The need for a solution. was generally recog- — 
nized. There was general agreement on the principle as discussed dur-_ 
ing the talks with M. Pleven, that France should continue.to be pri- © 
marily responsible for Indochina, that U.S. troops should not be used, _ 
and that first priority in military aid should go to Indochina. This 

| difficult problem needed careful study, since funds directly available _ 

| - for Indochina under the present aid program were not sufficient. Both 
General Marshall and Mr. Foster of ECA were examining all possible 
ways to find other routes to reach the common goal. All that could 
be said now was that the importance of this problem was fully under- 
stood, that the question would be given urgent attention, and that the | 

U.S. had the will—even if it were not sure as to the means—to assist 
in solving this problem. Perhaps General de Lattre would be able 

tomakesomehelpfulsuggestions. - = = | | 
8. 'M. Scuruman said that Mr. Acheson’s reply was cause for hope | 

| in the future. He recalled the first promise in May 1950 for aid to 
Indochina which has been effective and well used. General de Lattre 

would develop more information on the long-term problem and relate 
it to the Singapore Conference. When he presented General de Lattre 

| to Mr. Acheson personally on.September 14 it might be possible to. 
explorethisproblem further. 9 

7™The note under reference was presented to Acheson by Schuman on Septem- | 
ber 12. For its substance, see telegram 1606 to Paris, September 15, p. 505.
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751J.00/9-1151 : Telegram | pu | 

> ‘The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State - 

CONFIDENTIAL Satcon, September 11, 1951—9 a.m. 

- 611. Re Vientiane despatch number 4 July 7.1 During Legation and _ 

_ STEM reps presence Vientiane for signing ECA bilateral, fol info: | 

Aug 26 Laotian elections to National Assembly obtained from varied 

sources. Elections generally orderly. Only in few relatively remote | 

centers did few VM elements attempt scare electorate away by threats: 
violence. Results from about 14rd constituencies still not known, but | 

all members Cabinet who ran for office re-elected except for one who 

failed “because he was working at his job so hard, he had no time 

| to campaign”. Acting Commissioner of Republic estimated that 30'— 

percent potential voting population unable participate because of state: 

insecurity in certain areas and that additional 10 percent did not vote 

because of deliberate abstention due VM inspired fear or for other _ 

reasons. 7 oo a ee wey | 

, _ Relatively new progressive party made heavy gains, capturing over 

Yard seats. According Vietnam press Sept 8 out of 37 seats, 23 definite, | 

2 almost certain, but due rainy season indefinite or no results yet 
recd from northern provinces of Samneua, Luang Prabang, Houei Sa, 

and Phong Saly. Press agency forecast eventual results as 14 

Progressives, 8 Democrats, 8 Union Nationals and 17 Independents. 

- New govt to be inaugurated end Oct or first Nov will probably be, 

as at present, coalition Union National, Democratic and Progressive a 

parties with so-called “Independents”. Le Ky Huong, Fr civil servant 

and counselor to Laotian Govt indicated Progressives leadership based 

on Laotian refugees returning from Thailand and admitted they 
| represented potential pressure associate Laos more closely with Thai- 

Jand than in past. Apparently as Party Progressives issued no clear- | 

cut national program. Based their campaign on appeals know needs 

: each locality in which they campaigned. es 

| Voting booths contain photos each candidate registered in respective __ 

constituencies with number adjacent to it and pile similarly numbered 

ballots under each photo. Voter selects numbered ballot corresponding: | 
his candidates numbered photo and deposits ballot in un 

| _ Sent Dept 611, rptd info Paris 256, Hanoi unnumbered. | 

| | | TON 

Not printed. Ra Ee a 7 Be , 

| | 
i | : 

| | | 
: | |
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-751G.551/9-1251 | . ee | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far 
Eastern Affairs (Merchant) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL. [| Wasuineton,] September 12, 1951. 
‘Subject: VisitofGeneraldeLattre ) ESS Sae 
Purpose and Importance of Visit’) = = = Oe 

| 1. General de ‘Lattre’s visit to the United States by invitation of 
the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff is in recognition of his record 
‘as Commander of the 1st French Army during World War II. Ameri- 
‘can troops of the 6th Corps were attached to his command during part 
‘of the campaign in Germany. General de Lattre’s present assignment 
‘as High Commissioner and Commander and Chief in Indochina makes 

| ‘it desirable for officers of the Department to take advantage of his 
| ‘visit to discuss political-military matters concerning Indochina. The 

‘President receives General de Lattre on September 14th and he will 
be in conference with officials of the Department and ECA on Sep- 
‘tember 17th. He speaks and understands English very well. Mr. Mer- 
‘chant and Mr. Perkins will accompany him when he calls on you at 
3:00 p. m., on Friday, September 14th. (An interpreter will be 
‘present.) ene ee | 
Biographical Sketch ys Ca oan 

. 2. General de Lattre is an officer of extreme personal courage, in- 
‘telligence and ability but whose strong sense of mission and dignity. 
‘makes for occasional incidents of explosive friction with his associates 
‘and superiors. It is hoped that his visit to America and his oppor- 
‘tunities to meet American officials will improve his understanding of 
American aims in Indochina. In many ways his success or failure in 

| ‘the military campaign in Indochina may mean the loss of all of South- 
east Asia to the Communist world or its retention within the Western __ 
-orbit. oe Cok ta ee ae ee | 

The Present Situation in Indochina = =————— as 
_ 8. Concurrent with the arrival of Chinese Communist troops on 
the border in December, 1949, the nature of the war in Indochina 
changed from one of an apparent internal movement directed against 
French Colonialism to one of an effort of world Communism to add 
Indochina and probably Southeast Asia to the list of communist satel- 

_ lites. The accession of Southeast Asia to the communist bloc would 
very greatly add to the communist strategic and tactical capability in 
the Far East and would extend the area of Soviet domination to within 

800 miles of the Philippines. The loss of rubber, tin and petroleum of 
| Malaya and Indonesia would constitute not only a serious blow to the 

Western military capabilities but would constitute new and important _
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sources of those same. strategic matériels for the use of communist | 

armies allover the world... > ke Soe a | 

: The forces now under General de Lattre’s command are considered 

capable of containing the internal communist threat in Indochina and 

possibly holding north Indochina against a Chinese Communist in- 

vasion consisting of no more than 50,000 to 100,000 men. A larger 

invasion force would be expected to overrun at least Northern Indo- 

china. Our military aid has been directed toward maintaining the — 

capability of existing forces and concurrently at equipping additional | 

forces in each of the three states. — 

| ‘We assess the situation as now being dependent upon four factors: 

a. A continuing French effort in men and matériel. (Since 1945. 

the cost of the Indochina military operation has been over 28,000 

killed and missing and an expenditure of over United States two 

pillion dollars: (in francs).) | | pe is 

----, Continued United States military assistance in order to maintain | 

French Union Forces and to permit the establishment of State armies 

in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. These troops offer the only sub- 

stantial new source of manpower to the anti-communist effort. With 

American equipment, French financial support and native manpower 

they may turn the tide of advancing communism. 
| - 6, The establishment of viable anti-communist Governments in the © 

three States. Moving slowly to take over the responsibilities trans- = 

ferred to them on January 1, 1951 they lack trained administrators. 

Given time to establish elected parliaments they could attract the 

- people away from the false promises of the communists. This time — 

ean only be secured behind the protection of anti-communist arms. 

d. Continued delay in-Chinese- Communist aggression. The Viet 

Minh (Indochinese Communists) and the Chinese Communists com- 

bined could have overrun Indochina during 1950. Since then the anti- 

communist forces have had time to consolidate themselves, and under 

General de Lattre’s command, are growing stronger. | 

4, General de Lattre is scheduled to have meetings on Septem- 

ber 17th with Messrs. Merchant and Bonbright + and members of their 

staffs to discuss Indochina. He may, however, bring up with you the 

question of increased United States military assistance to Indochina. 

If he does, it is recommended that General de Lattre be invited to 

describe the proposition to the Department of Defense. It should be 

pointed out to him, however, that the fiscal 1952 Military Aid Program 

has been planned in an amount for Indochina which could not be | 

increased without supplemental legislation, oo | 

_ If General de Lattre again raises the question of the United States 

supplying money for the payment of troops in Indochina, it 1s recom- 

mended that you state that this matter can only be considered when 

1James C. H. Bonbright, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European | 

| Affairs. oe | . a oe . oo
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- the entire French budgetary situation has been studied. as a result of 

the talks previously held with Mr, RenéMayer* = | 
_ 5. The program for the visit is enclosed as Attachment A. _ | 

“a Brench Minister of Finance. ee EEE 
| ~® Not printed. — re a | a 2 EAE 

751G.001/9-1251 : Telegram SO | : - me - a a | — | 

_ Lhe Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL  —t “SAIGON, September 12, 1951—7 p.m. 
| 617. Leg desires invite attn of Dept to unusual frequency and violence _ 

of present Viet Minh radio attacks against US. Favorite themes are 
US desire dominate world, seize hases from which can attack 
“democracies”, lack of good faith in Kaesong negotiations, San Fran- _ 
cisco treaty is pact for rearmament of Japan, and, on local plane, US | 
has almost taken over former colonial power from France in Viet- 
nam, country which it needs in order to launch aggression against. 
China. .. we ae RE _ 

While much of this is perhaps background for San Francisco con- | 
ference and visit De Lattre to US, Leg believes trend shld be watched _ 
closely duringcomingmonths, = sis | a 

Sent Dept 617, rptd info Paris258,Hanoiunn. Be, 

Lot 534D444: Secretary's Memoranda? OO i ee 7 7 

. Memorandum by the Under Secretary of State (Webb) to the 
| | President? ae 

—  EWasetrxeron,] September 13,1951. 
OP atta - MemoranpuM For THE PRESIDENT: | ke 

Subject: VisitbyGeneraldeLattre 
You have agreed to receive General de Lattre at 12 noon on Friday, 

| September 14th. He will be accompanied by Mr. Donald R. Heath, 
American Minister to Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, and by Am- 
bassador Bonnet of France. General de Lattre is Commander in Chief 

: of the French Armies in the Far East and concurrently High Com- | 
missioner of Indochina. He is visiting America at the invitation of 

1 Collections of the Secretary of ‘State's memoranda, memoranda of conversa- 
tion, memoranda for the President, and memoranda of conversation with. the | 
Beet 1947-1953, retired by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of 

ate. Oo | - 
* A handwritten notation on the source text indicates that this memorandum 

. was taken to the White House by Under Secretary Webb on September 13.
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff and will spend a few days in Washington-and. 
the balance of his ten day visit. touring Army, Navy and Air instal- | 
lations. He returns to Indochina via France, on September 25th. His 

| wife is accompanying him. He speaks and understands English very 

well 
During his visit he will.confer with officials of the Armed forces _ 

andthe State Department. oO : 
~ During World War I he fought as a Cavalry and then an Infantry 
Captain in France. He has had a distinguished career and has held | 

| the highest posts in the French Army. Aided by timely deliveries of 
_ American arms, de Lattre on his arrival in Indochina at the end of | 

1950, transformed an army beset with defeatism into a force which 
has since won every major engagement against communist forces. His 
present assignment is of the greatest importance, since he is responsible 
for the defense of Indochina against the communist forces. ‘These | 
forces include local Indochinese who have. been subverted to follow | 
communist leaders but the-more serious threat comes from the ability _ 
of communist China. to invade Indochina and Southeast Asia. Such 
‘an invasion could take the form of Chinese communist “volunteers” as 

- in Korea, or could be an outright aggression. The United States has | 
recognized the threat posed by these possibilities and has extended 

| military aid to Indochina on a priority second only to Korea. ‘It. is | 
an agreed military estimate that if Indochina falls, very likely all of 
Southeast Asia may come under communist domination. The Philip- | 

- pines are less than 800. miles from Indochina, and Malaya and. Indo- 
‘nesia furnish the majority of the Free World’s rubber and tin. While / 
the loss of these materials would seriously handicap our own defense 

effort, they would, if available to the communist armies of the world, | 
‘enormously increase their capabilities. We are therefore. most anxious 
that General de Lattre’s continuing campaign to hold Indochina 
-besuccessful, 2 
» Hecan be expected, during his visit, to request further United States 
military aid, either in the form of monetary grants or more arms. If 
he brings up this subject during his visit with you, itis recommended _ 

that you reply along the following lines:  - © °°... 
| .. The. United States has already undertaken an enormous program 

of direct military aid to Indochina, and through aid to France, has 
contributed indirectly as well. Within the limits of our ability, we 
will continue our aid to Indochina. Specific details must necessarily | 
be based on plans which the United States Department of Defense will 
presumably receive from General de Lattre. ° | 

| : James I}. WEBB | 

| Oo | | 
| | 

| | |
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| Lot 58D444: Secretary's Memoranda oe | ahaa ty | 

Memorandum by the Under Secretary of State (Webb) to the 
oe 7 President — | ey 

| [Wasuineton,] September 18,1951. 

| 7 MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT | 

Subject: Visit of Prime Minister Huu of Vietnam and Crown Prince 

_ Savang of Laos* 2 oo - | 

- You have agreed to receive the representatives of Vietnam and Laos 

at 11:30 a. m., on Thursday, September 13th. They are addressed 

conversationally as Mr. Huu and Prince Savang. They have just - 

returned from San Francisco where they signed the Japanese Peace 

Treaty as heads of the delegations from their respective countries. 

You met them very briefly in San Francisco when you received the 

heads of the delegations. They will each spend only a few days in 

America. Prince Savang has been here once before but this is Mr. _ 

~ Huw’s first visit. Mr. Donald R. Heath; the American Minister to both 

| ‘Vietnam and Laos, will accompany them; and will translate, since 

neither visitor speaksadequate English, - 

- Since the visit is purely a courtesy call it is suggested that you 

might wish to address them along the followingliness 

Tam happy to see both of you agdin here in Washington. We are’ 

| following with sympathy and admiration the developments of the 

bitter war which your countries are waging against the forces of — 

international communism. We are doing what we can here to give | 

, you economic and military assistance. When General de Lattre comes 

here this week we will study in detail the question of aid for the Armies 

| of Vietnam and Laos as well as the French Union Army. I want to 

take this occasion also to thank you for your contribution to the 

Japanese Peace Treaty and to compliment you on the fine presenta- 

tions that each of you made at the San Francisco Conference. Your 

part in that conference demonstrated to the world that Vietnam and 

Laos are independent, effective and helpful members of the world _ 

community of freenations, = 

- ee Jaws E. WeEBp 

 1No record of this meeting has been found in Department of State files.
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—151G.00/9-1450 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Minister at Saigon (Heath), 

SECRET | [Wasurneron,] September 14, 1951. | 
_ Subject: General Jean de Lattre de Tassigny’s visit with President. _ 

Truman | | | oo : 
_ Participants: President Truman | - rs | 

| General de Lattre. : | | 
| , Ambassador Bonnet ss | | : 

- Minister Heath = = > ; 
With Ambassador Bonnet I accompanied: General de Lattre on his: &- 

call on the President on September 14th. The President greeted the. : 
| General in a very friendly fashion, complimented him on his perform-. E 

ance in Indochina and assured him of the United States desire to. | 
continue to. be of assistance to the French effort there. He reminded. | | 
him that we had to reckon with Congress which had not yet voted. | 
the 1952 Mutual Security Act... 7 | | 1 

General de Lattre then took over and his remarks closely paralleled ; 
those he made to the Secretary later that afternoon (see Memorandum. | | 

__ of Conversation with the Secretary, 9/14/51) 2 | a | : 
De Lattre brought up the ever present possibility of a direct Chinese. 

invasion and the President said something to the effect that if that. E 
_ happened we would havetosee what couldbedone. - : 

_ When de Lattre mentioned his increasing need for artillery due to. ; 
the fact the Viet. Minh now attack. at. night when French aviation. i 
cannot be employed against them, I reminded the General that the _ : 
President was himself an artilleryman. The President then reminisced | 
pleasantly about his experiences in World War | I. He said that he : 
had learned artillery with French 75’s which he described as the best. : 
guns in World War I. The President said that he would like to retrace ; 

_ his steps in France and visit the artillery training center he had : 
attended. He was interested to learn that: that school is now acon- 
tinuation school for Saint Cyr, the French West Point = +
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C.F.M. Files : Lot M-88 : Washington Foreign Ministers Meeting, 1951 . 

Minutes of the Seventh Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the United 

States, the United Kingdom, and France, Washington, Septem- 

ber 14,1951,4 p.m. — eee 

| TS [Extract] — | lye 

| SECRET 
a 

‘Tripartite Min-7 ee oe : 

| Members | 

Mr. Acheson (U.S.) | og 

) Mr. Morrison (U.K.) oe 

So -M. Schuman (Fr.) ope eg 

| cre Also Present oo 

U.S. eee UK. — FRANCE 

Mr. Jessup Sir Oliver Franks? — M. Baeyens? _ 

Mr. Merchant — Sir Pierson Dixon? | M. Alphand © 

| - | Contents | 

Middle East Command = 1 
| | Bar East (Korea) 8 

| Indochina — | Be 

Indochina BG 
a 

5. M. Scuuman said that he desired to report briefly on the situation — 

: an Indochina: The military situation was much improved after many 

setbacks last year. General de Lattre had reestablished the position 

from a political and pschological point of view. The latter was par- 

| ticularly important from the standpoint of the Indochinese. France 

| awas taking steps to implement its agreement with the Associated 

States and was assisting in the development of the armies of the States. 

Mobilization had been decided upon and would occur after October 1. 

‘The main responsibility of the forces of the Associated States would 

‘be the defense of the interior. The French Army would be responsible 

| for the area in the north. The situation in the northern area worried 

them. They did not know what the nature of Chinese intervention 

would be. If an armistice was reached in Korea, this would increase 

the danger, because Chinese “volunteers” would be freed for action 

| against Indochina. If this occurred it would create a new situation 

affecting the interests of all three powers in the area. The three coun- 

tries should keep in close contact and should carry out consultations 

similar to those held at the Singapore Conference. The French Govern- 

1 British Ambassador in the United States. : 
2 British Deputy Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. | 

- 3 Jacques Baeyens, Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs, French Minis- 

try of Foreign Affairs. 
|
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ment strongly believed such consultations should be continued and ; 
before a crisis arrived. He said that, finally, he would like to ask for | 
the conclusions of the US and UK regarding the Singapore Con- L 

_ ference. He did not expect an immediate answer. He said the Confer- ot 
ence had made recommendations of a military nature which France I 
had accepted, but he did not know if the US and UK had. 

6. Mr. Morrison expressed appreciation for M. Schuman’s outline | 
and said he was glad to hear that the military situation was improved. : 
He desired to express on behalf of his people their admiration for the _ | 

French effort in Indochina and particularly for the achievements of _ | 
General de Lattre. He had noted M. Schuman’s wish for further __ ; 
tripartite military talks and would consult his government. The con- i 
clusions of the Singapore Conference were under consideration at : 
the present time by the British Chiefs as were some of the other points | 
raised by M. Schuman. He desired to say he was wholeheartedly i 

behind the general approach but could not be more specific at this : 
juncture. | - pe | BS oe . 

_ 7, Mr. Acuzson said that the United States regarded as of vital im- : 
portance the operations in Indochina. It was of great importance that ; 
the area be held. While the Ministers were in Ottawa,t United States | : 
Grovernment representatives, including the Secretary of Defense, : 
would be working with de Lattre and considering problems of the , 
type mentioned by M. Schuman. The Department of Defense had been o£ 
discussing a number of problems with French military representatives E 
in Washington and had raised some technical questions, the answers : 
to which were now being sought in Paris. The economic problems of  O&£ 
Indochina would also be discussed while General de Lattre was in this ; 
country. M: Schuman said he wanted to thank his colleagues for their ; 
consideration and understanding of the Indochina problem and for E 

_ their kind words regarding General de Lattre. He very much appre- 
ciated their recognition of Indochina as a part of the common cause. 

__ ‘The Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization met at Ottawa from 
September 16 to September 20. Documentation on the Ottawa conference is | E 
scheduled for publication in volume m1. oe Oo | | F 

538-617 —77-—_33__ | | ]
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751G.00/9-1451 - | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. William M. Gibson of the 

ss Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs 

SECRET st” _[Wasutneron,] September 14, 1951. 

, Subject:. Interview with General de Lattre de Tassigny regarding 

Indochina - | me OB | 

Participants: The Secretary | (Re | 

| Mr. Robert Schuman, French Foreign Minister 
General de Lattre de Tassigny, French High Com- _ 

: missioner in Indochina, Commander of French _ 

| | ~ Forces in the Far Hast | oe 

Assistant Secretary Perkins os 

| Acting Assistant Secretary Merchant ee 

Mr. Gibson, PSA oe - 

General de Lattre opened the conversation with the remark that 

he was particularly pleased to see the Secretary today for he had not 

expected to see him until after the Ottawa talks. That he should meet 

| him on his first day in the United States and on the same day he had 

met the President was especially gratifying. He spoke of the cordial 

and “encouraging” interview he had had at noon with the President. 

He believed that the President had a thorough understanding of the - 

Indochina problem and had been very reassured by his statement to 

the effect that “we would not let Indochina fall into enemy hands”. 

- After the formalities had been completed, Mr. Schuman made a 

| particular point of stating to the Secretary that he was glad to be 

able to present General de Lattre himself and to state that General 

de Lattre would be speaking on behalf of the French Government 

during his visit to the United States. The Secretary acknowledged _ 

this fact and remarked that General Marshall, Mr. Lovett + and our 

own officials in the Department were all looking forward to discussing 

the details of the Indochina problem with the General. OS 
During the main body of the conversation General de Lattre re- 

viewed the Indochina scene in a general sense. There was little stated 

that added to what Saigon and Parishad already reported. 

~The General spoke of the improvement in the overall French mili- 

tary potential since he had taken command and MDAP goods began to 

arrive. He spoke of the victories in Tonkin of last season as having 

| marked the turning of the tide. He stated that if it were made possible 

1 Robert A. Lovett, Deputy Secretary of Defense; Secretary of Defense from 

September 17. | .
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| to carry out his present military plans and there were no Chinese mili- — : 
tary intervention the Viet Minh could be eliminated as a fighting | 
force in a period of between one and two years. The General did not. | 

_ seek to minimize the danger of Chinese intervention, stating that. 
there were 120,000 men or an estimated six to eight well-trained and | 
armed Chinese divisions at the frontier who could intervene at any [ 

_ time. Their intervention would be disastrous. The General did not _ | 
_ think that any Chinese invasion would be immediately fatal for the i 

signs of a Chinese aggression would be evident in advance; the French | 
could presumably fight a delaying action,ifnothingels. I 

, The General spoke in some detail on the subject of the national | 
armies. In his estimation the young Vietnamese make excellent — | 
soldiers. He spoke of the two Vietnamese parachutist battalions now | 
in service which have become able and effective units after only a few 
weeks of training. He observed that it was essential that the loyalist 4 

| side train the youth for active service for if we did not Ho Chi Minh I 
- would (and does). The General termed the youth of Vietnam as being  F 

| as numerous as the rice shoots—as ready for plucking and as useful. | 
_ He described the Vietnamese as being very flexible politically. The same > i 

man who has been made into a Grade A parachutist in the govern- | | 
. ‘mental forces would make a fantatical communist guerrilla if Ho Chi i 

Minh had reached him first. He spoke of the problem of filling the ; 
| officer cadres in the national army and remarked that Bao Dai and 

President Huu had given him considerable support in this regard but : 
the problem was very far from being solved. He hoped more progress F 

_. would be made after his return from the United States with news | ; 
_ that the Americans had promised to support the Franco-Vietnamese _ ; 

_ program on the basis that in Vietnam, as in the rest of the Orient, __ : 
nothing succeeds like success. Ee 4 

| The National Army of Vietnam, as contemplated, will have 120,000 
men and 4,000 officers. The officers must all be Vietnamese; a single - : 
French officer would handicap the effectiveness of any unit, = 

The General referred to Bao Dai as the ablest statesman in Vietnam. —_ 
At this comment Mr. Schuman interjected that he was perhaps the 
only one. De Lattre spoke with enthusiasm of the Emperor and his F 

authority. He recounted several recent instances when Bao Dai showed : 
_ the proper cooperative spirit and, in some cases, even initiative. 

The Secretary stated that the nature of the war in Indochina was 
_ hot entirely clear to him. Did, for instance, the General have to face E 

a continuous front or was it a broken one. The General replied that ; 
although in the past there had been no front in the Western sense, 4 __ the recent Viet Minh offensives in Tonkin had been done on a frontal _ |
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basis with a set line of combat. The front is never stable, however, for 

the momenta line is established the enemy soldiers one has been facing 

slip through one’s feet and a few hours later on are at one’s back.. 

The General stated that the only method to combat the Viet Minh 

was by using their own tactics of surprise enveloping movements, the 

success of which depended entirely on the ability of keeping the plan 

of attack secret in advance. Mr. Schuman interjected at this point that 

one of the functions the French hoped to improve with the formation 

of the national armies was intelligence. De Lattre agreed with the 

comment that intelligence was only effective by using natives to deal 

with natives. | | ne | Oo : 

| At this point General de Lattre referred again to his hope that he 

would return to Vietnam with news of a successful American trip. 

The Secretary stated, referring to the Department’s responsibilities in — 

the matter, “we shall support you very strongly”. | 

De Lattre referred to the prospect of peace in Korea and his hope 

that, if successful, it would result in the diversion of military matériel 

from Korea to Indochina. The Secretary answered that he didn’t think 

the prospects of a cease fire in Korea were particularly bright at this 

moment. The General expressed. his theory that the Korean and Indo- 

| china wars were “one war” and that in order to be effective there must, 

be “one peace’. - . - 8 | a 

Toward the end, the General referred with considerable emphasis 

to the danger of allowing the Vietnamese to slip behind the Asiatic 

iron curtain. He stated that there was no country so potentially useful : 

to the communists as the Associated States. Their youth, he said, was 

very clever and learned very quickly but were very unstable. The 

General felt that once a Vietnamese became a communist he was a 

communist forever and an exceedingly fanatical one. Tf the French 

| were not in Vietnam, the communists would most certainly be. 

Finally, Mr. Schuman spoke of the excellent impression the Asso- 

ciated States delegations had made at San Francisco. The Secretary 

agreed with this observation. = : | | 

The interview closed with the General’s comment that “we must 

save these countries from the fate of communism” ; the Secretary re- 

affirmed this conviction and the Department’s intention to cooperate 

| fully with the General in the course of his presentation to the United 

States authorities. a
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‘751G.5/9-1551 : Telegram Need 

. The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France 

TOP SECRET WasuHineTon, September 15, 1951—4 p. ni. 

1606. Fr note mentioned Deptel 1531 to Paris, 368 to Saigon, 
Sept 12+ states de Lattre lacks means obtain favorable decision Indo- _ : 
china since not only impossible increase present Fr effort but also 

_ finances and personnel concerned make impossible maintain effort 

_ beyond a few months. Present strength regular Fr grd forces Indo- / 
china listed at 169,643, regular armies Assoc States at 63,385, total — : 
forces all categories at 340,763. One-fifth of officers and one-half of : 
NCO’s of reg Fr Army now serving IC. Expenses borne by Fr budget E 

_ for Indochina last seven years also listed; 1951 as 238 billion francs : 
and estimated 1952 as 844. billion, plus 1951 aid by Fr to Assoc States E 

for their milit expenditures as 42 billion and 1952 estimate of 79 | 
billion or 86 billion depending whether US aid given natl armies. _ : 
Total Fr investment Indochina listed at bit more than 1,000 billion | 
francs. | Oo | me : I 

Re future effort, note says de Lattre will present US his plans for 
_ intensifying milit operations. Rapid increase size natl armies essential E 

_ to pacification Indochina and to return Fr troops for defense Eur. | i 

By end 1951 natl armies shld comprise four divisions but will not f 
due difficulties in forming Viet cadres and because rate arrival US | 

| equipment too slow. Only one-fourth tonnage 1950-51 US aid de- | 
livered to date. At this rate number two priority accorded to deliveries E 

| will not permit delivery before end of 1953 of supplies imperatively | 
needed. to resume active operations. Note continues that Fr cannot ‘ 

fulfill obligations Eur if must prolong excessive financial burden Indo- E 
china and suggests US furnish arms, pol, supplies Fr forces and a ; 
special contribution for Viet units in amount of 150 billion francs in : 
1952, oe Oo a —— 

| _ Sent to AmEmbassy Paris 1606, AmLegation Saigon 383. | : 

| pes oe | | - WEspsB : 

+Neither the French note of September 11 (presented by Schuman to Acheson i 
_ on September 12) nor telegram 1531 to Paris, September 12, is printed. | | ;
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"151G.00/9-1751 | Bn 

Minutés of the First Meeting With General de Lattre de Tassigny, at 

the Department of State, September 17, 1951, 10: 30 a.m. an 

“TOP SECRET | | : | | 

de Lattre Talks Min-1 ts | | 

U.S. Participants FreNcH ParricipANTS = 

Mr. Merchant, FE, Chairman General de Lattre de Tassigny | 

Mr. Bonbright, EUR Brig. General Cogny * 

Minister Heath | General Allard ¢ 

Mr. Lacy, PSA M. Dannaud | | 

| Mr. Bingham, S/ISA Ambassador Bonnet | | 

General Roberts, White House+ M. Daridan a | - 

Mr. Young, Defense M. du Montcol — 
Mr. Martin, RA? M. Valentin ® | 

Mr. Gibson, PSA M. Janot ° 
| Mr. Godley, WE M. Fequant ’ 

Mr. Hoey, PSA | 

Departmental Discussions With General de Lattre de Tassigny 

1. Mr. Mercuanr said that there should be no doubt that the U.S. | 

wholeheartedly recogrtized the vital importance of Indochina and | 
strongly supported the efforts of the French and the Associated States 
in that area. U.S. policy remained what it was in May, 1950, when | 

M. Schuman and Mr. Acheson first agreed to a military assistance 
program for Indochina and for a high priority on the matériel sent | 

there. He felt that the discussion should emphasize several points: (1) | 
there was no desire on the part of the U.S. to supplant the French in 
Indochina, either politically, economically or culturally, or to loosen 

the. ties of the French Union; (2) the U.S. would be interested to 
receive an explanation of the relationship between the French Union | 

| and the Free States and of the degree of freedom that.the three Asso- 

ciated States exercise within the French Union. Since it was the desire 

of the U.S. that the Associated States should gain the active support 
of the people, the U.S. would like to know the present views of the 
French Government regarding the French Union concept; (3) the 
U.S. would also like an assessment of the present position of the 

| National Armies, and (4) it is necessary to perfect existing liaison 

‘Brig. Gen. Frank N. Roberts, Military Adviser to the Special Assistant to the 

President. : | 
2 dwin M. Martin, Director of the Office of Huropean Regional Affairs. | 
3 Chief of Military Cabinet for General de Lattre de Tassigny. 

* Chief of Staff to General de Lattre de Tassigny. 
>¥rancois Valentin, Political Adviser from the Paris office of General de 

Lattre de Tassigny. 
Tan Janot, Financial and Economic Adviser to General de Lattre de — 

7 Albert Fequant, Second Secretary, French Embassy in the United States. »
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arrangements because it is‘in the direct interest of both countries to 
keep General de Lattre and his staff informed of any mutual problems 
whichmayarise® 2 a — Sade gt | { 

2. GeneRAu be Larrer said that he was aware that the question of 4 
Franco-US relations in Indochina had been fully discussed and, since | 
there was mutual agreement that: colonialism was a dead issue, there L 

_ was no reason to discuss this question further. He would prefer that —_ I 
the U.S. take up the other issues ‘on an individual basis. The real ae | 

| problem, the GenrraL continued, was that of guaranteeing priorities _ | 
_ on delivery of military equipment to Indochina. Indochina followed f 

in the wake of Korea—Korea received practically everything. Indo- 
china what was left. Both President and Secretary Acheson had re- | 

| affirmed the priority now being granted Indochina but this priority | 
_ was effective only after Korean needs had been met. GENERAL DE | 

Larrre pointed out that when General Allard had discussed this | 
problem at the Pentagon on Saturday, he had been informed that _ 4 
‘many items scheduled for delivery in June, 1951 would not be de- i 
livered until June, 1952, and, in some cases, not until 1958 or 1954. The I 
purpose of the General de Lattre trip to the U.S. was to discuss the I 

_ technical aspects of the Indochinese situation with the Pentagon | 
and the other aspects with the State Department and the American | 
people. The main point was that the priorities must be effective in i 
actuality rather than simply in terms of diplomatic language. De- | 

_ liveries were not coming through on time, and unless this issue were _ | 
resolved, there was no point in further discussion. _ aes i 
_ 3. GENERAL DE Latree stressed the need for matériel and equipment, : 

_ planes and ammunition, stating that the U.S. was urging him to make | 
a greater fight to help Vietnam but that he could not givethem neces- —S_—- 
sary equipment, and without equipment there could be no war. The 

__ Vietnam troops should have 51 battalions, instead there are only 87. | 
Indochina’s needs were small compared with the needs of war in | 
Korea, yet Indochina was the only area outside of Korea presently & 
at war and every delay in delivery increased the danger. As an example ee 
of this delay in the delivery of infantry supplies, the GENERAL cited | 
the following statistics, as of August 1951: jeeps—promised 1363, : 

| received 0; large trucks (GMC)—promised 2673, received 143; small oF 

°A corrigendum dated September 27 which accompanied the source text indi- t 
_ cated that the following subparagraph 5 should be added: | - : 

: “Although the United States recognized the need for perfecting existing liaison | | E 
arrangements, we attached particular importance to the fact that our relations, E 
with regard to our economie aid programs, be held directly with the Govern- E 
ments of the Associated States. It was our intention to keep the French authori- | F _ ties.informed through liaison arrangements which had already been established.” __ F
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trucks (Dodge)—promised 1156, received 62; radio sets—promised 

839, received 20; 50 cal. machine guns—promised 512, received 117. 

4. Mr. Mercuant replied that the details of delivery were under 

the jurisdiction of the military, pointing out that the U.S. faced the 

basic problem of the demand on its resources for its own troops, and = 

that the Joint Chiefs of Staff must make this choice. He thought it — 

incorrect to imply that the General had received nothing because,. 

in fact he had received substantial aid. . | 

5. Inthe opinion of Generat pe Larrrg, it was the responsibility of | 

the State Department to inform the Pentagon that if Indochina were 

lost, the results would be catastrophic. If settlement came in Korea, 

| he felt. that Mao, in order to save face, would immediately release his. 

troops in an effort to gain a quick victory in the South, and at that — 

| moment all Chinese troops would fall on his shoulders. If he had the 

Chinese Communists on his shoulders in two weeks, 6 weeks or 6 

| months, he would be unable to hold the front. The question could be 

| answered Yes or No; did the U.S. admit that Indochina was the key- 

stone in Southeast Asia? If the answer was No, nothing more could 

be accomplished; if Yes, the U.S. must provide the weapons to make 

continued resistance possible. | a . OO 

_ 6. Mr. Mercuanr emphasized that the State Department and the 

_ military services realized that Indochina. was the keystone of South- 

east Asia and were most anxious to increase deliveries wherever pos- 

sible, but the State Department. members were not in a position to 

7 decide the allocation of material between Korea and Indochina, since 

such decisions rested with the highest military authorities. Mr. Youn 

assured the General that his 10,000-mile visit to Washington could 

only have a most helpful and positive effect, not only on those around 

= the table, but also on other individuals in the Capital. Everyone was 

in agreement on the broad question, but the immediate task was to find 

ways to attack the various parts of that question. | 7 

‘7, Generan pe Larrre expressed great admiration for the military 

ability of General Ridgway, both as a tactician and strategist, and 

admitted that if he were in General Ridgway’s position he would do. 

just what General Ridgway did, viz., if he needed one hundred mili- 

tary items, he would ask for one thousand. But, he pointed out that on — 

| a comparable basis he himself needed only 20 and was not receiving 

a an adequate supply. He thought that he should be given a small 

share of the matériel furnished to General Ridgway, either on the 

| same priority scale, or on whatever basis was necessary to assure 

| simultaneous delivery with Korean equipment. It was his responsi- 

-*Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers in 

‘ apan 5 Commander in Chief, Far East; Commander in Chief, United Nations
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bility to stay on the job in Indochina because it was his duty, but it | 
must: be remembered that it was the American battlefield as well as. E 

_ the French. Mr. Mercuant reiterated that the State Department _ 
~ understood the importance of the struggle in Indochina and sympa- 

_ thized with the General’s needs, but that the delivery problems were - 
_ solely mattersfor military decision, 

_ § Mr. Youne asked the General to estimate how much time would. 
be required to move the Chinese forces from the North to Indochina = 
if a Korean settlement took place, or even if no settlement occurred, _ | 

| if the Chinese decided to launch a full-scale attack in Indochina. GEn-. 

ERAL DE-Larrre replied that there were three aspects to the question | 
| of ChineseassistanceinIndochina: s—s—‘“—sSs—S | 

(1) Increased troop strength—at present, the Chinese were in the 
process of helping to form five, and perhaps six, divisions within the oO 
Viet Minh. Bo Oo | So | | 

- (2) Advisers and training—many advisers were being supplied to _ F 
provide technical and strategic advice for the Viet Minh forces, and | f 
a Jarge number of young officers were being trained in Chinese 
training schools, the number being estimated at between two and four i 

thousand. This influx of Chinese trainees was now on the increase, © i 
having in no way been reduced by the Korean war. caine, | 

(8) Volunteer troops—in South China there were between 80,000. | 
and 150,000 well-trained, well-armed troops who, within two to three : 
weeks could invade Indochina by way of the new roads which were | 

_ beingbuiltbytheChinese 2. © ©) a OE 

9. If six to twelve Chinese divisions could be diverted from South | 
China to arrive in Indochina in two to three weeks, the GrmNERAL | 
warned, French forces would have absolutely no protection against — 

_ such an assault; on the other hand, it would require from four to six i 
weeks to transfer troops from the North because of the logistic prob-. F 

lems involved. After the French victories in Indochina in January, 4 
he had undertaken to provide better means of protection against future | 
Chinese attacks by planning the construction of 1,240 bunkers of the ; 
Siegfried Line-type, able to withstand 155 mm. shells; of thisnumber, [ 
approximately 700 had been completed and armored. Mr. MerrcHantT | a 

asked. whether, when the projected fortresses were completed and the ; 
necessary materials delivered, the French forces could hold out against 

_ the volunteers. Gmnrrau pe Larrne replied that if the promised mate- t 
rial was forthcoming and the planned Vietnam forces were fully 
manned, he could probably hold out for a few weeks. ae f 

Singapore Conference = = ee ae | 
10. Genzrau pe Larrre recalled that at the Singapore Conference r 

in May, 1950 [1951], the chiefs of the three allied delegations were in _ | 
_ full agreement on the following essential points: OS Oo q
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_ (1) that Tonkin was the keystone to the security of Southeast Asia, — 

and that the forces of the French Union controlled the situation in - 

Indochina ; | _ 
(2) that the invasion of Indochina by the Chinese Communists. 

could not be halted unless inter-allied assistance and cooperation were 

given to the forces of the French Union, particularly. for the defense 

of Tonkin ; , - ee | 

(3) that it was necessary to organize improved liaison techniques 

in order to provide more adequate logistic support to the French forces 

through the allocation of available inter-allied resources in Southeast 

Asia. Moreover, immediate steps should be taken to extend. existing 

logistic support in order to be prepared in case of a Chinese invasion. 

Nature of Enemy Forces | ne 

11. Generst pe Latrre reported that there are approximately 

the same number of troops on both sides—about 350,000 Viet Minh 

forces against 360,000 in the French Union. Although numerically the | 

troops were equal and although the French Union forces possessed 

greater fire-power, the Viet Minh possessed several important advan- | 

tages: Their regular army was composed of light infantry troops, 

extremely mobile, who were able to disperse themselves at the first 

sign of danger, thus making it extremely difficult to engage them in 

: open combat. Also, the enemy was not burdened by many stationary 

troops, while it was necessary that his own forces include a consider- 

able number of such immobile troops in order to guard bridges, rail- 

. roads, factories, etc. Finally, the Viet Minh did not require a large — 

number of rearguard troops since their real reserves were retained in 

Communist China. : a | 

French Union od | 

12. In response to a question from Mr. Merchant regarding the 

nature of the French Union, GmnERAL pE Larrrs said that every type _ 

of integration, as every type of alliance, presupposes mutual accom- 

modation and common agreement on basic principles. This theory 

underlay the U.S. Federal Government as well as the British Com- 

monwealth and was also the driving force behind the present efforts 

at’ European salvation. The time for spheres of influence was passed, 

he commented, and despite the fears of many Americans that the 

French Union would limit the independence of the Associated States, 

it was actually attempting to provide member countries an opportunity 

to develop fully through mutual assistance. The contractual relation- 

ship between the French Union and the Associated States had pri- 

marily favored the latter, since France was carrying most of 

the burden in an effort to permit the Associated States to keep 

their independence. France has not only given independence—she 

has guaranteed it, thus assuming definite obligations. It was 

difficult for the French people to realize that, after granting in-
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dependence, they still had to bear obligations, but it was the duty of 
| French leaders to emphasize the nature of the obligations which they — 

had been called upon to bear. ‘Perhaps never in French history had | 
she made such a generous offer, since today only between one and 
two,billion dollars were invested in French Indochina, yet she was’ i 
expending one billion dollars annually for war. Furthermore, French. - 

| losses amounted to 98,000, of whom 30,000 had been killed. It had been ~ 
a hard war but the Government had the spirit and the duty to make 
the people understand that it was their responsibility. There was no i 
doubt that the French Government was in full support of the war, 

___- realizing that it was not a conflict for material gain but rather a fight | 
against communist aggression. He agreed, in answer toa questionfrom 
Mr. Merchant, that greater stress should be laid upon the question of _ 

_ psychological warfare in order to drive home to world opinion, tothe — gk 
French people, and to those within the Associated States, the purposes 

| for which the war was being fought. The French Union, he concluded, 
was a partnership that could be compared to a fire brigade, with one 

_ member always ready to put out the fire, yet at the same time obliged 
_ topaythefireinsurance. ae ae 
Vietnam Army | oe | ee | 

18. GENERAL pe Larrre estimated that there was a grand total of | E 
240,000 men in the Vietnam forces, composed of 120,000 inthe National —SitKW 
army and 120,000 in the French Union army. Of these there were __ | 
60,000 men in the regular Vietnam National army in which there was F 

_ no French representation. Continued efforts were being made to re- 
move French troops from other Vietnam units because, from the E 
morale viewpoint, the Vietnam troops wished to be lead by native | 
officers. ce _ - | ae oe oe F 

| 751G.00/9-1751 eS OS oe a | 
_ Minutes of the Second Meeting With General de Lattre de Tassigny, ' 

| at the Department of State, September 17, 1951 »2°30 p.m. , ' 

TOP SECRET ners | - | a | 
de Lattre Talks Min-2 ee | | | 
Vietnam Army (Cont’'d) | Sa a | 
GENERAL DE Larrre opened the afternoon meeting by continuinghis =— Fk 

description of the present status of the Vietnam army. He reported — ' 

| ‘AN participants in the morning meeting attended the afternoon session. In _ 1 
addition, the following officials were present: Pierre Millet, Counselor, French E 

| Embassy in the United States; R. Allen Griffin, Director of the Far East Pro- E gram Division, Economic Cooperation Administration; and David Williamson, . __-- Chief-designate of the ECA Mission at Saigon. Williamson had been assigned | ; 
to replace Robert Blum on August 31 and actually assumed control on October 24. E noe retarned to Washington to become Acting Director of the Far Hast Program F
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that Bao Dai agreed with him completely concerning the need to: 

redouble the efforts to build a National Vietnam army. A figure of 

‘60,000 men had been set, these to be called up in groups-of 15,000, with 

: the expectation that the first group would be deployed in Vietnam by | 

| October 15,1951. But soldiers were not enough, the Generat said; 

equipment and officers were vitally needed. Armament was primarily 

an American problem. France had the courage, the men, and the will, 

_but if she did not have the means, nothing could be accomplished.. 

Vietnam needed 2,000 officers for 40,000 men, yet at present not even 

500 “real” officers were available; 300 officers were now in school but 

1,000 were required by the end of 1952. oo OS 

His own relations with Bao Dai were excellent, the GENERAL as- | 

serted, and the Vietnam leader was making a stronger effort to mobilize 

his country behind the joint cause. On the contrary, he had found it 

impossible to work with Giao Governor of Central Vietnam who had a 

been proposed as Chief of Staff of the Vietnam army. He had im- 

pressed upon Bao Dai the fact that the flower of French youth were 

on the Vietnam side, dying for their cause, protecting their national 

interests. This rapprochement with Bao Dai had been a gradual proc- 

ess since mutual trust between the two men had developed only after | 

General had explained to Bao Dai that he understood his political 

problems and future aspirations. GENERAL pgp Latrre had told Bao - 

Pai that he (Bao Dai) must assume the leadership of his own army 

since in a country as divided as Indochina, the army was the best means 

of unification. The army, therefore, must be placed under the control | 

of the Chief of State, and Bao Dai was still the best political figure 

in Vietnam, despite his predilection for hunting and fishing. General | : 

de Lattre would continue to impress upon Bao Dai the importance of 

his becoming the true leader of the Army, and there appeared to be 

no difficulty on this point at the moment. _ | - | 

Genera pe Larree explained that efforts were being made to pre- — 

pare and equip from four to eight divisions for the Vietnam National 

army by the end of 1952, such divisions to be composed entirely of 

‘Vietnamese. He noted that the “Yellow Paper” was incorrect in stat- 

| ing that there were Frenchmen in the National army’s infantry units, 

although it was true that French ofiicers were. being utilized in the 

National army’s staff corps since the Vietnamese did not object to non- | 

- nationals serving in a staff capacity. Upon his return to Vietnam, Gen- 

eral de Lattre expected to have from three to four top-rate, extremely 

mobile National divisions fighting on the front in exactly the same 

| status as the European army units. Bao Dai, upon the advice of the 

General, would be asked to promote outstanding Vietnamese leaders.
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to the rank of General in the National-army, even though they might 
be only 25 years of age. But the main problem was still the lack of 

— equipment, cet es 
_ Mr. Mercuanr said that the Department of State would re- 

_ emphasize to the Defense Department the political and strategic prob- 
lems faced by Indochina and would make every effort to insure that 
the question of equipment would receive proper attention at the | 

: Pentagon. It was the will of the Department of State, he said, to speed | 
the delivery of military equipment to Indochina, and the urgency of 
the situation was well understood by Mr. Young and Mr. Bingham, 
both of whom were most anxious to talk with the General’s staff about 

__ the specific items needed. Mr. Mercuanr inquired whether the General 
_ could estimate how long a period would elapse before the first new E 

| _ division of the National army. would reach the front, thus permitting 
French units to be released for European duty. GENERAL DE Larrre ~ | 
answered that three units of Vietnamese troops should reach the —s | 
‘Tonkin front next month. : : | Oo ne 

EGA Assistance —_ | Se | 
- ~ Mr. Mercwant asked whether the General wished to comment on 

the US economic aid program in Indochina, adding that he should 2 
realize that the U.S. felt that it was to the common interest of both : 
countries to give such aid directly to the governments of the three 
Associated States and to keep local French leaders informed of cur- | 

rent economic arrangements. Mr. Mercuantr understood, however, } that the General felt that economic aid could be used more directly 
: for military purposes. GenpraL pe LATTRE replied that when he had ~ 

_ first arrived in Indochina in December, 1950, he had felt that the aid f 
| program was not working out on a satisfactory basis. According to. | 

the General, the problem was caused by the fact that a number of ' 
‘young men with a “missionary zeal” were dispensing economic aid — | 
with the result that there was a feeling on the part of some that they | | 

| _ Were using this aid to extend American influence. The results could | 
_ only be bad, the Genrrat, explained, if somebody was attempting: to | 

| “put rocks” into the machinery of the Vietnam-Franco relationships | E 
and into the machinery of Franco-American friendship, particularly | 
when the French Commonwealth was involved. He had taken up | F | this question with Minister Heath who had informed him that-since ; _ such projects were not under State Department jurisdiction, it would 
be advisable that the General explain his difficulties to Mr. Blum. 
Discussion had taken place with Mr. Blum early in August at which 
time the General explained that, while direct aid might rightly be OE
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sent directly to the Associated States, such economic assistance should 

remain within the framework of the concept of the French Union. 

Ue had also explained to Mr. Blum at that time that if economic | 

aid were used to extend American influence, great harm would result. os 

However, these discussions had proved most successful and a basis of 

agreement had been reached regarding the relationship between the | 

. economic aid program and the French Union. He had been informed 

that Mr. Blum was no longer in Indochina but hoped that his relation- 

ship with Mr. Blum’s successor would be equally harmonious. Mrn- 

| ister Leara commented that he thought the past misunderstanding 

had been cleared up. Mr. GRIFFIN concurred, saying that he did not 

feel that future misunderstandings would arise because liaison chan- 

nels between ECA and the General’s staff had improved and a con- 

tinued exchange of information through informal talks had been | 

planned. By a more acute examination of the places in which eco- 

nomic aid would have the most advantageous military results it would 

be possible to build greater faith in the program. Mr. Grirrin added | 

that the major purpose of the U.S. program was to make the people 

of Indochina feel that the economic aid was contributing to the wel- 

fare of all. GENERAL DE LATTRE reiterated that the earlier disagree- 

ments were due largely to the overly zealous activity of the “young 

missionaries” and suggested that future programs should be directed _ 

| more toward strengthening the infrastructure and toward building 

roads, railroads, port facilities and factories. He suggested that the _ 

allocation of aid funds might be handled through a committee com- 

posed of defense representatives of France, the U.S., and the Associ- 

ated States. | | 

| Future Military Leadership | | 

When Mr. Brnenam asked what would happen when General de — 

Lattre left Indochina, the GENERAL replied that several men were 

being groomed to take more important positions of military leadership. 

General de Linares was assuming increasing authority in the Tonkin ~ 

area, while in the South, General de Lattre’s deputy, General Salan, 

a close friend of the Vietnamese, was in command. Both men were 

doing a magnificent job as witnessed by the successful military opera- 

tions in Indochina during the recent period in which General de 

| Lattre had been absent; and, furthermore, each had the confidence of — 

the troops. General de Lattre thought that his greatest personal value 

lay in the fact that he held the confidence, both of the French Govern- 

ment and of Bao Dai. He emphasized that although he must remain 

in Indochina for at least a year, his future success rested entirely in | 

U.S. hands. In the Orient, he said, things are not only as they are
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_. but must be as they appear to be. In other words, as Commanding 
_ General he must not only have the necessary authority to do the job, 
but he must also appeartohavetheauthority. = ee eee 

eg! Mr. Mrrcuant promised that the State Department representa- | 
tives would work actively to help the General wherever possible and 

| suggested that the General’s staff discuss their individual problems 
with the military leaders. Specifically, he suggested that Mr. Young 

| and Mr. Bingham might talk with General Allard in order to assess tiéid 
his immediate needs. | hel ge eae, Sasa ve | 
Recommended French Approach Cg a : 

- GENERAL DE Larren requested Mr. Merchant to advise him of the | 
| best method to use in seeking further military aid from American | 

authorities. Mr. Mrercuanr suggested two approaches : (1) that the — | 
General see Mr. Lovett and General Collins, and. (2) that in his | | 
talks with military leaders, he emphasize the importance of specific : 
items and request a definite date for their delivery. He felt certain | 

_ that the General would have great difficulty in persuading the U.S. : 
Government that Indochina should have a priority ahead of Korea | 

. and reminded him that he must recognize that the U.S. was faced with I 
the same problems that are common to all governments, viz that it was | 
impossible in many cases to find necessary funds for all desired ‘proj- 

ects. However, the best result could possibly be obtained if he dis- 
| cussed each item with the military on an individual basis—so many 

_ rifles, howitzers, trucks, etc.—and requested that each item be delivered 
_ byaspecificdate. RE | 

- #Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army. OST Seah sens 

-751G.551/9-1851: Telegram 0 . 
_ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon 

CONFIDENTIAL _Wasurneron, September 18, 1951—6 p. m. 
_ 889. De Lattre visit proceeding as scheduled. Gen warmly recd and | 
_Teactions very favorable. New York arrival followed by dinner given | | 

| by first Army Chief successful and well covered by press. Brilliant ' 
welcome Wash airport. with full mil honors. Only civilians in mil | 
receiving line were Bonnet, Montcel, Merchant, Bonbright and Heath. _ | 

On call at White House and during mtg with Secy on fourteenth | 
de Lattre emphasized “oneness”: of anti-Commie struggle Korea, Eu- : 
rope and IC. Pointed out importance Tonkin as barrier against further ; 

| Commie advance southward and described great loss to west if through ; 
fall of IC, SEA shld be seized by Commies. Pres expressed warm 1
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“interest in General’s exegesis and replied U.S. will continue to aid 

Fr in IC struggle. Secy also reiterated U.S. awareness importance 

IC and intention continue contributions toward solution jointly de- 

 gired by U.S. and Fr. ns 

Working level MDAP mtg 15th attended by State—Defense officials. 

Fr stated higher priority required for mil shipments IC as present 

delivery sched unsatis and not in accord with progressive require- 

ments nat armies now being formed nor permit adequate arms Fr : 

reinforcements now arriving IC. | 

| _ evening 15th de Lattre and party entertained at stag dinner by 

Cambodian Min Kimny and FonMin Phleng. Guests included Viet 

Del and Dept officials. — | | Se 

On 16th de Lattre appeared on “Meet the Press” television show. 

Reaction his presentation favorable with estimated ten to twelve mil- 

| lion audience. Although somewhat nervous, Gen made excellent pres- 

| entation in English in response provocative questions. Points covered — 

are: (1) Reemphasized “one war” theme. (2) Admitted had come to 

seek additional mil aid in form equipment for Fr and Associated | 

States but not to ask for Amer soldiers. (3) Stated MAAG not assist- 

ing in training of troops but had been of considerable assistance in 

supply and use of mil matériel. Praised Brink highly. (4) Compli- 

mented Viets on their competence as soldiers. (5) In event overt Chi 

invasion wld seek fon assistance through U.N. (6) Described contd 

presence Fr troops IC as obligation of France to protect newly ac- 

quired independence of Associated States. He stated remaining Fr in- 

terests IC cld not otherwise justify losses of 38,000 men including 1,000 | 

young officers and heavy expenditures since 1946. (7) Hoped gradu- 

ally to withdraw Fr troops as local armies complete training and 

assume defense responsibilities in order Fr may fulfill her obligations 

in Europe. (8) Opined IC conflict eld be successfully concluded within 

minimum months to maximum “perhaps one to two years” provided 

no further Chi intervention beyond assistance now being given Viet 

| Minh by Chi Commies. Gen particularly adamant in assurance hecld — - 

defeat opposition if given adequate equipment. (9) Agreed with Mac- — 

‘Arthur statement that center of principal Commie effort has moved to 

southern area of Far East. (10 ) Pointed out Sov requirements ofaddi- _ 

tional manpower. Only remaining source large nr young men in SEA. 

| The Gen therefore expected principal Commie effort in this direction 

but remarked Commies will only attack positions of weakness. 

- Mtgs continuing 17th between de Lattre and Dept and between _ 

Allard and MDAP. Results will be reported. = Oc 

Sent to AmLegation Saigon 389; rptd info AmEmbassy Paris 1641.
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“PSA Files: Lot 58D207% ary ae | | 

Record of a Meeting at the Pentagon Building, Washington, 
Be September 20, 1951, 3:30 pm | | 

: SECRET Pe ee 

Participants | 
-  Brencn | ee :  Unirep States / | | 
General de Lattre- oe Mr. Lovett — | | : 

| General Allard _ General Collins a | 
Ambassador Bonnet = =~ ~~~ - General Olmsted 2 os 

| ee POE oe, General Brink ey : , 
oe | -. Colonel Dickens _ 7 
Oo - Lt. Colonel McGarrigle a | 

oo a Major Cunningham (interpreter) | 
_ Mr. Lovett welcomed General de Lattre and invited him to open 

| the conversation. OS | 7 | : 
General de Lattre spoke at length about the importance of the war 

in Indochina. He said that every day he asks those whom he meets | 
in the United States if Indochina and Korea are not one war. The : 
answer is always “Yes”. He said that General Collins had agreed 
with him that “if you lose Korea, Asia is not lost; but if I lose Indo- | 
china, Asia is lost.” Tonkin is the key to Southeast Asia, if Southeast 
Asia is lost. India will “burn.like a match” and there will be no barrier 
to the advance of Communism before Suez and Africa. If the Moslem | 

_ world were thus engulfed, the Moslems in North Africa would soon | 
fall in line and Europe itself would be outflanked. Sm 
General de Lattre recalled that at Fort Benning, the previous day, 

he had spoken of the paramount importance of infantry in the war 
of today and the war of tomorrow. He recalled that at the end of 

| World War II, the Soviet Marshal Zhukov had told him that Russia | 
would need fifteen years to replace the calamitous losses among her | 

_ youth before she could fight another war. This is the importance of L 
Asia to the Russians, as illustrated in Korea—to fill their need for — : 
‘young manpower for the infantry to fight their wars. The United L 
‘States must decide if it is necessary to hold Asia. If the answer is | 

_ yes, then it must give him the material he needs for the defense of | 
Indochina = So BS ee | : 

_ Mr. Lovett recalled that last Friday * he had expressed to General _ F 
_, de Lattre the hope that he would regard the Pentagon “comme chez ' 

vous”. General de Lattre did not need any further expression of our : 
understanding of his problem. However, Mr. Lovett wished to clear | 

2 Certain files of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, 1949- E 
' 1955, containing primarily material on Indochina. . | | E 

* Brig. Gen. George H. Olmsted, Director of the Office of Military Assistance, . E Department of Defense. | | E 
-* September 14, | - 

| 538-617—77-—_34 | &—
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up something that may confuse the General, as it confuses’ many 

American citizens. He explained that an appropriation of funds for — 

a FY 1951 means that these funds are to be obligated in FY 1951, but — 

does not necessarily mean that the actual production of matériel will | 

| take place in that year. The American fiscal year begins on July 1st. 

Mr. Lovett said that in order to meet General de Lattre’s problem, 

7 which we so well understand, we must take account of what we are | 

able to do. He pointed out that Congress has not yet approved the © 

Military Aid funds for 1952. Beginning about March 1952, we will | 

get more industrial production than we are getting now. 

Mr. Lovett said that General de Lattre had made a very persuasive 

| presentation of the needs of his theater. Although, in one sense, your 

theater of war is the same as ours, we must recognize that the United 

States has a primary obligation in other theaters, whereas your pri- 

mary obligation is in your own theater. Mr. Lovett said that he would 

ask General Collins to respond specifically to the requests which Gen- 

eral de Lattre had made this morning. | 

General de Lattre interrupted to remark that he had seen in the 

paper yesterday evening that the Department of State had made a 

statement exactly contrary to what he was aiming to achieve. 

| Mr. Lovett said that he would like to explain how this had come 

about. There had been a report from the French press agency that the 

United States would place Indochina on the same or higher priority _ 

than Korea, where the United States has had 89,000 casualties. There 

was an immediate Congressional reaction that such a decision would 

: be wrong. The Department of State had responded to the rumor by 

stating the actual facts, ie., that such a decision had not been made. 

- The purpose of this statement had nothing to do with General de | 

Lattre’s visit. Mr. Lovett said he thought General de Lattre would find _ 

encouragement in the information which General Collins was about to 

| give him. | oe Ske 

General de Lattre referred to the battles of last May and June in 

Indochina. Earlier, the Vietminh had been able to support their troops 

| in battle for only a day or a few days at a time. With each succeeding 

month, they were able to sustain their forces in longer operations. - 

| This resulted in an ever-increasing rate of wear and consumption of 

matériel by the French and Vietnamese forces. In June, there had - 

been less than 6,000 shells in all Indochina. General Brink had told 

him that additional supplies of ammunition were expected momen- 

-__ tarily. Then it was learned that the ship carrying them had been di- 

verted to Korea. Consequently, during eight days the French forces 

were “in a most dramatic situation”. Owing to the lack of reserve 

ammunition, it was impossible to counter-attack. When no counter-
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attack was ordered, his men were asking if the General had lost his _ 
energy because of the death of his son, but he could not tell them the 

~ real state of affairs. The General said that he no longer felt personal | 
| ambition. His future is nothing. He is only trying to do his duty to | 

: his country and the whole free world. Nevertheless, he would not vol- 
~unteer for disaster. If the means to continue the war. were not made | : 
available to him, he could not recommend to his country, that it con-— | 

_ tinue to sacrifice the flower of its youth without hope of victory, and 
he would explain to his country and to the United States why it was 
impossibletocarryon, = | ae 

‘Mr. Lovett expressed his understanding. The U.S. wants to do what- 
ever is possible, but it would be misleading to let General de Lattre 
think that everything is possible. Ce se 

General Collins then explained what his staff hadbeenabletoaccom- 
: plish toward expediting the deliveries of Army supplies. He recog- - , 
nized that March was too late for the delivery of the vehicles which | | 
had been promised, because the most favorable season for operations | | 

| in Indochina is in January and February. Consequently, his staff had | 
arranged that 4500 vehicles would be delivered by the first of January | 
1952. This should be a material help. This promise was contingent on | 
the availability of the necessary shipping. In addition, of the 330 com-_ | | 
bat vehicles requested, all would be available by the end of the year, | 
with the possible exception of the M3A1 scout car. On signal equip- 
ment, it was simply impossible to meet the demand for 2700 radios at _ 
this time. However, 600 would be available by the end of the year. _ 
In small arms, 8900 Thompson sub-machine guns and 500 machine 
guns would be available by the end of the year. Thus, if the shipping 
is available, we will be able, by the end of 1951, to meet all the critical 
items on the list which General de Lattre left with General Collins, 
with the exception of radios, and 14 of them could be delivered. __ 
In addition to expediting these deliveries, General Collins had —s tf 

asked his staff to review the reserves which General Ridgway hasfor  —_ fy 
_ his operations in Korea with a view to making as much as possible | 

available to Indochina. He could make no promises but assured Gen- 
eral de Lattre that we will do all we can. There is a limit beyond which _ | 

_ we cannot go, but we may even cut a certain percentage of theirequip- ' 
ment from our own troops in Europe. | es i 

_ Third, General Collins said that he had directed his staff,incoordi- L 
| nation with General Olmsted’s office, to reexamine the allocation of | 

funds for military aid for Southeast Asia and the Middle East. The | 
Jaw allows ten per cent transferability of funds between areas. Our | ; 
staff will study means to make money more immediately available for & 

— Indochine ©) 7 | oe : 
_ General Collins reviewed these three measures which he haddirected = =—s & 

his staff to take, and said that, in the short time he has been able to
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study the situation, that is the best he could do. General de Lattre 

assured General Collins that he would make all the use humanly pos-— 

sible of the materials given him. However, many things can happen _ 

even by the first of January. Se an 

_. Mr. Lovett explained that the first of January was the date forcom- _ 

pletion of shipments, that the matériel would begin arriving much 

sooner. —— 7 

General Collins said that we will do everything possible to make the 

7 deliveries even earlier. oe , 

Ambassador Bonnet inquired as to the availability of shipping. ~ 

Colonel Dickens said that the question of shipping had not been 

fully explored in the limited time available, but that it appeared that 

shipping would not present any problem. | 

General de Lattre said that sometimes while he is in the United. 

States he feels like a beggar asking for these things. He would like 

to feel that “I am your man just as General Ridgway is your own 

man. Your own spirit should lead you to send me these things without 

my asking.” | - — 

Mr. Lovett observed that if we had not regarded him in this way _ 

we would not have taken the measures which General Collins had 

_ just outlined. | : ae | | 

- General de Lattre replied that this confidence meant very much to 

him and made him very happy. — Co Ales, | 

There was some discussion regarding the routing of shipping to 

| | Indochina. Mr. Lovett directed that ships carrying these critical items 

be routed directly to Indochina. If matériel for other destinations has 

| to be loaded on any of these ships, such matériel should be bottom- 

-Joaded and dropped off on the return trip. Mr. Lovett congratulated 

General Collins for being able to follow through so quickly on the 

items which General de Lattre had listed as critical. 

General de Lattre said that since he saw that the United States 

officials had confidence in him, he would write regularly to General 

Collins and keep him informed of the situation in Indochina. “We 

shall be hand in hand.” | | a ) 

| Mr. Lovett then raised the question of critical Navy items, parti- 

cularly LCM’s. | 

General de Lattre decided that he would prefer to have the LCM’s 

delivered at the earliest possible date, regardless of whether or not 

a they were equipped with armor. Armor could be fitted on them locally 

at such time as it became available. | | | 

General de Lattre then explained the importance to him of his re- 

quest for aircraft. His Hellcats were “finished”. They must be replaced 

by F-86 jets in order to impress the native Vietnamese and deter 

Chinese aggression. |
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_ Mr. Lovett said that there was-no possibility of making jet aircraft 

General de Lattre explained his need for two squadrons of “Packet” 
aircraft. He needs'a capability to air-drop 1500 to 1600 men. At the 
present time, he is limited to a drop of 600 men. = (ati (itststst~S 7 
Mr. Lovett said that the Air Force now has the question of trans-. 

port aircraft under study. He suggested that, General de Lattre may | 
wish to explore with his own Government the possibility of allocating 
to Indochina some of the C-119 aircraft which are in the 1951 French 

‘General de Lattre said that his Government would probably tell him 
thattheseareneededforSHAPE. = Be 

Mr. Lovett observed that the United States is faced with the same — 
problem seen 

‘Colonel McGarrigle reported that of the B-26 aircraft now pro-_ 
grammed, eight would be delivered by the end of 1951 and eight more | 
by June 1952, 7 , es | 
General Collins observed that the Secretary could not possibly be | | 

- acquainted with all the details of the Air Force and Navy items. He __ 
suggested that General de Lattre save time by discussing other items 

directly with the Air Force and the Navy, just as he had discussed the _ 
_ Army items with him this morning. It was agreed that Ambassador 

Bonnet and General Olmsted would make necessary arrangements for 

In conclusion Mr. Lovett said that we regard General de Lattre as a 
comrade in arms and will do everything possible for his theatre within | | 
our capabilities. - | oe ny prt 

General de Lattre replied, “Do not. say my theatre. It is not my | | | 
theatre; itisourtheatre.” a | 

The visitors left at 1640. oe a - 
- Cas SD. Mirrcnpern | 

| | | ose: Major, GSC | 
| | |  - Office of Foreign Military Affairs 

751G.5-MAP/9-2051 a ee | Bo | 
The Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs 
a (Merchant) to the Secretary of Defense (Lovett) : 

SECRET | _ [Wasutneton,] September 20, 1951. | 
My Dear Mr. Secrerary: In our recent conversations with Gen- _ 

eral de Lattre, we assured him that Indochina enjoyed a priority for — | 
military end-items second only to Korea, ahead of all other recipients | ; 
of military aid. General de Lattre said that this so-called “priority” |
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«for Indochina meant nothing to him, that all he knew as a soldier was 

that he was not getting enough for his needs. 

| A spot check of MDAP shipments based on Department of Defense 

reports to us indicates that General de Lattre’s complaint about the 

value of his priority is by no means wholly unjustified. It appears that 

other MDAP recipients have been receiving very substantial. ship- 

| ments of items on which promised deliveries to Indochina are farthest 

behind. | , 

_ For example, General de Lattre particularly complained of the in- 

adequacy of jeep deliveries. Under the combined FY 1950 and FY 

1951 program, Indochina was to receive 968 jeeps. 444 had been shipped 

to port as of July 31, 1951. Our last report with respect to estimated 7 

deliveries indicates that shipments of the remaining 522 are not ex- 

pected to be completed until the third quarter of 1952 although this" 

may since have been advanced. Yet, as of July 31, 1951, 4,547 Jeeps 

had been shipped to port for Title I countries, including 2,939 units 

for France, and 873 for Stockpile A; 1,185 had been shipped to port 

for Title IL countries; 50 for Indonesia and 286 for Canada. (re- 

-imbursable aid). | | PS 

Another item which General de Lattre mentioned was cargo trucks. 

The total program for Indochina of 91/4 ton 6 x 6 trucks calls for 906 

units. As of July 31 last, 393 had been shipped. Deliveries were esti- | 

mated to be completed in the first quarter of 1952. Yet, as of July 3l, - 

1951, 7,362 trucks of this type had been shipped to port for Title I 

| countries, including 4,641 for France and 1,548 for Stockpile A; 399 

had been shipped to port for Title IL countries, 17 for Thailand and ~ 

451 for Canada (reimbursable aid). 

‘The same situation prevails, although not to such an extreme degree, 

|  <in the case of communications equipment, 155 mm. Howitzer shells, 

and other items on the Army program. : | | | 

We do not yet have the.figures for shipments to port for August or 

for any part of September. However, it seems more than likely that 

items which are high on the list of urgent needs for Indochina are 

| currently on their way to other MDAP recipients. It might be possible _ 

before General de Lattre leaves to give him assurance of specific _ 

expedited deliveries to Indochina by diverting some of these shipments. 

| While there are doubtless other items on General de Lattre’s lists, 

. ~ guch as helicopters and C-47s, which we cannot supply quickly, it 

| would certainly be most desirable not to send General de Lattre away 

altogether empty-handed. | | 

We are delighted that you have found it possible, together with Gen- 

eral Collins, to see General de Lattre. I urged him to seek an appoint- 

ment in the knowledge that you would give him a sympathetic hearing. 

During the course of our conversations in the Department with him on
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Monday * T reiterated the vital importance which we attach to holding: ~ 
_ Indochina, which importance Secretary Acheson stressed to M. Schu- | 

_ man. I also told him that we would again remind the Department of 
Defense of the disastrous political consequences. which might be ex- 
pected to arise from the loss of Indochina, though I assured him such 

_- repetition was unnecessary in view of-tlie-establishéd position of this 
| Government regarding the importance of the countries which he is: 

defending. oe OS 
Sincerely yours, _Lavrineston T. Mercnanr | 

*September17, | ere : 

| | Editorial Note 

‘On September 23, the Departments of State and Defense released __ 
the following statement to the press: ee eee os 

“Discussions which have been going on for the past week between. | 
General of the Army, Jean de Lattre de Tassigny, French High Com-. | missioner in Indochina and Commander in Chief of the French Union_ 

7 Forces in Indochina, and officials of the Departments of Defense and —s_— 
_ ‘State, were concluded September 22 in an atmosphere of cordiality- 

and unity of purpose. __ nn SS 
__ “The participants were in complete agreement that the successful 

_ defense of Indochina is of great importance to the defense of all South- _ east Asia. United States officials stated that General de Lattre’s pres- 
| entation of the situation in that area has been invaluable to them and 
_ had demonstrated that United States and French policies in the — associated states were not at variance. . oe | 

“In the course of the discussions with the Department of Defense,. | the military-aid program for Indochina was. reexamined, with the _ result that considerable improvement will be made in the rate of | deliveries of many items of equipment. General de Lattre has been. . _ advised that the question of additional aid for the. French and Viet- | namese forces in Indochina in the fiscal year 1952 program is under- : _ study by the United States Government.” een | | | 

798.5851G/9-2451: Telegram - | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon 

SECRET | : _ Wasuineton, September 24, 1951—8 p. m. | 
_ 424, During course dinner conversation with de Lattre Sep 23, Mer- - 
chant asked de Lattre status in intern KMT troops in Indochina and. 

_ prospect their repatriation Formosa. Recognizing US interest in 7 
accomplishing repatriation, Gen stated emphatically that in view 
existing threat Chi Communist intervention he must avoid any action — _ which cld be considered by Commies or by others as provocative,
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which he believed repatriation wld be. He added he found presence 

KKMT troops expensive and source of difficulties with local population. 

Sent to AmLegation Saigon, for info 494, AmEmbassy Paris, for 

info 1780, AmEmbassy Taipei, for info 265. | , 

De a ACHESON 

751G.551/9-2651 ; Telegram | Oo | - 

The Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon — a 

SECRET Wasuineron, September 26, 1951—7 p. m. 

449. Gen de Lattre departed Wash 24th for West Pt, thence to 

New York where he was guest of honor at dinner given by Luce? of 

Time-Life on 24th. Departed for Paris by air evening 25th. — | 

In addition visits service installations and official entertainment _ 

Gen had conversations high officials Defense and Dept including four 

hour session Sept 17 in Dept attended by reps White House, Defense 

and ECA, as well as Dept officials concerned IC and Fr affairs. Gen’s _ 

| principle thesis was that Korea and IC are one war and therefore 

| illogical for US grant higher priority to Korea. His exposition de-. 

livered with candor and considerable vigor. All questions put to him 

disposed of satisfactorily. After Gen’s effective presentation and gen- 

eral discussion Acting Asst Secy Merchant stated in conclusion that 

Dept not competent to change existing priority for IC mil Aid Pro- | 

gram and that, furthermore, it was our opinion that Gen was ill © 

| advised to press for change of priority as extremely unlikely this cld 

‘be accomplished for reasons which Gen as soldier and patriot wid 

| understand. Merchant advised on behalf of Dept that Gen rather 

devote his efforts to making up detailed list of matériel required, noting 

reasons and dates, and have it submitted by members of his staff 

(Allard and Cogny) to U.S. officers charged with implementation 

aid program and, finally, that Gen himself take up question in detail 

with Service Secys, Gen Collins and Secy Lovett. | 

De Lattre called on Gen Collins 20th, Secy Lovett same day and — 

--‘Naval and Air Secys and Chiefs of Staff subsequently. Notes these _ 

| conversations where available will be pouched. : oo 7 

In general Dept informed that Secy Lovett and each Service Secy | 

promised de Lattre to look again into possibility of expediting de- 

livery of supplies under 1951 program which is being delivered far 

behind de Lattre’s current requirements. Similarly they assured Gen 

they wld attempt to expedite 1952 program. Among others, specific 

promise was given in instance of 1951 ground program that all of 

4,500 wheeled vehicles wld be delivered by Jan 1952. This will involve 

certain agreed substitutions of types. Army promised to investigate . 

1 Henry R. Luce, Director, Time, Inc.
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FECOM stockpiles in effort locate available matériel and find addi- 
tional supplies requested by him under the ’52 program. - a 

- At conclusion Lovett interview Secy Defense said we regarded Gen © 
_ de Lattre as comrade in arms and will do everything within ourcapa- 

bilities to meet U.S. share of requirements for histheatre. = | 
-._-De Lattre did not, to our knowledge, discuss the. question of a fiscal 

grant for general purposes including the maintenance of National 
‘armies. This subj touched upon in Schuman note (already trans- 
mitted) will probably be brought up again during and fol Oct NATO > 

. talks which will include further examination Fr Budgetary position. oo 
Nor did he raise questionof SEA TheatreCommand. == 

De Lattre’s forceful personality has, without question, advanced _ 
awareness in Dept and Defense as well as U.S. public opinion of ex- 
treme importance of IC urgency of sit there. Dept of Defense re-. | 

| examination of aid program will undoubtedly result in an accelerated 
flow of matériel, CO Oe EEN eae 

- Dept assured de Lattre that his political program was in complete © 
_ consonance with Dept’s estimate of what the actual situation required 

and we would continue to impress upon the Dept of Defense the. 
_ desirability of re-examining the status of the supply program in 
keeping with our conviction that the defense of IC is essential to the - a 
defenseofthebalanceofSEA. —= | | 8 

| Sent to AmLegation Saigon 442; repeat to AmEmbassy London 
_ for info 1696, AmEmbassy Paris for info 1818 (pass MacArthur). 

BS | | ACHESON | 

T51G.5 MAP/10-151 ee OS a 

«The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET os Wasarineron, October 1, 1951. : 

| _ Dear Mr. Secrerary: The problem of increased deliveries of | 

MDA matériel to Indo-China discussed in Mr. Merchants letter of , 
20 September 1951 is being resolved within the Department of De- | 
 fense. As a result of meetings with General de Lattre and members | 
of his staff, agreement has been reached on certain substitutions and —iséid 
adjustments in the Indo-China program. It now appears that all the : 

_ critical Army items on General de Lattre’s list will have been shipped 3 
by 81 December 1951 except for the radios, and one quarter of these 
will have been shipped. The Navy will deliver 30 LCM’s, 36 LOVP’s, | : 
26 Coast Guard patrol craft and 1 LST prior to 31 December 1951, 
and expects that delivery of 12 JRF aircraft can be accelerated so | 

that delivery will be made by the same date. The Air Force is taking | 
__ all practicable measures to accelerate the delivery of the transport air- 

craft and B26’s which General de Lattre requested. | |
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Mr. Merchant’s letter refers to spot checks of MDAP reports which 

seem to indicate that other recipients have been receiving substantial = — 

shipments of items urgently required by Indo-China. The figures cited _ 

are the result of one or more of the following : ce | 

- a. Deliveries of items on which supply action had started prior to _ 

the raising of the Indo-Chinese priority in December 1950. Oe 

b. Token shipments of relatively small quantities made in order to | 

initiate deliveries promptly after signing of bilateral agreements, and | 

to maintain at least a minimum flow of matériel to all recipients. oo 

-¢. Training equipment to all recipients. a OO | 

d. Deliveries to NATO nations of approximately 8000 vehicles 

which were excess to EUCOM requirements before the outbreak of 

+he war in Korea. ‘These vehicles were reconditioned in Kurope. = | 

e. Sales to Canada for use by Canadian Forces in Korea. a 

In order that you may have later information than that contained 

in Mr. Merchant’s letter, I am enclosing a summary of major items | 

programmed and delivered to port as of 31 August 1951+ , 

With kindest regards, Iam 7 : 

Sincerely yours, te he, Rosert A. Lovett 

1 Enclosure not printed. BE 

| 151G.00/10-451: Telegram Pe ey. a Ee 

The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State* — | 

| SECRET  Sarcon, October 4, 1951—9 a.m. 

) 763. In course of courtesy call on Adm De Bourgoing naval com- 

missioner in IC, actually No. 3 admin IC today, the foll points 

discussed: | | | | 

| 1. Adm was much satisfied with arrival of American matériels; 

stated his current problem was to obtain sufficient men to maintain 

and handle equip; the assignment of officers and men from Metro- 

politan France wasbehind sched. = Oe cS 

Comment: As Dept is aware, this is chronic complaint of Fr naval 

staff here. | | : Pe pee 7 

9. So far as naval missions were concerned, Adm was optimistic and 

found situation better than he had expected on arrival, especially 

inthe south. — os | | 

3, He did not expect Viet Minh to attack in force again on the Vinh 

| Yenh scale. If they were to attack it wld only mean repetition of 

reverses for them. , a 

Comment: Leg understanding is that most milit echelons expect 

| repetition of VM attack. oe | 

1 This telegram was transmitted in two parts.
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_ 4, He is completely unable to understand De Lattre’s estimate that 
: ‘VM might be eliminated as effective force in eighteen months to two | 
|. yrs. The war in IC could not be finished with the means at hand unless oo 
2 there were a gen settlement “somewhere else”. The Fr cld only stay on, : 
: waiting for such a settlement. In the 60 years that Fr had been in 

Tonkin, for example, the area had never been truly pacified and | 
active war was conducted there for first. 30 yrs. Abilities of Fr for | 
pacification of Tonkin depended upon Chi disposition to support VM. _ 
He eld not understand an assumption attributed to Gen De Lattre, 
that VM level of supply wld remain the same. Surely the Chi wld 
continue to aid VM at least on the present scale in order to keep war 
going. Adm questioned me about disposition Chi Air Force in view = 
airport construction South China. Intervention of Sino-VM air wld, 
of course, transform situation. The situation in the south might pos- 

| sibly be solved or got in hand by milit means “if the Gen were to free, — 
say, 10 battalions for operations in South”. With a hearty laugh, 

_ Bourgoing said we might ask the General what he meant by an 
_ eighteen-months war but that he certainly cld not unless he meant to | 

go home right away. ORS an 
_ 5. I hazarded as my guess that Gen was psychologically attracted a 
to offensive operations toward ‘Langson since, in his opinion, its fall __ 
represented the nadir of Fr prestige. The Adm thought this was not. 

- improbable but asked change it wld make. ee ne 
Fear a situation if Langson were retaken [sic]. Se | 

- Comment: Gen once told me he was dedicated to the taking 
_Langson. Once it was in Fr hands, De Lattre cld point out he had 
regained all lost territories, had united Bao Dai and Viet Govt be- 
hind him, and had laid foundations of Nat] Army. At this time, his _ | 
mission cld be said to have reached fruition—Gen is nearing IC and | 
still has European ambitions. But whether these IC successes which | 

_. «do seem within his reach are solid and durable shld be prime question _ 
‘for our policy and our aid programs. } - _ 

_ Those of us now Saigon uniformed of explanations.or assumptions 
‘upon which De Lattre has based estimate, or of plans for offensive | 
‘which he may have developed for US auth. I may say De Bourgoing’s 
‘reaction is typical of that of most Fr oflicers to whom one talks and of ) , 
foreign attachés; e.g. Br attaché’s estimate of duration is 15 to 20 | 
years. It is of course, conceivable that Viet Army could tip the bal- — 
ance although it is not being fitted more rapidly than the Viet Minh | _ «Army. Even if Natl Army shld reach maximum effectiveness with . 
‘De Lattre’s two year time estimate, which is I think hardly possible, 
‘the average Fr officer here does not foresee defeat of the VM in the 

_ field in the sense that the country wld be pacified, freedom of move- 
‘ment restored, and guerrilla warfare exterminated. Incidentally, as :
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| ss now not often recalled, De Lattre is pledged to his govt to return 

some portion of his troops to France next spring. - 

The state of our knowledge about the VM (and I think same true 

of Fr) does not permit accurate assessment of VM morale. 8 

It is always possible that the privations to which they are subject 

and their dissatisfaction with police state and Communist control 

may so erode their will to resist, that their whole structure wld sud- 

denly give way before an assumption of the offensive by the Franco- 

Viets. Frankly, I doubt it. In any case, there is no present indication 

that their military strength is declining. | | 

a Lacking the background of De Lattre’s analysis Leg will not now 

comment further on this estimate attributed to him except to say that — 

the meaning of victory in field over VM is susceptible of various: 

definitions. Possible criteria for victory might be: 

a. Is it of such character as to permit the relief of Fr troops and. 

a their transfer to Metropolitan France Q 
| 

b, Is it independent of an international political settlement involv- 

ing (1) arrangements with Communist China, and (2) some form of 

compromise with the VM? | 

~ Dept pass Hanoi. Sent Dept 763, rptd info Paris 311, Hanoi 47. 

ce es GuULLION 

«4516.5 MAP/10-1051: Telegram po - 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET PRIORITY Parts, October 10, 1951—8 p. m.. 

9118. Toisa. Ref Deptel 2008, October 5.* | 

1. Decision of Fr cab before departure of Mayer to Washington was 

| to limit mil budget for Indochina to 380 billion francs in cal 1952. 

During past few years Fr Govt has repeatedly tried to use this ceiling 

device to compress Indochinese expenditures without much success. 

| In each year the initial budgeting has been purposely optimistic and 

| a deficiency appropriation has been obtained later in year when it 1s 

inevitably proved that active mil operations could not be compressed 

7 within ceiling. Our info is that Fr budget officials recognized that 

ceiling cab hoped to impose for ’52 was not realistic. 

Estimate of 430 billion francs presented in Washington in Schu- _ 

man’s note? is that used by De Lattre’s advisers. Since his return to _ 

Paris De Lattre has succeeded in reopening question of level of ’52 

mil budget for Indochina. He is strongly supported by Letourneau. 

Final decision by cab should be somewhere between 350 billion and 

430 billion francs but it 1s not likely that such an agreement will be 

-- 1 Not printed. | | | 

* For substance, see telegram 1606 to Paris, September 15, p. 505.
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reached until first. of next week when cab members will have returned | 
from electioneering tasks, : | | oe 

.2. Our understanding is that Fr still intend to seek supplementary : 
? aid through devices suggested by Guindey * in September 18 meeting | 
| in Washington. Final details of presentation and components of aid 
: to be requested also require further consideration at cab level. We | 
| have been promised additional info by end of this week. | OO 
: _ 3. Suggest you may wish to reply to sec II (C) of Fr note immedi- 
| ately by indicating that US is prepared to consider statement of | 

~ assistance for Indochina in more specific terms during talks now sched- 
uled for end of October. We believe it would be helpful for you to — 
send interim reply to Fr note on balance of payments dated Septem- 

| ber 1, 1951 and. forwarded in Embtel 1402. Our suggestion assumes | 
_ you have made final decision to proceed with Oct talks here and that — , 

ISAC exercise to prepare answer to letter from Pres Truman will : 
| develop adequate estimates and instructions to permit us to negotiate 

_ usefully with Fr. We should at least be in position to promise some 
| assistance on interim basis to try to avoid adverse repercussions on — | 

_ mil prog and polit situation which may arise from developing balance a 
of payments difficulties. Some interim arrangement will probably be _ 
most desirable manner of proceeding because US should be able to 

_ take a firmer position on amount and nature of French mil effort for’ 
52 after TCC has completed its exercise. - a a 

4. Emb and missions would like to see substantial part of any 
assistance to France earmarked as offset for support of Indochina mil 
Operations or substantial assistance direct to Indochina. Ever- 
increasing Indochina burden is having effect not only of diminishing 

- possible extent Fr effort in support her Eur def obligations but also 
affects Fr position on size of Ger contribution to Eur def and on | 
occupation costs in Ger. A contribution in forces and finances from | 
France to Eur def at least equal and preferably superior to that of 
Ger is in their view a polit necessity for agreement on Ger rearma- _ -. Ment even within Eur army framework. | | 

Prob becomes more difficult if Fr must now assume occupation costs | 
for Fr troops in Ger and if Ger does not have naval forces, Fr J 
finance officials do not find complete answer in keeping Ger financial 

_ contribution small although this is their present position. They also | : _ want Ger to carry an equitable burden of def thereby avoiding a | 
deterioration for France in French-Ger payments relations. Accord- _ 

' ingly, they are seeking means to have Ger make financial contribution  =— sk 

rh Director of the Office of ‘External Financial Affairs, French Ministry of | 

“Dated September 1 from Paris, not printed. The French note concerned the _ worsening financial crisis in France. (751.5-MAP/9-151) | : — F
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outside its contribution to Eur def either by continuing occupation 

costs, by a special payment for infrastructure, by a “burden-sharing” = 

contribution, or by giving other Eur countries a credit for forces in. 

| being. | : ee 

Personal view of most Fr officials in EDF conf is that France can- 

— not receive occupation payments once EDF treaty is in force. They 

are, however, so anxious to see desired balancing of Fr and Ger con- © 

tributions in EDF framework that they have even considered ad- 

visability of having Ger continue to pay occupation costs to US and 

UK alone as offsetting margin outside EDF. Such an arrangement 

would of course be very difficult to have accepted in France. | | 

Obviously French position would be better if Fr could reduce obli- 

gations outside Eur def. We must keep in mind, therefore, possibility _ 

that with Fr realization of growing Ger def contribution in relation to 

their own polit and mil situation plus continued weakening of Fr 

franc Fr Govt may fail to continue furnishing sufficiently large mil 

budget for IC to enable it, even with our presently scheduled assist- 

ance, to maintain successfully IC mil operations. Result would be 

progressive deterioration Fr position, giving rise to renewed and per- 

haps increased pressures here for some kind of negotiated settlement 

with Ho Chi-minh. | | Pe ~ 

Sent Dept prity 2118 rptd info London 922 Frankfort 240 Paris for 

OSR. So “og - eee 

| | | | a ES: — , BrucE | 

751G.551/10-351 | Bn | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. William M. Gibson of the Office 

- | of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs — 

SECRET - [Wasutneron,] October 12, 1951. 

- Subject: Interview of PSA Officers and Minister of French Embassy 

| concerning public declarations made by General de Lattre in 

Paris and London. | ee ! Oo a 

Participants: Mr. Daridan, Minister Counselor, French Embassy 

Mr.Lacy,PSA © cn oe | 

: |  Mr.Gibson,PSA —s ee 

Mr. Daridan came in today at Mr. Lacy’s request. The first part of 

the conversation was devoted to answering Mr. Daridan’s recent ques- 

tions concerning the delivery of aircraft under MDAP to the Thai 

| Government about which he had talked to Mr. Rusk on September 26th - 

(see Memo of Conversation dated September 26, 1951).* Mr. Daridan 

was grateful for the information and indicated he now considered 

1 Not printed. 7 :
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i. the matter closed. He remarked that Gen. Murtin? and the F rench 

Attaché in Bangkok had apparently both made mistakes in their — original presentation in the sense that the French Attaché in Bangkok | | had erred in reporting that the Thai were to be given jet aircraft | L and Gen. Murtin erred in believing that aircraft were being shipped | | to Thailand at the expense of Indochina. The aircraft in question had | 7 been offered to the French originally and turned down, a : | The second part of the conversation was devoted to Mr. Lacy’s | outline of the Department’s concern with the reports which have been coming in during the last ten days of Gen. de Lattre’s public state- ments concerning his accomplishments during his recent trip to the 
United States. Mr. Lacy explained that the General had made a grievous error in stating, for instance, that he had effected a change 
in United States policy toward Indochina during his visit here. _ Mr. Lacy reminded Mr. Daridan that this was simply not the fact as he, Mr. Daridan, Mr. Gibson and the others concerned knew well. Mr. Daridan fully admitted this. Mr. Gibson then read portions of Gen. de Lattre’s message of early October to Bao Dai (see Saigon’s telegram 761, Oct. 3)* in which several extravagant statements were _ made concerning Gen. de Lattre’s role in influencing United States | policy in Indochina. Mr. Gibson also referred to other documents in. | _ eluding press reports from London, Paris and Saigon in which the 
General’s flights of fancy were aired. Mr. Daridan agreed readily enough that these observations were inaccurate and that something - should be done to correct them. He offered the opinion that in view _ of the General’s personality it would be more effective if he were to address a letter directly to Gen. de Lattre in the matter than ifthe Department were to instruct its Minister to approach the General or the Quai d’Orsay attempted to do so through the Diplomatic Coun- | selor in Saigon. This was generally agreed and it was decided that ; Mr. Daridan would write such a letter to Gen. de Lattre. | Mr. Lacy was emphatic in making the point that although we were _ as appreciative as anyone of the General’s idiosyncrasies and highly temperamental nature we could not condone the further circulation of | _ these untruths. Mr. Lacy pointed out that although he didn’t wish to _ | elaborate on the present instance he did want it to be made clear to | Gen. de Lattre that there must be no further distortions of fact. All this was well accepted by Mr. Daridan Who gave an impression of = being as aware of the validity of the Department’s position in the | matter as Mr. Lacy and seemed considerably embarrassed by it all. | The interview ended cordially with Mr. Daridan’s assurances that | the necessary communication would be addressed to the General and _ | 
* Brig. Gen. J acques. Louis Murtin,. Air Attaché, French Embassy in the ‘United States. 9 BO uate | * Not printed. - . | | :
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that he would personally see it through during his coming visit in 

Saigon. 7 Ss oe 

951G.61/10-1551 : Telegram 
| 

The Secretary of State to the Legation at Sagon | 

| SECRET - ‘Wasuineton, October 15, 1951—6: 06 p. m. 

536. Legtel 800 * valuable in summarizing local -press reaction to 

de Lattre visit. We find it difficult to believe that the Gen can honestly 

think that the coincidence of US views on IC with his own as demon- 

| strated in Wash was only arrived at as the result of his presence. We 

are disturbed by, among other things, his reference in the Bao Dai 

-——s msg to a radical change of Amer opinion. On the whole we are inclined 

to look upon the extravagant declarations and publicity as arising 

from the exaggerated reaction of a confirmed egotist who has recently 

passed through a grave crisis and is being carried away by his own 

enthusiasm fol a somewhat unexpected success. It is our hope that the 

Gen will soon come back to earth and it was with the purpose of ac-’ 

celerating his deflation that the Fr Min was called in Oct 12 and the 

facts together with our reaction presented to him. | 

Leg is fully aware of the actual facts concerning: de Lattre-US 

OS conversations aS 1 Min Heath. We suggest that the Min make such 

| details known to the responsible auths in Vietnam, both Fr and Viet-. 

namese, as may be necessary to correct. any erroneous impressions. 

MAAG is aware that no formal request for equipment for proposed 

additional four divs was transmitted during the Gen’s stay. Mil aid | 

talks were therefore ltd to the question of acceleration of aid already 

, programmed. The actual results of these efforts are not yet established 

due to supply limitation which existed prior to the Gen’s arrival. There 

| is however no question that there will be an acceleration in the flow of 

material as a result of additional efforts made by the appropriate mil 

| auths fol de Lattre’s extremely effective presentation. = . | 

SA ETSON 

1 Telegram 800 from Saigon, October 15,is not printed) ve - 

751G.551/10-1551 : Telegram 

The Chargé at Sagon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Satcon, October 15, 1951—4 p. m. 

937, As reported in London tel 11, October 9 sent Dept 1744 Paris 

674. [673] 1 De Lattre once again indicated that, since Fr investment 

iMTelegram 1744, October 9, reported on the visit of General de Lattre de 

Tassigny to London, October 4-7, during which he expressed views on Indochina 

similar to those he had delivered in Washington in September (7 51G.551/10-951).
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in IC totalled only 2 billion dollars and since Fr was spending for IC 
2 war about 1 billion annually obviously no profit motive in Fr deter- 

mination remain in IC. HICOM has made several similar public state- | 
3 ments recently. Leg assumes these must be for fon, particularly US, | consumption. For excluding fact Fr mil expenditures IC 1951 more 
: nearly 80 million than one million (Legdes 42, J uly 23)? and that De 
7 Lattre presumably referring only private commercial and industrial 
: investments, fol factors prejudice simplicity this line reasoning. | 

1. The 800 million dollars now being spent IC wld be spent on mil purposes irrespective of whether there were or were not war IC, _1e., for defense western Eur rather than for defense IC. Fr taxpayers, provided Fr were to continue devote maximum possible of gross nat] | come to mil ends, wld not be required pay less toward Fr total mil _ budget even if forces or subsidies not required IC. | 2. Hr interests are not surrendering their econ positions in IC. They - still own: (a) All of Fr-IC and all of cabotage, shipping, (0) all important public utilities, (c) all rubber plantations, (d) all banks | except for two Brit ones (e) all important import-export. houses, (f) | most of coffee and tea plantations, ( g) concessions on almost all known | _ Inineral resources. (SCAP cannot assist J ap in exploiting new salt dry- ing bed in Vietnam without entering into arrangement with private — Fr concessionaries), (2) all large-scale enterprises—textiles, brew-- a - eries and distilleries, cement and glass works. | a , 3. Through Pau conventions Fr retained veto power over key econ fields of fin policy and fon trade. This necessary as long as piaster tied , to francs, but no provision made for automatic removal this veto when IC economy again becomes self-sufficient. Almost all informed AS ) | _ business and governmental circles aware this situation and that of 2 above. Often refer obliquely but approvingly to Iran’s action re | Brit oil interests. BS | ei , 4. Based on official confidential Fr exchange figures Fr treasury | transfers francs into piasters based on data last four months at annual rate of $314 million (remainder Fr mil and civil expenses for IC pre- sumably consummated in metropole.) Oo 

At same time IC economy is transferring piasters into francs on same 
_ basis at annual rate $187 million. Latter payments include profits, 

dividends, soldier and family remittances, insurance payments and _ other “fin operations”. Both figures exclude “commercial operations”. _ It is true that this flow payments metropole tends shift inflationary 
pressures from IC to Fr, but at same time it benefits private interests. Income mostly Fr because Fr control most of IC’s liquid wealth. It | constitutes in large part transfer from Fr taxpayers to other French- | men (Legdes 598 March 30).? | oS | | 
 * Not printed. | | | | * Documentation on U.S. policy with respect to the Anglo-Iranian oil con- troversy is scheduled for publication in volume v. | 

| 538—617—77——_35 - cc | —— : |
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Above comments are submitted with hope that, shld other data 

available to Dept require correction in them, Leg may be instructed. 

, They concern themselves of course entirely with Gen’s specific state- 

ment re Fr’s econ position re war in IC and make no attempt assess) 

heavy and irreplaceable losses human life. 7 | | 

Sent Dept 837, rptd info Paris 338, London unnumbered. | 

RE ge GULLION 

751G.5/10-1651 : Telegram 
| 

The Chargé at Saigon (Gullion) to the Secretary of State* 

| SECRET ee Sartcon, October 16, 1951—midnight.. 

859. Fol are further Leg views on additional four div project. 

1. Leg agrees and has for many months urged that truly Viet army 

able and willing fight within Fr Union framework and against 

Commie led Viets is most important immed objective our policies and 

programs in IC. It provides vindication of reality Fr claim of in- | 

dependence Viets, and wld be matrix and shield for development polit 

institutions. If fighting in IC is to be ended in our lifetimes, if Viet- 

nam to be source strength rather than weakness for free world, re- 

spected Viet Natl Army essential. 
| 

9. We believe, therefore, that we shld welcome any feasible ini- 

tiatives toward construction of such force and that Viet-Franco-Amer 

alliance cannot afford fail to support this additional project. . - 

3 At same time we must be certain that any specific army project 

soundly conceived, and that its risks calculated not gambled. As initial 

material endowment and subsequent maintenance this increased force, 

as well as majority its financing will, in one form or another, be US 

| responsibility, we are more directly involved in new four div plan than 

in any previous Franco-Viet project. Our appraisal must reckon with 

fol considerations: 
oo 

a. First of all, we shld be clear as to exactly what new project can 

accomplish. We doubt that this increase involving about 30,000 lightly 

armed inf natives can achieve objectives of reducing IC war to pro- 

portions Malay guerrilla action or of permitting significant return 

troops to France. If Fr declarations to US correct, Viet Minh “Peoples | 

Army” has been increased at rate at least equal new project rate, and 

as De Lattre has claimed, their admin and supply facilities in Chi 

make it possible constitute their entire force inside IC as combat 

effectives. New Viet divs shld as minimum maintain present level IC 

stabilization. They cld also doubtless accomplish pacification South 

Viet. bringing measure of peace to Cochin-Chinese economy, and lift- | 

ing trans-Bassac rice blockade and open possibilities for increased govt 

revenue. It not certain, however, what Fr plan or prefer use new units 

in south. a | OS | 

1 This telegram was transmitted in three parts.
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1 6. Second, we seriously concerned by slap-manner in which four div { _ figure presented to us and then hailed in private as fruit of Wash mtgs.. 
Gen De Lattre may have had project in mind but it has never previously . : —__ been discussed here nor advanced to MAAG or Leg, nor does it appear 
have been introduced into Wash conversations until they drew to close. a _ Yet since last Sept MAAG had tried get from Fr provisional estimate 
which might serve as basis for supplemental 1952 program if one — | became possible. De Lattre seems have been sufficiently encouraged 
by his reception in Wash to raise his sights from 17 battalion tenta- 

| tively mentioned in Paris before Wash talks, to additional four div | | figure. Not until Oct 8 was list of requirements for four divs presented - 
in Saigon. — | ; —_ | / OE | 

In meantime, Fr must be aware, as we have frequently told them : | that no appropriated funds available for any substantial increase over | : material already programmed. | | a 
MAAG has now been furnished preliminary phasing schedule show- _ ing formation of divisions to begin next month and to be finished:at 

end 1952, but in absence Chief of Staff, G4 and others, no Fr mil here | sufficiently briefed on project to discuss it with us prior arrival Gen. ae De Lattre. | | “ TEE EROS Ea! | _ ¢, Third, we must consider results so far obtained in Nat] Army 
| activation. In one project. or another, Vietnam Army has been under | 

construction since March, 1949; first four division project dates from _ Dec 1950, prior De Lattre’s arrival, aid was to have been completed in July 1951. At end of 1951 it was five battalions behind schedule but _ | has made the lag good. It has to date been formed chiefly by transfers | of already indoctrinated troops from auxiliaries and from Fr forces. 
The native officer corps includes not much more than 800 junior officers, with deficit largely supplied by Fr training cadres. It has had few a | combat tests. It has no officers above lt, colonel (two only), no gen staff, practically no service echelons, no chief of staff, no full time Min of Def, no senior officers to sit with Fr opposite numbers on permanent staff committee. | _ eee ES - d. Fourth, expansion to eight divs before first four are activated 
will introduce new political element and resultant final product may not be what Fr anticipate. Fr were hypercautious in approaching natl army project and only launched it when the Cao Bang disaster and concurrent war threatening Europe made them look for means reduc- — ing their commitment in IC. The initial four div plan was also cau- _ | tious and dominated by concern to produce solid professional army oO officered by cadres of which Fr cld be sure and whose training was under close Fr control. The new project involves stepping up pace, | and successive cadres will necessarily be somewhat faded off from the — Fr originals and facsimilies, Moreover, even though first elements — | will be created by transfers of some ten bns from F'TEO, the army will have to resort more direct recruiting and reserves derived from as yet unproved mobilization machinery. Will thus tap levels whose | allegiance to Franco-Bao Dai solution not been proved beyond doubt. Thus to the degree that Vietnam’s army begins to be natl army its — | attitudes become less predictable 8° tt fn | e. Nevertheless, we believe this element of risk can be safely ac- cepted because: (1) to degree the Fr control weaker and more remote the more ardent and patriotic the army will become; (2) this plan not |
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likely to get out of hand long as rate of formation is not headlong and 

not likely to be, since De Lattre must be aware sentiment in country | 

requires prudent approach. This realization, and financing and cadre. 

difficulties may slow process, at least to rate obtaining for first four . 

divs. | | | | 

4. Whether the task of creating additional div calls for direct US 

financing or not equipping of armies certainly involves increasing and 

indefinite heavy burden on us. Moreover, for each weapon and truck 

brought here we create potential demand for ammo, maintenance and 

spare parts. It appears to us that as US moves into this new commit- 

ment we have right to ask and require certain things of Fr Indos. 

For example: 
ee 

a. Exact current financial outlay, plans and capabilities of each with 

respect financing AS armies. : 

b. True picture Fr mil over-all expenditures IC, and future plans. 

¢. Capabilities for providing equipment from France or local 

production. 
d. Status of plans for building up command, staff and service struc- 

ture of Vietnam and AS armies, including Chief of Staff and Min 

of Def. As presently composed consists chiefly of light inf troops. Until 

natl armies possess own armature and leadership, they can hardly 

permit transfer Fr troops to France in any significant quantity. 

e. Offensive plans of Fr C-in-C and how he intends use force and. 

our aid. He has rather freely stated in three capitals that war will 

be over in matter of months and has created impression that he bases 

this estimate on assurances of matériel support given him by US fol- 

lowing presentation by him of his plans. We do not know of such | 

plans although doubtless he has them. It is to be hoped that during 

forthcoming visit of Chief of Staff of United States Army, De Lattre 

be able to furnish him with such estimates and plans on the ground. 

_f. We shld need to follow evolution and development of Vietnamese 

Army much more closely and responsibly than we now able to do. 

Operating under existing pentalateral agreement, we have no training 

mission, our end-use inspection facilities are reluctantly accorded, and 

| in general we approach the nat] army only through fine Fr filter. As 

the emphasis of our MDAP program shifts to AS armies and we 

assume more responsibility for equipping, paying, maintaining them, 

we shld require something like the direct contact with the client army = 

as we have under MDAP programs other countries. Even if this 

contact does not involve training programs it will require change in 

Fr attitudes. 
g. We shld need to know from what sources (ie. direct recruiting, 

vs. transferers) the men will be raised as well as in what tempo, if 

we are to know whether army increases represent real rather than | 

bookkeeping transfers. | | 

2Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, U.s. Army, visited Indochina on 

October 21-22. | . 7 oo
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] __h. We shld have much better information about VM plans and 

situation and about Chinese intentions than we are now getting from 
: French who have not granted our repeated requests for access to : POWs for interrogations, for documents and for timely news on 
| Chinese infiltrations. Closely allied to this field is better cooperation in psychological warfare. We are sometimes at disadvantage in assess- 

ing true position because French estimates on VM strength for pur- 2 pose getting foreign aid and support do not always tally closely with 
; — intelligence estimates. | | ; , _ 4. There shld be no repetition of instance in which “secret military 2 assistance pact” was concluded between France and Vietnam, fact 
: and terms of which were, and still are, unknown to us.? 
: j. We shld begin actively considering whether all or part of the 

material brought in by us for French forces is to be left inthe SEA 
theater for AS armies or to be transferred with French forces when 
and if they are returned to France. It will be recalled Dept did not | wish pentalateral so worded or negotiated as to preclude recapture 
of material or transfer to other theaters in accordance strategic _ necessity. OS oy Spee a 

). We do not believe that our inquiries with respect to French and 
Viet intentions need be limited military field. For example, we shld 
use our aid as lever to insure better probity and performance by 
Vietnam officials, and to insure realistic budgeting. — Oo | 

6. Finally we can not compartment military and political aspects 
of the activation and commitment of the Vietnamese natl army. If it | 

| fails, we eld perhaps afford the loss of the money and the material, | 
we cld less well afford the strategic and psychological debacle of build- | 
ing another Asian army which lost the will to kill Communists of - | its color and natl. The new army must be equipped with an acceptable 
ideal and sure morale. The Viet Minh is helping forge this moral 

| by its own excesses, but the men in the new army must also believe they ) _ are fighting for their own good and for independence. Way must be | 
found in the present transitional stage of IC independence to make | the future real. As our own contribution in IC is indispensable and 

_ steadily increases, we are justified in concerning ourselves with the | political base of military success; the prospects for democratic in- 
stitutions, forms of suffrage, admin of justice, the economic and social | improvement of the IC masses, the progressive relaxation of the 

* Reference is to the secret Military Assistance Pact Between France and Viet-Nam, executed on September 1. Basically, the agreement provided for French | assumption of the obligation for organizing, equipping, and maintaining the | Vietnamese National Army. France undertook to provide training personnel, — material, and financial Support. The U.S. Legation obtained a copy of the | : agreement on January 11, 1952, as the result of a direct request to French authorities. The text was transmitted to Washington as an enclosure to despatch : No. 3338, January 18, 1952, not printed. (651.51G/1-1852) | | :
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police control over ‘ndividual and civil liberties, the constitution of a 

govt more representative of the entire country, the definition on viable 

terms of Vietnam’s place in French Union. These are also weapons in | 

this war; their institution in Vietnam may also require close US 

concern. Lind message. 
| 

Sent Dept 852, rptd info Paris 339. Dept pass Defense. Paris pass 

MAAG. 
| , 

| | | GULLION 

751G.551/10-2151 : Telegram | . | 

| The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary o f State . 

SECRET Sargon, October 21, 1951—10 p. m. | 

888. ReLegtel 887, October 21.’ Gen De Lattre returned from 

- Washington, London conf October 19, recd most grandiose reception 

yet witnessed. at air drome with presence of usual honor guard, con- 

- siderable additional troops, including armored units ranged on apron 

| and outside admin building. De Lattre Constellation escorted to field 

by flight of MDAP F8F fighters and greeted with fly-past of MDAP 

privateers and fighters. After reviewing troops and mixed group of 

functionaries, dip] corps etc., De Lattre eloquently delivered remarks 

communicated in reftel from manuscript written in his own hand. 

Delivery acquired some spontaneity since microphone moved from _ 

original emplacement and close ring of persons gathered around 

De Lattre. At close of formal remarks, De Lattre made gracious im- = 

promptu gesture indicating me at his right and Gen Brink close by, 

expressing his appreciation for our assistance during his US visit, 

stating that we were strong friends of AS and Fr union. 

Return to city made under bamboo and palm triumphal arches 

erected 2 or 8 days before, surmounted with banners inscribed with 

| grateful sentiments, e.g., “deference, gratitude, admiration, affection”. 

These of course prefabricated by info services but possibly significant 

that year or so ago they wld not have remained standing over night. 

| ‘In contrast to Pres Huu’s reception week ago, which saw school 

children and other groups Viets placed in formation along convoy 

route, Viets schools participation this time was ragged or nil and 

few Viets witnessed although holiday was declared for banks and 

business houses, which not done for Huu return. | 

Sent Dept 888, rptd info Paris 3801, Hanoi unnumbered. 

| | a Hratu 

* Not printed. - | | -
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3 751G.18/11-251: Telegram a | 
i  - The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

| ¢gpcrper _ Sargon, November 2, 1951—7 p. m. | 

j 958. I saw de Lattre at his request in Saigon fol our return from 

De Raymond funeralinPhnomPenht 2 ss | 
_ 1. During better part hour De Lattre attacked deficiencies and = 
alleged “dangers” of the Huu regime. De Lattre said Pignon had | 

i warned him that Huu was one of worst “canaille” in IC. De Lattre | 
stated he had info, which he indicated came from Bao Dai, that Huu 
had deposits in IC banks totaling 39 million piasters (nearly two mil-_ 
lion dollars US at official rate exchange) and probably equal amtsin __ 

. Fr which he had remitted through Chi “black market” channels. Main 
| course Huu’s IC deposits were, De Lattre charged, illegal purloining | 

_ of “secret funds” of FonAffs, Def, interior and Info Ministries which 
| Huu retained in his own hands plus the secret funds he disposed of 

as Pres of the Council. He asserted Huu also had spent large sums in _ 
: Fr to obtain support of publications such as Climats and of certain 

unnamed polit figures.’ Huu had actively and. subtly campaigned | 
against De Lattre in Fr. He had to date refused produce budget be- 
cause details his personal mismanagement and misappropriation of 

_ public funds might thereby come to light. De Lattre had finally in- 
sisted, however, that delays must end and the budget must: be pro- | 
duced by Dec 1. Huu was keeping his F inMin in Paris to lobby for ee 
a change in Pau accords to abolish quadripartite bank of issue now _ 
being formed and allow Vietnam have its own central bank. This 
change must not be permitted at present time, De Lattre argued: A 
quadripartite bank of issue wld allow Fr necessary measure control 
over Viets spending, legitimate in view tremendous fin sacrifice, Fr 

_ was making for Viets independence. In Huu’s hands an uncontrolled 
central bank wld be instrument of graft, personal enrichment and _ | 
currency speculation. Huu was dangerous not only because of money — 
he controlled but because he was unscrupulous. It wld not be beyond — a 

| Huu, De Lattre asserted, to hire assassins if De Lattre threatened 7 
fulfillment of Huu’s inordinate and personal ambitions. Wu bak | 

_ And yet, De Lattre insisted, Huu had to be maintained in office for | 
- few months because, for the moment, there was no one capable re- | 

_ placing him and because there must be no “open row” before or during 
first mtg council of the Fr Union scheduled be held in Nov in Paris. 
Fiuu, with all his money, cld cause too much trouble both in Fr and 
IC if Bao Dai suddenly dismissed him. Only thing to do at present 

_ was keep up steady if discreet pressure, and he bespoke aid of Amer 

_."M. de Raymond, French Commissioner in Cambodia, was stabbed to death — soe by a servant on October 29, |
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Leg, to persuade Huu divest himself of the portfolios of Def, Interior 

and Info and satisfy himself with presidency of council and FonA fis. 

By next Feb situation might develop to point where Bao Dai cld 

get rid Huu (probably to Emb abroad) and form new govt. Perhaps 

among Viets Catholics new chief of govt might be found. Catholic 

governor of Central Vietnam was showing himself to be honest ad- 

- ministrator if somewhat narrow. Almost anyone, De Lattre asserted, 

wld be better chief of govt than Huu. 

De Lattre for first time seemed somewhat tired and depressed and 

| said he was sacrificing his health in staying in IC. He stated that if 

he had any real difficulties with Huu he wld offer his resignation and 

publicly explain the reason, i.e. the intolerable inefficiency and cor- . 

ruption of the Huu Govt. | 

Comment: This is first time De Lattre even admitted to me, or 

to anyone else as far as | am aware, that there was any personality in 

Vietnam with whom he cld not cope immed or any grave polit problem 

in which he must temporize. I am not yet certain that his difference 

with Huu may not be resolved nor am I certain that Huu is quite as 

~ black as De Lattre paints him and that he may not reform his practices 

to some extent. Huu is prudent and ambitious to remain in office. | 

9. De Lattre had talked with the Cambodian King in Phnom Penh 

, and urged on him a vigorous and straightforward attack on com- 

munism and Viet Minh in Cambodia. Commies were clever and im- 

placable and there was very real possibility, he had told the king. 

that they wld penetrate and dominate the numerous Buddhist priest- 

hood. If that happened Cambodia wld be “lost”. | 

3 De Lattre said he was most pleased with result his interview with 

the Pope. Fr Ambassador to the Vatican had warned De Lattre that 

| it wld probably be months at best before Vatican wld exert its in- 

fluence to get Viets Bishops take an unequivocal position supporting 

Bao Dai Govt and Fr effort IC. De Lattre thought, however, Vatican 

must have acted almost immed since on his return he had promptly 

| recd expressions support from the Tonkin Bishop Thuc of southern 

Vietnam. De Lattre thought his difficulties with Viets Catholic 

hierarchy were now pretty well at an end. os 

Sent Dept 958, rptd info Paris378. 
HratTH 

751G.13/11—1051 : Telegram 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ Sarcon, November 10, 1951—6 p.m. _ 

4006. Huu sent for me yesterday. I listened uncomfortably for an | 

hour to his criticism De Lattre’s action and complaints De Lattre’s 

criticisms of himself.
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i Huu evidently worried, puzzled, and seeking gain sympathy, if not 
] an ally, in his difficulties with De Lattre. De Lattre, he said, indulging | ; in open criticism Huu’s admin to Hanoi visitors and even foreign cor- 
3 respondents and this criticism known in Saigon. It not, Huu said, 

way HICOM shld behave toward chief govt. If he had complaints 
i he shld make them discreetly and direct. De Lattre had complained, | 

according to Huu, that latter had enjoyed too good press in France 
and was saying to all comers it because Huu had “given millions” to 

: French publications. Huu implied this nonsense but refrained from iz any specific denial that he had distributed largesse to Fr press. 
Alleged that De Lattre also complained his home-coming reception 

| less impressive than Huu’s. Huu said that inevitable. People wld | ; not turn out in same numbers for Fr general as they wld for their own | : govt. In fact, he boasted, chief of police had refused let all people who 
| wanted attend line streets because of danger infiltration VM terrorists. 

3 Kiven so, there people all way from airport to presidential palace. __ 
De Lattre had acted unwisely and improperly in making his speech 

extolling necessity and. virtues Bao Dai and this without advance 
| consultation with Huu. If cause of monarchy to be promoted it not 

_ for foreign general to launch campaign. Here Huu showed his anti- 
monarchial, possibly anti-Bao Dai, leanings by saying that people of 

_ Vietnam advanced politically beyond stage of powerful monarchy. | 
Huu’s Socialist friends in France had complained to him about con- 
tinuance of Bao Dai as Chief State and he had replied to them that 
they must accept it as necessary transitional apparatus. When peace 

| came Viet people wld themselves decide. He remarked that it was, 
| of course, conceivable Viet people might decide in favor of limited _ 

Constitutional Monarchy. | | 
He complained that De Lattre had rather rudely urged him to leave 

| Washington immed after former’s arrival. Huu said that he had | 
planned stay “incognito” two or three days and during that time it _ | wid have been very proper for De Lattre to have taken him to meet | 
General Collins and other personalities in Dept of Defense. De Lattre 
had told him, however, that Amer Govt wished Huu leave Washing- 

_ ton during De Lattre’s visit. I interrupted here to say that, of course, 
he knew that neither T nor any other Amer official had suggested he 
leave Washington during Gen De Lattre’s visit but I felt called upon | to say that it might well have been somewhat embarrassing for Huu 
if he had stayed. While De Lattre not guest of US Govt but of Joint | Chiefs Staff in recognition his services as allied commander during | World War II, his visit and publicity had been aranged long in ad- | vance. Huu’s visit unplanned and unexpected. In gen, Fon Mins visit _ | foreign capitals only when advance arrangements had been taken to | insure there wld be no competition with other visiting personalities | or officialevents. | |
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Planned program and publicity for De Lattre’s visit and inevitable 

lack public attention on Huu due to absence of Secy State and other | 

high officials during Huuw’s unplanned visit might have been found 

invidious by Huu and Viets. | | 

Huu very carefully refrained, I thought, from recounting | 

De Lattre’s allegations of Huu’s alleged appropriation secret funds | 

of several mils which he heads, and I naturally refrained, at this 

juncture, from bringing up at his charge. I told Huu that in my last 

| conversation week ago De Lattre had expressed anxiety over progress 

of mobilization but had quite clearly intimated to me his opinion that 

Huu shld continue at this time to preside over govt. I then went on — 

to say that while I had been glad report that Huu’s Govt had extended | 

‘ts auth and had achieved increased public support, that my Govt 

which contributing substantially to defense and econ and social needs 

Vietnam, concerned over fact that Viet Govt had not yet published 

 -budget. My govt also concerned over fact that Huu retaining so many 

ministerial portfolios in his own hands. This very heavy load for him 

) and not, we thought, in interests good admin. Huu passed over my 

remark about absence budget but said, unenthusiastically that while 

there had been difficulties in finding suitable candidates for ministerial 

posts that perhaps now with increased prestige his admin he might : 

be able appoint Mins to portfolios he now holds. I added that even _ 

appointment of capable Secy Gen of Defense Min wld be step in right 

direction. I concluded my observations by saying that it very un- 

pleasant position for me to be in middle of misunderstanding between 

French Viets; that it necessity such hour for Fr reps and Viet Govt 

and US, as contribute both to Fr and Viet forces, to work very loyally _ 

and frankly together. I trusted that he and De Lattre wld be able iron 

out any misunderstandings. Huu replied that there no “misunderstand- 

ings”. De Lattre’s criticisms intentional but he not sure just what 7 

De Lattre aiming at. Perhaps, he said, De Lattre building up excuse 

to retire from IC. Huu said that De Lattre’s habit of threatening, when | 

things not going way he wanted, that he wld throw up his command | 

and High Commissionership. I said I doubted that was De Lattre’s 

intention. , | 

Sent Dept 1006, rptd info Paris 396. | | 

| | Hears 

751G.13/11-1351 : Telegram 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Sargon, November 18, 1951—8 p. m. 

1016. De Lattre came Saigon from Dalat yesterday noon and sent 

chief his milit cabinet Gen Cogny to (1) inform me that he seeing
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_ Pres Huu at 1750 and wld like see me afterwards and (2) show me 
i photostat of letter from Viet in Paris to Tuyen + (see mytel 998; rptd 
1 Paris 391 Nov 9)? asking him return Paris where he would put him 
4 _ in touch with certain reps Fr polit groups and enclosing copy anti- 
| —s-De Lattre art in L’Observateur which he said Huu had inspired. Gen | 
1 took this as additional proof that Huu conspiring against De Lattre — 
| in France since altho Huu had dismissed Tuyen at De Lattre’s in 
j stigation last summer he keeping in close contact with him. __ Oo 

‘De Lattre told me had no “row” with Huu but had merely re- 
_ proached him (1) with having ordered that no mention be made 

_ De Lattre or Bao Dai in vernacular press and (2) his continued as- 
sociation with Tuyen. De Lattre showed Huu photostat of intercepted - 
letter to Tuyen. Huu, De Lattre said, had professed be shocked by : 
letter and said that Tuyen’s connection with anti-De. Lattre cam- | 

- paign in France on Tuyen’s own initiative and without any knowledge 
: Huu. De Lattre said he told Huu he believed this statement and 

observed to him that any such attempt against him in France wld 
be met by disclosure from De Lattre’s archives which wld do Huu’s | 

_ Govt more harm than any Viet campaign cld inflict on De Lattre’s 
support and reputation in France. De Lattre said Huu appeared sy 
anxious and was far from frank. They to meet again today.® | a 

De Lattre said that while Tuyen was dangerous man who ought be 
| punished, it impossible take any action against him. | | | 

_ De Lattre said that Bao Dai had stated that Huu shld remain in office 
_ for couple months yet. At end that time if Huu wld not agree release a 

_ portfolios he holds in his own hands and content himself with Presi- 
dency of Council and Min Foreign Affairs, Bao Dai wld dismiss him 
and call on someone—not yet determined—to form new govt. De 

_ Lattre of opinion that Huu wld not voluntarily release portfolios he 7 
now holds because of personal financial advantage of control their 
secret funds. In couple months Huu wld, however, be in weak position | 

_ to oppose dismissal order. To my question whether he had actual proof a 
that Huu personally appropriating these funds De Lattre answered _ 
he had definite proof and that total of secret funds Huu now con- | 
trolled amounted to about ten million piasters a month. | 

De Lattre then passed in review Viets who now rendering or might 
be expected render good service as Cabinet Mins. Tri an excellent man 

_ "Tran Van Tuyen, former Secretary of State for the Presidency. SO ~ * Not printed. | | 
*In telegram 1030, November 14, Heath reported on the Huu—de Lattre meeting | of the previous day. The telegram concluded as follows: “My impression was that Huu thinks he has patched up truce with De Lattre which he hopes to develop into more permanent harmony. Doubt, however, that De Lattre has _ changed his opinion or intentions regarding Huu which reported in mytel 1016 of Nov 13.” (751G.18/11-1451) |
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‘but not immed available. He not sure as to honesty and efficiency Vinh, 

FinMin. He might be all right if he cld be removed from Huu’s in- 

fluence. Tam really first class as Min security. Gov Ly of Central — 

Annam splendid, honest civil servant. He had cleaned up corruption 

and confusion left by Gov Giao who De Lattre claimed had been 

billing Govt for 6,000 regional militia when actually his forces 

amounted to only 2,000. De Lattre thought that Tran Van Kha might 

give good service altho he admitted his reputation of official honesty 

controversial. In recent conversation with Tran Van Kha he alleged 

to me that he had had dip into his own bank account in order that 

Min Nat] Economy cld function with some success. | 

Present milit operation in north, De Lattre said, had proved very 

successful and wld be followed, he indicated, very promptly with other 

local offensives. He must content himself with local small offensives 

for present time until completion, about Feb 15, 1952, of defense “re- _ 

doubt” in Tonkin Delta. Thereafter he wld dispose of additional 25 

battalions for his mobile reserves. Fr had, he asserted, reliable reports 

| that morale in VM forces dropping and that Ho’s prestige and popu- 

larity waning. If Chi Commies did not directly invade De Lattre felt 

utterly confident that in one year he wld have completely eradicated 

VM from South Vietnam and completely freed and secured Tonkin 

Delta and that by spring 1953 VM revolt wld have been stamped out. 

Sent Dept 1016, rptd info Paris 399. | | 

Department of Defense Files : | 

| Memorandum by the Chief of Staff, United States Army (Collins) 

| to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

| [Extract] 

TOP SECRET 7 --- Wasuineron, 18 November 1951. 

+ Visrrs To YUGOSLAVIA AND OrnEeR MDAP Countrins * | 

D. INDO-CHINA | 

91. After an excellent briefing by General de Lattre’s headquarters 

in Saigon, we flew to Hanoi. The next day we flew over a large part 

of the defensive perimeter in the River Rouge delta. This amounted 

to a detailed aerial reconnaissance of the series of organized strong — 

c Gon. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, United States Army, visited various 
Mutual Defense Assistance Program recipient countries in Europe and Asia 

Orne D3, month of October 1951. He was in Vietnam from October 21 to
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points being constructed around the perimeter. I was greatly im- __ : pressed with whatIsaw. | 

1 22. General de Lattre has carefully analyzed the terrain and is i _ basing his defense of the vital delta area on checking any Communist __ ; _ assault by means of organized positions, and then following up with 
strong counterattacks by mobile forces, ae | | j _ 28. Great and effective use is being made of airborne battalions in a the gradual process of eliminating Vietnam guerrilla forces within the 2 delta area. Heretofore, guerrillas when attacked have melted away | into the hills. Now General de Lattre employs parachute battalions to | __ eut off their lines of retreat. This is proving to be very effective. 

24. Unless the Chinese. Communists, perhaps under the guise of - | volunteers, enter Indo-China, the French and Vietnam forces should | _ beable to hold Indo-China indefinitely, 9 a | | 25. From what I saw of the Vietnam troops, I believe the French _ are making genuine progress in building up the native forces. How- | ever, it will be some years before the Vietnamese will be competent to defend themselves, oa — 7 | _ 26. No visitor to Indo-China can fail to be impressed with the fact | that this is largely a General de Lattre show. His personality, drive, and energy, and his undoubted integrity dominate every aspect of the | operations, both political and military, in. Indo-China. If anything should happen to him, there could well be a collapse in Indo-China. _ 27. There appears to be no possibility of removing any sizable num- | ber of French forces now in Indo-China. It is well-known that a large part of the finest regular forces of France are now employed there. _ It would appear advisable, if this is politically practicable, for us to put pressure on the French Government to modify the laws which prohibit the sending of compulsory service men to Indo-China in order | that some of the Regulars could be released to aid in building up the | ‘French NATO forces. ee Lee a 248. My final impression is that as long as de Lattre is in Indo-China, | we should continue to extend military and economic aid in order to __ check the spread of Communism in Southeast Asia.
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| 751G.5/11-1951 a a a Oo 

The Ambassador in India (H enderson) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL | New Dewi, November 19, 1951. | 

No. 1107 
esies S 

: Ref: Department’s Airgram Control 1021, October 8, 1951, 4:10 p. m.1 — 

Subject: General de Lattre’s Remarks on Indochina; Question of 

Approach to Government of India to Accord Recognition to Asso- 

ciated States. 7 | 

In reference to the above-cited airgram, the French Embassy has 

informed this Embassy that General de Lattre’s remarks of Septem- 

per 13 and October 3 on Indochina were disseminated locally by means 

of an information release of the French Embassy. In view of this ac- 

tion on the part of the French Embassy, it appears unnecessary to 

draw the attention of the Indian Government specifically to the re- 

| marks of General de Lattre. oo : 

The Department is aware that the Government of India 1s not dis- 

posed to grant recognition to the Associated States, but professes to 

continue to regard them as nothing more than puppet appendages of 

France. This Indian attitude toward the Associated States was most 

recently revealed in the negotiations between the United States and 

India relating to the signing of the Japanese Peace Treaty, when 

India called for exclusion of the Associated States from the San 

| Francisco Conference. The Embassy has not observed any change in 

the official Indian attitude since that time. Indeed, in his recent for- 

eign policy utterances, while not referring specifically to Indochina, | 

Prime Minister Nehru has indicated clearly that there has been no 

fundamental change in Indian foreign policy. The Embassy accord- 

ingly considers that an approach to the Indian Government to reverse 

| its policy would be unproductive at this time. The Embassy will 

watch future developments carefully, however, in the hope that a suit- 

able opportunity may arise to press for a change of the Indian position. 

OO Ror the Ambassador: 

| -  Byerert F. Drumreicor 

Counselor of Embassy (Political) 

i ppis circular airgram, transmitted to U.S. Embassies in six Asian countries, 

requested each Ambassador to report on the advisability of another approach 

to the government to which he was accredited regarding possible diplomatic 

recognition of the Associated States (751G.5/10-851). |
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751G.00/11-3051: Telegram = ea ae 2 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET 7 Sarcon, November 30, 1951—8 p. m. | 
; 1113. Fol based on Leg officer interview with Perrier, chief Fr | 
; —— Streté: oe | ae CO A ce ie 

1, During last 48 hours Viet police services in cooperation Fr Stireté : 
and backed by squadrons Fr tanks, have been conducting operations 
in Saigon for sequestration of members Cao Dai-Binh Xuyen offices 

. and staffs this city. oe _ os Oakes Seu 
7 2. Measure officially described as elimination of “certain disturbers 
| of peace” and only 15 persons said to have been arrested. “Pretext” 
2 according Perrier is examination papers and arrest of those illegally 
: _ bearing arms or not registered with census. Actually some 200 held 
: - in custody. No local press mention of Cao Dai-Binh Xuyenelements. 
| All fon correspondents desps censored. ee | 

; 8. One or two instances violence admitted. Binh Xuyen, whose prin- 
cipal stronghold is south and eastern parts city below canal sent group 

a to cross canal to rescue member held at police station. Fr tanks denied 
_ passage of bridges with some firing but assertedly no bloodshed. Binh | 

_ Xuyen dispersed at order Fr officer. This morning alleged member 
Binh Xuyen killed by police for failing answer summons. Binh 
Xuyen then attacked to rescue body; Fr and Viets took it back, ac- | 

_ cording Perrier, without further bloodshed.  __ i | | 
| 4 Binh Xuyen chief, Col. Bai ‘Vien, protested Bao Dai who told 

him keep calm cool, took no action. Perrier unable estimate howmany | 
Binh Xuyen he may have to deal with. Cao Dai headquarters overt. 
and well established numbering about 200 persons, co | 

5. Consider police action directly from De Lattre. According | 
Perrier, De Lattre in recent interview told Cao Dai pope cease trouble- 
making or he wld find “Fr did not have any need of him”. Perrier | 
claimed Fr and Huu Govt do not fear repercussions among Cao Dai 
generally or among Binh Xuyen. Claims that police action not immed — 
provoked by Col. The “third force” activities but that investigation | may show Cao Dai backing of latter, Two members Phue Quoc Hoi 
polit branch of Cao Dai serving as “Cao Dai research Bureau” claimed — a arrested. Perrier says he as well as Cao Dai Gen Thanh have been told. 
De Lattre will not tolerate their disaffection indefinitely and that both |  arefearful, Se oO _ 

«Leg comment: Police action further moved De Lattre policy break | | up para milit sections, clandestine parties. | rs |
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- Both Cao Dai-Binh Xuyen exercised quasi police and strongarm 

auth parts of city but this long standing and tolerated or encouraged 

by Fr since period when policy was use local groups with inside. 

knowledge VM to piece out inadequate Fr milit and constabulary 

forces. Due to dissidence of The, Cao Dai not previously charged with — | 

misuses power but Binh Xuyen organization has many aspects gang 

politics in that revenues derived brothels, gambling houses, various 

rackets and “protection”. 

Perrier claims Bao Dai recently gave Binh Xuyen lucrative “Grande 

Monde” gambling concession without inviting public offers. This juicy — 

pie previously awarded quarterly fol adjudication. Previously Perrier 

able know how much VM and Vietnam officials get as rake-off but — 

claims this now impossible and that he cannot infiltrate Binh Xuyen. 

He thinks Bao Dai leading beneficiary “Grande Monde” operations _ 

(see Legdes 18 Sept 27, 1951)." | 

While true some para-milit organizations have gangster character-_ 

istics, also true that some sincere natlists adhere to them in absence 

assemblies, elections, polit parties or other forums. Practically im- 

possible for opposition polit parties exist except clandestinely, as 

result no party strength behind current govt. 

De Lattre-Tam action risky but probably taken because of growing 

strength “third force elements” and with confidence that efficacy and 

strength Tam organization freed them from dependence on dubious 

elements. Perrier says success in breaking up Dai Viet encourages him 

believe police action can be carried through without. unmanageable 

| repercussions. Huu and Bao Dai undoubtedly support move but latter | 

has expressed fear that De Lattre may move too quickly against armed 

| bands. | Oo 

Sent Dept 1113; rptd info Paris 448, Hanoi unn. | 

- | HratTu 

1 Not printed. | 

851G.00R/11-3051 : Telegram | - BO | 

The Consul at Singapore (Goodyear) to the Secretary of State - 

SECRET Singaporr, November 30, 1951—11 a. m. 

613. Dept pass ECA. To Bissell * from Griffin.? | 

1, US econ aid program Viet basically on right track for US ob- 

jectives and shld be contd as orig conceived. Those objectives remain 

7 1 Richard M. Bissell, Jr., Acting Administrator, Economic Cooperation Ad- 

ministration. 
2R. Allen Griffin, Special Far East Representative of the Economic Coopera- 

tion Administration since November 9, was on a tour of ECA missions. He had 

visited Indochina prior to his arrival in Singapore. |
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- sound and practical if new govt is to be supported in policies neces- _ ; sary to build loyalty and appreciation among population. However, : I believe it is necessary for US clearly to realize the greatest impedi- q ment to success of US program and attainment objectives is nature of 1 present Huu Govt, its lack of vitality and public leadership, its lack 
of enthusiasm for progressive progress that wld improve the gen | 
welfare of peasants. | a | : 2. Weare dealing with able land owners—mandarin type—function- 
aire govt. Its weakness is not that it is subordinate in many ways to 

: F'r but that it is in no sense the servant of the people. It has no grass 
: roots. It therefore has no appeal whatsoever to the masses. It evokes 

ho popular support because it has no popular program. It has no 
, popular program because nature of its leaders tends to an attitude © 
| that this wld be a “concession”. This govt might reluctantly try 
: to mollify public opinion, but it does not consist of men who wid 
, lead public opinion. Therefore though France-Vietnam Armed Forces | 
| may cont to win small engagements for ltd objectives, no real progress — ) is being made in winning war, which depends equally on polit-solution. J 3. It has been perhaps error in judgment in believing essential | struggle has been between the constricting polit influence and pres- 

sure of Fr—which undoubtedly still exists and patriotic effort of Viets to win increasing degree of independence. Perhaps the essential strug- 
gle is one not undertaken—which is to get grass roots ability, convic- 

- tion and patriotism on behalf of people of Viet into the govt. So- 
called independence Huu Govt represents means nothing to masses, | It simply means a change of functionaires, not a change of social : direction, not a drive to advance lot of the people. Revolution will 
continue and Ho Chi-minh will remain popular hero, so long as “inde- pendence” leaders with Fr support are simply native mandarins who are succeeding foreign mandarins. The period of mandarin and func- | tionaire govt in Asia is over. The present type of govt in Viet is a relic of the past as much as Fr colonialism. | | | 4. I believe this predicament is now fully realized by Fr. There is | little doubt of fact they know they are fighting war that cannot be won without a polit solution, and the polit solution depends at least as much upon the relationship of Govt of Viet with masses of people | of Viet as upon the relationship with Fr on subj of independence. The issue in Viet, in my mind, is more than nationalism and Franco- — | phobia. It is old Asian issue that destroyed the Kuomintang in Chi, — — Communist opportunity to exploit insecurity, and hunger and - wretchedness of masses of people to whom their govt has failed to | make an effective appeal. The Huu Govt makes no such appeal. Its heart is not in that kind of appeal. If it talked land reform it wld | _ hever be believed. It is my opinion that Fr are now fully awake to this | 

538-617—77__36 | oe 3
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predicament. They realize that their interests are not being served by - 

a Viet Govt that not only has no appeal to masses but that has no 

program and perhaps only doubtful sympathy for masses. Such con- 

dition will not help the Fr to extricate themselves from the milit — 

burden. Nor will it help US to lessen the load of increasing costs the © 

Fr require us to share. It is my opinion that we shld consider this 

problem jointly with the Fr, to the end that a govt with some grass 

roots instincts, intentions and social purpose may result. | 

5. It may be pointed out that US is now engaged in massive milit 

assistance in Indochina and an econ program of great potential social 

and polit impact. Fr are insisting on an even greater Amer participa- 

tion in Fr costs of defending this semi-independent state. US has paid 

for right to exercise stronger voice in determination of policies. Hr 

failure to achieve satis polit results out of compliant, obedient land- 

owners nonreform Cabinet may now make possible a practical and far- | 

sighted program for improving polit situation, which in itself awaits 

improvement of social outlook Viet Govt, a condition now obvious to 

Fr. I believe Fr are ready for that. If we fail to secure their collabora- — 

tion for setting up a govt fitted for its job by something better than | 

obedience to Fr, then one day we will discover that the Fr in disgust 

and discouragement will abandon their attempt to defend this flank 

of sea. | i a | 

6. [have discussed this outlook with Heath but did not have time to 

| draft cable before leaving Saigon. | ee tent SNS 

Dept pass Saigon, Paris. Sent Dept 613, rptd info Saigon 20 for 

Heath (Saigon ECA for Wilkinson [Wéllamson]), Paris 3 (Paris 

OSR for Porter) .* | OO 

| | | | - GooDYEAR 

Paul R. Porter, Acting U.S. Special Representative in Europe, Economic Co- | 

operation Administration. | | | . 

851G.00R/11—-3051 : Telegram . . Coe | 

The Consul at Singapore (Goodyear) to the Secretary of S tate — 

SECRET Srncapore, November 30, 1951—11 a. m. , 

614. Pass ECA. Eyes only Bissell from Griffin, 

1. I have reiterated and emphasized in Saigon no change US policy 

objectives and basic econ program. While details program show 

imperfections, particularly in agri, nevertheless am convinced that | 

emphasis on social and econ advancement of rural people must con-— 

tinue first consideration or we might as well abandon both mission 

| and policy of strengthening an indigenous govt or public opposition 

Commies. © | Oo _ So
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: | 2. Due to continued misapprehension basic purpose MSA } in Asia 
and belief among newspaper correspondents and possibly MAAG, © 
Viet, Fr and even ECA personnel that econ aid is subordinated to 

4 milit and only hand-maiden to latter, believe Wash shld reaffirm US 
i polit-social-econ policy Indo-Chi in clear, unequivocal terms. Pls send | 
‘ copy to Griffin, a age ese a 

8. Furthermore I affirm that despite insecurity, great strides can | 
1 be taken in fulfillment our program by bold energetic directions if 

Wash backstopping also does truly effective job in recruitment, pro- - 
curement, policy. We shld not be discouraged by factors we can oe 

i overcome, | | oo gi 
, | SERS | 3 _ GoopYEAR 

“The Mutual Security Agency, established by the Mutual Security Act of 1951 (Public Law 165, 82d Cong.; 65 Stat. 373), assumed the functions of the Economic Cooperation Administration effective December 30. Documentation on. 
_ the Mutual Security Program is scheduled for publication in volume I. _ | 

| 793.5851G/12-351: Telegram . : | Begs | or | 

/ Pe SS The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon 

SECRET | Wasutneron, December 8, 1951—6: 10 p. m. | 
| 746. Dept increasingly preoccupied question disposition Chi Natls 

- internees Vietnam. Recent reports from Saigon (tels 1083 and 1084 _ | 
Nov 26)! that many internees have escaped to VM has furthered our | 

| impression that Fr shld again be urged reconsider wisdom their pres- _ | --entpolicy. = cs | | a 
| In the past we have appreciated Fr reasons for adhering to prin- 

ciples internat] law in disarming and interning refugees on grounds | 
that any other course might provide provocation to Chi Commies. We 
have since had reason to revise this estimate and are now of the opinion 
that the Chi Commies future action re IC wld not be influenced one 
way or another by Fr policy toward internees. | ee 

_ Moreover we are influenced by two other considerations: (a) it wld 
be desirable to relieve already overburdened Fr treas of cost of main- » 

| tenance; (6) recent unverified reports, largely of Chi Natls origin, — 
claiming increasing desertions to VM. If these reports true and sup-_ 
position accurate that internees join VM as means escaping camps 

_ conclusion that Fr policy had reached point of diminishing returns -widbejustified, (© a | 
We are not prepared to advocate repatriation to Formosa to Fr 

at this time for we appreciate the complications of such an operation 
and the Fr desire to draw as little attn to matter as possible. It is | 

_ * Neither printed. | ,
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Depts opinion however that all practical means of liquidating intern- 

ment camps and official obligation of Fr Govt to maintain internees 

shld be considered. Wld it not be possible to determine what if any 

portion of internees might wish to “volunteer” to join Franco-Viet 

units and then turn balance loose in Cholon, Haiphong or Hanoi | : 

where most part wld, as Gen de Lattre himself observed while in 

Wash, melt into the local Chi communities readily enough. Altho we 

wld not seek to oversimplify the feasibility such procedure we wld 

consider facing even its complexities preferable to present policy of 

supporting open sore which benefits no one but VM. | 

a In considering above you are reminded that US not willing assume 

responsibility, in whole or in part, financially or otherwise, for 

internees. | | 

Paris tel 3025, Nov 20,? attesting to de Lattre’s expression “for 

time being” might indicate that alternatives to present policy are being 

considered. - | 

Suggest appropriate official Emb Paris sound out de Lattre this 

subj and urge reconsideration upon him for decision wld appear rest 

, with him personally.2 At same time Leg Saigon explore question 

locally with both mil civ auths and Chi Natls officials. 

| Sent to AmLegation Saigon 746, AmEmbassy Paris 3301. 

| | | | WEBB 

2 Not printed. 
. 

. *Telegram 3176 from Paris, November 27, not printed, indicated that accord- ) 

ing to French Foreign Ministry sources, General de Lattre de Tassigny and 

Jean Letourneau, Minister for the Associated States, remained strongly opposed 

to repatriation of Chinese Nationalist troops in Indochina (751.551 /11-2751). 

751G.00/12—351 : Telegram 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET Saigon, December 38, 1951—10 p. m. 

1129. I attended fourth graduation ceremony Viets Army’s officer 

school at Dalat over weekend, Bao Dai having sent word he particu- 

larly wished speak to me. | oo | 

Bao Dai started off by saying he had heard from De Lattre, but not 

from Huu, that I had made some oral representations to Huu against a 

latter’s retaining key portfolios govt in his own hands instead of 

appointing efficient mins. I confirmed that I had done so and under | 

instrs (Deptel 612, Paris 256, October 31)* and in addition had ex- | 

pressed our concern over failure Viets Govt to produce budget. 

1 Not printed. | | -
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1 Bao Dai said in view our massive support US not only had right 

/ but duty criticize and counsel with respect Viet Govt operations. 
|. We did not of course have right intervention in purely internal polit 

affairs but we certainly shld be heard as regards govt operations, 
i} admin and aims. oe 
; He was gravely concerned over deficiencies Huu Govt and wld 
if apprec our making rather detailed representations persuade Huu 
{ correct these deficiencies. He had had Nguyen De, Imperial Cab Dir, 
i _ prepare for the confidential info of US Govt and myself, paper setting 

forth accomplishments and weaknesses Viet Govt and the reforms 
i which shld be actively undertaken. He hoped we wld agree with his 
; analysis and representations wld be made in gen accordance paper 

which he asked not be disclosed to Huu. oe | | 
Paper (text will be pouched December 5) is unsigned “note”? stat- 

ing that present Vietnam Govt under aegis Bao Dai had not only ree 
stored sovereign attributes lost nearly century ago but had given | 

| country in internatl position unknown in its history. It was under- 
| standable that govt faced with initial structural tasks had been unable 

give sufficient attention to operations, institutions and solution natl . 
7 functional problems. It was now necessary complete “structures” with | 

efficient men and plans of action. Failure do so wld result in public | 
disorder and impotence. Need was for fewer men but more compe- 
tency ; for less govt expenditure and more action. There were too many 

_ ministerial “gen staffs”; too much personnel in ministries and not 
_ enough in provinces. The “doctrines” set forth in Bao Dai’s “msg 

| program” on February 6, 1951 shld be put into practical effect. 
: Problems requiring immed attention were fol: 

__ L. Govt. Number ministries and secretariats must be greatly reduced thus concentrating admin action and reducing expenditure and because | of favorable effect such action on public opinion. oe | _2. Viets Army. While satisfactory results had been obtained, Viets were not playing sufficient role in formation of army. ae | ) _ 8. Pacification. ‘Milit action wld have no polit result unless areas freed from communism were immed given efficient and respected _ admin. Hitherto “exploitation” of liberated areas had been considered _ police matter. Problem must be in hands of a min who shld have full police and admin powers. | ee 4. Economic policy. There was no clearly defined and coherently executed econ policy an essential plank of which wld be an energetic struggle versus rise in prices and salaries. Latter depended entirely on _ price rice and which shld be held firm by limiting rice exports. : _ 5. Social policy. Agrarian reform was logical sequence of “pacifica- | tion” and wid help draw peasant masses from communism. This re- | form must be undertaken with prudence and respect for legitimate | property rights. : - | | 

* Not printed. | od |
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There must be an effective labor policy insuring progress for 

workers; taking into acct however the social characteristics Viet- 

nam and facilities which trade-unions offered for expansion com- 

munism. There shld be energetic Ministry Social Action absorbing 

Functions present Ministries of Public Health, Youth and Sportsand 

abor. 
| 

6. Fiscal policy. Absence of any budget for 1951 harmed Vietnam’s _ 

reputation abroad. Budget was in effect basis natl life and measure 

aptitude for self-govt. Exaggerated salary expenditures was principal | 

obstacle. Energy which govt wld bring to bear through simplification 

admin machine and reduction unnecessary functionaries, particularly 

in ministerial categories, wld give exact picture to friendly states of 

esteem and aid which Vietnam deserves. a 

Bao Dai said Huu cld remain provided he executed necessary re- 

forms though if Huu failed or refused he must be replaced. Bao Dai 

observed personality of Prime Min was less important than having | 

the right men in key ministries. He asked me to have talk with _ 

Nguyen De, Dir Imperial Cabinet, who wld give details re govern- 

_ mental deficiencies and necessary reforms. In conclusion he repeated 

his entire confidence in good faith of Gen De Lattre. The latter was, 

however, surrounded by functionaries of the old regime who simply 

eld not change their point of view that prime aim was maintenance 

of Fr influence and control in Vietnam. They had and always wld | 

subtly undercut clear commitments of De Lattre and the Fr Govt 

with regard to Viet independence. Thus shortly after de Lattre’s 

speech extolling the necessity of the rule of Bao Dai as chief of state _ 

and in effect recommending monarchical government for Vietnam, 

Gautier had sent word to Huu and Bao Dai that this statement “ex- 

ceeded” Fr Govt policy. In a second interview when I presented Robt 

A. Smith member edit board New York Times and Larry Allen, new 

AP correspondent, Bao Dai expressed conditional optimism over the 

fairly rapid defeat of Viet Minh whose morale was decaying provided 

China did not send in actual combat troops. The Viet Minh “oovt”? In 

the north had very effectively concealed from Viet Minh forces in the — | 

~ gouth that Communists had taken over. If and when southern ad- 

herents learned that Viet Minh was now a Communist show they wld z 

quickly “rally” to the legit govt. oo a 

Following talk with Bao Dai, had conversation with Nguyen De 

account of which given my desp No. 281 of December 3.? De felt sure 

Huu wld agree undertake governmental changes and reforms, par- 

ticularly if US made effective representations to that end. Huu wld, | 

however, endeavor subtly to delay and thwart such reforms in the 

interest of retaining and increasing his personal power. Huu was a | 

3 Not printed. |
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4 difficult man to replace. He was a dignified figure, of irreproachable : 
; private life, immense persistence and industry. While thirsty for in- 
: _ ceased power and autocratic, he was really more of a democrat than 
j ‘men like Nguyen Van Tri and other Vietnamese of mandarin back- 
i, grounds. Huu came from the people and was fundamentally anti-. 

2 monarchist. Another difficulty in replacing Huu was Bao Dai’s con- 
i viction that in present stage Prime Min must come from Cochin 
; China. There was no other Cochin Chinese available at present except | 
7 Tran Van Kha who had reputations being “affairiste” (someone look- 

ing for government graft) although he had ability and certain good 
| qualities. Neither Bao Dai nor De confirmed Gen De Lattre’s accusa- 

tions of Huu’s dishonesty in office. Bao Dai said that was not the issue 
_ and if necessary reorganization of govt made wld be little opportunity 

i for any substantial misapplication of “secret funds”. At end of the 
: conversation De fairly subtly intimated, I thought, that he might — 
7 meet the requirements as successor to Huu. Although he was from” 
: Annam he remarked he had many ties in the south and so many 

: friendships and associations in Cochin China that he was practically | 
| ‘regarded there as a fellow Cochin Chinese. He also intimated that _ 

Bao Dai himself must set the example of governmental economy. | 
_ dn conversation with Acting High Comm Gautier 4 upon my return | 

from Dalat I mentioned I had had some gen conversation with Bao | 
| Dai regarding reorganization and improvement of efficiency of Viet- 

nam Govt; that Bao Dai had expressed approval of my oral observa- | 
tions to Huu regarding over-concentration of key portfolios in his 
hands and that there had been some intimation that further and more | 
detailed representations from Leg along this line wld be helpful and 

_ agreeable to Bao Dai. Gautier said he thought for time being my pre- | 
_ vious remarks to Huu were all that was required; that the next step 

_ shld be taken by Bao Dai himself without Fr or Amer help. Bao Dai | 
shld call in Huu and summon him to institute the necessary reforms 

| which were indeed urgent. He remarked that Bao Dai naturally pre- 
ferred to avoid directly taking Huu to task but that it was his duty _ | 
as chief of state and not to be delegated to outsiders. There wld be | 
no objection to Bao Dai’s mentioning the Fr and Amer concurrence - 

| as to the necessity of certain reform measures. ee 
Leg will comment in near future with respect to Bao Dai’s paper 

and means of possible approach to Fr and Vietnamese. : Le 
Sent Dept 1129, Paris unnumbered, Bangkok unnumbered. aa 

a | HeEatTu | 

* General de Lattre de Tassigny had departed for France on November 19. — | He died of cancer in Paris on J anuary 11, 1952. | |
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751G.551/12-551: Telegram : | | . | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ Sarcon, December 5, 1951—6 p.m. 

1137. Gen Cogny, De Lattre’s chief Milit Cabinet, returned Saigon — 

today to be present during visit Admiral Radford.1 Cogny denied, 

and with good appearance sincerity rumors reports current in Saigon 

and Paris that Fr Govt extremely worried over IC problem particu- . 

-Jarly in view of De Lattre’s critical physical condition ; that De Lattre 

not returning to IC and that De Lattre now despaired of victory. 

Cogny told me that was first thought De Lattre wld have to suffer 

operation on leg as result of old war wound but was now decided 

operation unnecessary. Doctors had ordered De Lattre, however, to 

eet some rest and he was obeying doctors orders. De Lattre and Fr | 

Govt fully intend De Lattre return to IC in Jan and Madame De Lattre 

accompany him. Cogny expects him stay three active months in IC 

unless his physical condition becomes unexpectedly worse, there aiter 

return for brief rest in France. Cogny scoffed at rumors that Le 

| Tourneau was candidate for High Commissionership Indochina. He > 

said in case health of De Lattre worsened unexpectedly and Le 

Tourneau might consent as matter of duty to take over temporarily 

work of High Commissionership but he did not want the job. If such 

an emergency arose Le Tourneau wld not use title of High Com- 

missioner but wld retain his portfolio of Min AS temporarily taking 

up residence in Saigon. | Oo 

Cogny insisted that De Lattre still confident that within 15 to 18 . 

months the VM rebellion cld be essentially stamped out provided 

Communist China did not send in troops. Latest figures on Chinese 

troops concentrated South China cited by De Lattre in his speech be- 

fore High Council Fr Union? were two [garble] thousand Chinese 

regulars and 120,000 provincial militia in the southern Chinese border 

region. Cogny did not define depth of this region. | 

Cogny said that De Lattre had been formally promised by Pleven 

that even if the general Fr budget were not ready there wld be special 

budget for IC by Jan 1. The budget wld not be as large as De Lattre 

had requested but wld be, Cogny said, sufficient to carry on with. | 

With regard to the meeting of the High Council of the Fr Union, . 

Cogny said Huu and Viet Legation were acting very reasonably and 

correctly. The Cambodian Leg had caused few difficulties but not on — 

1 Adm. Arthur W. Radford, Commander of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, visited Viet- 

| Nam from December 6 to December 9. | 

- 2 The first meeting of the High Council of the French Union was held in Paris, 

November 29-80.
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any important issues. The New Laotian PriMin Souvanna Phouma _ 
had made good impression. — | , | 

Sent Dept 1187, rptd info Paris 442. | 
to | | - Heatu 

i 751G.18/12~751 : Telegram | | foe | 
| The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

j SECRET | Sargon, December 7, 1951—4 p. m. 
1147. Re Legtel 1006, rptd Paris 396. Acting High Com Gautier 

today told me Bao Dai had spoken to Aurillac of High Comm of my 2 conversation with him (Legtel 1129, Dec 3). Bao Dai asserted it wld 
: be necessary when he summons Huu to undertake necessary govt : reforms that he shld have in his hands a copy or an excerpt of a 2 State Dept instruction expressing concern over (1) concentration of 
! key ministries in-Huu’s hands and (2) absence of budget. Gautier | | said he now believed that it wld be well to give Bao Dai proper am- | munition which he might profitably use in getting Huu to reform the 

Viet governmental set-up but assumed that we would not regard it as : proper to write the Sovereign direct in such matters nor give him | excerpts of official instructions from Washington to me. _ 
| _ I told him this was my view but in case my govt shld decide to make | : observations in writing to the Viet Govt with reference to its organi- 

zation and performance, particularly its failure to prepare a budget, | _ Tassumed that a copy of the latter might conceivably be forwarded to 
Bao Dai for his info. | | Comment: Bao Dai’s approach somewhat Inconvenient since it 
has appearance of asking us assume his responsibilities to assert auth 
by his own govt. Moreover, Bao Dai’s memo (on which Leg will com- | ment further) not exhaustive or profound. In presenting only two . points to Huu, we might appear in position of rejecting others. Never- : theless, our concern with certain inadequacies of Huu Govt antedates 7 __ Bao Dai’s démarche, is valid in its own right, and I wld appreciate - Instructions authorizing me to present a note to Huu at least on tho necessity of producing a budget and perhaps on desirability naming capable full time ministers to such important portfolios as defense. | This shld not preclude subsequent representations on a broader range _ of Vietnamese governmental problems, I shall thank Bao Dai for his communications but tell him that a number of his points will require | further study by us. As he knows, questions of budget and the minis- tries have been of concern to us for some time and we may express | our interest in them more concretely. I shall tell Bao Dai I assume } he will present his own views to his Prime Mins. | ! _ Sent Dept 1147, rptd info Paris 443. | : 
Be | Hearn - :
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751G.5-MSP/12-951: Telegram | | re 

| Phe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State | | 

| SECRET Sargon, December 9, 1951—4 p.m. 

1156. Re Singapore tels 618 and 621, Nov 30.1 | | 

4, As Dept aware, I have for some time been concerned re inade- 

| quacies Huu Govt and I welcome Griffin corroborations. I am also 

pleased register my concurrence with his finding that present STEM | 

programs fundamentally sound in this trying situation. | 

9. IT am not sure, however, when Griffin speaks of govt with grass 

roots he means Cabinet nominated by present methods but including 

agrarian and popular leaders or whether he has in mind govt clothed | 

with some popular mandate based on development forms of popular 

consultation. As to former, I doubt that much can be done at this 

time outside possible Catholic participation and acceptance of post | 

by Tri, even this wld be limited advance since Catholics are minority 

sometimes suspected of too much western orientation and Tri, 1n 

| entering govt, wld have to swallow disgrace and suppression his Dai 

Viet backers, who altho in sense “orass roots” have Asiatic fascistic, | 

exotic, secret society aspects. oe | 

3. Fact is that no leaders with “grass roots” support presently 

known who wld join govt constituted on basis existing Franco-Viet 

| relations and if there were such persons, doubtful if Fr wld accept | 

them or that they wld be proof against Asiatic neutralism or Viet 

Minh infiltration. Fr know this which accounts for their quandary 

about replacement for Huu. BS 

4. If by new govt Griffin means Cabinet emerging from some kind | 

of popular suffrage, this difficult so long as polit life circumscribed 

by polit emergency. Time may be approaching for emergence par- | 

 liamentary forms but it wld have been premature to force this develop- 

ment before beginning Natl Army, before armature govt machinery 

created at Pau, and before Fr adequately conditioned to idea they | 

fighting in IC for something more than Fr supremacy. Process cannot 

| be accelerated at cost threatening line of communications or weakening - 

efficacy Fr forces. For example of process by which polit institutions 

may now be developed, 1 may cite interrelation of pacification, census, 

mobilization and elections: In pacified areas new census brings govt 

and people together in non-controversial relationship ; helps accustom 

masses to central govt hegemony; prepares mind for mobilization ; 

conscription (in very limited form) further develops relationship 5 

its admin establishes which are as amenable to govt auth, develops local 

- 1Neither printed. 
7
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] govt machinery, helps provide security within which elections can | 

: eventually take place. SS a 
1 5. I believe it at least incomplete to imply that Fr appreciate pre- 

dicament of govt as crisis of popular support which they never ex- | ; pected. Their criticisms govt have been directed almost exclusively 
3 to Huu, his misuse funds, concentration of Ministries, and alleged | 

intriguing in France against De Lattre and Mar 8 framework.. 
1 _ 6. Huu Govt has some solid accomplishments to its credit in addi- | 
i _— tion to deficiencies accurately observed by Griffin. It has created begin- __ | 
: nings Viet public admin, has improved security and public order, has 
j survived first mobilization in country’s history, and has made various 
i plans for econ and social reforms. With respect to land reform, reftels 7 
: do not credit efforts already made by Huu Govt (see Legdesps 691 and 

123 June 7 and Aug 31, 1951).2 Govt decrees now fol policy of letting | 
| displaced persons and squatters remain on liberated land, holds out 
i hope of compensation landlords. Problem here not land redistribu-- | 

tion so much as agrarian credit for acquisition land, financing crop, 
i shaking off usurer. Govt has plans which like all: else here depend on _ 1 ‘Increasing revenues. US econ aid might help rebuild farm credit 2 institutions ae | wh se 
7 7. I entirely agree our aid entitles us to special rolein IC and govt | | __- performance can be improved by our representations to Viets and Fr. 
. We can ask or require Viets to produce budget, increase govt revenues, 
po curb graft, fol through on land reform, and display more energy. Our 
p approach can be coordinated with Fr on all these matters. We may | | also wish ask Fr for measures to curb IC disinvestment, to admit. Viets _ ' to greater measure ownership their crops, to increase area polit. liber- a ties, and to accelerate native command staffing natl armies. Entire 

process must be worked out among three of us with patience and 
forbearance. | | TE! = 7 | 

8. Re De Latire’s alleged anti-Americanism, Dept. and Leg aware 
_ Gen’s irascibilities which spring perhaps in part from his immense _ concern for Amer opinion and support. Infinite tolerance required and | | | justified in view of contributions De Lattre has made and can stil] I make. Leg has not and will not refrain from demanding proper treat- : ment for Amers and recognition our position in IC. His trip to Wash- | ington has resulted in De Lattre’s better understanding our programs | and intentions. I believe we now have measure Gen’s fears and misap- _ prehensions and that we need not be too worried about them. _ | : ' Sent Dept 1156, rptd info Bangkok for Griffin 46,Parisunn, | | 

er | — | | Heat F 
* Neither printed. | a 4 | |
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751G.13/12-1151 : Telegram ~ 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Parts, December 11, 1951—8 p. m. 

3491. Saigon tel 1147 December 7 rptd Paris 448. Emb agrees with 

Saigon that US Govt shld not put itself in position middleman be- 

tween Bao Dai and his own PriMin in effort have Vietnamese Govt | 

do things it shld. Emb does not believe that US Govt shld adopt 

| paternal role vis-a-vis Vietnamese Govt in attempting offer advice or 

exerting pressure unless such advice or pressure can be related to US 

mil and econ assistance. US aid program does provide lever which 

can be used. 
| 

It is Emb’s view, therefore, that any approach made to Vietnamese 

Govt shld be on basis US Govt desire and expectation see its aid 

utilized effectively. On that basis we wld be justified in expressing 

concern and interest re question of budget, which has definite bearing 

on US aid, and re post Min Def, which can be related to formation 

national army as latter dependent to considerable extent upon US 

matériel. Expression our concern and interest wld seem to require 

| some fairly plain talk and not just reading of lecture, which cld be 

listened to and ignored with same degree politeness. 

Emb assumes that prior to any such approach Leg wld wish dis- 

cuss matter with French authorities Saigon in order avoid any mis- 

understanding or misinterpretation that we were assuming super- 

visory role over Vietnamese Govt directed toward supplanting 

French. | 
| 

Sent Dept 3491, rptd info Saigon 187. 

| | 
Bruce 

_—_— 

751G.13/12-751 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation at Saigon : 

SECRET Wasuineron, December 12, 1951—5 : 39 p.m. 

788. Urtel 1147. Upon Huv’s return Leg is authorized present note 

explaining US views re continued failure of Vietnam Govt to draw — 

up budget and difficulty this presents for US Govt particularly in 

dealing with matters of econ aid. Tactful attn shld also be drawn to 

fact that continued absence of full time Min of Defense also presents 

difficulties in connection with US mil aid. Note shld refer to previous 

conversations with Huu this subj and statement made that it is being 

presented upon instructions ur Govt in order to reaffirm views ex- | 

pressed verbally on past occasions. | 

Copy shld be given Bao Dai for whatever use he chooses with Huu. 

This wld serve double purpose of formalizing US views while at
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| same time satisfying points made by Emperor in his recent “note” 
to (urtel 1129 Dec 8). re a 
| Sent to AmLegation Saigon 788, rptd AmEmbassy Paris for info 

8451. . Ba : | } OS Lo | - Wenn 

i 793.5851G/12-1851: Telegram | - So  P 
i The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Oo Sarcon, December 18, 1951—10 a. m. | 
i 1220. Legtel 1083, November 26 1. Fol receipt disturbing reports re _ 
j internee desertions Phu Quoc Island Gen Hwang Chieh? and Fr 

representative have made independent journeys island to ascertain 
] facts. Conditions now appear better than previously described. Hwang | 
i _Chieh has stated to Leg that upon his appeal to deserters returncamps 
j approx 100 who had remained on island heeded request, while ltrs 

_ have been reed from Cambodian mainland deserters stating the desire | 
i rejoin fight against Communism but not remain idle and uncomfort- 
i able in internment camps. Fr rep has substantiated Hwang’s 
: statements. mo | | coe 
; ‘Solutions internee problem proposed Deptel 746, December 3 appear | 4 7 : ) . | : 3 Leg impracticable. Re internee volunteers Fr Union forces, Natlist 
i commanders wld surely never agree this owing fear subsequent dis- 
} persal their units with resentment loss own commands as well as 
i slim credit they believe wld accrue Natlist troops operating under Fr _ 
j flag. For Fr part, Chi Nats wld probably not be regarded as acceptable 
j Fr Union armies because (1) Fr interpretation internat] law pro- 

hibiting such move, (2) purported scarcity liaison officers assignable 
: Chi troops, (3) ill feeling which wld probably develop between Chi 
| and Viets cgmponents union forces. As for proposal Chi Nats “melt” 

into large Chi communities IC, Leg fears maneuver wld hardly be 
successful. Large majority internees are not from Kwangtung, Chi | 

/ province most heavily represented by local overseas Chi, but rather 
: from North Kwangsi, Yunnan, Hupei and. even. Hopei provinces. | 
, | They have few relatives IC, little commercial or artisan experience 

and no capital. Moreover, Viets belief is that Chi already resident _ IC are too numerous. 30,000-man increment wld hardly be acceptable . | to Viets Govtal, or public opinion. Finally, of “melt” doubtless more 
than few wld for reasons necessity if not conviction find way cooperate . : with Chi Com elements IC. | | 

1 Not printed. oo | | BG a | _* Commander of interned Chinese Nationalist troops. - |
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Altho internee situation appears momentarily improved, potential 7 

gravity as well as actual expense Fr suggests some early action. Leg | 

‘yemains of view best solution wld be that of unpublicized repatriation | 

Formosa internees in small groups, ships and funds to be furnished | 

by Chi Nat Govt. Local Nat auths have frequently expressed to Leg 

certainty that Nat Govt wld gladly send shipping and defray repatri- 

ation costs. Possibility even exists that internees might “escape” in 

small lots from camps and board Nat ships offshore, procedure not 

without historical analogy. 

By whatever means, Leg wld counsel earliest treatment of what | 

Dept aptly describes as this “open sore which benefits no one but VM.” | 

Sent Dept 1220, rptd info Paris 466, Taipei 42, Hong Kong 101, 

Hanoi unnumbered. | | as 

| | Heat 

751G.5-MSP/12-1451: Telegram | . | oo, 

ss Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France | | 

SECRET : Wasutneron, December 19, 1951—2:59 p. m. 

3469. For Bruce from Lacy. Urgency sit described Embtel 3568 

| Dec 141 emphasized to Defense which assures us they are making 

special effort complete delivery on all items. Acting on info provided 

by Fr Emb Wash Dept emphasized greatest need IC is for trucks, 

automatic weapons and radio equipment. Defense assures us that all 

| transportation equipment will be delivered IC by Dec 31 in a number — 

exceeding that promised Gen de Lattre. Special efforts on other items 

which are in particular short supply are continuing. : 

se ACHESON 

11%n telegram 3568 from Paris, Ambassador Bruce stated the following: 

“LeTourneau, Minister for Associated States, asked. me today to advise Wash- 

ington French Government would be most grateful if speed of end item de- 

liveries Indochina cld be accelerated. DeLattre had talked to him today reporting | 

that present Viet Minh battle was serious and was chewing up equipment fast. 

Can you give me any info on this subject which might be useful?” (751G.5-MSP/ 

12-1451) From mid-November 1951 to February 1952, heavy fighting occurred in _ 

the area of Hoa-Binh, southwest of Hanoi, and elsewhere in northern Viet-Nam. 

751G.00/12-1951 (SERS | | 

Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far — | 

| | Eastern Affairs (Allison) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET | _ [Wasutneron,] December 19, 1951. . 

| — Subject: Chinese Intervention in Indochina Se 

Tn view of the ominous character of intelligence reports concerning 

a Chinese preparation for massive intervention in Indochina, it 1s 

|
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suggested you may wish to make some brief reference to the Indo- 

china situation at the meeting of the National Security Council on 

December 19. | oe 7 fe 

In this connection you might say that intelligence reports emanating | 

from Taipei, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Hanoi and Saigon would indicate 

that the Chinese Communist capability of effecting a massive inter- | 

vention in Indochina and perhaps Burma has increased significantly. 

It is reported that there are at present some 200,000 Chinese Com- 

-munist troops in Kwansi province prepared to move on Indochina | 

as “volunteers”; that the volume of matériel assistance from Red | 

: China to the Vietminh has increased; and that rail and road com- 

munications between Kwansi province and Tonkin have been put 

in good working order. The consensus of intelligence reporting would | 

indicate that action on a large scale against French Union and Viet- cay 

nam forces in Tonkin may be expected on or about the 28th of Decem- 

ber. Embassy Paris, meanwhile, reports that Messrs. Pleven and _ 

Monnet have expressed to our Ambassador grave doubts as to the 

ability of the French to continue the war in Indochina unless further _ 

assistance from the United States is immediately forthcoming. We | | 

have asked Embassy Paris’s opinion as to the unpleasant possibility, | 

which we have long feared, that the French may be preparing to with- 

draw from Indochina. . | ; 

It is therefore suggested that the NSC direct, as a matter of urgency, 

| that a staff study be prepared with a view to determining what action | 

this government can take in the event of Chinese Communist support. 

on a large scale of the Vietminh forces either overtly or by means 

of volunteers’? = | | 4 | 

| 1 Action 597, taken by the National Security Council at its 110th Meeting, 

December 19, indicates that the Council discussed the situation in Indochina 

in light of possible Chinese Communist intervention, and, at the suggestion of | 

the Secretary of State, directed. its Senior Staff to expedite preparation of a 
report on U.S. policy toward Southeast Asia, with particular reference to possible 

- courses of action regarding Indochina (S/S Files: Lot 62D1). Ce 

751G.00/12-2051 : Telegram | oo — a 

oe The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France 

TOP SECRET = - Wasurneron, December 20, 1951—8: 15 p. m. 

| 3613. In view volume and character intelligence reports fore- 

shadowing massive Chi intervention IC in Dec or early Jan Dept. | 
| believes it desirable to determine anew action Fr Govt plans to take 

in UN in such contingency. Fol are questions to which ans are useful: + : 

-1Bmbassy officials transmitted the substance of the questions to the French . 
a Ministry of Foreign Affairs in a memorandum of December 22, not printed. (Lot 

58F53: Paris Embassy Files) | oe . . | 

: | |
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(a) What will Fr regard as criterion of Chi assault: appearance 
large number technicians and advisors, volunteers, or nothing less than 

| invasion Tonkin by Chi armies ? | | 
g (0) wall case be brought to UN by Fr Union, or Chiefs of Assoc 

tates ¢ | | 
(c) What action will UN be called upon to take: declaration of act — 

of aggression, call for UN troops, etc. ? | Ss 
(¢@) If action proposed to SC is vetoed, do French propose to con- _ 

— voke GA? | | 
(¢) From what quarters do French expect support for proposed 

action UN? | ) 

Sent to AmEmbassy Paris 3618; repeated to Am Embassy London 
3008; ® repeated to AmLegation Saigon 835.* a 

| | ACHESON , 

*An additional paragraph to the London message only read: “Pls inquire _ 
FonOff views problems raised foregoing.” . | 

*An additional paragraph to the Saigon message only read: “Emb London 
to determine FonOff reaction to problems identified in Deptel to Paris. Ur com- | 
ments appreciated but presume you agree it may be undeSirable to interrogate 

Viet Govt at this time.” a : 

790.5/12-2051 , a oe | 

The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Satcon, December 20, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Since I know your concern with formation | 
of policy for Indochina, I believe you will be interested in the increas- 

_ ing role of American military agencies in this field, particularly since 
the Singapore Conference of May 15, 1951. I have written previously 
to Dean Rusk on this subject. and I enclose copies of this 
correspondence. 

Very shortly after our recognition of Viet-Nam, the Department 
and the Legation at Saigon began to urge the utility of a tripartite __ 
military conference of the type eventually held at Singapore. In order 
to avoid the semblance of political commitments we conceived that the 
actual meeting should be confined to the military staffs. This did not 
seem to us to preclude political and diplomatic coordination. To our 
surprise, however, this conference was planned and conducted with 
practically no consultation with the Department; the report of the 
conference was only communicated to us after Dean Rusk intervened 
with General Bradley, as the enclosed correspondence shows. 

_ + Letters from Heath to Rusk, April 24 and June 8, neither printed. |
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| We are still unaware of action taken upon the recommendations of _ 
the Conference Oo 

_ American participation in this Conference contrasted sharply to _ 
that of France and. Great Britain.. Their Foreign Office and colonial 

_ officials ‘worked closely with the Conference delegates and even took 
the lead in preparation of agenda and position papers. a 

The Chief of our MAAG, Brigadier General Francis G. Brink, 
participated in the conference as number two American delegate and 
as representative of the JCS. The precedent of the conference con- 

_ firmed him in the latter capacity; as Joint Chiefs representative (but . 
_ presumably not as Chief of MAAG) he sends reports to the JCS: and | 
receives papers from them which are not officially available to the Se 

“Since the Singapore Conferenee, and as a result of it, the first of 
_ what is to be.a series of tripartite conferences for the exchange of 

information was held in Saigon on November 9-10, 1951. I received no | 
| advance notice of this conference until just before it was to convene | 

and have not been officially advised ‘of its agenda, conclusions, and | 
recommendations... 00 0 PHT stage | 

_ The French Foreign Office has a copy of the report ofthis meeting | 
_ and showed it to our Embassy at Paris who have asked for a copy of | 

it (Paris telegram 3458, December 10):2°- oe | 
_.. The military attachés who participated in the most recent conference = 

are enlarging their operations and staffs. From the outset the N avy : 
has had its own ciphers and communications systems; so does MAAG | 
and its powerful radio facilities handle our traffic; and the Army | 
Attaché is now about to install his own codes and will transmit I 
throughhisownchannela, 2S | _. The interrelation of military and diplomatic policy in this area is : 
obvious and close. No basic military estimate of the situation can be | 
made without an evaluation of political circumstances which Tdoubt =| ihat the military agencies have made in the past or are fully equipped _ to undertake in the future. The’ continuing representation of the | 
United States by our military, alone in area conferences where sit 

_ diplomatic and intelligence officials of other governments will involve — 
_ either an incomplete presentation of the American position or an 

attempt to assay matters not properly within the military competence. : Similarly, the existence and the expansion of communication channels 
_ reserved for the private correspondence of the military on current | 

_ Andochinese problems—and no such problem is today free of political | substance or complexity—will, I fear, lead either to the formulation | 
‘Notprintea, (ECs eT ok oy | 

538-617—77-_31 | |
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of Department of Defense policy without adequate attention to politi- 

| cal circumstances or to the assumption by Defense representatives here — 

of functions wholly inappropriate to them. | | 

In all this, I have no criticism to make of the military officers here 

in MAAG or the Attaché group, who are acting properly within the 

scope of standing instructions. ae | 

I would make the following recommendations : 
| | 

(a) that this Legation be represented at any future conferences such 

as that recently held at Saigon ; 

(6) that communications between the Joint Chiefs and the Chief 

of MAAG and between Defense and the Attachés be made available to 

the Chief of Mission whenever any matter concerning substantive 

policy or having political implications is involved ; | 

~ (e) that the whole question of the relation of the diplomatic and 

military branches in Indochina (which I believe is precedental for 

SEA) be kept under continuous review in the Department. — 

My recommendations would be somewhat different in form, of 

course, if the United States were definitely to assume military re- 

sponsibilities in this area: for example, pursuant to the constitution 

of a Southeast Asian Command or if the military services were given 

a definite defense mission other than that inherent in the normal func- 

tions of attachés and of the MAAGs. og Se . 

Withallbest wishes, 8 8 9° © ce et a, / 

| Sincerely yours, —  Dowarp R. Heats 

751G.13/12-2051 : Telegram ee oo 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary 0 f State 

SECRET oe | Parts, December 20, 1951—8 p. m. : 

3706. Jessup,! accompanied by Sprouse,? called on PriMin Tran 

Van Huu this morning pursuant to latter’s request see him before 

Huuw’s departure for Saigon today. After exchange courtesies Huu 

made fol comments: | - See ee | 

1. Hun satisfied with results mtg HC French Union although all 

Vietnamese theses not accepted. Important thing was acceptance of 

principle of HC as consultative body, not executive, in which no vote 

, taken and whose decisions not binding unless common agreement 

reached. | | 

1 Ambassador at Large Jessup was a member of the U.S. Delegation to the 

Sixth Regular Session of the United Nations General Assembly held at Paris, | 

November 6, 1951—February 5, 1952. . | 

2 Philip D. Sprouse, First Secretary, U.S. Embassy in France. Co
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2. In view unstable French Govt majority and serious problems 
| facing French Govt Vietnamese did not wish to [increase?] French 

difficulties. While Huu did not look with favor on quadripartite ar- | 

rangements, such as institute of issue and customs union, it was recog- 
nized that failure to carry through on such arrangements wld require 

_ revision previous accords concluded with France. It was realized that 
present was no time to confront French Nat Assembly with supp 

| action, particularly when French expenditures IC were important 
- point in consideration budgetary questions Natl Assembly. 

| 8. Unless Chi threat to IC materialized in form Chi aggression 
cross IC border, milit sit shld develop favorably and peace cid be | 
achieved within year to 18 months. Chi Commie assistance-so far | 
limited to advisers and matériel and no indications participation Chi — | 
Commie soldiers on Viet Minh side. Polit situation [garble] satisfac- 

_ tory and prestige of Vietnamese Govt had increased considerably, 

due in part to Vietnamese participation San Francisco conf.and Huu’s | 
reception of Pres Truman.*? Huu had been given enthusiastic recep-_ 
tion upon his return from San Francisco indicating enthusiasm of 

| Vietnamese people at Vietnamese achievements on international plane. 
Present govt popular with people and many Vietnamese intellectuals 

_ here had expressed to him their approval his policies = 
| 4. No decision yet reached with respect Assoc States representation | 

Paris. Huu had come with specific instructions from Bao Dai that | 
_ Vietnamese rep here be Amb. Proposal had now been made (pre- | 
sumably by French) that Assoc States rep here have title “Ministry | 
permanent” but Huu cld take no action in this regard pending further : | 
discussion with BaoDai. BE 
_ 5. Huu hoped steps cld be taken in near future name Vietnamese _ | 
Min to Washington. Field was limited by desirability having some _ 

_ one who cld speak English and every person he had suggested to Bao 
Dai had been so far unsatisfactory to latter. It was possible that 

_ Min Fin Vinh might be appointed. ee OES 
| Altho it had been anticipated that Huu wld bring up question 

| LU.S. Gov’t?] position re Vietnamese admission to UN, Huu did not 
raise matter and subj was not discussed. / : - 

_ Dept pass Saigon, sent Dept 3656, rptd info Saigon 206, London 
unnumbered. | - , oe 

. | CO | - Bruce | 

a * President Truman and Prime Minister Huu met very briefly at San Francisco. | 
Huu also paid a courtesy call at the White House on September 13, accompanied 
by Crown Prince Savang of Laos. No records of these meetings have been found ~ 
in the Department of State files. |
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Policy Planning Staff Files: Lot 64D5682 ee | 

Substance of Discussions of State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting at 

... the Pentagon Building, December 21,1951, 11: 30-a.me 

| TOP. SECRET So | a oe 

ee PRESENT re 

General Bradley. = ~~. -Mr. Matthews* rs 

| General Collins | Mr. Bohlen > | | 

Admiral Fechteler®? = © Mr. Nitze“ | Joe ORE nay 

General Vandenberg* =~ Mr. Allison® © 0 © 5 

Admiral: Fife > — a Mr. Perkins — Bae | 

General Lee®& . Mr. McGhee® © 

General Hull?’  ©— | > Mr. Knight ” pd | 

General Bolte®-.- =. ~~~ -—Ssis Mir. Ferguson ** yas 

Admiral Wooldridge® = ~—. Mr. Stelle* . ee 

General Cabell © 00 OS 

Admiral Lalor = Oo 

General Ruffner? 5 

Colonel Carns: 
| 

Min. Marnanws: We thonght it might be useful to tall about Indo- 
china. (At this point Mr. Lacy joined the meeting.) En es 

1 File of the Policy Planning Staff of the Department of State, 1947-1953. 
2 Beginning in January 1951, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and representatives of 

the Department of State met regularly, generally on a weekly basis. The pur- 

pose of these conferences was to exchange information and opinions rather . 

than. to achieve agreement on the various issues discussed. The source text 

indicates that this record is a State Department draft not cleared with any of — 

the participants: - SO . : Ra 

| % Adm. William M. Fechteler, Chief of Naval Operations. - - me pe 

“Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force. oe Ep 

5 Vice Adm. James Fife, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Operations). _ 

- § Maj. Gen. Robert M. Lee, Director of Plans, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, | 

Operations, U.S. Air Force. _ en coe 

7 Gen. John E. Hull, Vice Chief of Staff, U.S.Army, = = © © 

8I4. Gen. Charles L. Bolte, Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans, U.S. Army. = 

"Rear Adm. Edmund T. Wooldridge, Representative of the JCS on The Senior. 

Staff, NSC. | | Dt CS — - 

1 Maj. Gen. Charles P. Cabell, Director of the Joint Staff, Joint Chiefs of Staff. | 

1 Rear Adm. William G. Lalor, Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
12Maj. Gen. Clark L. Ruffner, Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of Defense | 

(International Security Affairs). . DO | 

127, Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs. | 

4 Paul H. Nitze, Director of the Policy Planning Staff. - : ee 
% John M. Allison, Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. 

18 George C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South 

Asian, and African Affairs. | 

1 Ridgway B. Knight, Acting Deputy Director of the Office of European 

Regional Affairs. | 

. . 8 John H. Ferguson, Deputy Director of the Policy Planning Staff. _ | 

19 Charles C. Stelle, Deputy Director of the Office of Intelligence Research.
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~ Genera Brapiey: I think we ought to discuss Indochina. It looks 
as if things might move to a climax there at any time. As of now so far : 
as the military side of it goes the situation stands with Indochina 

_ tanking next to Korea on the MDAP list. We have equipment moving 
there now and more is going there shortly. beh a Bt tgyetaliigies 0 

_ Mr. Marruews: The accumulation of intelligence reports of possible | 
Chinese moves against Indochina together with the recent bad news | 
of DeLattre’s health and the indications of continuing French dis- 

_ Satisfaction with their position and the possibility of a growth of 
French feeling that they might have to pull out seem to us to add up | 
to a situation that needs some careful thinking, 
~ GENERAL Vanpenperg: It seems to me that the question really is, 

are we or are we not prepared to let Southeast Asiago? ©) 
~ Mr. Arrison: There would be a real danger of losing Southeast — 
Asia if Indochina went Communisti. = 
~ Genera Corts: I think the assumption that all of ‘Southeast Be 

_ Asia would be lost if Indochina goes Communist needs careful analy-_ 
sis.?° As far as the resources go, most of the tin is in Malaya ‘and the 
oil in the’ Netherland East Indies. If the British really wanted to, | 
I believe from the military point of view Malaya could be held even if 

_ Indochina were lost. If this were the case, we would still'be able to | 

_ Generat Braprer: You probably have to calculate the loss of | 
Indochina and the loss of atleast Siamand Burma. = ststs—S | 
 Generat Conrtns: T agree that Siam and Burma would be lost _ | 
and ‘so important rice areas would be ‘lost, but the British should be 

_ able to hold Malaya. This is a different situation from Indochina. In 
Indochina the ‘French are: holding a long perimeter which'the Com- 7 
munists might be able to punch through at any point. In Malaya the | 
British: ought to be able to hold on to Kra. They would have water — | 

_ oneach side of them and a veryshortlinetohold: eS | 
_ Generat Brapiey: I just. don’t think we could get our public to 
go along with the idea of our going into Indochina in a military way. - 

Mr. Marrnews: Youmean groundtroops. © 
~Generat Braptry: Yes. Fb ass 

_ Mr. Marrunws: The difficulty is that the pattern will probably be 
| a gradual increase of Chinese support rather than dramatic all-out | 

Chinese intervention, © 9 ee Ey 
~ Generat'Coriins: There are two things that impress me about _ 

the Indochina situation. The first is the difficulty of getting able native | 
leadership. De Lattre says Bao Dai is the best man available and he | 
is far from a great leader. The number two man, Huu, is not trusted 

"For text of NIE-20, “Resistance of ‘Thailand, Burma, and Malaya to Com- : munist Pressures in the Event of a Communist Victory in Indochina in 1951,” | _ March 20, see p, 27. , a EE ee
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either by De Lattre or Bao Dai, so that you just don’t have competent 

or at least trusted leadership. The second thing Is that as of now the | 

Indochina thing is clearly a one man show. If anything should happen | 

to De Lattre, it might go to pieces. Frankly, | think we must face the 

probability that Indochina will be lost. | 

| Mr. Nirze: If we get an Armistice in Korea and then quietly 

swallow the loss of Indochina, the adverse public relations conse- 

quences would be tremendous. We should consider very carefully what _ 

is involved. | | | 

| - Gpneran Brapiry: Maybe we could use the “larger sanction” in 

the Indochina situation as well as in the Korean. | 

Mr. Boutzn: The difficulty will be that a Chinese increase in sup- 

port will probably be gradual and covert rather than sudden and 

open. Does General Collins think that the French could hold on if the | 

| Chinese don’t come inin force? - | 7 

| GeneraL Cortins: Yes, I think they probably could hold on if 

the Chinese don’t come in, but there is no chance that they really 

can clean up the situation. | oe 

Mr. Nrrze: What would it take to put them in a position to clean 

up the situation ? BS BO 

 GeneraL Corrins: A great deal. In Indochina the French have 

given up what are the best natural defensive positions, the bases in 

the mountains. Their position now is a long perimeter on the plains. 

To clean up the situation would require a general offensive. - 

Mr. Lacy: An NSC paper is now being drafted which takes up _ 

the question of the use of U.S. forces.” May I ask what the Joint 

Chiefs feeling is on whether we should participate with the British 

and French in military conferences on Indochina and the Southeast 

Asia area. 4 a | | | 

Gungrar Brapter: I think a staff paper” is almost completed on _ 

that point and I believe that the paper will recommend that we not 

participate. Personally I disagree with that position. I think we _ 

should be prepared to confer on the problem provided we make it 

clear that we are not committing ourselvestoanything. Se 

Gunrrat Cortins: I would go along with that if there were a clear 

understanding that we were not making any commitments. The danger 

is that the French always say “We can’t do anything, you can, so if 

you don’t do anything that’s your responsibility”. 

‘Guneran Braptey : I think we can give you a decision on the ques- 

tion of our participation in a military conference very quickly. 

2 Reference is presumably to the preparation of the NSC Staff Study contained 

| in report NSC 124, February 138, 1952; for text, see United States—Vietnam 

Relations, 1945-1967, Book 8, pp. 468-476. | | . 

* Not identified. 7 a
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790.5/12-2251 ; Telegram | | | — 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET 7 Paris, December 22, 1951—10 p. m. | 

3764. Personal for the Secretary. Pleven sent for me this morning 

| in the presence of Letourneau, Min for Associated States, gave me 

note translated in immed following cable. He specifically asked as 

head of French Govt that contents of note be brought to personal 

attention of President Truman. In view of last para I shld like to be | 

able to state that such has been done, and that President is consider- 

ing matter. | a re 

We will comment rather fully in forthcoming cables on Indo-China 
situation which is causing grave political complexities here. In regard 
to this particular note French expressed their feeling of great ur- | 
gency that decision favoring tripartite talks contemplated by Singa- | 

pore conf Xmas may be no longer delayed.* oo oo | 
- Sent Dept 3764, rptd info London 1004, Saigon 214. | 

"1 For additional documentation regarding the question of tripartite staff talks. 
- on Southeast Asia, see pp. 1 ff. and p. 64. | 

790.5/12-2251 : Telegram Te , Oo Loe : 

| . The Ambassador m France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET Pars, December 22, 1951—10 p. m. | 

_ 8765. Personal attention Secretary. Ref my immediately preceding 
cable | | pt ge 
~ Informal translation Pleven note follows: oo 

“Prime Minister French Govt calls attention of US Govt to fact 
that. possibility of Chi intervention in Indochina appears to be be- 

- comingmoredefinite. 2 | Oe 
_. Analysis of entirety intelligence reports concerning South China | 
and assistance given Viet Minh by Mao Tse-Tung Govt gives fol 
results: : ee - ee an 

-__ Effectives of Chi forces stationed southern provinces bordering 
~ on Tonkin have increased in last six months from 170,000 to 

| ‘290,000 men. a 7 Co . 
_ _. South China communications network and particularly roads © 

| | leading to Tonkin border being constantly reconditioned and | 
| already much improved in correlation this improvement of South / 

China rail and road system, highways in Viet Minh area of north _ 
Tonkin are being reconditioned. For instance Kunming—Yen Bay 

_ road now open to traffic. | ne | 
| Lastly, Chi matériel aid to Viet Minh has vastly increased over 7 

| last three months. During recent operations French have ascer-
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tained that great part captured equipment was of US origin and 

| have seized arms dated 1950 which apparently are part war booty 

Chi troops in Korea. ) | | 

Furthermore, analysis of Chi press over last few weeks shows that 

emphasis once more placed on struggle of Viet Minh against French 

Union forces Indochina. _ —— | a 

~ Quite clear that while Franco-Viet forces are successfully standing 

up to Viet Minh activities, nonetheless true that former do not possess 

strategic reserves (“masse de manoeuvre”) necessary to oppose Chi 

attack. : ae So os 

Consequently French Govt considers it of utmost importance that : 

conversations which were to take place between US, UK and French 

following recommendations of Singapore conference commence 1m- 

mediately. It desires that this wish be brought to personal attention 

of President Truman.” | a EES 

Dept pass Saigon, sent Dept 3765, rptd info London 1005, Saigon 

| 915. Oo 

a E - Bruce 

790.5/12—2251 : Telegram | " 

- Lhe Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State — | 

| TOP SECRET PRIORITY _ Satcon, December 22, 1951—4 p. m. 

1264, London’s 2764 to Dept; 1285 to Paris, Dec. 17.4 We welcome _ 

Paris and London initiatives for tripartite talks on. [political ?] prob- | 

lems and urgency for US-UK-French exploratory talks in immed | 

future. Russo-Chinese Commie ambition to acquire by one means or _ 

another Vietnam and SEA can hardly be doubted. Only question 1s if 

and when Chinese Commie air or ground units will be required and 

there evidence (see Deptel 835, Dec 20)? that such development may = 

not be long delayed. Prudence requires preparations and consulta- 

tiononpolitnolessthanmilfront. 
| 

Case for exploratory tripartite talks does not rest only on possibility 

Chinese Commie invasion; they needed in any event. Coordination of 

British program in Malaya, French effort IC, US aid throughout 

area, various forms assistance being extended to Burmese and Thai, 

eld all be considerable if proved and without necessity of committing 

govts involved. Area intelligence exchanges and targets cld be ap- 

preciably more systematized than at present. Attitudes toward Chinese 

Nationalist guerrillas might be made more precise now that British __ 

thinking proceeding toward greater realism in their appreciation | 

| necessity containing Chinese Commies. Capabilities native govts in | 

area require reassessment, perhaps politically even more than 

militarily. = Oe ee ee 

1 Ante, p. 128. a OS 
2 Same as telegram 3613 to Paris, p. 563. : | |
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/ - Shld invasion occur, speed. of response will be as essential as it was 
in Korea. Polit tactics will be facilitated if prior exploration polit — 
strategy has taken place. Will appeal be taken to UN, under what | 
terms, and for what ends? What will be course tripartite or individual 

action pending UN decisions? What may we expect of neighboring 
-.- govts in interim and subsequently? Shld consideration be given to | 

, joint or individual statement warning Chinese Commies against con- 
sequences further aggression? Such declaration might possibly have 
useful cautionary effect and be of further value in preparing world 
opinion for future UN action. These all urgent questions which need 

- sounding now. , CO woe ey ye! | 
Case for these talks seems wholly persuasive. I hope that favorable — | 

! consideration will be given to them on highest level as matter of ur- 
gency, and that problem will be given initial discussion during ) 
Churchill’s visit. Legation wld be pleased to submit its views re 

_ specific agenda for tripartite talks if Dept desires. - - Bo 
po Sent Dept 1264, rptd info Paris489,London16. si 

8 British Prime Minister Winston §. Churchill met with President Truman in 
Washington on January 7-8, 1952, for discussions on .a wide range of subjects . 

: of mutual interest. Information on the background of the Churchill visit is | 
L. - scheduled for publication in volume Iv.: re 7 a oes | 

| -751G.00/12-2651: Telegram 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State’ — 

2 SECRET . Parts, December 26, 1951—7 p. m. 

8796. Deptel 3563, Dec.182 ne 

| -- 1. In light of domestic official and public opinion Fr policy in | 
regard to Indochina war is rapidly moving toward a crisis. Two years | 

-13n telegram 3606, December 17, Ambassador Bruce reported on discussions 
fo with Premier Pleven concerning the French military budget. Pleven had said | 

_ that he could not see how France could satisfy its obligations under the North 
Atlantie Treaty Organization and its: commitments in Indochina within: the 

| budgetary resources available to it. Bruce further reported that Pleven “felt . 
2 that despite his many efforts and those of other French visitors to US: to 

explain magnitude of problems involved in: Indochinese war that they had been . 
unsuccessful in convincing our officials of tragic situation, financially and other- 
wise, in which France found itself because of this operation. Indeed, the situation | 

| was becoming even more serious. In one day last week French. Union Forces 
had -lost 1000 men and had expended six weeks’ ammunition in an engagement 
that had lasted only three days. Very same Viet Minh regiments which: had . 
been badly mauled a few months. ago had again appeared, brought.up to full : 
strength, completely equipped, -well-officered, and in: good fighting spirit. Un- : 
doubtedly this. indicated a replenishment of troops, possibly including Chinese,. 
and certainly furnishing by Chinese Communists of full equipment replacements. | 

' Current intelligence reports. from Indochina indicate that Chinese Commies | 
2 are preparing for greater and more active participation in that area.” = |
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ago no Fr govt wld have survived a proposal that Indochina be volun- | 
tarily abandoned. Today Emb feeling is that while such a decision wld | 
be generally greeted by Fr public with a sense of emotional relief, 

- yet we do not believe that Fr govt for variety of reasons wld propose 
such a course of action in the near future. Majority of Fr wld probably , 
agree that France cannot continue this burden even at present tempo 
for more than another few months. Increasing awareness of expendi- __ 
ture and mil casualty figures is everywhere apparent. There is almost 

universal recognition that the metropole’s security is adversely affected 
in an increasing degree by this distant adventure in an area which will 

| never again be an asset to France. - . 
2, Among considerations which wld cause Fr Govt to avoid for 

as long as possible any proposal much less decision to withdraw volun- 
tarily from Indochina except under circumstances of forced mil evacu- 

ation are: | , | 

a. Admission of failure of policy which has cost so much in men and 
money; oo | 

6. Humiliation to natl pride and loss of prestige abroad ; 
c. Logistical problem of evacuating under mil and guerrilla pres- 

sure Fr Union troops, Fr civilians and such loyal Vietnamese as prac- | 
_ ticaltoincludeinsuchevacuation; = = = | , | 

d. Almost certain massacre or oppression of incalculable number 
of Fr Union nationals left behind ; a Oe an 

_¢é Voluntary nature of act which wld strike at very roots of Fr | 
Union concept and particularly constitutional commitment (Art 62) 
to defend union, with inevitable repercussions of gravest sort in rest 
of union, particularly Fr North Africa; | , | 

f. Terrific impetus to Commie prestige and propaganda both in 
France and Fr overseas territories. Parliamentary reactions to balanc- 
ing above considerations against those in favor of withdrawal are so 
unpredictable as to cause grave crisis whether govt emerged intact or 
not. (In this connection, as well as for gen background purposes, Dept | 
may care to review Embtels 4633 Dec 1, 1949, 620 Feb 7, 746 Feb 16, os 
837 Feb. 23 [22], 840 Feb 22, and 860, Feb. 23, 1950) .? 

8. Gaullists would certainly at this time reject abandonment thesis. 

_ Rank and file of Socialist Party wld probably prefer some internatl 
disposition of problem, but Socialist leaders have thus far generally 

Moreover, Pleven had stated that Jean Monnet, Commissioner General of the 
French National Planning Commission and a leading proponent of Western 
European cooperation, had become convinced that the drain imposed on France 
by the war in Indochina precluded an adequate defense posture in Europe. 
(740.5/12-1751) The full text of telegram 3606 is scheduled for publication in | 
volume Iv. so : | 

In telegram 38563, December 18, the Department of State requested the 
Embassy’s evaluation of this apparent growing movement within the French 
Government to consider withdrawal from Indochina (740.5/12-1751). | 

* All the telegrams under reference are printed. For texts, see Foreign Rela- 
tions 1949, vol. vir, Part 1, p. 101 and ibid., 1950, vol. v1, pp. 722, 734, 739, 742,. 
and 743.
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supported present govt position altho many individual Socialists have 

always favored withdrawal. Mendes—France (Radical-Socialist) for 
some time represented voice in wilderness, but his thesis of complete 

7 abandonment is obviously one that has gained increasing number of | 
adherents. Monnet says that Fr cannot make her proper contribu- 

| tion to defense in the west while supporting any major mil establish- 
ment in Indochina. Under existing circumstance she favors complete 
withdrawal regardless of consequence. Devinat (influential Radical- 
Socialist. and former min) has told us in effect: “We cannot continue — 
in IC as’ at present. Mendes-France is absolutely right and there is | 

no escaping his logic. The only question is how and when the change | 
be made to one of the three fol courses of action: (a) problem to be > 
internationalized; (6) France to receive massive additional financial 

| aid and US equipment and troops; (c) France to pull out”. Raymond > 
Aron‘ is also pessimistic about continuance effort there that he has 

. refrained from publishing his views. Oo oe 
4, Difficulties of prob confronting Fr in its effort to rearm in Eur 

while maintaining Fr Union forces in Indochina are causing increas- 
| ing uneasiness, which is reflected in many ways. Editorial and other 

2 newspaper comment on this subj is widespread. (Newspaper com- 
ment embodied in a fol tel). One consideration which plays part in 
present thinking is possibility successful conclusion Korean armistice 

'  negots which Fr believe might unleash Chi Commie troops for use | 
| against Indochinae == cay Be 

5. While campaign of press comment re Indochina may in some | 
cases spring from special inspirations, it nonetheless both reflects and 
encourages popular reaction and govt uneasiness North African and 

2 metropolitan forces have been depleted to meet Fr needs in Indochina. 
Govt has frequently pointed out that Fr officers and non-commissioned 

| officers presently in Indochina are sufficient to form cadre for ten di- | 
visions in Eur. Budgetary aspects of problem in terms of Fr expendi- 
tures in Indochina have previously been reported in detail in Embtels 
and will be discussed further in separate cable. a | | 

6. As indicated in increasing volume of press comment, and in 
conversations we have had with various govts, polit and newspaper | 

* The French National Assembly debated the Indochina question on December 28 | 
and 29 in the course of consideration of military credits for the Associated 
States. Premier Pleven and Minister for the Associated States Letourneau 
delivered statements defending the position of the government. However, former : 

, Premier Edouard Daladier urged .that the issue of the war be placed before 
the United Nations with a view to obtaining a cease-fire and an internationally 
supervised plebiscite. The National Assembly endorsed existing government 

2 policy on December 29 by approving the military credits by a vote of 510 to 109. 
| Only the Communist members were in opposition. For the record of these : 

deliberations, see France, Journal Oficiel, Assemblée Nationale, 1951, Débats, pp. 

10048-10116, passim. | 
_. “Prominent French intellectual and journalist. os
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personalities, Fr public has come to point where it considers, as has_ | 

long been govt’s position repeatedly presented to Wash, that Fr effort 

in Indochina represents no longer purely nat] interest and responsl- > 

bility, but rather interests of all free nations. While realizing im- 

portance of present US assistance in Indochina, they think that ques- 

tion shld be squarely faced by all whether Indochina operations shld 

not be considered part of western effort rather than primarily Fr 

_ responsibility. a 

7. Fr govt also apparently sees no end in sight to hostilities in Indo- 

china. Perhaps particularly for that reason we have statement such _ 

as Pleven made to Natl Assembly Nov 16 re possibility contacts with 

China, and ref in communiqué issued at conclusion High Council Fr _ 

Union Nov 30 re possibility internat] conf for purpose ending fon | 

intervention SEA. a | en | 
8. It is quite obvious that the nature of the struggle in Indochina 

has radically altered during the past two years. The Fr effort immed 

after the liberation was designed purely to protect France’s empire, _ 

and public and private interests in Indochina. With the overthrow of 

Chiang Kai-shek and the increasing assistance with which the Chi have — 

been furnishing the VM in both training and materials, the war has 
taken on the aspects of a struggle against the expansion of Commie 
imperialism. The VM has been converted from a largely nationalistic 

eroup to a completely Commie dominated mil and terroristic organi- 

zation of growing resources and possibilities. . | 
9. Altho, thanks largely to Fr initiative, some progress has been 

made, the polit sitn in Vietnam continues unsatisfactory. Fr has 
granted the Assoc States a very considerable measure of autonomy— 

probably more than they are able to handle. A beginning has been 
| made in the creation of a Natl Viet Army. Yet it seems quite clear that 

there has not yet been created an anti-Commie nationalist native force 
which is able alone to meet the VM successfully, even in local engage- 

ments. A withdrawal of the Fr Union forces either now or within the 
next two years wld produce a definitive collapse of the present Assoc | 

States polit organization and its replacement by a Commie state. Very 
large numbers of influential natives are on the fence. There is, on our 
side of the fence, a minimum of native politico-mil dynamism. 

10. Altho Gen De Lattre has stated that in the absence of an inva- 

sion by large forces of Chinese volunteers or regulars he can clean — 

sith up in 12 to 18 months. I believe this is whistling in the wind. | 

As long as the Viet-Minh continue to be trained, reformed, supplied — 
and able to seek sanctuary in China, no annihilation of VM forces 

seems possible. Oo - oy UE 

11. The Fr Union army has already lost 35,000 killed, of whom 
800 deaths, as of July 4, 1951, represented St Cyr graduates. About
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| two-thirds of their most competent non-coms and perhaps one-half 

of their officers are stationed there, as well as the cream in quality and 

| the preponderance in quantity of their professional troops. 
12, Altho Fr have complained bitterly of delays in matériel ship- 
ments to Indochina, De Lattre has recognized that had it not been 
for US contributions of those and items which have been delivered, 
Fr cld not have contained some of VM attacks in 1951. If Chi shld 
enter conflict only with. jets they cld sweep Fr Air Force .as now | 

equipped from the skies. Fr ascribe much of their success this year to . 
unchallenged air operations. — a os me 

13. The Fr and the Brit are urging us to hold staff conversations on 
the sitn in SEA. Pleven’s note (Embtel 3765, Dec 22) last Saturday 

| again raised this issue. We will be hearing from Churchill on same 
subj next month. There is no doubt that the most satisfactory result | 
of these conversations from the Fr point of view wld be the recogni- | 
tion of the internat] character of the Indochina war and the resultant 

| decision that the burden being borne by France shld be shared by 
- others to a greater degree than at present. While a commitment of 

_ Amer armed forces under present conditions has never yet been offi- | 
cially requested by the Fr, they have already urged us to make greater 
contributions in money and materials, | 

14. We may soon be présented with a définite either/or situation: 
_ Either we increase our present aid to Indochina to a very considerable 

extent and make certain definite commitments as to what we will do - 
| in the event of a Chi invasion, or the Fr will be compelled to. re- | 
| examine theirentire policyinthearea. 

15. The issue is not entirely or even primarily whether the Fr will 

| continue their effort at the now existing level. The present level will — | 
| not be high enough if, even without an actual invasion, the Chi further 
: step up their assistance to the VM. The Fr are becoming increasingly © 
| _- sensitive to the possibility of a sitn in which the Fr govt might be | 

- confronted either with the necessity for rapid withdrawal or a mili- , 
: tary disaster. In the circumstances we must decide whether we wish to 
: go much further than we have heretofore in the direction of a multi- | 

lateral approach tothe problem. = | re 
| 16. If we agree in principle to a multilateral approach, it wld seem 
| that we must immed engage in tripartite conversations, not only at _ 
| _ the mil but also at the polit level. Amongst other considerations, we 
| might, for instance, wish to reach a tripartite decision as to the accu- | | 

) racy of present Fr estimates of the mil and polit sitn, and the wisdom 

| of existing plans to deal withthem. © wee 
17. To conclude, I believe that the snowball has started to form, | 

| and public sentiment for withdrawal, in the absence of adoption of 
2 some course of action envisaging either internationalization of Indo- a 

j | - 
4 . . ;
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china problem or Fr receipt of massive additional aid, will gain 

| steadily and perhaps at accelerated rate. It wld be incorrect to assume — 

that Fr Govt is trying merely to horse trade or bargain with US. It — 

is responding slowly and unwillingly to pressures far stronger than | 

party positions. Consequently, Emb recommends that US re-examine 

problem in the light of these changing circumstances prior to a final 

| precipitation of these mixed elements in order avoid risk of a sitn 

threatening the security of all SEA and ‘entailing grave polit and 

mil repercussions elsewhere. | 

| Dept pass Saigon; sent Dept 3796, rptd info Saigon 220, London 

unnumbered. | | ed | 
| | en : Se _ Bruce 

§51G.10/12-2751: Telegram rn | 

| The Minister at Saigon (Heath) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Satcon, December 27, 1951—8 p. m. 

1280. I sent-fol ltr today to Pres Huu (Deptel 788, Dec 13 [72] and 
Legtel 1276, Dec 27) .1 Spe eR 
_ “T have the honor to refer to our conversation of Nov 9, 1951, at 
which time I expressed to you the concern of the US Govt at the lack 
of a budget for the state of Vietnam. Under instrs from the US Govt 
I now wish to confirm these views. In the absence of a budget, it is 
_-very difficult for the US Govt adequately to assess the amt of econ and 

milit aid which it ought to supply, to know to which fields its efforts 

ought to be addressed, or to measure the efficacy of its assistance. In 
the near future the US exec depts will be required to present their 

plans for regular and supplementary econ and milit aid programs for 

Vietnam to the reviewing agencies and to the US Cong. Without a | 

budget the task of justifying these aid programs to the office of the 
Pres (Bureau of the Budget) and to the Cong is rendered much more 
diffeult. — OS 

“Altho the US Govt and the Leg are well aware of the many heavy 
and peculiar difficulties confronting the Viets Govt, partly growing : 
out of the recent transfer of powers and wartime conditions, it never- 
theless hopes that the Viet Govt will find it possible to complete its 
budget. preparation and to publish a budget in due form in the near 

future. 2 OB | 

“You will also recall that you have from time to time been good 
enough to discuss with me your efforts to constitute the Ministry of | 

| Def as effectively and as soon as possible. The US Govt shares your 
concern, especially since its contemplated aid programs are increas- 

* The latter telegram is not printed. | | |



- ingly directed to the equipping of.the Viets Natl Army. I have had 
many occasions to appreciate your own great contributions to the 
creation of the army and to the planning for its admin, and T have 
wondered. that you have been able to do so much while carrying -on 
your other heavy duties. It.is my understanding, however, that for 
some time the possibility of designating an outstanding full-time Min | 

| of Def to carry on with the work inaugurated by you has been under | 
consideration. My govt ventures to hope that in the interest of more 
effective use of US milit aid such an appointment can soon be made. 

| “T look forward to receiving your views on these subjs and I shall | 
be pleased to communicate them to my govt. | 

_. “YT shld like to take this opportunity to express my pleasure at your | 
) return to your high post after the important first mtg of the High 

Council of the Fr Union. I shld like also to congratulate you upon _ 
the valorous conduct of the Natl Army of Vietnam in its initial trials 

_ and to renew my wishes for its continued success and that of the Govt | 

| of His Majesty BaoDai. PUG GE as 
— “Pisaccept,ete.” eg 

Sent Dept 1280, rptd info Paris 495, Hanoi unnumbered. 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

| Top sECRET—i(ss—(is—<‘<isé~sé‘sS ~s [ Waster, ] December 29, 1951. | 

| —  MemoranpuM ror THE Present = 

Subject: French and British Request for United States Participation | 
in Tripartite ‘Military Conversations Concerning the Defense of 

| - Southeast Asia | oe 
: - Prime Minister. Pleven of. France has asked me to bring to your 
; personal attention the attached note from him. This note concerns the 
7 serious possibility of Chinese Communist intervention in Indochina. | 
! _ Mr. Pleven strongly urges that conversations on the defense of 
| Southeast Asia be started immediately by representatives of the 
_ United States, United Kingdom and France. The-1951 Singapore Con- 
2 ference recommended that such conversations beheld. 7 
, Ihave been informed that the Joint Chiefs of Staff yesterday agreed 
, to United States participation in such conversations. A telegram is 

accordingly being despatched to Ambassador Bruce in Paris instruct- | 
ing him to inform the French Prime Minister of the concurrence of | 

| _ * See telegram 3765 from Paris, December 22, p. 571. os | 

| | | :
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the Department of Defense and their suggestion that the conversations | 

be held as soon as possible, preferably in Washington.? Ee 

a es | | Dean ACHESON 

| 2 Instructions for Ambassador Bruce were transmitted in telegram 3732, 7 

December 29, not printed (790.5/12-2251). The invitations issued by the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff to the French and British Chiefs of Staff on December 28 are | 
outlined in telegram 3743 to Paris, December 29, p. 130. | - 

—--751G.00/12-2951: Telegram | | | 
The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

_ TOP SECRET Paris, December 29, 1951—11 a.m. | 

PRIORITY | | a ee 

3856. Embtel 3823, Dec 27, rptd, Saigon 224, London 1014.1 Foreign _ 
Office has given us aide-mémoire dated December 28 setting forth | 

French Govt reply questions outlined Deptel 3618, December 21 [20] 
and additional comment, informal] translation of which follows:? 

“J, French command know military potential Viet Minh forces and 
follows its development. closely. It knows these forces already benefit 
from Chinese aid in form equipment and material all kinds, advisers 
and technicians in Tonkin and training Viet Minh units or personnel 
in Chinese territory. There is, therefore, already certain Chinese Com- 
munist intervention Indochina, such intervention preserving for time 
being more or less concealed character. =~ | os 

| “In order define criteria according which justification wld exist for | 
considering there is attack or aggression against Indochina by Com- 
munist China, French Govt cld take into account either effectiveness : 
Chinese intervention or form under which it appears. _ 

| “From last point view French Govt wld be justified denouncing 
Chinese aggression especially in following cases: | | 

“Intervention by air forces under conditions such that their | 
take-off from bases in Chinese territory cld not be technically | 
contested (for example, medium or heavy bombers, modern or jet 

_ pursuits, for which no air strip now existsin Viet zone); 
“Penetration maritime forces Indochina territorial waters 

when they clearly originate only from home ports outside Indo- 
china peninsula ; : ya eae, eee 

“Identification Chinese combatants, volunteers or not, as indi- 
| vidual reinforcements or as units incorporated among enemy = | 

forces. | | | 

“From point view effectiveness, Chinese intervention under present 
| forms can be intensified to point of upsetting, to Viet advantage, : 

equilibrium of opposing forces out of proportion to known possibili- 
ties of Viet alone. French Govt in this case wld also consider Chinese 
intervention as genuine aggression. | 

“TI. As French Govt has already made known to US Govt, it wld, 

*Not printed. | 
*The original text of the aide-mémoire was transmitted to Washington in 

Despatch No. 1707, December 29, not printed (751G.00/12-2951).
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in these eventualities, appeal to UN. It wld do so in agreement with 
Associate States Govts and wld not fail to consult beforehand with 
US and UK. i : | 
~ “TTT. It wld ask China be declared aggressor and immediate appli- | 
cation to China of political and economic sanctions under UN Charter. - 
Finally it wld request member states to have their available forces 7 
participate in defense Indochina territory. 2 np he ee 
“TV. Tf its request met Security Council veto, French wld request 

meetngGA.  — | oo - - | 
“V. It is essentially on Atlantic Pact member countries and British 

| Commonwealth dominions of white race, as well as SEA countries 
| more directly threatened by Chinese aggression, that French Govt 

| wld consider. itself able to count principally for conduct military 
action recommended by UN. It wld furthermore anticipate adherence 
to other measures by all UN member states which have decided oppose 7 

- Communist bloc aggressions in Asia and elsewhere in world. 
| ~ “French recourse to UN wld be effected without prejudice to re-. | 

po quests for immediate aidby FrenchtoUSandUK. = || 
_. “Massive increase Chinese aid to Viet wld clearly create situation — 

| _ whose sudden aggravation wld not permit awaiting development slow. 
UN procedures and wld call for immediate decisions on strategic — 

: plane, oo 
bo “In contrary sense, it might happen that Chinese intervention wld 

be of character insufliciently defined to have UN decision interpose | 
- without very long discussion on: real character Chinese aggression . 

; while extremely grave threat hanging over expeditionary corps. | 
“With this double hypothesis in view French Govt continues 

: consider necessary speedy implementation Singapore conference _ 
- recommendations, 0 | 

_ “Tt is not unaware such implementation poses certain number 
important problems for Washington as well as London, and it is with 

| view facilitating their solution that French Govt has supported British _ 
| suggestion prior Rome conference have meeting three powers Chiefs 

of Staffs oe 1 DEAD 
| _ “French Govt can, therefore, only confirm to US Govt its very | 
: keen desire have such conference convened immediately.” Hnd ver- 7 

—— batum teat. | | Da Pas UE ee 

eo Foreign Office. tells us aide-mémoire ‘approved by Prime Minister, ce 
Foreign Minister and Minister Associates States and stresses highly 

2 classified nature information therein. With reference SEA countries | | 

) French Govt wld expect support military action, Foreign Office 
2 explains it wld expect such support only from Philippines and | 
| Thailand and apparently is dubious re support it wld obtain on 
: _ any measures in UN from Burma, India, Pakistan and Indonesia. | | 

a Embassy is forwarding original text by air pouch. Both this tele- 

: gram and original text being furnished UsDel. - LY | 

fo Dept pass Saigon. Sent Dept 3856, rptd info Saigon 229, London 
ee Cee | | | | Oo 

po | | | | - Bruce - 

: ®> Regarding the British suggestion, see telegram Tosec 55, November 21, p. 115. 

: | 538-617 7738 |
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751G.00/12-3151 : Telegram _ ee CO 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Paris, December 31, 1951—8 p. m. 

3913. Schuman gave me this afternoon for transmittal to Dept aide- 

mémoire dated Dec 31 rough translation of which follows. I told him | 

we expect to have shortly information to effect Secretary Lovett had 

advised Ambassador Bonnet of accurate status of arms shipments 

to Indochina: . | a a a ; | 

Translation: = ee 

“At time of his recent trip to US, Gen De Lattre obtained assur- 

ance that principal critical materiel for French Union forces IC wld 
be delivered prior Dec 31. This materiel included particularly: all 

general purpose vehicles jeep, dodge, GMC, or 4500 vehicles; majority 

combat vehicles, or 220 out of 330; all automatic arms, or 9400; 600 

radio sets out of 2700, remainder to be delivered as manufactured. _ 

“More recently, Dec 20, State Dept, in reply to Demarche French 

Emb Washington on this subject, indicated that: . | a : 

“(1) All trucks expected, plus 200 supplementary trucks, shld 

arrive Saigon prior Dec31;0 0 | 

, | “(2) All radio sets were going to be expedited, their delivery 

risking maximumdelay onemonth; : | 

“(3) Automatic arms were in process being shipped. 

“Subsequent to this info, French command IC studied with Gen 

Brink deliveries materiel promised for end of year. In light this study, _ 

it appears that commitments taken. vis-a-vis French High Comm IC, 

and which had been confirmed to him by Gen Collins, will not be kept 

for Dec 81. m, So | 
“Nevertheless, Gen Brink has affirmed that certain number ships 

have left US and are expected IC between Dec 25 and Jan 15, carry- 

| ing about 100 radio sets, 975 vehicles, 77 combat vehicles, munitions 

and miscellaneous materiel; on other hand,.10 tank-destroyers with 

90 millimeter guns arrivedthis week. _ 7 

| “Despite effort thus made to end year by US services, it appears that 

important deficit will remain to be made up on Dec 31.0 | 

~ “At time fighting resuming with increased intensity on Tonkin 

| front, French Govt calls most serious attention of US Govt to grave 

consequences which such delays in deliveries US materiel risk involv- 

ing for conduct operations. OS rn | 

“On other hand, French Govt wld like to know as soon as possible: 

“(1) List of ships presently at. sea or which will sail before 

Jan 15, with tonnage and type of materiel carried ; | 

“(2) Volume of aid which will remain to be furnished on | 

Jan 15 under 1950-51 aid”. - a Oo 

| Dept also pass Saigon sent Dept 3913 rptd info Saigon 236. | as | 

| Bruce
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a | T56C.00/1-451 0 bol, ro, : oe. | 7 oe 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Rusk) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Matthews) . 

Subject: Netherlands New Guinea 

| « The consequences of the impasse at The Hague Conference on the _ 
future status of Netherlands New Guinea are beginning to become 

apparent in Indonesia.? In his telegram 870 of January 3,° Ambassa- 

_ dor Cochran reports that he has been informed that the Indonesian = __ 
Cabinet has decided to communicate a statement to the Netherlands 

_ covering the following points: ce 

| (1) The Indonesian Government regrets the deadlock reached at 
| The Hague Conference on Netherlands New Guinea; 

(2) The Indonesian Government is willing to resume discussion on 
| the basis of transfer of sovereignty over Netherlands New Guinea to | 
| Indonesia; sews cies in _—_ - oe 

(3) The Indonesian Government finds the situation within the _ 
Union so troubled by the question of Netherlands New Guinea, in- 
cluding the occupation of the territory of one Union partner by the 
other, that unless the Netherlands Government is willing to resume . 

| conversations on the basis of point two above, the Indonesian Govern- : 
ment must [because of deep-seated public resentment which the pres- 

| ent Government has tried to resist] reconsider its position with re- | 
_ spect to the Union statute and other phases of the RTC agreement.* — 

| Ambassador Cochran reports additionally that Parliament might | 
proceed with discussion of the above statement and that a vote of 

| confidence might come thereon without awaiting a reaction of the — 
Netherlands Government. Ambassador Cochran reports that Parlia- 
mentary action may effect the statement outlined above but the Indo- _ 

- nesian Government, after consultation with Parliamentary leaders, 
7 feels it will have the support of its Assembly on such a statement. 

| 3 For previous’ documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vr, pp. 964 ff. 
4 For documentation, see ibid., pp. 1100 ff. a So , | 

| > Not printed. — ee 
“For documentation, see ibid., 1949, vol. vir, Part 1, pp. 474 ff. | 

oe BBB
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| The FBIB [FB/S?] reports that the PNI has refused to join the 

~ Government unless a Cabinet of true National Union, 1e., including _ 

Communist parties, is formed. I believe that the life of the Natsir — 

Government ® which is about the best Government we can reasonably — 

expect in Indonesia, is endangered by the Netherlands New Guinea 

problem, and I believe that its successor will rest far to the left of the 
present Government and will exhibit little of the friendly attitude 

| toward the U.S. 
The positions of Australia and the Netherlands have not altered 

materially, although there is some reason to believe that the Dutch | 
Cabinet is having difficulties arising from Socialist criticism of the 
Government’s failure to reach agreement with Indonesia on NNG. | 

In view of the possible consequence to the United States of the | 
Dutch Indonesian failure to resolve the NNG issue, I think youshould | 
convene a meeting as quickly as possible of the officers concerned to a 
discuss what action, if any, should be taken in the premises, I under- 
stand that Mr. Nolting ® has already taken action to expedite a reply 
to our letter of December 21 to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on this 

problem.” ar ee eee | | 

> Mohammad Natsir, Prime Minister of Indonesia since September 6, 1950, and 
Chairman of the Leadership Council of the Masjumi Party. oe 

* Frederick H. Nolting, Jr., Special Assistant to the Deputy Under Secretary 

of State. Se ae SE Gh Ub. ag 
“Not printed. | a | eb ns 

756C.00/1-451 — a a 

Major General James H. Burns, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense 
for International Security Affairs, to the Deputy Under Secretary 

_ of State (Matthews) CB _ | 

| SECRET ee —.- WasHineron, January 4, 1951. 

_ Dear Mr. Marruews: I am replying to your letter of 21 December, © 
in which you referred to previous correspondence between the Depart- 
ment of State and the Department of Defense regarding the disposi- _ 
tion of Netherlands New Guinea and requested the current estimate of 

this Department as to the United States strategic interests which may 
be involved. | | OO | | 

In the letter of 2 October ? to which you referred, the views of this 
Department were stated as follows: | 

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff perceive no major United States strategic 
interests at this time in the disposition of Netherlands New Guinea | 
so long as it remains in the hands of a nation friendly to the United 
States.” | ee 3 

1 Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1. p. 1074. | |



 nponesta  si(i‘iéSSSC 

a In reviewing again United States strategic interests in this area, _ 
full consideration has been given to the recent developments mentioned 

oS in your letter and to the present military situation in the Pacific. | 

_ _However, it is not believed that any change in the above estimate is 
indicated at this time. | | | ne 

Sincerely yours, oo — _. J. HH. Burns | 

-656.56D/1-651: Telegram 7 , : . - ike: _ 7 | - —— | | - : 

-* The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia nip 

SECRET =—s NIACT _ Wasurneron, January 6, 1951—6 p. m. a 

| 682. Following is verbatim text of identical notes to be delivered 

FonOffs Djakartaand TheHagueimmed. 

“The United States Government has been consulted by the Govern- 
- ments of the Republic of Indonesia and of the Netherlands with re- 

| spect to its: views regarding the future status of Netherlands New 
| Guinea. It will be recalled that the United States Government has, 

| since the conclusion of the Round Table Conference Agreements in 
the autumn of 1949, publicly stated its view that the future status of | 
Netherlands New Guinea should be determined by negotiations be: 

2 tween the Governments of the Republic of Indonesia and of the oe 
Netherlands as provided in the Round Table Conference Agreements. 
My Government notes with regret that a mutually satisfactory solu- 

| tion of this problem was not: reached at the recent. conference of the 
; partners of the Netherlands-Indonesian Union at the Hague. It is the 

view of my Government that the interests of both Union partners can _ 
: best be served through continued efforts to find a solution of the 

problem as contemplated in Article 33 of the Charter of the United | 
Nation. = = ne | es | 

: The United States Government maintains its opinion that Indo- 
! nesia and the Netherlands can continue to build a cordial and mutually 

| beneficial relationship under the Union Statute and under the other 
provisions of the Round Table Conference Agreements which were _ 
freely entered into a little more than a year ago under the auspices 
of an agency of the United Nations.1 For these reasons the United 
States Government urges the Governments of the Netherlands and 

_ the Republic of Indonesia earnestly to seek, in a spirit of cooperation, 
- an accommodation with respect to the New Guinea problem in accord- 

ance with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 
Nations.” — Ne SSE EEE Cc east 

| _ Put name of Govt to which you are accredited first in each instance | 

above 
Report time date delivery soonest as Dept is informing Embs Wash 

notes being delivered and wishes provide them copies thereof after 
delivery. | 

| * The reference is to the United Nations Commission for Indonesia.
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Sent Djakarta, rptd The Hague both for action as indicated. Rptd 

USUN for info: rptd London to pass copy of note to FonOfi? 

Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta 682; rptd to AmEmbassy The Hague 

799, London 3295, USUN 6238. _ 

| - ACHESON” 

2 In telegram 891 from Djakarta, January 7, Ambassador Cochran reported that . 

he had delivered on that same day the text of this note to Mohammad Rum, 

Foreign Minister of Indonesia (656.56D/1—751). In telegram 983 from The — 

Hague, January 7, the American Ambassador to the Netherlands, Selden Chapin, | : 

also reported that he had delivered the text of this message to the Netherlands 

Foreign Office (756C.00/1-751). Moreover, the Embassy in Australia also received 

the text of this note in telegram 182, January 7 (756C.00/1-751). 

856D.10/1-—1651 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia : 

RESTRICTED = WASHINGTON, January 16, 1951—6 p. m. ) 

728. Fol full text Eximbank release 10:30 a. m. Jan 17 Washington 

time: | ee | 

Eximbank today announced signing loan agreement Jan 12 with - 

Republic Indo covering credits aggregating $52,245,500. Herbert E. 
Gaston, Chairman Board Directors, signed for Bank and Amb Ali 
Sastroamidjojo for Republic Indo. These credits have been allocated 
out of $100 million earmarked by Bank for Republic Indo last year. | 
They being used fin importation productive equipment and materials 
required for reconstruction and development vital sectors the Indo : 
econ. Specific allocations which covered this agreement are ‘as fol: 

7 $20 million for purchase automotive equipment, principally 
| trucks but also including buses, jeeps, ambulances, motorcycles . 

and some passenger cars. This equipment was urgently needed 
help in restoring Indo motor vehicle transportation facilities. 

$9.1 million for purchase roadbuilding equipment be used for 
repair existing roads, well as construction certain new roads. | 

$260,000 for purchase key telecommunications equipment. = 
$6.7 million for purchase dredges steel, cement, other materials 

required rebuilding port facilities. Dredges be used resume regular 
dredging which necessary in order maintain access most Indo | 
harbors. | | | oe 

$17.1 million for purchase railway equipment, including prin- 
cipally Diesel-electric locomotives, freight cars, track laying 
equipment. These be used help in restoring capacity Indo railway 

: system move essential freight, passengers. 
$6,085,500 for purchase 8 airplanes, together with necessary 

spare parts. These planes be used by Garuda Airways, which 
supply domestic s2rvice in Indo.
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Credit extended fin purchase automotive, roadbuilding equipment 

authorized by Board of Directors of Bank Aug 1950 and others au- 
thorized at intervals since that time.t Agreement signed today sets | 

forth detailed terms, conditions under which credits being utilized | 
andaretoberepaid. © | | 

| Funds advanced under terms credit will bear interest at rate 314% 

per annum and be repayable 30 approx equal semiannual installments | 

| beginning Mar 1, 1956. | | a - ae 

__ Amb Sastroamidjojo and Mr. Gaston expressed their mutual satis- 

faction in formal conclusion of agreement. They confident, they said, 

that Bank and Govt Indo wld continue cooperate effectively toward | 

development Indo econ. > ee PPR : 

|  tIn telegram 792 to Djakarta, February 1, Ambassador Cochran was informed 

that the Eximbank on January 25, had allocated $8,290,000 to Indonesia under | 

the $100,000,000 commitment to finance the purchase of electrical equipment — 

in the United States (856D.10/2-151). a OO - 

econi-asst ee San | 

M emorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for European 

ra Affairs (Perkins) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | oe oe . | _[Wasuineron,] January 18, 1951. : 

7 Subject: Call of. Australian Ambassador, the Honorable Norman — 

, Problem: day - ee . oo: an os | | 

The Australian Ambassador, Mr. Makin, has an appointment to 

see you at 4 o’clock this afternoon and at that time will give 

| you a message from the Australian Prime Minister * on the subject 

| of Netherlands New Guinea. oT RE gta 

Our Embassy at Canberra has reported that the Australian Foreign 

: Office was somewhat disturbed by our recent messages to Indonesia | 

-and to the Netherlands in which we urged the two Governments to 

7 seek, “in a spirit of cooperation, an accommodation with respect to — 
the New Guinea problem”. The Australians took our notes to mean _ 
that we were advocating further recession by the Dutch from their 

_ original position, and they apparently did not give due weight to the 
| fact that our suggestion of “accommodation” was addressed to both 

parties. me : : oe | 

1 Robert Gordon Menzies. | | | |
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Our Embassy responded by pointing out that the notes to the — 
Netherlands and to Indonesia indicated that the United States’ desire _ 
was the same as heretofore, namely that settlement of the question of 
Netherlands New Guinea be achieved through bilateral negotiations  — 
between the two parties? _ eS 

In April of last year we sent a message to the Australian Foreign | 
Minister expressing concern at the manner in which Australia was 
proposing to assert its interest in the disposition of Netherlands New 
Guinea. The basic point made in our message was that the United 
States adhered to the RTC formula for settlement of the New Guinea 
question through negotiations between Indonesia and the Netherlands. _ 
We stated that in our opinion the two parties should be permitted to 
exhaust all possibilities for reaching a workable solution through bi- 
lateral negotiations before consideration was given to other methods 
of solving the problem. Our recent notes were consistent with this 
position. — oo 

In our message to Mr. Spender? last April, after affirming our 
support for the RTC formula, we stated that we favored the retention 
of Netherlands control of the territory in some form and had so 
advised the Netherlands. The Australian Government, before the — 
recent breakdown in negotiations between the Netherlands and Indo- | 
nesia, requested this Government to intervene in an effort to moderate ) 
the Indonesian claims and to strengthen the Dutch in their opposition 
to these claims. This we declined to do because of our basic position 
that the parties to the dispute should seek a solution through bilateral = 
negotiations without outside interference. © oe | a 

Recommendations : | | | 

1. It is recommended that, if he raises the question, you explain to 
the Ambassador that our notes to Indonesia and the Netherlands did 
not represent any change in the policy we have consistently main- | 
tained with respect tothis problem. | OS 

2. It is further recommended that you emphasize the fact that the 
notes were identical, were addressed to both parties and merely called _ 
upon the parties to continue their efforts to arrive at a solution. 

2The Australian reaction to the - joint note sent to The Hague and to 
Djakarta (printed in telegram 682, January 6, p. 585) and the observations of | 
the U.S. Embassy in Australia were reported to the Department of State in tele- 
gram 191 from Canberra, January 11, not printed (756C.00/1-1151). 

7 Percy C. Spender, Minister for External Affairs.
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756D.00/1-2251: Telegram = | 

7 The Secretary. of State to the Embassy mm Indonesia. 

- gecrer >. ~~, Wasutneton, January 22, 1951—5 p. m. 
750. Fol. is summary personal msg Menzies delivered.‘Secy by | 

Austral AmbJan18: 506 5 gered he 
_ [Here follows the text of the summary of Menzies’ brief. note ex- 
pressing: Australia’s deep concern over the possibility of transfer of * 

sovereignty over Netherlands New Guinea to Indonesia particularly = 
So in view of Australia’s strategic concern in the area. It posed the possi- | 

_ bility in the long run of a joint Netherlands-Australian ‘trusteeship 
_ for the area and concluded with a request: that the United States do 

| anything possible to delay a decision which would result in Nether- 
Jands*departure from New Guinea. | | PP AME 

In accepting mse, Secy informed Makin Dept wld study msg and 
wldreply Menzies. 

| -. Sent: to AmEmbassy Djakarta 750, rptd for info: AmEmbassy Can- 
| berra 195; AmEmbassy The Hague 850, USUN 646.0 

| 357.AA/1-2451 : Telegram | ee Ab a . A — a, _ tee | 

\ The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary: of State | 

: SECRET 0 hoe Gale DgAKARTA, January 24, 1951-2 p. m. 

| =.988. Told Rum evening 28rd no reply necessary US note January7 

: on Netherlands New Guinea.t Rum said if reply had been made it 
would only have been:acquaint US with Indonesian position as out- — 
lined: by Prime Minister Natsir to Parliament. :(Deptel 746).2.. 

-. Rum’ said note re- resumption negotiations not yet delivered to 
| Netherlands Government. This’ awaits early return from Atjeh of 
|. -Natsir who has been ‘absent: considerably past two weeks... 

- Rum thinks committee headed by Supomo® and including several = 
-non-Cabinet members familiar with RTC negotiation will make com- | 
prehensive study of functioning RTC agreement which might pos- 
sibly be useful in future. When I pointed out danger of reopening this 

Phe reference is to the text of telegram 682 to Djakarta, January 6, p. 585. 
7In telegram 746 to Djakarta, January 19, which is not here printed, .Am- 

| bassador Cochran was instructed to inform the, Indonesian Government that no — | 
reply was necessary to the Embassy’s note of January 7 (756D.21/1-1151). 
_.3 Professor .Supomo on. January. 238, was named..chairman of the Special 
States Commission to re-examine the Round Table Conference accords, .. |
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agreement I found Rum duly cognizant thereof. With Parliament to 
be recessed during February he expects cessation prodding from poli- a 
ticlans on Netherlands New Guinea but hopes Netherlands Govern- 

- ment will in meantime be helpfully responsive to Indonesian note on 
| resumption negotiations. Rum feels recent statements from various 

leaders and journalists in Australia indicate turn in sentiment more 
reasonably toward Indonesia on Netherlands New Guinea. | 

- | 

| a CocHRAN 

357.AA,/1-—3051 : Telegram | . an ; 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Dsaxarta, January 30, 1951—4 p. m. 

1016. Gocus 944. From Cochran and Beam.’ We appreciate posi- 
_ tion taken by Department re UNCI? outlined Usgoc 493.2 We think 

it might be useful if Department would now initiate concerted cam- 
paign with all interested parties close up UNCI soonest. While 
Ambonese problem not yet finally settled, fair prospect ex-K NIL 
and KIL will be removed Indo end March:* Roem * and Simatupang ° 
have strongly stressed wish terminate UNCI soon as possible after 
that date and it appears likely Indo Government any event will re- 
quest removal military observer. Roem emphasized previous UNCI 

| good work and said would be most deplorable if commission’s pres- 
| tige should suffer by indefinite continuation after all conceivable 

grounds for its existence had ceased. Soe | | : 
_ Secretariat here agrees with us and probably Australia can be 
pushed adopt our viewpoint. Belgians likely follow Dutch. Believe 
Department already has sufficient arguments. dissolution UNCI but 
following considerations may help. With Dutch Government change _ 
now looks as if further Irian? discussions and solution may be in- | 
definitely delayed. In last three months UNCI has had literally noth- _ 

1 Jacob D. Beam, Consul General and Counselor of-the Embassy in Indonesia | 
. and Acting U.S. Representative on the United Nations Commission for Indonesia. 

-? United Nations Commission for Indonesia. For documentation on its activities, 
see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 979 ff. a 

*In telegram 770 (Usgoe 493) to Djakarta, January 26, the Embassy was 
informed that it should work for the earliest possible dissolution of the UNCI 
(357.AA/1-2551). : : - : 
*For documentation on the Ambonese problem, see Foreign Relations, 1950, 

vol. vi, pp. 1082 ff. . a 
>The reference is to Mohammad Rum, Foreign Minister of Indonesia. Am- 

bassador Cochran in his cables used both spellings. . | 
®Col. T. B. Simatupang, Acting Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces. 
* Netherlands New Guinea. | |
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ing to do. Last meeting with Indos and Dutch took place in contact — 

committee October 25. Except for Natsir’s letter (Gocus 933)* neither _ 

party has addressed communication of substance to UNCI in all these 

months. In fact neither party has shown any initiative in even keeping | 

7 UNCI informed current developments. While UNCI’s personal rela- 

tions with both delegates are good, UNCI chairman ® has had to seek - 

information in individual periodic calls. As indicated above, Indos 

_ frankly advocate UNCI dissolution and if Dutch still possess anyin- * 

terest in UNCI on the spot they certainly have not. shown it. | 

[Cochran and Beam. | Oo os a 

| a a a CocHRAN 

| - ® Not printed. SO — PRS, , 

a ° There was no permanent chairman of the UNCI; the position rotated among 

: the representatives of the nations participating on the commission. | 

| 357.AA/2-151: Telegram : Sy beg iee ii ets 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the N etherlands*? — 

— SRCREF Wasutnoron, February 1, 1951—6 p. m. 

908. Dept believes UNCI’s usefulness Indo diminishing and con- — 

tinuation of Comm in inactive status detrimental to its prestige, that 

of UN and potential source of irritation toIndos.5 = oe | 

Since ex-KNIL problem may be liquidated next month, we believe 

- target date of Mar 31 for dissolution Comm reasonable. Argument 

may be put forward that one of Neth’s proposals for solution NNG > 

problem included mediation by UNCI and that therefore Comm shld 

| not be dissolved while there exists possibility it might be useful in ~ 

| solution NNG. Dept convinced, however, Indos will not accept inter- | 

- vention in substance NNG by Comm as presently constituted. If — 

- UN mediation this problem desirable, there no reason why other 

UN machinery for mediation, such’ as conciliation panel, might 

, not be used. View fact that neither party has utilized services of | 

Comm for many months now we do not believe that maintaining | 

_ UNCI solely for possible use in NNG problem either necessary or 
desirable. Light foregoing, suggest you approach FonOff in attempt 

| secure agreement on target date Mar 31 for dissolution Comm assuring 

| them such dissolution unrelated our minds matter keeping NNG 

2 negots fluid and flexible = 7 Os 

| | OT SE oo ACHESON. 

1 Repeated to Canberra as telegram 204, to Brussels as telegram 1054 for action, 
| | ‘and to the U.S. Mission in New York as telegram 678 for information. |
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756C.00/2-851: Telegram a oo & 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL oo Dsaxarta, February 3, 1951—7 p. m. 

1034. In informal conversation Deputy Netherlands HC Schur- 
mann ! informed me Indonesian Government has not yet transmitted _ 
to Netherlands Government formal communication setting forth posi- 
tion Natsir Government. on NNG question and stipulating circum- — 
stances in which negotiations could be reopened. Schurmann said Indo- 
nesians of course realized no action could be taken on such note during 
Netherlands Government crisis. In answer my question whether next 
Conference Union Ministers might be able smooth way for later 
negotiations on NNG Schurmann said no indication yet that Indo- — 
nesians will request third Conference Union Ministers which normally _ 
should take place Djakarta March or April. He thought even some 
doubt Indonesians would be willing participate in such conference 

| unless and until progress made on NNG question. oo 
Schurmann praised successful effort Natsir government to keep 

conditions quiet during NNG- discussions December and to avoid pre- 
cipitate denunciation of union. Schurmann believes that even if sever- 
ance union ties should come later this would not necessarily preclude 
Netherlands and Indonesia working together closely. 8 = 

—70.W.A.Seburmann, 

BO7.AA/2-B51:Telegram 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET |... “Dsaxarta, February 5, 1951—5 p.m. 

1041. From Cochran and Beam. Deptel 791.1.Much gratified by 
position taken by Department UNCI dissolution. Schurmann indi- | 
cated Netherlands Government would be willing have UNCI depart — 
Indonesia after troop evacuation but strongly desired present goverh- _ 
ment membership be retained with possibility appoint delegates when 
and where services called for. Little doubt our minds UNCI will be 
most unwelcome to Indonesia after troop problem settled. Since in 

, view unsatisfactory trend Indonesian foreign policy we may have to 
be severe on government here, would much prefer representations we 

| may be forced to make future be not complicated by any additional 
irritations arising from our participation UNCI. Time may come 

1 The cable under reference is a repeat of telegram 908 to The Hague, Febru- | 
ary 1, p. 591. |
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| furthermore. when UNCI may be attacked: as instrument. Western | 
Powers. If Dutch prove intransigent would go so far as to recommend 
we inform interested parties our intention withdraw from Commission. 
This would of. course mean referring question SC, a step which we 

| believe Dutch and Australians would be very reluctant to see taken = 
and which might bring them into line: with. our idea early UNCI 
dissolution. Do not see how US in own: interest can afford remain 
member ‘Concilation Commission, Australian member of which seem- | 

_ ingly more adamant than Dutch in critical Irian dispute, with Aus- _ 
_ tralian public figures even expressing willingness risk aggression keep 7 

- Trian from Indonesia. Australian Ambassador Hood * has. privately 

: stated his firm conviction Australia has no intention allowing Irian 

Department pass Hague; sent Department 1041, repeated info 

~*35. D, L. Hood. re | mo 

2 756C.00/2—-551 : Telegram | . Cee Ty aroe aeiis 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Australias a 

: secREr ~~ ~.-s-Wasutneron, February 5, 1951—5 p. m. 

905, Urinfo fol msg from Secy to PM. Menzies has been delivered 

| _ “I deeply appreciate your friendly and frank msg on the subj of - 
Neth New Guinea which Amb Makin delivered to me on Jan 18. I am 

! very well aware that this problem has been and is a source of seri- 
ous concernsto you in Austral. In order to clarify our position, I shld 

| -—— like. to,indicate some of the basic considerations which have under- 
| _ lain US pol. We have consistently supported the procedure agreed to in 

_ the Hague Round Table Conference of Dec 1949 calling for settlement 
of the future polit status of Neth New Guinea through negots between. | 
the Neth and Indo., This continues, to be the pol of the. US, notwith- 
standing the failure. of the two govts to achieve a, solution of the 

| problem.in the period specified in the Hague agreement. The identical a 
: notes which we sent to the Hagueiand to Djakarta on Jan 7 expressed. 
: the view that the interésts of both Union partners wld be best served — | 
| through continued. efforts to, find. a.solution of the New.Guinea prob- 
fo lem. We urged both. govts to seek an accommodation with respect. to. 
| the problem in accordance with the purposes and principles of the 

CharteroftheUN. a 
Tn urging the Neth and Indo.to continue:their.efforts to reach 

: agreement we have been mindful of the dangers to the stability’ of 

the area if the dispute over this terr shld result in embittered relations _ 

: 1 Repeated for information only to The Hague as telegram 921 and to co 
Djakarta as telegram 809. Sone yea Gh wa ly ueabe faa SP gee tgs
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and perhaps a rupture of the Union partnership. Such a development, 

I feel sure, wld be detrimental to the best interests of the two parties 

directly concerned and could endanger the maintenance of that sta- _ 

bility which is essential to the security of SE Asia. Because of our 

concern at the consequences of conflict between the Neth and Indo 
over this question, we have sought to keep negots alive. In our dis-_ : 

cussions with both parties we have avoided any sug of partiality 

and have consistently reiterated our position that the question is one 

for res through negots between the two Govts. We have not sought 

to influence the nature of any settlement which the Neth and Indo 

may arrive at through such negots. | 

“In view of the basic position of the US Govt on this question, our 

representations necessarily have been of a restricted character. — 

Our counsels of moderation, however, have as their objective the 

| continuance of negotiations, even though they are not immediately — 

successful, thus avoiding a conflict which would carry with it dangers 

| not only for the Neth and Indo but also for Austral, the U.S. and in 

fact all those nations interested in the peace and security of the area. 
With kind regards, Dean Acheson” _ | 

| ACHESON 

§56D.00-TA/2-751 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuinoton, February 7, 1951—6 p. m. 

891. For Armstrong and O’Sullivan. Ref Embtel 896 Jan 8, Toeca 
| 04 Jan 17, Toeca 49 Feb 3, Embtel 1032 Feb 3. Difficulty expected 

justifying Indo ECA program? before Budget Bureau, without ur 
full support and fully expressed desire Indo Govt for ECA program, 

in view fol: | | — | - 

(1) Current Indo dol position. We appreciate obvious difficulties 
justifying contd grant aid $10-$15 mil Indo because great and con- 
tinuing improvement Indo econ position, which you noted. Indos and 
Eximbank Jan 11 signed loan contracts for $52 mil specific major 
developmental projects.’ Indo dol exchange holdings now over $90 mil, 
increase over $60 mil last eight months. Substantial gold reserves $178 
mil earlier in year recently increased by further purchase $30 mil gold. 
Strong commodity markets Indo exports, which Acct these spectacular _ 
improvements, apparently unlikely be radically changed near future. 
ECA aid approx $12 mil insignificant compared Indo total annual | | 

| imports over $300 mil. Under these circumstances adverse Cong reac- 
tions grant aid may be anticipated. This may be complicated by Cong | 

1 Not here printed; the arguments presented in telegram 855, infra, represent 
a aiorte of Ambassador Cochran’s views as reported in these telegrams from 

2On October 16, 1950, the United States and Indonesia signed an Hconomic | 
Cooperation Agreement at Djakarta, which was recognized as binding by Indo- 
nesia pending parliamentary action. For the text of this agreement, see TIAS | 
No. 2762; 4 UST 19. 

3 See telegram 728 to Djakarta, January 16, p. 586. | |
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| Inability understand giving Indos grant aid for activities they capable 
fin themselves. re —_ ae 

(2) Apparent unacceptability ECA program Indo. Dept notes you | 
| have experienced difficulty getting Indo Govt prepare justification | 

| present and future programs. Re both Point 4 and STEM program, 
we note increasing Indo reluctance accept and house Amer technicians. _ 

(3) Possibility that now may be propitious time indicate to Indos 
availability US aid shld not be taken for granted no matter how close 
US-Indo friendship. Dept notes ur recommendation US interests Indo | 
may best be served present time by refraining entirely offering Indos 
any future econ aid unless they specifically request it and indicate 

| greater sense appreciation and ability absorb such aid than heretofore | 
| shown (urtel 1032 Feb 3, re conversation Fon Min Roem on Indo © 

actions in UN and Indo reaction mention Pac Pact). ples | 

— Dept therefore seriously considering advisability recommending 
2 eliminating fiscal year 1952 Indo ECA program, and restricting fiscal _ 

year 1951 program to projects already formally approved or other- | 
- wise committed Indos. This wld probably reduce fiscal year 1951 total 

3 from about $12 mil to about $9 mil. | - ns ee 

_ Dept wld appreciate urcomments® == ey ge deg tee. 
: - Rptd for info: AmEmbassy London 3697. eB of 

| - a | 4 ACHESON oe 

, | — 4*Not here printed ; excerpts from telegram 1032 from Djakarta, February 3, | 
7 that deal with the Pacific Pact are printed on pp. 145~-147. : 

: - * Ambassador Cochran responded in telegram 1061 from Djakarta, February 11. 
| In: that message, he recommended that “FY ’52 Indonesian ECA program be 

eliminated’ and FY ’51 program. be. restricted to. projects already formally 
- approved. or: otherwise: committed: Indonesians. Exception would be to provide. 

for continuance J..G. White Engineering Company under terms contract only 
i --—s—: Feeently concluded between. it and Indonesian Government.” (856D.00-R/2-1051) 

The J. G. White Engineering Company had entered into a two-year contract with 
the Indonesian Government to survey harbors, railroad facilities, telecommuni- 
cations, and various industries such as mining, hydroelectric power, and civil 
aviation to ascertain their potential for future expansion. ECA financed the 
contract. | on Pi ne 

-856D.00-TA/2-1451 : Telegram | 

|. Lhe Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in Indonesia | | 

7 SECRET _ ee ne Wasuineron, February 14, 1951—5 p. m. 

2 855. Fol recommendations approved by UNSecy for FE action: | 

: 1. Inform ECA Dept will not support before Budget Bureau Indo 
: program for this FY beyond projects already substantially agreed — 
Lo with and committed to Indos. Judge this will cut ECA FY ’51 pro-— 
: posal from $12,767,000 to about $9 million. ee | | 
2 _ 2. ECA and Budget Bureau be also informed (1) above represents | 
2 Initiation of windup grant aid operation; that during remainder of | 

FY opportunity will be found or made explain to Indos that: | 

3 -__(@) believe econ conditions do not warrant initiation fiscal 52 
3 _ ECA grant program in Indo; but that | :
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| ~ (6) all our resources will be exploited to fullest assist Indo _ 
finding such Amer technicians they believe they need and willing = 

' pay for themselves; -__ Ca gt ge 
~~. (e@) in line with policy favoring multilateral UN action we will 

_ take special interest assisting through UN orgs further imple- | 
mentation of already elaborate plans for UN tech assistance activi- 

| ~tiesin Indo; a 
--- (d) -will continue be sympathetic and receptive in future as 

--. proved in past to Indo applications under: Ex-Im credit; 
| ~~ (e) will have special concern, within limitations of statutory 

and administrative possibilities, and security: needs ourselves and. 
allies, see that Indo gets her fair share scarce or allocated com- 
modities from US, both for her gen needs and particularly in 
actual carrying out Ex-Im Bank loan contracts. : es 

_ Gist of paras 1 and 2(a) being notified to ECA by ltr today as Dept 
position, including specific request that full two-year term White | 
contract be financially covered under FY °51 program.t ECA being 
requested withhold any comment to Indos until final Wash action on 
this Dept position. At that time, you will be notified, and Dept has | 

| complete confidence you will be able notify Indos of-action in manner 
that will not give them any reason believe cessation grants was con- | 
ceived as punitive measure. — | oe | 

This tel not being distributed outside Dept. _ — OS 
pI TTT SS WSETROE ABT EOE ORGIES ape 

| 1 According to a typescript note on the Department | of State’s file copy. of a eos 
letter dated February 20, from Assistant Secretary.of State Rusk to.Mr. Robert 
Allen Griffin, the Director of the Far East Program: Division of the Economic 
Cooperation Administration, a‘ letter embodying these proposals: was sent to 
ECA several: days earlier. With the exeeption of the last three sentences, the 
text of the letter was the same as that of the letter of February 20, which is 

printed on p.605.0 0° Fe rs | 

856D.00-TA/2-1551 ; Telegram | ON, 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy nm Indonesia 

SECRET .NIACT ~ ~Wasuineton, February 15,1951—7 p.m. | 

864. Eyes alone Cochran from Lacy. Soedjatmoko * in informal con- 
: versation with Dept officer today showed excitement over “rumor” 

that Dept reconsidering ECA grant aid program Indo. Without com- 

ment on Indo need or lack of need for program, he strongly emphasized | 
obvious prediction that if aid cut off in abruptor even slightly tactless 
manner, leftists will gain great polit capital expense US. He implied | 

_ PNI, PKI, ete will charge US cut off econ aid as punishment for Indo’s 
“neutral [position?]” in UN. He further claimed termination pro- _ 
gram wld shake many moderate Indos confidence in US friendship | 

for Indo. | a So | es | 

*M. Soedjatmoko, Counsellor of the Indonesian Embassy in the United States.
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Since ECA reply Dept recommendations (Deptel 855, Feb 14) not 
yet recd, final Washington decision on FY 51 and 52 ECA programs . a 

| Indo not yet reached. Ce ue ak - 
In view foregoing evidence that Indos here aware current dis- | | 

7 cussions re HCA program, Merchant plans call in Indo Amb? Feb 19 | 
| describe character of tentative consideration now being given ECA 

program, taking line of Deptel 855, Feb 14 with particular attn items | 
(a) through (e) as evidence strength continuing US friendship for 
Indo ca 

|. Despite Soedjatmoko’s fears, Dept believes on basis of evidence _ 
reed in past few months that US risks more polit loss by continuing 

_ than by terminating program, particularly if termination done cor- 
| rectly in Indo eyes. Dept wld probably announce termination in state- 

ment containing congratulations Indos on greatly improved fin posi- __ | 
| tion which decreases need for continuing large scale US econ aid. 

It wld further be pointed out that program continuing through FY | 
| 51 with approx $9 mil specific projects and that program continues | 
| include technicians requested by Indo Govt under White contract. 
___ You authorized hold similar conversation with Roem or otherappro- 
2 priate official Djakarta when necessary pn 
| . Report immed (1) ur estimate validity fears such as raised by 
, Soedjatmoko, (2) ur suggestions best method present termination pro- 
| gram, if so decided, to Indos, (3) ur suggestions as to above approach 
: and any other matters that. shld be raised with Indo Amb. here. | 
2 [Lacy J eel efaeens batt ; 7 , a | Pe ee Aeon 

Dr. AliSastroamidjojo. AE | 
| .  ~ *In telegram 867 to Djakarta, February 16, which is not here printed, Am- | _ bassador Cochran was instructed not to hold conversations with Indonesian 

officials regarding the termination of ECA aid to Indonesia until he had received | ; further instructions (856D.00-TA/2-1651), 00 ee 

| -756D.00/2-1551 | So re ee 
| Memorandum by the Director, Office of Philippine and Southeast 
| Asian Affairs (Lacy) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Eco- 
: nomic Affairs (Thorp) 

| SECRET oe _ [Wasurneron,] February 15,1951. 
: Subject: -Indonesia’s Political Position . a - - Be 

_ 1. T enclose as requested a selection of telegrams (and one despatch) 
trom our Embassy at Djakarta bearing on Indonesia’s political posi- 

: tion in relation to the United States and to Communism, with particu- - 

538-617—77—_29 | | |
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Jar reference to the resultant Indonesia attitude on US economic aid.* 

Since some of these enclosures are lengthy, an effort has been made to 

outline in ink the most important sections. ES 

9, Jn the approximate fourteen months of Indonesia’s independent _ 

existence the dominant characteristic of its foreign policy has been 

“neutrality” in the East-West conflict. As pointed out in Dj akarta’s | 

despatch 560, Indonesian labor, youth and the Indonesian press has 

shown a marked drift toward the left. The Army, called upon to take 

action equally against Communist and fanatic Moslem groups, is 

avoiding committing itself on general issues. Government officials and | 

| intellectuals are split. Speaking generally, many Indonesians appear 

to believe that Indonesia has less to fear from Communism than _ 

from American efforts to combat Communism. ee AA 

| This attitude has shown itself specifically in Indonesia’s lack of 

readiness to accept American technicians and economic aid, as men- 
tioned in the attached telegrams. Parliament approved the Exim _ 

: Bank loan on November 2 by a vote of 90 to 17 (with 50% of the 

members abstaining), but has so far failed to take any action on rati- 

fying the US-Indo economic bilateral agreement. | 

In the face of this attitude, and cognizant of the very real internal 

difficulties faced by the Indonesian Government, we have attempted 

- to pursue a policy of patience and perseverance. This continues to be — | 

| our policy, although at the moment we consider it necessary to apply 

| ‘more pressure in order to make the Indonesians realize that friendship 

between nations must be atwo-way relationship. _ ae 

. The eight telegrams and one despatch attached to this memorandum are not 

here printed. The telegrams from Djakarta were as follows: No. 545, October 20, 

1950; No. 594, October 31, 1950; No. 604, November 3, 1950; No. 896, January 8, 

1951; No. 1002, January 26, 1951; No. 1032, February 3, 1951; No. 1061, Febru- 

ary 10, 1951; and No. 1088, February 14, 1951. The despatch was No. 560, . 

January 19, 1951. | 
2T™he reference is to the ECA agreement signed at Djakarta on October 16, — 

1950. See footnote 2, p.594. . . 7 —_ | 

756D.00/2-1551 , | | a | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director, Office of Philippine — 

and Southeast Asian Affairs (Lacy) | | | 

SECRET [Wasutneron,] February 15,1951. | 

7 Subject: State-ECA Relations in Indonesia | 

Participants: FECA—Mr. Allen Griffin — _ 
PSA—Mr. Lacy — ye See 

| Yesterday I invited Colonel Griffin to lunch with me at the Metro- 

| politan Club to discuss what he had described to me on the telephone
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the morning of the same day as a really bad state of affairs in Indo- 7 
nesia. As we met in the bar of the Club I remarked in answer to | 

Colonel Griffin’s question as to how I was faring, that my Department 
was dreading the next attack on some of its officers which we under- —_ 
stood Senator McCarthy? was about to release. Colonel Griffin re~ _ 

| marked that, “vour fat friend in Indonesia is providing McCarthy 

with excellent ammunition”. Lacy: “Whom do you have in mind?” - 
| Griffin: “Cochran, of course.” Lacy : “How in the world can you think 
| that Cochran supplies ammunition to McCarthy ?” Griffin : “Because 

Cochran wants the U.S. to pull out of Indonesia, thereby turning the | 
! place over to the Communists.” At this point I thought it best to - 

make out that Griffin had offered a sour joke so I told him not to be 
| __ so extravagant and bought him a drink. Griffin returned to the attack, 

however, by asking me if I had received instructions from the Sec- © 
| retary to change what he understood to be our policy in Indonesia. I | 
: replied that I had no instructions from any of my superiors to change 
: our policy in Indonesia but that I thought he must put his question = 

) in a more explicit form. Griffin said that he assumed that the De- _ 
partment wanted to pull out of Indonesia and that he believed this 

, contrary to extant U.S. policy toward that country. I replied that I 
assumed that he made such a statement on the basis of previous con- | 
versations he had had with me and Mr. Merchant in which we had 

| told him that we were considering recommending that the ECA _ 
| Program for Indonesia be severely curtailed after fiscal year 1951, | 

that this was one of the things I had in mind discussing with him | 
| _ at lunch, that as he knew, I thought the ECA program should be so | 

curtailed, but that my position should under no circumstances be 
_ interpreted as indicative of a decision on the part of the Department 

to “get out of Indonesia”. Mr. Griffin said that Ambassador Cochran’s 
attitude made him suppose that we wanted to let Indonesia go to : 
the Communists. At this point, feeling my blood pressure rise, I 

| . told Griffin that I thought it a matter of the highest importance = = =~ 
that he and I continue to be good friends, that I was determined to 

| do so because so much of the success of the U.S. policy in Southeast | 
Asia depended upon our getting along, but that I could not continue 
to accept direct and indirect aspersions upon Mr. Cochran’s ability a 
and patriotism. Griffin: “What Cochran needs is a psychiatrist. I 
really think he has gone off his head.” Lacy: “Now that’s the sort 
of thing I cannot stand for.” Griffin: “Cochran has made an abysmal 
mess of American relations with Indonesia[”] and now, by wanting | 
to kick ECA out of the country and by getting hard-boiled with the | 
Indonesians in the matter of supporting the U.S. in Korea, joining 

_. +, Joseph R. McCarthy of Wisconsin. OO |
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the Pacific Pact, and related matters, was making bad matters im-— 

possible. I then took occasion to give Colonel Griffin a spirited lecture | 

on U.S. policy in Indonesia; on the role Mr. Cochran had played in — 

the solution of the Dutch-Indonesian dispute and in the complicated 

and delicate operation which followed, the purpose of which, as he ~ 7 

perfectly well knew, was to draw Indonesia in the direction of the — 

| American system. I told him that on several occasions it had been 

necessary for the Department to be tough on the Indonesians andon 

other occasions to be gentle with the same people; that Mr. Cochran’s , 

record was one of almost unparalleled success in achieving what he 

was told.to achieve; that I did not take kindly to criticism of a com- 

plicated, delicate operation extending over a period of some four | 

years from “Johnny-come-latelys” like himself, representing as he 

does, an organization full of “Johnny-come-latelys”. I then told him 

that I was sorry to speak to him so bluntly and that I was obliged to 

confess that I was on the verge of losing my temper. Colonel Griffin 

oe cooled off considerably and insisted on buying the lunch. He fired, © 

however, this parting salvo: That I should understand that whether 

| Cochran remained or not, relations between the U.S. and Indonesia 

would be determined from now on by the relations between the Indo- 

 nesian Government and the “Claimant Agency” —ECA. I waited about = 

twenty minutes before returning to thisstatement. , OC 

During luncheon I told Colonel Griffin that we were addressing a 

letter to him which would set forth our views on the curtailment of the 

| ECA program in Indonesia and that we thought it a matter of the _ 

highest importance that the Indonesians get no wind of the problems | 

we were discussing until complete agreement had been reached and we 

could present an united front and more so, that the Indonesians would 

not be provided an opportunity to deduce that such curtailment could 

be regarded as punishment for those aspects of their foreign policy 

which we did not like. Colonel Griffin agreed, said that he would 
show the letter only to his superiors and asked that it be sent to him 

by safe-hand.? | a | a 

| I also discussed the inclusion of Mr. Frederick McGuire (recom- 

mended by Father McGuire) on the Philippine STEM. 
Mr. Griffin again brought up the matter of Mr. Cochran. He said 

that he had no personal grievance against Mr. Cochran whom, in 

fact, he liked. He agreed that Mr. Cochran had done brilliant work 

on Indonesia but he thought his usefulness was at an end. I told | 

Colonel Griffin that I could hardly disagree with him more and that 

JT must warn him in good nature that if he or his agency intended 

to “get” Cochran, they’d have to take me on too. He laughed and 

2 See footnote 1, p. 596. BS es
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said that he would go to any lengths to avoid that. I questioned him | 
~ as closely as I could to discover what his real complaint of Cochran 

--_-was. His answers seemed to boil down to the following: _ | | 

| 1. Mr. Cochran had.a psychopathic obsession that he and he alone 
understood what U.S. policy toward Indonesia should consist in; that 
other people knew betterthan Cochran. = a Oo | 

9. That Mr. Cochran had not raised the American: flag’in front 
of the ECA building in Djakarta until Bill Foster * had threatened 

- totelegraphthe President. oe ee 
| --8. That the Department’s belief that the ECA program for Indo- | 

| nesia should be curtailed was the result of Mr. Cochran’s view that it 
should be curtailed; that Mr. Cochran’s view was based on his state- 
ment that the Indonesians did not want the program; that he and the 
ECA ‘people in Indonesia knew perfectly well that the Indonesians 

: did-wantthe program. 
4, That Mr. Cochran hated ECA and all economists anyhow. © 

~ Itold Colonel Griffinthat, = =~ - - MEER) A | | 

- 1. Mr. Cochran had been enthusiastic about the ECA program when 
it was known as the Griffin program but that since that time, we were 

| eonvineed the Indonesians for various reasons had decided that they _ 
, did not want the full program and that.as we knew, the Indonesians, — 
|  gincethattime,had gottenrich, © ale bony Ss | 
po 2. That we believed, with Mr. Cochran, that the time had come to | 
| press the Indonesians to face the realities of the war between com- 

| munism and the free world and that Cochran’s view of the curtail- | | 
| ment of the ECA program had nothing in particular to do with the — 
|. Jarger strategy; that Cochran believed, and we believed, that it was | 
! an evident folly to force a large ECA staff on the Indonesians who _ 

, neither wished nor needed the services that that staff was designed to 
, provide 2 Be . ae - 
! _ 8. That I knew nothing about the flag-raising incident but that I 
Z had never heard anybody doubt Mr. Cochran’s long-proven pa- 

triotism—although I had heard him described as an American 
2 _ ehauvinist. = re net, | 
| 4, That the Department of State would continue to make its de- 
|. cisions on the basis of Mr. Cochran’s reporting and his recommenda- | 
|. tions; that, as he knew, Mr. Cochran and the Department had access — 
, to information which ECA did not have; that this would continue to 
| be the case as long as the State Department continued to perform its 
| functions as a foreign office—in short—I would not undertake tomake 
! available to Colonel Griffin everything that the Department received | 
' on Indonesia because I would continue to hold that the governing 
2 _ political decisions were for the Department of State to make and not | 
|, for ECA; that Mr. Cochran, far from hating all economists and ECA, | | 
i; had, as a matter of fact, acted as an economic officer far longer than 

as a political officer, and that I regarded his views on economic matters — 
: _ as particularly valuable. nn 7 te 

* William C. Foster, Administrator, Economic Cooperation Administration. _ _ 

| , 

|
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| Colonel Griffin said that Mr. Cochran had humiliated Americans 

in Indonesia. When asked to explain this statement, he said that 

Mr. Cochran had compelled Mr. Smart ‘ to live in a small roominthe 

Hotel Des Indes while he, Mr. Cochran, had lived in a large house. 

I pointed out that Mr. Cochran had lived in a small room in the Hotel 

| Des Indes for a year and a half and had made no complaint; that, 

moreover, Mr. Cochran had turned over to Mr. Smart the best: office 

building he had. I took occasion to ask Griffin if he had any idea how 

irritating Smart’s activities were to Mr. Cochran. Griffin said no. I 

asked him if he had read Smart’s letter addressed to him, copy of 

which Mr. Cochran, as Chief of STEM, had sent to Mr. Merchant ° 

and me, in which Smart proposed the establishment of certain quasi 

government organizations in Indonesia in which Americans would 

| serve not as advisers, but as executives. I said that I considered this 

| kind of proposal sheer lunacy and would destroy any possibility ofthe 

successful execution of American policy in Indonesia. Griffin said | 

| he had not read the letter and was not inclined to do so because, for 

my information alone, he intended to take Smart out of Indonesia. I 

_ asked him if he had read Dr. Warner’s® speech made in Honolulu. 

Griffin said he had not. I pointed out that these were examples of the 

folly and disloyalty which some of Cochran’s ECA staff had exhibited. | 
(I think this impressed Griffin somewhat). — | 
As we parted after lunch, I again told Colonel Griffin that I was | 

determined to work this problem out with him and that I judged 
our friendship could survive these vicissitudes of official life. He | 
heartily agreed and said that he realized that discussions of this sort 
were absolutely necessary. We agreed that we would very possibly 

have to go through some more hot sessions but that we would resolve 

together to control the situation so that it would not get out of hand 
and would not contribute to the deterioration of the relations between , 

the Department and ECA. On this happy note, we parted on the steps 

of the Old State Building at 2: 30 p.m. | oS 

Addendum to Memorandum of Conversation = mS 

7 On at least one occasion during the course of the conversation 

described in the foregoing, I took occasion to remark that the happy 
relations which existed between the STEMs in other parts of South- | 

east Asia were due to the different circumstances, both political and 
economic in which the STEMs and our Missions were operating. | 

“Joseph Smart, Deputy Chief, STEM Mission in Indonesia. : oe . 
A fe Tivingston T. Merchant, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Hastern 

° Howry H. Warner, Agricultural Officer, STEM Mission in Indonesia.
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—-«§36D.00-TA/2-1751: Telegram | a 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET NIACT ‘Dsaxarra, February 17, 1951—3 p. m. 
1103. Eyes only Lacy from Cochran. Last night received your 864. _ 

and this morning 867.2. en es - 
_. [have not spoken with Roem or other Indonesian officials re possi- 

-. pility curtailment aid programs except as specifically reported in 

cablesto Department. | / 

There is, of course, possibility some repercussion such as 

- Sudjatmoko? suggests whenever it may be deemed advisable or | 

~ necessary to reduce or reconsider ECA grant-aid program Indonesia. | 

I agree with you our political risk may be less in now correctly termi- 

| nating than in indefinitely continuing. At same time I do not insist 

| ‘upon complete curtailment aid other than engineers (who I would | 

recommend remain) if from Merchant’s conversation with Ali® or if oo 

from any discussions you may authorize me have here it may be found 
opinion our Indonesian friends that present moderate. government 

2 would be hurt rather than helped by decision toward elimination. _ | 

po _.My suggestion is that Merchant tell Ali frankly that financial im- - 
i provement Indonesia following our earlier ECA and current Exim-_ 

2 - bank help has been such, as evidenced by gain inexchange and gold, 

: current level of exports, et cetera, that Department does not feel | | 

: justified in asking Bureau of Budget and Congress for grant-aid to — , 

| Indonesia. Ask Ali if his government would be willing join our gov- — 
: ernment in statement to effect two governments have agreed on wind- | 
2 - ing up grant operations as spelled out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of | 

7 Deptel 855. Ali should be informed of considerations set forth para- 

| graphs ato e of paragraph 2. - oe a | 

po If Ali thinks such decision and statement would not be helpful to : 
, his government and that latter would not agree thereto, then fol- 
; lowing could be advanced. Department would support continuation | 
2 ECA grant-aid 1952 but would explain at time appropriation is re- 
| quested, or on other most propitious occasion, that Indonesian situa-_ . 
! tion has so improved that extensive grant not required. Department | 

; would however, ask for one million dollars 1952 to keep small select | 
| staff of technicians to study Indonesian problems and advise govern- | 
: ment thereon, working in cooperation with UN and other foreign | 
| aid representatives. Under this latter alternative funds would be : 

largely for personnel and to very minimum to pay forimports. 

2 a See footnote 3, p. 597. cE _ CED ty DAES | 

- * The reference is to M. Soedjatmoko, Counsellor of the Indonesian Embassy 7 
3 inthe United States 
| *'The reference is to Dr. Ali Sastroamidjojo, Indonesian Ambassador in the ~~ 

United States. _ a | ee a
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There will inevitably be some criticism whatever extent we curtail 
program. I think experiences most. countries where we have aided in — 
past have shown recipient governments predict their countries will _ 
go Communist or bankrupt if we let up on aid. In Indonesia impres- | 
sion certainly existed before advent Smart and ECA group that 
Griffin aid was conceived as one-time operation.* Unfortunately Smart 
has led Indonesians expect continuing grant-aid and in proportions | 
beyond reason. I am particularly concerned over interest he has been 
endeavoring arouse in US participation in long-term transmigration 
project. I have told you of his enthusiasm for setting up development 
corps to which I am opposed. I do not know where leak occured which | 
led Sudjatmoko to approach Department. I am sure, however, Smart. 
will find it difficult adjust himself to restrict program and cooperate eS 
loyally with Embassy ifhe remains. a ES 
- I believe it necessary that we progressively tighten with Indonesians | 
both for their sake and our own. As I have told you, Sjafruddin * as | 
Finance Minister is doing his best to keep budget within reasonable 
limits, restrain Ministers from expenses other than of productive 
character, and avoid inflation. Java Bank head © is also, in interest of 

- Indonesia well as his bank and soundness of Indonesian currency, | 
endeavoring halt trend toward excessive drawing by government on 
Central Bank. I am working closely and secretly with Kuiper’ to 
achieve stabilized currency. Such programs as Smart would under- 

| take involve of necessity more rupiahs and government drawing on _ 
Central Bank therefore. I think we risk making second Philippines _ 
out of Indonesia by encouraging them be extravant or look to us for 
continuing charity. | | | | 

If we reduce appropriation to one million dollars for 1952, this 
should mean having only small number technicians and supporting | 

| staff constitute STEM Indonesia. By keeping group much smaller | 
than Smart has recommended for 1952 we could relieve Indonesians __ 
of our pressure for housing and of charges from left that too many 
Americans coming in to run country. Any compromise with ECA on 
continuing 1952 program should therefore involve definite agreement 

| on strictly limited personnel and on understanding, they would not 
themselves take initiative or encourage Indonesian Government to— 
request funds for projects that would oblige us go beyond limits herein- 

| before envisaged, or put us in position of having to refuse such 
| requests. | | | | : 

| “The reference is to the visit of Mr. R. Allen Griffin and his survey team to 
Southeast Asia in March and April, 1950, to develop recommendations regarding 
initial economic and technical aid to. the area. For documentation on the Griffin | 
Mission and related activities, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 1 ff. | 

* Prawiranegara Sjafruddin. oe oO ne 
* Dr. A. Houwink. : Se 

. * John Denis Kuipers, Director, Foreign Exchange Institute of Indonesia. —
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- Smart has already been active in soliciting requests that I feel : 

his remaining here under revised program would be undesirable. His _ 

-__ taetics have already caused. Embassy more worry and strain with | | 

| Indonesian Government. than any problems that have arisen since 

Embassy established. In any circumstances I think he should be with- _ 
drawn. If ECA genuinely desirous assist US maintaining happiest 

and most helpful mutual relations with Indonesia, ECA should agree 

eave policy matters entirely in hands of Embassy and have on duty 

_ Indonesia only technicians and small supporting staff responsible 
3 ~-to Ambassador. If Smart is removed, I can carry on ECA guper- | 

| vision provided STEM has competent executive or administrative , 

officer who will follow my instructions and provided. Department 

assigns me one senior FS economic officer who could help me. with | 

«STEM work and act in my stead with STEM when Lam absent. With = 

such arrangement we could easily work out matter of. supplies and _ 

|. priorities. eh age 

i The Assistayt Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to i 

, _ the Director, Far East Program Division, Economic Cooperation - 

! - Administration (Griffin)! eg ee 

2 - SECREF - Wasurneton, February 20, 1951. | 

i - Dear Mr. Grirrin: The Department of State has been giving care- | 

: ful consideration to the advisability of maintaining the existing ECA 

| grant aid program in Indonesia. While the Department recognizes 

| that financial need is by no means the sole criteria by which the in- 

: stitution or continuation of a grant aid program should be determined, | 

| it is clear that such aid cannot, in any event, be justified in the absence 

, of a demonstrated desire and willingness on the part of the recipient _ 

2 - government to furnish the cooperation necessary to achieve the success 

2 of the program. In the absence in Indonesia of this essential element, 

| _ itis the view of the Department of Statethat: = = ve | 

~ (a) The fiscal year 1951 ECA grant ‘aid program should be re- 
: stricted to projects already committed to the Government of Indo- _ 
: nesia, including financing for the full two-year term of the J..G. White 

| contract, | CS oo 

| +A notation at the bottom of the source text reads: “(Note: See attached blue 
- for initials. The only change in the letter is the addition of the final. three | 

, sentences of the last paragraph which in the revised letter suggest consultation 
between the Department and ECA. Messrs. Matthews and Stinebower were 

a informed of this revision before the revised letter was handed to Mr. Griffin | 

on February 20. It is believed that all carbons of the original letter of February 14 
: have been collected and destroyed, together with the signed original which 

Mr. Griffin returned to Mr. Rusk.)” cy | ao
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| (6) No fiscal year 1952 ECA grant aid program for Indonesia 
should be conducted, except for the J. G. White contract. | - 

To recapitulate the facts on which this position is based, I find __ 
that Indonesia’s gold and dollar exchange position has improved so _ 
greatly during the past year that it no longer requires grant aid = 
to buy commodities or services from the United States; that this 
favorable position is likely to continue; and that at best grant | 
aid would constitute only a small complement to Indonesia’s im- 
port program. Given Indonesia’s strong nationalist feelings, the 
present state of its governmental services and organization, and its 
unsettled internal conditions, the acceptance of considerable numbers _ 
of American technicians under United States Government control | 
and their effective utilization by the Indonesian Government would 
be precluded. 7 | - ee 

- Accordingly, the Department of State believes that the presentation | 
by the Economic Cooperation Administration of its budget for addi- | 
tional amounts for Indonesia for the fiscal year 1951 and for the entire 
fiscal year 1952 should be modified to conform to paragraphs (a) and 
(6), above. I am most anxious to discuss with you the views expressed 
above in order that we may arrive at an agreed position between the 
Department and ECA prior to any appearance before the Bureau of 
the Budget and prior to any communication to the Indonesian Govern- 

-ment which would lead it to believe that a final decision had been 
reached. The manner of informing the Indonesian Government of any | 

| final decision will also require careful thought and handling. I shall 
be delighted to get together with you to discuss this matter further 

at any time convenient to you. 

Sincerely yours, | Dean Rusk 

856D.00-R/2-2451 : Telegram - | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia — | 

SECRET - Wasuincton, February 24, 1951—5 p. m. 
908. Rusk today informed Indo Amb that in view increasing US © 

| defense expenditures ECA programs which are current scheduled for 
: annual routine consideration by Budget Bureau and Congressional 

Appropriations Committee expected to receive severe examination. 

In respect each recipient country particular attention probably will 
be paid to: 1) its financial and foreign exchange position, 2) evidence 

that ECA program being received with sympathetic interest. 
Rusk made it clear current study applies only ECA programs and 

due only to necessity US budgetary justification. He emphasized that 
consideration bears no relation, for instance, to Indonesia’s voting in 
UN, although he might like to discuss this and other aspects Indo’s
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broad foreign policy other occasion. Rusk asked Ali’s views on appli- | 

- eability above criteria ECA program Indonesia. _ ) | 

-. Ali replied he understood how impressions might arise, through 

delicacy with which his Govt has to handle difficulties with Indo 

| parliament and disorderly elements in Indonesia, that ECA program 

‘not being warmly received. He stated with emphasis, however, that oo 

his Govt strongly desires continuance ECA program, and that despite — | 

housing difficulties, it desires receive Amer technicians (provided 

they are tactful and understanding) in limited numbers, if available. | 

| ‘He added he had heard rumor about 2 weeks ago that US Govt con- 

| sidering cutting off all economic aid. ‘These rumors disturbed him and 

he cabled his Govt [but?] he will now correct. Oe 

| | Ly a OS | WEBB 

: 756D.5-MAP/2-2851 oo oe (Corp loa , 

| an The President to the Secretary of State 

, SECRET | | Wasuineron, February 28, 1951. _ 

: My Dear Mr. Secretary: I have today allocated to the Department = 

2 of Defense the sum of $2,000,000 from funds made available by the 

ho Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 19501 to carry out the pro- | | 

: visions of section 303(a) of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 

| 1949,? as amended. | Ee ae | 

| The allocated funds are to be utilized for programs of military : 

7 assistance to Indonesia. These programs are to be prepared in general 

| conformity with your letter of February 8, 1951 to the Director of the 

2 Bureau of the Budget.* . Bo os 

| _ Sincerely yours, ee Harry S. TruMan 

: 4. Approved July 26,1950;64Stat.87. 
_* Approved October 28, 1949 ; 63 Stat. 973. : 7 | 

po ° Frederick J. Lawton. In this letter of February 8, from Secretary of State 

7 Acheson to Mr. Lawton, which is not here printed, Mr. Acheson asked that the 
remaining $2,000,000 of an original $5,000,000 budgeted for equipping the Indo- 

nesian constabulary be allocated immediately to the Department of Defense 

: to continue the program (756D.5-MAP/2-851). | a. | | 

3 756D.56/2-751 ey! - a oe 

- Lhe Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to 
i Mr. John D. Small, Chairman, Munitions Board, Department of 

: | — ,/- Wasuineton, March 9, 1951. . 

_° Dear Mr. Sma: I wish to ask you to facilitate, by issuance of a | 

7 - Defense Order Priority to the Willys-Overland Export Corporation, —
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| the procurement of the following materiel requested by the Ministry _ 
of Defense of the Republic of Indonesia: - Le ee 

an 1,700 Universal Jeeps CJ3A 4 x 4 | or ee 
: | 1,250 Personnel carrier jeeps 4 x 4 (Es oe 

_ 25 Fire Engine jeeps 4 x 4 | ae 

In a note of February 7, 1951, the Republic of Indonesia requested 
the assistance of the Secretary of State in obtaining steel allocations 
necessary for the production and procurement of these, as well as | 
other, vehicles.t It did not prove necessary that a Defense Order be | 
secured for the procurement of vehicles other than the jeeps. The 
Economic Cooperation Administration, as claimant agency for Indo- 

-nesia, has recently discussed with members of the Munitions Board | 
the issuance of a Defense Order for the enumerated jeeps. —™ 

| The Economic Cooperation Administration has now indicated to 
the Department of State that it would be desirable for this Depart- 

ment to express its active interest in support of the Indonesian 
request.’ The following extracts from the Indonesian Government note | 
referred to are in my opinion an accurate statement of the Indonesian | 
need,andIendorsethem: = | | 

“In this connection, it may be pointed out that the procurement for 
| the Ministry of Defense of the transportation equipment referred to 

| above is a matter of the greatest urgency, since the maintenance of 
law and order in Indonesia depends to a very considerable extent on | 
its use. The structure of the Indonesian forces and their task of main- 
taining security 1n Indonesia requires that the troops should have a 
high degree of mobility, and in order to attain such mobility, itis 
essential to provide the troops with motorized equipment such as 
specified above. In turn, the maintenance of peaceful conditions is a 
prerequisite for the stabilization and promotion of economic activity. 

“In the past, conditions of insecurity caused by roaming, illegal 
| bands have severely interfered with production in general, and in 

particular with the production and export of strategic raw materials, 
such as rubber, et cetera . . .” a _ ey i 

As you know, our requests for further assistance from the Govern- 
ment of Indonesia in treating strategic materials problems have re- 
cently met resistance primarily because that Government, while 
wishing to assist us in meeting our import requirements, has asked | 
that the Government of the United States in turn assist Indonesia 

| with the latter’s import requirements. It is particularly desirable that 
we take affirmative action in the immediate future on this month-old 

| case before General Thomas B. Wilson of the General Services Ad- 
ministration leaves on his rubber buying mission to Indonesia. It 
would, in fact, be preferred that the Indonesian Government be noti- 

| * Not printed. | _ | | |
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fied of favorable United States action on the Indonesian request dur- | 
| ing General Wilson’s negotiationsin Indonesia. = | | - 

‘It has been suggested that the Government of Indonesia should 
apply directly to the Department of Defense for the procurement of 
these vehicles, and for a Defense Order for their production, as re- 

-. imbursable procurement under Section 408(e) of the Mutual Defense | 
Assistance Program legislation.2 The Department of State believes 

| _ this proposal to be unnecessarily complicated and probably impracti- 
| cal, because our exchange of notes with the Indonesian Government on 
| military assistance is confined to materiel for the constabulary and 

the present request is made on behalf of the Ministry of Defense. | 
| ' I recognize that the United States Government cannot be expected — | 

to and should not customarily use defense priorities as a convenient 

7 method of meeting foreign government requests for assistance. I should - 
__. like, however, to request exceptional consideration, if such it be, for 
| the Indonesian requirement for jeeps in view of the small amount of 
2 _ steel involved, the verifiable defense need of the Indonesian Govern- 
, ment, and our own need to improve our bargaining position for Indo- 
| nesian strategic materials eee 7 
: Sincerely yours, oo Dean Rusk” 

, -* Approved July 26, 1950 ; 64 Stat. 373. es a | 

| BBT.AA/8-1251 fs - oe Se 

| Memorandum by the Director, Office of Philippine and Southeast 
7 Asian Affairs (Lacy) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs (Rusk) | re ae | 

| SECRET —s PWasuineron,] March 12, 1951. 
| . Subject: Dissolution of UNCI oe es 
, _ 'The dissolution of UNCI has been discussed by United States rep- 
, resentatives with other members of the Commission, and with the 7 
| Netherlands. To date, the Belgians and the Australians have indicated 7 

- they will not agree to the early dissolution of the Commission unless 
: the Dutcheoneur, = 5 So SE AS | 
| The Netherlands approached us on November 20 in regard to the | 

i | dissolution of the Commission. They opposed its liquidation or cur- | 
. tailment of its activity at that time because the demobilization of the | 
7 -ex-KNIL had not been completed; there was no agreement on New 
3 _ Guinea; and because of the possibility that dissolution. might be in- 

terpreted as acquiescence in the negation by Indonesia of the right of 
self determination. | | SO . 

1 For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, pp. 964 ff. |
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Our present information from Djakarta indicates that the KNIL 

problem will probably be cleared up sometime in May. In regard to | 

New Guinea, in view of the attitude expressed byAustralia we donot | 

believe that the Commission is competent to decide the substance of 

this issue. The Indonesians for their part have indicated that because 

of Australia’s participation they would not accept a solution by the 

Commission. The Commission could possibly be called upon, however, 

for procedural suggestions to solve the problem. | | 

The question of the right of self determination has not been raised 

for sometime and the unitary state was established last August. We 

do not see how dissolution of the Commission could at this time be 

interpreted as acquiescence in the negation by the Government of In- _ 

| donesia of the right of self determination. 

At the beginning of February we requested our Embassies in 

Canberra, Brussels and The Hague to attempt to secure agreement on 

a target date of March 31 for the dissolution of the Commission. The 

Netherlands informed us that they believed a target date of March 31 

was premature but that they could see no objection to the dissolution 

of the Commission following the solution of the KNIL problem. At — 

this time we attempted to secure agreement with the Netherlands in 

Djakarta that barring any new developments and immediately fol- 

lowing the solution of the KNIL problem that the Commission (a) 

| report to the Security Council the conclusion of its work and recom- 

mend its dissolution and (0) disband leaving caretaker functions to 

members of the respective Embassies in Djakarta until such time as 

the Council notes and approves its report. Be 

On February 27 the Dutch informed us that they will agree to the 

withdrawal of the Commission’s Secretariat and Military Observers 

_ following the solution of the ex-KNIL problem but that they do not 

want to see the Commission formally dissolved for the following 

reasons : | | . | | a 

1. They consider the Commission should remain in being so long | 

as the Indonesian question is on the agenda of the Security Council. 

9. Other similar United Nations Commissions have not heretofore _ 

~ been formally dissolved. | — = Co me 

3. Domestic political considerations in the Netherlands render agree- 

ment on the complete dissolution of the Commission at this time 

impossible. 
4. Should the need for United Nations machinery in Indonesia 

again arise, they believe it would be impossible to establish another 

commission in the Security Council whose composition would be as 

| acceptable as the present one. | oe
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These reasons are not compelling from our point of view. - | 

1. There is no necessary connection between the Indonesian case’s 
being on the agenda of the Security Council and the dissolution of 
the Commission. As the Netherlands must be aware there are a number 

7 - of cases on the Council’s agenda in which there are no commissions , 
in the field. We would consider, and believe other Council members 
would concur, in the propriety of the case’s remaining on the agenda 
of the Council after the Commission is formally dissolved. | 

| 9, Although it is true that other similar commissions have not been | 
| dissolved it is also true that the successful settlement of the Nether- 

| lands-Indonesian dispute was hailed by an overwhelming majority | 
3 of the Members of the United Nations in December 1949. Presumably, 
fo _ therefore, there will be no reason for the Commission’s continued ex-. 
? istence after its one remaining job is completed. From the standpoint 

of good United Nations practice it appears to us that a commission 
| which is not in fact active is detrimental to the United Nations and 7 
fo detracts from dignity of its members. We do not believe that United. 
| Nations field commissions should be maintained indefinitely on the 

_ chance that there may possibly be a need for them at an unforeseen | 
| latertime. — 7 : : in ann 
3 38. We are sympathetic, of course, to Netherlands domestic political  —_ 
3 considerations vis-a-vis the dissolution of the Commission. The ques-. 

tion of the dissolution of the Commission, however, has been under 
2 discussion between our two Governments since November of last year 
: and we hope that Dutch domestic problems in this regard will be | 
: resolvedinthenear future. = = © — SS 
: 4. Although it-is perhaps true that it would be impossible to estab-. 
| lish another commission of the Security Council with a similar com- 

position,.it. should be pointed out that other machinery of pacific. 
settlement exists, such as the the Conciliation Panel and the Peace Ob- | 

7 servation Commission and would be available if a legitimate need | 
, _ arose for its use. Furthermore, we believe that the present’ composition 7 
; of the Commission would militate against its participation in the sub- 

stance of the only problem with which we can foresee at this time that _ 
2 it might have to deal, i.e., the New Guinea problem. | | 

: Although it has no objection to another approach to the Dutch on | 
/ this issue, WE does not. believe the Dutch are likely to alter their 
i. present position substantially, at least until a new government is 
| formed in the Hague. UNA favors dissolution of the Commission but 

feels that representations to this end should be subject to political | 
considerations of our relations with the Dutch, the Indonesians and. 
the Australians. Nevertheless, in view of the other considerations out- | | 

3 lined above, I suggest that you call in Ambassador van Royen? and 

* J. Herman van Roijen, Netherlands Ambassador to the United States. __
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| express to him our considered view that the Commission should be dis- _ 

~ solved following the liquidation of the ex-K NIL issue. ~ | 

- 857.AA/3-1251 : Telegram | be 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State _ 

CONFIDENTIAL — PRIORITY | Dsaxarta, March 12, 1951—2 p. m. 

- 1233. Gocus 955. High Netherlands official indicated to me evening 

March 9 real reason Netherlands desires continuation UNCI in some 

form is Netherlands concern with possible decisions committee ap- 

pointed by Indonesian Government re-examine union and RTC 

arrangements. | : tees 

7 -UNCI Secretary General Romanos* considerably exercised by sub-. 

gestion terminate secretariat March 31 under plan (1) Gocus 954.7 

| Strongly advised UNCI consult Secretary General UN ® before mak-_ 

ing such recommendation. Romanos understood plan (1) to transfer 

functions Djakarta Diplomatic Missions in acceptable Indonesian 

Government which he believed preferred total dissolution. 

So many persons,have made informal approaches to Netherland 

and Indonesian authorities re UNCI future that situation becoming 

confused. Seems to me best procedure would be UNCI either by letter 

or in meeting contact committee formally solicit Netherlands and 

Indonesian views concerning UNCI future in light new conditions — | 

resulting from pending solution KL and ex-KNIL problems. Please - 

instruct soonest. All agree here present occasion be seized reconsider 

UNCI status. Signed Beam. | 
Department pass The Hague; sent Department 1233, repeated The — 

Hague 121. | | ae 

7 | So | CocHRAN | 

+7, A. Romanos. : Oo oe ee | 
2In telegram: 1226(Gocus 954) from Djakarta, March 9, Ambassador Cochran 

reported that Mr. Beam had been informed by the Netherlands representative | 

on the UNCI that his government apparently had two plans for the disposition | 

of the UNCI. The basis of the first proposal was that military observers and: - 

the UNCI secretariat would be removed from Indonesia on Mareh 31, and UNCI | 

functions would be transferred to the members’ regular diplomatic missions in 

Djakarta on an indefinite but continuing basis. The second proposal was that 

the Netherlands would probably agree to the withdrawal of the present UNCI 

representatives from Indonesia if the member nations on the commission would 
continue to constitute the UNCI in order that it could meet anywhere in the , 

world if either RTC party demanded that it be convened. (357.AA/3—951) | 

* Trygve Lie. | | ae
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| 357.4A/3-1251 : Telegram ge oe o | oe _ Poe 

es The Acting Secretary of State to the E mobassy in Indonesia 

CONFIDENTIAL — -— -Wasurneton, March 12, 1951—7 p. m. a 
| PRIORITY = NIACD Bn | 

| +: OTT. Usgoe 495. Reur 9541 and 955 Dept concurs your suggestion 
_ that UNCI formally solicit Netherlands and Indonesian views con- 

: cerning Comm. Dept’s position still as you stated that we advocate = 
2 formal early dissolution. Believe that Comm’s action shld at thistime 

be aimed at eliciting formal expression views of parties on this matter | 
|. in view pending solution KL and ex-KNIL problems. si 
2 _ Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta priority niact 977; repeated USUN 
fo New York 775, AmEmbassy The Hague 10838. 2 | 

, Ap) : | oe ae Won 

; a In telegram: 1226 (Gocus 954) from Djakarta, March 9, Ambassador Cochran. 
reported that Mr. Beam had again reiterated to his colleagues on the UNCI | 
that the United States still favored the complete dissolution of the UNCI at 

i the earliest possible date because of Indonesia’s opposition to its continuance. : 

: (357.AA/3-951), | a | 8 a 

| g56D.5-MSP/3-1251 ee ee OO ee 
Memorandum by Mr, Samuel T. Parelman, Special Assistant for 

: _fegional Programs to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far 
| Eastern Affairs (Lusk) to the Acting Officer in Charge, Indonesian 7 

and Pacificlsland Affairs (O'Sullivan) , 

| SECRET - ee | OS [Wasuineron,] March 13, 1951. | 

i _As you know, there has been no proposal for a 1952 assistance. 
, program for Indonesia. However, we have been advised that a pro- 

gram totaling $200,000 will be included in the MDA program for 
1952 for miscellaneous operating and transportation costs. Iam at- 

| _taching for your information a copy of the DD-318 covering this 

, 756D.00/3-1451 ; Telegram - - oe - oO | a — a aS | | 

2 The Ambassador in I ndonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| secrer Dasara, March 14, 1951—6 p.m. 
. 1248. Visited President Sukarno* morning 14th his request. Presi: a 

j dent stated’ departing 22nd for tour East Sumatra to assist govern= | 

1 | : Dr. Ahmed Sukarno, a / | | Soars : . ~ . - : H 4 : . a 

po | 588-617—77—_40 _ - : Oe
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| ment officials there achieve better law and order. He said outlaw bands | 
recently encountered there as well west Java included Dutchmen. He : 
feels Netherlands interest still endeavoring sabotage Indonesian Gov- 
ernment. I expressed my concern over deterioration security. I cited 
recent murder US citizen M. B. Jones and referred unhappiness my _ 
government over failure Indonesian Government apprehend and pun- 
ish murderers of Kennedy and Doyle. I recited difficulties American __ 

_ merchant shipping in Indonesian ports result pilferage and lack of 
| police protection. President promised consult with Sultan of Jogja ? 

thereon. | oe 
I expressed hope President would utilize forthcoming and future 

tours to lead Indonesian people toward respect of government and 
rehabilitation country through cooperation and hard work. I re- 
minded President of my observation made to him at Jogja [garbled _ 

| group] in 1948 that it was within his power lead youth, labor and 
military of Indonesia either toward right or left. I said more con- 

vinced than ever that it devolves upon himself and Vice President 
Hatta * through their tours and statements and general leadership to 
provide guidance required to preserve for Indonesia sovereignty 
achieved with such great difficulty. I said thought situation slipping 
away from old group through indecision and lack of courage [garbled 

group]. —— fe, Se 
_ Sukarno assured me he would make every effort strengthen forces _ 

| of law and order. He expressed bitter regret.that his “stupid political 
leaders” did not contribute more helpfully toward this end. I said 
could not speak on local politics but did feel Indonesian State was 
not being built-up and administered with either force or political 
sagacity which I had originally been inclined to expect. I said I had | 

| assured my government that once sovereignty was transferred and 
_ Indonesians had full responsibility for their country they would dem- 

onstrate courage and efficiency in cleaning up bandits and making 
Indonesia safe democratic place in which to live. | ae 

_ Sukarno told me in strictest confidence he anticipates political 
crisis shortly after Parliament convenes March 15. He said press had 
wrongly stated he would address Parliament opening session with 
speech on national budget. He said might talk on budget at later | 
date. Said first business of Parliament would be to debate Hadi- | 
kusumo * motion on abolition of local councils. Second matter would 

: probably be turnover tax imposed by Ministry Finance. He thought 
_ chances were about even on opposition defeating government on 

either question. He said if turnover tax condemned by Parliament 

* Hamengku Buwono IX. : | 
 * Dr. Mohammad Hatta. . | oa 

7 *S. Hadikusumo, parliamentary leader of the PNI.
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- Finance Minister 5} afruddin would most likely carry out his threat 

 yesignation Parliament would probably vote no confidence. In event 

| government falls President contemplates calling on Masjumi and ~ 

PNT jointly to form government. Said would depend upon 2 parties as 

| to which would provide Prime Minister. Said he had discussed this 

| -_-procedure 8 days ago with PNI leader Sidik.? Sukarno wanted assure 

me participation by PNI in government would not mean lessening 

/ of friendly attitude Indonesian Government toward US. Said he had 

| expressly questioned PNI leader in above-mentioned interview 

: - whether his party would be for US or Communism if it shared in — 

Government. Said response was definitely in favor US. Sidik reminded, | 

po Sukarno his group had helped put down Communist rebellion 1948. : 

: Insisted, however, that if his party is now in government it would 

| - likewise want campaign against such elements now threatening peace - 

to of Indonesia. Sukarno said Sidik made reservation that friendship 

i for US should not be proclaimed loudly but be definitely understood | 

/ and demonstrated by acts. I said I had little contact with PNI leaders _ 

1 but had been led believe trend of government might be leftward if | 

|. PNT participated therein. Sukarno insisted US would have nothing 

1 to worry about on this point. Sukarno urged necessity of change | 

i from inactive and indecisive policy being followed by Natsir 

3 Government. rae Eo on Web eon celeb 

tT expressed concern over what appeared to me to be growing in- 

- clination of Indonesians to mistrust US: and hesitate to accept in 

7 good faith assistance which we had offered. Sukarno blamed irre- 

~ sponsible Indonesian press principally for any unfriendly attitude | 

| toward US that I may have sensed. He was bittér over recent press 

: attacks upon himself. He said he knew press reports to effect Thad 

endeavored influence Natsir remove Assaat * from his Gabinet were 

, absolutely false. He said Assaat had written Natsir various occasions : 

: requesting be relieved, Ee Be py a SER eh nn 

| -—- Sukarno said he had started recent trip to Sukabumi with some | 

| question in his mind as to what his reception would be following criti- — 

‘cal press articles. He said he found enthusiasm and loyaltyeven greater 

| than he could possibly have hoped for. He said it gave him renewed — 

: courage to travel through troubled areas of Archipelago and [appar- | 

ent omission] unification of his people. He regretted, however, that 

: Djakarta press accepted statement of one SOB SI trouble maker to | 

| ___ effect. Sukarno’s visit had incited unrest rather than helped situation = 

1: in West Java. — PO Coat theo 

| I sympathized with President in turn on press campaign and. said : 

i I hoped he would not think there was any lessening of interest on | 

- § Sidik Djojosukarto, Chairman of the PNI. ee 

: : * Assaat, Minister of the Interior. Pe . OC Oo |
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part US and my Embassy to help Indonesia to greatest extent pos- — 
sible. I cited, however, failure Indonesian Government respond. to | 
Melby mission last summer’ and more recent delay in accepting or 

_ even answering our proposals under Fulbright arrangement and Point _ 
IV program. When I explained these matters Sukarno promised take 
up at once with Minister of Education ® possibility getting in some | 
American teachers. When Sukarno remarked US teachers much more 

| expensive than either Netherlands or most other foreigners, I ex- 
plained we were willing pay their salaries. He thought concern of his: 
officials might come therefor from fear of criticism of propaganda 

_ effort on part US if teachers known to be provided at US Govertiment: 
expense. He asked if arrangement could not be made whereby Indo- 
nesian Government would pay salaries considered reasonable for _ 
Netherlands teachers and leave any balance to be made up by US. Ll 

suggested Minister of Education approach us on this subject if in- | 
terested. Sukarno insisted Indonesia still desires our friendship and 
our support, provided no great publicity or US flag-waving involved | 
and provided sympathetic Americans in modest numbers participate | 
in aid programs. He still favored policy he had frequently mentioned. 
tome of“more booksbut notagents”. | 

-__-_In answering question whether today’s ANETA report correct that 
Indonesian Government had agreed opening 4 Communist Chinese | 
consular offices in Indonesia at Djakarta, Medan, Makassar and — 
-Bandjermasin, Sukarno confirmed this. He said his officials aware | 

| troubles being incited by Chinese Government representatives here but _ 
- have not been able produce definite proof and had no choice but 

permit opening offices in question following long delay already 
Involved. | 

I asked if inclusion PNI in government. would mean dissolution. 
union with Netherlands. He said PNI definitely favors breaking of 
union but he still uncertain whether Parliament would decide by | 
majority in favor such action. He felt, however, that following Nether- 
lands failure last December to agree on transfer sovereignty over 
Trian, anti-Netherlands and antiunion sentiment has definitely grown 

: and is now not only sentiment of PNI and other strong nationalists 
but of most of country in general. He said acquisition of Irian would 

. do much to consolidate country, relieve growing antagonism toward 
Dutch and facilitate establishing better unity with consequent im- 
provement in law and order. He said he understood US problems but. 

still hoped we could take more positive stand in faver Indonesian = 
position in Irian. - ee SC | 

oO a ae a CocHRAN 

*The reference is to the Melby—Erskine: Mission. For doeumentation, see | 
Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, pp. 1090 ff. oo - ot ey EE 

®’ Dr. Bahder Djohan. | :
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: 398,2395/3-1651 :Telegram - Clee er - a | 

L ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia — 

/ gecretT — (ti (tsé‘ss:s SS Waser, March 16, 1951—5 p. m. 

. 991. Ref Embtel 1198, Mar 6, Deptel 955, Mar 7.1 Pls inform Indos, 
particularly Zain,? that in response to desires expressed by Indo Del | 

c at London, Wilson of GSA (whom Zain met in London) accompanied 
7 by Coerr,’ proceeding Djakarta toexplore: te 

: - (1) possible US—Indo long term rubber purchase contract, which _ 
‘Wilson will be empowered to conclude if mutually satisfactory agree- 

i; mentachieved. 0 | 
po (2) gen-rubber problems on which discussions were initiated. in 
pO London and which will be contd when rubber conference reconvenes 
: at Rome Apr.94 000 Meg co ot 

| Since GSA is civilian org, Wilson prefers not use his title “Gen”, 
| in order avoid needless confusion this trip. He is proceeding via Tokyo, 
| -_-present ETA Djakarta Mar 28. After Djakarta talks he will proceed — 
i - Rome to join US Del which will include Armstrong * and O’Sullivan. | 

i : Coerr ETA Djakarta 3:10 p. m. Mar 22 KLM flight 821 from | 
_  . Amsterdam.° ne es PoP eye Ey | 

| OC Rg ON 
; Not printed. ceo th ea 
1 _ *Dr. Zairin Zain, Chief of the Economic Section of the Indonesian Foreign 

Office. | Ed ee sk 
. _. = Wymberley D. Coerr, Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs. 

Documentation on the London and Rome rubber conferences is scheduled for 
7 _ publication in volume Ir. ~ Oe a ae oe oe 

“~ Willis C. Armstrong, Acting, Special Assistant to the Acting Director, Office 
: of International Materials Policy. | re SO De eee 

®In telegram 1273 from Djakarta, March 20, Ambassador. Cochran. reported | 
that. the Indonesian Foreign Minister was pleased that General Wilson and 

i _ Mr. Coerr were going to Djakarta before the Rome meeting (398.2395/3-2051). 

i BBT.AA/3-1601: Telegram oo | 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | PRionITy ©.  Dsaxarta, March 16, 1951—7 p. m. . 

: ~ 1261. Gocus 957. After seeing Lamping’ yesterday Australian 
; chairman Gilchrist ? completed. canvass Netherlands and Indo views | 
| . UNCTI future (Gocus 956).? Gilchrist told me orally: position -respec- - 

| ALT, Lamping, Netherlands High Commissioner to Indonesia. —— : oS | 7 Cope on 
: *H. Gilchrist, Second Secretary of the Australian Embassy in Indonesia and 

_ Australian Representative on the UNCI. oe aoa viner SiAais et 
q —  *In telegram 1239 (Gocus 956) from Djakarta, March 14, Ambassador | 

Cochran conveyed Mr. Beam’s news that the UNCI was telegraphing the — . 
.Secretary-General of the United Nations that in view. of the satisfactory im- 

1 plementation of the arrangements for withdrawing the Netherlands’ troops from 

a 7 +... Footnote continued on following page. _
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tive parties much as anticipated. Netherlands favored keeping UNCI. 

in being in some form or other (Gocus 954).* Indo FonMin Roem 

strongly advocated total dissolution UNCI. Gilchrist has impression _ 

Netherlands desires temporize seeking decision re UNCI pending | 

shakedown new Netherlands Cabinet. Gilchrist also believed Roem for 

same reason wld not press for immediate decision. Gilchrist furnish- | 

ing UNCI next day or so transcript his consultations. : 

March 14 Roem asked me call upon him state US position. I told 

bim as indicated earlier talks with Ambassador Cochran we still 

favored early UNCI dissolution (Usgoc 495). Said we took this 

position impartially without reference whatever position Indo might | 

adopt and simply because we believed it right procedure for all con- | 

~ cerned. It was our feeling UNCI eld contribute nothing Netherlands— 

: Indo relations and now that two governments had been working with 

each other as sovereign states for over year, established ways and | 

means existed for settlement problems. Was well known Australia in 

impossible position UNCI re Irian function. Said Ambassador | 

Cochran and myself strongly opposed suggestion UNCI affairs be 

transferred indefinitely UNCI nation displomatic missions Djakarta | 

since we believed it better US-Indo relations be dealt with here on 

bilateral basis without being confused by UNCI matters. Roem replied 

Indo also favored UNCI total dissolution. Said wld be damaging to 

UNCI good reputation if it contd in present state and with existing | 

membership. Roem also thought Indo question shld be withdrawn 

from SC agenda. Roem said now that Indo was UN member was 

| preferable its differences with Dutch be handled more normal means” 

than by UNCI with present composition. Was. aware Netherlands 

plans for keeping UNCI in form “shadows commission” which he _ 

opposed. | | | 

a After reading Gilchrist’s record conversations with Lamping and ~ 

Roem, Ambassador Cochran and myself propose working on Aus- | 

tralians along fol lines which we believe Dept shld likewise pursue , 

with Canberra. With Indo party probably inclined refuse further 

cooperation with UNCI for reasons that can only be too clear to 

Australians, logical commission shld be dissolved. Australians in 

most invidious position since normally they would be expected sup- 

port Indo wishes re commission’s future. Only trouble can ensue from 

| continuation present commission. Indo has disqualified Australia as | 

adjudicating party in Irian question which is most important matter 

in which UNCI might have been of help. Danger exists Australia may 

Footnote continued from preceding page. | | 

Indonesia, the UNCI no longer needed the services of the military observers as 

of April 6, 1951. Both the Netherlands and Indonesian governments agreed. 

Mr. Beam also reported that the UNCI had agreed that Mr. Gilchrist should 

approach the Netherlands. and Indonesian delegations to ascertain their views 

regarding the UNCI’s future. (357.AA/3-1451) 

. See footnote 2, p. 612. .



be publicly repudiated by Indo as acting in bad faith staying on 
UNCI. Australia accordingly shld join us in supporting UNCI dis- 

| solution. We consider this in Netherlands interest also since fail to 
| see how commission which Indos consider suspect and may later attack 

| as instrument western interests can contribute to Netherlands-Indo 
relations = rs 
_ As previously reported Australia apparently willing reluctantly 
support Netherlands Belgian proposals for UNCI continuation because _ 

: _ similarity views re Irian. Ambassador Cochran and myself urge 
| __ strong efforts shld be made persuade Australians vote with us as 

- majority in commission favoring dissolution. If this proves unsuccess- 
[ ful we believe US shld tell parties and UNCI nations we are _ 
| considering withdrawing from commission. It is our guess that — 
2 Australians particularly and possibly Netherlands might agree UNCI 

abolition rather than have recomposition commission debated in SC. 
: Besides fear for future of union and RTC in which we cld be of greater 
| help to Netherlands acting as individual nation, we consider Nether- 
, lands newly found enthusiasm for UNCI motivated in part by wish 
| make US continuously responsible for Hague settlement which many 
| Dutch politiciansregardasfailure 

_ First draft UNCI report to SC on developments sovereignty trans- = 
: fer down to present completed. Draft is merely objective historical 
, survey which shld provoke little or no controversy. UNCI intent has 
| been report shld be submitted SC with recommendations re UNCI © 
| disposition as soon as decision reached in commission on this point. 
|. We welcome Department’s suggestions re future tactics. Signed Beam. 
| Dept pass The Hague, Canberra. Sent Dept 1261, rptd info The 
? Hague 123, Canberra 16. 2 ES | 

, Be oo CocHRAN 

| 56D.5-MAP/8-1951 | | a 
7 Memorandum by the Director, Office of Philippine and Southeast 
, Asian Affairs (Lacy) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far — | 
: Eastern Affairs (Rusk) De, : on | | 

| SECRET [| WasuineTon,| March 19, 1951. | 

| Subject: Embassy Djakarta and STEM views on Indonesian Aid 
: Programs =. Bo Se el gli | : 

|. Harris’? recommendations for ECA aid to Indonesia are contained | 

a in Djakarta’s Toeca 124 of March 16.2 Ambassador Cochran’s com- _ 
| - ments are made in Djakarta’s 1263 of March 17.2 There is revealed 

/ * Michael Harris, special representative of Mr. Foster’s sent to Indonesia as ae 
; Acting Chief, STEM Mission, to survey the situation there. _ . | 
3 * Not printed. : - | |
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1) significant elements of agreement, (2) profound disagreement as 
to the size and terms of FY 1952 aid, and (8) deep-rooted and im- . 

_ portant reasons for the disagreement. | | Oey bie EL 

(1) (a) STEM recommends and Cochran concurs that the FY | 
1951 program be increased by $3,270,000 additional grant aid, above 
the $6,036,000 already committed, for projects already morally com- 
mitted to Indonesian Government departments. The additional grants _ 

| would be for small industry $475,000; agricultural and fisheries 
$495,000; and public health $2,300,000. © _ 

(6) There is no apparent difference of opinion regarding Indo- 
nesia’s financial ability to pay her way completely in FY 1952. : | 

(ce) Cochran and STEM agree that we should offer grant technical 
| assistance programs to Indonesia in FY 1952 and agree that we should | 

continue to be prepared to lend to Indonesia for further “sound” | 
‘projects. | — | Ce 

_ (2) STEM recommends a grant program for FY 1952 of $10 mil- — 
lion, together with reservation of additional $10-$15 million to be 
made available for loans for projects now mostly “in haphazard stage 
requiring considerable additional work”. The proposed STEM pro- 
gram would be “roughly distributed as follows”: | a 

| Technical Assistance i” ea «$4, 500, 000 
(not broken down but for: i, “second level super- | 
visors to oversee and carry through actual [tech- | | | 

| nical]* operations; i, technical assistance for ee ee 
| training Indonesians as supervisors as above; ii, 

selected economists as advisers to Ministry of = 3 | 
| Finance, Trade and Industry, and Financial and. 7 eee 

_ Economic Council”) os Se 
Public Works | ' re 2,000,000 | 

(“road building, port reconstruction, ete.”) 7 - 
Trans-migration - oe - 800, 000 

| “Pilot Projects’ | 3, 000, 000 
(“an fields of fertilizer usage, swamp reclamation, . 

‘mechanized rice production, public health, etc.’’) 7 
: a Total $9, 800, 000-$10, 800, 000 

STEM explains that the high figure for these projects is because — 
of the need to include on a grant basis the “minimum commodities” 

| required for the above technicalassistance. © | 
The Ambassador recommends a “grant of not more than $2.5 million 

to insure technical STEM staff of modest proportions, continuation 
of White engineers, certain fellowship and trainee programs and. mis- 
cellaneous purposes other than purchase of commodities. (my italics ) ”, 
The Ambassador suggests that this would not be necessary if Indo-  _ 
nesia were to “take advantage of Fulbright and Point 4 arrangements” 

| but he believes it doubtful that these arrangements will be 
~ consummated. | “ | 

* Brackets appear in the source text. a - | — a
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The Ambassador is opposed to additional loans representing “easy ) 

financing” and he points out that there remain $40 million available 
; to Indonesia from the $100 million Ex-Im Bank line of credit. But 

“in event Department feels absolutely necessary compromise with 

| - EGA and fears Indonesian Government reaction more seriously than 

_ I do, my maximum and reluctant recommendation would be that = 

| additional $7.5 million be held in reserve for 1952, not as grant but 

for repayable loan. This would bring total possible aid to $10 million 

| for FY 1952”. However, in the interests of bolstering the Netherlands- _ 

, - Indonesian political union, he recommends that Indonesia turn to the 

- Netherlands rather than the United States for any new credit that 

may be required. In this connection, it should be noted that the Depart- 

| ment has been and continues to oppose a second lending agency in | 

the United States Government, other than the Ex-Im Bank, provided 

the Bank’s loans will be made on a “program basis”, i.e., integrated 

| with the economic and political positions of borrowing countries and : 
in terms of our total relations with such countries. 

| Reasons for Differenceof Opinion, aad | 

__. STEM. believes that. (1) Indonesia’s assumption that we are-sub- 
stantially committed to give them grant aid cannot be thwarted with- 

/ gut. great harm; (2) ECA can and will do a tremendous job of — 

J building and directing the Indonesian economy; and (3) strongly 

- implied but not directly stated, ECA but not the Ambassador holds | 

|  thekeytoIndonesianheartsandminds esses | 

(1) As to (1) above, STEM has acknowledged that it was un- 
1 fortunate that the Indonesians were led by STEM to take grant aid 
| for granted, but they believe we must carry through. The Ambassador, | 
| on Harris’ statement that the latter “has done utmost eradicate from — 
, Indonesian minds impressions they may have erroneously gained 
bo from activities Smart”, believes. we should approach the problem = 
: afresh © sia oa | oe eran 

| - (2) As for (2) above, the Ambassador does not directly challenge 
ECA’s absolute competence to perform, but does challenge their view 

: _ of Indonesian capacity and ability to receive and make use of elaborate | 
: American technical assistance, and ultimately the existence of a real | 
| Indonesian determination to get and use American technical advisers _ | 
: through U.S. Government programs. (With my experience of ECA | 

performance in other countries, I am personally continually andagain 
bewildered by the ECA’s blithe assumptions regarding their com- _ 

_ _petence and performance.) = a 
_ The Ambassador directly challenges the mechanized rice and-migra-. 

_ tion projects. He directly questions the feasibility of mechanized. rice 

for Indonesia on the authority of many U.S: experts. (I can confirm 
| this from my own experience during the last five years.) He questions 
: the U.S. Government getting mixed up in trans-migration,—a very. 
2 — Jong run problem to which Indonesian Governments have been-alert 

and sensitive for several generations and which will continue to plague 
: them at least through this generation. rT
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(3) As for the Ambassador’s total comprehension and grasp of 

the Indonesian situation, he presents at great length evidence other 

than that commented on by the ECA. (It would, of course, be impos- 
sible for two ECA officials to have duplicated in their two-week visit 
the experience the Ambassador has gained in his nearly three years of 
intimate relations with high Indonesian officials, and obviously impos- 

sible for them to have duplicated the experience of Mr. Cochran in 
fields other than those of economic aid.) a 

(a) The Ambassador questions the Indonesian attitude toward 
large numbers of American technicians, and particularly teachers 

| which have been resolutely rejected by the Indonesian Govern- 
ment in the past. He cites also the difficulties encountered by the 

: White engineers in getting their work underway. The Ambas- _ 
sador is particularly strongly opposed to U.S. economic advisers, 
certainly in financial matters, believing that “there would be 
tendency on part Indonesian Government to blame us heavily for _ : 
any failure financial, monetary, tax or related measures which | 
U.S. Government official might recommend”. (This last point has _ 
been considered by many Department officials for over a year, 
always reaching the same conclusion as now advanced by the 

| Ambassador. ) ee | 
(6) The Ambassador notes that the ECA. proposals do not take 

into account the present and proposed extensive operations by the 
~ UN in Indonesia, nor the results of participation by the Indo- | 

nesian Government inthe Colombo Plan.* sit | 
(c) The Ambassador discusses at length the attractive naiveté 

. of the ECA in taking on faith Indonesian assurances regarding 
security of personnel outside Djakarta and facilities for work in — 
Djakarta. (I need not comment on this point, although the Am- 
bassador’s exposés of the problems are worth reading in 
themselves.) __ a | | 

| | (d) The Ambassador challenges the view that Indonesia would 
| feel itself discriminated against if not given largesse on the same 

scale as other Southeast Asian countries. (We have certainly | 
rejected here the notion that aid to one country requires aid for its | 
more fortunately situated neighbors. ) 

(e) The Ambassador does not find that deterioration in the | 
Indonesian Government’s position results from economic factors 
which would require U.S. grants. He points out the weak attitude 
of the present weak government; its unwillingness on religious 
grounds to put down Darul Islam fanatics; > disgust by army and 

_ police with Government, lowering of their morale; misuse and 
non-use of American police aid. (I personally question most _ 

“The Colombo Plan originated from a proposal advanced by the Australian 
Foreign Minister at a Conference of British Commonwealth Foreign Ministers 
held in Colombo in January, 1950. From these meetings there developed plans 
for extending economic assistance to the countries of Southeast Asia. The pro- 
posal was conceived as a defense against the spread of Communism in Asia. . 

> Darul Islam was an extremist Moslem group which developed out of the 
Moslem military organization, the Hizbullah, in March, 1948. From that time 
until at least the mid-1950s, Darul Islam was an autonomous organization with | | 
its own army, and it was able to expand its power in West Java and into large 
portions of Central Java. The central government’s army was unable to destroy
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| strongly ECA/’s characteristic proto-Marxian analysis in terms of 
so-called economic factors. ) | en | 

(f) The Ambassador again recalls to the Department Indo- 
~ nesia’s reluctance to acquire military supplies from the U.S. or to 

: enter allocation schemes with the U.S., reflecting Indonesia’s 
| _ stubborn clinging to notions of so-called “neutrality”. The Am- | 
: - bassador does not believe that these political attitudes of Indonesia 
| . are to be countered or modified by financially unnecessary doles 

_ ofafewmilliondollars. — re OO — 

456D.119/3-2051 Se | SC Sa Sag 

— Mr. John D. Small, Chairman, Munitions Board, Department of 

| Defense to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs | 
(Bushy Sa LS ers 

po CONFIDENTIAL _ Wasurneoton, March 20, 1951. 

: - Dear Mr. Rusx: I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 
, 9 March 1951 with reference to the issuance of priority ratings in 
: connection with the procurement of 2975 jeeps from the Willys- | 

| Overland Corporation by the Republicof Indonesia. - 
| Certain factors in connection with this case tended to negate the 
. furnishing of priority assistance on a reasonable and sound basis. 

; However, full consideration was given to the interest of the Depart- | 
io ment of State in the matter and its desire for affirmative action to 
| be used in connection with the forthcoming discussions on strategic | 
| materials between the U.S. and the Indonesian Government. | 

po For your information the Munitions Board staff approved the 
| request for D.C. ratings on 9 March 1951 and recommended to the 
| National Production Authority that such ratings be authorized for 

) these items. oo | | ae 

Sincerely yours, as. J.D. Swann 

 856D.00/3~2051 Pah ee | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director, Office of — 
a Financial and Development Policy (Corbett) to the Director, Office 
Z of Financial. and Development Policy (Stinebower) and to the 
: Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp) . co 

SECRET oD Wasutneton,| March 20,1951. 

Subject: Economic Aid Program for Indonesia. nee _ 

_ The following attended a meeting in Mr. Rusk’s office today to : 
discuss an economic aid program for Indonesia for 1952: 

ECA—Mr. Allen Griffin | PARP a eqeloe egg teeth | 
: _ Mr. Harlan Cleveland 1 7 | 7 - 

~? Deputy Assistant Administrator for Program. = vs
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State—FE—Mr. Rusk | : | . | 
PS A—Mr. Wilham Lacy © rr | 
PS A—Mr. Charles Shohan ? ne 

| —  -PSA—Mr. James O’Sullivan - 
~ OFD—Mr. Jack C. Corbett. | | 7 

The ECA representatives raised objections to the attitude taken by 

_ Ambassador Cochran regarding the program of technical assistance 

and economic aid recommended by Mr. Harris, the recent appointee _ 
as STEM Chief. They felt that the Ambassador had personal reasons 

for objecting to this program and had therefore not given the matter | 

| fair consideration. They recognized that it was within the competence 

of the Ambassador and the Department to object to the ECA program 

but they felt that such a negative approach was not the most effective 

means of fighting communism in Indonesia and bringing the Indo- | 

nesians to our side. They pointed out that Ambassadors in. other 
cogntries had accepted and concurred in the programs recommended _ 

| by ECA. and it struck them as odd that only one had found grounds © | 

for objection. Neither Mr. Griffin nor Mr. Cleveland believed that the 

program recommended by Ambassador Cochran—$214 million for 
| technical assistance plus $714 million in reserve as a loan—was in fact 

a program. They did not believe that technical assistance would be 

| effective unless accompanied by the necessary capital goods and equip- 

ment and they did not believe it desirable to ask Indonesia to borrow _ 

-. money forthis purpose. | Sy | oe 
Mr. Rusk and Mr. Lacy outlined at some length the history of | 

our relations with Indonesia and the record of Ambassador Cochran 

in that country. They saw no reason to question his judgment in this 

matter and, in particular, praised his wisdom in recommending that 
the Indonesians be left to handle migration problems from Java to 
other parts of Indonesia. It was pointed out that this was politically | 

‘a most difficult operation and the U.S. would be well-advised to stay 
on the sidelines. Mr. Lacy did not question the fact that Mr. Harris 

could have gotten the impression that. the Indonesians were very 
desirous of the technical assistance program but he pointed out that | 
the Indonesian officials have widely varying views on the acceptability a 
of U.S. aid at this time. Mr. Rusk asked the ECA representatives 1f _ 

| they felt there was a vital difference between the programs recom- 

mended by Ambassador Cochran and Mr. Harris. The ECA repre- 

sentatives responded that their program was marginal at best; they 

did not feel the program of the Ambassador would even operate effec- 

tively inthe margin availabletous. | | | 
Mr. Harris is returning from Indonesia this week. It was agreed 

that no attempt would be made to resolve this problem pending his 

* Officer in Charge, Economic Affairs, Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian 
Affairs. | |
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: arrival. All agreed that it would be impossible to go to the Budget — 
~ Bureau with a 1952 program for Indonesia at this time. There was no 
- disagreement on the 1951 program for Indonesia. - 

: | 357.AA/8-2151 : Telegram | . ae aereee a 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

7 CONFIDENTIAL | | PRIORITY mo Dsanarta, March 21, 1951—7 p.m. 

, 1285. Gocus 959. This afternoon talked informally Australian UNCI | 
| rep Gilchrist as well as Australian Ambassador Hood re UNCI | 
| future. (Gocus 958)? I said we had always favored dissolution fol- 
; lowing settlement military problems and while we had taken this _ 
3 position in general interest and irrespective of anticipated Indo atti-_ 
: _ tude we cld not ignore latter which had now been formally ascer- 
| tained, since it might mean UNCI wld be refused future cooperation = __ 
: _ by major party. Stressed impossible envisage any problem UNCI cld _ 
: usefully deal with particularly New Guinea matter where Indos 
: already claiming UNCI wld give “loaded” decision. Referring possi- 
, bility new Indo Govt might abrogate union and resist revision RTC — 

| (see announced PNI program in’ Embtel 1283).2 I mentioned in this | 
event Neth might submit appeal for UNCI intervention and I asked * 

(Hood and Gilchrist whether Aust Govt wld be prepared as part of | 
, UNCL involve itself in whole complex future Neth—Indo relations 
7 under such conditions. Pointed out UNCI wld-be vulnerable to Indo 
| charges Western bloc-tactics and Australia as original Indo nominee — 
| on UNCI might expect protest against its participation in any dis- 
, cussion Neth—Indo affairs involving New Guinea. Said Neth démarche 
, to Indo re mis-treatment its citizens might be first step toward placing 
|. its problems here on international level and it seemed urgent matter | 
3 _ to disengage ourselves from possible UNCI complications through | 
, itsearly dissolution, 0 | 

1In telegram 1279 (Gocus 958) from Djakarta, March 20, Ambassador Cochran | 
reported Mr. Beam’s observations that neither the Netherlands nor Indonesia , 

; at that time seemed disposed to compromise on the future of the UNCI. He also. 
, _ declared that the UNCI Secretary-General, Mr. Romanos, agreed with the United | 

States that the UNCI should be dissolved. (857.AA/3-2051) 
* Ambassador Cochran reported in telegram. 1283 from Djakarta, March 21, — 

| that the Natsir Government had resigned the previous day, although President | 
7 Sukarno had asked. the Prime Minister to continue with a caretaker adminis- | 

tration. The Ambassador also reported that the Masjumi Party might refuse 
2 _ to enter a new Cabinet and let the PNI take responsibility for the latter’s forma- | 

tion, and, according to a statement issued that morning, the PNI Chairman, 
| Sidik, said that the ‘PNI would form a Cabinet even without the Masjumi. 

; Sidik also announced a PNI program of action if its members entered the gov-: 
; ernment. Among the PNI goals was the objective of liquidating the Netherlands— . 
po Indonesia Union and the revision of the RTC accords.: (756D.13/3-2151) |
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Hood and Gilchrist said they personally fully agreed. Mentioned 

that they, as well as previous UNCI member Cutts,* had emphatically | 

pointed out Australia Govt dangers continuation UNCI but appar- 

ently had been over-ruled by Spender. Gilchrist’s latest instrs were | 

to report stand various parties to his govt but in “last analysis” to” | 

support Dutch position. I remarked this was curious situation for 

Indo nominee on UNCI and again stressed risks attendent thereon. 

Gilchrist said he wld report to Canberra my approach and arguments 

I had used. He thought US should work on Australia in Washington _ 

| or in Canberra particularly in light Spender’s appointment as new 

Ambassador to US. He believed we shld take similar line with Dutch | 

which wld make it easier for his govt alter its viewpoint. He said | 

policy change might occur with Australia elections April 28 but 

recognized this might be too late deal with UNCI dissolution. Signed _ 

Beam. | | | | 

Dept pass The Hague, Canberra, sent Dept 1285, repeated info The 

- Hague 126, Canberra 18. Oe | | 

a CocHRrAN 

°'T. W. Cutts. OR oe oo | 

_ 857.AA/3-2651: Telegram | re cos ge Bey ow . 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

| CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Dsaxarta, March 26, 1951—3 p. m._ 

1309. Gocus 960. Wl]d like Dept’s earliest telegraphic approval fol | 

proposed line of action which I believe wld best serve carry out Dept’s: 

wishes as contained Usgoe 497.* | | 

1. As week’s chairman wld call UNCI mtg and explain that with 

| solution in principle KL and ex-KNIL problems and with agreed — 

withdrawal mil obs, UNCI had completed its business for the fore- | 

seeable future. Wld propose commission agree on adjournment sine die. _ 

2. If above agreed by UNCI wld propose commission forward its 

report to SC. As explained in Gocus 957 our draft simply objective 

historical survey from date sovereignty transfer to present. In matter 

| of incidents which have occurred during past year, report attributes: 

neither blame nor responsibility to either party and we have been 

| assiduous in eliminating any question which might provoke contro- 

1In telegram 1022(Usgoc 497) to Djakarta, March 23, the Embassy was in- 

formed again that the UNCI should be dissolved at the earliest possible time _ 

and that the Department of State agreed that Mr. Beam should approach the 

Australians informally along the lines suggested in Gocus 957 (p. 617) to achieve 

this policy objective. The Ambassador and Mr. Beam were also informed that the — 

Department of State approved of the UNCI decision to request the withdrawal 

of all military observers. (357.00/3-2351)



_ versy. Conclusion cld now be added to report referring settlement | 
2 principle military problems, fact nothing on future agenda, and that 
| commission accordingly had decided adjourn sine die. 
! _ 3. As regards secretariat I see absolutely no need anyone remain 

here, although Romanos believes that as long as UNCI is kept in - 
| even theoretical existence in Indo secretariat representative shld be __ 

2 present. I proposed to him, and Dept if it sees fit might press same 

idea with UN secretariat New York, that person from future UN 
po technical assistance mission secretariat cld be designated handle UNCI _ 
Po affairs as needed. Alternatively somebody from Romano’s present office 
i: might be assigned to technical assistance secretariat and be given 

duties there keep him employed. Signed Beam.2 oO ° | 
a _ Department pass The Hague, Canberra; sent Department 1309, rptd 

| info The Hague 127,Canberral9. 7 a | 
2 Oo Bo an a ~— . CocHran 

, oo ?In telegram 1040 (Usgoc 498) to Djakarta, March 27, the Department of 
State approved the line of action proposed by Mr. Beam in paragraphs one and _ 
two of Gocus 960, but cautioned him that separate instructions regarding para: 
graph three would follow (357.AA/8-2651)....0 a TL | 

po 756D.18/3-2751 —— ee S : 

, Memorandum by the Director, Office of Philippine and Southeast | 
| Asian Affairs (Lacy) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far ~ 

Eastern Affairs (Rusk) oe | a 

RESTRICTED © = ~~. ~——«[Wasuineron,] March 27, 1951. 
2 _ Subject : Indonesian Cabinet Crisis | | 
| _ ‘The following are salient features of the Cabinet crisis in Indonesia: 
| | (1) The Natsir Government fell ten days ago when it tried to obtain | 

revision of the Hadikusumo law passed by Parliament sometime ago. 
: This law abolishes the local councils. Under the pre-existing law, , 

unless a party was organized locally before a certain date, it could not | 
put up a slate of candidates for the local councils. As a result the 

: Masjumi, established almost everywhere on the local basis, swept the | 
several elections which had beenheld. oo Do oe , 

(2) Natsir was unable to get a vote of non-confidence as Parlia- : 
_ ‘ment simply walked out on him. The fact that he was outmaneuvered | 
| ‘may have stemmed partly from the fact that Sartono, the Speaker of __ 

| the Parliament, is a member of the PNI. | mons 
(8) Sartono has now been designated by the President to form a 

| Cabinet. He is considering the Presidential request, but even if he 
accepts it, he has indicated he will not be a member of the Cabinet. As
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announced last week, the PNI platform provides for the implementa- 

tion of the Hadikusumo Resolution, the repeal of the sales tax (which 

- Sjafruddin, Masjumi Minister of Finance, insists is necessary), repeal 

of the antistrike ban passed on February 15 and passage of the 

Kusnan? Resolution to abolish the statute of the Union and to revise 

| the RTC Agreements. | ee 

| (4) The PNI platform is at this juncture not acceptable to the 

Masjumi. There are indications that the PNI and the Masjumi are 

trying to negotiate to a common position on the four items outlined ~ _ 

in paragraph 3 above. Should they succeed, a Masjumi PNI coalition _ 

is likely. Such a coalition would, of course, have to have additional 

parties to obtain the requisite majority supportof Parliament. 

(5) Should the negotiation between PNI and the Masjumi fail, the _ 

former may try to form a Cabinet alone. Such an attempt would | 

entail obtaining the adherence of practically all the left wing parties, 

and would probably result in the presence of at least one Communist 

in the Cabinet. Such a coalition Government, however, would be more 

unstable than the Natsir Government which was based on the Masjumi. 

(6) There doesn’t seem to be anything we can do at this juncture to 

effect a Masjumi PNI alliance which is preferable to a Cabinet built 

solely around the PNI. le eee en 

- »  *Rahendra Kusnan, member of the Indonesian Parliament. 7 eee | 

411.56D31/ 38-2751 : Telegram 
; 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia | 

CONFIDENTIAL _- Wasurneton, March 27, 1951—6 p. m. 

1042. Shld it prove necessary, in order conclude rubber contract, | 

give Indos formal assurances U S intentions re scarce supply commodi- 

ties, you may, in ur discretion, give them formal note outlined Deptel 

| 3815, Feb 15, to London, rptd Djakarta 863.* a ens 7 

Gen price freeze US as well as export price reg which will be | 

issued near future shld assure Indos price levels goods imported from / 

US same as applicable US natls, plus of course customary export costs. 

1¥n telegram 8815 to London, February 15, the Embassy was instructed to 

assure the Indonesian delegation to the London Rubber Conference that the 

. United States intentions with regard to scarce supply commodities were to use 

maximum governmental authority to direct goods for civil consumption in order _ 

to implement pending Eximbank projects and to assist Indonesia in obtaining its 

| basic civil consumer needs, subject to American defense requirements. (398.2395- 

LO/2-851) The Embassy never presented the contents of this note to the’ Indo- 

nesians, however, because Indonesia refused to participate at London in accept- 

. able allocation schemes for scarce supply commodities. | oe | .
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: _ Above, together with Deptel 1028, Mar. 26,7 is maximum statement 

and procedure possible at this: time meet conditions laid. down by 

_ _Indos (urtel 1820, Mar 27). Under circumstances no point discussing 
: indexnrmechanism. 2 es fae 

| Dept believes you shld ignore implied threat re Indo abstention from , 
2 - Rome Conf, unless in ur view this becomes serious possibility. In latter | 
, case, you may wish point out Indos their absence wld tend be blamed 
2 by all interested countries as killing Conf. PS ay — 
: Although one experimental shipment recd, generality US industry 
| and trade view problem importability Indo slab rubber as reported 

_ in Deptel 317, Sep 26, 50 and Shohan memo conversation Sep 22 mtg 
with Indos and rubber industry.‘ | Se ee 

; COMME Et ee sha glug agBevvew ct a ACHESON © | 

-*In telegram 1028 to Djakarta, March 26, the. Department recited all the in- 
stances in which the Department had helped Indonesia acquire consumer goods a 
and instructed Ambassador Cochran to reiterate this data. to the Indonesians . 
in the course of the rubber discussions as evidence.of American good faith in | | 
trying to meet their needs (456D.119/3-2651). ESE Eck 
-°In telegram 1320 from Djakarta, March 27, Ambassador Cochran reported | | 

that Dr. Zain maintained that his departure for the impending Rome ‘Rubber 
: _ Conference was contingent upon the visit of General Wilson; that Dr. Zain was 

_. trying to create the impression that unless General Wilson arrived in Djakarta - 
i with definite assurances regarding the availability of manufactured goods desired 

| by Indonesia, Indonesia might boycott the Rome conference (398.2395-R0/ . 

8 ‘Neither printed, aan OO ee eo PSs 

- 856D.00R/8-2751 : Telegram | a Se | 

Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

, CONFIDENTIAL © ~ Drax arta, March 27,1951—4 p.m. | | 

: 1315. In its Ecato 1431 dated Mar 21 Djakarta ECA indicated sub- 
i mission STEM budget for Indo wld take place around Apr 5. With © 

present Cabinet crisis and prospect for altered govt and revision | 
budget, am convinced implementation any ECA aid program will 

be furthercomplicatedanddelayed. Bn 
| Dept and ECA fully informed as to my recommendations for 
; reduced program for 1951 and for sharply curtailed or even eliminated 

| program for 1952. Fall of Natsir connected inno manner with question . 
of US aid. Selection Cabinet former and constitution of govt will | 

| not be contingent upon or related to prospective US aid. Believe there- 
/ fore that present interlude offer ideal time for announcement revised 
| ECA program which cld not be interpreted as aimed against any 

particular govt this country. Natsir Govt is only caretaker. Altho quite 
7 possible some time may be required select ‘and install new govt, recom- 

| * Not printed. Be - | 
: 588-617-7741 | | OS
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mend US announcement be made earliest practicable date. Thus, it “ 
wld not appear reflect on choice cabinet. | : | 

| CocHRAN | 

857.AA/3—2851 : Telegram . . an 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia : 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasurneron, March 28, 1951—7 p.m. — 

1052. Usgoc 499. Re secretariat. As stated previously (Gocus 
497) [Usgoc 497+] we do not believe it necessary secretariat remain, 

but under UN procedures final decision such matters rests with UN © 

SYG. | | Os 
We will advise him that so far as we can now foresee Comm will 

not be active in future and suggest that he might wish to take this 

situation into account in planning administrative arrangements when 
Comm does adjourn sie die. — | 

Re suggestion that UNTA Mission secretariat take over UNCI 
secretariat functions. While we do not believe this practice of double 

responsibilities desirable believe this question one for secretariat NY 
decide and if they have no objections this solution, we wld acquiesce. _ 

Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta 1052; rptd info AmEmbassy Brussels 
1286, Canberra 259, The Hague 1108, USUN New York for action as — 
indicated 821. | | . | 

| oe ACHESON 

* Not printed, but see paragraph 8 of telegram 1309 from Djakarta, March 26, | 

and footnote 2 thereto, p 627. a | | | 

357.AA/3—-3051 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL DsAKARTA, March 30, 1951—4 p. m. 

1337. Gocus 961. Ref Usgoc 4981 and 499. In informal mtg this 
morning, UNCI agreed US proposal namely as follows: | 

(1) UNCI will address factual, non-controversial report SecGen __ 
| UN developments Indo sovereignty transfer to date incl latest arrange- 

ments dispatch remainder ex-KNILto Neth. __ 
(2) Conclusions of report will set forth fol: Mil problems solved 

| with latest agreements on KL and ex-KNIL and mil observers to be 
withdrawn on or before April 6. Since UNCI has therefore completed 
its main task in observing implementation RTC and since no other _ 

| foreseeable items to deal with, UNCI is adjourning sine die. ) 
| (3) UNCI will agree final draft report and conclusions April 2. 

US and Australian members requested opportunity telegraph con- 
clusions their respective govts for approval. 

* Not printed. |
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(4) When finally agreed report will be transmitted SecGen UN 
simultaneously Neth High Comm and Indo FonMin. Press release. 

_to be issued here announcing UNCI decision adjourn sine die and 
: mentioning report being forwarded to above addressees. In meantime 

_ UNCTI agreed keep its decision confidential pending finalization report 
7 and communication to parties of above. 
2 ~UNCI SecGen Romanos expressed view Secretariat rep must prob- 

ably remain Djakarta but in view prospective UNCI inactivity he | 
: hoped UN SecGen wld assign such rep other UN activities here as _ 
_ well. (Signed Beam)? = - 

| Department pass Hague, Brussels, Canberra. Sent Department 1337, 
repeated info Hague 130, Brussels 2,Canberra 20. OR Be 
Lk es OC Oe | - CocHRAN 

In telegram 1062 (Usgoe 500) to Djakarta, March 31, Ambassador Cochran 
was informed that if the plans advanced in Gocus 961 were implemented, the 
Department of State would concur (357.AA/3-3051). ; coe | | 

| 411.56D31/4-251: Telegram | | / 7 ee 

: The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

3 CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY = Dsaxarra, April 2,1951—8 p.m. 

1858. Rubber contract negotiations commenced this morning in con- 
2 versations between Sumitro,' Zain, Darmawan, Osmaoen,* Wilson, _ 

2 Coerr and MacFadyen.t After Indos had given usual parade of diffi- 
| culties inherent for them in meeting US desires, cordial atmosphere 

was established and agreement reached that conversations wld be pur- 
sued on basis (1) US wld offer commitment that US Govt wld extend 

'.. good offices to satisfy basic Indo civilian needs mfg goods (in accord- 
ance note authorized Deptel 1042, Mar 27). (2) Quantity price and 

| _ other details of specific purchase contract wld be worked out mutually. 
(8) Indos wld also study possible methods whereby Indo Govt cld 

7 implement govt to govt contract. — | | oe aa 
: Meeting this afternoon with Darmawan, Zain, Osmaoen and two 

Dutch technicians reached no conclusions. Indos were given informal _ 
| draft US note as mentioned above and were asked to consider as | 

starting point a contraet to provide 200,000 tons in 18 months at 48 _ 
cents per pound. They spent whole session, however, reiterating gen- 7 

_ eral arguments which they had advanced at London.* Discussions to be | 

resumed tomorrow. ee | Ce 
| os | , - CocHRan 

Dr. Sumitro Djojobadikusumo, Minister of Trade and Industry and a member 
of the PSI. a : os oe 

, * Dr. Darmawan, Director-General of the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 
* Member of the Ministry of Trade and Industry. foe 

fo * An employee of GSA and a member of the rubber purchasing mission. _ 
' 3 The reference is to the Londeu Rubber Conference. | |
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| 856D.2395/4-851: Telegram | | eee 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Dsaxarra, April 3,1951—6 p.m. 

: 1358. Mtg full rubber discussion group Tues morning was led by 

Sumitro who showed apparently genuine desire cooperate with US. 

1. Indonesian officials were impressed by summary of US Govt 
activity in making possible exports of defense goods to meet Indo- | 

nesian needs (ref Deptel 1028, Mar 26). They also understand pos- 

sible benefits which Indonesian Govt cld derive from US commitment _ 

to extend continuing good offices to satisfy Indonesian needs for manu-. 

factured goods (ref Embtel 1853, April 2). However they do not | 
consider this commitment is in any way equivalent, for purposes of 
internal political consumption, to the specific promises of manufac- 
tured goods which the Indonesians have continually been requesting 

in exchange for rubber. BT neg he a 
2. Sumitro mentioned that he has recently refused a request from 

Chinese Amb who asked for flat purchase contract of 50,000 tons 

rubber offering in exchange not goods but currency (presumably dols 

or gold). In view of recent and current arrivals of manufactured 

goods from US and in view assistance which US Govt has extended _ 

to Indonesia in this connection, Sumitro granted that the proposed. 

Chinese contract cld not justifiably be compared with the proposed _ 

US contract on overall basis. He feared however that the two contracts 

wld be so similar per se that Indonesian acceptance of US contract 

wld set precedent politically difficult to disregard if the Chinese Amb | 
were to renew his request. ) : | 

- 3, Sumitro states that the basic obstacle to Indonesian participation 

in 18 month govt-to-govt rubber purchase contract involving substan- 

tial tonnage as desired by US is that Indonesian Govt has no method | 

or mechanism with which to implement it. Proposed GSA. contract | 

discounts future with result that, unless world market drops, the 
contract price is likely in any given period to be below world price. 
Indonesian sellers seem to be counting heavily. on expectation that | 

| world price will at least keep present levels and probably rise during 

term of 18 month contract. Indonesian traders who sold futures within 

last few months are now losing on current deliveries. If Indonesian 
- Govt were to attempt to implement contract with US by buying Indo- 

nesian rubber at market price and reselling it to US at low contract 

price cost of this underwriting wld be prohibited. If Indonesian Govt 
were to attempt to force Indonesian sellers to export to the US by _ 
use of export licenses or other means, chief result wld be greatly in- 

1 Not printed ; see footnote 2, p. 629. . : :
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creased smuggling of Indonesian rubber products, Indonesian Govt- 
geesnosolutionthistechnical problem. = = | 
 8[4]. Sumitro and Zain indicated they might consider it worth- _ 

| -while to make strenuous attempts set up necessary mechanism to im- 
| plement contract of five year duration. Wilson made it plain he was 

| authorized to discuss only an 18 month contract. In answer to his 

further query as to what wld be the minimum length of contract which 
in Indonesian opinion wld justify their efforts in setting up method 

fo of implementation again suggested three years. American negotiators 

3 however consider this proposal probably impractical since pressures: 
7 described paragraph 8 above wld apply with even greater force to five = 
| _-_-year contract, since latter would probably discount market price more 

7 heavily that 18 month contract. oe a 
: 5, Questioned by Wilson, Sumitro stated that the Indonesian Govt 
lo actually owns and controls rubber output of about 1,200 tons per 
2 month. He added that most of this tonnage has been sold thru Sept. 
| ‘Wilson however indicated his readiness to negotiate contract even _ 
| __ for this small tonnage starting in Sept if necessary as evidenceof US _ 
Lo Indonesian cooperation. = 2 oe Sooo. pate” 

6. Sumitro added that in view of the difficulties of mtg the US 
: desires the whole matter wld be considered by Indonesian Cabinet in a 
| its mtg Tues afternoon. He implied that special attention wld be 
: given to Wilson’s offer to purchase Indonesian Govt production. — a 
: BE | oe ee le _ - CocHRAN | 

856D.2395/4-851: Telegram | 

? The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

3 CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Wasurineron, April 3,1951—8 p.m 
! NIACT Oe - EES | 

2 1073. From Larson! Walsh? GSA and Dept. Re Embtels 1853 
: Apr 2, 1354, 1858 Apr 8 and 1895 [739%] Apr 4. Re 1200 tons 
: ~ monthly from Sept, suggested offer 40 cent floor, to be paid time of 
3 shipment, with US pay difference between 40 cents and average pub- 
: lished market price during month shipment, as long as market above 
: 40 cents, payments to be made at end month. Might also ask if Indos 
| _ possibly interested in this type arrangement for larger contract; it 

_ wid protect them against difficulties inherent in situation described 
? para 3 Embtel 1358. | | | es 

- 1 Jess Larson, Administrator, General Services Administration. == 
: -? Aloysius IT. Walsh, Commissioner, Emergency Procurement Service, General | 
: — Services Administration. Jee pcp te a ae Ee | 

— Not printed. | Ok Heke Pa, USSSA ete hes Syd ag Oe coe
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FYI GSA has undertaken commitment clear any long term fixed 
price contract with Congress comites. | 

Wilson shld proceed Rome to arrive about 10th or 11th if possible, _ 
, to return to SEA afterward. This to be confirmed by subsequent instrs. 

‘Wilson shld notify Bangkok and Colombo if any definite arrange- — 

- ments need be cancelled. _ a 
Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta priority niact 1073; rptd info 

AmEmbassy Colombo (last two paras only) 330, AmEmbassy Bang- 
kok (last two paras only) 1425. | 

| _ ACHESON 

357.AA/4—451 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL ~ Dsaxarta, April 4, 1951—4 p. m. 

1862. Gocus 962. Ref Usgoc 1062.1 On Apr 3 Beam as final act signed 
UNCI report containing fol conclusion : 

“In the introduction to this report, the commission pointed out, that 
during the period under review, it had been concerned particularly 
with problems arising from the military and political provisions of 
the agreements reached at the round table conf. The Com has the 
honour to inform the Security Council that, since the mil problems are 
now virtually solved, since no other matters have been submitted to it 
by the parties and since no items remain on its agenda, it has decided - 
that, while continuing to hold itself at the disposal of the parties, it will 
adjourn sine die.” | 

After processing, Secretariat will send report to SC New York and 
copy to parties Djakarta. At same time press release will be made 

| Djakarta as fols: 

| “At its mtg held on 3 Apr 1951, the United Nations Comm for Indo 
adopted the text of a report to the Security Council on its activities 
from the transfer of sovereignty to the present date. The report was 
despatched to the United Nations headquarters today and will be 
released to the press simultaneously in New York and Dyjakarta.? | 

“Re the conclusion to the report, the Comm informs the Security _ 
Council that since the problems arising from the military agreement — 
reached at the round table conference are now virtually solved, since 
no other matters have been submitted to it by the parties, and since 
no items remain on its agenda, it has decided that, while continuing to 
hold itself at the disposal of the parties, it will adjourn sine die.” 

At suggestion Romanos, Gilchrist Australian member will hold 
chairmanship during adjournment UNCI and will handle informally 

1 Not printed, but see the first footnote 2, p. 631. | Se 
* The text of the report is in UN document 8/2087.
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any matters which may come up. Secretariat awaiting orders SYG 
Lie. Signed Benninghoff.2__ a | | 

- Dept pass The Hague, Brussels, Canberra; sent Dept 1362, rptd info 
The Hague 131, Brussels 3,Canberra21. 7 7 

a a | _ | — CocHRan | 

: 3H. Merrell Benninghoff succeeded Mr. Beam as Acting U.S. Representation on 

the UNCI and as Consul General and Counselor of the Embassy. a 

; 856D.00R/4-951 | , | | - | 

| The Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs 
7 (Merchant) to the Director, Far Fast Program Division, Economie 

| Cooperation Administration (Grifin) — a a - 

: RESTRICTED . | Wasuineton, April 9, 1951. 

2 _ Dear Atien: Confirming our telephone conversation of April 7 | 
7 regarding economic assistance for the Republic of Indonesia during | 

2 the fiscal year 1952, the Department of State recommends that: = 

2 - (1) There should be a fiscal year 1952 economic grant aid program 
i _ of the general character of the program now in operation, with the | 

emphasis on technical assistance type projects. | eos | 
: (2) In our effort to assist the Indonesian government to solve its 
: problems, there should be provided under the aid program American a 
, experts who would not necessarily be tied to particular projects but | 
| that, in light of the element of doubt as to the welcome which they 
| will receive and as to their ability to function effectively, this phase — 
| of the program should be inaugurated on a modest scale with the | 
| understanding, however, that their numbers and their scope would 
: be expanded as additional experts were formally requested and on the 
i basis of demonstrated success by the original group. The Depart- 
: ment would have no objection to the maintenance of the figure of = 
| 100 such experts in the budget presentation on the understanding that | 

| there would be close collaboration by the Administration and the 
| Department regarding the recruitment and dispatch of such experts, 
po and with the further understanding that the provision of more than 
: 50 would bea matter for agreement betweenus. = = = | 
2 (3) The fiscal year 1952 grant aid program should not markedly | 

exceed the 1951 program. The figure of $10 million is reeommended _ 
: for fiscal year 1952, this sum to be concentrated on those projects 
3 which the Economic Cooperation Administration considers the most 
: important and the furthest advanced in planning, but that in any 7 
|. event the mechanized rice, swamp drainage and trans-migration proj- 

| ectsshould not beincluded. ee : 
2 __ (4). The Department and the. Economic Cooperation Administra-  _ | 
| __ tion should urgently concert their efforts with a view to establishing = 

the principle of joint planning with the Export-Import Bank to the 
| end that the grant activities of the Economic Cooperation Adminis- 
? tration and the loan activities of the Export-Import Bank are com- 
: plementary, and to the further end that additional loans from the
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Export-Import Bank, up to or exceeding $15 million in fiscal year | 
1952, be extended if and as the study of individual projectsso warrants. 

Despite understandable expressions of enthusiasm by Indonesian 
| officials for large-scale grant aid and numerous technical assistants 

and advisers, the Department believes that extreme care and tact is 
required in any expansion of the STEM Mission. Personnel for the 

| field must be picked with the greatest care and the arrival of new | 
personnel in Indonesia should be gradual, with the acceleration or 
the de-acceleration of the process dependent upon Indonesian reactions 
and the ability of the members of the mission to function effectively. 
It goes without saying that the relationship between the Embassy and 

the STEM Mission should be an intimate one. es 
We are prepared to work closely in any helpful fashion with you | 

In the preparation of a revised program on the foregoing lines for > 
presentation as soon as possible to the Bureau of the Budget. 

Sincerely yours, 7 | Lavineston T. Mercuanr 

*Mr. Griffin replied to this letter on April 20, and said that the substantive 
policies set forth in Mr. Merchant’s letter had been incorporated in the revised 
program which the Department of State and ECA had presented jointly to the 
Bureau of the Budget on April 13. In brief, this program embodied grant aid of 
$10.4 million and suggested loan aid up to or exceeding $15 million. (PSA Files: 
Lot 54 D 190: Box 15397) oe a me | 

756D.00/4-1651 : Telegram | Le 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY Dsaxarta, April 16, 1951—10 a. m. 

1438. Cabinet friend (Djuanda)?* visited me afternoon 14th. Said 
PNI had failed arrive at working arrangement with Masjumi for — 

_ formation govt and had now also come to conclusion could not form 
govt leaving out Masjumi and depending on leftist parties. Djuanda 
said most PNI leaders balked at idea taking in Communist minister _ 
as some leftists suggested. Said strife had become so acute however 
between Masjumi and PNI that neither party can yield directly to — 

. other. | | — 
I mentioned press report 18th PNI willing accept as nonparty 

formateur either Hatta, Sultan Jogja or Djuanda and let Premiership _ 
go to Masjumi. Djuanda said PNI had not discussed this matter with 
him. He said Masjumi leaders had however visited his home night 
13th asking whether he would be willing act as formateur. He said he _ 

| had told PNI some days ago he would not be willing accept minister- 

1Ir, Djuanda, Minister of Communications. | ag | 

&
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: ship in govt leaving out Masjumi and depending upon leftist support. 
To Masjumi leaders he indicated he thought best policy would be have 

: - Hatta act as formateur without taking cabinet post. 
. Djuanda thinks President within next few days will accept return 

i of mandate from Sartono and ask non-politician form Cabinet. 
) Djuanda feels Hatta should be given full responsibility by two major 

| parties select best men therefrom to fill ministerial positions. Hethinks _ 
fo it unwise bring in representatives from smaller parties since their 

j ‘support would not be required if Masjumi and PNI cooperate and since — 
experience with small parties has to date not been satisfactory. He 

i agreed there might be one or two small party representatives such as 
Leimena? who has made public plea for Sukarno and Hatta to inter- 

--vene to prevent further deterioration Indonesia. I expressed hope 
Djuanda would remain. He was non-committal, stating he had tried _ 

i keep away from political leaders during this crisis. In answer my ques- ve 
tion he thought Sumitro and other Socialists would be left out if two 

7 - coalition idea is-adopted.As to any influence by Sjahrir,* Djuanda | 
said this leader absent from Indonesia during crisis with no instruc- | 
tions left to his party members and latter not able be counted upon > 

| for any firm position or policy. He admitted several bright young men 
| in Socialist Party, but said they did not inspire too much confidence 

just now. a C0 Eg Eee ig sgh Behe Ss oo 
| In answer my query whether I should undertake any negotiations _ 

now on military aid agreement etc., Djuanda advised strongly against 

it. Said both Masjumi and PNI anxious not totake any decisions which => 
might be used against them politically. Said that once strong govt of 

| | two principal parties is formed there might possibly follow firmer 
position in favor of free nations and move away from attempt retain 

independent foreign policy, 
_ FonMin Roem told me morning 15th decision now rests. with Presi- _ 

dent Sukarno as to next step to take toward forming Cabinet. Roem 
i thinks President should ask Hatta form govt consisting principally of : 
| Masjumi and PNI. Said Hatta visited Natsir:- night 13th to: review | 

, situation..Roem says Sultan. Jogja and Djuanda acceptable to both 

parties as ministers even though not party members. He would like see 
Sjafruddin. continue as Minister of Finance but said Sjafruddin dis- 
gusted over political bickering. Masjumi would. try get him take 

Ministership Defense if he does not remain in Finance. Roem expects a 

presidential announcement shortly on govt formation. “a aden ian ) 

fo 3 Dr. Johannes Leimena, Minister. of Health and member of the Parkindo. oa | 

-* Soetan Sjahrir, founder-of the PSTin 1945, 0 00
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| -756D.00/4-1951; Telegram , - a 
‘The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL Dsaxarta, April 19, 1951—11 a. m. 

_ 1458. Embtel 1451, April 18.1 FonMin Roem discussed with me | 
evening eighteenth President’s naming joint formators from Masjumi 

, and PNI to form govt within five days. Roem said so much com- 
mon ground for agreement found between Masjumi and PNI through 
extensive conversations that: it should be possible for them to get — 
together on coalition govt shortly. He said Sartono’s inclination to 
include representatives from extreme left had frightened other PNI 
leaders and he had consequently been dropped in favor of Sidik 

_ Djojosukarto as dual formator with Sukiman. . 
Roem told me off record Pres Sukarno is responsible for some of 

difficulty in getting PNI and Masjumi work together since President | 
is prodding PNI holdout for making denouncement union statute 
part of govt platform. Masjumi on other hand desires await report of 
commission headed by Supomo before deciding what action should 
be taken in normal international intercourse toward changing rela- 
tions with Netherlands. ee | 

Roem feels there is so much agreement between two parties on most 
points that policy of coalition govt would differ little from that. of 
Natsir. Consequently Masjumi will endeavor retain key Cabinet posts. 
In answer my query re Minister Defense, Roem thought Sultan Jogja 
might again be named thereto. Se : 

| — - Cocuran 

1In telegram 1451 from Djakarta, April 18, Ambassador Cochran reported that ° 
Mr. Sartono had returned his mandate to form a cabinet to President Sukarno, 
who, in turn, had immediately charged the chairmen of the Masjumi and PNI, 
Dr. Sukiman and Sidik Djojosukarto respectively, with the task of forming a | 
new coalition government (7 56D.00/4-1851) . 

898.2395-R0/4-2051: Telegram _ | | | 

| Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET 7 Dsaxarta, April 20, 1951—5 p. m. 

1468. Embtel 1390 Apr 10 [7].1 Today Fon Min Roem and I formal- 

ized agreements supplementing Wilson-Sumitro rubber contract 

“Not printed. The Department of State did not publish this accord in TIAS 
because the Indonesian Government asked that no publicity be given to the agree- 

_ Ment, as reported by Ambassador Cochran in telegram 1390 from Djakarta, 
April 7, (856D.2395/4-751). In this same connection, neither Ambassador 
Cochran’s Note No. 332 of April 7, nor Foreign Minister Rum’s Note No. 15915 
of April 7, which are both quoted in Embassy telegram 1468, were made public _
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| signed April 7 by exchanging fol signed (secret) notes. Full text being — 
, pouched to Dept? | ae | 

; (1) Emb note 332 Apr 7 (as authorized by Deptel 1042, Mar 27 | 
| and Deptel 3815, Feb 15 to London repeated Djakarta 863 *) : Am- : 

| bassador of US assures FonMin of RI that Govt of US “will (1) em- 
2 ploy to the maximum such ‘Governmental authority to direct goods 
| for civilian consumption as is being or will be used for any other 
: country in order to implement present Export-Import Bank projects 
7 and (2) use its best offices, subject to its own defense needs and those 
; of its allies, to assist Indonesia to obtain basic civilian needs, as these 
fo may become defined through later presentation and. mutual. 
, examinations”. | co ) Oy 
: (2) FonMin note 15915 April 7. | oo oe | 
, FonMin of RI assures Amb of US that Govt of Indonesia “will 

‘use its best offices to assist the United States of America to obtain the 
i Jatter’s requirements of rubber from Indo as these may become defined 
: through later presentation and mutual examination”. = = | 

(8) Today Coerr presented to Darmawan Indo Govt’s copy GSA 
contract No. GS-00P(D)6397 signed by Sumitro and Wilson at | 

? Djakarta April 7 which Wilson and Coerr completed at Bangkok | 
: April 8. Emb retains onesigned copy. Se eae | 

| In recapitulation contract provides that in 18 months’ period, © 
| Sept 1951 to March 1953, Indonesian Govt will ship approx 1200 long | 

tons estate rubber to US monthly. Deliveries to be F.O.B. Djakarta | 
ocean carrier destined for US as evidenced by signed bill. Price paid 
per pound for each grade rubber delivered 44-month period and ulti- 
mate 22-month period shall be 3 percent less than average total pub- 

: lished official Singapore prompt shipment (closing) price for each 
grade in calendar month immed preceding such period. Payment 100 
percent on delivery subj future settlement any dispute re quality and 

: condition affecting price (ref Embtels 1367 April 4.and Deptel 1075, _ | 
Apr 4*). | | 

— Comment: Having obtained Indo note on rubber balancing WS note | , 

re Indo civilian requirements, US Govt is in position to prevent Indos 
from abusing the US commitment. In addition to this negative value, _ 

| exchange of notes and signing of contract may be useful politically _ 
as symbol Indo-US cooperation, and economically as basis further 
negots looking toward larger bilateral rubber agreement. ne: | 

a Contract itself, covering about 21,600 tons at estimated value 
$36,288,000 (based on estimated average price 75 cents per pound) 

i -—s appears good business deal by reason 30 cents pound Singapore prices. | 
_ In my opinion, exchange of notes, plus contract covering the only rub- oo 

| ? Not printed; the original copies of the agreements supplementing the rubber | 

1 contract of April 7, may be found in file 856D.2395/4—2451. | a 
; * Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 628. | | 

_ “Neither printed. | 7 | | |
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ber over which Indo Govt exercises direct control, represent maximum 

| that cld be expected from initial rubber negots held here prior Rome 

conf, ae | 

ce _ CocHRAN — 

856D.18/4—-1951 : Telegram | a 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

| TOP SECRET Wasuineton, April 24, 1951—4 p. m. 

1149. Concur your views expressed Embtels 1454 1 and 1456,? Apr 19. 

Dept, Treas and US ExecDir IMF agree that: _ SEER 

1. Domestic gold sales deal with symptoms rather than basic causes 
of inflation and as indicated urtel may induce rather than discourage 
flight from currency. | | a | 

2. Wid regard as preferable utilization of resoures to expand vol- , 
ume of necessary imports. | | oo 

3. While proposal contemplates sales of gold in domestic market 
it is possible if not. probable that gold wld eventually find its way 
into Singapore~-Hong Kong smuggling trade. | 
Any such flow of gold into international premium markets wld be 

contrary to the efforts of the IMF to. prevent international transfers 
monetary gold at premium prices. IMF studying means by which its 
members may carry out policies pertinent this problem. Believe this — 

| shld be considered in view Indonesia’s intentions becoming member 
IMF’. While IMF has not interfered strictly internal gold sales pro- | 
grams of countries, it has carefully scrutinized measures taken to | 
prevent export such gold. FYI US wld not desire sell gold at official 
prices to countries obtaining foreign exchange from premium gold 
sales, | | | | 

You may impress above views authorities concerned in any unofiicial 
manner you deem appropriate. | ae | 

| | | | | ACHESON: 

~1In telegram 1454 from Djakarta, April 19, Ambassador Cochran reported that 
the Java Bank was planning to initiate gold coin and bullion sales to the general | 
public about May 1. His initial appraisal of this contemplated action was that | 
it would have no appreciable effect on lowering existing price levels in Indonesia, | | 
and that the profits accruing to the government would make a comparatively | . 
small contribution to financing Indonesia’s budgetary deficit, which was the pri- 
mary source of the country’s latent inflation. (856D.13/4-1951) | . 

*In telegram 1456, from Djakarta, April 19, Ambassador Cochran said that 
he had spoken to Foreign Minister Rum regarding the proposed sale of gold and © 
had made strong representations against such an act. The Ambassador believed | 
that the commencement of such a practice would be interpreted as an alarm 
measure to check inflation and fear of the rupiah. He also pointed out to the 
Foreign Minister that such a move would undoubtedly concern deeply the IMF | 
and other foreign bodies friendly to Indonesia. (856D.13/4-1951) OS :
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-- @BGD.18/4-2751: Telegram | oo oe 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

' TOP SECRET DsaxKarta, April 27, 1951—noon. oe 

2 1497. Embtels 1454 and 1456.4 Called on FonMin Roem 5:30 p.m. _ 
96th. Referred to our previous conversation on reported plan of Java 

Bank to sell gold coin and bullion. I told Roem I had formulated = 
: some questions as to wisdom proposed action and presented them to 
| him in form secret and unofficial unsigned memo. These covered points _ 
| included in Embtels above mentioned and Deptel 1149. oo 
| - Roem said he had inquired of Finance Min Sjafruddin and learned _ | 
| -plans were made to begin gold sales May 1. He thought main purpose _ | 

7 was to provide gold for govt stocking as rice harvested and also to — 

| place gold in rubber producing areas which are accumulating cash 

: but whose needs for textiles and other consumer goods cannot be met 

| fromexisting stocks. Oo REE Oe | | 

{ - - ' Roem was particularly unhappy over thought that proposed action | 
| might not be in accordance with precepts of International Monetary 

Fund whose rules Repub had undertaken to abide by, RTC agreement, | 

1 although not yet member. Roem asked I speak with Djuanda since he | 
would be the one carry-over member of Natsir govt interested in 
economic and financial matters. Roem let me know composition new 

i govt was to be announced few hours after our meeting. Roem also - 
: suggested I talk with Oudt,? advisor to Minister Finance, or to 
|  Kuypers, head Foreign Exchange Institute. = | | 

I visited Djuanda after leaving Roem and gave former copy my | 
memo, explaining Roem had recommended this. Djuanda gave prac- 

2 tically same info as Roem re contemplated gold project and reasons 
| therefor. He said govt wld need approximately 200 million rupiahs 

to meet situation and favored utilizing gold to take care of rice and 
rubber areas. I argued against this, pointing out that increased note 

circulation occurs in most countries at harvest time. I thought Indo © 
| Govt shld not now deviate from econ and fin policies which have | 

| _ heretofore proved sound. I reminded him that gold which Indo had 

: acquired from US had been sold for building up central bank reserves 
and not for profit-making distribution at premium prices. 

: Djuanda advised against my speaking with Kuypers or Neth 
| __ advisors but promised take matter up with incoming Min Fin | 
| This issue has arisen at bad time since it is manifestly impossible : 
{ for me immed approach members new govt who are expected to be 

sworn in today and since Java Bank may consider that firm decision to 

| + Neither printed, but see footnotes 1 and 2, p. 640. | pein ee! 
1 ? Dr. Oudt, chief adviser to the Minister of Finance. . 

: _ *Jusuf Wibisono of the Masjumi. as - 

| | | a 8
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institute plan has already been approved by expiring govt for com- 

mencement May 1. I am sure however, Djuanda can be counted upon _ 
| to do anything that may be feasible in premises. a 

| - CocHRAN 

756D.13/4-2751 : Telegram | | 

2 The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Dsaxarra, April 27, 1951—noon. 

1500. Composition and program as reported by press, of Sukiman _ 
Govt which was announced by Sukarno 9:30 p .m., Apr 26 covered by 
Embtels 14951 and 1496.2 Biographic data on Cabinet members and _ 
analysis new govt make-up and prospects will follow by mail.? Embtel 
1499 2 describes Cabinet formation. | oe 

- Visited FonMin Roem 5:30 p. m., Apr 26. He had been occupied , 
with final consultations Masjumi Party leaders on support Sukiman 

Govt. Since Sjafruddin and Roem had been backing Natsir as PriMin 
over Sukiman, three of them not included in new govt. Roem thought 
his group had put welfare of country above party politics by sacrific- 
ing some of their own leaders to permit formation Cabinet which wld 

| prevent Sartono from tying PNI up with Leftist elements. He was 
slightly bitter in remarking there were really four Cabinet formateurs, 

meaning Sukarno and Hatta had asserted themselves strongly insist- _ 

ing on coalition between Masjumi and PNI under Sukiman with in- 
| clusion in Cabinet of individuals considered likely carry out Pres’s  _ 

ideas. Roem was indefinite about his own future but hinted he might | 
practice law Djakarta. Some of his friends feel he wld welcome re- 
appointment High Comm Hague or Amb Wash. | 

Visited Djuanda 6:30 p. m. 26th. He confirmed he wid participate 
in new Cabinet. He thought as finally constituted it represents team _ 

*Not printed ; in telegram 1495 from Djakarta, April 27, Ambassador Cochran 
reported the composition of the new government. The following list includes only 
the principal posts. : ao 

Minastry 7 Party | 
_ Prime Minister Dr. Sukiman Wirjosandjojo - Masjumi 

Deputy Prime Suwirjo | PNI > “ | 
Minister 7 | | 

Foreign Affairs Mr. Achmad Subardjo Masjumi | 
Interior = Mr. Iskaq Tjokroadisurjo PNI 
Defense Sumitro Kolopaking PIR 

| Justice Mr. Mohammad Yamin — Nonparty | 
Information Arnold Mononutu PNI | 
Finance Mr. Jusuf Wibisono ~ Masjumi | 
Agriculture Ir. Suwarto Catholic 
Trade and Industry Mr. Sujono Hadinoto PNI 
Communications Ir. Djuanda Nonparty 

(756 D.13/4-2751) 
? Not printed. | | | 

. |
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that can work together much more effectively than Natsir Govt. While | 

Roem was skeptical ability new govt survive, Djuanda thinks it has 
good chance success. Djuanda not alarmed by inclusion Subardjo,? 

| Yamin* and some others about whom he realized foreigners might 
have reservations. He anticipates responsibilities of office may mod- | 

| grate ideas which Yatin * has expressed as critical Parliament member. | 
_. Djuanda does not expect any big reversal of Natsir Govt policy. He is _ 

2 _ pleased -with one of his former assistants Sujono Hadinoto being © 
| named Min Trade and Industry his only concern being re this man’s — 
7 health. - - | | 

; _ My opinion is that Natsir, Sjafruddin and Roem, altho individually 
: outstanding in ability and character, provided govt with ineffectual 

: _ leadership, partly result excessive loyalty to Masjumi and ‘hesitancy | 
: to take drastic measures against Tarugq Islam,* and partly due to stub- | 
i born opposition to bringing few PNI into Natsir Cabinet. Altho they 
| individually professed strong anti-Commie feelings, they never took __ 

i. advantage of opportunity afforded them as leading party in govt 
to formulate forceful policy against Communism. Roem had profited 

, from international experience but was still rather naive in some ofhis | 
: concepts of an independent policy and of possible accomplishments 
: by Arab-Asiatic group, © 
2 While we shall miss some friends retiring from Cabinet it is en- 
| tirely possible our relations can be as good with Sukiman Govt or 

even better than with Natsir.. Big advantage shld be that: Sukiman 
: Govt will have working majority in: Parliament and support of - 

a - Sukarno ‘and Hatta. Strong pressure for amending RTC agreements 
: and acquiring Irian will ensure, but likelihood of move in this direc- 

tion has been evident for many months. While announcement of 
| formation cabinet did not mention-Sultan Jogja, it is understood’ he 

2 will be Chief of Staff of Armed Forces position he has desired for 
| long time. This shld give him cormnparatively free hand to work to- 
! wards pacification of country and establishment of order. My convic- | 
7 tion is that future of Indonesia over next few years depends 
2 _ importantly upon Sukarno, Hatta and Sultan Jogja. If these three 
| ‘men can now work closely together and with sympathetic govt repre- 
: senting truly nationalist Indonesian aspirations I believe progress can 

7 be made towards a stronger state: Some aspects thereof may ‘not be | 
2 _ Western, but no reason to expect anti-Western attitude. =” 
: | ee Coonan 

| * Achmad Subardjo, Minister of Foreign Affairs. a recree 
*Muhammad Yamin, Minister of Justice. _ Cc SO 

3 * Presumably this is a reference to Muhammad Yamin. | | 

| 
* Presumably 

the reference 
isto DarulIslam. 

=> 
© |. 

BS
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856D.18/5-151: Telegram. . | an / a 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State : 

TOP SECRET | — Dsaxarta, May 1, 1951—5 p.m. 
1519. ANETA thirtieth carried report director Indo Foreign Ex- 

change Institute announced restrictions on possession and sale gold 
had partly been lifted to permit possession and sale of gold in maxi- 
mum: quantity of 100 grams per person. Transport of gold within | 
country would be permitted but existing controls on export and im- 
port would be maintained. | 7 

: At Neth High Commissioner’s reception night thirtieth I mentioned _ 
this report to Pres Houwink of Java Bank. Latter said this step being — 
taken to combat inflation. He added sale of gold internally not con- 
trary rules Internat] Monetary Fund. I remarked difficulty in Indo of _ 
keeping gold out of internat] smuggling trade but did not get into 
argument since I was unaware to what extent. Roem or Djuanda may 
have indicated my interest this subject (see Embtels 1454 and 1456, 
Deptel 1149 and Embtel 1497)... 
Houwink asked in turn if I had read statement to press by New Fin 

Min Wibisono that one objective his administration would be nationali- 
zation Java Bank. Houwink much perturbed and said was giving his 
own statement to press. ANETA this morning quoted Houwink that 
announcement by Wibisono was completely new to management his _ 
bank. Houwink pointed out article 19 of financial and economic agree- 
ment RTC provides that long as Indo is indebted to Neth any intended __ 
changes of Java Bank Act and any new monetary laws connected with © 
circulation bank will be discussed with Neth beforehand. | 

Talked informally with Djuanda this afternoon. He said former 
Fin Min Sjafruddin had presented plan for gold sales as fait accompli 
to other Cabinet members. Djuanda referred to conversation we had on 
question gold sales (Embtel 1497). He said he had brought this matter a 
to attention new Trade Min Sujono Hadinoto. Learned that one of 
principal advisors in Trade Ministry had almost simultaneously pre-- 
sented memo to Sujono protesting against proposed plan. Djuanda 
and Sujono had then jointly approached Fin Min Wibisono with result 
all steps toward putting gold sales proposal into effect are postponed 
pending review and consideration by financial economic comite of new 
govt at its next meeting. Djuanda anxious to avoid. any move likely to | 
lead to difficulty with US. 

With respect to nationalization Java Bank Djuanda thinks this will 
come within first ten years of sovereignty but insisted this matter has | 
not been subj of discussion by new govt and that Wibisono statement 
to press was entirely gratuitous and personal. Djuanda volunteered — | 

* Neither printed, but see footnotes 1 and 2, p. 640. |
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| __ that tendency several new members govt to give statements as to their | 
: _ policies had already embarrassed govt and led to sharp criticism by - 

2 _ press of Ministers concerned. oe 
| | | CocHRAN 

2 856D.00R /5-501: Telegram: He os : ; - ; : Be oh - as | : b coe - - | | 

_  -‘ The Administrator, Economic Cooperation Administration (Foster) 

Co oy to the Embassy in Indonesia OO 
3 _ SECRET | - Wasuineron, May 5, 1951—4 p.m. | | 

2 - _Eeato 252. This is joint’ State-ECA cable. Fol will answer your 
) recent letter queries + re status Indo program. | / — a 
| As result extensive discussions Dept and ECA, full agreement 

i reached concerning Indonesia program for remainder FY 51 and 

: 1. For FY 51 total program $9.95 million. This represents approx 
2 $3.7 million above amount already obligated, distributed in. fields 

- public health ($2.38 million) agriculture, forestry, fisheries ($.9 mil- 
: hon), industry ($.5 million). FY 51 program this size will require 
3 approx $1.9 million in addition to unobligated funds presently 

} .2. For FY 52, an econ aid program of the gen character of the | 
| present program with special emphasis on technical assistance. TA — 
2 _ personnel would not necessarily be tied to particular projects, and 

/ would be furnished on a contract. basis or directly by STEM depend- — 
2 ing on Indonesian wishes and STEM judgment. | a 
7 8. The FY 52 program proposed to Bureau $10.4 million in grant | 
: aid, distributed in fol fields by way of illustration: Public Health 

($3.9 million) ; agri forestry, fisheries ($3.7 million); Transportation, 
communications, power and public works ($410 thousand) ; engineer- 

! ing services ($.6 million) ; Information ($.2 million) ; Education ($.3 
mulion) and Public Administration and Technical Assistance ($1.6 - 
million). Figures in parens exceed $10.4 total due to inclusion some 

| of TA under public health, transportation, and agriculture categories | 
i as wellas under public administration and TA. Se 
7 4, Dept and ECA in full accord re desirability programming addi- 
i __ tional loans probably Eximbank for Indo if and as study of individual oe 
| projects so warrants. To this end, appropriate Ex agencies currently | 
| discussing suitable mechanism for extending program loans in FY 

52 to SEA countries generally, such loans to be integrated with and 
i «coordinated as part of same program US economic and technical aid © 
|. for which grant aid being extended. Will advise you further as these | 
, discussions progress. OUEST . Oa 

i FF oregoing recommendations fully cleared throughout. Ex agencies 7 

and presented to Budget Bureau on April 13.2 No indication yet as | 

: ‘Not printed, pe Ee a eoere a | | os : | 
: 2 See.the first footnote 1, p. 636. oe 

538-617—77—_42__ . | | |
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to action to be taken by Bureau.* Forwarding by pouch documentation | 

and elaboration of FY 52 program as presented to Budget Bureau.* 

| 7  Fosrsr 

$In telegram Hcato 324 to Djakarta, May 29, Mr. Shannon McCune, Acting __ 

Chief, STEM Mission in Indonesia, was informed that the Bureau of the Budget 

had approved a figure of $8,000,000 for economic grant aid to Indonesia (ECA 

Cable Files: FRC Acc. 53 A 278, Box 77). ae 
*Not printed. Lae 

856D.13/5-851: Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State . 

TOP SECRET Dsaxarta, May 8, 1951—3 p. m. 

1541. Embtel 1519, May 1. Director Kuipers of Foreign Exchange — 

Institute told me night seventh he understood I had talked with 

-  Djuanda and Houwink over Indo plans for gold sales. I told him my 

exchange of views with Houwink had been very brief. Kuipers ex- 

plained high earning power of rubber tappers and desirability getting 

some reserve of wealth in their hands to prevent their wasting their 

money on nonnecessities in absence adequate supply useful consumer 

| goods. Kuipers added that gold to be used for this purpose was not 

bars purchased from US but sovereigns which have been property 

Indo for some time. I remarked that replenishment gold stocks wld 

presumably come from purchase bars from US while gold distributed 

to planters wld very likely get into hands of Chinese and into smug-. 

gling trade within few weeks. a 

Djuanda came by this morning. He said no decision yet taken on 

gold question. He said suggestion for instituting sales came from Neth 

advisors rather than from Indo ministers. | 

| — | —_ CocHRAN 

| 856D.13/5-851: Telegram | are 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

SECRET - Wasutneton, May 8, 1951—6 p. m. 

1206. Pleased learn postponement implementation proposal for 

gold sales. Possible further approach Indonesian officials in view post- 

ponement entirely at your discretion. Of course, US would not wish 

give impression attempting determine decision Indo Govt this matter | 

or imply Fund gold policy extends purely domestic sales. 

. ‘Following info may be useful: Value of domestic gold sales asa | 

monetary policy is still controversial. US has generally opposed it, 

particularly for countries receiving US aid, as being wasteful use of 

fon exchange. However, in Greece, where public strongly addicted to
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: sovereigns, their pegging by public sale at ceiling price has probably 
helped keep prices more stable than they would otherwise have been. | 

| -In China, gold program reportedly involved favoritism for wealthy 
and insiders and even when sales were public and impartial, program © 

fo was of questionable effectiveness under rapidly deteriorating condi- __ 
, tions. Policy is often in danger of becoming excuse for not taking | 
. other more essential, less palatable reforms; once introduced it tends 

? to perpetuate itself and to resist discontinuation. Ee 
2 | Mexico has long sold gold coins with results of unknown value. — 
: - Most Latin American, all Middle Eastern, and certain Continental 

| European countries allow private gold purchases through one chan- 

; nel or another, with results difficult to evaluate. In some cases however 
motive might be to create additional profitable business for local | 

| banking industry, a ne 

So far we have not heard reports of the special conditions under 
which a plausible case might be made for value of such a program 
in Indonesiat = i Pe 

| oe - a A HTESON - 

i . 1In telegram 1603 from Djakarta, May 16, Ambassador Cochran reported that _ | 
Mr. Djuanda had informed him that the plan for permitting the private purchase 

j ‘ of gold:had not been put into effect, and that Mr. Djuanda “thinks final decision _ 
7 against proposal may be taken by govt economic. financial ‘comite. 17th.” 

(856G.13/5-1651) Se a ve 

: 400.46D31/5-1151: Telegram 4 _ 

iT —-* The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia - 

SECRET _-- Wasrtneron, May 11, 1951—7 p.m. _ 

1226. Indo Amb called at his request on Asst Secy Rusk May 10; He 
said he leaving on consultation by plane from NYC 16 May,.and will 

proceed Djakarta with one day layover Rome. He expects to return 
; within three or four weeks. | BC Co ang ge 

Amb began gen discussion Far East problems by mentioning Fon 
Min Subardjo’s statement to effect Indo wld “trade with devil” and | 

_ repeated explanation offered to Dept. by Maramis! May 8 (Deptel 
|; -—s«:1211, May 9).? Amb was informed that we were not particularly con- : 

cerned with words which might have been uttered under pressure 

domestic considerations, but that we did hope historic pattern Indo’s 

+ Max Maramis, Secretary, Indonesian Embassy in the United States. 
i | *In telegram 1211 to Djakarta, May 9, Ambassador Cochran was informed 
1 of Mr. Maramis’ explanation of Foreign Minister Subardjo’s press statement | 
' of May 7, 1951. Mr. Maramis said he believed the statement was made as a 

| result of pressure from the Indonesian press, and that the remarks were not 
3 indicative of any change in Indonesia’s attitude. (856D.2395 /5-951 )
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trade wld not change at this time when UN faces serious problem ag- _ 
gression in delicate world situation; that we hoped Indo wld not _ 
jeopardize its independent policy by changing pattern of distribution 
its products; that if at this juncture, Indo took action this sort which 
wld, in effect, do violence to its neutral position, Indo cld expect strong 
reaction from US. In this connection, allusion was made to fact that 
US public opinion, increasingly aroused by casualties resulting from 
operations in Korea, was growing more and more critical Brit position | 
on problems trade with Chi, Russia and its satellites; in view good 
relations enjoyed with US by Indo, we hope Indo will not subj itself 
to risking approbation US public by untoward move in opening new - 
trade channels. Amb stated he understood our position and indicated 
some sympathy therefor. He raised question goods which Indo needs | 
and was informed we wld continue do our best accommodate Indo and 
our other friends in world from our production resources which, as. 
Amb knew, were very considerable, but our ability do so wld be, in 
part, dependent upon continuing good relations with Indo which have 
been so friendly during period since Indo independence. 

It was then pointed out to Amb we were concerned that Indo under- 
stood our position re security arrangements in Pac; that we, out of 
deference Indo views, had decided not proceed-with Pac Pact as such, 
but had broken our security arrangements into component parts for | 
(1) Austral, NZ, (2) Phils (3) possibly Jap; that we hoped Amb wld 
explain to his Govt, US did not wish be put either in position Of = 
excluding Indo from such arrangements or pressing Indo into agree- 
ment which Indo, in its natl interest, did not feel prepared to enter; 
that Amb cld give his Govt flat assurances that US was convinced it _ 
eld find much common ground with Indo if latter adheres to its policy 
of independence within framework UN Charter; that US has no 
designs on Indo.¢ Amb informed strictest confidence, whether world | 
situation deteriorated or improved, US wld be willing at any time to | 
discuss question security arrangement with Indo in any manner which 
Indo Govt believed wld not be embarrassing. Amb asked if this con- 
cerned question raised by ex-FonMin Roem with Secy last Nov re | 
procurement of arms in this country, and was informed it had no. 
connection that problem. Amb was requested to use this info cau- | 
tiously and in confidence to which he seemed to assent. : 
Amb then inquired re our views on Korea. He informed that, as | 

mentioned above, US public opinion had grown restive as casualty 
lists lengthen; that we believe Chi Commies might be willing negot. 

* For documentation, see pp. 132 ff. | i 7 |
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1 settlement after present offensive blunted, but on other hand, they 
2 might begin build up for future late summer or fall offensive; that 
| it was known Peking and Moscow UN is willing negot settlement — 

around 38th Parallel, but Peking’s announced objective was to push 
; us out of Korea, and that this publicly announced objective of forcing 
: _ us entirely out of Korea had not been renounced or modified by Chi 

Commies. Amb informed US desired bring about settlement Korean | 
war without spreading hostilities; that as Amb knew from current ~ 

_ Investigation Far Eastern policy now going forward in Cong, US 
had, despite some mil considerations to contrary, prevented spread 
hostilities; that, of course, if our opponents wished make such exten- 
sion hostilities, they had resources within their control to accomplish 

_ this end. Amb then asked whether settlement wld have to be made, in 
our view, through UN. He informed that while matter one for dis- 

| cussion at some point“in UN, we certainly were not going to allow 
| procedural considerations to prevent settlement in Korea. Amb also 

informed that we considered UN opposition to aggression in Korea 
- had been factor ih preventing Chi aggression in SEA which wld, of 

| _— course, be ultimate threat againstIndo# = Sees 
- Amb inquired re story carried V.Y. Times, May 9 which stated in 

contrast Russian recommendation for Jap Peace Treaty conference - 
of US-UK Soviet Union and Commie Chi, in “consultation” with 

_ other states involved last war in Orient, US proposes that treaty be 
worked out by sixteen members FEC. Amb informed story baseless, 

that we discussing Peace Treaty with nations who are members FEC, 
but we are also discussing proposed treaty with nonmember nations, 

|. and that we do not intend use FEC as such in connection with treaty 
problems.5 / Co ere ee ee | __ Amb inquired re reports Secy was to be replaced. He informed there 
was no truth such rumors; that. Pres has repeatedly reiterated his sup- 
port of Secy; that Secy had no intention of resigning; that rumors - 
this type eld be expected in view fact US now in pre-Pres election. 

| period 
Amb Ali subsequently saw Director PSA briefly who reiterated ; _ -Yemarks made by Asst Secy Rusk re US hope.and desire that historic _ - 

pattern Indo trade continue.. Amb asked for informal memo re his | 
_ conversation with Mr. Rusk which will be prepared containing above 

: info. © | oe Mh ent EP 
we cre tats ei@imsom, 

2 {Documentation is scheduled for publicationinvolumevi. iS 2 ° For documentation, see PD. TTT fh cS
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493.56D9/5-1451 - we chyy ih 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

: ot Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State a | 

SECRET _ [Wasurneron,| May 14, 1951. 

Problem: a 

Possible Sale of Rubber from Indonesia to Communist China 

Background : | - | | | 

7 The Indonesian Ambassador to the U.S., Dr. Ali Sastroamidjojo, 

has been urgently recalled to Djakarta for consultation and is flying , 

from New York May 16. He has expressed a desire to see you before his _ | 

departure. | | - 

The new Indonesian Cabinet, a coalition which includes as its major 

elements the Masjumi (Muslim) Party and the PNI, is confronted 

with a series of major decisions. This new Cabinet replaces the Gov- 

ernment headed by Natsir which was built around the Masjumi 

(Muslim) Party. However, the new Cabinet omits many of the old 

Cabinet including many Masjumi members, such as Foreign Minister 

: Roem who called on you in Washington last November, and Finance 

Minister Sjafruddin, who has also come to the United States. , : 

We believe that the new Cabinet is at present at a crossroad as re- 

gards its relations with the United States. It faces a decision with 

regard to an offer by China to exchange tungsten and rice for Indo- 

nesian rubber. We believe this decision will color the future for some 

time to come, and we are desirous that the Indonesians make the right — 

decision ; namely, to refuse to alter the historical pattern of Indonesian 

trade. : a 

For the past several months, Indonesia has been concerned to obtain 

goods, rather than money, even hard currency, for its products. The | 

Indonesian Delegation at the London and Rome meetings of the recent: 

abortive International Rubber Conference, set forth this demand 

incessantly. For a multiplicity of reasons, neither the U.S. nor any 

other consuming nation was in a position to fulfill the exaggerated 

Indonesian demands in this connection. a oe eg S | 

- About two months ago, Communist China offered to buy 50,000 | | 

tons (out of 700,000 tons yearly production) of Indonesian rubber for 

currency (what type is not known although it is believed to have been 

either U.S. dollars or gold). The Natsir Government rejected this 

offer, stating it desired goods, not currency for its products. The Com- 

munist Chinese have now come forward with an offer of tungsten and 

rice for Indonesian rubber. The quantities involved are unknown. We |
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have received, however, an indication that this offer may be only one of | 

| several made by Communist China to Indonesia possibly looking to- | | 
, ward the establishment of a trade agreement between the two 

| countries, | 
On May 7, Dr. Subardjo, the present Foreign Minister who seems to 

be an opportunist having been associated in the past with:the J apanese : 
_ during their occupation of Indonesia, the Communists, and the Trot- 

[ skyites, informed the press that Indonesia would sell “to the devil” if 
~ it -would benefit the Indonesian people. When Dr. Ali raised this | 

_ statement with me during his call on May 10, I told him that we did | 
2 not wish the historic pattern of Indonesia’s trade to change (see At- 

tachment 1 for a report of this interview).2 Ee | | 
On May 11, Dr. Zain, top economist in the Foreign Ministry, reiter- 

_ ated that Indonesia would sell goods to any country including Com- 
munist China from which she can get the goods she needs. The Depart- | 
ment instructed Ambassador Cochran to make representations (see. 

| Attachment 2)? which he did (see Attachment 3).8 
Should Indonesia sell rubber to China, the effectiveness of the __ | 

{ British embargo on rubber from British colonies to China will be | 
j destroyed. | Ee ao, a 

Lecommendations : a a a 
i «1. That you inform him that, while we are not particularly con- 

cerned with the exact wording of statements made under pressure of | 
; domestic considerations, we hope that the historic pattern of Indo- _ 

nesia’s trade (under which nothing goes to Russia or China, and only | 

1None of the attachments are affixed to the file copy. Presumably, Assistant | 
i Secretary Rusk was referring to an “Informal Memorandum” which was given sy : to Mr. Maramis on. May 15, and which covered the salient points of Mr. Rusk’s 
1 conversation with Dr. Sastroamidjojo on May 10 ( 493.56D9/5-1551). The con- 
i tents of this memorandum presented, in abbreviated form, the major topics of | 
j conversation as relayed to Ambassador Cochran in telegram 1226 to Djakarta, 
3 May 11, SUPTQA. eG oe : oo es | 

Presumably, the reference is to telegram 1228 to Djakarta, May 11, in which | 
Ambassador Cochran was informed that the Department of State knew of 

; _ Dr. Zain’s statement, and the Ambassador was instructed to advise the Indo- oe 4 nesian Government that statements of this sort were calculated to defeat the | Indonesian goal of an independent and neutral foreign policy. Ambassador 1 Cochran was also instructed to inform the Indonesians of the possible “actions | 
1 US may take in premises shid attitude expressed in statement become official ; policy approved by Cabinet decision. You may wish to remind Indo Govt of | 

oral undertaking exchanged at time of MDAP agreement. You may wish refer | 
to exchange of notes. at time Wilson’s visit pointing out that. US is willing  — assist Indo Govt in obtaining goods but that its willingness to do so will of : course be modified by statements such as noted above.” (856D.2395/5-1151) . | 

* Presumably, the reference is to telegram 1580 from Djakarta, May 12, in 
which Ambassador Cochran reported that he: had conveyed the contents of | telegram 1228 from the Department of State to Dr. Darmasetiawan, the Secre- | 
tary General of the Indonesian Foreign Office ( 856D.2395/5-1251). |
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a few items to the satellites) will not change at this time when the 

UN faces a serious problem of aggression in a delicate world situa- 

tion; that we hope Indonesia will not jeopardize its independent policy | 

by changing the pattern of distribution of its products as such action 

would in effect do violence to Indonesia’s independent policy; that — 

if Indonesia takes action of this sort, it can expect a strong U.S. reac- 

tion. You way wish to make allusion in this connection to the fact 

that U.S. public opinion is increasingly aroused by casualties resulting 

from operations in Korea. You may wish to state that we hope Indo- 

nesia will not risk a strong reaction of U.S. public by opening new 

| tradechannels, | a | ae 

(Should Dr. Ali suggest that Indonesia would sell to the U.S. any 

tungsten which it might obtain from China, it is suggested you restate 

that we do not wish any change in the historic pattern of Indonesian | 

trade. For your information only, we have reason to believe that 

we are going to get the Chinese tungsten by other and more devious 

means. ) OCR ER A Re Ps | | 

(Should Dr. Ali raise the question of Japanese trade with China, 

you may wish to state that under export controls now in effect Japa- | 

nese exports and re-exports to Communist China, North Korea, Hong 

Kong and Macao not requiring licenses are limited to textiles, sundry 

goods, agricultural products (except staple foodstuffs), fishery prod- 

ucts and bicycles. Of the items requiring licenses, no license applica- 

tions are being approved for Communist China or North Korea and _ 

applications for export to Hong Kong and Macao are being carefully | 

| screened by SCAP* and validated only when SCAP has received 

Hong Kong Government assurance that goods will be consumed in 

Hong Kong or Macao or re-exported to non-Communist areas where _ 

transshipment can alsobecontrolled.) © = 2 oo 

2. That you remind Dr. Ali that in submitting to the U.S. his import — 

requirements, his Government did not list any requirements for rice. 

You may wish to point out that we have given his Government:a note 

of expressing our willingness to use our good offices to assist Indonesia 

in procuring goods it needs. Be eae 

3. That you remind Dr. Ali of the several respects in which the 

United States has extended assistance to Indonesia, namely $100 mil- | 

lion Export-Import general line of credit ; $40 million ECA assistance 

during the course of the first six months of Indonesian independence ; 

a quantity of military equipment for the constabulary ; and finally, 

present ECA assistance through the Special Technical and Economic 

Mission in Djakarta. == | OC | | os 

* General Matthew B. Ridgway, U.S.A. | :
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| 611.56D/5-1451 : Telegram | mee ee | 

fp The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

2 CONFIDENTIAL | - Wasuineron, May 14, 1951—7 p. m. 
fo PRIORITY © NIACT os | os, | 

1289. Indo Amb called on Sec May fourteenth to pay his respects 
before departing Djakarta. Sec told Ali that Dept had been seriously 
considering econ aspects Indo-US relations; that he hoped Ali wld 

_ emphasize to his Govt that US considers, in this connection, mainte- __ 
nance by Indo of historic pattern of trade matter of highest impor- 
tance; that any departure from historic pattern of trade by Indo wld 
almost certainly be regarded by US public as evidence of desire on | 
part of Indo to move in direction USSR and satellites at expense of | 

i its happy relations with US and its allies. Sec also asked Alitoem- = 
_ phasize to his Govt that, sporadic shortages in domestic products _ 
_ notwithstanding, US and its friends the proprietors of largest and 

most productive econ system in world and therefore able to supply 
a those commodities which Indo requires. He pointed out that USSR. | 

- and its satellites are in fact unable to meet Indo requirements and | 
7 _ that if they were no asst wld be extended without strings attached. 

_ Sec took this occasion to point out that asst extended to Indo had 
been on a friendly basis and that we had not “attached strings” to — 

that asst. | | ae | Se es, | 
_ Referring to friendly character of relationship between Indo and | 

to US, which he hoped wld long continue, Sec pointed out that Zain’s 
statement on sale of rubber to any country unfortunate in substance 
andtiming, ae ee ee 

Indo Amb said he was already keenly aware of unhappy results of - 
Zain’s statement in press and congressional circles and that it shld 

| notberegardedasanIndoGovtdecision. = © 
| __ Ali seemed quite willing to deliver Sec’s msgs to Indo Govt, ex- 

pressed gratitude to Sec for his sympathetic understanding of Indo a 
{problems and assured Sec of his determination to make largest con- _ 

j tribution to good relations betweenthetwocountries. 8 sts 
- Sec. told Ali that he cld assure his Govt of latter’s good standing 
with Dept and of Sec’s desire that he, Ali, continue in Wash, 

| Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta niact 1239; rptd info AmEmbassy | 
i London 5222, os | Senge as 

fp Ce Be ne _ ACHESON
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756D.5-MAP/5—1551 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

SECRET  NIACT Wasuineron, May 15, 1951—8 p. m. | 

1249. Deptels 987, 1050, 1115 and urtel 1556, May 9.1 Present US 
position re procurement mil equipment by RI to meet internal secu- _ 

rity problems is as fols: | 
1. US legally in position furnish constabulary equipment on grant 

or reimbursable basis to RI under auth MDAA. No additional under- | 
takings required from RI as matter of law, beyond those already ob- 
tained Aug 15, 1950 exchange notes.? Above Dept reftels designed 
solely explore possibility obtaining additional commitments which wld 

be desirable but are not required by applicable legislation. US considers - 

. it particularly desirable obtain reaffirmation in best form (preferably 

written), of Hatta’s oral undertaking.’ oe 

2. Dept aware difficulties obtaining such commitments. 
| 3. Dept aware US interest in assisting Indo Govt, as long asit basic- __ 

ally friendly to US, to obtain equipment essential maintain and 

strengthen internal security Indo. — as | 

4. Many types equipment, such as Garand rifles, mortars, armored 
ears, tanks not available for purchase commercial channels, and accord- 
ingly as matter of practice are available to fon countries only under 

: MDAA. Outside auth MDAA (which is limited to govt to govt trans- 
actions) RI may purchase constabulary equipment suited primarily to _ 
police work, such as jeeps, pistols, explosives, tear gas, on normal com- 
mercial basis. In such transactions US Govt wld intervene at point of 
request for export license which US wld probably grant on simple 

statement of need and uses to which equipment wld be put. _ 
5. US wld assist in procurement equipment by helping RI reps find 

equipment or contact US mfgs having available productive facilities. 
If Indo need for equipment involved considered by US important 

enough, we might grant to Indo defense priority ratings to facilitate | 
production and delivery. | OC 

6. Dept airmailing description procedures applicable respectively to 
normal commercial and to MDAA transactions, together with list of 
types equipment available only under MDAA.4 | —_ 

+ None printed. 
2The texts of the notes exchanged between Ambassador Cochran and Dr. Hatta 

which implemented the Military Arms Aid Agreement of August 15, 1950, are 

printed in TIAS No. 2306; 2 UST (pt. 2) 1619. 
2When the MDAP accord was signed in August 1950, Dr. Hatta pledged — 

that Indonesia would prevent the exportation of strategic materials to nations | 

unfriendly to the United States. For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, 

vol. vi, pp. 1046 ff. | | | 
‘Not printed. |
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i 7. US consideration of assistance Indo in connection RI arms and | 
j equipment program must inevitably take into account factors includ- | 
[ ing (1) recent declarations by FonMin Subardjo and Zain re 
| Indo consideration of sale rubber to Commie Chi, (2) Indo adherence | 

. in practice to historical pattern distribution Indo raw materials. | 
| 8. Pending clarification Indo intent this connection, US does not 

desire undertake commitment to assist Indo further this matter. 
: 9. If you deem advisable, and if you believe such reps on your part 
, will materially assist you in inducing Indo Govt maintain historic | 
7 pattern trade, you may point out above factors. oo . 
: 10. This tel covers points on mil aid raised urtel niact 1597,5 to | 

which you shld receive full reply shortly. Jo Beet 
i | | | ACHESON — | 

| >In telegram 1597 from Djakarta, May 15, Ambassador Cochran noted that 
: Minister of Communications Djuanda had, in the course of a conversation that 
i day, asked if the United States would still help Indonesia procure arms needed | 
i to maintain internal law and order. The Ambassador replied that he could give 
7 no guarantees on this. subject, but also said that he could be prepared to discuss, 
3 ‘on short notice, the possibility of consummating an MDAP accord as an amend- 
3 ment to or an extension of the accord on constabulary equipment negotiated 
7 with Dr. Hatta on August 15, 1950. The Ambassador also said that he did 
: not believe that standard weapons and ammunition could be procured satisfac- 
{ torily except under MDAP auspices, and that, in this connection, he would — 
; -have to obtain instructions from Washington. Furthermore, he told Mr. Djuanda 
3 that he was convinced that no MDAP agreement could be consummated unless 
: Indonesia was willing to give assurances that strategic materials would not 
1 reach the Communist bloc nations. If Indonesia voted against the United Nations 
] embargo resolution to prevent war materials from reaching the People’s Republic | 
a of China, it might be difficult for Indonesia later to obtain military aid from 
1 ‘the United States. (856D.2395/5~-1551) 7 | 

756D.5-MAP/5-1751 : Telegram - | | a 

Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Oe Dsanarta, May 17, 1951—11 a. m. 
1609. Djuanda came my home 2 p. m. May 16. Deptel 1249 had 

j _ reached me. I was consequently able confirm and expand certain ideas 
given Djuanda previous eve on procurement mil equip by Indo | 
(Embtel 1597) .1 | , oe 

: Do not contemplate further mention arms procurement to Indo in 
; present atmosphere. Djuanda agrees with me that best eventual ap- | 
a proach might be thru Hatta to Sukiman. | | ee | 

Am most appreciative of alacrity and completeness with which Dept _ | 

oo * Not printed ; see footnote 5, supra. | | a 7 |
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has kept me informed as to policy and supported with background info: 

in present emergency.” | Bg 
7 _ CocHRAN 

2In telegram 1625 from Djakarta, May 21, which is not here printed, Am- 

bassador Cochran had a conversation that day with Mr. Djuanda, and they _ 

agreed that the Ambassador should not invite discussion of another MDAP accord 

until President Sukarno had returned to Djakarta on May 27 and until after 

the government had issued a major policy statement to Parliament on May 28. 

The Ambassador also added privately that after May 28, he was also considering 

| making a secret approach to Dr. Hatta regarding the consummation of another — 

MDAP accord. (756D.5-MAP/5-2151) 

493.009/5-1851 | | ees 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Kastern 

Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL | _ [Wasutneton,] May 18, 1951. 

Subject: Improvement in Indonesian Position re Trading with | 
Communist China — SE | 

_ Indonesia abstained from voting on the United Nations Political 
and Security Committee’s resolution of May 17 calling for an em- 

| bargo against Communist China.t According to press reports of 
May 17, Indonesian Foreign Minister Subardjo announced, a few 
hours before the UN action was taken, that Indonesia would obey the 
embargo if voted. - er Ug eS | 

This Indonesian action is noteworthy in view of reports from our 
Ambassador on May 15 indicating that Subardjo and other ranking 

members of the Indonesian Government were then in favor of in- 
structing the Indonesian delegate to the UN to vote against the em- 
bargo; and in view of well-publicized statements made by Subardjo 

| on May 7 and his subordinate, Zain, on May 11 indicating that Indo- 
nesia was seriously considering selling 50,000 tons of rubber to Com- 

— munist China. a | 
I believe that the abrupt reversal in the Indonesian position, al- 

though it will no doubt receive a hostile press in Indonesia, is a clear 

diplomatic gain for the U.S. and is attributable primarily to your _ 
conversation with the Indonesian Ambassador on May 14, and to the | 

| cogent and well-timed representations made by. Ambassador Cochran 

on this matter in Djakarta. The Ambassador, incidentally, reports 
that he held a buffet dinner for the Indonesian Cabinet and Chiefs 
of diplomatic missions in Djakarta on the evening of May 17, which 
he believes helped to relieve the tension resulting from the embargo. 

discussions. | 

1 Documentation is.scheduled for publication in volume vit. a
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7 493,009/5-1851: Telegram siete os | 

.. Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

-gecrET ——-s—<(is;:ti‘itS~S:~C*C«*éCW st V'TONN, Maas 18, 1951—8 p. m. 

| —-_-: 1268. Dept agrees with decision Embtel 1615 May 18 not. to issue | 
| -_- press statement.? | a se Sr 

_ Fol may be useful background FYI: pe ae 
At Apr Rome mtg? Rubber Study Group estimated 1951.Chiim- 

/ -- ports at 90,000 long tons. Chi received 27,000 tons during Jan Feb. | 
_ Malaya shipped Chi and Hong Kong about 16,000 Mar and 10,000 Apr. — | 

Assuming ‘all these figs correct and assuming May shipment 7,000 tons, 
Chi will have received 60,000 tons before Brit controls in Malaya 

| effective. Remaining 30,000 included in RSG estimate for Chi pre- 
{ sumably will be smuggled there or will go other destinations via 

legitimatetradechannels. st OE ee 
RSG also estimated world production natural and synthetic rubber 

wld exceed consumption by 360,000 tons in 1951. If this potential 

surplus is absorbed into private or government stocks, price presum- 
ably will not break disastrously this yr. If surplus not absorbed'price | 
presumably will decline until sufficient marginal production eliminated __ 
to balance supply demand. Rubber market for balance this yr there- 
fore likely to be influenced principally by stockpiling policy US and 

| other govts. Whether potential surplus 360,000 or 890,000 relatively 

| unimportant. a , 
‘Indo Govt as member RSG fully aware these statistics. Also aware 

| that US rubber policy most important factor influencing market. _ 
; Because of adverse press (Embtel 1602, May 16, and related tels)® | 

Dept wishes that it cld give Emb material with which to reassure _ 
, Indos re this policy. Unfortunately realities of situation prevent such | 

_ Fol are major factors in situation: 0 Mn | 

in 1. US world’s largest consumer natural and synthetic rubber which 
to large extent are interchangeable depending on price. . iy 

2. US world’s largest producer synthetic, most of which gov- 
ernment-produced and sold on basis no profit no loss. _ a 

8. US Govt sole legal importer natural rubber for US consumption _ 
j and stockpile and world’s largest stockpiler natural rubber. = 

4 US Govt allocating rubber both natural and synthetic to in- 
; dustry and limiting consumption. | — Oo efategnhh ghee 

_ 5. US Govt fighting inflation, and its desire for generally lower 
prices 1s In opposition to Indos desire for higher rubber prices. 

- *In telegram 1615 from Djakarta, May 18, Ambassador Cochran reported | 
’ that he planned to have the Embassy issue no statement about the embargo 
‘ question, despite the inaccuracy and unfairness of the Indonesian press’ attacks 
j on the U.S. position at the United Nations (493.009/5-1851). ee | 
] * Documentation is scheduled for publication. in volume 11. - | 
| ——s- * Not printed. Oo a a
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These factors give US and especially US Govt unprecedented power _ 
over world rubber markets and sometimes lead to conflicting policies. _ 
Industry viewpoint accurately summarized by quotation from Akron 

Beacon Journal May 138 attributed to Litchfield, Board Chairman _ 
Goodyear.‘ “If synthetic is properly handled by the US we cld control 
the world’s rubber.” - 

Rubber products manufacturing industry (which is powerful politi- 
cal factor domestically) has been urging: | | 

1. Expansion synthetic capacity. Litchfield urges 50 percent increase.. 
USDel told RSG that Govt had decided increase capacity for annual | 
production GRS from present level 760,000 tons to 860,000 by altering 
existing equipment. RSG not told new 40,000 tons buty! facility under: 
consideration but not yet authorized. Neither was RSG told DuPont 
increasing neoprene capacity by 10,000 tons. (For definition GRS. 
butyl neoprene and info re synthetic industry Emb may refer report. 
sent Djakarta with unclassified instr 3, Jan 18, 1950.) * | 

9. Reduction in stockpiling objective and in rate of stockpile pro- 
| curement. Stockpiling program currently being reviewed by Vital 

Materials Coordinating Comite, consisting znter alia of the fol agen- 
cies: Defense Production Administration, National Production Au- 
thority, General Services Administration, Munitions Board, Defense 
Minerals Administration and Dept. | ? 

| 3. No exports of synthetic until domestic demand satisfied. Govt. | 
produced synthetic is not being exported despite request from UK, 
Fr, It, Chile and others. | a 

4. No long term natural rubber purchase contracts. Litchfield quoted 
as being “firmly opposed to the US entering into any price fixing 
agreement with the govts of the producing countries”. Industry has 
not been told of Wilson’s contract with Indos or proposed contract 
with Thai.® : 

At Rome US and other consumers offered to help stabilize natural 
rubber market during post-allocation period in return for acceptable | 
allocation agreement. Producers (including Indo) rejected proposal. 
US not likely to make equally favorable offer again in foreseeable 
future. In fact US industry not informed of Rome proposal and wld _ 
have opposed it bitterly if informed. Executive agencies can not com- | 
mit US on synthetic rubber policy which basically established by 
Congress. Present law expires June 30, 1952. In view anti-inflation _ 
policy and responsibility to US taxpayer agencies unlikely to agree — 
on stockpiling or price support policy.that wld pls Indos. 

: Ultimately producers of natural rubber must sell their product at. 
price approximately that of general purpose synthetic (currently 
241% cents) or lose their markets unless general consumption greatly 
increases. Dept has been attempting for over year make this funda~ | 

*Paul W. Litchfield. | a 
* Not printed. | | 

° For documentation, see pp. 1594 ff.
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mental economic point clear to Indos and other producers. There is 
| no probability that. US will agree to stabilize rubber prices for ex- | 
| tended period at artificially high level out of sympathy for producers 

problems. The sooner this point accepted the easier it will be for Dept | 
to secure agreement to policies that may ease transition. - 

US will continue to produce synthetic for security reasons and as 
7 commercial demand develops. Someday it will stop buying rubber 

for stockpile because its security needs will have been met. These and 
other actions can be misinterpreted as being directed against Indo and | 

_ will be so misinterpreted by those unfriendly to US. Implications 
| US bad faith (such as those quoted in reftel) will not make US 

_ policies more favorable to Indo and on contrary may hinder efforts 
| of those appreciative Indo problems to obtain adoption reasonable 
| policies and administration. | | | 
! US policy re Chi embargo is part of broader US policies toward 
| support UN action in Korea and toward trade with Sovbloc and has 
| no relation to rubber problems as such of US or Indo. On assumption 
! US will not alter its policies re procurement natural rubber and pro- 
| - duction synthetic, adherence to Chi embargo wld injure Indo rubber 
| interests only in negative sense that it might deprive them of oppor- 
| tunity to profiteer at expense Malaya. If such unfair profiteering led coe 
| Malaya to withdraw its support UN effort discourage aggression; __ 
| Indo wld lose because aggression anywhere in world contrary to inter- 

| ests all peace loving nations. | 
| This tel not distributed outside Dept. Any reply shld be no distri- | 
_ . bution. Further tel will follow re phases US—Indo relations on which 
! _ you may be able and wish take more positive line. i 
- Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta 1268; rptd info: AmEmbassy 
| Colombo 401, AmEmbassy London by air pouch, AmEmbassy Bang- 

kok 1774, AmConsul Singapore 775, AmLegation Saigon 1505. | 
| | | | | | | _ ACHESON 

856D.13/5-2151 : Telegram | | | 7 | 
Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia ( Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | a Dsaxarra, May 21, 1951—6 p.m. 
1624. Djuanda told me 21st that mtg Econ Fin Comite 17th question : 

gold sales not discussed. He said responsible authorities Indo Govt 
now so generally opposed to this idea that he convinced it will be 
abandoned without necessity Cabinet decision (see Embtel 1603).2 | 

/ | : CocHRAN | 

_ *Not printed ; see the first footnote 1, p. 647.
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320.2-AC/5-2351: Telegram = es | ey 

_ The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the United — | 

SC 0 Nations 

SECRET § PRIORITY _— Wasutneron, May 23,1951—1p.m. 

942. 1. We appreciate fact that application of strategic embargo 

.— urtel 1551 May 18+ may cause Indo certain difficulties. However, we 

| are not convinced that in present state world commodity markets 

| embargo on shipments strategic exports to Commie China willserious-  —_ 

ly affect Indo economy. oo eo ook 

2. We fail to understand basis of Palar’s ? comment that fall in rub- = 

ber price has already cost Indo some $200,000,000. FYI detailed state; 

ment on rubber contained in Deptel 1268 May 18 to Djakarta being 

| rptd USUN. So cat Se 

3. Wesug USUN avoid detailed discussion technical trade and price 

data re rubber, referring Indos to Dept or US Emb Djakarta on such 

matters. | ea cao | es - 

4, Under GA res of May 18, indo Govt will of course be expected to 

determine which of its export commodities fall within embargo and 

report thereon to. AMC within 30 days. We think it is clear that rubber 

4g covered by res as an item useful in production of arms, ammunition 

and implements of war and we are urging UK to take similar view. 

See Deptel 1272 to Djakarta May 21.° Assume Indo will adopt similar — 

position, particularly in light final para Djakarta’s 1601, May 16.° 

After receiving reports from complying states, AMC may decide to | 

work out list of items generally regarded as included in formula of | 

- May 18, res, in order that.complying states may have more definite 

standards to guide them in their actions. _ | | 

5. If Indo Govt believes itself seriously injured by application of _ 

embargoes adopted by GA, it. cld appropriately report this fact. to 

- AMC. US wld oppose efforts by any country use AMC as forum appeal 

US aid to compensate for trade loss. but wld not object multilateral dis- , 

1 Not printed. BE 

* Ambassador L. N. Palar, Official Representative of Indonesia at the United. — 

eon iotesram 1272 to Djakarta, May 21, Ambassador Cochran was informed | : 

that Department of State officers had been making representations to officials 

of the United Kingdom in Washington to try to persuade their government to - 

accept the U.S. position that rubber was a strategic material which fell within oe 

the terms of the United Nations resolution (493.009/5-2151). | | | 8 

4In telegram 1601 from Djakarta, May 16, Ambassador Cochran informed the “ey 

Department of State that Foreign Minister Subardjo said that Indonesia would m 

abide by any decision the United Nations took on the embargo question, but 

that Ambassador Palar was being instructed to abstain from voting (856D.2395/ 

5-1651). 
gs
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cussion possibility exploring difficulties arising from damages caused _ 7 
by changes in patterns of trade owing to application of embargo. _ 

6. Above for use with Palarinurdiscretion. = © © 

Sent to USUN New York priority 942; rptd to AmEmbassy _ 
Djakartaniact 1278.00 ae 

ACHESON 
756D.5-MAP/5-2351: Telegram 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL ~~. Daaxarra, May 23,1951—3 p.m. 
1634. Toisa. MDAP $5 million program Indo provides equipment 

mobile constabulary.of civil police. Major items three mil part pro- 
gram recd just prior October 7. Between then and 31 March recd 8,000 : 
pistols some spare parts. During period under review equipment issued 
and training occurred. Await under balance $2 million radios, armored 

| cars, machine guns, 100-34th ton trucks and spare parts for items 
recd. “Training aid” requests filed to extent $10,000 but no deliveries 
 -yetrecd. | | | - 

| Basic purpose is to equip and train. First requirement was to 
| standardize and nationalize police security forces. First unit training 

school mobile brigade using MDAP equipment opened 1 November. | 
, Two additional sub-schools and two radio schools opened since first — 
| of year. 4,000 police now training. Effect of program on operating 
| _ forces not fully felt as of 31 March, although all vehicles, some radios 
| and 8 weapons provided under program already seen heavy use. | 

After more than 10 years war or-civil-strife conditions law and 
order not yet restored in newly sovereign Indo. Many dissident and 
-bandit groups remain. Commie inspired strikes and disorders con- 
tinue occur particularly in important ports. Civil police called upon 
cooperate with mil in pacifying country. Taking over increasingly 
from mil task maintaining order. Aside from increasing efficiency 
and improving morale of police with modern equipment, govt | 
strengthened thereby in demonstrating to nation determination sup- ) 
press dangerous and unlawful elements. Armored cars and heavier | 

_ weapons under order still necessary to equal or surpass equipment of 
outlaws (ref Depcirctel May 18 recd 22nd). | . ee 

Sa oo BS  CocHran | 

‘Notprinted. © - es 

| 538-617—77-——-43 
| 

|
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856D.10/5-2551: Telegram ee | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL ae ‘Dsawarta, May 25, 1951—5 p. m. 

1650. Saw FonMin Subardjo twenty-fifth with Indo Amb to US 
present. I mentioned desirability Indo Govt ratifying Eximbank 

projects soonest. Dr. Ali said had brought request from Gaston urging 

haste in regularizing these matters. = | a 

| On this occasion mentioned ECA agreement. Amb Ali under im-  — 

. pression ratification by Parliament not necessary. I said former Fon-  _ 

Min Roem had insisted such ratification required but that I had | 

| recently written FonMin Subardjo note requesting be informed 

__ whether his govt thought such action by Parliament necessary or — 
| whether agreement signed by Roem and myself already binding. — 

| _Subardjo said Minister of J ustice Yamin had recently commented 

| that Parliament ratification not required. I asked Subardjo reach 

| definite decision on this point and provide me with note soonest 

wherein he might quote Justice Minister.* | | | 
| | Oe : ce CocHRAN 

. “Tn telegram 1661 from Djakarta, May 26, Ambassador Cochran reported | 
that the Indonesian Cabinet on May 24 had approved the draft of a law ratify- . 

| ing the Export-Import Bank projects and had decided to submit it soon to 
Parliament. Moreover, the Finance and Economic Committee of the Cabinet | 

| had studied the ECA agreement and had asked the Ministry of Economics to — 
- ascertain from the Economic Committee of Parliament whether the latter thought | 

this accord should also be submitted to Parliament for ratification. (856D.10/ | 
5-2651) | Para | oe 

490.56D9/5-2551 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | | 

| SECRET = PRIORITY Dsaxarra, May 25, 1951—6 p.m. oo 

1651. Indonesian Cabinet met for four hours May 24 to consider 

embargo question. Indonesian Amb to US was heard. Vice President 
Hatta also attended. Sn Bo Fes 

Was recd by FonMin Subardjo 9 a. m., May 25 his request. Amb | 

_ Ali was present. FonMin handed me following statement in English | 
| text: | a oo ne “ 

“At its session held Djakarta 24 May, Council Ministers took under | 
review questions associated with proposal accepted by GA of UN on 

. 18 May. Ce | 

: “Im connection with this govt states following as its opinion: => 
_ “Proposal accepted by GA of UN takes form of recommendation 
to member nations of UN which gives opportunity to each state to - 
determine what materials, in its opinion, are of strategic nature. __
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“At time when discussions were going on in UN with reference to | 
embargo, delegation of Republic of Indonesia abstained from the vote, _ 
the procedure followed by Indonesian del being in line with this coun- _ 

try’s active and independent foreign policy which is designed bring 

about. world peace. This same standpoint was manifested by Indo- ; 

nesia when. she, in concert. with the seven Asian and Arab States, on | 

3 February acted on question of branding People’s Republic of China ! 

as aggressor in Korea.* | a : | | ( 

“The facts show that up to this moment there have been no exports | 
from Indonesia to People’s Republic of China of vital materials. _ | 
“Govt of Indonesia, in sense indicated above, will be able to honor ~ | 

- recommendation of UN.” a oe So : ‘| 

‘Subardjo asked what I thought of statement. I said I presumed , | 

some of his explanatory remarks were in effort to maintain Indo- , | 
| nesian independent position and to respect.UN decision with least | 

possible internal friction. I said more forthright statement might — 
have been more convincing in circumstances. SE agate, ee 

| I asked if I was correct to base my judgment of statement on final ot 

para thereof and to interpret this to mean Indonesia intends impose 
embargo on shipment strategic materials to Commie China, as 4 

- Subardjo had informed me orally wld be decision (see Embtel 1601).? | 

| -Subardjo answered in affirmative. He said this statement represented | 

limit Indonesia Govt thought it cld go at this time. He said Amb Ali | 

was being informed as to Indonesian situation, particularly with | 
-_- respect to result of embargo on rubber, and wld returnto UStotake = | 

- up matter of obtaining US goods needed by Indonesia. | : 
- Turning to Amb Ali I assured him Embassy and STEM Djakarta ) 
are handling most sympathetically and helpfully Indonesian require- — | 

- ments for imports from US. I said when particularly urgent. case 
existed, such as need of spare parts for Convair planes that was | 
brought to my attention by Djuanda, special steps were taken and 
prompt results achieved. I said Indonesian Govt cld count on us doing 
everything possible at this end to help justify legitimate and reason- 
able Indonesian requests for US products. Amb Ali said he had been | 
assured of sympathetic US interest by SecState and Asst Secy Rusk 
before his departure and that he realized our problem. | 

I admitted loss to Indonesia thru drop in rubber price was serious, __ 
but insisted it was not calamitous and should not be overplayed. I 
argued against Indonesia endeavoring count upon proceeds from ex- | 
port sale one product quickly to finance rehabilitation national econ- | 
omy which had deteriorated over many years. I said rubber prices had 
skyrocketed as result Korean war where US bearing important share 

| ‘Documentation on this resolution, approved by the United Nations General pe 
| Assembly on February 1, is scheduled for publication in volume vit. 

* Not printed ; see footnote 4, p. 660. - | _
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of burden in both men and materials. I referred to US efforts reach 

| stabilizing agreements London and Rome. I cautioned against any — 

tendency now demand from US either stabilization rubber prices or 
| provision goods under firmer assurances and better terms than we _ 

| can give our allies in arms. I said Indonesia shld be mindful of possible — 

reaction in US to such demand lest this might increase US tendency 

‘to depend more importantly upon synthetic rubber, 

- L recalled to FonMin and Amb Ali material assistance US had 

rendered thru Exim Bank and ECA as well as part we played in 

obtaining reduction Indonesian debt to Netherlands by 2 billion 

- guilders. I. mentioned heavy investment American private capital 

in Indonesia and new funds being brought in by Stanvac, Caltex, 

Goodyear and others, on our recommendation. I pictured diversity. 

Indonesian resources for most of which US is excellent market. Ali — 

admitted these facts but feared Communism wld grow in Indonesia 

if losses sustained thru drop in rubber prices and standard living 

consequently lowered. I expressed personal opinion such argument 

| wld not be reed with much sympathy in US considering billions US 

spending in Korea to protect free nations including Indonesia from 

external Communist aggressors. 

I said Indonesia had done almost nothing toward suppressing Com- 

munism within Indonesia since achievement sovereignty and that dis-— 

orders had reached their height during past few months when greatest. 

| profits were being obtained from ‘rubber and -economic . prosperity 

rising. I mentioned murders, kidnappings, looting, pillaging and 

: strikes. I referred particularly to slowdowns in American owned and | 

other plants. I pictured losses-to govt in taxes, export proceeds, etc., I 

stressed necessity Indonesian Govt seeing their situation from all _ 

, aspects and not endeavoring blame US, which has been Indonesia’s 

ereatest benefactor, for presently threatened economic decline and. 

Communist growth. I said Embassy, ECA and White Engineers all 

cooperating thoroughly and working hard in genuine effort assist — 

Indonesia recover and maintain sound and prosperous economy. As 

champion of Indonesia’s cause, and personal friend both Subardjo and _ 

Ali, I felt constrained however to give them frank advice on important — 

matter of policy now at issue. Ba : | 

Reverting to subject of rubber I said I assumed that, since FonMin 

| and Amb Ali were stressing so importantly the unhappy results that — 

| wld come from UN decision and were planning to make approach to 

| - US on provision goods, Indonesia definitely intends include rubber in © 

strategic materials to be embargoed. T intimated situation wld be 

| serious if they did not. Subardjo said statement he had handed me _
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indicated determination to adhere to pattern trade as existed before : 

embargo, when no rubber was exported to Commie China.® | 

, Subardjo asked me if Wilson of GSA was in Washington. I said | 

I understood he was coming to Thai. I asked if Subardjo desired | 

Wilson come Indonesia. He said contact with Wilson here and Rome 

had been helpful and he wld consult his technical staff to see if they | 

thought any useful conversations cld be had here in near future. He | 

wld let me know shortly (Deptel 1286) 

3 In telegram 1656 from Djakarta, May 26,. Ambassador Cochran reported that 

‘after talking with the Foreign Minister, he had a conversation with Mr. Djuanda | 

and asked him if the Cabinet statement on the United Nations resolution actually 

“meant that Indonesia would embargo rubber to the People’s Republic of China. ! 

Mr, Djuanda replied that the statement had been drafted primarily for domestic ! 

consumption, but he ‘did intimate that Indonesia would cooperate in a-sincere ! 

fashion, (498.009/5-2651) Soo tare | | 

‘Not printed. Se ge ee Bo | 

— 490.500/5-2651 : Telegram — cdg Bios Ela | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia — ; 

gnorer ~~ Wasutneron, May 26, 1951—3 p.m. © | 

---- 1998. Deptcirtel 734 May 24. Dept believes that, under Kem | 

Amendment only two obvious courses action open: 1) stop all types 

econ and fin asst to Indo; 2) attempt obtain NSC exception for Indo | 

~ On assumption that amendment will become law, Dept wld appre- 

ciate your views on: 1). consequences of fol either alternative above; | 

2) course we shld pursue; 3) our tentative estimate that: a) Indo is | 

not at this time willing to cut off its current trade with Soviet bloc | 
(particularly in view its trade agreements with Poland, Czecho- | 

slovakia and Hungary); 0) even if Indo had no Soviet bloc and | 

_ China trade or in event it willing cut off such trade, it wld be unable 

to make certification required particularly as wld have to be made 

matter public knowledge in NSC reports to Congress; ¢) Indo wld 

probably be reluctant to be only exception, or one of small nr of excep- | 

_ tions, but it might not have same feeling if member large nr countries _ 

for which NSC issued exceptions. | a co 

ee ACHESON 

-1Not here printed. The Kem Amendment was Section 1802(a) of the Third 
Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1951, which became law on June 2. The text | 

is printed in 65 Stat. 63. oe | OS oo
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| 493.009/5-2851: Telegram | | | 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY -- Daaxarta, May 28, 1951—6 p. m. 

1671. Received by Djuanda afternoon 28th my request. Asked him 

help me review situation in light Indo statement on embargo following — 

| cabinet meeting last week (Embtel 1651) and Govt statement to Par- 
liament today (Embtel 1668).1 I said press had carried confusing 
stories on whether rubber should be included in embargo. I had been 
unhappily impressed by anti-American attitude of press. | | 

| Djuanda said not single cabinet member anticipates rubber will _ 

not be included in embargo. Said they all realize it must be included. 

- Said decision taken however not to mention rubber or any other com- 

modity in govt’s statement on policy toward UN resolution. He said 
Indos waiting to see if and when British let it definitely be known 

| that rubber is to be included. They feel British may delay and bargain 

with US while Indos lose heavily thru drop in rubber price and © 
are likely be discriminated against by British in Malaya. In explana- 
tion latter point Djuanda said Indos fear priority will be given in 

- Malaya to remilling and exporting rubber of domestic origin. With — 

more restricted market for rubber exported out of Malaya Indos fear 

their rubber may not receive equality of treatment in remilling and ~ 

| may remain unsold. Consequently they want to work toward getting 
| best possible arrangement with British and at same time obtain just “as — 

favorable treatment from US as British may obtain thru bargaining __ 
over inclusion Rubber.” I told Djuanda that reasonable amount look- 
ing after own interest expected but, as I had told Subardjo and 

Amb Ali last week (Embtel 1651), I cautioned against over playing 
| this with US. | | 

- _ _Djuanda referred to our conversation of year ago when he advocated 

| US interest itself in buying slab and other low grade rubbers di- 

rectly from Indo. He said native producers are ones now likely suffer 

| most thru decline in rubber market and possible congestion low grade 

rubber in Malaya for remilling and re-export. He regrets no way 

appears open to bring relief directly to this situation. era 

| As to criticism of US policy, Djuanda admitted this had been 

recently even sharper than usual. He asked whether I thought there | 

might be some rather malicious Dutch business influence back of — 

| Diah.? Djuanda said he thought he had seen several instances recently _ 

| of Dutch endeavoring make difficulties for Americans in Indo. I told — 

him we could live thru that satisfactorily but I was more concerned 

1Not printed. 7 - | 
2 B. M. Diah, editor of Merdeka. Oe eo
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as to whether Indo Govt is to survive and be strong in its attitude : 

toward Communists and other enemies of Indo institutions. . a | 

- Djuanda said he was hopeful as to Sukiman Govt. He thought 

today’s statement properly showed determination put security first 

and to punish illegal activities of whatever origin. He said convinced | 

that if political strife between Masjumi and PNI parties can be put of 

down and real coalition govt function, such govt will last and will take — | 

strong measures against Communism. He told me most secretly that | 

Attorney General already has list of Communist leaders against whom | 

action is proposed soon as govt feels sufficiently solidified to back such | 

action. He said most dangerous point for dissidence between 2 major | ! 

-_-parties is that of planning for general elections. He said one contem- _ | 

plated system in favor Masjumi while another would give advantage _ | 

to PNI. He hopes compromise on this question may be reached soon : 

and genuine cooperation between parties ensue. He said if this not ) 

achieved govt will be short-lived and situation serious. Djuanda 
optimistic however as to outcome. | pire | 

-_Djuanda reminded me that Indo press criticism just as criticalof 

Indo as of US Govt. He hopes as coalition govt grows stronger it will | 

have more influence on press and better reaction. When I mentioned 
desire give every possible support to govt particularly if it is really | 
determined develop Indo into bona fide member free nation group, | 

he recommended I pursue present policy of maintaining good rela- | 

tions with Cabinet members, of acquainting them frankly with Amer- 

ican attitude and of refraining from mixing in propaganda battle with | 

Communist elements? =| | oe | 

| | — Cocuran | | 

8In telegram 1311 to Djakarta, May 29, Ambassador Cochran was instructed | 
to inform the Indonesian Government that the United States would not bargain : 

| with Indonesia and was not bargaining with the United Kingdom about the full | 

| ORY of the United Nations resolution concerning rubber (493.009/ | 

756D.00/5-3151: Telegram = i st ne 
The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY .  Dagawarta, May 31,19514p.m. 
1681. Amb Ali visited with me 2 hours my home forenoon thirtieth 7 

his request. He gratified statement Masjumi party will support 

Sukiman Govt; believes this is strongest Indo Govt to date; thinks it _ 
has good chance success, if principal parties continue cooperate. He / 

| has observed shortcomings of govt ministries and floundering that has —_ 
resulted from too many parties, too much polit maneuvering and too Oo 
few capable leaders occupying positions sufficiently long to exercise 
auth efficiently. _ | | |
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Amb Ali had only kindest things to say about US Govt and was 
particularly appreciative of farewell talks had with Sec State and 
Asst Secy Rusk. Was glad to bring their messages to his govt and 
hopes take back reciprocal good will greetings when he leaves Indo 
firstweek June | oe - 
We discussed Emb also and mentioned possible repercussions Kem 

amendment. Amb Ali said Indo Govt thru various ministries par- 
| ticularly that of economics working on list of strategic materials as 

required by UN resolution prior June 18. He admitted most guardedly 
| there is strong controversy within Indo Govt as to whether rubber 

shld be included. I reminded him it was Brit shipments rubber to 
| Commies that perhaps contributed more than any other cause to | 

| congressional unhappiness and trend in direction Kem legislation. I. 
| said Indo wld certainly get bad reaction in US if rubber not included. 

| He made point other countries now also deciding what materials they 
should consider strategic, and implied Indo might not be alone in 
classifying rubber as non-strategic. He said Indo had been quite stirred | 
up over UN resolution. He understood Amer viewpoint but saw diffi- 
culty reconciling this with Indo. He was under impression US Govt wld 
be satisfied, however, if Indo simply adhered to “historic pattern” in _ 
fon trade..(Care must be taken to see that Indos do not interpret = 

_ this expression to permit. them export directly or through new inter-— 
| mediaries goods to ultimate destinations) such as Chi or Russia (that 

heretofore reached such destinations thru Malaya). =” 
: Recd Amb Ali and dictated foregoing parts in present form before 

arrival Deptels 1810 and 1811.1 My conversation with Amb Ali adds | 
evidence that as revealed in my talk with Brit Amb (Embtel 1657)? 
and Djuanda (Embtel 1671) that Brit have been in touch with Indos 
in effort have strategic character rubber exports analyzed and deter-_ 

- mined quantitatively. Telegraphic press reports from Colombo indi-_ 
cate Ceylon intends boldly flaunt UN recommendation insofar as _ 
rubber concerned. ee | 

| I will continue keep Indo Govt informed at every opportunity as _ 
to US expectation Indo embargo rubber as duty UN member. Indo | 
not likely however, to make public statement committing Indo to _ 

_ full embargo on rubber so long as reason to doubt Brit will go that 
far, re So oe 

1Neither printed; for a summary of telegram 1311 to Djakarta, May 29, see 
footnote 3, p. 667. Telegram 1310 to Djakarta, May 29, which is not here printed, 
dealt -with the British interpretation of the United Nations embargo resolution. | 
Documentation on the British position is scheduled for publication in volume vil. 

*Not here printed. = = - ne a |
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456D.009/6-151: Telegram = ee a | 

| . The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia _ 

oo gecreT i (wsti“‘<i‘ CC! WANTON, Tune 1, 1951—7 p.m. | 

1327. Re final para urtel 1684, May 31.* Dept suggests that you | 

postpone discussion with Indo Govt of Kem Amendment for short : 

time. We expect Amendment to become law near future and that | 

Presidential statement will be made at that time.? | - | 

OWES hE oe : ACHESON | 

1 In telegram 1684 from Djakarta, May 31, Ambassador Cochran was asked | by : 

Mr. A. K. Pringgodigdo, President Sukarno’s Secretary, to explain the UN em- 

| bargo and the Kem Amendment to President Sukarno in such a fashion as to — : 
allow Indonesia to “save face.” The Ambassador indicated that he was willing 

to try if President Sukarno requested an explanation. (756D.00/5-3151) | 

2In telegram Ecato 340 to Djakarta, June 4, the Embassy was informed that 

President Truman on June 2, had said the following with regard to the Kem — 

Amendment: “I think it likely that NSC will find it necessary to make excep- 

_ tions on a broad scale until the Congress has an opportunity to give this matter 

further consideration.” The Embassy was also told that the plan at that time | 

. was for all aid recipients to get blanket exceptions from the amendment from | 

the National Security Council until definite procedures could be worked out. | 

Moreover, the NSC would soon make a country evaluation for Indonesia to ascer- ! 

_ tain if the Kem Amendment should apply to Indonesia. (400.009/6-451) | 

—- §88.00-FA/6-151: Telegram = 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET — PRIORITY — a _. [(Dsaxarta,] June 1, 1951. — 
- 1685..1. Consequences stopping all types economic and financial 

| assistance to Indo (Depcirctel 7341 and Deptel 12987): — ae ! 

a Cutting off type assistance handled Embassy on travel grants, —_ 
scholarships, etc, would have no significant effect. Difficulty experi- 
enced in finding Indos qualified and available for taking advantage 

_ such opportunities. Indo Govt has not accepted Fulbright arrange- 
ment or gone further than initial and long delayed approval some 
ideasunder PointTV. ~~ i 

___-b. Current program ECA envisages spending approximately eight 
million dollars for each FY 1951 and 1952. Program encompasses aid | 
particularly to agriculture, public health and small industries. Little 
progress made on these lines to date except planning and submitting - 

_ projects and orders to Washington, and ordering some fishing boats _ 
from Japan. UN has organization Indo interested in same three lines | 

: endeavor and could provide technical assistance. Consequently elimi- — 
nation ECA from these lines endeavor would have little material effect. 

+ Not printed. (bre # 7 Pod. os Be a ea , 

 *In telegram 1298 to Djakarta, May 26, the. Department took the position that | 
under the Kem Amendment either all aid to Indonesia had to be cut off, or the 
Department would have to try to obtain an NSC.exception.for Indonesia. Am- 
bassador Cochran was asked for his estimate of the consequences if either course _ 
-was followed, and the Department wanted his guidance.as'to which course should | 

| be pursued. (460.509/5-2651) ©
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c. J. G. White engineers under two year contract to Indo Govt 
financed by ECA making basic survey transportation, harbors, hydro- 
electric power, mining, etc, with view help Indo plan rehabilitation 
economy and achieve increased production and export. Progress being 
accomplished by engineers which can be highly useful if Indo Govt 
accepts findings and follows advice. Engineers being used study Indo 

| import requirements, cooperating with ECA and Embassy on recom- 
mendations. Also reviewing projects under Exim Bank credit. If con- 
tract between Indo Govt and private firm could be considered logical 

| exception from rule, this would merit consideration. | 
d. Exim Bank credit one hundred million dollars not yet drawn 

on since Indo Govt has not ratified, as required Indo law, some fifty | 
million dollars of projects already approved by Exim Bank. Indo _ 
Govt will seek early ratification. Total projects contemplated under _ 
Exim credit are of capital nature destined rehabilitate economy and _ 
augment production and export. Effect of Exim credit not yet felt — 
materially altho granting gave internal and international confidence 
in Indo and facilitated currency reforms. To stop Exim Bank credits | 
would make it more difficult for Indo get machinery, equipment and | 
materials used in building up country’s economic plant. 

é. Indo reached point where balance of payments favorable ac- 
cumulated fifty million dollars in gold and considerable foreign 
exchange. These resources could be drawn on to take over White 
engineers contract if so desired. Likewise could pay for essential im- 
ports to extent likely obtainable in view short supply such materials 

| as those sought from US under Eximeredit. = © 
| __ f. Tf denial economic aid under Kem amendment also envisages 

tighter priority policy on exports purchased with Indo’s own resources, | 
| this would be genuinely powerful lever toward getting Indo into line 

with UN-US embargo policies. —— | 
g. UN embargo resulted in bitter Indo press campaign against US 

| which would be sharply accentuated by strict application Kem | 
amendment. This should not upset Sukiman Govt. It should not inter- 

| _ fere with US purchasing on this market if US willing and capable 
a provide goods required by Indo as adequately as other possible pur- 

chasers of Indo products. Be | | a 
h. Stopping aid would encourage some leftist elements argue in _ 

favor of more generous trade arrangements with China and other 
| commie countries. | | a EE | 

4. Stopping aid might encourage various Indo elements conserva- 
| _ tive, realist, pro-western, anti-commie et al, to wage campaign in” 

| behalf meeting US requirements. | | oo - 

_ 2. Consequences of obtaining exception for Indo: : 

a. Would leave this rich producer free to disregard UN embargo 
and to sell to China and other commie countries tin, rubber, petroleum _ 
and similar products of strategic value for opposing UN and US. | 

6. Would lead Indos to conclude lack of sincerity on part US in 
fostering UN resolution and lack seriousness Congressional legislation. . 

3. Course to be pursued : | OB 

a. Tf policy making general exceptions is followed Indo would — 
normally be included. US naturally felt its national interests being
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advanced by financial and economic aid granted and planned for : 
Indo. Furthermore, Indo products definitely contribute to supply war 
materials required by USandallies. as a | ) 

6. Indo has chosen “independent” foreign policy whereunder pres- : 
ent FonMin has stated intent sell to devil if in interest Indo. In UN | | 
voting Indo abstained from condemning China as aggressor and in a 
imposing embargo. Indo refused offer of US military aid thru Melby = 

| mission. Indo govt has made no statement in support UN policy in | 
Korea or in appreciation US efforts there toward defending free : 
nations, including Indo, from actual and threatened agression. | 

c. On basis reciprocity for any consideration shown US by Indo, | | 
latter deserves no consideration in matter of exceptions. Their sales | 
to us have resulted from our having money, ships and needs for Indo | 
products. Indo will continue sell to US if we are best available cus- _ 
tomers. Unless we require strict adherence by Indoto UN embargoand | ; 
‘Kem amendment rules, Indo will feel free to sell wherever expedient. : 

-. @, It is recommended Indo be considered exception only if large 
number countries so considered. To oblige Indo to respect US legisla- | 

| tion and comply with rules thereunder might now really help Indo 
rather than cause injury. Sukiman govt basically friendly to US. If | 
forced take significant decision toward denying strategic materials to | 
commie areas, including abrogating bilateral agreements providing | 
small amounts tin and rubber to Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, | 

| this might strengthen hand Indo govt and induce it follow more force-_ ot 
ful policy against communism internally well as externally. oe | 

| e. If decision is taken not to seek exception for Indo, recommend I — tf 
be informed in advance, in order give me opportunity for straight- | 
forward talk with Indo Govt including President Sukarno with view | | 
to showing them advantages of meeting our requirements and disad- : 
vantages of not conforming. My hope would be to get Govt make _ : 
public announcement of policy in line with ours prior to effective date | 

| US action. This would offer opportunity save Indo face that would — | 
be lost if conforming to our wishes should come only after penalties | 
actually imposed. While admittedly Indo should as honorablemember | 

| UN respect UN embargo and related US requirements, we unfor- 7 | 
tunately cannot at this date count on sufficient Indo courage or char- 
acter to take requisite decisions voluntarily. We might have some | | 
chance of influencing in right direction by talking prior US penalties 
inflicted, always provided we are as strict with and do not permit 
Malaya receive more favorable treatment than Indo. | 

Foregoing views not discussed with Indo or STEM officials. | 

_ OO  - CocHran | 

--- 498,56D9/6-551 : Telegram | So 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom © | 

SECRET |. _ Wasutneton, June 5, 1951—8 p. m. | 

5667. Dept June 4 discussed with Brit Emb officers question of views , 
Brit conveyed to Indo re inclusion rubber on embargo list under GA | 
res. Dept officers stated we had been making very satis progress with 

| Indos.re inclusion rubber on embargo list; that we were aware differ- |
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ences of view which exist between US and UK this problem; that we. 

regarded Indo decision which we believe may be made immed future _ 

as to whether or not to include rubber on embargo list as one of great _ 

| importance in that it might determine Indos gen orientation as be- 

tween East and West; that we hoped Brit wld see fit in any views they 

might express to Indo to press for inclusion rubber in UN embargo | 

list. oe et | 
Brit Emb officers said Kermode? had been instructed inform Indos 

| that any shipments of rubber to China at this time wld be in violation | 
of GA res in view fact essential Chi civ requirements for 1951 have 
already been filled. They raised question whether Indo Govt in position 
to control smuggling of rubber in China. In reply, Dept officers em- 
phasized that Brit “formula” involving explanation that rubber in- | 

| cluded on list because Chi civ requirements filled, wld not satisfy — 
requirements Kem Amendment in Indo case. We noted, however, that 
full legal interpretation effects Kem Amendment connection loans _ 

not yet available. | chs | 7 
Brit Emb officers stated Dept views wld be conveyed UK govt.? , 
Sent to AmEmbassy London 5667, rptd info AmEmbassy Djakarta 

| 1340. eee eee ee a) eer | 
| eh _ ACHESON 

1 Derwent W. Kermode, United Kingdom Ambassadorin Indonesia. = 
2On June 11, Mr. Tomlinson, Counselor of the United Kingdom Embassy in the 

United States, called upon Mr. Lacy. to inform him that, on the basis of the 
- conversation of June 4, Ambassador Kermode had been instructed to delay | 

indefinitely his representations concerning rubber to the Indonesian Government. | 
Mr. Lacy reiterated the Department’s position that it wanted the Indonesians | 
to embargo rubber to the People’s ‘Republic of China with no qualitative restric- 

. tions imposed on that embargo. Mr. Tomlinson responded that he thought his 
government would reverse its decision and embargo rubber without any qualita-. 

- tive restrictions. (456D.419/6-1151) Oo . 7 a 

400.009/6-1251 : Telegram oo oO —_ ay 

ss The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

CONFIDENTIAL | WaAsHINGTON, June 12, 1951—7 p. m. | 

1359. Dept yesterday called in Ambs SEA countries to discuss Kem 
Amendment. Rusk and Gay? spoke to Indo econ counselor Thajeb ? : 
(in absence Amb Ali), who was ‘accompanied by econ off Ompi.? 
Thajeb stated he was familiar with Kem Amendment, having cabled 
it verbatim to hisGovt one weekago. © = . 

: Gay gave exposition Kem Amendment pointing out certification 
procedure will become effective after June 17. Countries unable meet 

-» 3 Merrill C. Gay, Economic Adviser, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs. we 
? Dr. Ismail M. Thajeb. a Bo oo 
*August F.Ompi, =” oo TN _
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Kem Amendment procedures may be subj of exception by NSC if _ : 

determined in security interest US. | Os : | | 

Commenting on desirability of friendly and frank discussion of | 

amendment, Rusk said Dept hopes Indos will understand that Cong — | 

in passing this law has no desire to exert control over affairs of friendly 
govts, but is motivated primarily by strong desire support soldiers — | : 

fighting in Korea, by decreasing aid which may accrue to their | 

enemies. Rusk emphasized he had discussed Kem Amendment with 

‘several Sens who although alert to its potential difficulties never- 

theless supported it forabove reason, re | 

--'Thajeb pointed to obvious difficulties Indo Govt wld have in comply- | 

ing with Kem Amendment procedures in view Indo commitments | 

| under its existing bilateral trade agreements with such countries as _ | 

7 Poland and Hungary. In response Thajeb’s question he was informed 

rubber wld be on controlled list. | Ba os i 

Giving brief thought to possible results shld Indo Govt cancel its | 

trade agreements with satellite countries, Thajeb asked whether insuch _ | 

| eventuality Dept cld suggest alternative source or sources supply from ! 

which Indo cld acquire manufactured goods now covered by these _ 

agreements. Dept of course unable make compensatory supply com- > | 

mitment for US Govt. Thajeb informed that Kem Amendment affects , 

only such econ and financial aid as grants and loans, but probably does | 

not affect normal business channel purchases by Indo Govt in US or | 

~ ECA claimant agency function. | 4 | | 

Gay mentioned NSC now considering issuance temp blanket excep- 

tion to permit more time study each country’s problems. | 

Rusk said Dept wld be grateful if Thajeb wld request info from his | 

Govt on fol points: 1) broad policy attitude of Indo Govt to Kem _ 

Amendment, bearing in mind Amendment’s basic purpose assist 

soldiers now engaged in hostilities in Korea on behalf UN; 2) extent — 

to which Indo Govt able and willing meet Kem Amendment require- 

ments; 3) considerations which might cause NSC make specific excep- | | 

tion in favor Indo under Amendment’s provisos, including problems | 

such as caused by existing Indo trade agreements other countries. | 

| ~Thajeb thanked Rusk for clarifying discussion Kem Amendment | 

and related problems, and stated he wld request desired info from his 

Govt. | | a | 

In response his question Thajeb further informed Am Emb has not 

yet discussed Kem Amendment with Indo Govt Djakarta. You may | 

at your discretion assist Indo officials understand purposes and pro- 

cedures Kem Amendment. Dept will supply further info as available. 

Pls continue keep Dept currently informed Indo publie and Govt | 

reaction Kem Amendment. | oe 

- a | ACHESON ©
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400.009/6-1551: Telegram wey ried S| 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

_ SECRET Wasuineron, June 15, 1951—8 p. m. 

oe 1379. Deptel 1859 Jun 12. Sudarpo? called on Lacy today primarily © 
to discuss Kem Amendment. After discussion origin, objectives, and 
possible operation of Amendment Sudarpo in response direct ques- 7 
tion stated in his opinion RI will comply with certification require- 
ments of Kem Amendment. a 
- He clearly considers RI will take this action, as form of hedging 
in public relations, as necessary means build up Indo popularity in | 
US in advance of potentially unpopular steps which RI plans take 
re redrafting agrarian legislation, renegotiation oil contracts, and 
revision current fon exchange privileges of petroleum cos in Indo, | 
and completion nationalization Java Bank. Indo Govt realizes these | 
measures, which it considers essential to natl welfare and in no sense 
Commie inspired, may nevertheless bring invidious criticism of Indo 
Govt as “socialist Govt sympathetic to communism.” In circumstances | 
Sudarpo believes Indo Govt probably willing accept Kem Amend-— 
ment procedures to demonstrate to US it is opposed to Commie 
imperialism, i Ba Joa ES Peron y | 

With implied ref to RI’s existing trade agreements with satellite _ 
a countries, Sudarpo expressed belief RI wld certainly certify under 

Kem Amendment if US Govt cld supply assurances RI wld be able 
purchase and receive manufactured goods necessary to successful Indo — 

economy. | | , | 
: Sudarpo emphasized that in any event it is necessary all levels Indo 

| Govt understand the purpose of Am Cong and of Exec Branch US © 
- Govt apropos Kem Amendment to deny war supplies to Commie coun- 

tries and not to impose conditions with regard to econ and financial 
assistance originally offered by US to Indo with no polit strings 
attached. . | | | | 

Dept ready devote attn to “potentially unpopular” acts of Indo ~ 
Govt as occasion arises. In meantime Dept considers it important 
every Emb Off with useful Indo contacts shld emphasize that purpose 
of Kem Amendment is as stated above. 

| It appears from Sudarpo conversation and recent Emb reports that 
Indo leaders becoming increasingly fearful Commie threat from 
within. Dept believes worthwhile consider possibility they ready take _ 
initial definite step, such as acceptance Kem certification procedure, 
toward US in inevitable choice between USSR and US. Such step 
might be facilitated by Emb presentation Kem Amendment in accept- 

| | ablelight. | 7 | ce 

a Ce | | ' ACHESON 

+ Sudarpo Sastrosatomo, Press Attaché of the Indonesian Embassy. —
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493.009/6-1651 : Telegram es — a | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

«SECRET _—,- Wasuitneron, June 16, 1951—4 p.m. | 

PRIORITY NIACT ne en a | 

5934, Re Djakarta’s 1767, June 15, 1951, repeated in full London 30+ 

| Brit Emb June 15 gave Dept in strict confidence copy UK draft report | 

| to UN showing UK giving broad interpretation UN embargo formula. _ : 

_ Brit embargo on rubber unconditional, includes a) natural rubber — 

(including latex and scrap) 0) synthetic rubber ¢) oil and fire resist- 

ing rubber hosing and high pressure hosing d) tires and tubes other | 

than for pedal cycles. eee aa | 

Brit plan official announcement Brit UN list through BOT pos-_ 

sibly Tuesday, June 19 and desire no prior publicity re Brit list. | 

Pls request Brit, however, immediately to permit you inform AmEmb | 

Djakarta soonest that rubber included in Brit list, in order that he | 

- may inform Indo Govt which (Djakarta tel 30) waiting Brit lead. | 

| As second alternative ask Brit immediately to instruct Brit Amb | | 

Djakarta inform Indo Govt Brit position on rubber. oe ot 

| Sent AmEmbassy London, priority niact 5934; rptd info | 

_ AmEmbassy Djakarta priority 1384; ? USUN 992. 

ae | | | ACHESON 

4 Ambassador Cochran in telegram 1767 from Djakarta, June 16, informed the | 

, Department that the Indonesians still did not wish to go further than the United : 

Kingdom with regard to the inclusion of rubber as a strategic material under ) 

the UN embargo. The Ambassador also stated that he had not yet discussed the ; 

Kem Amendment with the Indonesians along the lines set forth in telegram 13859 | 

| to Djakarta, June 12 (p. 672), because he did not feel that, given the circum- 

stances, this would weaken rather than strengthen Indonesia’s resolve to comply 

with the UN and Kem measures. (493.009/6-1651 ) a | 

2 A separate paragraph in the message to Djakarta only reads: oe | | 

es ‘Dept notes urtel 1767 you have judged it best not approach Indo re Kem | 

amendment along lines Dept tel 1359. Dept of course believes Emb action based 7 

,, Dept tel 1879 similarly your discretion.” . a : | Oe | | 

——* -498.009/6-1851 : Telegram | OO SO 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET = -NIACT oo -- Dyaxarta, J une 18, 1951—noon. 

- 1776. As authorized by London’s 6634 to Dept, repeated 54 to 

_-‘Djakarta, I called on Secy Gen Darma Setiawan of Indo FonOft 

9:30 a.m., June 18 and communicated orally substance Deptel 5934 to 

1In telegram 6634 from London, June 17, the Department was informed that 

the United Kingdom Foreign Office had no obj ection to Ambassador Cochran in- 

forming the Indonesian Government unofficially that the United Kingdom was 

_ giving a broad interpretation to the UN embargo formula with an unconditional | 

embargo on rubber (493.009/6-1751). ; eee
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London, rptd as 1384 to. Djakarta. Darma noted UK giving broad 
interpretation UN embargo formula with unconditional embargo on 

-rubber...Darma noted specifically four categories of rubber to be | 
included. _ se | a 

Darma stated wld inform FonMin at once, wld discuss with Mu- 
karto,2 who is here from UN, and wld cable instructions to Palar. I 
impressed upon him necessity keeping Brit UN list secret until Brit 
themselves give publicity thereto. I informed him I wld let Brit Amb 

knowofmycall. OO 7 | 
Was received by Brit Amb 10:30 a.m. and told him foregoing. He 

had not yet received cablegram from London and doubted it wld come 
_ intimeforaction18th, —— | 

_ Dept pass London, sent niact Dept 1776, rptd info London 31. | 

| CocHRAN 

? Mukarto Notowidigdo, Deputy Representative for Indonesia to the United : 
Nations. ee | | 

756D.00/6-2151 : Telegram Oa a oe - 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

: SECRET PRIORITY | Dsaxarta, June 21, 1951—5 p. m. 

| 1798. Received by Vice President Hatta 11 a. m. June 21 my re- 
quest. I sought his assistance become properly oriented on Indo situa- 
tion considering many changes that had come and problems that had 
arisen since we last had good talk. I expressed admiration his tours . 

thru country whereon he has recently advocated hard work, law and | 
order and better understanding problems involving foreign invest- 

i ment in Indo. I also mentioned his helpful interest in cooperative 
enterprises and work STEM has undertaken toward strengthening 
such organizations. I agreed endeavor see he gets financial support for 
his scheme of cooperative smokehouses which wld permit native rub- 
ber being treated in Borneo and Sumatra to such extent it wld be | 
acceptable for export directly to US rather than be required pass thru 
remilling process Malaya. | | | | 

I referred close manner Hatta and I had worked together on eco- 
nomic and financial provisions RTC agreement. I spoke of danger 
both to Indo and to third parties in abrogating union in such way as 
to cause bad relations between Neth and Indo or to give third coun- 
tries less security with respect their interests in Indo than provided 
or anticipated under RTC agreement. I remarked that no third party 
eld participate in prospective Neth-Indo negotiations on Union dis- | 

| solution so Indo wld be lacking outside support. At same time out- > 
siders would have no direct voice in arrangements to be substituted 

. for protective measures for themselves included in RTC provisions. I
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expressed unhappiness over rather hasty statements made by members | 
| Sukiman Cabinet before they had time formulate actual govt policy. _ : 

[referred particularly to statements re nationalization Java bank and. | 

certain industries emanating not only from Cabinet members, but _ 

from parliamentarians and other Indo leaders. I said much of press | | 

| strongly anti-western and anti-capital. I had duty to report actual | 

situation to my govt. I felt obligation toward American investors 

including both those concerns already operating in Indo which I had _ 

encouraged to expand since transfer sovereignty, and those prospec- _ 

tive investors who came to me for info and advice... 

Hatta insisted that program of present govt is not going to differ _ 

from that which he favored at RTC and while he was PriMin. He 
said no nationalization anticipated except in case Java Bank and pub- 

lic utilities. He recalled that on his recent speaking tour he had argued | 

against leftist ideas of nationalizing rubber factory (Goodyear) or 
American and Neth petroleum concerns. He said foreign capital in-— 

| vested in these going enterprises shld be left intact. Any new capital 

that can be raised internally or procured abroad shld be utilized in | 

fostering additional industries. Hatta confirmed that present govt wld | 
_ follow policy made known at Hague of increasing Indo interest in | 

- various concerns. He positively assured me however, that there is no | 
intent to interfere with ownership of foreign concerns such as those 

| specifically mentioned above. | | 
[then told Hatta there were indications Indo was to become purely 

- gocialist state and was planning innovations even more extensive than an 

highly developed countries like those of Scandinavia had been able 

adopt and perfect. I was particularly concerned over plan advanced _ 

| by Sumitro when he was in Cabinet and over his recruiting campaign ! 

now being conducted in Western Europe. Hatta insisted Sumitro ef- 
forts were being directed toward procuring managerial talent to help 
operate Indo enterprises, and to act as advisors to proposed planning - 

board of Indo Govt. He said board wld be made up of Indos. He said 
‘Indo Govt itself wld be responsible for planning but seriously needs 

- good foreign technicians for managerial and advisory duties, and par- | 

ticularly for training Indos. I pointed out good job White engineers 

| doing on surveying basic problems such as those of harbor, transporta- ot 
tion and power facilities. I thought these three problems shld be first. 
consideration by engineers competent to eliminate port congestion, 
improve movement imports to final destinations inland, to bring in- 
creased amounts Indo products to ports for export, and to improve | 

_ power facilities required for operating existing industries and taking 
care needed new ones. — Pe - Doo — | 

| 538-617—77——-44 |
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_ [hoped Sumitro wld recruit technicians of variety nationalities sup- 
plement Neth already here and Americans now available under ECA 
and Eximbank arrangements. I hoped they would, however, be of such 
reputation and philosophy as not to lead world to conclusion Indo 

going to become socialist state with Commie sympathies, or state of _ 
- excessive controls. oo i vee a 

_ I told Hatta US interested much as ever to help Indo with material 
and technical aid to degree we can spare and to limit Indo can absorb. ~ 
I pointed out repeated changes in Indo Govt and haphazard announce- 
ment of divergent policies restrict both extension and assimilation of 
aid. Hatta hoped present govt cld continue in office and develop sound, 
confidence-inspiring policy. He felt fon capital was and wld be wel- 
comed by everyone except critical leftist elements which are opposing 
Indo Govt well as US and other western govts. ae ore 
I expressed appreciation Indo Govt subscribing unconditionally to 

UN embargo particularly on rubber. I thanked Hatta warmly for 
manner in which he had helped in determining position to be taken _ 
by Indo delegate at UN on embargo question. I realized Indo cld not 
very easily speak out in advance UK in announcing its embargo posi- 
tion. Hatta said Ceylon had not made Indo decision easier and Indos 
still felt Ceylon wldtry trade with China. 

I solicited Hatta’s support in seeking early ratification Eximbank © 

projects and ECA agreement if latter found to require parliamentary 
approval. I expressed hope some members Indo Govt in supporting | 
these measures wld have something favorable to say with respect: to | 
Indos relations with US. I said Hatta knew so well honest motives 
which had inspired US aid. for Indo he must feel as badly as do I upon 

| hearing and reading allegations that US extended this aid only for | 
| selfish purposes and to get Indo involved politically on our side. 

, I said I did feel Indo had obligation as UN member to support 
embargo measure unconditionally. I was sure US wld do everything 
reasonably possible to help Indo meet problems incidental to such com- 
pliance, as should other members UN. I mentioned Kem amendment — 
and explained purposes thereof. I hoped Indo wld study carefully _ 
situation arising from that legislation and wld understand sympathet-* 
ically position US, which is bearing greatest part of load containing | 
Commie aggressor and protecting free nations therefrom, particularly 
states Southeast Asia. I did not see serious obstacles to Indo meeting 

US requirement under Kem provisions. I said Indo trade with Sov _ 
and satellite countries quite small. Hatta said Indo wld never have 
negotiated bilateral treaties with Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary 
except this was outgrowth RTC whereunder Indo took over or re- 
negotiated treaties with countries with which Neth had bilateral agree- 
ments. I said I thought Indo trade with Sov and satellite countries :
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_ Jess than two percent of export and import trade of Indo. I said rub- | | 
ber, tin and other exports from Indo to those countries in modest | 
amounts as agreed upon in current treaties cld readily be absorbed by 
other purchasers. I deprecated extent to which Indo was receiving 
machinery etc from satellite countries under bilateral agreements. - | 

Hatta mentioned problems which Indo faces as result decline in prices __ 
rubber and tin. I agreed decline in prices threw out their budget esti- 

| mates etc, but shld constitute no ground for polit attacks against US. 
I said US wld continue be excellent customer but shld not be expected 
pay prices inflated by our war effort in Korea. _ mee 

_ _- Hatta said board directors Java Bank inviting ex-FinMin Sjafrud- | 
_ din become Pres director to succeed Houwink who desires return Neth 

July 6. He said Sjafruddin inclined accept but some Masjumi leaders . 
desire he remain free for straight political work or at least agree serve 
as head Java Bank only temporarily. Hatta favors Sjafruddin and 
wid like for Houwink accept position as advisor. Hatta does not favor | 

_ Sumitro-Margono family + controlling all three Indo Govt banks. _ 
| | ee ee CocHraNn : 

*Margono Djojohadikusumo, father of Professor Sumitro Djojohadikusumo, 
and President-Director of Bank Negara Indonesia (Indonesian State Bank) and 

: Bank Industri Negara (State Industrial Bank), the other two Indonesian Gov- | 
| ernment banks. oe an 8 

| | 493.009/6-2151 ‘Telegram | | | Oo OO 

: The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia a 

SECRET | WASHINGTON, June 21, 1951—7 p. m. 
PRIORITY = NIACT | | ce 

- 1399. Palar today informed Amb Gross he has recd from Indo Govt 
list of strategic materials which Indo Govt considers subj UN em- | 

_ bargo Commie Chi. Palar pointed out Indo list omits rubber, © oe | 

As explanation this omission Palar (1) cited strong Indo public 
opinion blaming recent fall rubber price on UN embargo, (2) stated | 
that Indo Govt thinks Cabinet might fall owing Commie and Leftist | 

_-pressure if it were to embargo rubber Commie Chi, (3) declared that 
in actuality no Indo rubber is being or has been exported to Commie 
Chi. a | | | 

_ Amb Gross emphasized strong adverse public reaction in US to Indo | 
omission of rubber. He suggested that, since Indo in practice still ad- 
hering to historical pattern whereby no rubber going to Commie Chi, 
Indo Govt supplement its list with statement in its report to this. ef- 
fect, and add that Indo Govt will consult with AMC in event of any 
change | ST oo
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Palar said he wld not release Indo list until tomorrow morning New _ 
York time. Dept requests you urgently bring Amb Gross’ suggestion to 
attn Indo Govt and to attempt at your discretion to secure immed fav- | 
orable modification Palar’s present instructions. You shld, of course, 
refer to highly unfavorable reaction which may be expected from US. | 
Cong and public if rubber not included Indoembargo. __ SO 

- Pending consideration by Indo Govt of Amb Gross’ suggestion Indo 
Govt might wish instruct Palar to defer filing of report. We are sug- 
gesting this evening to Dr. Ali that he telephone Palar to this end.t 

Oo Oo — ACHESON 

1Mr. Lacy telephoned Ambassador Sastroamidjojo at approximately 6:30 p. m.. 
on the evening of June 21 to request that the Ambassador call Ambassador Palar 
te suggest that he defer the filing of the report with the United Nations untik 
‘after he had received further instructions from Djakarta. Ambassador Sastro- 
amidjojo agreed to place this call immediately. (493.56D9/6—2151) 

493.009/6-2351 : Telegram ee oe 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia : 

SECRET PRIORITY == WASHINGTON, June 23, 1951—1 p. m. 

- 1407. Reurtel 1807 Jun 22.1 We strongly concur your recom that US: 
let Indo know firmly and plainly that we expect unconditional em- 
bargo on rubber under UN formula. At your discretion you shld make _ 
it crystal clear to Indo Govt we hope Indo will announce uncondi- _ 
tional rubber embargo pursuant UNAMC res. You shld add that fail- 

| ure to include rubber in UN embargo wld foreshadow performance or 
lack of it on part Indos which wld appear make it difficult for Indo 
certify under Kem Amendment. You may express earnest hope Indo 
Govt will make favorable decision at Cabinet mtg scheduled Jun 26 
and will instruct Palar submit report to UNAMC with rubber in- 
cluded therein. | OS | | 

In consequence discussions with Palar by USUN and at our sugges- 
tion by Amb Ali, Palar said Jun 22 he delaying report “for time | 

| being.” Dept asking USUN suggest to Palar he delay until he has re- 
ceived instructions from Indo Govt fol scheduled cabinet mtg. a 

If you consider it nec to forestall possible premature action by Palar 
you may suggest he be instructed await cabinet decision. 

You may remind Indos Brit Govt publicly announced on Jun 19 
embargo list including rubber and rubber products indicated Deptel | 
1384 Jun 16. _ oe | 

| ~ Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta priority 1407; rptd info USUN | 
. New York priority 1011. | : 

| | ACHESON 

1 Not printed.
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— 493.009/6-2551; Telegram - SO roe a 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET  prionITy = =. Dsawarra, June 25, 1951—2 p.m. 

1819. Received by Darma Setiawan 8 p. m. 24th. I gave him orally 
message contained Deptel 1407. I suggested I shld deliver same mes- — | 
sage formally to FonMin Subardjo soonest. Darma phoned Subardjo 
who agreed receive me 9 a. m. 25th. Darma let me know he had ar- 
ranged for Hatta to see Subardjo on embargo question when Hatta 
visited FonOff on tour inspection morning 23rd. Darma said special a 
Cabinet meeting might be called for 25th to discuss inclusion rubber 
embargo list. Rs SE ea 

Received by Subardjo 9 o’clock today. I gave him plainly and firmly 
- message contained Deptel 1407. I told him was my duty as govt rep- 

| resentative well as friend Indo to urge Indo decision in favor uncondi- 
tional embargo on rubber. I pointed out applicability Kem legislation 

- - and vulnerability Indo at this time when part of Exim Bank projects 
in course ratification by Indo Parliament and balance yet to be con- _ 

sidered by Exim Bank. os Bo | 
Subardjo told me that after he arranged last night for our interview a 

| this morning he got in touch with PriMin. Meeting wasthenheldlater 
in night attended by Sukiman, Subardjo, Djuanda and officials Min 
Economics. Subardjo said they calculated Indo losing 150 million - | 
dollars thru drop rubber price caused by UN embargo. He said they , 
hoped US eld come to their relief through making counterpart funds ) 

available for utilization by Indo and through 50 million dollar loan | 
to pay for rolling stock, telephone equipment textiles et cetera. 

[said it was entirely unreasonable to endeavor assess US for alleged | 
loss 150 million dollars attributed to UN embargo. I said I had never Lo 
heard any estimate volunteered by Indos as to how much they had | 
profited from rising prices of tin rubber and other products as result 

—  - war effort US putting forth within UN to protect Indo and other free 

nations in path Commie aggressor. Subardjo then emphasized difficult 
| internal polit situation and objection on part press and parliamentar- 

ians to Indo subscribing to embargo on rubber. I responded that Min — 
Fon Affairs itself had been initially and directly responsible for stir- 

: ring up official and public opinion against embargo.and against US — | 
roleinUNinthisconnectionn © we 

I said US wld not bargain with Indo in endeavor get this country | 
meet its honorable obligations under UN of which it member and to 

which it owes its sovereignty so importantly. I said we wld. not en- 

- deavor compensate Indo dollar for dollar for losses which | they 

attempting attribute to action on part US. I said Indo shld accept 
rubber embargo unconditionally without any counter undertaking 
requested from US. | Cs 

| 

|
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I did say McCune and I on behalf ECA and Dept State would be | 
sympathetically receptive to projects to be submitted by Indo Govt 
for utilization counterpart funds for purposes which govt thinks most _ | 
helpful and required by present situation particularly in light de- | 
creased revenues due drop in certain commodity prices. I said initia- — 
tive shld come soonest from Indo Govt. I reminded Subardjo that. 
McCune and I cannot take decisions here but wld pass projects : 

- promptly to Wash for further consideration and final action. I urged 
Subardjo get responsible officials Indo Govt busy on projects soonest 
for use counterpart funds. | ee 

I positively refused recommend any additional loan for 50 million 
dollars. I said Indos had not been able absorb ECA aid in 1951 as | 
rapidly as anticipated. Furthermore Exim Bank projects for 52 mil- 
lion dols not yet ratified. Subardjo said meeting with Parliament. | 

(Embtel 1817) had been planned for this morning but now cancelled 
since 7 Cabinet members meeting urgently on strikes in vital indus- 
tries. He said Exim Bank ratification wld come up Wednesday. 

I volunteered get Exim Bank experts out here shortly after ratifica- 
tion and after Indos take decision in favor UN formula on rubber. E 
said these could review projects they already approved and cld exam- | 
ine on spot proposals for utilization balance 48 million dols. I said = 
experiences of Indo past few months and particularly tight budgetary — 
position might cause Indos revise their projects. Exim Bank experts 

| might suggest some revisions in view impossibility procuring certain _ 
_ short items from US. I particularly urged Indos get advice fromy — 
White engineers who have now had opportunity make general survey 
ports, railways and certain industries for which Exim Bank items 
intended. I said these engineers wld probably recommend for instance 

| that no more rolling stock be brought in but that now on hand be 
| placed in condition. Furthermore; I thought they wld not recommend 

additional complicated machine tools in view large quantity on hand | 

| and until mechanics better trained for proper utilization thereof. I 

| said so long as large balance Exim Bank loan unexpended there wid 

be no sense in recommending further. I said Exim Bank always sym- 

pathetic when it sees loans it makes are cleanly, constructively and 

| properly utilized and re-payment thereon assured. | 

: Darma Setiawan came in toward end conversation. To be sure of 

witness I repeated almost verbatim above statements which I had — 

made on counterpart and loan possibilities. I was informed no special | 

| Cabinet meeting today but embargo question wld come up at regular 

, meeting Tuesday? | Oo | a 

1 Not printed. BS eth Sige 
*June 26. . | | Oo ae
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Received by Hatta 11 o’clock today. I reviewed entire embargo sit- 
- uation with him including my visit with Subardjo. Hatta said under- 
stood Sukiman govt feared put rubber on embargo list now because 
likelihood strong leftist internal reaction. I stressed responsibility 

- Sukiman govt itself for stirring up resentment to UN resolution and 
particularly to role US govt. I pointed out Sukiman govt had recently = 
won overwhelming vote confidence and shld be sufficiently strong now 

- to stand test of strength with leftist opposition. I said if Sukiman | 
govt not willing risk this test to honor its obligation under UN resolu- a 
tion it wld be difficult if not impossible for US to extend further aid 
to Indo in face Kem legislation. I said it wld certainly not be possible __ 
for me to recommend further assistance. Ne ain 

Hatta said Indo Govt argued that placing rubber exports on em- — _ 
bargo list really not necessary and wld have no significance since Indo 
rubber exports have gone to Malaya for remilling and distribution in | 

| this area and responsibility shld be on Malaya to prevent further ship- 
ments to China. I said this argument not valid in face fact Chinese | 
Commies have approached Indo with respect barter rice for rubber 
and Sukiman govt has actually given consideration to such scheme. 

| Hatta said he had not heard of this and did not believe it feasible be- 

cause of lack of shipping, shortage rice in China, etc. I said responsible - 
Indo Govt officials had told me of project and had given it serious _ 
consideration. I said I was convinced these same officials wld be willing | 
export rubber directly to Commie Chi if this foynd feasible and if not | 
prevented by UN embargo. | | 

| Hatta promised speak with Sukiman govt in favor decision for un- 
conditional embargo. He said he would try attend tomorrow’s Cabinet 

| meeting.» — 7 eo Ca Ra oe 
| | os OF | — CocHRAN 

 ®In telegram 1433 to Djakarta, June 29, the Department commended Am- 
: bassador Cochran for the representations he had made as described in telegram 

- 1819 from Djakarta (493.009/6-2551). ee — | | 

856D.10/6-2851: Telegram Oo Se a | 

| The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

De Ste oo  Dsaxarta, June 28, 1951. 

--- 1838. Parliament June 27 ratified loan agreement amount | 
$52,245,500 concluded between Export Import Bank Indo January 12, | 
1951. Vote 69 to 25 with Leftist Parties and Indo Socialist Party 
against. Only 110 total 230 present night session when vote taken. - 

Parliament debates loan agreement included Communist spokes- 
- men charge loan violates Indonesian independent policy, objections 

agreement negotiated by Indonesian Embassy Washington, and re-
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sentment Parliament not consulted terms agreement and use loan. 

| Head Parliamentary Comite which reported out loan objected Parlia- 

ment presented with faét accompli and raised serious specific inquiries = 

re agreement. These included whether means could not be found reduce 

Indo dependence American businessmen, shipping and insurance 

companies in implementing loan; whether imports under loan would — 

be monopolized by Dutch big five importers Indo; whether agreement 

standard contract or especially favorable Indo; what steps govt pre- 

pared take view Export Import Bank inability procure priorities, 

licenses for goods financed by loan; and why Indo required submit 

| progress reports to instrument foreign govt when only important 
consideration whetherloanrepaid. | Oe 

| - In reply Min Finance Wibisono stressed Indo need foreign loan, said — 
Russia had accepted loans from England US, stated Indonesian busi- 
nessmen would participate import goods financed under agreement 

and said report required by bank were [was] in substance guarantees 
for loan repayment. Said govt disappointed bill only now discussed 
Parliament and said result this delay Export Import Bank had post- 
poned consideration other projects. He defended executive right con- 
clude loan agreements and said US officials could be approached obtain 
procurement priorities. He said foreign exchange permits totaling $35 
million had been issued for imports which govt hoped finance by Ex- | 
port Import loans but added permits totaling only $18 million had | 
been utilized to date view procurement difficulties. — 7 : | | 

Oo — CocHRAN | 

493.009/6-2951: Telegram ee | a | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET §_ PRIORITY | DgaxKarta, June 29, 1951—1 p. m. 

1847. Received by FonMin Subardjo 9 a. m. 29th his request. He 

said he desired amplify info he had given me yesterday re Indo deci- 
sion on UN embargo resolution..Said-he had not been more specific 
yesterday since Calhoun was with me (Embtel.1887)2 — 

Subardjo said Cabinet had invited chairman Sunarjo? of Parlia- 

ment fon affairs section to attend session night 27th for decisive dis- 

cussion embargo. FonMin said debate was strenuous but decision taken 

to include both tin and rubber on embargo list. He said govt thought 
it shld take advantage suggestion Palar reported Amb Gross had made 
to him 

?Mr. Sunarjo, member of the Nahdatul Ulama, a Moslem religious, social, and 

‘educational organization affiliated: with the Masjumi Party, = = © =
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Consequently Palar cabled. instructions 28th to effect he was: (1) 
To proceed with submission to UN of Indo embargo list including | 
rubber, (2) to explain economic repercussions of embargo on Indo | 
economy, (8) to state Indo desires achieves situation of strength and — | 

| that Indo economic stability is to advantage US and (4) to reserve 
_ to Indo privileges reopening with AMC question embargo if neces- | 

sity shld arise. Subardjo said he considered (4) entirely academic 
| but Cabinet thought it shld accept what it considered escape clause a 

presented by Gross. Oe | 
Subardjo expects Palar to proceed promptly with implementation 

above instruction. Indo Govt plans make no statement there—or 
_ ‘Djakarta. re ee | 
Oa tee — oo. 6 CocHRAN 

| 493.56D9/7-551: Telegram — | I | : 
The United States Deputy Representative at the United Nations — 

| (Gross) to the Secretary of State | 

RESTRICTED § PRIORITY —. -. New Yor, July 5, 1951. 

_ $1. Re embargo resolution—Indonesian response. 7 | 
Following is text of Indonesian response to embargo res submitted 

UN by Palar today and received informally from UN by USUN: © 

“Reference is made to res No. 500 (V) adopted by the GA on 18 May 
1951. Under instructions from my govt, I have the honour to invite 
your attention to the following: So | 

Subsequent to the adoption of the res under reference, the Govt of ) 
the Republic of Indonesia, in an official statement, declared inter alia: 

‘The delegation of the Republic of Indonesia abstained from voting | 
upon the res, thus acting in line with this country’s active and inde- 
pendent foreign policy of contributing to the preservation of world 
eace. | | aa | 

P The Government of the Republic of Indonesia further stated that 
‘the facts show that until the present moment there have been no ex- 
ports from Indonesia to the PRC of vital materials’. I should like to | 
emphasize in this connection that this situation stands until today ; no | 

_ exports or reexports of strategic materials have taken place to the . 
 PRCandNK. oe 

With reference to the fact that the res adopted by the GA represents 
a recommendation to members of the UN which gives the opportunity | 

_ to each member to determine what materials, in its opinion, are of : 
strategic nature, my govt concluded its statement in the following 

_ words: “The Govt of Indonesia, in the sense indicated above, will be | 
able to honour the recommendation of the UN’. | re | | | 

_ My govt has consequently drawn up the following list, setting out | 
the commodities to which, in its opinion, the res of 18 May refers. _
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Category A. (This category comprises commodities actually 

being exported to countries other than the PRC and NK). — | 

Oo Petroleum and petroleum derivatives. | ; , 

Rubber. | | 7 Oa 
7 | Tin. | ene’ 

| oe - Bauxite. 7 , eae 
| Manganese ore. | | 

| 7 | Coal. a ee 
| _ Industrial diamonds. 

Scrap iron. | 
| Hides. | 

a Kapok. | | | 

| _ Fabres. _ : eS 

Category B. (This category comprises commodities which may 

become exportable in the future, in which case they automatically 

fallunder category A.)~ ° > | | ee 

| | Nickel and nickel ore. Oo | 

| Cobalt. | 
Sulfur. 

| | Copper. oe 
| Asbestos. _ oe 7 = 

Asphalt | 

7 Tron oree 
The list will be kept under review and the Govt of the Republic 

of Indonesia reserves the right to make such revisions therein as it 
considers necessary. , Ca EE SOME ie 

I should be grateful if you would bring the above to the attention _ 

| of the AMC.” | oo oe 

| - | Gross 

756.5-MAP/ 7-9 51: Telegram | | 

: The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia _ 

SECRET | a WaAsHINGTON, July 13, 1951—6 p. m. 

- 65. Urtel 29 July 9.1 Indo Amb has not requested reimbursable mil _ 

aid for Indo under Sec408EMDAP. > ae ee 

Indo Emb has requested priority assistance (DO rating) onnrcon- 

tracts for mil forces. However, pending inclusion rubber by Indo in list © , 

| goods considered covered by UN res Dept has neither taken extraor- | 

dinary efforts to prevent nor extraordinary efforts to assist in pro- 

curement goods in US. Under this policy Dept has for some time with- - 

held approval priority assistance for number Indo contracts with US © 

firms. When satis response assured Dept notified Munitions Board its 

1In telegram 29 from Djakarta, July 9, Ambassador Cochran reported that | 

he had been informed that Ambassador Sastroamidjojo had been instructed to — , 

ask for reimbursable military aid for the Indonesian National Police (756D.5- 

MAP/7-951). | |
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| approval issuance necessary DO’s 825 radio sets (SCR-694) for Indo 
| Army. These orders in process issuance. Dept also urging favorable 

_ consideration DO covering industrial hand tools, 35 battery chargers, | 
«20 water clarators (purifiers), 150 motorcycles and 75 sets motorcycle | 

_ Spare parts. T'wo orders tires and tubes and 126,000 feet subterranean | 
telephone cable being actively studied. Separate tel fol on subject 
 ‘tires.? | OO | | oS 

| | | | _ ACHESON | 

7 ? Not printed. | oe 
: a | 

: _ $56D.2553/7-1651 : Telegram | — Cee nS ae oe 

| _ Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY _ _ Dsaxarrta, July 16, 1951—6 p. m. 
Tg, Deptel 51, July 11.1 Butterworth of Caltex? raised with me 

_ several days ago question of procuring Indonesian assurances against 
| nationalization Caltex properties. — woe, ORE OE hatch 8 a MO, 
| _ I gave Butterworth my preliminary views but suggested our mtg | 
| | after I might have separate talks with leading Indonesian officials. _ 

My cables, particularly Nrs. 1798,? 1841 and 1851+ reported my con- 
_ versations with Hatta and various Cabinet members in which I 

brought up gen subj protection American interests without mention- | 
ing any American company by name. Embtel 1828 of June 27,5 gave 
published info on attitude Indonesian Govt toward nationalization. 

__ * The Department informed Ambassador Cochran in telegram 51 to Djakarta, | 
July 11, that representatives of Caltex had called that day at the Department _ 

| and had discussed with Mr. Lacy and others ways and means whereby Caltex | 
could obtain the most effective assurances from the Indonesian Government that 

. Caltex interests in Indonesia would not be nationalized. The Department in- | 
structed Ambassador Cochran to discuss these matters with Mr. Butterworth, . 

_ if possible, and then make recommendations to the Department regarding the 
following points: 1) the manner and timing of the Caltex approach to the 
Indonesian Government bearing in mind the company’s need for long range 
planning; 2) the Indonesian officials to whom the approach should be made; 
3) the manner in which the Department might participate in an agreement to 
give it additional force. (856D.2553/7-1151) | | 

| *E. M. Butterworth, President, American Overseas Petroleum Company, a 
| subsidiary of the California Texas Oil Company, Limited. | | | 

* Dated June 21, p. 676. | | 
* Neither printed. 7 - oe 
®In telegram 1828 from Djakarta, June 27, Ambassador Cochran reported 

| _ that, with the exception of the Communists, the other political parties were not : 
_ emphasizing nationalization of the foreign oil companies, but, rather, were 

interested in means to increase the government’s income from oil operations. _ 
In terms of specifics, Ambassador Cochran informed the Department that the 
Minister of Hconomics had reportedly agreed to the economic section of Par- 

| liament forming a national committee to examine all matters affecting oil — 
operations and to reconsider the mining laws, and that the Cabinet had agreed 
in principle. The Ambassador also reiterated the fact that the Indonesians were | 
dissatisfied with existing arrangements exempting the oil companies from foreign 

: exchange regulations. (856D.2533/6-2751) | | ee
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After above reported visits I gave Butterworth benefit my con-. 

versations I did not think it feasible procure from Indonesian Govt at: 

this time formal undertaking against possible nationalization. I 
saw urgent desirability however of having as complete understanding _ 

as possible with respect property rights present and future. Isuggested _ 

Butterworth and his local representative Rowley get in touch with 

those officials of Sukiman govt with whom they ordinarily do business 

and let these officials know their concern in light world developments _ 

and various statements by Indonesian Cabinet members and parlia-_ 

mentarians. I asked they check again with me after they hadseen what _ 

| info they could obtain from these normal contacts and we could then _ 

consider desirability my soliciting instructions from Washington, or 

) venturing exploratory approach some of my closest friends in govt. 

Butterworth and Rowley * called at my request evening thirteenth. - 

TI discussed Deptel 51 with them. Butterworth said that since our 

earlier conversation he had visited Economy Minister Sujono Hadi- — _ 

noto, Finance Minister Wibisono and Exchange Director Kuypers. 

, He said Sujono strongly disavowed thought of nationalization petro- 

| leum. industry. Said Wibisono likewise declared himself opponent 
nationalization oil industry but revealed consideration being given to 

| possibility revising agreements with petroleum companies on utiliza- 

tion exchange proceeds from offshore sales. Said Kuypers also brought _ 

up subject revision “let alone” exchange agreements. Butterworth said 

| he had not felt he shld go further in these conversations since | 

| Sujono was leaving Cabinet and cld not speak with authority and _ | 

| since Wibisono and Kuypers were on point raising exchange question 

in such manner Butterworth might be forced into definite statement _ 

which he unprepared give at present. Butterworth aware approach 

made to Dept by his associates in US and prefers make no further 

advances to Indonesian authorities pending advice from us. We re- 
viewed situation. | ee 

' My cables currently reporting my conversations with responsible 

Indonesian authorities and statement in press or Parliament have let 

Dept know question of handling Indonesian petroleum resources is 

live question particularly since nationalist trend of new state given 

additional impetus by stories from Iran and elsewhere. I have let it 

| be known, however, that such dependable and sound authorities as 

Hatta and Djuanda assure me no nationalization presently envisaged 

beyond Java Bank and public utilities. They have indicated their | 

realization it wld be folly for Indonesian Govt endeavor take over 

such extensive holding as those the foreign petroleum companies. 

They both realize Indonesia must. continue look abroad for foreign 

°%, R. Rowley, General Representative for Caltex Pacific Oil Company in 

| Indonesia. | | |
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capital to rehabilitate and develop Indonesia’s economy. They both 
favor any new capital being utilized for additional much needed in- - 
dustries rather than taking over industries already functioning. 

_ Embassy experience has been that to obtain any written assurances | 

| from Indonesian Govt is almost impossible. Seriously doubt whether : 
Embassy or Caltex cld obtain any written guarantee from Indonesian — 

| _ Govt now which wld provide sound safeguard against nationalization _ 
| or expropriation in future. Question wld exist as to how much worth 

such guarantee wld have if present or subsequent govt might enact 

| _.  Jegislation in contrary sense. Following Iran question from distance _ 
_ [ note US recognizes right any govt control its own resources. How 

_ far we cld go at this point in requiring assurances from Indonesian a 
| - Govt is doubtful. | | i | 

_ Indonesian govt and Parliament. have decided to set up special.com- 
mission to look into petroleum resources. Several months ago Indo- 

| - Mesian Govt took up with me question obtaining info on petroleum __ 
| laws of foreign countries. At my suggestion arrangements for procure- 
| ment of American expert thru White Engineers was favorably recd by 
| Indonesians. White actively pursuing appointment: outstanding au- 
| thority whose application submitted by him to Indonesians and whose | 

approval expected. — Be 
| _. I-feel appointment American expert to give objective advice on 
| any revision Indonesian petroleum laws is one of best. safeguards we 
| can now suggest. Is general opinion of interested American and .Indo- 
: nesian officials that commission benefitting from expert’ American ; 

advice wld find existing arrangements now require payment by for- 
eign companies of between 50 and 60 percent of their profits to Indo- 

| -hesian Govt. Consequently it is believed study and report by commis- 
| sion shld convince govt no drastic revision of petroleum law necessary — 

and expropriation or nationalization shld not be considered. == 
: To raise question of obtaining special guarantee or assurance from | 

Indonesian Govt at this juncture by Caltex wld place Indonesian Govt 
‘in difficult position. To give assurance wld constitute prejudging find- __ 
‘ings official commission. If Caltex threatened hold up further develop- | 
ment and investment until satisfactory special assurance recd, Indo- 
nesian Govt might interpret this as capitalist coercion and ground for _ 
nationalist move. Any story given to press thereon wld react against 

_ American interests. It wld be particularly unfortunate if such story 
shld reveal support by US Govt for such arrangement. — a 

_ Most moderate Indonesian leaders now in authority. We are likely 
perpetuate their influence and receive most satisfactory cooperation. 
possible from their side if we demonstrate patience with and confi- - 

_ dence in them, at same time firmly protesting when any trend toward | 
| discrimination against or danger to American interests may appear.
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I do not, therefore, recommend any official approach by US Govt to _ 

Indonesian Govt secking special formal assurances for Caltex. — 

Whether company may desire make approach on its own responsibil- 

ity and let US Govt have record thereof, shld be for company to 

| decide in light fullest info Dept and this Embassy can provide. 

In view final para Deptel 51, I have not seen fit sound out any of my 

trusted friends in Indonesian Govt as to what likely reaction to Amer- 

ican approach in sense suggested by Dept might be. oo 

At RTC conference Hague 1949 I took every precaution then pos- | 

sible to have rights third countries protected in economic and financial 

field. If and when this agreement may be dissolved or amended by two ~ 

| parties thereto, we shld consider negotiating bilateral agreement with _ 

Indonesia to safeguard our rights vis-a-vis this country. I do not rec- 

ommend instituting such negotiations until certain present interna- 

tional issues are better advanced toward solution and until Indonesian | 

Govt is sufficiently firm and satisfactorily oriented toward US to offer 

good opportunity for agreement satisfactory to US. | | 

| I have today let Butterworth and Rowley know sense of. my recom- 

mendation to Dept? 
| | Oo Seas lagi — CocHRan 

™ he Department of State informed Ambassador Cochran. on July 20, in 

telegram 89 to Djakarta that representatives of Caltex had been informed 

the day before of the contents of telegram 73 from Djakarta. The Caltex people > 

concurred with the Ambassador’s assessment that to approach the Indonesians | 

at that time about guarantees against nationalization would not be productive. | 

| (856D.2553/7-1651) » | | : | 

400.56D9/7-1751: Telegram : | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 7 

‘SECRET PRIORITY | DsaxKarta, July 17, 1951—6 p. m. 

: 77. I prefer not make approach to Indo Govt suggested Deptel 66, 

July 1382 a ee: 

Firstly, do not have enough info as to what is being accomplished 

in legislative and policy developments in Washington to know how to 

answer questions which might be posed to me with respect to revision 

| Kem:amendment and application any final measure. — | | 

Secondly, no publicity been given here to fact Indo actually in- 

| eluded rubber unconditionally on UN embargo list. Press campaign 

against US which grew so bitter when both UN embargo and Kem | 

7 amendment in limelight has subsided. I prefer not bring up matter : 

1The Department of State, in telegram 66 to Djakarta, July 13, requested that Oo 

Ambassador Cochran try to obtain a reply from the Indonesian Government to 

the three numbered questions put forth by Assistant Secretary Rusk to  .- 

Dr..Thajeb on June 11, as described in telegram 1359 to Djakarta, June 12, p. 672. 

- .  (400.56D9/7-1351) | |
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6gt | 

pow since decision not so pressing, considering 3 month study period | 

under Kem amendment, and Indo Govt not pondering question insofar | 

aslamaware. _ / 
: | | —_ ! 

Thirdly, Indo Govt and Parliament shld not be disturbed by this | 

question ‘while concentrating on draft Japanese peace treaty which is | 

meeting considerable criticism. 
pS oe 

‘Fourthly, I do not consider such approach as Dept suggests as best 

method achieving results with Indo 1f we seriously desire gain their | 

solidarity with free World and stop their material assistance to —ts—s«i«Y 

Commie countries unfriendly to US and UN. 
ee | 

| To ‘accomplish result of getting Indo Govt put rubber on UN em- | 

| bargo list required strong reference to Kem legislation. This had much 

| more effect than stressing obligation Indo as member UN. To approach 

Indo Govt now seeking their excuses for not complying with Kem or 

| yeplace legislation likely give impression ‘nconsistency our part in 

| urging Indo observe UN embargo while not pressing for compliance 

| with US domestic legislation. Furthermor
e Indos not likely under- 

stand why shld they be called upon in advance to help develop loop- | 

| holes in legislation enacted by US Congress. a eS 

| ——- J believe our best results will continue to be achieved in Indo if 

| we adhere to definitely firm and consistent policy of expecting Indo 

| comply with UN precepts and to respect Amer position in World 

bo affairs. I feel this can be progressively accomplished working thru 

| present govt. This coalition has as strong parliamentary support as | 

jo any foreseeable govt can command. It is possible it may last. for 

| sometime if its composition can gradually be improved by filling | | 

| -yacancies and replacing certain weak members with stronger. If this 

| govt does not succeed it may be followed by presidential cabinet 

- which would be bitterly opposed by left with possible serious internal 

| _-_ disorders or it might be followed by leftist coalition with Sjahrir and 

| _ his socialists. It is present endeavor this latter group to draw army into 

| their camp. My point is that we may be doing present govt and Indo 

| great service by strengthening determination this govt to maintain 

| moderate regime in Indo and to advance by single and slow steps 

| ‘toward bringing this new state into line with policies of friendly 

western countries. This does not mean that I am optimistic as to any 

. immed breaking down of so-called “independent” policy. | 

po Reference is made to Deptel 1379 reporting Sudarpo’s call on Lacy. 

| Sudarpo clearly intimated that it might be to Indo’s political ad- 

| vantage to comply with certification requireme
nts of Kem amendment. 

| Irrespective of motives which might ‘nfluence Indo toward such . 

- decision, I am confident that it wld also be to Indo’s economic advan-- 

| tage to comply. This is on assumption US really intends achieve some 

| enforcement of Kem amendment. If all or most of countries which 

| | oe
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we have considered ag sufficiently friendly or vita] to our security interests to give financial and economic aid are exempt from applica- tion Kem amendment, then we shld not exact compliance from Indo. Since sending mytel 1685, June 1 on consequences stopping all types 

| economic and financia] assistance to Indo, this country has witnessed | decline in tin and rubber prices. Export-Import Bank Projects for — loan of $52 million have been approved by Indo Parliament. ECA allocation for Indo for FY 1952 appears to be around $8 million unless altered by Congress. For Indo now to fail to be able receive payment from Export-Import Bank on projects already approved and under- way wld work serious hardship particularly considering extent to | 
which decline in prices Principal exports has upset budgetary caleula- tions, Indo counting importantly upon remaining $48 million under | 
Export-Import Bank line of credit to. assist with capital ‘goods required for building up Indo economy. Approach has also been made 

| with view to procuring consumption loan from US. Tam not yet con- vinced latter will be necessary. At same time, cutting off Amer aid sbeainingac cry earaship that it wld have caused in ciromencnt obtaining asofJune1. es ye ee ee Without approaching Indo Govt I offer fol brief analysis of situa- tion with respect Indo trade with Commie countries Do OC | As of April 30, 1951, Indo had recd from Czechoslovakia, Poland 
and Hungary under annual trade agreement contingents deliveries of 
goods valued at rupiahs 24.5 million out of overall contingents totaling 
rupiahs 30.8: million. Agreement with Poland. expired April 1, agree- — 

| - Ment with Hungary June 1 and agreement with Czechoslovakia will 
expire Aug 1. New agreement recently concluded with Poland but no 
details available. While other agreements apparently not renegotiated, 
It Is generally customary for agreements to continue in force for second 
year pending renegotiation, ee eee No detailed info re Indo’s annual deliveries (exports) to these coun- 
tries available. Trade agreement, contingents visualize shipment (to 
three countries combined) of fol Strategic commodities: 9000 metric 
tons rubber, 100 tons sole crepe rubber, 3200 tons tin (in ore) and 5000 | 
tons copra. _ So ee Bo et | 

All products imported from Satellites, with possible unimportant | 
exceptions, can normally be obtained from Allied bloc. Conversely, : 
Indo can easily market to Allied bloc quantities of strategic commod- 
Ities earmarked for satellites. Abrogation of trade agreements, or re- - 
fusal to renegotiate lapsed agreements, cld be accomplished by Indo 
without major dislocation of trade and without adverse effect on Indo | 
economy. Trade agreement problems therefore do not appear of suffi- — 
cient magnitude to Prevent Indo compliance with requirements of 
Kem amendment nor to warrant our seeking specific exemptions for 
Indo from application Kem amendment, | oe 
~On.other hand, Indo adherence to UN embargo was facilitated by | 

Indo Govt?s ability utilize as talking point its membership in UN and 
its intent to abide by majority decision reached according ‘to demo- 

ee
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- eratic processes. Compliance with unilaterally imposed Kem amend- 
ment will be more embarrassing from point of view of domestic polit 
considerations, but Indo Govt cld stress consistency with purposes UN , 
embargo. Bs 

In this connection however, Indos have at hand powerful economic | ! 

| argument in above-mentioned fact that Export-Import Bank loan | 

agreement of $52 million (with possible additional 48 million) and 

ECA assistance of $8 million in FY ’51 (with contemplated additional | a 

, 8 million in FY 52) far exceed annual value of import contingents | 

of present trade agreements with satellites. Latter total annually | 

slightly less than $10 million. There is no known trade with USSRor _ 
North Korea. 1950 level of imports from China was rupiahs 12_ ) 

— million . oo ae * | | 

Any arguments presented by Indos defending inability make cer- 
tifications required by Kem amendment shld be closely scrutinized in | 

light of above info. Latter, while incomplete, is indicative of relative 

insignificance of Indo-Soviet bloc trade. _ : ee 

wl Eo gioco | — CocHran 

756D.5-MAP/7-2551: Telegram | - a | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | | 

SECRET |  Dsaxwarta, July 25, 1951—noon. 

127. Deptel 97, July 21.1 Evening twenty-fourth discussed with | 

Vice Pres Hatta question publishing and registering with UN Indo | 

- MDAP agreement which I negotiated with Hatta. I pointed out only 

limited comment had been aroused Indo by statement Pres Truman 

-- June 25 reporting MDAP in Far East including summary aid given | 

Indo police constabulary. Hatta agreeable to Dept’s request on 

understanding I would also consult SYG Darmasetiawan of FonOff ) 

who was familiar with negotiation agreement and now in responsible _ 

position to pass on question at issue. | | 

Saw Darmasetiawan last night. He said FonOff agreeable initia- 

tion UN registration and publishing agreement. He feared, however, 

that publishing agreement by itself might attract too much attention 

and arouse leftist criticism within Indo just at this time when govt 

already facing many problems with Parliament. He hoped therefore 

the publicity on Indo could be tied up with story of assistance to Far | 

East as whole. Dept consequently now has Indo approval to request 

contained Deptel 97 but I feel consideration should be given to avoid- | 
ing more publicity than strictly necessary. | 

ele os - / _ CocuRaNn | 

+In telegram 97 to Djakarta, July 21, the Department of State asked Am- 
bassador Cochran if he thought it propitious to approach the Indonesian Govern- 

ment about the publication of the MDAP accord negotiated in August, 1950 . 

(756D.5-MAP/3-2051). 

888-617-7745 |
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656.56D/7-2651: Telegram . 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

_ CONFIDENTIAL | Dsaxarta, July 26, 19512 p.m. 

141. Supomo, ex-Justice Min, visited me the 25th. Said Indo Govt 
had thru acting HC Hague ' requested Neth Govt receive Supomo early 

| August for discussion approach to reconsideration RTC agreement. 
Supomo heads Indo commission established to review RTC. Report 
presented to Parliament some weeks ago has not been published. 
Supomo with rank of envoy will be accompanied by perhaps 2 assist- 
ants and secy. He anticipates spending about 6 weeks in Neth. ; 

| Supomo was official responsible from Indo side for drafting union 
statute at RTC. He regrets necessity seek revision RTC agreement. He _ 
attributes this principally as psychological distaste of Indos for 

| union particularly in light unfortunate developments such as Wester- 
ling affair, Macassar and Ambon. He hopes Neth Govt will be agree- 

able to substitution for RTC agreement of bilateral treaty between 
Neth and Indo. He will seek elimination unnecessary restrictions em- 
bodied in present agreement and endeavor get what he terms “busi- 
nesslike” arrangement. | | oe | 
Supomo feels report of his comite has been moderate in tone and 

that approach he is now to make to Neth Govt shld not be offensive if | 
Neth can reconcile itself to giving up union. Supomo convinced Indo © 
will not continue as party to union. He and other leaders desire how- 

| ever to have any alteration of present arrangement achieved thru prop- 
erly negotiated bilateral agreement. Since union conf is one of instru-. 

- ments of RTC agreement and union, Indos will request that conf to 
be held for consideration revision RTC be special conf and not union 
conf. Indos not particular where conf may be held. - 

| Supomo anticipates sounding out Neth authorities on question Neth 
NG, he realizing serious problem between 2 countries will still remain 
even aiter negotiation bilateral treaty in place present arrangement 
unless solution for NG question found. Supomo will adhere to posi- 
tion taken by Natsir Govt, namely that Indo will discuss arrangements 
for sharing admin and development NG if Neth will admit sovereignty 
thereover is to pass to Indos. He said once sovereignty conceded, Indos — 
wld be willing make most generous arrangements with Neth for part- 
nership admin and development, including granting Neth subjects | 
national rights of Indos. Supomo has no illusions about difficulty of | 
this part his mission, complicated further by Australian attitude, but 
feels NG must inevitably pass to Indo and sooner this recognized by 

_ * Dr. Djumhana, Indonesia’s Acting High Commissioner in the Netherlands. 
OL ur eogumentation regarding these affairs, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. |
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Neth sooner happy relations can be achieved on basis that will permit. | | 

perpetuation. 7 

I suggested Supomo keep in close contact with our common friend 

Lisle? at Amer Emb Hague.* a oe Oo 

Dept pass The Hague; sent Dept 141; rptd info The Hague 3. 

| | oe | — Cocrran 

* Raymond EH. Lisle, Second Secretary, American Embassy in the Netherlands. 

4In telegram 198 from Djakarta, August 7, Ambassador Cochran informed - : 

the Department of State that Professor Supomo, accompanied by Dr. Zain, | 

. planned to depart Djakarta for The Hague on August 14, to prepare the way. ! 

for the special Netherlands—Indonesia conference to reconsider the RTC | 

‘agreement (656.56D/8-751). . oo re | 

856D.10/7-3051 : Telegram SO So | - | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia — : 

RESTRICTED | Wasuineton, July 30, 1951—1 p.m. ) 

120. Eximbank July 26 auth allocation $1,550,000 to assist financing | 

purchase and transportation to Indonesia US equipment materials in | 

connection Indo Govt forest development program. About $979,000 — | 

for four sawmills with necessary rail lines, power plants and work 

- ghops and $557,000 for modernization of logging and log transport _ 

by truck and trailer. ee . | ) 

| | a - ACHESON , 

856D.131/8-751: Telegram | | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia | | 

SECRET 7 Wasurneton, August 7, 1951—6 p. m. | | 

170. Embtel 190, Aug 6.1 US wld not agree upward price revision | | 
even if failure to agree led Indo cancel contract. Dept not yet ap- 

_ proached by Indo or other country. Thai Amb has appointment Aug 8 
discuss with Dept price provisions proposed contract but exact pur- 
pose his visit not known. Proposed Thai contract provides for sales 

to US at world market price. _ | | ne | 

Fol statistics afford background possible discussion with Indos 
points raised reftel. World exports natural rubber totalled 1,166,266 

1In telegram 190 from Djakarta, August 6, Ambassador Cochran reported that 
the new Minister of Trade and Industry, Mr. Wilopo of the PNI, had told him | 
on August 4 that he wanted to discuss soon an amendment to the United States—. 
Indonesia rubber purchase agreement. Ambassador Cochran was. uncertain as 
to the contents of this amendment, although he had been confidentially informed. 
that the Indonesians were seeking an upward revision of prices. To be certain 
of the Department of State position, however, he wanted guidance in this 

matter. (890.2395/8-651) . ee
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. long tons 1987; 1,282,500 in 1947; 1,765,000 in 1950. Bulg, Czech, Pol, 
USSR, Hung, Rum, Chi, Hong Kong imported 62,085; 86,251; and 
188,554 of which Chi and HK 6,534; 31,457; 70,204 same years. US 
imported 592,528; 684,253; 795,502. ee 

Fol facts and line emerge these figs: Be 

| 1. Sovbloe took 5 percent world exports prewar; 7 percent 1947 ; 
11 percent 1950. Increased take assists warlike preparations bloc and 
believed not result expanding peaceful economy. Helped create chaotic 

| 1950 rubber market. To extent Brit actions in stopping shipments to 
| Chi and limiting shipments to other Sov countries influenced world 

market effect was to restore normality which in longterm interest all 
countries. een 

2. Together Chi and Hong Kong took only 4 percent world exports _ 
in 1950. Thus there is no justification for Indo claim embargo de- 
stroyed free Singapore market. Complete elimination Sovbloc take | 
wld leave 90 percent world market untouched. rr ae 

3. Chi take too small for its elimination to destroy freedom Singa- 
pore market but large enough for its elimination to cause sensitive 
market to react in absence compensatory demand by other countries. — 
Since US buys about half world’s rubber it can not disclaim all re- 
sponsibility for failure such demand to materialize. On other hand 
US cannot undertake unilaterally to underwrite world market. At 
Rome conference consuming countries including US offered stabilizing 

| program which producing countries including Indo rejected. oo 
4. US repeatedly has told Indos that in long run price of natural. 

rubber must approximate price synthetic or natural will lose its— 
market. Therefore US regards recent downward movement natural _ 
rubber prices as necessary and no ground for revising US Indo 
contract.” i | 

| ACHESON 

? On August 9, in telegram 176 to Djakarta, the Department of State amplified 
its instructions to Ambassador Cochran contained in telegram 170 to Djakarta. 
In the later cable, the Ambassador was told that if the Indonesians officially 
approached him regarding the revision or cancellation of the rubber contract,. 
he was to express surprise that the Indonesian Government was “quibbling about | 
fulfilling contractual obligations.” (856D.2395/8—951 ) Oo | 

856D.131/8-1351 : Telegram | a SES ee 

The. Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET se ‘Dsaxarra, August 13, 1951—1 p. m. 

949. Since submission Embtel 190 Aug 6+ have not been approached 

orally by Indo officials and so have not used arguments contained Dep- 
tel 170 or expressed surprise as suggested Deptel 176.27 Have now re-_ 

ceived, however, fol letter dated 8th from Econ Min Wilopo to which I 

| + Not printed ; see footnote 1, p. 695. - ee 
? Not printed ; see footnote 2, supra. |
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will make no reply pending opportunity Dept instruct me specifically | 

(begin verbatim teat): | | | 

“Connection with conversation some days ago during which rubber : 
contract. was discussed, which was closed between US (Gen Wilson) | 

. and Indo in Apr this year, I would kindly like to bring to your notice ot 
| fol in respect thereof. Copy of referred to contract attached hereto : 

forcompletenesssake. ! 
“During time negots were held Djakarta rubber trade was entirely | 

| free so that rubber would be sold freely to all countries in world. | 
“On this basis of free market system contract was concluded : 

consequently. a ms - : 
“A pprox same time export license system was introduced in London 

and Singapore, closely followed by embargo towards Chi. | : 
“Indo Govt kept ignorant of fact that such like system was being 

prepared to be introduced. ) | a | | 
| “Tf Indo Govt had been informed thereof beforehand, fixing of _ | 
-_-price wld naturally have taken place on different basis. =| | | 

: “Tf during time of negots in respect of subject contract US Govt _ 
had not been in position as to inform Indo Govt of far reaching meas- 
ures, which were announced few days after closing of oral discussions 

| in respect of referred to contract, it wld appear desirable tomy govt | 
if further reconsideration of conditions under which contract has | 
been concluded, eld be realized. | 
“Goes without saying that question of delivery of quantity of 1200 | 

tons per month has no interference whatsoever with objections men- | 
tioned above. Delivery thereof will be carried out with pleasure. 

“TY would like very much however to discuss a further consideration | 
concerning: (@) Price to be fixed, (6) Quality of rubber, and (¢) | 

_ Force-majeure clause, in respect whereof fol explanation may be : 
added. | | | : 

“a. Re price fixing, price for first four months based on average , 
_ Singapore price of present month of August. _ | | | 

“I would prefer new basic point to be decided at 70 cents US | : 
per pound for sheets number one. : | | 

| “Tf monthly discount is fixed at 114 cents US, average price 
during 18 months cld amount to 5614 cents US, which price cld 
be accepted as floor price during contract period. | | 

“In event rubber price might arrive at level higher than this 
_ floor price, then ruling market price shld be taken. = 

| “For calculation of average rubber price, method of present. 
contract is preferred to be followed. 2 

“6. Re concluded delivery of 1200 tons estate rubber, I wld be | 
prepared eventually to modify this delivery on above stated basis ; 
In one of 1200 tons sheet number I, II and III, same under guar- 

—anteeofmy govt. _ | 
— “Possibility of claims, which is inevitable by forwarded delivery 

_of lower grades, is then prevented. 7 
| “ce. As no force-majeure clause has been taken up in subject | 

| contract so far, arrangement to that effect shld be left possible. | 
| “In connection thereof I wld like suggest fol force-majeure | 

/ clause be added to contract to appear as proposed article 9:
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“q. Shid one of contractors be prevented from performing under 
this contract by reason of unforeseeable causes beyond its con- 

| trol and without its fault or negligence, including but not 
| -——_- restricted to acts of public enemy, acts of one of contractors 

| a or a foreign govt, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restric- 
_ | tions, strikes, lockouts, combinations of workmen, freight em- 

| bargoes and unusually severe weather, or if any of contractors 
| places of business become inoperative due to conditions be- 

_ yond control of Indo Govt and such cause continues for period 
| of 12 months, any undelivered portion of this contract shall be 

- automatically cancelled without cost to either party; shld _ 
| such cause continue for a period of less than 12 months, any 

undelivered portion of this contract shall be shipped as soon 
from date such cause ceases to operate. oo | 

“B. Unless the one contractor shall furnish the other and with 
written notice of nature and extent of any force-majeure con- 

| dition referred to in para (a) above which is claimed to exist, _ 
will in reasonable time after happening thereof, terms and 

- conditions of said para (a) shall not become operative with 
respect thereto. 

_ “T will appreciate it very much if you would inform me of your 
views concerning above in due course.” (L'nd verbatim teat.) 

With ref Deptel 172 ? have not been able discover whether press ar- 
. ticle on US—Indo rubber contract had been planted by Indo Govt. 

| Believe preferable not disclose contract to UK Govt before settling 

present difference with Indos. | | 

| | —  CocHRANn 

> Not printed. 

856D.501/8-751 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

TOP SECRET | Wasuinetron, August 18, 1951—6 p.m 

194. Eyes only Cochran. Embtel 201 Aug 7.1 Dept and CAS 
| Hdars agree entirely ur approach Sukanto? and plan follow ur recom- 

mendation that sixth grp be accommodated. You shld inform Sukanto | 
that sched training difficult this time of year due vacations so there 
will be slightly longer delay than usual between sessions fifth and 

: 1¥n telegram 201 from Djakarta, August 7, Ambassador Cochran reported | 

that he and the police chief the previous day had discussed the police trainee 

| program. Sukanto hoped that the program would be continued in 1952, but indi- 
cated that he hoped the emphasis would be on specialization rather than group 
courses. The Ambassador replied that the United States would not consider this 
unless a specific memorandum was submitted presenting this proposal. The Am- 

bassador recommended that the impending group of policemen be sent to the | 

United States for training, but that no commitment be made beyond that for the 
present. (856D.501/8-751) . 

2? Sukanto Tjokrodiatmodjo, Chief of the Indonesian State Police. —
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sixth erps. Latter shld plan leave Djakarta Oct 4 and name and biog | 
data shld be in Wash no later than Sept 15. | OS | 

Dept and CAS Hdgrs concur there shld be no discussion with nor | 
| commitment Sukanto re future program until memo presenting his | 
-. proposal submitted for study Wash. In any event Craig, who has been | 

informally invited on behalf Sukanto visit Indo, not available for | 
- yisit and will so inform Indos. In all probability Sukanto’s ideas on | 

- specialization involve intell rather than police training. Dept and : 

CAS Hdars may wish have this matter handled by ur CAS directly | 

- with his Hdgrs and Sukanto but will defer decision pending receipt , 

latter’s memo. | | Oo | re | 

a OS  AcHESON. | 

856D.2395/8-1351 : Telegram ees | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy m Indonesia . | | 

SECRET _ | Wasuineton, August 28, 1951—6 p. m. | 

947, Embtel 242, Aug 18. Deptel 170, Aug 7, refutes Indo claims re 

_ freedom rubber markets, and you may wish fully discuss with Indos | 
points covered therein. | a | | 

At Rome rubber conf Indos charged US UK collusion in instituting | 
rubber export controls. Latter countries formally denied charge, stat- 
ing US had no advance knowledge Brit intentions. In view this pre- 
vious denial Emb may wish express surprise at continued innuendos 
in letter hinting bad faith US negotiators. | | oe 

Dept interprets eighth para letter beginning “goes without” as | 
meaning Indo intends perform on contract whether or not US agrees 
suggested changes. If this interpretation correct, Emb may wish ex- 
press gratification instead of surprise suggested Deptel 176, Aug. 9.7 

| Emb shld make clear US entered contract without inside info or 
mental reservations, will carry out its half of bargain and expects © 
similar performance by Indo. With suitable palaver Emb may add 
that altho US rejects any implication of obligation to renegotiate US a 
always sympathetic to plea of friend that feels itself injured. For this | 
reason and being conscious its dominant position rubber market US 
willing make reasonable modifications to contract. 
Emb authorized discuss renegotiation along fol lines: | 

1. Anything above market price completely unacceptable. Seventy 
- cent price or even floor 5614 cents if this is what Indos mean is fantastic 

_ since price today approximates fifty cents. | , 
2. US willing abandon four months pricing formula specified in = | 

- contract and substitute formula based on average price prevailing 
during calendar month preceding shipment as determined from 

| Singapore Chamber of Commerce daily quotations. / | 

* Not printed ; see footnote 2, p. 696.
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3. GSA prefers price based on quotation for shipment within 30 
_ days. Published quotation most nearly mtg this definition known to 

trade as “nearest month of shipment”. Willing accept price based on 
quotation known to trade as “prompt shipment” (meaning price for 
shipment within 15 days) less 3 percent as in present contract. Willing 

| as last resort abandon 3 percent discount and use full prompt shipment 
quotation if necessary prevent cancellation contract. Not willing base 
contract on spot price. we 

4, As you likely aware, Deptel 415, Bangkok, Aug 17, rptd Djakarta 
US contract with Thais has been made public.? We are willing con- 
sider with Indos same price i.e. which rubber commands in world 

, market; but do not believe this wld be to. Indo advantage since US 
interpretation of world market is lowest Singapore, London or 
Amsterdam. | a 

5. US willing add force majeure clause suggested by Indo with fol 
changes which Dept will explain if requested by Emb: (a) Substitute 
“contracting parties” for “contractors” (6) Delete “unforeseeable” 
(c) After “acts of” insert “God or” (d) Delete “one of contractors 
or” (e) After “fon Govt” insert “civil strife or disorder” (f) Delete 
“or if any of contractors places of business become inoperative due 
to conditions beyond control of Indo Govt” (g) After “as soon” insert 
“thereafter as circumstances permit but in no event later than six 

_ months” (h) Substitute “contracting party” for “contractor”. 
6. GSA welcomes Indo willingness modify contract specify delivery 

‘sheets I, IT, III but not willing adopt Indo pricing formula to obtain 
these grades. If Emb finds it necessary base revised contract on full 

| prompt shipment quotation without present 8 percent discount it shld 
attempt obtain Indo agreement deliver sheets I, II, III in return for 
US agreement forego discount. | os 

If Indos receptive any these suggestions Emb may renegotiate con- 
tract subject approval Dept and GSA. Questions re Singapore Cham- 
ber of Commerce quotations or trade terminology cld be discussed with 

| Djakarta Rubber Trade Assoc or referred Wash or ConGen Singapore. 
Present intention not send negotiator from Wash. Emb’s views 

| requested. 7 
| ACHESON 

* Not here printed ; see footnote 2, p. 1629. | | | 

856D.501/9—-1351 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia | | 

TOP SECRET _ Wasuineron, September 13, 1951—2 p.m. | 

317. Eyes only Cochran. Dept unable approve project further train- 
ing Indo police as submitted Soekanto’s memo Aug 15 (ur ltr Aug 17).1 

*Neither printed; Ambassador Cochran sent Police Chief Sukanto’s memo- 
randum with an accompanying letter to Mr. Lacy on August 17. Both documents 
can be found in the Djakarta Embassy File: Lot 55 F 17, Box 31, and the . 
remaining footnotes to this cable refer to the Police Chief’s memorandum.
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Proposal so vague Dept feels difficulties experienced prev groups | 
wld be intensified unless there cld be more specific indication what is | 
required. Item ¢ his memo? requests accreditation his officers police | 
org but does not sugg for what purpose, whether traffic control, finger- | 
printing, communications, files and records; past groups have been | 
almost unanimous claiming police training this kind not effective | 
either because Indos already have experience these matters or because | : 
conditions Indo so different lessons inapplicable. Additionally Dept _ 
anticipates great difficulty persuading any police org accept Indo : 
trainees who do not have sufficient grasp language, whose attitude, 
in light past experience, cld be expected be not completely cooperative, | : 

and who might thus seriously hamper regular work of org. — | | 
Items e, f, g, A? not clear since there has been no confinement or 

restriction trainees except during three or four days highly classified _ 
training. Difficulty reconciling complete freedom of movement for _ | 

| trainees with concentration in short time of greatest amount special- : 
ized training, requiring much travel and intricate coordination several | 

training efforts, is obvious. | | | | 
Items e, f; g, 4 in fact tend confirm suspicion arising here out of | 

experience first five groups and based upon attitudes, behavior, and | 
in some cases admissions of trainees that latter much more interested : 

_ coming US for free ride than for professional police training. (Note- 
worthy exception: four members fourth group trainees incl leader.) 
While this aim, implying as it does desire for familiarization US and | ! 
its customs, habits, etc. undoubtedly worthy, Dept inclined believe | 
proper vehicle for its achievement not police training program which : 
is expensive and involves large expenditures time and effort by several | 

US law enforcement, military and other orgs. ce 
_ Item d* Soekanto’s memo appears have merit and it is possible in- 

terested agency may be able arrange training this kind for smaller 
number selected, carefully screened individuals after Jan 1. This of 
course not Dept State responsibility but Dept forwarding request 
proper part US Govt. | | | 

2Tn item c, the Police Chief proposed that of the six groups of policemen to 
be sent to the United States in 1952, three of the groups should be accredited to 
some recognized regular police organization. oo 

*In item e, the request was made that the trainees should be allowed more 
contact with the American public and should not be confined to restricted areas: — 
in item f, the thought was advanced that these officers could gain as much from | 
more personal contact as they could from their actual training programs; in | 
item g, Police Chief Sukanto declared that if these men were accredited to regu- 
lar police departments, they would be afforded the chance to get a daily taste 
of actual police methods as well as seeing the off-duty social life of the average | 
American officer ; in item h, it was recognized that more isolation was necessary 
for those engaged in security and intelligence training, but that the existing 
restrictions were also too great. | 

*In item d, the Police Chief suggested that three of the annual groups of officers 
should be assigned to various national level agency instructors for training in 
internal security and intelligence operations.
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_ Re Craig other commitments make impossible his visit despite his 

desire accept invitation. ae | 
| In ur discretion you may communicate substance all or part fore-_ 

going Soekanto. | Oe : oe 
Other Agency concurs this tel. Reply to “R only.” , 

_ Oe | ACHESON 

460.509/9-2051: Telegram — | : / 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia 

SECRET — WASHINGTON, September 20, 1951—noon. 

353. Embtel 425 Sept 141 statement Czech Govt to send Del to | 
Indo Sept: to sign one year trade agreement. Dept assumes proposed 

agreement wld follow usual pattern Indo bilateral trade agreements _ 
which provide not for reciprocal exports guarantees but rather for 
reciprocal assurances each govt will “place no obstacle in way of” ex- 

portation of listed commodities. = | | 
Indo-Czech one year agreement which expired Aug 1, 1951, listed 

Indo exports theoretically equivalent to $2.9 million including 1,550 
tons rubber and 800 tons tin. Actual Indo exports to Czech calendar 
year 1950 included 550 tons tin, no rubber. Same agreement lists _ 
Czech exports equivalent $2.3 million, chiefly malt, writing paper, — 
textile and metal working machinery, procelainware and windowglass. 

Actual Czech exports 1950 totaled about $1.7 million. (Dept notes 

| Japan is possible alternative source supply many these items.) 
In light current status US—Czech relations, conclusion of new and © 

| larger Indo—Czech trade agreement might cause possibly dispropor- 

tionate harm US—Indo relations. | 
NSC Determination 13 (airpouched Sept 17) granting Indo excep- 

tion Kem Amendment (Deptel 335 Sept 17)? directs its East-West 

Trade Comite “to continue seek additional measures, consistent with 
over-all US natl security interests, toward preventing flow strategic 
commodities directly or indirectly from Indo to Sov bloc with view 

to making appropriate recommendations to NSC”. er 
Accordingly Dept wld hope that in any new Indo—Czech agreement 

Indo wld be able term export strategic commodities. FYI if trade is 
| contd these items, US in light legislative requirements and NSC De- 

termination wld have to satisfy itself from standpoint US over-all | 
security interests volume these strategic exports to Sov bloc is out- 
weighed by advantages gain by Indo economy as result of important 

"In telegram 425 from Djakarta, Septernber 14, Ambassador Cochran informed 
the Department of State that the Government of Czechoslovakia was planning — | 
to send a delegation to Indonesia sometime in September to sign a one-year trade | 
agreement (756D.00 (W) /9-1451). : | 

* Neither printed. | |
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critical commodities recd in exchange. This latter standard substan- | 
tially same as that which US applying to other friendly countries, in- | 
cluding UK, re their respectivetrade with Sov bloc. | oe | 

| Dept confident you are taking all appropriate steps toward above | 
objectives and in this connection have considered any feasible use | 

_ provisions Hatta secret oral declaration (Embtel 226 Aug 18[/6], | 
| 1950*) supplementing US-Indo mil agreement. Dept keenly aware, _ : 

however, above objectives very difficult for you to pursue, especially in 
_ view possible Indo reaction to pending Ceylonese shipment 5,000 tons 
rubber to Commie Chi above world price, and in view delicacy Indo ; 
polit situation caused by pending Indo ratification Jap Peace Treaty. 

SA | | WEBB | 

-* For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1051. ; a Oo 

460.509/9-2151 : Telegram Oo 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in I ndonesia | | 

) CONFIDENTIAL | WASHINGTON, September 21, 1951—6 p.m. | 

361. Fol in amplification first sentence Deptel 336 Sep 17* “NSC 
exception for Indo under Kem Amendment valid without further re- 
newal until Dec 30”. Admin required submit Congress each quarter a | 
review all exceptions made previously. Exception granted Indo Sep 18 

: must be reviewed sometime during next quarter ending Dec 30 and 
decision made whether continue exception. OR 

Battle Bill in Cong conference to resolve differences in House and 
Senate versions.? Pg ee 

| | a WEBB © 

: *Not printed. : | a | ; | | 
? The reference is to the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act, which became 

law on October 26, as Public Law 213. The text is printed in 65 Stat. 644, / ; 

Djakarta Embassy File: Lot 55 F 17, Box 31 . oe 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Director, Office of 
Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Lacy) 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY Dsaxarra, September 25, 1950. | | 
Dear Brix: Reference is made to my cablegram No. 442, dated Sep- 

tember 18,‘ in which I reported that I had talked frankly with General | 
Sukanto, Chief of the Indonesian National Police, along the lines 
indicated in the Department’s cablegram No. 317. I recalled to him | 

* Not printed. | | | |
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certain disappointments and difficulties experienced with trainee 

groups which the Indonesian police had sent to the United States in _ 

the past. I took strong exception to the Indonesian idea that such 

: trainees were being unduly restricted. I stressed the seriousness of the 

situation in the United States, with our Government concentrating _ 

on problems pertinent to the defense of our country and to coopera- | 

tion with our allies. I said that if the Indonesian Government desired 

to take advantage of the expert and costly training which we have to | 

date seen fit to grant, the Indonesian Government should assume the 

_ responsibility for selecting first-class candidates, with demonstrated 

ability, sufficiently serious-minded to devote full attention to the tech- 

| nical courses which are to be given them, and with a minimum of ~ 

thought to extra-curricular activities. I said that we did hope that 

all trainees in the past had acquired happy impressions of the United 

| States, and in the natural course of their training had benefited from 

contact with our people. It was certainly not our thought to be unduly 

severe, but we could not countenance further petty complaints on the 

part of trainees, or cater to whims or extravagant ideas. 

On the other hand, I recalled to General Sukanto that it had been 

my good fortune to be with the Republic in Jogjakarta in 1948 when 

plans were being formulated for equipping and training the mobile — 

| constabulary of the Government of Indonesia-to-be. It had been a 

| pleasure for me thenceforth to cooperate with Vice President Hatta 

| and General Sukanto toward the end of procuring equipment as well 

as expert training. I felt that we had made the proper choice in sup- 

porting the mobile constabulary. Iwas willing to recommend further > 

training, provided the Indonesian Government genuinely desired it 

! and General Sukanto would meet our terms with respect to character 

and mental attitude of trainees, and would be quite specific in setting 

forth the type of training actually sought. I requested General Sukanto 

particularly to expand that part of his letter of August 15, covered by 

Point d.? | a 

T have now received from General Sukanto a letter dated Septem- 

ber 24, whereof two copies are attached,? in which more detailed in- | 

formation is. provided, with respect to both paragraphs ¢ and d of the : 

original communication of August 15.4 It will be noted further that | 

* See footnote 4,p. 701. | ae | 

® Not printed; Police Chief Sukanto recommended that a certain percentage 

of the trainees get specialized training in criminalistics, and a certain percentage 

get a concentrated course in internal security and intelligence techniques. General 

Sukanto also proposed that the program continue so that those sent to the 

United States could train their colleagues after returning to Indonesia, -and 

that foreign experts come to Indonesia to assist in the training of the National 

Police. (Djakarta Embassy File: Lot 55 F 17, Box 31) | | 

* See footnotes 2 and 4, p. 701. . Oe
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General Sukanto intimates that effort will be made to utilize trainees | 

who have had the benefit of instruction in the United States for teach- | 

ing more Indonesians upon their return to this country. Additionally, : 

General Sukanto hopes to be in a position to request the sending of | 

_ foreign experts and advisors to Indonesia, once the question of salaries __ | 

and allowances for such experts and advisors can be more favorably | 

resolved by the Indonesian Government. General Sukanto indicated | 

| to me orally the acute needs currently for experts and advisors in radio, | 

telegraphy, and coast surveillance in connection with illegal entry and | 

exit of persons and things. General Sukanto will communicate with us an 

~ further on this subject if and when he is able to offer attractive com- 

-_ pensation and living arrangements. __ Pg | 

While the cooperation we have obtained from the Indonesian offi- | 

 cials, including the civil police, has not been as generous as we might 7 

have expected in the past, I am of the opinion that improved results 

can be anticipated in the future, as the Government and its various. 

security agencies become better organized and surer of themselves. I 

have been gratified at the vigorous measures that have been taken re- 

| cently by the Indonesian Government, and particularly its security — , 

forces, to apprehend dissident elements, most specially communist | 

groups and leaders. I believe this is an appropriate time to give new | 

encouragement to the Government of Indonesia, and know of no more 

concrete manner or medium than further extension of training courses 

for Indonesian civil police a 

Faithfully yours, | Me H. Mrrie Cocuran © | 

460.509/9-2651 : Telegram a On : 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

- SECRET PRIORITY DsaxKarta, September 26, 1951—2 p. m. | 

471. Ref Deptels 361, 353,1 336 and 335.? Dept correct assuming 

| (Deptel 353) one year Indo trade agreement with Czech Govt is gen- , 

eral type providing reciprocal assurances each govt will not obstruct 

and will endeavor facilitate export and import of listed commodities | 

in quantities mentioned in agreement. | 2 Oe 

- Indo negotiator Asmaun * unwilling reveal to Emb anything about 

pending new agreement except it not yet signed. Neth Commercial 

Counselor Cator* understands proposed agreement will provide for 

_ vital trade between two countries in about Neth guilders 50 million 

per year, roughly Neth guilders 25 million each way, although possibly 

1Dated September 21 and September 20, respectively (pp. 703 and 702). 

2 Neither Deptel 336 nor Deptel 335 is printed. | 
Dr, Asmaun, Assistant in charge of the International Relations Division, 

Ministry of Trade and Industry. | 
‘Dr. W. J. Cator. |
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higher level Indo exports than imports. Some question as to method — 
financing, Indos appearing committee to utilize clearing account in 
Neth, Czechs apparently preferring deal at banking connection, al- 
though not known in what currency—sterling, dollars or Swiss 
francs—settlement would be made. Cator also states Czechs have — 
asked for 1500 tons tin, Indos initially offered 250 tons, possible com- 
promise of 400 tons may be evolved. Rubber commitment, if any, not 
known. In general level of trade [garbled group] proposed new agree- | 
ment is roughly same as under one-year agreement expired Aug 1, 
1951. Under latter Indos issued import licenses for Czech goods 
[garbled group] at about rupiahs 24 million through July this year. - 
Particulars about goods for which licenses issued available and can 

be translated and submitted to Dept if latter so instructs. Data 
regarding level Indo exports to Czechs under expired agreement not, 
however, available. Only source left info this type available Emb is | 
visible trade statistics and these not always satisfactory since many 
exports are listed as shipped to Neth “further destination unknown.” 
Dept may have access to published Czech import statistics. | 
~ I share Dept’s unhappiness over shipment Indo strategic materials 
to Soviet bloc and at appropriate moment might point out to FonOf: 
(1) That US in granting Indo exception to Kem Amendment gave 
evidence its appreciation Indo adherence to UN embargo, (2) that. 
US continues, however, be concerned over Indo trade with Eur Sov 
satellites, which while relatively small in terms Indo total trade 
represents substantial gain to satellites, (3) that US, while not com- 
pletely informed of content Indo-Soviet satellite trade, is of opinion 
that trade is more valuable to satellites than to Indo, especially since — 
many exports from satellites obtainable [garbled group] Japan and 
elsewhere, (4) that US wishes emphasize importance it attributes to 
termination. Indo exports of strategic commodities to Eur satellites, 
and: (5) that Indo statement regarding its intent with respect such 

trade is: required under terms new or contemplated US legislation and | 
may' weigh heavily in deciding whether US able justify continuing 

| embargo financial aidtoIndo. _ | | ore oe 
I do-not, however, believe. useful purpose can be served by divulging 

substance of above to Indos at this time, which Dept recognizes as 
not propitious. I prefer await passage Battle bill or relate new legis- 

| lation; which wld provide convenient hook on which to hang above 
argument. I would wish avoid appearance US inconsistency in bring- 
ing up above subject immediately after Indo granted exception to Kem 

Amendment ‘by’ US which at time exception granted was aware of 
existence trade agreements with Soviet satellites. I finally wish post-
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pone approach until results Jap treaty discussions and possible reper- | 
cussions Ceylonese rubber shipments arecrystallized. 8 89 | 

I do not believe US warranted in making Czech trade agreement | 
final point its eventual appeal to Indos. Indos have already concluded | 
new trade agreements with Hungary and Poland, former effective _ 
June 1951 through May 1952, latter July 1951 through J une 1952. | 
Indo export contingents these agreements unknown, but Indo import : 
contingents Hungary valued about rupiahs 8.7 million, [garbled _ | 
group] rupiahs 12.7 million. I believe approach Indo shld be based all | 
trade agreements with Eur Soviet satellites, that singling out Czech | 
agreement illogical and tends introduce polit issue, obscuring basic | 
and generalized econ warfare motivation for US action, | 

Regret announcement Indo exception under Kem Amendment came 
when it did. If.we are not willing use full force our public legislation | 

~ to oblige Indo refrain from shipping strategic materials to Soviet bloc, 
I feel I shld not fall back on secret oral undertaking made in excep- | 
tional circumstances on his own responsibility by Hatta as PriMin | 
and Acting FonMin. This undertaking was requested to enable US | 
deliver Indo civil constabulary equipment which US anxious get 
into Indo hands and which police have used and are using effectively 

against Commie and other dissident group. Now to reveal Hatta’s 
commitment wld risk serious damage to his standing, just at time he 
ig working diligently along lines desired by US and is most likely to | 
be next PriMin if Sukiman shld fall as result his favoring US on 
Jap treaty or for other reason. | a | 

It is additionally unfortunate that press stories came out during 
Subardjo’s visit US that ECA might consider credit to Indo, reported 
as 50 million dollars in some accounts and 150 million in other. 

| Indo press has tended interpret US softening on Kem Amendment 
and handing out. prospective new loan to Indo as price for Subardj o’s 
signing Jap Peace Treaty * and does not approve such “prostitution”. 
Iam strongly of opinion, and believe Ex-Im Bank representatives who | | 
recently visited Indo wld agree with me, that Indo needs no addi- 
tional new US credit or grant, either 50. or 150 million dollars,.at this, | 
time. Furthermore I reaffirming my belief expressed throughout. our 
negots on. UN embargo and set forth whenever my opinion. was 
solicited on Kem Amendment (particularly Embtel 77%) .that our _ 
policy with Indos on their export trade with Sov bloc will more likely 

command respect and achieve successful results if severe rather than 
weak oreven compromising. _ a Co 

ee, ns — Cocuran 

- ® For documentation, see pp. 777 ff. oe Peony wins g 
* Dated July 17, p. 690. ~ a CO tee aE
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460.509/9-2851 : Telegram ERS | 

- The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State eS 

CONFIDENTIAL prioniry DgsaKarta, September 28, 1951—3 p. m. 

493. Darmasetiawan asked me yesterday evening about status Indo 
under Kem Amendment. I had sent FonOff note Sept 18 to effect Indo 
oranted exception under Kem Amendment and had enclosed there- : 
with copy Kem Amendment. I explained Darmasetiawan orally this 

exception valid until December 80 unless Battle bill or other legislation | 
may become effective before that date. | | 

I told Darmasetiawan I had refrained from bringing up question 
a Indo position under US legislation pertinent to exports ad Soviet bloc | 

until question Jap peace treaty ratification clarified. I had hoped final - 
American legislation might be enacted meantime. I felt, now that. 
Darmasetiawan had raised subj, I shld let him know US concern over 
Indo presently being in negot with Czech for extension trade agree- __ 
ment which might include export Indo tin and other strategic mate- 
rials. I said it was this type trade agreement US wld undoubtedly 
have to look into under whatever legis is in force. I said any story 
emanating from Djakarta just now in regard to Czech receiving strate- 
gic materials from this country might have unfortunate repercus- _ 
sions in US. nee Oo | 

In answer Darmasetiawan’s query, I said I wld be ready discuss _ 
Kem Amendment and related matters with him and Palarathispleas- 
ure. It wld be my intention follow general lines set forth numbered | 
points third para Embtel 471. I would of course make strongest effort 
eliminate all Indo export strategic materials to Commie countries. 

, 7 | ‘CocHRAN | 

460.509/9-2851 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia — | 

> SECRET WASHINGTON, September 29, 1951—3 p.m. _ 
406. Dept concurs ur position plans re discussion Indo Govt Indo 

trade Sov bloc, Embtels 471, Sept 26 and 4938, Sept 28; with necessary _ 
exception, however, pt 5 para 3 former tel, since, although statement 
of intent wld be useful, it technically not known to be required under 
new legislation. | a | 

At ur discretion: 1) Continue disabuse Indos of any belief that NSC 
exception their favor under Kem amendment represents weak or com- | 

| promising policy, since exception may be revoked at any time NSC 
determines warranted (para 4, Deptel 353, Sept 20) ; 2) Since Indos | 
aware other countries friendly US continuing ship strategic materials 

_ Sov block, utilize substance penultimate para Deptel 858. 

. WEBB
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656.56D/10-151 : Telegram a | oe an - 7 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Dsaxarta, October 1, 1951—6 p. m. | 
508. Supomo at lunch today recounted experiences Hague on pre- | 

liminary discussion revision RTC. He said PriMin Drees? unwilling 
| admit possibility his govt agreeing to abrogation RTC prior elections 

June 1952 unless acceptable substitute agreement reached in advance 
elections. Even then Drees wld prefer postpone negots until after elec- : 
tions. Supomo said Catholic leader Romns ? agreeable to immediate | 
-negots. Decision reached that Neth and Indo Govts shld each appoint 
small comite to draft working papers on replace agreement. Said | 
Comites will meet in Paris in Nov at time UNGA and pursue their : 
joint deliberations there and/or Hague. Bo a 
Supomo expects head Indo comite with few econ and legal advisors. | 

Thinks Blom* and Goetzen‘ will be principal Neth Comitemen. | 
Supomo said he hoped negots cld be expedited. Drees had countered 
that absolutely impossible have any plenary conf in 1951. Supomo re- 
gretted Dec might pass again without Irian question being resolved. 
Neth officials inquired whether Indos wld still make trouble for Neth 7 
on Irian if Neth gave acceptable agreement on RTC. Supomo said 

| Indo claim on Irian wld still remain and while Indo Govt wld not 
_ itself resort to coercive tactics there was always possibility Indo peo- 

ple might demonstrate their unhappiness. Supomo emphasized neces- 
| ‘sity solving both Irian and RTC questions. He said US cld be most | 

, helpful if it wld oppose any delaying tactics on. part Neth Govt in , 
negots on RTC. Supomo also hoped some constructive support on part oe 
US for Indo claim to Irian wld follow Subardjo’s visit to US. | 
When Supomo asked Neth negotiators what criteria they envisaged 

in replace agreement Neth replied they felt there shld still be special 
‘relationship between Neth and Indo and former wld not be satisfied 
simply by most-favored-nation treatment. Supomo did not tell me just | 
what he replied but made clear to me Indo wld not countenance con- | 
tinuation any union organs and wld have to keep in mind relations | 

: with other friendly powers when deciding what treatment to accord Neth  — —— me 
In view foregoing info, I recommend against US suggesting any 

* Willem Drees, Prime Minister of the Netherlands. a | | 
* Presumably the reference is to F. J. T. Rutten, Minister of Education, Arts, and Science. oe : | | a “N.S. Blom, Secretary of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. __ oe | : * Presumably the reference is to Lumbertus Goetzen, Minister Without Portfolio in the previous government, and co-chairman of the Netherlands’ delegation for the Union Statute negotiations that beganin December. _ | oe 

| 588-617—77-_46 | | a
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form delaying tactics to one or both union partners. (Deptel 358°). | 

Viewpoints both sides known to each other so exchange Parliamentary 

visits unnecessary. Negots will require several months even in normal 

course. I object particularly to any idea studying India-UK relation- 

ship as model or drawing India into controversy or negots In any way. 

| CocHRAN 

© Not printed; the Department of State in telegram 358 to Djakarta, Septem- 

ber 20, informed Ambassador Cochran that Ambassador van Roijen had visited 

the Department on September 19 to discuss the Netherlands’ attitude toward 

revising the Union Statute. The Ambassador said it was politically difficult, if 

not impossible, for the present Netherlands Government to agree to the. statute’s 

. revision. Mr. van Roijen suggested that, until the general elections had been 

conducted in the spring of 1952, delaying tactics be pursued. After the elections, 

he believed that it would be possible for the new government to agree to a new 

relationship with Indonesia. The Department officials who talked with Ambassa- 

dor van Roijen endorsed his suggestions, but the Department asked Ambassador 

| Cochran for his comments regarding these stratagems. (656.56D/9-2051) | : | 

460.56D9/10-251 : Telegram | : oo 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET  - PRIORITY — Dsaxarta, October 2, 1951—3 p. m. | 

513. Visited Djuanda evening Ist my request. ‘Told him of my talks 

with Subardjo (Embtels 4997? and 509 2) with particular reference 

desirability Indo terminating exports strategic materials to Sov bloc. 

Also summarized Wilopo’s complaints re US econ aid and my reply 

thereto. ca CO 7 

I appealed to Djuanda as Vice Chairman Cabinet’s Financial and 

Econ Council to assist in orienting Indo trade policy in such fashion 

as to avoid Indo possibly incurring penalties under Kem Act or super-_ 

seding legislation because exporting strategic materials to Commie 

bloc. Djuanda said trade agreements with Hungary, Poland and 

Czech had been routine arrangements, following old NEI trade lines, | 

| and that some provisions therein had been specifically inserted at 

request Neth Govt. He was of opinion Neth had requested Indo allocate | 

tin to Czechoslovakia under Indo bilateral in order Neth itself might _ 

procure certain commodities in triangular trade and payments ar- 

rangements. Djuanda unofficially agreed that commodities obtained | 

by Indo under three above-mentioned agreements are not vital and 

1¥In telegram 499 from Djakarta, September 29, Ambassador Cochran. reported 7 | 

. that Foreign Minister Subardjo had expressed great appreciation.-for the 

_ Department’s assistance while he had been in the United States. The topics of 

conversation were the potential difficulties of getting the Indonesian Parliament 

to ratify the Japanese peace treaty, the desire of the United States to. see the 

Indonesian Government suppress dissident elements inside the country and to | 

embargo strategic materials to Communist states, and the wish of the Indonesians 

to solve the Netherlands New Guinea problem satisfactorily. (694.001/9-2951) —— 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 718.
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| cld be obtained in large part from other countries. Most: important 
item involved, he thought, was cheap motor cars being imported from 
Czechoslovakia. | | . on | 

I reviewed provisions Kem Act and endeavored anticipate Battle 
Act. I said Emb required report to Dept in present quarter with re- _ 
spect any export trade Indo with satellite countries. I said especially | 
bad impression wld be created if report reveals fresh agreement Indo : 
provide tin to Czecholslovakia. I did not, however, limit US concern | 

- to Czech agreement alone. Djuanda said he thought Czech agreement 
had already been signed but was sure it had not yet been approved by _ 
Cabinet. He promised look into matter, he being particularly interested _ 
in continuing receive US aid. | Ds 

- I mentioned to Djuanda receipt instruction (A-60 September 20) * 
requesting Emb provide copies or full details current Indo trade i 
agreements with satellite countries. Djuanda confirmed my under- _ 
standing text such agreements not published in any Indo official | 
journal or otherwise by Indo. I said I wld address note to FonMin re- 
questing data. Djuanda promised if these not forthcoming he wld 
check over memo, which I wld prepare giving such data as I have or 
can procure, and point out and remedy any deficiencies therein, 

Cabinet mtg postponed until morning Thursday fourth when | 
Subardjo and members Indo del will report SF conference. I doubt 
if matter trade agreements will come up then or that this wld be pro- | 

- pitious mtg for Djuanda to stress urgency ratifying ECA ‘bilateral 
agreement and accepting trilateral agreement on counterpart funds, | 
on which matters I talked with him urgently. I am convinced, how- 
ever, he will do utmost to help with these questions well as endeavor 

elminate strategic materials from Czech agreement. While it has not 
been my intention or purpose to single out Czech agreement or let 
agreement with other satellite countries escape attention, I have of : 

| necessity pushed this case since Darmasetiawan raised question (Emb- 
tel 493) and since there appears opportunity still to block putting into 
force Czech agreement containing strategic materials. 

_ ...., Cocrran | 

Not printed. - | | ete ee 

460.56D9/10-551 : Telegram SO BF 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in I ndonesia 

SECRET _ Wasurneton, October 5, 1951—7:55:p. m. 

492. Dept commends your efforts eliminate Indo strategic mate- 
rials from Indo-Czech agreement. For guidance in possible future 
conversations fol observations made to supplement penultimate para 
Deptel 353 and to attempt answer Indo questions whether US not |
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disposed excuse shipments of peacetime proportions and whether US 

fol same standards with England as Indonesia. oR 7 

Generally US opposed any shipments strategic commodities to 

Soviet bloc countries. If Indo unable eliminate tin and rubber from: 

Czech agreement Indo shld in fixing level of these exports givecareful 

consideration possible implications Battle Bill, which provides fol 

criteria for justifying continuance of mil, econ or financial assistance 

to any country shipping “items primary strategic significance” to 

Russian. satellite countries: (1) consideration contribution Indo to 

mutual security free world, (2) importance Indo assistance to US 

security, (8) strategic importance imports received from Soviet bloc, 

| and (4) adequacy Indo controls over export to Soviet bloc of stra- 

tegic items. OO Heat 

- Dept believes Indo shld give particular attention item (3) above. > 

Re this item several Eur countries have faced apparent necessity in- | 

cluding strategic items in exports Soviet bloc countries under trade _ 

agreements negotiated with those countries. They have felt so obliged 

due their appraisal importance of items received in return as essential 

to basic econ and not available elsewhere. This substantially UK posi- 

| tion re shipment rubber to USSR and this can be pointed out to 

Subardjo in response his concern re Brit shipments. Dept interested 

knowing what items Czechs able offer Indos which latter regard such | 

| importance to justify exporting strategic items to member Sov bloc. 

__-Even if Indos believe inclusion tin and rubber essential, no compelling 

reasons appear exist to ship in excess of exports in recent years. FYI | 

this is substantially similar to our approach to Brit on like problem. — 

Of course when Battle Bill becomes effective any shipments of pri- 

mary strategic items wld require justification for exception under cri- 

teria enumerated above. Rubber and tin will certainly be among 

commodities affected by Battle Bill. Tin presently on International 

List II and rubber not on any International list. | 

| a | OB WEBB 

460.509/10-1051 : Telegram | a | a a 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Dsaxarta, October 10, 1951—1 p. m. _ 

552. Djuanda called ninth my request. Gave him copy memo to | 

FonOf based on Dept A-60, Sept 211 requesting copies current Indo | 

agreements with Soviet satellites. I indicated info Emb has on trade > 

under these agreements and specific points on which data lacking. He 

* Not printed. EET
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uncertain whether govt wld provide copies but said this matter for 

FonOff decide and he wld speak to Subardjo. Ref Embtels 493 and 

| 509 2 and Deptel 422.3 | CO a 

- Djuanda said agreement reached with Czech on 1951-1952 trade | 

and awaits only final approval and signing by govt. Said Indo negoti- | 

| ator Asmaun had been given instructions by fin and econ comite as si 

~~~ to how far he cld go in negots and had accomplished agreement within : 

such scope. Said it wld now be most difficult for Indo go back on 

these negots. He let me know new arrangement provides for Indo 

| export 500 tons tin and 1500 tons rubber to Czech. Last year’s tin | : 

contingent 700 tons. Asmaun was auth go up to this total in new | 

agreement but held figures down to.500 tons against Czech request for 

1750. Under 1950-1951 agreement Czech actually recd only 400 tons 

- since Czech unable provide adequate goods in compensation. | 

I pointed out to Djuanda unhappy reaction which wld take place | 

in US if now revealed Indo has agreed provide Czech with tin and | | 

rubber through negots undertaken in spite Kem amendment and con- _ 

summated shortly after Indo given provisional period of exception 

from Kem amendment. Djuanda argued UK and other Western Eur 

countries continue receive US aid in spite much more important ex- 

ports from those areas to Soviet area than Indo sends satellites. I - 

| followed arguments of Deptel 422. Djuanda countered we shld check 

at Hague on tin and other strategic exports of Neth to USSR and 

satellites. He said Indo Govt knows Neth receives more tin from Indo 

than requires for own needs and uses this in trade with satellites. Said 
through manipulations of “East-West” Company Neth switched tin | 

and other strategic materials through transactions with Western Ger- 

many to destinations behind iron curtain. He pointed out Indo pros- 
pective tin contingent for Czech constitutes about 1 percent annual 
Indo production. OO os - 

I stressed good impression Indo wld make on US and on world in — | 
general by showing courage to cut out strategic materials entirely 
from Czech agreement. He said while this might receive some ap- 

_ plause, it wld definitely be attacked by Commie countries, and wld. | 
draw much opposition to govt internally. I said if such step cld be 
taken in spite obstacles thereto it shld be easier accept existence two 
other running agreements namely with Hungary and Poland which | 

| include strategic materials. Djuanda doubted anything eld be done and 

"In telegram 509 from Djakarta, October 1, Ambassador Cochran informed 
Foreign Minister Subardjo that the proposed Czech-Indonesian trade agreement, 
if it encompassed the selling of strategic raw materials to a Communist state, . 
could have serious repercussions upon U.S.-Indonesian relations and could cause 
the United States to revoke Indonesia’s exemption from the provisions of the | 
sue en (656D.94/10-151). |
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| hoped -we wld be satisfied with narrow limits within which Indo keep- _ 
ing exports of strategic materials to satellites. a oe 

To justify such exports to Czech, Djuanda stressed importance to 
Indo, economy of Czech materials recd in return. He mentioned par- _ 
ticularly paper required by press, which sharply critical of govt un- — 
less needs taken care of, and Polish steel and tools required to keepup 

| Indo economy, and especially to increase production strategic mate- 
rials for export. Djuanda thought Indos record more than favorable 
compared with UK and Neth, a 
Djuanda phoned tenth wld see Subardjo and Wilopo tonight. Said 

| he wld urge them make copies current trade agreements with satellite . 
countries available to me. He felt disclosure facts in case wld convince 
US auths Indos in position justify Kem exception. I told him easier 
for sympathetic consideration be given if Indo Govt discloses facts 
frankly rather than obliges us seek info from various sources and then © 
perhaps make recommendation and take decision on incomplete info. 

I reiterated to Djuanda advantage to Indo under Kem or Battle legis 
or moving far as possible now toward cutting down exports strategic 
materials to satellites. He promised do his best. He is to report back : 
tomorrow. I will see Subardjo twelfth. With Djuanda thoroughly ap- _ 
preciating importance cooperating with us I am confident whatever 
he can achieve for us now will be more than I cld get through straight : 
negot at Ministries Foreign Affairs and Economics and will be maxi- 
mum we can obtain for present. Had I known in advance exception was 
to be made Sept 13 I might have bargained that against Indo eliminat- 
ing strategic materials from Czech agreement then in course negot. | 

. | CocHRAN 

656.56D/10-1051 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET > Dsaxarta, October 10, 1951—4 p.m. | 

555. Neth H. C. Lamping called today fol his return from more 
than two months in Neth. He expressed pleasure at degree to which 
Sukiman Govt had improved in internat] policy in recent weeks. He 
brought up subj Indo desire replace RTC agreements with bilateral => 
treaty. He said both Catholic and Labor Parties wld lose votes if they 
agreed liquidate union before Neth elections next summer. He feared 
such votes as they lose wld go to “reactionary” parties. Said he was > 
basically on conservative side but after his years service India and then 
Indo he believes Neth shld make genuine effort negotiate new arrange- | 
ment with Indo. He said PriMin Drees was quite displeased with Indo
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attitude and wanting “wash his hands of affair”. I reminded Lamping 

Drees had worked with us at RTC and was entirely aware objections | 

both sides to Union statute. Compromise was best we cld accomplish | 

on that well:as on New Guinea. Lamping asked whether I thought 

- Indos wld. still be unpleasant with Neth over New Guinea if Neth 

gave Indo acceptable treaty replacing RTC. I told him US had con- | 

sistently taken position parties shld endeavor negotiate amicableand —S—i| 

mutually satisfactory solution New Guinea. He said neither side would 

__ yield. I expressed opinion Indo wld not relinquish claim to New | 

Guinea. When Lamping persisted and asked whether I thought Indos | 

wld cause trouble, I simply said I cld not guarantee that clamor for _ | 

NG wld cease with negot satis bilateral treaty replacing RTC. Lamp- 4 

| ing said it wld be his preference see negots replace RTO postponed 

one year but he knows Indos will not agree to such delay and he feared 

Neth interests might suffer thru delay. He said matter might be simpli- 

| fied by Indo cancelling RTC agreement and taking consequences. I | 

made no comment. | , ce ve 
| oe | CocHRAN ~ 

_ 756D.5/10-1151: Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY © Dygaxarta, October 11,1951—28 p.m. 

- 560. Ambassador Ali asked me last evening what attitude Dept wld 

take toward helping Indonesia purchase defense equipment US. I 
said unaware to what extent Indonesia followed up info obtained this 

| subject on and shortly after visit Roem and myself Washington last 

autumn (see Deptel 648, Dec 237). | 

Thad heard Sudarpo had inquired of Dept re obtaining LSTs and 

certain other items which he was subsequently to list. I said had just 
_ been informed by Dept his Emb had been placed in touch with possible | 
| sources LSTs (Deptel 4817). I said if Indonesia desires reimbursable 

military assistance Ali’s Embassy shld directly contact US. auths | 
_ Washington. I wld be glad do whatever possible assist while we are 

_ both in Washington, and bring back info for first-hand explanation 
to Indonesian Govt. a oe 

CocHRAN 

1 Not here printed. | | | 
2 In telegram 431 to Djakarta, October 9, Ambassador Cochran was informed 

that the Department of State had put the Indonesian Embassy in Washington | 
in contact with private owners of LST’s, and that the Department had assumed | 
no responsibility as to the reliability of these firms (856D. 10/10—-951).
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456D.6031/10—-1251 : Telegram Pe 

Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL priority Dsaxarra, October 12, 1951—midnight. 
55. On eleventh Djuanda told me he had asked Subardjo, Wilopo 

and Darmasetiawan approve my being provided copies current bi- 
lateral trade agreements with Soviet satellites to enable me make 
intelligent report to Washington on application Kem amendment to 
Indo. I saw Subardjo this noon and raised this question. 

I referred to story in yesterday’s local press to effect Indo about to 
conclude agreement with Czech whereunder tin wld be provided 
Czech against steel for Indo. I said no matter how sympathetically 
we may endeavor justify Indo position, embarrassment very likely | 
since announcement this arrangement follows so shortly after Indo 
being excepted from Kem amendment on Sept 13. I still hoped it might 
be possible for tin and rubber be eliminated from Czech agreement. 

_ Subardjo said final decision wld be taken at Cabinet mtg tonight. I 
asked that either he or Djuanda phone me later as to result. I also 
urged that no new agreements be entered into which wld provide 
strategic materials to satellites and that as current agreements lapse 
such items be omitted from renewed agreements. _ ee | 

Subardjo had Asmaun deliver to me this afternoon copies current 
agreements with Poland, Ind, Hungary and also draft agreement with 
Czech. These will be transmitted by Emb despatch.t Djuanda phoned _ 
11 p. m. that Czech agreement assigned this morning by negotiators, 
contained tin and rubber, had not come up for final approval at 
tonight’s Cabinet mtg. | a 

oe | CocHRAN | 

+ Not printed. | 

856D.2395/10-1651 : Telegram . oe Ce 
_ Lhe Chargé in Indonesia (Benninghoff) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Dsaxarta, October 16, 1951—3 p. m. , 
590. Deptel 247, Aug 24 [93]. PPN informally inquired whether 

GSA wld consider revision rubber contract giving fixed price 53 US 
cents pound RSS 1, 51 cents RSS 2 and 49 cents RSS 8 for 500 to 700 
tons monthly with balance of same formula present contract except | 
Djakarta instead Singapore quotations. Emb reiterated inability | 
negotiate above market price but agreed submit GSA. a 

: BENNINGHOFF | 

*In telegram 468 to Diakarta, October 19, Ambassador Cochran was informed - 
that GSA was unwilling to amend the rubber contract except as outlined in 
telegram 247 to Djakarta, August 23, p. 699. (856D 2395/10-1951 )
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460.509/10-1851 : Telegram | | | | 

The Chargé in Indonesia (Benninghoff) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Dsaxarta, October 18, 1951—10 a. m. 

608. Deptel 449, October 15.1 In brief conversation Djuanda said | 
_ Czech agreement not yet formally approved by Cabinet although such ~ 

| action expected soon. Said figures in agreement not considered as firm 
| contract but rather as upper limit which in other similar agreements _ 

not always met. See second para Embtel 552. | 
| As Amb Cochran has already covered ground thoroughly with 

Djuanda and Subardjo, suggest I defer detailed discussion pending 

_ his arrival Wash next week. eae ms - | 
7 | caer : - _ BENNINGHOFF 

*In telegram 449 to Djakarta, October 15, the Department of State informed , 
| Chargé Benninghoff that it had noticed discrepancies between the tonnages | 

reported in telegram 552 from Djakarta, October 10, p. 712 and those which had 
arrived from The Hague. If the new Indonesian commitments to deliver tin and 
rubber to the Czechs were greater than the amounts included in the previous 
accord, Mr. Benninghoff was to point this out to the appropriate officials. He 
was also told that if these trade plans were finalized, the shipment of these items 

| should be kept to ‘a minimum and within the limits of the economic and strategic 
importance of the items received in return, (460.509/10-1051 ) 

| 756D.5-MAP/10-1851 | ; - _ | : | 

The Chargé in Indonesia (Benninghoff) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED | Dsaxarta, October 18, 1951. 

No. 235 z | 

Ref: Circular Airgram October 2, 1951, Control No. 2021 

Subject: MAAG Report: April 1-September 30. — . 

In reply to the Department’s Airgram under reference, there is | 
quoted below a memorandum dated October 16, 1951, prepared by the | 
Chief of MAAG, Indonesia,? concerning his operations during the a 
period under review: — o Se a a 

| a Heapquarrers 8482d Apministrative Area UNIT” | 
| _ Army Section, Military Assistance Advisory Group 

: . Se _Dyjakarta, Indonesia | | 

0922 MDAP (MSP) © oe ; | 16 October 1951 

Subject: Remarks for 4th Semi-annual Report on the Mutual Defense a 
| _ Assistance Program _ , : 

To: Chargé d’Affaires ad Interim an 
American Embassy | | , | 

| Djakarta, Indonesia | aes | : 

* Not printed. — 7 | | | 
* Lt. Col. Gordon L. Beach, USA. | |
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With reference to our conversation of 15 October 1951, the follow- 
ing comments on results and progress of MDAP in Indonesia are | 
presented for your consideration : | | | 

1. The limited Mutual Security Program for Indonesia was de- 
signed to provide the Indonesian National Police Mobile Brigade with 
arms, limited vehicular transportation, and communications facilities _ 
essential for their mission of achieving and maintaining internal 

| security within Indonesia. Although only approximately fifty percent 
(50%) of the total dollar value of supplies and material programmed 
for the National Police has been received to date, favorable develop- 
ments in the formation and utilization of Mobile Brigade Units, 
morale of personnel, and operational planning have been noted. An 
encouraging number of Brigade units equipped with MSP(MDAP) 
equipment have completed their re-training and are being given im- 
portant security missions. For example, at the Port of Djakarta 
(Tandjong Priok), the principal commercial harbor of Indonesia, 
Mobile Brigade units have been active in policing and port security 
measures. At a recent important ceremony, they assumed full control | 
of all security operations at the port, formerly controlled by the 
Indonesian Army. | | | 

2. Although the effectiveness of MSP (MDAP) aid to Indonesia 
has been curtailed by delays in delivery of programmed weapons | 
carriers, armored cars, machine guns and certain items of ammuni- 
tion, the extensive use of equipment items already delivered, especially 
the radio sets, vehicles and small arms, has been a great asset to the - 

_ National Police in organizing and training their Mobile Brigade units 
and expanding their internal security operations. It is believed that | 
Communism does and will continue to present an increasing threat to 

| the people of Indonesia, but at the same time it is felt that the Indo- | 
nesian Military and National Police Forces’ capabilities for combating 

7 Communistie activities have been increased to an equal or greater 
egree. : 
3. There has been an increase in export tonnage from Indonesia 

| _ during 1951, with a material increase in dollar value of exports. With 
the exception of West Java, a small part of Central Java, and the 

| Southern Celebes, there has been a general improvement of internal | 
security with resultant increase in the economic security of the coun- | 
try. Some planters and estate managers who were considering not 
operating their estates or limiting their operations, have changed 

_ their minds due to improvement in security in their areas, and will 
continue full operations. Sa | 

4. The present “Independent Policy” attitude prevails within the | 
Indonesian government and few governmental personnel, other than 
those at the top diplomatic and administrative levels, appear to be 
well-versed in either the purposes or scope of the Mutual Security 

| Program for Indonesia. Due to the limited amount of local publicity 
given shipments of MSP (MDAP) equipment received in the past, 

| the average “man on the street” is not aware of the program. Indo- _ 
nesian National Police and Mobile Brigade reaction to MSP (MDAP) 
has been excellent but the other Indonesian armed forces, having 
received none of the equipment, exhibit a certain amount of jealousy. 
Their lower ranks express the general opinion that we are favoring
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the National Police. Since the National Police work side by side with | 
the other military forces on internal security matters, such a feeling 
appearstobeonlynatural. = ae ee 

| 5. There have been no deliveries of major items of MSP equipment 
during the six-months period covered by this report, and the non- | 

-—-- receipt of major items, particularly vehicles and automatic weapons, 
has presented a problem to the administrative staff of the Mobile 
Brigade in planning their unit training phases, future operations, and 
utilization of their supply and warehousing facilities. Information 
available to the MAA G-—Indonesia on which to base estimates of future 
delivery dates is inadequate, since a delay of from 4 to 8 months 
between estimated delivery date and actual receipt of equipment pre- 
cludes advance planning for storage and distribution. This 1s par- 
ticularly true in the case of Indonesia, where even minimal storage 
facilities are at a premium. oe : So 

- - Gordon L. Beach, Lé. Col. Sig C 
| a Chief, MAAG-Indonesia 

| | | H. Merrett BennincHorr | 

756D.5-MAP/10-2451 | | ae a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador to Indonesia | | 
| a _ (Cochran) | Ce ee 

TOP SECRET a [Wasuineton,] October 24, 1951. 

Subject: Conversation between the Indonesian Ambassador and Am- | 
| _ bassador H. Merle Cochran, October 24, 1951. a 

Participants: 'The Ambassador to the United States from Indonesia ; 

| Ambassador H. Merle Cochran. | 

I called on the Indonesian Ambassador at 11:30 today. He said that _ 
when he left Indonesia a few days after I did (my departure was on 

_ October 18), the first section of the Indonesian delegation tothe United = 
Nations General Assembly was ready to depart for Paris and the sec- 

| ond would leave on November 1. He told me that just before he left 
Djakarta, he had been informed of the atde-mémoire which Foreign . 
Minister Subardjo had submitted to me.* I told him that I had ac- 

*On October 12, Foreign Minister Subardjo handed Ambassador Cochran an 
aide-mémoire in which the Indonesian Government formally requested that the 
United States extend additional aid in the form of ships for interinsular trade | 
and arms for the army. Specifically, the Indonesians wanted to purchase surplus | 
Liberty ships, and they hoped to acquire arms on a reimbursable basis. In the | 
second half of the aide-mémoire, the Indonesian Government took up the issues 
of altering the Round Table Agreement and resolving the impasse over Nether- 
lands New Guinea. With regard to the Round Table Agreement, the Indonesians | 
wanted to alter it in such a fashion to allow normal relations to be established 
between the Netherlands and Indonesia. The Indonesian Government also pro- 
posed that the Netherlands recognize Indonesia’s sovereignty over West Irian on 
the following terms: Indonesia would guarantee Dutch interests there for twenty- 
five years and Similar treatment would be accorded to American and Australian 

| | . Footnote continued on following page.
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quainted a limited number of officials in the Department with the con- 

tents of this memorandum, and that we were already looking into the | 
possibility of providing military equipment under reimbursable aid, 

a and also selling Liberty ships from the mothball fleet. | oo 
I asked Dr. Ali if any list of military equipment had been prepared, = 

or if he could be more specific as to what was sought on this point. He | 
said that he had questioned Colonel Simatupang thereon while in 

| Djakarta, but that the Colonel had said the list would be quite exten- a 
sive, and would not be prepared and submitted until it might be as- 
certained that there was a possibility of arranging satisfactorily for 
procurement thereof in the United States. He said that the Colonel 
thought it might be feasible to work under some arrangement similar 

to that which had been consummated by Prime Minister Hatta and | 
| myself on police equipment.? I asked if Dr. Ali desired, therefore, that | 

I revive this question, which had been raised on the occasion of my | 
visit last autumn with the then Foreign Minister of Indonesia,’ and 
ascertain the most generous terms on which reimbursable aid could be 
procured. It was understood that Indonesia desired to pay cash, but to 
be excused as far as possible from undertakings which could be inter- 
preted as destroying the “independent” policy of Indonesia. I told him 
I would inquire into this, and let him hear from us as soon as possible. 

| - On the matter of Liberty ships, Dr. Ali agreed with me that it was 
not his task or mine to endeavor to procure ships for the Djakarta Bey 

Lloyd or any other single shipping line, but that we might helpfully 
work toward procuring vessels for the Ministry of Communications 
itself, which could attend to allocating them as it might see fit for 
service in inter-island trade. I said I had already spoken to assistant 
Secretary Rusk, as well as Messrs. Lacy and Coerr, on this subject, 
and that we would report progress later. 

With respect to the part of the atde-mémoire which dealt with ne- 
gotiating a bilateral treaty to replace the Round Table agreements, 

| and also with the Indonesian approach on the Irian question through 
| arrangements with Australia, the Netherlands, and the United States, 

I told Dr. Ali that I had informed the Secretary of State in the _ 
premises. I had not filed this atde-mémoire formally, but would work 
with the appropriate officials in the Department who might consider it, | 

| and we would be available for consultation if the Indonesians might | 

Footnote continued from preceding page. i . 

nationals as well; Dutch, American, and Australian enterprises would be afforded | oo 
the greatest possible opportunity to harness the area’s natural resources on a long | oe 
term basis; and the Indonesians would invite the technical assistance of the | | 
Netherlands, the United States, and Australia in the social and economic develop-. 
ment of Irian. (756D.00/10-1251 ) ae | 

- #The reference is to Dr. Hatta’s oral undertaking of August 1950, that Indo- - - 
nesia would not permit strategic materials to be exported to nations unfriendly © 
to the United States. For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, | 

pp. 964 ff. | 
*Mohammad Rum. |
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see fit to approach the American delegation at the UNGA in Paris. | 
I said that I had only briefly summarized the atde-mémoire to the 

Secretary and that he would not, of course, be in a position to respond _ : 
directly and immediately if he should be approached thereonat Paris, 
I asked, incidentally, whether the Indonesian Government had taken __ 

| any steps towards submitting the proposition, through an aide- 
mémowre, or otherwise, to the Netherlands and Australian Govern- 
ments. Dr. Ali thought this had not been done; that only the approach 
to us had been made. He agreed with me that this matter should be 
kept Top Secret and no discussion thereof undertaken unless and 
until the Indonesian delegation itself might make such approach as — 
the Indonesian Government desires at Paris. I said it was understood 

_ I would be available for consultation in Paris if and when it might | 
appear that I could be of any assistance. I said I had learned that — ) 
Sudarpo had recently mentioned the idea of a multilateral security | 
pact, on which we left initiative to Indonesia. we 

‘Dr. Ali said that Foreign Minister Casey of Australia had passed | 
through Djakarta en route to Paris after I had left, and had estab- 
lished excellent relations with the Indonesian Government. He gave 
me a copy of a cable from Djakarta dated October 23 whereof he said 

| a copy had also been passed to the Australian Embassy here. A copy of 
_ this communication is attached.t I reminded Dr. Ali that Mr. Casey 

_ was well known to our Government, and particularly to Secretary : 
Acheson. I expressed the hope that it might be possible for Messrs. | 

_ Casey and Acheson to work closely together at Paris. | 
Dr. Ali said that the difficult problem would be to get the Dutch to 

see the light. He said Prime Minister Drees would be especially diffi- _ 
cult. He said most of the other Dutch political leaders realized that 
the Union Statute was a dead issue and that the time had come for | 
negotiating a new agreement. He said that many Dutch realized that 

| the Irian question would also have to be solved in a way that would | 
be acceptable to Indonesia. I expressed the hope that Indonesia would 
do its best to negotiate patiently with the parties concerned, just as 
the Republic had done when we had so many difficult problems to 
Solve under the auspices of the Security Council. Dr. Ali said that he 
was against unilateral denunciation such as resorted to by Egypt, 
and against such measures as being taken with respect to Abadan. He __ 
feared, however, that if the Dutch continue to be stubborn and in- | 

~ transigent, Indonesia may resort to counter-measures, such as national- 
ization of important Dutch investments in Indonesia. I again told him 
that we should be calm, and conscientiously endeavor to work out the 
remaining problems in the same good spirit that we had tackled and | 

* Not printed. Co ee _— oo
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surmounted earlier difficulties. I said Indonesia had moved forward _ 

tremendously in the past three years. rs - | 

856D.00-R/10-8151 : Telegram oo | ON 

The Chargé in Indonesia (Benninghof}) to the Secretary of State — 

| | CONFIDENTIAL | Dsaxarta, October 31, 1951—10 a. m. 

660. For Cochran. Fol note recd from FonOff : 

“Number 49854; The Ministry for Foreign Affiairs of Republic of 

Indonesia presents its compliments to Emb of USA and with refer- 

ence to the latter’s note of Aug 20, 1951, confidential Nr. 65 has the 

honor to state that the economic cooperation agreement between The 

Govt of The Republic of Indonesia and The Govt of The United States _ 

of America, signed in Djakarta on Oct 16, 1950, has been and will © 

continue to be a binding obligation of The Republic of Indonesia, ac- 

cording to its terms, pending Parliamentary action. | 

| This Ministry avails itself of this opportunity to assure the Emb | 

of its highest consideration. Djakarta, Oct 27, 1951.” | 

At Sukarno’s reception Oct 24 Hayes queried Xain on this subj. 

I entered conversation in time heard Xain express surprise no notes | 

| sent Emb and promise expedite action. | Oo | 

| Hayes now at Baguio meeting STEM chiefs? Before he returns 

| next week would appreciate learning whether note accepted or 

whether interpretation phrase “pending Parliament action” shld be 

sought from FonOft. If note acceptable, is any action necessary beyond 

routine acknowledgement to FonOff and transmission copy STEM#* — 

Oo , | BENNINGHOFF 7 

. | 1 Samuel P. Hayes, J r., Chief, STEM Mission in Indonesia. | | 

2 For documentation, see pp. 1 ff. | | 

. ®In-telegram 502 to Djakarta, November 1, Ambassador Cochran informed 

Chargé Benninghoff that the Indonesian note was acceptable to the Department 

of State, and that the Chargé should acknowledge its receipt and provide STEM . 

with a copy (856D.00—R/10-3151). | - 

656.56D/11-1651 : Telegram | | 

— The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET - PRIORITY | Paris, November 16, 1951—2 p. m. 

| 2919. Re Neth-Indo impasse. Cochran was recd by Subardjo 9:30 | 

Nov 15. FonMin said relations between Indo and Neth had worsened 

since his departure from Djakarta, principally because of Neth pro- — 

posal to amend constitution to define West Trian as being partof Neth 

territory. Subardjo said he had talked with Stikker? on this subj four- 

1 Dirk U. Stikker, Netherlands Minister of Foreign Affairs. |
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teenth. He said Stikker had handed him note constituting Neth reply | 
to Indo request for info as to what Neth action signified. He said note — 

| explained it was necessary delimit new territory of Neth fol Indo 
independence. __ oo . a 

| Subardjo said he told Stikker it wld not be feasible for Indo Govt | : 
a proceed with contemplated conversations with Neth Govt thru Supomo | 

commission on negotiation of bilateral treaty to replace round-table | 
conf agreements unless Irian question cld also be discussed. Subardjo 
said Stikker replied Neth Govt wld be willing discuss Irian question, | 
but he eld tell Subardjo in advance such discussions wld be futile since a 

| Neth Parliament wld be unfavorable towards any measure contemplat- 
ing de jure transfer of sovereignty over Irian to Indo. | 
‘Subardjo said he had been requested by PriMin Sukiman to return _ 

Djakarta for urgent discussions of above and related matters and pres- _ 
entation thereof to Parliament, and plans depart Nov 21 or 22.Hesaid 
Supomo and members his commission wld most likely remain Djakarta 

- awaiting Subardjo’s arrival. Palar wld head Indo del UNGA until | 
Subardjo reaches Djakarta and sends Darmasetiawan to replace him | 
here — | oe a oss 
‘Subardjo told Cochran he had fourteenth broached proposal to 

Stikker of de jure transfer of sovereignty over Irian under conditions 
which wld guarantee national treatment to Neth subjects and certain | 

| privileges to Neth over period 25 years. He said Stikker wld not com- 
mit himself on this subj but wld be willing for Neth negotiating com- 

! mission to discuss this with Supomo commission. Subardjo then asked : 
that Cochran present to Secy fol proposal: | : 

“That in order achieve polit stability in Indo: : ee 
_ A. Relations between Indo and Neth based on round-table 

_ conf (Hague Agreement in 1949), be altered into normal rela- 
| - tions between sovereign states without form of union ; oe 

B. Dispute concerning West Irian be solved in satis manner 
for Indo, recognition of Indo’s sovereignty on Irian being done 
on fol terms: , a | | | 

1. Guarantee of Neth interests in Irian by giving to Neth na- 
tional treatment during period 25 years; similar treatment 

| | extended to Amer and Australian nationals; | 
| 2. Giving Neth, American and Australian enterprises greatest 

a _ possible opportunity to harness Irian’s natural resources both | 
_ above and below ground. This will take place at such con- 

ditions and for period and time so as to enable enterprises 
_ to remain or to be guaranteed continuity making possible in- 

_ vestment required for normal long-term business operations, 
_ except in those cases which are in contravention with public 

- - interest including the general econ policy of the Republic of 
. Indo; . oe | Oo | 

3. Tech assistance of Neth, USA and Australia in public admin 
/ and social and econ development of Irian. In conclusion par-
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ticular stress shld be laid on desirability of having rapid | 
solution concerning Indo desiderata because this will be 

- instrumental to rapid achievement of polit stability in Indo.” 

In answer to Cochran’s question, Subardjo said he had not informed 

| Stikker of contemplated approach to US and Australia with view | 

to including them in triangular arrangement. He said he had in- | | 

‘structed his Amb to Australia at time of conf of Indo chiefs of mis- 

sion at Djakarta in Oct to approach Australian Govt on this subj, but | 

had not yet recd any report. He said he wld invite Australian FonMin 

Casey for tea fifteenth and wld make above proposal to Casey, letting 

latter know that Cochran was submitting same proposal for him. to 

Secy. He promised to let Cochran know outcome of conversation with — 

Casey so decision cld be taken as to how three FonMins—Acheson, — 

Casey and Stikker—cld pursue question further. Subardjo stressed — 

desirability of speedy action since Casey intends depart for Australia | 

early next week. Sa | oe 

-Subardjo seriously concerned over deterioration Indo relations with , 

Neth fol announcement Neth proposal to amend constitution regard- 

| ing Irian. He said if Neth proceeds with this measure, he expects 

Indo Parliament enact similar measures, including Irian in Indo. : 

He fears there is some danger of Indo Govt hesitating tosend Supomo 

commission to Europe to negotiate on round-table agreements if Neth 

Govt appears adamant on Irian question. He mentioned possible uni- 

lateral abrogation of round-table agreements by Indo Parliament. = 

Cochran urged patience and recourse to negot rather than any uni- _ 

lateral action. Subardjo concurred entirely in desirability of negot = 

- yather than any hasty action which might have unfortunate inter- | 

national repercussions for Indo. He stressed, however, urgency of 

making some progress soonest on working out satis settlement of Irian 

question. He did not think Indo Govt wld be content to fol suggestion | 

- which Stikker made to him fourteenth, namely, that two countries _ 

proceed through their respective commissions to negotiate bilateral — 

treaty replacing RTC agreements, and then let period of time lapse _ 

to see how satisfactorily new treaty may work before Neth gives 

consideration to yielding sovereignty over Irian. = J! 

Casey has asked to see Secy sixteenth. Believe Dept shld not take 

| up Irian question with Neth Govt Hague before receiving by pouch | 

text of aide-mémoire handed to Secretary by Stikker? and before 

knowing results of conversations with Casey. a 

Sent Dept 2919; rptd info The Hague 57. oe 

Bruce 

2Not printed; according to the covering memorandum of despatch 991 from | | 

The Hague, November 30, which enclosed a copy of this aide-mémoire of Novem- 

per 12, Foreign Minister Stikker had distributed copies of it among the Western — 

Union Foreign Ministers at Paris (7 56C.00/11-8051). |
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. Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) tothe Secretary of State * | 

| SECRET — PRIORITY — Se a Parts, November 17, 1951—8 p. m.: | 
| ~ 2968. From Cochran. Indo FonMin Subardjo asked me call morn- __ 

ing 16th. Said he had presented orally to FonMin Casey of Australia: 
afternoon 15th same proposal which he had submitted to US, ie. re 
solution Irian question which wld involve de jure transfer of sover-' - 

| eignity to Indo but with arrangements made also with Australia and 

‘Subardjo said Casey appeared quite interested in proposal, and | 
promised discuss it with his people. He said Casey had already made ; 
plans to visit Hague over this weekend, returning to Paris Monday,1 oe 
but assured Subardjo he shld have no worry over this visit. ee 

_ Subardjo said Casey asked whether presentation of Indo proposal __ 
to three powers might not be premature. Subardjo said he emphasized’ __ 

_ to Casey desirability of achieving amicable understanding on Irian 
| before acute crisis reached. Indo. Subardjo reaffirmed to me his | 

worry over deterioration Indo-Neth relations as result Irian 
| issue. He recalled progress Indo had made in direction favorable to | 

_ Western powers since Sukiman govt came into office last spring. He 
said if govt and people of Indo learn US is sympathetic with and help-- 
ful towards Indo achieving its aspirations with respect Irian, then __ 
there will be no question but Indo will be most, friendly to US and will 

_ demonstrate ‘such friendship thru continuing course which Sukiman | 
govt has initiated. Subardjo thought it wld be particularly unfor- 

_ tunate, considering problems that now exist between Moslem and 
Western countries, if Leftist opposition to his govt shld gain in in- ee 
fluence as result of failure his govt achieve satisfaction on Irian _ 

‘The Secy spoke to Casey afternoon 16 re Indo proposal for settle- 
ment Irian. It.was arranged I shld give Casey background. a | 
“Was recd morning 17 by Casey with his Amb to Indo, Hood, and | 

other advisers present. I explained I was not member of USDelGA, 
was not speaking for Secy or Dept, and was only there to continue con- | 
versations had with Casey at Djakarta few weeks ago and to bring him. 
to date on latest Indo developments, particularly with respect Irian | 
proposal. Casey said he understood my position and wld in no manner 
embarrassmeifIwldtalkfrankly, 2 
-Casey said Subardjo had presented proposal to him orally. Casey ° 

: interpreted this as Indo plan to reserve’ authoritative control of Irian | 
_ to themselves, but to expect US and Australia put up the ‘money. I | 

tNovember 19, 0 eal san 

588-617-7747 | |
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thought there was more to proposition than this, particularly with | 

| respect to giving investmentrights, a Be | 

| I permitted Casey have exact wording of proposal as Subardjo had | 

| submitted it in writing to me. Casey said he had told Subardjo any | 

raising of question of transfer of sovereignty in Irian now would cause 

agitation in Australia. He recommended to Subardjo that question be 

_ kept dormant for present and that we all cooperate towards protecting | 

our common interests from possible dangers from outside. - | 

-I told Casey I had consistently advised Indo Govt move slowly on _ 

contentious questions remaining with Neth, and endeavor resolve them 

by amicable negots. I still favored this, but had become convinced 

| thru recent reports from Djakarta and from two conversations with = 

, Subardjo this week that genuine crisis existing on Irian question. In 

, answer to his query, I told Casey no position had been taken by Secy 

| in response to approach by Stikker presenting aide-mémoire on Indo” 

sitn 2 and likewise no position taken on Indo proposal. I said both - 

matters being referred to Dept for appropriate consideration. 

Casey said he also had recd copy aide-mémoire from Stikker. T 

questioned certain Neth arguments therein. I mentioned particularly 

allegation that Sukarno had turned out Masjumi sympathetic to West, : 

namely Rum, Natsir and Sjafraddin, and imposed govt with anti- West. | 

PNI Party dominant. I expressed opinion Masjumi govt had fallen _ 

principally because reluctance above mentioned leaders to effect con- — 

| ciliation and coalition with PNI. I said present Sukiman govt had 

proved much more helpful to Western interest than any earlier Indo _ 

Govt. I mentioned specifically adherence to UN embargo on tin and 

-_-_- subber to China, refusal to receive 20 Chi Commie dipls, arrest of some _ 

| 15,000 dissidents, principally Commie, and signing of Jap peacetreaty. 

, in San Francisco. I said I was convinced present moderate govt sup- 

ported by Sukarno and Hatta is desirous of having cordial relations. 

- with West, and is more likely achieve that result than any other Indo 

Govt now conceivable. | - | Sn 

| ‘referred to that section of Stikker’s aide-mémoire which envisaged 

possible solutions of Irian question once Neth has given aborigine in- oo 

habitants time to develop self-determination. I said Sukarno had fre- _ 

‘quently insisted to me that by retaining control over West Trian, Neth 

was holding pistol at head of Indo. Sukarno said Neth desires work 

from Irian as base and draw as much of East Indo into their orbit as 

possible with purpose splitting Indo and eventually recovering all . 

_ thereof to Neth Crown. I said Indo’s fears for this augmented by Neth | 

attitude toward and participation in Macassar and Ambon affairs. I - 

said East Indo was part of NEI which had been most. loyal to Crown _ | 

2 The reference is to Foreign Minister Stikker’s aide-mémoire of November 12; | 

_gsee footnote 2, p. 724. | a
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and which Djakarta Govt was having most difficulty in consolidating — 
into new state. oe a, | 

I said present Indo move should not be looked upon as one more 
Moslem anti-Western affair. I reminded Casey that both US and | 

| Australian Govts had taken decision to support Indo aspirations for | 
sovereignty and Indos now turn to US to help what they consider to _ | 

| constitute completion of job. et 
Casey asked if I thought Subardjo proposal had more merit than : 

_his-initial.remarks to me indicated he attributed thereto. I answered 
affirmatively. I said I was genuinely concerned lest opposition to 
Sukiman govt should threaten under leadership of Sjahrir * and others - 

_ further to Left. I stressed importance having strong and friendly 
Indo from viewpoint both our countries, considering geographic posi- 7 

| tion Indo and resources thereof, particularly petroleum, tin and rubs 
| ber. I had been gratified at progress made in recent months with — 

_ Sukiman govt and did not now want to see opposite trend away from _ 
Western powers. a | a 

: I admitted Neth and Indo positions on Irian far apart, with sov- | 
_ ereignty being the big question. I said both sides following usual 

tactics in entrenching before undertaking negots. I said Stikker in- 
| sists his Parliament will not give two-thirds majority vote required 

for transfer of sovereignty, while Indos make early de jure sovereignty 
| their prime demand. I said I had asked Subardjo 16th if his people | 

could possibly consider some type trusteeship. He said this quite out 
| of question. | | | | 

| Casey asked what I thought we should do. He said he was gong ts 
to Hague this noon and would talk there with Stikker and other Neth _ | 

officials who are certain to raise Irian question. I replied Indo Govt 
had been:encouraged by Casey’s two visits to Indo and by reception 

_ accorded Subardjo and party at Canberra to believe Indo had suf- — 
ficiently demonstrated its capacity for self-govt and its determination | 
to put down dissident elements to convince Australia latter need have 
no fear from Indo being so incompetent in government or Leftist in | 

character as to endanger Australia thru close neighborship in Irian. | | 
Casey admitted he had been agreeably impressed by progress. He had © 
not realized until I told him that Indo had arrested 15,000 dissidents _ “ 
in August and September. ae a 

__ Lexpressed hope Casey could do something to bring Indo and Neth a 
into conversations soonest. I said I feared Stikker’s intimation. to 

_Subardjo that present Neth Govt could not possibly transfer sover- 
-eignty might deter Indo Govt from sending Supomo mission to Hague | 
to negotiate bilateral treaty to replace round table agreements. I hoped | 

The reference is to Soetan Sjahrir, leader of the PSI. a
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Neth might not close door so tightly. I said if Indo mission decides 

not to go to Hague, Parliament would undoubtedly denounce RTC | 

agreements unilaterally. I said I had always argued against this and 

, would continue to do so both here, in contact with Subardjo, and 

when I return shortly to Djakarta. I would regret unfortunate inter- 

natl repercussions from such measure and fear effects on Western 

interests in general. Casey asked if I thought matter trusteeship should. : 

be put up to Indo at once as possible solution. I preferred. leave to him 

, matter of his approaches ‘but thought little chance getting Indo enter 

| negots if trusteeship is only solution held out by Neth. I said once | 

- conversations are undertaken with possibility of transfer of sover- 

eignty not excluded, there might be some possibility of compromise — 

on basis trusteeship, though I was extremely doubtful thereon. In 

answer Casey’s question, I said I did not intend to go Hague and US' 

Emb there not in position discuss question prior receipt instructions 

from Dept. I did not anticipate early formulation such instructions. 

Casey said he would be in Washington in about two weeks and would 

be willing discuss question with Dept. He had time‘sound out his govt 

| in interim. He promised get in touch with us after his week-end at | 

Hague. Believed Dept need take no action on either Stikker’s aide- 

mémoire of Indo proposal until more indications available as to Aus- 

| tralian attitude and result Casey’s conversations. [Cochran.] > 

po . - —  Brucr 

656.56D/11-2051 : Telegram | pe eS 

‘ The Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin) to the Secretary 

SECRET 0” Tur Hacuz, November 20, 1951—4 p. m. 

~ 505, Like Dutch with whom we have discussed NNG question | 

Stikker told ‘me this morn he had been greatly surprised by extent _ 

agitation in Indo over Neth proposal amend constitution take into — 

account change juridical status former Dutch possessions result estab 

- Indo republic. Subardjo he continued had raised subj with him Paris | 

and indicated desire explore it further in visit which Subardjo will | 

| make to Hague next November 22. Stikker said had informed Subardjo 

in his opinion little purpose wld be served by holding discussions re 

NNG at this stage. Both Neth and Indo claim sovereignty over NNG | 

and with public opinion aroused both countries likelihood any satis- 

factory settlement out of question at moment. 8 © ©) 

“In reply my query Stikker said he cld state categorically that = 

after conversation with Casey no change Austral attitude re NNG and | 

that WY Times report from Hague correspondent to that effect com- 

pletely without foundation. He, Stikker, had so informed correspond- | 

ent persisted in claiming report based info recd from reliable source.
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_.. Stikker appeared quite pessimistic as to whole subject Neth-Indo 

relations. Dutch he said had hoped estab relationship corresponding 
that between US and Philippine Republic including most-favored- | 

| nation treatment but there seemed little prospect obtaining this ob- | 

jectivesofarasnearfutureconcerned. ae | 
Added in final outburst. of gloom he wld not-be surprised see union 

statute denounced next week in which case had no idea what further | 
- gtepseld betaken byeitherside. —— ee 7 

| Dept pass Canberra, Djakarta, sent Dept 505,.rptd info Paris 88, 
Canberra 3, Djakartal8. = se ey 

- §56D.00-R/11-2851: Airgram Re 

‘The Acting Secretary of State tothe Embassy inIndonesia = 

CONFIDENTIAL: .. Wasuineron, November 28, 1951. 

~ A-110. Joint State, Defense and ECA. Interested agencies concur 

in handling new criteria for eligibility for United States aid and 
: other provisions of Mutual Security Act* (MSA) through exchange os 

of notes.” Draft: note which comes at end of this airgram has been 
prepared for submission Indonesian Government on basis appropriate = 

| discussions between you and Indonesian officials = 
_... Prompt action this note urgent due provisions MSA (Section 5313 

| that no military economic or technical assistance may be furnished any 
country which shall not have agreed to Section 511 assurances within © : 
90 days, i.e. by January 8, 1952. Failure of Indonesia to provide neces 
sary assurances will jeopardize continuation of current assistance i 
programs under Economic Cooperation Agreement and under agree- 

| ment on military assistance in form of constabulary equipment. , 
- It is clear from the legislative history of the section and from the 
use of the words “has agreed” in that section that the requirement laid 
down therein can be fulfilled without receiving a restatement of intent 
to fulfill the commitments in Section 511 if it can be found that in 

| existing agreements the particular country has already accepted.the © 
| commitments contained in the section. However, it has been concluded 

that the Executive Branch will respond to the Congressionally im- . 
posed requirement in the most direct fashion by requesting all coun- 
tries receiving aid to subscribe to these undertakings in the words | 
of the section. To try to spell out of the United Nations Charter, the | 

| _ North Atlantic Treaty, and other documents the commitments laid 
down in Section 511 would involve a semantic exercise of some pro-— | 
portions, at the end of which there would be danger that the Congress 

- would remain unpersuaded as well as somewhat annoyed. For it is not | 

2 Approved October 10, 1951 ; 65 Stat. 373. | |
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| at all apparent to those who inserted this section into the statute why | 
any nation should have any difficulty subscribing to these commit- 
ments. It is felt that any nation which received aid from the United _ 

| States ought to be willing, without hesitation, to embrace these general 
political commitments which seem, at least on their face, to involve _ 
nothing more than an agreement to do what in good conscience any 
recipient of aid ought to agree to. ; 

Paragraph No. 1 this note is based on language of Section 511 (2) 
in order to continue present constabulary and economic programs =| 
after January 8. Funds for the FY 50 constabulary program were 
not completely expended at end FY 51. This unexpended balance has 
been consolidated with the funds authorized by the Act (see Section — 
301 of MSA). As a result Section 511 (a) assurances must be obtained - 

_ from Indonesian Government if these funds are to be drawn upon © 
after January 8. These assurances would also be necessary to enable 
the United States Government to act favorably on military supplies | 

| for Indonesians mentioned by Subardjo to Secretary September 14 
| _ (Department’s telegram No. 330, September 15, 1951)? and by Ali to 
a Rusk November 16 (Department’s telegram No. 2963, November 16, 

1951 to Paris,’ assuming Subardjo and Ali meant. grant assistance. : 
(You will note that the preamble to Section 511a specifically —__ 

exempts reimbursable aid under Section 408 (e) of MDAA of 1949 > 
| as amended‘ from 51la assurances.) In event Indonesia prepared 

to place constabulary assistance and other military supplies which may __ 
be requested on a 408 (e) reimbursable basis after January 8, 1952, 

| assurances based on Section 511 (6) of MSA would be adequate. | 

. In proposing presentation paragraph 1 of draft note the United 
— States assuming Indonesian Government may be prepared to accept 

language 511 (a) in order to continue military and economic assistance | 
7 _-programs on grant basis. Most serious difficulty foreseen by Depart- | 

| ment to Indonesia’s acceptance of paragraph 1 consists of point three 
and the word “military” in point six. With particular reference to _ 
point three Indonesian. Government may feel that it has not assumed | 

* Not printed. | | ee — oo : 
_* In telegram 2963 to Paris, November 16, Ambassador Cochran was informed 

. that Ambassador Sastroamidjojo had called on Assistant Secretary Rusk that — | 
day stating that his government would be appreciative if the United States would 
make a decision in principle on extending military aid to Indonesia. The Assistant 
Secretary replied that in view of the heavy demands of the American military 
and due to the needs of friendly powers for available supplies, it would be . 
impractical to attempt to achieve such a policy decision in principle. He also : 
added that the same factors would make it very difficult for the United States | 
to advance a guarantee for any specific supplies, but he did assure the Ambassador | 

. ‘that Indonesia would receive sympathetic consideration subject to the above | 
ies) and to the provisions of the new Mutual Security Act. (601.56D11/ : : 

‘ Approved July 26, 1950 ; 64 Stat. 373. oo
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any “military obligations” under other agreements or treaties “to 
which the United States is a party”. Mere membership in the United _ 
‘Nations is not considered the assumption of a military obligation, = 

| On the other hand, membership in the Inter-American Treaty for oo 
| Reciprocal Assistance, the North Atlantic Treaty, and bilateral de- _ 

fense treaties with the United States are deemed to involve “military | 
obligations” as that phrase is used in this section. Therefore, although | 

_ point three desirable in interest of removing all possible basis for si 
questioning Indonesia’s compliance with Section 511, it is not directly | 
applicable to Indonesia in absence of “military obligations” in the | 
sense in which these words are used. If in your opinion it would not be 

| in the interest of the United States to include point three in paragraph | 
| 1 of draft note, this point may be dropped from the note. Similarly if 
: word “military” likely to cause difficulty for Indonesian Government. 

words “economic and military” may be dropped from point six, =| 
~ If Indonesian Government unable to agree accept paragraph No.1 

as it appears in draft note below or as modified above and if Indo- 
| nesian Government prepared to place the constabulary program on a 

reimbursable basis, then Indonesian agreement to following alterna- 
tive paragraph 1 based on Section 511 (6) of MSA should be obtained. | 

“The Government of the Republic of Indonesia re-aftirms that along | 
with the Government of the United States of America it is firmly com- 
mitted to join in promoting international understanding and good 

_ ‘will and in maintaining world peace and to take such action as may be | 
mutually agreed upon to eliminate causes of international tension.” | 

Indonesian agreement to this provision is a prerequisite to the con- 
__ tinuation of economic assistance in absence of Indonesia’s acceptance 

of paragraph 1 of draft note based on section 511 (a). a 
Paragraph No. 2 of draft note based on Section 524 of MSA which 

‘requires the President to make appropriate arrangements with re- 
| cipient countries for the return of equipment or material no longer 

needed for the purposes for which originally made available. Such | 
_ procedures have already been proposed to a number of countries. It is 

_ considered desirable to insert this general undertaking in all the agree- 
ments with countries receiving assistance under the Mutual Defense 
Assistance Act. | eo | ET 

Paragraph No. 3 of draft note based upon Section 515 of MSA and | 
follows language that section. You may point out this section enacted _ 

_ out of concern by Congress for situation in which funds intended for 
, Greece were attached in Belgium during past year. It is recognized 

that in certain situations attachments possible on United States foreign _ 
wid funds wherever assistance program operates. Problem becomes - 
generally significant only in those cases where advances of funds are 
made prior to actual delivery of goods and services. Provision would a 

2 | -
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have no.effect where the country. obtains the. commodity or service | 

| ‘involved with its own resources and the United States has reimbursed 
-__ gueh country on receipt of documentation showing that commodity or 

- -gervice has actually been purchased and delivered or where the United 

States makes available commodities or services and payments are. 

made directly by the United States to suppliers. In any cases where 

the attachment provision will require action to be taken, the Indo- 

| nesian Government can be assured that the United States will cooper- | 

| -ate in helping to work out arrangements for compliance that will not 

beunduly burdensome. ==. © ee | 

Inclusion. paragraph No. 4 considered desirable due need fully reg- | 

ularize economic aid arrangement. If impossible obtain that assurance 

by January 8 deadline the Embassy is authorized substitute the fol- 

lowing language. “The Government of Indonesia considers the afore- 

mentioned: Economic Cooperation Agreement fully effective”. If even | 

this impossible obtain by January 8, you may omit paragraph 4. 

_ entirely from present exchange notes provided Indonesian Government 

will notify the United States re either ratification or lack of necessity 

for ratification very shortly after beginning calendar year 1952. Ninety 

day limit re Section 511 undertakings clearly. implies Congressional _ 

Intent to have bilaterals fully concluded and effective within corre- | 

- gponding period. oa 

_ Final paragraph. Local conditions may require some modifications 

7 in the form of the closing paragraph. These will be considered by 

oe Department so long as a legally binding agreement is achieved. In 

view January 8 deadline urgency prompt action on conversations 

| and exchange of notes again stressed. Progress on negotiations should 

: be reported. Draft text of note follows: 

-. “Excellency: I have the honor to refer to the conversations which 

have recently taken place between representatives of our Governments | 

relating to the effect of the enactment by the Congress of the United 

States of the Mutual Security Act of 1951 (P.L. 165-82nd Congress) 

| upon furnishing assistance under the Economic Cooperation Agree- } 

‘ment signed on October 16, 1950 and the agreement for military assist-— 

- -ance in the form of constabulary equipment signed on August 15, 1950 

between the Government of the United States and the Government of 

the Republic of Indonesia. I also have the honor to confirm the under- 

standings reached as a result of these conversations, as follows: 

--- 1, The Government of Indonesia hereby confirms that it has 

- agreed to , 

| (1) join in promoting international understanding and good will, 

| | and maintaining world peace; | | | a 

| | (2) take such action as may be mutually agreed upon to eliminate ~ 

: | causesofinternationaltension;  - °° || 7



(8) fulfill the military obligations which it has assumed under | 
—..-- multilateral or bilateral agreements or treaties to which the 

ss United States is a party; | | 
(4) make, consistent with its political and economic stability, the | 

full contribution permitted by its manpower, resources, facili- 
| ties, and general economic condition to the development and 

| oo maintenance of its own defensive strength and the defensive | 
| ' - gtrengthofthefreeworld; = © —.  -. - | 

(5) take all reasonable measures which may be needed to de- 
_ . velopitsdefensecapacities;and © - ee ) 

| - (6) take appropriate steps to insure the effective utilization of the | 
economic and military assistance provided by the United 
States : : - - a 

_ 9, The two Governments will establish procedures under which 
equipment and materials furnished by the Government of the 

| - United States under the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, | 
ag amended, other than equipment or materials furnished under _ 
terms requiring reimbursement, and no longer required for the 
purposes for which originally made available will be offered for | 

, return to the Government which*furnished such assistance for - 
- appropriate disposition. a a 

Co 3. The two Governments will establish procedures whereby the | 
+ : Government of Indonesia will so deposit, segregate, or assure title - 
' to all funds allocated to or derived from any program of assist- | 

| ance undertaken by the Government of the United States so that. 
- such funds shall not be subject to garnishment, attachment, seizure. 

or other legal process by any person, firm, agency, corporation, 
-. organization or government, when in the opinion of the Govern- 

_ ment of the United States any such legal process would interfere | 
_ with the attainment of the objectives of the said program of 

assistance. - | | a oo | 
| 4, The Government of Indonesia has fulfilled all necessary legal 
' requirements in connection with the bringing into effect of the 

_< aforementioned Economic Cooperation Agreement. ~ oe 

Upon receipt of a Note from your Government indicating that the _ 
foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of Indonesia, 
the Government of the United States of America will consider that 
this Note and your reply thereto constitute an agreement between 
the two governments on this subject which shall enter into force 
on the date of your Note in reply.” | OC _ 

_ Foregoing note, if acceptable, would cover all changes necessitated _ 
by MSA. While Act also extended use guaranties (Section 520) this 
will be subject separateapproachh == 7 : 

+ Copies of this airgram are being sent to Djakarta. ee 

| Loe So oe OB - Werses
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656.56D/11-2851: Telegram | of 

, The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State — 

‘SECRET | PRIORITY Dsaxarta, November 28,1951—3 p.m. 

-- 467%. Was recd by FonMin Subardjo 10 a. m. to present Wilson 
| Shannon? and Weaver ® of Tin Mission. Remained behind to have | 

short conversation with Subardjo. He said he had talked with Stikker 
just prior leaving Hague 24th for Djakarta. Had told Stikker he wld 

| recommend Supomo commission proceed Hague shortly after Su- — 
bardjo’s arrival Djakarta, provided Stikker wld agree include Irian - 
on agenda. Stikker agreed. Did not close door to hopeful negots as 
firmly as-he had at Paris but still said he was not optimistic as to 
outcome from Indo viewpoint. a : a 

Subardjo made his report of Paris and Hague visit to Cabinet mtg _ 
held Djakarta 27th with VP Hatta and certain additional officials __ 

: _ attending. Subardjo said decision taken to send commission headed 
: by Supomo to Hague about Dec 3. Composition commission not yet 

fixed. Commission to insist upon Irian question being point 2 on 
agenda with revision RTC agreements as point 1. Subardjo said govt 
strong and unified on both questions, but PNI favoring more drastic 
action than Masjumi. Instructions for commission already prepared 

- concerning negot bilateral treaty to replace RTC agreement. Instruc- 
tions on Irian question yet to be prepared. Present plan envisages _ 

| informal conversations at first to be followed by negots at ministerial — 
level for which purpose Subardjo wld return Hague. Sense of yester- — 
_day’s mtg was that Indo shld endeavor obtain decision on both points — 

a agenda by Christmas. As of that date Cabinet wld review situation. | 
Subardjo of opinion Neth will be sufficiently receptive to replace- — 

| ment RTC agreements to permit favorable report thereon within | 

above time limit. If this shld not prove feasible he anticipates PNI 
| pressure for unilateral action. He does not expect favorable action on 

Irian by that date but said he wld do everything possible to have con- _ 
versations continued on orderly basis, if satisfactory progress has 

a been made on point 1. oes cope 
Subardjo said Brit and Australian Govts had approached Indo 

Govt with view influence latter toward keeping Irian question dormant — 
for present. He said Indo Govt decision yesterday was to proceed | 
with conversations, including Irian subject and that Brit and Aus- > 
tralian Govts being so informed. Consequently there wld be no purpose 

_ Brig. Gen. Thomas B. Wilson, U.S.A.R., Special Consultant to the Adminis- | 
trator, General Services Administration. | — | — 

? Spencer 8. Shannon, Consultant, Office of the Administrator, Reconstruction |. 
Finance Corporation. . | 

* George Weaver, Special Assistant to the Administrator, Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation.
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In US associating itself with Brit move reported Hague’s 529to Dept. 
Have just recd Canberra’s 159 to Dept.° These Hague and Canberra _ ] 

| msgs disclose harmful results that are following Stikker’s Nov 12 | 
_ ade-mémoire® containing serious misstatements and conveying en- 

| tirely too pessimistic picture of Indo situation. [hope Dept officersmay = 
have opportunity discuss aide-mémoire with Casey when he arrives 

- and perhaps with Brit and Neth Embs Wash in light reports I made 
orally when in US and observations on acde-mémoire telegraphed from 
Paris. a oe Oo | | Oo 
Dept pass Hague, Canberra. Sent Dept 767, rptd Hague 33, Can- 

| berra 3, London 6. os ke ig oe PD | 
- Oe ree oe |  CocHran | 

| Not printed. - a ee - | oS. a 
_ °In telegram 159 from Canberra, November 27, the Embassy reported the views 

| of the Australian Government regarding the Netherlands New Guinea situation. . 
The Australians basically believed that the Indonesian Government was not 

7 sufficiently strong or stable enough to take over this area, which was strategically 
Significant to Australia. Moreover, they feared that if. Indonesia obtained the 
western half of New Guinea, it might also wish to absorb the eastern half as 
well. The Embassy also reported that the Australian position might be subject 
to change in the future if Indonesia developed. a strong and stable government. | 
solidly aligned with the West. For the present, the Australians hoped that the © 
problem would be left dormant. (643.56C/11-2751) | - . 

: * Not printed ; for references to and analyses of this aide-mémoire, see telegrams oe 
2919 and 2968 from Paris, N ovember 16 and 17, pp. 722 and 725, respectively. | | 

— 656.56D/11-2651: Telegram | | | 
- The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in I ndonesia : | 

«CONFIDENTIAL Wasurineton, November 28, 1951—4:20 p.m. | 
| 562. Urtel 7571 and Hague tel 529 Nov. 26.2 Brit Emb Officer Prid- : 

ham * on instrs his Govt today informed Lacy of Brit conversation 
with Indo FonOff based on desirability that discussions between Indo : 
and Neth govts shld be deferred until feelings this issue less heated, 
and asked if Dept wished to make similar representations to Indo 
Emb Washington. ve | | ; 

| Lacy replied he agreed with Brit viewpoint that it wld be beneficial 
all parties concerned if matter cld be treated temperately, and assured 

_ Pridham that Amb Cochran has already discussed issue along these 

| *In telegram 757 from Djakarta, November 26, Chargé Benninghoff reported 
that an officer of the United Kingdom Embassy in Djakarta had made the follow- 
ing three points to officials of the Indonesian Foreign Office earlier that day: 
that the United Kingdom would deprecate a unilateral abrogation of the Union : 

_ Statute; that the United Kingdom hoped Indonesia would not insist on discussing . 
the Netherlands New Guinea issue at the impending meetings concerning the » 
Union Statute; and that the United Kingdom hoped that the impending nego-. 
tiations would result in a satisfactory settlement (641.56D31/11-2651). 

~ ®Not printed. | | | 
| *K, R. C. Pridham, Second Secretary, United Kingdom Embassy in Washington, — :
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lines with Subardjo at Paris. Pridham stated he was pleased to learn - 

this action had been taken and that Dept and FonOff views coincided. 

. Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta 562; rptd info AmEmbassy The. 

Hague 712, London 2701, Canberra 95. — | | 

| So | | oe oe | WEBB 

| 656.56D/11-3051: Telegram = | Oo | : 

The Chargé in the Netherlands (Trimble) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Tur Hacur, November 30, 1951—4 p. m. 

551. Djakarta’s 767, Nov 28 to Dept. rptd Hague 33, Canberra3.In 

view slight discrepancy between Subardjo’s account his talk with Stik- 
ker Nov 22 as given to Cochran and version furnished me by Reuchlin* _ 
(524, Nov 23 to Dept?) I asked Reuchlin yesterday morning for 

| further elucidation. He said Stikker had not agreed to inclusion 
| NNG on agenda and as reported ourtel had endeavored discourage 
| Indo from raising matter in forthcoming discussions. Stikker had 

however said Dutch could hardly refuse should Indo insist it be agenda. 
item. | | ee ee | 

| ~ Reuchlin added for my confidential info that. Neth Cabinet un-  — 

- decided as to what position it should take re NNG problem (ie. — 

whether to stand firm or endeavor find compromise solution in dis- 
| eussions with Indo) and is most. desirous postponing decision issue 

until after elections next spring. bo RE 
Furthermore, cab has thus far been reluctant to sound out feelings _ 

Parl to subject. Situation, he concluded circumscribes activities Fon- | 

Off with consequence latter forced follow do-nothing policy and like 

Mr. Micawber, hope something favorable willturn up. _ . | 
_ During courtesy call yesterday afternoon on Djumhana, acting’ | 

Indo HICOM,? he told me he fully expected that Indo delegation 

a headed by Supomo would come here in very near future for negots | 

re revision union charter and that NNG question would be considered.. 

| Neth FonOff officials on other hand state they have stillto be advised 

to that effect by Indo Govt and therefore are unable to confirm Dja- 

Karta Aneta press reports that Indo delegation will shortly depart. 

However, they privately state that there is very good chance that it _ 

---will do so. | | | 
: Dept pass Djakarta, Canberra. Sent Dept 55, repeated info Djakarta 

23, Canberra 7. | | a ee | 

po | TRIMBLE: 

: 4 Otto Reuchlin, Director General of Political Affairs, the Netherlands Minis- 
try of Foreign Affairs. ee | . Oo 

?' Not :printed. Oo 
Dr, Djumhana. | :
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- 656.56D/11-3051 : Telegram | ae ne a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia * | 

SECRET ‘Wasuineron, November 30, 1951—7: 35 p. m. 
_ PRIORITY — | | Lo | . 

_ 574, Australian Amb* called on Acting Sec? today under urgent a 
| instructions to request that Dept instruct Amer Amb to Djakarta to 

| use his influence with Indonesian Govt to the end that it not denounce 
_ unilaterally Netherlands-Indonesian Union and that it not insist on | 

bringing up for discussion Irian question. Spender stressed Australian | 
| concern that if US did not take such action, which had already been 

_ taken by UK Govt, Indonesians would draw inference that US not 
| as concerned and that Indonesia would not be subject toUS displeasure 

if it took unilateral action. | _ | 
_ Spender stated his Govt believes every effort should be made to 
“bed down” New Guinea issue as it fears if issue is raised at Hague 
it may be difficult for Indonesian Govt to back down and only result 
will be unilateral abrogation Union and possible drastic action in 

| New Guinea by Indonesians. 2 Oo | 
~ Ambassador was told US Govt shared Australian concern lest uni: 

| lateral action be taken and also desired Irian question not be brought 
to a head at this time. It was pointed out that while in Paris Cochran 

_ had advised Subardjo against hasty unilateral action on abrogation _ 
of Union and that these sentiments had been repeated by Cochran 
upon his return to Djakarta. However US Govt did not believe it — 
would be wise at this time to attempt to persuade Indonesians not to 
raise Irian question at Hague as it was US judgment that such attempt 
would orily result in more intransigent position by Indonesians and a 
probably would lead to unilateral abrogation of Union. Spender was 

| told that in US opinion Indonesian Govt had no illusion about obtain- 
ing any immediate favorable result at the Hague on Irian question 
but that it felt it absolutely necessary at least to discuss matter in | 
order to maintain position in Indonesia. Spender reiterated deep con- 
cern his Govt and made final plea that at least US would instruct its 
Ambassador at Djakarta to keep close watch over situation and do | 
all in his power to prevent matter getting out of hand. Amb was 

_ told that US Amb Djakarta was keeping constant and close watch 
over situation but that US would be willing to inform him of deep _ 
Australian concern in this matter. Spender was left under no illusion _ 
that US would take parallel action to that of British although he was 
assured that US had deep interest and concern of safety of the whole 
South Pacific area including Australia and that while in general | 

. .* Percy C. Spender. ~~ ns a - os 
. * James E. Webb. | : |
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| our aims were similar present problem involved question of tactics 
and it was here we differed. | | 

Sent to AmEmbassy Djakarta priority 574; rpt to AmEmbassy 
Canberra 99, The Hague 728. oo o - 

- |  WesB 

_ 656.56D/12-351 : Telegram : | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State — | 

: SECRET § PRIORITY _ Dsaxarta, December 3, 1951—5 p. m. 
804. Subardjo called me to his office noon today. He said notes had _ 

been recd from Brit and Australian Govts asking Indo not raise 
Irian question. Furthermore, Subardjo said Neth High Comm 

- Lamping had spoken to him at airport today when they were seeing 
| off Supomo for Hague and Darmasetiawan for Paris. Lamping had > 

told Subardjo Neth Govt unhappy over Indo sending such large del 
as decided by Indo Govt last week. [Garble] was coming to FonOff 

- atip.m.todiscussthisfurther. eo | | 
a I asked Subardjo if there cld have been any misunderstanding his | 

| end as to Stikker “agreeing” to sending of Indo del to discuss both. © 
Union and Irian questions. Subardjo explained he had gone from 
Paris to Hague Nov 22 for specific purpose getting precise answer _ 
from Stikker on this question. Stikker had definitely agreed and had 
said ready receive Indo del any time. Subardjo said however he had 
told Stikker he wld endeavor keep Indo del to reasonable size. Stikker, 
as I understand story, wanted five-man del. Subardjo said that while __ 
his intention had been to keep group small, pressure from polit parties 
had made it necessary expand to total about 17,6 of whom already in _ 

7 Europe. He said Supomo was only member departing today. He con- - 
templates going ahead with plans to despatch remainder as approved oe 
by Indo Govt, but will count only five as dels, list five as alternates 
and remainder as advisers. He thinks it not unreasonable forIndohave —_— 
del this size considering vital importance to this country of both subjs 
on agenda and fact mtgs will be held Hague where Neth del hasentire _ 
Neth Govt, Parliament e¢ a/ available for consultation. re en 

| Subardjo adheres to position he has constantly taken with me | 
| namely, that failure for Indo now to have opportunity discuss Union 

and Irian questions with Neth wld lead inevitably to early unilateral 
Indo actions. He aware US interest in maintenance order and security 
in Pacific. He believes best method clear up dangerous differences be- | 

| tween Indo and Neth is to have full and frank discussions thereon. 

He realizes difficulty of negots but believe this method offers only 

| chance avoid serious trouble. | oe | 
_ Dept pass Canberra; sent Dept 804, rptd The Hague 36, Canberra 5. | 

| oo , CocHRAN
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103-GSA/12-451 : Telegram | 

— Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

| CONFIDENTIAL o Dsaxarta, December 4, 1951—5 p. m. a 

810. For Larson GSA Walsh EPS from Wilson. Mtg today Econ : 
| Ministry with Emb representative on rubber contract adjustments 

_ heretofore under discussion by Emb and covered by several exchanged 
cables. Indos acknowledge their commitment contract, accepted dis- | 
missal their claim on warehouse fees and storage charges September, 

also accepted their contract responsibility arranging shipping and 
-placingfreeonboard. 2 0 

Remaining unsettled item from meeting is price change in contract. _ | 
This taken under advisement. They requested fixed price arrangement _ 
together with floor price. We stood firm on average Singapore market | 

_ price formula, expressed willingness consider any reasonable proposi- _ 
tion on changing time period of determining average price but said in 

_ any event we would not consider any formula or mechanism that re- 
- sulted on more than Singapore market. Govt plantation manager? 

made inconclusive argument on his need for known fixed price even : 
_ beyond four months periods specified in contract but did not receive 

support from representatives Econ Ministry. Also argued he wanted — 
floor price to safeguard market price going below his cost of produc- 

| tion. We maintained basic price formula of contract and stated Indos | 
- must assume their normal risk under contract same as buyer. Examina- 

7 tion Singapore Aug average prices indicate more favorable to Indo 
_ for last quarter 1951 as provided in contract as against developing new oe 

average market price each month. : a an | - 
As meeting broke up plantation manager made his own personal — 

query to effect wld US be willing take Aug average price for six 
_ months instead of four or even whole contract term. Rephed thatif _ 

they wanted submit formal question we wld reply but it appeared this | 
_ wid cancel basic contract average market price and be substitute means . 
of setting fixed price based on Aug average. No doubt idea springs 
from fear rubber market might go lower. No other Indo member spoke 
in favor this idea. Offer to waive three percent discount on average 
price in contract was reemphasized as concession matching their will- 
ingness ship only high grade rubber sheets and be package settlement 

all items. a | CO —_ 
. _ Believe Emb can conclude shortly remaining question price under 

contract and cover points in written supplementary memo sheet where - 
necessary. Consider unnecessary my presence further discussion Indos 
on rubber contract. [Wilson.] | | 

| | | CocoraN 

* Mr. Saksomo, | | |
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756D.5-MSP/12-551 : Telegram re: 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY DsaKarta, December 5, 1951—3 p. m, | 

| 811. For Rusk from Cochran. Have delayed replying your letter _ 

Oct 301 reed Washington requesting evaluation US aid program Indo 

| until cld return post and review situation and development after six | 

| week’s absence US and Europe. Understand urgency now warrants 

telegraphing. : | ope 7 | | 

Original proposal to aid new repub through US grants made by 
Griffin mission April 1950 with explanation this was one-time opera- | 

7 tion to break econ bottlenecks. Proposal advanced gratuitously on _ 
Amer initiative viewed with Indo skepticism and required considerable _ 

| insistence for Indo acquiescence even as one-time operation. By time : 
| actual imports of ECA farm tools, insecticides, etc began arriving sum- 
: mer 1951, Indo had reached such degree financial recovery that foreign _ 

grants not required. oe SO , 
+ There has been at no time clear-cut definition ECA objectives Indo 
or consistently through-out program for achieving any aims. Volume 
of pleas and publicity for continuing and expanding ECA program has 
grown with influx more personnel. As finan recovery Indo has prog- | 

: ressed, ECA has abandoned argument sums involved in its grants were 
__. required for or wld accomplish econ impact on country of such wealth — 

| and potentialities as Indo. Trend was for a while to stress need for 
Introducing large number doctors and pursuing village-level projects. 

| _ STEM itself has reported on general infeasibility village-level pro-_ 
grams. New tack recently followed of specializing on education which ) 
field USIS had already explored exhaustively and into which Emb 
has been reluctant go further unless and until lack Indo receptivity to 
our advances might be changed to genuine interest and request for 
assistance. While successive Indo ministers have avowed interest in US 
proposals for educational projects, they have failed accept Fulbright 

or Point IV agreements or otherwise permit implementation of such | 
projects. Recently as Nov 5 Indo Govt formally requested Emb leave — 
more control in govt’s hands of still modest program of scholarships, 

, fellowships and visitorships which US Govt financing. Indo Govt has 
not yet moved to obtain required parl ratification of ECA bilateral — 
agreement signed Oct 1950. : | 

_ With recent passage MSA, it appears ECA trying enter even further 
into polit policy field and wld have President declare as new exten- | 

| sion US foreign policy that US proposes give particular support for 
four or five years to newly independent countries to help them stand | 

| * Not printed. 7 | : va bee



| 

on their own feet. Suggestion made at ECA conference Baguio? that | 
‘initials “ECA” be retained as symbol for operations MSA on SEA ~ 

| rather than converted to designation “MSA” could be interpreted as | 
effort veil from Asian peoples mil character or purpose of assistance 
or to disregard congressionallegislativeintent. 4 

| On finan side Indo has made great progress in first two years sov- oo 
ereignty, involving important purchases gold, favorable balance pay- | 
ments and approach to balanced budget. Almost half of hundred mil- | 

| lion dollar Export-Import credit extended Feb 1950 not yet allocated. 
Recent survey in Indo by Export-Import Bank group on utilization 
of credit to date and plans for balance resulted in such favorable im- 
pression by Export-Import that understand it wld be disposed grant _ - 

oO expanded credits to Indo if and when required. With this source credit OY 

initiated before Griffin mission entered field and available for reason- | 
able needs country, I see no justification for ECA developing its own 
loan program. To continue grant aid in face actual finan situation 
surely cannot be justified. No one can tell these days when crises may _ | 

| come but outlook Indo does not warrant STEM standing by with large 
sums earmarked for calamities or depressions. They could. be taken 
care of by such facilities as existed prior ECA. Talking with Harri- oe 
man? in Paris well as with top officials Washington, I gained definite 
impression there would be tremendous demand on available US re- 

_ sources for econ and mil aid to Allies desperately needing it to con- 
tinue their struggle in our common cause. While amount envisaged 
by ECA for Indo 1953 not large, still it could be advantageously uti- 

_ lizedinareaswhererealneedexists§ © Co 
‘To ascertain and weigh any accomplishments ECA Indo, I prefer 

leave to Dept analysis of reports submitted by STEM to ECA. They _ | 
are voluminous but cover admittedly small results. Imports of fishing | 
equipment, fertilizers, laboratory apparatus, et cetera may be recd with | 

| some appreciation, but are not vitally significant, and could be bought | 
with Indo’s own resources. ECA endeavors along public health lines _ 

_ could be consolidated with those of various UN organizations operat- __ 
ing Indo or relegated in part to such private organizations as func- | 
tioned here before war, including Rockefeller. Indo has had for 
decades and still retains many Neth technicians on agriculture, forest- . 
ry, et cetera so this no pioneer field for ECA. UN active in small 
industries and education, but: ECA endeavoring function in same 
fields. | | | | | 

- 2 ¥or documentation, see pp.iff. - re | 
*'W. Averell Harriman, Director, Mutual Security Agency. Det oo 

_ Presumably the reference is to the Rockefeller Foundation. oo | 

| 538-617—T77—_—48 |
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Line on which helpful services being rendered is that constituted by 

_.--White engineering survey of harbors, railway facilities, hydroelectric 

, power, telecommunications, mining, civil aviation, et cetera, under 

| two-year contract with Indo Govt financed by ECA. This has pro- 
‘vided Indo Govt objective technical assistance on part top flight — 

| engineers without polit connections and. definitely here at specific | 

request Indos for particular jobs requiring their individual 

qualifications. _ | | : 

| Indo Govt not sufficiently well-organized to work out and absorb 7 

extensive aid in manner proposed by ECA. Overworked depts manned 

by inadequate number of inexperienced and sometimes incapable offi- 

cials spend much time drawing up projects and providing data called _ 

for by ECA and lose face when unable meet requirements or when 

projects not approved or realized. | | eg 

! Following independent foreign policy Indo Govt embarrassed by 

| ECA. program of publicity which emphasizes under-developed char- _ 

| acter of country and need for aid from great friend. Indo officials 

from President down have constantly told me any assistance US | 

may see fit to give should be extended in modest fashion with purpose 

strengthening govt in which we choose have confidence and permitting 

| it acquire increased support from its own country as result improve- 

ments accomplished in its name. Emphasizing degree to which US | | 

aiding Indo, by repetitive publicity and excessive personnel promi-— 
nently established in capital, results in leftist criticism of govt. Efforts | 

of ECA economists and planners to infiltrate into Indo Govt and” 

| have prominent part in planning and administration increases in- 

herent suspicion on part Indos and gives rise to fear US endeavoring _ 

succeed and supplant Neth as colonial power in Indo. STEM itself 

_ has discovered and reported to ECA reluctance Indos to use US Govt 

personnel as advisors. . | | - 

Under independent foreign policy Indo declined accept aid proffered 

by Melby mission and desires procure only such mil equipment as 

it can pay for. Difficulties envisaged if US endeavors publicly to_ 

: justify continuing aid to Indo as Mil Security Program. It would be ; 

| unfortunate if modest early US aid to Indo civil police constabulary 

should now be publicized and tied in with new program under MSA. = 

_ Indo especially resents any US endeavor picture Indo as strategic | 

archipelago which US must build up as bastion against communism 

for protection our own interests. Indos have demonstrated by mass _ 

arrests summer 1951 well as by putting down Madiun Commie in- _ 

surrection 1948 that these repubs are as sincere and effective as any 

people in suppressing Commie dangers when they become acute. They 

need no lead from US in this field and do not want either ECA or
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USIS make Indo arena for US combatting Commies. Thru Indo | 
_ decisions and their own efforts much progress made recent months 

in checking growth Commie-inspired labor organizations, in deterring 
Chinese diplomats from flooding country, in changing attitude Chinese _ 

_ residents who had accepted People’s Repub, and in blocking Commie | 
propaganda in press, schools, clubs, et cetera. ~ | 

Thru adhering to UN embargo on strategic materials, including 
tin and rubber to China, and thru signing Jap peace pact San Fran- 

_-¢isco, present moderate Indo Govt has surely demonstrated trend of 
polit philosophy in direction free nations. Dept aware of particular | 
feeling that responsible Indo leaders have for US altho they refrain | 
from formalizing statements in assertion thereof. Foregoing can be 
attributed solely to State Dept policy followed consistently from time | 
of GOC to date. | | | wea oe | 
Am convinced Indo does not require American grant aid. Finan — | 

needs can be met from own resources or bankable loans which Indo 
~ capable obtaining. Believe prior US official attention should be given. 
to protecting American capital already here and in encouraging Indo | 
develop along econ and other lines that invite and guarantee such 
investments. Indos themselves beseech me not to contribute to- their. 
finan delinquency. They do not want charity. They do not want develop _ a 
wasteful habits. They want opportunity sell US their products at 

_ renumerative prices and obtain our goods at fair prices reciprocally. 
Recommend ECA grant aid be stopped as of June 1952 with ex- 

ception: continuation White contract until expiry date J anuary 1953, | 
and such clean up personnel as absolutely essential. Indo knows where 
and how to hire any foreigners it may require to follow up surveys 
being made by White engineers and to supplement such technical — 
aid as may be carried on by UN. I feel US Congress being misled if _ 
Dept and ECA endeavor justify continuing grants to Indo on any a 

_ pretense whatever. Would not Congress be most favorably impressed 
if Dept would take responsibility for reporting one country in SEA 

_ that is sufficiently on its feet and sufficiently virile and independent 
to be able and to desire carve out its own future after its own mind 
and within its own means. We cannot expect Indo leaders take initia- 

_ tive in saying they do not want ECA aid. I believe however that | 
formula could be jointly worked out with Indos for terminating aid. | 

_ This might arouse some adverse press criticism, some genuine dis- | 
appointment and some misunderstanding. I believe nevertheless pres- 
ent period prosperity is propitious time end program and that im- : 
provement rather than worsening US-Indo relations would soon ensue. - | a | 

ecu | Oo - CocHRaNn
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856D.2553/12-651: Telegram | | | 

«The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia a 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, December 6, 1951—5 :45 p. m. 

| 597. Ernst, asst to Board Chairman Caltex, called on Lacy yester- 

| day to discuss Indo Govt attitude on revision its “let alone”? 

fon exchange control agreements with. oil cos. Though Caltex 

Agreement does not expire until Jan 1, 1953, Ernst stated his co very 

disturbed by reports from Stanvac, NY, on its negots related to 

expiration latter’s agreement Dec 31 this year. Ernst said he under- 

stood Stanvac negotiators departing NY had been given Dec 15 

, “arrival deadline” by Kuypers. Ernst attributed to Kuypers prepon- 

derant responsibility for Indo Govt’s actions contrary to oil cos inter- 
ests, and had intended send special Caltex negotiator to “go over 

Kuypers head” to higher level Indo officials. : a 

_ Lacy informed Ernst that Amer Amb has returned Djakarta, is : 
closely fol developments affecting oil cos, and is in touch with high 

level Indo officials on this matter. Lacy added recent report from Emb 

a (urtel 798 Dec 8)! indicate Indos in negotiating frame of mind. It was 
- pointed out Butterworth of Caltex is now in Indo and that it wld 

| probably be advisable Caltex refrain from sending special mission 

, to Djakarta this time, in order avoid appearance of “US. oil cos 
ganging up” on Indos. Ernst stated he was reassured to learn Amb 

Cochran has returned Djakarta, and that Indo Govt appears to be © 

acting reasonably. He will communicate with Butterworth before rec- 

ommending Caltex send any special mission. : 

: Not here printed. 7 a - ; | ne | o 

| 756C.00/12-751 | : 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast 

Asian Affairs (Lacy) to the Acting Assistant Secretary of State 
for Far Eastern Affairs (Allison) 

SECRET rs [WasHInGTon, | December 7, 1951. | 

Subject: United States Relationships with the Netherlands, Aus- 
tralia, and Indonesia in Western New Guinea Dispute a 

Discussion ae a | | 

~ 1, Three powers whose friendship is valuable to the United States 
have strongly committed themselves on the problem of the political 
disposition of Western New Guinea. Indonesia claims sovereignty. | 

| The Netherlands claims sovereignty. Australia, which administers the 
eastern half of New Guinea, has indicated it will accept no solution
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which provides for Indonesian administration over the western half. | 

--9, In an effort to minimize prejudicing its good relations with any 

of these three powers over the New Guinea issue, the United States 

has adopted a position of neutrality and has emphasized the procedural 

aspect of the case, consistently urging that Indonesia and the Nether- | 

lands seek a mutually satisfactory settlement through negotiations | 

within the framework of the Round Table Agreements. ts : 

3. The value of neutrality in this issue, however, depends upon the 

value of the negotiations. The Netherlands-Indonesian negotiations, 

| which are understood to have just commenced at the Hague, however, 

‘barely reached the starting line and may seriously falter or fail. If 
this happens, the Department must be prepared to consider the possi- | 
Dility that the welfare of the United States requires a compromise 

solution to the New Guinea problem unpalatable in varying degree to 

one or more of the interested powers. This would require the Depart- | 
ment to replace its previously held position of neutrality with a posi- , 
tive policy dealing with the substanceoftheissue. 

4, The Netherlands is a NATO partner of the United States in | 

Europe. It is no longer an effective power in Southeast Asia, and 

_ whatever destroyers or battalions it sends to New Guinea diminish its _ | 

NATO effectiveness. BO | me | 
5. Australia is a partner with the United States and New Zealand | 

in a Pacific Security Pact.t Australia believes that Western New 
Guinea forms part of its defense perimeter. In the event of war, | 

Australian and United States’ defense interests in Southeast Asia | 

would widely overlap, and Australian and U.S. troops would probably 

‘be used interchangeably inoperationsinthatarea. = - 
6. Indonesia, with its population of 75 million, is the largest country = 

in Southeast Asia and is important both as a source of raw materials 
and because its landing sites and safe anchorages control the ap- | 

| proaches from Asia to Australia and from the Pacific to the Indian 

oceans. The availability of these resources in time of crisis will be 
greatly affected by the attitude of the Indonesian Government and 
people toward America and Australia. In recognition of Indonesia’s | 
importance, the United States Government participated in the United - 
Nation’s successful efforts to establish an independent Indonesia, as 

_ a means of enabling the strong revolutionary forces. which sprang. 
up in Indonesia after World War IT to find outlet in genuine national- 

ism instead of Stalinism. | | | BS | 

.% The basic relationship of Australia and the Netherlands to the 
United States has already been determined: a solution of the New | | 

_ 1 For documentation, see pp. 182 ff. Oo - : 7 | — a oo
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_ Guinea problem is important in each case but not decisive. Indonesia’s 
relationship with the United States 1s still in the balance. Its Govern-_ 
ment repressed Communists at Madiun and has since taken a series 

: of actions favorable to the United States, but feels strong pressure __ 
to pursue an independent policy vis-a-vis Russia and the United States. 
The political disposition which is made of New Guinea may, for rea- 

| sons many of which are set forth in Djakarta’s telegram 817 of _ 

December 6 (Tab A),? have a decisive effect upon the relationship of 
Indonesia to the United States. | | 

Recommendation: = a OO 
_ The Department should recognize that United States interests 

(1) may no longer be served by a position of neutrality if the cur- 
S rent Netherlands-Indonesian negotiations fail ; 7 Se 

(2) require a compromise solution which should. probably take the _ 

: _ following lines: 

Indonesia should be given a clear promise of political sover- 
__ eignty over Indonesia [Vew Guinea] in the near future; 

The Netherlands should receive from Indonesia clearly estab- 
lished economic rights and privileges in New Guinea; | | 

7 | Australia should receive recognition and protection of her 
| security interests in Western New Guinea; ) 

(3) require that the Department prepare a substantive policy within os 
the above framework and study the methods by which it may be put 

_ intoeffect. | cok. 

Hs ?Not here printed : in telegram 817 from Djakarta, December 6, Ambassador 
Cochran recapitulated a conversation which he had had earlier that day with 
President Sukarno, who urged a rapid and satisfactory settlement of the Union 
Statute and Netherlands New Guinea issues. Otherwise, the President averred, 
the Indonesian Parliament would probably vote a unilateral denunciation of 
the union ; if the present government opposed such a move, it undoubtedly would 
fall from power; and any successor cabinet would be more to the Left politically. 
Ambassador Cochran commented privately that if Indonesia did resort to uni- 
lateral action and thereby incurred the ill will of the West, the United States : 

| - and her allies might receive an equally strong reciprocal reaction from Indo- 
nesia. The net result, he said, might be to lose an essential link in an eventual 
Pacific security chain. In conclusion, the Ambassador warned the Department 
that to prevent such possible eventualities, the United States should be prepared 

| to change its position on Netherlands New Guinea in order to-accommodate Indo- 
nesia at the expense of America’s other friends, the Netherlands and Australia. 

- (656.56D/12-651) } 

103-GSA/12-851 : Telegram / OO Oo 
The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL Dsaxarta, December 8, 1951—8 p. m. 

832. For Larson GSA from Wilson. Further meeting today Wilopo  __ 
Min Econ and Djuanda Vice Chairman Cabinet Comite Fin and Econ. 

: with Ambassador on disputed items rubber contract. Wilopo restated
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contract wld be honored. Indicated govt plantation only produced 70 

percent of contracted 1200 tons monthly in high grade rubbers and 
| that they had been compelled buy additional high grade sheets in 

market to try fulfill contract amount. All points in dispute cleared 
| except price. On this they hope give answer soon. We stood firm on | 

nothing above market price. We urged they likewise dismiss price item | 
since they understand August average prices are more favorable to | 
them with record of declining market. They will finalize with Ambas- . 

_ sador. [Wilson.] oo OC | | 
— Oo | COCHRAN 

ss Seeretary of State’s Files: Lot 58D 444, Box 419 es TE 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State | 

SECRET 2 | | [Wasuineton,] December 10, 1951. 
Subject: Call of the Australian Minister of External Affairs, Mr. 
- _Richard G. Casey, December 10, 1951 STR ae 

_ Participants: Mr. Richard G. Casey, Australian Minister of Ex- 
ternal Affairs > oe 

Mr, Percy C. Spender, Australian Ambassador 

| a U—Mr. Webb — a | 
EUR—Mr. Bonbright + ae Oe ere 

, BNA—Mr, Shullaw? © a 

The Australian Minister of External Affairs, Mr. Richard G. Casey, 
called on me today accompanied by Ambassador Spender. I told Mr. 
Casey we were very pleased that he had found it possible to stop in | 
Washington on his return to Australia and that we appreciated having | 

_ an opportunity to get his views on current world problems. [remarked _ 

_ that we felt very close to Australia and deeply appreciated the way in 
which Australia has shouldered responsibilities in Korea where Aus- — | 

| tralian forces have been in action since the beginning of hostilities. I _ 
also expressed appreciation for Australia’s recent decision to double | 

_ itsgroundforcesin Korea, a a 
‘Mr. Casey thanked me for my remarks and said that he wished to 

make some comments on several subjects of particular interest to his _ 7 
government. He began by reviewing the role Australia had played in - 
the formulation of the Colombo Plan of economic and technical assist- __ 

_ ance for South and Southeast Asia. He said that so far only India, | 
_ Pakistan, Ceylon and British territories in Southeast Asia were par- 

Ae ames ©. H. Bonbright, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European 

| 27, Harold Shullaw, Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European 
Affairs, Bureau of European Affairs. . : | -
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| ticipating in the plan but that it was Australia’s hope other countries 7 

in Southeast Asia would also come in. He said that two factors appar- 

ently were causing these governments to hold back. The first was the © 

| fear that in some way their participation in the Colombo Planmight 

-. result in their losing American assistance, which of course was on a 

: much larger scale than anything they could hope to get from the | 

countries participating in the Colombo Plan. The other factor was 

the continuing fear that colonialism might come back into the area 
through the medium of the Colombo Plan. Mr. Casey expressed the 
hope that we would find it possible to counteract these fears. He said 
that reassurances from Australia would obviously carry less weight in 

these countries than similar reassurances from the United States. 

Mr. Casey continued his remarks on Southeast Asia by saying that 
: in World War II Australia had been able to cover virtually the entire 
| area of Southeast Asia in its foreign relations through Great Britain, 
: France and the Netherlands. To meet the changed situation Aus- 

tralia is doing everything possible to improve its relations with the 

new governments in the area. Australian participation in the Colombo 
Planisanexpressionofthisinterest. = | 

Mr. Casey said that Australia had one extremely important prob- 
lem in its relations with Indonesia which could destroy the whole basis 
for friendly and cooperative relations between Australia and Indo- 
nesia. This was the question of the future political status of Nether- | 
lands New Guinea. He said he had warned the Indonesians both at — 
Djakarta and at Paris that if they persist in their agitation on this" 
question they may destroy the whole fabric of Indonesian-Australian _ 

| relations which were far more important to Indonesia than Nether- 

lands New Guinea. Mr. Casey said that New Guinea would require 
millions of pounds to develop and that at the present time it has little 

- value to Indonesia. Indonesia, he said, had built up the dispute with | 

| the Netherlands over the status of the territory into a prestige ques- 

tion. He added that the agitation in Indonesia for the territory was 

| the work of a few demagogues, and he minimized the strength of | 

- publicopinioninIndonesiaonthisissue. ts - 
' Mr. Casey said that Australia was firmly opposed to Indonesia’s __ 

gaining control of Netherlands New Guinea whether by. unilateral — 

action or as the result of agreement between the Netherlands and _ 
- Indonesia. He said that such a development could result in the fall 

| of the present Australian Government and the return to power of 

Dr. Evatt.2 He added that there would be strong pressure on his 

“8Dr. H. V. Evatt, formerly Australian Minister of External Affairs in. the 
previous Labor government. | ps : ee
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government to take action if Indonesia appeared to be about to move 
| into the territory. Mr. ‘Spender was more specific in suggesting that 

_such action by Indonesia might be countered by the use of force by 
“Australia 

_ Mr. Casey stated that Australia believes it is important that the ! 
New Guinea question be placed on ice for the time being. Mr. Spender 4 

- remarked at this point that, he feared Ambassador Cochran’s reiter- — 
ated suggestions that the two parties should attempt to resolve their | 

_ differences. through bilateral negotiations had the effect, however | 
| unintentional, of bringing pressure to bear on the Netherlands to 

‘Imake further concession. 
- I told Mr. Casey that I was sorry we had been unable to take the | 
action requested by his government last week, namely that we. ask 
the Indonesian government not to press for discussion of the New 
Guinea question at the Hague Conference. I explained that. in our 

_ judgment such an approach would only have had the effect of making a 
the Indonesians more adamant. We believed, furthermore, that to | 
deny the Indonesians an opportunity to raise the question would have _ 
increased the possibility of their taking unilateral action. I told Mr. 

| Casey that I appreciated having his views on this question and that 

they would receivecarefulconsideration. © = © © | 

756D.5-MSP/12-1151 : Telegram OO | | 
The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY. ‘DysaKarTa, December 11, 1951—2 p. m. a 

| 846. Recd A-110 Dec 5. Discussed it seventh with Hawkins! in 2 
_ absence ECA chief Hayes. Hawkins stated STEM shld not proceed a 

with their plan of submitting excerpts from Ecato 879 guaranties? 
to Indo coordinating comite. Neither STEM nor Emb had commented - 

| to Wash on Ecato 879 and I felt entire negot with respect this com- 
plicated phase MSA act shld be left Wash. On seventh requested re- | 
peat Deptel 2963 to Paris * and recd this tenth. Immediately sought 
appointment with FonMin Subardjo, = © 

'. On afternoon tenth tried out draft note on Minister Djuanda to | 
whom I frequently look for objective estimate govt position and for _ 
support within Cabinet. He quickly picked out point three of para ) 
one as entirely unacceptable to Indos. | a | 

- 1 Bverett D. Hawkins, Program Planning Officer, STEM Mission in Indonesia. 
? Not here printed. | So ee oe, | 
® See footnote 8, p. 730. | a Se | oo,
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, Was recd by FonMin Subardjo morning eleventh. Reviewed exist- _ 
ing arrangements under which Indo receiving constabulary equip- 

| ment and econ aid and explained MSA legis and necessity for 
exchange of notes with Indo. I handed Subardjo copy draft note as 
set forth A-110 and went over various provisions thereof with him. — 
‘We will be obliged eliminate point three para one and also make re- _ 

| vision suggested by Dept in wording point six of para one. Effort will 7 
be made however to get Indo acceptance of assurances under 511 (a) 
rather than (>). Important reason for this is that particularly bad _ 
impression wld now be created if we obliged Indos commence paying 
for balance long promised constabulary equipment. Subardjo ex- 
plained that milit equipment which he and Ali have discussed with 

Dept wld be sought strictly on reimbursable basis. ns re 
Subardjo will have to consult with PriMin and perhaps entire 

Cabinet on matter exchange of notes. He thinks it will not be neces- 
sary however to seek Parliament ratification of such exchange. It will 
probably be necessary use in para four language “Govt of Indo con- 

: siders aforementioned econ cooperation agreement fully effective.” 
This substitution wld be required since Indo Govt considers Parlia- 
ment ratification ECA bilateral obligatory and no opportunity there- — 
for prior latter half Jan since Parliament recessed Dec 2 and will not 

| reconvene until Jan 15. Subardjo understands urgency consummating 
exchange notes and promised he wld endeavor expedite+ =” 

| 7 CocHRAN _ 

| *The Department of State, in telegram 654 to Djakarta, December 20, informed 
: Ambassador Cochran that he could make the changes which he had suggested 
| in paragraphs 1 and 4 of the draft note sent to him in airgram 110, November 23, 

: p. 729. (756D.5-MSP/12-1151) : . 

---Y5ED.5-MSP/12-1151: Telegram — oe 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL Dsaxarta, December 11, 1951—5 p. m. | 

848. Deptel 602.1 I discussed with FonMin Subardjo today ques- 

tion US providing Indo with mil equipment. Subardjo said he was 
requesting Indo mil auths provide description and quantities of items 

| needed. He said such aid wld be sought on reimbursable basis. 

| | _ CocHRAN 

oo 1Not here printed: the Department of State, in telegram 602 to Djakarta, 
December 7, merely repeated the contents of telegram 2963 to Paris, November 16_ 
era For the gist of this telegram sent to Paris, see footnote -
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856D.2553/12-1151 : Telegram : are | 

- The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia , 

: SECRET oa : Wasuineton, December 11, 1951—5:56 p.m. 
614, Stanvac reps Collings, Board Chairman,? and Prioleau, | 

| Vice Pres,? held two hour discussion today with Lacy and Coerr PSA : 
and Eakens PED* in situation Stanvac facing as result Indo 
Govt proposal described in State Mining Comm Aide-Mémoire to | 
Gibbon * Nov 10 (Deptel 558 Nov 27).° This proposal 1) wld refuse 
renewal Stanvac “let alone” agreement expiring Dec 31, thereby : 
making co “adhere to all legal requirements applied to other producers 
export goods”; 2) wld apply formula Govt to receive 65 and co 35 per- | 
cent Stanvac gross profits Indo operations. 5 eeP 

Collings said divergent opinions held at present by two Stanvac | 
parent cos: Standard Oil of New Jersey, with predominant interests a | 
NE, emphasizes Indo accts for only about one percent world crude pro- 
duction, and tends believe co if forced accept less than 50-50 formula 
shld liquidate Indo operations: Socony with proportionately - 
heavier interests Indo, more disposed attempt continue operations _ 

_ there, recognizes Indo Govt has in effect been receiving about 60 percent 
-  Stanvac profits, and considers it wld be unrealistic try force Govt 

now cut its share to 50 percent. — ER 
Stanvac objects particularly to provisions Indo proposal which 

1) wld give Govt right to fix export price, after consultation with 
co; 2) wid require co export at Rupiah 7.60 equals $1.00 while import-_ 
ing, through compliance “import certificate procedure”, at Rupiah | 
11.40 to $1.00; 3) wld give Indo Govt auth control, by export license 
System, destination of petroleum exports. On later point Lacy made it. 
clear US wld take up on govt to govt basis any Indo move toward ship- 
ping oil to CCPR or similar undesirable destination. — 

Stanvac disturbed by possibility Indo Govt may insist Stan- | | 
_ vac Production Co which is now Dutch shld become Indo (process | 

_ which under Dutch law wld require co pay severe liquidation tax), | 
and especially by alleged statement Indo official to Gibbon that 65-85 | 

_ formula final and “not negotiable”. | | 
_ Stanvac sending Leibacher? ETA Djakarta Dec 14 in deference | 
importance apparently attached by Indos to Dec 15 as starting date. 

‘TL. V. Collings, Vice President. : : | | 
a "Philo W. Parker. | : a 

® Harry F. Prioleau. : | | | 
* Robert H. 8. Eakens, Chief, Petroleum Policy Staff, Department of State. oo | 
* H. A. Gibbon, General Manager of Stanvac in Indonesia. te ls | , 

_ °Not here printed. _ 7 oe 
"BH. N. Leibacher, Standard Vacuum Oil Company Director and member of | | 

its Indonesian Coordination Department. ey oe : |
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negots. Prioleau ETA Dec 20 with intention see Hatta, preferably 

without attendance other Indo Official, but together with Wilopo if 

Indos insist. Stanvac hopes after you have talked with Letbacher 

: -you may your discretion see Hatta “to pave way” for Prioleau. Latter, | 

| incidentally, believes Kuypers “is big fly in this. ointment”. Co reps 

hope “educate” Hatta and other officials to see broad area mutual 

interest of Indo Govt and Stanvacinlatter’soperation, = 
Collings states co considering counter proposal. along fol lines: 

1) co to be subj all laws except import certificate system and except 

Govt control destination exports; 2) co to pay fixed production tax 

per barrel and other taxes which “cld work out at about 58 percent.” 

for Govt; 3) co to refuse accept any publicly proclaimed percentage 

. formula prejudicial its operations other countries. sy 

_. In view complexity problem and wide disparity initial positions of 

Govt and co, Stanvac very pessimistic re chances reach final agree- 

ment before Dec 31. In such case Stanvac plans suggest interim 

agreement whereby 1) negots wld continue toward mutually satis final 

| agreement; 2) operations wld continue, preferably with extension 

current privileges, or alternatively under full or partial effect Indo 

laws, subj future adjustment retroactive to Jan 1, 1952 in accordance 

-termsfinalagreement. a 

However Stanvac fearful Govt may refuse accept interlIm agree- 

ment and may instead “slap on 65-35 decree”-and refuse renew “let 

alone” agreement. Prioleau states that since co has admittedly amor- 

: tized its existing investment Indo it cld continue reasonably profitable 

| operations for several years while allowing Govt 65 percent. Collings _ 

: : adds, however, that to operate under 65-35 formula plus complete 

| compliance Indo laws wld mean 80-20 split in favor Govt which wld 

: require rapid liquidation operations (maximum exploitation only of 

known reserves and complete cessation new exploration). | i 

_ Stanvac reps aware popular appeal Indo “65-35” slogan and have 

instructed co public relations off study methods achieve counter- — 

| balancing popular presentation co proposal, and Stanvac opera- 

tions, in order increase co proposal’s acceptability Indo Govt. Both 

Stanvac and Dept offs agreed on desirability seek solution avoid-— 

ing if possible use publicly proclaimed formula. In discussing this 

question Eakens mentioned that in view widely different operating 

costs and conditions prevailing various petroleum exporting countries 

Dept has no fixed position as to optimum profit-sharing percentage 

which shld necessarily prevail in all countries, altho 50-50 div has — 

been generally considered fair all parties. re 

Dept offs learned from Stanvac that Indo Govt has recently sub- 

mitted. copies its “Stanvac” proposal (first para tel) to Caltex 

and Royal Dutch Shell (BPM). Co interprets this action as evidence 

Indo Govt decided handle matter on “industry, wide basis”. Shell and
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Caltex consulting closely with Stanvac in recognition latter’s role 

as significant guinea pig. Dept offs recognized industry-wide aspects | 

Stanvac problem but suggested advisability independent actions 

- wherever feasible by Amer cos in view possibly mounting Indo-Dutch —— 

tension, 
| - Lacy states Sukiman-Govt has been showing itself to be cool-headed 

| and pragmatic in business matters, and an “Iranian” development | 

ig probably unlikely unless Indo ‘Govt taken over by group much fur- ! 

ther to left. He stated-he doubts Indo Govt will “slap on decree” and = | 

full impact all laws Jan 1, and added that you of course are doing 

_ éverything your power and discretion to keep Indos in negotiating | 
frame of mind. Prioleau said Stanvac thinks “Cochran can do it if | 

My OMY ea 

PSA Files: Lot 54D816,Box1753 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge, Swiss and 

| —  Benelua Affairs (Scott) 

| SECRET | | [Wasutneron,] December 12, 1951. 

Subject: Netherlands New Guinea 22 
Participants: G—Mr.Matthews = sss 
a _. FE—Mr. Allison _ ce 
Oo ~ EUR—Mr. Bonbright | re | 

oe  WE—Mr. Scott re 

_ Following is a summary of the discussion in Mr. Matthews’ office on 

December 12 regarding Netherlands New Guineas isis | 
| _ Mr. Allison and Mr. Lacy briefly reviewed the growth of Indonesia’s 

determination to acquire sovereignty over Netherlands New Guinea. Jt 
was pointed out that Indonesian authorities had come to regard their | 
acquisition of sovereignty over this territory as necessary to the com- 
pletion of their independence movement. For this and possibly for | 
other reasons, it now appeared that the stability of the present or any 

future moderate government in Indonesia could be jeopardized. by : 
failure to acquire sovereignty over Netherlands New Guinea within a 
reasonabletime. = Be — 
_ Over against this, it was pointed out that there was no real hope that — 
the present Netherlands Government, faced with general electionsnext _ | 
Spring, could accede to Indonesian demands for western New Guinea. 

| Although it is expected that the government which comes into being 

following the elections next Spring will have pretty much the same 
- composition as the present Government, it would nevertheless be more
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possible then than it is now to get the Dutch to consider a compromise | 
solution for the New Guinea issue. — _ a 

The Australian interest in the determination of the future status of : 
western New Guinea was discussed, and it was observed that from the 

| point of view of security, Australia probably has more of a vitalinter- _ 
est in the future status of western New Guinea than have the Dutch. _ 

| _ It was nevertheless noted that from the Dutch point of view, this was 
a prestige issue and was thus real enough to prevent their taking any 
action at the present time to accommodate the Indonesians. | 

: Mr. Allison and Mr. Lacy thought the time was approaching when 
_ we should consider the desirability of taking a substantive position — 

regarding the disposition of western New Guinea. It was recalled that 
since March 30, 1950, our position had been one of strict neutrality, 
snamely, that the New Guinea question was one to be settled by nego- | 

| tiations between the Dutch and Indonesians as provided in the Round © 
) Table Conference Agreements which transferred sovereignty over _ 
: _ Indonesia. Prior to March 30, 1950, we had favored Dutch adminis- 
7 tration of the territory, possibly in the form of a United Nations 

Trusteeship, and had so informed the Dutch and the Australians. We 
did not soinformthe Indonesians. = | Oo | 

_ The argument was put forward that if the present moderate Govern- 
ment in Indonesia could acquire sovereignty over western New _ 
Guinea, this would increase the Government’s prestige and thus add _ 

| to its stability. Conversely, it was also argued that if it were not __ 
‘successful in its efforts, the present Government might be succeeded by 
a radical and leftist government. Against this argument it was noted — 

_ that our Australian and Dutch friends continued to worry over the 
possibility that, even if Indonesia were now to acquire sovereignty 
over western New: Guinea, a radical, leftist government might still 
at some later date come into power in Indonesia for some now un- — 
foreseeable reason. To this, Mr. Lacy replied that it was up to the - 
United States to see to it that this did not happen. | 

It was agreed that for the time being we should use our influence 
with both parties, the Dutch and the Indonesians, to avoid ‘a head-on 

| collision over the New Guinea issue; in other words, to continue more 
effectively, if possible, present United States policy aimed at encourag- 
ing both sides to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution through 
negotiation, | | a 

It was also agreed that we should study the possibility of suggesting 
| -at an appropriate time, after Dutch elections, a substantive solution. 

It appeared that what the Dutch seem primarily to want in New 
| ‘Guinea is security for the development of their commercial interests 

in the area and that what the Indonesians seemed to want issome sort 
of pro forma sovereignty. These primary concerns of the Dutch and 
‘the Indonesians did not appear to be mutually exclusive. This sug-
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_ gested the possibility that one of the solutions the Department might 
study would be a trusteeship arrangement under which Dutch and. | 
other commercial interests in New Guinea could be guaranteed over | 
a reasonable period of years and at the same time Indonesia could = 
be provided with sufficient evidence of ultimate sovereignty over 

_ western New Guinea to meet its minimum demand. It was recognized, S| 
however, that while such an arrangement might eventually take care 
of Dutch and Indonesian interests, it was not clear that it would take. 
care of Australia’s primary concern regarding security. | 

-—-- 856D.2553/12-1851: Telegram __ 2 Oo oe 
The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Dsaxarta, December 13, 1951—5 p.m. 
855. Gibbon called twelfth. He let me know Leibacher. arriving 

- alone about fifteenth. Said he had managed get Roem* postpone mtg 
_ his mining comm from thirteenth until eighteenth, fearing that before 

_ Leibacher cld be consulted, comm might take definitive decision on, 
recommendation it wld make to govt. oS US ee 

- Roem lunched with me alone today. I told him of encouraging Indo 
_ picture I had given to my govt and also to active and prospective pri- 

vate investors during my recent visit to US. I told him I had been 
genuinely sincere in assuring my people American capital wld be given : 

_ square deal in Indo if such capital gave govt square deal on profits and 7 
did not exploit labor. I said Hatta had confirmed to me few days ago I | 
wascorrectonthisassumption. = | 

; I told Roem I now understood his comm was working on certain - 
studies that might lead to recommendations to his govt. I expressed _ | 
confidence he wld be just as fair and sound in his new position as he 
and Hatta had always been in their relations with us. I assumed no, 

_ definitive position wld be taken on Stanvac matter by his comm untik oe 
at least Leibacher had arrived and had time for consultation with, 
Gibbon and either one or both of them then had opportunity for fur-. | 
ther discussion with comm. oe - oe 

_ Roem made point his comm had already had Gibbon and his locak | 
associates in on several mtgs and thought situation had been explained! 
fully to them. I responded it was not simply case of Indo govt giving- 
explanation from its side. I said it vital responsible official from Stan-. 
vac hdqrs New York be here and have opportunity present views in. 
answer to any plan being considered for recommendation by comm, *° 
before comm’s report submitted. I recalled to Roem how difficult we.. | 

*Mohammad Rum, previously the Minister for Foreign Affairs in the Natsir. _ | Cabinet. : | , |
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| used to find it in our UNCI negots when one side took entrenched posi-— 
tion. I urged full exchange of views and extreme patience in negot _ 
before any definite plan shld be evolved. He agreed to desirability such 

| procedure. He definitely promised no action wld be taken before 

Leibacher arrives and comm has benefit his views after he brought 
to date on situation by Gibbon.? Re Deptel 614.2 ne 

Incidentally: Roem, who has travelled extensively Indo past few 
- months, said he was gratified find unmistakable evidence Commie in- _ 

| fluence in labor movement declining. He cited growth anti SOBSI 
union of oil workers until it now numbers around 26,000 out of total 
50,000 workers. He said similar trend amcng Chinese, definitely away 

from Commie side. He said one of his Chi informants warned him 
however that Chi Commies still infiltrating dangerously. 

, OC ns  CocHRAN 

| -4In telegram 622 to. Djakarta, December 13, the Department of State told 
a Ambassador Cochran that Mr. Prioleau would not arrive-in Djakarta until © 

December 18, at the earliest. However, Mr. Prioleau hoped that the Ambassador . 

| would hold his conversation with Dr. Hatta in an effort to soften the Indonesian 
position which Mr. Leibacher would have to confront in the meeting scheduled 
for December 18. (856D.2553/12-1351) OE | 

3’ Dated December 11, p. 751. ee ae oe o 

7 Djakarta Embassy File: Lot 59F 208,Box507 a  agye 

_- ‘The. Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Chief of Police, 
Do. _.. Republic of Indonesia (Sukanto) ee ee | 

| SECRET Oo DsaxKarta, December 14, 1951. 
Dear Generat SuKanto: With reference to your memorandum of 

| September 24+ concerning an extension of the training program for 
certain members of the Indonesian National Police, the United States 
Government regrets that it is not possible for the training program 

| to be continued on the same basis as formerly, that is, through the 
| sending of groups of police officers to the United States for formal 

| police indoctrinationandtraining, 2 
| | However, because of the United States Government’s. gratification | 

at the vigorous measures which have recently been taken by the Indo- 
nesian Government, and particularly its security forces, to apprehend — 
dissident elements, and because of the very real progress being made ~ 

by the Indonesian Civil Police, it is believed that some extension of > 

7 United States assistance, in the form of technical and professional - 

. training to Indonesian Police and Security officers would ‘be mutually . 
beneficial to our two governments. Accordingly, the United States 

* Not here printed ;.see footnote 3, p.. 704, | Ee
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_ Government is prepared to consider the training,.on a limited basis | 
and over a period of time, of a few selected officers in highly specialized | 
fields, particularly of a technical nature, and primarily in internal | 
security and intelligence techniques of the nature requested in para- 
eraph (d) of your memorandum. The emphasis in this program 
would be to select carefully the individuals to be given the initial 
instruction to insure that they will be in the best possible position to | 

accomplish further training among the Indonesians. This training will . | 
be carried on in Indonesia and in the United States, depending upon _ : 
the individual requirements and available facilities. It is expected that 
these officers, after their own training, would engage in instructional | 
and training activities rather than in actual operations or in the | 
performance of police functions. : - Do 

In order to initiate this specialized instruction program, it is pro- 
posed to select. two officers to begin a course in the spring of 1952. : 
The experience gained in the training of these first two officers, par- _ 
ticularly the subjects which are found to be most useful and appro- 
priate and the amount of instruction required and absorbed, will 
permit a judgment as to the mutual benefit to our two Governments | 
to be derived from further training of this kind, and will serve as | 

a guide to the development of courses for additional officers to be — 

selected. ae ee eo oe oo 4 a 

| I am prepared to name an officer on my staff to be responsible for Ne 
| working with the Indonesian Government in the matter of selecting 

trainees, the development of training courses suited to the individuals 
selected, and the carrying out of other functions designed to assist in | 
the furtherance ofthisprogram. == 7 sis 2 

Very truly yours, = |. HY. Merrie Cocuran- 

856D.2553/12-1751: Telegram fo 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET _ PRIonITy =  — Dgaxarra, December 17,1951—6 p.m. _ | 

872, Leibacher arrived evening 16th. He and Gibbon called 8 a. m., 
17th. We reviewed situation and agreed I shld make first move by call- _ | 
ingon Vice PresHatta.  — — a 

_. I was recd by Hatta 10 a.m. I reminded him of report I made him on 
November 29 of my visit to US, and particularly assurances I had _ 
given my govt. Both active and prospective US investors [promised ?] 
that Amer capital wld be given square deal in Indo if such capital gave 

- govt square deal on profits and did not exploit labor (Embtel 855). I 
told Hatta test this relationship now arising in connection agreement 

538-617—T7—_49
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to be reached between Indo Govt and Stanvac as Jatter’s “let alone” 

arrangement expires December 31. Be gees 

I told Hatta very pleasant rels existed between local Stanvac 

- group and Indo officials incl Roem, head of Mining Comm. I said that 

in Gibbon’s conversations with Roem on new arrangement former saw — 

| problems of such significance arising that he felt New York hdqrs 

shld despatch one or two high officials for consultation. Consequently = 

| Thad spoken with Econ Min Wilopo and also with Roem seeking defer- — 

ment of any crystallization of plans or mtgs toward that end until 

Stanvac officials might arrive, have opportunity for full consultation 

with Gibbon, and then one or all of them meet with appropriate Indo 

I told Hatta that Leibacher had arrived and he and Gibbon had — 

discussed sitn with me this morning. I told Hatta Stanvac always 

dealt directly with Indo Govt and rels had been so pleasant and orderly 

there had never been reason for Emb to intercede. I said my entrance _ 

into picture now came from fact arrangement to be negotiated with 

Stanvac in Indo may not only set pattern for it and other Amer inves- 

tors Indo but might have important repercussions upon arrangements 

| which Amer investors have made with sanction or support US Govt 

_ in various areas of world. | po | | 

, I showed Hatta Dept A-121 of December 71 summarizing arrange-. 

ments for surrender of fon exch and share of profits by Amer oil com- _ 

panies in several different countries. I expressed sincere hope Hatta 

| wld make sure Indo Govt did not exact agreement from Stanvac, or 

insert in any letter or memo to Stanvac, a fixed requirement for divi- — 

sion of profits above 50-50 level. I said Stanvac felt strongly that if 

65-35 proportion which Roem had mentioned shld be published, it | 

wld have most deleterious result in Stanvac rels with other govts, 

and might lead to liquidation interests Indo. I said that mentioning any 

proportion above 50-50 in even a secret communication wld be dan- 

gerous since these things usually leak and trouble ensues. | 

T recommended Roem refrain from fixing date on which definition 

decision and recommendation to govt wld be made. I saw no need for 

any deadline altho I did recognize “let alone” agreement expires end 

| December. I suggested Gibbon with benefit presence and advice 

Prioleau and Leibacher continue exchange of info and ideas with 

Roem and other Indo officials with view to reaching provisional 

oe agreement soonest. Since Indo Govt has informed Shell and Caltex of 

_ plans for Stanvac arrangement, I thought provisional arrangement — 

shld be followed in January by negots with entire oil industry. ‘Sf 

this impossible, provisional arrangement cld be supplanted by long 

1 Not printed. 
-
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_ term arrangement worked out at least with Stanvac in absence pres- : 
sure now obtaining. I said arrangement so consummated cld be made : 
retroactive to January 1. — | 7 | | 

_ I did not endeavor discuss fairness of present tax and other charges __ 
- borne by Stanvac. I did make point, however, that Stanvac anxious 

expand base of production since demand for petroleum products in 
_ this area during past year increased over 21 percent and Stanvac be-. 

leves it advantageous to Indo retain its rank among world producers - 
thru development to meet increased demands. I left to Stanvac to 

_. demonstrate whether present Indo tax load may be too heavy to per- | 
- mit them expand. My immediate concern was to see an arrangement _ 

| negotiated which wld not force Stanvac toward liquidation rather : 
, than expansion; wld not deter Caltex from proceeding with immense 

disbursements it contemplates for developing its undertakings; and : 
wld not discourage fon capital in general, and Amer in particular, 

_ from participating in much needed econ development Indo. = = 

Hatta promised confer with Wilopo and Roem today and “see what = = =—s_—| 
he cld”. I expressed confidence in and appreciation of his support. | 

When I recalled that Hatta had not met Prioleau, he indicated will- a 
_ Ingness receive him any time after Tues? when he will be absent. 

Have informed Leibacher and Gibbon of above conversation. 

Dept pls inform Seitz? = | Pg, 
a a uk Sg CocHRAN 

-- ®December 18.” a - : | | | 
3H. F. Seitz, Washington Representative, Standard Vacuum Oil Company. a | 

756D.5-MSP/12-1751 | oe 7 oS } 

Mr. Robert Blum, Special Assistant to the Assistant Administrator | 
for Programs, Economic Cooperation Administration (Cleveland) — : 

_ to the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs | 
(Allison) a 

| CONFIDENTIAL | _ .Wasuineton, December 17, 1951. 
 _ Dar Mr. Atuison: A few days ago, at the conclusion of our brief | 

conversation about ECA aid to Indonesia, you suggested that I write 
| you an informal letter setting forth the points I had raised and the 

reasons for ECA’s recommendations regarding continued technical 
and economic aid for Indonesia. I agreed to do this, and I know you | 
appreciate that this letter is quite informal, although naturally it 
reflects the discussions I have had in ECA. You and I agreed, however, 
that such a letter might help you in developing, as soon as possible, a | 
firm position on this question within the Department of State. oe
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‘We have recognized from the beginning the special circumstances 

that prevail in Indonesia and that affect the nature and scope of our. | 

aid program there. It has certainly never been, nor is 1t now, our | 

intention to force our program on a country which is capable of ade-— 

quate technical and economic development without.our aid or which — 

does not want that aid. We do not, however, feel that because of Indo- | 

nesia’s great natural wealth and presently favorable balance of pay- 

ments, the country is not really in need of ECA aid. It is perfectly 

: true that the Indonesians have sufficient foreign currency available 

to buy commodities abroad and to obtain the services of foreign tech- | 

nicians and specialists. It is equally true, however, that due to their. 

lack of technical and administrative know-how the Indonesians are | 

insufficiently equipped to solve, without outside assistance and en- 

| couragement, the administrative, economic and educational problems —|/ 

with which they are faced. It is possible that in the long run Indonesia 

would develop, even without ECA assistance, the skills and knowledge 

| needed to overcome the present underdevelopment of the country. In 

view of the present critical world situation, however, and the Com- 

| munist efforts to spread their influence in Southeast Asia, the time 

element is of great importance. The U.S. should, therefore, do every- — 

thing in its power to speed the consolidation of this, the fifth largest 

nation inthe world. _ | —— eee ete 

. It is true that the Indonesians have been slow to accustom themselves 

to working with the U.S. in economic and technical matters. This is 

a type of difficulty we have had to face and overcome in other coun- 

, tries of Southeast Asia, for example, in Burma where an initial re- 

luctance has given way to wholehearted cooperation. To overcome this 

difficulty requires tact and patience but does not mean that the pro- 

gram should be stopped or seriously weakened. Indonesian reluctance 

has been largely due to the fact that the administrative apparatus of 

the country is still too deficient to accomplish smoothly the various 

administrative tasks resulting from the aid program. Thus, this pro- 

gram, if tactfully managed, will help give the Indonesians the very 

experience they need instead of being a burden and an embarrassment. 

I think it can also be demonstrated that, while foreign aid in general 

is still ‘a delicate question in Indonesia, there has been growing interest 

and even enthusiasm with regard to specific projects. While, for ex- 

ample, in the Public Health field, Indonesia at first was most reluctant 

to accept U.S. medical personnel, they are now eager to retain the 

ECA nurses who have proved useful. Indonesia is also continuously | 

increasing the number of requests for ECA-financed training of its 

citizens in the U.S. I therefore feel that it would be defeatist to abolish 

or cripple the program just at a time when many of the initial difi- 

culties are being overcome.
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‘It is possible that some Indonesians, especially communists and ) 
 fellow-travelers, would be delighted to see the end of ECA aid for _ 

Indonesia. It is even possible that, in moments of irritation, some 

leaders who are neither communists nor fellow-travelers may express 
| privately the opinion that the advantages accruing to Indonesia | 

through ECA aid are hardly worth the trouble that we cause them. If, 
| however, one were to put the clear-cut question, whether the Indo- 

- nesians would actually welcome the ending or reduction of our aid : 
program, I think the answer would be negative. The Government and | 
people would undoubtedly be resentful if Indonesia alone of all the 
Southeast Asia countries were to be excluded from the ECA program : 
or have its share of aid reduced. Indonesian misgivings about our aid 
would hardly be diminished by a mere reduction in the amount of 

- dollars made available to them, as such a reduction would merely mean 
that the advantages of our aid would decrease while the irritations : 
would still remain. : | 7 | | 

In receiving ECA aid, Indonesia has accepted another tie with the 
free West, a tie which in the long run will help pull the country away 
from the Red orbit. Although I hesitate to express an opinion on the 
broader political implications of the aid program, I cannot help but 
feel that the reduction of our aid, without compelling reason, would 
weaken rather than strengthen America’s position in Indonesia just 
at a time when such a sign of withdrawal would be most welcome to 
the Communists. _ | | 
In spite of these considerations and in order to see how the views of ve 

| the State Department might be met, we have re-examined the $11.5 } 
million FY 53 program submitted to the Bureau of the Budget in | 
order to see whether it could be reduced to an amount at least no | 

_ greater than the present program of $8 million. The results are shown | 
in the attached tabulations + which correspond to those in our original 
submission. Instead of making an arbitrary across-the-board cut, we _ 
have tried to distribute the reduction among the various suggested | 
projects in such a manner that what remains will still be an organic and 
balanced program. > | | | 

Almost one-half of the total reduction has been taken out of the 
amount budgeted in the original program for agriculture. While an 

_. attempt was made to distribute the loss among the various projects in | 7 
| that category, the overall goal of a substantial saving of dollars could | 
_. only be reached by paring down each of the three largest projects in 

Agriculture by 40 to 60 percent. The particularly promising and im- 
portant project of aid for the irrigation and reclamation of potential 

_ rice-growing areas in Borneo was reduced from $800,000 to $400,000. 
| The item of $900,000 budgeted to provide refrigeration equipment for 

- + Not printed.
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the fishing industry was cut down to $400,000, although such equip- 

ment for the fishing industry was to have been one of the salient fea- : 
tures of the FY 53 program. Instead of $750,000 only $300,000 would 

be available under the $8 million program to obtain processing equip- 

ment for rubber-growing smallholders, who today have to sell badly 

processed rubber to Chinese merchants making disproportionately = 
large profits from processing. $400,000 were taken out of the Public © 

Health category, which means, among other things, complete elimina- 

tion of the important floating clinics project. The category of Trans- 

portation, Power and Other Public Works was reduced by more than 

| 50 percent, leaving only small sums for the entire category. Education 
was deprived of $500,000, or one-third of the amount originally pro- 
posed, and even the Public Administration category, perhaps the most 
important one, considering the enormous shortcomings now prevalent 

in Indonesia in that field, was reduced from $1,695,000 to $1,350,000. 
While it can hardly be said that these savings would be meaningful = 

from the point of view of the American taxpayer, considering the 

magnitude of our foreign aid appropriations, the reduction is cer- | 

tainly a very serious one for the effectiveness of the program itself. 
a The amounts budgeted in the $8 million program for the various cate- 

gories and for the individual projects are very small compared with 
the goals to be attained. Any further reduction would not only cripple 

| the program and cause certain projects to be thrown out entirely, but 
would have an adverse political effect that would be most undesirable. 

Our whole aid effort would risk appearing economically and politically — 
meaningless. I am also afraid that such further reductions, instead of _ 

| creating a better atmosphere between Indonesia and the U.S. would 
on the contrary embitter the Indonesians. For this reason I do not 
think reductions below $8 million, if they are to be considered at all, 
should be decided upon unilaterally by the United States, but only if 
consultation with the Indonesian Government should demonstrate that 

they are desirable. REE 
I hope that this informal note will be helpful and that the State De- 

partment and ECA will be able to arrive at an early agreement on this — 

| controversial matter. 7 oe - 
Sincerely yours, | . Rosert Brum | 

€656.56D/12-1951 : Telegram | 

| The Chargé in the Netherlands (Trimble) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Tue Hacur, December 19, 1951—1 p. m. | 

616. During conversation with me yesterday Supomo said Indo 
had replied Dutch note mentioned Embtel 604, Dec 141 and werenow 

Not printed.
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| awaiting Dutch answer. Assuming this was satisfactory, it should be | | 

possible commence talks within few days. Indo note he indicated had | 

restated Indo intention that Irian issue should be discussed along with 

that of union charter, and he seemed fairly confident Dutch would 

| agree to this proposal. Supomo continued that initial contact with : 

members Neth del had been congenial and he seemed fairly hopeful 

that negot would be conducted in relatively friendly atmosphere. Once — | 

talks have officially started, he thought delegations would be broken ! 

down into at least two sub-committees, one for union charter and other . 

for Irian with possibility third for econ and financial questions. Al- 

though dealing with separate subjects, sub-committees would naturally | 

keep in close touch with one another. He said he hoped talks could be | | 

concluded sometime in Jan, asserting in this connection that irrespec- 

tive whether or not. this could be done, Indo del intends return | 

Djakarta end that month. | | ‘ 
- Supomo said it was highly important from domestic political stand- 

point that Dutch agree to Indo sovereignty over Irian. Left-wing 

and ultra-nationalistic elements in Indo have been attacking govt ) 

on this issue and satisfactory settlement therefore required to 3 
strengthen govt’s position. Once this were accomplished extremists 

| would have no further grounds criticize govt. Re Neth attitude on ques- | 

tion, Supomo indicated full awareness Dutch desire postpone deci- | | 

sion until after election. Indo, however, oppose Dutch delay and have 

every intention pressing for early settlement. He felt Dutch socialists | 

would favor Indo sovereignty over Irian and that Amsterdam finan- — 
cial circles hold same view. On other hand, he had not encountered any — 
sympathy Indo position among other Dutch political groups. | 

In reply my inquiry Supomo stated Indo do not contemplate any 
preferential tariff arrangements in future agreements with Dutch. | 

| Indo would, however, welcome Dutch capital as well as that other 

countries such as US and Australia development Indo economy in- | 
cluding that of Irian. I mentioned contracts recently negot between 
India Govt and US and GB oil companies under which India report- 

edly agree not to nationalize latter’s refineries for at least 25 years and 
asked whether Indo Govt would follow similar policy re present or : 
future foreign investments in Indo. Supomo gave evasive reply to - 
effect Indo considered it necessary nationalize certain fields activity 
such as transport banking and public utilities but would not take such fo 
action re other industries except where in national interest and in 
such cases would naturally compensate owners. He added in this con- _ | 

- nection Indo Govt not planning nationalize US oil properties. Situa- 
tion somewhat different in Irian which is largely undeveloped area | 
and therefore once Indo sovereignty recognized his govt would be
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prepared give Dutch and other foreign investors for 20-30 year con- 

- tracts for economic development area. : | hy 

At conclusion conversation Supomo agreed keep us currently in- 

formed developments his negots with Dutch. ae | 

Dept pass Djakarta. Sent Dept 616, rptd info Djakarta 28, London ~ 

149,Canberraunn, | | 7 
7 | a _ TRIMBLE 

656.56D/12-1951: Telegram _ oe : | 

: The Chargé in the Netherlands (Trimble) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET it” Tue Hacur, December 19, 1951—6 p. m. | 

619. In conversation with me this afternoon Blom, co-chairman —. 

Neth del, confirmed Supomo’s statement that progress with Indo tem- 

porarily held up pending Dutch reply Indo aide-mémaire mentioned __ 

Embtel 616, Dec 19, adding however that Supomo has been informally 

| advised re views which will be contained in Neth answer. Although 

Blom reluctant go into details I gathered Dutch will state enter alia 

willingness include NNG on agenda. Blom stated that in exchanges to 

date Indo have never taken position that settlement NNG question 

sine qua non to arrangements which might be worked out re union 

statute. UN also considered unlikely that Indo Govt would abrogate _ 
latter unilaterally even though some elements in PNI and extremists 

| would, in his opinion, favor such move. ' rs 
~ Blom continued that up until last week he had considered it would — 

: be possible to “find satisfactory basis for discussions”. Atmosphere less 

. propitious at moment however because of recent incidents in Indo in- 

volving seizure arms on Dutch ship destined for Neth forces in NNG 

| -and demands for shipping documents relating to freight on Dutch | 

vessels (Blom was not entirely clear as to exact nature such documents | 

but considered demand irregular and probably unjustified). Neth feel- 
ings re latter incident further exacerbated by temporary arrest six — 
Neth nationals and two Indo employees Dutch shipping company. 

Blom said Supomo had been informed that it would be difficult for 
Dutch to carry on discussions as long as such instances occur and that | 
Lamping also instructed take up matter with Indo Govt. Blom seemed 
hopeful that above issue would be shortly settled and indicated that 
meanwhile informal talks with Indo del continued. | 

Like Supomo, he promised keep us currently informed of develop- 

ments in discussions. | | 
| Dept pass Djakarta. Sent Dept 619, rptd info Djakarta 29, London 

151, Canberra unnumbered. | a 
| TRIMBLE
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856D.10/12-1951 : Telegram 7 ee a 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indonesia  Y 

RESTRICTED Wasuineron, December 19, 1951—6: 14 p. m. | 

649. Eximbank Dec 19 auth allocation $10 mil finance purchase 

- additional US automotive equipment for Indonesia. About $4 mil of | 
credit for passenger cars; remainder for trucks and spare parts. When 
Indos notified of new credit Eximbank will express concern over slow | 
implementation service station allocation first automotive credit and 

road rehabilitation program and request Indo statement 1952 work | 

plansthese fields | 
Bank same date also auth allocation $1.1 mil finance purchase US 

equipment mechanized forest railroads in Semarang and Bodjonegoro 
teak districts. Credit will be used for procurement US rails, spikes and 
small Diesel locomotives. — oe oe | | 

a | SO | _ ACHESON 

. 656.56D/12-2151: Telegram OO oo me | 

The Chargé in the Netherlands (Trimble) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET . Tur Hacur, December 21, 1951—5 p- m. 

627. 1. Retiring Brit Amb?! told me that during farewell. call on 
| PriMin yesterday Drees had appeared most pessimistic re current | 

Indo Neth discussions. Latter had expressed opinion that Indos 
apparently not desirous reaching settlement as indicated by fact Indo 
del constantly “shifting their position”. Drees also said Supomo seem- 
ingly has no authority to take any decision even of minor nature and | 

-raust consult Djakarta on every move. . | a a 
_. Q. During dinner my house two days ago, SecGen PriMin office,? 

who is also member of Dutch del said he was not concerned about any | 
arrangements which might be entered into re union statute since Indo 
probably would not observe them in any case and in support this view 
asserted that Indo had failed to live up to “80 percent” of commitments 
given RTC agreement. On other hand, he as member of Neth del, 
would strongly oppose any attempt to transfer sovereignty over NNG 
to RI, at this time. wine - | 

3. Austral Amb who saw Stikker Dec 19, said latter far less opti- 
| mistic than Blom that Indo would refrain unilateral denunciation | 

union statute (Embtel 619 Dec 19). Stikker also informed him that | 
Indo del had been put on notice that substance of discussions could 
not commence until instances referred to in reftel had been satis- 
factorily settled. - : | 

? Sir Philip B. B. Nichols. | SS | : | 
| 70. L. W. Fock. | | 7
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Dept pass Djakarta, sent Dept 627, rptd info Paris 122, Djakarta 3, 

London 1538, Canberra unn. Oo | 

| , | TRIMBLE 

856D.2558/12-2151 : Telegram | . 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Dsaxarta, December 21, 1951—6 p. m. 

900. Prioleau, Leibacher and Gibbon called on me eve 20 to discuss — 
preparation memo which they are to present to Roem’s committee Sat 

morning * and to consider what further steps might be taken to prevent | 
committee from going ahead after Sat’s mtg with submission of recom- 

mendation to govt’s fin and econ comite which might contain ref to _ 

65-35 ratio, or otherwise present a plan which Stanvac cld never accept. _ 

I recommended Stanvac spare no effort in including in their pro- . 

! posal detailed arguments which cld help Roem sell their plan to his 
oo colleagues but which at time wld unmistakably spell out significance 

of such move as Roem had originally comtemplated and make clear 

unacceptability thereof. I promised see FonMin Subardjo on Fri to 
impress upon him polit danger to,his govt of letting Roem go ahead 
with some recommendation to it that oil industry cld not conceivably | 

| accept. I thought I shld not appeal to PriMin Sukiman unless and 

until recommendation by Roem committee unacceptable to Stanvac 

might be passed to govt and that any resort to Pres Sukarno shld be 

last appeal from any unfavorable govt position. 
Told FonMin Subardjo afternoon 21st of progress conversations in 

Stanvac matter and particularly of call made on Hatta by Prioleau 

and myself. I told Subardjo we found Hatta quite sympathetic and 
understanding. Stanvac reps concerned, however, felt Roem might 
present initial recommendation of such character Stanvac cld not 

accept. I sought Subardjo’s cooperation toward restraining Roem from 

taking position which might subsequently embarrass Sukiman Govt. | 

| CocHRAN 

| * December 22. | - 

856D.2553/12-2651 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Dsaxarta, December 26, 1951—2 p. m. 

907. Subardjo, Roem, Hanifah* and Senator Brewster? among 
| supper guests along with Stanvac and Caltex reps my home 21st. 

1 Abu Hanifah, one of the Masjumi leaders. eo 
| 2 Senator Owen Brewster of Maine.
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Thereafter Stanvac memo proposal was handed Roem by Gibbon.Noon 

92nd Gibbon came to report on morning session of himself and asso- | 
-ciates with Roem’s Comm. Gibbon said Comm for first time “acted as ) 

if somebody had been talking to them”. Oo | | 
Had Xmas dinner with Stanvac. They are to submit supplemental : 

. letter to Roem’s Comm morning 27th. Later in day Comm in person | | 
: presents its report to finance and econ comite of Cabinet. Prefer leave _ | 

detailed reporting Stanvac negots to their own messages to head office | 
(shld state, however, Stanvac feels progress made and satis interim 

- arrangement may be achieved in atmosphere conducive to mutual 
understanding on long term issues). a a 

Ref Deptel 664.2 Gibbon keeping BPM and Caltex informed of 

negots and will let them know results. Brit Emb in touch with Amer- | 
ican Embassy. We all agree we shld avoid any semblance triangular si 
diplomatic approach to Indo Govt. BPM looked upon here as Neth 
rather than Brit. Indo feeling against Neth increasingly aggravated ve 
by arms shipments to NNG and by Neth retarding tactics The Hague 
negots. Serious trouble for Neth may result unless Indos achieve 
satisfaction. | | | | 

CocHRran _ 

*In telegram 664 to Djakarta, December 22, the Department informed Ambas- 
_ sador Cochran that the British were concerned about the Stanvac negotiations : 

and had requested that the Ambassador keep his British colleague in Djakarta 
apprised of the situation. Ambassador Cochran was asked to provide this data 
to the British Embassy in Indonesia. (856D.2553/12-2251 ) ae 

656.56D/12-2851 : Telegram | | , | 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY | _ Dsaxarta, December 28, 1951—5 p. m. 

920. FonMin Subardjo told me 28th Neth continues make difficult — | 
any progress by Supomo and his comm at Hague. Subardjo determined 
Indo del will not be first to admit impasse. He sees little prospect how- 
ever of much satis progress being made by Jan 15 which Indo Govt 
has looked upon as deadline after which policy toward negots wld 
havetobereviewed. a 3 a 

Subardjo told me he is as strongly against unilateral abrogation as 
always. He said popular Indo resentment of Neth attitude making oe 
position Sukiman Govt difficult. He said he has rapidly growing dos- : 

| sier of evidence on Neth subversive activities East Indo connected with | | 
Neth claim NNG and financed by group of diehards incl Gerbrandy.2 | 

— | - | | CocHRAN 

_*P. S. Gerbrandy, Netherlands Prime Minister in World War II.
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756D.5-MSP/12-2851 : Telegram | os 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL Dsaxarta, December 28, 1951—7 p.m. 

PRIORITY _ | | | | Oo 

994, Ref Embtel 846: and Ecato circ 165.1 Discussed with FonMin. 

Subardjo morn 28th draft note which I left with him eleventh seeking 

assurances required under MSA legis. Subardjo promised have draft 

considered cabinet mtg 29th and let me know. results thereof 31st. 

No problems re amendments addition to those mentioned Embtel 846 

have yet arisen, but FonMin will likely find necessary to request change 

in language JBMA 4 from “Govt of Indo considers aforementioned 

econ coop agreement fully effective” to that used in FonOff core of 

| Oct 27 (see Embtel 660, Oct 31) namely “Govt of Republic of Indo 

states that econ coop agreement between Govt of Republic of Indo 

and Govt of United States of America, signed in Djakarta on Oct 16, | 

1950 has been and will continue to be a binding obligation of Republic 

of Indo, according to its terms pending Parl action”. - 

Hope report further after seeing Subardjo dist? . 

- OS . _ CocHRAN 

1 Latter not printed. | ETERS AT PE ae 
20n December 31, Ambassador Cochran, in telegram 931 from_ Djakarta, 

reported that Foreign Minister Subardjo had been unable to get the draft note 

regarding MSA assurances before the Cabinet on December 29 (756D.5-MSP/ 

12-3151). a a So . 

- 856D.2553/12-8151 : Telegram : 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY DsaKarta, December 31, 1951—2 p. m. 

930. Stanvac group called noon 29. Gibbon reported his conversa- 

| tion with Wilopo of that forenoon. He said Wilopo talked in terms _ 

65-35 arrangement just as if there had been no conversations past 30 

days, except that effort wld be made to keep arrangement confidential. 

Gibbon understood Indo Govt wld require its technicians assure govt 

that arrangement as formulated, even though not spelling out 65-35 

cut, wld in operation yield 65 percent to govt. Gibbon said he portrayed 

; to Wilopo problems faced by his company in undertaking to work 

: under such arrangement. Oo 

I called on FonMin Subardjo 8:15, 31st. I told him of Gibbon’s | 

report of his conversation with Wilopo. I understood Wilopo had been 

absent from Djakarta during important part exchange views on ~ 

Stanvac problem. I found Stanvac group discouraged by Wilopo’s 

rigid attitude as revealed 29th. I feared they wld recommend to their
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| shareholders against. further expansion Indo unless they cld get some 
better arrangement. I reminded FonMin scale generally accepted inter- _ ) 
nationally is 50-50. | | | vo | 

[told FonMin that Stanvac contemplated spending many millions 

dollars 1952 to expand plant to keep up with demand for petroleum | 
this area but must consider all factors before embarking on such 

undertaking. I pointed out arrangement whereunder Stanvac has per- _ 
haps been yielding approx 62 percent to govt had developed under | 
NEI regime. I said company had been willing go along on this scale 

_ while rehabilitating war damaged plant and enjoying [“let alone’”’| : 
agreement on fon exchange. I recalled however that in meantime Indo | 
had come into sovereignty. I said I had been convinced of good inten- 

tions of Indo toward fon capital but had taken great responsibility 
upon myself in endeavoring convince my own govt well as active and : 
prospective investors that present Indo Govt prepared give square | 
deal to fon capital. | | | a | 

I said Indo beset by many problems and still on trial in eyes of : 
world. I said if govt now insists on 65-85 arrangement, and atsame ss 

_ time announces sharp increase retroactively in corporation tax during _ 
course negots, foreign investors such as Stanvac will naturally be most 
reluctant to risk their shareholder’s money in Indo. I emphasized that 
Indo’s great need is for fon capital to develop natural resources. I said 
there was limit to extent Export Import Bank shld go. I pictured ECA | 
grant aid as transitory and likely diminish as demands for US help 
on part our allies increases. I said logical and dependable source fon 

| capital shld be private investors. I said with petroleum business boom- | 
ing on account war conditions, now is time oil companies seek expand 
their operations. I said such cos wld however determine where they cld 

_ - most wisely invest with assurances of security well as profit. I said too 
many imponderables in Indo situation yet to consider it secure place 

_of investment. I said scales wld be heavily weighted against Indo as a 
place for profitable investment if decisions shld now be taken indicat- 

ing effort to exact last possible centime. I recommended consideration a 
of arrangement which wld encourage Stanvac go ahead with expan- | 
sion. I said outcome their negots being watched carefully by Caltex, 
which surely wld refrain from going further with its development if 

arrangement is imposed.on Stanvac which both consider unfavorable. — ; 
I cld not speak for BPM, but was aware that company anxiously 
awaiting outcome Stanvac negots. 

| _ FonMin agreed speak to Wilopo, as I had requested, and also 
_ volunteered that he wld discuss situation with PriMin Sukiman and 

Pres Sukarno. I reassured Subardjo no desire on my part enter actual 
negots for which Stanvac alone must be responsible. I reminded him 
however of possible embarrassment to my govt if precedent established a
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Indo which wld upset US policy in supporting its investors in other 

principal oil areas of world. I said I did not want to see Indo obliged 

accept less favorable arrangement than US oil cos are givingelsewhere. 

Such development would react on Indo Govt. At same time I did not 

want see Sukiman govt suffer blow and Indo bear loss which wld come 

from imposing on Stanvac such unfavorable arrangement that Stanvac 

and other cos wld reduce operations and/or possibly withdraw from 

Indo. | 
Have appointment to present Prioleau to Wilopo 12 noon today. 

| 
~CocuRAN 

856D.2553/12—-3151 : Telegram 
es 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State— 

SECRET PRIORITY DzsaKaARrtTa, December 31, 1951—4 p. m. | 

933. Stanvac group came my office 11:30 morn 81st. I acquainted 

| them my conversation with Subardjo (Embtel 930+). I did not tell 

them that just as I was leaving Subardjo latter expressed opinion 

Indo wld have to get rid of its Neth advisors. Subardjo said they. 

were making too many problems. He asked me what BPM posi- 

tion was on 65-35 arrangement. I said I did not know what cut Indo 

| Govt getting from BPM at present. I pointed out however that BPM 

“let alone” agreement still has five years to run. We agreed it might 

be conceivable BPM wld like see Stanvac forced out of Indo within 

| those five years, Caltex deterred from moving into production and © 

. BPM thus left to monopolize oil industry and be in position dictate 

: its terms when agreement lapses in 1956. | 

: As Prioleau and I en route to Wilopo’s for twelve noon appoint- 

ment, Prioleau remarked on concern his group over degree to which 

Oudt (former NEI FinMin and now advisor to Indo FinMin) and 

Kuypers influencing Indo Govt position toward Stanvac. Stanvac 

group thought intransigent attitude Neth advisors toward Stanvac 

might result from antagonism Neth civil servants NEI formerly had 

for BPM because of latter’s superior attitude toward them. Stanvac _ 

thought possible old Neth civil servants might now be getting back 

at BPM thru setting precedent in case Stanvac which wld have to be 

: followed in BPM. I told Prioleau we cld speculate considerably as 

to whether Indo formula might be supported by conscientious Neth 

advisors wanting get maximum results for Indo, or whether such | 

advisors being used as tools Neth interests, governmental or private, 

that are antagonistic to Amer interests, official or private, or whether 

-gitn is as Stanvac suspected. eS 

i gupra. | an



| | 

To Wilopo, who recd us alone, Prioleau and I each set forth all 
arguments which we had offered on earlier occasions with Roem, Hatta | 

- and Subardjo. We made point Wilopo was official directly concerned 
as KconMin and we wanted bring him to date from our side as to | 

developments that had occurred in his absence. We argued so strongly | 
- against 65-35 arrangement that he promised start his investigation 

all over again, beginning with data Stanvac has submitted and calling | 
| upon his technicians to provide their material. I counseled him against , 

depending upon Neth advisors exclusively. Prioleau volunteered to 
have his org make all pertinent info avail and assist in every way 

toward reaching mutually satisfactory agreement. Next step will 
| presumably be Wilopo call Gibbon info development new plan. I feel : 

we have definitely blocked possibility Indo Govt moving now, at expiry | 
| ‘Stanvac “let alone” agreement, arbitrarily to impose 65-85 percent 

arrangement. I feel door left open for further exchange ideas and | 
negots. — ee | oe ee 

| | .. CocHRAN 

_ 756D.5-MSP/12-1751 | | | 

Lhe Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs 
: (Allison) to Mr. Robert Blum, Special Assistant to the Assistant 

_ Administrator for Program, Economic Cooperation Administration 

(Cleveland)? | oe ) 

CONFIDENTIAL -,- Wasuineron, December 31, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Brum: I wish to thank you for the lucid exposition in your 
| letter of December 17, 1951 of the reasons for ECA’s recommendations 

regarding the continuance of the technical and economic program for 
Indonesia. a | mah | , 

The Department’s position is at variance with that of ECA. Ibelieve 
this variance is due chiefly to a difference not in the diagnosis of the _ 
problem but rather in the prescription of the remedy. _ oe 

The objective of U.S. policy toward Indonesia is the maintenance ~ 
_ and strengthening of a politically stable, economically healthy, non- 

Communist State under a government friendly to the U.S. This policy 
is based upon the realization of Indonesia’s importance to the U.S. 
deriving from its strategic position athwart the lines of communica- 

| tion between Asia and Australia and the Pacific and Indian Oceans, — 
and its important raw materials including about 20% of the world 
‘mine output of tin (in ore), 38% of the world production of natural 
rubber, and the only important source of crude petroleum in the West- _ 
ern Pacific a | | 

| + According to a covering memorandum from Mr. Allison to Mr. Cleveland, 
dated January 7, 1952, Mr. Blum had left Washington, so Mr. Allison decided 
to send this reply to Mr. Cleveland instead. |
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~ I concur in ECA’s presentation of the serious problems which 

Indonesia is facing, including the resurgence of organized Communist = 

activity. I share your belief that the time element is important inthis _ 

- eonnection and the U.S. should “do everything in its power to speed 

the consolidation” of Indonesia. __ a sy 

As pointed out both in your letter and in the ECA FY 1953 Budget 

Presentation justification, Indonesia is a wealthy country. It will have 

a large favorable balance of payments in 1951. Total exports, con- | 

servatively estimated, will amount to $1,200,000,000. The Indonesian 

Government’s budget will be approximately balanced in 1951. Indo- _ 

nesia’s gold. and dollar holdings have increased from $194,000,000 

when Indonesia acquired sovereignty in December 1949, to $402,000,000 

on October 31, 1951. U.S. financial and economic assistance to Indo- 

nesia, apart from the ECA program, includes a $100,000,000 line of 

credit extended by the Export-Import Bank. In these circumstances, 

I fully agree with the following ECA statement regarding its FY 

1953 grant program of $11,500,000: | - 

“Expressed in figures alone, its prospective impact on the Indo- 

nesian economy as a whole may seem very small indeed. It should 

therefore be clearly understood and realistically admitted that the 

significance of this program lies chiefly in its political and psycho- 

| logical effects and in its catalytic nature.” _ | oe 

For the reasons outlined below, however, I believe that the FY 1958 

Program which ECA proposes for Indonesia would at best be an in- 

effective method of “speeding the consolidation” of Indonesia and 

: of implementing U.S. policy toward that country. 

: Indonesia has a non-Communist government which has demon- 

: strated, by its mass arrests of subversives in August 1951, and by its 

severe suppression of the armed Communist uprising at Madiun in 

- 1948, that it is both sincere and effective in suppressing Communism 

when the danger becomes acute. The Indonesian Government has also 

by its recent actions demonstrated its basic friendliness to the US. | 

It shut the door in the faces of a group of Chinese Communist diplo- 

mats who were attempting to increase Chinese representation in Indo- 

nesia. It included rubber on the list of goods subject to the United 

Nations embargo against Communist China. It attended the San Fran- 

cisco Conference and signed the Japanese Peace Treaty in the face of 

Indian and Burmese abstention and Russian opposition. 

- This non-Communist and basically friendly Government is under _ 

severe popular pressure, however, to pursue a vigorous policy of “in- 

dependence” in its foreign relations. It therefore resents and may be 

seriously embarrassed by any American activities which lend plausi- 

bility to the picture of Indonesia as an arena and its Government as 

an American mercenary in the U.S. battle against Communism.
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Although the projects for the ECA FY 1953 program have been | 
worked out by ECA/Djakarta in collaboration with the Indonesian | : 

Coordinating Committee and have been formally requested by the | 
 Jatter, it would be unrealistic to accept these requests as proof that the ) 
total effect of the grant program will be a net political asset to Ameri- . 
can foreign policy in Indonesia. On the liability side looms Indonesia’s : 

recognized reluctance to accept foreign aid. an | 
Indonesia’s reluctance to accept foreign aid, pointed out both in your | 

| letter and the ECA FY 53 Budget Presentation, is caused chiefly by 
the suspicion that the Indonesian Government in accepting American | 
aid has “sold out” to the U.S. and thereby prejudiced Indonesian | 
“independence”. _ no | wos | 

In my opinion, this reluctance applies primarily to grant aid which 
brings with it the foreign grantor government’s participation in Indo- 
nesian matters within Indonesia. Indonesian apprehensions on this 
account have been so strong as to deter the government from seeking | 
Parliamentary ratification either of the Fulbright agreement or ofthe — | 
ECA bilateral signed in October 1950. | | Se 

This reluctance is further explained by paragraph 19 of Toeca A-37 
‘submitted by ECA/Djakarta in October 1951,? quoted in part below: 

— ©To summarize, the reluctance of the government to request technical 
assistance personnel is based upon a combination of personal prestige, | 
a desire to run their own affairs and to prove to people that Indo- 

- nesians themselves can run their own affairs; some suspicion of Ameri- | 
can intentions; Dutch resistance; some fear of too prominent — 
identification of Indonesia with the U.S.; unsatisfactory experience 

_ with touring and/or short-visit experts; a feeling that the government _ 
already knows what needs to be done in major fields such as agriculture 
and public health and simply lacks the middle and lower-level tech- — 
nicians (or funds) to carry out technical experts; the relatively short 
periods Americans will agree to stay in Indonesia; what the Indo- | 
nesians regard as the fantastically high pay scales (both in dollars 
and in rupiah allowances) for American experts; the shortage of hous- 
ing, even for Indonesian officials; and widespread insecurity.” | oe 

_ As contrasted with its reluctance to accept foreign aid, the Indo- 
nesian Government has shown enthusiasm and initiative in purchasing 

foreign aid on the government’s own terms. There is an active Indo- 
nesian Supply Mission in New York making purchasesthrough normal _ 
business channels. The Indonesian Government has, on its own initia- | 
tive, provided for the training of 60 Indonesian air cadets,ona private __ | 
contract basis, by an American company in California. It has hired — | 

- economists and technicians from Switzerland, Germany, and Aus- 
tralia; and has opened a recruiting office at The Hague which re- 

| portedly has the objective of hiring 2,000 technicians to work in 

| * Not here printed. , 

| --B88-617—77——50 |
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Indonesia and has already let 50 individual contracts. The Indonesian 

Air Force is employing American flying instructors on a private con- 

tract basis at Bandung. I believe that the most successful and most — 

appreciated of the projects which ECA has sponsored in Indonesia.is — 

the project which makes available the skills of the J. G. White Engi- — 

neering Company as consulting engineers directly responsible not to — 

an agency of the American Government but to the Indonesian Govern- 

ment itself. we | | 

In similar contrast to its attitude toward foreign aid in the form 

of grants, the Indonesian Government looks with comparative favor 

on aid in the form of foreign loans. It has successfully defended before 

Parliament the acceptance of the $100 million of Ex—Import Bank line 

of credit as a good business loan in return for a fair rate of interest. 

The Indonesian Parliament has ratified loans amounting to $52 million | 

under this line of credit. | a 

| I believe that your letter implies the opinion that the reduction of 

the ECA grant aid program at this time would strengthen the hand 

| of Communism. With this opinion I cannot agree. The Communists in 

Tndonesia are indeed a threat, and if they play their usual game they 
may be counted on to try to make political capital out of whatever 
decision the U.S. Government reaches with regard to continuance, dis- 

continuance, or modification of the ECA Program. If we continue the _ 

program, the Communists will probably point to it as another tentacle 

of U.S. imperialism entwined around a subservient Indonesian Govern- _ 

| ment. If we discontinue or diminish the program, the Communists will 

| probably cite this action as proof of American perfidy. Asbetweenthe 
| two alternatives, I believe the latter offers the Communists the least 

- fruitful material for propaganda, especially if substantial U.S. finan- 

: cial aid continues to be extended in a form more acceptable to the spirit 

of Indonesian nationalism. In this connection, I am pleased to note 
that the ECA FY 1953 Budget presentation states that the Export- _ 
Import Bank believes that new loan commitments, substantially larger 
than the amounts proposed for grant aid, may be made in Indonesia 
during FY 1953. — | a | 7 

I recognize the possibility that reduction of the ECA FY 1953 Pro-  __ 
gram below $8 million might cause some disappointment and criticism, 
but I do not share your opinion that it would “embitter the Indone- 
sians.” On the contrary, and apart from the fact that American-Indo- 

nesian relations are strongly affected by many factors other than the 
size of the ECA Program, I believe that a reduction if tactfully 
handled and judiciously presented by the ECA and the Department 

: might improve our relations with Indonesia. : FERS 
The presentation I envisage would emphasize that large amounts of | 

American aid in the form of grants, originally proposed to assist
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- _Indonesia’s economic recovery, have.been rendered unnecessary by the | 

economic progress which Indonesia has achieved in the short period 
which ‘has elapsed since she acquired sovereignty. It would simul- 
taneously be pointed out that although aid in the form of outright | 
grants has been discontinued, America is still extending financial co- _ 
operation under the Export-Import Bank lne of credit, and stands 
ready to consider increasing this loan. a : | 

You propose that the Indonesian Government participate in the =| 
decision as to the magnitude of the ECA FY 1953 Program if under | 
$8 million. This procedure would, I believe, be inadvisable. Although 
the Indonesian Government has amply demonstrated its reluctance to | 
accept grant aid accompanied by foreign advisers responsible toa 
foreign government, we cannot expect officials of the Indonesian Gov- | 
ernment formally to reject a gift when offered by a friendly country. 
The proposed procedure, moreover, would probably be embarrassing | 

a to both Governments in view of the tacit recognition by the Indo- Td 
nesian Government that the amount of the grant aid will be determined | 
not only by the availability of funds from the American Congress, 

| but also by the United States Government’s shrewd estimate of the 
extent to which these funds will promote American foreign policy in 
Indonesia. I therefore consider that the magnitude of the Program | 

| is a matter which must be decided solely by the United States Govern- | 
| ment. If this decision results in a reduction, I believe, as indicated 

above, that it can be presented in a manner acceptable to the Indo- 
- nesian Government. | 

| It is certainly true, as you state, that the saving of a few million a 
dollars on the Indonesian program will be insignificant compared to 
the total U.S. expenditure on foreign aid. I do believe, however, that — ! 
such a saving is warranted and therefore would be appreciated both 

_ by the Bureau of the Budget and by the Congress. 
: The Department considers that this ECA Program, on the scale © 

- contemplated, would be a net political liability in that it would risk 
undermining the popular and parliamentary support of Indonesia’s 
non-Communist and friendly Government which, partly as the result 
of our total diplomatic effort, is leading Indonesia to closer affiliation 
with the United States. a 

-~ While the Department has concurred with ECA in the appeal to 
the Bureau of the Budget for the restoration of $17 million to the SEA 
programs as a whole, it does not support restoration of all requested 
funds for the Indonesian program. The Department does heartily 
approve of the continuation of the White Engineering Project and : 

: believes that the remaining projects should be limited to those already a 
actually in progress, particularly those which have reached such a 

_ stage that sudden elimination would be extremely difficult or em-
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_ barrassing and that the total amount of the Indonesian program 

should therefore not be more than $5 or $6 million. It is also our 
| strong belief that, barring unforeseen developments, the grant program — 

should be so carried out that it can be brought to a complete close by 
the end of FY 1958, and in no event with anything more than purely | 
liquidation activities extending into FY 1954. | | 

If ECA is unable to agree to the program envisioned above, it is | 
suggested that the question be submitted to the Director of the MSA 
for adjudication. . | 

Sincerely yours, | _Joun M. Axtison 

| 
| | a
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7 a JAPAN | Se 
- ROLE OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE NEGOTIATION AND CON- | 

CLUSION OF THE TREATY OF PEACE WITH JAPAN; CONCLUSION | 

OF A BILATERAL SECURITY TREATY; PROGRESS TOWARD AN > | 

ADMINISTRATIVE AGREEMENT; POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES | 

REGARDING REARMAMENT OF JAPAN; OCCUPATION AND CON- 

TROL OF JAPAN* os ee | 

| | : Notes on Sources ts 

__ Emphasis of the Japanese compilation for 1951 is largely upon poli- : 
cies and events leading up to conclusion of the multilateral Japanese 
Peace Treaty and United States-Japan security arrangements. After 
some consideration of grouping United States negotiations on the | 

| Peace Treaty with each of the major Far Eastern Commission powers 
in a series of subcompilations, the editors decided instead on a chrono- | 
logical organization in order to eliminate excessive cross-referencing. — 

The compilation takes note also of. the planning and discussion of 
Japanese rearmament within the United States Government and be- | 
tween the two countries. Material is included on the changing relation- | 
ship of the occupying powers and of SCAP to the Japanese Govern- 
‘ment, especially with regard to the purge directives. There is a smaller | : 

- quantity of material on economic questions not connected with the 

Treaty. | | | | - | 
The compilation is based on the archives of the Department of | | 

State and on pertinent documents from other agencies which could 
be specifically requested on the basis of mention in the Department’s. 
files. The compilers have also examined the H. Alexander Smith 
‘papers and the declassified and unclassified portions of the John Foster __ 

Dulles papers, at Princeton University, for materials on the Peace 
and Security Treaties. . | | 

_ The main Peace Treaty decimal file is 694.001. The main Japanese 
political file, 794.00 and its subfiles, is also useful. Interrelated police 

| and rearmament questions are filed under 794.56 and 894.501. _ a 
The major Lot file is 54D423, the John Foster Dulles Peace Treaty 

File. Some materials in it are not- duplicated elsewhere; additionally, 
| its documents are more convenient to use than are other copies scat- | 

tered through the decimal files. This Lot is also a major source for 

“For previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 1109 ff. 

| | | | | 7 |
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the compilation dealing with East Asian-Pacific security. In Lot 
56D527, a file of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, are several 
folders representing the working Treaty files of several of the officials 

of that Office. | | a 
The foregoing is intended to serve as an introduction, not an ex- 

haustive guide, to the pertinent material in the files. oes 

694.001/1-351 : Telegram a 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to — 

SCAP (Sebald)? 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, January 38, 1951—6 p. m. 

Topad 1000. Eyes only for Sebald. Dulles,? Rusk * and Allison * had 
| long session with Gen Bradley * and Joint Chiefs today re future steps | 

re Jap peace treaty and possible early departure Presidential Mis to 
Jap headed by Dulles. Joint Chiefs had before them Dec 13 ltr from 
SecState to Secy Marshall ® calling for JCS opinion on whether or 
not any objection from mil point of view to (1) seeking early conclu- 
sion of peace settlement with Jap without awaiting favorable outcome 
Korean situation; (2) discussing this settlement with assumption that 
US intends to commit substantial armed force to defense of island 
chain of which Jap forms part; (8) leaving Ryukyu and Bonin Islands 
under Jap sovereignty, subj to provisions of contemplated mil secu- 
rity agreement which wld presumably take special account of position __ 
in Okinawa; (4) exploration at this time of possible Pacific Pact. 

On points 2, 3 and 4 above agreement was reached. Joint Chiefs 
agreed US intends commit substantial armed force to defense island 

| chain and that it wld be useful at this time to explore with our allies 
possibility of Pacific Pact confined to island nations (Austral, NZ, | 
Phil, Jap, US and possibly Indo), which wld have dual purpose of 
assuring combined action as between members to resist aggression from 
without and also resist attack by one of the members,e.g. Jap, if Jap > 

_ shid again become aggressive.’ Joint Chiefs maintained former posi- _ 

1 William J. Sebald was also Chief of Diplomatic Section, GHQ, SCAP, and 
held the personal rank of Ambassador. 

2 John Foster Dulles, Consultant to the Secretary of State. 
* Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. 
“John M. Allison had been Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs 

| until September 12, 1950. Thereafter he worked under Mr. Dulles and received — 
the title of Special Assistant (to Mr. Dulles) sometime in January 1951. 

®* General of the Army Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
® General of the Army George Catlett Marshall, Secretary of Defense. For the 

text of the letter, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1368. - . 
“For more specific information on the type of Pacific Pact under consideration 

at this time, see the memoranda (with enclosures) of January 4 by Mr. Allison 
and Mr. Dulles, both to Ambassador at Large Philip C. Jessup, pp. 182 and 184, 
respectively.
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tion that Ryukyu and Bonin Islands shld be maintained under US. | 

| strategic control and Jap sovereignty not restored. State agreed that if 

| this was Defense position. it wld do its part in achieving objective. 

- With respect point (1) on timing, there was considerable concern ex- : 

pressed on fol points: (a@) Whether treaty shld be concluded while 

situation in Korea is still unresolved. (6) Whether or not early con- | 

clusion of treaty wld be provocative to USSR and whether any steps . 

| taken in that direction might increase likelihood of overt Sov action 7 

against Jap, particularly in Hokkaido. oe Co ee 

With respect to point (0), Gens Collins* and Vandenberg? ex- | 

pressed opinion that views Gen MacArthur’? and PolAd shld be _ , 

obtained whether from point of view of Jap security it was essential _ 

| that prior departure Dulles Mis, with inevitable attendant publicity, 

steps shld be taken to reinforce US position in Hokkaido, either from 

‘Korea or ZI, with a view to forestalling any possible Sov move to 

occupy that area as result of Amer steps to accelerate peace treaty | 

and possible rearmament of Jap. State’s view is that any preliminary | 

action such as Dulles Mis which US might take is already discounted 

by Sov and wld not affect Sov timetable appreciably, and that it is 

of great importance from point of view of Jap public opinion and 

psychology that some early indication be made that US has not gone | 

back on its earlier expressed intention to proceed expeditiously with 

) a Jap treaty. State also sees disadvantage in delay which UK is using 

to take initiative from us in whole situation as indicated ur 1280, 

Dec 29.7 | 

~ Request you consult urgently with Gen MacArthur, to whom Joint 

- Chiefs are also cabling, with view to getting his and ur views before | 
us at earliest possible moment. Shld you and Gen MacArthur believe 

| it useful for you to return at once in order to make available to Joint 

Chiefs latest views on this situation you are authorized to do so and © | 

| travel orders will be issued on ur request. In Dept’s opinion projected 

Dulles Mis shld leave within next three weeks if best results are to 

be achieved. Whether or not you deem it advisable to return to | 

Washington, cable your comments on above. If you desire come to _ | 

- Washington, it is believed important that you return with Mis and 
bein Jap whileitisthere.) | - | a 

oe - | ACHESON | 

: * Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army. | | 
| ® Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force. | - 

7 General of the Army Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Commander for the Allied 
Powers (Japan) ; Commander in Chief, Far East and Commander in Chief, U.N. 
Command. — | : 

" Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 1392.
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Department of Defense Files: Telegram : . So 

The Chief of Staff, United States Army (Collins) to the Commander 
in Chief of United States Forces in the Far Kast (MacArthur) — 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY _ [Wasutneton,] January 3, 1951. 

| DA 80222. From CSUSA JCS authorized dispatch of following 
msgtoyou. — | a 
We have had a very satisfactory conference with Mister Dulles . _ 

and other representatives from State concerning the proposed Jap 
Peace Treaty. Mister Dulles is most anxious to proceed to Japan in _ 

' the immediate future. The JCS are concerned over the timing of this 
-. visit. In view of current publicity regarding possible Japanese re- 

armament linked with Soviet concern over German rearmament, there 
is possibility that visit now might precipitate Soviet counter reactions 
perhaps against defenseless Hokkaido. If there is any likelihood that 
Soviets might consider occupying Hokkaido, it would be highly de- 
sirable to have some troops on that island prior to Mister Dulles ar- 
rival in Japan. We could not even under most fortuitous circumstances 
send you any troops for this purpose within 6 weeks. Thus Hokkaido 
would remain vulnerable unless you felt it of sufficient importance to 
warrant moving some from Korea to Hokkaido. In light of above | 
considerations what are your views as to seriousness of possible Soviet 

| threat to Hokkaido? What influence, if any, should this have in timing | 

of Mister Dulles visitto Japan. = os a “hs 

1 Reported in telegram Topad 1000, supra. 

| Department of Defense Files : Telegram 

The Commander in Chief of United States Forces in the Far East 
(MacArthur) to the Joint Chiefs of Staff - 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Toxyo, January 4, 1951. 

a C 52713. Reference DA 80222. There is no question as tothe vulner- 
ability of Hokkaido to Soviet amphibious and/or airborne attack nor _ 
as to the availability of USSR forces for such operations. The Depart- 
ment is in better position to evaluate Soviet intentions with respect to 
Hokkaido from studies of global intelligence than is this theater. So 
far as our intelligence reports, there is no local indication of Soviet - 

special preparation to attack Hokkaido. Such an attack would un- | 
doubtedly precipitate a global war. It does not appear possible that the 

| presence of Mr. Dulles in Japan could have the slightest effect upon — 
Soviet decisions to initiate such a war. | a 

* Supra. | | |
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The situation in Korea at present obviously would not permit the 
withdrawal of any elements of our forces there without endangering | 
that part of the-command which remained under present commitment. | 

My concern for the security of Japan resulted in my considered recom- : 
mendation as stated in C-51559 ? that the four national guard divisions 
now on active duty should be promptly deployed to Japan for com- | 
pletion of their projected training and to provide emergency | 

--protection.. | ae 
The desirability of a Japanese peace treaty from both a military and | 

political stand point is of such urgency that all practical measures 
should be taken without delay to negotiate such an agreement. How- 
ever, it might be prudent to accept a delay in Mr. Dulles’ arrival if , 

| reinforcements are to be moved from the ZI to Japan in six weeks, the 
-_. possibility of which is suggested in your reference message. | 

__ * Not printed, but see memorandum dated December 21, 1950, Foreign Relations, | 
1950, vol. vi, p. 1588. . . | 

694.001/1-451 / 

 -‘The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET : _ -Wasutneton, January 4, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: With Mr. Rusk and Mr. Allison, T conferred 

yesterday with the Joint Chiefs of Staff with reference to proceeding 
toa Japanese peace settlement. a 

You will recall that in the joint memorandum of yourself and the a 
Secretary of Defense, dated September 7, 1950, which was approved 
by the President, it was stipulated, at the request of the Secretary of 

- Defense, that there should be no definitive Japanese peace settle- | 
| ment “until after favorable resolution of the present United States 

-- military situation in Korea”. | me | 
_ Ever since the Chinese Communist intervention in Korea it has a 

_ seemed unlikely that there would be any such “favorable resolution” 
and, in consequence, active negotiations have necessarily been in sus- 
pense for about six weeks pending modification of the Presidential 
directive of September 7th, such as you suggested in your letter of | 
December 13, 1950 to Secretary Marshall. oe | 

| This delay has worked against the long-range interests of the United __ 
States in relation to Japan in the sense that: | | : 

1. The Japanese people and their leaders are coming increasingly 
| to feel the danger of throwing in their lot with us in view of the fact | 

*This directive was in the form of a joint memorandum, dated September %, 
from the Secretaries of State and Defense to President Truman. It was approved 
by the latter on September 8 and circulated that day as NSC 60/1. For text, see | 
Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vz, p. 1298. .
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that Communist power seems to be closing in upon them, and also 

upon their normal sources of food supply from French Indo-China, 

Siam and Burma. Our information points to increasing doubt on the 

part of the Japanese leaders as to the wisdom of any definitive com- — 

mital to our cause at the present time unless perhaps under conditions _ 

as to military and economic security which it would not be easy for 

us to fulfill. ee ee : } 

9. The United Kingdom is seeking to gain the initiative and is it- 

self drafting a Japanese peace treaty. This, it seems, is being now | 

considered in London by the Commonwealth Prime Ministers? who 

are also reported to be considering a Pacific Pact. There is, thus, a 

likelihood that we may soon be confronted with a British Common- 

wealth program dealing with Japan and related matters. The British 

Commonwealth members constitute six of the thirteen members of 

the Far Eastern Commission*® which, in turn, is made up of the _ 

nations which we consider to be those primarily concerned with a 

Japanese settlement. We are not familiar with the precise terms of any 

British proposals, but we do know that the British policy in relation 
to the Far East is different in many essential respects from our own 
and it can be assumed that the British Commonwealth proposals will 
not adequately take account of what the United States believes to be 

| its vital interests in this area. | 

In sum, the delay in our pushing the Japanese peace settlement has 

not worked to our advantage and the conditions which were set out in 

the memorandum of September 7, 1950 as “vital” and which any treaty 

“must” take account of, now become matters to be negotiated for and 
obtained as fully as possible, rather than conditions which in Septem- _ 
ber it seemed that we could obtain unconditionally merely by stipulat- 

ing them. 7 | 

Our talk with the Joint Chiefs of Staff indicated that they may 

desire further delay principally for two reasons: | 

: 1. To preserve our existing authority in Japan until after the - 
Korean affair is liquidated ; and 

9. To reinforce Japan with additional United States land forces 
lest the Soviet might move its own armed forces into Japan either 

| as an “occupying” power under the Surrender Terms or on the theory | 

that the Sino-Soviet Treaty of February, 1950 requires this because — 
of the remilitarization of Japan. mo 

In my opinion neither of these reasons is valid. | 

As to the first, no possible procedure could change the present legal 

status in Japan for several months and any change would, in the last 

2 The Conference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers began in London on Janu- 

: ary 4 and concluded on January 12. 

3This Commission was established by, and its functions were set forth in, © 

the Communiqué of the Moscow Conference, issued December 27, 1945, by the | 

representatives of the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Soviet Union. 

Text is printed in Department of State Bulletin, December 30, 1945, p. 1027. 

‘For the activities of the FEC, see Department of State, The Far Eastern Com- 

mission: A Study in International Cooperation, 1945 to 1952 (Washington, Gov- 

ernment Printing Office, 1953). : .
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analysis, be dependent upon action by the President and the Congress © | 

or the Senate which could always be deferred if the situation were then 

| such that delay seemed in the best interests of the United States. : 

As to the second reason, it is, of course, possible that the Soviet | 
- Union plans, under one pretext or another, to invade Japan and any- : 

thing the United States can do consistently with its other responsi- 
bilities to defend against this is, no doubt, desirable. Nothing in the ca. | 

pending negotiations precludes this. It must, however, be assumed that | 

if the Soviet have any early plans for sending armed forces to Japan, | | 
these plans have already been made. They will not be improvised ) 
merely because a United States Mission now goes to Japan, as has been | 
long contemplated, in order to push forward a Japanese peace 

settlement. | - | | | 

‘The Soviet Union already knows that our intentions are (@) to retain 
American garrisons in Japan and (6) to permit if not encourage Japa- 
nese rearmament. The conversations and exchange of notes with the 

- Soviet Union make both of these points perfectly clear and Soviet 
plans doubtless are already made accordingly. If they have plans to | 
invade, it is possible that those plans might coincide with the prospec- 
tive mission to Japan, and this would be true whether the Mission goes | | 
now or after one or two months. The presence of the Mission would 

, not, however, be the cause of an invasion as a major move of this sort 
by the Soviet Union, which would risk general war, would be taken by | 

_ the Politburo with careful preparation many months in advance. The | 
North Korean invasion seems now to have been decided upon at least : 

six months before it occurred. So any early action in relation to Japan 

would certainly have been decided upon by now and nothing we do 
within the next few weeks would precipitate or prevent its being car- : 

| ried out. | | | oe 

| In my opinion, further delay will substantially increase the risk that ae 
| it will be impossible to obtain an unreserved Japanese commital, in | 

_ fact as well as form, to our cause on conditions which we would regard 
as acceptable. Already the delay is causing disquiet in Japan and a 

_ feeling that it may well be that, as Secretary Royal once told the Japa- 

nese, we have no firm resolve to try to hold the island chain of which 
_ Japan forms part.* Of course, no one can say in terms of days, when _ 

delay will be fatal to our hopes as regards Japan, but I think we are _ 
already in the danger area.® _ ee an 

_ Sincerely yours, : Joun Foster Dues 

“For documentation regarding remarks made by (then) Secretary of the 
Army Kenneth C. Royall at an off-the-record press conference held in Tokyo 
February 6, 1949, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. vir, Part 2, p. 648. | 

|  °A marginal note on the last page of this letter reads: “Mr. Rusk concurs. | 
‘L{ucius] D[.] B[attle].” Mr. Battle was a Special Assistant to the Secretary.
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56D424:: Files of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs oe es 

Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Office of Northeast Asian 
| a Affairs (Johnson)* oe 

TOP SECRET. | _[Wasnineton,] January 6, 1951. 

_. _Trems For Discussion Wir THE JCS? | 

| JAPAN 

Apart from the question of a peace settlement with Japan, now 
under discussion between Defense and State, immediate consideration 

should be given to the steps to be taken between now and the conclu- 
sion of a peace settlement. It will be important that the psychological 

| impact of the termination of the occupation be minimized by a phasing 

out of the occupation during the interim period. It is also important 
that all possible steps be taken to increase the security of Japan during 

| that period. Therefore, a program along the following lines should 
be undertaken: So | 

1. Increase the pace at which responsibility is being returned by 

SCAP to the Japanese Government, and in particular relaxation of 
economic controls. a 
Comment: Apart from formal SCAP intervention into Japanese 

affairs, it is important that informal intervention at all levels of SCAP 
be reduced in order to increase the Japanese sense of responsibility _ 
for their own affairs. Implementation of this policy should make 

possible considerable additional reductions in SCAP personnel, with 

corresponding decreases in the burden on the Japanese economy of 

_ support of the occupation. 7 
2. Expand the National Police Reserve and Maritime Safety Board 

as rapidly as facilities and equipment permit. | 
Comment: The increase in these forces in themselves does not pre- | 

sent any legal problem vis-4-vis FEC policy decision. However, the 
equipping of the Police Reserve and patrol vessels of the Maritime 
Safety Board with weapons heavier than the “small arms” permitted 
by FEC policy decisions ? presents problems as long as the FEC struc- 
ture is preserved. It is important that Defense keep the Department 

of State fully informed of its plans and operations in this regard in 

1There is no record of the distribution of this memorandum. Four copies were 

Me eroretary Acheson and Secretary Marshall discussed a Japanese peace treaty 

at a meeting held in the Pentagon, 4 p. m., January 8. Other State Department 

officials and the JCS may also have been present. No minute of this meeting 
has been found in Department of State files. : 
The quoted phrase appears in FEC—017/23, February 12, 1948, “Prohibition 

of Military Activity in Japan and Disposition of Japanese Military Equipment.” 
For text, see Department of State, The Far Eastern Commission: Second Report 
by the Secretary General, July 10, 1947-December 23, 1948 (Washington, Gov- 

ernment Printing Office, 1949), pp. 19-22.
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order that the Department may be in a position to justify and defend | 
- inthe FEC any action that is taken. © _ i 

| 3. The Department of State suggests that the JCS give consideration | 

| to the effect the presence of American dependent women and children | 
in Japan would have on the defense of Japan in case of outbreak of | | 
hostilities in that area and how such effects might be minimized with- : | 
out creating undue alarm in Japan. rn re 
Comment: There are now probably around 35,000 women and chil- _ | 

dren dependents of military personnel in Japan. While, in general, 

additional dependents are not now being permitted to proceed to 
| Japan, a reduction in the present number proceeds very slowly and | 

only as personnel are transferred from the theater. While any pre- | 
- cipitate evacuation of all dependents from Japan would produce very 
unfortunate effects, it is felt that we could immediately undertake a 

-_-progressive program of removing dependents over a period of several | : 
months. If this were explained properly to the Japanese as a change 
away from occupation status and not as a step in war preparation it 
need not have adverse effects in Japan, and the Japanese would | 
probably welcome a move which would relieve them of the cumber- 

_ some and burdensome structure of housekeeping responsibility as well 
asthe burdenupontheeconomy. -— | OS 

4, Expand and expedite the depurging program. _ ae 
| Comment: Under the present critical situation, it is more important 
than ever that the most competent leadership available in Japan be 
utilized. The democratic reforms which will survive the present situa- 
tion are already so well established that a marked increase in the de- 

purging program will have little effect on their maintenace. A 

marked relaxation of the program at this time should also do much 

to assure the orientation toward the US of those now purged leaders | 
who would in any event resume positions of power following the con- 
 clusionofatreaty. re ee 

5. Develop Japan’s industrial capacity so that it may make the 
maximum contribution to Japan’s security, the needs of our armed — 
forces, and our military assistance programs elsewhere. == : 

| Comment: Except for the production of instruments of war for | 
use other than by the occupation forces,t this program would not 
present any legal difficulties vis-a-vis FEC policy decisions. Under | 
the present situation it would appear important that the large, unused | 
labor force and industrial capacity of Japan be utilized to the maxi- | ) 
mum and that Japan be considered in effect as a normal source of 

| “Wording of this sentence is in apparent reference to numbered section 10 | 
of FEC—084/21, August 14, 1947, “Reduction of Japanese Industrial War Poten- 
tial”. Text of this “Policy Decision” is printed in Department of State, The Far | 

| Eastern Commission: Second Report by the Secretary General, July 10, 1947- 
December 23, 1948 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1949), pp. 25-30.
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. procurement for the concerned US agencies. It will be equally im-_ 

portant that raw materials be allocated to Japan to permit such 

production and maintain a healthy economy. oe 

694.001/1-651: Telegram 

| The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) tothe 
| Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY — Toxyo, January 6, 1951—8 p. m. 

Topad 1818. I have today discussed substance Deptel 1000 January 3 + 
with General MacArthur who has shown me text his C-52713? Janu- 
ary 4.sent in reply DA message 80222.° | | wee 

_ I find myself in agreement with such of those views expressed in _ 

General MacArthur’s message as lie within my province. I believe, _ 
however, that early arrival Dulles mission is of considerable impor- — | 
tance and that its arrival should not be delayed beyond time absolutely 
essential for adequate preparation, as I agree with Department that 

| under present state of Japanese public opinion and psychology it is of 
great importance that US clarify its intention proceed expeditiously 
with Japanese treaty. I also believe that publicity attendant upon such 

visit, if placed in proper perspective, could only further strengthen US 
position, as purpose is exploration of road to peace, not war. 

, General MacArthur has also shown me text his C-52202,4 Decem- _ 
ber 28 sent in reply to JCS 99159® December 18. Subject following _ 
comments, I am similarly in general agreement with General Mac- 
Arthur’s replies to 9 numbered questions: 

With regard his reply No. 3, while agreeing with specifications re 
necessary control over Ryukyu and Bonin Islands, I believe same objec- 
tive might be accomplished without unduly antagonizing Japanese 
public opinion, or doing violence previous public commitments re no 
territorial acquisitions to resort to formula which, while allowing — 
retention effective strategic control over Ryukyus and Bonins, would 

* avoid appearances of outright and irrevocable alienations over 80 from 
Japan.°® | ees | 

| Re reply to question 6, under present regime of control believe Japan 
would find it most difficult undertake program of rearmament except 
behest of SCAP, but foresee no overriding difficulties this course once 

7 Japan has obtained full sovereignty. 

t Ante, p. 778. | 
2 Ante, p. 780. | 
* Of January 3, p. 780. | | 
* For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 1383. | 
© For partial text, see ibid., footnote 1. . 
° The latter part of this sentence is apparently garbled. ee oo
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With regard to my return for consultation at this time, while General | 
MacArthur has given me complete freedom of action, we both feel that 
I would be of maximum usefulness to Dulles mission by remaining here 
pending its arrival, in order to be close to Japanese scene and make = 

| such preparations as mission might suggest could enhance its success. __ | 

Unless Department should nevertheless immediately desire my pre- 
gence, I therefore propose remaining here until and during mission | 
arrival and stay in Japan. It is probable my presence in Washington at 
later time would serve more useful purpose. In any event in view 
numerous press reports and speculation by many government and _ | 
other quarters, would appreciate ETA Dulles mission. : _— 

Ce pa ee | SEBALD | 

: 694.001/1-951 7 a oo ; oe 

| The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Marshall) | 

| TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,| January 9, 1951. | 

Dear Mr. Secretary: As a result of our meeting yesterday after- | 
~ noon? on the subject of the Japanese peace treaty, I am enclosing a 

Joint Memorandum to the President recommending that he approve | 
| the draft letter of instructions to Mr. Dulles which received the ap- _ 

| proval of the Joint Chiefs yesterday. I have signed this memorandum, 
and if you agree with it will you please also sign and forward it to the 
President at the earliest possible opportunity. | 

_ Sincerely yours, — | ee _  Dran AcuzEson | 

: EF Enelosure 1] a es : 

TOP SECRET st” _ _[Wasuineron,] January 9, 1951. 

—  Memoranpum ror THE Present ? ee 

You will recall that on September 8, 1950, you approved a Joint 
Memorandum from the Secretaries of State and Defense concerning 

| the general basis upon which progress should be made looking toward | 
a peace treaty with Japan. The Secretaries of State and Defense have 
now agreed that the time has come to implement paragraph 5 of that | 
memorandum, which provided that after the initial discussions with oe 

| the friendly powers “a United States political representative will 
go to Japan to discuss confidentially with General MacArthur the 
proposed treaty and by arrangements through and in cooperation with — 

| * See footnote 2, p. 784. | , 7 a | 
| , 2A photocopy of the original of this memorandum shows that it bears the 

signatures of Secretaries Acheson and Marshall and the handwritten notation 
Trety Wale nn Harry 8 Truman.” (Lot 54D423: John Foster Dulles Peace
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General MacArthur will discuss the proposed treaty with the Japanese 

Government and also seek a procedure for Japanese participation in | 

the treaty-making process which will assure genuine acceptance by the _ 
representatives of all important, non-Communist political groups in. 

Japan.” | ae | " | - 
It is recommended that Mr. John Foster Dulles, who has been con- — 

ducting the preliminary negotiations concerning the Japanese peace 
treatys be appointed by you as Special Representative of the President 

with the personal rank of Ambassador to carry on these negotiations | 

and to head a Presidential Mission to Japan for the purposes outlined 

above. a Oo | 
There is enclosed a draft letter to Mr. Dulles informing him of his 

designation and setting forth the terms of reference of his Mission. 

It is recommended that this draft letter be approved and transmitted 
to Mr. Dulles through the Secretary of State who, in cooperation with __ 
the Secretary of Defense, will take the necessary steps to implement 

| thisrecommendationn9 = — a 

Dan AcHESON 
, | : Secretary of State | 

: | —  Goree C. Marsarn 
7 | : -  - Seeretary of Defense 

- | [Enclosure 2] — Oe 

SS - Drarr Lerrer to Mr. Duties? 

My Dear Mr. Dutuzs: I appreciate very much the splendid service 
| you have been rendering in connection with our desire to accomplish 

an early Japanese Peace Settlement. In view of the importance of 
the series of negotiations which are now before us, I hereby designate . 
you as Special Representative of the President, with the personal rank 

of Ambassador, with the responsibility for conducting, on behalf of 
the United States, the further negotiations which are necessary to 
bring a Japanese Peace Settlement to a satisfactory conclusion. In 
addition to the general guidance contained in this letter you will re- 
ceive further instructions from time to time from me or from the : 
Secretary of State. I know that you will keep me and the Secretary 
of State fully informed at all times of the course of your discussions. ~ 

In carrying out your Mission you are authorized to visit Japan and 
any other country and discuss with appropriate authorities and indi- 

®° The final text of this letter, signed by President Truman and dated January 10, oe 
is identical except for addition of the word “necessary” between “eountry” and 
“and” in the first sentence of paragraph two. (694.001/1-1051) .
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viduals the general basis on which the United States is prepared to 

conclude a peace settlement with Japan. In conducting such discus- | 

sions, you will be guided by the principles laid down in the Joint 

- Memorandum of September 7, 1950, of the Secretaries of State and | 

Defense, and approved by me on September 8, 1950. I believe that, : 

under the present circumstances, the United States should proceed | 

with further steps to bring about a peace settlement with Japan with- | 

‘out awaiting a favorable resolution of the military situation in Korea. 7 

I recognize, however, that a peace settlement could not come into — | 

- formal effect except by normal constitutional processes on the part - | 

"of the United States Government. This would give us an opportunity | 

to control, in the light of existing circumstances, the time at which | 

any peace settlement will become fully effective. | | ) 

- You should also, in carrying out your discussions, have in mind 

that it is the policy of the United States Government that the United =~ 

States will commit substantial armed force to the defense of the _ 

island chain of which J apan forms a part, that it desires that Japan ! 

should increasingly acquire the ability to defend itself, 'and that, in | 

order further to implement this policy, the United States Government | 

is willing to make a mutual assistance arrangement among the Pacific a 

island nations (Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Japan, the | 

‘United States, and perhaps Indonesia) which would have the dual 

- purpose of assuring combined action as between the members to resist | 

ageression from without and also to resist attack by one of the 
members, e.g. Japan, if Japan should again become aggressive. In 
connection with this latter point, the United States Government should 
agree to this course of action only as the other nations accept the 
general basis on which the United States is prepared to conclude a 

peace settlement with Japan. ee 
- Your discussions will in no way involve any final commitments by 

the United States Government, and you will avoid giving any contrary 
impression. You should have in mind that, within the framework of 

| the Joint Memorandum, approved September 8, 1950, and the general 
- policy outlined above, our principal purpose in the proposed settle- 

- ment is to secure the adherence of the Japanese nation to the free 
nations of the world and to assure that it will play its full part in © 
resisting the further expansion of communist imperialism. Accord- 7 
ingly, you should feel free to make such recommendations to me or 

| the Secretary of State during the course of your endeavors as will, 
- in your judgment, best accomplish this purpose. | 

- The Secretaries of State and Defense will provide you with such — 
staff as you consider necessary and will arrange all pertinent details 

- connected with the carrying out of your Mission. oo 

| 538-617—77-—_51 a | |
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Lot 56D527 | | a | 

Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the Consultant (Allison) 

SECRET | [Wasutneton,] January 11, 1951. — 
en Oo | January 12, 1951. 

Subject: Meetings with House Foreign Affairs and Senate Foreign 
Relations. Committees regarding Japanese Peace Treaty on Jan- 

-  uarylland12. — - | : | 

- Mr. Dulles, accompanied by Mr. Allison and Colonel Babcock,’ met | 
with the Subcommittees on the Far East of the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to discuss 
with them the problem of a Japanese peace settlement. | 

The meeting with the House Subcommittee took place on Thursday 
afternoon, January 11, and Mr. Dulles made a long exposition of the __ 

| - philosophy back of United States policy toward a Japanese peace 
_ settlement. He particularly emphasized the fact that if the industrial 
potential of Japan should fall into Communist hands it would greatly 

| increase the worldwide Communist threat. He pointed out that with 
Communist domination of China and Manchuria, Sakhalin, the 
Kuriles, and possibly all of Korea, Japan would be placed in an in-- 
vidious position and would be vulnerable to Communist domination 

unless the United States and the other friendly powers were able to 
| assure Japan of a reasonable political, economic and military stability _ 

| over the future. Mr. Dulles emphasized that the two chief questions _ 
concerning us at present were the future security and the economic ~ 
stability of Japan. SO oO ee 

With regard to the security situation, the problem was to devise 
- gome arrangement which would protect Japan from outside aggres- 

sion and at the same time re-assure to the greatest extent possible 
- . Japan’s former enemies that Japan would never again be a threat to 

them. A supplementary problem was how Japan might begin to share 
some of the burden of its own defense in view of the Japanese con-— 
stitutional limitation on maintaining armed forces and the known 
reluctance of the Japanese at this time to take any action which might _ 
result in.the creation again of a military caste which might threaten 
civilian supremacy in the Japanese Government. In order to solve this 
general problem, Mr. Dulles explained that the State and Defense De- 

| partments had begun to think more seriously of the possibilities of | 
some form of Pacific regional security arrangement which would be 
confined to the countries having major island possessions in the Pacific. 
It was explained that at. present our thinking had not progressed 

2 Colonel Babcock was Chief of the Government Branch under General 
Magruder. He had been. detailed to Mr. Dulles’ staff in September: 1950, for 
reasons described in the memorandum by Mr. Allison to the Secretary Septem- 
ber 4; for text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 1290.
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very far, but was running along the lines of some sort of joint declara- | 
tion by the respective members—Japan, the Philippines, New Zealand, _ 
Australia, the United States, and possibly Indonesia—that an armed - 

| attack on any of them would be a threat to the peace and security of | 
each and that they would then take such action as might be deemed 7 

| necessary in accordance with their constitutional processes. It wasalso 
contemplated that there might be set up a Pacific Ocean Defense _ 

Council which would provide a focal point for exchange of ideas and | 
information on security problems. Mr. Dulles pointed out that it was 
not believed desirable at this time to create an organization of the | 
scope of the North Atlantic Pact, but that some looser form of orga- | 
nization would probably be sufficient. He further pointed out that : 

_ such an arrangement would have two main virtues: (1) it would 
probably make it easier for the Japanese to begin to assume part of | 
the burden of their own defense without the necessity for a complete _ ) 
change in their Constitution, inasmuch as any forces they created 
would be for an international purpose generally under the terms of : 

_ Article 51 of the UN Charter and not for purely Japanese purposes; | 
_ and (2) the fact that such nations as the Philippines, Australia and - 

New Zealand would participate in the arrangement would give them 
a voice in how Japan’s defense forces progressed, so that they could | 
be assured that these forces would not constitute a threat in the future 
as they had in the past. : os | a 

| With regard to the economic problem, Mr. Dulles pointed out that , 
with the loss of the normal trading areas of China and Manchuria - 
and the threatened loss of Southeast Asia with its rice bowl and other _ 
raw materials needed by Japan, Japan’s economic future was indeed 
precarious. It might become necessary, if the Southeast Asia area fell | 
to Communism, for Japan to fill most of its food and raw material 
needs from the United States at considerable expense, to say nothing © 
of the problems of transportation over some 5,000 miles of ocean. In 

| such case, Mr. Dulles explained that our economists figured that there _ 
might be an additional $250 million a year burden on the United , 

_ States, and Mr. Dulles wanted the members of Congress to know what 
might be before them in the future. a 

| Mr. Dulles then explained that the real purpose of his trip was to 
find out how dependable a commitment could be obtained from the 

- Japanese Government to align itself with the nations of the free | 
world against Communist imperialism, and what the cost to the United 
States would be. He emphasized that his trip was exploratory and | 
that no commitments would be made; and that after his return he 
would expect to appear before the group again to tell them what 
had been discovered. = a - po So
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All members of the House Committee present expressed general 

approval of Mr. Dulles’ Mission and wished him success in it. They 

appeared to realize the seriousness of the problems concerned, but ex- 

pressed the opinion that the approach which was being made was the 

correct one. _ a cee 

On Friday morning, January 12, a similar meeting was held with 

the Senate Far East Subcommittee, together with the Chairman of 

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee? and the ranking minority 

member.? Mr. Dulles went over the same ground and, while there were 

not as many questions directed to him, nor were the Senators as ex-_ 

| plicit in their approval as had been the House members, nevertheless. 

there was definite approval of the approach being made. oo 

- 2Tom Connally, of Texas. 
SO 

8 Arthur H. Vandenberg, of Michigan. . | : 

694.001/1-1251 ee | | 

| - Memorandum of Conversation, by the Special Assistant to the 

Consultant (Allison) oe , 

SECRET _ a --- TWasurneton,] January 12, 1951. 

Subject: Japanese Peace Settlement — Oo | 

Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador me 

Mr. Hubert Graves, Counselor, British Embassy _ : | 

Mr. John Foster Dulles,S oe a | 

Maj. Gen. Carter Magruder, Army * | 

Col. C. S. Babcock, Army | 

Mr. John M. Allison | 

Sir Oliver called this morning by appointment to discuss the United | 

_ States thinking on a Japanese peace settlement with Mr. Dulles prior _ 

| to the latter’s departure for Japan. Mr. Dulles opened the conversa- | 

tion by making clear that the contemplated trip to Japan did not 

envisage detailed negotiations but was rather of an exploratory nature 

and was designed to obtain the latest thinking of General MacArthur | 

and Japanese leaders on what could be done to bring about a satisfac- 

tory peace settlement. a _ 

Mr. Dulles went on to explain that, in United States thinking, _ 

the treaty itself was merely a means to an end which was to assure 

| that Japan would be willing to associate itself with and play its part 

: alongside the free nations of the world. In order to obtain this objec- 

tive, Mr. Dulles gave an explanation of our thinking on the various 

A 1 Special Assistant for Occupied Areas in the Office of the Secretary of the | 

rmy. 
|
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| broad aspects of the situation, particularly the security, political, eco- | 

nomic and cultural problems connected with any settlement. | 

| On the security point of view, Mr. Dulles stated that our present ot 

thinking was that sooner or later, preferably sooner, Japan would have , 

to begin to assume some of the burden of its own defense. It is hoped 

that this can be accomplished in cooperation with the western powers 

| in a way which will ensure a reasonable degree of security to Japan | 

and at the same time give some assurance to Japan’s former enemies | 

: that they would not again be threatened by an aggressive J apan. As 

a, result of preliminary studies and reports from Japan, as well as 

talks with individual Japanese leaders who had visited the United | 

; States, it appears that the problem of Japan’s re-armament can best — 

| be solved if it can be accomplished in a multilateral framework tied 

up in some manner with the United Nations. If some device can be | 

arranged whereby J apan can contribute armed forces to an interna- 

tional organization for the defense of peace and security inthe Pacific | 

area, it will be easier for the Japanese themselves, in view of their 

‘present constitutional limitations on a national defense force, to go 

along and at the same time it will give the other participating nations 

in such an arrangement a right to have a voice in what Japan does so | 

that they may be assured that Japanese re-armament does not get out 

of hand and becomeathreattotheother powers. | . | 

From the political point of view, it is necessary that any peace settle- oe 

ment be based upon the free will of the Japanese and any settlement 

which imposed long-term, post-treaty controls or limitations would 

be a bad thing as we cannot expect the Japanese to acquiesce in , 

a settlement which would mean that Japan would in perpetuity be a 

second-class nation. The United States, therefore, proposes a simple, 

non-punitive treaty, with no post-treaty controls, which will bring 

Japan quickly back into a position of complete sovereignty among the 

other nations. ae | a | | , 

| The economic problems of the peace settlement are great and are 

becoming increasingly more difficult to solve. With the complete , 

domination of China and Manchuria by the Communists, it has been a 

necessary for Japan to look elsewhere for both raw materials and | 

markets and it had been hoped that a vigorous attempt to increase 
trade with the southeast Asian areas might, to some extent, offset the | 
loss of Japan’s traditional trading area in China and Manchuria. 

However, we cannot ignore the possibility that these southeast Asian. - 
areas may also be lost to Communism with consequent grave effect 

on Japan’s economic position. The United States must consider what 

must be done in case of such loss; for if we are to keep Japan on | 
_ our side, it will be necessary to assure a reasonable degree of economic 

| livelihood to the 80,000,000 vigorous Japanese. |
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From the cultural and social point of view, there are great oppor-— 

tunities for all of us to take action which will assure the Japanese 

that they can be an equal member of our society, but in order todo 

go we will have to remove discriminations such as those of the present __ 
American immigration laws so that the Japanese may know that we — 

are not treating them as an inferior people. In this connection, the — 
policies of the United States, Australia and New Zealand present a | 

problem. a Sc 
Having in mind all of the above problems, it is now necessary to | 

determine whether or not our overall Pacific strategy can be based 

upon a dependable relationship with Japan; and that, in short, is the | 
purpose of the forthcoming visit to Japan. — | 

[Here follows the part of this memorandum printed on page. 139.] 
Mr. Dulles then raised the question of press reports of the talks 

among the Commonwealth Prime Ministers going on in London and | 
said that it appeared that certain of their conclusions were mutually 

contradictory. He referred specifically to the press reports that the _ 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers desired an early Japanese peace 

So settlement and at the same time demanded that Communist China have 

a voice in this settlement. From the American point of view it would 
not be possible to bring in the Chinese Communists at this time while 
they were still killing Americans in Korea, and Mr. Dulles expressed. 

the hope that the Commonwealth countries would not attempt to bring _ 
this issue to a head with the probability that it would make futile | 

all our other efforts connected with speeding up a peace settlement. > 

Sir Oliver agreed that it would be better to postpone any solution — 

| of this problem in the hope that the progress of events would make 

an eventual solution easier. | | | 

Sir Oliver was then handed a memorandum ? which gave a somewhat 

expanded statement of United States ideas of a Japanese peace treaty _ 

and was given an opportunity to read it and ask any questions he 

desired. Mr. Graves raised some questions concerning our ideas about 

oo strengthening the Japanese police and whether or not it was our 

belief that the police reserve should be developed into at least a part- 

military organization. It was agreed that this is what might take place. 

but it was hoped that in the creation of security forces for Japan we 

could develop them under international aegis so that there would not | 

be a purely Japanese army acting for purely Japanese ends but rather — 

that any Japanese army would be a part of a collective security force 

working for the common good. | | | 

Mr. Dulles explained the change in the territorial clauses in the 

| present memorandum from that in the previous one handed to. the 

* See attachment. — |
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British earlier, and pointed out that at present we were only pro- | 
viding that. Japan should relinquish its claim to Formosa and that | 

| we were not attempting to indicate what the final settlement of the — | 
Formosa problem would be. We were also leaving out any mention of - | 

Sakhalin and the Kuriles although it is recognized that if Russia _ | 
should be a party to the treaty provision would be made for turning | , 
over these territoriestoit. = oe SIE ee 

_ Mr. Dulles also informed Sir Oliver in confidence that he had sent | 
a message to Mr. Malik‘ stating that, if Mr. Malik desires, Mr. Dulles | 
would be glad to talk with him prior to his departure to Japan. It | 

- was hoped by this means to do what is possible to make clear to the | 
Soviet Union that the United States is attempting to keep it in the 

_ discussions and that, at least in the opinion of the United States, the 

door is still open. oo Cs ate te — 
_ Sir Oliver stated he hoped to have more detailed reports by the | | 

. first of the week on the results of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ 
_ conference and that he would be glad to get in touch with Mr. Dulles 

again to give him any information which might be received, 

a [Attachment] a | 
On _ MrEmoranpuM C3 Ee 

__In elaboration of the United States seven-point statement of prin- 
ciples regarding a Japanese peace treaty handed representatives of 
the nations members of the Far Eastern Commission, it is suggested 

_ that the treaty would follow these general lines: ED 

_ 1. It would formally end the state of war between the Allied and 
Associated Powers which adhered to the treaty and Japan. ee 

| _ 2, It-would restore full sovereignty to Japan. a er, 
3. It would bind Japan to apply for membership in the United | 

| Nations. and the Allied and Associated Powers to support its 
| application, © |= | | a Cs | 

4, As regards territory, the treaty would require Japan to renounce _ 
_ all interest in Korea, Formosa and the Pescadores and to accept a 

| ‘United Nations trusteeship with the United States as administering 
_ authority over the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands. Japan would accept | 

the establishment of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands... 

_*A memorandum originally dated September 11, 1950, was handed to all the 
FEC powers on separate occasions during the fall of 1950. Mr. Dulles apparently 

_ handed a copy to Sir Esler Dening, Assistant Under Secretary of State in the | 
U.K. Foreign Office, in New York on September 22. The memorandum was 
released to the press November 24, For texts of the memorandum and of the 
memorandum by Colonel Babcock of the conversation held between Mr. Dulles and © 

| Sir Esler, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p..1296 and p. 1306, respectively. 
* Yakov A. Malik, Deputy Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union and Permanent : 

Representative to the United Nations. : oe _
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5. As regards security, the treaty would require Japan to accept the | 

obligations of Article 2 of the Charter of the United Nations ° and the 

other parties would undertake reciprocally to be guided by those same _ 

principles with relation to Japan. Continuing cooperative responsi- 

bility between Japanese facilities and U.S. forces would be provided 

for as a further guarantee of peace and security in the Japan area. | 

The facilities required, rights of movement of the garrison forces, 

| sharing of costs and similar questions regarding the detailed imple- 

mentation of the security arrangements would be the subject of a _ 

supplementary bilateral agreement between the United States and 

Japan. Forces of other treaty Powers might also cooperate by agree- 

ment with the United States under over-all United States command. 

| The garrison forces would not have any responsibility or authority to 

intervene in the internal affairs of Japan, except at the request of the | 

Japanese Government to assist in the suppression of internal violence. 

While the treaty would neither prohibit nor specially authorize the 

| | establishment of Japanese defense forces, it is natural to assume that 
the Japanese will progressively assume a larger part of the burden of 
their own defense. The treaty security provisions would remain in 
effect until the Powers providing garrison forces agreed that assump- 
tion of responsibility for Japanese security by the United Nations or 
some other security arrangement could be safely substituted. = 
_ 6. In the political and economic fields, Japan would (a) declare its — 
intention to secure the fundamental human rights to all persons under 
Japanese jurisdiction; (6) agree to adhere to multilateral treaties 

designed to prevent the misuse of. narcotics and to conserve fish and © 

_ wildlife; (¢) agree to.the revival of prewar bilateral treaties by mutual 
agreement of both parties within six months; and (d) renounce all 
special rights or interests in China. The power to grant clemency, - 
reduce sentences, parole and pardon with respect to war criminals — 
incarcerated in Japan would be exercised jointly by Japan and the 
Government or Governments which imposed the sentences in each in- | 
stance and, in the case of persons sentenced by the International Mili- 
tary Tribunal for the Far East, by Japan and a majority of the 
Governments represented on the Tribunal. Pending the conclusion of = 
new commercial treaties, Japan, during a period of three years, would 
extend most-favored-nation or national treatment, whichever is more — 
favorable, on a reciprocal basis to the trade and business of the Allies, 
subject to normal exceptions and reservations permitted inthe General _ 
Agreements on Tariffs and Trade. | ee | 

7. All parties would waive claims arising out of acts taken during — 
the war prior to September 2, 1945, except that (a) each of the Allied 
and Associated Powers would retain and dispose of Japanese prop- 
erty within its territories, except diplomatic and consular property 
and a few other limited categories substantially as set forth in the 
treaties of 1947; and (6) Japan would restore, upon demand, Allied 

property in Japan, or, if such property, whether or not taken under 
the control of the Japanese Government, is not restorable intact, would | 

- 5 Signed at San Francisco June 26, 1945. For text, see Department of State 
Treaty Series (TS) No. 993, or 59 Stat. (pt. 2) 1031. eo
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Japan would waive all claims arising out of the presence of the oc- 
cupation forces in Japan since surrender. : 

_ 8. Disputes concerning the interpretation or execution of the treaty | 
not settled through the diplomatic channel, except disputes arising 

. out of the security arrangements, would be referred for decision to | 
the International Court of Justice, all of the treaty signatories under- : | 
taking to comply with the decisions of the Court. A specially estab- | 

- lished Arbitral Tribunal appointed by the President of the | 
International Court of Justice from nationals of countries which were | 
neutral in World War II would settle claims disputes. Disputes in © | 
connection with the security provisions would be settled through the | 
diplomatic channel. | a | 

The foregoing outline is only suggestive and does not commit the | 

United States Government with regard to content or language. 

| - WasHINcToN, January 12, 1951. ~ | - 

Lot 54D423: Office of Northeast Asian Affairs: | | | : 
John Foster Dulles Japanese Peace Treaty Files . 7 | 

— Memorandum of Conersation, by Colonel C. Stanton Babcock of the | 
| oe . Department of Defense | 

SECRET [New York,| January 138, 1951— 10: 00-10: 30 p. m. 
Participants: Mr. Yakov Malik, USSR ssw _ a 

-——,-s USSR Translator and Recorder [unnamed] | 
- Ambassador John Foster Dulles _ - 

| Colonel C. Stanton Babcock - | 

| The conversation took place at the USSR Mission to the United 
Nations, 680 Park Avenue, New York City. The proposal to meet — 

| had been made through Ambassador Gross?! on the preceding Thurs- 
_ day? and had been accepted by Mr. Malik only on Saturday, pre- | 

sumably after Mr. Malik had communicated with Moscow.. | 
Mr. Malik congratulated Mr. Dulles on his new appointment. | . 

_ Mr. Dulles stated that in that capacity he wanted to inform Mr. Malik 
| that, having completed the first round of talks on a Japanese Peace _ 

Treaty with the nations represented on the Far Eastern Commission 
and with Indonesia and Ceylon, the United States now felt it proper 
to discuss this subject informally with representatives of the Japanese 
Government and perhaps other responsible representative Japanese. 

| He was, therefore, leaving shortly for Japan for the purpose of hold- | 

* Ernest A. Gross, Deputy Representative of the United States to the United 
Nations and to the Security Council. 

2 January 11. | .
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ing such discussions. He emphasized that those talks would be merely 

for the purpose of ascertaining Japanese views and that no agreements 
would be reached. He went on to say that this procedure wasin keeping _ 
with the United States view that Japan should be consulted with 

regard to the Peace settlement and that a treaty should not be arbi- 
trarily imposed on her. Mr. Dulles said that he had given this infor-_ 
mation to the British and French ambassadors and that he wanted yj 

Mr. Malik to have the same information so that he would clearly | 
- understand the purpose ofthe Mission. | | Bn | 

‘Mr. Malik asked why talks had been held with Indonesia and | 
~ Ceylon which are not represented on the Far Eastern Commission 

| while “a nation much closer to Japan and with great interest in Japan” _ 
had not been consulted: : Be a EES 

After Mr. Malik had identified the “nation” to which he had re- 
ferred as the “Chinese Peoples Republic”, Mr. Dulles said: “You 

_ know why we haven’t talked with them” but went on to point out that 
even though Communist China was not being consulted by the United 
States, he felt that there was nothing in the proposals which the 
United States had made in regard to a treaty to which any Chinese | 
regime could take exception. He felt sure that all the Chinese people 
would want the peaceful and economically healthy Japan which we 

Mr. Malik agreed that all nations want peaceful and economically — 
healthy neighbors and followed this remark immediately with the 

statement that an American newspaper (identified as a “small one”) — oo 

had described the Dulles Mission as having for its purpose the “re- 
- armament of Japan”. Mr. Dulles replied that that was not true. He 

asked Mr. Malik if his Government wished Japan to remain defense- 
less forever. Mr. Malik said that such were the terms of a “previous 

agreement”, the resolution adopted by the Far Eastern Commission. 
| Mr. Dulles remarked that that resolution had said that Japan wasto | 

be disarmed, that she had been, and again asked if Mr. Malik felt | 

that Japan should remain helpless for all time. © ea 
Mr. Malik did not answer directly but remarked that his country _ 

had suffered twice from Japanese invasion and many times from Ger- 
man invasions while the United States had never had such an 
experience. 7 . | 

Mr. Dulles said that there was no intention on the part of the United 
States to allow any resurgence of militarism in Japan nor was there © 
any desire for a large military force among the Japanese. He pointed 
out that the Versailles Treaty, in spite of the care with which its 
military clauses had been written, proved that restrictive treatiesalone __
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do not guarantee disarmament. Mr. Malik countered with the state- | 
- ment that United States financial aid to Germany after the First 7 
World War had enabled Germany to rearm. Mr. Dulles pointed out 
very forcefully that there had not been one dollar of American aid — | 
after Hitler came to power and that had more aid been given the | 
peacefully disposed Bruening Government, Hitler probably never —s | 
would have come to power. He added that he felt no useful purpose | 
could be served by discussing, during the current conversation, the 
German question which had many complications but that he did feel 

7 that if the Soviet Government really wished to promote peace it would | 
cooperate in helping to settle the Japanese problem, and would not 
concentrate on raising obstructions to a peaceful understanding, and 

_ that there were no insuperable obstacles to reaching agreement on a : 
Peace Treaty which would be acceptable both to the Soviet Union ! 

and to the United States, if there was a real will on the part of the 
Soviet Union. He said that such an agreement would help materially : 
in easing the present strained situation and turning the world towards 

the road to Peace. He then reiterated firmly that the United States 
| had no desire and no intention of following a course which would 

-Jead Japan to become aggressive or militaristiconcemore, 
| ~ Mr. Mahk repeated his concern over J apanese militarism citing 

several instances of past aggression on the part of the Japanese and | 
then said that it was very difficult to draw a line between defense 
and militarism. © Oe | 

: He then asked if the other nations with which the United States had 
consulted had agreed or disagreed with the United States views. He 
was informed that generally speaking there was agreement and that 
such differences as exist were of a kind that could be resolved if 

| all concerned exercised good will. — a ee ee | 
‘Mr. Dulles then repeated his previous statement. that his trip to 

Japan. would result. in no agreements and said that he wanted to be — 
sure that Mr. Malik understood that point. He said that he would want 

to talk to Mr. Malik on his return and that he would be glad to do 
so again before leaving for Japan if Mr. Malik received any reaction | 

from his,Government in response to the last U.S. note. Mr. Malik re- 

plied that he would get in touch with Mr. Dulles if he received any | 

word from Moscow. Se - oe a 
| Mr. Malik was friendly and polite during the discussion but showed | 

obvious skepticism about the purpose of the Mission to Japan. He 
| was more reserved than on the two prior talks about the Japanese , 

‘peace. a | mi ee |
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Tokyo Post Files : 820.1 Peace Treaty . ie oe | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the United States Political Adviser 

| | to SCAP (Sebald) : : a 

SECRET | Torro, J anuary 16, 1951. - 

Subject: Visit of Ambassador Dulles | 

_ Participants: General MacArthur _ a , 
Ambassador Sebald | | 

General MacArthur said that his concepts as to how Ambassador 

Dulles’ visit should be handled are as follows: : 

a. As SCAP, he, General MacArthur, wished Ambassador Dulles | 
to operate on his own and without interference of any kind, on the _ 
premise that Ambassador Dulles heads an American Mission and _ 

_ therefore speaks for the United States Government point of view. 
General MacArthur felt that he should remain clear of all negotiations 
in order that no valid charges can be raised that he, as SCAP, is | | 
attempting to impose upon the Japanese the views of the United States 
Government. | 

6. General MacArthur stands ready at all times to act as a go- 
between to assist in reconciling divergent viewpoints, and above all 
else to give advice freely if called upon. | — 

c. General MacArthur will be glad to receive Ambassador Dulles | 
at any time that the latter requests an interview. Oo 

d. USPolAd, as the representative of the Department of State, 1s 
to be considered in entire charge of Ambassador Dulles’ visit, and 
should provide the necessary office space, clerical assistance, etc., and = 
arrange interviews as requested. | | 

e. General MacArthur thought Ambassador Dulles would be well 
advised to utilize the broad knowledge of the local situation of 
USPolAd, and that the latter should be invited to sit in on all im- 

| portant conferences. He said, however, that this, of course, was a matter 
for decision by Ambassador Dulles. | | 
f. The United States Army will be responsible for the Defense 7 

members of the Dulles Mission, and will provide office space, etc., to 
thesemembers. | re 

| g. If the plane arrives at a “reasonable hour”, General MacArthur 
_ will welcome Ambassador Dulles and his Mission at the airfield. 

| | an | - W. J. SEBALD 

~  *In the Department’s telegram 1045 to Tokyo, January 10, marked “For 
| General MacArthur from Dulles,” the latter had stated in part: “I suggest that 

you may want to notify [Prime Minister Shigeru] Yoshida of impending mission 
arrival so that he will be prepared for serious discussions immediately after | 
you and I have had a first opportunity to talk together and concert our views 7 
and programs.” (694.001/1-1051) | |
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The Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to 

the Special Assistant for Occupied Areas in the Office of the Secre- 
tary of the Army (Magruder) | | | 

| TOP SECRET oe _ Wasutneton, January 17, 1951. 

Dear Carrer: Thank you for your letter of December 20, 1950, | 

enclosing a revised draft United States—-Japan bilateral security agree- 
| ment.t I am happy to note that this draft embodies most of the sug-, 

gestions offered in my letter of December 15[73].2 There are only a | 
few remaining points which I would like to bring to your attention, _ 

| noted in the enclosed memorandum. These points have been gone over | ; 
_ with Col. Babcock and Mr. Murchison and are believed to be acceptable : 

| — to them. | | a | 
- In regard to your request for a revision of the Department’s Draft 7 

| No. 4 of the treaty of peace,? I understand that you are now in 
| possession of the latest treaty documents. | 

Sincerely yours, ‘Dean Rusk | 

oe [Enclosure] _ _ | 

| , | MEMORANDUM _ | a 

_ Page 1, Preamble—It is believed that the State Department’s pre- 
viously suggested Preamble is to be preferred to that in the draft a 

agreement, even. with the changes therein. If the State draft as a | 
whole is unacceptable, it is suggested that the following paragraph 
from that draft, originally appearing in the agreement concluded _ 
with Great Britain in 1941 regarding leased naval and air bases, be | 
inserted in the revised Defense Department draft as a new fourth 

paragraph: | | a ws 

_ “And: desiring that this Agreement shall be fulfilled in a spirit of 
good neighbourliness between the Government of the United States 
of America and the Government of Japan, and that the details of — 
its practical application shall be arranged by friendly cooperation ;” + — 

A Ror texts, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 13873. _ | . 
 * Tbid., p. 1367. | , 

: _.* Presumably the draft of September 11, 1950, ibid., p. 1297 | 

_ *TThis change was made in draft No. 4 of a United States—Japan Bilateral Agree- | 
ment on Security, prepared in the Office for Occupied Areas, Department of the 
Army, January 18, 1951, not printed. (Lot 56D527: Office of Northeast Asian 
Affairs : Japanese Peace Treaty Files ) a |
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It will be necessary if the second paragraph of the Preamble and = 

paragraph 1 are to be consistent with the penultimate paragraph ofthe 

chapter on security in the peace treaty that these paragraphs be re- _ 

vised to provide that a superseding security arrangement must be 

acceptable to all nations contributing to the security forces in Japan, | 

not, necessarily, to the United States alone.® oe 

Page 2, paragraph 6—It is assumed that the reference to “security a 

forces of the United States and those of other signatories of the Treaty 

of Peace” is not intended to include Japan, though Japan will of : 

 gourse be a signatory. It is suggested that the word “Allied” be inserted 

, before “signatories”.® | - / 

Page 2, paragraphs 6 and 7—In the general reorganization in Chap- 7 

| ters II and III it would seem more logical to place paragraphs 6 and 

7, dealing with the initial, peacetime disposition of our forces, ahead 

| of paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5, dealing, except paragraph 5, with rights | 

of disposition and maneuver in time of hostilities or threatened hos- 

| tilities. Paragraph 8, dealing with the return of property used by our 

forces and claims, would appear later in connection with economic 

and housekeeping problems.’ os 

Page 3, paragraph 8, second sentence—Reading of this sentence 

seems to indicate the need for substituting “such” for “private” and — 

deleting “both real and personal” in the eighth line from the end.” 

Page 5, paragraph 3—It is believed that the jurisdiction question 

can be more satisfactorily dealt with solely on the basis of the cate-— oo 

gories of persons subject to U.S. Service Courts and authorities, with- a 

out reference to particular areas in Japan under U.S. control. The , 

following draft is accordingly proposed in place of the present para- 

graph 13:7 | i 

“13. The Service Courts and authorities of the Government of the 

United States shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any offenses which 

may be committed in Japan by members of the United States security — 

forces or by civilian personnel attached to such forces and subject to _ 

military law. If cases arise in which for special reasons the Service 

authorities of the Government of the United States may prefer not 

to exercise such jurisdiction the Government of Japan upon being so , 

notified shall be free to exercise jurisdiction.” ” - | 

. 'The suggested change was made in the Preamble of the draft cited in foot- 

note 1 above, but not in its numbered paragraph 1. - 

-  6The mentioned clause, as rewritten in the draft cited in footnote 1 above, read: 

“« |. sectirity forces of the United States and those of other Allied and Asso- ~ 

cited powers contributing forces with the ‘consent of the United States govern- 

etn change suggested was not made in the draft cited in footnote 1, above.
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Addition of the following might increase the acceptability of the | 
provision to the Japanese: | Be 

“Assurance is given that the Service courts and authorities of the 
| ‘United States forces in Japan will be willing and able to try and on | 

| conviction to punish all criminal offenses which members of the United : 
States forces may be alleged on sufficient evidence to have committed — | 
in Japan, and that the United States authorities will be willing in | 

_ principle to investigate and deal appropriately with any alleged crimi- | 
| nal offenses committed by such forces in Japan which may be brought | 

to their attention by the competent authorities of Japan or which the 
| United States authorities may find have taken place.” * 

Page 7, paragraph 18—It is suggested that the words “in accord- 

ance with criteria or arrangements heretofore followed and” be 
omitted. This phrase would seem likely to lead to difficulties in connec- _ 
tion with a contribution of Japanese forces, and to be unnecessary for 
other forces while the condition that the contribution must be “after 
agreement with the United States Government” remains.® = | 

Page 7, paragraph 19—It is noted that the phrase “as determined 
by the United States”, giving the United States the right to say 
when hostilities threaten and the U.S. commander should therefore — 
assume command of all forces in Japan, has been deleted. It would 

- seem important that this right be clearly lodged in the United States, 
and that the phrase should accordingly be retained. = | 
~ ‘The words “prior to the adoption by the United Nations or other- | 

| wiss of a security arrangement hereinbefore described,” included in 
| the present draft, seem unnecessary, considering that paragraph 1 on Oo 

page 2 prescribes the effective period of the whole agreement. - a 
The previous draft spoke of placing “all armed forces” in Japan 

- under the commander of the U.S. security forces in time of war. This _ 
has. been: rephrased to read: “. .. all allied or associated forces in 
Japan, the National Police Reserve, or any other Japanese forces 
which may be lawfully utilized by the Japanese Government for 
the defense of Japan...” The former, short phrase would seem a 
adequate, and would avoid the question of whether the National | 
Police Reserve is at present expressly authorized by law for use against 

vexternalaggression.® 

~ ®The change suggested was not made in the draft cited in footnote 1, above. 
 * This change was made in the draft cited in footnote 1 above. = = 
*In the draft cited in footnote 1 above, numbered paragraph 19 of Chapter | 

, VIII reads as follows: “In the event of hostilities or imminently threatened ~~ 
hostilities in the Japan area, as determined by the United States. government, oe 
all allied or associated forces in Japan, .the-National Police Reserve, and all. 7 

- other Japanese armed forces, shall be placed under the unified. command of a 
| Supreme Commander designated by the United States government after con- 

sSultation with the governments committing: forces: to the defense of Japan.”
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| 894.00/1-1851 | | — | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant 

Oo " (Alléson)* | 

‘SECRET [WasHiIneton,] January 18, 1951. — 

Subject: Japan oe . | | 

Participants: Charles E. Wilson, Office of Defense Mobilization ? 
—— Sidney Weinberg, Office of Defense Mobilization | 

.. General Lucius Clay, Office of Defense Mobilization * 
John Foster Dulles, Department of State 

| - John M. Allison, Department of State | 

| Mr. Dulles called on Mr. Wilson to explain the purpose of his 
Mission to Japan insofar as it affected the operations of Mr. Wilson’s 

agency. Mr. Dulles pointed out that, in accordance with the letter 
to him from the President, his Mission was to discover whether or 

not it would be possible to get a reliable commitment of the Japanese 
nation to the cause of the free world. In order to accomplish this, the 

| United States would have to make certain military and economic 
commitments to the Japanese of a general nature. As far as the mili- 

a tary side of the problem is concerned, there was complete agreement 
| between the State and Defense Department over the necessity of con-— 

tributing substantial forces to the defense of the island chain of which 
Japan forms a part. In regard to economic problems, if Japan is to 
be on the side of the free world, it will be necessary to assure that its 
industry can keep running and that it will receive sufficient quanti- - 
ties of the necessary raw materials, particularly coking coal and iron 
ore. It was from this point of view that Mr. Dulles wished to talk to 
Mr. Wilson and his associates, for if the United States were to use 
all of these materials for its own industry and not be willing to make 
reasonable quantities available to the Japanese, it would be futile to 
expect the Japanese to keep away from Communism. Mr. Wilson | 

| expressed complete agreement with the objectives outlined by Mr. 
| Dulles, but pointed out that false hopes should not. be held out to the 

Japanese and that they should be induced to be realistic in their ex- 
pectations of what might become available. As the discussion pro- | 

| gressed and it became evident that, insofar as iron ore and coking 
coal were concerned, Japan’s needs were comparatively modest—5 
million tons of the former and 2 million of the latter—both Mr. Wilson 

1On January 16 Mr. Allison had been designated by President Truman as > | 
Deputy to Mr. Dulles, with a simultaneous appointment as Minister in the Office 
of the U.S. Political Adviser to SCAP. , 

? Mr. Wilson was Director of the ODM. : | 
- 3Myr. Weinberg and General Clay were both Special Assistants to Mr. Wilson.
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and General Clay expressed the opinion that 1t would probably be | 

| possible to assure a continuance of these quantities if necessary. Mr. | 

Dulles pointed out that Japan formerly had obtained large quantities | 

of iron ore from Malaya and the Philippines and that these sources : 
could possibly be re-activated so that the burden on the United States 
would be lessened. General Clay expressed considerable concern over si 

| any assurances of continuing large exports of cotton to Japan, as | 
this commodity was apparently going to be in short supply. | 

General Clay pointed out further that it was not possible at this | 
time to make any commitments regarding specific quantities or types | : 
of material which might be available and that presumably at some | 
time it would be necessary for some agency of the Government, possibly : 
the State Department, to make a decision as to what the priorities : 

| would be among all the various applicants for raw materials. Mr. | : 
Dulles stated that he understood this thoroughly and is not expecting | 
any such commitments at this time, but merely wanted to apprise . 
Mr. Wilson and his colleagues of the problem and of the necessity | 
of being able to give some general assurance to the Japanese. Mr. 

| Dulles emphasized that, should the Soviets obtain the industrial power 
of Germany and Japan, it would place them in such a position of | 

strength that it would be necessary for the United States to spend | 
more and produce more to offset this difference, so that it really was 

-. -to the interest of the United States to make it possible for Japan | 
to stay on our side. The meeting closed with Mr. Wilson’s expressing | 
complete understanding of the situation and agreement that it was 

| important to keep the Japanese on our side. - a 

Lot 54D423 | ne | | | 

The Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the United States Political | 
| a Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) © | | 

_ PERSONAL = SECRET | - Wasutneron, January 19, 1951. 

 - Dear Bri: This will be a general catch-all letter to bring you up to 
_ date on some of the things that have been happening, some of our 

worries, and to explain to you what may have been a surprise to you, 
| namely my assignment to Tokyo. | | 

[Here follows Mr. Allison’s discussion of hisappointment as Deputy =—=s_—™ 
to Mr. Dulles. ] : 

— We have not said anything about it to the press, and do not intend | 
to until the time comes nearer, but it is our intention at present that 

- Dulles, Stan Babcock and I will go on down to Manila and Canberra _ 

- 538-617—77-——52
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after our talks in Tokyo.t Bob Fearey is bringing with him not only 
| this letter but many other papers, and you should get him to show you © 

at once the letter of instructions to Mr. Dulles from the President? _ 
| which will give you the general terms of reference of our Mission. 

This letter of instructions was approved not only by Secretary Ache- 
son and Secretary Marshall, but also by all of the Joint Chiefs, so it 

is a pretty solid statement of general policy. It is in connection with 
that part of the letter which refers to exploring the possibility of a | 
Pacific Ocean security arrangement that we would be going on down 
to Manila and Australia. Bob. will ‘also have with him Mr. Dulles’ 

| draft * of a possible Pacific Pact. This is all very tentative at present 
| and we, of course, will want to get your ideas about the matters, as 

| well as those of General MacArthur. Assistant Secretary Johnson and | 
General Magruder will not accompany us south, and it is possible | 

| that we will ask Bob Fearey to come back directly to Washington and 
» bring back the results of our talks in Japan, although this has not been 

finally determined. no | : 
- One of our problems will be keeping the military end of our Mis- 
sion in line, I am afraid. Stan Babcock is all right in every respect, 
as I am sure you know, but General Magruder is a stubborn man, and 
sometimes is very irritating. He is inclined to want to keep a sharp 

| rein on the Japanese and does not always show an appreciation of _ 
other people’s sensibilities. He also is not completely sold, I think, 
on the idea of our pushing ahead with an early peace settlement al- 
though he has gone along with us to date. It may be that you will = 

| want to consider the possibility of suggesting to General MacArthur 
that he give a few words of caution to our military colleagues and let | 
them know early in the discussions his general attitude which, as near 
as I can tell, is much more close to that of the State Department than — 
is General Magruder’s. Mr. Johnson, whom you may not know, is a 

| | nice young man, but has literally no experience in Japanese affairs, ) 
so J am not sure how much assistance he will be. Any ideas you have 

1Mr. Dulles and his party, known collectively as the “Dulles Mission,” left | 
Washington on January 22 and arrived in Tokyo the evening of January 25. ©. 
Ambassador Dulles, his wife, Mr. Allison, Robert A. Fearey of. the Office of 
Northeast Asian Affairs, and Colonel Babcock left Tokyo for Manila on Febru- 
ary 11. (Mr. Fearey had arrived in Japan somewhat in advance of the rest of 
the Mission, probably on January 23.) Earl D. Johnson, Assistant Secretary 

| of the Army, John D. Rockefeller ITI, a Consultant to the Mission, and General 
Magruder arrived in Tokyo with Mr. Dulles but left Tokyo for Washington on 
February 10. . | | : 

? Of January 10, p. 788. | | 
* Exactly which draft is here referred to is uncertain. For a draft of January 3, _ 

which forms the enclosure to a memorandum of January 4 from Mr. Allison to 
Ambassador at Large Philip Jessup, see p. 133. oO oT | 

A draft of January 9 forms the enclosure to a memorandum of that day from 
Mr. Dulles to Jack B. Tate, Deputy Legal Adviser (neither printed). Revisions | 
in the January 9 draft were largely stylistic. (Lot 54D423) |
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as to how to handle this situation will be most gratefully received upon _ 

our arrival. Bob Fearey will show you, if you have not already seen _ 

it, the draft bilateral agreement prepared by Magruder’s shop and : 

will tell you some of our difficulties on that score. We understand that | 

~ General MacArthur has approved the latest draft, and in general so | 

have we, but I still think it leaves much to bedesired. eyed | 

~ Tnasmuch as we will have more time than we did last summer, it : 

will probably be possible to space out our various interviews so that | 

there will be adequate opportunity for reflection and discussion among | 

ourselves between various meetings. Mr. Dulles is very much interested 

in the economic problems in Japan’s future and I know would welcome | 

interviews with some of the Japanese leaders in the fields of economics 

and finance. He has been particularly concerned with what could 

be done to offset the loss of Japan’s normal trading areas in China | 

and Manchuria and the possible loss of Southeast Asian countries to 

Communism. Your ideas and those of your staff will be most helpful — 

| on points such as this. as eee | 

Another problem which naturally concerns us is internal security 

in Japan prior to a peace settlement, and in this connection we were _ 

most interested in Finn’s report from Hokkaido on the National Police 

| ‘Reserve.t As you may know, the most recent Saturday Evening Post 

~ gontained a long article with colored illustrations on the Police 

Reserve. I have not yet had time to read it, but intend to before I 

leave. I wish something could be done to prevent such articles being 

printed as I think they do more harm than good, but I know there a 

ig little, if anything, that you can do about it. In this general con- 

nection, in background talks which we have recently had with the © 

press, Mr. Dulles has attempted to play down the idea that we are 

going out on a mission to re-arm Japan, and while we have not shrunk | 
from stating that in our opinion Japan will sooner or later have to 

assume at least part of the burden of its own defense, nevertheless _ | 

we do not wish this Mission looked upon as a re-armament mission. | 

We are also stressing the fact that thisisin truth anexploratory trip, | 

| that we do not intend to make any commitments or ask for any final a 

commitments, but rather that we wish to assess the situation again | 

| and see how Japan is feeling now about the world situation and their | | 

partinit. _—— | _ | ee | 

[Here follows a discussion of the Dulles Mission’s traveling plans.| __ 
 Withbestregards. | : a 

_ Sincerely yours, | — oo. Joun M. ALLISON _ 

* Reference is to Richard B. Finn, Vice Consul at Sapporo, and his despatch No. 
48 to Tokyo of December 21, which had been enclosed with Tokyo’s despatch No. 
896 of January 4. Neither is printed, but see the partial summary in the memo- 

randum of January 19,infra.. = | on Ts we ,
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804.511/1-451 | | | 

Memorandum by Mr. Douglas W. Overton of the Office of Northeast — 
| Asian Affairs to the Acting Director of That Office (Johnson) _ 

SECRET | | [Wasuineron,] January 19, 1951. 

—_ Subject: National Police Reserve (Tokyo’s despatches no. 896, 
Jan. 4, 1951, and 919, Jan. 9, 1951)? 

These two despatches contain the latest available information on 
| the National Police Reserve. No. 919 is particularly interesting in 

that it is based on authoritative information received by Mr. Sebald 
| from Major General Fox,? who is charged with over-all policy direc- 

tion for the formation of the Reserve. The present status of the Reserve 
_ may be summed up as follows: 

1. Organization. Under the direct supervision of the Civil Affairs , 
| Section, GHQ, SCAP. Units vary from 1000 to 5000 men. Officer Can- 

didate School for men selected from ranks is in operation at Etajima. 
2. Support. Japanese Government provides pay, allowances, lodg- 

ing, transportation, and other needs that can be locally met. Civil 
Affairs Section provides American officers as instructors as well as: 
necessary ordnance, ammunition, communications and technical equip- 
ment which cannot be manufactured or procured in Japan. 

| 3. Personnel. To some extent the officer cadre includes former offi- 
| cers of the Japanese Army who have been depurged during the past. 

six months. Relatively competent officers are available only as far 
a as battalion level, with the result that so far it has not been possible 

to organize the Reserve on a regimental or divisional basis. SCAP 
ts contemplating depurging, with some exceptions, regular army and 
navy officers who entered the service subsequent to the Manchurian. 
Incident of 1931. This would provide a substantial reservoir of younger 
officers, previously employed below policy levels, to man the higher 

| echelons of the Reserve. SCAP has also orally advised Yoshida that. 
_ the Occupation has no objection to doubling the Reserve if the Japa- 

: nese Government deems such action necessary or advisable. | 
4. Armament. At present only carbines. Plans have been made to 

_ provide light and heavy machine guns and 2.5 bazookas. It is hoped 
that eventually artillery and tanks can also be provided. GHQ, has: | 
requested the Department of the Army to place procurement for the | 
Reserve on an equal basis of priority with the ROK Army. | a 

5. Morale. Excellent. Screening against communist infiltration con- 
sidered effective. | 7 

| 6. Disposition of forces. Present plans call for stationing of 16,000 
men in Hokkaido, with units at Obihiro, Engaru, and Penmoi (7). _ 

(. Political implications. Soviet Member has not yet raised objections _ 
| in the ACJ. However, Mr. Sebald has no doubt that they will eventu- 

ally raise the issue, probably when a more definitive point in equip- 

?-Neither printed. | | 
* Alonzo P. Fox, Deputy Chief of Staff, GHQ, SCAP. | 
*The Allied Council for Japan was established and structured by the com- 

muniqué cited in footnote 3, p. 782. a
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ment and training has been reached. He believes that it is essential - | 
at this stage to lay the groundwork for countering the anticipated | 
Soviet charges, which in the light of the facts set forth above can be : 
rebutted only with considerable difficulty. 

794.0221/1-2251 a a 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 
Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET =  ~—_... [Wasutneton,] January 25, 1951. | 
Subject: Pay-As-You-Go Arrangements for Japan | 
_ At the Wake Island conference,! agreement was reached in prin- 
ciple that U.S. forces in Japan should be put on a pay-as-you-go basis, __ 
and the President directed the Secretary of the Army to work out 4 
recommendations with the Department of State and submit them to 

the President for hisapproval. | | ae oo 
| Representatives of the State Department have reached agreement | 

with representatives of the Department of the Army and the Treasury 
Department that a partial pay-as-you-go policy, effective July 1, 1951, | 
should be adopted for all U.S. occupation forces in Japan. The policy | 
should provide for the payment of approximately 50% of the yen. 
cost of the maintenance of all U.S. occupation troops in Japan, the - 

_ remaining yen costs to be met by the Japanese Government. This | 

policy will apply during U.S. fiscal year 1952, it being understood 
that future policy will be covered in a bilateral agreement to be effec- 
tive simultaneously with the Japanese peace settlement, and that the 
whole question will be carefully reviewed before the 1952 arrangement 
is continued or extended to other areas. | | | | 

_ A 50% arrangement is considered politically advantageous and for 

the fiscal year 1952 will involve dollar earnings for Japan approxi- 
mately equal to the estimated deficit in Japan’s international payments, | 
which it had been proposed to defray by a GARIOA appropriation 
of $140 million. The partial pay-as-you-go arrangement will eliminate _ | 
the GARIOA appropriation request. 

Recommendation — | | 
It is recommended that you sign the attached letter to Secretary - 

| Marshall, enclosing the draft of a letter to be addressed by himtothe _ 
President.? | | | | 

| _ * For documentation on the conference held at Wake Island on October 15,1950, | 
see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, pp. 946 ff. | | : | 

* Not printed. The letter was sent January 30. | 
_ * Not printed. This memorandum and its enclosures had been cleared by, among - 

- Others, the Bureau of German Affairs. : | 
In a memorandum of March 2 to Clement HB. Conger, Staff Assistant in the 

Bureau of German Affairs, Mr. Fearey stated in part: “Institution of a 50%. | 
pay-as-you-go plan for the remainder of the occupation [of Japan] was finally . | 

_ approved by the President a few days ago.” (694.001/3-251)
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| Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty | . 

| — Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast’ 

| Asian Affairs to the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) 

- CONFIDENTIAL , Toxyo, January 20, 1951. 

| Jiro Shirasu, aide to Mr. Yoshida, came in on Tuesday and made: 

a number of points which he asked me to pass on to you. ‘There is. 

reason to believe that he came at Mr. Yoshida’s request. While many 

Americans have reservations about Shirasu personally, he has long 

| been a close friend and adviser to Mr. Yoshida. He came to the United 

States as the personal representative of the Prime Minister about a. 

year ago and had a number of conversations with Mr. Butterworth.” 

OL Shirasu said that Yoshida has had to adopt the public position: _ 

on rearmament which he has because (1) it would have been inappro- 

priate for him as Prime Minister to take any other position in view of . 

the Allied occupation decisions against Japan’s maintaining armed. 

forces; (2) criticism would have been occasioned in Australia, New 

Zealand and the Philippines which might have impeded a treaty; | 

(3) the Japanese Government has not yet been directly apprised of 

| U.S. plans and intentions with respect to Japan’s future security. | 

While Shirasu also mentioned Yoshida’s concern over a revival of 

military influence in Japan, I obtained the impression, as has long been 

| suspected, that Yoshida’s equivocal position on rearmament has been 

: a matter of public policy rather than of personal opinion, 
2. The “no-war?” provisions of the Constitution should and can 

without great difficulty be amended at an early date to “permit. 

rearmament. | | oe a : 

_ 3. The U.S. should utilize Japanese industrial capacity to the full © 

in the coming period of shortages to help supply the needs of the free 

world. There can be no more effective way of firmly binding Japan to- 

the free world. | | | : 

4, Ambassador Dulles should leave to Mr. Yoshida the task of 

. securing the support of other major parties for the treaty understand- 

ings which may be worked out. He should not seek to obtain that sup- 

| port: himself through direct conversations with opposition leaders. 

( Ambassador Sebald has pointed to the obvious element of self-interest. 

in this proposal, and believes that conversations with representatives 

of other parties should be held at some stage. ) a | 

5. Japanese Government economists are generally incompetent. Mr. 

Dulles should see leading private businessmen to obtain an accurate 

understanding of economic issues. Shirasu would be glad to arrange 

a meeting with such businessmen. | 

1This memorandum was also addressed to Mr. Allison. | a 

2W. Walton Butterworth at the time of his talks with Mr. Shirasu was 7 

Ambassador-designate to Sweden, but was temporarily assigned duties con- 

nected with a Japanese peace treaty. Mr. Butterworth’s memorandum of his con- 

versation held May 1, 1950, with Mr. Shirasu, together with his memorandum 

of May 8 to the Secretary commenting on Mr. Shirasu’s visit, neither printed, 

are filed under 694.001/5-150. - a oo
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6. It would be a serious mistake, greatly reducing the benefits which | 
| may otherwise be derived from a treaty, to transfer title to the Ryukyus | 

and-Bonins from Japan. Japan is prepared to give the U.S. all re-. 
quired military rights there for as long as necessary, but the Japanese | 
people will not understand why these peacefully acquired islands, | 
populated, as they consider, by people as Japanese as any other, should : 
be taken from them. Such action would be a continual source of bitter- 

_ ness, a bitterness shared by himself and other educated Japanese no 
_ lessthanbythemasses. SE ge he | 

In the course of a courtesy call which I paid with Mr. Boehringer ® | 
on General Marquat, Chief of the Economic and Scientific Section, | 
the General said that he would like very much to talk with Ambas-— | 

_ sador Dulles some time during his visit regarding basic Japanese 
economic problems. He mentioned some studies which his staff is pre- 
paring on the role which Japan might play in the production and trade 

_ of the free world. | | | (oan eek 

| - § Carl H. Boehringer, Counselor for Economic Affairs in the Office of the U.S. 
Political AdvisertoSCAP.... .- oe 

Lot 56D527 , ee ote eden - feb oe | | cone Pe laree | - | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast Asian’ 
| Affairs | a 

‘TOP SECRET a — Oo | [Toxyvo—1951.] | 

Minutes—Dvutiss Mission Starr Meerine January 26,10:00 A M? | 

| Space Oa ' oe ae 

| Ambassador Dulles expressed regret that General MacArthur had | 
| placed the Defense members of the Mission in a separate building. It 

_ was his understanding that all of the staff had been assigned to help 
him and that the Mission was to work as a unit. It was decided that the 
Defense members would keep their offices in the Dai Ichi Building 

| but that rooms would also be made available for them in the Diplomatic 
Section. It was further decided that use might be made of the Allied 

_ Council rooms for conferences with the Japanese ata later date. ne 

General MacArthur's Role 7 TN SEES | 
_ Ambassador Sebald read the attached memorandum 2 indicating that © | 
General MacArthur did not wish to play an active part in the Mission’s 

| work but only to be brought in if difficulties arose. Ambassador Dulles 
said that he had relied on General MacArthur’s judgment as to the type | 

*The minutes of the Dulles Mission’s staff meetings lack the usual lists 
of participants. | | SG - 
"Reference is apparently to Mr. Sebald’s memorandum of his conversation 

with General MacArthur, January 16, p. 800. |
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| of peace which could be made, and that the proposals which he would 

be trying to sell to the Japanese were basically General MacArthur’s. 

If he failed he did not want to have placed himself in a position where 

it could be charged that the failure was due to the fact that General 

MacArthur had not been present to express his own views. His help 

was important particularly in connection with the bilateral. Do we get 

the right to station as many troops in Japan as we want where we want 

and for as long as we want or do we not? That is the principal question. _ 

General MacArthur said last June that Japan would give us this right 

and we have proceeded blindly on that basis. Any government which 

does give us such privileges, however, will be vulnerable to attack as | 

having permitted a derogation of Japan’s sovereignty. Our proposalis 

going to be difficult to put across. General MacArthur’s influence is 

| likely to be decisive; it is doubtful if the Mission can succeed without 

his help. | | | oo 

Ambassador Sebald said that General MacArthur had had a long | 

- talk with the Prime Minister a week ago and had told Ambassador 

_ Sebald that he had laid the groundwork for the Mission’s task. 
It was agreed that Ambassador Dulles would not endeavor to per- 

suade General MacArthur to change his conception of his basic role _ 

in the discussions, but he would want and need General MacArthur’s 
help. | Op 

Courtesies Bs 

| Ambassador Dulles asked if there were any courtesies he should. | 
attend to, such as leaving a card on the Prime Minister. Ambassador 

Sebald said that there were not. | | 

Non-Partisan Support. ; | | 
Ambassador Dulles said that anything the Mission did should have | 

| broad, non-partisan support so it could have confidence that agree- 

ments reached would not be repudiated after the treaty went into effect. 

Should he negotiate just with Mr. Yoshida? Ambassador Sebald 
recommended that Ambassador Dulles speak first with the Prime _ 

| Minister and at that time ask for his suggestions on the matter. Am- 

bassador Sebald thought that at some stage it would be advisable for 
Ambassador Dulles to talk with the opposition leaders. It was decided 

| that Ambassador Dulles would tell Mr. Yoshida of the importance he 

attached to a broad basis of political support for the understandings 

achieved and see what proposals the Prime Minister came up with to | 

meet this need. If the proposals were inadequate Mr. Dulles would tell . 
‘Mr. Yoshida so and an effort would be made to evolve better ones* = 

8 According to Mr. Fearey’s minutes of the Mission’s staff meeting held 10 . 

a.m. January 27, Ambassador Dulles in part observed that the “. .. Versailles
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Purpose of Mission = 
Ambassador Dulles described the purpose of the Mission to be to | 

find out in very considerable detail what sort of treaty the Japanese 

are at least prepared to make with the United States. We do not want 

an agreement but we want to know we can get an agreement, that : 

| there is a genuine meeting of minds on all important issues. There 

should be a text with which the Japanese are familiar, one at least 

as detailed as the précis of the treaty handed the British, Australian 

and New Zealand Ambassadors in Washington.* A United States— 

Japan understanding is the first thing to seek. If the U.S. does not deal . 

- with the British, for example, on the basis of a firm understanding 

with the Japanese they will raise all kinds of issues. If we have that 

- understanding we can invite the British and others to come along and 

they probablywil | te 

Procedure a | | 

Ambassador Sebald asked whether we would want to keep our dis- 

closures to the Japanese out of the press. Ambassador Dulles replied 

that we would not need to discuss general U.S. treaty concepts in 

- much’ greater detail than they are set forth in the already published 

U.S. seven-point statement of principles. It would be desirable, how- 

ever, to keep the bilateral as secret as possible We would not want 

| to give the Soviets an excuse to say that we were going ahead alone, _ 

, or to provide them with a pretext for invasion. Ambassador Sebald 

said that in that event it would be unwise to discuss the bilateral out- 

| side of the Government as there is no responsibility on the part of the 
opposition parties. Within the Government he thought it would be © 

feasible to talk in confidence only at the highest levels, down to the 
rank of Vice-Minister. Foreign Office officials were more reliable than | 
others and it might be possible to talk to lower officials of that Min- 
istry. When General Magruder asked how we would then know that — 
the Japanese as a whole accept what is agreed to, the reply was made 

| that that problem would have to be discussed with the Prime Minister. | 

Treaty stigmatized the socialist government which signed it and provided the 
reactionaries with a platform on which they were able to climb to power. 

| “The U.S. draft looks like a liberal treaty but already there are rumblings 
against certain of the territorial provisions. We do. not want to crucify. the 
party that makes the treaty. Perhaps we should inform Yoshida that we are 
unwilling to negotiate unless he creates a coalition. group with whom we can | 
deal on a genuinely non-partisan basis and whose participation will guarantee, | 
as far as anything can, that the treaty will stick. While Yoshida may have © 

_ been making efforts in that direction some open manifestation is needed com- 
parable to the inclusion of leading Republicans in the delegation to San Francisco. 
If the opposition parties do not like the treaty let them say so now.” (Lot . 
54D423) TN SE feng nee SS | 

* This précis forms the attachment to Mr. Allison’s memorandum of a con- 
, versation held between Sir Oliver Franks, Ambassador Dulles, and other officials 

on J anuary 12, p. 792. | | 
: Of September 11, 1950. For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 1296. ,
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It was agreed that it would be advisable to seek a meeting of minds 
on the broad principles of the treaty before taking up the bilateral 

- with the Japanese Government. The procedure might be to discuss 
the seven-point statement of principles first, then the eight-point 
treaty précis, and then the bilateral. Ambassador Sebald suggested > _ 
that Mr. Allison and he call on Mr. Yoshida the following day and 

| hand him copies of the seven-point statement of principles and the —_—T 
tentative agenda ® prepared on the plane. Mr. Yoshida would then 
not have to come cold to his first meeting with Mr. Dulles, which might 
therefore be more fruitful. It was decided that this should be done. 

Supervision of Post-Treaty Aid | | ee 

General Magruder said that he had talked to General Fox about the. 
question of possible post-treaty supervision of the Japanese economy a 

| and General Fox had said that such was not envisaged by responsible __ 
: Headquarters officials. Ambassador Dulles said that if we give Japan 

post-treaty economic aid we may have to reserve rights in connection 
with that aid, but that we would not wish to put anything in the treaty 
on the subject. It was agreed that the Japanese might desire continu- 

| ing advice from Mr. Dodge? and others but that if they do they will | 
askforit, = a a | : 

Mr. Rockefeller’s Work | teen 

Ambassador Dulles said that one reason why he had invited Mr. 
: Rockefeller to join the Mission was that he wanted it understood in | 

Japan that we were not thinking entirely in military and economic . 
terms but also hoped to strengthen long-range cultural relations be- 

| tween the United States and Japan.* This was one phase of the Mis- 
sion’s work on which publicity was actually desirable. | 

a Press Relations. = 7 | 

It was decided that Mr. Allison should meet with the press daily to 
| provide such information about the Mission’s activities as could ap- 

propriately be revealed. __ ee 
Meetings with Japanese Individuals and Groups — oe 
Ambassador Dulles said that he did not wish to have treaty talks 

with any Japanese unless the interview had been arranged through 
Mr. Yoshida. He did not want to appear to be going behind the back - 
of the Government, or to give people an opportunity to report him as __ 

* Undated, printed infra. | | 
"Joseph M. Dodge, U.S. Minister and Financial Adviser to SCAP, 1949-1952, 

_ * ¥or further information regarding the views of Ambassador Dulles concerning 
cultural relations, see the editorial note, p. 825. | a _
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having said something different from what responsible Government - 

leaders had pictured him as having said. His present mission was for | 

the purpose of negotiating with the responsible heads of the Govern- 

ment, and he did not wish to see as many private individuals or groups 

as on his previous visit. This did not mean, however, that he would not : 

wish to see a few persons privately, such as a personal representative | 

of the Emperor. Ambassador Sebald suggested that the best procedure 

might be for him to invite a selected list of prominent individuals toa | | 

number of receptions at his house where they could meet Mr. Dulles 

under semi-social conditions. Ambassador Dulles agreed that this | 

- would be the best plan. It was further agreed that it would be desirable Oo , 

for Ambassador Dulles, or in some cases Mr. Allison, to see the Chiefs _ 

| of the Missions in Tokyo of the nations principally concerned with the 

Japanese peace settlement. | en - 

Pacifie Pact | WE es | oS | 

Ambassador Dulles raised the question of what he could say to the | 

Prime Minister regarding a Pacific Pact. He suggested that without 

going into any detail as to what such a pact might contain he might be 

able to use the idea of a pact as a selling point with the Japanese. He 

gould point out that the liberal type of treaty which the U.S. envisaged 
was encountering considerable opposition from certain countries, but 

that the United States was prepared to go the limit in assurances to — 

Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines in order to obtain their 

assent to such a treaty if Japan, for its part, would agree to the secu- 

rity arrangements the United States proposed. So —— | 

— Purgees a oo Br ce 

Ambassador Sebald raised the question of whether Ambassador 

Dulles should see certain prominent purgees, such as Ichiro Hatoyamae 

likely successor to Mr. Yoshida as Prime Minister after a treaty. While | 

_ noting that many observers believe that some purgees. have the best — 
knowledge of conditions to be secured in Japan, he recommended that. _ 
Ambassador Dulles not see any purgees. Ambassador Dulles said that 
the occupation has put a pattern on Japanese life that is extremely 

artificial, and that he did not want to antagonize elements that are | 
really very powerful. At the same time he did not wish to embarrass _ 

the occupation by seeing persons whom it had excluded from public 
| life. No firm decision was reached on the question, = = | | 

*Ichiro Hatoyama had held portfolios in several prewar cabinets. Removed 

from the purge list later in 1951, he became Prime Minister in 1954. :
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Tokyo Post Files : 820.1 Peace Treaty | : | | 

| Undated Agenda Handed the Prime Minister of Japan (Y oshida)* 

- | | | ss FEn route to Tokyo, January ?, 1951.] 

: SuceEstep AGENDA | 

| In addition to discussion of the general principles which should 
govern the future relation between Japan and the United States, the 
following specific topics are suggested for detailed discussion : | 

1. Territorial: How to carry out the Surrender Terms that “Jap- 
anese sovereignty shall be limited to the islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, 
Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we may determine”. 

9. Security: How to provide for security following the ending of — 
occupation, = _ - a 

! | 3. Rearmament: What, if any, provisions should restrict Japan’s 
future rearmament. — - oo 

4. Human rights, etc.: What, if any, undertakings or declarations 
should be made by Japan in this respect and in relation to occupation 
reforms.  =§=§=—=——. CCN So , a | 

5. Cultural relations: What, if any, continuing relations can be 
developed inthis respect. SO | 

| 6. International Welfare: To what mternational conventions deal- 
| ing with elimination of trade in narcotics, preservation of wildlife, 

etc.should Japanadheree = = ©. HS 2 
7. Heonomics: What, if any, provisions should restrict Japan’s _ 

future economic activities as regards certain industries, eg. ship 
building. _ | re | 

8. Trade: What will be the post-war basis of Japan’s trade with 
other countries, e.g. “most-favored-nation”. | oe 

9. Fisheries: Possible voluntary prohibition of Japanese use of _ 
United States conserved fisheries. | | 

| 10. Leparation and war claims: What should be the treaty provi- 
sions in these respects. Japanese gold. , | 
_ 11. Post-war clams: How will Japan deal with GARIOA 
indebtedness. | re . a 

| 12. War criminals: Where should reside the future authority over | 
those convicted by war tribunals. ~ - Oo | | 

13. Procedure: What should be the future procedure, having regard 
to the probable attitude of the Soviet Union and thestatusofChina. | 

+This agenda was handed the Prime Minister during a conversation held 
January 26 between him, Ambassador Sebald, and Mr. Allison. Also handed to 
Mr. Yoshida was the document cited in footnote 5, p. 8138. ee 

Both these documents are enclosures’ to the unsigned memorandum of the 
mentioned conversation, not printed. (Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty )
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Lot 54D423 | | - 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office | 

7 of Northeast Asian Affairs | 

ss CONFIDENTIAL | [Torxo,] January 26, 1951. 

Participants: John M: Chang, Korean Ambassador to the United | 
a States ee | 

Ambassador Dulles : | 
| _ Mr. Fearey oo | 

| [Here follows a discussion of questions relating to the Korean war.] _ 
_ Ambassador Chang went on to say that President Rhee had strongly 
criticized him for the supplicative tone of his recent note to the | 
Department on the question of Korean participation in a Japanese | 
peace settlement. President Rhee considers that Korea is entitled to 

- participate as a matter of right, and should not have to plead for its 
proper place in the negotiations: Ambassador Dulles said that ithas 
always been the U.S. position that Korea should participate, and | 

that he has held as full discussion with the Korean Government re- 
garding the treaty as with most FEC countries. He explained that _ 

with the initial discussions with our Allies completed, he had come 

to Japan to obtain the views of the Japanese Government on the 
United States seven-point statement of principles, following which 
he planned to talk again with representatives of the FEC nations, — | 

__Indonesia, Korea and Ceylon. He said that the procedure of bilateral 
discussions had been adopted largely in order to deprive certain . 
nations of opportunity to maintain that the North Korean and Chinese 
Communist regimes, rather than the Republic of Korea and the Chi- | | 
nese National Government, should represent Korea and China in the | 
negotiations, and that the United States would continue to support 

_ the right of the ROK to participate in the Japanese peace settlement. | 

[Here follows a discussion of the offer to Ambassador Chang of _ 
the Prime Ministry of Korea.] | BO 7 | 

| *OfrJ anuary 20, not printed. oe - |
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Lot 54D423 | | | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office — 

- of Northeast Asian Affairs : 

TOP SECRET — FToxxo,] January 27, 1951. 

Participants: Dulles Mission = | 

| General MacArthur | | | 

| Ambassador Sebald — 

| [Here follows an evaluation by General MacArthur of the situation 

in Korea] 9 | 

- Ambassador Dulles thanked General MacArthur for his illuminat-  _ 

| ing exposition and, turning to the problem of the peace settlement, 

outlined his conception of how he and General MacArthur should — 

work together for the common goal of an early, well conceived treaty. 

Noting that the security proposals which the Mission would be pre- 

senting to the Japanese are directly based on a memorandum sub- 

mitted by General MacArthur last June,* he expressed the hope that 

General MacArthur would work in close cooperation and partnership 

with the Mission to secure Japan’s acceptance of these proposals, of 

which he was in fact the author. Considering General MacArthur’s 

assistance and support indispensable to the success of his mission, 

Ambassador Dulles said he did not propose to let General MacArthur. 

| off the hook. He neither intended to let himself move away from 

General MacArthur nor to let General MacArthur get away from _ 

; him. He recognized that General MacArthur possessed Allied respon- 

sibilities as SCAP in addition to his purely U.S. responsibilities but 

hoped that in his U.S. capacity he would be willing to participate 

fully in the effort to achieve the desired understandings with the 

J apanese. | | oe | | 

General MacArthur replied that he would be available to the Mission 

at any time day or night to contribute his advice and support. How- 

ever, in order to avoid possible charges that he was employing his 

powers as SCAP to compel particular peace arrangements, he did | 

not believe that he should participate in the day to day discussions but 

should remain available to throw his influence into the balance if 

difficulties developed. He went on to suggest that the Mission deal with 

the Japanese with complete frankness and honesty. Because SCAP 

Headquarters had followed this policy from the beginning it had. 

won the respect of the Japanese: he was confident that Ambassador 

| Dulles would find this approach more effective in dealing with a man 

like Yoshida than the sometimes devious practices of diplomacy. _ : 

ior General MacArthur’s memoranda of June 14 and June 23, 1950, see . 

Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1213 and p. 1227, respectively. :
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_Ambassador Dulles said that while he would prefer to have General | 
MacArthur participate in all of the principal discussions he would | 
accept his judgment as to the role which he could most effectively and | | 

_ properly play. He then went on to say that his goal on his present trip | 
was to secure the agreement of the Japanese Government to the treaty 
concepts set forth in the U.S. seven-point statement of principles. He 
did not seek agreement down to the last particular but wanted the | 

_ understandings to be sufficiently specific so that there would be no | 
question but that final, detailed agreements could subsequently be — | 
signed. Once the United States and Japan had achieved a meeting of : 

| minds he planned to invite other concerned nations to join with the | 
_ United States in concluding a multilateral peace on the basis agreed 

between the United States and Japan, making it clear, however, that 
the United States intended to go ahead whether or not the others 
joined it. It was his belief that if the United States left no doubt of its — | 

_ determination to proceed alone if necessary the Allies would follow. | 
_ _ Jf, on the other hand, the United States revealed lack of determination | 

and engaged in a hopeless attempt to negotiate a settlement which _ 
would meet the desires of all interested nations, we would never get a | 
treaty. The success of this plan was entirely dependent, however, on ) 
our ability to secure Japanese agreement to the U.S. security pro- : 
posals, and Ambassador Dulles accordingly inquired whether General | 
MacArthur was as confident now as he was last June that these pro- 
posals would be acceptable. oe | eee | 7 

General MacArthur stated that he had no doubts on this score. It 
was his opinion that Ambassador Dulles would find the reaching of | 
satisfactory understandings with the Japanese the easiest part of his | | 
entire task. He had read the treaty draft prepared in the Department 
of State? and considered it a model document based on the highest 

| statesmanship. He anticipated no difficulty in securing Japan’saccept- = ist—id 
ance of it, but foresaw considerable difficulty with certain of the Allies, 

| and wholly approved Ambassador Dulles’ plan of procedure with the 
Allies. The British can be expected to be implacable in their deter- 
mination to handicap Japan as a commercial competitor. The Philip- 
pines, which appear temporarily to have lost their self-respect, will | 

_ doubtless demand reparations, but, realizing that they can get nothing 
from Japan, may come along if afforded reasonable prospect of future a 
aid from the United States. Australia with its irrational fears largely 
borne of its isolated position will be a problem but with patient han- 
dling may be brought along. New Zealand with its more enlightened | | 
attitude should cause little trouble. Nationalist China will approve 

| “phesumably that of September 11, 1950, Foreign Relations, 1950, vol.. vq, | 
Dp. . . . . -
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almost anything we offer and Canada can be expected to be fully co- | 
| operative. India will probably also accept our proposals. Even the | 

Soviet Union will find it hard to disassociate itself from any but the 

security provisions of so generous a settlement. — a : 
Commenting further on Ambassador Dulles’ plan of procedure, 

General MacArthur said that the United States had thus far failed 
to appreciate that an essential attribute of world leadership is the _ 
capacity to act arbitrarily and even ruthlessly when the circumstances 

| require. The British understood this during their period of world _ 
dominion but the United States, showing an excessive politeness and 

| - consideration for the views of others, had failed to provide the firm 
- direction smaller nations respect and desire and which can alone give : 

a order and cohesiontothe free world.. | ae 
Ambassador Dulles then said that he was anxious that the under- 

standings he hoped to achieve be broadly based and not depend entirely 
on one political party which might lose power soon after the treaty 
was signed. He said that in spite of its generally liberal character the 

| treaty would contain unpopular features, and that history indicated — 
that unless the opposition parties could somehow also be committed 

7 in advance to the treaty they would be certain to attack the Govern- 
| ment which signed the treaty and the United States for those features, 

with good prospect of driving the Government from power. Citing the 
political capital which reactionary elements were able to make of the 

| harsher provisions of the Versailles Treaty in Germany after the First 

World War, he asked General MacArthur whether he could offer any 
suggestions on thisscore. te | 

| In his reply the General indicated that he did not wholly share Am- 
bassador Dulles’ concern on this question. Although he had not dis- _ 

| cussed the matter with the Prime Minister, he thought it likely that 
Mr. Yoshida would call a general election “immediately after the treaty 

| came into effect” (assumedly General MacArthur meant between ‘the 
time of signing and ratification of the treaty) in which case he thought 
that the Yoshida Government would be returned by an overwhelming 

| majority, in view of the great desire for a treaty and the generous 
nature of the settlement. He nevertheless believed that Ambassador 

Dulles should talk to the opposition leaders at some stage during his 
stay. He did not believe it advisable to leave the task of achieving non- 
partisan support solely to Mr. Yoshida, though he thought that the _ 
Prime Minister might be invited to have his emissaries present at the _ 
discussions. General MacArthur was of the opinion that these discus- 
sions, and the liberal character of the treaty itself, would win the wide | 

| political support which Ambassador Dulles desired, but warned that —
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there was no method by which that support could be guaranteed and a | 

foolproof liaison between the United States and Japan established for 

the post-treaty period. we. | 

| ‘General MacArthur was emphatic in his opposition to what he 

understood to be the State and Defense Departments’ view, partly 

supported by Treasury, that Japan should pay 50 percent of the local | 

costs for the support of U.S. forces stationed in Japan after the | 

treaty. He fully supported a 50 percent pay-as-you-go arrangement for 

the coming fiscal year, which, since Japan is obligated under interna- | 

| tional law to pay all of the occupation costs, would be regarded | 

throughout Japan as a generous and statesman-like gesture. In the | | 

post-treaty period, however, he believed it essential that arrangements _ | 

- for the support of our forces be the same as with other sovereign | 

countries where our troops are stationed. Whatever the equities of a | 

50-50 division in themselves they must be subordinated to the prece- | 

dents in other areas, and these, General MacArthur maintained, all = 

call for the support of our forces entirely from U.S. funds. The Japa- | 

nese would completely fail to understand why they should be treated | 

differently. If a discriminatory arrangement is nevertheless to be | 

insisted on it would be pointless for the United States to pursue a | 

treaty, since a treaty including or accompanied by such a provision _ 

would fail to restore Japan to sovereign, equal status. ' 

Ambassador Dulles replied that the State Department had not com- | 

mitted itself to the proposal, pending discussion of the matter with 

General MacArthur. He noted that the Treasury proposal, under 

which the U.S. would be able to collect even more than 50 percent _ 

of total local costs if Japan’s foreign exchange position permitted, | 

was not closer to but actually further removed from General Mac- — 

Arthur’s conception than the tentative State-Defense proposal, and _ 

that he had criticized it just prior to his departure for depriving 

Japan of any incentive to expand its foreign trade receipts. 

| General MacArthur said that having spoken at some length on © 

behalf of Japan he now wished to present the other side of the com 

by voicing his strong impatience with Japanese pleas that the Ryukyu 

- Islands be left with Japan. When all that the United States asked in 
a treaty in every other respect a model of generosity was a chain of | 

islands which had always been an economic drain on Japan and whose _ 

| population was not Japanese, he believed that the Japanese should be a 
prepared to grant the request. He recommended that the United States 

inform the Japanese that the matter simply was not open for dis- | | 

cussion. It would be intolerable, he stated, for the United States to > 
spend hundreds of millions of dollars transforming Okinawa into a _ 

888-617-7753 ee rr cae ms 

| oo | |
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great defensive base without assurance, which title can alone give, 
that the Japanese may not later require us to give the islands up.° 

- _ General Magruder then inquired whether General MacArthur ap- 
___ proved a proposal to permit Japan to work off its GARIOA indebted- 

_ ness.through annual contributions to the support of our forces in the 
.  post-treaty period. General MacArthur said that he did not. Although 

sit was to the credit of the Japanese, and an encouraging sign that they 
: had not lost their self respect, that they had expressed an intention 

to meet all their foreign financial obligations, it was clear that they 
could not do so, and it would be best for the United States entirely to 
renounéétheGARIOA claim. | a oe 
“Ambassador Dulles inquired whether post-treaty garrison forces : 

would be stationed away from population centers. General MacArthur 
- replied that it was planned to move our forces out of the Tokyo area 

after the treaty and to establish the Headquarters in Yokosuka. In 
general, however, the forces would remain in their present installa- _ 

. tions due’ to the great cost of building new ones. Strong opposition 
could be expected were we to attempt to move our forces out of the | 
Japanese communities in which they are now stationed because of the 

| business they bringtothosecommunities. os 

3In a memorandum of his conversation held with General MacArthur Janu- 
. ary 23, Mr. Sebald had written in part: “I told General MacArthur that Prime 

Minister Yoshida had suggested to me, last week at a dinner party, the desir- 
| ability ‘of the Ryukyuans retaining Japanese nationalty. General MacArthur 

: Said that the answer to this would be an unequivocal ‘no’. He said that he had 
flatly told Prime Minister Yoshida that he, General MacArthur, would be un- 

. alterably opposed to any arrangement which does not divorce Japan completely 
° from these islands.” (Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty) oO 

| Lot 54D423 | 
Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast — 

| | oo Asian Affairs | 

| SECRET PD YO—1951.] 

| Minures—Douties Misston Srarr Mrerine January 29,10:00 AM 

/ Meeting with Mr. Yoshida sss ee 
Ambassador Dulles said that he did not know how many assistants | 

the Prime Minister would bring with him that afternoon and asked _ 
members of the Mission to hold themselves in. readiness to be present 
ifmecessary, | | ce | 

: Correlation of Mission Work with SOAP sss 
Ambassador Dulles mentioned again his desire to identify General 

MacArthur as closely as possible with the work of the Mission, both 
because of what he can contribute and because of the political situa- 
tion at home. General MacArthur must be one hundred percent behind
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| the treaty. If he were to indicate that it did not exactly reflect his | 

thinking or that he had been left out the treaty would be attacked by | 

| the Hearst-McCormick press and might be defeated in the Senate. an 

Ambassador Dulles accordingly suggested for consideration that : 

he and the Prime Minister pay a “courtesy call” on General MacArthur | 

after their first meeting. He said that he had talked with Ambassador | | 

--- Sebald who was skeptical of the proposal, fearing that it might give | 

the Japanese or other Asiatics the impression that the authority of 

- SCAP was being used to force unwelcome treaty terms on Japan. He ot 

thought that the Mission should use SCAP’s help sparingly. - 

- Colonel Babcock was in favor of Ambassador Dulles’ proposal. He | 

was sure that General MacArthur would handle the meeting so that — | 

the Prime Minister would realize that no pressure was being exerted. a 

The time for such a call was after the first meeting. If made after a | 

later meeting it might be thought that General MacArthur had in | 

fact been brought in to exert pressure. General Magruder and Mr. | 

Johnson agreed with Colonel Babcock, Mr. J ohnson recommending 

that the call be a perfunctory one of only five or ten minutes. Ambassa- 

dor Sebald said that if the power of the occupation was to be put 

| behind everything the Mission did it would be hard to maintain the | 

impression that the treaty had been negotiated between the Mission 

and the Japanese Government on a basis of equality. a | 

_ Ambassador Dulles recalled that General MacArthur had expressed 

willingness to be brought in at any time and suggested that it might | 

be wise to nail that down. It could be explained to the press afterward 

that the business talks had been here in Ambassador Sebald’s office and. 

that the call on General MacArthur had been for the purpose of keep- : 

ing him informed. He doubted whether a purely ceremonial call would | 

have the effect Ambassador Sebald feared, while it would have the - 

. desired political effect at home. From then on the Mission would work 

directly with Mr. Yoshida; there might not be another call on General | 

MacArthur. for a week. It was decided that the idea of such a call 

| should be put up to General MacArthur by Ambassador Sebald. If he 

| approved, the call would be made, Mr. Yoshida having been previously | 

notified, and if he did not the idea would be dropped. Mr. Johnson said 

that he would in any event strongly recommend against Ambassador oe 

_ Dulles’ calling on General MacArthur alone as that would appear 

almost to reduce Ambassador Dulles to the status of a go-between. 

| Ambassador Dulles’ Speech = a | OS 

. ‘Ambassador Dulles mentioned that his America—-Japan Society 

speech? had been approved by General MacArthur, who had pro- 

| 1rext of Ambassador Dulles’ address, “Peace May Be Won,” made before the | | 

America—Japan Society at Tokyo February 2, is printed in the Department of - 

| State Bulletin, February 12, 1951, p. 252. oe SO | . |
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nounced it “eloquent and wise”, and that helpful suggestions by Mr. > 

| _ Johnson and Ambassador Sebald had been incorporated. A Japanese — 
| _translation was to be prepared for release to the Japanese press. AM- 

_ bassador Dulles expressed some objection to the idea, advanced by the 
Army, of a tape recording of the speech, but Mr. Johnson said there 

| was probably no way to stop it. ee | . 

Reception for Ambassador Dulles | ‘ 

| Ambassador Sebald said that lists had been drawn up for four recep- 
tions at his house to enable leading Japanese to meet Ambassador 
Dulles. The entire Mission was invited should the various members be 
able to attend. It was decided that the first reception would be on 
Wednesday and the second on Saturday. a oe 

Pay-As-You-Go ee - 

General Magruder said that the proposal for 50 percent pay-as-you- : 
go after the treaty had been cabled to General MacArthur? and that © 
he had approved, but that it was evident from the conversation on 
Saturday that he had changed his mind. General Magruder said that 
State had held that it was psychologically desirable for Japan to make 
some contribution in recognition of the security our forces would be 

a providing Japan. There was also the question of whether Congress 
would be willing to appropriate more than was necessary each year to 
close the gap in Japan’s balance of payments. General Magruder asked — 

| - whether it would be advisable to wire Washington for instructions in — 
the matter. | SE OE EEE ES 
Ambassador Dulles said that the Mission should get the Japanese — 

| Government’s reaction to the general proposition of our stationing 
troops here after the treaty before getting Washington excited over the 
pay-as-you-go question. Probably nothing would be decided until the 
Mission returned and told Washington that the matter had to be 

| handled in this way or that, after which all would fall into place. Am- | 
| bassador Dulles thought there was much force in what General Mac- — 

Arthur had said but that a position should not be determined until it — 
was known whether an offer of partial or full pay-as-you-go would be 
necessary to secure acceptance of our over-all proposals by the Jap- 
anese. General Magruder said that a. cable? had been sent to Washing- 
ton transmitting General MacArthur’s views and suggesting that | 
Mr. Dodge hold up discussions of the question pending further word. | 

Mr. Rockefeller’s Work ee , 
: _ Ambassador Dulles asked: Mr. Rockefeller whether he planned to 

make any speeches and Mr. Rockefeller replied that he planned to’ 

* Not found in Department of State files. = = a oO
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discuss a possible speech before the America—Japan Cultural Society — 
with Ambassador Sebald. In answer to Ambassador Dulles’ query | 

| whether Mr. Rockefeller’s activities were receiving publicity, Colonel  —__ 

_ Babcock said that they were, independently of the Mission’s other 
| work. Mr. Rockefeller said that he planned to take a trip to Kyoto or | | 

elsewhere outside of Tokyo and Mr. Dulles suggested that a plane be ~ | 

secured for the purpose. | | | 

BR Editorial Note = we 

At a meeting held at 11 a. m. January 29, 1951 with Ambassador 
| Dulles and Mr. Allison, Sir Alvary Gascoigne, Political Representa- | 

tive (with the personal rank of Ambassador) of the British Liaison 
| Mission to SCAP, outlined on what he described as a “purely personal” 

basis the tentative views of his government concerning a Japanese | 
peace treaty and Japanese rearmament. An unsigned “Text of Re- 
marks” made at this meeting (apparently a verbatim transcript) is : 
not printed in its entirety, but a section devoted to discussion of cul-. 

_ tural relations between Japan and the “West” is given below. (For 
Mr. Dulles’ summary of Sir Alvary’s remarks on a treaty, see 

_ Mr. Fearey’s minutes of the Dulles Mission staff meeting of Janu- | 
ary 380, page 830.) | | oy 

“Sm Auvary: ... You also, Ambassador, mentioned in the sum- 
mary of (I haven’t read your memorandum yet), but you have men- | 
tioned that owing to the possibility that Japan might get into serious | 
economic trouble by reason of the culmination of one of her chief | 
sources of raw materials and one of her chief markets, something | 
might be arranged on the lines of “an elite Anglo-Saxon Club”, which 

_ seemed in the context in which I read it, in my telegram, to have mainly © | 
- an economic significance. Would you possibly tell me exactly what was 

| intended, what is intended, by you in this . . . [Ellipsis in the source. 
text. | | | | | oe | 

| “Mr. Duties: That phrase is I think quite possibly one I used. It 
| was intended to refer more to cultural and social relations rather than 

relations of an economic character. I have a feeling that the Japanese 
people have felt a certain superiority as against the Asiatic mainland 
masses. Perhaps not a superiority as against the ancient cultures of 
China, from which they have drawn very heavily. But they have felt __ 

_ that the Western civilization represented by Britain, more latterly the 
United States, is perhaps sharing in that, represents a certain triumph 

| of mind over mass which gives us a social standing in the world better 
than what is being achieved in terms of the mainland human masses of — 
Asia, and that they think that they have also achieved somewhat the 
similar superiority of mind over mass and would like to feel that they 
belong to, or are accepted by, the Western nations. And I think that | 
anything we can do to encourage that feeling will set up an attraction | 

_ which is calculated to hold the Japanese in friendly association withus i despite the fact that the mainland is in possession of the economic |
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means of setting up an attraction which we, perhaps, in those particu- 

lar terms of economy cannot match. I think that at the time of the 

United Kingdom-Japanese Treaty of Alliance, there was a certain 

equivalent you. might say, a certain social prestige attached to that 

relationship, which was full of meaning from the standpoint of Japan. | : 

“And without contemplating the precise duplication of that and its. | 

military significance, I would think there is value in attempting to 

recapture that particular quality of relationship. 

| “Ge Anvary: You are not contemplating when you talk about this 

association . . . [ellipsis in the source text | you are not .. . [ellipsis | 

in the source text |. In your mind you haven’t got anything in the shape 

| of an agreement, signed agreement, or anything of that kind? It is | 

| merely getting together closer with Japan on cultural and social lines. 

(Me. Duties: That is correct. It might possibly be desirable to _ 

have what you might call ‘an off-shore defense pact’ if we establish a | 

defense line on the island chain which would be encompassed with the — 

- Aleutians, Japan, U.S. and the Ryukyus, Philippines, Australia and — 

New Zealand. That is something apart from what I referred to. 

7 “Srp Anvary: Iam sure it is. May I break in to.say that we can’t 

discuss with you today the question of what we call the Pacific Ocean 

Pact. But I shall have some comments and I hope to have them to- 

morrow or the next day and I hope you will give me another interview 

| ateron. : Oe ES Sa eTOCs : 

| “Mr. Dutres: At the moment I am not giving any thought to that. 

Although if, as now seems likely, I pass on at the conclusion of my 

. stay here, I go on to Manila, Canberra and Wellington, doubtless 

that would come up because the subject has been discussed with us by | 

those government[s] in the past. I am not giving any thought to 

that at the present time. . . . [Ellipsis in the source text.| = 

“The reason why I asked Mr. Rockefeller to come on as part of this 

mission was because I wanted to have someone who would symbolize 

that cultural aspect, the possibility of exchange of scientific knowledge, 

| students, and I would hope that your Government and other Western 

Governments, France, the Scandinavian countries, could all take an 

active part in making the Japanese feel that they had something to 

contribute that we welcomed and that our scientific knowledge, medical - 

knowledge, political experimentation, etc. is available to their students 

because I believe that the good will that we can develop in that way | 

is going to be indispensable to keep Japan over a long period in asso- 

ciation with us as against the purely material economic attractions 

that can be set up by the mainland, as long as that remains Commu- 

nist and they are in a position to open attractive markets and attrac- 

tive sources of raw materials. Offsetting this is going to be a tough 

proposition for us, and I believe that this association of students and 

scholars, scientists, political students, can be very valuable in that 

respect. But I only contemplated that as a quite informal type of — 

association. | : Ce | Sn 

“Gre Anvary: I agree. That’s exactly what I wanted to know. You : 

| had nothing concrete in mind? re os vcs 

“Mr. Duties: No. os ar 

“Sir Atvary: .. . [ellipsis in the source text] and the association 

that you mention and so clearly described, and I entirely understand,
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would be concreted a little bit by our making cultural bilateral 
treaties, a | | 

| “Mr. Duttes: And it is quite possible that Japan might become | | 
members [sic] of subsidiary agencies of the United Nations, such as — | | 
UNESCO, which she would be eligible to join without actually being | 
a member of the United Nations.” (Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace — wad 
Treaty) See | | | 

The editors have been unable to identify the memorandum and tele- = 
gram mentioned in the first quoted paragraph. => | | | 

Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty | 7 Se | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant 
ee (Allison) | ae | | 

SECRET  F Toxro,] January 29, 1951. | 

Participants: Prime Minister Yoshida, Ambassador Dulles, Ambas- | 
| -._ gador Sebald, Assistant Secretary Johnson and Mr. | 

7 Allison | Sue | 

Prime Minister Yoshida called at 4:30 p.m. by appointment for his. 

first interview with Ambassador Dulles’ on peace treaty problems. - | 

| After the usual exchange of courtesies Mr. Yoshida stated that there = 
were one or two points he wished to raise. He recalled his statements 
to Mr. Dulles last June that in dealing with the Japanese people it was : 
necessary to consider their amour-propre and in this connection there | 
were certain aspects of ordinances and legislation which had been in- 

-spired by the Occupation which, in Mr. Yoshida’s opinion, should be | 
altered prior to concluding a peace treaty. He stated that he was hav- | 
ing a list of these matters prepared for presentation to SCAP. Mro | 
Yoshida specifically mentioned and emphasized the~QOccupation- | 
inspired revision of the Japanese Civil Code with its consequent effect . 
upon the family system in Japan. Mr. Yoshida recognized the benevo- - : 
lence and good will of much of the Occupation activities but stated | 
matters such as the family system, which were of deep significance to ~— | 
the Japanese, had sometimes been ignored and that if some of the 

. ordinances and legislation affecting such matters could be rescinded it. | 
would create a favorable atmosphere for the conclusion ofa treaty: - | | 

_ The Prime Minister then went on to speak of certain economie-prob- | 
lems which were of concern and he mentioned particularly necessity — | 

_ for expansion of fishing areas, increase in ship-building and also the ~ | | 
necessity of continuing and increasing investments from the United = 
States in Japanese industrial enterprises. Mr. Yoshida spoke of the | | 
long term necessity of trading with China, and while he realized that | 
in view of the present communist domination of that country it would | 
not be possible to expect great results in the near future, nevertheless, ~ 

| | | 

: : |
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he believed that in the long run the Chinese would adopt the attitude 

| that “war is war and trade is trade” and that it would be possible for | 

a reasonable degree of trade to take place between Japan and China. — 

In this connection, Mr. Yoshida advanced the thought that J apanese 

business men, because of their long acquaintance with and experience 

in China, will be the best fifth column of democracy against the 

| Chinese communists.t Mr. Dulles pointed out that many of these 

economic problems might be difficult to solve because of the interests 

of the various allied countries concerned. He made clear that many of 

the Allies would, for one reason or another, want to impose certain a 

restrictions upon Japan. Mr. Yoshida seemed to feel that if the United — 

States adopted a lenient attitude that was all that was necessary and 

that the other countries would follow suit. In fact, Mr. Yoshida’s 

whole attitude towards the treaty was that it would be a comparatively 

| simple matter to conclude and that the United States was in a position — 

_ to put through almost anything it desired. _ a 

In connection with this attitude held by Mr. Yoshida, Mr. Dulles 

made clear that the treaty was a very serious matter and that it was _ 

not enough merely to have the Japanese people go through the form 

of accepting it but that it should, in fact, be really acceptable to all 

7 shades of opinion in Japan. Mr. Dulles, therefore, inquired of Mr. Yo- 

shida what his opinion was as to the position of the opposition parties 

and what Mr. Yoshida’s opinion was regarding the acceptability of 

a treaty along the general lines contained in the United States’ seven- _ 

point memorandum. Mr. Yoshida seemed to believe that there would 

: be no real difficulty in obtaining approval by the Diet of any treaty 

and informed Mr. Dulles that there was a secret agreement between 

| the Liberal and the People’s Democratic Parties with respect to treaty __ 

matters which would ensure approval. Mr. Yoshida gave the impres- _ 

sion that the Japanese were so eager for a treaty that they would be. 

willing to approve almost anything. Mr. Dulles re-emphasized the 

| serious nature of the matter and his belief that no treaty would be 

successful or long lasting which was not understood by and substan- 

tially approved by a large majority of the Japanese people. Mr. Dulles, 

therefore, asked Mr. Yoshida what steps should be taken to consult . 

with leaders of the opposition in order to make certain that they 

| understood what the United States had in mind and were given an 

-1In his memorandum of a conversation held with the Prime Minister Febru- 

ary 20, Mr. Sebald stated in part: | 7 | | 

- “The Prime Minister referred to a remark made during his first interview with — 

Messrs. Dulles and Johnson, to the effect that ‘it would be well if the Japanese : 

could infiltrate into China for the purpose of selling democracy.’ He said that upon 

reconsideration, he felt that this idea might [have] been misunderstood, and he 

had therefore dropped all further consideration of this proposal. He particularly _ 

wished me to mention his decision in this regard to Ambassador Dulles and 

Mr. Johnson.” (‘Toyko Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty) = a
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- opportunity to express their views. While Mr. Yoshida did not seem | | 
to be willing to admit the necessity of talking with the opposition | 
leaders, he nevertheless said he would have no objection to such talks | 

| but that he wished to caution Mr. Dulles against possible irresponsible — ot 
statements by politicians. Mr. Dulles made clear that he did not wish to : 
do anything behind Mr. Yoshida’s back and that he would be pleased | 
to have Mr. Yoshida or one of his emissaries present at any meetings | 

with opposition leaders. Mr. Yoshida did not appear to think this | 

necessary. ree os cok | 
In an effort to elicit from Mr. Yoshida definite opinions on some 

| of the major problems connected with the treaty, Mr. Dulles brought ‘| 
up the question of Japan’s security and asked Mr. Yoshida for his | : 
views as to how this problem should be dealt with. The Prime Minister : 
said that it was necessary to go very slowly in connection with any — : 
possible rearmament of Japan as he foresaw two great obstacles. The | 

first was the danger that any precipitate rearmament would bring — 
back the Japanese militarists who had now gone “underground” and | 
might expose the State to the danger of again being dominated by the 
military. Mr. Yoshida said that it would be necessary to adopt legisla- : 
tion which would ensure that the military could not take over the oT 

_ Government as in the past and that other steps should be taken to | 
_ avoid the dangers inherent in the recreation of a military class. The : 

other obstacle which confronted Japan in rearmament was the eco- | 
nomic one. Japan was a proud country and did not want to receive : 

_ charity from anyone but the creation of a military force just at the | 
time when Japan was beginning to get on its feet financially would | | 
be a severe strain and probably result in a lower standard of living. _ | 
Here again, time would be necessary in order to lay a sound founda- 
tion for the economic support of any rearmament. Mr. Dulles stated. 

| that he recognized these problems but that in the present state of the 

world it was necessary for all nations that wanted to remain free to | 
| make sacrifices. He outlined some of the sacrifices which the people 

of the United States were making and then inquired whether the | 
_ Premier was taking the position that the dangers mentioned con- | ) 

stituted a reason for doing nothing or merely a recognition of ob- | 
stacles to be overcome. Mr. Dulles pointed out that, at the present : 
time, free nations of the world through the UN were endeavoring ta 
create a system of collective security and that it was necessary for all | 
who expected to benefit by such a system to make contributions in | 
accordance with their own means and abilities. No one would expect 

_ the Japanese contribution at present to be large but it was felt that | 
Japan should be willing to make at least a token contribution and a | 
commitment to a general cause of collective security. While Mr. | 

_. Yoshida did not make a definite answer to Mr. Dulles’ question, the |
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-- -34ea, of some form of collective security arrangement to which Japan 

-_. ~eould contribute seemed to appeal to him and he did say that Japan 

~ would be willing to make-some contribution. No indication, however, 

was given as to what form such a contribution might take, and it ap- 

peared that Mr. Yoshida did not wish at this time to be definitely com- 

- mittedinanymanner, | OO 

- “My, Yoshida said that the Foreign Office was preparing written 

-- .eomments on the American seven-point program and the suggested | 

agenda of topics to be discussed which had been left with Mr. Yoshida 

: previously and that it was hoped this document would be available 

| tomorrow. He further stated that Mr. Sadao Iguchi was being ap- 

| pointed Vicé Minister of Foreign Affairs and would be in direct | 

charge of the detailed negotiations on the treaty. Mr. Iguchi would 

be able to speak for Mr. Yoshida and would be available to talk to 

Mr. Dulles and members of the Mission at any time after he had 

.* ‘been’ formally.installed in office which was expected to take place 

on January 30th. ag PS } oo | 

~ At the close of the meeting Mr. Yoshida accompanied Mr. Dulles 

to make a courtesy call on General MacArthur and inform him of 

~~ -the general progress which had been made.2. a a | 

_ eg Joun M. ALiison 

?In an atta¢lment headed “Evaluation” and dated January 30, Mr. Sebald 

wrote in part: “Tt ig my view that the Prime Minister came to yesterday’s con- 

ference totally unprepared to discuss: detailed provisions and. that his remarks 

_ ‘Wwere-more in the nature of feelers rather than any effort to come to grips with 

: the real problems. The Japanese position will, I believe, be partly disclosed in 

| “its memorandum based upon the ‘seven points’ and the ‘agenda’ left with the 

Prime Minister on January 26th.” ee a 

, "Lot 54D428 | rr 

~~ Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 

Asian Affairs 
SECRET SF  FTonvO—1951.] 0 

Minures—Dvutixs Mission Starr Mrerine J anvary 30, 10 A M 

Meeting with British Ambassador - — RS a | 

© Ambassador Dulles said that the meeting with the British Am- 

> “hassador the previous day had been an interesting one.” Sir Alvaryhad  _ 

read aloud an informal statement of current UK thinking on a Japa- 

nese treaty which there was every reason to believe was actually the 

1¥or text of part of what is apparently a transcript of this meeting, see the | 

 @ditorial note, p.825. / . Oe,
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~ conclusions of the recent Empire Conference on the subject. He could | 

| not leave the statement in writing because the text was in process of - , | 

clearance by the Commonwealth Governments. Ambassador Dulles 

summarized the main points of Sir Alvary’s presentation as follows: — | ; 

1. It was important that a formula be worked out for deciding what 
- should be done with Formosa and the Pescadores, instead of leaving 

the matter up in the air as in our latest proposal. re | 

9. Southern Sakhalin and the Kuriles should be turned over to the | 

USSR in the treaty. Ambassador Dulles had asked why we should | 

go out of our way to clear the Soviets’ title to these territories if they — | 

were not parties to the treaty, a view with which Sir Alvary indicated | 

personal sympathy” = | - ee oe | 

3. Some kind of war guilt clause should be included. Ambassador | 

- Dulles had indicated that he did not look with much favor on thisidea. | 

4, The principal Allies should set up a system of economic controls | | 

outside the treaty to prevent Japan from accumulating a war potential. 

Ambassador Dulles had not been very sympathetic to this proposal, 

which he suspected had originated with Australia and New Zealand. — | 

- 3. Consideration should be given to the distribution of Japanese- | 

| owned gold as reparations. Japanese assets in neutral countries should | 

be confiscated and similarly distributed. Part of the Japanese assets _ : 

in Switzerland consist of money remitted by the UK through the | 

Red Cross for British prisoners which had not gotthrough. : 

6. A ceiling should be placed on Japanese shipbuilding capacity, all | 

capacity in excess of that ceiling being destroyed or dismantled. Mr. ) 

Allison said that the British appeared willing to leave Japan enough | 
, capacity for its own normal needs but not for the production of ships | | 
_. for export, in competition with British industry. Ambassador Sebald | 

noted that Sir Alvary had previously told him that this point would | | 
| not be pressed. > OES ee Coa AE | 

%. Japan should accord the Allies no less favorable. civil aviation | 
rights in Japan than they enjoyed before the peace treaty. a | 

| 8. The treaty should obligate Japan to negotiate fishing agreements | 
to limit poaching and intelligence activities of Japanese fishermen. | 

9, Consideration should be given to continuing certain occupation | 
ordinances such as the purge restrictions for a period of years, 

| - 10. A regional defense pact with Japan was probably impractical 
| at the present time but should be kept in mind for the future. A U.S.— | 

Japan bilateral security agreement should be concluded coincident | 
with the treaty. Fe — res | 

11. Claims for damage to Allied property in Japan should be fully 
metby Japan, —‘itse | | a a a 
1am ‘Pre-war treaties should be revived at the option of the Allies 7 
aione. — pe, . oe an 7 Os _ 

_ Mr. Johnson noted that the UK proposed no restrictions on J apanese | 
rearmament except the exclusion of submarines and strategic air.Gen- | 

* According to the document cited in footnote 1 above, Sir Alvary had , 
also stated: “Agreements should also be recorded that the Ryukyu and Bonin 
Islands should be placed under United States trusteeship.”
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eral Magruder said that the JCS favored no restrictions but hoped 

that Japan would concentrate on land forces at least initially. Mr. Alli- ; 

son recalled that Sir Alvary had said that the UK was thinking in 

terms of eight Japanese divisions. Ambassador Dulles said that he did 

not believe that the British intended to put any restrictions in the | 

treaty but only to encourage the Japanese along certain lines. They | 

proposed reliance on economic measures to achieve desired security _ 

controls. Ambassador Dulles thought the idea of long-range economic 

controls utterly impractical, citing the difficulties now being exper- 

ienced in controlling shipments to the USSR and Red China. The pro- 

posal would simply lead to a black market in the prohibited items. He 

considered the UK views of the first importance, however, and sug- 

gested that the Defense members review them from a military point of — 

a view while the State members did so from a political and economic | 

point of view. He said that a further meeting with Sir Alvary was 

scheduled for Thursday or Friday, | 

Meeting with the Prime Mimster | ) 

_ Ambassador Dulles described the meeting as a curious one, “a puff 

ball performance”. He had found it very difficult to get the conversa- | 

tion around to a point where he could get any reaction at all from 

Mr. Yoshida. The Prime Minister had let drop some clues, however, 

and perhaps more would be revealed by further study of hisremarks. : 

| [Here follows a detailed résumé of the meeting with the Prime Min- | 

ister along the lines of the memorandum of conversation, page 827. | a 

-Mr. Johnson questioned the wisdom of Mr. Dulles’ dealing with 
Mr. Yoshida’s designee, Sadao Iguchi,’ on the grounds both that he 7 

had had a record of militaristic tendencies and that he was of in- 

| sufficient rank. Mr. Allison, on the other hand, expressed the belief 

- that he was no more culpable than any other career official, and Am- 

| bassador Sebald did not consider his rank an important obstacle. — 

' Ambassador Dulles pointed out that one government cannot dictate _ 

to another who it is to have represent it. He said that he did not 

expect to have extensive personal dealings with Mr. Iguchi but would — 

be entrusting the discussions to Mr. Allison, who would represent = 

him as his deputy in the same way that Mr. Iguchi did the Prime 

Minister. - Be - | | 

Jt was decided that Ambassador Sebald would arrange for several 

| of the opposition leaders to call on Ambassador Dulles the following 

: day. | | | 

| _Ambassador Dulles described his and the Prime Minister’s visit 

to General MacArthur as a purely courtesy call. The General had — 

wished them well and said he would be glad to try and help out if 

Oe ? Mr. Iguchi shortly became Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs. re
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they encountered difficulties. Ambassador Sebald suggested that. Mr. | 

Yoshida’s decision to drive to the meeting with General MacArthur ) 

separately and to use the back entrance may have been -intended to | 
indicate to Ambassador Dulles that he did not wish the discussions | 
to appear to be under the influence of the occupation authorities. 

694.001/1-3051 | | , re | 

o Undated Memorandum by the Prime Mimster of Japan. (Yoshida)* 

, | | Oo _ [Toxyo—1951.] 

- a - Suceusrep AGENDA ee aa : 

OL Lerritorial es oars! | 
1. It is proposed that the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands be placed under | 

U.N. trusteeship with the United States as administrating authority. 
While Japan is ready to meet in any manner American military re- 

| quirements, and even to agree to a lease under the Bermuda, formula,’ | 
we solicit reconsideration of this proposal in the interest of lasting 
friendly relations between Japan and the United States. 

"We ask that the following points be considered in the interest of | 
_ the lasting American-Japanese friendship. — esa Ms | 

| (a) It is desired that these islands will be returned to Japan as soon | 
_ as the need of trusteeship disappears. nate | 

| _ -(b) They be allowed to retain Japanese nationality, — la 
-.. (e) Japan will be made a joint authority together with the United 7 

States. | a ee ee 
(a) Those inhabitants of the Bonin Islands and Iwojima who were ‘ 

evacuated to Japan proper, either during the warby Japaneseauthori- 
ties, or after the war’s end by U.S. authorities, who number about 8,000, 

_ will be permitted to return to their respective home islands. © | 

The views of the Japanese government on security are as follows. | 

__1. The security of a nation must be preserved by the nation itself. | 
Unfortunately defeated Japan cannot rely upon herself:alone for self- | 
protection, = | ree | 

‘This memorandum was handed to a member of the Dulles Mission by Janu 
ary 31. It bears a ‘typed marginal note: “I am setting forth below my’ private | | 
views, on which the cabinet is yet to be consulted. They do not, therefore, repre- _ | 

_ Sent necessarily the official and final opinion of the government.—S[higeru] : 
Y[oshida]”. — Se ce Deb OEE 

| Presumably a reference to the arrangement between the United:Kingdom _ 
and the United States relating to naval and air bases, embodied in notes ex- 
changed at Washington, September 2, 1940. Text forms an annex to an agreement | 
regarding the leased bases signed at London, March 27, 1941. See Department of | 
State Executive Agreement Series (MAS) No. 235, or 55 Stat. (pt. 2) 1560.:
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9, Japan will ensure internal security by herself. But as regards 

external security, the cooperation of the United Nations and, especially, — 

of the United States is desired through appropriate means such as the 

stationing of troops. | - | | - . | 

| " 3 Such an arrangement, as indicated above, should be made apart 

from the peace treaty, as providing for cooperation for mutual security 

between Japan and America asequal partners. | 

«TIT. Rearmament | - : 7 | 

| 1. Asa question for the immediate present, rearmament is impossible 

| for Japan for the reasons as follows. UE Aes 

(a) There are Japanese who advocate rearmament. But their argu- | 

ments do not appear to be founded on a thorough study of the problem, _ 

| nor do they necessarily represent the sentiment ofthe masses. © | 

(b) Japan lacks basic resources required for modern armament. The 

burden of rearmament would immediately crush our national economy 

and impoverish our people, breeding social unrest, which is exactly 

what the Communists want. Rearmament, intended to serve the pur- | 

- poses of security, would on the contrary endanger the nation’s security 

from within. Today Japan’s security depends far more on the stabiliza- 

-_tion.of people’s livelihood than onarmament. | 

(c) It isa-solemn fact that our neighbor nations fear the recurrence 

of Japanese aggression. Internally, we have reasons for exercising cau- — 

tion against the possibility of the reappearance of old militarism. For | 

| the immediate purpose we should seek other means than rearmament 

for maintaining thecountry’ssecurity. = BO | 

9; Nowadays international peace is directly tied up with internal | 

_peace and order. In this sense, we must preserve domestic peace, for 

which we are determined to assume full responsibility by ourselves 

alone. For this purpose, it will be necessary for us to increase forth- 

with the numbers of our police and maritime security personnel and 

- reinforce their equipment. BO | | | 

3 We desire consultation on the question of Japan’s specific contr1- 

bution to the common defense of the full® world, in which we are | 

eager to play a positive role. : Be 

IV. Human Rights, ete. co 

1. Japan supports. without reservation the Declaration of Human — 

- Rights. The various principles set forth in that declaration are fully — 

~ embodied in our new constitution. If you should deem it necessary for 

Japan to make a declaration on this matter, we have no objection. 

- 9. It is desired that: the peace treaty will avoid-any stipulation 

‘calculated to perpetuate rigidly and unalterably the various reforms 

—. effected underthe Occupation... ce nee 

|  -®Jn the original, the word “full” is crossed out and the word. “free’’ is penciled 

in-aboveit. — | oo



| - Jt is hoped that prior to the termination. of occupation.the-Alhed ... 

Powers will consider the abolition or modification of such measures. 

as have been taken solely for the purposes of occupation control or ie 

those that have proved unsuited to the actual conditions of J apan. cas f 

This would facilitate smooth transition from occupation to normalcy - 

and serve to promote the friendly relations between Japan and... 

America. | Ce | | 

V. Gultwral Relations sg | 
It is our fervent wish to be allowed to take a positive part inthe 

cultural interchange between nations. The strengthening of cultural — | 

ties between Japan and the United States is a fundamental question a] 
that concerns the Japanese-American friendship. We would like to - | 

take all possible measures to promote cultural cooperation between. ... | 

_thetwocountries. - ey es 

VWI. International Welfare ee 
- Japan will observe faithfully all the prewar international ‘agree--- | 

ments in this field, to which she is a party. We are also ready to _ 

- adhere to other agreements made during and after the war, such as - | 

the Constitution of World Health Organization * and the. _Interna- . we a | 

tional Sanitary Convention.° le 

4 Of July 22, 1946. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, August’4, 1946,. os | 

p. 211. wa 2 

8 Hor text of the Protocol to prolong the International Sanitary Convention, ao 

; 1944, modifying the Convention of June 21, 1946, dated at Washington April 23, .. 

1946, see Department of State Treaties and other International Acts Series. | | 
| (TIAS) No. 1551, or 61 Stat. (pt. 2) 1551. | . 7 po Es 

Lot 54423 a Oo ane hae | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast | 

SECRET o | ne an -[Toxyo—1951.] ~ > 

Minvres—Duiixs Mission Starr Mrgrine J anvary 31, 10: 00 AM. — | 

Ambassador Dulles’ Press Conference oe | Se o oy | ; —_ | 

_ Ambassador Dulles said that he planned to make three main points. 
at his pressconferencethatafternoon: = | 
1. The Mission is in Japan to hold discussions. regarding a peace ma 

settlement. It is not here to conclude agreements. It:is hoped that agree- a 
ments will follow further consultation with the Allies.) .. 92» > a 

_ 2. The discussions will not re-open matters already settled in the = | 

| 
| | 

| | !
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| _ Ambassador Dulles explained that the United States might want to 

re-open the Ryukyus question but if it does so it would be for its own 
reasons. The Japanese should not be allowed to re-open the issue since 
they agreed in the surrender terms to the limitation of their territories = 
to the four main islands and such other islands as the Allies might | 

determine.  — . | co _ | 
“Ambassador Dulles went on to say that there were aspects of the 

Ryukyus question in addition to its purely military aspects which 
needed to be considered. The United States should not lightly assume 
responsibility for nearly a million alien people thousands of miles from | 
its shores. We do not want another Puerto Rico. It is possible that the 

: civilian aspects of the matter, such as the questions of cost, customs and 
| immigration, may not yet have been given sufficient consideration. = 

General Magruder commented that the United States will have to 
have control over the Ryukyus population or the islands cannot be 
made into a strong fortress. Our principal concern, he said, has been _ 
that.there should be no tariff barriers between Japan and the Ryukyus 
after the treaty. The Ryukyus are dependent on trade with Japan; if 
that trade were cut off the cost of their support to the United States 
would be increased. The United States could permit free movement of 

| peoples but would have to retain the right to stop or restrict such __ 
movement if necessary. — a a OO 

a - Ambassador Dulles said that his statement today should put an end 
to Japanese discussion of the issue. He also planned to tell the Prime _ 
Minister that the Ryukyus were not open to discussion. It is uptothe 

Allies to decide how they wish the islands disposed of and adminis- — 
tered. Mr. Johnson said that he believed there had been a lack of ap- 
preciation of certain aspects of the Ryukyus question at the top levels 

| of the United States Government and that the matter would require 

further high level consideration. Ambassador Dulles agreed but said 
that we should take up the question at home and not permit the Japa- 

~ nese to build a fire under us. | | 
| 3. The Mission has nothing to do with the occupation. Such ques- | 

tions as a possible relaxation of the purge are solely within the ree 
| sponsibility of SCAP, the FEC and the Allied Council. | 

Second Meeting with British Ambassador a - 
Ambassador Dulles said that he would be meeting with Sir Alvary | 

again on Friday at 11:00. The Mission should have its comments on 
| the UKmemotreadybythattime 

1No memorandum of United Kingdom origin regarding that government's posi- 
tion on a peace treaty at this particular time has been found in Department of 
State files. For citation of British views presented orally to Mr. Dulles on Janu- | 
ary 29, and for Mr. Dulles’ summary of this presentation, see the editorial note, 
p. 825, and Mr. Fearey’s minutes of January 30, p. 830. respectively.
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US-Japan Bilateral | re a es | 

Ambassador Dulles said that it might be necessary to handle the | 
| security provisions of the treaty in a somewhat different manner from 

that which had thus far been contemplated. He inquired whether the 
United States-Japan military bilateral agreement was intended to 
be a public agreement, filed with the United Nations. General Ma- | 
gruder replied that it was, whereupon Ambassador Dulles said that 

. it might be advisable to be less explicit in the treaty, putting some of _ | 
the security material now in the treaty into the bilateral. General 
Magruder said that there was considerable purpose in keeping this | 

_. material in the treaty itself in order to clear with other nations the | 
restrictions to which they must conform in stationing troops in Japan. 

_. Ambassador Dulles said that it would be advisable prior to detailed | 
discussions of the bilateral to have the garrisoning and security prob- | | 

| lem gone over carefully to see what should go in the treaty, what 
should go in the bilateral, and what might possibly be a private under- 
standing between the United States and Japan which would not have | 
to be approved by the Diet or registered withthe UN. sis 

The Prime Minister’s Paper? . | | a 

_ Ambassador Dulles noted that the points advanced regarding the 
_ _Ryukyus in the paper had already been discussed. As to the security | 

section, it was suggested that the reference to “equal partners” might 
open the way to a fifty-fifty cost sharing arrangement. Ambassador 
Sebald, however, said that he had interpreted the phrase to mean that 
the United States and Japan would each support their own troops. In 

| discussing Mr. Yoshida’s statement in the Rearmament section that | 

_ “we have reasons for exercising caution against the possibility of a } 
_ reappearance of the old militarism”, it was pointed out that the Japa- 

nese Government was having trouble securing effective officers for the | 
present police reserve. If it were to expand the reserve or develop an 

army it would have to dig deeper and deeper into the old militarist dass Defer SEDET : a “ 

_- In connection with the paragraph on Human Rights Mr. Johnson 
suggested that it would be a good idea to ease Japan’s transition to 

| post-treaty status by starting now to phase out reforms that experience _ | 
has proved ill-adapted to Japanese circumstances. Ambassador Sebald 

| approved this suggestion but said that the question of whether it 
| could be followed lay with SCAP. Mr. Allison felt that much de- 

_ .pended on how the phasing out was done. Ambassador Dulles recalled | 
Mr. Yoshida’s statement that the government was preparing a list for 

“presentation to SCAP, and said that it was essential that the Mission 
not place itself in the position of intermediary between the Japanese 

2 Supra. | 

538-617—77——_5 4 - . |
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Government and SCAP on such matters. Mr. Rockefeller said that the 

paragraph on Cultural Relations seemed a very full and adequate 

statement. Ambassador Dulles said that our position on the Economic — 

Section would have to be that there are difficult problems involved and 

that we are under pressure from our Allies. He inquired what excesS 

_ shipbuilding capacity actually consisted of in physical terms, and it 

was agreed that the Defense members of the Mission would find out 

from the responsible SCAP officials. Reverting to the provisions 

regarding the inhabitants of the Bonin Islands in the Territorial 

Section, Ambassador Dulles asked if there would be objection to per- 

mitting these people to return to the Bonins. General Magruder said 

that this would probably involve additional expenditure by the United 

States Government. It was noted that the problem had important 

humanitarian aspects, since these people and their forebearers had 

lived in the islands for generations. a 

Lot 54D423 a Oo gee / | Se 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast Asian 

| : | Affairs a 

| SECRET , | oe [Pox vo—1951.] | 

| Mixvutes—Du.ies Mission Starr Mrerine FEBRUARY 1, 10:00 AM 

Ambassador Dulles’ Speech oe 

| Ambassador Dulles said that Mr. Rusk had telephoned! with refer-_ 

ence to his speech and had cleared it with certain modifications. As 

revised, the key paragraph refers to the “retention” of US forces in 

= Japan rather than to a “committal” of such forces. Ambassador Dulles _ 

said that he had avoided the use of the word “retention” because of its 

| possible connotations as signifying a continuation of the occupation. 

--He guessed that Washington had changed it due to the controversy _ 

over the President’s power to send US forces abroad in peacetime.” | 

Meeting with Democratic Party Leaders re 

Ambassador Dulles said that the meeting with the Democratic Party 

leaders had been generally satisfactory, going to the heart of the prob- | 

2 No memorandum of this telephone conversation has been. found in Depart- | 

ment of State files. ne 

- 2%n telegram 1197 to Tokyo, January 31, marked “For Dulles from Rusk”, the 

Department had stated in part that the mentioned change had been “requested 

by highest authority”.. Another portion of the telegram read: “FYI. President 

did not have opportunity. to read: entire text but: expects to do so prior to ur 

delivery. Entire text read by Sec.” (694.001/1-8151) seg
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Jem in a more fundamental way than the first meeting with Mr. Yo- _ | 

- ghida. Ambassador Dulles mentioned that he had sought to discourage | 

| action which might contribute to popular pressure for the return of the | 
- Ryukyus. The Democratic representatives seemed disposed to cooperate 

on the whole. They were critical of the Prime Minister on the grounds 

that he had refused a non-partisan handling of the treaty. Ambassador — 
‘Sebald said that there was considerable politics involved here, the 

Democrats having demanded three places in the Cabinet which Yo- 

| shida had refused to grant. Mr. Tomabechi,? who said that he had not 
. quite finished his questions when the interview ended, accepted Am- 
-bassador Dulles’ offer to submit a memorandum ‘ raising these ques- | | 

tions and expressing any further views the party wished to present. | 

Second Talk with Yoshida ae | | 

| Ambassador Dulles said that he and Mr. Yoshida had gone overthe  —S_f 
memorandum submitted by the Prime Minister. He had emphasized to — 
Mr. Yoshida the undesirability of allowing a campaign about the ! 
‘Ryukyus to get under way. Mr. Yoshida had seemed to accept this 
position. Ambassador Dulles said that the meeting had been more satis- 
factory than the first one, specific problems of the security arrange- 
ments and stationing of troops having been discussed.* — 7 

Paraphrase of Treaty _ ae re | 

| Ambassador Dulles said that he had asked Mr. Fearey to prepare an 
expanded paraphrase of the multilateral treaty draft drawn up in . 

7 Washington. The paraphrase would be handed to the Japanese for 
their views.® | re a Bo oe 

| Raw Materials Allocation == oe - | 

Ambassador Dulles said that he had had dinner with General Fox 
and had mentioned the necessity of proper planning so that the Jap- 
anese would be able to make an effective case after the treaty for their | 

_ imported raw material requirements. Ambassador Sebald said that it | 
might not be too early to begin sending Japanese to Washington to 

_ learn the ropes on this question. General Magruder said that he had 

been pressing this proposal from Washington. Ambassador Sebald 

a 8 Gizo Tomabechi, Chairman of the Supreme Committee of the People’s Demo- 
eratic Party. : — -_ 

“No memorandum such as is.described here has been found in Department of 7 
State files. However, a memorandum by Mr. Fearey of Ambassador Dulles’ con- 

-versation held January 31 with Mr. Tomabechi and other leaders of this party | 
isin Lot 54D428. rer — 

--» §No memorandum of Ambassador Dulles’ conversation held January. 31 -with 
- the Prime Minister has been found in Department of State files. > —- So 

* See the provisional memorandum of February 8, p. 849. 00.)
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said that had an instruction been sent him he would have been able to 

raise the matter directly with General MacArthur and very possibly. 

. secured his approval of the plan. oe 

| Ambassador Dulles’ Press Conference Oo oe 

~ Ambassador Dulles said that his press conference the previous after- 

noon had gone off smoothly with few questions. a | 

Lot 54D423 ee ee — 

| Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 

| | Asian Affuirs | | 

. SECRET | OS ~ [Toxyro—1951.| 

Minvures—Dvuties Mission Starr Mretine Fesruary 2, 9:30 AM | 

Meeting with British Ambassador . | 

‘Ambassador Dulles said that he would be meeting with the British 

| Ambassador at 11:00 to give him our comments on the UK views. 

He said that there was complete agreement on all but one point (ship- - 

: building) where we could not accept the British position. | . 

Australian Military View 2 fom 

Mr. Johnson said that he had been informed by General Robertson? 
that no matter what the Australian Government might say, the Aus- 
tralian military desired the type of agreernent with Japan which we 

- have in mind. oe | | 7 

Participation of Allied Forces 

General Magruder said that he had asked the Japanese representa- _ 
| tives at a recent meeting how they felt about the stationing of non-US 

forces in Japan. The Japanese had strenuously objected, at least prior : 
to the conclusion of a general collective security arrangement. General 

| Magruder said that since the JCS did not desire. token forces, the 
Defense members of the Mission had excluded the possibility of non- 

US forces fromthe proposedagreement. - © 

1In a memorandum of the conversation held February 2 between Ambassador 
Dulles and Sir Alvary Gascoigne, Mr. Fearey stated in part that the Consultant 
had said that the United States thought it would be fatal to the peace treaty to 
require destruction of any industrial property and that no government required 
to carry. out such destruction five or six years after the conclusion of hostilities 
could be expected to survive. “Sir Alvary said that he understood our position 
perfectly but was afraid that his government felt very strongly in the matter.” 
(Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty) Concerning this conversation see infra. | 

? Lt. Gen. Sir Horace Clement Hugh Robertson, Commander in Chief of the | 
British Commonwealth Occupation Force in Japan. Ce 7 ae
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Ambassador Dulles said that this was probably better. All that 

token forces would do would be to satisfy the national pride of the | 

contributing countries, giving them a voice in everything which they 

had not really earned. The situation is different in Korea where we 

- wish as many nations as possible to be committed on our side. Colonel _ | 

- Babcock noted that one reason the Japanese had objected to non-US | 

forces was that they feared that an Allied force would create the | 

impression in Japan that the occupation was continuing. | | 

Farewell Reception a - | | 

It was decided that Ambassador Dulles would give a farewell re- | 

 eeption at the Imperial Hotel on February 10. The Ambassador said 

that it would be desirable for the Mission to stay together until it 

finished its work, and that he would accordingly telegraph Secretary 

- Marshall and Secretary Pace requesting that Mr. Johnson be per- 

| mitted to remain through the end of the week. a a 

Meeting with Ryokufukw*® = | oe 

It was decided that Ambassador Dulles would meet with representa- 

tives of the Ryokufukas Tuesday afternoon. - | 

Public Statements Regarding Ryukyus woe - | 

Ambassador ‘Dulles said that he was worried about reports from. 

_ Washington that the Mission was considering Japanese desires for the | 

-_ return.of the Ryukyus. He said that such statements tended to under- 

mine the position the Mission had taken regarding the Ryukyus. It was _ 

agreed that Ambassador Sebald would send a cable in the matter to | 

Washington | - 

Inspection of National Police Reserve a | 

Ambassador Sebald mentioned that General MacArthur had sug- 

gested that Ambassador Dulles visit units of the Police Reserve in- 
cognito. It was decided that such a visit by Ambassador Dulles or by 
any other member of the Mission might give rise to undesirable com- 
ment and should therefore not be made. | | 

The Green Breeze Society, a political faction with a number of adherents in . 

the House of Councillors... Ae | | eS 
 *elegram 1491, February 2 from ‘Tokyo, marked “From Dulles for Rusk”, | 
reads as follows: a | 7 

“Reference UP despatch dateline Washington February 1, reporting administra- 
tion officials stated desire Japan retain Ryukyus, Bonins and Kuriles matter for | 
discussion SCAP and myself with Japanese leaders. | . o ae | 
"In statement to press January 31 I stated ‘neither our present consultations 

nor future decisions can be expected to reopen specific decisions already made 
and accepted by surrender terms.’ Purpose this statement was to stop growing 
inclination on part Japanese raise Ryukyus and Bonin Islands question and te 
ey discussions with Japanese on this point at this time.” (695.001/ 

|
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—-694.001/2-251 | ce | 

Memorandum Concerning a Conversation Between the Consultant to 

the Secretary (Dulles) and the Chief of the British Liaison Mission 

in Tokyo (Gascoigne) ge oP, 

: Remarks or Srr Atvary Gascoigne at Mretine Wirn AmBassavor 

a Dutixs Fepruary 2, 1951 ar 11:00 A.M. © oe 

The following are United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff’s comments on | 

proposals made by Ambassador Dulles for Pacific defense. — 
| First of all, dealing with the peace treaty: Sn 

United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff have reaffirmed their preference for _ 
having defense pact separate from peace treaty. They consider that the 
United States proposal to include security provisions in the peace 
treaty would be likely to give the impression that such provisions have 

| been imposed and this might imply that any subsequent defense pact 
had not been freely entered into. Chiefs of Staff welcome the intention 
to include a supplementary bi-lateral agreement between the United ; 

| States and Japan, but they consider that this agreement should be the 

appropriate instrument for providing for ald main aspects of Japanese , 
security and rearmament and that it should not be restricted to matters 
 ofidetai a 

I now pass to the Pacific Defense Proposal for Pacific Defense — 

Council. BI IE 
| Mr. Ambassador, have you any comments to make to me at this time? 

Mr. Dutixs: I think you will find in the memorandum I just gave | 
you? ... [reading]? “agree on bi-lateral U.S. Pact, etc.” But that 
we have in mind that the peace treaty should affirm the possession by 
Japan of what the United Nations Charter refers to as the inherent 
right of individual and ‘collective self-defense and contain an authori- 
zation to Japan to exercise that right in the form of regional or col- 
lective. pacts with one or more of the signatories purely for defense __ 

purposes. But that it would not, in itself, specify any terms of such 
| a pact or even parties to such a pact, leaving that entirely for Japan 

in the exercise of its inherent right of collective self-defense. I think | 
that meets the point of view which was expressed by you at the earlier 

meeting we had,‘ and the informal views that your Government ex- — 

1The source text contains no indication of authorship. - 
| . * Reference uncertain. Ck | Lo | 

_* BHHipsis and brackets in the source text. ss. ee . . 
* According to what is apparently ‘a transcript. of the conversation held between 

Sir Alvary and Mr. Dulles January 29, the former had stated in part: “the . 

Secretary of State [for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Ernest Bevin] thinks that all defense _ | 

provisions should be embodied. in a defense pact negotiated separately from the 

peace treaty. He agrees that the peace treaty itself should neither: prohibit nor 
permit Japan’s rearmament.” (320.1. Peace Treaty) Another part of this tran- 

script is quoted in the editorial note, p. 825. | a
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pressed, and which are now in substance reaffirmed as being the con- | 

tinuing views of your.Chiefsof Staff. ae 

- Sre Atvary: Therefore really you agree that there should not 

be any mention in the treaty itself? oo | 

Mr. Dunes: That’s right. a a | | : | 

Sir Atvary: Thank you very much. © 7 | 

| Mr. Duties: We agree in deference to the views which your Gov- | 

ernment expresses. Our point of view in this had been to include the 

substance of provisions for United States stationing of troops in Japan 

in the main treaty, but as I say, in deference to the views which your | 

Government has expressed, we are reconsidering that matter and are : 

now disposed... .° It seems to us that it may be feasible to handle 

— it along the lines your Government suggests. oO i | 

Sir Arvary: Thank you very much. - SO 

_ [Here follows a portion of the conversation which is discussed in 

telegram 1492 from Tokyo, February 2, page 143.] OO 

-* Bllipsis in the source text. CB | aie oe 

ot sepaoy | Oo - a i Bhat 

On signed Draft of Agreement | a | 

oo 7 . ci a ss [Toxrxo, undated.*] 

AgrEeEMENT CONCERNING JAPANESE-AMERICAN CoorERATION For THEIR 

—  Mroan Securiry 

7 a ne PE Sy es | ns PREAMBLE So | oe oo : | nt 

_ Japan and the United States desire to contribute to the promotion 

of world peace and security by firmly establishing peace and security 

_ in the Japan area upon the following principles: = 

| (1) The governments of both countries sincerely hope that inter- 
national peace and security will be preserved in accordance with the | 

principles enunciated in the Charter of the United Nations so that _ 
they may live in peace with all peoples and all governments; _ | | | 

(2) Both governments shall duly note that the U nited Nations has 
a responsibility by virtue of its Charter to maintain the security of 

| 1There is some possibility this is a copy of the “Japanese revised draft of a 

USI apan bilateral” mentioned in Mr.- Fearey’s memorandum of February 5, 

p. 857. If so, it was presented to U.S. officials February 3, probably simultaneously | 
with the explanatory “Observations” described in the editorial note, infra. The 
editors have been unable conclusively to determine whether the draft which is 
here revised, itself very substantially different from the bilateral draft of Janu- 

| ary 18, is a U.S., Japanese, or joint draft. For information on the draft of Janu- 
ary see Mr. Rusk’s letter to General Magruder of January 17 with enclosure,
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non-member nations, in so far as it is necessary to maintain interna- _ 
tional peace and security. | 

(3) The Japanese people, trusting in the justice and faith of the © 
peace-loving peoples of the world, are determined to preserve their 
security and existence. | ee 

The maintenance of international peace and security in the Japan 
(Considerime thet beth sovernments have agreed in the Treaty of 
area shall be assured by the cooperation between Japan and the 

depan United States area for this purpese) until a superseding security 
arrangement acceptable to the governments of the United States 

- and Japan (the United States covernment) is adopted in pursuance of | 
Article 43 or other appropriate Articles of the Charter of the United 

| Nations, or until other suitable arrangements are effected;? 
Having in mind that nothing in the aforementioned ‘Treaty of Peace 

| impairs, and that Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations | 
affirms, the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense, 

| And desiring that this Agreement shall be fulfilled in a spirit of 
good neighbourliness between the United States government and the 
Japanese government, and that the details of its practical application 
shall be arranged by friendly cooperation, | es 

For the purposes cited in the foregoing, the two countries shall agree _ 
: to cooperate for their mutual security as follows: | 

CHAPTER I~ oe 

Responsibility of the United States - | 
(1) The United States recognizes that the peace and security of 

Japan are inseparable from that of the Pacific area, especially of peace 
and security of the United States. The United States shall share re- 
sponsibility with Japan for maintaining its peace and security. | 

(2) Incase of an act of aggression against Japan, the United States 
shall immediately take all necessary measures to assist Japan in meet- 

ing such aggression. Oo | 
a - CHAPTER II. | | es 

Responsibility of Japan ras PE 

(1) Japan declares that she has an inherent right of self-defense for = 
safeguarding its security andexistence. oo 

_ (2) Japan shall cooperate by all possible means with the United | 
States in maintaining peace and security in the Japan area and in 
meeting any act of aggression against Japan. | - - 

For information on the origin of this and subsequent revisions and deletions, 
see the editorial note, infra. In the text as. printed, italics have been added to 
indicate revision, which is shown in the source text as interpolation. ag
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a | CHAPTER IIT | | 

Consultation | Oo | | 

| _ (1) The two countries shall consult with each other whenever the — 
territorial integrity, political independence or security of the contract- 

| ing parties are deemed to be threatened. Se | 

| CHAPTER IV : , OS | 

| Stationing of United States Armed Forces — | 

- (1) The two countries agree (Japan requests and the United States 
| agrees) to the stationing of United States forces within the Japanese | 

territory to assist in carrying out the mutual responsibility stated in 
the foregoing. Oe | SE . 

(2) Japan agrees that she will not grant, without the prior consent 
of the United States, any bases or any rights, powers, or authority 
whatsoever, in or relating to bases or the right of garrison or of © 

- maneuver, to any third power. | OB 
(8) In the event of hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities, a 

the United States forces stationed in Japan (Sapreme Commander of 
all ferees in Japan; designated in secordance with par 2 Chap 8 infra) 

| shall have the authority to use such (lead) areas, installations and | 
facilities in the Japan area [as?] (and 40 make sueh strategie and 
 -$eetieal dispesitions ef military ferees as he) may be deemed necessary. | 
(In tekine such actions, the Supreme Commander shall consult with — | 

| (4) In locating the aforesaid areas for strategic and tactical disposi- 
tion, the fullest consideration consistent with military necessity shall | 
be given to the welfare, health and economic needs of the (native 

- peoples ef dapan-) local population. - | a 
(5) In the absence of hostilities or imminently threatened hostili- — 

ties, United States forces (seearity forees of the United States), after 
- agreement between the United States and the Japanese governments, 

| shall have the right to use land and coastal areas of appropriate size 
and location for military exercises, for additional staging areas, bomb- 
ing and gunnery ranges, and for such intermediate airfields as may 
be required for safe and efficient air operations. Operations in such 
areas shall be carried on with due regard and safeguards for the public 
safety. | | | | | a 

| } CHAPTER V | OO | 

Hapenses : | - oe 

_.(1) Expenses of the United States forces stationed in Japan shall 
- be borne by the United States, excepting such expenses concerning - : 

7 places, facilities or services as may be borne by Japan. (Vote. U.S. 
delegation would like to have the assistance furnished by Japan at her 
expense set forth in detail.) :
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| CHAPTER VI | ae 

Status of the Garrison Troops . 2 ESE 

(1) The United States forces stationed in Japan shall enjoy the 
privileges and immunities which are normally accorded under inter- 
national law to an army of a nation stationed ina foreign countryin 
peace time. | Bn 

(2) United States Seeurity forces shall customarily be garrisoned _ 

at such installations under the control of the allied occupation forces | 

- at the termination of the occupation, as agreed upon between United 

- States government and Japanese government, and all such facilities 

7 or areas required by United States forces and agreed to by Japanese 

government shall remain under the control of the United States 
seeurity forces. - | 

(3) Further assistance, including the use of additional land areas, 

installations or other facilities, as may be required in the absence of 

hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities by the security forces 
for garrison purposes, shall be provided by Japan as mutually agreed 
between the United States and Japanese Governments® = ~ 

(4) Japanese real and personal property utilized from time to time 
by United States seearity forces shall, when no longer required, be 
returned to the Japanese government in good condition, subject to_ 

normal depreciation or ordinary wear and tear. Except for losses aris- 
ing directly from hostilities, the United States government shall pay 

_ just and reasonable compensation, when accepted by claimants in full 

- satisfaction and in final settlement, for claims, including claims of | 

insured but excluding claims of subrogees, on account of damage to or 

loss or destruction of private property, both real and personal, or per- 

sonal injury or death of inhabitants of Japan, when such damage, loss, _ 

destruction or injury occurs during the period of this agreement and 1s 

caused by the armed forces of the United States, or individual mem- 

bers thereof, including military or civilian employees thereof, or other- __ 
wise incident to non-combat activities of such forces; provided that 
no claim shall be considered unless presented within one year after the = 

| - occurrence of the accident or incident out of which such claim arises. — 

| (A stipulation to be added for the “establishment of an organ 

composed of representatives of the two countries to carry out joint 

investigation and to determine the amount of compensation,” as has 

been suggested under (8) of the Japanese proposal of February 1.)* _ 

_ Further Description of Rights a Oo a 

(5) Appreciative of similar undertakings by other free nations of the ld for the of promoting conditions of international — 

*The handwritten word “delete” appears beside paragraph (3) of chapter VI : 
in the source text. oo — | SO a | 

* Reference unidentified: . . 7 . Fe
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scours, Japan further aceords to the United States suek. [71s mutually 

agreed that the United States shall have the rights, power and author- 

ity within installations er defense areas [such?] as are necessary for 

the establishment, use, operation and defense thereof, or appropriate | 

for the control thereof, and all the rights. power and authority within 

the limits of territorial waters and air space adjacent to, or in the 

vicinity of, installations or defense areas which are necessary to provide 

access to them, or appropriate for their control.® | oO | 

[Here follows the remainder of the proposals under the heading 

‘“Purther Description of Rights”, which are identical to those in- 

cluded under that heading (beginning with the second paragraph) in 

the draft bilateral security treaty of October 27, 1950, printed | 

in Foreign Relations, 1950, volume VI, page 1339.) | 

| Shipping and Navigation fo 

| (7) United States public vessels operated by or for the Army or 

Navy Departments, the Coast Guard or the Coast and Geodetic survey, | 

and the military forces of the United States, military and naval air- - | 

- eraft and government-owned vehicles, including armor, shall be | 

accorded free access. to, and movement between, ports and United 

; States installations and defense areas throughout Japan, including 

territorial waters, by land, air and sea. In connection with the entrance 

into Japanese ports by United States public vessels, appropriate | 

notification under normal conditions shall be made to the Japanese 

: authorities. | oe oo a a oe - 

, (8) Lights and other aids to navigation of vessels and aircraft 

placed or established in the installations and defense areas and terri-— 

torial waters adjacent thereto, or in the vicinity, shall conform to 

the system in use in Japan. The positions, characteristics and any 

alterations in the lights or other aids shall be communicated to the 

appropriate authorities of Japan. ee | 

Jurisdiction over Defense Areas, and f nstallations or Facilities — - 

(9) The United States shall have exclusive jurisdiction over all = 

| installations and defense areas in Japan utilized by United States 

security forces, and over the military and civilian personnel of the 

government. of the United States and their families within the said © | 

| installations or defense areas, as well as over all other persons within 

such areas except Japanese citizens. The government of the United | 

States shall retain the right, however, to turn over to the Japanese | 

authorities for trial and punishment any person, other than a citizen | 

of the United States, committing an offense in such areas. The J apa- 

~ nese authorities shall turn over to the United’ States authorities for | 

The handwritten notation “delete” ‘appears: beside the entire section on = ———t™S 

“Farther Description of Rights” (chapter VI paragraphs (5) and (6)) in the
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trial and punishment any of the United States military or civilian 
personnel and their families who may commit offenses outside of _ 
‘such areas. The Japanese authorities and the United States authori- _ 
ties shall undertake adequate measures to insure the prosecution and | 
punishment of all such offenders, it being understood that relevant 
evidence shall be furnished reciprocally to the two authorities. wo 

| Limitations on United States Administration of Security Forces 

(10) The Japanese government and the United States government, 
for the purpose of promoting a sound administration of this agree- 
ment, adopt the following provisions from agreements concluded and 
successfully administered by other sovereign states.® Oe 

[Here follow the sections headed “Exemptions in Favor of Security 
Personnel and Incoming Goods”, “Postal Facilities”, “Sales and Serv- _ 
ices”, and “United States Reserve Organizations”. ] : | 

| CHAPTER VILE _ | 
Committee Nfen se 4 - 

, (1) The two countries, in order to deliberate on the matters con- 
cerning sites, facilities, expenses and status of garrison troops shall 
establish a committee to be composed of equal number of representa- 
tives of the two countries. The committee shall be so organized that it 
may meet immediately at all times. The committee may establish such 
auxiliary organsasmayberequired. Se 

CHAPTER VII | so 
Collective Defense Measures — : | | 

(1) Any establishment of forces by the Japanese government shall 
_ be for the purpose of protecting peace and security in the Japan area 
and shall be consistent with the Charter of the United Nations, includ- | 
ing Article 51 thereof which affirms the inherent right of individual — 

: or collective self-defense. | 
_ (2) In the event of hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities 
in the Japan area, as determined by the United States government, 
the National Police Reserve, and all other J apanese armed forces, — 

| shall be placed under the unified command of a Supreme Commander 
designated by the United States government after consultation with 
the Japanese government.’ a | co 

CHAPTER IX | 

E’'ffectiwe Date and Period of Application | | | a 
- (1) The provisions of this agreement shall become effective simul- 

taneously with the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace, and 

°*The handwritten notation “delete” appears beside paragraphs (9) and (10) | 
of chapter VI in the source text. | 
"The handwritten word “delete” appears beside all of chapter VIII in the 

source text. Oo :
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shall remain in effect until the coming into force of such United | 
Nations arrangements or such alternative security arrangements as in : 
the opinion of the United States government will satisfactorily pro- | 
vide for the maintenance by the United Nations or otherwise of inter- | 
national peace and security in the Japan area. _ | | 

(A paragraph to be added on ratification provisions.) | une , 

- = | Editorial Note an | 

_ In a memorandum dated February 3, 1951, titled “Observations on ) 
_ the Agreement Concerning Japanese-American Cooperation for 

Mutual Security”, the Japanese Government stated that the agree-_ | 
- ment had to be reached at an early date. It stated its desire that — 

Chapter VIII be omitted because provisions envisaging Japan asan _—~ | 
_ armed country or a belligerent were likely to cause complications —_ 7 

within and without Japan. The Government stated also its belief that 
_ to avoid the impression that military occupation would continue, the | 
powers the United States was to have in Japan should not be enu- | 
merated in detail in the agreement and facilities and areas for United I 
States security forces should be strictly limited and should be de- 
termined by mutual agreement. The Japanese Government then sug- , | 

_ gested a number of detailed changes, additions, and deletions, most of 
| which are incorporated in, or noted in the margins of, the draft supra. 

_ In conclusion the Government proposed that the Committee provided 
for in Chapter VII be made the central vehicle for the operation of 
the agreement. (Lot 56 D 527) | | 

‘In another memorandum of February 8, titled “Initial Stepsfor Re- | 
armament Program”, the Japanese Government stated that with the | : 

, coming into effect of the proposed peace and security treaties it would | | 
be necessary for Japan to undertake a program of rearmament., The 

| Japanese Government then briefly described the measures it con- 
templated. (Lot 56 D 527) ES oe | 

“Tokyo Post Files : 820.1 Peace Treaty | | | | 

Memorandum Prepared by the Dulles Mission meee 

SECRET Oo ss FToxyo,] February 3, 1951. 

PrRovisionAL MrmoraNpDUM | 

| - Subject to further consideration and subject to further consultation 
with the interested Parties, the United States contemplates a peace 

| treaty along the following lines: | | Oo 

* Copies of this memorandum were handed to Mr. Iguchi on February 5. |
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| So PREAMBLE | | | | 

The Preamble would record the determination of the Allies and of | 

Japan henceforth to order their relations on a basis of friendly co- 

- operation as sovereign equals. Japan would indicate her intention to 

| - gonform to the principles of the United Nations Charter; to realize 

the high principles embodied in the United Nations Universal Declara- | 

tion of Human Rights;? and to develop the conditions of stability | 

and well-being envisaged by Article 55 of the United Nations Charter, 

and already initiated by postwar Japanese legislation. Japan accord- 

| ingly would intend to apply for membership in the United Nations _ 

| and the Allies would welcome that intention. a ae 

PEACE a : 

The state of war between the Allics and Japan would be pronounced _ 

atanend. Be 

| - SOVEREIGNTY | 

The Allics would recognize the full sovereignty of the Japanese | 

people and their clected representatives over Japanese territory. | 

Japan would renounce all rights and titles to Korea, Formosa and 

the Pescadores, and accept a United Nations trusteeship with the 

United States as administering authority over the Ryukyu Islands 

south of 29° north latitude, the Bonin Islands, including Rosario — 

- -_Tgland, the Voleano Islands, Parece Vela and Marcus Island. The 

| United States would retain control of these islands pending approval | 

: by the United Nations of the trusteeship agreement or agreements. 

Japan would further renounce all rights, titles and claims deriving 

- from the mandate system and from the activities of Japanese nationals 

in the Antarctic area. | | : 

| SECURITY 

Japan as a prospective member of the United Nations would accept 

in advance the obligations of Article 2 of the Charter, and the other | 

- parties would undertake reciprocally to be guided by those same prin-. 

ciples with relation to Japan. The Allies would recognize that Japan 

as a sovereign nation possesses what the Charter refers to as “the 

inherent right of: individual or collective self-defense”, and would 

agree that Japan might voluntarily enter into a collective security 

2This was a resolution passed by the General Assembly on December 10, 1948. 

For text, see Department of State, A Decade of American Foreign Policy: Basic | 

Documents, 1941-49 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 1156. |
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arrangement or arrangements participated in by one or more of them. | 

| Such arrangements would be designed solely for defense against armed 

attack from without, and any forces contributed by any Allied nation _ | 

“pursuant thereto would not have any responsibility or authority to | 

. intervene in the internal affairs of Japan. Assistance given at the ex- : 

7 press request of the Japanese Government to put down large-scale | 

internal riots and disturbances in Japan would not be deemed inter- | 

vention in the internal affairs of Japan. Japan would agree not to 

permit any foreign nation to have military facilities in Japan except 

pursuant to actions or recommendations of the United Nations or to 

a collective security arrangement or arrangements referred to above. 

| POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CLAUSES | 

(a) Japan would agree to adhere to existing multilateral treaties 

designed to prevent the misuse of narcotics and to conserve fish and | 

wildlife. | | a ba 

(6) ~=Japan would agree to enter promptly into negotiations with 

. parties so desiring for the formulation of new bilateral or multilateral 

-_ agreements for the regulation, conservation and development of high 

| seas fisheries. ; sib oe | | 
| (e) ‘Each of the Allies would agree to notify Japan within a year 

of the effective date of the treaty which of its prewar bilateral non- 
political treaties with Japan it wished to keep in force. _ : | 
- (d) Japan would renounce all special rights and interests in China. | 
- (e) The power to grant clemency, reduce sentences, parole and 

| pardon with respect to war criminals incarcerated in Japan would 
be exercised jointly by Japan and the Government or Governments 
which imposed the sentences in each instance and, in the case of per- 
sons sentenced by the International Military Tribunal for the Far 
East, by Japan and a majority of the Governments represented on the | 
Tribunal. — ~. a PEs ee oe | 

| (f) Pending the conclusion of new commercial treaties or agree- 
ments, Japan, during a period of three years, would (1) extend most- 

_ favored-nation treatment to each of the Allies in all matters pertain- 
ing to the importation and exportation of goods, and (2) accord na- 
tional treatment or most-favored-nation treatment, whichever is more 

| favorable, with respect to the commercial vessels, nationals and com- 
panies of the Allies and their property, interests and business activities . 
in Japan. Japan would be entitled to withhold from any Allied nation | 
more favorable treatment in respect to any of the above matters than 

that nation, subject to the exceptions customarily included in its com- 
mercial agreements, was willing to accord it in that respect. Japan |
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would also be entitled to apply measures dictated by its balance-of- | 
payments position or by its essential security requirements, and to . 
reserve the exceptions customarily contained in commercial agree- 
ments. “National treatment” would not be deemed to include Japa- 
nese coastal and inland navigation. Pending the conclusion of civil | 
air transport agreements, Japan, during a period of three years, would 
extend to each of the Allies not less favorable civil air traffic rights | 
and privileges than those they enjoyed at the time of the coming into 
force of the treaty. - | 

CLAIMS ARISING OUT OF THE WAR 

All parties would waive claims arising out of acts taken during 
the war prior to September 2, 1945, except that (1) each of the Allied 
and Associated Powers would retain and dispose of Japanese property _ 

-_-within its territories, except diplomatic and consular property and a 
few other limited categories; and (2) Japan would restore, upon 
demand, Allied property in Japan, or, if such property, whether or | 

| not taken under the control of the Japanese Government, is not 
restorable intact, would provide yen to compensate for the lost value. 
(An elaboration of these two exceptions is provided in Annex I.) ~ 
Japan would waive all claims arising out of the presence of the Oc- _ 
cupation forcesinJapansincesurrender. = > Ce 

| | SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 

Disputes concerning the interpretation or execution of the treaty 

| not settled through the diplomatic channel would be referred for 
decision to the International Court of Justice, all of the treaty signa- 
tories undertaking to comply with the decisions of the Court. A _ 

| specially established Arbitral Tribunal appointed by the President of _ 
the International Court of Justice from nationals of countries which | 

-_-were neutral in World War II would settle claims disputes. (An elabo- 
ration of these provisions will be found in Annex II.) ae | 

| _ FINAL CLAUSES | poe 

(a2) The right of adherence to the treaty would be extended to — 
any nation at war or in a state of belligerency with Japan which _ 
had not been an original signatory thereto. oo | 

(6) The treaty would not confer any rights or benefits upon any 
state which did not execute and ratify or adhere to it, and Japan 
would not make a peace settlement with any other state which would | 

| grant that state advantages not granted to the parties to the treaty _ 
herein described. | | Os
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| fhe | GENERAL OBSERVATION | ee | | 

It is to be observed that if peace were made along the foregoing | | 
lines, it would invelve a very complete restoration of sovereignty to | 
Japan free of onerous restrictions. Japan would express its intention , 
to maintain and advance the high purposes, principles and standards : 

| of the post-surrender years, but would not be subjected to treaty com- 
pulsions in these respects. There would be no restrictions upon Japan’s | 
right to rearm. The Allies would demand no reparations either out 
of the industrial assets, current production or gold stocks. There would 
be no continuing right to reclaim looted property. There would be no 
treaty restrictions upon Japan’s commercial activity, including ship- ) 
building and fishing, other than such as Japan may voluntarily adopt , | 
in the interest of promoting international good will. The Allies’ right | 
to “most-favored-nation” commercial treatment would be dependent . | 
upon reciprocity on their part. The question of any repayment of — 
Garioa indebtedness of some $2,000,000,000 is not made a matter of 
treaty compulsion, but left for mutual adjustment. | 

With respect to all of these matters, there is very considerable dif- ! 
ference of opinion as between the Allies and there is within the United : 
States a considerable body of opinion which questions the desirability 
of the kind of peace which is here outlined. - ae ’ - 

It may be that public opinion either within the United States or 
- within the Allied Powers may render it necessary, in order to get 
peace, to add certain restrictions and burdens not enumerated in the 

above outline of projected treaty and it is suggested that the Japanese 
Government, in dealing with the people of Japan, should avoid giving | 
any impression that it can now be taken for granted that the final 
treaty will be free of restrictions and burdens of the character men- 
tioned in these General Observations. > a ed | 

oO a , _ Annex I | | Se | 

_ Evaporation or Exceptions To GENERAL WAIVER OF War CLAIMS | 

I. Each of the Allies would have the right to retain and dispose 
of all property, rights and interests of Japan and Japanese nationals 
within its territory at any time between December 7, 1941, and the 

- coming into force of the treaty, except (a) property of Japanese na- | 
tionals permitted to reside in the territory of one of the Allies, except 

_. property subjected to special measures prior to September 2, 1945; 
(6) tangible diplomatic or consular property, net of any expenses 

— B88-617—77- ——55 |
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incident to its preservation; (c) property of non-political religious, | 

charitable, cultural or educational institutions; (d) property located | 

in Japan, despite the presence elsewhere of paper or similar evidence | 

of right, title or interest in such property, or any debt claim with 

respect thereto; and (e) trade-marks identifying products originating | 

in Japan. re OO 7 
II. (a) Japan would restore, upon demand, within six months _ 

po from the effective date of the treaty, the property, tangible and in- 

| tangible, and all rights or interests of any kind in property, in Japan 

| of the Allies and their nationals, unless the owner had freely disposed 
of his property without duress or fraud, and, to the extent that such 

i property and interests, whether or not taken under the control of the 
Japanese Government, had been lost or damaged as a result of the — 

- war, would make compensation in yen equal to the amount necessary 
at the time of coming into force of the treaty (1) to purchase similar 
property, or (2) to restore the property to its condition on December 7, 

| 1941. Compensation would not be made to persons whose activities 
and property were not subjected to special Japanese wartime restric- 
tions applicable to Allied nationals generally. Claims of each of the 
Allied and Associated Powers and their nationals for compensation 
would be presented by its Government to the Japanese Government 
within eighteen months from the effective date of thistreaty,. = 

(6) If agreement on compensation should not be reached within 
six months after the filing of a claim, either of the governments con- 

- gerned might refer the matter to the Arbitral Tribunal provided for 
in the treaty (see Annex IT). | 

(c) Rights or interests in property would include directly and 
~ indirectly held ownership interests in juridical entities which were 

not nationals of an Allied Power, but which had suffered loss of or 
damage to property in Japan as a result of the war. Compensation _ 
with respect to such loss or damage would bear the same proportion © 
to compensation payable to an owner under subparagraph (a) asthe - 
beneficial interests of such nationals in the corporation or association > 
boretothetotalcapitalthereof. ot Oa 

(d) Compensation in yen would be made in four equal annual in- 
 stallments without interest and if the total of allowed claims exceeds 

| 40 thousand million yen, there would be a pro rata reduction so that 
the total would be that amount. The yen paid by way of compensation | 
would not be convertible into foreign exchange except in accordance _ 
with Japanese foreign exchange regulations. Compensation payments 
in respect to agreed claims would begin without awaiting final ad-— 

| _ judication of contested claims. SO
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| : - Annex II. oe | 

: ELABORATION oF DispuTES Provistons | ) 

| INTERPRETATION OR EXECUTION = , 

_ Any dispute between an Allied Government and Japan concerning 
the interpretation or execution of the treaty which is not settled 
through diplomatic channels would, at the request of a party to the 
dispute, and without special agreement, be referred for decision to 

| the International Court of Justice. Japan and those Allied Powers : 
which were not already parties to the Statute of the International 7 

— Court of Justice would deposit with the Registrar of the International 
Court of Justice, on the date of the deposit of their ratification of the | 
treaty, a general declaration accepting the jurisdiction, without special | 
agreement, of the Court generally in respect of all disputes of the. ( 
character referredtointhisparagraph, Be 

a CLAIMS — | | | 
| Disputes between an Allied Government and Japan in connection | 

with claims matters which are not settled through the diplomatic 
channel or otherwise could be referred by either party to an Arbitral 
Tribunal, consisting of three jurists to be designated by the President | 
of the International Court of Justice on request of the depository gov- | 
ernment made within three months from the effective date of the treaty. | 
The designations would be made from nationals of countries which —— | 

| were neutral in World War II. Vacancies on the Tribunal would | 
similarly be filled by designation by the President of the International 

~ Court of Justice upon request of the depository government. Decisions 
of the tribunal would be by majority vote and would be final and 

The salaries of the members of the Arbitral Tribunal would be 
fixed by the President of the International Court of Justice, in con- 
sultation with the Government of Japan. The Government of. Japan, 

- would pay the costs and expenses of the proceedings, including salaries | 
of members and employees of the: Tribunal, but not including costs 
incurred by other governments in the preparation and presentation of. 
cases. : | - | a 

| The authority of the Tribunal, and the terms of office of its members, | 
would terminate at the expiration of ten years from the effective date 
of the treaty, unless Japan and a majority of the Allies agreed to fix | 
anearlierorlaterterminationdate. = © | . ee |
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Lot 54D423° Ga oo 
—- Unsigned Draft of Bilateral Agreement ee 

SECRET 7 Oo _.. [Toxyo,] February 5,1951. 

AGREEMENT BeTwEen THE Unrtep States or AMERICA AND JAPAN FOR | 
COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE Mapr Pursuant To THE TREATY oF PEACE 

| | Berween JAPAN AND THE ALLIED Powers AND THE PRovISIONS OF 
ArtTIcLE 51 oF THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NaTIons 

| PREAMBLE | OS 

Japan has this day signed a Treaty of Peace with the Allied Powers. 
On the coming into force of that Treaty, Japan will not have the . 
means to exercise her inherent right of self-defense because, pursuant | 

| to the Surrender Terms, Japan has been.disarmed. | : 
There is danger to Japan in this situation because irresponsible mili- 

tarism has not yet been driven from the world. : 
The Treaty of Peace gives Japan the right to enter into collective 

self-defense arrangements with one or more of the Allied Powers and 
the Charter of the United Nations recognizes that all nations possess 
an inherent right of individual and collective self-defense. _ 

| In exercise of these rights, Japan desires, as a provisional arrange- 
ment for her defense, that the United States, which is one of the Allied | 
Powers, should maintain armed forces of its own in and about Japan 

; so as to deter armed attack upon Japan. oo ee : 
| The United States, in the interest of peace and security, is presently _ 

willing to maintain certain of its armed forces in and about Japan, 
in the expectation, however, that Japan will itself increasingly assume 

7 responsibility for the defense of its own homeland against direct and 
indirect aggression, always avoiding any armament which could be 
an offensive threat or serve other than to promote peace and security 
in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United Nations 

| Charter. Se ee Te eS 
Accordingly : | | | : — 

7 1. Japan grants, and the United States accepts the right, upon the | 
| coming into force of the Treaty of Peace and of this Agreement, to | 

station United States land, air and sea forces in and about Japan. © 
Such dispositions would be designed solely for the defense of Japan 
against armed attack from without and any forces contributed pur- __ 

| suant hereto would not have any responsibility or authority to inter- 
vene in the internal affairs of Japan. Assistance given at the express 

*For text of the instrument of surrender signed aboard U.S.S. Missouri in 
Tokyo Bay, September 2, 1945, see Department of State Executive Agreement . 
Series (EAS) No. 493, or 59 Stat. (pt. 2) 1733.
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| request of the Japanese Government to put down large-scale internal 
_ riots and disturbances in Japan would not be deemed intervention in | 

the internal affairs of Japan. | 

2. During the exercise of the right referred to in Article 1, Japan | 
will not grant, without the prior consent of the United States, any 
bases or any rights, powers or authority whatsoever, in or relating 
to bases or the right of garrison or of maneuver, to any third power. 

_ 8. The conditions which shall govern the stationing of armed forces | | 

_ of the United States in and about Japan shall be determined by ad- | 
ministrative agreements between the two Governments. | — 

_ 4, ‘This Agreement shall expire whenever in the opinion of the Gov- | 
ernments of the United States and of Japan there shall have come | 
into force such United Nations arrangements or such alternative | 

individual or collective security dispositions as will satisfactorily — | 
provide for the maintenance by the United Nations or otherwise of _ 

_ International peace and security in the Japan area. | eS 

| Lot 56D527 , —— | | oe 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast — : 
a _ _ Asian Affairs : Oo 

SECRET - a [Toxyo—1951.] 

Minutes—Dutrzs Mission Starr Meeting Fesruary 5, 9:30 AM 

Japanese Memorandum re US-Japan Bilateral : | | 
Ambassador Dulles said that the Japanese revised draft of a US-~ | 

Japan bilateral’ submitted Saturday evening? called for a US. 
guarantee of Japan’s security, and went further than the terms of | 

_ the Atlantic Pact.2 Until Japan is in a position to undertake cor- | 
responding obligations of its own the US would want rights rather _ 

, than obligations. The US cannot press the Japanese to assume mili- | 
tary obligations until they have dealt with their Constitutional prob- | 
lem and are in a position formally and publicly to assume such | 
obligations. _ a | - | 

_ Colonel Babcock commented that the Japanese had shown willing- . 
hess to assume certain obligations, but Ambassador Dulles noted that 
it was not clear what those obligations could at present be. Colonel 

* Perhaps the undated, revised draft of an “Agreement Concerning Japanese- 
American Cooperation for Their Mutual Security’, p. 843. 

* February 8. 
* For text of the North Atlantic Treaty signed at Washington April 4, 1949, see 

Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. tv, p. 281, or Department of State Treaties and 
Other International Acts Series (TIAS) No. 1964, or 63 Stat. (pt.2) 2241. |
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Babcock replied that that was the question, and that that was why | 
the Defense members wished to have Chapter VIII of their draft = 

‘retained, clarifying that the Japanese would use their police forces 

-or whatever other forces they possessed to assist in the defense of 

Japan. Ambassador Dulles agreed that it probably would be desirable 

to retain Chapter VIII in some form. He went on to say that when pee 

Japan, following amendment of its Constitution, is in a position to — 

make precise commitments such as we are trying to obtain from - 

European countries, commitments to contribute 'a certain number of 

divisions by a certain date, then we will be in a position to make 

| more concrete commitments ourselves. Until then we must maintain | 

a flexible position. Ambassador Dulles’ instructions from the President 

were that the US was prepared to station troops in Japan and desired | 

the right to station such troops, but it was not stated that the US _ 

was prepared to guarantee Japan’s security. By not assuming such 

an obligation we remain free to pull our troops out at any time. | 

Ambassador Dulles continued that the practical consequences of our 

| keeping troops in Japan would be more important than any paper 

euarantee. Whether we would want to go further and guarantee Japan 

- in any sense was a question we would wish to discuss in Washington. > 

The coming exchange of views in the Philippines, Australia and New 

| Zealand about a Pacific Pact might place us in a better position to 

Oo proceed along that line by eliminating the danger Mr. Johnson had 

- referred to of giving Japan guarantees which we did not give the 

Philippines, Australia and New Zealand. | | BO 
Mr. Allison inquired how much the Mission could tell the Japanese 

a about the contemplated Pacific Pact in order to help the Japanese to 

| buy our proposal. Ambassador Dulles replied that we would not 
- want to dangle the pact before them since we did not yet know whether | 

the idea of a pact would be realized. He said that he had informed 
certain Japanese at one of Ambassador Sebald’s receptions that the _ 
military agreement would initally be just between the United States 
and Japan but that it might later be broadened out. This had been 

hinted in our Provisional Memorandum‘ regarding the content of 
a general treaty. Ambassador Dulles said that the United States 

was not in a position to guarantee indefinitely a totally disarmed 

| country. | | ee , 

Ambassador Dulles then read the text of a draft agreement * which | 
he had prepared to be concluded by the United States and Japan for 
their collective self-defense pursuant to the treaty of peace between __ 

Japan and the Allies and the provisions of Article 51 of the United 
Nations Charter. In commenting on the draft Ambassador Sebald 

‘ Of February 8, p. 849. | OO | aan 
5 Apparently the document supra. |
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said that the Japanese do not have executive agreements. Any such 

document must be clearly based on authority granted by the Diet. | 

- Executive agreements, he said, are unkown in Japanese jurisprudence. | 

~ Ambassador Dulles questioned how the government could operate if | 

it had to submit every international engagement to the Diet. Ambassa- | 

dor Sebald said that he had sought to convince the Japanese Govern- | 

ment of this fact but thus far without marked success. Mr. Allison 

suggested that the phrase “administrative agreement” be used, and | 

this suggestion was adopted. | os - oO | 

Meeting with Mr. Yoshida | fe 

Ambassador Dulles said that the Mission’s time was running out | 

and that it might be advisable for him to see the Prime Minister that — 

day or the next to attempt to achieve a definite understanding. It was 

agreed that the meeting should be held on Wednesday.” ae 

Meetings with Diplomatic Representatives — cn Eee 

Ambassador Dulles said that the British Ambassador had asked 

to see him again. Mr. Allison questioned the advisability of a third 

- extended:meeting when Ambassador Dulles had seen ‘so few other 

diplomatic representatives in his office. Ambassador Sebald mentioned - 

_ that he had invited the Chinese Ambassador, who had requested an | 

| interview with Ambassador Dulles, to dinner at his house on Thursday. 

Ambassador Dulles said that he had seen the British and French 

_ Ambassadors because the United States has special relations with those 

countries, but that he did not want the Chinese National Government 

to feel that we were running out on it. It was decided that Ambassador 4 

Dulles would see the British Ambassador again and that he would ; 
-. have lunch with the Australian Ambassador. | 

Ambassador Dulles raised the question of Japanese fishing, saying 

that there would be considerable criticism if he returned without 

some understanding on this question. He referred to the proposal sub- — 

mitted by the Japanese, which seemed quite satisfactory, and sug- _ | 

gested that it would be desirable to have the Japanese send him a 

---- gigned letter embodying agreed views on this problem before his | 

departure® — a | : 

®No draft of a separate administrative agreement has been found in Depart- 
ment of State files earlier than that printed as Annex IV to the letter of Feb- 
ruary 10 from Ambassador Dulles to Secretary Acheson, p. 876. 

7 February 7. . | a | 

- 8fhe exchange of letters dated February 7 regarding fisheries between Prime | 
Minister Yoshida and Ambassador Dulles, released to the press February 13, is 

_ printed in Department of State Bulletin, February 26, 1951, p. 351. - : |
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Lot 5eD527 oe 7 | 

| Unsigned Japanese Government Memorandum * a | 

| a [Toxyo,] February 6,1951. 

| On Provistonan Memoranpum | hi 

The American Provisional Memorandum dated February 38,1951? 
has been received with profound gratification and gratitude. Observa- 
tions are given below on a few minor technical points and elucidation | 
is sought on others. | 

(1) Sovereignty Oo | 
| It is desired that the phrase “and their elected representatives” be 

deleted. — OC Se | oe 

, (2) Security . os | | ae 

We appreciate the definite American stand that Allied forces under 
the collective security arrangement “would not have any responsibility 

| or authority to intervene in the internal affairs of Japan.” But we 
Should like to have the stipulation dropped, regarding assistance to | 

__ be given in case of large-scale riots and disturbances. While it is most 
likely that such assistance will be asked and given,atreaty provision, 
anticipating that contingency, would run counter to the principle that 
as an independent nation Japan must rely on herself alone for the 
maintenance of internal peace and order. In view of the possible 
popular reaction against the provision, the Government desires to 

— have it omitted entirely, or have the internal riot and disturbances. 
qualified as being caused “through instigation or entervention by out- 
side Power or Powers.” _ re : | 

(8) Political and Economic Clauses | — 
: (¢) It is desired a clause be inserted, putting an end to prosecu- 

| tion of new cases. | | | ve 
| In this connection, American good offices are requested, in order 

| that Japanese war criminals now imprisoned abroad may be sent back 
and allowed to serve out their terms in Japan. | | On 

| — (f) “Most-favored-nation treatment” mentioned under this head 
is understood to mean “unconditional”. Clarification is desired on 
this point. | | SO 

(4) Claims Arising Out of the War | | : 
- ‘It is desired the scope will be defined of “Allied and Associated 

Powers”, who are to retain and dispose of Japanese property in their _ 
| __ territories. Special consideration is requested so as to exclude those 

7 Apparently handed to U.S. officials on February 6. . / a 
* Ante, p. 849. | |
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countries, which merely declared war on Japan or severed diplomatic: _ 

relations with her, but did not take part in actual hostilities. = | | 

II, (2) “Compensation would not be made to persons whose activi- 

ties and property were not subjected to special Japanese wartime — 

restrictions applicable to Allied nationals generally”. Is it correct to 7 

interpret the term persons as referring to Allied nationals who were 

residing in Japan during the war? Be oe, en | 

mot 540428 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 
| 7 Asian Affairs . : Ca 

SECRET ae | [Toxyo—1951.] | 

Minvutes—Dutizs Misston Starr Mretrne Fesrvary 6, 9:30 A M 

Treaty Paraphrase : | | 

“ Ambassador Dulles said that copies of the treaty paraphrase? had 

- been handed Messrs. Iguchi and Nishimura ? the previous day. They 

| had appeared quite pleased with it, and seemed especially happy over 

7 the fact that Japan would retain territory down to 29 instead of 30 | 

degrees north latitude. He said that we might expect trouble with the _ . 

Philippines over our proposal that Japan pay full compensation for | 

damage to Allied property in Japan. The Philippine Government 
- would say that the United States and Britain, which had fairly exten- 

sive properties.in Japan, were receiving full compensation while the | 
Philippines were getting negligible reparations. Ambassador Sebald 

| noted that General MacArthur was opposed to such compensation in | 
principle, largely because of the opposition it might occasion in the | 
Philippines and other countries. ge, 

Garrisoning Agreement a . | | | 

Mr. Johnson said that the paper *® which Mr. Allison and the De- 
| fense representatives were about to hand the Japanese representatives 

was more an editing job than a rewrite. A number of things had been 
put back in the paper which the Japanese had wished to delete. Every- 
thing hinged on whether the Japanese accepted the idea of an admin- 

_ istrative agreement. | | - 

Pacijie Pact | | | | | , 

. Ambassador Dulles said that in thinking of the problem of a Pacific | 
Pact he had been struck by the analogy between the British attitude 

* The provisional memorandum of February 3, p. 849. | — 
| *Kumao Nishimura, Director, Bureau of Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

* Unidentified. |
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, today and their attitude in connection with the Monroe Doctrine. The | 

British had desired to participate in the Monroe Doctrine asanequal _ 
partner the same as they desire to participate in the proposed Pacific 

Pact. 9 Bo , | ae 

Appointments = ne OB 
_ Ambassador Dulles mentioned that he would be meeting witha 

| group of lady members of the Diet at 3:15, and that he had prepared. | 
a short statement to read to them. At 4:00 he was seeing the leaders 
of the Ryukufukai and at 6:00 he planned to call on General 

| MacArthur. It was decided that Ambassador Dulles should meet with 
the Prime Minister the following day to provide him with a clear | 
resumé of the conclusions to which the Mission had thus farcome. a 

Surplus Property Agreement | Me 

, - Ambassador Sebald read a portion of the Surplus Property Agree- 
ment,‘ involving some $14,000,000, in which it was stated that this — | 
claim would be dealt with as a part of the Japanese peace settlement. 
It was pointed out that the proper place to handle the matter might be 

| in a financial and property agreement, already under consideration, to 
| - be signed simultaneously with, or shortly after, the treaty. It was _ | 

agreed that Mr. Sebald would write a. letter to Ambassador | Dulles oe 

giving his recommendations in the matter and that the matter would 
| befurtherconsideredin Washington. = |. 

Compensation Problem a | - | | 

The question was raised of whether Mr. Dodge in expressing the 
opinion that Japan could support a forty billion yen compensation | 
burden had considered the impact of this item on the budget. Am- 
bassador Dulles said that he was sure he had. General Magruder said 
that the more government funds that were used to satisfy claims the _ 
less would be available for rearmament, and that the two uses there-- : 
fore had to be weighed against each other. It was pointed out that 
the current year’s Japanese budget totalled almost seven hundred. bil- _ 
lion yen. Ambassador Dulles further noted that the compensation 
would in effect be in blocked yen which would consequently be used in | 
major part for local investment. Also, it was expected that totalclaims | 
would be less than forty billion yen, many property owners having oe 

7 written off their losses for tax purposes. It was suggested that the only : 
important danger was a possible appreciation of the value of the yen, | 
but it was not felt that this was a serious danger. | | os 

General Magruder said that the Japanese count on using fordefense => - 
in the coming year what they are now spending on the Police Reserve fo 
plus the reduction in the termination of war expenditures expected as a 

¢ Unidentified. ee | a mo
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a consequence of pay-as-you-go, totalling about 106 billion yen. General oe 

Magruder thought that this amount would be sufficient to double: the: 

present strength of the Police Reserve (75,000), leading to establish~ | 

“ment of four additional divisions. Ambassador Dulles did not believe: | 

that a maximum of ten billion yen a year for compensation for damage | 

to Allied property would necessitate a very important reduction 1p 

fundsavailable for Japanesesecurity, a 

| Lot 56D27—— “bys Suga ees | | 

| “Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of N ortheast 

Asian Affairs 

—ogeerpp sis FPo¥O—1951.] 
Mrnures—Dutizs Mission Starr Mzetine Frsruary 7, 9:30 A M | 

Military Understandings = a ban ie 

Mr. Johnson said‘ that the Defense members of the Mission had | 

- met with Japanese representatives the previous morning and that the 

latter had. accepted our proposals practically without change. The | 

thing that sold them was the concept that while the Diet would approve 

the treaty the administrative agreement would be a Cabinet action 

only. The only changes which the Japanese requested were deletion 

of the reference to the surrender terms in the treaty, and qualification 

of the reference in the administrative agreement to internal riots and 

- disturbances by the phrase “through instigation or intervention by — 

outside Power or Powers”. Both requests were accepted. Ambassador | 

Dulles said that it would seem that the reference to riots and dis- - 

turbances in the main treaty could well be deleted since they were | 

contained in the bilateral. — os ee errs 

| Meetings — | ee eee 

~ Ambassador Dulles mentioned his meeting the previous afternoon | 

with the lady members of the Diet and with the Ryokufukai leaders. | 

He said that the latter had appeared to be a more level-headed group 

| than some others. Referring to his meeting the previous evening with | 

General MacArthur, he said that the Prime Minister had apparently 

been in to see the General during the morning. General MacArthur 7 

1 Reference is apparently to the document of February 5 which was the fore- 

runner of the bilateral security treaty, but which was still officially styled an 

“agreement”. For text, see p. 856. : | 7 | 

| For the mentioned change, see Annex II to the letter of February 10 from 

- Ambassador Dulles to Secretary Acheson, p. 875. 7 | . 

2 An apparent error: both requested changes pertain to the first document cited 

- in footnote 1 above. (No draft of the administrative agreement dated prior to © 

that printed as Annex IV to the letter mentioned in footnote 1 above has been 

found in Department of States files. ) | | - Bo |
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seemed to think things were going very well. Ambassador Dulles had 
_ raised the question of whether he should make.a courtesy. call on the — 

Emperor and Géneral MacArthur, after some thought, had said that 
_ + be thought he should. Ambassador Dulles commented that in think- 

ing the matter over there seemed little doubt that the visit would make 
| a. good impression in Japan but that the Mission had done enough in 

that line and the task in the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand — 
: _ would probably be rendered more difficult if he were to call on the | 

Kmperor before peace had been concluded; instead of the Emperor 
calling on him. General MacArthur did not seem to feel any compell- 
ing reason for the visit from the Japanese standpoint. Ambassador 
Dulles said that with matters in Japan pretty well cleared up we had 

. better think first of the Allies. oe 
_. Ambassador Sebald said that he agreed that it would probably be 

| best for Ambassador Dulles not to call on the Emperor, noting that 
he had already gone further in meeting Japanese than any leading 

_ Official since the occupation. Mr. Johnson inquired whether the Em- | 
peror would probably sign the treaty, saying that General MacArthur 

| seemed to envisage his doing so. Ambassador Dulles said that he did 
not think the Emperor would have any role in the treaty-making 

| process, and Mr. Spinks ® said that as far as he could recall the Em- 
peror never signed treaties even under the old system. Colonel Babcock 
said that the Australians were especially sensitive about the Emperor. | 

, Ambassador Dulles said that General MacArthur had said that the 
call would be desirable from the Japanese standpoint but that the — 
eifect upon our Allies would have to be evaluated by the Mission. It __ 
was decided that the call would notbemade. 

_ Meeting with Mr. Yoshida | | | | | 
| Ambassador Dulles said that it might be possible to wind things 

up during the meeting that morning with Mr. Yoshida. As to the | 
Japanese comments on the treaty paraphrase, Ambassador Dulles said 
that we could of course accept their proposal that the phrase “and 
their elected representatives” * be deleted. As regards their request 
that a clause be inserted putting an end to the prosecution of new 
war crimes cases, it was decided to inform Mr. Yoshida that we expect 
all of these cases will have been completed by the time the treaty comes 

| into effect but that if this is not the case we will be willing to consider 
inclusion of the requested clause. | | 
Compensation | | 

_ Ambassador Dulles said that General MacArthur had again ex- 
pressed himself as very strongly opposed to Japan’s being required to 

- §C0, Nelson Spinks, First Secretary of Mission. ee a 
“From the fourth paragraph of the “Provisional Memorandum”, See Annex I 

to the letter cited in footnote 1 above. Oo SF |
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“pay yen compensation for damage to Allied property in Japan. He 
agreed that payment would probably not have any serious effect on 
Japan’s economy, but held thatthe provisions would place the US in | 
a morally indefensible position vis-a-vis the Philippines and some | 
other countries which had received little reparations. It would look 
as though the United States and England were feathering their own 
nest at the expense of these other countries. Ambassador Dulles had | | 

_ pointed out that the payments would in effect be in blocked yen-and 
would probably be used for the most part for local investment. The 
payments would thus be entirely different from the exaction of further 
reparations involving the removal of assets from Japan. Ambassador | 
Dulles commented that it was probably best to ask for this compensa- | 

| tion as far as Japan was concerned, though we may wish to give it | : 
back. We would probably wish to consider the matter when the 

_ Mission returned to Washington. General Magruder stated again that 
yen used for the payment of compensation would not be available for 

| rearmament. © a wen 
Ambassador Dulles said that the British Ambassador had left a 

memorandum ° with him in which the British Govt had contended that 
Japan with only % of its present shipbuilding capacity could build Oo 
up its merchant marine to 4 billion tons in 10 years. When asked who oo 
would destroy or dismantle the “excess” capacity, Sir Alvary replied 

| that he had no instructions on the point.* Reverting to the question 
of compensation claims, Ambassador Dulles said that this was per- a 
haps the toughest problem we have. Colonel Babcock mentioned a 
recent newspaper report that the Philippines planned to submit an — 
$8-billion reparations claim to the FEC. Mr. Johnson noted that the 

_ Philippine government. was in a highly unstable position and that 
its reparations position undoubtedly derived from internal political 
factors. Ambassador Dulles said that the question of the position 
which the United States should take on the compensation issue would | 
not be finally settled until the Mission had returned to Washington. | 
Support of Korean Operation : | - , | | 

. Ambassador Dulles said that there was one thing he wished to raise | 
_ with the Defense members. In September when the United States | 

decided to go ahead with a treaty it looked as if the Korean conflict | 
would be favorably resolved. When the United States resumed treaty 
discussions a while ago, it looked as if it would be unfavorably re- 
solved. Now it looks as if the Korean war might carry on into 

_ the post-treaty period. ‘There might be a stalemate in Korea which 

° Not printed. Attached to the memorandum cited in footnote 6 below, | In his notes on this conversation held February 6, Mr. Fearey had written in part that when asked this question, “Sir Alvary replied that, speaking on a purely personal basis, he believed his government contemplated that it would be done by SCAP.” (Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty) st :
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would still require a considerable contribution from the Japanese 

| economy and Japanese facilities. Ambassador Dulles wondered 

whether sufficient thought had been given to the transition from _ 

an occupation to a peace status if the Korean hostilities were still 

going on. i | ae 

General Magruder said that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had expressed , 

themselves as unwilling to have the treaty ratified while the Korean 

operation was still going on. Ambassador Dulles said that there was 

a chance that this position would have to be reversed. If the Japanese 

think the treaty is being held up by their contribution to the Korean 

campaign, they would probably very quickly cease that contribution. 

Thought should be given to what assurances or undertakings we need 

to get from the Japanese to insure that we can move from an occupa- 

tion to a treaty basis without adversely affecting the Korean operation 

if it is still on. | ne ee 

| General Magruder said that he did not think there would be any | 

particular difficulties. Ambassador Dulles agreed but said that the | 

question should nevertheless be looked into. It needed to be thought 

of not just from the time of ratification of a treaty but from the time 

of signing. He said that it was his understanding that General — 

MacArthur planned to wave good-by as soon as the treaty was signed, 

and he wondered whether the occupation might not largely fallapart 

after General MacArthur had left. He asked General Magruder _ 

whether the occupation was a personal organization heavily depend- 

ent on General MacArthur’s presence, to which the General replied 

that he did not think that it was. He thought that the principal effect — 

| of General MacArthur’s leaving would be to expedite the reduction 

of personnel. Ambassador Dulles commented that. it seemed probable 

that the U.S. would get more help out of Japan after a treaty than 

+f it were to block a treaty because of Korea. Tt was decided that the 

Defense members would raise the question with Mr. Yoshida in gen- 

eral terms before the Mission’s departure and after learning exactly 

what Korean operations were involved and might be affected by the 

treaty. | a | we oe 

Lot 56D527 | | a a | | 

3 - Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office 

, ae of Northeast Asian Affairs — 

SECRET | | . ---: FToxyo,] February 7, 1951. 

| Norss on Conversation AMONG AmBassADOR 
DULLES, PRIME MINISTER 

| - YosuipA AND STAFFS - 

- Mr. Yoshida said that he had promised to say something to the 

| Cabinet regarding the fishing understandings at the time the exchange -



of letters was published. Ambassador Dulles accordingly agreed to 

inform Mr. Yoshida when the texts of the letters were to be released. 

----‘Mr. Yoshida said that if a Japanese general staff should be formed | 

it should have an entirely different character from that of the past. 

Japan, he said, suffered much from the former structure. The old | 

general staff was formed on the German pattern in accordance with 

recommendations of a German general who had been invited to Japan. | 

We want a democratic general staff on the lines of the U.S. system. 

If a general staff is to be formed we hope that your Army and Navy | 

| will advise us in its establishment. Mr. Johnson pointed out that 
the essential difference between the U.S. and German staff systems is 

that ours heads up to a civilian President. The President appoints 

| a civilian Secretary of Defense and the Secretaries of each of the three 

-- military Services, and the Assistant Secretaries. Direct control of the | 

military is thus exercised by these civilian leaders. Military officersdo sid 

not have direct access to the President and the Congress but are nor- 

mally represented by the Secretary of Defense and the Secretaries of 

| the three Services. oe | | | 

Ambassador Dulles referred to the Japanese Provisional Memo- 

-- randum of February 6 (copy attached) commenting on the U.S. Pro- 
__ visional Memorandum of February 3? in which U.S. thinking on the — 

content of a Japanese treaty had been outlined. Ambassador Dulles 

said that the first suggested change, calling for deletion of the phrase 

“and their elected representatives”, was acceptable. The Japanese had 

next suggested that the reference to internal riot and disturbances be 

qualified by the phrase “through instigation or intervention by outside — | 

Power or Powers”. Ambassador Dulles said that this proposal was 
also acceptable. He said that it might be possible to delete the sentence _ 

from the general treaty since it was already in the bilateral. With 

-_- reference to the Japanese desire that a clause be inserted putting an 
| end to the prosecution of war crimes cases, Ambassador Dulles said 

, that it was his understanding that the Japanese war crimes trials 
would be completed in advance of the treaty. If that should be the 
case, there would be no need for a provision of the type suggested by 
the Japanese Government. If, however, it looked as if the trials would 
not be completed by that time, the U.S. would be willing to consider _ 

| _ the Japanese proposal. Mr. Yoshida noted that there was no reference 
in the treaty to prisoners of war and war criminals held by the Soviets. 
Ambassador Dulles said that we were in no position to do anything 

| about these prisoners unless the Soviets participated in the peace 

settlement, in which case we would raise the matter. — | 
In regard to the Japanese request that the U.S. use its good offices _ 

| - in order that Japanese war criminals imprisoned abroad might be sent 

1 Ante, p. 860. | Oo | 
2 Ante, p. 849. : | : |
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back to Japan and allowed to serve out their terms there, Ambassador 

- Dulles said that the U.S. had already used its good offices with certain 
countries to this end and that Japan could expect it to continue to do 
so in support of any request the Japanese Government might make. — 
Ambassador Dulles confirmed to the Japanese, in answer to their next | 
point, that most-favored-nation treatment would be reciprocal. In | 
regard to the Japanese desire to retain Japanese assets in countries = 
which merely severed diplomatic relations with Japan, Ambassador 

- _-Dulles said that there were only three nations in this category, namely, | 
Bulgaria, Rumania and Finland. While a larger number of nations 
did not take an active part in hostilities, it would be extremely difficult 

_ to make a distinction in these cases. In any event the matter was prob- 
: ably academic because all or almost all belligerents had already ex- 

propriated Japanese assets in their territories. Ambassador Dulles. 
stated that the Japanese understanding in the last point they had 

raised was correct. 7 So | | 
Ambassador Dulles said that. he wished to make it perfectly clear | 

to the Prime Minister that, as stated in the General Observations in 
the U.S. Provisional Memorandum, the U.S. views which he had 
advanced: were subject to negotiation with our Allies. This would in- 

--volve some difficult problems, more difficult than the Mission had | 
, encountered with the Japanese Government, and there could. be no | 

assurance that later drafts would be as free from restrictions as this 

one. The two problems on which we foresee the greatest difficulty were 
shipping and reparations. | - a 
In regard to the first, he said, some countries are greatly worried ==> 

over what they consider to be Japan’s excessive shipbuilding capacity, 
, fearing that it will lead to cut-throat competition. The U.S. does not 

know anything it can do to meet these views. It certainly does not 
| want to put anything in the treaty. As the U.S. envisages the matter | 

Japan will be subject to raw material allocations which will insure 
____. that imported materials will only be used in the interest of the free. 

world. | | | - - ee 
| _. As to reparations, some countries will say that it is not right to 

_provide in the treaty for compensation for damage to Allied property _ 
‘in Japan and not. for damage to Allied property destroyed by the | 

| Japanese abroad. Of course the proposed provision for compensation 
mm Japan will not impose a heavy burden on Japan. The total is not 
to exceed 40 billion yen, paid in four equal annual installments, and , 

7 payment is to be subject to Japanese exchange controls. Most of the _ 
funds will probably be used for capital construction in Japan. This 
is very different from reparations involving the removal of assets 
from Japan. A strong moral case can nevertheless be made for repara- 
tions, especially from Japanese owned gold or from current produc-
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tion. In the Italian treaty * there was provision for reparations out 
of current production, such production to be based on raw materials 
provided by the recipient countries. The provision was never imple- | 
mented, however. The idea may or may not be feasible in Japan but | 
‘the Japanese Government might think about it on the chance that a 
eertain amount of reparations, not sufficient to impair Japanese eco- 
nomic conditions, might be paid to satisfy public opinion in certain | 
countries and secure their adherence to the treaty. The Japanese might — | 
find it in their interest to consider a reparations program of this sort. | 
Ambassador Dulles said that after he had returned to Washington 
be might communicate further with Mr. Yoshida in the matter through 
Ambassador Sebald. = | eee | 

Mr. Yoshida thanked Ambassador Dulles for his presentation. He 4 
said that although he had expected difficulties in the discussions no | 
‘difficulties had arisen fromthe U.S.side* 

= SS 
ee | 

_ 3 For text of the Treaty of Peace with Italy signed at Paris February 10, 1947, 
see Department of State Treaties and Other International Acts Series (TIAS) 
No. 1648, or 61 Stat. (pt. 2) 1245. : — | 

*In telegram 1520 from Tokyo, February 7, marked “For Rusk from Dulles”, 
the latter reported in part that the Prime Minister and his aides had “indicated — | 
[the] acceptability” of the Provisional Memorandum, the draft of a bilateral 
treaty, and a detailed administrative. agreement which dealt. with technical ~_ 
problems involved in the exercise of the right given in the bilateral treaty to the . 

: United States to station land, air, and sea forces in and about Japan. Mr. Dulles 
added that the allocation of costs had not yet been finally. determined. (694.0017 
2-750) ) - | | | 

Lot 54D423 | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast — 

| Asian Affairs — | 

SECRET | | [Toxyo—1951.] | 

| Minvres—Dvuiixs Mission Srarr Merrine Fesruary 8, 9:30 AM 

Progress of Discussions . | | 

_ Ambassador Dulles said that everything seemed to be going quite | 
well. The discussions were substantially completed except for develop- | 

ing the administrative agreement to include something more as to the | 
types of things Japan would pay for. General Magruder said that the | 
Japanese representatives had agreed that Japan would pay for. the 
same things Britain does in connection with the United States forces 
stationed in that country. These were, briefly, real estate rentals, free | 
use of facilities jointly used, and free ground transportation for : 
freight and personnel moving on official business. He had embodied 
this understanding in a memorandum which might be included with 
thethreemainagreements, 

| 538-617—77—_56 | :
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| Ambassador Dulles asked whether General Magruder could say 

| -what the Japanese contribution would amount to. He replied that it — 
would come to 20-30% of total local costs. Another type of contribution — 
-~which had been considered was labor services but General Magruder 
felt that this would be inappropriate, pointing out that we paid for 

| Jabor services provided in other countries where our forces are sta- 
tioned. Ambassador Sebald asked who would pay if the garrison forces _ 
laid down a new airplane runway and General Magruder replied that 
the United States would. General Magruder thought that the arrange- 
ment would be satisfactory to the Department of Defense, though 
there might be some question about the Treasury. | a 

Ambassador Dulles inquired whether the understanding could not 
‘be phrased on a sort of most-favored-nation basis in the sense that 

| Japan would assume expenses on a definite basis but if the United 
| States concluded a standard arrangement with other countries more 

favorable to the United States, Japan would accept modifications to 
‘bring the understanding with it into line with the arrangement for 
other areas. We would say that the understanding was tentative and 

| subject to amendment in the light of current negotiations with other 

countries, 
Ambassador Dulles said that there had been at least. one United 

Nations resolution which called upon all nations to assist the United _ 
Nations effort in Korea, whether or not they were members of the 

| United Nations. This resolution (dated January 30, 1951)1 would be 
a mandate to Japan to continue its ‘assistance to the United Nations — 
operations in Korea, and would be a basis on which a commitment to . 
this effect by Japan could be sought. Because of this resolution, which 
“calls upon all states and authorities to continue to lend every assist- 
ance to the United Nations action in Korea”, Japan could not be 
accused by the Soviets of a partial, wrongful attitude. 7 - 

- Colonel Babcock pointed out that it was to Japan’s material ad- 
- vantage to continue to support the operation in Korea, and Ambassa- 

| dor Dulles expressed confidence that it would do so. General Magruder 
asked whether it would not be wise to seek an understanding from the | 
Japanese that they would continue their support and Ambassador 
Dulles agreed that it would. ee | 

National Police Reserve — CO a 7 

_ Mr. Johnson said that he and other Defense members of the Mission 
had talked to General Shepard regarding the National Police Reserve. 

- Mr. Johnson summarized what General Shepard? had had tosay,and 

. *The Resolution adopted January 30 by the First Committee, subsequently 
| _ passed as Resolution 498 (V) of the United Nations General Assembly, Feb- 

ruary 1, is scheduled for publication in volume vII. 
|  ®Maj. Gen. Whitfield P. Shepard, Chief, Civil Affairs Section, GHQ, SCAP. |
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said that he had prepared a memorandum of the conversation 3 which 

he would give to Ambassador Dulles. Ambassador Dulles said that the: 

| picture painted by General Shepard was a rather gloomy one. . 

Documents | | Bose a oe 

It was agreed that copies of the three main statements of under- | 

standing withthe Japanese Government, the two addenda and the | 

exchange of letters between Ambassador Dulles and Prime Minister | 

Yoshida on the fishing question should be provided General MacArthur 

‘and Ambassador Sebald. Ambassador Sebald suggested that the papers _ 

to be initialed and exchanged the following day with the Japanese be | 

covered by a brief memorandum explaining their origin and status. | 

Ambassador Dulles agreed, saying that his initialing would simply | 

identify the papers as being those referred to in the memorandum. 

a Dated February 7, not printed (Lot 55D598: Files of the Office of Northeast | 
Asian Affairs. ) | | | | a - 

Lot 56D527 es hat a 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast | 

- | | Asian Affuars = | | 

| SECRET oe | - [Toxvo—1951.] | 

| Minvures—Dvuties Mission Starr Meerine Fepruary 10, 9:30 A. M. 

Call on Emperor a Oo | - 

- Ambassador Dulles said that Mr. Yoshida had informed him at | 

| dinner the previous evening that he had had an intimation from the 

: Emperor that he would be very pleased if Ambassador Dulles would 

| call on him. Ambassador Dulles said that he had stalled off the Prime 

Minister, saying that he would have to refer the question to Washing- _ 

ton and was not sure whether a reply could be received in time. He 

had later telephoned the Department and Mr. Merchant? had called _ 

back saying that it was thought advisable for the call to be made. 

oe Ambassador Dulles said that he planned to invite Mrs. Dulles and 

_ Ambassador and Mrs. Sebald to accompany him, giving the visit a 

| social cast. ee - - TS 

Concluding Press Release ae | oe ; ao 

Ambassador Dulles said that at Mr. Yoshida’s request he had agreed, 

in referring to the continued stationing of U.S. forces in J apan after 

a treaty, to change the word “retention” to “maintenance”. “Main- 

| 4 Mr. “Merchant was Deputy Assistant Secretary of State | for Far Eastern : 

Affairs. | - | | . | :
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tenance” seemed to be a middle word close enough to “retention” so 
that he felt he could make the change on his own authority? 

| Conversation with General MacArthur pg 
a Ambassador Dulles said that he had had a good talk with General 

MacArthur the previous evening. The General was very enthusiastic: 
about what the Mission had done and said that if any difficulties should’ 
be encountered in the future regarding the Japanese side of the treaty 
Ambassador Dulles should let him know and he would do all he could’ 
to help overcome them. Mr. Johnson said that General MacArthur- : 

_ had told him too that he would back the Mission’s work one hundred’ 
percent. Ambassador Dulles also noted that General MacArthur had | 
made quite a bitter attack on the British, saying that they would not: 
let the U.S. make the intended peace with Japan if they could help it.. 

| Ambassador Dulles went on to say that the business of dislodging 
the occupation (“from villas to barracks”) was going to be a Herculean 
task. Consequently, the more it was possible to get General MacArthur: 
committed to the treaty and to keep him committed the better. If 
General MacArthur’s intimates do not put pressure on him to hold) | 

_ off on the treaty it will be the first time in history. General Magruder: 
_ said that when General MacArthur left following the signing of the- a 

treaty his subordinates would be left high and dry. 

Japanese Fishing a oe 
Ambassador Dulles said that the Department had indicated author- 

ization was being sent to release the fishing letters. He said that there: 
would not be time for this to be done before the Mission’s departure 

| but that Ambassador Sebald could take care of it afterward. It was. 
decided that copies of the letters should be furnished General : 
MacArthur for information. | | : 7 
The Mission’s Work | : | | 
Ambassador Dulles said that he believed that the Mission had’ 

achieved an acceptance of its approach by the Japanese which went) 
beyond formal political acceptance. He expressed appreciation to Am- 
bassador Sebald for the valuable assistance which he had afforded. | 
Ambassador Sebald said that the departure of the Mission could be 
expected to be followed by a feeling of let-down and anxiety on the 

. *In his public statement of February 11, Mr. Dulles said in part: “We have: 
discussed the future security of Japan. On February 2, with the authority of my . 
government, I publicly stated that if desired by Japan, the US would sympa- | 
thetically consider the maintenance of US armed forces in and about J apan.’” 
Full texts of this statement and that of the Prime Minister released simultane- | 
ously are included in telegram 1548 from Tokyo, February 12, not printed. 
(694.001/2-1251) For Mr. Dulles’ broadcast address of March 1, “Laying Feunda- 
40a for a Pacific Peace”, see Department of State Bulletin, March 12, 1951, De 

, | ;
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part of the Japanese. He expressed the hope that. Ambassador Dulles 
| could find ways following his return to Washington to keep Japanese , 

‘treaty hopesaliveandthe people buoyedup. © | 

“Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty | | — : | : 7 . . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the United States Political Adviser | 
- to SCAP (Sebald) ee, | 

a -. Toxyo, February 10, 1951. 
‘Subject: Audience withtheJapaneseEmperor, sis a 
‘Participants: Emperor Hirohito - fr Se lak 

Ambassador and Mrs. John Foster Dulles ~ | 
OO -. Ambassador and Mrs. W. J. Sebald ; 

Mr. Y. Matsudaira | oe 
- | Mr. T. Mitani _ | Sn 

| | Mr. A. Matsui (Interpreter) re | 

Pursuant to arrangements made this morning, Ambassador and 
_ Mrs. Dulles, Mrs. Sebald and I proceeded to the Imperial Palace in. 
‘Tokyo for the purpose of having audience with Emperor Hirohito. 

_. “The audience was held in a private room and was conducted informally - 
_ cand in an atmosphere of sociability and cordiality. oe 

After some conversation on non-political matters, at my suggestion, 
Ambassador Dulles briefly explained the accomplishments during his 
visit, and commented upon the type of treaty which it is hoped can 
be concluded between the United States, its Allies, and Japan. Am- 

| bassador Dulles also commented briefly upon the bilateral agreement, 
‘in accordance with which, at the request of Japan, United States — 
armed forces will be stationed in and about Japan as a provisional 
measure, and pending such time as Japan will be able to provide for 
its own defense. In response to this explanation, the Emperor ex- | 
pressed wholehearted agreement and appreciation to the United States 
for the friendly manner in which the “negotiations” had been carried 
out between the Dulles Mission and the Japanese Government. _ 

_ _ Ambassador Dulles said that he hoped the Emperor would lend | 
his support, if necessary, to the proposed treaty, as, in his opinion, 
it is desirable that the Japanese people as a whole support the treaty 
which we believed to be fair and reasonable. The Emperor again © 
expressed his concurrence and said that he was fully in accord with 
the concepts mentioned. a | 

_. During the course of the conversation, the Emperor said that he 
was fully aware that Japanese troops had committed many misdeeds
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in other countries, and that for this reason the peoples of Asia prob- — 

| ably were not friendly to the Japanese. He hoped that Japan, by its 

example, could overcome the bad reputation so made, and that the | 

peoples of Asia would live peacefully side by side with Japan. He also 

| said that he was very sorry not to have had the power to prevent Japan 

from making war.against the United States, but that: under the exist- — 

ing circumstances there was little that he could do 

In concluding the audience, Ambassador Dulles said that he hoped 

the Emperor would have no objection if he were to extend the Em- 

peror’s greetings to President Truman. The Emperor asked that Am- 

bassador Dulles by all means do so, and to say that he also expressed 

the wish that Japan and the United States would always liveside by 

side in peace. ) | oo woe 

oe oo | | W. J. Separp 

.694.001/2-1051 - . . | os 

The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ts —*Poxyo, February 10, 1951. , 

| Dear Dean: JI enclose herewith an original Memorandum of Feb- 

ruary 9, 1951, signed by John Allison and Iguchi, identifying and 

explaining the status of five annexed drafts dealing with the peace 

settlement. a eS Se oo 

I likewise enclose the original of a letter to me from Prime Minister > 

--Yoshida dated February 7, 1951, together with a copy of my reply 

to him, dealing with fisheries.2 7 | Oo | 

I believe that the drafts annexed to the Memorandum of Feb- 

, ruary 9, 1951, go as far as permitted under our Terms of Reference 

in ascertaining that the Japanese Government will be presumably pre- | 

- pared to make a peace settlement conforming fully to the conditions 

established by the Terms of Reference to our Mission. | a 

I am asking Assistant Secretary Johnson, who is leaving tonight 

direct for Washington, to bring these documents to you and I shall _ 

report fully to the President and yourself upon my return after my a 

visits to the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand. In accordance 

without our present schedule, we should be back about February 23rd. 

I might add that we have had throughout the most cordial relations 

with General MacArthur and that there has been complete harmony 

within our Mission and, I think, general satisfaction with the results / 

achieved. | | | 

Sincerely yours, JouN Foster DULLEs. 

1 Not printed. See footnote 8, p. 859. | Se



ee
 

“pe gypane cea ee | Qn 

i ctosurel 

oo _ MemoranpumM  —— 

. Annexed hereto are five drafts serially numbered I, II, III, IV 

and V, each of which has been initialed by Mr. John M. Allison of — | 

the U.S. Mission and-Mr. Sadao Iguchi of the. Japanese: Foreign: Ofiice- | 

for the purpose of identifying these drafts as being those which have: _ 

been the subject of discussions between Mr. John: Foster Dulles and. 

his associates, and Mr. Shigeru Yoshida and his associates. | 
It is understood that neither these discussions, nor the initialing | 

for identification of the annexed drafts, involves any commitment by 

the United States or Japanese Governments but that the exchanges of | 

views to which these drafts relate represent merely one stage in the 
process of seeking a peace settlement. The present views of the United 
States are subject to further consideration by it, and subject to further — | 

consultation with other interested governments. a 7 
ae re  Joun M. Attison — 

: we Oo S[apao] Ieucur 

Toxyo, February 9,195, = — es 

: . mo | [Annex] I Oe ere 

| [Here follows text of the Provisional Memorandum dated Feb- - 
ruary 8 and initialed by Messrs. Iguchi and Allison on the 9th. Only 
two changes were made from the draft of February 3, page 849. In. 

- the paragraph headed “Sovereignty”, the phrase “and their elected | 
representatives” was omitted. The following sentence was dropped 
from the paragraph on “Security”: “Assistance given at the express | 
request of the Japanese Government to put down large-scale internal 

riots and disturbances in Japan would not be deemed intervention in | 
the internal affairs of Japan.” Both “annexes” to the February 3 
draft were retained unchanged with the February 8 draft.] _ oe 

— [Annex] II | | 

[Here follows text of the Agreement between the United States 
of America and Japan for Collective Self-defense initialed February 9 a 
by Messrs. Iguchi and Allison. In it only two changes were made from _ 
the draft of February 5, page 856. The second sentence of the Pre- 
amble now read: “On the coming into force of that Treaty, Japan 
will not have the means to exercise her inherent right of self-defense 

because she has been disarmed.” The altered last sentence of numbered 
paragraph (1) was as follows: “Assistance given at the express request 
of the Japanese Government to put down large-scale internal riots | 
and disturbances in Japan caused through instigation or intervention
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_ by an outside Power or Powers would not be deemed intervention 

, - intheinternalaffairsofJapan.”] ss | a - | 

mex TE | | 

| AppENDUM TO AGREEMENT Between THE Untrep States or AMERICA. 
a - AND JAPAN FOR COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE MapE PURSUANT TO THE 

Treaty or Peace Berwren JAPAN AND THE ALLIED PowERs AND 
'  vsE Provisions or ArticLe 51 oF THE CHARTER or THE UNITED 

NATIONS a Pea re Soe | | 

In a resolution adopted at the 438th meeting of the First Committee 
on 30 January 1951, the United Nations: SO 

“Calls upon all: States and authorities to continue to lend every 
assistance to the United Nations action in Korea; Oo 

ae “Calls upon all States and authorities to refrain from giving any 
assistance to the aggressors in Korea.” So 

_ Accordingly, should forces of the United Nations still be conducting 

operations in Korea at the time this treaty goes into effect, Japan will 
permit the United Nations to continue to support United Nations 
forces in Korea through Japan in the same manner, and under the | 
same financial arrangements, after the treaty goes into effect as before. 
Such use of Japanese facilities and services will be at the expense of 
the United Nations with the exception of those facilities and areas _ 
provided to the United States under the Administrative Agreement 
implementing this treaty. | - , 

(Note: The assistance now being rendered by Japan to the United 
| Nations’ effort in Korea consists in general of all forms of supplies 

, and equipment and all forms of services, including but not limited to, 
repair of motor vehicles, weapons and equipment, ship charters, steve: 
doring, rail transportation, lease of telephone and cable lines and 
common labor. All of the above goods and services, amounting in value 

to approximately $200,000,000 over the past seven months, have been 
furnished at United Nations expense.) — a 

| [Annex] IV | | 

ADMINISTRATIVE AGREEMENT Between THE UnitTep States or AMERICA 
AND JAPAN To IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF THE AGREEMENT THEY 
Have Enterep Into ror Cottective DEFENSE | _ 

In accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 8 of the Agreement 
for Collective Defense the following administrative arrangements are 

: agreed to by the governments of the United States of America and | 

Japan: | a : , |
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ae - CHAPTER I eo | | 

Status of Garrison Troops | ne | 
(1) The United States forces stationed in Japan shall enjoy the — 

privileges and immunities which are normally accorded under inter- 
- national law to the forces of a nation stationed in a foreign country __ 

in peacetime. a a | _ | 
7 _ (2) United States forces shall customarily be garrisoned at in- | 

stallations under the control of the allied occupation forces at the ter- | 
- mination of the occupation, and all such facilities or areas required by | 

them shall remain under the control of the United States forces. The 
facilities and areas to be retained by the United States forces are 
specified in Annex A. Be 

(8) Further assistance, including the use of additional land areas, 
installations or other facilities, as may be required in the absence of 
hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities by the security forces | 

| for garrison purposes, shall be provided by Japan as mutually agreed — | 
between the United States and Japanese Governments. Such assist- | 

ance shall include the use of coastal areas of appropriate size and 
location for military exercises, for additional staging areas, bombing _ 
and gunnery ranges, and for such intermediate airfields as may be 
required for safe and efficient air operations. Operations in such areas | 
shall be carried on with due regard and safeguards for the public 
safety. | a | 

_ (4) Japanese real and personal property utilized from time to time 
| by United States forces shall, when no longer required, be returned to 

the Japanese government in good condition, subject to normal de- 
_ -—preciation or ordinary wear and tear. Except for losses arising di- 

rectly from hostilities, the United States government shall pay just — 
' and reasonable compensation, when accepted by claimants in full | 

_ satisfaction and in final settlement, for claims, including claims of 
insured but excluding claims of subrogees, on account of damage to 

, or loss or destruction of private property, both real and personal, or 
personal injury or loss of life or limb to any Japanese citizen when 
such damage, loss, destruction or injury occurs during the period of | 
this agreement and is caused by the armed forces of the United States, | 
or individual members thereof, including military or civilian em- 
ployees thereof, or otherwise incident to non-combat activities of such 
forces; provided that no claim shall be considered unless presented 
within one year after the occurrence of the accident or incident out 
of which such claim arises. A representative of the Japanese govern- | 
ment will be invited to take part in any investigation made to deter- - 

_ mine the justice of any claim introduced by a Japanese citizen and to 
determine the amount of compensation to be recommended for 
payment, — a ne | |
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| (5) It is mutually agreed that the United States shall have the _ 

rights, power and authority within installations or areas as are neces- — | 

sary for the establishment, use, operation and defense thereof, or ap- 

propriate for the control thereof, and all the rights, power and 

: authority within the limits of territorial waters and air space adjacent — 

 -to, or in the vicinity of, installations or areas which are necessary to — 

provide access to them, or appropriate for their control. | 

[Here follow provisions which are identical to those forming all 

| but the first paragraph under the heading “Further Description of 

: Rights” in the draft bilateral security treaty of October 27, 1950, 
printed in Foreign Relations, 1950, volume VI, page 1336, and the 

| - maritime clauses, identical to those under the heading “Shipping and 

Navigation” in the draft of a revised undated security “Agreement”, _ 

page 847.] | | | eS 

(9) The United States shall have exclusive control over all installa- | 

- tions and areas in Japan utilized by United States security forces, and 

exclusive jurisdiction over the military and civilian personnel of the 

government of the United States and their families within the said | 
installations and areas, as well as over all other persons within such _ 

installations and areas except Japanese citizens. The government of 
the United States shall retain the right, however, to turn over tothe 

Japanese authorities for trial and punishment any person, other than _ 

a citizen of the United States, committing an offense in such installa- 

tions and areas. The Japanese authorities shall turn over to the United 

States authorities for trial and punishment any of the United States 
_ military or civilian personnel and their families who may commit | 

offenses outside of such areas. The Japanese authorities and the United . 

‘States authorities shall undertake adequate measures to insure the 

7 prosecution and punishment of all such offenders, it being understood | 

that relevant evidence shall be furnished reciprocally to the two 

authorities. | | | 

_ [Here follow paragraphs similar in substance to the sections headed 

_ “Exemptions in Favor of Security Personnel and Incoming Goods”, _ 

‘Postal Facilities”, “Sales and Services”, and “United States Reserve | 

Organizations” in the draft bilateral security treaty of October Of, 

1950.] | Be me 
| CHAPTER II Oo a 

Eapenses | | : 

(1) Expenses of the United States forces stationed in Japan shall 

7 ‘be borne by the United States, excepting such expenses concerning = 

places, facilities or services as may be borne by Japan. The facilities 

and services to be furnished by Japan at her expense are set forth in _ 

‘detail in Annex B.? | , be 

| 2 Lettered annexes to this document not found in Department of State files. 

{The projected clauses may not yet have been drafted. )
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| CHAPTER III " 

Committee — Co - | 

(1) In order to facilitate agreement on matters concerning sites, | 

facilities, expenses and status of garrison troops, there shall be estab- _ | 

lished a committee to be composed of equal number of representatives _ 

| of the two countries. This committee shall come into being upon the | 

| date this administrative agreement becomes effective. The committee — | 

shall be so organized that it may meet immediately at all times. The © | 

committee may establish such auxiliary organs as may be required. | 

| OO - CHAPTER IV Se ins | 

Collective Defense Measures ——s— an 

(1) In the event of hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities 

in the Japan area, all United States forces in the Japan area, the Na- | 

tional Police Reserve, and all other Japanese organizations having 

military potential, shall be placed under the unified command of a — 

Supreme Commander designated by the United States government | 

after consultation with the Japanese Government. | | 

| (2) Inthe event of hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities, 

the Supreme Commander of all forces in J apan, designated in accord- | 

ance with par (1) above shall have the authority to use such areas, 

- jnstallations and facilities in the Japan area and to make such stra- | 

tegic and tactical disposition of military forces as he may deem neces- — 

sary. In taking such actions, the Supreme Commander shall consult 

with appropriate representatives of the Japanese government. | 

(8) In locating the aforesaid areas for strategic and tactical dis- 

position, the fullest consideration consistent with military necessity } 

shall be given to the welfare, health and economic needs of the local. - 

population. es | 

a Nw | fAnnex] V on - . | | 

Appenpum to ApminisTraTivE AGREEMENT BrerwrEN THE UNITED 

Srates or AMERICA AND JAPAN To IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF 

| vue AGREEMENT TuEy Have Enterep Into ror Connective DEFENSE 

Chapter II entitled “Expenses” of the Administrative Agreement 

states that the facilities and services to be furnished to the United _ 

States forces by Japan at her expense are set forth in detail in Annex B. 

It is understood that the facilities and services to be furnished by | 

Japan at her expense will be, in general, the same that are furnished 

| by other sovereign powers in whose territory the United States sta- 

tions armed forces. Since there is not complete uniformity in all 

countries as to what facilities and services are furnished, because con- | 
ditions differ, it is understood that the facilities and services that will | 

‘be furnished by Japan will be similar to those furnished by Great |
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| Britain to the United States Air Forces expanded to cover appro- 7 
priate requirements of the Army and Navy. Under this understanding: 
Japan would furnish: | | | eT | 

Real estate rental for all real estate utilized by the United States: 
forces (tobelistedin Annex A)2 = | | a 

Free use of facilities jointly used (such as airfields and port facili-- 
ties not listed in Annex A). ie : 

Free rail, truck and bus transportation of freight and of personnel 
travelling on official business. | 

Should any major change occur in the general type of assistance 
. furnished in other sovereign countries prior to the signing of the Ad- 

ministrative Agreement, the United States representatives will propose _ 
| appropriate changes in Annex B, | - : 

* Lettered annexes to this document not found in Department of State files... 
. (The projected clauses may not yet have been drafted.) 

SO | Editorial Note . ee , ) 

Prime Minister Sidney G. Holland of New Zealand visited Wash- | 
| ington February 5-10,1951. Te SRE 

| ‘Telegram 149 to Wellington, February 10, was a summary of talks: 
_ held during the Prime Minister’s visit. In it the Department stated 

in part: Se | oe ee 

“In discussion [of a Japanese peace] treaty, Rusk indicated diffi- 
culties which Holland understood : onus on US if responsible for polic- 

, ing restrictions Jap rearmament, also Commie bid Jap support in such 
event, present Jap disarmament sentiment, difficulty US indefinitely 
committing forces defend Jap view obvious ability contribute own 
defense. 

“Holland indicated problems security, non-restrictive J ap treaty 
more acute Aus where strong polit issue, contrast NZ.” (694.001/2— 
1051) — | | 

| Lot 56D527 | ee | | | on | 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Deputy to the Consultant | 
: (Allison) at the Malacanan Palace, 10:45am | | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ —_ _ Manina, February 12, 1951. 
Participants: President Quirino | a 

: Ambassador Dulles | 
Ambassador Cowen 7 os 

| Felino Neri, Acting Foreign Minister _ gy 
Colonel C. S. Babcock, United States Army a 

| | John M. Allison | /
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| After the usual courtesies, President Quirino began by expressing 

_ the hope that the United States would not be so interested in working 
for the rehabilitation of Japan that it would forget the needs and | 
rights of the Philippines. The President indicated that the Philippine | 
people believed that their interests were being neglected at the expense _ 
of Japan and he emphasized the necessity of the United States making 
a wise choice between the Philippines and Japan. Mr. Dulles stated , ! 
that he did not believe it was correct to tall about a question of choice 
between Japan and the Philippines. He said that everything that the 
United States was doing in Japan and elsewhere was in the interest | 
of the common good and that our efforts in bringing about the re- | 
habilitation of Japan were not caused by love of the J apanese but | 
rather were due to our belief that a stable and healthy Japan would | 
be to the interest of all in this part of the world. Mr. Dulles explained | 
that in his opinion Japan is one of the key areas desired by the Com- 
munists and that if the industrial potential and the manpower re- 
sources of Japan were added to the Soviet and Chinese Communists 
the Philippines would be in grave danger. It was therefore in the 
interest of the Philippines as much as anything that the United States 
‘was pursuing the policy designed to insure Japan’s adherence to the 

, cause of the free world.. ee - | 
[Here follows a portion of the memorandum which is printed on 

| page 152.] a ae | | 
- At Ambassador Cowen’s request, President Quirino then explained 

_ the Philippine attitude concerning reparations from J apan. This, 
together with the question of security, was the chief point of interest | 
to the Philippine people in any Japanese peace settlement. President 
‘Quirino referred to the terrible suffering inflicted on the Philippines _ 
and maintained that it was absolutely essential that in some manner 

_ the Japanese be made to pay for all the damage and suffering they | 
had caused. President Quirino recognized the difficulties involved in 
determining what the exact amount of reparations should be and sug~ 

| gested that a beginning might be made on the same basis as had been — 
| used in determining war damage claims. It was not quite clear exactly 

_ what the President had in mind though apparently he had some belief 
that it should be possible for Japan to make good at least those por- 
tions of claims which it had not been possible to meet under the war 

_ damage settlements. He insisted that it was absolutely necessary in : 
view of Philippine public opinion that at least some payment be made 

_ even if the total damage estimated at eight billion dollars could not — 
‘be recompensed. . 7 | — , | | 

a Mr. Dulles expressed great sympathy for the desires of the Philip- , 
pines and stated that there was no question that if it were only a | 
matter of Justice and equity that the Philippines should receive repa- 

_ rations. The United States, he said, is sympathetic with the Philippine _
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viewpoint but it has not been able to discover the way by which 

reparations could in practice be paid. The problem of transferring 

values from one country to another is extremely complicated. — 

Mr. Dulles outlined at length from his own experience the difficulties 

encountered after the first world war in obtaining reparations fromny 

Germany and also the new schemes which had therefore been developed 

after the second world war, at Potsdam and Yalta, and in connection 

with the Italian treaty which had also proved fruitless. There is only 

one way, said Mr. Dulles, to obtain reparations from a country like 

Japan which is deficient in natural resources and must import large 

quantities of raw materials and that is to create a surplus between the _ 

necessary imports and the possible exports so that this surplus can be 

| be used for reparations payments. Japan on the contrary has a deficit 

| at present, and will for some time to come, and it has been necessary for | 

the United States to make up this deficit in order that there will not 

be large scale starvation and unemployment in Japan with the con- > 

sequent danger of encouraging Communist agitation. Mr. Dulles 

emphasized again that American support for Japan was not a question 

of liking but rather one of facing realities and due to the recognition 

| that if Japan through economic disasters should fall a prey toCom- __ 

- munism it would be a threat to the peace of the whole Pacific a 

| ~ President Quirino said he recognized many of these facts and that — 

the Philippines was not asking for its pound of flesh. However, he | 

expressed the opinion that it was not merely a matter of sentiment or _ 

justice but that it was also a matter of need and he said that since the © 

| end of the war economic rehabilitation had progressed faster in Japan 

| than in the Philippines and that in the opinion of the Philippines it 

was only just that Japan out of its relative prosperity should be 

forced to contribute something to the rehabilitation of the Philippines. 

President Quirino did not demand any immediate payment but sug- | 

gested that any payments might be spread over a period of years or | 

that the United States might make a guarantee that at some time in ~ 

‘the future reparations payments would be made. The Philippines 

would be ready, President Quirino said, to work in the future with _ 

Japan as they realized that neither Japan nor the Philippines could 

be moved from the Pacific to the Atlantic and that therefore in the 

long run they must work together. However, in order that a proper 

climate might be created it would be necessary for some form of repa- | 

: rations to be worked out. Mr. Dulles reiterated that it was really a 

practical problem and that so far all the studies made by the United 

States had indicated there was no effective way in which any repara- 

tions on a substantial scale could be paid but he added that if the
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Philippines could suggest any reasonable alternative the United States 
would certainly be willing to consider them carefully. a | 
The conversation then turned to territorial and security problems | ) 

and President Quirino emphasized the deep interest of his country — 
in the future of Formosa and expressed disagreement with what he 

understood would be the United States’ position that the future of 
Formosa should be determined in the first instance by only the Big : : 

- Four. President Quirino intended that the Philippines should be a | 
party to any determination of the future of Formosa and that in his 

| opinion some form of United Nations trusteeship might be the most. 
satisfactory solution. Mr. Dulles stated that the original position of | 

| the United States had been tentative only; that the United States 
would certainly wish to consider carefully the views of the Philippine 
Government on this matter and that he too had long been of the 

_ personal opinion that a United Nations trusteeship might be the best 
solution. However, the Chinese Nationalist Government was com- - 
pletely opposed to any such solution and it would therefore be useful | 
to seek some other formula and in this regard the suggestions of the 

_ Philippine Government would be most welcome. ae os 
_ [Here follows another portion of the memorandum which is printed 

on page 152. | | | | 
| President Quirino then asked the opinion of Mr. Dulles as to the | 

likelihood of a third world war in the near future and whether or not. 
it was really necessary to begin preparing for such a conflict. Mr. 

Dulles said that while he did not believe war was inevitable and while | 
the situation was probably somewhat better today than a few months 
ago, nevertheless it was necessary for the free nations to make stren- 
uous preparation for it would only be as a result of their building - 

| up strong forces-in-being that war might be averted. Mr. Dulles ex- 
_ pressed the opinion that the Soviet leaders did not wish all out war as 
they feared the retaliatory power of the United States and its allies 

| but that they would continue through indirect aggression and through _ 
satellite operations to attempt to gain their ends and that if the rest 
of us did not remain strong and unified we would fall individual vic- 

_ tims to Communist imperialism. However, if we did work together and 

continued to increase our economic and military strength, Mr. Dulles | 
is hopeful that all out war wouldnot come. __ ee ee | 

| - In closing Mr. Dulles again emphasized the deep interest in the _ 
Philippines of the United States and the fact that our whole program _ 
for Japan was designed to bring about a situation where the Philip- | 
pines would not again be subject to the dangers of aggression from 
any source! ts cn | 

_ +Later that same day the Dulles party left the Philippines for Australia, — |
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go4.501/2-1851 = eg a ae | 

| The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State 

_ ‘TOP SECRET | - Wasuineron, February 15,1951. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: I am forwarding herewith for your infor- 

~ mation and consideration a memorandum of 9 February 1951 in which 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff present certain recommendations regarding 

the National Police Reserve in Japan. I concur in these recommenda- 

tions and believe that, from the military point of view, they should 

be put into effect as soon as possible. : | 

In the light of their international political implications, I would 

appreciate your views as soon as possible before presenting these recom- _ 

Oo mendations to the President for his approval. In order to hasten con- 

sideration of this matter I am attaching for your comment, a draft 

letter to the President recommending his approval.* , 

Faithfully yours, = oe | G. C. Marsa 

| — [Attachment] _ | | | 

TOP SECRET ee _ Wasutneron, 9 February 1951. — 

__Memoranpum ror THE SecreTary oF DEFENSE _ 7 me 

Subject: National Police Reserve—Japan (NPRJ ye eS | 

| 1. General MacArthur has reported to the Department of the Army 

that “the current situation dictates an urgent need for furnishing 

| equipment to NPRJ [National Police Reserve—Japan],? priority to 

be co-equal with Korean requirements, with the least practicable 

delay.” ° a , : 

2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the gravity ofthecurrent = 

threat to the security of Japan (which is expected to become particu- 

larly acute by early May) makes it urgent to ship immediately to | 

General MacArthur the equipment he has requested. However, in 

2Not printed. OER et as a 
2 Brackets in the source text. os bad pos - 7 
® Quotation is from telegram C-52610, from Tokyo, January 3, 1951, not printed. 

(Department of Defense Files). ae ees . BS 

: “In the telegram cited in footnote 8 above, General MacArthur had ~ 

requested a detailed list of equipment for the NPRJ, including medium tanks and ; 

4155 mm. howitzers. In telegram DA-80467 to Tokyo, January 7, the Department < 

of the Army had replied in part that its own analysis had indicated that “pos- 

sibly a light div . . . would be preferable to divisional organization you are con- 
sidering for NPRJ. In particular there has been doubt regarding inclusion of 
medium tanks, 155 mm.. Hows, and other heavy loads in NPRJ Divs.” (Depart- _ 
-ment of Defense Files) Soy 

In C-52979 from Tokyo, January 8, the Far Eastern Command had replied as 
follows: “Planned NPRJ divisional structure considered sound and entirely 
‘suitable for any eventuality including even the all-out aggression against Japan 
‘proper by foreign forces equipped and trained in accordance with Communist 

‘tactical doctrine which experience has demonstrated invariably includes the _
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view of the international and domestic political implications of the 
NPRJ problem, we feel that you may wish to discuss this matter with | 

_ the Secretary of State and the President. OC 
. _ 8. Because of the urgent necessity of avoiding premature dis- 
_ closure of any action taken to loan heavy armament to the NPRJ, 

we suggest. that this program hereafter be referred to wherever pos- 
sible as the “Special Far East Command (FECOM) Reserve” 
program. | 

4, The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend: — | 

a. That you request the President to authorize the Department of | 
_ the Army to dispatch the attached proposed reply to General — 

MacArthur.® | | | 
6. That you authorize the Department of the Army, on the basis — 

of the urgency of the project and the desirability of handling this | 
| matter through Department of the Army fiscal and administrative - 

_ channels rather than MDAP to include in its FY 52 budget, under 
the heading of “Special FECOM Reserve”, a request for funds to 
support a program for equipping up to ten NPRJ divisions in a , 
manner similar to that recommended by General MacArthur in the 
case of the four NPRJ divisions now in being. an | | 

| | For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

| - Omar N. Brapiey 
| | - a Chairman 7 

an Jot Chiefs of Staff 

‘extensive employment of tanks and artillery. Against such a force, an NPRJ 
lacking medium tanks and at least medium artillery would be utterly inadequate. 
A most recent and striking case in point was the complete inability of the light 
South Korean divisions to cope with the tank supported North Korean forces.” 
(Department of Defense Files) _ . | | oe | 

~— FNot printed. OO | | | ce | 

| 790.5/2-1751 | | | oo es | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 
| oe Asian Affairs — , 

Be | | Canperra, February 17 , 1951—afternoon. 

Norzs on Conversation Amone Ampassapor Duties, MINISTERS FOR 
Externan Arrarrs or Ausrraria AND New Zeauanp,' anp Starrs? _ 

_ [Here follows the first part of the conversation, which is printed | 
on page 169.) ee | | 

__ Mr. Spender said that there was one other matter which had come | 
up in the Cabinet meeting the previous evening which he wished to 

_ mention to Ambassador Dulles. During the war all Australian troops 

4 F. W. Doidge, Minister of External Affairs and Island Territories. | | | * The usual list of persons attending is not given with this memorandum. —__ 

_ 588-617—77——_57 , |
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received a weekly field allowance of three and six a day. A consider- _ 

able number of former Australian prisoners of war of the J apanese 

had claimed that they were entitled to this allowance during the period 

of their captivity in addition to their other pay. The Government did 

| not accept this claim but felt that some compensation should be paid, ~ 

| many of the prisoners having suffered greatly. It therefore set up a 

commission which rejected the claim, holding that the former prisoners 

were not entitled to payment on a basis comparable to that of serving 

troops. The commission recommended, however, that Japan be com- 

pelled in the peace treaty to meet the claims on reparations account. 

Mr. Spender said that this recommendation had been made a few 

months previously and that the amount involved was some 4 to 6 mil- 

lion Australian pounds. Japanese assets in Australia totaled only about | 

a half million pounds. He said that he simply wished to raise the | 

matter with Ambassador Dulles, believing that something should be 

obtained if possible for these men. Perhaps there was some Japanese | 

‘owned gold which could be used forthe purpose. = oe 

~ Mr. Spender then said that he would like to make a few comments 

on the Provisional Memorandum * given him by Ambassador Dulles 

the previous day and outlining proposed terms of a Japanese peace 

settlement. He inquired first why it had not been provided that Japan | 

| should turn over the Kuriles and Southern Sakhalin to the USSR. | 

‘Ambassador Dulles replied that he had informed Mr. Malik that we 

would be prepared to support the Soviet claim to these territories if 

| the USSR were a party to the treaty. The U.S. did not, however, see 

any point in helping the Soviets to clear their title if the USSR did | 

not participate. Mr. Spender inquired whether this‘ might not lead 

to irredentist sentiment in Japan. Ambassador Dulles said that he 

assumed that Mr. Spender had in mind the possible undesirability 

of increasing friction between the USSR and Japan, friction which 

might become a source of danger tous all. The U.S. position, however, 

-was essentially a bargaining one. Ambassador Dulles also noted that | 

there is a legitimate dispute as to what constitutes the Kuriles. a 

Mr. Spender’s second point was with regard to Formosa. He said 

that if the intention was to confirm the National Government’s title 

to the island Australia would have serious reservations. The Aus- 

tralian Government has no desire to recognize the Chinese Communist 

regime but is very unhappy over continued recognition of the Na- | 

tional Government, and would be reluctant to strengthen that Govern- 

ment by giving it Formosa. Ambassador Dulles said that Formosa 

presented a difficult problem. It was not our intention to confirm the 

8Of February 15, not printed. Aside from the omission of the section headed 

| “General Observations”, this paper is identical to that described under Annex I 

to the letter of February 10 from Mr. Dulles to the Secretary, p. 875.



National Government’s title to Formosa. Mr. Spender suggested that 
the best solution might be to require Japan to renounce title without 
indicating to whom title had been transferred.‘ — Se | | 

_*¥For other documentation regarding Japanese matters discussed during the 
Dulles Mission’s stay in Australia (February 14-19), see pp. 155 ff. | 

790.5-MAP/2-2051 : | oe | 

The Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security | 
Affairs (Burns) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State 

| (Matthews) oe | oN 

— SECREF _-—,s Wasuineron, February 20, 1951. 
- Dear Mr. Marruews: The Chairman of the Munitions Board*+ 
has forwarded the attached draft memorandum to the Secretary of 

Detense for his signature. The Munitions Board approved these recom- | 
mendations on 1 February 1951. et . 
_ Before: completing action on these recommendations I should ‘ap- | 
preciate the reaction of the Department of State to these recommenda- 
tions, from the political pointofview. = = | oe 

Sincerely yours, | OO J. H. Burns | 

oe [Attachment] | 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY,? THE SECRETARY OF 
| THE Navy,’ THE SECRETARY oF THE ArR Force,‘ THE CuairMAN, | 

_Munrrions Boarp . Oo 
Subject: Japan as a Source for Supply of U.S. Military 

Requirements. = =~ | Oo | a a 

1. ‘The Munitions Board has informed me that it recently con- 
_ sidered the utilization of Japan as a source for U.S. current and war- | 

time requirements for (1) the acquisition of supplies and equipment | 
for use of U.S. forces, particularly in the Pacific area and (2) insup- 
port of proposed U.S. military assistance programs in Southeast Asia: 

2. It was the conclusion of the Board also that it would be in the | 
best interests of the U.S. to initiate industrial mobilization planning 
in Japan with a view to utilization of Japan as a supplemental source - 
of supply for U.S. military requirements in another world conflict. — 
Such utilization would (a) give the U.S. a logistics advantage in . 
supplying U.S. and allied forces in the Pacific area, (0) result in a oo 
reduction in U.S. dollar aid to Japan, and (¢) conserve U.S. resources. | 

+ John D. Small. 7 an - | 
? Frank Pace, Jr. Se | = | | 

- § Francis P. Matthews. oo | * Thomas K. Finletter. : |
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3. In recommending that planning be initiated for utilization of _ 

Japanese industry, the Board recognized the availability of extensive 

: war production facilities and the existence of a large force of skilled > 

labor in Japan. — | oe | | ps 

| 4. The Munitions Board believes that the success of any. planning — 

and programs is contingent upon the placing of educational orders in > 

Japanese industry. , | 

| 5. In view of the foregoing, it is requested that the three Military 

| Departments | a 

a. Increase purchases of military equipment and supplies in Japan 

to the extent practicable for use of U.S. forces, particularly in the 

. Pacific area. | | - | 

b. Survey Japanese industrial capabilities further in collaboration © 

with the Munitions Board, with a view to (1) maximum practicable 

utilization as a source for equipment for U.S. forces and for military 

assistance programs in Southeast Asia, and (2) full utilization of 

| | Japanese industry in event of another world conflict. Oo 

6. It is requested that the Department of the Army request the 

Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers to initiate an industrial 

mobilization planning program in Japan, which program will be 

| worked out in collaboration with the Munitions Board and the Mili- 

tary Departments. oe EOIN Rad AE» 

| 894.501/2-1551 Ea os 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Hastern 

_ Affairs (Rusk) to the Acting Secretary of State* | 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,] February 22, 1951. 

Subject: Heavy Armament of Japanese Divisions ae 

Problem: a : ee 

- In his letter of February 15, 1951, the Secretary of Defense transmits 

for “your information and consideration” a memorandum from the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff which recommends immediate approval and 

shipment of U.S. heavy divisional equipment (tanks, artillery, etc.) 

. requested by General MacArthur to equip four divisions of the 

Japanese National Police Reserve. The recommendation also con- 

templates the approval of funds to support a program for equipping 

six additional divisions so as to make an eventual total of ten divisions. 

Tn making this recommendation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff state that 

they “consider that the gravity of the current threat to the security 

of Japan (which is expected to become particularly acute by early 

May)” makes it urgent to ship the equipment immediately. In his 

1This memorandum was drafted by U. Alexis Johnson, and was cleared by, 

among others, Mr. Dulles. . | De Tn
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letter, General Marshall states that he concurs in these recommenda- 
- tions and believes that “from the military point of view” they should : 

| be put into effect as soon as possible. However, in the light of the | 
“international political implications” General Marshall requests. your | 
views before presenting the recommendations to the President for 

- hisapproval ees oe 

Background: : - | 7 Hs | 

- Potsdam Declaration—Paragraph 6 of the Potsdam Declaration ? 
states that “a new order of peace, security and justice will be im- | 
possible until irresponsible militarism is driven from the world”. | 

- Paragraph 7 provides for the occupation of Japan until such a new 
order is established and until “there is convincing proof that Japan’s | 

-war-making power is destroyed”. | URE Ege ESI 
Initial Post-Surrender Policy—The United States Initial Post- | 

Surrender Policy for Japan, issued on August 29, 1945,3 stated that | : 
“Japan is not to have an army, navy, air force, ...” and “Japan’s | 
ground, air and naval forces shall be disarmed and disbanded...” | 

Far Eastern Commission—Decisions in the “Basic Post-Surrender _ 
~ Policy for Japan” unanimously approved by the member governments | 

of the Far Eastern Commission on June 19, 1947, were to complete 

the task of physical and operational demilitarization of Japan by — 
measures including “total disarmament”. It was further agreed that 
Japan would be completely disarmed and demilitarized, that. the , 
authority of the militarists and the influence of militarism would be 
totally eliminated, and that all institutions expressive of the spirit _ 
of militarism and aggression would be vigorously suppressed. This 
policy was set forth in great detail in the policy decision of August 14, 

- 1947, entitled “Reduction of Japanese Industrial War Potential” and | 
the policy decision of February 12, 1948, entitled “Prohibition of _ 
Military Activity in Japan and Disposition of Japanese Military a 
Equipment”, > | a - 

Japanese Constitution—Article 9 of the new Japanese Constitution : 
adopted with the enthusiastic approval of SCAP readsthat“... land, | 

sea and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be / 
maintained”, | | | Oo 

Japanese Attitudes—Following the end of the war the Japanese | 

people generally embraced the demilitarization program of the occu- | 

*¥For text of the Proclamation of the Heads of Governments, United States, | 
China, and the United Kingdom, July 26, 1945, see Foreign Relations, 1945, The 
Conference of Berlin (The Potsdam Conference), vol. 1, pp. 1474-1476. | 

*Sent to General MacArthur August 29 but not given final approval by the 
President until September 6. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, Sep- 
tember 28, 1945, p. 423. | 
5 > rant in. Department of State, Far Hastern Commission: Second Report, '
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| pation and the preponderant sentiment of the people was strongly in 

favor of complete disarmament and “neutrality”. While the Korean - 

affair, statements by SCAP, Mr. Dulles’ visit, and other developments 

are bringing a growing realization to the Japanese that it will be _ 

necessary for them to contribute to their own defense, there is not yet _ 

any considerable sentiment in favor of general rearmament. There is . 
little doubt but that the equipping of four divisions with heavy equip- 
ment would constitute a considerable shock to Japanese public opinion. 

_ SCAP Authorization for National Police Reserve—On July 8, 1950, — 
in a letter to Prime Minister Yoshida, SCAP authorized the Japanese 
Government to establish a “National Police Reserve” of 75,000 men. 
It is the understanding of the Department that the National Police - 
Reserve is organized and trained along the lines of a military organi-— 
zation although there is an attempt to use nonmilitary. nomenclature 
for ranks and elements within theorganization, = =~ 
- Estimate of Soviet Probable Intentions Toward Japan—A National 

, Intelligence Estimate of February 10, 1951,° concluded that “There 

| are no positive indications that the USSR intends to attack Japan by | 
mid-April 1951, but it has the capability of doing so and could launch 
such an attack without any appreciable warning.” : 

It is our informal understanding that the statement by the Joint | 

Chiefs of Staff to the effect that the current threat to the security 

. of Japan is expected to become particularly acute by early May is 
not based upon any new information of a positive character, but is 
a conclusion based primarily on the factors of estimated Soviet capa- 

bilities, weather conditions at that period, and presumed Soviet 
| intentions. oo a Bo | | 

_ The existence of the National Police Reserve, which is presently 
equipped with light arms, would appear to preclude the possibility of : 

. a successful covert attack on Japan (e.g. by indoctrinated Japanese 
prisoners taken by the Soviets at the time of the Japanese surrender 
and not repatriated). Se ac 

Thus it must be assumed that a successful Soviet attack on Japan 
would require a full-scale military effort which would involve at the 
least Soviet attacks upon US vessels and aircraft, and US military 

: installationsin Japan. - | 

>The mentioned document, “Hstimate of Soviet Probable Intentions Toward 

Japan”, is not a National Intelligence Estimate but forms Enclosure B to Special 

Estimate 2, “Probable Effects on Soviet Intentions and Capabilities of Arming the 

Japanese National Police Reserve as Four Fully Equipped Divisions,” Febru- 

ary 21, 1951. Neither of these Estimates is printed. (Files of the Bureau of Intelli- 

gence and ‘Research ) | J a 

“SE-2 carries the following attribution: “The intelligence organizations of the 

Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Joint Staff 
participated in the preparation of this estimate and concur in it. 'This paper is 

based on information available on 19 February 1951.” | ee 

| .



- Sino-Soviet Reactions to Japanese Rearmament—Responsible offi- 
cials of the USSR have in effect declared in public statements and | 

| speeches in the UN and Allied Council for Japan that they consider the 
rearmament of Japan as intolerable. The Chinese Communists have : 
taken the same line. Both have officially and in their propaganda re- 

_ peatedly charged that the rearmament of Japan is already taking 

place and that the manpower and material resources of Japan are a 
being used by the United States to support the “war of aggression 
against the Korean people” a 
_ Article I of the Sino-Soviet Treaty of February 14, 1950,° provides _ | 
that “Both High Contracting Parties undertake jointly to take all 

_ necessary measures. at: their disposal for the purpose of preventing 
a repetition of aggression and violation of peace on the part of Japan 
or any other state which should unite with Japan, directly or in- 
directly, inactsofageression.” = a hE neh Bho 
On the anniversary of that pact this year Chou-En-Lai charged 

the United States with rearming Japan and directly linked the.charge | 
to the: Sino-Soviet ‘treaty. At the same time Moscow and Peiping | 
commentaries, as well as Pravda, gave particular emphasis to the | 

_ charge that the United States was rearming Japan for aggressive pur- 
| poses and that the Sino-Soviet treaty is a “counterweight” to these | 

“onlawful” activities, 9 
A CIA Special Estimate of February 21, 1951,’ with which all the 

intelligence organizations concurred, concludes that the Soviets “would 
not resort to direct military action merely to prevent the conversion 
of the Japanese National Police Reserve into fully equipped divisions”, 
but that “should the USSR decide to invade Japan, even a partial 
rearmament of Japan would of course provide a convenient pretext 
to justify such aggression”. The Estimate also concludes that the | 
equipping of the divisions would be seized upon to intensify the cam- 
paign of propaganda and intimidation against Japanese rearmament 
which would, in any event, becontinued. __ OS Oo | 

Effect on Soviet Capabilities—The above-mentioned Special Intelli- 
gence Estimate of February 21, 1951, also concludes that “the creation 
of four fully equipped, combat-efficient, and tactically disposed Japa- 
nese divisions would limit, but could not in itself effectively reduce, 
Soviet capabilities to invade Japan. However, the existence of such a 
Japanese force, supplemented by available US Forces, would make a | 
Soviet invasion of Japan a major military operation.” = = 

: Attitudes of Friendly Powers—The Philippines, Australia and New 7 
Zealand, in particular, are very concerned over the question of the 
rearmament of Japan and the possible resurgence of Japanese mili- a 
tarism and may be expected vigorously to oppose any such moves | 

' For text, see United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS), vol. 226, p.12.0 | 
7 See footnote 5 above. . |
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except in the context of what they would consider satisfactory guar- 

antees on the part of the United States. One of the principal objec- 

tives of Mr. Dulles’ present trip is to secure the cooperation of those 

countries in the type of peace treaty with Japan desired by the United 

States. | oe Pe 

Whatever rationalization might be used to defend the action, the — 

furnishing of heavy armament to the National Police Reserve would 

| unquestionably be regarded by most, if not all, of the members of the 

Far Eastern Commission as a clear violation of the policy decisions 

| of the Commission largely drafted and fully supported by the United 

States at the time of their adoption. Apart from the exercise by the | 

Soviets by their right of veto of any changes in those decisions, it) | 

is very doubtful whether there would be any support whatever in 

the Commission for a proposal to amend those decisions so as to per- — 

mit the heavy armament of the Japanese Police Reserve. 

Council of Foreign Ministers—Ié the present discussions lead to the 

decision to hold a CFM it is likely that such a meeting would be in 

session during the period that the equipping of these Japanese divi- 

sions would inevitably become generally known. | 

Discussions 

From the foregoing background it is evident that a unilateral = 

decision by the United States to fully arm four Japanese divisions _ 
prior to a treaty of peace might well lead to the breaking up of the _ 

Far Eastern Commission with mutual recriminations and prejudice 

to our relations, even with our best friends. This danger could tosome 

extent partially be minimized by prior bilateral consultation with a 

few of the countries most likely to be receptive. However, such — 
consultations would not be productive unless we were able to persuade 

those countries that the danger of a Soviet invasion of Japan is “real . 

and present”. However, it would be very difficult to convince them 

that the danger of Soviet aggression against Japan is markedly 

greater than the danger of such aggression against several other areas, 

or so great as to justify extraordinary measures prior to such time_ 

| as Japan can be rearmed in accordance with orderly international 

decisions. Oo | 

While the break-up of the Far Eastern Commission would not in 

| itself seriously affect United States interests, the effects flowing there- 

from would unquestionably seriously jeopardize the ability of the | 

United States to obtain support for the type treaty we desire to see 

concluded with Japan, and otherwise tend further to isolate the 

United States in its policy toward Japan. | i 

It can only be assumed that in making this request General Mac- 

_ Arthur gave full consideration to the political effects in Japan. How- 

ever, the information available to the Department indicates that
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while there is a growing sentiment in Japan favoring some rearma- 

| ment following a treaty of peace there is not now such a sense of emer- 

gency as to cause J apanese public opinion to accept rearmament prior 

to a treaty in complete contradiction to the principles accepted by © | 

Japan at the time of their surrender and, until recently, inculcated by | 

the occupation. It should also be noted that in his public statements — 

while in Japan Mr. Dulles placed the question of Japanese rearma- 

ment in the context of a free decision to be made by a sovereign Japan : 

- joining in collective security arrangements. Unless presented in the | 

| ‘context of an immediate and extreme emergency admitting of no choice | 

(with the repercussions that would flow therefrom) there is likely to , 

be a considerable degree of revulsion by the Japanese to their being 

rearmed at the unilateral decision of the United States during the 

occupation and without their being given any opportunity whatever 

to participate in the decision. In this connection, on February 22 

Premier Yoshida stated to the press that “To rearm at this time would | 

cause a split among the Japanese people. Because of such considera- 

tions I am opposed to rearmament at this time.” a a 

There would unquestionably be a marked deterioration in the moral — 

position of the United States vis-A-vis the Japanese people. The Com- 

munists would also be given an additional base upon which to build | 

an intensified campaign of propaganda ‘and intimidation that would 

-» unquestionably have increased effectiveness in Japan. While it is 1m- 

| possible to estimate the eventual political results in Japan they cannot, 

at the least, but be inimical to the accomplishment of the long-range | 

objectives of US policy toward Japan. — — ; 

| ~ In connection with our discussions with the Department of Defense 

during the past few months leading to the decision to dispatch the 

Dulles Mission, it was implicitly recognized that among the principal 

purposes of a treaty were: (1) removing the very restrictive Far 

Eastern Commission policy decisions regarding Japanese armament ; 

(2) obtaining the widest possible degree of international support for 

arrangements that would permit Japan to contribute to its own 

security; (3) securing genuine acceptance by the J apanese of the 

| necessity for at least a degree of rearmament. : 7 . 

For the United States now and prior to a treaty to take an action oe 

that internationally and within Japan will only be interpreted as a 

| rearming of Japan entirely ignores and to a great extent vitiates the | 

_ purposes underlying the decision to expedite the conclusion of a treaty. | 

There is no basis for the intimation in the draft letter to the Presi- 

dent enclosed with General Marshall’s letter that provision of heavy | 

armament to the Japanese is approved by NSC 13/8 ° and NSC 60/1. | 

8 Titled “Report by the National Security Council on Recommendations With 

Respect to United States Policy Toward Japan,” and adopted at the NSC meet- | | 

_ ing held May 6, 1949. For text, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. vir, Part 2, p. 730. :
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NSC 13/3 (adopted in 1948) [1949] refers to the strengthening of 

a the Japanese police establishment by “reinforcing and re-equipping 
the present forces”. Taken in the context in which that policy was 

| adopted, it clearly has no reference to the equipping of Japanese 

divisions with United States heavy armament. NSC 60/1 relates only © 

to the agreement between the Secretaries of State and Defense with 

respect to the security requirements that should be considered in the 

conduct of negotiations for a Japanese peace treaty. While the Depart- ) 

ment was not consulted with regard to the formation of the National 
Police Reserve, we have supported any steps to strengthen Japanese 

security not clearly inconsistent with international obligations of the 
| United States or which would produce overbalancing adverse reactions | 

among the Japanese or our friends. As long as the National Police 

Reserve is equipped with “small arms” as permitted by FEC policy, 
and, therefore, can be defended, it presents no political problem to 
the Department. However, the organization and equipment of full | 
Japanese combat divisions prior to a peace settlement is an entirely 

different question. Oo . 
An additional factor to be considered is the effect of the action 

becoming known during the period the CFM is in session, if the CFM 

materializes. = = EERE SS Se ae eg | . | 

Thus, it is clear that the likely political consequences of the action 

vis-A-vis our friends and the Japanese are of such a serious and far- 
reaching character that they can be overbalanced only by the most 
impelling military considerations. : | oo 

~ Based upon the assumption that a successful Soviet attack on Japan | 

would even now require a full-scale military effort which would 
involve Soviet attacks upon US vessels, aircraft and military installa- | 
tions in Japan, it is difficult to believe that the Soviets would attack 
Japan except within the pattern of an overall attack against the . 

United States. Therefore the likelihood of a Soviet attack on Japan 
would not appear to be significantly greater than a general attack 

upon the United States. Oo : co 

In the case of a general attack upon the United States, Japan would 

unquestionably be one of the primary targets of the Soviets. The intel- 
ligence agencies agree that the creation of four “fully equipped, 

combat efficient and tactically disposed” Japanese divisions would 

limit but “could not in itself effectively reduce Soviet capabilities to. | 

invade Japan”. Furthermore, as it is to be doubted that the Japanese | 

divisions could be “combat efficient” by May with equipment not yet 

shipped, it does not seem that the equipping of these divisions would 

constitute in any degree a guarantee that a successful Soviet invasion — 

| of Japan could not becarriedout. © SO re | 

- However, if prior to our obtaining an understanding with our 

| friends on the subject, the Soviets did initiate a localized attack on
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Japan on the pretext of violations by ourselves and the Japanese of — 
the disarmament decisions of the Far Eastern Commission, they | 
would be in a position effectively to exploit differences of opinion on 
the subject and we would probably encounter great difficultly in ob- 
taining support in much of Europe and Asia for counteraction against _ 

_ the Soviets. Therefore, while it is not likely that the Soviets would 
resort to direct military action merely to prevent the establishment of | 

| four Japanese divisions with heavy equipment, if their purpose isto 
attack Japan, the equipping of the divisions prior to a treaty would 

| enable them to do so under conditions of maximum disadvantage to | 
the United States vis-a-vis its allies and confusion of opinion in Japan 
itself 

Conclusions: = ce ree Crean 
‘It is not felt that the military reasons for taking this. action at this | 

time are sufficiently impelling to overcome the seriousand far-reaching == 
political disadvantages of the action. However, if the treaty is shortly 
concluded, it should be possible to take the action in cooperation with 
the Japanese very soon after the conclusion of the treaty. In order to 
plan for this eventuality it might be well shortly to begin shipment of | 
such equipment to be held in the custody of the Far East Command 
until proper arrangements for its delivery to the J apanese can be 
made. In view of the length of time such shipments usually take and 
the possible imminence of a peace settlement, it may be desirable now 
to authorize shipment of the equipment with the decision as to its 
delivery to the Japanese being deferred. —— 
Recommendation: Be ; OS 

It is recommended that you approve and sign the attached letter _ | 
in the foregoing sense to General Marshall.? — | 

/ * Not found attached. A version of February 23, drafted by U. Alexis J ohnson, 
not printed, is filed under 794.5/2-1551. For Mr. Webb’s letter of March 1 to. 
Secretary Marshall, see p. 898. : oe , 

| 694.001/2-2351 : Telegram : OO | — 

Lhe Ambassador in New Zealand (Scotten) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ We.uneron, February 23, 1951—11 a. m. 
268. Dulles visit + although very brief was in my opinion eminently | 

_ successful. His able and concise explanation our view Japanese treaty 

4 Mr. Dulles was in New Zealand February 19-21, 1951. His party arrived back 
in Washington February 26, and he met with the President and other officials | on the 27th. No memorandum of the conversation with the President has been | found in Department of State files. According to a. note of February 26: by 

- Mr. Webb, the appointment was to be of only 15 minutes duration. (Lot 
65D238: Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation) For a summary of a White 

, Footnote continued on following page. _
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both to full session Cabinet and to Prime Minister and leader opposi- __ 

tion separately was well received and although numerous questions | 

were asked to elicit information, I heard no objections voiced. | am _ 

convinced our negotiations Japanese treaty at least as far as NZ is 

concerned will be vastly easier as result this visit. While conversations 

with Cabinet and Prime Minister obviously confidential our views — 

explained by Dulles in general terms at full-dress press conference. 

Public opinion and press reaction as voiced editorially shows marked 

improvement.? | | | | | 

— | oe  SCOTTEN 

Footnote continued from preceding page. a Sa 

House press release of February 27 regarding Mr. Dulles’ talk with the President, 

see Public Papers of the President of the United States: Harry S. Truman, 1951 

(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 176. Fe 

| On February 28, Mr. Dulles outlined orally to the Under Secretary’s Meeting 

the results of his trip to the Far East. This Meeting, held as often as twice a 

week, considered important policy papers and heard oral presentations on out- | 

standing issues. The Meeting regularly included all the officers in. the Depart- 

ment of Assistant Secretary rank and above (or their representatives) with 

the exception of the Secretary, as well as a number of people of somewhat lower 

rank who held key positions. oo | | 

A summary of Mr. Dulles’ remarks on this occasion is in document UM M-312 

in Lot 53D250: The Under Secretary’s Meeting. — 

For Mr. Dulles’ broadcast address of March 1, “Laying Foundations. for a 

Pacifie Peace,” see Department of State Bulletin, March 12, 1951, p. 4038. 

24 number of documents in file 694.001 for January and February 1991 indi- 

cate that discussions held by Mr. Dulles with members of the Government of 

New Zealand were entirely of an exploratory and explanatory nature. _ ae 

694.001/2-2651: Telegram ae A yor 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary | 

| : of State ) , So 

CONFIDENTIAL | Lonvon, February 26, 1951—5 p. m. 

4619. Foreign Office has handed Embassy atde-mémoire* in reply. 

: to our representation on need for increased Japanese participation in — 

international relationships (Department’s A-568 October 19? and | 

Embtel 2835 November 15 *). Substance of aide-mémoire is asfollows: 

1. MFN treatment for Japan. British Government is now giving _ 

same treatment to Japanese trade as to trade of GATT members. Only © 

restrictions on Japanese imports at present are imposed on balance of 

payments grounds. Japanese recovery is important to relieve ‘burden 

_ of US taxpayer and to enable Japanese to make contribution to: eco- 

nomic development in South and Southeast Asia. British Government 

is concerned about “unique phenomenon” of Japanese competition = 

| which has caused serious difficulties for UK in past. British Govern- 

| ment cannot enter into any formal commitment to grant MF'N to 

1Not printed; text included in despatch 4019 from London, February 27, not 

printed. (694.001/2-2751) . a | 

2 See Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1848, footnote 1. a - 

® Tbid., p. 1348. |
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Japan, but will continue to accord to Japanese trade actual MEN 

treatment. | | Es oe —— 

9. Japanese trade representatives. British Government will accept 

Japanese overseas representatives in UK. It will not be possible © 

for some time to accept them in British colonial territories which were 

occupied by Japanese during war, Malaya, Hong Kong, etc., because 

of hostile local feeling (position with respect to their colonies unclear _ 
and we have requested clarification ). 

~ 3. International conferences and organizations. British will in pre- 

peace treaty period welcome participation of Japanese in. Interna- | 

tional conferences and organizations on technical character as observer , 

without right to vote. They will also examine possibility of Japanese 

participation in such conferences and organizations as full member- 

ship relevant to body in question. As exception to above principle 
| British will not agree to Japanese participation in GATT even as 

non-voting observer. == | ae oe 

--—Jn delivering note to Embassy officer Muntz* of Foreign Office 

stated that Government is under strong pressure from textile industry = 

and other industries which have in past suffered from Japanese com- 

petition to make statement on trade relations with Japanese and that 

Wilson, President of BOT,® will do so in House of Commons in near — 

future. Embassy considers it probable that refusal to grant formal 

MEN commitment is result of strong pressure by industry groupson _ 
Government which has narrow majority. Be OE ge 

Text of aide-mémoire air pouched.® | ne | 

‘Department pass USPolAd Tokyoas London’s46. a 

—_ ee a - GIFroRD 

_4Thomas Godric Aylett Muntz, Head of the Economic Relations Department. 

5 Harold Wilson, President of the Board of Trade. 7 ot 

¢A manuscript notation in the source text indicates that no action was to be ~ | 

_ taken on this message. — : | 7 | 

ce Editorial Note _ OO 

At his press conference, held February 28, Mr. Dulles stated in | 
part that he had sought additional talks with Mr. Malik and that the - 
latter had agreed; however, no date had as yet been set for these 
discussions. | | — es 

The New York Herald Tribune of March 8 carried the following | 
press statement by Mr. Malik: “With regard to the statement of Mr. 

Dulles of February 28 about his talks with me, I feel it necessary | 
to state that I do not conduct any talks with Mr. Dulles on the Japa- 
nese peace treaty, and that the statement of Mr. Dulles at the press 
conference regarding his message to me on this matter as well as | 
my willingness to resume negotiations on a Japanese peace treaty | 

is absolutely groundless.” a | a So 

| | .
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~The Department replied to Mr. Malik’s remarks in a press statement 
of March 5. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, March 19, : 

| - For additional information on this question, see the memorandum — 
—_ of March 10 from Mr. Gross to Mr. Dulles, page 907. - Co Bae 

894.501/2-1551 sy o a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Marshall) 

TOP. SECRET | _ --Wasutneton, March 1, 1951. 

-My Dear Mr. Secretary: Very careful. consideration. has been 
given to your letter of February 15, 1951, transmitting a memorandum 
of February 9, 1951,? from the Joint Chiefs of Staff presenting certain 

| recommendations on the Japanese National Police Reserve in Japan. 
. The Department of State fully shares your concern over the security 

| of Japan and desire that it be strengthened as rapidly as possible. 
However, in determining the specific steps that should be taken, it 
will, as suggested in your letter, be desirable at each stage to give 
full consideration to the international: political implications. The _ 
present recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff relate very _ 
directly to the relationship of the United States to the Far Eastern 

| Commission, and the present negotiations looking toward an early 
peacetreatywithJapan, 

_ Decisions of the Far Eastern Commission are very explicit with 
regard to armament permitted to Japanese. Those decisions, which are 
in effect international obligations of the United States, were ina large - 
part proposed and strongly supported by the United Statés Govern- 

ment at the time of their adoption. Be 
| At the time of the discussions between our two Departments looking | 

toward the present mission of Mr. Dulles, it was recognized that the _ 
' most practicable means of removing those restrictions on Japanese | 

| ability to contribute to their own defense was the conclusion of a peace _ 
treaty. One of the principal purposes. of Mr. Dulles’ recent: mission 
was to obtain as a great a degree as possible of international support 
for the type of treaty which the United States desires to see.concluded 
with Japan, particularly the support of the Philippines, Australia and 
New Zealand which had evidenced much concern over Japanese re- 
armament. If the J apanese are provided heavy armament prior to — 
a successful conclusion of the present treaty negotiations, it could 
well seriously jeopardize the international support which could other- ) 

__-wise be obtained for the type treaty which the United States is seeking. 
A unilateral decision by the United States fully to arm four Japa- 

- 1 Letter drafted by U. Alexis Johnson. . re 
? Ante, p. 884. So ,
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_ nese divisions prior to a treaty of peace in direct violation of the deci- 
| sions of the Far Eastern Commission could also well lead to a break-up 

of the Commission with prejudice to our relations with even our best _ 
friends and largely isolate the United States in its policy toward 
Japan. This possibility could only partially be minimized if the United 
States were in:a position to persuade a few of the countries most likely 
to be receptive that the danger of Soviet invasion of Japan is so great 
as to justify extraordinary measures prior to such time as Japan can | 
be rearmed in. accordance with orderly international decisions, = = 
Jt. was also recognized that probably only by a. treaty of the type 

* desired by the’ United. States would it be possible to obtain from 
the Japanese people their maximum identification with the cause of 
the free world and willingness to accept increased responsibility for . 
contributing to their own defense. Unless presented in the context of 

: such an immediate and extreme emergency as to admit of no choice | | 
(with the repercussions that would flow therefrom), it would appear 

| that all elements in Japan opposed to the type treaty desired by the 
United States would be able to foment opposition to the treaty on 
the grounds that the furnishing of heavy equipment to the National 
Police Reserve constituted rearmament of the country, in contradiction 

_ to the principles accepted by them at the time of their surrender and, 
until recently, inculcated by the occupation authorities, at the uni- | 
lateral decision of the United States and without their being given - 
an opportunity to participate in the decision. This would also give _ 
Communist propaganda a base upon which to build an intensified 
campaign of propaganda. and intimidation of increased effectiveness | | 
in Japan. — : - a Be 

Therefore, if the Soviets should, for any reason, initiate a localized 
attack on Japan on the pretext of violations by ourselves and the _ 

| Japanese of the disarmament decisions of the Far Eastern Commis- — 
sion, they would be in a position effectively to exploit differences of — 
opinion between ourselves and our allies on the subject, and we would 

| probably encounter great difficulty in obtaining support in much of 
Kurope and Asia for counter-action against the USSR. Thus, if the 

Soviet. purpose is ‘to attack Japan, the furnishing of Japanese divi- 
sions with heavy equipment prior to our obtaining some understand- | 
ing with friendly countries on the subject of Japanese rearmament 

: might enable the Soviets to carry out the attack under conditions — 
which would make it very difficult for the United States to obtain 
support from its allies. | a | ot ag | 

it must also be mentioned that if, as now appears possible, the Coun- 
cil of Foreign Ministers* is in session at the time the receipt of 

 § The. projected 1951 meeting of the CFM was not held. Documentation on the 
exploratory four-power talks held at Paris from March to June of 1951 is sched- 
uled for publication in volume 111. a ne
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this equipment by the Japanese becomes known it would probably 

result in very adverse effects on the possibility of any degree ofsuccesS 

being achieved at those sessions. oe Do Sa 

Therefore, while the Department of State entirely concurs with — | 

the recommendation that heavy armament for four divisions be 

_ shipped to the Far East Command so as to be immediately available 

for any emergency, and that the Department of Defense undertake _ 

planning and budgeting for FY 1952 for equipment for an additional — 

six divisions, it believes that the timing of the placing of any such 

equipment in the hands of Japanese should be carefully considered 

| so as, if possible, not to jeopardize the achievement of the long-range _* 

objectives of United States policy toward Japan. ee 

In concurring with the shipment of this equipment to Japan and 

the planning and budgeting by the Department of Defense for an 

additional six divisions for FY 1952 it is the understanding of the — ) 

Department of State that none of the equipment will be placed in 

the hands of the Japanese without the specific prior agreement of the 

Department of State. It would be appreciated if the Department of 

Defense would confirm this understanding. CE | 

| With the return of Mr. Dulles from his recent trip it will be neces- 

sary during the next few months for the Departments of State and 

Defense to give full consideration to all of the questions that will arise 

with regard to a possible early peace settlement with J apan. It is” | 

suggested that the question of the timing of the turnever of heavy 

armament to the Japanese is one of the questions which should be con- 

| sidered during that period by both Departments. Oo . 

Sincerely yours, 
[James Wess | | 

Lot 54 D 423 © | | | 

Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Consultant to the Secretary, to the | 

Supreme Commander for Allied Powers (MacArthur) . | 

TOP SECRET : Wasuineron, March 2, 1951. 

My Dear Generau: We arrived home on Monday the 26th from 

our trip to the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand and I am ~ 

| anxious to tell you of our activities there and of the outcome. | | 

In the Philippines we talked at length with the President, the Acting 

‘Foreign Minister and with most of the members of both houses of the 

Legislature. Reparations seemed to occupy the mind of everyone to 

the exclusion of almost everything else—including a Pacific Island | 

- Pact. The President agreed with me that the safety of his country 

would be seriously jeopardized were Japan to come under the influence 

of Soviet Russia and Communist China, but his primary and im- 

mediate concern in the matter of security was the question of Formosa. 

He expressed great fear lest that island come under Communist control
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and he made a strong plea that the Philippines be given a voice in the a 

final disposition of Formosa. Cone! OS | 

The greater part of my conversation with the President, and vir- 

tually all of our discussions with others, dealt with the problem of _ 

reparations. The Philippines claim some eight billion dollars for 

| damage caused by the Japanese during the occupation. The President 

seemed to realize the impossibility of extracting such a sum from 

| Japan and suggested, therefore, that the reparations bill be guaranteed 

by the United States ! es 
No-one knows better than you the sufferings the Filipinos have | 

endured and the justice of their claims for some recompense for the | 

damage the country has sustained. Their attitude towards the prob- 
lem, moreover, is colored by the embarrassed financial condition of 

| the country, the precarious position of the Government anda feeling _ 

| of jealousy caused by the large grants of U.S. economic aid made 
to Japan. In explaining the point of view of the United States, I ; 

emphasized that we recognized and sympathized with the justice of | 

reparation claims of the Philippines but that past experience with | 
Germany and the most exhaustive examination of every possible 

procedure had led us to the inevitable conclusion that the extraction 

of reparations from a naturally poor country like J apan was impos- 

sible except at the expense of the American taxpayer, or at the expense | 

of such low living standards as would bring in communism = = | 

It appeared to us that most of those with whom we talked recog-  __ 

nized the force of our arguments, but there remains the problem of 

- overcoming the emotional prejudices of the people and explaining 

to them why the relief to which they have looked forward for so 

long cannot be had. The present Government has neither the political 

stability nor the courage to undertake such a task. The only con- 

| structive suggestion put forward by any Filipino was that a group © 

| of representative and responsible men from the Philippines go to 

Japan, talk to you, your staff and members of the Japanese Govern- | 

ment and then report to the people at home on the results of their 

investigation. It was suggested that while the people of the Philippines | 

| - would never accept a renunciation of reparations simply on the say-so 
of the United States, they might take more kindly to the idea if it 
were advanced by a group of their own backed by a strong explanatory | 
statement from you. I would appreciate your views on this suggestion. — 
~ In Canberra I had a talk with the Prime Minister, a meeting with 

the Cabinet, and numerous joint conferences over a period of four days | 

_ with Spender, the Minister for External Affairs, and Doidge, the 

Minister for External Affairs of New Zealand. Our initial talks dealt 
entirely with the question of a Pacific Island Security Pact since it 

| was obvious that the willingness of Australia and New Zealand to — 
accept the United States version of a Japanese Peace Treaty would 

538-617—77-—58 | | 

| | |
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be conditioned by the degree to which the United States would formal- 

ize its security relations to them. | . be Se ee reps 
[Here follows discussion of the talks held in Canberra regarding a = 

a security treaty. It is printed on page 176.] a ay heey 
“Inthe discussions on the Japanese Peace Treaty, which followed 

the completion of the talks-on the: Pacific Island Pact, both Foreign 

Ministers expressed more or less.perfunctory objections to the waiving 

of reparations and indicated that they ‘would prefer. certain. restric- 
tions on Japan’s war-making capacity even with a Pacific: Security 
Pact. ‘They also objected to Japan’s being given: a voice inthe com- 

- mutation of sentences awarded ‘War Criminals imprisoned :in Japan 

and‘ expressed considerable concern over Japan’s “excéss” : ship- 
building capacity and the lack of restrictionsin the proposed treaty _ 
on Japan’s “unfair trade practices.” They realized that the United _ 

| States would not consent to the mclusion of any restrictions i’ the 
treaty but expressed a desire for Japan to make a voluntary statement 
in regard to armaments and accepted trade practices and agree volun- 

tarily to dismantle such of her. ship yards as she could not use for 
| “normal peace time requirements.” I believe that.the above comments 

were largely “for the record”. and that if a satisfactory agreement is 
reached in regard to a Pacific Security Pact, we will succeed in getting 

, the adherence of the Australian:and New Zealand governments to _ 
the kind of Peace Treaty wewant: - ==... Tg ge 
In New Zealand I talked with the Prime Minister, the leader of — 

the Opposition, Mr. Walter: Nash, and had a conference with the _ 
Cabinet. There I found evidence of a bi-partisan approach to Foreign . 
Policy and I believe that the problem of educating public. opinion 

to accept what will be an unpopular Peace Settlement will be easier 

than willbethe casein Australias: | | 
In Australia the political position of.the Government is not strong 

and I detected a lack of political courage in facing up to popular 
demand for a restrictive type of treaty. Evatt + is making a major 
political issue of the treaty and I believe that we must push ahead _ 
vigorously and try to provide the present Australian Government 
with help in this matter if we are to get the assent of the Australian 
nation tothetype of treaty wedesire. | as - 

| I was somewhat disturbed to see in a recent Reuters report that 
| I was quoted as having said that the Peace Treaty would be con- 

sidered by the Far Eastern Commission. Nothing, of course, is farther 

from my thoughts. I have repeatedly said that the United States was 
discussing the treaty through diplomatic channels with the nations 
represented on the Far Eastern Commission and I have indicated 
that we would continue to do so as well as consult with other inter- | 

1 Herbert V. Evatt of the Labor Party, formerly Minister of External Affairs 

and External Territories. | |
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| ested governments. It is apparent that my remarks have been mis- 
interpreted: (perhaps deliberately) by a News Agency which has | 
never been particularly friendly to the United States in the Far Hast. | 
Ambassador Sebald is working’ in close touch with me while he is 

here 2 and I know that when he reports back to you he will bring you 
up to date on. our activities. I propose to keep in touch withyou by - 

| letter: and, I hope, through occasional visits by members of my: staff. | 
I hope that you will not hesitate to let me:know your views on any 
matters connected with our mutual problem which may come up from 7 

| time to time. | | OSES EEL Bo 
[want again to express my deep appreciation of your -help and | 

| counsel and of all that you have done to make it perhaps possible to 

. arrive at a just and lasting peace with Japan. I took occasion at a 
- meeting of the House Foreign Affairs Committee to pay. tribute to 

your contribution, and I did so in the radio report to the’ country 
which Imadelastnight® = | 

| - With my best personal regards and good wishes to your wife,I am __ 

) Faithfully yours, — T Jorn Foster Duties] 

_  # Ambassador Sebald left Tokyo for consultations in Washington during Febru- 
ary and returned to Tokyo on March 27. Oo | | | 

On March 2, Mr. Sebald gave to the Under Secretary’s Meeting an oral evalua- _ 
tion of the situation in Japan. A summary of his remarks is included.in document 

| UM M-312 in Lot 53. D 250: The Under Secretary's Meeting, . 2 © | © 

694.001/3-651: Telegram _ | : a | - a oo Oo 

The Ambassador in Australia (Jarman) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET -s Canerra, March 6, 1951—noon. 

939. Understand External Affairs telegraphed yesterday aide-. 
mémoire* for presentation to Dulles containing proposals for US 
consideration. for: inclusion in Japanese treaty. From viewpoint 
domestic politics these proposals will record government diligence 

| in seeking protect Australia from Japanese resurgence but. as indi- 
cated during Dulles visit completion of mutually satisfactory Pacific 
security arrangement would be expected have bearing on: govern- 
ment’s final position respect Japanese treaty. Recent conversations 
indicate no change this atmosphere and still seems degree to. which 

_ Australian Government will press treaty proposals dependent in 
large measure on success security negotiations. 7 

_, Spender now plans arrive Washington early May via London? | 

| | | J ARMAN 

| 1 The aide-mémoire, not printed, was transmitted to the Department by the 
Australian Embassy on March 6. (Lot 54 D 423) - : 
-* Perey Spender resigned April 26 as Minister of External Affairs and presented 

his credentials as Ambassador of Australia to the United States on June 8.
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| 694.001/3-851 : Telegram | | a ce | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines. 

SECRET Wasuineton, March 8, 1951—5 p.m. 
.29048. For Ambassador from Dulles. Your personal judgment de- 

sired on Phil reaction to fol propositions concerning Reparations | 
which might be included in Jap Peace Treaty. In each case indicate 
what PI reaction wld be (a) in case they were included as original 
member of a Pacific Security Pact, (6) if they were not so included, 

| and (ce) if there is no Pact. oe os | 
Plan A: Treaty wld admit Jap liability for reparations and occupa- 

tion costs but wld recognize inability of Japan to make full compensa- 

tion;-in consideration of agreement by Allies not to press claims for 
reparations, U.S. wld renounce claim for repayment approx $2 billion | , 

occupation costs; Allies wld get no Treaty right to compensation for 
loss or destruction of their property in Japan; reparations wld be 
deemed to have been satisfied by Jap external assets taken by Allies 
and byadvancetransfer program. | 

Pian B: Provide for reparations from current production on model 
of Italian Treaty, with safeguards which wld ensure no interference 
with econ reconstruction of Japan (including the servicing of Jap 
public and private debt incurred subsequent to September 2, 1945) 

| and no imposition of additional burdens on other Allied or Associated 
Powers; Japan to pay compensation to Allies and Associated Powers 
for loss or destruction of their property in Japan; Jap external assets a 
go to respective Allies where located. | | | 

Plan A above has the advantage of promptly and finally settling 
the reparations problem with consequent favorable results to the Jap 
economy. Having the Treaty make no provision for compensation for 
Allied property in Japan restores moral position of US, which wld 
be chief recipient of any such compensation. Plan B, while nominally — 

| making possible reparations payments, wld, in view of safeguards, 

probably result in little or no actual benefit to Philippines. Experience _ 
under Italian Treaty has demonstrated that, with the exception of 
Greece, which has reed only a small amount, no other countries bene- > 

fitted. However, by making at least nominal provision for some pay- . 
ment, it remains possible to provide for compensation for Allied 
property lost or destroyed in Japan. | | 

Neither Plan A nor Plan B shld be discussed in any fashion with | 
Filipinos at this time. Your comments are requested soonest. | | 

| — a WEBB 

a
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| oe —- Editorial Note ae 

- On March 9, 1951, Mr. Dulles testified before the Senate Foreign oe 

Relations Committee, meeting in Executive Session, on issues involved 

in the negotiation of the Japanese Peace Treaty. For transcript of oe 

this testimony, see Hxecutive Sessions of the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee (Historical Series), volume III, part 1, 82d Congress, 

1 Session, 1951 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1976), 

pages 259-297. ae | 

—790.5-MAP/2-2051 a oe 

The Director of International Security Affairs (Cabot) to the Assist- | 
ant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs 
(Burns)? EES | oe Os 

SECRET | | Wasuineton, March 9, 1951. 

My Dear Generat Burns: Reference is made to your letter of 
February 20, 1951 ? requesting the reaction of the Department of State, 
from the political point of view, to the recommendations of the Chair- 
man of the Munitions Board to the Secretary of Defense regarding 
the use of Japan as a source of supply of US military requirements. 

The Department has given very careful consideration to the recom- 
mendation presented and recognizes the desirability of initiating in- _ | 

- dustrial mobilization planning in Japan, with a view to the utilization 

of Japan as a supplemental source of supply for United States mili- 
tary requirements. Oo — ee 
‘However, as you know, there are limitations on the use of Japanese 

resources to accomplish the purposes laid down by the Chairman of 
the Munitions Board. These limitations are contained in FEC policy 
decisions, of which the most important is the decision of February 12, _ | 
1948 entitled “Prohibition of Military Activity in Japan and Disposi- | 

tion of Japanese Military Equipment”. Paragraph 38 of that decision 
provides? he 3 , _ a 

“3, The development, manufacture, importation and exportation | 
of arms, ammunition and implements of war, and materials intended _ 
for military use should be prohibited for Japan, except for the im- 
portation of no more than the quantities of arms and ammunition | 
necessary for the purposes mentioned in paragraph 2.” 0 

‘(Paragraph 2 referred to in the quotation permits the Supreme 
_ Commander to authorize the use of small arms for the civil police and — : 

‘This letter was drafted in the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs by Alice 
Langley Dunning. ae 

*'To Mr. Matthews, p. 887. | BS |
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arms for hunters.) Another FEC policy decision of August 14, 1947 
likewise is relevant to the consideration of the recommendation of the 
Munitions Board. This decision is entitled “Reduction of Japanese 
Industrial War Potential”. Paragraph 9(1), expressly prohibits “the 
development, manufacture or assembly of any combat equipment end- 
products, or their possession except as authorized by the Supreme 
Commander, after consultation with the Allied Council for Japan in 
accordance with the Terms of Reference of the Allied Council for 
Japan, for the purpose of the occupation.” In this connection, para- 
graph 10 provides that “The Supreme Commander should be author- 
ized to except temporarily from the provisions of this paper particular 

| primary war facilities, secondary war facilities and facilities in war- 
supporting industries, insofar as such facilities are required to meet 
the needs of the occupation. In such cases the Supreme Commander | 
will, after consultation with the Allied Council for Japan in accord- 
ance with the Terms of Reference of the Allied Council for Japan, = 
provide an explanation of reasons for retention and an.estimated date 

ofremovalordestruction” 
Certain Japanese munitions plants are already being used for the 

: production of material required in the Korean Campaign. The De- 
partment has supported this action on the grounds that SCAP was 
justified in making what use he might determine of these facilities 
in accordance with paragraph 10 of the FEC policy decision regard- 
ing “Reduction of Japanese Industrial War Potential” in view of the | 
fact that at the time such action was initiated, North Korean aggres- 
sion in addition to being in defiance of the United Nations represented | 

- athreat.to the occupation of Japan. | 
The decision of February 12, 1948 does, however, impose a serious 

obstacle to the prospective plan of the Munitions Board insofar as | 

that plan involves the export from Japan of equipment for military 
assistance programs in Southeast Asia and equipment for use of | 
United States forces in areas other than Korea. It is clear that arms, 

ammunition and implements of war may not be manufactured in | 
Japan for exportation to areas other than Korea. It is the view of the _ 
Department that the expression “materials intended for military use” 
the export.of which is prohibited in the policy decision of February 12, > 

-. 1948, would permit the manufacture and exportation of normal peace- 
time goods. The prohibition of export of “materials intended for 
military use” should be understood to refer to products which by their | 
construction are designed solely for military purposes. ee 

It is therefore suggested that paragraph 5a be amended to read as | 
follows: | | ere 

“Continued purchase shall be made of military equipment in Japan 
to supply the needs of the occupation, including material required
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- in the Korean campaign; purchase of Japanese equipment other than 
arms, ammunition and implements of war, and products which by their 
onstruction are designed solely for military purposes, should be in-. 
creased to supply the needs of United States forces elsewhere in the — 
Pacifie area.” | | | | | - OO , 

The Department has no objection to paragraph 5d as it now stands. 

- I would appreciate it if you would let me know if the amendment to 

paragraph 5aisacceptable® = et 

‘Sincerely yours, i Tomas D. Cazor _ 

- 8%n a letter of March 21 to Major General Burns, Charles A. Coolidge, Deputy 
Director for International Security Affairs, referred to conversations among the 
State and Army Departments and the Munitions Board subsequent to this letter 

and concurred on behalf of the Department of State in the original wording of 
 -paragraph 5a, “on the understanding that existing policy decisions of the Far | 

Eastern Commission and directives to the Supreme Commander for the Allied 

Powers continue to govern the production and export of military equipment to 

and from Japan.” (Lot55D598) a ee 

Lot 5404230 ) | | sea 

Memorandum by the Deputy Representative of the United States to 
the ~ United Nations (Gross) to the Consultant to the Secretary 

(Dulles) a | os , ee 

CONFIDENTIAL : [New Yorx,] March 10, 1951. 

Subject: Conversation with Malik concerning Discussions of Japa- 
nese Peace Treaty | . _ a 

Following is report of conversation with Malik concerning discus- | 
sions of the Japanese Peace Treaty, as reported to you by telephone _ 
lastevening. OO a 

- In accordance with your request, I approached Malik following the 
‘Security Council meeting March 9. I said that I regretted the apparent 
misunderstanding between us regarding his reaction to your invita- | 
tion, relayed through me to Malik on February 27. Malik replied _ 
somewhat stiffly, “I told you that Mr. Dulles and [had taken different 
paths.” I said that I recalled this but did not interpret it asa refusal = 

_ to meet with you to receive your impressions of your trip to the Far | 
East. Malikmadenocomment. a - en 

- I went.on to say that we did not want to leave the matter simply on 
the basis of an exchange of statements to the press, and that I should 
like to be in a position to report to you definitely whether or not | 
Malik would be interested in meeting with you to discuss the matter 
further. Malik replied, “No, I do not think that would be appropriate.” | 

_ We shook hands and parted. | | oe 
Unlike his demeanor on February 27, when he was j ovial and smil- | 

ing, Malik impressed me as being unusually stiff during our brief
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chat yesterday. Tsarapkin,: who joined us as soon as I started to talk 

to Malik, refrained from comment. | a 7 

218emyon K. Tsarapkin, an Adviser to the Soviet Delegation to the United 

Nations. 

694.001/3-1251 : Telegram | ae ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Acting United States Political 

| Adviser to SCAP (Bond) 

SECRET | -Wasuineron, March 12, 1951—6 p. m. 

Topad 1333. For Bond from Dulles. Further consideration certain 

provisions Provisional Memo initialed by Allison and Iguchi Feb 8* 
has resulted in alteration those provisions in draft treaty now being 
circulated for Dept clearance. Pls see Iguchi and hand him memo — 

. along fol lines. Request reply soonest, including steps Jap Govt wld : 

be prepared take under 5. Headings correspond with those in Pro-  _ 
| visional Memo. | 7 ee 

1. Preamble: In view wide concern trade practices problem clause 
| added Preamble under which Jap declares intention in public and 

private trade and commerce to conform to internationally accepted __ 
fair practices. Allies welcome this and other statements of intention 
in Preamble and promise will seek to facilitate their realization. Scope | 
of para (a) in “Polit and Econ Clauses” also extended to include 
treaties and conventions for promotion fair trade practices. 

9. Terr: Unless and until Sovs remove selves from treaty picture 
appears preferable draft assume their participation. Accordingly pro- 

- vides for return by Jap of South Sakhalin and all islands adjacent 
: thereto to SU and handing over to Sovs of Kurile Islands as they may 

be defined by bilateral agreement or by judicial decision under treaty | 
disputes procedure. Provision wld be operative only if Sovs sign and | 
ratify treaty. | ES a | 

8. Security: Considered unnecessary include last six and half lines, 
beginning “and any forces”, both in bilateral and in treaty so have 
deletedfromtreaty draft. eee oe 

4. Pol and econ clauses, para (ce): In addition to provision for noti- 
fication bilateral non-polit treaties, draft provides Jap will accept 
annulment, as a consequence of war, of its rights under prewar pol 

: treaties to which Jap and one or more of Allies and Associated Powers | 
were parties. 7 oS | | 

5. Claims Arising out of the War: In view complications compensa- _ 
| tion question we are disposed to minimize this aspect matter in the 

+See Annex I to the letter of February 10 from Mr. Dulles to Secretary 
Acheson, p. 875. a



_ treaty. Best solution appears to be for Jap voluntarily to enact com- 
- pensation legis, which might fol lines Annex I of Provisional Memo. 

Treaty wld merely provide compensation wld be made in accordance | 
with Jap domestic legis in yen subject to Jap fon exchange regs and > 
in no event wld natls of Allied and Associated Powers receive less 
favorable treatment than that accorded to Jap natls. Separate cable 
explaining considerations behind this change in greater detail being | 

sent Gen MacArthur2 | oe | oy 
6. Submarine Cables: Fol discussion with Defense and FCC best 

solution this problem, which was not discussed with Jap, appears to 
be to divide cables equally between Jap and Allied Powers to whose | 
terrs Jap cables run. Fifty-fifty ownership and operation of submarine 

__ eables has proved successful where employed (e.g. Ital cable from Italy | 
to Azores to U.S.) and is believed preferable to dividing ownership 
at outer limit territorial waters Allied Powers as in Ital Treaty. Draft. _ 
accordingly provides that Jap submarine cables connecting Jap with | 
terr removed from Jap control pursuant to treaty shall be equally 
divided, Jap retaining Jap terminal and adjoining half cable and 
detached terr remainder of cable and connecting terminal facilities. _ 
 _[Dulles.] ee _ 

| | | | . WEBB. 

2In telegram 1331 to Tokyo, March 12, marked “For MacArthur from Dulles,” | 
the Department stated in part: “We wld eliminate any treaty commitments and 
treaty machinery to deal with these claims, leaving matter to Japanese domestic 
legis subject only to treaty requirement that compensation shall be on basis not 
less favorable than to Japanese nationals. Probably the Japanese as.a matter of 
good business relations wld want to embody into domestic legis something along 
the line we discussed Tokyo permitting installment payments in blocked yen 
to enable foreign concerns to reestab their Japanese businesses and which pro- 
visions Japanese found entirely acceptable and which Dodge felt wld not cause | 

- any internal budgetary problem. However, we believe shifting of internal com- 
pensation problem to domestic legis and taking it out of peace treaty will make , 
it easier to eliminate external reparation payments. We do not know whether | 
Brit will accept our new formula, but think it worth while to try it.” 
(694.001/3-1251) | | 

Lot 54D423 | 

Lhe British E'mbassy to the Department of State * | 

: | AiE-MEMorIRE | | 

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom have found the 
informal conversations on the Japanese Peace Treaty, which have 
been proceeding between their representatives and Mr. John Foster 
Dulles since last September, of great value. They consider, however, 
that now that this full but informal exchange of views has taken 

_ place they should inform the Government of the United States offi- 

1A handwritten “marginal note reads: “March 12th 1951 Handed John} | 

F[oster] D[ulles] by HMG Chargé d’Affaires.” | . | )
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cially of their present attitude toward the various aspects of the — 
Japanese Peace Treaty. | | | ne 

_ 2, His Majesty’s Government consider that the major object which 
_ a@ peace treaty with Japan should seek to achieve is the establishment 

of a peace-loving Japan with a settled government and a viable 
economy. _ | | — eS 

8. His Majesty’s Government infer that while it has as yet taken 
no final decision, the Government of the United States wishes, in so _ 
far as this is possible, to negotiate the Japanese Peace Treaty as a 
multilateral instrument through the diplomatic channel with those | 

| states which are willing to negotiate as principal parties on a basis to 
| be agreed. In this connexion His Majesty’s Government wish to en- 

quire whether the United States Government are in ‘a. position to 
| say whether they intend, in due course, to summon a peace conference ~ 

which all the 49 states at war with Japan will be invited to attend. 
Further, it would be of great assistance to know whether in the view 
of the United States Government such a conference should be charged. 
with the drafting of the final peace treaty or whether it should be 
called to discuss a draft treaty already prepared by the principal 
parties who, when the conference had concluded its deliberations, 

would then draft and sign the final treaty. - | | 
_ 4, With regard to the substantive clauses of the Peace Treaty, the 
views of His Majesty’s Government are set out in the paragraphs _ 
which follow. His Majesty’s Government wish however to reserve 
their right to raise at a later stage the question of the disposal of 

- German assets in Japan and certain ‘points of detail connected with 
| the economic financial and property clauses of the Treaty. 

Territory. nn oe co , 
) 5. In accordance with the Potsdam Proclamation of the 26th July, | 

1945, paragraph 8, His Majesty’s Government consider that the 
; sovereignty of Japan should be confined to the four main Japanese 

islands and to a number of adjacent minor islands to be defined in 
the Peace Treaty. In addition to a general renunciation by Japan _ 
of all claims to and rights in all the territories of which she is to be 
deprived, the following should be recorded in the Treaty: | 

| (i) Japan should recognise the independence of Korea. OC | 
(11) The Ryukyu and Bonin Islands should be placed under a 

. United States trusteeship. — | | 
(111) As provided in the Livadia Agreement signed on the 11th Feb- 

ruary, 1945,? South Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands should be ceded | 
by Japan to the U.S.S.R. | | a 

7¥For text of the Agreement Regarding Japan signed (in the Livadia Palace) 
at Yalta by the heads of government of the United Kingdom, the United States, | 
and the Soviet Union, see Department of State Executive Agreement : Series 
(EAS) No. 498, or 59 Stat. (pt.2)1828. ne
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(iv) Japan should renounce all special rights and interests in China. | 
| (v) Japan should renounce all political and territorial claims past, 

- present and futureinthe Antarctic Continent. ss 
(vi) Japan should specifically renounce all her rights and claims | 

in respect of her pre-war mandated territories. _ ne 

6. Disposal of Formosa. His Majesty’s Government’s views on the | 
| wording of a clause on Formosa will be the subject of a subsequent 

-communicationatanearlydate 2. 

Political Provisions, 

“7, (i) The Japanese Government should undertake to prevent the 
resurgence of undesirable political societies in Japanese territory after 

7 the Peace Treaty has come into force. These would require suitable 
definition in the Treaty. a eine | 

. (ii) In the preamble to the Treaty a reference to the responsibility | 
of the Japanese militarist régime for having provoked a state of war | 
in terms similar-to those used in ‘the Italian Peace Treaty should be — 

included. pA Bet tte Fae alee | 

| (iii) An obligation should be laid upon the Japanese Government | 
to ensure that, subject to normal remissions for good conduct, war 
criminals in Japan sentenced to terms of imprisonment before the _ 

| Peace Treaty takes effect should serve the sentences imposed upon | 
them by duly constituted War Crimes Courts. ne 

(iv) It is undesirable that the Japanese Government.should be. 

required by the Peace Treaty to maintain (indefinitely or for a period | 
of years) legislation enacted by the Japanese Diet. in a democratic 
manner since the beginning of the occupation. Special ordinances 

promulgated by the Japanese Government in compliance with the 
orders of the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers should be 

| examined to see whether note should be taken of them. in the Peace 

(v) It would be undesirable for the Peace Treaty to require Japan 
to apply for. membership of the United Nations or to bind any of | 
the Allied or Associated Powers signatory to the Treaty to support | 

| her application if it were made. However, His Majesty’s Government 
at the present time see no reason on general grounds to oppose an ) 

| application by Japan for membership of the United Nations once she 

regains her freedom. | rs 
(vi) Japan should be required in the Peace Treaty to renounce 

her rights under the Congo Basin Treaties,’ under Article 16 of the 
Treaty of Lausanne signed on the 24th July 1923,4 and under the 

Straits Agreement of Montreux signed on the 20th July 1936.° | 

*For the Convention signed at St.-Germain-en-Laye September 10, 1919, see 
Department of State Treaty Series (TS) No. 877, or 49 Stat. (pt. 2) 8027. 

“For text, see League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. xxvii, p. 115. - 
 * Text printed ibid., vol. cLxx1m1, p. 213. | :
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(vii). Japan should also be required to withdraw from the Bank © 

for International Settlements within six months from the date when | 

the Peace Treaty takes effect. eg 

(viii) Japan should renounce all special rights of the Japanese | 

state in respect of the mandate system. ee 

| (ix) Japan should be required to undertake to accept arrangements 

which may be made or have been made for the liquidation of any inter- 
national body of which she was at any time a member. 7 

: (x) Japan should undertake to recognise the full force and effect 

| of the treaties of peace and related arrangements already signed and 
to be signed, between the Allied and Associated Powers and Italy, 
Bulgaria, Roumania, Hungary, Finland, Thailand, Germany and — 

Austria. | | | os | 

Security. woe | | | - 

_ §. His Majesty’s Government consider that Japan should be _ 
: permitted a reasonable scale of rearmament to carry out her ob- 

ligations for internal security and defence. | 

Reparations, | 

9. No further reparations should be exacted from Japanese indus- 
| trial assets. It is considered however that the stocks of Japanese 

(monetary) gold under the control of the Supreme Commander of the _ 
Allied Powers in Japan should be made available as reparations. His 

| Majesty’s Government wish to take this opportunity of stating their 
view that in no circumstances should these stocks of gold be returned 
to Japan since they consider that the Allied and Associated Govern- | 
ments should not be asked to sacrifice the small and wholly inadequate 

amount of reparations which they might receive in this manner in 
order to give to Japan an appreciably better start as a free country 
than the victims of her aggression in the second world war. - 

| 10. With certain exceptions Japan’s overseas assets (both official | 
and private) should not be returned to Japan or to their Japanese — 
owners. Japanese assets in the territories of the Allied and Associated © | 
Powers should be at the disposal of the Governments of those coun- 
tries. ee BS 

11. Japanese assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries and in Ger- 
many and Austria which in most cases are under the joint control of 
the representatives in those countries of China, the U.S.S.R., the 
United States, and the United Kingdom on behalf of the Statesmem- 
bers of the Far Eastern Commission should not be returned to Japan. 
or to Japanese nationals. | |
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General Economic Clauses. | ) oye 2S oe 

- Goods a a - a 

- 42, In the Foreign Office Note of 22nd February ® the United 
- States Ambassador in London has already been informed of His 

Majesty’s Government’s decision that they must retain their freedom 
to protect British industries against Japanese competition should the 

necessity arise. Should it be proposed however that the Peace Treaty 7 
| should include a provision (on the lines of Article 82 of the Italian 

Peace Treaty) under which Japan would grant national and most 
favoured nation treatment in respect of goods to countries which in 
fact granted similar treatment in like matters to Japan, His Majesty’s 
Government would be prepared to accept it. His Majesty’s Govern- 
ment’s acceptance would, however, be upon condition that the pro- 

| vision should be so drafted that each territory which is a separate _ 
| entity for customs purposes is regarded as a separate country, so that 

the United Kingdom or any other territory would not lose the benefit . 
of the provision because (say) Jamaica did not give national and most | 
favoured nation treatment to Japan, and vice versa. oe 

Establishment. (Treatment of foreign nationals and companies.) : 
- 13. Pending the conclusion of Establishment treaties between Gov- 
ernments of signatory States and Japan, foreign nationals and com- | 
panies in Japan should in all respects receive national and most 

- favoured nation treatment, subject if necessary to reciprocity. Any 
undertaking that national and most favored nation treatment by 

| Japan would be subject to reciprocity should however be so drafted | 
that each territory (such as a colony or protected state) should count 
as a separate country and companies incorporated in that territory or 

| individuals belonging to it are regarded as if they were nationals of | 

a separate country. : Ta age | 

Shipping and Cwil Aviation. a ree 

14. It is considered that Japan’s inflated ship building capacity in 
excess of an agreed tonnage should be destroyed. Japan’s present ship 
pbuilding capacity is in excess of her normal peace time needs as it 

was built up for the purpose of constructing and servicing an inflated 
| war-time fleet. The shearing away of her surplus capacity is therefore 

justifiable on economic grounds. | | oda! | 
os 15. Japan, pending the negotiation of suitable agreements, should 

: grant in the Peace Treaty national and most favoured nation treat- 
ment to the shipping of signatory States subject, if necessary, to | 

presumably that summarized in telegram 4619 from London, February 26, 
p. .
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reciprocity. Any undertaking that national and most favoured nation 
treatment by Japan would be subject to reciprocity should be on the 
same footing with respect to the United Kingdom and its colonial | 
and overseas dependent territories as is set out in paragraph 12 above. — : 

- 16. Pending the conclusion of civil air transport agreements with 
other signatory States Japan should grant to the international air 
lines of such States the same or not less favourable air traffic rights 

and privileges as they enjoyed immediately before the Peace Treaty | 
came into effect. Once Japan herself begins to operate international _ 
airlines she should, if no agreements have by then been signed, grant 
national and most favoured nation treatment to the international air | 
lines of signatory States subject if necessary to reciprocity. Any under- 
taking: that national and most favoured nation treatment by Japan 
would be subject to reciprocity should be on the same footing with 
respect to the United Kingdom and its overseas colonial and dependent 
territories as is set out in paragraph 12 above. © = - 

Bilateral Treaties. ee 

17. The Treaty should provide on the lines of Article 44 of the 
- Italian Peace Treaty for the revival of non-political prewar bilateral 

treaties between: Japan and the Allied and Associated Powers,-on the 

initiative only of the Allied or Associated State concerned. 
Far Hastern Fisheries Convention = 

 18.- Japan should undertake in the Peace Treaty to enter into inter- 
national discussions if called upon by any of the signatory States for 
the conclusion of a Fisheries Convention to regulate fishing and fishing 
grounds in-Far Eastern waters. Pending the conclusion of.such dis- 
cussions Japan should undertake voluntarily to prohibit fishing by 
her nationals or Japanese registered ships in conserved fishing areas 
and the territorial waters of any of the signatory-States. .- 

Human Rights. : re 
19. His Majesty’s Government are doubtful of the value of inserting | 

in the Japanese Peace Treaty a Human Rights clause on the-lines of 
Article 15 in the Italian Peace Treaty. As an alternative it is sug- 
gested that a suitable reference might be made in the preamble to the 
Peace Treaty to the desire of the signatories that Japan will of her | 
own free will accept the principles of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. _ — | oo | 

International Treaties and Conventions. | | | 

| 20. Japan should undertake in the Peace Treaty to resume carrying. 
out her obligations under - . oe
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(a) The International Narcotics Conventions of 1912,” 1925.8 and | 

1981 % and toaccede to - a 

(b) the 1946 Protocol amending the 1931 Narcotics Conventions 10 

and | Bo - | 

- (e) the Protocol on the Traffic in Synthetic Drugs sioned in 1948." | 

Japan should alsoaccedeto a . - | | 

| (ad) the International Whaling Convention and Protocol. 1946,” 

| ~ (e) the Geneva Convention on Prisoners of War, 1948," and | 

i (f) any others which further study may show to be necessary. | 

| Claims and Debts. OO BS : 

| 21, The property of nationals of the Allied and Associated Powers | 

| in Japan should be restored or, if not restorable intact, full compensa- | 

| tion on the basis of present replacement costs should be paid. Japan — | 

| should likewise undertake to make good damage to property caused oe 

~ since the end of hostilities by the Occupation forces in Japan. 

| . 92, The Treaty should contain suitable provision for the preserva- 

tion and settlement of claims arising from pre-war indebtedness on 

| the part of the Japanese Government or Japanese nationals towards | 

\ the Governments or nationals of the Allied and Associated Powers. 

| Renunciation of Claims by Japan. | | | 

| 93, Japan should be required in the Treaty to waive all claims of 

any description against the Allied and Associated powers on behalf 

| of the Japanese Government or Japanese nationals, arising directly 

| out: of the war in the Far East or out of actions taken because of the 

| existence of a state of war in Europe after the 1st September 19389, 

whether or not the Allied and Associated power was at that time at 

war with Japan. This provision should bar completely. and finally all 

| categories of claims enumerated in it which should be declared ex- 

| tinguished whoever might have been the parties in interest. This clause 

| would also specifically be: directed toward protecting the orders of 

| prize courts, and such institutions as banks, forwarding agents and 

| custodians of enemy property. rs a 

/ 4 For text of the Convention and Final Protocols, signed at The Hague Janu- 

ary 23,°1912, and July 9, 1918, respectively, see TS No. 612 or 38 Stat. (pt. 2) 

: 8 Hor text of the Convention signed at Geneva. February 11, 1925, see League | 

: of Nations Treaty Series, vol. LI, p. 337. | 
| 

®fFor text of the Convention concluded at Geneva July 13, 41931, see TS No. 

| 963 or 48 Stat. (pt.2) 1548. 
: ms 

: - Signed at Lake Success December 11; text is printed as TIAS No. 1671 and 

| in 62 Stat. (pt. 2) 1796. ae - 
| 

| 4 Done at Paris November 19; for text, see TIAS No. 2308 or United States 

Treaties and Other International Agreements (UST), vol. 2 (pt. 2), p. 1629. 

4 Signed at Washington. December 
2, 1946; for text, see TIAS No. 1849, or 62 

Stat. (pt. 2) 1716. 
oe OO 

13 Apparent reference to the Geneva Convention of 1949, signed August 12; text 

| ig printed as TIAS No. 3365 and in 6 UST (pt. 3) 3516. _ Oe 7 oo
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Lndustrial, Literary and Artistic Property; Contracts (including | Contracts of Insurance and Lve-I nsurance) Prescription and N ego- viable Instruments. 

ee : 24, There should be suitable Separate provision in respect of all these matters in an annex to the Peace Treaty. oo _ Disputes. oe | | _ | 25. (a) Claims disputes arising out of the provisions of the Peace Treaty should be settled by a special neutral tribunal to be set up with an appropriate membership. | : (6) Other disputes arising out of the Treaty should be referred | either to diplomatic settlement or to the International Court of Justice. | | | | Oo | War Graves. | 
Co 26. It may be desirable to include in the Peace Treaty a clause on | | the lines of Articles 295 and 296 of the Treaty of Versailles in respect _ of war graves in Japan. ee ee 

[ Wasuineton, undated.Jo o 

| Lot 54D423 
oy 7 The British E'mbassy to the Department of State oe 

| | Ar-Mémorre EE POST-TREATY SECURITY AND REARMAMENT OF JAPAN | His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom are of the opin- | ion that the Peace Treaty with J apan should contain no provisions prohibiting Japanese Tearmament or limiting the size or nature of any armed forces which she may eventually raise, They consider, and they believe the Government of the United States to hold the same view, that a restrictive Peace Treaty with J. apan is undesirable on general political grounds, particularly because the enforcement of any mili- tary restrictions which it might contain would present great, if not — insurmountable, difficulties. H.M.G. consider it most important how- ever that some safeguards should be provided outside the Treaty to ensure that Japan does not once more become an aggressor. This question has been examined by the U.K. Chiefs of Staff, a statement of whose views is attached at Annex. These views have been approved by H.M.G., who will be glad to learn in due course whether they are shared by the Government of the United States, a 
* Handed to Mr. Dulles by the United Kingdom Chargé d’Affaires on March 12 

along with the aide-mémoire, p. 909,
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‘TOP SECRET — , 7 ne 

| Views or THE CHIEFS OF Starr ON THE REARMAMENT OF JAPAN — 

General ce | - OS | 

| 1. An approach to the problem of Japanese rearmament must be 

2 based on the following factors :-— oo a | | 

(a) Within the next few years - | | es 

_ (i) Japan has not the military means or economic resources 
tobecomebyherselfanaggressor., = © | OB 

_ (4) Military arrangements are necessary for internal security | 
and against external threats. _ | 

| (in) Military arrangements must be sponsored and economic | 
| help must be provided by the Allies to prevent Japan from fall- _ 

ing a prey to Communism.. 7 | ON Nee a, 

(b) Long Term OO 
| (i) Permanent restrictions on rearmament can only be imposed 

by permanent occupation; this is politically impracticable and 
OF militarily unacceptable. Therefore Japan must become an inde- 

pendent sovereign Power. re 
(41) -‘The continued alignment of Japan with the West can only 

| be achieved on a voluntary basis, which would mean the establish- 
ment of an identity of interest politically, economically and 
militarily. | _— oo : 

Threats to Allied Security, | 

2. Communist Threat.—The main threats to Allied security in the | 
Far East in the period for which it is possible to plan are from | 

—  Communism:— OS | oe | 

a (a) In Peace.—Japan is a major East Asian. objective of Russian _ 
imperialism. The most effective medium which Russia can use to © 
achieve her aim‘is that of international Communism, the formidable 

| exponent of which in the Far East is Communist China. There is 
_ already a Communist Party of some strength in Japan; an Allied 

| withdrawal would greatly facilitate Communist infiltration into Japa- 
neselife © | Co | 

_ (6) In War.—In the event of War, it has been estimated that there | 
will be an external threat to Japan from Russia, regardless of any 
assistance to the latter from Communist China. ) OO 

We consider that if Japan is to be kept in the Allied camp her 
internal security must:be assured both in peace and war and she must 
be protected from the external threat in war; there must be no “power 
yacuum” in Japan after the signing of a Japanese Peace Treaty. 

_ 3, Japanese Threat.—Japan is a highly-populated country with con- 
siderable industrial resources and capability. In the long term her | 
desire to establish her industrial prominence and her necessity to 

| 538-617-7759 | :
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expand either territorially or economically must be appreciated. This 

economic fact will inevitably provide a motive for Japanese military 

aggression which cannot be disregarded in considering our general 

policy towards Japan in the post-peace period. a 

a "4. In the short term, Japan is not capable of military aggression. | 

Japan has not the indigenous resources necessary to support her own 

economy, let alone to back an aggressive policy. Her military. successes 

in 1942 depended on the exploitation of raw materials of the Asiatic 

Mainland and to the considerable stockpiling that she had achieved. 

She is, in fact, dependent on the Asiatic Mainland and other countries 

for the supply of the vast majority of her raw materials. Thus, Japan 

in isolation does not represent a military threat. Should she become 

| a party to any combination of Powers in the Far East, such as is now — 

represented by the Communist bloc, she might: develop sufficient 

strength to threaten Allied territories throughout the Pacific and Far 

East. eee | | 

5. In the long term, she will only be capable of conducting an 

‘aggressive war if she possesses major naval forces and has secured 

the necessary economicresources. ts oo | 

Allied Strategy. — Tee EEE Ov . 

-6. In Peace.—Allied strategy in.peace in the Far East, as elsewhere, — 

is.to oppose the spread of Communism and in particular to deny the 

 -yesourcesof JapantoCommunism. EE 

7. In War.—The North Pacific is an American zone of responsi- _ 

bility. Allied strategy in war is to secure Japan and the Ryukyus; to 

use Okinawa as a base for the strategic air offensive; to maintain sea 

and air lines of communication; to deny the China Seas to the enemy ; 

- to adopt a defensive land strategy with minimum forces so as to deploy 

- maximum forces elsewhere. _ 

) 8. The requirements of Allied strategy will to a certain extent be | 

met by the United States trusteeship of the Ryukyus and Bonin © 

Islands, but forces will be required in Japan for internal security 

| and defence against external threat. Taking into account.all the other 

commitments of the Allies, it is evident that they cannot provide these 

| forces unaided. For this reason and because, as an independent nation, 

Japan must take an active part in her own defence, she should provide | 

the necessary forces. - | 

os 9. Type of Japanese Armed Forces.—In the light of the above we 

consider that Japan should provide conventional armed forces with — 

the exception of major naval forces, strategic bombing forces andspe- | 

cial weapons which would be provided by the Americans in accord- 

ance with Allied strategy and would not be required by Japan. Her 

forces, which should be of a size suitable to carry out her obligations 

for internal security and defence, would therefore consist of -— _
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(a) Naval vessels up to frigates,excluding submarines; > ) 
(6) Balancedland forces; = | - 

_ (¢) Balanced air forces, except strategic bombing forces. | 

Instrument for Effecting Japanese Rearmament. - ee - | 

10. The United States had proposed a few months ago a Peace : 
Treaty restoring full Japanese sovereignty. In considering any Peace 
Treaty, however, account must be taken of the repercussions on the 

German situation. _ oe 
| 11. We consider that there should be a Defence Pact separate from 

Ga) It will thereby be possible to restrict the signatories to friendly 
Powers; — Oe 7 | I | 

(ii) The Defence Pact can be voluntarily agreed’ to by Japan after. | 
her sovereignty has been restored by the Peace Treaty; | | 

-—s (111) ~<It is the only method we can see whereby some safeguards — 
- eanbeprovided, = ce ee ee . 

Restrictive Clauses and Controls, a a F 

- 12. In pursuance of the need for a liberal treaty it is undesirable, 
| if not impossible, to impose or to suggest that Japan agree to detailed : | 

_ defence restrictions and a concomitant inspectorate. It will therefore | 
not be practicable to include restrictive clauses in the Defence Pact. : 

_ We consider that Japan would agree both on military and economic _ | 
grounds to certain forces and weapons as in paragraph 9 above being | | 

_ provided by the Allies. We consider, disregarding political and eco- 
- nomic considerations that the possession and building of merchant 

fleets and civil air fleets cannot be denied to Japan on purely strategie 
grounds. | a 7 OO 

13. No firm military safeguard limiting Japan’s capability for | 
ageression in the future is practicable. The only means of achieving 

| anyrestrictionsare:x— Be oe | 

| (a) Japan’s voluntary acceptance of the provision of certain forces 
_ and weapons by the Allies for her defence and the restrictive influence _ | | 

of the presence of these forces in Japan. This is in fact our only 
safeguard. | oe | 

(6) ‘To a limited extent by the exploitation of Japan’s economic 
dependence onthe Allies oe | a | : 

| | _-* CONCLUSIONS Oe 

‘14, We conclude that ae — : ee On : 
(a) Japan in isolation does not represent a military threat. | 

_ (6) The threat from Japan lies in the danger of her joining an 
unfriendly Asiatic or Communist bloc. — in : 

_(¢) Allied Forces should not be withdrawn from Japan until / 
Japan is capable of undertaking her own defence. tit a
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15. Safeguards against Japanese Aggression—No firm military 

- gafeguard limiting Japan’s capability for aggression in the future _ 

is practicable. The only means of achieving any restrictions are :— | 

(a) Japan’s voluntary acceptance of the provision of major naval 

forces, strategic bombing forces and special weapons by the Allies 

for her defence and the restrictive influence of those forces in Japan; 

(6) To a limited extent by the exploitation of Japan’s economic 

dependence on the Allies. — | So Oo 

16. United States Proposals——The proposals put forward by the 

United States as a basis for the Peace Treaty are satisfactory from 

the military point of view, on the assumption that the Treaty will be 

followed by a bilateral Defence Pact. | De 

17. Type of Japanese Armed Forces.—Japan should be permitted _ 

forces of a size suitable to carry out her obligations for internal 

security and defence. They should consist of :— | oo 

a (a) Naval vessels up to frigates, excluding submarines; . | | 

(6) Balanced land forces; OC , | = 

| (c) Balanced air forces, except strategic bombing forces.? 

[Wasuineron, undated. | | | 

2 Under a covering letter of March 21 the Seeretary sent copies of both aide- 

mémoire and annex to. Secretary Marshall. Mr. Acheson in part requested 

“snch comments of the Department of Defense as would assist me to reply . 

to this inquiry from the Government of the United Kingdom.” (Lot 54 D 423) An 

excerpt from the JOS comment on the annex, dated April 1%, is quoted in a 

memorandum from Mr. Allison to Mr. Dulles, April 23, p. 212. Co 

Lot 54D423 - | 

— The Department of State to the British L’mbassy * | 

| ‘SECRET - | | | 

| Axpr-Mémorre | | 

The United States Government. appreciates receiving the detailed _ 

observations of the Government of the United Kingdom on the various | 

aspects of the Japanese Peace Treaty as set forth in the atde-mémoire — 

| handed to Mr. John Foster Dulles by the British Charge Affaires 

on March 12, 1951.2 The United States Government has also studied 

| with interest the views of the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff handed 

to Mr. Dulles at the same time. The large measure of agreement be- _ 

tween the views of the United States and the Government of the 

1 Apparently handed to a British representative on March 13. This paper was 

drafted by Mr. Allison and cleared by, among others, Messrs. Dulles and Rusk. 

2 Ante, p. 909. . ae ~ : : 

* Supra. me a Ce ek DET



United Kingdom is a source of gratification. The preliminary com- 
ments of the United States Government on the British aide-mémoire 
are given below. It is the intention of the United States Government 
to make available to the Government of the United Kingdom in the’ | 
near future a suggested draft of a Peace Treaty with Japan which : 

_ will give a more precise indication of the views of the United States Oo 
Government. | . on | | | 

_ The United States agrees with the statement in the United Kingdom 
aide-mémoire concerning the major object of a peace treaty with 

_ Japan. However, the United States considers that an additional object | 
must be to ensure, in so far as possible in a treaty, that Japan continues 
in friendly association with the free world and that the industrial oy 
potential and manpower of Japan should be denied to exploitation | 
by those of aggressive and despotic tendencies. The United States 
agrees with the statement of the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff 

“The continued alignment of Japan with the West can only be : 
_ achieved on a voluntary basis, which would mean the establishment. | 
of an identity of interest politically, economically and militarily.” _ | | 

| The understanding of the Government of the United Kingdom : 
_ that the United States desires, in so far as possible, to negotiate the | : 

Japanese peace treaty as a multilateral instrument through the diplo- > ) 
matic channel is correct. The United States Government has not yet | 
come to any final conclusions with regard to the procedure by which | 
a treaty with Japan should be completed and does not wish at this | 
time to advance any specific line of action. Any suggestions which : 

_ the United Kingdom might wish to make on this point will be 
welcomed. | | | | | 
The United States Government notes that the Government of the a 

United Kingdom wishes to reserve its right to raise at a later stage | 
the question of the disposal of German assets in J apan and certain 

_ points of detail connected with the economic, financial and property : 
clauses of the Treaty. | — | - : 
Perritory oe | Be 

The United States Government agrees in general with the terri- | 
torial clauses of the United Kingdom aide-mémoire and in particular 
agrees that the following should be recorded in the Treaty: 

(1) “Japan should recognise the independence of Korea. —> 
—. _ Gi) “The Ryukyu and Bonin Islands should be placed under a — | 

United States trusteeship. __ | ee 
on! iii) “Japan should renounce all special rights and interests in __ | China. | : _ (iv) “Japan should specifically renounce all her rights and claims | 
in respect of her pre-war mandated tcrritories.” eo , :
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| With respect to the carrying out of the Yalta Agreement the United 

States agrees that Japan should be prepared to cede South Sakhalin — 

and the Kuriles to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, provided — 

| it becomes a party to the peace treaty, but believes that the precise 

definition of the extent of the Kurile Islands should be a matter for 

Oo bilateral agreement between the Japanese and Soviet Governments 

or for judicial determination by the International Court of Justice. — 

‘While the United States agrees that Japan should renounce all its 

present claims to the Antarctic Continent it appears invidious and 

| not in keeping with the overall philosophy of the Treaty to require 

| Japan to forswear any future claims to a vast territory much of which 

has not yet been explored. - see | 

| The United States notes that His Majesty’s Government will shortly 

- eommunicate its views with regard to a clause on Formosa. = | 

Political Provisions | _ ae | 

With respect to the Political Provisions of the Treaty the United 

States Government is of the opinion that sub-paragraphs (i) and (11) 

ef Paragraph 7 of the United Kingdom aide-mémoire are inconsistent 

: with the agreed objectives of the Treaty as stated above and in par- 

| ticular with the statement that Japan’s continued alignment with the 

| West “can only be achieved on a voluntary basis.” In addition the | 

| United States does not perceive how “undesirable political societies” 

could be defined with sufficient precision to enable such an undertaking 

to be practicably enforceable. Indeed, the attempt to arrive ata defi- 

nition would doubtless disclose considerable difference of opinion 

among the Allied Powers. The Government and people of the United 

States have learned by experience the futility and in fact the danger 

of bringing into being vague and unenforceable treaty provisions. 

With respect to a “war guilt” clause the United States doubts that 

it would accomplish any positive good, and if the Versailles analogy 

has relevance, it might do harm. The United States is particularly | 

reluctant now to press for such a clause more than five years after 

the surrender, and in view of the splendid cooperation given by allthe 

people of Japan in lending assistance to the United Nations action _ 

in Korea as called for by the Resolution of January 30, 1951, adopted — 

at the 438th meeting of the First Committee of the General Assembly 

| efthe United Nation. ss a 

| With reference to the position enunciated by the United Kingdom 

regarding the serving of war crimes sentences, the United States 

believes that the Japanese Government should not be able to reduce 

or alter the sentences of war criminals unless by agreement, with the 

nation or nations imposing the sentence. oe 

In general the United States agrees with the provisions of sub-— 

paragraphs (iv) to (ix) of Paragraph 7 of the United Kingdom
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aide-mémowre although in some cases it is not convinced of the neces- ee 
sity of spelling them out in detail. me | | | 
The United States does not understand the necessity for requiring 

Japan to recognize in the Treaty the full force and effect of the _ : 
_ treaties made or to be made with Italy, Bulgaria, Roumania, Hungary, | 

_ Finland, Thailand, Germany and Austria, as these treaties are effective | 
— in their own right. So little of practical significance to the Allies 

depends on Japan’s recognition of these treaties that it does not appear 

worthwhile toincludethisrequirement. — __ 

_ The United States agrees with the Government of the United King- 
~ dom that the Peace Treaty with Japan should contain no provisions | 

prohibiting Japanese rearmament or limiting the size or nature of 
any armed forces which she may eventually raise. The United States _ 
is of the opinion that any safeguards which may be considered de- | 
sirable can best be secured by voluntary agreement with Japan in | 
the overall context of a security arrangement for Japan or all or 
parts of the Pacific area. The Treaty of Peace would recognize | 
Japan’s inherent right of individual or collective self-defense as en- | 
visioned in the United Nations Charter and that J apan could volun- 
tarily enter into a security arrangement or arrangements with one or — | 
more of the Allied Powers. As an interim measure the United States _ 
contemplates concluding a provisional bilateral security agreement — | 
with Japan providing for the retention after a peace treaty of United | 

_ States armed forces in and about Japan until such time as there shall — 
have come into force such United Nations arrangements or such 
alternative individual or collective security dispositions as will satis- 7 

_ factorily provide for the maintenance by the United Nations or other- 
wise of international peace and security in the J apan area. We believe 

_ that this provisional agreement or other eventual agreements will most 
effectively assure that any Japanese rearmament would be a matter of | | 
agreement and purely defensivein character. Fe - | 

— ° Reparations = — re | 

~The United States agrees that there should be no further reparations | 
_ exacted from Japan from its industrial assets. However, the United | 

States cannot agree that the stocks of J apanese monetary gold should | | 
_ be made available as reparations. The Allied Powers have never been | 

| able to agree on a division of reparations shares with respect to indus- 
trial assets and the United States sees no reason to believe it would 
be possible to reach agreement on the division of the monetary gold | 
in Japan. Furthermore the United States Government has consistently , 
maintained that should it be possible for Japan to pay anything on | 

| reparations account, the United States has a priority claim as a result 

, : |
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—_ of the’ approximately $2 billion advanced for occupation costs. The | 

United Kingdom has agreed with France and the United States that 

‘comparable advances to Germany have a prior status over other claims. 

In view of the fact that Japan has been deprived of all her overseas 

| territories, has suffered for almost five years the virtual elimination 

of her merchant marine and has seen her textile industry plant reduced - 

to approximately one-third of its pre-war status, to say nothing of 

other losses and post-war debts, the United States Government finds 

no occasion for worry over Japan’s advantageous economic position. 

Even if Japan retains the $200 million of gold as a currency reserve 

there is cause for concern whether Japan will be able to maintain , 

a viable economy. The United States Government therefore does not 

agree to making the stocks of monetary gold available for reparations. 

The United States agrees that, with certain minor exceptions, 

Japan’s assets in the territories of the Allied Powers should be at the 

disposal of the Governments of those countries. | 

| With respect to Japanese assets in ex-enemy countries the United 

States wishes to reserve its position on the question for the time being. 

As regards Japanese assets in neutral countries, the United States 

is inclined to make no effort to recover them for the Allies in the 

Treaty. The total amount is relatively small, approximately $20 mil- 

lion, and the United States Government questions whether the net 

| amount which might be made available to the Allies would be appre- 

ciable or worth the effort which experience with German assets has 

shown would be necessary to reduce them to possession. Again the — 

problem of shares arises as well as the priority of United States claims 

for occupation costs. | | 

General Economic Clauses | 

| The United States Government agrees that pending the conclusion — 

| of treaties regulating trade and commerce with the Alhes, Japan 

should grant foreign nationals and companies in Japan national and 

most-favored-nation treatment. The United States believes this should 

be on a reciprocal basis and subject to the normal exceptions. With 

respect to the desire of the United Kingdom Government that sucha — 

provision in the Treaty should be so drafted that each territory (such | 

as colony or protected state) would be treated as a separate country, 

the United States Government would appreciate receiving definite — 

suggestions from the United Kingdom Government as to how this 

- might be accomplished. : 

Shipping and Civil Aviation | | | | 

The United States Government cannot agree that Japan’s so-called 

“surplus” shipbuilding capacity should be sheared away and that this 

is justifiable on economic grounds, or that if it can be so justified, |
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it is sufficient reason to take the suggested step. As a practical matter, | 
| a required physical dismantling would inflame the very qualities in | 

Japan that are dangerous. From a security or strategic point of view, 
both the United States and the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff have | | 
held that there is no reason to deny a merchant fleet to Japan. As a 
result of the destruction of Japan’s merchant fleet during the war 
Japan has today less than 1 million tons of ocean-going shipping as | 
compared with between 3 and 4 million tons pre-war. At a time when 

| there is a world-wide shortage of shipping and when the prospects are | 
that this shortage may be increased the United States would think | 
it unwise to impose treaty limits on either J apanese shipping or ship- 
building capacity. As a practical matter the fact that Japan must 

| import much of the raw materials for her shipbuilding industry from | 
Western countries and that such materials are, and for some time — | 

_ will continue to be, in short supply operates as a limiting factor on | 
the expansion of Japan’s shipbuilding capacity. It may be that for : 
some time to come there will be excess shipbuilding capacity in Japan | 
for the above reason and an investigation might show that much | 
of this excess capacity could be put to more profitable uses. Should | 
this prove to be so the United States Government believes the J apanese : 

| Government might voluntarily agree to the transfer of such excess : 
shipbuilding capacity to other fields. ae me 

: The United States Government agrees with the stand taken by the | | 
United Kingdom Government in Paragraphs 15 and 16 of its aide- 
mémotre on most-favored-nation or national treatment for shipping 

| and civil aviation, and with respect to the latter, that pending the 7 
conclusion of civil air transport agreements J apan should grant to | : 
the international air lines of signatory states the same or not less favor- | 
able air traffic rights and privileges as they enjoyed immediately before 
the Peace Treaty came into effect. _ - ee | 
Bilateral Treaties; Far Eastern Fisheries Convention » Human Rights; 

International Treaties and Conventions SO | 
The United States Government agrees in general with the position | 

of the United Kingdom Government on the revival of pre-war bi- | 
lateral non-political treaties, the conclusion of a Far Eastern Fisheries ft 
Convention, a Human Rights Clause, and the resumption by Japan : 
of her obligations in certain pre-war treaties and conventions, as set _ : 
forth respectively in Paragraphs 17, 18, 19 and 20 of the United | | 
Kingdom aide-mémoire. | | | 

_ Claims and Debts; Industrial, Literary and Artistic Property; Con- : 
tracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments | 

The United States Government is considering what would be the a | 
most appropriate action to take on the matters treated in Paragraphs 
21, 22, 23, and 24 and will communicate further with the United
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Kingdom Government on these points. In the meantime the views set 
forth by the United Kingdom Government will be given the most care- 
ful consideration. Oo | Ie 

Disputes | ) Oo | 

| This subject will also be a matter for subsequent consideration _ 
although in general the United States Government concurs in the 
position taken by the United Kingdom Government that disputes, 
other than claims disputes, arising out of the Treaty should be re- | 
ferred either to diplomatic settlement or to the International Court 
of Justice. 2 . oy sone: 

| War Graves - : oe ook oe ek 

The United States will give consideration to the desirability, as 
suggested by the United Kingdom, of including a clause in respect of 
war graves in Japan. | oe - 

The United States Government will communicate further with the 
United Kingdom Government concerning the views of the United | 
Kingdom Chiefs of Staff on Post-Treaty security and the rearming 
of Japan. However, it can be said now that the United States Govern- 
ment has found the views of the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff 
most helpful and is pleased to note how closely they coincide with 
the views of the United States. EE 

| Wasuineton,[March13,1951.] = 9 Oe Bae 

694,001/3-1551 : Telegram a : _ 
The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | ~ Mania, March 15, 1951—6 p. m. 

9785. For Dulles from Cowen. a oe 
[Here follows part of the first paragraph of this telegram (printed 

on page 179).] oe | re re 
In passing I would add that Philippines’ neurotic anxiety re secu- | 
rity is rooted so deeply that assurances and pacts can mitigate but not 
eliminate it, and that Philippines wants not security in place repara- _ 

tions but security and reparations. - ee 
- Portion plan A+ which should please Philippines is treaty admis- 

| ‘sion Japanese liability for reparations. Feeling as it does that Philip- | 

pines should have priority in receiving reparations, this country of = 

course would oppose US recéiving reparations if Philippines does not. 

- However, forebearance vis-a-vis Japan represented by US renuncia- 

. 1 See the Department’s telegram 2048 to Manila, March 8, p. 904 | ;
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tion of Japanese reparations would not per se be pleasing to Philip- | 

pines because of desire for revenge on one’s enemies which runs so | 

‘deep in Filipino character. | ; : | | 

Plan B should have merit as compared plan A of containing actual _ 

promise reparations—in addition Japanese assets in Philippines and | 

removals of machinery to Philippines under advance transfer pro- | 

gram both of which, because the assets involved have already been oe 

received, now are regarded as beside the point. Prospect of a Japan : 

left impoverished and embittered by heavy reparations is not dis- | | 

pleasing to Philippines and argument that it would be dangerous to | 

greatly weaken Japan carries little weight here because of counter- | 

argument that a strong Japan proved dangerous in past and may : 

again. Official and non-official Filipinos visting Japan see bustling | 

‘and apparently prospering country and on return are quoted in | 
press asserting Japan can pay: Bernabe Africa ex-chief Philippine | 

mission Tokyo had been quoted in local press as saying Japan can | 

pay $8 billions and March 14 press carries story that his successor | | 

Jose P. Melencio has sent Philippine FonOff a report of same effect. | 

Passing from realm of publicly-expressed opinion and general 
sentiment, I wish to comment that we have long suspected Philippine | 

Government, while it certainly would like to receive additional Japa- 

nese reparations, does not actually expect receive them and is keeping | 

issue alive in hopes of using it as bargaining instrument for obtaining © | 

additional aid from US. This appears to be borne out by report ob-. 
tained by OSI from House Foreign Affairs Committee chairman | ) 

‘Macapagal thru channel which that US agency considers usually =| 
reliable. Macapagal is quoted as telling informant that Acting Secre- | 

tary Foreign Affairs Neri has within past week or so sent President | 

Quirino memo suggesting following policyreJapan: | 

_ (1) Philippines not to oppose limited US rearmament J apan. Such ! 
| rearmament to be designed ensure internal security and defense against : 

outside atack but not to be carried to point which would permit Japan : 
again to menace other countries Far Kast. In line this thinking Philip- | 
pines would not object establishment adequate army and limited air : 

_ force but would oppose letting Japan haveanavy. ! 
(2) Philippines not to oppose such development of Japanese _ 

economy as is necessary to economic viability. | | Oe | 

__ (8) Philippines should refuse to modify present Philippine stand | | 
In opposition to extension Japanese fishing grounds. =| ! 

(4) Philippine Government should use its demand for reparations 7 | 
as bargaining lever to pry additional aid from US. | | an 

I should think main point is write a treaty likely to ensure that | 
_ Japan, the chief center of military potential facing the Communist- | 

controlled mainland in the Far East, will be on our side in time of |
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-need—or at least will not be used against us. We should not lose sight 

of that main point in attempting (Deptel 2048 March 8) write a treaty 

which would please Philippines—a task which I think probably is 

3mpossible. Nevertheless, we should try to write a treaty which will — 

“be recognized as considerate of Philippine sensibilities and as making | 

‘right kind of gesture. I suggest that treaty should contain ac- 

7 “knowledgment of fact that Japanese attack and occupation inflicted 

| _prave injury to people and economy of Philippines which could never 

-be fully remedied, but that Japan ought make such recompense as 

“may be possible. Senator Tanada, who is one of most reasonable Philip- 

pine politicians we know, has told us he has no idea where 8 billion 

| figure originated, that Philippines actually can hope to receive little, 

but that some Japanese gesture in direction gaining Philippine’s good 

“will seems in order. He recalled Boxer indemnity which US used to 

gain good will and to help educate a generation of Chinese students 

| in our country, and wondered whether Japan could not afford finance _ 

something similar (I assume he meant for study in US—as few 

Filipinos would wish study in Japan). Knowing inordinate passion 

Filipinos have for schooling we think the idea deserves being ex- 

plored; if project could not be financed by Japan either pursuant peace 

ss treaty or under separate agreement without opening way to repara- 

tions claims by our other allies, perhaps US could somehow finance it. 

| oo : a oe | : CowEN | 

| | Lot 54D423 | : 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Philippine and 

Southeast Asian Affairs (Melby) to the Deputy to the Consultant 

(Allison) | ae 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasutneron,] March 16, 1951. 

In a conversation a couple of days ago with General Romulo the © 

question of Japanese reparations came up. He said he believed the 

United States could do anything it pleased in the J apanese peace _ 

a treaty and it would be acceptable to the Philippines except on the 

question of reparations. Concerning this problem, he said he was quite — 

| prepared to accept the view, as he thought all Filipinos would also, 

that reparations could not be paid now. He said he thought the essen- 

tial point would be for Japan to acknowledge publicly in the treaty _ 

its responsibility and liability for reparations and an undertaking to 

/ pay in the future, be that future one, two or three generations hence. 

The important point would be public acknowledgment of the prin- 

ciple. Although he did not say so in so many words, Romulo certainly 

implied that how much would actually be received, or even if nothing,
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would really not be too important and could be a problem to worry 
aboutlateron, oo ne 

694.001/3-1651: Telegram 7 
| ‘The Acting United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Bond) to the 

Oo  .  Seeretary of State a : 

SECRET § PRIORITY Oo Toxyo, March 16, 1951—6 Pp. m. a | 
-Topad 1675. Dulles from Bond. ReMistel 1665, Mar 14.1 Have today : 

reed from Iguchi for [fol?] comments of Jap Govt, approved by | 
PriMin, on changes proposed numbered paras Deptel 1333, Mar 12: | | 

1. Preamble: No objection. - | | | | 
2. Territory: (a) Proposed provision for return of South Sakhalin | 

and handing over of Kuriles to SU under assumption it will partici-— 
pate in peace treaty is agreeable. However, it is desired to have the - : | passage in question read: “As they may be defined by the powers | | concerned, including Jap”. — OB : 

(6) In case SU goes definitely out of picture, it is hoped such | 
stipulation re South Sakhalin and Kuriles will be omitted. . 3. Security: Agreed. oO | | 4, Polit and econ clauses: No objection. . | | | 
5. Claims arising out of the war: There is no objection to leaving | matter to Jap domestic legis. However, | He | 

(a) Deletion is desired of part of draft text 2 reading, “in no | event wld nationals of allied and associated powers receive less | | _ favorable treatment: than that accorded to Jap nationals”, Jap | | Govt is not contemplating payment of any compensation for war | damage to Jap property within J ap territory. Compensations for | 
other kinds of damages, if paid, wld be very small. It is feared | | _ that above-mentioned clause might raise vain hopes among Jap | or force govt to pay out compensations it cannot afford. | | _ (6) Incase of dispute between the govt and a claimant, it might — | be more practical solution to have dispute settled once and for | all by mixed comm instead of arbitration court mentioned in: SO | annex (1) and (2). , | ) 

| 6. Submarine cables: No objection, 

Iguchi states careful study provisional memo of Feb 8 has just been | 
completed by Jap Govt whose full comments thereon he expects to 
hand to me this weekend. Such comments will be forwarded upon. | 
receipt. | / 

| | | - | Bonp | 

*Not printed. In it Mr. Bond reported delivering to Mr. Teucht a memorandum along the lines set forth in the Department’s telegram 1333 of March 12, p. 908, * Reference is to the wording of numbered paragraph 5 of telegram 1333. :  * Reference is to the annexes to the provisional memorandum of February 8. See Annex I to Mr. Dulles’ letter of February 10 to the Secretary, p. 875. - : 

| | 

| | oe
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694.001/3-1751 CO | - | os 

- Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the — | 

Director of the Bureau of German Affairs (Byroade) — He 

; SECRET | | [Wasuineton,] March 17,1951. 

- Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty _ | | 7 | 

: _ J thank you for your memorandum of March 16th. I realize that 

due to different circumstances we are compelled to follow different 

procedures in relation to Japan and Germany and that these differ- | 

ences may possibly create difficulties for both of us. In the case of 

| - Germany, you are proceeding through a gradual relaxation of con- 

| trols. In the case of Japan we are maintaining substantially allcontrols 

until the Peace Treaty is signed and when the Peace Treaty comes _ 

a into effect they will then suddenly and totally disappear. The result 

is that up until the Peace Treaty becomes operative the Germans are 

getting freedoms greater than the Japanese, e.g., diplomatic represen- 

tation. When the Japanese Peace Treaty comes into force, which will | 

probably be nearly a year off, they may perhaps then have freedoms 

not yet granted to the Germans. I think we will have to accommodate 

ourselves to these differences as both of us are having enough difi- 

culty without the almost insuperable added difficulty which would 

result if you could not do anything for the Germans unless we could 

do it at the same time for the Japanese, and vice versa.” cog Sa 

ee 
| 

2Not printed. In it Mr. Byroade had outlined various difficulties which con- 

clusion of a Japanese peace treaty might be expected to create in the U.S. 

relationship with Germany and with Western Europe as a whole. He had con-_ 

cluded: “While I am not recommending changes in the March 12 draft [not 

printed] of the Japanese Treaty, I want to point out that the differences between 

the approach to the problem of Japan and that to the problem of Germany will 

require careful treatment by the Department.” (694.001/3-1651 ) A copy of the 

| March 12 draft is in Lot 54D 423. . 

27The source text, which is both the original and the Department’s record 

copy, bears an unsigned, handwritten. marginal note: “Mr. Byroade’s notation 

ona copy of this memo ‘This is fair enough B.’”’ 

et | 

| , Editorial Note | 

, In telegram Topad 1678 from Tokyo, March 17, Mr. Bond trans- 

| mitted the text of a Japanese document titled “Japanese Government’s 

Views and Requests on Initialed Documents”, dated March 16. In 

this paper the Japanese Government presented its detailed sugges- | 

tions for revision of the drait Provisional Memorandum, the draft 

Agreement between the United States and Japan for Collective Self- 

Defense, and the draft Administrative Agreement, all dated Febru-



: ary 9. (See Annexes I, IT, and IV, respectively, to the letter from — 
| Mr. Dulles to Secretary Acheson dated February 10, pages 875 and ss - 876.) At the conclusion of its comments on the last-named document, 

the Japanese Government proposed that its Chapter IV should be | 
limited to a stipulation to the effect that in the event hostilities occurred ! 

_ or were imminently threatening in the Japan area, the two govern- | 
ments would take appropriate measures for unified collective defense, 
for which concrete plans should be formulated by joint committee. © O9ROOL/B-VT Ly 

Lot 54428 a ae | 
| Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Consultant to the Secretary, to the 

Supreme Commander for Allied Powers (MacArthur) 

PERSONAL CONFIDENTIAL > [Wasuineron ?,] March 18, 1951. no 
_ My Dear Gunzran MacArruovr, I write this note at home, Sunday, > 

_ with Janet' as my typist. Bill Sebald leaves tonight and will carry 
my salutations, plus the latest in news and documents. Developments _ 
are not all good. The U.K. attitude is worrying, particularly in rela- 
tion to Australia, where the forthcoming general elections will make 

_ the Japanese Treaty a central issue. The U.K. Labor Government no 
doubt wants the rather anti-American Labor Government of Australia | 
to come back to power, and will not want treaty or security arrange- 
ments to proceed favorably during the electionperiodg 

| Allison flies to London tonight—to brief our Embassy—not nego- 
tiate. He returns Wednesday. | | a 

There are occasional signs of relapse in the Pentagon. oO 
However, I am resolved to carry through, and am working with 

‘determination and without let-up. There is good will from the Presi- _ 
_ dent, Acheson, Marshall, the Congressional Committees and the press 

and public generally. _ oe Oe at ye . The United States and Japan are the only significant sources of a power in the Pacific, we actual, they potential. If we can work in ac- 
| cord, the lesser Pacific powers will get security and will sooner or 

later, formally or informally, endorse that accord. If the United States _ and Japan fall apart, the situation in the West Pacific is grave for | a long time. There is, in this matter, the opportunity to serve well 
our own nation—and others. Your own position is central, dominating 
and indispensable. For that Iam grateful. _ | | _ With best wishes to you and your wife, in which Janet joins, . ) 

Faithfully yours, , [Joun Foster Dutizs] 

‘Mrs. John Foster Dulles, = | :
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Tokyo Post Files; 820.1 Peace Treaty _ a - a ee 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 
| oe oe Asion Affairs oe mee | 

SECRET [Wasutneton,| March 19, 1951. 

Subject: Meeting with Far East Sub-Committee of Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee regarding a Japanese Peace Treaty | 

Ambassador Dulles, accompanied by Mr. McFall; Col. Babcock 

| and Mr. Fearey, met with the Far East Sub-Committee on the morning 

of March 19 to go over with it the latest draft ? of a Japanese peace 
treaty prior to the anticipated circulation of the draft to the 12 other 

| Far Eastern Commission nations and Indonesia, Korea and Ceylon. 
The senators present—Senator Sparkman, Chairman of the Sub- 
Committee,? and Senators Alexander Smith and Hickenlooper*— 
appeared to appreciate the opportunity afforded to to go over the draft a 

a with Ambassador Dulles and to ask questions and offer suggestions - 
regarding it. — _ | Oo | a 
- Ambassador Dulles first handed the Senators copies of the United 

States-Japan bilateral security agreement > drawn up by the Presi- 
dential Peace Mission and the Japanese Government. He explained , 
that the draft was tentative and subject to change but that he wanted 

- the Sub-Committee to have copies for its information. Mr. Dulles then 
went through the treaty article by article explaining the reasoning 
behind the various provisions. The principal points raised by the 
Senators and Mr. Dulles’ replies thereto were as follows: a 

Formosa | | 

Senator Smith noted that Article 3 left the disposition of Formosa 
| undetermined. Ambassador Dulles said that provision for. the dis- 

position of Formosa by decision of the General Assembly if the Far. 
Eastern Big Four failed to reach agreement had been made in the | 
United States seven-point statement of principles but that this idea 
had since been abandoned. He recalled that the United States had 
secured the postponement of the question of Formosa during the > 
General Assembly because there appeared to be a real possibility that — 
the Assembly would recommend turning the island over to the Chinese 
Communists. This still seemed a likely possibility if the Assembly 
were given jurisdiction over the problem and it had accordingly been 
thought advisable to leave the status of Formosa undecided. | 

| United Nations Jurisdiction a | 

Senator Hickenlooper inquired whether the United Nations would | 
have any jurisdiction over the treaty, and whether there was any way | 

1 Jack K. McFall, Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional Relations. 
? Presumably the draft of March 16, not printed. a 
3 John J. Sparkman of Alabama. 
*H. Alexander Smith of New Jersey and Bourke B. Hickenlooper of Iowa. : 
5’ Draft of February 9. See Annex II to the letter of February 10 from Mr. 

Dulles to the Secretary, p. 875. |



in which the United Nations or a member thereof could take us to. | 
task for anything we might include in the treaty. Ambassador Dulles | 
referred to Article 107 of the Charter, and said that were the Assembly _ 
to consider that any provision of the treaty might tend to impair peace a 
and security 1t would be empowered to discuss it, but that otherwise : 
the United Nations would have no jurisdiction over the treaty. The | 

| United Nations would come: in only if the treaty brought it in, as - 
- in the case of the former Italian colonies under the Italian Treaty. _ | 

In response to questions regarding the Article on the Ryukyus | | 
_ Ambassaor Dulles said that it was thought that the treaty should | 

- give the United States the right to apply for a trusteeship-if it de- | 
sired. What we should ultimately do with the Ryukyus, he suggested, _ 

_ sbould be made the subject of a special inquiry, probably including 
sending someone out there. The United States should not commit — 
itself in the treaty but should simply cbtain an option to seek a trustee- 
ship if it desired. Senator Smith noted that the draft would permit the | 
United States to retain control of the Ryukyus indefinitely if atrustee- _ 
ship were not secured, and inquired whether this would not lay us 
open to charges of imperialism. Ambassador Dulles suggested that the - 
provision be allowed to stand until the attitude of other countries 
could be ascertained. Senator Sparkman said that the least we could 
do would be to let Japan retain the Ryukyus, with the United States 
receiving the same military rights there that it will in Japan proper. | 

South Sakhalin and the Kuriles — Co 
Senator Smith inquired whether any concessions we might hope to 

_ get from the Soviets justified our giving them title to South Sakhalin 
and the Kuriles in the treaty. Ambassador Dulles pointed out. that 
Article 19 would deny the USSR any benefits under this provision | 
if it were not a party to the treaty.® He said that the Defense Depart- __ 
ment wanted the Soviets to make peace with Japan and thereby ter- 
minate their belligerent rights. It had therefore been thought 

| worthwhile to hang out a certain amount of bait, though it did not 
- amount to much in view of the fact that the Soviets now occupy 
South Sakhalin and the Kuriles. The issue of exactly what consti- 
tutes the Kuriles was a further detracting factor. Senator Sparkman __ 

| inquired exactly what the Soviets’ belligerent rights would be if the 
USSR were not a party to the treaty. Ambassador Dulles replied 
that technically speaking the Soviets could not under existing agree- 
ments place forces in Japan except under the direction of a United | 
States commander, which would of course be unacceptable to them. 
When Senator Sparkman asked whether this fact was likely to in- | 
fluence the Soviets Ambassador Dulles replied that it was only a 
technical barrier. The USSR could of course provoke a war at any 
time if it wished. | 

Bilateral Treaties | SO — 
Senator Smith noted that the provision regarding prewar bilateral 

treaties with Japan did not specifically stipulate that the treaties 

° Article 19 in the draft of March 16 is identical to Article 19 in the draft of | 
March 28, p. 944. : oS | 

| 538-617—77——_60 | , |
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which the Allies indicated they wished to have remain in force should. 

be kept in force by Japan. It also did not specifically provide that | 

treaties not so notified by the Allies were to be regarded as abrogated. = 

It was agreed that the provision should be amended to take account _ 

of these points. - | Be 

Chinese Participation oo | oo — - | 

- Senator Hickenlooper asked how it was proposed to handle the 

question of Chinese participation. Mr. Dulles said that this was a big - 

problem to which no final answer had been reached. In answer to a 

question by Senator Sparkman, Ambassador Dulles confirmed that 

the draft would be circulated only to the Chinese National Govern- ~ 

ment and not to Peking. | a a | 

— War Crimes Sentences — a | - Ls 

At the Senators’ suggestion it was agreed that the provision regard- | 

ing the fulfillment of war crimes sentences should be revised to make — 
it clear that the power to grant clemency should not be exercised 

except jointly by Japan and the Government or Governments (or in 

the case of the major criminals, a majority of the Governments) which | 

| imposed the sentence in each instance. | oo 

| GARIOA Clawm | | - 

Senator Smith inquired where in the draft the priority of our | 

GARIOA claim was preserved. Ambassador Dulles replied that this | 

was automatic with the renunciation of further reparations. Certain | 

other governments would probably be unwilling to accept our position 

| on this question, but it was to be noted that Britain and France had _ 

accepted the priority of relief and economic assistance claims against — 
Germany. Ambassador Dulles said that he did not have the remotest 
idea whether we would ever collect the GARIOA claim but it served — 

as a good buffer against any claims the Soviets might submit if they 

did not sign the treaty. He said that while the United States might not 

get away with the proposed treaty provisions on this point it seemed 
worthwhile to try. 

Adherence | | | 

Ambassador Dulles raised the question of whether it might not be 

advisable to set a time limit after which states at war with Japan 

7 which had not signed the treaty would no longer be able to adhere 

to it. He pointed out that if there were no such limit a nation could 

defer its adherence almost indefinitely. He said that he was inclined 

to favor a limit which would put a certain amount of pressureonthe > 

various nations to sign the treaty without prolonged delay, even — 

though they would still be able to conclude a treaty as favorable, but 

no more favorable, after the limit had expired. It was decided that the 

draft should be amended to limit the right of adherence to three years. | 

Inspection | a 

| - Senator Hickenlooper raised the question of whether the treaty | 

should: not accord the Allies the right to inspect Japanese industrial 

activity if need arose after the treaty. If there were no such provision . 

and word were received 10 or 15 years hence that the Japanese were — 

producing, for example, large naval vessels the Allies would be unable _ 

to investigate the matter. Ambassador Dulles replied that the unaer-_
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lying theory of the treaty was to avoid imposing on Japan conditions | 

not accepted by other sovereign nations. The effective way to ensure | 

against secret activities of the type described was not to write. pro- 
--hibitions or inspection provisions into the treaty but to develop co- | | 

operative relations with Japan which would ensure that we would — 

automatically know about any such ulterior moves. United States 

| forces remaining in Japan in intimate contact with the Japanese would . 

seem an adequate safeguard. Ambassador Dulles said that he was | 

absolutely convinced that treaty restrictions would not work and that — 

_ this conviction was basic to his whole approach to the treaty. = 

Senator Hickenlooper said that while it appeared to him that 

| Ambassador Dulles was following the right line, this was the first 

time that he had seen the treaty draft and he wished it understood that | 

his position in the matter was reserved. Ambassador Dulles said that 

----this was fully understood and that his purpose had been simply to | 

acquaint the Senators with the draft and to obtain their suggestions. | 

, He emphasized that the text was only suggestive and that he was ) 

not seeking approval of any sort at this stage. | a 

694.001/3-1451 ; Telegram : ee oA : 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to SCAP 

we —  (Sebald)* | | Me | 

, SECRET ~ . Wasuinetron, March 20, 1951—6 p.m. _ 

(1365. For Sebald from Dulles. Your 1665.2 "Thank PM and Iguchi 
| for prompt response. Re territory we now plan omit any reference to 

definition of Kuriles leaving this automatically to World Court de- 
- cision if there is disagreement. We would provide that SU gets no 

benefit unless it accepts treaty and if it is apparent in advance that 
SU is definitely out of picture we would be prepared to reconsider 
whether reference to Sakhalin and Kuriles should be totally eliminated _ 
from treaty. | | | 

, Re compensation for damage to property of Allied nationals in_ 
Japan we accept omit reference to treatment accorded to J apanese 
nationals. We see no objection to settling disputes by mixed com- 

| mission but in view UK interest this subject do not want to give any 
commitment pending our ascertaining whether proposed treatment 
this matter in principle acceptable to UK. a 

| Re your 1675 * only insofar as relates to provisional memorandum _ 7 

| ‘we plan use “Allied Powers” throughout with appropriate definition 
| toavoidconfusion. © | Sr BPS 

1 Though Mr. Sebald had left Washington March 18, he did not arrive back in 
~ Tokyo until March 27. oe | | 

? Apparently an error in reference. The first two paragraphs deal with the 
| ‘substance of telegram 1675 from Tokyo, March 16, p. 929. - ce! | | 

® Apparently an error in reference. The remaining paragraphs deal with the | 
_. Substance of telegram 1678 from Tokyo, March 17. See the editorial note, p. 930.
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Re territory we do not understand that proposed treaty would 

give rights to property succession in Japan but matter would be dealt — 

with according to international and municipal law bearing on particu- 
lar cases. | | | . 

Re political and economic clauses we think it is hopeless to get UK | 
toagreetoGATT formula. | | a 

Re Jap property within Allied territories consider Italian treaty 
formula would not serve any practical good as undoubtedly proposal 
would lead to demands that any excess would constitute reparations 
fund and we feel confident each Allied power will in fact consider it 
has claims at least equal to Japanese property. _ oo 

Re effectuation of peace treaty we contemplate providing that for 
nine months after Japanese ratification treaty. could be. brought into. | 

force only by deposit ratifications of majority FEC Members includ- 
| ing US, but that after nine months any ratifying allied power could 

bring treaty into force as regards it and Japan. Also plan suggest ad- 
herence right for three years. | | | 

Re bi-lateral treaty and administrative agreement these matters: 
being studied also by Defense and comments must come later. [Dulles.] 

| a a } ACHESON 

694.001/3-2851 oe a Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Second Secretary of the — 
Embassy in the United Kingdom (Marvin) a 

SECRET [Lonpon,] March 21, 1951. | 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty | 

Participants: John M. Allison, Deputy to Ambassador Dulles 
| | | Arthur R. Ringwalt, First Secretary of Embassy _ 

| David K. Marvin, Second Secretary of Embassy | 
-. Robert H. Scott, Undersecretary, Foreign Office — 

| Charles Johnston, Head, Japan and Pacific Depart- 
| ment, Foreign Office , 

: Peter Scott, Japan and Pacific Department, Foreign | 
| Office | | 

Mr. Allison arrived in London on March 20th and met with Mr. | 

Robert Scott and the others named above at the Foreign Office at noon 
March 21st to discuss the matter of a Japanese Peace Treaty.? 

‘This memorandum forms the enclosure to despatch No. 4586 from London, 
March 28, not printed. , . 

“In telegram 242 to Canberra, March 17, marked “From Dulles” and drafted 
by him, the Department stated: “Please inform [Mr. Percy] Spender, [Australian - 
Minister for External Affairs and External Territories] Allison fiying to London | 
19th returning 2ist merely to acquaint AmEmbassy Liondon with full facts 
regarding present status Japanese Peace Treaty and related subjects. We do not | 
contemplate any London discussions with UK at this time.” (694.001/3-1751)
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| Mr. Robert Scott opened the conversation, observing that the nego- | 

tiations on the proposed treaty were progressing fairly satisfactorily. 

. There appeared to him to be no great difficulty between the United 

Kingdom and the United States over substantive points, but some dis- 
agreement did exist regarding questions of procedure. The group then : 
proceeded to discuss the various substantive points which seem to be 

| at issue between the two countries. __ OS | 
‘With regard to the question of including a war guilt clause in the 

treaty, Mr. Scott pointed out that the Foreign Office was bound by a 
Cabinet ruling on the matter. The Foreign Office itself did not feel | 

strongly on the question, but of course had to follow the Cabinet 
decision until it changed its position. Mr. Allison remarked that the 
question was not an urgent one. The Cabinet’s position in favor of a 
war guilt clause could be reconsidered at the time the draft treaty 
proposed by the United States was examined by the United Kingdom 
Government. Mr. Scott agreed withthis. | Oo 

| The question of ship-building capacity was discussed at some length. 
Mr. Allison reviewed the American position, pointing out that a puni-— 

| tive policy of destruction of such facilities would give rise to resent- _ 
| ment of the treaty by the Japanese, and that from the practical point a 
oe of view destruction of this capacity was not especially necessary. It 

might be needed later because of the worldwide shipping shortage, 
and meanwhile, the raw materials shortage would limit its use. It 
had been suggested that an objective study be made of other uses to | 
which excess capacity might be put. We were willing to make such _ 
a study but had no ideas as to other uses which might be made of it. 

We thought that the Japanese might readily agree to the idea. Mr. 
Allison noted that both governments agreed that from the security . 

point of view destruction was not necessary. a a | 
Mr. Robert Scott said the Japanese shipbuilding question had do- 

| mestic political significance for the United Kingdom, as wellaslong- 
range security aspects. The present capacity had been built for war 
purposes, and after some years might again be so used. The innate sss 

- characteristics of the Japanese had not changed since the war, and a 
restrictive clause of this nature in the treaty might be valuable in 
preventing a future buildup of naval power, which to Japan had been 
more essential than army or air force as an instrument of aggression. 
However, Mr. Scott said he agreed basically with the point of view 

_ expressed by Mr. Allison, that treaty restrictions might harm our 
| interests by giving an opening for Japanese demagogues. Mr. Allison = 

and Mr. Scott agreed that for the moment the two governments must 
_ agree to disagree on this question. | | a 

_ Qn the matter of Japanese assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries, 

- Mr. Peter Scott remarked that, although the amount was negligible, |
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ag Mr. Allison said, the question was hot politically, especially as 

regards the money remitted through the Swiss to prisoners of war 

in Japan, and never received. Mr. Allison suggested that some sort of 

arrangement could be made on the side to get such funds back, but __ 

Mr. Peter Scott pointed out that in many places, such as Sweden and | 

Switzerland, assets were under four power control, which meant that 

a Soviet agreement must be obtained. Mr. Robert Scott suggested that 

the Japanese might renounce such assets in the treaty, which would — 

leave their disposition to later action by the United Kingdom and the 

United States in such places as they had sole control. This would 

of course not solve the problem where the Chinese or the Soviet Union _ 

| were involved. Mr. Allison thought there was a possibility that the 

United States might be able to accept this suggestion. OS 

: Mr. Peter Scott said, with regard to Western Germany, that the not _ 

| very large amount of Japanese assets there could be touched im- 

mediately if some method of disposition were decided upon. | 

In so far as Japanese Government property abroad was concerned, | 

Mr. Peter Scott responded to Mr. Allison’s statement that the United 

States was thinking in terms of a treaty provision similar to that in 

the Italian treaty by remarking that the Germans, whose property had 

; already been sold, would not be particularly happy if the Japanese 

were allowed to have theirs back. He thought it would be necessary . 

to take into consideration the German precedent. ES 

On the problem of the gold stocks in Tokyo, Mr. Allison and Mr. | 
Robert Scott again concluded that they must agree to disagree. 

Countering the argument that distribution of these stocks as repara- | 

tions could not be considered by the United States Government for 

| domestic political reasons, Mr. Scott noted the British had a similar 

problem, in that there was pressure to obtain service on pre-war Japa- 

’ nese loans, and reparations or war compensation payments. He ex-_ | 

pected that the British Government would be attacked at home on the — 

eround that the Japanese treaty was too liberal. Referring to the pre-_ 

war debt, Mr. Allison said he understood Mr. Dulles thought aclause 
in the treaty specifying that it did not wipe out pre-war obligations 

was perhaps necessary. The Japanese themselves, he remarked, seemed — 

to want to honor their pre-war obligations. | - ae 

No conclusion was reached on the matter of compensation for Allied __ 

property in Japan. Mr. Allison noted that the United States was 

studying the matter of a clause in the treaty providing for such pay- 

ment. At various times there had been considered proposals that | 

| compensation to a certain percentage of total loss, or up to a certain — 

amount, with pro rata compensation for claims over that amount, — | 

should be given. Another proposal was that the Japanese 

should be required to restore such property as still existed and com-
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, | 

pensate for non-recoverable property, through domestic legislation. 
This last alternative was now under consideration in Washington. The __ | 
problem for us was that compensation for losses in Japan would place oo 

the United States in an invidious moral position, in so far as nations | 
claiming reparations were concerned. If compensation were made, we 
would be in the position of getting something ourselves, while opposing 

reparations to nations which suffered war losses due to the Japanese. — 

Mr. Robert Scott remarked that the British position was that property | 
- should either be restored or that one hundred percent compensation | 

~ inyen should be paid. a! a a | wd. 

- Procedural Points Se Se aa 

Mr. Robert Scott advised strongly against publication of the United 

States-proposed draft treaty after it is given to members of the F EC 
and-other nations. With so many countries involved some would not 
be able to digest it before publication, and there would be a reaction | 
to publication which would make opposition more difficult. Lobbies. 

- would be given an opportunity to build up. It generally would make | 

it look as if the United States were jumping the gun, and would serve | | 

as a focus for-anti-American feeling. In answer to Mr. Allison’s argu-_ | 

ment that publication is advisable because of certain leakages, the - 
possibility that the Soviets would repeat their performance of last | | 

autumn and publish the draft treaty for propaganda purposes, and 
the possibility of deliberate leakages, perhaps in the Philippines, to | 
stimulate lobbies, Mr. Robert Scott pointed out that there would 
still be opportunity to try to correct leakages without publication. 
Mr. Allison noted that a feeling that the United States was jumping 
the gun would not be justified, since negotiations have continued since 
last September, and Mr. Scott agreed that this was a valid answer _ 
to that charge. Mr. Allison also remarked that the draft treaty would. 
be accompanied by a memorandum explaining that these were the 
tentative views of the United States Government, and referring 
to previous consultations. This, he thought, would help in allay- 
ing fears about United States intentions and minimize resent- 

ments. Mr. Johnston brought up the Australian fears over security - 
and the consequent effect of publication of the draft treaty on the | 

7 Australian elections. Mr. Allison replied that he had explained our | 
intentions to Mr. Spender, and had not. yet received a reply. He | 

- expected the same reaction as from the British. In closing this part 
of the discussion, Mr. Allison promised to re-examine the question of 
publication. _ SO | . a me 
The question of Soviet participation, both sides thought, might 

solve itself, since the Soviets probably would refuse to consider the 
present proposals. Mr. Robert Scott agreed with Mr. Allison’s sug-— 
gestion that an accession clause in the treaty, with perhaps a three
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year limit, might be a good idea, as it would permit the Soviets to — 
accept the treaty later if they wished. Mr. Scott brought up the matter 
of the 1942 United Nations agreement, binding signatories to con- 

elude no separate peace. He agreed with Mr. Allison’s reply that a 

reasonable construction of that provision was that it really referred 

to an armistice, and was not intended to bind for eternity. Mr. Scott — 

also agreed with Mr. Allison that what was really necessary was to 

decide what was right, and do it, since the Soviets would take what- 

| ever action pleased them, regardless of their their international obliga- 

tions. The USSR should not find anything to object to in the treaty, 
Mr. Allison remarked. They would, for instance, get the Kuriles, 
although there was a suspending clause in the draft treaty which 
affected non-signatories. Mr. Scott noted with some satisfaction that 
suspension of legal transfer of the Kuriles until Soviet acceptance _ 
of the treaty would leave the Kuriles an open point of friction between | 
the USSR and Japan. | 

Mr. Allison stated that any reference to bi-lateral security arrange- 
ments had been taken out of the draft treaty, and a clause permitting - 
Japan to make security arrangements with other powers, under the 
authority of Article Two of the United Nations Charter, had been 
inserted. Our bi-lateral treaty with the Japanese, concluded after the | 
peace treaty was signed, would refer to this “enabling” clause. Mr. _ 

| Robert Scott thought this a satisfactory answer to the Sino-Soviet 
treaty. | BS 

Both sides agreed that the question of Chinese participation was a 
| difficult one. Mr. Robert Scott pointed out that bringing in only one 

of the two Chinese governments would pre-judge Japanese recog- 
nition. To include only the Nationalist government would incur Japa- 

| nese resentment, since the Japanese would not like the prospect of | 
being cut off from the Chinese mainland indefinitely. In addition, he = 

_ gaid, the participation of the Nationalists might legally bring in the 
Sino-Soviet treaty. Of course, the USSR would come in anyway if | 
it suited her purposes. ee 

The Cabinet thought that the Peiping government was the one which 
should participate in the treaty, Mr. Scott said. However, because there | 
was international disagreement over this question, it had been pro- 
posed that an accession clause should be included in the treaty, which 

| would leave open the question of which China should participate. 

| Under this proposal, neither Chinese government would sign, and, 
in effect, the question would be left to the Japanese to decide. How- — 

| ever, the Cabinet had not agreed to this as yet. Mr. Allison replied — | 
that he had no opinion on this proposal, but remarked that it was 
realized in the United States that any attempt to bring the National- 

ists in would encounter strong British opposition. a
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The next question was that of how, when and where the Allies 
would deal with the Japanese regarding a treaty. The British, Mr. 

- Scott remarked, did not like the idea of some thirty or forty powers. | 

| talking with the Japanese, since it gave the Japanese a chance to — 
- bargain. However, this would be all right once substantial agreement | 

, had been reached through diplomatic channels. Be 
In response to Mr. Allison’s suggestion that there might be a “sign-. | 

ing” conference in Tokyo, Mr. Scott stated that the British had | 

no definite position on this question, but mentioned that the United a 
Kingdom Liaison Mission in Tokyo had recommended against holding _ 
any such function in Tokyo, on the ground that it would arouse Japa- 
nese resentment against the peace treaty. Mr. Allison did not think | 
that there would be any bad reaction, and added that the United 

| States Government had no firm views on the question of the site of a 
conference. a ee 
With regard to immediate steps, Mr. Allison said that the United _ 

States Government intended shortly to tender a draft treaty to mem- 
ber governments of the FEC, and to certain other governments. Mr. 
Scott approved distribution to “members” of the FEC, as opposed 

| to the FEC itself, because this meant that the question of China as 
such did not enter in. However, he objected to the distribution of 
the draft treaty to Korea (one of the non-FEC states receiving copies 
of the draft), because Korea occupied a different legal position. Mr. 
Allison replied that it was his view that for political reasons it was | 
better to do so. Mr. Scott also brought up the question of consulting 
other belligerents at this time, saying that they should be brought in | 
now. To this, Mr. Allison answered that there had not been much 
thought about this, but that the United States might like to bring them 
in as suggested. a ee | 

| ~ The question of the disposition of the Ryukyu islands was discussed 
_ by Mr. Allison. He stated that the United States of course did not want 

to annex the islands, and regarded a United Nations trusteeship as a 

headache. It was thought that some time sovereignty might be re- : 
turned to the Japanese. Therefore the suggested phraseology in the 
treaty was “may” rather than “shall” hold a trusteeship. Mr. Scott —.. 
cautioned against leaving points of friction with the Japanese, and | 
secondly against trusting themtoomuch. _ | —— 

_ Mr. Charles Johnston telephoned Mr. Allison later on March 21st, : 
| and gave him certain additional information about British views and | 

intentions regarding the treaty. It appears that the Foreign Office is 
| now preparing its own draft treaty, as an informal working docu- — 

ment. It will probably be forwarded to the United States Govern- | 
ment, the Commonwealth Governments, and to certain others, quite 
soon. The Foreign Office does not intend to publish its draft, but |
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feels that it might be compelled to if the United States Government _ 
goes ahead with its plan to publish the draft it has prepared. > 

- Mr. Johnston also mentioned to Mr. Allison the possibility that = 

| it might be worth while if Mr. Dulles could make a trip to London ~ 
to discuss the treaty. He received the impression that Mr. Allison | 

| thought this suggestion should be considered. However, there wasno 

| commitment oneitherside. | | 

Under Secretary’s Meetings, Lot 53 D 250 oe : 

Memorandum of the Under Secretary’s Meeting, Prepared im the 
| 3 Department of State* ME 

SECRET | _ [Wasurneron,| March 21, 1951—9:30a.m. | 

UM N-2821 . : 7 — 

[Here follow sections of the memorandum which summarize dis- _ 
cussion of the military situation in Korea and of budgetary matters. | | 

Japanese Peace Treaty re Oo 
8. Mr. Dulles reported that he is ready to distribute our draft of 

the text of a Japanese peace treaty to other interested governments. 
| He plans to give fifteen governments this tentative text. The text has | 

been reviewed in the Department. Defense has not formally approved __ 
the text but this probably is not necessary at this time. However, they 

| have raised no objections to the various parts of thetreaty, it 
, 4, Mr. Dulles reported on various aspects of the text. Japan will 
| renounce title to Formosa and no mention will be made of Formosa’s 

future. With respect to the Ryukyus and Bonin Islands, the United 7 
States may propose a UN trusteeship administered by the United _ 
States. The article on Sakhalin and the Kuriles quoted the verba- 
tim[?] Yalta agreement.? If the USSR refuses to accept a treaty we | 
will be prepared to reconsider whether reference to Sakhalin and 
the Kuriles should be totally eliminated from the treaty. The treaty __ 
gives recognition to the sovereignty of Japan and provides an en- 

abling clause for our stationing troops in Japan. With respect to 

reparations, the treaty recognizes that Japan cannot make payments. __ 
Claims may be taken out of Japanese assets available in individual 
signatory countries. Claims under GARIOA are not waived. The text | 
also states that Japan will not grant a treaty or privileges to any other | 

1The Secretary and W. Averell Harriman, Special Assistant to the President, - 
neither of whom were regular attendants at the Under Secretary’s Meeting, were 

_ “present on this occasion. . | 
2 For text of the agreement regarding entry of the Soviet Union into the war 

against Japan, signed at Yalta, February 11, 1945, by the Heads of Government 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States, see Foreign Relations, 1945, The Conferences at Malta and Yalta, p. 984.
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government better than those granted to the signatory powers under a 

this treaty. In regard to putting the treaty into effect, we contemplate 

that nine months after Japan ratifies the treaty, it can. be brought into | 

force only by deposit of ratification of the majority of the states 

which are members of the Far Eastern Commission, including the | 

United States. After nine months any ratifying country can bring _ 

_ the treaty into force between it and Japan. States which do not sign 

the treaty and which were in a state of belligerency with Japan may 

adhere to the treaty any time within three years. | | 

5. Mr. Dulles plans to place the Japanese peace treaty draft in the 

| hands of the Far Eastern Commission governments, Indonesia, Ceylon _ 

and Korea. He pointed out that there is a possible complication be- | 

cause of the general election in Australia and the absence of any pro- - 

vision in the proposed treaty with respect to Japanese rearmament. 

Mr. Dulles felt that this may be used as an issue in the Australian 

elections. eR poy key asa 
6. In response to a series of questions by the Secretary, Mr. Dulles 

explained the following points: WO A be 

| a. The President has asked us to push ahead on the treaty. His 
previous directive authorized us to approach interested governments _ 

ona Japanese peace treaty text. Mr. Duiles has gone over the text with | 

the Foreign Relations Committee and the appropriate subcommittee. — 

The Committee has specifically approved the discussion of this text — - 

| with other governments. | | | 
b. Mr. Dulles agreed that we must contemplate that this text will 

- pbecome available to the public. In fact, it might be desirable for the | 

- - United States to make it public, especially if the USSR begins to use | 
itina propaganda way. a | | | 

| c. Mr. Dulles stated that we have prepared a statement which deals 
| - with Japanese rearmament. We agree that Japan should not be re- 

armed so as to menace her neighbors. Rearmament should be developed _ 
| only under a cooperative arrangement. We have a declaration from 

the Japanese saying that they would arm only to an extent consistent _ | 
with the provisions of the charter of the United Nations. 

d. With respect to the possible reaction of the Chinese Communists, 
_ Mr. Dulles pointed out that we have not decided on the treatment of 

| China. He believes that this problem can not be solved at the present — 
time. He pointed out that Australia, New Zealand, and Canada are 

- reluctanttobeco-signerswithChina, 
__ é. With respect to possible Russian response, Mr. Dulles explained _ 
that Malik had said that the USSR would not resume negotiations 
with the U.S. on a Japanese peace treaty. This subject has not been 
placed on the agenda for a possible CFM. If it were so placed, we 
would not consider it a proper subject for discussion, 

7. The Secretary asked Mr. McWilliams * to get him all the material | 
| which has been made available to the public on the Japanese peace 

treaty, CS es Hee ae ecg ork 

~sWilliam J. McWilliams, Director of the Executive Secretariat, = |
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8. Mr. Byroade* pointed out that we may: be headed for inconsist-. 
encies with respect. to treaties for Japan and Germany as it affects. _ 

military restriction. Mr. Dulles agreed and pointed out that the two | 
situations are different. However, we might have to come to some - 
military restrictions in the Japanese treaty. We would prefer to rely 
on bilateral talks to accomplish this. SO | . 

9. Mr. Bonbright felt that we should have a go ahead from Spender 
| before we make the treaty text available to other governments. He 

asked whether a month’s delay was too much of a price to pay for the 
effect that the treaty might have on Australian elections. Mr. Nitze 
felt that it was important to make the text available to other govern- _ 
ments, especially while fighting is going on in Korea. Mr. Dulles also. _ 

| pointed out that there might be many reasons to delay at different | 
times and we should not use this as one. , 

| 10. The Secretary suggested that this discussion might be continued: 
with the interested parties at an appropriate time. : | 

| * Henry A. Byroade, Director of the Bureau of German Affairs. ; 

694.001/3-1751 SE | | 

7 Provisional United States Draft of a Japanese Peace Treaty* = 

SECRET | | _ [Wasxineron, March 23, 1951.]? - 

_ ProvistonaL Drartr or A JAPANESE PEACE TREATY 

(Suggestive only) - | 

The Allied Powers and Japan are resolved that henceforth their 
| relations shall be those of nations which, as sovereign equals, cooper- 

ate in friendly association to promote their common welfare and to | 
maintain international peace and security. Japan declares its inten- 
tion to apply for membership in the United Nations and under all 
circumstances to conform to the principles of the Charter of the 

: United Nations; to strive to realize the objectives of the United Na- 

| TAS filed this draft is annexed to a covering: memorandum, not printed. In 
telegram 13886 to Tokyo, March 23, marked “Sebald from Allison,” the. Depart- 
ment described the distribution of these papers as follows: “Provisional draft 
Jap peace treaty. with covering memorandum being handed British Chargé today 
and representatives other FEC countries plus Indonesia, Korea and Ceylon dur- 
ing coming week. Draft marked seeret with no present intention for publicity.” 
The Department instructed Mr. Allison’s Office to provide copies also to Prime 
Minister Yoshida and to General MacArthur. (694.001/3-2351) 

The last paragraph of the covering memorandum is as follows: “Govt US 
would appreciate consideration of enclosed draft and early expression of views. 
Thereafter, Govt US will expect get in touch with [the FEC powers, Indonesia, 
Korea and Ceylon] with view to concerting future procedure.” OT 

?The next previous draft, not printed, is dated March 20. (Lot 54 D 423) -
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| tions Universal Declaration of Human Rights; to seek to create 
_ internally conditions of stability and well-being as envisaged by — 
Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations and already | 
initiated by postwar J apanese legislation; and in public and private — : 
trade and commerce to conform to internationally accepted fair prac- 

‘tices. The Allied Powers welcome the intentions of J apan in these 
respects and will seek to facilitate their realization. In order to put 

| their future relations on a stable and peaceful basis the Allied Powers 
makethis Treaty with Japan. a | | 

| OT _ poe, CHAPTER 1 | | a 
| | PEACE | ne 

1. The State of War between the Allied Powers and J apan is ended. 
| | po CHAPTER a 

| , SOVEREIGNTY Bg 
- 2. The Allied Powers recognize the full sovereignty of the Japanese 

people over Japan and its territorial waters. oy 
| | - CHAPTER III a ee et 

| | | . TERRITORY | es 7 
_ 3. Japan renounces all rights, titles and claims to Korea, Formosa 

| and the Pescadores; and also all rights, titles and claims in connection 
| with the mandate system or deriving from the activities of Japanese 

nationals in the Antarctic area. Japan accepts the action of the United 
Nations Security Council of April 2, 1947,3 in relation to extending 

| the trusteeship system to Pacific Islands formerly under mandate to | 
Japan, oe 

4. The United States may propose to the United Nations to place 
under its trusteeship system, with the United States as the administer- | 

| ing authority, the Ryukyu Islands south of 29° north latitude, the 
Bonin Islands, including Rosario Island, the Volcano Islands, Parece 

_ Vola and Marcus Island. Japan will concur in any such proposal. 
Pending the making of such a proposal and affirmative action thereon, _ 

_ the United States will have the right to exercise all and any powers 
of administration, legislation, and jurisdiction over the territory and 
inhabitants of these islands, including’ their territorial waters. | 

_ Japan will return to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the 
Southern part:of Sakhalin as well as all the islands adjacent to it and 
will hand over to the Soviet Union the Kurile Islands. cc 

| *¥For text of the Trusteeship Agreement ‘for the former Japanese-mandated 
islands in the Pacific, concluded’ between the United States and the Security _ ' ‘Council of the United Nations on April 2,'1947, see TLAS No. 1665, or 61 Stat. (pt. 3) 3301. For documentation regarding conclusion of this Agreement, see - Poreign Relations, 1947, Vol. I, pp. 258-278. ae on ] ee Oo ; |
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7 So CHAPTERIV = 

6. Japan accepts the obligations set forth in Article2 ofthe Charter = 

| of the United Nations, and in particular obligations | EN 

(a) to settle its international disputes by peaceful means insuch 

| a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not 

| endangered; | ee | 

| (6) to refrain in its international relations from the threat or useof 

force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any 

state or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the . 

United Nations; | | | | | 

-(c) to give the United Nations every assistance in any action it takes | 

in accordance with the Charter and to refrain from giving assistance | 

to any state against which the United Nations may take preventive or 

enforcement action. a ; a | 

The Allied Powers undertake reciprocally to be guided by the prin- | 

ciples of Article 2 of the Charter of the United Nations in their 

relations with Japan. | | 

4, The Allied Powers recognize that Japan as a sovereign nation 

possesses what the Charter of the United Nations refers to as the 

inherent right of individual or collective self-defense and that Japan. 

- may voluntarily enter into a collective security arrangement. or 

| arrangements participated in by one or more of the Allied Powers, 

Such arrangements shall be designed solely for security against armed. — 

attack. a | | oe - a 

(Note: The foregoing suggestions are recognized as being not in _ 

themselves complete with respect to security and are to be supple- 

‘mented in the light of the outcome of current exchanges of views 

| designed to maintain security in the Pacific and to enable Japan here- , 

after to contribute to its security without developing armament which 

could be an offensive threat or serve other than to promote peace and 

security in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United > 

Nations Charter.) 4 Bo Bae fe 

| ee - GHAPTER Vo EE 
| a _ POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CLAUSES oS | 

8. Japan will continue to be a party, or if not now a party will 

seek adherence, to existing multilateral treaties and agreements de- 

- 4The Department’s telegram 252 to Canberra, March 22, marked “For Spender 

from Dulles”, in part indicates that the preceding paragraph was inserted shortly 

before distribution of the draft in order to meet the views of the Government. of 

Australia, which had opposed a previously suggested covering memorandum 

-(694,001/3-2251). The text of that draft covering memorandum, in which the - 

problem of Pacific security in relation to Japan was treated without allusion to | 

“current exchanges of views,” is contained in telegram 241 to Canberra, March | 

16, not printed, which was also a message from the Consultant to Mr. Spender . 

— (694.001/3-1651). - | Se
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_ signed to promote fair trade practices, to prevent the misuse of nar- 
-- eotiesandtoconservefishand wildlife = = ©§ | | 

| 9, Japan agrees to enter promptly into negotiations with parties. 

| so desiring for the formulation of new bilateral or multilateral agree-_ | 

ments for the regulation, conservation and development of high seas: 

fisheries. _ are ane a a Es | | 

| 10. Each of the Allied Powers, within a year after the present. 

Treaty has come into force between it and Japan, will notify Japan | 

which of its prewar bilateral treaties with Japan it wishes to keep 

in force or revive, and such treaties shall continue in force or be 
revived except for any provisions thereof not in conformity with the | 

present Treaty, which provisions shall be deemed deleted. All such 

treaties not so notified shall be regarded as abrogated. ek, 

| 11. Japan renounces all special rights and interests in China. 

«42. The power to grant clemency, reduce sentences, parole and 

pardon with respect to the war crimes sentences imposed by military | 
tribunals of the Allied Powers on persons who are incarcerated in _ 

Japan may not be exercised except jointly by Japan and the Govern- _ 
ment or Governments which imposed the sentence in each instance. 
In the case of the persons sentenced by the International Military = 
Tribunal for the Far East, such power may not be exercised except 
jointly by Japan and a majority of the Governments represented on oo 
theTribunal ae - | 

18. Japan declares its readiness promptly to conclude with each of _ 
the Allied Powers treaties or agreements to put on a stable and | 
friendly basis the commercial and trading relations between them. 
In the meantime the Government of Japan will, during a period of | 
three years from the first coming into force of the present Treaty, 
accord most-favored-nation treatment to each of the Allied Powers. 

with respect to customs duties, charges and all other regulations im- | 
posed on or in connection with the importation and exportation of = 
goods, and will accord national treatment or most-favored-nation = 

_ treatment, whichever is more favorable, with respect to the vessels, | 
nationals and companies of the Allied Powers and their property, __ 
interests and business activities within Japan. National treatment shall | 

| not be deemed to include Japanese coastal and inland navigation. In 
respect of any of the above matters the Government of Japan may __ 

withhold from any Allied Power the application of more favorable 
treatment than such Power, subject to the exceptions customarily in- 
cluded in its commercial agreements, is prepared to accord Japan in | 

_ Notwithstanding the provisions of the first paragraph of this | 
Article, the Government of Japan will be entitled to apply measures _ 

| to safeguard its external financial position and balance of payments .
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or its essential security interests, and to reserve the exceptions. cus- 
tomarily contained in commercial agreements. — oo a 

| Pending the conclusion of civil air transport agreements, Japan, 
| during a period of three years, shall extend to each of the Allied } 

| Powers not less favorable civil air traffic rights and privileges than 
those they exercised at the time of coming into force of the present 

| Treaty. | | | oo 
| Japanese submarine cables connecting Japan with territory removed 

from Japanese control pursuant to the present Treaty shall be equally 
divided, Japan retaining the Japanese terminal and adjoining half 
of the cable and the detached territory the remainder of the cable 
and connecting terminal facilities. | oe os | 

CHAPTER VI ae 
| CLAIMS AND PROPERTY 

- 14. The Allied Powers recognize that Japan lacks the capacity to 

make payments in bullion, money, property or services which would 
enable Japan to maintain a viable economy, to meet its obligations © 
for relief and economic assistance furnished since September 2, 1945, 
in furtherance of the objectives of the occupation, and also to make 

| adequate reparation to the Allied Powers for war damage. However, 
Japan grants to each of the Allied Powers the right to vest, retain 

| and dispose of all property, rights and interests of Japan and of 
_ Japanese nationals which between December 7, 1941, and September 2, 

3 1945, were within their territories, or within territories renounced — 

by Japan, or within territory administered by any of them under 
- .United Nations trusteeship, except (i) property of Japanese nationals 

permitted to reside in the territory of one of the Allied Powers and 
not subjected to special measures prior to September 2, 1945; (ii) tan- 
gible diplomatic or consular property, net of any expenses incident : 
to its preservation; (iii) property of non-political religious, chari- 
table, cultural or educational institutions; (iv) property located in 
Japan, despite the presence elsewhere of paper or similar evidence of 

| right, title or interest in such property, or any debt.claim with respect 
thereto and (v) trade-marks identifying products originating in 
Japan. a | | | - 
_ In case any Allied Power has taken property, rights or interests of 
an industrial character of Japan or of Japanese nationals from the 
territory of another Allied Power, it will account to the other. _ | | 

_ Reparations claims of the Allied Powers and their claims for direct 

military costs of occupation shall be deemed to be satisfied out of the 
Japanese assets subject to their respective jurisdictions in accordance _ 

| with the foregoing and out of assets received from the Japanese home _ 
- islandsduringtheoccupationn = = lak 

: 
| |
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_ (Note: The foregoing suggestions regarding reparations are made | 

_ subject tocurrentexchangesofviews.) = |... | 
15. Japan will return, upon demand, within six months from the | 

first coming into force of this Treaty, the property, tangible and.in- 
tangible, and all rights or interests of any kind, in Japan of each 
Allied Power and its nationals, unless the owner has freely disposed 
thereof without duress or fraud. In the case of war loss or damage 

| to property of nationals of Allied Powers in. Japan compensation 
will be made in accordance with Japanese domestic legislation in yen | 
subject to Japanese foreignexchangeregulations. oo) 

----: 16. Japan waives all claims of Japan and its nationals against the 
Allied Powers for action taken during the State of War hereby 

-. ended, and waives all claims arising from the presence operations or | 
| actions of forces or authorities of any of the Allied Powers in Japa- _ 

| nese territory prior to the coming into force of the present Treaty. - 

1%. Any dispute between an Allied Power and Japan concerning = 
the interpretation or execution of the present Treaty, which is not | 
settled through diplomatic channels, shall, at the request of a Party 

| to the dispute, be referred for decision to the International Court of 
‘Justice. Japan and those Allied Powers which are not already parties _ _ 
to the Statute of the International Court of Justice will deposit with = 
the Registrar of the Court, at the time of their respective ratifications | 
of the present Treaty, and in conformity with the resolution of the — 
United Nations Security Council, dated October 15, 1946, a general _ 
declaration accepting the jurisdiction, without special agreement, of __ 
the Court generally in respect of all disputes of the character referred | 
tointhisArticle. 8 = | rs 
oe  QELAPTER VIL ye 

| ENA CLAUSES 

18. Allied Powers, for the purposes of the present Treaty, shall 
be deemed to be those States at war or in a state of belligereney with 
Japan and which become parties tothe present Treaty. . 
19. Except for the provisions of Article 11, the present Treaty shall oe 

not confer any rights, title or benefits to or upon any State unless 
and until it signs and ratifies, or adheres to, this Treaty; nor, with 
that exception, shall any right, title and interest of Japan be deemed 
to be diminished or prejudiced by any provision hereof in favor of 
a State which does not sign and ratify, or adhere to, this Treaty. 

20. Japan will not make a peace settlement or war-claims settle- | 
ment with any State which would grant that State greater advantages 
than contemplated by the present Treaty to be granted to the Parties 
hereto. 

538-617—77-—6 1 | |
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21. The present Treaty shall be ratified by the Allied Powers and 
by Japan and will come into force as between Japan and other ratify-_ | 
ing States when instruments of ratification by Japan and by a major- 

| ity, including the United States of America as the principal occupying 

power, of the States which are members of the Far Eastern Commis- 
sion have been deposited with the Government of the United States 
of America. If such coming into force has not occurred within nine 

| months after ratification by Japan, then any Allied Power may at its 
election bring the Treaty into force as between itself and Japan by 
notification to Japan and to the Government of the United States of | 
America. The Government of the United States of America shall 

notify all signatory and adhering States of all ratifications deposited _ 
and of all notifications received pursuant to this Article. Ds 

99, Any State, not a signatory to the present Treaty, which is at 
| | war or in a state of belligerency with Japan may adhere to the pres- 

ent Treaty at any time within three years after the Treaty has come | 
into force as between Japan and any ratifying State. Adherence shall. 
be effected by the deposit of an instrument of adherence with the 
Government of the United States of America, which shall notify all — 
the signatory and adhering States ofeach deposit2 . 

> With a short memorandum of March 26, not printed, President Truman | 
. returned to the Secretary a copy of this draft in which he had made three 

stylistic changes. The President said in conclusion: “I hope you will be able 
to implement this Treaty as quickly as possible.” .(Lot 54 D 423) 

694.001/3-1751 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to SCAP 
| ; (Sebald) a 7 

SECRET Wasuineron, March 29,1951. 

Topad 1408. Sebald from Dulles. Reference Part II “Jap Gov- 

ernment Views” transmitted Tokyo’s 1678 Mar 17,? following are in- | 
formal and preliminary views of Defense Dept on Jap proposals 
regarding bi-lateral treaty. These comments have been given us in- = 
formally and are not to be considered final JCS views but believed 
helpful for you to have them. In your discretion you may communi- 
cate them to Iguchi making clear they are tentative. We are inclined 

| to concur in Defense views and Iguchi should not be encouraged to 
oo believe they will be substantially altered. Text? follows: — | 

+ Telegram drafted by Mr. Allison. ae | | 
? Not printed, but see editorial note, p. 930. a, | 
*The mentioned text is an unsigned Defense Department memorandum of 

March 23 which was left at the State Department March 28 by Lt. Col. Jack J. 
Wagstaff, Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-8, U.S. Army.. (Lot 54 D 423)
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— “a. Japanese Proposal: Paragraph 1 0 f the Preamble — 

Insert the word ‘effective’ between the words ‘the’ and ‘means’. Recommend concurrence. == © | ce | 
' b. Japanese Proposal : Paragraph 3 of the Preamble a 

Change the phrase ‘the treaty of peace gives Japan the right to enter into collective self-defense arrangements’ to ‘the treaty of peace recog- nizes that Japan has the right to enter into collective self-defense | | arrangements’. Recommend concurrence. a oo 
c. Japanese Proposal: Paragraph 5 of the Preamble — psn : 
_ Change the phrase ‘in the interest of peace and security’ to read | ‘recognizing that an armed attack on J apan affects the peace and Security of the Pacific area and of the U.S.. Recommend non- concurrence. _ re a Insertion of this phrase would imply an obligation on the part of | the U‘S. which would be unwise -to put in writing until Japan is in ) a position to assume obligations of its own and to conclude a more definitive agreement than is represented by this Provisional Bilateral | Treaty. It should be noted that the proposed wording is very similar to that used in Article’4 of the proposed Pacific Pact.t  ° 
@. Japanese Propostls 

- Insert Paragraph 1, Chapter I of the Administrative Agreement _ inthe Bilateral Treaty. itself. Recommend non-concurrence. |. | -- There is considerable doubt among the legal experts in the Office of the Secretary of Defense as to whether this. phrase should be included | in any agreement, even the Administrative Agreement. The ‘privileges | and immunities which are normally accorded under international law ‘to-the forces of a nation stationed in a foreign country in peace 7 , time’ are apparently not wnifotm and differ materially according to | circumstances. The question of privileges and immunities for U.S. forces stationed abroad has been the subject of much discussion be- | | tween the State and Defense Departments in respect to the NATO | | Agreement * and it. is therefore considered that a broad statement of | this kind in a treaty would only causeconfusion. __ Co bee ey | 
. é. Japanese Proposal: Se 

_. Transfer the first sentence of Paragraph 1, Chapter IT, Ad- | . ministrative Agreement, to the Bilateral Treaty. Recommend non- - concurrence, = = a ES It is not believed wise to include in a formal treaty broad statements _ with regard to the administrative arrangements unless all of the Ad. | ministrative Agreement is transferred to the treaty. Under the present arrangement, both the United States and Japan can propose adminis- trative changes as circumstances warrant and such changes can be __ agreed to relatively easily, = a gs | 
cp Apbarent reference to Article IV of the draft Australia-New Zealand—United — States security treaty of February 17. For text, seep.172... cs _ ° For text of the North Atlantic Treaty signed at Washington, April 4,°1949, see. | TIAS No. 1964 or 63 Stat. (pt.2) 2941, — enna
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) In this particular instance it seems very unsound to include inthe 

treaty a statement to the effect that the U.S. would pay all expenses 

except those paid by the Japanese, without spelling out in detail how 

| those expenses would be divided. | ee 

f. Japanese Proposal: a - 7 

~ Insert Paragraph 1, Chapter IIT of the Administrative Agreement 

- 4n the Bilateral Treaty and change this paragraph so that it reads 

‘as follows: ‘In order to facilitate agreement concerning execution of . 

this agreement there shall be established a committee to be composed of 

an equal number of representatives of the two countries. This. com- 

mittee shall come into being upon the date that this Administrative — 

Agreement becomes effective. The committee shall be so organized _ 

that it may meet immediately at all times. The committee may estab- 

lish such auxiliary organs as may be required.’ ee 

Here again, matters of administration are inserted into the treaty. 

Moreover, the powers of the committee have been increased. so as to 

give them full control ‘concerning the execution of this agreement’ 

instead of being concerned with ‘sites, facilities, expenses, and status 

of garrison troops’. The Japanese attempted to secure this proposed 

wording while we were in Tokyo and we took a very strong stand 

against it. It is not believed sound to permit a local committee to 

have such broad powers. The ability of the U.S. Commander to carry 

out his mission under the terms of the Administrative Agreement 

would be greatly hampered since if this statement were placed in the 

treaty itself, it is conceivable that the committee would have the right. 

toreviewalmostallofhisactions.” = = = | 

. | _ re ACHESON 

—g04.001/3-3051: Telegram 
ae oe 

- The Ambassador in London (Gifford) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET — | = _ Lonpon, March 30, 1951—6 p. m. 

5462. 1. Fol from Johnston, head Japan Dept FonOff, on develop- _ 

ments re peace treaty : 
ee eT 

| (a) Cabinet has rejected suggested compromise formula drafted 

by FonOff (Embtel 4617 Feb 26, para 2)* and has gone on record — 

that CPG shld be consulted along with other powers; similarly For- 

mosa shld be ceded by Japanto China. | oe - 

itThis paragraph reads as follows: “FonOff remains strongly in-favor multi- 

lateral treaty and is attempting work out formula which would postpone in- 

definitely decision as to what government would represent China. With this in 

mind it is now drafting an ‘aecession clause’ which will be to effect that as 

signatories not in agreement as to who should represent China accession of 

China to treaty should be delayed until this question is decided among other 

signatories. Similarly, another clause would recognize that Japan cedes Formosa 

to China but the interpretation of manner it would be ceded and identity of 

government to acquire Formosa would have to await later developments.” 

(694.001/2-2651)



| - (6) Basis for cabinet rejection FonOff proposal not understood | 
although Morrison? perhaps more susceptible than Bevin to labor 

| back-benchers. In any case cabinet action does not preclude counter- _ 
suggestions by Dept which FonOff wld welcome. oe . 

 (c) US draft treaty recd and being studied. FonOff proposes’ 
present UK draft to Dept in few days. UK draft will be considerably 
longer than that of US. UK feels all controversial issues shld be faced 
squarely and in detail. On completion, FonOff plans compare two 

_ drafts and supply US with pertinent comments. _ a a | 
(d) Apart from points of difference brought to Allison’s attn dur- 

ing his London visit no substantial differences in two drafts other 
than those mentioned in sub-para (a) above. - PL 

_ 2, When EmbOff inquired how CPG cld be invited participate in 
negots in view US recognition Natl Govt, Johnston said he assumed 
invitation to CPG might be extended by UK or GOI. He felt it im- | 
portant we go on record as inviting CPG participate if only for propa- 

_ ganda purposes. If CPG shld refuse invitation it wld be put in wrong | 
asUSSRhasbeenw | | | arc 

| _ 8. Info contained in para one being brought officially to Dept’s attn 
through Brit Emb Washington. | re | | | Oo 7 | _ GIFrorD 

* Herbert Morrison had succeeded Mr. Bevin as Foreign Secretary on March 9. | 

Lot. 64D423 Cpe es Ce, | _ oo . a 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office | 

of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs 
 (Satterthwaite) : | | | | 

SECRET oo _ [Wasurneron,] March 30, 1951. _ 
Subject: Pacific Security Arrangement. cr re 

| Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador Ba 
| Mr. F. S. Tomlinson, British Embassy oo 

a. _. Ambassador Dulles, S | ee 
| Mr. John Allison, FE | a 

_ Mr. L. Satterthwaite, BNA | ee 
_ [Here follows that portion of the conversation which dealt with 

regional security arrangements in the Far East.] nS 
_ Sir Oliver then said that he was leaving a note on two aspects of 

_ the Japanese Peace Treaty (copy attached).1 He said that paragraph = 

| . + The entire text of this aide-mémoire is as follows: rors | | 
_ “It is the view of His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom that the oe 

| Central People’s Government of China should be invited to participate in any © , 
negotiations for the conclusion of a peace treaty with J apan. . oo 

“2. As regards the disposal of Formosa in the treaty of peace with Japan, His 
_ Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom consider that J apan should be 

required to renounce her sovereignty over Formosa and cede it to China.”
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1 of the note outlining the British desire to have the People’s Govern- 

ment of China included in the Peace Treaty with Japan was not only 

for the record which, however, was a part of the reason, but also 

because the British were convinced that if the purpose of the Japanese 

Treaty were to be fulfilled, that is the reestablishment of Japan on a 

self-sustaining basis, Japan would have to have good relations with 

China, which meant for the foreseeable future the Peiping Govern- 

ment. It was clear that the new Japanese state could not have good 

relations with Russia. Its trade with China was most important. Sir | 

Oliver doubted the Peiping Government, if asked, would accept an 

invitation to participate in the Japanese peace talks. In fact, the 

British were strongly of the opinion that it would not. Nevertheless, 

a refused invitation would be better for us than a complaint that they 

| were not asked. Ambassador Dulles said that the inclusion of the 

Peiping Government would present a great many difficulties for us 
and he wondered whether the British Government had given any con- 

sideration as to how they should be asked and who should do it. 

Sir Oliver said he did not think they had, but he would ask for their 

thinking on this and pass it on to the Department. | | 

With respect to the second point, that is the renunciation by Japan 

of claims to Formosa in: favor of China without specifying what 

China, Sir Oliver said that he thought our language, which provided 

for the renunciation of Formosa by Japan, but without specifying 

who should have it was a little bit vague. Ambassador Dulles said 

that this, too, presented us with many problems but that we would 

consider the British views carefully. Ambassador Dulles pointed out 

the importance of not taking any action by the Treaty which would / 

suddenly and definitely foreclose all international concern with 

Formosa as it might be desirable at some stage to invoke that 

concern. | oe 

Lot 55 D 598 ae | 

Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the — 

| Intelligence Adviser in the Bureau of Far Eastern Affais (Peake) . 

| TOP SECRET -. [Wasurneton,] April 2,195]. 

Subject: NIE-19 ae , 7 | | 

| I have read with interest NIE-19,? and in general concur with its 

conclusions. However, there are a few matters which I believe should 

1The draft of NIE-19 discussed here and in the document partially summarized 

in the footnote 2 below has not been found in Department of State files. For 

the final version of April 20, see p. 993. -
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receive further attention. I should say that I have read Mr. Johnson’s | 
memorandum on this paper and concur fully with it.? . oo : 
_ In connection with the first point raised by Mr. Johnson, namely, 
degree to which present non-communist Governments in the Far East 

: are “reconciled to the necessity of Japanese defensive rearmament”, I 
, suggest that the paper might give some consideration to methods by 

| which these non-communist Governments in the Far East could be 
_ made to give active support to any Japanese defensive rearmament. _ 

While it may be true that the Governments themselves are “recon- 
ciled”, that is certainly not true of large bodies of the peoples in those _ 
lands and the attitude of the Governments will necessarily be affected 

| by their public opinion problem. In this connection, the paper might 
make some mention of the influence which public knoweldge of the 

; willingness of the United States to enter into mutual security arrange- 
| ments with the Pacific island powers might play. Oo 

While considerable attention is given in the paper to the necessity of 
_ the United States providing continued economic support. for Japan _ 

in order to make possible a program for rearmament, there does not | | 
seem to be any adequate discussion of the effect of a full, or partial, — 

| pay-as-you-go plan for American forces retained in Japan after a —— 
| _ treaty. Presumably the initial steps toward rearmament might, in | 

some degree, and perhaps in large degree, be financed out of the for- | 
eign exchange received by Japan as the result of having U.S. troops 
on some sort ofa pay-as-you-gobasis. 

| ‘I note that the paper contends that a Japanese army “theoretically” , 
could be created within six months or a year after Japan had agreed | 

_ to rearmament, equipment and supplies had become available, and a | 
| training program had begun. In this connection the statement is made — 

- that there still exists enough veteran officers at all command and 
| staff levels for any size of army required. While this is true, we found 

in Japan and in discussions‘with the Japanese, that one of their chief 
: fears about engaging in any form of rearmament was the necessity © 
: _.of bringing back into active service high-ranking Japanese officers, 

i.e. colonels and above, as it is this group which the present political oe 
leaders of Japan fear most as being potentially able to get government 

| *In his memorandum of March ’81 to Mr. Peake; Mr. U.:Alexis Johnson had 
said in part: “I question whether an attempt to seize. Japan before re-armament _ 

| could become effective would or could be carried out by the USSR except as 
part of a pattern of global war... . I suggest that the paper should examine 

) the merits from a US and international political viewpoint of at least initially | 
confining Japanese re-armament to ground forces, the US to furnish air and . 
naval components of a defense force.” 4 re eee Se 

: Mr. Johnson had also Stated that he questioned whether Southeast Asia 
sources of iron ore were sufficient for. Japanese needs, . ( Lot 55 D 598). | 

| | 

| | oe |
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control away from civilians and back into their hands. It may well be, 

therefore, that there will be great reluctance on the part of the Japa- 

nese Government to make use of their trained officer reserve in the 

high ranks, and that this will be a limiting factor upon their ability . 

to develop quickly an armed force. I do not claim to know whether — 

or not this would be so, but I believe this problem should be mentioned 

and perhaps further study made of this aspect of the matter. 

I was disturbed to see several places in the paper the phrase “United 

States decision to rearm Japan”. I do not think we can look upon this 

| matter purely as a U.S. decision. In the final analysis, it will have to 

| be a Japanese decision to rearm, which will receive the support of the 

United States. But I do not believe we should delude ourselves into 

thinking that we, alone, are making that decision. ae 

694.001/4-351 | ; a 

| The Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the United States Political | 
Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) : 

SECRET | _ [Wasutneron,] April 3, 1951. 
OFFICIAL INFORMAL a | 

Drar Briu: There is enclosed a copy of a memorandum to Mr.” 

Dulles from the group in the Defense Department who are working 

on the draft bi-lateral and administraive agreement with the Japanese. © 

These are comments on the Japanese suggestions contained in Tokyo’s | 

1678 of March 17th.1 The only major point really at issue seems to 

be that contained in paragraph h on page 3 of the enclosed memo- 

randum. The other matters are of lesser moment, with the exception — 

of the suggestions in paragraph ¢ on page 2, concerning jurisdiction, ~ 

| and this is a point which will require further ironing out at a high _ 

level between State and Defense. In that connection, the Defense 

: Department officers on a working level see merit in the Japanese posi- 

tion on jurisdiction, but the Judge Advocate General’s Department is — 

at present insisting on treating Japan as an uncivilized country with _ 

supposedly barbaric laws and jails, etc. where it is necessary to have a 

- general extra-territorial position for the United States forces. Your 

comments and suggestions as to how to overcome this will be helpful to 

us, although I believe in the final analysis the State Department views 

will prevail. Oe | 
With regard to the problem created under paragraph /, there may 

be real trouble, particularly if in fact the Japanese have receded . 

1Not printed, but see editorial note, p.980. |
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, _ from their previous agreement that-in case:-of hostilities or imminently | 

threatened hostilities, the armed forces in Japan should be under a oe 
i Supreme Commander named by the United States. The principle of 

unified.command is one which is considered of basic importance by | 
| this Government and it is followed in all of our various mutual assist- 

ance arrangements. The European countries, members of NATO, have 
. agreed, indeed greatly wanted, that General Eisenhower should be the ~ | 
| Supreme Commander and this has not appeared to them any deroga- _ 
3 tion of sovereignty. In like manner, it is believed the Japanese should 

| not be averse to having a Supreme Commander in the Japan area | 
] _ designated by the United States. This is especially true during the 

| period, which will undoubtedly last for some time, when the United 
: States has the preponderant burden to bear in connection with armed 

forces. If, on the othef hand, the Japanese concern is more with word- a 

ing. than with the substance and they are fearful about signing an - 
: agreement which specifically envisions the creation of Japanese armed _ 

i forces before the Constitutional question had been settled or that 

would give the Japanese people the impression that its government | 
was signing away rights over its armed forces, it may be that some 

: alternative wording can be devised. Perhaps this problem could be 
: settled by a private exchange of letters, although I-do not think this 
| -wouldbevery satisfactory. = =§ |= | Se age - 

|. We would like to receive your comments and suggestions as soon. 
i as possible on this general subject. It is most important for usto know ts 
| whether in fact the Japanese still hold the same opinions which they | 

- expressed during our last visit or whether they are beginning to regret 
the agreements they made at that time and are now attempting to 

: undercut them in various ways. Their intentions in this respect may | 
] have a very real bearing on the desire of this country to push forward 
1 with an early peace treaty. It is hoped that you will be able on an 

| informal basis to get some definite expression from the Japanese on = 
this point. Bn Se a re 

i The latest Japanese suggestion on the unified command has not 
yet. been referred formally to the JCS and it is the advice of 
Colonel Wagstaff, who drafted the enclosed memorandum, that it not __ 

i; formally be put up to the JCS until we hear further from you. | 
Colonel Wagstaff believes that if the JCS were formally asked at _ 

:- this point to agree to the Japanese suggested revision, it would so | 
,  - muddy the waters as to make extremely difficult going ahead with 
7. the bi-lateral and the administrative agreement on anywhere near the 

present basis. - a oe Cc | 

| |
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In letting us have your comments, it is suggested that these be sent 
by air pouch as for the present we wish to keep this problem on.a 
secret and informal basisasfaras possible? «= | ne 

Sincerely yours, | ; JoHN M. ALLIson 

oe [Enclosure] - - 

SECRET | _ [Wasuineton,| 2 April 1951. 

| _ Mermoranpum For Mr. Duties | Oo 

Subject: Japanese Comment on Administrative Agreement — 

1. The Department of Defense group which is preparing informal 
comment for you on the subject of a Japanese Peace Treaty has com- 
pleted its study of the recommendations of the Japanese Government 
on the draft administrative agreement. The members of the group 
unanimously agree that the suggested amendments clearly indicate 
that the Japanese conceive that any post treaty military arrangements 
will be made on a basis of full international equality with the United : 
States. The group has no knowledge of the degree to which the Japa- 

| . hese Government previously agreed to the draft documents presented | 
them by the Dulles Mission; however, the group notes that the Japa- 
nese have now recommended certain rather startling departures from 
the original concept. In this regard note paragraph 2h, below, which 
appears particularly significant from the military viewpoint. = 

2. Specific comment with respect to the recommendations of the 
Japanese Government follows hereafter. (The number in parenthesis _ 
refers to the appropriate paragraph of the State Department cable | 
1678, 17 March). | 

| a. Paragraph (10): Definition of terms. 

The Japanese note that the terms “installations” and “facilities” are 
ambiguous as to their respective meanings. ) 
Comment: The treaty and its corollary agreements must in final | 

form be definite and clear, and the Japanese recommendation with 
| respect to these particular words should be considered. However, it is 

In a letter of April 16 to Mr. Allison, Mr. Sebald stated in part: a 
| “This is just a hasty note, prior to the arrival of the Dulles party this afternoon, 

to let you know that I have received your letter of April 3 and have discussed | 
| with Iguchi the substance of your second and third paragraphs. AS we shall so | 

shortly have the other members of your team here to discuss this and related 
matters, I shall not go into more detail at this time than to say that we received 
from Iguchi categorical assurances that the Japanese Government has no sub- 
stantive objections to the language of Chapter IV of the Administrative Agree- 
ment as initialed by you and Iguchi, and that their proposed revision in no sense | 
represented a ‘backing away’ on the part of the Japanese with respect to the 
principle of a unified command under U.S. direction. Their concern, it appears, 
has to do solely with the possible effects of the language of Chapter IV on the 
Japanese people in the event of the publication of the text of the Administrative | 
Agreement.” (Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty)



| - not apparent that this is a. vital issue at the moment. These terms 
- might well be defined.in the annexes listing the installations and 

2 facilities. — Or 

6. Paragraph (11): Chapter I, Status of garrison troops. wet | 

The Japanese have requested that the contents of paragraph 1 of 
Chapter I be incorporated in the.text of the bilateral security treaty. 

i Comment: It is not deemed appropriate for the inclusion of ad- 
: ' ministrative matters in the security treaty which treats of broader 

principles. Moreover, the Department of Defense is not prepared | 
at this time to agree to the inclusion even in the administrative agree- | 

| ment of the language used in Chapter I, paragraph 1, Le., “The U.S. 
, forces stationed in Japan shall enjoy the privileges and immunities 
i which: are normally accorded under international law ... .”, on the 

: ground that such language istooindefiniteand uncertain, = | | 

) c. Paragraph (12) : “Security forces.” —— ne 

~The Japanese recommend that the term “security forces” as used _ 
; in Chapter I (8), (9), (12) should be amended to read “U.S. forces.” | 
’ Comment: This amendment is acceptable and desirable but is not. 
4 considered a change of substance. a Sg OF | 

ad. Paragraph (13): Chapter[I (7),line6. | 
1 The Japanese recommend that the words “U.S. installations and 
i areas” should be deleted and the words “the installations and areas” 
q be inserted therefor. - | | , - 
1 Comment: This amendment is acceptable and desirable and should 
{ be approved as it tends to broaden U.S. rights in post-treaty Japan. 

a e. Paragraph (14) : ChapterT (9). | ae 
- The Japanese recommend that the paragraphs of the draft adminis- 

3 _ trative agreement referring to the judicial jurisdiction of the U.S. 
Government in post-treaty Japan be amended in such manner as to 
change entirely the legal concept proposed in the original U.S. draft. 

] Comment: In general, the U.S. draft provides that the U.S. Gov- 
j ernment will have the exclusive right to try and punish U.S. person- 
1 nel in Japan. The Japanese amendment provides that the United | 

States shall have exclusive jurisdiction over its personnel for all 
1 offenses on the military reservations and for offenses committed in | 
1 the course of duty off the U.S. military reservations. However, Japan | 

would have the right to try U.S. military personnel for offenses off 
: _ the military reservations which are committed while off duty. This 7 
j legal problem must be studied in detail by the Department of Defense 
] before a final opinion can be rendered thereon, but a perusal of the 

_ Japanese recommendation clearly indicates that the position of the | 
Japanese Government on the problem of U.S. jurisdiction rights is 

i midway between the extremes of the position taken in the draft ad- _ 
ministrative agreement as contrasted to the principles of judicial 

; jurisdiction which will govern the forthcoming NATO agreements.’ 

: -*Documentation on negotiation during 1951 of agreements ancillary to tbe 
i North Atlantic Treaty is scheduled for publication.in volume 111. noe 

| .
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f. Paragraph (15) : Chapter II, Eapenses. | os | 

The Japanese recommend that the first sentence of Chapter II be | 
incorporated in the bilateral security treaty. a 
Comment: Approval of this recommendation is unacceptable (see _ 

para b, above). | | | Pe 

g. Paragraph (16): Chapter III, Comite. — an ee 

The Japanese recommend that this chapter be included in the bi- 

| lateral security treaty. ae | 
Comment: This recommendation is not acceptable (see para 0, 

above). It should be noted, moreover, that the Japanese recommenda- 
tion (see paragraph (9) of cable) with respect to Chapter III is a 
wide departure from the draft administrative agreement in that it 

would broaden the committee’s authority to an unacceptable degree. _ 

h. Paragraph (17): Chapter IV, Collective defense measures. _ 

The Japanese recommend that the original chapter be deleted and 
the following inserted therefor : | 

| “In event of hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities 
in Japanese area, governments of two countries will take appro- 
priate measures for unified collective defense for which concrete 
plans shall be formulated by joint committee.” | | | 

Comment: It is apparent that this recommendation by the Japa- 
nese Government is a radical departure from the provisions of the _ 
draft administrative agreement whereby all security forces in Japan | 
would, in the event of hostilities or imminently threatened hostilities, 
be placed under the unified command of a supreme commander desig- 
nated by the U.S. Government. This principle of command involved _ 
is of basic importance and the Joint Chiefs of Staff would undoubt- 
edly non-concur in any arrangement whereby all the forces in Japan 
were not under the control of a U.S. commander in the event of hostili- 
ties. This principle was specifically included in the intra-govern- 
mental directive of 12 September 1950, and it is not believed that the 
JCS will modify their views in this regard. 

3. The group has further comments on the administrative agree- 
ment which are not connected with the Japanese position. Their com- 
ments willbe submitted to youshortly, | 

| Jack J. WAGSTAFF 
| / —  — Lt. Colonel, GSC 

694.001/4—451 : Telegram | 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 
| Secretary of State 

SECRET | | Toxyo, April 4, 1951—1 p. m. 

Topad 1750. For Dulles. Substance tentative comments contained | 
Deptel 1408, Mar 29,1 conveyed orally to Iguchi Apr 4. 7 

* Ante, p. 950. | | |



At same time Iguchi left with us memo dated April 4 setting forth 

; his govt’s comments on draft treaty handed Yoshida Mar 27. Text fols. 

i “1: Jap Govt highly appreciates thoughtfulness on part of Govt 
j of US in sending to it provisional draft for Jap peace treaty. While © 
| __ -welcoming present draft, which is calculated to enable her and Allied | 
. Powers to estab relations as sovereign equals and cooperate in friendly 

co association to promote their common welfare, Jap Govt desires sug- 
1 gest slight modifications of draft text with respect to fol points. 

“(a) Chapter IIL, 4 a | Sheba 2 oT a oo 

“Ryukyu Islands south of 29 degrees north latitude. oe 
1 _. “Ttissuggestedtohave phraserevisedtoread: ss 7 
' “Nansei Islands south of 29 degreesnorth latitude. © | 
4 “Amami Island group, which belongs not to Ryukyu Islands but —_—© 

to Satsunan Islands, lies south of 29 degrees north latitude, while | 
1 Nanseim (south-Western) Islands include both Satsunan and Ryukyu 

groups, that is, allislands between Kyushuand Formosa., 

— §(B) Chapter VU. we thy MSE 
“The Allied Powers recognize that Jap lacks the capacity to make 

1 payments in bullion, money, property or services’. | DE 
i - “No mention is made of payments from current production. It is 

not clear whether omission has any significance. But in any case, Jap 
i -—- Govt desires consideration be given to advisability of adding ‘current 
; production’ to the enumeration.” And tewt. es 

‘ - Re para 1 (a) above, it appears historically correct that according | 
Jap usage “Ryukyu Islands” not coextensive with “Nansei Islands”, 
former term applying only to those islands formerly included within 
Okinawa prefecture (Okinawa and Sankishima sub-groups, including - 

_ Daitoand SentoIslands)? = ae et | 

| y In a memorandum of April 5 to Mr. Allison, Mr. Fearey stated in part that he | . 
had consulted in this matter Samuel 8. Boggs, Special Adviser on. Geography, 

: “He thought that ‘Nansei’ was the more accurate term and should be,used. I | 
: pointed out that ‘Ryukyu’ ‘was a much more familiar name and ‘that it was 

3 possible that the Japanese had suggested ‘Nansei’ because it was a Japanese 
3 word (‘Ryukyw’ is a derivation of the Chinese ‘Loochoo’) and might. serve as 
4 a reminder in future years of Japan’s ownership. Mr. Boggs nevertheless said 
| that ‘N ansei’ was technically more accurate.” (694.001/4-551 ) - a a 

; Lot 54D 423 oe ths eB oo . oh | 

| Lhe Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the Consultant to the 
| BER AE The ~ Seeretary (Dulles) On Rs | 

: - SECRET So Sa [ WasHIneron, ] ‘April 5, 1951. | 
Subject: _ U.K.-U.S. Views on Japanese Peace Treaty OO he Sh 

: There are given below certain observations on the extent to which 
_ the United States has endeavored to meet the views of the United
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| Kingdom with respect to a Japanese Peace Treaty as well as comments 

upon the obvious inconsistency of the United Kingdom expressed 

objectives and certain of the means by which they expect to attain _ 

them. > : | | re 

On six specific points which the United Kingdom raised and which 

had not previously been agreed to by the United States, this Govern- 

ment has either accepted completely the United Kingdom position, — 

accepted the position with certain modifications or expressed a will- 

ingness to receive from the United Kingdom concrete suggestions as 
to how their position should be treated in a forma] Treaty of Peace. 

In the following three cases the United States has completely ac- 
cepted the United Kingdom point ofview: | | 

1. The United States has agreed that Japan should not be bound 
by the Treaty to apply for U.N. membership and that the Allied or 
Associated Powers should not be bound to support Japan’s applica- 
tion for U.N. membership. re | 
9. The United States has agreed that the revival of non-political 

pre-war bilateral treaties should be only on the initiative of the allied 
state concerned. | a Oo | 

8. The United States has agreed with the United Kingdom point 
of view that there should be no specific reference in the Treaty to _ 
the possible retention of United States armed forces in and about 
Japan after the Treaty comes into effect. ne 

In the following two cases the United States has agreed at least in 
part with the United Kingdom position : 

1. The United States agreed, at the suggestion of the United King- 
dom, that in the Treaty Japan should renounce all past and present 
claims in the Antarctic Continent. However, the United States did 
not agree that Japan should foreswear any future claims to that vast 
territory, much of which has not yet been explored. Such a demand 
would appear invidious and not in keeping with the overall philosophy 
of the Treaty. | | Be / Oo 

2. The United States has agreed with the British contention that 
the Japanese should make a one hundred percent restoration of all 
allied property in Japan, but the United States has not seen fit to 
have this spelled out in the Treaty itself but rather to leave it to ~ 
domestic Japanese legislation. However, it is the intention of the 
United States that before the final signing of the Treaty, definite 
assurances be received that the Japanese Government intends to take 
such action. - | 

There has been one case in which the United States has asked the _ 

| United Kingdom for suggestions as to the drafting of a clause which 
would carry out their desires, namely, that any Most-Favored-Nation _ 
clause should be so drafted that each territory (such as colony or 

protective state) should count as a separate country. | 7 
- The above six specific cases are those in which the United Kingdom 

position was initially different from that of the United States. It
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i should be borne in mind that:in most of the clauses of the Treaty 
i recommended by the United Kingdom, the United States had already =| 

taken'a position in accordance therewith. ©) 

- The outstanding points of difference which remain, other than 

procedural, are; 0 

1. That undesirable Japanese political societies be outlawed. 
9. That there should be a reference in the Preamble to the responsi- | 

4 bility of the Japanese militarist regime for having provoked a state 

1 _ 3. The United Kingdom demand that Japanese “excess” shipping 

: capacity be destroyed. 
4, That stocks of Japanese monetary gold be made available for 

reparations, (© 
; 5. That Japanese’ assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries be not _ 
7 returned totheJapanese., 0 

The first three items above would seem clearly undesirable if we 

accept the view expressed by the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff 
that | | | | 

: The continued alignment of Japan with the West can’ only be | 
achieved on a voluntary basis, which would mean.the establishment of 
an identity of interest politically, economically and military.” | 

i: It is interesting to know that the views of the United Kingdom 
Chiefs of Staff, including that quoted above, have been approved by _ 

; His Majesty’s Government. It is difficult to see how there could ‘be 
| created between Japan and the West an identity of interest, “politi- | 

cally, economically and military” if the Treaty cast doubt upon the | 

good faith of the Japanese and. their intention not-to revive ultra- 
i militaristic societies, calls attention to the sins of their military in _ 
po beginning the war and requires the Japanese Government to destroy — 
i __ a substantial portion of its economic productivity capacity. The Brit- 
; ish contentions with regard to making available for reparations Japa- 

nese gold stocks and assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries would . 
i appear to be entirely unrealistic in view of (1) the inability of the 

; _ Allied Powers to agree on a definition.of reparations shares and: (2) 
the unlikelihood that in those countries whére the U.S.S.R. has a 

| _-voice“in the. joint control of Japanese assets that these assets would 
' in fact be released for general distribution. The United Kingdom also _ 

- completely ignores priority of the United States claims for compensa- 
; tion for its advances to Japan during the occupation in order to 

prevent disease and unrest and to assist in the economic rehabilita- 
tion of Japan so that Japan would not be a continuing burden on the 

While the United States has made an honest and sincere effort to 
3 meet the British point of view wherever possible, I cannot readily 
| _-yecall to mind any case in which the United Kingdom has made any
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effort to accommodate itself to the United States position. In one © 
| possible exception the present United Kingdom position is that there __ 

should be no further reparations from industrial assets in Japan, , 
but it is not clear that the United Kingdom adopted this position out 
of any deference to the United States. Rather, it appears more likely 
that this position was adopted only after the United Kingdom had _ 

| become convinced of the practical impossibility and uselessness of at- 
tempting to take out of Japan further industrial plants. 

I recommend that in your conversation with Sir Oliver Franks, his 
attention be specifically drawn to the instances in which the United 
States has accommodated itself to the United Kingdom point of view 
and to the manifest inconsistency between the General United King- 
dom position, agreed to by its government, and the insistence of the 
United Kingdom on including in the Treaty, clauses which would go 
far toward nullifying the effort to create an identity of interest be- 
tween Japan and the West. ee 

694.001/4-551 a os | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant . 
_ (Alléson) | | 

SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] April 5, 1951. 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty and Allied Security Arrangements 

Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador | er ee 
| FE—Dean Rusk a | | 

S—John Foster Dulles | | 
| John M. Allison oe 

Sir Oliver Franks called by request to discuss problems connected 
with the Japanese Peace Treaty and Allied security arrangements in 
the Pacific. Mr. Dulles opened the conversation by referring to the 
recent meeting between Sir Oliver and Secretary Acheson* as the 

1In his memorandum of his conversation held April 2 with Sir Oliver, “Mr. 
Acheson had stated in part: ila 

“Secretary Acheson asked him whether the long delays in acting on Korean 
| statement and Japanese treaty were due to any deliberate effort to block or 

obstruct and whether the British had some policy which they were not disclosing 
to us; and whether Sir Oliver thought we were drifting to real trouble. . . . So 
far as British policy was concerned, he [Sir Oliver] thought it was a matter of 
their not having any. The Foreign Office had been quite leaderless. Various 
bureaus had gone ahead drawing up papers. When we gave them a draft of a 
treaty, the particular Far Eastern bureau concerned had had a pride of author- 
ship and had wanted us to see their draft. He did not think there was any desire 
to block or obstruct. He thought that ten days’ or two weeks’ talk would clear . 
that situation up easily. ... The Secretary, in general, explained to him fully 
our views that only American and Japanese power—the latter potential—existed — 
in the Far East. Japan was now a primary end in itself. We had to move and 
move fast. We could not be paralyzed by looking only at all the difficulties. Sir |
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to result: of which the Secretary had received the impression from Sir — 
i Oliver that in the latter’s opinion there were no insuperable obstacles 
i to the coordination of United Kingdom and. American views on a 

Peace Treaty and that Sir Oliver would do all in his power to bring | 
this about. Sir Oliver confirmed this impression. Mr. Dulles then went 

on to say that we had become increasingly concerned of recent weeks 
| at what appeared to be delaying tactics followed by the United King- | 
1 dom and that whereas some time ago it had been the United States | 

i which seemingly was not anxious to proceed quickly with a Peace _ 
i Treaty. Now it began to look as if that was the United Kingdom 
| position. We were. beginning to wonder whether or not the United 
j Kingdom still adhered to their previous desire for conclusion of an 

early Treaty. The recent Aide-Mfémoire left by Sir Oliver? which, 
| without any explanatory reasons being given, stated the United King- 

: dom desire that the Chinese Peoples’ Government be participants in 
- the Treaty negotiations and that Formosa be ceded to China was an 

example of tactics which made it very difficult to make progress. If = 
the United Kingdom were to insist at this point on attempting to 
solve the question of Communist China’s participation or the future | 
status of Formosa, it could only delay matters and perhaps hold up 

| all progress. The same situation had been true with respect to the | 
; _ delay of over six weeks in receiving the views of the United Kingdom 

with respect to a Pacific Island security arrangement. Sir Oliver inter- 
|. jected. at this point to say that he had the views of his government 

on the latter question and would make them available when desired. Oo 

|. -Mr. Dulles further pointed out that the United States had made a 
strenuous effort to keep the United Kingdom completely and fully | 
informed of its actions, that the United Kingdom had been the first 

: _ nation approached in the Japanese Peace Treaty negotiations and 
| that the United States had incorporated into its draft text of a Treaty 
|; several important points to meet the views of the United Kingdom. | 

D The United States felt that it had done its share and that we could | 
: now justifiably look to the United Kingdom Government for some | 
i evidence of its desire to cooperate with us. In our opinion it is of first 
: importance that the United States and the British Commonwealth | | 
i nations, particularly the United Kingdom, preserve unity of action . 

| Oliver agreed: and thought that there would be no difficulty in London. .. . ‘ The | 
: Secretary said to Sir Oliver that, as a ‘result of the talk, he had been reassured —— 
; that there was’no fundamental rift or misunderstanding between Washington 
: and London. In the Secretary’s opinion what should be done, beginning tomorrow, 

is to have a series of specific talks about specific points, looking toward the State 
a Department's coming out with clear proposals, which Sir Oliver could then get 

_ behind and put across in London. He agreed that this was the right procedure.” 
i (The Harry S. Truman Library: Dean Acheson Papers) OS 
3 -* See footnote 1,p.9538,.0 ON 

| 588-617—77——62 | |
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in so far as possible and the United States feels that if the two great 

- English-speaking nations can effectively cooperate in these matters, 
it will be a real contribution to progress. oS - oh a 

Sir Oliver said that he wished to talk very frankly and personally 

for a while about the problems which had been raised. He admitted 
delays in United Kingdom determination of policy and stated that 
he could give at least a partial explanation. Sir Oliver pointed out 

- that for several months the Foreign Office has been without real guid- 
ance and direction from the top and that while it knew that a change 
was inevitable, it did not know when or in what form that change 
would come. It was, therefore, difficult. for important decisions to 
be taken when guidance was being divided between several Ministers 
assisted from time to time by opinions received from Mr. Bevin’s 
sick bed. However, this situation has now changed and Sir Oliver 
was confident that there would be more prompt action from now on. | 
He also pointed out some of the difficulties faced by the United King- © | 
dom Government and the unfortunate effect of what he termed Mac- 
Arthuritis. He pointed out that whether one agreed or disagreed with 
what General MacArthur was doing, it was, nevertheless, a fact that — 
his actions had caused considerable concern in Europe and Britain, 
and that that had conditioned to some degree United Kingdom ac- — 
tions. Sir Oliver went on to say that he was willing to do whatever was 
considered best and most helpful in making it possible for our two 
governments to understand thoroughly their respective policies and _ 
the reasons back of them and that he would take immediate steps to | 
obtain from his government the detailed reasoning back of its request 
for Chinese Communist participation in the Peace Treaty negotiations 
as well as the suggestions of his government. as to how this might be 
brought about. He would also endeavor to get a fuller statement of 
its position on the Formosa issue and with respect to many of the 
points of difference between us on the Japanese Peace Treaty. Sir 
Oliver felt there was no real likelihood of their being difficult in solu- 
tion in the final analysis, but he did consider that the problem of the 

) relation of Communist China to the whole matter was one of con- 
siderable importance and one upon which it would be most difficult — 
to reach agreement. With respect to the Treaty itself, Sir Oliver | 
pointed out that, as we know, the United Kingdom were themselves 
preparing a draft Treaty text and would shortly have it ready for | 
presentation to us. He expressed the opinion that it would be very 
difficult and unsatisfactory to attempt to reconcile the two drafts 

| by cable and suggested that it would probably be helpful if either 
, some of their officials could come to. Washington or some of the _ 

Americans could go to London so that the two texts could be discussed 
thoroughly and adjustments made. It was agreed that this was prob-
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| ably the best thing to do and Sir Oliver was told that we would get 
j in touch with him later to give him our suggestions on this point. 

[Here follows a portion of the memorandum devoted to discussion 
_ ofa potential Pacific Pact; for text,see page186.] ce 

;  -‘Mr. Dulles then reverted for a moment to the earlier discussion 
concerning Communist China and Formosa and again stated that it 

: would be helpful to receive the views of the United Kingdom as to 
how Communist China could be brought into the picture. With respect 
to Formosa, he inquired as to why the United Kingdom had sug- 

4 gested that it be ceded “to China” and not to “the Republic of China” — 
which were the words used in the Cairo Declaration. Sir Oliver said 

i he did not know and took these words down, implying that he would 
put the question to his government.* a 

-80Qn April 9 Mr. Dulles prepared an addendum to this memorandum of con- 
versation. The entire text:reads: ne ee | | 

: “Mr. Dulles stated that he hoped a situation would. not arise. where the U.S. 
: would have to choose between dealing with Japan without awaiting a common 7 
4 position with the U.K., or incurring such a delay in an effort to reach agreement 
‘ with the U.K., as would involve grave risk that Japan would be lost to the 

free world.” (694.001/4-551) | . | a | os ; 

694.001/4-951: Telegram 

: Lhe Secretary of State to the: United States Political Adviser to | 
[ oo SCAP (Sebald) ane re a 

SECRET . =. sss Wasuineton, April 9, 1951—6 p. m. 
- Topad 1441. For Sebald from Dulles. As you know, UK is pre- 

| paring its own Treaty draft + and arrangements are now under con: 
sideration for some UK Foreign Office people to come to Washington 

: with it shortly in hope that divergencies between UK and US positions 
can be brought to minimum. In this connection we feel it wld be most _ 

+ __ helpful if there cld be present in Washington some rep of Jap Govt — | 
‘ who eld be consulted from time to time and who wld be in-position to 

indicate points on which Jap wld be willing to make concessions in 
3 interest of UK participation. It wld be desirable that there be mini- 
: - mum of publicity concerning such person being in Washington and 
: _ it wld therefore probably be impossible to have someone such as | 
: _ Iguchi, whose departure from Tokyo cld not be kept quiet. On other 

hand, it is important that whoever comes shld be fully aware of | 
|. Jap Govt viewpoint and be in a. position to express it. dependably. It — 
; 1s possible that if it shld be decided to send someone to Washington, © | 

he cld be attached to proposed Overseas Trade Office shortly to be 
f seb up Tne 
to * See footnote 2, p. 979. oe | —
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We think it important that Japs should take some of responsibility __ 

of determining to what extent demands of other govts shld be acceded _ 

to in an effort to have a Treaty agreed to by as many powers as possible 

and that whole burden of making these decisions shld not rest solely _ 
upon US. | | = | 

Let us have your comments and suggestions soon as possible. 

[Dulles.] _ - | 
| | ACHESON 

794.00/4-1151 : Telegram 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the _ 
Oo Secretary of State 

| SECRET | Toxyo, April 11, 1951. _ 
NIACT | | [Received 9:06 a. m.] 
Topad 1788. Immediately upon receipt Deptel 1452, Apr 11* I 

called upon Yoshida and informed him of substance Dept’s instruc- 
tion. Prime Min was visibly shaken and said that departure General 
MacArthur wld come as tremendous shock to Jap people. He added 
he feels personally indebted to MacArthur to whose guidance he at- 
tributes his political success and to whose influence he attributes 

preservation of Emperor institution. He said that he had discussed 
matter. with his colleagues ( Yoshida had been host to large garden 

party this afternoon) and that he had made an appointment to see 
Emperor tomorrow morning. I then told Yoshida on my personal | | 
responsibility that I hoped he and his cabinet wld not consider that __ 
rule of traditional “responsibility” applied in this case as it was in 
my opinion essential that Cabinet carry on particularly during the 
initial period of General Ridgway’s take-over in order that Jap peo- 

, ple cld take their guidance and leadership from govt. Yoshida gave 
me his assurance that govt wld carry on and expressed his great 
appreciation at information which I brought to him. He said that 

- with an absolute majority in the Diet and the probability that Liberal 
Party will be successful in forthcoming local elections there appeared 

no reason why govt shld not feel secure. He also said that he wld 
convey gist of conversation to Emperor and confidentially to members : 
of his Cabinet and felt that they wld be greatly heartened to learn 

1In this telegram the Department had in part instructed Mr. Sebald to 
call on the Prime Minister and inform him that the relief of General MacArthur 
in no way denoted or implied any change whatsoever in the Japanese or Far 
Eastern policy of the U.S., which was determined to conclude a peace treaty. 
“as soon as possible on the basis already discussed.” (794.00/4-1151) Harlier 
on April 11 the President had relieved General. MacArthur from his posts as 
SCAP, CINCFE, and CINCUNC, and appointed Lt. Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway to 
all three commands. Documentation on General MacArthur’s relief is scheduled 
for publication in volume VII. oe



that US cooperative policy towards J apan and formulation peace | 
_ treaty remains unchanged. Bn | 

2 - EEE Ee HB EE _ SEBALD 

S/P Files : Lot 64 D 563 | | 7 ee 

2 Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 
—  State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting = 

4 joist ae oo Extracts | 7 me es , oe 

3 TOP SECRET _ CO Wasuineron, April 11, 1951—11 a. m. 

“General Bradley | 7 | Mr. Dulles PS 
fo General Collins. ; - Mr. Matthews = | 
Pa _ Admiral Sherman Mr. Ferguson. | | 

| _ General Vandenberg | Mr. Marshall ss. 
General Bolte Mr.Lay | 

| Admiral Davis Mr.Gleason | 
~ Admiral Duncan ~ re ee | 

os Admiral Lalor — a 7 PAP ee | 
i General White ae a . 

General Maddocks  __ ad oo | 
- Admiral Wooldridge | Oo 

-~ Admiral Robbins | | Bo 
| General Rogers — 7 On 
| Colonel Cress | - PE a ee 
7 Colonel Carns | bas, 

Mr. Dulles cited the relief of General MacArthur as requiring 
| quick progress on a Japanese peace treaty because of: (a) a wide _ 
: impression—encouraged by the General himself, believed by the Japa- 

nese public, and, as implied by queries from the British Embassy, 
: given some credence by the U.K.—that General MacArthur has been 

2 a protagonist of a Japanese peace treaty as against alleged Pentagon - 
2 opposition; and (6) the need to dispel interpretations of the Mac- 

_ Arthur removal as indicating abandonment of interest in the Pacific 
infavorofconcernforEurope. ©. ee ae 

| | 4 The source text represents a State Department. draft, not cleared with any 
| of the participants. For other portions of this memorandum, see pp. 192-201. | | 

| _* Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, Chief of Naval Operations ; Lt. Gen. Charles I. 
Bolte, Deputy Chief of Army Staff for Plans; Vice Adm. Arthur. C. Davis, 

| Director of the Joint Staff; Vice Adm. Donald B. Duncan, Deputy Chief of Naval 
Operations; Rear Adm. William G. Lalor, (ret.), Secretary of the Joint Chiefs of 

_ Staff; Maj. Gen. Thomas D. White, Director of Air Plans; Col. Kdwin H. J. _ 
Carns, Deputy Secretary of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; John H. Ferguson, Deputy 
Director of the Policy Planning Staff; Charles B. Marshall of the Policy Plan- | 
ning Staff; James S. Lay, Jr., Executive Secretary of the National Security 

| Council; 8. Everett Gleason, Deputy Executive Secretary of the National Security 
— Council, 

re |
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General Vandenberg inquired whether a simple unilateral state- _ 

ment would not do this. agp 3 
Admiral Sherman said, and Mr. Dulles agreed, that to be effective _ 

such a statement would require accompanying action. 

‘General Bradley referred to rumors of Pentagon blocking of the ~ 
Japanese peace treaty. Why JCS papers should be made public, the 
Chiefs could not understand. He emphasized the purely advisory role 
of the JCS and said their military advice did not have to be accepted. 
He said their concern was as to (a) the necessity of a free hand in the 

| Ryukyus; they felt the State Department was depending too heavily 
on the Japanese Government in this matter; (6) the need to defer 
the treaty until conclusion of the Korean conflict, so as to permit _ 
freedom to operate during the period the fighting continues. He added _ 
that he understood from Mr. Dulles that this problem was covered in | 
the proposed arrangements. : 

Mr. Dulles said that it was not his view that the Pentagon was 
holding up a treaty; he was merely reporting the views of certain 
quarters in Japan and certain British representatives. 

He said the draft treaty and agreements met the JCS view 100% 
as to the Ryukyus. | ea - | 

General Bradley asked whether the U.N. trusteeship should not be 
a strategic trusteeship so as to provide safeguards against a vetoof _ 
our actions. , | 

Mr. Dulles said, to the contrary, a strategic trusteeship would in- | 
volve the veto. - | 

General Bradley asked whether the trusteed area would not be open 
to inspection by anyone who wanted to come in and look. | 

Mr. Dulles said there could be closed areas. 
As to timing in relation to the Peace Treaty, Mr. Dulles pointed 

out that what we have in mind is that we would get the treaty signed 
this summer, but that it can’t come into force for nine months with 
any country without our consent and it can’t come into effect with _ 
respect to the U.S. until ratifications are exchanged. If the treaty — 
is signed this summer, we would not ask the Senate to consider it 
until the January 1952 Session. It would probably be better to get it 
out of the way during the first quarter of 1952, because later the coun- 
try will be involved in a Presidential election. We also will have an 

agreement with the Japanese Government drawn up in a form John- | 
| son and General Magruder thought adequate, but the agreement _ 

could be changed, if necessary. We could specifically say that if the 
treaty comes into effect before the fighting ends in Korea, then the 
Japanese will give us the same rights and facilities we now have. |
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: Mr. Dulles made observations along the following lines: (a) his 
i desire to be sure that the treaty plans meet the JCS. requirements; 

_ (6) the precariousness of the situation in Japan and the Western — 
Pacific; (¢)' the wholehearted commitment to our cause by Japan 

‘ _ which we-have had and the fact that the situation can change very 

| rapidly; (d) the elements of crisis due to (1) the relief of MacArthur, - 
_ (2) the Russian buildup and intensification of the war of nerves, (3) 

the apparent growing orientation of the Chinese mainland régime 
| toward Moscow control, (4) increased Russian activity at Sakhalin, 
: (5) use of repatriated Japanese soldiers as potential threat to Japa- 
4 nese security, . =. |. rr ee Es 

» He emphasized: (a) the need for the United States to consolidate | 
its position without delay; (6) the danger in waiting until the situa- __ 
tion changes; (c) the worthlessness of a treaty brought off in a situa- 
tion where we would have “to pound our fists”; (d) the concentration 
in the U.S. of responsibility in Japan where there is no middle ground _ 
between success and failure for us; (e) the imminence of the chance —_ 

_ to strengthen our position in the whole Pacific by bringing off this | 
1 treaty. He asked the confidence of the JCS in the project. He said 

- we would have to get out of Japan with credit or great loss, and he oS 
| _ thought we had in our graspa great success. - . 
i —-s- General Bradley noted the potential danger in the circumstance | 
. that Russia, after refusing to sign the treaty, might seek to exercise 

: _ its rights of occupation before the restoration of U.S. strength suf- 
: _ ficient to protect Japan. He said that by the middle of May the U.S. 

would have two divisions instead of the four considered as a mini- 
_ mum for security, and these won’t be fully effective until September. | 

: ‘Mr. Dulles reemphasized that the treaty was still a year off. | 
1 General Collins noted the reservation of U.S. rights during the | 
3 _ term of the Korean fighting. He asked whether this would serve in | 
i event of extension of operations into Manchuria or the Chinese  .- 

littoral. eg ne - a - | 
: Mr. Dulles said it would be well to amend the language to take | 

care of this contingency. He noted this part had been written by 
2 Defense representatives, but that the situation had changed since the 

language was drafted = =| a | , | 
j Admiral Sherman asked whether the contemplated status of the — 
7 Ryukyus and the Bonins would be like that of the former mandated _ 
i areas and whether, ‘when trusteed, this territory would be detached | 

from Japan. Mr. Dulles answered in the affirmative. _ oo 

, °° Reference: ig to draft Addendum. to Agreement Between the United States | 
, and Japan for Collective Self-Defense. See Annex III to the letter of Feb- 

_ Yruary 10 from Ambassador Dulles to Mr. Acheson, p. 876. oe 

| |
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The Papers of John Foster Dulles, Princeton University . 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) — | 

| _  [Wasutineron,] April12,1951. 

A little after 11 p. m. Tuesday, April 10th, Secretary Acheson ~ 

phoned me at my house saying that he wanted to see me on an im- 

portant matter. I told him that I had just gone to bed but that I 

would get dressed and come over to see him. I did so and met with him 

at his Georgetown residence at about 11:30. Secretary Acheson told | 

me that the President had decided to relieve General MacArthur of 

all of his commands, that it had not been intended to announce this 

until the next day, but that the story had leaked, making it necessary 

to make an immediate announcement now set for 1 a. m. Wednesday, 

April 11th. 

This information came as a complete shock and surprise to me. I 

had not been consulted in any manner nor had I received any intima- _ 

| tion that this decision would betaken. = 

I expressed to Secretary Acheson my great regret and my feeling 

that even though the present strains and lack of confidence made the 

action inevitable in the interest of good government, I felt that the 

responsibility for bringing this situation to pass lay very largely with 

the Administration and particularly with the Joint Chiefs as they 

had not found a way to give General MacArthur or the public the 

impression that General MacArthur’s thinking was a factor in de- | 

cisions. I was sure that General MacArthur himself doubted this, as — 

he told me he generally received only terse instructions and he prob- a 

| ably felt that the only way to make his thinking an element in policy 

making was through indirect channels. I said that where General 

MacArthur had been fully consulted, as in relation to the Japanese 

Peace Treaty, there was complete harmony and not the slightest evl- 

dence of disposition on General MacArthur’s part to make private | 

utterances through correspondence or through newspaper oe 

| correspondents. | | | | 

I said that the abrupt dismissal of General MacArthur would un- 

doubtedly have a very serious effect upon Japanese public opinion 

and upon the major objective which I had been seeking, namely the 

committal of the Japanese nation to the cause of the free world. — 

| Secretary Acheson said that he realized this very serious aspect 

of the matter and that was why he had gotten in touch with me at this 

midnight hour, so that I would begin to think of how that phase of 

the matter could be dealt with. He himself thought it imperative, as 

did the President, that I should promptly go to Tokyo to confer with — 

General Ridgway who was quite unfamiliar with the Japanese Peace | 

Treaty problem and to confer with and reassure Japanese leaders of | 

our intentions. He said that as regards the Japanese Peace Treaty and
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q — related matters the President was more than ever determined to pro- | 
. ceed strongly and vigorously and he felt that from now on it would 
| _-be more and more a matter of civilian direction and that we would 
i have less difficulties with the Pentagon. , 

i I told Secretary Acheson that I would want to think this over and | 
| also talk it over with some of the Republican leaders. Secretary | 

i Acheson said that he wished I would make up my mind first before 
i talking as he was afraid I might be dissuaded. I said I felt I must. 
1 first get other counsel and advise [advice], although in the last analy- — 
: sis I would make up my own mind in the light of what I conceived to — 
| be my particular duty in the matter. | Oo cha Oy eS 
i - Treturned homealittleaftermidnight. 8 8 8 pS | 

: -. On Wednesday morning, April 11th, on arriving at my office at the 
4 _ State Department, I promptly called Governor Dewey at Albany. I 

told him what the situation was and what my problem was. He ex- 
' pressed very strongly the view that I was the only person who could — 
1 perhaps salvage the situation in Japan and that this was of such 

paramount importance that I should make the effort even though 
7. there might not be a very good chance of success. He suggested, how- 

ever, that it might be better for me to wait a day or two to announce © | 
1 any decision so that, in the first wave of popular resentment against. — 
} the President’s action, I would not seem to be too much identified 
1 - with that action or to be trying to pull the President’s chestnuts out 

of the fire. - | | oe | | 

i I thanked the Governor for this advice, saying that inthe end Ie 
would have to be guided to some extent by the urgency of letting 

it be known in Japan that Iwas promptly comingthere. > Se 

] At 10 a.m. I met in Senator Smith’s office with him and Senator. 

i _-,s Wiley.* Senators Taft ? and Millikin * had expected to attend but had 
1 gone over to the House to a meeting called by Representative Martin. — 
} Senators Wiley and Smith themselves left shortly to attend this 
{ same meeting saying that one of the resolutions suggested for adop- | 
2 _ tion. was one calling upon Senator Cooper ‘ and me to resign from any 
i - association withthe Administration, = = |’ | - 

I pointed out that my present relationship to the Administration 
i was not of a general character but related to. the negotiation of a Japa- — 
; nese Peace Treaty and related Pacific matters; that I felt that the | 
i __ situation created by the MacArthur action was very precarious; that. 

I was perhaps the only person who had sufficient prestige in Japan 

| + Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin. . Oo Oo i 
: ~* Robert A. Taft of Ohio. | | a | | — 
3 . ®Bugene Millikin of Colorado; ©. ©« © |... 
; -.*¥Former Senator John Sherman Cooper of Kentucky, then a consultant to the | 

Secretary of State. Sn - | : |
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to hold the situation in line and the question was whether or not it was 
my duty to try to do so. Both Senators Wiley and Smith indicated 
that they felt I should follow what I felt to be my duty in the matter. 

From 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. I was in conference at the Pentagon with 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff (General Bradley, General Collins, Admiral 
Sherman and General Vandenberg) and their advisers, in relation to | 
the Japanese Peace Treaty and related security pacts. | | 

| At 2 p.m. I met at Senator Alex Smith’s office with Senators Taft, 
, Millikin and Smith. I reported, in answer to questions put by the 

Senators, my own lack of knowledge or consultation until the decision 
had been made and communicated to me at midnight the night before. _ 
I expressed my views as to the incapacity of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

_ to work with a high-strung person of great moral stature and sense 
of the dramatic such as General MacArthur was and I felt this was 
the root of the trouble. We discussed the vital position which Japan 
could play in the Pacific and the danger if it fell under hostile com- 
munist control, since it would mean that the communist power would 
no longer be land-bound but would be coupled with a great sea-faring 
power which would carry danger to all the Pacific islands and close _ 

to our western shores. We discussed the risk that relations with Japan | 
: might deteriorate and Japan elect to attempt to play the role of 

“neutral” which would mean a vacuum into which Soviet Communism 
~ would almost surely move. | | —_ | 

In further answer to questions, I stated that I thought there was 
a chance that my own personal position in Japan, gained as a result 
of my two recent trips, and my position in relation to the Peace Treaty, 
was such that I could give some reassurance to the Japanese that the _ 
withdrawal of General MacArthur would not mean a weakening in the | 
determination of the United States to stand strong against commu- 
nism in Asia and to hold the off-shore island chain. on 

Senator Taft asked whether I was there merely to inform them or 
whether I was seeking advice. I said that primarily I was reporting 
to them what the situation was and what my problem was, but that 
I always welcomed advice from responsible persons. | 

Senator Millikin then said that he saw that the situation permitted 
me to make a dramatic move which would be greatly to the advantage 
of the Republican Party. He felt that it was an outrage that, in view 
of the importance of the Japanese situation and my responsibility in 
regard to it, action gravely jeopardizing the desired result had been 

taken without any prior consultation with me. He said, however, that 
what had happened had happened and the problem now was what to do 
about it and that in this connection he felt that partisan consideration
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‘ must be ignored and that the stakes were so vital that only the wel- 
fare of the nation should be considered. He felt that this welfare 

j required that I should make-at least the best effort I could to retrieve 
the situation in Japan, provided, however, I was assured in the most | 

{ positive terms that it was in fact the determination of the United | 
| __ States not to adopt a policy of appeasement in Asia but to proceed | 
{ vigorously with the Japanese Peace Treaty along the lines concurred a 
| in which [with?] General MacArthur and to attempt to hold Japan - 
| and the other Pacific island countries against the spread of commu- 
{ nism. I must not, he said, in this respect become a “fall guy”.) | 
1 _ Senator Taft then said, “I agree” and Senator Smith also expressed 
1 his concurrence. | ae wee 
| _ | thanked them for their advice and for the broad, patriotic nature 
| of their standpoint. I said that I had been deferring response to a 
{ request from the President to see him until after I had their advice; 
|. that I would now go to see the President and, if I obtained from 
1 him positive assurances as to our general policy in Japan, and the ~ 
i Pacific, I would indicate my willingness to go to Japan for the pur- | 

: _ At 4:30 p.m. April 11th I met with President Truman and Sec- 
; retary Acheson at the White House. The President urged me very _ | 
| _ strongly to go at once to Tokyo to reassure the J apanese leaders as a 

_ to our intentions regarding the Japanese Peace Treaty and to confer 
: with General Ridgway inthisrespect. re 

I told the President that Secretary Acheson had led me to antici- 
, pate this request and that I had accordingly conferred with several 

Republican leaders and, while they all deeply deplored the action | 
| taken with reference to General MacArthur and felt. that it. greatly 

jeopardized our position in Japan and the Far East generally, never- | 
theless their disposition was to feel that the Japanese position was.so 

: critical and vital from the standpoint of the United States and the 
free world that if there were any chance that I could help salvage 

: _ something out of the situation, I should be prepared to do so. It was, 
/ however, their feeling, which I fully shared, that I should not lend _ 
a myself to this mission unless I was satisfied that it was in fact the 
7 determination of the Administration to proceed with the J apanese 

Peace and related matters vigorously and strongly along the lines | 
already shaped in. consultation with General MacArthur, and that it | 

: was not our intention to appease the communist aggressors or to 
! abandon the Asiatic off-shore island chain. I said to-the President 
| that I would not, if I could help it, be a “fall guy”.in this matter. . 

, _ The President asserted in the most emphatic way that there was | 
2 absolutely no intention to alter our policy toward appeasement and 
: that so far as related to the Japanese Peace Treaty and the related
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matters of defense of the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, etc., 

he was prepared to back me up one hundred percent. He was most 

emphatic in both words and manner. Secretary Acheson strongly | 

concurred. : | | | 7 

: After some further elaboration I said that under the circumstances 

I would be prepared promptly to go to Tokyo; that I had no confi- 

dence that it would be possible to repair the damage that had been 

done, but I would do the best I could as a matter of patriotic duty. 

The President and Secretary Acheson expressed most warmly their 

appreciation of my willingness to go and praised the patriotic atti- 

tude of my Republican friends whose views, I made clear, weighed — 

- very strongly with me. a 

Thereupon, I produced a brief draft of a statement that might be 

issued from the White House. A few minor changes were interlined 

by the President and by the Secretary of State and it was given to 

Mr. Short * for immediate issuance. A copy is attached.® 

At about 5 p. m. Wednesday, April 11th, I telephoned Governor 

Dewey for the second time, reporting to him my talk with Senators 

Taft, Millikin, and Wiley and Smith and my White House talk. I | 

said that in view of the concurring advice received from the Senators 

and in view of the critical state of affairs in Japan, I had authorized _ 

an immediate release of the statement that I was going to Japan. The 

Governor said that, while he thought from my personal standpoint it 

would have been better to have waited 24 hours, he agreed that the 

decision was probably wise. | 
JOHN Foster DULLES. 

5 Joseph Short, a secretary to the President. 
| °For text, see Department of State Bulletin, April 23, 1951, p. 654. 

The text of Ambassador Dulles’ statement, issued upon his departure for Tokyo, 

April 13, is printed ibid. 

694.001/4-1251: Telegram | | 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

, Secretary of State | 

SECRET | Toxyo, April 12, 1951—8 p. m. 

Topad 1792. For Dulles from Sebald. Re your 1441 Apr 9.* Although 

I have not raised with Jap matter of sending Jap representative to 

Washington, I believe it highly unlikely that any Jap sufficiently 

apprised of treaty matters cld be found or spared at this time for | 

suggested assignment. In any event such Jap representative wld 

perforce be required on almost all questions request instructions from — 

1 Ante, p. 967.



; his govt, a procedure which wld be time-consuming and obviously 
; unsatisfactory. We believe it wld be preferable continue negots locally, 

if necessary attributing Brit viewpoints as received from youtogether 
4 with combined recommendations regarding appropriateness Brit posi- 

4 - tion and desirability Jap make suitable concessions to ensure UK 

| participation, NUE 8 
I also question advisability placing Jap in pseudo-negotiating posi- 

] tion vis-a-vis Brit whose draft presumably is for our information | 
only and not submitted for discussion with Jap. In this connection, as 
Jap have copy of our tentative draft, any changes subsequently sug- 

io gested therein cld with definiteness be attributed to Brit or other allied = 
j pressure and responsibility wld therefore not rest solely upon US. 
: - Another related point militating against presence Washington sug- a 

- gested Jap representative is fact that his assignment to overseas : 
1 agency wld violate terms of reference under which agencies operate 

: and assurances limited functions publicly given numerous friendly _ 

i govtsincluding FEC. | ee pea ee Boo 

| a ee ee ee Oepatp 

694.001/4-1251 Be pe OO 

( - Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy to the Consultant — 
: (Allison) 

] SECRET’ ee Wasuineton,] April 12,1951. 

_ Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador 5 sits 
1 _ . Mr. F. 8. Tomlinson, Counsellor, British Embassy 
| — .  §+ John Foster Dulles oe, oe 2 

, oo John M. Allison ee a 
po ee BNA+-Livingston Satterthwaite; = 

-- Sir Oliver called by request and was given an Aide-Mémoire (copy ) 
attached)* answering the March 80 Azde-Mémoire? from the British 

: + Mr, Dulles had drafted this aide-mémoire. It follows in part: eg | 

“2, As the. Government of the United States does not recognize the Central 
i Peoples’ Government of China it would not find it possible to invite that regime 
: to participate in negotiations with it for the conclusion of a Peace Treaty with 

Japan. The Government of the United States accordingly does not see how, in 
| so far as it is concerned, the views of His Majesty’s Government of the United 

Kingdom could beimplemented. = eS 
’ . “3, AS regards Formosa it is noted that the declaration of Cairo provided, not 
| for the cession of Formosa ‘to China’, but that ‘Manchuria, Formosa, and the 
: Pescadores, shall be restored to ‘the Republic of China’. In view of present differ- : 
3 ences of opinion as to what now constitutes the ‘Republic of China’ and as to the — 
1. bearing upon the Cairo declaration of intervening events, it is the view of the 
: | Government of the United States that Japan, by the peace treaty, should renounce 
: all rights, titles and claims to Formosa and the Pescadores, but that J apan should 
1 not itself be brought into the highly controversial question of what now is or | 
, should be the status of Formosa and the Pescadores, nor should the treaty be | 

looked upon as the vehicle for the solution of this question.” (Lot 54 D 423). | 
-* See footnote 1, p. 953. | reer ae
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Government which stated that the Chinese Communist regime should 
be invited to participate in the Treaty negotiations and that Formosa 
should, by the Japanese Peace Treaty, be ceded to China. Mr. Dulles 
pointed out that it was obviously impossible for the United States | 
Government to have any dealings with the Chinese Communist régime 
but that should the United Kingdom Government for its part deem 
it advisable to furnish the Chinese Communist régime, with which it 
had official relations, a copy of the United States draft Treaty, the 
United States for its part would interpose no objections.* However, 
the United States did wish to make clear that if the British Govern- 
ment should decide to take such action, the United States would hope | 
that this would not result in any undue delay and that the British — 

, Government would not request the United States to delay action on 
the grounds that the Chinese Communists had not had adequate time 
tocomment. | ee oo 7 | 

- With respect to Formosa, Mr. Dulles emphasized the view of the | 
United States that a Treaty with Japan should do nothing which 
would of itself and suddenly eliminate all international concern 7 
over the disposition of Formosa; nor did it-appear wise to the United 
States Government that Japan by a Treaty should be compelled to 
take action which might, in fact result in Japan itself becoming em- 
broiled in a controversy or being given an opportunity to claim that — 
the “China” to which Formosa had been turned over was not the 
“China” to which the Japanese had intended, by the Treaty, Formosa 
should be turned over. Mr. Dulles then reviewed at some length the 
United States general position with regard to Formosa and the un- 
desirability of turning over to a Communist regime the island and 
people of Formosa without some attempt being made to determine — 
the desires of the people of that island. Mr. Dulles also referred to 
the possibility that it might be desirable in.some manner to provide 
that any possible future disposition of. Formosa might recognize a 
considerable degree of autonomy and might impose certain interna- 
tional obligations respecting the maintenance of neutrality by the 
island and the continuance of the present mutual and profitable trade 
relations with Japan. oe | | 

Mr. Dulles then stated that he understood that Sir Oliver had been 
| disturbed about the somewhat exaggerated and sensational press stories 

- which had been appearing with reference to the British position re- | 
garding Communist China and Formosa and stated that he too thought 

3In a memorandum of a conversation which he held on April 11 with F, S. 
Tomlinson, Counselor of the British Embassy, Mr. Allison had reported in | 
part that the United Kingdom, after considering “Mr. Dulles’ request for specific 
suggestions as to how Chinese Communists participation might be brought about” 
had decided that “it was probably best for the United Kingdom Government to 
transmit a copy of the United States draft to the Chinese Peoples Government.” 

| (694.001/4-1151) |



Se 

| it was unfortunate that there had been so many press stories. How- _ 
1 ever, Mr. Dulles did point out that the stories probably would not 

have been so sensational and exaggerated had they not appeared at : 
2 a time when there was widespread feeling that differences between 

the United Kingdom and the United States had in fact become serious 
3 _ and of concern to a large number of people.* Ls 

j ~~  AIn his memorandum of a conversation held April 14 between himself, Sir Oliver | : 
4 Franks, and Mr. Rusk, Mr. Allison stated in part that Sir Oliver had contended 
q _ that although Mr. Dulles had said that the United States would have no ob- 
: Jection should the United Kingdom deem it necessary to give Communist China 
; a copy of the draft peace treaty, the official Departmental press statement on | 
: the: general. subject. [of. participation by the People’s. Republic in ‘the peace 
a negotiations] had not in any. way hinted at this and the [American] press had 
; been able “to play up the story as a complete and flat rejection of every- | 
a _ thing the United Kingdom had requested.” (Lot 54D423) sti | 
a Sir Oliver’s reference may have been to discussion. of the issue at the news 
i conference held by Michael J. McDermott, Special Assistant to the Secretary > 

for Press Relations, on April 11. According to the Department’s’ transcript, 
; Mr. McDermott under questioning repeatedly refused to state that the Depart- | 
: _ iment was rejecting British proposals regarding participation’ of the People’s 
qd . Republic in the negotiations, nor did he indicate that the Department was in 
4 any way acceding to these proposals. (Department of State, “Daily News Con- 

ferences”, 1951, volume VI) a : oe oo — 

: Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty ; . | ee - oe - _ ; . 7 

: Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 
bn — Astan Affairs : 

| SECRET ee PC VO—1951.] 

Minutes—Duties Missron Starr Mrerine Apriz 17, 9:00 a. a1. 

' British Draft. hs wo a , 
_ Ambassador Dulles suggested that it might be advisable to arrange 
for Mr. Iguchi to go over the British treaty draft. He asked Mr. 

| Fearey to take care of this, not giving Iguchi a copy of the draft but 
7 letting him. take notes and asking him to provide the Mission with the _ 
i Japanese Government’s views on the draft before the Mission’s de- 

i “The usual list of persons is not included with the source text. Accompanying 
_ Mr. Dulles on this trip were Earl D, Johnson, Colonel Babcock, and Mr. Fearey. 

4 The party arrived in Japan April16. ay . 
7A British draft dated April 7 had been handed to an officer of the Embassy 

q in London on April 9. He had been informed, in part, as follows: = 
; —  . “(@) Text of draft airpouched Washington Saturday [April 7] and should I be presented to Dept shortly by Brit Emb. Text given Comwith HCs in London 

today and will probably be given Fr and Neth Govts next week. No present 
: thought of giving text to USSR or OPG,-or to Philippines, Burma or Indonesia, __ 
i ‘“(b) Out of deference to Dept’s known objection, all reference to limitation 
4 ship-building capacity omitted; this is of course subject to possible objection 3 _ by Comwiths especially Austral and NZ.’ (Telegram. 5331 from London, April 9, _ _ London Post Files, 350 Japan 4/9) OO - 
] Record of the exact date of delivery of the draft to the Department has not i been found in the files; a copy of the draft is included in Lot 54 D 428. ,
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parture. It seemed desirable, Ambassador Dulles said, to have Japan 

share some of the responsibility for dealing with the British proposals. _ 

| At least we should know how they feel about those proposals asa = 

factor in developing our own attitude. The British draft probably em- 

bodies all the detailed material which any of the Allies are likely to | 

bring up. a Lt ge _ | 

Reparations | | | | | 

Ambassador Dulles said that he planned to take up with Mr. 

Yoshida the possible desirability of reparations from current produc- - 

tion. He said that he was giving thought to this possibility again in 

the belief that reparations on the Italian Treaty model might help to 

reopen channels of trade with the Philippines, Malaya, Burma and 

other reparations claimant countries. It seemed doubtful whether these 

channels could be satisfactorily reopened unless the trade was on a 

basis sufficiently advantageous to those countries to appear in the 

guise of reparations. Otherwise bitterness might be such that iron 

ore from the Philippines and other essential materials might be cut 

off. If, on the other hand, Japan does a portion of its business with 

these countries for a limited period on a reparations basis, and raw , 

materials start flowing into Japan from the reparations claimant 

countries and manufactures out once more, the result may be an overall 

- advantagetoJapan. BO ACR ae oe ee | 

Ambassador Sebald asked if such a program might not actually 

stifle trade by injecting a disturbing element into normal trade chan- 

nels. Ambassador Dulles said that this might be the case but he did 

not think so. The program would last only five years. There are, he 

said, two possible difficulties to consider. The first is the problem of 

possible economic disturbance, mainly in the receiving country, where 

the government would be receiving and marketing cheap Japanese 

manufactures in competition with domestic manufactures and normal 

trade. The second is possible political disturbance resulting from the | 

creation of hopes in the recipient countries for larger quantities of . 

reparation than are likely in fact to be received. These factors must 

be weighed against the good which might result from Japan’s recog- 

nition of its obligation to make further reparation. | Po 

British Attitude a a | 

Ambassador Dulles next raised the question of whether Japan would 

be willing to proceed on a treaty without the UK if necessary. He 

inquired whether it would be premature to raise this question with _ 

the Japanese, possibly unnecessarily frightening them, and Ambassa- 

dor Sebald said that he thought it was. He pointed out that we were 

| not yet at an impasse with the British. Ambassador Dulles agreed, 
adding that our difficulties with them were not of a momentous char-



J . 

acter and, if we could assume reasonable good will on both sides, 
should be reconcilable. He said that he believed that a team of people 
in the UK Foreign Office had been working on the British draft. 

i for some years, as had been the case in the State Department, and 
| that this long and detailed draft was the logical result of such pro- 
i longed consideration. He said that he had never expected that the 

final treaty would be as short as our original proposal and that, de- 
1} __ sirable as a short and general draft was, we would not want to sacri- | 
i fice agreement with the British and others on a treaty simply to. 
: preserve a literary and artistic triumph. If the British wish to include 
1 detailed provisions which will add to the length of the treaty but 
] to which the Japanese and the U.S. do not have substantive objections  —_— 

L it might be desirable to accept the British proposals. 

| — Conersations with Mr. Yoshida a Oo | | 

| Ambassador Sebald said that his conversations with Mr. Yoshida 
‘might fall into two parts. The first might be a private and confidential _ 
talk in which he would provide Mr. Yoshida with background infor- | 

i mation on American Far Eastern policy, not related particularly to 
| the treaty, in order to reassure Mr. Yoshida and help to stiffen him 
| up. It would seem reasonable to suspect that the bolt from the blue 
: of General MacArthur’s relief had aroused fears that the U.S. planned 

to throw over Japan in some way. Ambassador Dulles said he intended 
to inform Mr. Yoshida that the U.S. does not shift its policies in this. 

_ way, that U.S. policies toward Japan have firm bi-partisan support 
and are unchanged. His purpose would be to convince Mr. Yoshida 
that U.S. relations with Japan, at least as far as the U.S. is con- 
cerned, are on a solid basis. Ambassador Dulles raised the question of 

i whether it might not be advisable for General Ridgway to be present | 
i at this first conversation. He noted that having just arrived from 
| Washington he was in a stronger position than General Ridgway to 

provide assurances regarding overall U.S. policy, but that wasamat-  __ 
_ ter General Ridgway was going to have to go on living with in the 

|. future. The meeting would consist of two Americans saying that the | 
| U.S. was a country which Japan can dependably live with. - oo 

Mr. Johnson said that General Ridgway was not General 
i MacArthur and that it would be a mistake for him to act as if he 

were General MacArthur. He did not believe that General Ridgway 
| planned to stay aloof from the Japanese people to the extent that — | 

General MacArthur had. Unless we plan to cast American leaders in | 
, the aloof position of the Emperor we must sooner or later begin to 

develop our relations on a more equal basis, and General Ridgway 
| was the man to advance this process. ee ae | | 

Ambassador Sebald agreed that it would be desirable for General 
: Ridgway to be present at the meeting but said that it. was first neces- 

588-617-7763 | | |
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sary that Mr. Yoshida make a courtesy call on the General. It was 

agreed that the suggestion should be made to Mr. Yoshida that he 

do so that evening, permitting the conversation of Ambassador Dulles, | 

General Ridgway and Mr. Yoshida to be held the following morning. 

Ambassador Dulles and members of the Mission would then meet with _ 

Mr. Yoshida and Mr. Iguchi in the afternoon to discuss treaty 

problems® = | a 

Ambassador Dulles next said that he wished to obtain the fullest 

and most expert information possible as to the nature and extent of 

Japanese anxieties arising from the change in command. Colonel 

Babcock said that the Japanese have fears but Mr. Yoshida very likely 

would not express them. Ambassador Sebald said that when he called 

on Mr. Yoshida directly following General MacArthur’s removal the | 

Prime Minister had said that he was frankly concerned but he did 

not say why. It was agreed that a briefing session with appropriate 

Headquarters’ officials should be set up for Ambassador Dulles that 

afternoon in order that he might become impregnated with what 

seemed to be Japanese feelings on current issues.* | 

_ At this point General Ridgway entered and, after an exchange ot 

preliminary comments, Ambassador Dulles began an extended briefing 

on the background of the treaty problem. __ | co 

73In a memorandum of his conversation held later on April 17 with Mr. Katsuo 

Okazaki, Chief Cabinet Secretary, Mr. Sebald stated in part that arrangements — 

: were then made for Prime Minister Yoshida to call on General Ridgway late 

. in the afternoon of the 17th and for the General, Mr. Yoshida, and Mr. Dulles | 

; to meet at 11:00 a. m. the following morning (Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace 

. Treaty). No memorandum of either conversation has been found in Department 

of State files. For the memorandum of a meeting on peace treaty matters held 

at 3: 00 p. m. on April 18 with Mr. Yoshida, Mr. Dulles, and other officials present, 

a A seemnorandum of April 17 on this subject, prepared for Mr. Dulles by 

Mr. Spinks, is enclosed with a letter of April 21 from Ambassador Sebald to 

_ WU. Alexis Johnson, neither printed. (794.00/4-2151) - 

- Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty a | | 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 

Asian Affaurs — 6S te 

SECRET | [Toxro—1951. | 

Minures—Dvtirs Mission Starr Mrerine Arrin 18,9:30 4.M. | 

Ambassador Dulles’ Speech | | 

Ambassador Dulles suggested that Mr. Johnson sound out General 

Ridgway on whether he would consider it appropriate to be present 

during his April 23 speech.t Ambassador Sebald said that he believed — 

1¥Wor text of Mr. Dulles’ speech, “Peace without Fear,” delivered in Tokyo . 

April 23, see Department of State Bulletin, May T, 1951, p. 726.
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that General Ridgway’s attendance might be undesirable, the General 

being left to sit on the stage as Exhibit A without any clearly defined _ 
function. Ambassador Dulles recalled that General Marshall when 
Secretary of State had sat on the platform when Mr. Dulles had 

: made an address in Paris some years ago in order to give weight to _ 
| what Mr. Dulles said, and he did not see why General Ridgway should 
. not be present for the same purpose. Ambassador Dulles further stated 

that he believed Mr. Yoshida and a number of other distinguished 
: - Japanese should also be present. le, eee 

| Mr. Johnson said that he also was lukewarm on the question of 
General Ridgway’s attendance, believing it might be preferable for 

: General Hickey ? or General Fox to be present. Colonel Babcock said , 
that he believed General Ridgway should be allowed to feel his way 
in establishing contact with the Japanese, determining how far and 
how fast he wished to go. Ambassador Dulles said that he agreed but 

| __ believed that if General Ridgway wished to break with tradition and | 
{| mix around more this might be a good occasion to begin, and that it 

therefore seemed appropriate for Mr. Johnson to sound out the Gen- 
eral on the question. He said that he probably would not havea draft 

| __ of his speech before Saturday and that it therefore might not be pos- 
: sible to clear the final draft with Washington. ee 

— Addendum to U.S.—Japan Bilateral Treaty ee 

Ambassador Dulles said that Mr. Yoshida should be informed that 
; -_-we will want to suggest some slight changes in the addendum regard- | 
| _. ing the Korea operation.’ © —_ a 

_ Shipping Conventions | Se 
Ambassador Dulles said that he had had lunch the previous day | 

_ with Senator Magnuson, who had said that he believed that Japan _ 
should undertake in the treaty to sit down after the treaty had come 
into effect and negotiate regarding its participation in international  - 
shipping conventions. Ambassador Dulles said that this seemed a 

| reasonable proposal and that consideration should be given to includ- 
{ing such a provision in the treaty draft. Oe | 

2 Seals | OB So mo 
; Ambassador Sebald mentioned that the Japanese Government had 

agreed to consider that the exchange of letters between Ambassador 
Dulles and Prime Minister Yoshida regarding post-treaty fishery 

| relationships also covered sealing. __ | RE ag 

a Treaty Signing Ceremony — : = oe oe ge 

: _ Ambassador Dulles raised the question of where the treaty signing ) 
ceremony should be held. Ambassador Sebald said that he believed it | 

| ? Maj. Gen. Doyle O. Hickey, Chief of Staff to SCAP. Se 
: "Reference is to draft Addendum to Agreement Between the United States 

fo and Japan for Collective Self-Defense. See Annex III to the letter of Feb- , 
=: ruary 10 from Ambassador Dulles to Mr. Acheson, p. 876. __ | |
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should be in Tokyo. Ambassador Dulles said that he understood that 

‘Mr. Clutton had advised his Government that if the ceremony were 

| held in Tokyo it would poison relations between the Allies and Japan | 

| for the future. Ambassador Sebald said that he had talked the matter 

| over with Mr. Iguchi, who had indicated that the Government had 

no objection to Tokyo as the site. Ambassador Sebald said that Mr. 

Clutton had stated that he had learned second or third hand that _ 

Mr. Yoshida opposed Tokyo as the site but that he (Ambassador 

Sebald) had run the matter down and learned that the Japanese Gov- 

ernment thought the idea of Tokyo an excellent one. Mr. Clutton had 

also said he had reason to believe that Yoshida would refuse to sign 

the treaty, running in a caretaker cabinet at the last minute to do so. 

Mr. Iguchi, however, had informed him that this was not true. The _ 

impression in some quarters to the contrary had arisen from possible 7 

- difficulties on the question of who should head the delegation, since the 

Speaker of the Lower House and the President of the Upper House 

~ outranked Mr. Yoshida as Foreign Minister. Ambassador Sebald had 

suggested that Mr. Yoshida head the delegation as Prime Minister. 

Mr. Iguchi had stated that Mr. Yoshida had vociferously denied ever 

stating that he would refuse to sign the treaty, pointing out that he 

had negotiated the treaty and it would be absurd for him later to 

| refuse to sign it. | | re a 

British Delaying Tactics : ne 

Ambassador Dulles cited several examples of what appeared to be 

deliberate delaying tactics by the British on the Japanese treaty and 

related issues. Representatives of the Foreign Office and Board of . 

Trade and a British legal expert would be in Washington to go over 

the U.S. and British drafts next week, following which Ambassador 

Dulles might go to London. It would be necessary before his departure 

to find out from the President whether he should inform the British — 

that we intend to proceed without them if necessary. | | 

Conversation with General Ridgway and Mr. Yoshida | 

In response to Mr. Johnson’s question as to what Ambassador Dulles 

planned to say at his meeting at 11: 00 o’clock with General Ridgway 

and Mr. Yoshida,t Ambassador Dulles said that he planned to em- 

phasize that there had been no change in fundamental U.S. policy 

and that that policy, like the house which had withstood the earth- 

quake, could now be considered firmer than ever. The only question 

was whether the Japanese remain equally firm following the dramatic 

events of the past week. The fact that the Mission is here and that 

the U.S. is pushing firmly ahead is convincing proof that the U.S. 

‘No memorandum of this conversation has been found in Department of 

State files. 7 | -



| | | 

| has not altered its views. It is up to the Japanese to show that they 

are as solid as we. Ambassador Dulles said that he hoped to find out 
| from Mr. Yoshida what the Japanese fears were and to get Mr. | 

- Yoshida’s suggestions on the points he should hammer in his speech. _ 

Ambassador Dulles said he further expected to emphasize the esteem | 

in which General Ridgway is held in the U.S. and the great confidence 
t which the American people have developed in him as a result of his — 
' work in Korea. He also planned to inform Mr. Yoshida of the details 

2 of the bi-partisan backing of his Mission. oe re | 
1 Finally, Ambassador Dulles said, he intended to point out the ab-— 

: surdity of an overall peace in the light of Mr. Malik’s termination of 
the treaty discussions and other Russian actions. Talk of an overall 

: peace is really a smoke screen sent up by Japanese who wish to attack 
to the Government or who do not wish peace at all. Mr. Jolinson sug- 
: gested that it might not be advisable completely to burn our bridges | 

| behind us on the question of an overall peace. Although it appeared 
at. present an unlikely possibility, it was conceivable that we might 
change our views on the desirability of an immediate peace settlement. — | 
In such circumstances it would be better if we had left ourselves ina 

- position to blame Soviet recalcitrance for the further delay rather | 

than British objections or other difficulties with our Allies. In other 
words, it might be advisable. for us to leave ourselves at least a little | 

room in whichtoturnaround. _ Oo ne | 

‘Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty | | : : . 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the — 
po | _ Office of Northeast Asian Affairs . 

| SECRET — [Toxyo,] April 18, 1951. 
{| Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty | | 

Participants: Prime Minister Yoshida oe | ae , 
~... Mr. Iguchi, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs > 

Mr. Nishimura, Chief of Treaty Bureau So 
oo Ambassador Dulles — be oe oe oe 

oe Ambassador Sebald - De 
: , . Assistant Secretary Johnson © | Ro 
jo ~ Colonel Babeock __ | oe | | 
: as Mr. Fearey © | | a 

[Here follows that portion of the memorandum devoted to Mr. 
: Dulles’ résumé of the Mission’s trip to the Philippines and 

Australasia. | | es a : . 
Ambassador Dulles then reviewed developments in regard to the 

_ treaty in Washington in the interval between his visits to Japan, 
) including developments in respect. to Soviet participation in the 

| | | |
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treaty and the distribution by the U.S. during the last week of March 

of its tentative treaty draft. The United Kingdom, he noted, had 

also been working for some time on a draft, which it had presented to 

the U.S. Government about a week following presentation of the U.S. _ 

draft to it It was not thought feasible to provide the Japanese Gov- | 

ernment with a copy of the British draft but Mr. Iguchi and Mr. Nishi- 

mura had been shown a copy by Mr. Fearey the previous day. Am- 

bassador Dulles told Mr. Yoshida that it would be helpful to the 

Mission in its discussions of the draft with the British to know in | 

some detail how the Government felt about the draft, and that he 

hoped that he could receive its comments before his departure. He 

pointed out that the draft omitted any provision for the restriction 

of Japanese shipbuilding or other industries and said that the British : 

Ambassador at Washington had made it clear that this omission did | 

not mean that the United Kingdom had necessarily altered its views 

on this issue but had merely reserved its position. | | | 

Ambassador Dulles went on to say that the UK Government had 

raised the question of Chinese Communist participation in the treaty 

and had proposed that the treaty provide for the transfer of Formosa 

to “China”. The U.S. realized that these problems would have to be 

dealt with eventually but hoped to avoid having the treaty held up 

by differences over extraneous issues. The U.S. did not yet know 

| whether the British had raised these points simply for the record, to 

- eurry favor with the Chinese Communist regime, or to impede con- 

‘summation of the treaty. It hoped to have more definite information ws 

on the British attitude shortly. | Se 

| Ambassador Dulles said that he believed that his account showed 

that the U.S. had been working hard to advance the treaty. It in- 

tended to continue to do so. If it was the intention of the Japanese 

Government and people to hold steadfast to the line the U.S. had 

been discussing with it he believed that the matter could be brought — 

to a successful conclusion. Difficulties remained but no great end is 

ever achieved without difficulty. The U.S. Government and people, 

without regard to party, are absolutely united in their intention to 

carry through to an early and just treaty. Progress achieved during 

the last sixty days, and the fact that this progress was continuing ! 

without regard to the change in the personality of SCAP, spoke for 

itself in this respect. Ambassador Dulles said that he did not know 

whether or to what extent Japan’s determination to press ahead on 

the agreed line had been affected by General MacArthur’s relief, nor 

did he know how the British position would develop, but the Japa- 

nese Government could be certain that U.S. views had not altered in 

the slightest. | | Be 

| 1 See footnote 2, p. 979. | 4 Bek, co
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' Ambassador Dulles then said that. he had two or three specific  __ 
2 matters he wished to raise with the Prime Minister. _ | 

~ Reparations from Current Production—Ambassador Dulles re- — 
| _._ ealled that during his previous visit he had suggested that Mr. Yoshida. 

- might wish to consider. the possibility of reparations from current | 
production on the Italian Treaty model. J apan would fabricate repa- | 

-.rations goods from raw materials furnished by the recipient countries 
| __ subject. to the conditions that the reparations should not interfere 
3 with Japan’s economic reconstruction or imposed additional burdens | 

‘on other Allied countries. Ambassador Dulles said that he wished to 

suggest again that. the Japanese Government. consider whether it _ 
would be to its interest to make such an arrangement with countries | 
which had been occupied by Japan and with which Japan normally => 
traded. Probably only a small amount of reparation would ever be 

{| __- paid under the arrangement, as had been the case under the Italian 

i Treaty, but two important advantages would-be gained: the govern- 
| ments of the claimant countries would be relieved of having to take | 
i the decisive act of obliterating all their reparations claims, thereby 

j probably committing political suicide, and the gesture of good will 
j on Japan’s part would facilitate the reopening of former channels of | 
; trade. If the Philippines, for example, were required finally to re-_ 
{ ~nounce further reparations in the treaty the resulting bitterness might 
j . cause them to cut off iron ore exports and other trade with Japan. 

i It might be good business, therefore, for Japan to offer reparations 
| ‘subject to the conditions in the Italian Treaty. It would be a gesture 

- on Japan’s part more than anything else, permitting countries like 
| the Philippines:and Germany to save face and thereby facilitating the 

revival of trade with them. | | he | 

—< Compensation—Ambassador Dulles. recalled that the Provisional 

‘Memorandum discussed with the Japanese Government during his | 
’ previous visit had contemplated that the treaty would provide com- a 
j___ pensation in blocked yen, not to exceed forty billion, for loss or damage _ 

i to allied property in Japan. The Mission’s discussions with other , 
i countries, particularly those with substantial reparations claims, had 
| led it to conclude, however, that it would be better if this matter were | 
1 dealt with voluntarily by the Japanese through domestic legislation  — 
; instead of pursuant: to a treaty requirement. A treaty requirement 

3 might give rise to the impression that the U.S. and countries with 
3 - substantial properties in Japan were seeking to protect their interests 
: while telling the people of the Philippines and other major repara- 

7 tions claimant countries that they could not have anything. Of course - 
i _- internal and external payments are quite different in their effects on | | 

the paying country’s economy. But: while economists understand the 

i difference the public does not. The British particularly can: be ex-
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pected to be unhappy over this change in the U.S. draft. Ambassador 

Dulles noted that it had not been discussed with them or with other 

countries and it could not yet be stated whether the new formula _ 

would be generally acceptable. Sn 

Mr. Yoshida and Mr. Iguchi indicated that they agreed with the . 
proposal and would undertake the drafting of the necessary legisla- 

tion along the lines of the provisions in the Provisional Memorandum. 

Addendum to Bilateral Treaty—Ambassador Dulles said that re- 

view of the addendum regarding post-treaty support through Japan 

for the Korea operation (addendum to the U.S.Japan bilateral 

treaty) had indicated the need for certain changes. One of these was 

deletion of the phrase “in Korea”, so that if hostilities spread to a 

wider area Japan could not claim that it was no longer bound by 

the understandings stated in the addendum—not that it was likely in 

fact to take that position. Ambassador Dulles said that he hoped to 
have slight variations of language in the addendum to show Mr. | 
Yoshida before the Mission departed. 

Site of Signing Conference—Ambassador Dulles asked Mr. Yoshida 
whether there were any views he might wish to express regarding the 
site of the treaty signing ceremony, possibly preceded by a short con- 
ference. Mr. Yoshida replied that he had no definite ideas on the 

subject. When Ambassador Dulles asked if he had any strong feelings 
against Tokyo as the site, Mr. Yoshida replied that he did not think 
so. Ambassador Dulles said that considering the generous nature of 
the settlement he did not see why the Japanese should object to Tokyo. | 

Were the treaty a humiliating one a different situation would obtain. 
He said that the U.S. Government also had no definite ideas on the 
question. (a0 

Mr. Yoshida said that one question which had arisen in his mind | 

was who should head the Japanese peace delegation if the signing 
were in Washington or elsewhere abroad. He said that he was not sure _ 
that he would head it, the matter being dependent in large degree 
on domestic politics. If he did not head the delegation, Mr. Sato, 
President of the House of Councillors, might be the right person. If 
the conference should be held in Tokyo, Mr. Yoshida stated he would © 

be the principal Japanese representative. Oo - a 
Ambassador Dulles said that it was in some ways premature to be 

discussing this question but it was the sort of question that other gov- 
- ernments raise. Wherever the ceremony is held, it was essential that 

the Japanese Government send a strong and responsible delegation. 
The Versailles Treaty had been signed by two virtually unknown 
Germans selected for the task at the last moment. Ambassador Dulles 
said that he gathered that Mr. Yoshida was willing to leave the U.S. 
with a certain amount of discretion in the selection of the conference 
site. |
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, — Administrative Agreement—Mr. Iguchi inquired whether the Mis- aa 
sion had any comments on the Administrative Agreement. Mr. John- . 

son replied that clearance of the Agreement with the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and the Secretary of Defense had not been completed when the 
Mission left Washington. Ambassador Dulles noted that the Japanese 7 

| Government had forwarded certain suggestions for revision of the 
| Agreement and that the Defense Department was also going to have | 

certain suggestions for change in light of discussions with the NATO | 
countries. He said that he was sure, however, that no matters of basic 
principle were involved. He understood that the Japanese Government 

| had had certain suggestions regarding the right of the U.S.toname 
- the supreme commander if trouble developed here, a right to which the | 

U.S. attached considerable importance, but that he had been informed 
that the suggested change was only a matter of phrasing. Mr. Iguchi 

{ confirmed that no change of substance had been intended. =” 
Referring to the question of publicity on the Administrative Agree- 

{ ment, Ambassador Dulles noted that our arrangement with the UK 
had never been published and suggested that the Agreement with 
Japan remain private between the two countries. Mr. Johnson also | | 
took the position.that it should not be made public and this point 
of view seemed to be concurred in by Mr. Yoshida and Mr.Iguchi. > 

Subsequent Meetings—It was agreed that Mr. Yoshida’s assistants 
would meet with members of the Mission as necessary during the 

- remainder of the week, and that Ambassador Dulles and Mr. Yoshida 
;  -would meet the morning of April 23 for final talks before the Mis- | 

sion’sdeparture. sts | | | 

Lot 54 D 428 — oe 7 a 
The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State | 

“TOP SECRET ‘Wasuineton, April 19, 1951. 

_ Dear Mr. Secretary: I am transmitting herewith, for the informa- 
| tion and consideration of the Department of State, the interim views _ 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, dated April 17, 1951, concerning the docu-- | 
ments prepared by the Japanese Peace Mission. These include: the. 

provisional Peace Treaty, together with a covering memorandum; 
_ the draft bilateral treaty with Japan, addendum thereto covering use 

: of Japan as a base; administrative agreements supplementing the 
bilateral treaty; addendum to the administrative agreement; and the 
draft treaty on a Pacific Pact. ce ess 

_ At this time I should like to point out particularly the views and — | 
recommendations in paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of the memorandum of the , 

| Joint Chiefs of Staff. I will provide you with the final views of the 
Department of Defense on the various documents relating to a Japa-
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nese peace settlement ata later date when the drafting of these docu- 

ments has reached the stage of completion.* | ak 

Faithfully yours, | — G. C. MarsHaLu | 

ae [Enclosure] 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, April 17, 1951. | 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE | 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty. | | 

1. This memorandum is in response to the request contained in your 

memorandum dated 4 April 1951? for such views and recommenda- 

tions as the Joint Chiefs of Staff may at this time desire to make on | 

the documents prepared by the Japanese Peace Mission. | 

9. Detailed analyses of these six documents are now in progress in 

the several Services. This task cannot be completed for at least sev- 

eral weeks and additional time may be required, depending upon the 

extent of the revisions which may be made by the Japanese Peace 

Mission as a result of Mr. Dulles’ mid-month return visit to Tokyo, or 

forotherreasons. _ | 

3. The following interim views of the J oint Chiefs of Staff have | 

been formulated without benefit of these detailed analyses and with- _ 

| out precise knowledge of any changes in the terms of the six documents. 

| 4. The national policy as to Principles Controlling Arrangements | 

for a proposed “Japanese Peace Treaty” is set forth in NSC 60/1, 

approved by the President on 8 September 1950,° and the “Terms of a 

Reference of Dulles Mission” as agreed to by the Departments of State 

_ and Defense on 8 January 1951.4 The Joint Chiefs of Staff strongly 

recommend that all security provisions therein be adhered to without : 

relaxation. | - | - 

5. The unfavorable attitude of the USSR to the proposed peace 

treaty with Japan, and, in particular, to the negotiations with respect | 

to the security of Japan, is well known. The reaction of the USSR 

to steps implicit in the proposed peace treaty which would lead to the 

+In the course of a memorandum of April 23 to Mr. Dulles, Mr. Allison inter- 

preted this sentence to mean that only after the treaty and all other relevant 

documents had been finally agreed to by the various nations concerned, and. 

completed papers drawn up, would the JCS comment. Mr. Allison stated that 

the JCS would then have the opportunity of rejecting whatever they disliked, 

and that it was difficult to foresee how under such conditions any internationally 

agreed upon documents could ever be obtained. (694.001/4—2351 ) 
2 Not found in Department of State files. 

_* his directive was in the form of a joint memorandum, dated September 7, 

from the Secretaries of State and Defense to the President. It was approved by 

him September 8 and circulated that day as NSC 60/1. It is printed in Foreign . 

Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1298. | : | 

4 See enclosure 2, as annotated, to the letter of January 9 from Mr. Acheson to 

Secretary Marshall, p. 788. mo



| . rearmament of J apan cannot be foretold and might well involve the | 

, employment of armed forces. : / | 
} 6. It is United States policy to press forward to conclude a peace 

| settlement with Japan as soon as possible. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, = = 
from the military point of- view, believe that a satisfactory treaty | 

| sof peace with Japan should be signed at an early date. At the time = 
_ the treaty is agreed to, however, the date of its coming into effect 

must, for cogent military reasons, be determined in the light of the 
world situation generally, and specifically the situation in the Far 
Kast. In this connection, it should be noted that the J oint Chiefs of 

Staff agreed to the terms of reference of the Dulles Mission with the 
_ understanding that they were a further implementation of the prin- 

| ciples in NSC 60/1, and with the understanding that the Dulles — 
| discussions would not involve final commitments by the United States 
4 Government without further consideration, as appropriate, by the | 

| Joint Chiefs of Staff. oo oe ae - 
i 7. The following are general comments on certain of the six specific 

documents submitted by the Japanese Peace Mission. 

8. The provisional text of a Japanese peace treaty. 7 ne | 

fo This draft treaty appears to be quite satisfactory with re- | 
spect tothe granting to Japan ofitssovereignty; = a 

{ . 6, If the USSR, or if other nations, fail to sign the treaty, the __ 
| effect would be to leave Japan in a continued state of war with 
io those nations. In such eventuality, those nations would, under the 
1 “Terms of Japanese Surrender,” have a presumptive right to 
1 occupy Japan. The risk that the USSR might take such action | 
: —. would, in all probability, increase as arrangements for Japan’s re- | 
to armament become firm. It is therefore essential that the proposed : 
to treaty not come into effect until the divisions which are to con- __ 
{ ' stitute the United States garrison forces are in place in Japan; > 
1 .. @ The Joint Chiefs of Staff, from a military point of view, ) 
1 - must insist that the terms of a Japanese Peace Treaty “must | 

secure to the United States exclusive strategic control of the | 
~. Ryukyu Islands south of latitude 29° north, Marcus Island, and 

1 _. the Nanpo Shoto south of Sofu Gan,” as directed by the Presi- 

' - denton8 September 1950; . 
1 _d. The proposed text, which deals with the matters of Japan’s — 
1 right to self-defense and its sovereign rights as to security, ade- 
| quately meets the minimum vital security provisions in the ~ 

| President’s directive of 8 September 1950. The explanatory com-— 
_ ment appearing in a footnote to the text, however, is objectionable 

: _. In that it implies the possibility that future international nego- | 
_tiations might result in impairing the rights of Japan to self- 
defense against externalattack;and ey NS Raa 

1 | __@ In any event, the proposed peace treaty must not be per- 
1 _. mitted to become effective without the coming into effect. simul- 

_ taneously of a bilateral United States-Japan treaty of security.
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9. Draft bilateral treaty with Japan. : 

a. The terms of the draft bilateral treaty in general appear to 
| meet the requirements of the President’s directive of 8 September 

1950 ; ) | a 
6. As in the case of the proposed peace treaty, it is essential 

that the draft bilateral treaty not come into effect until the divi- | 
sions which are to constitute the United States garrison forces 

are in place in Japan and until the United States is exercising its | 
rights as to base areas, installations, and facilities and | 

c. No final approval of the terms of the draft bilateral treaty 
should be made until its implementing documents, the Adminis- 
trative Agreement and Addendum thereto, together with their 
detailed annexes of facilities, areas, and services, are approved. 

~ 10. Addendum to agreement between the United States of America 
and Japan for collective self-defense made pursuant to the treaty of 
peace between Japan and the Allied Powers and the provisions of 
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, from the military point of view, find the text of the proposed 
Addendum to be unacceptable for the following reasons: 

a. It assumes that the Japanese peace treaty will become effec- 
tive prior to the termination of hostilities in Korea; 

6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff view with concern the fact that 
_ the basis for the Addendum is solely the United Nations resolu- | 

tion of 30 January 1951 concerning aggression in Korea. Current 
developments in the United Nations do not justify reliance upon 
that body for support of possible necessary future military action 

- inthe Far East; and | 
ce. It is unduly restrictive with respect to military operationsin = 

the Far East because: | 

| (1) The requirement on Japan is limited to a grant of permis- 
sion by that country to the United Nations to support United 
Nations forces in Korea through Japan ; | 

- (2) It fails to take cognizance of the possible extension of hostili- 
ties between United Nations forces and communist forces into 

~ areas of the Far East other than Korea; and | 
(8) It also fails to take cognizance of possible unilateral action — 

_ by the United States (not under United Nations aegis) 10 
military operations in the Far East, including the mainland 

| of China (including Manchuria), Formosa, the USSR, and - 
the high seas.° | | 

5 At the conclusion of the paper cited in footnote 1 above, Mr. Allison stated : 

“In reading the Joint Chiefs’ comments and studying their implications it is 
difficult not to conclude that their basic desire is to force delay in the coming 
into effect of any Japanese Peace Treaty and that one of the methods by which 

_ they hoped to secure this delay is by the creation of difficulties in the conclusion 
. of mutual security arrangements with Australia and New Zealand which it 

is recognized is a condition precedent to obtaining the consent of those countries 

to the United States draft of a peace treaty with Japan. : 
“In my opinion the difficulties between the State and Defense Departments 

are of a fundamental character and an effort should be made to resolve them 
at once. I am afraid that in the past apparent difficulties have been resolved 
by the use of language which glossed over differences but did not in fact settle 
them and that we should now meet the issue head on and come to a definite 
complete understanding.”
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: | _ [Here follows numbered paragraph 11 of this memorandum, printed _ 

on page 207.] | | ; 
rae 2 | For the Joint Chiefs of Staff | 

| | : | Horr 8S. VANDENBERG | 
| a | Chief of Staff, United States Air Force 

Lot 54D423 | | oe | _ 
Memorandum by the Central I ntelligence Agency* 

2 SECRET = a | | Wasurneron,] April 20, 1951. 

: NIE-19 0 | | a 
| —. Nastonan Invenuaicence Esrimare? 

Prasipiniry or JAPANESE. RearMAMENT IN AssociaTION WITH THE. | 
2 ER NEN — Untrep Srarss OE ws 

See “THE PROBLEM - ee 

To assess the feasibility of rearming Japan in association with the 
US and its allies, the capability of Japan for effecting such rearma- | 

j ment, and the Soviet reaction thereto. : ee a 
Oo oe | — CONCLUSIONS — Ce Se : 

] 1, Japan’s value to the Eastern or Western bloc rests on its indus- 
trial. potential, its trained manpower, and its strategic location with So 
respect to the Asiatic mainland and to US defense outposts in the | 

western Pacific. ae | Br 
2. Japan has sufficient manpower and industrial facilities to enable 

4 it, within a few years, to assume a large and growing share of its own 
_ military defense provided: (a) enough raw materials including those 

in scarce supply were made available; and (6) the US furnished in- 
| _ terim military assistance and training. Japan also has the economic 
} __ capability to assume a major share of the costs of rearmament, and, : 
+ if Japan were to do so, the dollar costs to the US would probably 

not exceed current levels of US support to the J apanese economy. _ | 
_ 8. We believe that if Japan were accorded sovereignty under a 

i treaty of peace, and if the US provided military protection and eco- 
nomic support, the Japanese Government would move toward recon-_ 
stituting its armed forces in strength sufficient to defend J apan and : 

| could gain adequate popular support for this program. For some time 
however, progress would be impeded by widespread war-weariness, | 

* For information on the series of N ational Intelligence Estimates, see footnote | 1 p24. | ) ) | : tnote . | 
; “The following paragraph appears on the title page: “The intelligence organi- | ij zations of the Departments of State, the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Joint Staff participated in the preparation of this estimate. All members of | ___. the Intelligence Advisory Committee concurred in this estimate on 17 April.” |
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fears of a resurgence of militarism, and concern over economic hard- | 

ships. A legal obstacle, the importance of which cannot be accurately 

estimated at this time, is the constitutional prohibition against the _ 

maintenance of armed forces (see Appendix A *). The Japanese Gov- — 

-. eynment would undoubtedly use popular reluctance to rearm, as well 

as the constitutional difficulty, as bargaining points in negotiations 

for US military and economic aid. | : 

4, Although the non-Communist countries with major interests in | 

the Far East have varying degrees of apprehension about the re- 

militarization of Japan, the present governments in these countries 

are reconciled to the necessity of Japanese defensive rearmament. 

Australia and New Zealand, however, would press for the simul- 

| taneous development of mutual security arrangements with the US. 

participating. Os | 
| 5. The Kremlin and the Chinese Communist regime will continue _ 

to try to prevent the conclusion of a Japanese peace treaty to which 

they are not a party and will try to frustrate, or at least to delay and 
limit Japanese rearmament by bringing propaganda and diplomatic 

pressure to bear on Japan, the US, and other non-Communist 

- gountries. ENERO 

6. The USSR would refuse to recognize the validity of a US- _ 
sponsored treaty between Japan and the non-Communist powers but 
would not consider it to be sufficiently important in itself to justify 
direct military action. Soviet concern over Japan centers not in the 
treaty issue as such, but in Japanese rearmament. | 

7. We do not believe that Japanese rearmament in itself would set 
off a general war between the USSR and the US. If, however, the 
Kremlin were to conclude, in the light of the world power situation, 

| that the rearmament of Japan and its alignment with the US con- 
stituted a threat to the security of the Soviet bloc, the USSR would 

- probably resort to military action at the time and place most advan- _ 
tageous to itself. an oe - OES 

| DISCUSSION | - 

1. Because of the strategic location of Japan, its industrial capacity, — 
and its large pool of trained civilian and military manpower, Japan’s 

ultimate political alignment will be a decisive factor in the balance | 

of power in the Far East. If the Communists controlled Japan, they 
| could: — | | | 

- a. Safeguard the Communist controlled territory in Northeast Asia; | 
6. Breach the US defense line in the western Pacific; - 
c. Strengthen the industrial and military power of the Soviet bloc, 

particularly in respect to shipping and sea power with the Far East; 

* Not printed. Oo _ Oo
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| d. Facilitate Communist ageression in South and Southeast Asia; | 
1 and ee a 

- é. Free Communist forces for deployment elsewhere. , | 

_ If, on the other hand, Japan were to be rearmed and aligned with | 
| the West: BOE AEE AE SAGE EB ae 
| a. The West would benefit from the fact that the industrial and = 

military resources of the nation were retained in friendly hands; _ | 
__ 6, Japan would provide a potential base for Western military power 

4 in Northeast Asia; | 7 a EEE 
-@. The US would be able to protect its defense outposts in the — 

i western Pacific; and |. - - | ee ee : 
; . . ad, Other non-Communist countries would be encouraged in their 
| fight against the spread of Communism. : a Deng 

Japan's Military Potential | Be 
2. Because of its present military impotence, Japan is vulnerable - 

1 to military attack by the USSR, which alone, or together, with Com- 
, munist China, could initiate a large-scale invasion with no further | 
1 warning than we now have. Japan has, however, the potential for | 

creating forces sufficient to defend itself against such an invasion or 
1 to build up alarge military establishment. PR se | 
1 _ 8. Japan has sufficient manpower to create large ground, naval, and | 
{ air forces. - ee | 7 4 

: a A Japanese Army of up to 500,000 men theoretically could be 
| created within six months or a year after Japan had agreed to rearma- _ a 

~ment, equipment and supplies had become available, and a training 
1 program had begun. Its nucleus would be the 75,000 men now in the 
i National Police Reserve, who are receiving US training and equip- | 

ment. The remainder of such an army and the further increments 
would be drawn from a manpower pool of 15 million men, including 

_ approximately 8 million veterans, theoretically fit for military serv- 
{ ice. The basic machinery required for mobilization still exists, and 
| there are enough veteran officers of the Imperial Army at all command 
] and staff levels for virtually any size of army required. ce 
+ .6. Similarly, there are enough naval and air force personnel, in- 

_ cluding technicians, to man large naval and air establishments. __ . 

4, There are enough trained workers in Japan to operate an indus- | 
; __ trial plant as large and productive as that maintained during World 

War II. A large part of this industrial plant, despite war damage and 
i; some removals for reparations, is intact or usable, or could be re- _ | 
| ___ stored after relatively minor repairs. Japan still has facilities for the 
2 manufacture of such ground force munitions as edged: weapons, 

small arms, mortars, rocket guns, artillery, light tanks, self-propelled 
, guns, combat vehicles, and ammunition. These facilities could be | 
1 rapidly expanded. Most Japanese shipyards and naval base facilities 

are still intact or usable. The naval arsenals, while damaged by war
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action and subsequent reparations removals, could be retooled to pro- a 

duce medium- and small-caliber guns, naval mines, and torpedoes 

within a relatively short time. Annual capacity for production of a 

supporting merchant fleet is at present rated at 800,000 gross tons of 

steel vessels. Repair facilities for the largest naval ships are available, 

and construction of small naval vessels could begin fairly soon. We | 

estimate that within 12 to 18 months, a considerable portion of Japan’s 

former capacity to produce weapons and ammunition for the use of 

ground and naval forces could be restored. 

| 5. Japan at present has no capacity for the manufacture of aircrait 

or related equipment. Reconstruction and tooling up to build current , 

US fighter and light bomber types of aircraft, with US aid and equip- 

ment, would require at least two years of intensive effort. It would | 

take about four years thereafter to attain a potential production ca- | 

pacity per month of 2,300 aircraft of all types, the World War Il 

peak. Crated aircraft and equipment from outside sources, however, 

could be assembled as rapidly as received. _ | | 
6. Japan depends upon imports for many of its most essential raw 

materials as well as about 20 percent of its. foodstuffs. In the past, 

the Northeast Asian mainland and Taiwan were Japan’s principal 

sources of foodstuffs, and the Northeast Asian mainland was the © 

principal source of its coking coal, a substantial proportion of its 
iron ore, and some of its manganese. South and Southeast Asia were 

the sources for most of its manganese, rubber, and tin; nearly one-half 

of its raw cotton; a considerable proportion of its iron ore; and some 

of its foodstuffs and petroleum. The US was the source of about one- 

half of Japan’s raw cotton and about two-thirds of its petroleum. 

7%. Comparatively little raw material from Northeast Asia has been | 

| available in the past five years, and Communist China probably would 

| deny Japan all strategic materials whenever Japanese rearmament 

and alignment. with the West had become evident. Korea, regardless 

of the outcome of the present conflict, will not be able to export much 

. food or raw material for some time to come. Because of the burden 
of supporting the Chinese Nationalists, Taiwan. cannot make food 

| available in the quantities that it formerly sent.to Japan. South and 

Southeast Asia can still contribute significantly toward meeting 
Japanese requirements for food and such raw materials as iron ore, 
rubber, bauxite, tin, and cotton, and, to a lesser degree, petroleum, 

provided : | | 

a. The area or a large part of it does not come under Communist 
control ; : | 

6b. Communist forces already in the area do not seriously interfere 
with production in the principal industries; and | 

c. Transport of materials is not interdicted. a
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Nevertheless, substantial quantities of iron ore, coking coal, cotton, | 
{ and foodstuffs would have to be imported in the next few years from _ 

the Western Hemisphere, primarily the US, if Japanese industrial ca- 

{ pacity were to be fully utilized. Raw materials in adequate quantities — 
{| ___ probably could be made available for Japanese import, although for | 

some materials US allocations would probably be necessary. © 
_ 8. Ifa substantial rearmament program were undertaken in Japan, 

_ dollar aid would probably be required. The magnitude of dollar aid’) 
would not have to be excessive, although it would be increased if there 
were an undue diversion of Japanese resources from production for - 
export to armaments production. Western rearmament has substan- 

| _ tially improved the Japanese balance of payments. The shortage of = 
manufactured products, particularly metal products, on world mar- 

| kets, together with the improved balance of payments position of 
_ Japan’s customers, has facilitated increased sales of Japanese manu- 

factured goods, Earnings from its exports together with dollar _ 
receipts from pay-as-you-go arrangements with the US should place 

: Japan in a fairly favorable balance of payments position. In addi- . 
tion, Japan has industrial capacity and skilled manpower substan- 
tially in excess of that currently employed. Given availability of 

: raw materials, Japan probably would. be able to expand its exports 
| and at the same time support a defensive rearmament program | 

without a cutback in its living standards and at an annual dollar 
cost to the US approximating the magnitude of aid now being 

{. extended. 7 | a oe Oo 

|. Prospects For Japanese Rearmament = | 
| __.9. Several basic factors in the Japanese situation strongly favor, 
i - though they do not ensure, J apan’s rearmament in association with the | 
| US and Japan’s cooperation with the US and its allies in opposing 
i Far Eastern Communism. Japan’s primary desire today is for an 

arrangement by which it may regain control of its own affairs, main- 
' tain its national security, and achieve an accepted international status. 
i. Although Japan would have preferred to assume a neutral status in 
i world affairs in order to bargain freely with all powers and thus 
i obtain maximum national advantage in economic and political mat- 
j ters, events in Korea have largely dispelled the illusion that Japan __ 

could remain neutral in the East-West struggle. Assuming a reason- 
ably early end of the occupation and continued faith in US military _ | 

{| _ and economic strength, the Japanese attitude toward the US islikely — 
; to remain favorable or at least not to become so unfavorable as to | 

be a major obstacle to cooperation in the early post-treaty years. __ 
10. Most Japanese leaders in the government and two of the three 

principal political parties either strongly favor rearmament or per- 

to 538-617—77-—_64 |
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ceive that it cannot be avoided. The Japanese people as a whole, 

however, are fearful of direct involvement in another war, of a lower- nS 

ing of present living standards, and of a revival of autocratic and 

militaristic government. In government circles there is some concern 

over the possibility of a threat to civilian control if high-ranking — 

officers are returned to influential positions in a rearmament program. | 

Many Japanese would find it difficult suddenly to accept the idea of 

| a rearmed Japan. Japanese youth today lack the psychological con- 

ditioning and sense of mission common to the prewar and wartime 

youth in the armed services. | 7 | 

11. Against these factors, however, must be set Japan’s historic fear 

of Russia, the persistent threat of Soviet aggression, the anti- 

Communist tradition of the Japanese people, their ingrained obedience 

| to authority, their deep-rooted patriotism, and their nationalism, all | 

of which would impel themi to fight in defense of Japan. During the _ 

last ten months, there has been a trend in favor of self-defense. Given - 

government leadership and the continuing threat of Soviet aggression, 

this trend is likely to be accelerated. - ce a | | 

12. A Japanese governmental decision to move toward reconstitut- 

ing Japanese armed strength would require: 

a. A peace treaty, signed at the earliest possible moment by as many 

| as possible of Japan’s former enemies, which would restore Japanese 

sovereignty. | | | - e Oe 

—p. A security arrangement providing for the commitment of US | 

military forces to the defense of Japan while Japanese strength was = 

being developed. | | | 

c. Assurance of US economic support. | 

| The extent of popular acceptance of a government decision to | 

rearm would be influenced by such factors as the disposition of the . 

| Ryukyus and Bonins and the extent to which the Japanese people | 

had become convinced that rearmament would be for their own secu- 

rity. Even after decision to rearm was taken, however, security ar- 

rangements and questions of economic aid would presumably be the | 

“ subject of continuous negotiation as the Japanese sought to use their — 

strategic importance to the US to exact the greatest possible conces- 

sions from the US. | 

| 13. If Japan were fully sovereign and rearmed, its course would — 

probably be determined chiefly by opportunistic considerations. Thus, 

Japan could be expected to exploit its bargaining position, to expand 

its sphere of influence, and to make its own accommodation to any 

significant change in the Far Eastern or international power situa- — 

tion. Basically, however, it would retain a preference for a Western 

rather than a Soviet alignment. | |



World Reactions to Japanese Rearmament = PS 

i 14. A US decision to assist Japanese rearmament. would not cause 

seriously adverse reactions in any non-Communist country with 
: - major interests in the Far East. Australia* and New Zealand, how- 
| ever, will require US guarantees against future Japanese military _ 
{ aggression. These countries, as a result of their World War II ex- | 

‘periences, are reluctant to see Japan rearmed despite increasing evi- _ 
dence of the threat to their security represented in the expansion of = 

i Communism in the Far East. They therefore desire safeguards against. 
1 -both Communist expansionism and resurgent Japanese militarism. | 
: The Western European nations and the UK accept the necessity and : 

desirability of Japanese rearmament. oo Ce 

j 15. Because of the deep-rooted Chinese fear of Japan, a US: deci- | 
j sion to rearm the Japanese would tend to reinforce the Sino-Soviet: | 

to 16. The USSR would oppose a US-sponsored treaty between Japan 
i and the non-Communist powers. Instead, it would insist that the 

proper procedure would be for the US, the USSR, the UK, France, 
] and Communist China to draft a treaty for submission to the other | 

interested parties. The main provisions which the USSR would insist. 
|.___ should be incorporated in a treaty, all designed to facilitate eventual _ | 
i | Soviet penetration of Japan, would be: (a) immediate evacuation. of 
i - occupying troops; (6) “demilitarization” of Japan; and (c) “democ- _ 

 ratization” of Japan according to Soviet ideas. Territorial settlements, =» 
| the USSR would claim, would only require ratification of provisions | 

1 in the Cairo (1943) and Potsdam (1945) agreements. The effect ofthis = 
| would be to continue Soviet possession of the Kuriles and South. 
i Sakhalin, established Chinese Communist control over Taiwan andthe 7 
; - Pescadores, and return the Ryukyus and Bonins from US control to 

Japan. Because the real concern of the USSR is over Japanese re- | 
i armament rather than a treaty, Soviet reaction to the signing of a _ 
; US-sponsored treaty would take the form of a propaganda campaign” 
| _of accusations that the US was planning “further aggression” from 
i Japan, threats of counteraction based’on the Sino-Soviet treaty, and 

‘ threats of economic pressure implicit in emphasis on the economic — 
| _ disaster that would result if J apan cut itself off economically from 

4 _the mainland. By such propaganda, the USSR would try not only © | 
' _ to prevent or delay a treaty but also to complicate US foreign rela- 
1 tions with the non-Communist nations in Asia. Ifthe US should pro- 

I _ ceed on the present basis and actually conclude a treaty with Japan | 

| oe *In view of the declared opposition of. Australian labor leaders to J apanese | 
qa rearmament, an Australian Labor Party victory in the forthcoming general elec- | 

| tion would reduce the likelihood of obtaining the agreement of the Australian 
i Government to Japanese rearmament, even given mutual security arrangements | 

! in the Pacific. [Footnote in the source text. ] mo |
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without Soviet participation, the USSR would declare that the USSR 

did not recognize its validity and was in no way bound by any of the _ 

treaty provisions. Nevertheless, the USSR has probably already dis- __ 

counted the proposed bilateral US-Japanese arrangements and would 

not consider the formalization of these arrangements in a written 

agreement as sufficiently important in itself to justify direct military 

action. This is true primarily because Soviet concern over Japan | 

centers not in the treaty issue as such but in Japanese rearmament. 

17. The Kremlin would undoubtedly view Japanese rearmament, | 

particularly in conjunction with US, Western European, and German 

rearmament, as a serious obstacle to attainment of Soviet objectives 

and ultimately, perhaps, as part of a cumulative threat to the security — 

of the USSR. Soviet reaction to Japanese rearmament would be 

strong, especially if it reached a scale that promised to produce a 
military force potentially capable of offensive action. The USSR 
would probably make diplomatic countermoves comparable to those 
elicited by the prospect of West German rearmament and would 
attempt to thwart or limit Japanese rearmament by propaganda and 
other means short of direct military action. These would include: 

a. Attempting to create further dissension between the US and its 
alliesover US policyin Asia; i a 

b. Arousing victims of former Japanese aggression to resentment 
against the US, because of its role in building up Japan; and = 

ce. Continuing to accuse the US of imperialist designs in Asia and 
of deliberate violation of international agreements. — 7 

— 18. The USSR would also attempt to weaken Japanese popular will 

to support the US by at least: he ugk | | 7 

a. Continuing to make increasingly pointed references to Sino- 
| - Soviet treaty provisions for joint action by Communist China and 

the USSR against renewed Japanese aggression;and 7 
b. Exploiting Japanese desires for trade with the mainland, par- 

ticularly North Chinaand Manchuria. > es 

19. If, over a period of time, Soviet leaders came to the conclusion — 
that they could not prevent Japanese rearmament by such tactics, 
they would probably consider further courses of action. At that time, | 
the Kremlin undoubtedly would take into consideration the relative 
world power situation of the USSR (including atomic capabilities), : 
particularly the extent to which Western European and West Ger- 

man rearmament had developed, and the military situation of the 
Chinese Communists, as well as the scale and rate of progress of 
Japanese rearmament. We do not believe that Japanese rearmament — 
in itself would set off a general war between the US and the USSR. | 
If, however, the Kremlin -were to conclude, in the light of the world _
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| power situation, that the rearmament of Japan and its alignment | 
: with the US would shift the world balance of power sufficiently to 
: constitute a threat to the security of the Soviet bloc, the USSR would 

|. probably resort to military action. | | 

894.501 /4-2051 | oe 

The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State 

: TOP SECRET Wasuineton, April 20, 1951. 

fo Dear Mr. Secretary: I refer to your letter of 1 March 19511 
: regarding the proposal of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to furnish equip- 

ment for the Japanese National Police Reserve. _ oe 
i _ The Department of Defense accepts the suggestions made in your 
i letter and confirms the understanding expressed in the penultimate | 

_ paragraph thereof. In particular, the Department of Defense agrees 

i ___ that none of the heavy armament in question should be placed in the 
hands of the Japanese without the specific prior agreement of the | 
Department of State or approval at the highest governmental level. : 

| ‘There is inclosed a draft letter in which I propose to forward our | 
joint recommendations to the President. In view of the urgency of this 

_ matter, I should appreciate receiving your comments or concurrence _ | 

' in this letter at the earliest practicable date. pe | 

| ) Faithfully yours, eg | G. C. MarsHALL 

: me [Enclosure] — | - 

Dear Mr. Presipent: The Joint Chiefs of Staff have advised me 
that the Soviet capability to mount amphibious and airborne attacks 

against Japan, in conjunction with the present lack of defending 
i ground forces, constitutes a grave and immediate threat to the security | 

| of Japan. I strongly concur in their estimate of the gravity of this | 
: threat. oo ae - 

. There is now in existence a Japanese National Police Reserve of 

| 75,000 men organized into four partly equipped divisions. In view of 
i. the precarious security situation, the Commander in Chief, Far East, 

has urgently requested sufficient arms to equip these units as full 
‘ combat divisions. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have rec- 
; ommended that the Department of the Army be authorized, as a 
to matter of urgency to furnish full equipment, including heavy arma- | 
: ment, for the existing four divisions of the Japanese National Police 

fo Reserve. - a | ot 

tt Ante, p. 898. | _ - /
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/ The Secretary of State, however, has pointed out several serious 
, political considerations which weigh against the provision of heavy _ 4 

armament to Japanese forces at this time. These considerations may, _ 
I believe, be summarized as follows: a | 

(1) Such action would violate decisions of the Far Eastern Com- 
uission which are, in effect, international obligations of the United 

ates. oe | 
(2) It would jeopardize support both in Japan itself and among _ 

our allies for a Japanese Peace Treaty of the type which the United 
States is seeking. Such a treaty would itself be the best means to re- : 
move existing restrictions on Japanese rearmament and to obtain 
maximum Japanese support for the cause of the free world. 

(3) It might isolate the United States from its allies and make it 
difficult for us to obtain international support for counteraction in 
the event of a localized Soviet attack on Japan. | | 

(4) It might have adverse effects on the possibility of any degree | 

of success of a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers. _ 

In view of these considerations, the Departments of State and De- | 

fense have agreed to recommend your approval for the establishment, 

from U.S. Army stocks, of a “Special Far East Command Reserve”, 
which would be available as a stockpile of equipment for the four 

JNPR divisions, but which would not be placed in the hands of the 

Japanese without specific prior agreement by the Department of State 
or approval at the highest governmental level. Sos 

) I further recommend, on the advice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
| and with the concurrence of the Secretary of State, that you authorize © 

the Department of the Army to undertake planning and budgeting 

for matériel sufficient fully to equip an overall total of ten JNPR 
divisions by July 1, 1952. | ee oe ae | 
This recommendation means that the Department of the Army 

- would have authority to plan and budget a program to equip an over- 
all total of ten JNPR divisions, but the decision to stockpile such 

| equipment for an additional six divisions will be made by appro- 
| priate military authority at a later date, and in view of the then | 

| existing situation. The authority immediately to ship heavy armament _ 
for the four existing JNPR divisions will cause some extension of a 
the period during which Army units in the United States must train | 
with a 50% allowance of major critical items of equipment, and may | 

also result in some delays in MDAP deliveries. : ey 
With great respect, | od 

Faithfully yours,? | ) 

*In a letter of April 30 to Secretary Marshall, not printed, Mr. Acheson con- | 
curred in the transmission of the draft letter to the President. (894.501/4—2051 ) 
The latter approved it May 1. .
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1 is oe Editorial Note So | 

~ On or about April 20, the Dulles Mission received from the Japa- 
nese Government ‘a memorandum titled “Concerning the Character of 
the Proposed Japanese-American Agreement”. The Agreement in 

is question was the draft Agreement between the United States and _ | 
Japan for Collective Self-Defence, dated February 9. (See Annex IT - 

| to the letter from Mr. Dulles to Mr. Acheson dated February 10, 
| page 875.) In the memorandum the Japanese Government presented 

the reasoning behind its desire for a revision of the fifth paragraph of 
the Preamble to the draft Agreement. (Lot54D423) 

] EE - Editorial Note ~ Pg Se ke 

| In a memorandum dated April 20, titled “Observations on the — 
| British Draft Peace Treaty for Japan”, apparently handed to a 
| —_ representative of the Dulles Mission, the Japanese Government stated . 

its belief that the British draft of April 7 had the character of an 
imposed peace and that the United States draft was preferable to the 

_ Japanese people. The Japanese Government then listed those provi- | 
‘sions of the British draft to which it most objected, and in conclusion | 

| mentioned a few features of the British draft which it regarded 

_ favorably and which it wished to have incorporated in the United = 
} _ States draft.: (Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty) Concerning the 
| British draft of April 7, see footnote2,page979. 

| 694.001/4-2251: Telegram a 

'- The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

: es Seeretary of State 

: TOP SECRET PRIORITY.  . *‘Toxyo, April 22,19516p.m. 

~ Topad 1858. For Rusk, Allison from Dulles. Following my prelimi- 
. nary comments on preliminary comments JCS on draft treaty and 

related documents as reported by your 1507, April 20. BE | 

1In this telegram, ‘marked “for Dulles from Allison,” the Department had 
stated it had just received preliminary comments of the JCS on both.the draft , 

: peace treaty and the defense arrangement with Australia and New Zealand. The 
: _. portion of the telegram concerning the peace treaty follows: “While no objec-. 

tions voiced to terms of Treaty JCS raise definite reservations about time of 
: coming into effect of Treaty and state inter alia, ‘It is therefore essential that  —. 

the proposed treaty not come into effect until the divisions which are to constitute 
the US garrison forces are in place in Japan.’ Additionally JCS raise objection 

{ to addendum to agreement referring to continuing rights of UN forces after : 

- | - | - | Footnote continued on following page. . | .
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I assume JCS comments relate to coming into effect of treaty which 

| is dependent on Senate ratification and not to signing which of course _ 

| does not bring treaty into effect. Addendum not intended in any way 

alter agreed Presidential directive in this respect. That directive com- 

missions me to seek “early Jap peace settlement” directs me proceed | 

“without awaiting favorable resolution military situation in Korea” 

but recognize that peace settlement “could not come into formal effect 

except by normal constitutional processes” which “would give us an > 

opportunity to control, in light of existing circumstances, time at which 

any peace settlement will become fully effective” suggested addendum | 

committing Jap Govt to provide same facilities in relation to UN 
operation after treaty effective as before was in no sense designed to — | 
qualify or alter the directive of January 10? and UN control over _ 

| effective date which is consequent upon our control over timing of our 
ratification processes. | | 
“Addendum does not assume as JCS comments say that Jap peace 

treaty “will” become effective prior to termination of hostilities in 
Korea, it merely assumes peace treaty “might” become effective prior 
to that time and that it is accordingly wise precaution to take this 
possibility into account. If JCS think it unnecessary take this con- 
tingency into account and willing rely wholly on constitutional proc- 
esses as adequate to protect US position that is entirely satisfactory to 
me and we gladly drop addendum. = — : | ce 

However, in my opinion it would be grave misjudgment of situation 
to assume constitutional steps to bring proposed treaty into effect can _ 
surely be timed to meet purely dispositions in relation to garrisoning __ 
Japan or to meet convenience of administration in Japan with refer- 
ence to Korean operation. Ratification will inevitably be influenced by 
many factors of which technical military considerations only one. — | 
Other factors will be (a) Senate’s own parliamentary time table, (6) 
hopes, fears of Jap people, (c) status of Sov war of nerves against 

, Japan, (d@) actual state of fighting in Asia, (e) sentiment of American | 

people and their leaders reacting to imminence of national election, —_ 

(f) expectations of other peoples and govts in relation to matters re- 
lated to treaty, such as security elsewhere in the Pacific, (g) attitude 
of Allied govts, (h) the importance of maintaining US initiative in 
Japan and US leadership and prestige in world. To believe the balance 

: of all such factors can be made to produce precise synchronization with 

| Footnote continued from preceding page. . 

treaty on initial grounds that ‘It assumes that the Jap Peace Treaty will 
become effective prior to the termination of hostilities in Korea.’ This apparently | 
assumes that the peace treaty can under no circumstances become effective until 

. Korean hostilities terminated.” (694.001/4-2051) For the remainder of this 
telegram, see the editorial note, p. 211. For complete text of the JCS memorandum 
to the Secretary of Defense of April 17, see the enclosure to Mr. Marshall’s letter 
of April 19 to Mr. Acheson, p. 990. . 

. * For text, see enclosure 2 (as annotated) to Mr. Acheson’s letter of January 9 

to Secretary Marshall, p. 788. | OS
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still undated future troop movements and with military administra- 
; tive convenience isin my opinion toexpecttheimpossible. = 
i _ If JCS attach importance they seem to attach to synchronization, I 

suggest they give thought to synchronizing their own arrangements . 
with the great world forces which will surely be conclusive rather — | 

! than to assume that I, or anyone else, can so regulate these forces as to 
suit their as yet unformulated and unpredictable military time table. 
Under circumstances it wld seem to me course of prudence to get 

Jap commitment involved in proposed amended addendum but this 
is purely for JCS and Defense to decide and I repeat if they do not | 
want addendum that isallright withme. | ere 

I am carrying on under President’s directive of January 10 unless — 
and until it is changed and I need, want and anticipate full coopera- 
tion of JCS. Subject to Presidential directives I expect fully to take | 
account military considerations. However I point out that since agreed _ 

| Presidential directive January 10, 1951 calling for “early Jap peace _ 7 
settlement” (a2) White House release February 27, 1951* states Presi- _ 
dent wishes us “carry on with a view to achieving earliest practical — | 
consummation of objectives entrusted to mission last January.” (0) | 

| March 26, 1951, President after examining tentative text Jap peace | 
treaty advised Secretary State “hope you may be able to implement : 
this treaty as quickly as possible.”* (¢) On April 11, 1951 White 
House states “President has made clear it is firm policy of US Govt - 
press forward to conclude peace settlement with Japan as soon as 
possible.” * (d@) April 18, 1951, President sent me message to airport: 

J stating “determination of US to work earnestly for prompt conclusion 
of Jap peace settlement.”® | | 

In addition to these Presidential statements on March 9, 1951, Sena- 
tor Connally following my meeting with Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee said committee members expressed “satisfaction with prog- | 
ress made and hoped for early conclusion of Jap peace settlement.”7 | 

| On April 19, Secretary State, in major address said “We are moving | | 
i rapidly to make prompt and enduring peace with Japan.”% © | | | 

In view of all of these public statements emphasizing prompt quick _ 
action to conclude Jap peace settlement it would in my opinion be dis- 

i astrous to US prestige in Japan, Pacific, Asia to adopt any course other | 
_ than press for promptest possible signing of peace treaty leaving _ 

r *For a summary of this press release, see Public Papers of the Presidents of . 
- the United States: Harry 8. Truman, 1951, p. 176. , a 

_ *See footnote 5, p. 950. | | | a, | 
*For text of the White House press release of April 11, see Department of 

State Bulletin, April 28, 1951, p: 654. a | Co | 
© Text of this statement by Under Secretary Webb in behalf of the President is , 

: _-:printed ibid. - . OS . . | 
* Reference statement not found in Department of State files. 7 | 
* Reference is to Mr. Acheson’s address of April 18, “Our Far Eastern Policy : 

_ Debate, Decision, and Action.” For text, see Department of State Bulletin, 
fo April 30, 1951, p. 683. |
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| ratification date under our control. I do not assume JCS and Defense 

take any other view. If perchance I do not assume correctly inthis — 

respect I must request most urgently present matter to President. 

New subject: oe no 

. [Here follows the portion this telegram printed in the editorial note, © | 

page2li.J . 

. [Dulles | | 

| | SEBALD | 

Lot 54 D 423 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office — 

| of Northeast Asian Affairs PP MEE 

| SECRET [Toxyo,] April 23,1951. 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty OS, | , 

Participants: Prime Minister Yoshida = | 

| Mr. Iguchi, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs 

| Mr. Nishimura, Chief of Treaty Bureau | 

| Ambassador Dulles 

Ambassador Sebald | 

- Assistant Secretary Johnson ess | 

| Colonel Babcock = ESA res 

Mr. Fearey a an TE Pest 

Addendum a 7 Se 

Ambassador Dulles said that certain language changes in the ad- 

dendum regarding the Korean operation (addendum to U.S.—Japan 

bilateral) were still being discussed in Washington and that he was | 

accordingly unable to provide Mr. Yoshida with a revised draft. He 

said that the changes were not of substantive importance, however, 

| and promised that the new text would be forwarded through 

Ambassador Sebald at anearly date.t 27a ees 

The following is the operative clause of an unsigned draft of the addendum o 

prepared sometime between April 18 and April 23: 

“Tt is agreed between the United States and J apan that, should forces of the 

United States or other Members of the United Nations be engaged in operations 

in continuation or extension of the present United Nations action in the Far East | 

at the time this treaty goes into effect, Japan will continue to permit the Member 

or Members to support such forces through Japan in the same general manner, 

and under the same general financial arrangements, after the treaty goes into . 

effect as before. Such use of Japanese facilities and services will be at the expense | 

of the Members of the United Nations, except for those facilities and areas 

provided to the United States pursuant to the administrative agreement imple- 

menting the bilateral treaty between the United States and Japan for collective 

self-defense.” (Lot 54 D 423) . — . 

The following unsigned handwritten sentence appears in the margin of this | 

draft: “Prepared in accordance telegraphed State and JCS views but decided not 

| to give to Japanese until surer of US clearance.” 7 |
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{ Reparations — ae De aay es 

Ambassador Dulles inquired whether the Japanese Government had | 
considered his suggestion for a possible program of reparations from 
current production. Mr. Yoshida replied that there had been many 

| ——_—_- suggestions but that the Government had not yet arrived at a concrete 
plan. He said that it would continue its study of the matter and get _ 
in touch with Ambassador Dulles through Ambassador Sebald shortly. Oe 
One proposal which the Government did wish to advance, however, 
was for Japan to salvage and turn over to the Philippine Government 

7 a considerable number of Japanese ships sunk in Philippine waters. 
Ambassador Dulles said that this would constitute a gesture of sorts — 

i _ but that he hoped that the Government would consider a trade 
arrangement along the lines he had discussed at the previous meeting. = 
He said that he did not expect anything that would throw a heavy | 

: economic burden.on Japan, nor did he believe that the Philippines oe 
expected large reparations. All that was required was something to 

| __ allay ill-will and get trade going again. He added that the Mission | 
would look into the idea in Washington also. | So | | 

2 Korean Participation ee ae a 

Ambassador Dulles said that he understood that the Japanese Gov- 
ernment objected to Korea’s being a signatory of the treaty. Mr. 
Yoshida replied that this was so and presented a paper? containing - 
his Government’s views. Ambassador Dulles said that he could see the 
force of the Japanese argument that Korean nationals in Japan, 
mostly Communists, should not obtain the property benefits of the 

; treaty. He suggested that this might be taken care of by limiting these 
benefits to Allies which were belligerents at the time of surrender. 
His initial reaction, however, in light of the world picture and the | 

_ desire of the U.S. to build up the prestige of the Korean Government, . 
2 was that we would want to continue to deal with Korea on the treaty. - 

If the only practical objection the Japanese Government had to 
Korea’s participation was the one just discussed this could and should 
be taken care of. If the Japanese Government had any other practical 
objections the U.S. would be glad to study them. | 

Prime Minister Yoshida said that the Government would like to a 
send almost all Koreans in Japan “to their home.” The Government 
had long been concerned over their illegal activities. He had raised the 
matter with General MacArthur who had opposed their forced repa- 

24 document titled “Korea and the Peace Treaty”, dated April 23. In it the 
: Japanese Government stated that Korea should not be a signatory to the Treaty. 
i because as a liberated nation it was not in a state of war or belligerency. The | 

Government then pointed out. that if Korea was a signatory, the one million 
- Koreans residing in Japan, most of them Communist, would have the property 
ars oe rights (derived from the Treaty) of Allied nationals. (Lot _
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triation, partly on the grounds that they were mostly North Koreans - 

| and “would have their heads cut off” by the ROK. Mr. Yoshida said 

that the Government had determined that the assassination of the __ 

President of the National Railways in the summer of 1949 had been 

by a Korean but that it had been unable to catch the guilty party, _ 

who was believed to have fled to Korea. | - 

Civil Aviation | | | 

Ambassador Dulles said in connection with the paper on civil avia- 

tion handed him by Mr. Yoshida? that he understood that there was 

a project afoot for the creation of a Japanese company in which cer- 

tain foreign airline companies would have stock and which would 

provide for a cooperative effort of Japanese and foreign airline inter- 

ests to get an internal Japanese airline going. If this proposal | 

succeeded it would seem that the problem of Japanese internal com- 

mercial flying would have been satisfactorily dealt with. Ambassador 

Dulles suggested that the U.S. and Japanese Governments both fur- 

ther consider the issues raised by the Japanese paper. 

Japanese Nationals in Soviet Territories 

Ambassador Dulles said in connection with the paper on this subject 

handed him by Mr. Yoshida that the U.S. had thought of putting such 

a provision into its draft but had decided that it would be impractical. 

Inclusion of unrealistic provisions opened the door to the submission 

, of similar provisions by other nations. Everyone would know that the 

provision would have no operativeeffect. | - 

“Reparations Claims” - 

Mr. Iguchi said that one type of claim the Japanese Government had 

in mind in submitting its paper on “reparations claims” was possible 

claims by certain Allied countries for Japanese currencies issued in 

their territories. The matter had been raised by the Ministry of Fi- 

nance. Ambassador Dulles said that the paper was not entirely clear to 

him and suggested that the Japanese Government submit it again in | 

| revised and elaborated form. Ambassador Dulles further said that it 

would probably be necessary to insert a provision in the treaty clarify- | 

ing the status of Japanese foreign currency bonds. oe 

Future Schedule | 

Mr. Yoshida inquired what Ambassador Dulles conceived to be the 

next steps in connection with the treaty. Mr. Dulles replied that there 

were three matters which would have to be dealt with on the Mission’s 

return, namely: (1) the administrative agreement, involving a large 

amount of detailed work; (2) discussion of the U.S. and U.K. drafts 

with British representatives arriving in Washington on April 24; 

S Infra.



; and (8) formulation of the final text of the security arrangement with 

Australia and New Zealand. If the discussions with the British indi- | 
cated the need he might go to London to seek to iron out remaining _ 

: differences at a high level. By the end of April the comments of the 14 
other nations to which the U.S. had presented its treaty draft should be. 

- coming in. Probably by mid-May the degree of agreement and. dis- 
| agreement on the treaty would have become apparent and it would be 

| possible to decide the next step. Ambassador Dulles said that we were | 
} pushing forward as hard as we could and that we would continue to 

_ Prime Minister Yoshida said that he was being charged with “secret 7 
diplomacy” in the Diet and hoped that Ambassador Dulles would 

_ advise him in advance of how much of the treaty the U.S. planned to 
{| _ publish. Ambassador Dulles replied that the U.S. had no plans for _ 

publication. The Japanese Government’s position regarding the treaty | 
_ was somewhat different from his own. 'The U.S. hasa certain initiative _ 

and responsibility in the matter. The Japanese Government is being 
consulted, but this is being done as a matter of good-will and courtesy _ 
and not as a right. If Mr. Yoshida should be able to talk in confidence 
with a few Diet members as Ambassador Dulles had with the Far 

Eastern Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 

; that would be all right. Mr. Yoshida said that this was not entirely 
feasible since the opposition did not always act in a responsible 
manner.‘ - | 7 — 

i | ‘The Dulles Mission left Tokyo later on April 23 and arrived back in Washing- | 
ton the following day. For Mr. Dulles’ statement released to the press April 24, | 

, see Department of State Bulletin, May 7, 1951, p. 747. | 

Lot 54D423 oe | - | | 7 
| Unsigned Japanese Government Memorandum | 

| [Toxo] April 23, 1951. 

: | os | Domestic Crvin Aviation a oe | 

, With respect to civil aviation, the American Draft? provides in | 
i Chapter V, Political and Economic Clauses, Clause 13, Paragraph 3; | 

“Pending the conclusion of civil air transport agreements, Japan, 
, during a period of three years, shall extend to each of the Allied 

Powers not less favorable civil air traffic rights and privileges than 

, _ *of March 28, p. 946. | | | | _ Soe a
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those they exercised at the time of the coming into force of the present 

Treaty.” Pe | ggg Oe 

In the same clause, Paragraph 1, which stipulates the matters re- - 

garding which Japan shall accord national treatment to the Aled 

Powers, excludes specifically Japanese coastal and inland navigation. 

-.-But nothing is said about domestic civil aviation. International usage 

customarily reserves domestic civil aviation of a country for the citi- 

zens of that country, and the Italian Peace Treaty (Article 81) 

provides for indiscriminate treatment of the Allied Powers only with | 

respect to international civil aviation. Accordingly it is desired that 

consideration be given to adding “international” before “civil air 

transport” and “civil air traffic” (Clause 18, Paragraph 3) with the 

view of making it clear that this clause is one governing the rights 

and privileges in international civil air transport. - 

Lot | 54D423 | Oy dt | 

Unsigned Japanese Government Memorandum} | | 

: — OPE ES ~ . [Toxyo,] April 23, 1951. 

| | Repararions Crars | | a | 

The American Draft provides in the last Paragraph of Chapter VI | 

on Reparations and Property: “Reparations claims of the Allied 

| Powers and their claims for direct military costs of occupation shall 

be deemed satisfied out of the Japanese assets subject to their respective: 

jurisdiction in accordance with the foregoing and out of assets received. 

from the Japanese home islands during the occupation.” 

This provision is highly welcome to the Japanese government. But. 

consideration of the following two points are requested. | 

(a) Since “reparations claims” are not limited to those arising 

directly out of the act of war, but should include also those arising In. 

connection with the war, it would seem better to employ a more specific 

term such as “claims arising out of war.” | _ 

(b) It is necessary to designate specifically the beginning and the. | 

| end of the period in which the events, giving rise to reparations claims, 

7 took place. oe 

Unless these two points are clarified as indicated above, there may, it 

is feared, arise a situation that will defeat the very purpose of this: 

clause. | | | 

1 Possibly handed by the Japanese to the American side during the conversa~ | 

tion documented in Mr. Fearey’s memorandum of April 23, p. 1006. | |



~ Lot (54D428000 og Rar a ; _ 
, Unsigned Japanese Government Memorandum 1 | 

po ee [Toxyo,] April 23,1951. 
a SuprleMENTARY STATEMENT ‘TO THE CONVERSATION OF Fripay | | 

- | ee Mornine, Aprin 23, 1951 | | Be 

| 1. Reparations forthe Philippines = sD 
a a. The salvaging operations will be conducted at the expense ofthe > 

_ Japanese government. The salvaged vessels will belong to the Philip- 
pine government, but they may be purchased by Japan at a price to 
be agreed upon between the two governments with the United States — 
government acting as an intermediary. | ue a : 

] - With respect to the time and money to be expended for the salvag- 
ing, an agreement, outside the Peace Treaty, will be concluded between 
Japan andthe Philippines. _ : | ; ee 

6, While maintaining the principle of no further reparations, Japan 
wil study, in connection with the question of a J apan—Philippine trade _ 

/ _-— agreement, the matter of receiving raw materials from the Philippines 
for processing, and delivering the finished goods to the Philippine | 
government. — re : EG 
2. Korea and the Peace Treaty a eo | a care 

| The Japanese government will not persist in its opposition to Korea. | 
being made a signatory to the Peace Treaty, if it is definitely assured 

7: that by the said treaty Korean residents in Japan will not acquire | 
the status of Allied Powers nationals. _ a | / 

ithe margin bears this handwritten notation: “Handed Fearey April 23 

2 Lot 54D4230 es ns pe - 
MM. emorandum by the Officer in Charge of Economic Affairs in the Of- 

fice of N ortheast Asian Affairs (H emmendinger) to the Deputy to | 
_ the Consultant (Allison)+ a | ae 

Foo seerer [Wasurneron,] April94,1951. 
_ Subject: Commentson British Draft = Oo ae 

fo The following preliminary comments on the British draft of the 
_ Japanese peace treaty are submitted for your consideration. _ “hs | 

) . 1 Drafted by Charles A. Fraleigh ‘of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs. | 
Routed to Mr. Allison through U. Alexis Johnson. oo a ES ms
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Article 14—Congo Basin Treaties - mo 

The British propose that Japan renounce all rights, titles, interests _ 

and claims deriving from Conventions signed at St. Germain-en-Laye 

on September 10, 1919. 
| 

One of the Conventions is that signed by the U.S., Belgium, the 

British Empire, France, Italy, Japan and Portugal, (TS No. 877) 

which provides for free trade and commercial equality in the Congo 

basin, for national treatment with regard to the ‘protection of persons 

and property, and for freedom of navigation of the rivers in the Congo 

basin. | | 

Article 17—Bank for International Settlements | a 

: The British propose that Japan renounce all rights, title and inter- 

ests resulting from the agreement with Germany of January 20, 1930, 

the Convention of January 20, 1930 and its annexes concerning the | 

Bank for International Settlement and the Trust Agreement dated | 

May 17, 1930. | | 

The only rights, title, and interests which are held under the Con- 

: vention and the trust agreement are the stock interests in the BIS. No 

stock interests are held by the Japanese Government, itself, but in- 

| terests are held by a group of Japanese banks. The Japanese banks — 

subscribed to $12 million of the stock of the BIS, and their subscrip- 

tion is 25% paid up. The book value of their interests is now about $6 

million. _ re oie | 

The British proposal makes no mention of the payment of compensa- — 

| tion to Japan in return for the renunciation of the interests of the _ 

| Japanese banks. It is assumed, therefore, that the British have in 

mind the forfeiture of the interests of the Japanese banks. There 

appears to be no justification for such a forfeiture. The forfeiture 

would benefit the other holders of stock interests: Belgium, France, 

Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and a consortium of U.S. banks. 

| We know of no reason why Japanese banks should continue to hold 

interests in the BIS, which functions as a clearing house for intra- 

European payments. It was established in 1930 in Basle, Switzerland 

primarily for the handling of reparations transactions arising out of | 

| the operations of the Young plan. However, if the other stockholders | 

of the BIS wish to arrange for the termination of the interests of the 

Japanese banks, they need not include such an arrangement in the 

peace treaty, but may, more appropriately, negotiate a separate agree- 

ment with Japan, providing compensation for J apan’s interest. 

If the British contemplate that the Japanese interests in the BIS 

may be liquidated as external Japanese assets in a neutral country 

(Switzerland), our comments under Article 28 are pertinent. It may . | 

be noted, however, that the Charter of the Bank, which forms a part 

of the international agreement establishing the Bank and also a part



| gpa ne Be ‘ok 
| _ of Swiss law, stipulates that the property of the Bank shall be immune | 
: from expropriation, etc. in time of war. | oe : 

Article 22—End of Occupation oe eee : | 
It is doubtful that agreements providing for the withdrawal of | 

j occupation forces, and for the return to the Japanese Government of 
Japanese goods and bank and cash balances of yen in the hands of © 

1. the occupation forces are necessary. If they are thought necessary, ; 
{ however, they can, more appropriately, be negotiated separately from | 
| the peace treaty. | | 

_ Paragraph 3 requires the return of all bank and cash balances of | 
Japanese yen in the hands of the occupation forces which have been 

] supplied free of cost. Yen was supplied free of cost only to the occu- 
| pation forces of countries other than the United States. a | 
| Article 23—Reparation  — a 7 on 
j This article proposes that the Japanese Government turn over for 
] distribution as reparation its stocks of monetary gold and bullion and 
} of precious metals and jewels. BF 
{ ‘The value of stocks of gold and precious metals owned by. the 
| _ Japanese Government is about $200,000,000. Recent estimates, prepared 
] by Sherwood Fine of the Economic and Scientific Section of SCAP | 
l- indicate that Japan will have a foreign exchange balance of approxi- | 
1 mately $500,000,000 at the end of the present fiscal year, while Japan | 

_ will need a balance of from $700,000,000 to $800,000,000 to meet its — 
minimum requirements in foreign trade. The $500,000,000 figure does 

: not include the value of Japan’s stocks of gold and precious metals: 
The estimate of Japan’s minimum requirements is based on the pro- 

| jected discontinuance of U.S. aid to J apan, | | 
Even if Japan’s holdings of foreign exchange equalled or exceeded 

its minimum needs, the U.S. could still oppose the transfer of J apan’s | 
stocks of gold and precious metals as reparations on the ground that 
U.S. expenditures for relief, economic aid, and military purposes 
should be a charge upon Japan’s holdings of foreign exchange, gold __ 
stocks and precious metals prior to any claims for reparation. U.S. 

: . expenditures for relief and economic aid total about $2 billion. 
: A further objection to the British proposal that J apan turn over 
| __ its stocks of gold and precious metals for distribution as reparations | 

_ 4s the lack of any feasible method of distribution. The British propose 
| that the U.S., the UK, Communist China, and the USSR agree on 

the countries to which, and the proportions in which, the fund should | 
|. be distributed. There is no reason to expect that the designated four | 

parties would be able to reach agreement, unless, perhaps, simply 
/ agreement to divide in four equal parts, which would leave Philippine 

and other reparation demands unsatisfied. There is also, of course, the 
538-617—T7-——65 |
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question what Chinese Government would participate in these 

arrangements. — ag 

—- Article 24—Restitution of UN Property | | : | 

This article appears unnecessary and inadvisable. It is a re-hash of 

the FEC policy decision on restitution of looted property,” implemen- 

tation of which has been virtually completed by SCAP in a most satis- 

factory manner. It is highly unlikely that any significant quantity of — 

identifiable looted property could be turned up in Japan even by the | 

| virtually unlimited search and seizure procedure here proposed. | 

The British proposal would. require that in addition to restoring | 

all looted monetary gold found in Japan, the Japanese Government 

should transfer to the government concerned gold equivalentinamount _ 

to any looted monetary gold not found in Japan. It isnot clear whether 

the British intend that the Japanese should give up all their gold 

stocks as reparations (Article 23) and buy additional gold for restitu- 

tion purposes, or whether implementation of the restitution provision | 

would take precedence. It may be assumed, however, that the British 

intend that Japan be obliged, first, to replace looted gold, and second, 

to turn over for distribution as reparations any remaining stocks of 
wold. 

The position that Japan cannot provide compensation for war losses 

and maintain a viable economy applies to either form of compensation, _ 

- compensation in kind, or compensation in currency. We can contend, — 
therefore, that, to provide compensation in kind for governments | 

whose monetary gold was looted by the Japanese is to discriminate 

against all other claimants who suffered war losses. Cc 

We have requested Tokyo for information on the amount of the 

unsatisfied claims of governments for looted monetary gold. | 

Article 25—Renunciation of Claims by Japan Gy | 

Paragraphs 1 and 4 particularize the claims which Japan waives. 

The question is, therefore, whether the general waiver provision in the 
U.S. draft would. cover all the particularized claims. This question 
is one for the Legal Adviser’s office. = 9° a 

Paragraph 2 requires. Japan to compensate persons who furnished _ 
supplies to the occupation forces in Japan and persons who hold non- 

combat damage claims against the occupation forces. There is no cor- 

responding provision in the U:S. draft. Japan has already undertaken, 

pursuant to SCAP directives, to provide some compensation for the | 
two classes of claimants. The assumption by Japan of responsibility to 

: 2 For the text of the decision of July 29, 1948, “Restitution of Looted Property”, 
See Far Eastern Commission: Second Report, pp. 37-41. . os a



_ provide compensation in full to the two classes of claimants would not 
: _ place too heavy a burden on the Japanese economy. _ | | 

_ Paragraph 3 broadens the U.S. waiver provision to include waiver  —> 
| of claims by Japan against UN nations which were not Allied Powers. 

Paragraph 5 of the Article appears to be inconsistent with the pro- 
visions of Article 28. Article 28 provides for a transfer by Japan to. | 
designated Allied Powers of Japanese assets in Germany. Para- 

| __ graph 5, however, excepts from Japan’s renunciation of claims against. 
| Germany and German nationals “claims arising from contracts and | 

rights acquired before 1st September 1939.” eo 
} Article26—UN PropertyinJapan CO 

« _‘This Article particularizes the manner in which Japan is obliged 
{ to restore UN property in Japan. The question is whether the general 
\ paragraph in the U.S. draft on restoration adequately covers the _ 

restoration of UN property. This question is one for the Legal Ad- 
| _ viser’s office. One. difference between the two drafts is that the British 
1 draft specifies that property, rights and interests be restored as they 
| existed on September 1, 1939, while the U.S. draft requires restoration __ 
| _of property, rights and interests unless the owner has freely disposed 
1 _ thereof without fraud or duress. oe a ar 
| The British draft imposes upon Japan the obligation to compensate 
j _ in yen for the loss of UN property in Japan. The U.S. draft does not 
| __ impose upon Japan any such obligation. The British proposal raises = 
1 the issue whether the imposition of such an obligation would create 
1 an untenable moral position vis-a-vis the Philippines and other Asiatic | 
| countries which have negligible interests in property in Japan, but 
1 have substantial reparations claims for which it is not proposed that — 
i _ Japan provide compensation, except, in the British draft, through 
| _ transferofgoldandexternalassets.§ | 
i The issue is a difficult one. It is whether it is justifiable to segregate 
] claims against. Japan into two categories:.(1) claims payable in non- __ 
1 yen currencies, the satisfaction of which is limited by Japan’s capacity © ; 
j to incur additional obligations in non-yen currencies; and (2) claims 
) payable in yen, the satisfaction of which is limited only by Japan’s 
| capacity to incur additional obligations in yen. If it is justifiable to | 
| | ‘Segregate claims, then it need not be regarded as. discriminatory. to 
] relieve Japan of the obligation to pay claims in category (1), while 
j imposing upon Japan the obligation to pay claims in category (2). - 
4 In.support of the U.S. position that it is not justifiable to divide 
] claims against Japan into (1) non-yen claims and: (2) yen claims, we | 

q can refer to the fact that holders of non-yen claims might be willing 
1 to accept compensation in. yen, if Japan is incapable of providing | 
1 compensation in non-yen currencies. ‘We.can say that even yen claims, 
1 when held by Allied nationals, are claims which ultimately have to be
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met by transfers of foreign exchange. We can also contend that it is 7 

not possible to divorce completely the capacity of Japan to incur addi- 

tional obligations in non-yen currencies from its capacity to incur» 

additional obligations in yen currencies. , mee | 

The British may point out that non-yen funds (Japanese external — 

assets) have been made available to the Allied Powers in partial sat- 

isfaction, presumably, of non-yen claims. The British can argue, 

therefore, that to make yen funds available to pay yen claimsin Japan 

is merely to achieve a rough sort of balance between non-yen and yen 

claims. 

If we do wish to reconsider our position on the payment of com- | 

pensation for UN property in Japan, we might require that the claim- 

ants use the compensation to repair and replace property in Japan. 

The compensation provisions would then be revised to relate them di- 

rectly to the rehabilitation of Japan. — | 

| Paragraph 6 of the British draft exempts UN property from any 

| taxes imposed by Japan, between September 2, 1945 and the coming 

into force of the treaty, to meet war, occupation or reparation costs. 

| The U.S. draft contains no such exemption. In accordance with an 

FEC policy decision, SCAP has required the Japanese Government 

to exempt UN property from a capital levy, and other taxes of an 

extraordinary nature. This point, which has been the subject of con- 

troversy with the British in Germany, requires further examination. 

Article 27—J apanese Assets in Allied Territory | 

| Both the British and the U.S. drafts authorize the vesting of Jap- 

anese assets in Allied territory, but there are a number of differences 

in the pertinent provisions of the two drafts. | 

The U.S. draft specifically authorizes the seizure of Japanese assets 

in territory administered by an Allied Power under UN trusteeship ; 

the British draft doesnot. | a 

The British draft requires Japan to compensate its nationals for 

property vested by the Allied Powers; the U.S. draft does not. The 

provision was omitted from the U.S. draft because of doubts that the 

Japanese economy could bear the burden of such compensation. ‘The 

value of Japanese assets in Allied territory, including Manchuria, 18 

believed to be about $4 billion. | | | 

The U.S. draft states that the Allied Powers may not vest Japanese 

diplomatic and consular property, while the British draft contains no 

such prohibition. Where the British exclude from vesting “literary and 

artistic property rights”, the U.S. exclude “trade marks identifying 

property originating in Japan”. There is no provision in the British 

draft to correspond with the provision in the U.S. draft that there 

shall be excluded from vesting “property located in Japan despite the



, 

| presence elsewhere of paper or similar evidence of right, title or inter- 

| est in such property, or any debt claim with respect thereto”. | | 
1 Article 28—Japanese Assets in Neutral and Ex-Enemy Countries and oo 
| in Germany and Austria MS , 

~ The British propose that Japanese assets in neutral and ex-enemy 
| _ countries be liquidated and used as reparations; the U.S. draft. con- 
| tains no such proposal. The British proposal would designate the 
] USSR and/or China (in several cases Commie China) as recipients 
1 in nine of the fourteen countries concerned. There would, therefore, 
| be difficulty in reaching agreement regarding the division of shares. — 
1 _ The value of Japanese assets in the neutral countries has been esti- 

| mated to be $20,000,000. The value of Japanese assets in the ex-enemy 
3 countries has been estimated by the Japanese to be $11 million, there- _ 

| fore, the value of assets that might be obtained under the British 
i proposal would be small in comparison with the difficulty of obtaining | 
| them. i ns 
{ The question whether the neutral countries could be expected to give. 
1 effect to a treaty provision transferring Japanese assets in the neutral — 
1 countries to the Allied Powers is a question, in the first instance, for 

1 the Legal Adviser’s office. 

i Article 29—German Property in Japan — | - 

| The British propose that Japan recognize SCAP’s action in liqui- _ 
1 dating German assets in Japan and placing the proceeds at the disposal 
| _ of TARA. There is no corresponding provision in the U.S. draft. Since 
: the liquidation of German assets in Japan has not been completed, and 
j action by the Japanese Government is still required, it is desirable to 
{ secure an agreement with Japan on this subject. The agreement, how- _ 
L ever, can be negotiated separately from the peace treaty. It should be 

concluded, however, either before, or at the time the peace treaty is | 
concluded. | , | So 

Article 30—Debts . oe 

{ Paragraph 1 is not necessary because it can be assumed that Japan 
recognizes the principle stated. . | oe 

i _ Paragraph 2 is too vague to be of value. | | 
Paragraph 3 is irrelevant if the other paragraphs of the Article 

are deleted. - | . OO 
| -—s- Paragraph 4 is not necessary as it specifies a construction of the — 
7 treaty which would be given to the treaty in the absence of the — 

specification. co , Ps vier ge te 
Neither this Article nor the. US. draft. deals with the. effect of | 

payment of debts owed to Allied nationals made by residents of Japan |
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to the Japanese Government during the war. This subject can, how- 
ever, be dealt with in an agreement separate from the treaty, or can | 

: be left to be decided by Japanese law. oo 

Article 31—Pre-war Claims | 

This Article is not necessary as it can be assumed that Japan recog- — 
nizes the principle stated. | | 

| Article 82—General Economic Relations | 

The British draft reflects a high degree of craftsmanship. However, _ 

it enumerates the various categories of commitments in detail, in 

contrast with the approach of stipulating brief and simple but none 
the less comprehensive and sufficient terms finally adopted by the | 

Department. | | | a 

If it should prove necessary to revert to the detailed approach, the : 

earlier detailed draft prepared in the Department should be compared 

with the British proposal with a view to a consolidated redraft em- 

bodying the best features of both. It may be noted in this connection 

that provisions similar to paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the British drait 

were not included in any of the Department’s drafts. Nor does the - 

Department’s draft include such an item as 1 (d) of the British | 

draft relevant to the delicate subject of immigration. With respect | 

to the latter subject, the Senate has usually frowned upon the in- _ 

clusion in treaties of provisions which contain or appear.to contain | 

provisions which may commit the United States. 

| In any event, it would appear necessary to establish a time limit 

on the type of commitments contained in the reference article. As . 

| drafted, these provisions would appear to run in perpetuity subject 

only to the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 20. The latest United 

States draft provides that such treatment shall be accorded for three 

years from the first coming into force of the treaty. It would also 

appear necessary to include certain general reservations which would | 

enable Japan to apply measures to safeguard its external financial 

position and balance of payments or its essential interests, and the 

exceptions customarily included in commercial agreements. a ; 

Article 36-—War Graves | 

| The Article refers to the necessity for the negotiation of agreements oe 

on war graves. The subject need not, therefore, be dealt with in the 

| treaty. | | | 

Annex II—Special Provisions Relating to Certain Kinds of Property | 

| It is recommended that Section A (Industrial, Literary and 

Artistic Property) of Annex II which the British have proposed in 

connection with the Japanese Peace Treaty be opposed. on



1 _ The patent and trade mark provisions of the FEC policy statements* = 
1 promulgated in 1949 should not be contradicted or unduly modified 

| _ by the Treaty. Any provisions in the treaty differing greatly from the 
| FEC policy provisions would cause confusion and create conflicting 

| rights since the Japanese Government has already undertaken exten- | 

: sive measures, on the basis of SCAP directives, to implement the FEC me 
| __ provisions. The proposed British draft differs considerably from the 

j FEC policy statements particularly in the “effective date of loss” 

1 provisions governing restoration and the stipulation of a deadline 
i _ date for applicants to seek restoration rights. — re 
1 - Any provisions incorporated into the Treaty relating to industrial, 
: literary or artistic property should conform strictly to the FEC policy 
i statements. However it is believed that there is no need for dealing | 
1 with this subject in the peace treaty. If, by the time the treaty is finally 
| __ negotiated, the programs for restoration of Allied rights have been 
| completed, or are nearing completion by the Japanese Government, 
| _—_ no agreement with Japan on this subject will be required. If the pro- 
1 grams are not nearing completion, a separate agreement can be - 

| negotiated, : 
1 - Section B (Insurance) of Annex II concerns the terms under which 
1 foreign (UN) insurers can resume their activities in Japan. Such 
j terms can more appropriately be made the subject of commercial 
7 agreements between interested governments and the Japanese Gov- 
j ernment after the peace treaty is concluded. Be | 

i -®¥or texts of the policy decision of March 17, 1949, “Policy toward Patents, 
4 Utility Models, and Designs in Japan,” and the decision of July 28, 1949, ““Trade- 
4 Marks, Trade Names and Marking of Merchandise in Japan,” see Department of oo 
a State Press Releases, 1950, No. 61, August 10, “Third Report by the Secretary. . 
4 General on the Activities of the Far Eastern Commission, 24 December 1948-30 | | 
; June 1950,” pp. 16-20; ~ |. oe ce SO a | 

a Lot 4D428 0 RE Ee Bo | 

, Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the 

"Secretary of State Oe eo 
po TOP SECRET _ [Wasutineton,] April 25, 1951. 

' _ Tattach herewith a memorandum of the talk I had at the Pentagon | 
; thismorning, 2 ee ao 

Pe Joux Fosren Duttxs 

; gE Ep Sy ge [Attachment]. - a - ne oe wey, 

j T have just come from a meeting at the Pentagon with Secretary 

3 Marshall, General Bradley, the three Joint Chiefs and the three serv- —s_—
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ice Secretaries,’ also Karl Johnson. I reported on my trip to Japan 
| and gave my estimate of the situation.? We discussed the present 

program. a 

The meeting was informal and no formal decisions were taken, but — 
Secretary Marshall expressed the conclusion, in which all seemed to | 
concur, that we should proceed to push ahead for an early Japanese 
Peace Treaty signature, keeping a string on the situation through the | 
timing of ratification. . | 

It seems to be the general view that it would be very difficult to | 
conduct a major Korean campaign from a Japanese base if Japan’s 
full sovereignty were restored. Also there was some feeling that Japan 
needed to be further strengthened from the standpoint of United 
States ground forces. | | | 

Secretary Marshall seemed to feel that we were warranted to pro- 
ceed on the assumption that if the present offensive were repulsed the 
Korean situation might settle down to a point where there would be a 
more or less stabilized line largely held by South Korean forces with 
some United States troops in reserve as against a renewed major 

thrust and some troops presently in Korea moved back to Japan. 
In any event there was no disposition at this time to seek the reopen- 

ing of the Presidential directive of January 10, 1951 calling for an 
early Japanese peace settlement, subject of course to the reservation — 
therein expressed with respect to the effective date of the treaty 
through ratification. : a a 

I said that it was not yet apparent whether the British really 
wanted to go along with us or whether they wanted to split with us on 
Japan as they had on China. I said this would probably not be de- 
veloped for a few weeks, during which time I might have to go to 
England. I said that if there was going to be a definite split on policy 
with Japan that might introduce new elements which would make it 
desirable to review the situation. | | 

I also said that in my opinion it was undesirable at the present time 
to attempt to formulate a so-called “addendum” attempting to define 
our rights if the Japanese Peace Treaty should come into effect 
through ratification at a time when fighting in Korea and perhaps | 
elsewhere was still in progress. I said that recent attempts to figure 
out all the contingencies might involve demands on Japan that could 
be frightening. I thought that if it should later seem wise to have the 

1¥rank Pace, Jr., Secretary of the Army; Francis P. Matthews, Secretary of 
the Navy: Thomas K. Finletter, Secretary of the Air Force. 

?QOn May 2, Mr. Dulles reported orally to the Under Secretary’s Meeting on 
his trip to Japan. A summary of his remarks is included in document UM N-339 | 
in Lot 53 D 250: The Under Secretary’s Meeting. . | 

® See enclosure 2, as annotated, to the letter of January 9, from Mr. Acheson to | 
Secretary Marshall, p. 788. ,
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| treaty come into force through ratification while the fighting was still 
q on, the “addendum” could then be better drafted and accepted than so 
1 far in advance. This last suggestion was made after the meeting was 
4 breaking up and I got no sense of the judgment’ of the group on this 
; point. | | PEE : 

it oo Editorial Note | 

{| ___ In his memorandum of September 18, 1951, “Summary of Negotia- 
Lo tions Leading Up to the Conclusion of the Treaty of Peace with 
| Japan,” Mr. Fearey statedin part: a 
i “On April 25 there arrived in Washington a group of British tech- 
1 nical experts who with their opposites on the United States side suc- 
| ceeded during the following week, under the chairmanship of 
j Mr. Allison, in marrying in one tentatively agreed joint draft the 
t United States March draft and a longer British draft circulated in _ 
: ~ early April to the British Commonwealth Governments. The British 
j draft, though not an agreed Commonwealth document, was in large 
] degree the product of overall Commonwealth thinking evolved through 
j _ a series of Commonwealth meetings on the treaty. ... The joint draft, 
j _ dated May 3, left undecided the major policy differences then existing 
1 between the United States and the United Kingdom Governments 
j (primarily Chinese representation, disposition of Formosa, and dis- _ 
j position of Japanese owned gold and assets in neutral and ex-enemy 
i countries), but successfully reconciled the United Kingdom concern 
ij for a technically precise and comprehensive treaty with the United — 
1 States desire for a document sufficiently simple and brief to be widely : 
1 read and understood.” (694.001/9-1851) as | 
1 For the United States “March draft” and the joint draft of May 3, _ 

see pages 944 and 1024, respectively. The Department’s copy of the _ 
i British draftofApril7isnot printed. = = ©. | 
| The talks concluded May 4. The chief British negotiator was 
i Charles H. Johnston, Head of the Japan Department-of the Foreign _ 
| Office, who was assisted by legal and economic advisers from London 
| as well as members of the British Embassy staff. On the American side, — 
1 Mr. Allison was assisted by, among others, U. Alexis Johnson, Arthur | 
i Ringwalt (First Secretary of the Embassy in London), and Messrs. 
| _ Hemmendinger, Fearey, and Fraleigh. (Memorandum from Mr. Alli- 
| son to Mr. McDermott, May 4, 1951, Lot 54 D 423) | 
4 Detailed minutes of these negotiations have not been found in De- , 
| partment of State files, nor has indication been found that such notes 
| were taken by either team. However, working copies of the American | 
i _ and British drafts which formed the basis of negotiation and which __ 
1 bear extensive marginalia are in Lot 54:D 423. Also, an unsigned, 
j undated document titled “Check List of Positions Stated by. U.S..and 
| U.K. at April 25-27 Meetings” is in file 694.001/4-2751. It is not 

:
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printed because it ‘is impossible to follow without reference to the 

British draft, which is omitted because of space requirements, 

In a memorandum of May 10 to General Ridgway, Ambassador | 

| Sebald stated in part: 7 | | ea 

“The principal differences between the two draftsareasfollows: 

(a) The new U.K.-U.S. draft more nearly approximates in 

form and in attention to detail the model of traditional peace | 

| agreements, as for example that agreed upon in 1947 by the Allied 
Powers and Italy. | | 

(6) Regarding territorial provisions the U.K. has substantially | 

| followed the earlier U.S. draft but has reserved its position on a 
clause providing for Japan’s renunciation of rights and claims to 

_ Formosa. and the Pescadores (Article 2 of new draft). | 
(c) Regarding Japan’s security the U.K.—U.S. draft contains 

| a new provision (Article 7), which has been made subject to fur- 
ther U.S. consideration, that all Allied Forces shall be withdrawn 
from Japan no later than 90 days after the coming into force of 
the Treaty, but that nothing shall prevent the stationing or re- 
tention of foreign armed forces in Japanese territory pursuant to 
bilateral agreements made between one or more of the Allied 
Powers and Japan. The security provisions of the U.K.-U.S. 

- draft also provide in the same Article that Japanese property in 
use by the Occupation Forces at the time of the coming into force 

_ of the Treaty shall be returned to the Japanese Government within 
90 days unless other arrangements are made by mutual agreement. 

(d) The U.K.-U.S. draft contains more specific though prob- 
ably not more stringent provisions regarding the continuation 

of pre-war Japanese treaties, economic relations with Japan, and 
claims against Japan. | | 

(e) The U.K.-U.S. draft also omits from the Chapter on Final ~ 
Clauses a specific provision. that Japan will not make a peace 

_ settlement or. war claims settlement with any state which would 
grant that state greater advantages than those granted under 
the present Treaty.” (Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty ) 

794.00/4-8050 a 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the Director — 

sof the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Johnson) - : 

PERSONAL SECRET 3 - | — Toxyo, April 30, 1951. | 

Dear Atex: We hope through the course of today to be able to tele- | 

graph the verbatim text of General Ridgway’s Constitution Day state- 
ment to the Japanese people, which, I understand, is being given to _ 

the press shortly for release on May 3. | | | a 

*Not printed here. | | - ve
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to The key paragraph in the statement is the one which states in effect 

{ that the Japanese Government has been authorized to re-examine all 

{ ordinances based upon SCAP directives, with a view to making neces- 

| gary changes in accordance with experiencetodate. = | 

| —s—: Tattended a staff conference yesterday over which General Ridgway © 

presided, and at which the proposed statement was discussed. The 

{ purpose of the paragraph mentioned above is to give the Japanese 

i Government authority to re-examine the entire purge question, with 
| —__ a view to ameliorating the purge to the point where it will not be more 
| __ severe than provided for by FEC Policy Decisions. This is in accord- | 

1 ance with the Department’s policy, I believe, as exemplified in Article 

1 13 of NSC 13/2.2 Government Section is being charged with inviting © 

1 the Japanese Governments attention to the purpose of the paragraph 

in question, which has purposely been broadly phrased in order not to 

j focus attention specifically upon the purge. It is my understanding that 

{all army and navy officers who became commissioned subsequent to the 

| _ outbreak of the China Incident in 1937—with perhaps a few minor | 

1 - exceptions—will be included in the depurge. Additionally, largenum- 

' bers of local officials, teachers, industrialists, government officials, pub- | 

| __hheists, ete., will probably also eventually be depurged. aan | | 

1 - When asked for my opinion at the staff conference, I said that this 
; action is long overdue, it is in conformity with U.S. policy,asITunder- | 

{| __ stand it, and that the depurge of the many people who would be | 

i included in this action will do much to lessen an irritant which has | 
| been growing year after year. I said also that this action would gofar 
| in cementing future good relations with a select and influential class 
4 of Japanese. Pee a oo 
i ‘Jt will, of course, take some time before the Japanese Government | 
} __ will be in a position to implement the authority eranted inthe Con- 
3 stitution Day statement, but I will do everything possible to expedite | | 
j action, as I believe this is what the Department wants. I might say 
| that the consensus of the conference was that if the cut-off date for _ 
’ military and naval officers should be made early, e.g., as a maximum, - 
j 1931, Washington should be queried and support of the United States | 
| Government requested. Frank Rizzo, Chief of the Government Sec-: a 

: tion, on the other hand feels that we are on entirely safe ground if 
, 1937 isadopted asthe cut-off date. cs | 

_ As the information contained herein reflects the discussion in a. 
1 highly classified conference, I would appreciate your limiting the | 
' information to those who need to know2 ©. 203 
| Sincerely yours, WJ. Szpatp | 

? For NSC 18/2, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v,p.858. 
: or further documentation on this topic, see Mr. Johnson’s reply of May 16,
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694.001/5-851: Telegram | . Oe 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to SCAP 

mos ) . (Sebald) a 

SECRET | Wasuinerton, May 3, 1951—6 p. m. 

‘Topad 1563. For Sebald from Dulles. Refer to Art 15, US drait 

“treaty text.1 Discussions with Brit Del here convince us necessity of 

Japan actually adopting domestic legis for yen compensation in satis- 

‘factory form with provision that it shall be operative as regards 

nationals of Allied Powers as of the date of coming into force of Peace 

Treaty between Japan and that Allied Power. Treaty cld then pro- 

vide that in substance “compensation will be made in accordance with 

Jap domestic legis embodied in Diet Law. No. Blank”. We believe 

Brit will be unwilling to rest right to compensation on mere promise 

of future domestic legis. Pls cable Jap reaction.’ [ Dulles. | | 
ee ACHESON | 

1 Of March 23, p. 944. a a 
? Documents in file 694.001 for May and June of 1951 indicate that the Japanese 

Government stated it had no objection in principle to such legislation, was unable 

to schedule its consideration at the then current regular session of the Diet, and 

would convoke prior to the signing of the peace treaty an extraordinary session 

of the Diet for the specific purpose of passing it. Informal negotiation on the 

details of the compensation law ensued between the Mission and the Foreign 

Office, the former acting on the basis of telegraphed instructions from Washington. | 

In telegram 1763 to Tokyo, June 16, the Department in part instructed. the Mis- 

sion to request the Japanese Government to prepare a complete draft, in advance : 

of Mr. Allison’s arrival in Tokyo June 24. (694.001/6-1651 ) . . — 

Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty 

Joint United States-United Kingdom Draft Peace Treaty * 

| [SECRET | | - Wasutneton, [May 3,] 1951. 

U.K. contributions ? a U.S. contributions ? 

Joinr Unrrep Statres—-Unitep Kinepom Drarr Preparep DURING THE 

| Discussions In Wasuineron, Aprit-May 1951 | 

: | | | PREAMBLE ss 7 | 

j.......... hereinafter referred to as “the Allied Powers”, of the | 
| j one part, and Japan, of the other part; | | 

Whereas the Allied Powers and Japan are resolved that hence 
forth their relations shall be those of nations which, as sovereign 

1 This draft was not formally circulated to other interested powers. ee 
?The source text used here is enclosed with a letter of May 25, not printed, 

from George Clutton, Chargé of the British Liaison Mission in Tokyo, to Mr. 
Bond. It is identical to copies of the May 3 draft of American origin except for 

the marginal markings.



; equals, co-operate in friendly association to promote their common 
| welfare and to maintain international peace and security, and are| 

therefore desirous of concluding a Treaty of Peace which will settle} 
: questions still outstanding as a result’ of the existence of a state-of| 
| war between them and will enable Japan to carry out her declared| _ 
| intentions to apply for membership in the United Nations Organiza-| — 

tion and in all circumstances to. conform to the principles of the] | 
‘ Charter of the United N ations; to strive to realise the objectives of} 
: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; to seek to create within | 

Japan conditions of stability and well-being as defined in Articles 55} i and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations and already initiated] 
by post-war Japanese legislation; and in public and private trade} 

| and, commerce to conform to. Anternationally accepted fair practices; 
: _ Whereas the Allied Powers welcome the intentions of Japan set} | 

/Cutintheforegoingparagraph; 7 
| _ tlave therefore agreed to conclude the present Treaty of Peace, ~_ i |and. have accordingly appointed the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, 

| | who, after presentation of their full powers, found in good and due 1 form, have agreed on the following provision == og: | 

Pt ooo Article Lo 0 oo, | | 
| ‘The state of war between Japan and each of the Allied Powers 
is hereby terminated a8 ‘from the date on which the present Treaty 

: 'comes into force between Japan and the Allied Power concerned." ‘ 
Se HAPTER IE rr | 

3 a RRTTORY 
BA eticdle 2 
) _ Japan renounces all rights, titles and claims to Korea (including) | Quelpart, Port Hamilton and Dagelet), [Formosa and the Pesca- : 

: cores] ;. and also all. rights,. titles and. claims in connection with the po 
| mandate system [or based on any past; activity of Japanese nationals| in the Antarctic area]. Japan accepts the action of the United Nations : 

Security Council of April 2, 1947, in relation to extending the] ! _ trusteeship system to Pacific ‘Islands formerly under mandate to 
Japan. (U.K. reserves position:on- passages between square brackets.) | | 

LE Gans : Be Article 8). 3 PE ea God | | 
| Japan will concur in any proposal of the United States to the | United Nations to place under its trusteeship system, with the United 

States as the administering authority, the Ryukyu Islands: south of 29° north latitude, the Bonin Islands, including Rosario Island, the} |
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Volcano Islands, Parece Vela and Marcus Island. Pending the making | 

of such a proposal and affirmative action thereon, the United States | 

will have the right to exercise all and any powers of administration, . 

legislation, and jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants of| 

these islands, including their territorial waters. (U.K. reserves original | _ 

paragraph 1 of Article 5 of U.K. draft.) — 

. | Article 4 | a 

Japan cedes to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the Kurile 

Islands, and that portion of South Sakhalin and the islands adjacent 

to it over which Japan formerly exercised sovereignty. oe 

i Article 5 ee 

| (a) Except as may be otherwise agreed by the Allied Power con- 

cerned and Japan, Japan renounces all rights, titles and interests of 

Japan and its nationals (including juridical persons) in, and all ~ 

claims in respect of, property situated in the territories mentioned in 

Articles 2 and 4 and undertakes to deliver to the Allied Power con- 

cerned records, archives and similar property pertaining directly to 

the government and administration of the areas ceded or renounced. 

(6) Claims of residents of the territories ceded or renounced pur- 

suant to Articles 2 and 4 hereof against Japan and persons in Japan 

(except claims arising out of trade and financial relations since Sep- 

tember 2, 1945) shall be the subject of arrangements between the 

Allied Power concerned and Japan, taking cognizance of J apanese- 

| property in the respective territories renounced by Japan pursuant to | 

- | paragraph (@) above. — 

| (c) The disposition of property and claims relating to areas re- 

ferred to in Article 8 shall be the subject of special arrangements. 

(2d) Japanese submarine cables connecting Japan with territory 

removed from Japanese control pursuant to the present Treaty shall | 

be equally divided, Japan retaining the Japanese terminal and adjoin-| — 

ing half of the cable and the detached territory the remainder of the | 

cable and connecting terminal facilities. | oo 

(Note: The problem of Japanese liability for debts in respect of 

properties in renounced or ceded territories remains to be considered.) 

CHAPTER III oO 

| 
SECURITY 

| Article 6 | | 

(a) Japan accepts the obligations set forth in Article 2 of : | 

Charter of the United Nations, and in particular obligations | 

(i) to settle its international disputes by peaceful means in such a 

manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not 

endangered 5 |
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’ (11) to refrain in its international relations from the threat or use| | 
q of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of | 
4 any state or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of | : 
4 the United Nations; oe Oo oe 
3 (111) to give the United Nations every assistance in any action it | 
7 takes in accordance with the Charter and to refrain from giving 
i assistance to any state against which the United Nations may take} __ 
| _ preventiveorenforcementaction. = | | 

a (6). The Allied Powers, for their part, recognise that Japan as a 
sovereign nation possesses the inherent right of individual or collective} 

‘ self-defence referred to in the Charter of the United Nations and that | 
'Z Japan may voluntarily enter into a collective security arrangement | 

or arrangements participated in by one or more of the Allied Powers. | _ 
_ (Note: Paragraph (b) is subject to further consideration by U.S.) | 

o Reticle Fe 
] | (a) All armed forces of the Allied Powers shall be withdrawn — 
: _ | from Japan as soon as possible after the coming into force of the 
i present Treaty, and in any case not later than 90 days thereafter. — 
1 Nothing in this provision shall however prevent the stationing or __ 
1 retention of foreign armed forces in Japanese territory under or in. | 
; _| consequence of any bilateral or multilateral agreements which have : 
j been or may be made between one or more of the Allied Powers, on 

to theonehand,and Japanontheother, = Sas 
j | (6) All Japanese property for which compensation has not already 
L been paid, which was supplied for the use of the occupation forces 
1 and which remains in the possession of those forces at the time of the 
I coming into force of the present Treaty, shall be returned to the 

Japanese Government within the same 90 days unless other arrange- 
mentsaremadebymutualagreement. = = © |=. | 

(Note: This Article is subject to further consideration by U.S.) | 

- as POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CLAUSES ee eae 

po | | Article 8 ee 

— (@).Each of the Allied Powers, within one year after the present 
_ Treaty has come into force between it and Japan, will notify Japan | : 

: which of its pre-war bilateral treaties with Japan it wishes to keep —_ 
in force or revive, and‘any ‘treaties so notified shall continue in force 

, or be revived subject only to such amendments as may be necessary | 
| + to ensure conformity with the present Treaty. They shall resume their. | 

? force three months after the date of notification and shall be regis- | 
: | tered with the Secretariat of the United Nations. All such treaties not 

so notified shall be regarded as abrogated. = © | | 

(6) Any notification made under paragraph (a) of this Article 
_|may except from the operation or revival of a treaty any territory |
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for the international relations of which the notifying Power is re-. 

| sponsible, until three months after notice cancelling this exception is | 
given. Co | I | 
Be 0 Article9 | | 

(a) Japan undertakes to recognize the full force of all treaties now 
or hereafter concluded for terminating the state of war initiated on 
September 1st 1939,.as well as any other arrangements for or in con- 
nection with the restoration of peace. Japan also accepts the arrange- 
ments made for terminating the former League of Nations and:Per- | 
manent Court of International Justice. Pant TL 

| (6) Japan renounces all such rights and interests as:she may derive _ 
from being a signatory: power of the Convention of St. Germain-en- 

| Laye of September 10th, 1919, and the Straits Agreement of Montreux =| 
of July 20th, 1936, and from Article 16 of the Treaty of Lausanne of 
July 24th, 1923. ERE | | 

(c) Japan renounces all rights, title and interests resulting from 
the agreement with Germany dated 20th January 1930, the Conven- 
tion dated 20th January 1930, and its Annexes concerning the Bank 
for International Settlements and the Trust Agreement dated 17th 
May 1930. Japan undertakes to notify to the Ministry of Foreign Af- 
fairs at Paris, within six months of the coming into force of the pres- _ 
ent treaty, her renunciation of the rights, title'and interests referred 
to in this paragraph. ~ Be | ror ree : 
(Note: U.S. reserves its position regarding the Convention of St. 

Germain-en-Laye, and the Bank for International Settlements.) 

| Oo Article 10 | | | 

| Japan agrees to enter promptly into negotiations with Allied Powers | 
so desiring for the conclusion of new bilateral or multilateral agree- 
ments for the regulation, conservation and development of high seas 

fisheries. a Se | 
| (Note: U.K. reserves original paragraph 2 of Article 34 of U.K.’ 

draft.) oe 
oO Article Il 2 Ps | 

Japan renounces all special rights and interestsin China. 

co - Artie 1200 

| The power to grant clemency, reduce sentences, parole and pardon 
(the last only when newly discovered evidence so warrants) with re- 
spect of the war crimes sentences imposed by military tribunals of the | 
Allied Powers on persons who are imprisoned in Japan may not be| 
exercised except on the decision of. the Government or Governments 
which imposed the sentence in each instance, and on the recommenda-
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i __ tion of Japan. In the case of the persons sentenced by,the International { 
4 Military Tribunal for the Far East, such power may not.be exercised | | 

except on the decision of a majority of the Governments represented | 
onthe Tribunal, and on the recommendation of Japan. (ss sit 

; _ . (Note: U.K. reserves the first sentence of Article 21 of U.K. draft | 

: andontheuseoftheword“pardon”.)* 2 

lt Article BB 

4 (a) Japan declares its readiness promptly to enter. into nego- I 

i tiations for the conclusion with,each of the Allied Powers of treaties | | 

4 or agreements to place on a stable and friendly basis the commercial, | 
1 maritime and trading relations between them. | ...... | 
1 (6) Pending the coming into force of the relevant treaty or agree-_ | 
: ment Japan will, during a: period of five years from. the coming into _ 
; force of the present. Treaty, accord to each of the Allied Powers and. 
‘ its nationals’ (including juridical persons), on condition of herself 

in fact receiving In respect of the same matter national or. most-._ 
4 favoured nation treatment, as the case may be, from the Allied Power | 
7 concerned. | Poe r Gulia hab a ves me a pee BE 

ro (i) most favoured nation treatment with respect to customs duties, — 
- charges, import and export restrictions, and all other regulations | 

j imposed on or.in connection with the importation or exportation of © 

4 (11) national or most favoured nation treatment, whichever is the 
] more favourable, with respéct to imported products, vessels, property, — 
q interests, business, financial, commercial and ‘professional aétivities — 
; - In Japan; and with respect to shipping and navigation (excluding/ 

including): coastal and inland navigation; such treatment shall in- — 
qe clude all matters pertaining to taxation and the levying of taxes, 
4 access to the Courts, the conclusion of contracts, the acquisition, owner- 
| ship and disposal of property of all kinds, the creation of and par-— 
d ticipation in juridical persons constituted under Japanese law, and 
q the treatment of any such juridical persons in which Allied Nationals | 
: havea participation. _ oo | | ) | 

(ce) Allied nationals (including juridical persons) shall be granted _ 
4 equitable treatment (which shall not be less than national treatment) 

in respect of any measures involving the expropriation of their prop- : 
erty, rights or interests in Japan. There shall be no such expropriation 

without the payment of adequate and effective compensation. ~~ 
_ (da) In the application of this Article, a discriminatory measure 

a shall not be considered to derogate from the grant of national or most’ | 

i _ *In the Department's copy of the British April 7 draft, this sentence reads as - 
follows: “Japan undertakes. to-accept the judgments and carry out the orders of | 

§ the International. Military Tribunal for the Far East, and of all other duly con- _ 
3 stituted Allied War Crimes courts both within and outside Japan, respecting 
i convictions and sentences imposed upon Japanese nationals.” Additionally, 
; Article 21 of that draft contains no provision for pardon, though it does for 
: clemency, reduction of sentence, and parole. (Lot 54 D 423) 

538-G17—77-—66__ | a |
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favoured nation treatment, as the case may be, if such measure is based 

on an exception customarily provided for in the commercial treaties 

| of the party applying it, or on the need to safeguard that party’s 

external financial position, balance of payments or essential security — 

| interests, and provided such measure is proportionate to the circum- 

stances and not applied in an arbitrary or unreasonable manner.. 

(e) Where an Allied Power has responsibility for the international 

relations of non-metropolitan or overseas territories, or consists of a | 

federal state, lack of reciprocity afforded to Japan in one or more 

of such territories or in one or more of the constituent states of the _ 

federation shall not constitute a ground for the refusal by Japan 

of the treatment provided for by paragraph (6) of this Article to the 

other territories (including the metropolitan territory itself) or. to 

the other states, or to persons, vessels, or juridical persons resident, 

registered, or constituted in such other territories or states as the case 

may be, or to the federal government. Similarly lack of reciprocity 

on the party of the metropolitan territory or federal government shall 

| not of itself be a ground for the refusal of the said treatment to the 

other territories or constituent states, or to persons, vessels or juridical 

persons resident, registered or constituted in such other territories or 

states,asthecasemaybe. = = |. - a 
(f) Japan’s obligations under paragraph (0) of this Article shall 

not be affected by the exercise of any Allied rights under Article 15 

of the present Treaty; nor shall the provisions of that paragraph 

be understood as limiting the undertakings assumed by Japan by 
virtueof Article16ofthe Treaty. | core _ | 

(Note: The references to Articles 15 and 16 in paragraph (f) are 
understood by the U.K. as references to Articles 27 and 26 respectively, 

of the U.K. draft. Article 13 is subject to further consideration on the 
part of both Governments.) ~~ ae | 

7 : Article 144° ee BE 

Pending the conclusion of civil air transport agreements, Japan,| — 

during a period of five years, shall extend to each of the Allied Powers| 

not less favourable international civil air traffic rights and privileges| — 
than those they respectively exercised at the time of coming into 
forceofthe present Treaty. = = |. 

| (Note: U.K. reserves Article 83 of the U.K. draft.) * 

-. 4Tn the Department's copy of the British April 7 draft, this article is as follows: 
“1, Pending the coming into force of Civil Air Transport Agreements between | 

individual United Nations and Japan, Japan shall, in all matters concerning Civil | 

Aviation, grant to each of the United Nations unconditional most favoured 
nation treatment, or not less favourable air traffic rights and privileges than they |
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HAPTER VO | ae  &- 

oy | CLAIMS AND PROPERTY 7 

. (a) The Allied Powers recognize that Japan lacks the capacity to 
make payments in bullion, money, property or services which would} =| 

enable Japan to maintain a viable economy, to meet its obligations for , 

_-yelief and economic assistance furnished since September 2,1945,inj = fy 

. furtherance of the objectives of the occupation, and also to- make ade- . 

‘quate reparation to the Allied Powers for war damage. However, each | 

of the Allied Powers shall have the right to seize, retain, liquidate or| 

otherwise dispose of all property, rights, and interests of Japan and. | 

of Japanese nationals (including juridical persons). which at any time| — | 

| between December 7 1941 and the coming into force of the present 7 

Treaty were subject toitsjurisdiction,except: | 

: (i) property of Japanese nationals permitted to reside during the} 

war in the territory of one of the Allied Powers, except property sub- 

: jected during that period to measures not generally applicable to the | 

property of Japanese nationals resident insuchterritory; | 

- (ii) all real property, furniture and fixtures owned by the Govern- 
ment of Japan and used for diplomatic or consular purposes, and all 
personal furniture and furnishings and other property not of an in- 

-vestment nature which was normally necessary for the carrying out of | 

| - diplomatic and consular functions, owned by Japanese diplomatic and 
consular personnel; . ts | a , , oo 

oe (iii) property belonging to religious bodies or private charitable 
| institutions and used exclusively for religious or charitable purposes; 

| (iv) property rights arising out of the resumption of trade and 
financial relations between the country concerned and Japan or ac- 

| quired pursuant to authorisation by the country. concerned before the 
-coming into force of the present Treaty. | Oo 

Property referred to in this paragraph shall be returned net of any | _ 
expenses incident to its preservation. If any such property has been | | 

__ liquidated the proceeds shall be returned instead. Oo | | 

| (6) The right to seize, retain, liquidate or otherwise dispose of , 
Japanese property referred to in paragraph (a). above shall be ~ 

-_jexercised in. accordance with the laws of the-Allied Power concerned, _ 
a and the Japanese owner shall have only such rights as may be given’ 

_ |him by those laws. oa me oo 
-(c) The Allied Powers agree to deal with Japanese trademarks and | 

a literary and artistic property rights on a basis as favourable to Japan 

as circumstances ruling in each country will permit. = | 

| enjoyed immediately before the coming into force of the present Treaty, which 
ever is the more favourable. os Po tg! | SE : 

a “2. In making bilateral or multilateral agreements relating to International | 
Air Transport with any of the United Nations, Japan shall grant or exchange _ 

| air traffic rights and privileges on a liberal and non-restrictionist basis, subject in 
_ @ach case to reciprocity.” — a | | a |
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(Vote: The foregoing suggestions regarding reparations are made _ 
subject to current exchanges of views.) | 

(Vote: U.K. reserves Articles 23 and 28 of U.K. draft and the 
question of dates in this and other relevant Articles.) , - 

(Note: U.S. reserves its position with respect to the following of 
assets into Japan.) OS Oo ee | 

| . <Articde 160 | —_ 

Within six months [one year] * from the coming into force of the 
| present Treaty Japan will, upon demand, return the property, tan- 

gible and intangible, and all rights or interests of any kind, in Japan | 
of each Allied Power and its nationals (including juridical persons) 
within Japan between December 7, 1941 and September 2, 1945, unless| 
the owner has freely disposed thereof without duress or fraud. Inf 
the case of loss or damage to property of nationals ( including juridical | 
persons) of Allied Powers in J apan compensation will be made in |} | 
accordance with Japanese domestic legislation in yen subject to Japa- | 
nese foreignexchange regulations. = = : 

(Vote; This Article is dependent on the nature of the legislation 
to be passed by Japan. In the meantime the U.K. maintains Articles | 
24 and 26° of the U.K. draft and also reserves on the drafting of 
the present Article. The U.S. is preparing a draft on patents and _ 
trademarks, and the U.K. on literary and artistic property and insur- 
ance deposits and reserves, for inclusion in the present Chapter). 

(Note: A stipulation regarding immunity from taxes, levies or- 
other charges along the lines of paragraph .4(c) and 6 Article 26 of 
the U.K. draft may have to be. included if satisfactory provision on. 
this point is not included in the J apanese domestic legislation.) 

| Article 17 0 | 
| (a) Upon the request of any of the Allied Powers, the Japanese: 

Government shall review and revise in conformity with international 
law any decision or order of the Japanese Prize Courts in cases involv- | 
ing ownership rights of nationals (including juridical persons) of that. | 
Allied Power and shall supply copies of all documents comprising the. | 
records of these cases, including the decisions taken and orders issued. — 
In any case in which such review or revision shows that restoration is. | 
due, the provisions of Article 16 shall apply to the property coneerned. 

_ ® Brackets here and in Article 23 are in the source text. oe 
- °¥n the Department’s copy of the British April 7 draft Article 24 contains. 
detailed provisions regarding the restitution by Japan of property removed by _ her from any of the United Nations. Article 26 dealt with the restoration by 
Japan of property of any United Nation or its nationals existing within her: borders on September 1,.1989. - Ce eS |
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| (0). The Japanese Government shall take the necessary measures to 

| enable nationals (including juridical persons) of any of the Allied | 

| | Powers at any time within one year from the coming into force of the | 
| present Treaty to submit to the appropriate Japanese authorities for 

| review any judgment given by a Japanese court between 7th December 

| 1941 and the coming into force of the present Treaty in any proceed- 

|ings which any such national was unable to make adequate presenta- 

| tion of his case either as plaintiff or defendant. The Japanese Govern- 
| ment shall provide that, where the national has suffered injury by rea- | 
| gon of any such judgment, he shall be restored in the position in which 

| he was before the judgment was given or shall be afforded such relief 

| asmay be just and equitable in the circumstances. es 
| _ (Note: A reference to paragraph (a) should be included in para- 

graph 1 of Article 35 of the U.K. draft to provide for settlement of 

any dispute.as to the rule of international law to be applied.) | 

| Article 18 | 

| (a) Japan recognizes that the intervention of the former state of 
| war does not affect the obligation of the Japanese Government or of 

| Japanese nationals (including juridical persons) to pay debts and per- _ 
- |form other contractual obligations, including those in respect of 

| | bonds, or to consider on the their merits claims for loss or damage to _ | 

|property, or for personal injury or death, which arose before the 
|existence of a state of war and which may be due to or may be pre- 
|sented by the Government or nationals (including juridical persons) — 

‘of an Allied Power. a 

| (6) Japan affirms its liability for the pre-war external debt of the 

| Japanese State and for debts of corporate bodies subsequently de- 

| clared to be liabilites of the Japanese State and expresses its intention 
| to enter on negotiations at an early date with its creditors with respect _ 
[to the resumption of payments on those debts; agrees to facilitate _ 

| negotiations in respect of private. pre-war claims and obligations; and 
| agrees to facilitate the transfer of sums as to which liability has been 
lrecognizedormaybeestablished. 8 OB 

_ (Note: Problem of Japanese liability for debts in respect of prop- | 
| erties in renounced or ceded territories remains to be considered.) _ 

Article 19. | OR 

| (a) Japan waives all claims of Japan and its nationals: (including 
, juridical persons) against the Allied Powers and their nationals 
! (including juridical persons) arising out of the war, and waives all 

claims arising from the presence, operations or actions of forces or 
2 authorities of any of the Allied Powers in Japanese territory prior to 

_ the coming into force of the present Treaty. | oe
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_ (6) The foregoing waiver includes any claims arising out of actions © 
taken by any of the Allied Powers with respect to Japanese ships be-. 
tween September 1 1939, and the coming into force of the present _ 
Treaty, as well as any claims and debts arising out of the Conventions 

_ | on prisoners of war now in force. | | | : 
_(¢) The Japanese Government also renounces all claims (including 

debts) against Germany and German nationals (including juridical __ 
persons) on behalf of the Japanese Government and Japanese na- 
tionals (including juridical persons) with the exception of claims | 
arising from contracts and rights acquired before 1st September 1939, | 
but including intergovernmental claims and claims arising from con- 
tracts and rights acquired before 1st September 1939, but including 

| intergovernmental claims and claims for loss or damage sustained 
during the war. - , oe : 

(Note: U.S. desires to consider further paragraphs 6 and c.) 

| | Article 20 i 

Japan agrees to take all necessary measures to ensure such disposi- 
tion of German assets in Japan as has been or may be determined by | 
those powers entitled under the Protocol of the proceedings of the  —— 

_ | Berlin Conference of 1945 * to dispose of those assets, and pending the 
final disposition of such assets to be responsible for the conservation 
and administration thereof. ee ee ee 

- CHAPTER VI” os 

SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 

Article 22000 
If in the opinion of any Party to the present Treaty there has arisen 

a dispute concerning the interpretation or execution of the Treaty, | 
which is not settled by other agreed means, the dispute shall, at the 
request of any party thereto, be referred for decision to the Interna- 
tional Court of Justice. Japan and those Allied Powers which are not 

| already parties to the Statute of the International Court of J ustice} 
will deposit with the Registrar of the Court, at the time of their re-| _ 
spective ratifications of the present Treaty, and in conformity with 
the resolution of the United Nations Security Council, dated October| 
15, 1946, a general declaration accepting the jurisdiction, without | | 
special agreement, of the Court generally in respect of all disputes of 

the character referredtointhis Article. =. re 
(Vote: U.K. reserves paragraph 1 of Article 35 of the U.K. draft.)& 

7 For text of August 1, 1945, annotated to show later modification, see Foreign 
Relations, 1945, The Conference of Berlin (The Potsdam Conference), vol. 11, , 
pp. 1477-1498. a : 

*In the Department’s copy of the British April 7 draft, Article 35, paragraph 1 
provides in part for settlement of disputes by special tribunals (appointed by | 
the President of the ICJ) rather than by the ICJ itself.
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| CHAPTER ‘VII | | 

_ The present Treaty shall, until it comes into force in accordance | | 

| with Article 23, paragraph (a), remain open for signature on the part | | 

of any State at war with Japan. It shall thereafter be open to ac- | 

cession by any such State which has not signed it. All signatory and - 

acceding States shall be deemed to be Allied Powers for the purposes 

 oftheTreaty. — . i oo re 

vee Article 23000¢~C2=CS EE 

(a) The present Treaty shall be ratified by the States which sign 

it, including Japan, and will come into force for all the States which 

| have then ratified it, when instruments of ratification have been | 7 

deposited by Japan and by a majority, including the United States | 

of America as the principal occupying Power, of the following| | 

Powers, namely Australia, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, China, France, : 

| India, Indonesia [Korea], the Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, — 

the Philippines, the United Kingdom of Great, Britain and Northern 

| Ireland, the Union of Soviet: Socialist ‘Republics, and the United | 

| States of America. It shall come into force for each State which sub- 

sequently ratifies or accedes on the date of the deposit of its instru- | 

ment of ratification or accession. ap Rts 
_ (b) If the Treaty has not come into force within nine months after a 

the date of the deposit of Japan’s ratification, any State which has 

ratified or which is entitled to accede to it may bring the Treaty into — 

| force between itself and Japan by a Notification to that effect. given 

to the Governments of Japan and of the United States of America. 

| eos | Article 24. | cas 

All instruments of ratification or accession shall be deposited with ves 

the Government of the United States of America which will give 

! notice of them and of the date of their deposit, as also of any notifica-}| 

| __ tions made under paragraph (0) of Article 23, to all the signatory; = 

/ and acceding States. a | re 

| Article 25 | 

Except for the provisions of Article 11 hereof, the present Treaty,|_ | 

- ghall not confer any rights, titles or benefits on any State unless and | 

until it signs and ratifies or accedes to the Treaty ; nor, with that excep- : 

tion, shall any right, title or interest of Japan be deemed to be dimin-| — | 

| __ ished or prejudiced by any provision of the treaty in favour of a State) 
| _-which does not sign and ratify, or accede to it. PO ie pe te |
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oe Article 26 | a 

| The present Treaty shall remain deposited in the archives of the 
| Government of the United States of America by whom each signatory 
| State will be furnished with a certified copy and will be notified of 
| the date of the coming into force of the Treaty under paragraph (a) 
jof Article 23. | 

In faith whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Treaty and have affixed thereto their seals. 
Done at________ this__.___sdayof_____——*1951, in 

the English and Japanese languages, the English text being authentic. 
(The substance of Annex ITI of the U.K. draft (Contracts of Insur- 

ance) will be incorporated in Annex V (Contracts, etc.) which will 
then be circulated to the other Powers with the draft Treaty and will | 
form the subject of a separate multilateral protocol to be signed by 
Japan and the other interested Powers at the same time as the Peace 
Treaty.) J | a 

PROTOCOL 

With respect to the Treaty of Peace signed this day, the Government 
of Japan makes the following Declaration: 

1. Except as otherwise provided in the said Treaty of Peace, Japan 
recognises the full force of all presently effective international instru- 
ments to which she was a party on Ist September 1939, and declares 
that she will, on the coming into force of the said Treaty, resume all 
her rights and obligations under those instruments. Where, however, 
participation in any instrument involves membership in an inter- 

= national organisation of which Japan ceased to be a member on or after 
Ist September 1939, the provisions of the present paragraph shall be 
dependent on Japan’s readmission to membership in the organisation 
concerned. i 

2. It is the intention of the Japanese Government formally to accede 
to the following international instruments within six months of the 
coming into force of the Treaty of Peace: _ | | 

1. The International Convention for the regulation of whaling 
signed at Washington on 2nd December 1946, as subsequently — 
amended ; oe — | 

2. The Protocol amending the 1931 Narcotics Convention signed 
at New York on December 11th, 1946. | | 

3. The Protocol on the Traffic in Synthetic Drugs signed at 
_ Paris on 19th November 1948; | 

4. Customs Formalities Convention 1923; ° . 

- ®*For text of the International Convention relating to the Simplification of 
Customs Formalities, with protocol of signature, signed at Geneva, November 23, | 
1923, see League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. xxx, p. 372.



5, The International Convention on the Execution of foreign 

Arbitral Awards of 1927; *° | | ! 
| 6. Convention relating to economic statistics, 1928,"* and Proto- : 

| col 19485 | 

| . 7, Agreement on false indications of origin 19384.%° 

| 8, Convention establishing uniform rules with respect to as- 

sistanceandsalvageatseal910;9 | | | 

----- 9, International load line convention, annexes and final act, | 

1930, as subsequently amended. _ en ce 

10. Each of the four Conventions on conduct in time of war 

- gioned at Geneva on 12th August 1949." | re 

3. It is equally the intention of the Japanese Government, within 

six months of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace, to apply _ 

for Japan’s admission to participation in the Convention on Inter- 

national Civil Aviation opened for signature at Chicago-on the. 

7th December 1944,!° and as soon as Japan is herself a party to that 

Convention, to sign and accept the International Air Services Transit 

Agreement also opened for signature at Chicago on 7th December 

—— -1944,16 | oO Te - 

(Note: The composition of the list in paragraph 2 is subject to = 

further consideration. The U.K. may. raise a point in connection with _ 

paragraph 1 on industrial, literary, and artistic property.) 

| | | PROTOCOL 

With respect to the Treaty of Peace signed this day, the Government 

of Japan makes the following Declaration : 

Japan will recognize any Commission, Delegation or other Orga- _ 
nization authorized by any of the Allied and Associated Powers to _ 
identify, list, maintain or regulate its war graves, cemeteries and 

- memorials in Japanese territory; will facilitate the work of such 
Organizations, and will, in respect of the above-mentioned war graves, 
cemeteries and memorials, enter into negotiations for the conclusion 
of such agreements as may prove necessary with the Allied or Asso- 
ciated Power concerned, or with any Commission, Delegation or other 
Organization authorized by it. | — . | 

| ” Sioned at Geneva, September 26; see League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. 
; xci1l, p. 801. | | by oe 

: 1 Signed at Geneva, December 14; for text, see ibid., vol. cx, p. 171. os 
| 12 For the Protocol amending the Convention cited in footnote 11 above, signed 

at Paris, December 9, see United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS), vol. 20, p. 229. 
| 48 For the Revision of the Agreement of 1891 for the Prevention of False Indi- 

, cations of Origin of Goods, signed at London, June 2, 1934, see League of Nations 

Treaty Series, vol. cxcu, p. 10. | ce WE | 
See Department of State, Geneva Conventions of August 12,1949 for the | 

Protection of War Victims (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1950). 
1 Wor text, see TIAS No. 1591, or 59 Stat. (pt. 2) 1516. oe . 

108 text, see Executive Agreement Series (EAS) No. 487, or 59 Stat.. (pt. 2)
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Lot 54 D 428 , | | | 

— . Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State Be 

CONFIDENTIAL — [Wasurneton,] May 3, 1951. 

Mr. Dues’ Report To THE PRESIDENT a 

Mr. Dulles accompanied me to the White House and gave the Presi- © 
dent a report of his last visit to Japan. He stressed the importance of 
his being able to assure the Japanese government and leaders that the 
relief of General MacArthur did not indicate any change in our policy 

| of pushing ahead vigorously with the Japanese peace treaty. He 
thought that this point was made and was strongly reinforced by the 
President’s announcement on April 18 of arrangements to be entered | 
into with the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand,! all of which _ 
would supplement and strengthen the treaty with Japan in the direc- 
tion of further Pacific security. | a | | 

The President expressed agreement with Mr. Dulles’ hope that the 
present controversy on the Hill should not extend to disagreement 

_ about the Japanese peace treaty. Mr. Dulles will from time to time see 
General MacArthur to keep him advised of the progress of events in 
an endeavor to hold his sympathetic interest and support forthe treaty. _ 

| : Po Sp D[nan] A[cueEson | 

*For text, see Department of State Bulletin, April 30, 1951, p. 699. o | 

Lot 54 D 423 | Oe - ae | 

Memorandum Prepared m the Department of State 

| . oN ee [Wasuineron,] May 3, 1951, 

oo. JAPANESE PEACE TREATY | eS | 

| 1. Cable to U.S. embassies of countries from which we are awaiting 
commentsonourdraftofMarch1951..0 0 

2. Reply toCanadanote* = AE | 
3. Consider within Department further the matters left open with 

the U.K. Delegation,i.e.: | Ve Aga eae 

a. Formula for Formosa. | SO RNB Re Spat 
6. Formula for Congo Basin Treaty. ee 
c. Formula for services as reparation to occupied and damaged 

countries. | | | 

*Of May 1, not printed. (694.001/5-151) The United States reply of May 8 is 
not printed. (694.001/5-151) , |
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dd. Can signature of “China” be avoided at the initial signing, : 

leaving the Japanese to deal with “China” as it sees fit ? | 

-e, Status of Korea on initial signing. - | 

f. Shall U.S.-U.K. make a joint proposal on basis of new agreed | 

text? oy | Oo | erro : 

4. Consider schedule for final wind-up with U.K. after other gov- | 

ernment comments received. Presumably this would be in London the : 

_ Jatter part of May or the first of June, the time to be coordinated with 

the Australian-New Zealand Treaty negotiations. =~ J 

5. Consider place of signing conference. CS | 

6. Discuss further with Foreign Relations Committee, particularly __ 

inrelationto: 20 | od a 

a. Chinaadherence = ess : — 

6. Korea adherence. | - | | 
-.@ Treatment of Formosa. - | a | er 

 d, Treatment of Sakhalin and Kurile Islands. eer | 

- é Treatment of Ryukyus. - | | _ eee 
f. Placeofsigning = _ a 

[Here follows section IT, which deals with the proposed trilateral oe 

pact with Australia and New Zealand. It is printed on page 214.) | 

oe II. U.S.-JAPAN SECURITY PACT 22 | 

Oo a. Put this in final form, taking into account the most recent views 

 oftheJCSandJapan. Oo Sy 

| b. Clear with Foreign Relations Committee. Se a 

| Ty, ADMINISTRATIVE AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN FOR GARRISONING = 

oa a. Push Pentagon on this subject with view to getting an early 

| formulation of their views. In this connection consider whether or not 

some general formula cannot be found to avoid a detailed specification 

of all facilities which might be desired. | OS | 

b. Plan for clearance with Japanese, perhaps by Allison in Tokyo. 

When? = | : ON 

— V. U.S.-SAPANESE FISHING TREATY oe 

| _ qa. How and when shall this be handled? | ws 

bo editorial Note 

‘In telegram 5089 to London, May 8, the Department instructed — 

| Ambassador Walter J. Gifford to advise Mr. Morrison that Mr. Dulles 

| would be available in London May 21-26 for further discussion of a 

Japanese peace treaty. — | a 

“The week of May 21 is suggested to enable Mr. Dulles to return | 

to resume negots with Australia and New Zealand with the arrival _ 

| here of Amb Spender. In view of present anxiety in Japan we think
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it wld be undesirable to delay crucial discussions between our two 
govts until after conclusion of negot relating to the interdependent 
security pact between US, Australia and NZ. We also think it may 
be useful to be in position publicly to indicate that discussions between 
two govts such as Mr. Dulles wld have in London with Mr. Morrison 
preceded final phase of negotiating triangular pact thus re-emphasiz- 

| ing that this pact is to be made with full knowledge and cooperation 
of UK.” (694.001/5-851) Mr. Spender presented his credentials as 
Ambassador of Australia to the President on June 8. - | 

However, on May 11 Mr. Morrison replied (through the Embassy 
in London) in part that not only did his scheduling prevent talks at 
the suggested time but that the British cabinet would not be able 
fully to instruct him in the matter until May 28. 

“The point which you make regarding Mr. Dulles’ negotiations 
with Australia and New Zealand is a difficult one. It would, as Mr. 
Acheson suggests, be useful to be able to say publicly that discus- 
sions between our two govts, such as Mr. Dulles would have here, 
preceded the final phase of negotiating a triangular pact. This would, 
as you say, re-emphasize that the pact is being made with the full 
knowledge and cooperation of HMG and it is a point to which I 
attach considerable importance. My first reaction (though I have not 
had an opportunity to consult my colleagues) is that so far as we are 
concerned it would not be necessary to delay discussions with Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand about the security pact until such time as 

_ you and we had reached agreement on the terms of a draft Japanese 
peace treaty.” (694.001/5-1151) : | 

Mr. Morrison concluded by inviting Mr. Dulles to visit London 
early in June. By May 15, June 2 had been set as his date of arrival. 

Lot 54 D 423 | 
Lhe Special Assistant for Occupied Areas in the Office of the Assistant 

Secretary of the Army (Hamblen) to the Deputy to the Consultant 
(Allison) — | 

CONFIDENTIAL a ~ Wasuineton, May 16, 1951. 

Subject : Comments on Reply to Soviet Note on Japanese Treaty 
1. Thank you very much for the opportunity to view the proposed 

reply * to the Soviet note on the Japanese peace treaty. 
2. I have comments on two portions. On page 9, I suggest that the 

sentence which begins on line 10 be amended so as to eliminate the 
| remainder of the sentence after the word “possess” and substitute so 

+ ¥or texts of the Soviet note of May 7 regarding a Japanese peace treaty and. 
the U.S. reply of May 19 (released to the press May 20), see Department of State 
Bulletin, May 28, 1951, p. 852. 

* General Hamblen refers here to a draft of May 15. (Lot 54 D 428)
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that the sentence would read “The United States contemplates that 

this arrangement would accept the principle that Japan should not : 

possess military forces which would become an offensive threat against 7 
any state’’.® : , - | ae - oo : To ; 

3, The reason for the change is:the lack of agreement as to what'is _ | 

offensive armament. We might well agree to the possession of combat | 

aircraft by Japan. Such a plane might be considered:a threat. However 

if the overall organization and strength of the Japanese forces was - 

such as to preclude offensive action from Japan, she could not be rightly | 

accused of beingathreattoanyothercountry, Oe 

4. On page 10, I suggest that the last sentence of the first paragraph 

: be amended so as to read “Such arrangement, as contemplated by the | 

United Nations Charter, would carry no offensive threat”.* oo 

5. The reason for the proposed change is that I can easily conceive 

a situation whereby the United States might wish to use Japan as a 

base under conditions whereby Japan’s security was not readily recog- _ | 

nized as being involved. If the Chinese Communists or the Soviet 

navies or air forces should attack the United States Seventh fleet or 

any other U.S. military force outside of Japan we would undoubtedly | 

retaliate by use of U.S. forces stationed in Japan. Such use of U.S. | 

- forces might be considered as not “purely for the security of Japan”. 

- A. A AMBLEN 

| | ee  - Brigadier General, GSC 

eo - Coordinator 

- Phe draft mentioned in footnote 2 above reads: “The United States contem- | 

plates that. this arrangement would accept the principle that Japan should not 

possess armament which could be an offensive threat.” The final version is 

as follows: “The United States Government contemplates that this arrange: 

ment would accept the principle that Japan should not possess military forces | : 

! which could become an offensive threat.” 7 | 

‘The draft mentioned in footnote 2 above reads: “Such arrangement would be 

purely for the security of Japan, as contemplated by the United Nations Charter, 

| and would carry no offensive threat.” The final version is as follows: “Such 

| arrangement would carry no offensive threat.” : 

694.001/5-1651 OO | So 

| Memorandum by Mr. Robert A. Fearey of the Office of Northeast 

| Asian Affairs to the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) — | 

SECRET — | - . PWasurneton,| May 16,1951. | 

: Subject: Inland and Coastal Shipping | | 

Co - The attached memorandum has just been received on the above 

subject from Mr. Saugstad.t As you will see, he recommends against 

: the treaty’s requiring Japan to open her coasting and inland trade to 

| +Memorandum of May 16, not printed, from Jesse E. Saugstad, Chief of the 

Shipping Poliey Staff, to Mr. Fearey. (694.001/5-1651) |
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foreign shipping. While the memorandum contains a certain amount _ 
of useful discussion, it does not give a clear indication, though I asked © 

_ for one, as to how important it is that we not give in to the British on 
this point. I gather, however, from talks at various times with Radius ? 
that it is fairly important, for the following principal reasons: 

(1) The provision, if included, would give British shipping an _ 
advantage in Japan U.S. shipping would not enjoy. The hyper- 
sensitive U.S. shipping industry and lobby can be expected to oppose 
this strongly, even though the matter may not appear to be of great 
intrinsic importance. 7 | | 

| (2) The British have a lot of coastal shipping in China. Though 
this shipping is now mostly active, further restrictions on its use in 
the China coastal and inland trade, especially if Hong Kong should 
be lost, might leave much of it unemployed. If this shipping, with its 
low cost Chinese crews, were enabled by the treaty to move over to 
Japanese waters the provision might work out considerably to Japan’s 
disadvantage. oe | | . 

A further point which Radius makes and which seems especially — 
_ valid is that this is not the sort of thing which should be included in 

the treaty. If the British and Japanese agree in a post-treaty bilateral 
commercial agreement to give one another the right to participate | 
in each other’s inland and coastal navigation, no one could object, 

_ though the agreement should probably be on a most-favored-nation 
basis. It does not seem appropriate, however, to use the treaty to 
require Japan to accord a unique commercial privilege of this type. _ 
Walker ® and I are now completing a draft note* to the British a 

transmitting our redraft of Article 13 (commercial clauses). This 
redraft, as approved at the meeting * in Mr. Dulles’ office yesterday, 

| would not require Japan to open its inland and coastal shipping to 
the British or anyone else. Our position to this effect is justified in 
the note on the above lines. pe : | 

~ 2 Walter A. Radius, Director of the Office of Transport and Communications 

. Seeman J. Walker of the Commercial Policy Staff. a | 
*Not printed. 7 _ 
° Memorandum or other record of this meeting has not been found in Depart- 

ment of State files. . fe Oc a 

Lot 54 D 423 a a s ee 
Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the 

| | Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) | 

SECRET -  [PWasurneron,] May 16,1951. 

Subject: Talk with Sir Oliver Franks Regarding Japanese Peace 
~ Treaty? | a | 

In addition to any general remarks which you may wish to make | 
regarding your trip to London and the general spirit back of our con- 

1 Other reference to this talk has not been found in Department of State files. :
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cept of the Treaty, it is suggested you may wish to discuss briefly the 

following specific points: | ee, , | 

1. U.S. will accept U.K. positions on War Crimes. | | 

9, U.S. accepts U.K. redraft ? of Article on Fisheries with exception 

of U.K. substitution of word “states” for “Allied Powers”. | 

| 3 U.S. is inclined to accept U.K. idea that Korea should not be a - | 

signatory and.is drafting an article which will give Korea certain | 

rights under the Treaty. a a : 

4, U.S. is preparing a redraft*® of the Article on Civil Aviation | 

which more nearly accords with U.K. point of view and will submit | 

it shortly, Sn Oe Da a : 

5. U.S. agrees that Japan should relinquish its position of a director - 

in the B.1.S. but believes that. question of sale of shares should be left 

up to private negotiation. Bn 

6. U.S. believes that with respect to the Congo Basin Treaty Japan 

should receivethesametreatmentasItaly, © — . at 

7. U.S. cannot recede from its position that gold and precious metals 

in Japan should not be made available forreparations. =. 

8, U.S. is preparing a redraft* of Article 183 of J oint U.S.U.K. | 

Draft on Commercial Treaties and will submit it for U.K. considera- | 

tion shortly. ms | | 

9. As indicated by Allison to Tomlinson the U.S. wishes to restore 

the paragraph waiving further reparations claims by Alliesand desires 

to re-introduce a time limit in the adherence clause. 

| 10. U.S. is still considering its position with respect to treatment of 

Japanese assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries. Suggestion might 

be made that Japan be urged to agree to having such assets turned over 

to U.N. Children’s Fund ‘or some similar international benevolent — 

agency for use in Asia as partial recompense for devastation caused by 

Japanese troops. ° co 

‘ti. With respect to Formosa problem appreciation should be ex- 

| pressed for Morrison’s statement * as indicating a move in the right 

direction and the hope expressed that in view of Morrison’s statement 

| that the disposal of Formosa should not be permitted to hold up a 

| | Japanese Peace Treaty, that agreement can be reached speedily on this 

| matter. = | _ ee . 

| 12. With respect to participation of Communist China in Japanese 

| | Peace Treaty, suggestion might be made that neither Communist nor 

Nationalist China be original signatories. The hope should be expressed 

that if this commends itself to the U.K., the latter for obvious reasons 

| allow U.S. to decide how to lay the ground work and make the eventual 

| announcement. | nics 

| 2 Reference uncertain. a oe 

I ’ Probably that enclosed with the letter of.May 18, 1951, from. Mr. Allison to 

Lh 543) Counselor of the British Embassy. Neither is printed. (Lot 

a4 Probably the draft enclosed with the letter'cited in footnote 8 above. It is not 
printed. 

ee 

| _* Apparent reference to Mr. Morrison’s public statement of May 11. 

| 
- 

: | | | 

| 

| 
; 

| a
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- 694:001/5-1651: Telegram OTe, | a 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | | DsaKarra, May 16, 1951—11 a.m. - 

1600. Recd by FonMin Subardjo 9 a. m. 16th, his invitation. He | 

referred to Dept’s request for comment on US draft Japanese Peace 
Treaty by May 15 (Embtel 1553).1 He said report in process prepara- 

_ tion. but regretted could not be completed until arrival Amb Ali? 

_ Subardjo said he could let me know now that Indonesia favors 
consummation peace treaty with Japan, is much interested in this ; 
matter as a country near Japan and is appreciative of US Govt. ; 
dealing directly with Indonesia on equal footing with other interested 
countries. Subardjo said that in line with Indonesia’s independent 
policy, his govt wld like to see Sov Russia and Commie Chi partici- 
pate in Japanese Peace Treaty. He said that if this might not, how- | 
ever, prove feasible, Indonesia wld be willing go ahead without them. 

ee CocHRraN 

* Not printed. | OC . BT 
* Dr. Ali Sastroamidjojo, Ambassador of Indonesia to the United States. 

oo 894.001/5-1651: Telegram 7 | | | , 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to a 
| - SCAP (Sebald) = Tes ey 

a SECRET WasuHtncton, May 16, 1951—4 p. m. 

Topad 1626. For Sebald from Dulles. 7 - 
_ London discussion with Morrison will involve handling of China 
in peace settlement. We shld like before then to clarify our own posi- 
tion on basis of merits not of compromise. As you know, we have 
been exchanging views fully with National Govt and draft. treaty 
seems generally satis to them. However, question of Treaty signature _ 
on behalf China raises difficult problems. Theoretically choices are: 

L Signature by Commie regime. > | , 
2. Signature by Nat) Govt,either =| | 

- (@) concurrently and at same ceremony with other. Allied | 
Powers; oe : : 

(6) concurrent signature of counterpart at separate ceremony _ 
not attended by other signers; or 

(c) subsequent signing or adhesion as arranged. between Jap 
and Natl Govt. | | 

3. Deferment of any signing on behalf of China until governmental 
situation clarified. | .
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No. 1 is absolutely out so far as the US is concerned for we do not | 

consider Mao Tse-tung as real voice of China. | 

No. 2(a) and (0) involve apparent treatment of the Natl Govt as 

~ authorized to speak for and bind the hundreds of millions of Chi over 

which it has lost, at least temporarily, de facto auth. No. 2(a) wld be 

seriously objected to by probably all Commonwealth and Western Eur 

countries, and India, Burma and Indonesia. Even Canada, Aus, NZ : 

which continue recognize Natl regime consider its present lack of gov- 

ernmental relationship to great bulk of Chi people on mainland renders 
| it unqualified to bind them for all time in matter as important as 
| China-Jap peace treaty. Some of these wld probably absolutely refuse 
| give color of approbation by sharing signing ceremony with Natl 

| China - 

| _ In this connection you will recall that in 1919 while US and other 
| Allies recognized Kerensky Govt and heard its views on the Versailles 

Lo Treaty, this recognized Govt was not accepted as qualified to sign the 
| Versailles Treaty on behalf of Russia. mT | 

| _ "The question of signing wld not, in our opinion, prejudice in any 
| way the questions of recognition Natl Govt and maintenance of dipl 
| and consular relations. _ Oo OS | oe 

Today opinion in US Congress and public wld probably favor con- 
| current signing with Natl Govt. However, if there were to be sub- 
| sequent Nat] Govt signing before Treaty came to Senate for. ratifica- 
| tion the situation might, from polit standpoint, be acceptable. _ 
| _ Before fixing our position we consider Jap itself is entitled express 
| views on this matter which is vitally important to it, because in long 
| run Jap’s relations with China are of paramount importance to Jap. 

| | If Gen Ridgway agrees, pls confer immed with Yoshida and get prompt 
fe . expression views Jap Govt as to what their own preference wld be as 

| - to handling this matter as between choices 2(a), 2(0), 2(¢) and 3, or 

| any other course they may want to suggest. [ Dulles. | Se ne | 

| , ACHESON 

| 794.00/5-1651 Oo es 
: The Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Johnson) to the 
| United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) 

ss PERSONAL = TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] May 16, 1951. 

Dear Bru: While this letter was written originally in reply to 
yours of April 30+ on the depurge, it should now assist in amplifying 
the Topad from Mr. Rusk to you? on the same subject which it ap- 

| 1 Ante, p. 1022. ae | | | Oo 
| | * Telegram 1616 to Tokyo, May 14, not printed. (794.00/5-1451) | 

| 538-617—77-——67 | | 
| |
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peared advisable to despatch immediately in view of articles appear- 
_. Ing in the Japanese press. While we recognize the factors leading to | 

_ the proposal that all army and navy officers commissioned subsequent) 
to 1937 be depurged, we believe that certain constructive steps canbe 

taken short of this proposal which would still assist us in meeting the 
problem, but which would not expose us to the charge that we are 

_ flagrantly violating FEC policy decisions. So far as key individuals | 
in political and economic fields are concerned, there is little or no Se 
problem, except possibly the desirability of leaving some persons in ss 
each category so that the principle enunciated not only in FEC poli- 

| cies but also in the basic US policies will not be completely repudiated. 
In more specific terms, we believe that paragraph 13(a) of the FEC , 

policy decision on the “Prohibition of Military Activity in Japanand 
Disposition of Japanese Military Equipment” * makes a flat depurg- 
ing of all army and navy officers commissioned subsequent to the out- 
break of the China Incident in 1937 impossible. This subparagraph 
provides that “Generals, Admirals, and all other senior officers, and 

_all career officers of the Army, Navy and gendarmerie” shall be ex- 
| cluded from public office. SCAP authority to modify the application 

of this subparagraph, as set forth in the last part of paragraph 13, 
appears to be limited to a few individuals if those individuals can 
demonstrate that they were opponents of Japanese expansionism. This 

~ latter restriction also seems to apply to SCAP authority to modify the 
provisions of subparagraph ¢ of the FEC decision which relates to 
officials of various para-military organizations. On the other hand, 

reserve officers, except senior reserve officers who appear to fall under 
the provisions of subparagraph @ are another matter. Subparagraph 0} 
provides that reserve officers shall be excluded if their employment 
would harm the cause of peace and security, and therefore in our opin- | 
ion SCAP could exempt the majority if not all of the reserve officers, , 
except the senior reserve officers, fromthe purge. - . 

| Moreover, we believe that it would be reasonable to consider as re- 
serve officers those officers who might at one time have been commis- _ 
sioned as career officers, but who subsequently left the service and 
engaged in private pursuits for a substantial period of time before | 
being called back intoserviceinthereserves. | 

| TS WAR 80453, November 30, 1948, (attached) outlined as of that 
| date, the thinking of State and Army as to the implementation of 

paragraph 13 of NSC 18/2.* These ideas for the modification of the 
purge were agreed upon by the two Departments and sent to SCAP 

’ WEC 017/21, February 12, 1948. For text, see Far Eastern Commission, Second 
Report, pp. 19-22. . - 

| “For NSC 13/2, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v1, p. 858, a
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| in the form of suggestions in the belief that if these suggestions were 
| carried out the provisions of NSC 13/2 would have been fulfilled. As 

you know, this was never done. However, it may prove a convenient | 
| guide to action at the present time. You will note that provisions in 
! this cable refer to the automatic depurge of all reserve officers below 
| the rank of Colonel which was originally drafted with the existing _ 
| FEC policy decisionsin mind. — - 
, If only these suggestions are carried out, the purge still would be 
| substantially modified, the Japanese Government would be permitted 
| to depurge the majority of those it is seeking to return to active public 
| life, and we would avoid any charges that we are violating either 

the letter or the spirit of FEC decisions. Although we do not have 
available here the statistics that would enable us to determine the 

2 number of purgees that would be depurged under this plan, recent | 
| Japanese figures indicate for example that there remain some 31,000 — 

| persons purged because of their affiliation with the IRAA and sub- | 
| sidiary organizations who would be freed from the purge under this 
| plan. Moreover, there is every reason to believe that a substantial | 
| number of the purgees in the military category are reserve rather than 
po regular officers and could be depurged under this plan, and that the | 

| majority if not all of those purged for their previous economic ac- 
| ___ tivities could likewise be freed. The majority of the economic personnel 
| will fall under the provisions of paragraph B of Part 3 of the enclosed 
| cable. This provides for a mandatory review of their cases on an indi- 

_ vidual basis under more liberal standards than heretofore (Part 5 
of reference cable). It may be possible to consolidate the categories . 
listed under para B with those under para A thus making the depurge 
of the economic personnel automatic. On the other hand, the FEC | 

| in its “Basic Initial Post-Surrender Policy” directs SCAP to institute 
| - an economic purge, and a complete elimination of this entire category 
| ‘might be interpreted as a violation of the spirit if not the letter ofthe 

FEC decision. It was partly for this reason that we provided for 
_  individualreviewofthesecases. 

| _ It is our belief that in view of the foregoing it might be appropriate _ 
| to proceed at least initially by implementing the suggestions con- 
| tained in the cable and in addition the few modifications we have 
- ‘recommended, SO — 
| Since we do not know how much of the thinking in Headquarters 
| may have been relayed to the Japanese Government, should questions _ 
| arise on the part of Japanese, you may wish to point out the desir-— 
| ability of proceeding with the depurge within the limits set by the 
P FEC in order to avoid criticism from other FEC member governments | 

| which might prejudice their position toward a peace settlement. So 
| 
|
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little time now remains before the conclusion of such a settlement | 

| “that it would be unfortunate to take steps that might complicate the 

- real solution to this type of problem. | | 

As pointed out in the Topad in view of the rapid strides being 

made toward the conclusion of the Japanese peace settlement and the 

need for the United States Government to give full international = 

support to SCAP’s action in relation to FEC policy decisions, we 

believe that depurge plans extending significantly beyond WAR 80453 

should be referred to Washington for approval. 

May I add that we are gratified to see that steps are now being 

taken toward the relaxation of control over the Japanese Government 

and do not believe that our reservations on the depurge will have 

serious effect on this long awaited development. Oo 

| Sincerely yours, | | -U. Apexis JoHNSON 

| [Attachment] __ | | 

Telegram From the Department of the Army to the Commander 

| Chief, Far Bast (M acArthur) — | 

TOP SECRET | TP Wasutneron, November 30, 1948. | 

| WAR 80453. From CSGPO reference Paragraph 13 of NSC 13/2. 

This radio in five parts. a I 

Part 1. Pursuant decision stated in reference paragraph, desire you 

informally advise Japanese Government that no further extension of 

the purge is contemplated and that the purge should be modified along 

the following lines: | 7 

(1) Categories of persons who have been purged or who are ) 

subject to the purge by virtue of their having held relatively harm- 

less positions should be made reeligible for governmental business 

and public media positions ; | | a 

(2) Certain others who have been barred or who are subject to 

being barred from public life on the basis of positions occupied 

should be allowed to have their cases reexamined solely on the 

basis of personal actions; and | Oo 

(3) A minimum age limit should be fixed, under which no 

screening for public office would be required. 

Part 2. Parts 3, 4 and 5 list modifications in purge believed desirable 

by State and Army in implemention of Part 1. Request comments. , 

Part 3. | 

A. Following categories of persons purged or barred by virtue 

of offices held should be freed of disabilities imposed by reason of 

Cabinet and Home Affairs Ministry Ordinance Number 1 of 1947, 

promulgated January 4, 1947, (listed categories correspond with 

those in Appendix to this ordinance) : oe
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| Category 2 Subparas 3 and 5 Reserve Army and Navy officers 
| below the rank of colonel. | | | | 

Category 4 officials of IRAA, IRAPS, DAI Nippon Seijikai, and 
affiliated organizations. | 

| - Category 5 Subpara 1 directors, advisors and auditors of desig- 
| nated concerns. a a 

Category 7 Subpara 8 of remarks, recommended candidates for 
| 1952 election. - | 

| _ 3B. Following categories of persons purged or barred by virtue 
| of offices held should be permitted in every instance to have their 
| cases examined or reexamined on basis of individual activities on 
| application of person concerned: | | 

| Category 5 chairman of directors, president and vice president 
: _ of financial and development organizations involved in Japa- 

| | nese expansion. __ : | 
| Category 7 Subpara 6 of remarks (officials in business corpora- | 
| tions.) a | : 

| Part 4. In addition to above, no screening for public office should 
| be required for persons under 80 years of age at time of Pearl Harbor. 
| _ All other categories of persons purged or barred remain unaffected 
| by above modifications. . | 
| ‘Modifications should not preclude further measures for relaxation 

of purge to be instituted as rapidly as you consider feasible. | 
| Part 5. Japanese Government, should be advised standards of ex- 
! amination under Para B part 3 above should be more liberal than 
| under Category 7 heretofore, and that only those whose records clearly 
| indicate they were “active exponents of militant nationalism and _ 
| aggression” in positions of important. responsibility should be ex- | 

cluded. You should ensure that appeals are acted on by Japanese | 
| Government with maximum expedition solely on basis individuals 
| culpability under above criteria. _ | 7 = | 

, View here is that US should favor at peace conference elimination 
| of purge except possibly in few highly restricted categories.> 7 

| _ °¥or further information on this topic, see Mr. Rusk’s letter of June 22 to 
| Assistant Secretary of the Army Johnson, p.1138. —__. - : | 
| 

| Editorial Note . | 

| On May 17, President Truman approved and directed the imple- 
| mentation of NSC 48/5, “United States Objectives, Policies, and 
| Courses of Action in Asia.” A number of sections of this paper deal 
| with United States policy toward Japan. For text, see page 33.
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694.001/5-1951 : Telegram 
wos 

‘The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the Secre- 

| ee tary of State ee a 

‘SECRET —- PRIORITY  Foxyo, May 19, 1951—6 p. m. 

Topad 2001. For Dulles from Sebald. Re your 1626, May 16.* As 

requested conferred with Yoshida yesterday regarding alternate 

choices reftel. Yoshida desired consult with Iguchi and others and 

Iguchi called today on behalf PriMin. Iguchi said J apanese 

Govt under no circumstances desires signature by Chi Commie 

regime. Basically Japanese Govt wishes make peace with Chi National 

Govt which it considers deserves support by Japan. me 

Iguchi said Japanese Govt considers it desirable have Chi National 

Govt sign concurrently and at same ceremony with other allied powers - 

(choice 2a). I commented that this is obviously best choice but for 

reasons explained to PriMin was probably not feasible. Iguchi had 

obviously not been briefed on my conversation with PriMin with result 

that I explained to him some of considerations set forth reftel. Fol- 

lowing my explanation Iguchi stated that choice 26 wld be logical 

and preferred procedure. If for reasons presently not apparent, 

choice 2b impracticable, then no objection to choice 2c. __ 

- Iguchi said that choice 8 shld be followed only as last resort because 

of possibility that failure to give National Govt opportunity to become — 

party to treaty might unduly delay ratification US Senate? be os 

Iguchi said that because of fervent desire for an early “majority? 

peace Japanese Govt wld be much disappointed if signing of treaty 

were delayed by reason of procedural question. | 7 | 

Iguchi was unable suggest any alternative course. oe 

| _ SEBALD 

1 Ante, p. 1044. | , ; es 
2Tn the course of summarizing and commenting on this telegram in a draft 

memorandum, not printed, of August 30, Mr. Dulles stated: “The foregoing . 

assurances from Japan were what made the present formula [in the peace treaty |. 

regarding Chinese signature] acceptable to us.” (Lot 54 D 423) | ak ey 7 

Lot 65 D 238: Seeretary’s Meetings with the President | 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Secretary of State — 

SECRET  [Wasutneron,| May 28, 1951. 

~My. Dulles accompanied me today on my visit to the President and 

talked with the President for about twenty minutes on his mission © 

to London and Paris. The President was much interested in Mr. 

Dulles’s report, followed it closely, and spoke warmly of the impor- 

tance of the mission. | |
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Three points in particular were mentioned in our discussion with | 

the President. _ | 

The first was that our instructions were not to enter into final : 

commitments on behalf of the United States. Both Mr. Dulles and — 

I assured the President that we had no intention of doing this. How- : 

ever, it was pointed out that—and the President agreed—as these | 

| conversations went on, it inevitably became more difficult for the | 

United States to change its position: We went over the various 

- matters which would come under consideration. I assured the Presi- 

dent that they were all matters on which there was complete con- | 

currence within the Government and in his instructions. I assured 

the President that Mr. Dulles would keep me fully informed of his 

| talks and that I, in turn, would keep the President fully informed. 

The second point related to our present thinking in regard to any 

signature on the treaty on behalf of China. It was our recommenda- 

tion that neither the Nationalist Government-nor the Communist 

| Government should be included as a signatory of the treaty. This 

was a problem primarily for the Japanese and the inclusion of either | 

- Government at this point would raise very grave problems as to | 

whether any treaty could be brought to the point of signature. The 

President thought that this was the wisest course to pursue. - 

Third. Mr. Dulles asked the President to think over the question 

of a delegation to undertake the final drafting and signature of the 

treaty, since this decision might have to be made before very long. 

The President will give this matter consideration, and we will dis-— 

cussitwithhimagain, | a Se 

694.001/5-2951 OS | oo ee | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Consultant to the Secretary 

re | (Dulles) a Oo 

| - CONFIDENTIAL. — a [Wasurneton,] May 29, 1951. 

| Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty Oo | a 

| Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 

| ee _. Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan, Chinese Minister — | 

| | Mr. John Foster Dulles, Consultant to the Secretary | 

| Mr. Livingston T. Merchant, Deputy Assistant 

—— --——- Seeretary for Far Eastern Affairs SS 

| | The Ambassador of China called on me this morning at his request 

to discuss the two recent memoranda? of the Embassy on the subject. 

ofthedraft peacetreaty*withJapan. = | 

: | 1 Memorandum drafted by Mr. Merchant and approved by Mr. Dulles on June. © 

| - ? Reference uncertain. a an a 

| * Reference is to the draft distributed to the FEC powers, Ceylon, South Korea, 

! and Indonesia late in March and printed under date of March 23, p. 944.00
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At the outset I made clear that I had not had sufficient time to study 
these communications and that consequently, whereas I was sympa- 
thetic to their purposes as I understood them, I was in no position to 

| give a final answer at this meeting. 
| _ Ambassador Koo first raised the question of the selection of 1937 _ 

as the date from which hostilities ran and urged that the year 1931 be 
substituted in its place. He pointed out that in the minds of the Chinese 
the Marco Polo bridge incident in 1931 ¢ was regarded as the onset of 
the Japanese aggression against China. There followed some incon- | 
clusive discussion of this point which brought out the fact that it was 
not in fact until December 1941 that the Republic of China declared 
that a state of war existed with Japan. No effort to arrive at a decision 
on this point was made and I told the Ambassador that we would give 

_ careful consideration to the suggestion of his Government. a 
Ambassador Koo then moved on to his first main point, which was 

the desire of his Government that Formosa be treated in the draft 
treaty exactly as were the Kuriles and southern Sakhalin. I interjected 
that I believed he must have missed the point since the latter territories 
were treated in the fashion proposed in order to make clear that no 
legal title would be given Russia unless the USSR signed the treaty. . 
The Ambassador pressed his point that the Chinese did not consider 
the treaty went far enough in requiring merely that Japan renounce | 
the sovereignty and all claim to Formosa. He insisted that title should 

| be specifically renounced in favor of the Republic of China, thereby 
avoiding what he termed as a serious blow to the morale, not only of 

| those on Formosa but of non-Communist Chinese on the mainland. 
I pointed out that the language in the draft treaty was chosen 

with care with a view to avoiding dispute as between “China” and 
“the Republic of China” and also to avoid a result which would end 
any basis for international concern regarding the future of Formosa _ 
such as was the basis for the President’s order to the Seventh Fleet. 

_ Ambassador Koo did not press the point further and moved on to | 
his second point, which was the vital importance of participation by | 
the National Government of China in the making and signing of the 
treaty. He asked me whether in the light of certain press stories 
emanating from London this was in any way open to doubt. I replied 
that this posed very difficult problems and that I was extremely 
anxious to have the suggestions of his government since we must find _ 
an acceptable solution. I stated that out of the 12 FEC members, other 
than China, the great majority—probably ten—would decline to be 
co-signers with the National Government and that it seemed to me 
that there was valid question as to the power of the National Govern- . 

*The Marco. Polo Bridge incident occurred J uly 7-8, 1987; for documentation, 
see Foreign Relations, Japan, 1931-1941, vol. 1 and ibid., 1937 , Vol. 111, pp. 318 ff. 
and 128 ff., respectively.
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ment effectively to bind the 450,000,000 people of China for all time | 

) to the terms of the treaty. I said the question of power was a different | 

- question from that of the “legitimacy” of the National Government. : 

I reminded him that certain countries such as Canada, Australia and 

New Zealand, which still recognized the National Government never- | | 

theless regarded the National Government as incompetent in these _ | 

terms. 
a 

‘Ambassador Koo launched into an eloquent but slightly confused : 

argument on the feasibility of separating signature from ratification. 

He insisted that the right of the National Government to sign the | 

treaty should not be questioned, whereas ratification might be left | 

to the future. The Ambassador emphasized that the National Gov- 

ernment had fought the war, that it controls Formosa and that, in | 

any event, the Peiping regime would only accept the treaty on terms : 

which would be unacceptable to the United States. | 

I brought the conversation back to practicalities, explaining the | 

importance of concluding an early treaty with Japan lest with delay 

Japan should fall under Communist control and as a consequence 

| sweep over Formosa and the Philippines as well. I emphasized the 

necessity of arriving at a procedure which would commend itself to 

a majority of the members of the FEC, and I touched on the patent 

| impossibility of embarking on a course which might satisfy the Re- | | 

public of China and the United States but leave a majority of the 

FEC countries unwilling to sign and technically at least in a position 

to inherit our occupation responsibilities and powers. I concluded by 

stating that we have not finally satisfied ourselves as to the answer 

to this problem but that the answer must be found and we must both 

, seek it. I explained that I was leaving on Saturday ® for London, | 

_ following which I would be in Paris for two or three days. If the 

Ambassador had any further suggestions or views to give me before 

| my departure I said I would be delighted to see him, and that in any 

| event I would look forward to talking to him again upon my return. © 

| ‘June2 a | 

| | _—_ 

| 694.001/5-3051 : Telegram — | 

| The Chargé in the Philippines (Harrington) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Mania, May 30, 1951—4 p. m. 

3807. Romulo informally showed me today Phil comments on drait | 

| : Jap peace treaty.1 The fol deletions and additions are suggested. 

| Phils attach greatest importance to recommended additions with 

| 2On March 29 Philippine representatives had been handed a copy of the draft. 

| | printed under date of March 23, p. 944. | |
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respect to (1) Jap educational system and (2) chapter re claims and 
property. Suggested addition re education reads as fols: “Para 6 (d)- 

_ to accept the auth of UN to direct and supervise its entire educational | 
| _ system for a period not exceeding twenty years from the date of the a 

effectivity of this treaty, through such means and agenciesasthe UN 
may determine, for the purpose of ensuring the development of the. 
concept of individual liberty, the dignity of the human person, and the : 
democratic way of life as basic factors in the personal and national life 

, of the Jap people”. eg . 
| The foregoing addition with respect to Jap educational system is 
followed by a suggested subpara 6 (e) “to accept the right of the 
UN to intervene for the preservation and maintenance of the suprem-. oy 
acy of the civil over the military auths in the government of Jap, for. | 
the prevention of the rise of any form of dictatorship, and for the __ 

_ enforcement of any obligations of J ap under this treaty, such right of 
intervention to last for a period of twenty years from the date of the 
effectivity of this treaty. The act of intervention shall last as long as | 
in the judgment of the UN the situation requires.” | | | 

_ The suggested addition with respect to. claims and property reads 
as fol: “Chapter 6, para 14, pursuant to the Potsdam Declaration and = 
the instrument. of surrender of Sept 2, 1945, the allied powers affirm | 
and Jap accepts responsibility for causing loss and damagetotheallied 

| powers and their nationals as a consequence of the Pacific war, and foes 
agrees to make reparations therefor to each of the allied powersinthe __ 
fol amounts: (Fols here the names of the allied powers entitled to _ 
reparations and the amount for each). Nothing herein shall be under- 
stood as precluding or preventing any of the allied powers to waive | 
its share in the reparations herein provided. | gy 

“Jap, in pursuance of the provisions in the preceding para grants 
to each of the allied powers the right to vest, retain and dispose of : 
all property, rights and interests of Japan and of Jap nationals, which 
between Dec 7, 1941 and Sept 2, 1945 were within their territories or 

_ within territories renounced by Jap, or within territories administered | 
by any of them under United Nations trusteeship, except (1) tangible 
diplomatic or consular property, net of any expenses incident to its 
preservation; (2) property of exclusively religious or charitable in- | 

_ stitutions; and (3) trademarks identifying products originating in 
Japan. | | : 

“The total Jap assets granted to each of the allied powers in accord- 
ance with the foregoing shall be deducted from the reparations rights 
of each of the allied powers herein established. 7 | 

‘In case any allied power has taken property, rights or interests of 
an industrial character of Japan or of Jap nationals from the territory 
of another allied power, it will account to the other. | a 

“Para 15. Japan will return, upon demand, within six months from
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the first coming into force of this treaty, the property, tangible and | 

intangible, and all rights or interests of any kind, in Japan of each : 

allied power and its nationals, unless the other has freely disposed | 

thereof without duress or fraud. In the event of war loss or damage | 

to property of nationals of allied powers in Japan compensation will 

be made in accordance with Japanese domestic legis in yen subject 

to Japanese foreign exchange regulations. Se co 

- “Para 16. Japan waives all claims of Jap and its nationals against 

| the allied powers for action taken during the state of war hereby 

ended, and waives all claims arising from the presence, operations or 

| actions of forces or authorities of any of the allied powers in Jap | 

territory prior to the coming into force of the present treaty.” 

The Phils will recommend deletion of Art 19 for reason that it 

compels ratification. They object to Art 20 unless it is amended so as 

not to bar reparations claims of the Phils now or in the future. — 

Full text of comments will be made available to Emb tomorrow 

fol final approval by Cabinet tonight. Their comments will be formally 

communicated through Phil Emb, Wash.? _ eal 

It is to be noted that the Phil proposal on reparations omits both 

amt of reparations and plan for making payments. Emb believes these | 

omissions were deliberately made as bargaining points in hope prin- 

ciple of reparations will be accepted.® ne 

| ee eee _ _ _Harrrneron 

| —*0Ong une 1 the Philippine Embassy in Washington presented. the Department 

a copy of the Philippine comments dated May 81, not printed. (694.001/6-151) 

8In telegram 2985 to Manila, June lI, drafted by Mr. Dulles, the Department 

stated in part that “on question of reparations which is central from the 

standpoint Phils we are anxious that they shld at once realize that their present 

| proposal seems to us meaningless since amounts and methods are blank. If 

| amounts are nominal that is one matter. If amounts are great that is something 

: else. If payments are in foreign exchange that is something different from 

| - goods and services. Therefore, unless Phil proposal is developed as a whole we 

| cannot judge it.” (694.001/5-3051 ) | ON . 

| 694.001/6-151 - } | | 

| Japanese Peace Treaty: Working Draft and Commentary Prepared 

| de the Department of State .: 

| SECRET Se [Wasutneron,| June 1, 1951. 

po - PREAMBLE | - | 

7 I. May 3 Draft | | — | 

_ THere follows text of the Preamble of the May 3 draft. For that 

| draft, see page 1024.| PR oes. on 

| Il. U.S. Position a one NE - | 

\ The United States proposes only two minor amendments, namely, 

| that “its” be substituted for “her” in the seventh line of the second — 

| 

; 

| |
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paragraph and that “post-surrender” be substituted for “post-war? 
in the thirteenth line of that paragraph. The impersonal pronoun is 
believed preferable in treaty drafting, and “post-surrender” is be- 
lieved the more accurate term in view of the fact that the state of war 
will technically continue until the coming into force of the treaty. | 
III. Views of Other Governments | | 

Suggestions by other Governments on the Preamble not already in- 
corporated in the May 8 draft have been mainly on the question of 
participation, in connection with the first paragraph of the Preamble. 

Australia 
oo . 

“It is considered that neither government of China should be invited | to sign the treaty at this stage.” a 
Canada | Co | 

_ Memorandum of May1: | ee | | | 
_ “The lack of unanimity among the governments which, by general consent, have the greatest interest in the Japanese Peace Treaty as to the proper Chinese signatory poses the major problem. The Cana- dian Government is concerned in addition with. the effect of this problem on future relationships between J apan and China. It might be undesirable, from the point of view of future stability in the area, _ that Japan be bound to accept the signature of any Chinese govern- ment, upon which the opinion of the allied powers is divided, to a _ Treaty with such important implications for itself and China. - oe “The Canadian Government shares the views of the United States. Government that an early peace treaty with Japan is desirable. For this reason and because of the difficulties already mentioned, we sug- gest that, while provision be made in the Treaty for signature on behalf of China, the signature be delayed for the present. An acces- | sion clause could be included in the Treaty to which China might later adhere. This procedure could also be followed in the case of other governments which might be unwilling or unable at present to adhere to the Treaty.” OC 

Memorandum of May 18: ne 
“Although it will be the purpose of the Japanese peace treaty to | look to the future in J apan’s relationships with the community of nations, there is something to be said for including in the preamble some clause indicative of the fact that conclusion of the peace treaty brings to an end a situation brought on by an aggressive war. This would not be a guilt clause properly speaking but a clause designed . to set the outbreak of hostilities in the proper historical perspective. | As far as possible, the wording of the clause should avoid offending Japanese susceptibilities and any suggestion of revenge. The Cana- dian Government suggests, therefore, that there might be included | in the preamble a clause along the lines of paragraph 6 of the Potsdam Proclamation. The clause should not stigmatize the Emperor, the present Japanese Government or the people of Japan but might in fact contain commendation of the steps taken by post-war Japan to |
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buttress itself against a repetition of such an abuse of power. It might | | 
appear strange in the eyes of the world if Italy alone, the weakest , 
member of the aggressive triumvirate, had to admit its share of re- : 
sponsibility. The Canadian Government therefore suggests some such 
clause as the following: | | =: | 

‘Japan bears its share of responsibility for precipitating a war | 
of aggression into which her people were deceived and misled by 
irresponsible and self-willed militarists’.” 

_ (Comment—There seems to to be little remaining pressure for a 
war guilt clause of any kind. If it appeared desirable for negotiating ~ 

| purposes, however, the Canadian draft might be accepted as a whereas 
clause between the second and third paragraphs of the Preamble. ) 

Chana os | | | 7 _ Memorandum of April 24: | | | | 

“Tt is reported that certain Allied Powers are in favor of including | 
the Chinese Communists as a party to the peace treaty or leaving 
China out as a party to the treaty. This trend of appeasement, if itis _ | 
not checked in good time, would defeat the very purpose of an early 
peace with Japan with far-reaching repercussions throughout the 
world. The Chinese Government feels strongly that itis forthe United __ 
States Government, as the sponsor of the peace treaty, to help forestall 
such a tendency and, in doing so, to bring to the fore the following 
facts: (a) my Government is the one recognized by the United Na- 
tions; (6) my Government is the one which fought and declared war 
on Japan and is the one recognized by the overwhelming majority of 
the countries at war or in a state of belligerency with J apan; and 
(c) my Government is the one representing China on the Far Eastern 
Commission.” _ a, Sc | re 

India | Sa, | 

The Government of India consider “that the terms of the treaty. 
should be such as not to give offense to powers like the U.S.S.R. and 
the Central People’s Republic of China who, as close neighbors of 
Japan, are vitally interested in the Far East. It is the view of the 

| Government of India that if a stable and enduring peace with Japan 
| is to be attained, it is essential that the Central People’s Government 
; of China should be invited to express its views on the draft peace 
: treaty.” oe | a 
S CHAPTER I 7 | 
| : | - PEACE” | 

| Oo ~ Article Lo ane 
| I. May 3 Draft | / . 
| [Article omitted. ] Oe | . | | 
| II. U.S. Position | | 
| _ No changes proposed. | 
| IED. Views of Other Governments | a 7 | 
| No objections offered.
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mo , CHAPTER II | pes 

| ON ee _ TERRITORY oO EE Fa, <a 

— | Article 2 ES 
I. May 3 Draft | Ee | 

[Article omitted. | | - mo 

Il. U.S. Position | , | 

| The U.S. proposes the following redraft: | 

“(qa) Japan, recognizing the independence of Korea, renounces all 
right, title and claim to Korea, including Quelpart, Port Hamilton 
and Dagelet. | aes 

“(b) Japan renounces all right, title and claim to Formosa and the 
Pescadores. | | Sia 

“(¢) Japan renounces all right, title and claim in connection with 
the League of Nations Mandate System, and accepts the action of the © 
United Nations Security Council of April 2, 1947, extending the 
trusteeship system to the Pacific Islands formerly under mandate 
to Japan. he | 

“(d) Japan renounces all right, title and claim based on any part 
activity of Japanese nationals in the Antarctic area.” — 

This revision contains only one substantive change—recognition by 

| _ Japan of the independence of Korea, recommended by China, Ceylon 

and other countries. It has been considered practicable to have Japan _ 

do this instead of agreeing “to recognize and respect all arrange- 
ments which may be made by or under the auspices of the United — 

Nations regarding the sovereignty of Korea”, as provided in the 

: British draft. The other changes are merely in the interest of orga- 

nizational clarity. — oo | 

| III. Views of Other Governments OO | | | 

Australia — | | | | 

Australia “wishes to see included a provision whereby Japan 
would disavow any claims on the Antarctic area deriving from the | 
activities of Japanese nationals or otherwise.” Oo oe 
(Comment—The only difference between this proposal and the lan- — 

guage of the May 8 draft, or the language of the U.S. proposal above, 
is the addition of the phrase “or otherwise”. - ; oe 

Canada oo 
Memorandum of May 1: _ | | 

“The Canadian Government is of the opinion that the Japanese 
Peace Treaty should, insofar as it is possible, follow the spirit of war- 
time agreements concerning the disposition of former Japanese terri- 
tories. It is realized, however, that certain of the territories, notably 
Formosa, have become issues of the international concern apart from © 
their relation to the Japanese Peace Treaty. In the interest of reaching | 
agreement on the Treaty itself, the Canadian Government is of the 
opinion that Japan should be called on to renounce all her rights, titles
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and interests in her former territories, leaving their disposition to be 

| decided upon outside a treaty.” © a | 

~ Memorandum of May 18: SC 

“The Canadian Government, in its memorandum of May 1 to the 

United States Government stated that in its opinion ‘the Japanese 

peace treaty should, insofar as it is possible, follow the spirit of war- 

time agreements concerning the disposition of former Japanese terri- | 

tories’. In view of the lack of agreement on the disposition of some of 
the territory involved, we believe there is merit in an approach of | 

the nature suggested in our earlier memorandum which would treat | 

all former Japanese territory in a consistent fashion and not leave the | 

way open for charges of discriminatory treatment of individual pieces | 

of territory. The reply of the United States Government of May 8* — 7 

did not comment directly on the principle involved in the Canadian 
suggestion.” oe oO 

(Comment—While this formula would please the Chinese National- | 

ist Government, which also points to the apparent discrimination 

between the U.S. proposals for Formosa and for Sakhalin and the 

- -Kuriles, it fails to take account of the different circumstances obtain- 

ing in regard to Formosa and in regard to Sakhalin and the Kuriles, 

Korea and the Ryukyus: There is no ground for questioning Russia’s 

legal right to Sakhalin and the Kuriles if it is a party to the treaty, 

while agreement on the proper disposition of Formosa would be im- 

possible in the treaty.) — a Oo - SO 

“Tt would not seem necessary that Japan accept the action of the 

United Nations Security Council (extending the trusteeship system = 

to the former Japanese mandates) since Japan will be bound by the 
terms of the treaty upon her signature of it.” So or 

(Comment—Japan will be bound by the terms of the treaty but it 

| will not be bound on this point unless the treaty makes mention of it.) | 

| | Memorandum of April 24: ae : pee 

| | “With regard to the territorial clauses, the Chinese Government 
| takes note of the fact that the United States Government no longer 
| maintains the proposal it. made in the seven-point statement of prin- | 
| ciple of September 11,-1950,? that. the status of Formosa, the Pesca- 
| dores, South Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands be made a subject for 
| future decision of the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., China and the 
| United States. It is the view of the Chinese Government that this — 
| proposal, now dropped, should not be revived. Meanwhile, the Chinese 

Government wishes to take this opportunity to make known to the 
| | United States Government the following views: 

“Tt ig the basic view of the Chinese Government that Formosa 
| | and the Pescadores constitute historically, ethnically, legally, and 

t Note to Canada, not printed. (Lot 54D 423) BO i 7 | 
| 2 Yor text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1296. | :
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in fact a part of Chinese territory. While the draft treaty provides 
only for the renunciation by Japan of Formosa and the Pesca- 
dores, it is, however, provided that Japan will return to the 
U.S.S.R. the southern part of Sakhalin as well as all the islands 

“adjacent to it and will hand over to the Soviet Union the Kurile 
_ Islands. The disparity between the treatment accorded to these © 

_ two groups of territories is so evident that it createsthe impression __ 
_ of discrimination against China, which is obviously not the in- | 

tention of the author of the draft treaty. In this connection, the 
Chinese Government is of the opinion that the principle of non- 

| discrimination should be followed. The Chinese Government will 
raise no objection to the present form of Article 5 (present Article 
4) of the draft treaty in the event that an express provision of the 

| | return of Formosa and the Pescadores to the Republic of China 
is also included in the treaty. Failing such inclusion, the pro- 
visions contained in that article should be substituted with a 
simple renunciation on the part of Japan of South Sakhalin and 
the Kurie Islands.” , . ; 

Ceylon OO | 

_ “Japan should renounce all rights, titles, and claims to ceded terri- 
tories, as well as those deriving from the mandate system. The future 
of these territories should be left for decision by the United Nations. | 

_. “There seems to be some doubt over the interests of Japan, if any, 
in the Antarctic region. While the Ceylon Government is of the opinion 
that if there are any such rights or claims, Japan should renounce — 
them, it is also felt that if Japan has no recognized rights or claims. 
in the Antarctic, it will not be necessary to provide for their renuncia- 
tion. The Ceylon Government does not, however, consider that the 
Peace Treaty should exclude Japan from the Antarctic region for all | 
future time and in the circumstances it may be desirable not to mention 
the question in the Treaty at all.” | | . 

“It is the view of the Government of India that Japan should not 
only renounce all rights, titles and claims to Formosa and the Pesca- 

. dores Islands but should cede these islands to China. The question as 
to when these islands, especially Formosa, should be returned to _ 
China could be discussed separately. China should have the assurance - 
that these islands would be returned to her at a future date in con- 
formity with the Cairo Declaration.” 3 : . 

New Zealand : | 
“In view of the need to ensure that none of the islands near Japan 

is left in disputed sovereignty, the New Zealand Government favours 
the precise delimitation by latitude and longitude of the territory to 
be retained by Japan as suggested in Article 1 of the United King- 
dom’s draft. The adoption of this device could for example make it 

* For text of the Cairo Communiqué of November 26, 1943. released to the press | 
1948 aus 1943, see Foreign Relations, The Conferences at Cairo and Tehran, —
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clear that the Habomai Islands and Shikotan at present under Rus- | 

sian occupation will remain with Japan.” | 

— (Comment—In the discussions at Washington the British agreed | 

to drop this proposal when the U.S. pointed to the psychological dis- 

advantages of seeming to fence Japan in by a continuous line around : 

Japan. The Japanese had objected to the British proposal when it | 

- was discussed with them in Tokyo. U.S. willingness to specify in the 

treaty that Korean territory included Quelpart, Port Hamilton and 

| Dagelet also helped to persuade the British. As regards the 

-Habomais and Shikotan, it has seemed more realistic, with the USSR : 

in occupation of the islands, not specifically to stipulate their return 

to Japan.) | os oo 

“It is felt that the reference to the Antarctic in Article 3 should | 
be made the subject of a separate clause which it is suggested might 

be worded as follows— | | | a | 

| ‘Japan recognises that she has no claim to or in connection with 

| any part of the Antarctic area whether deriving from the activi- 

ties of Japanese nationals or otherwise’ ” 

- (Comment—The wording of the May 3 draft (unchanged in the 

U.S. revision) seems preferable. It would be odd for Japan to recog- 

nize that it has no claim, rather than to have it renounce any claims 

it may have. Actually, though the Japanese Government has never 

made any claims, the activities of Japanese private expeditions have 

provided the basis of claims. ) ) | 

Article 3 - | 

Il. May 3 Draft Se 

[ Article omitted. | : | | 

—~<TT. OS. Position | | | os 

No changes proposed. | | 

Ill. Views of Other Governments ee 

Canada | OG | a | ) 

“The Canadian Government does not believe that its suggestion (see 
excerpts from Canadian Memoranda of May 1 and 18 under Article 2), 
if adopted, would leave the future of the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands | 
‘less certain’ than is the case if the United States draft prevails. It is | 

suggested that even more certain wording might be employed. After 
renunciation by Japan of its rights in the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands | 
is suitably provided for in the treaty, a clause along the following lines 
might replace the present Article 4: | 

| ‘The United States shall have the right to exercise any powers 
of administration, legislation and jurisdiction over the territory 

_ and inhabitants of the Ryukyu Islands south of 29° north latitude, 
the Bonin Islands, including Rosario Island, the Volcano Islands, 
Parece Vela and Marcus Island including their territorial waters 

| 538-617—77——_ 68 |
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| _ until such time as they are placed under the trusteeship system 
7 of the United Nations’. : a ee | | 

~ &Tt would not seem necessary that Japan ‘concur in any such pro- ae 
| posal’ (to place the former mandates under trusteeship) since Japan 

will be bound by the terms of the treaty upon her signature of it.” 

(Comment—Japan will be bound by the terms of the treaty but it 
will not be bound on this point unless the treaty makes mention of it.) _ 

, India oe | 

| “The Government of India feel that Japan has strong sentiments 
attached to the Ryukyu and the Bonin Islands which are inhabited — 

, predominantly by the Japanese. The Government of India think ac- 
cordingly that these islands should continue to remain under Japanese 
sovereignty.” - en 

New Zealand : | | 

“Tt is felt that Japan should be specifically required to renounce 
soverelonty over the Ryukyus, Bonins and the Volcano and Marcus 
Islands. Accordingly the New Zealand Government would prefer the 
substitution of Article 5 of the United Kingdom draft for Article 4 _ 

, suggested by the United States.” 

(Comment—There are advantages to leaving nominal sovereignty 
with Japan in view of the strong Japanese feeling over the loss of the 

Ryukyus.) — op Ec og ak GT 

oe Article 4. 7 ee . oa 

I. May 3 Draft | ee 3 

[ Article omitted. ] , | 

IL. U.S. Position 7 ae 

No changes proposed. | | , 

ITI. Views of Other Governments | 

Canada | | : | 
Memorandum of May 1: : | m 

| ‘For this reason (see excerpt from Memorandum of May 1 under 
Article 2) we would favour the deletion of Article 5 (present Article | 
4) of the draft under consideration and the simple enumeration of the 
territories mentioned in it-in the first sentence of Article 3. (of U.S. - 

_ March draft) along with the territories already enumerated.” 

China | — - 

_ “The Chinese Government will raise no objection to the present form _ 
of Article 5 (present Article 4) of the draft treaty in the event that — 
an express provision of the return of Formosa and the Pescadores to _ 
the Republic of China is also included in the treaty. Failing such in- 
clusion, the provisions contained in that article should be substituted 
with a simple renunciation on the part of Japan of South Sakhalin 
and the Kurile Islands.” __ | ee a
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India | a 
_ “Article 5 of Chapter III of the U.S. draft should be read with 
Article 19 of Chapter VIII. The Government of India feel that the | 

| southern part of Sakhalin as well as the islands adjacent to it and 
| the Kurile Islands which are already in the possession of the U.S.8.R. 

should go to the U.S.S.R. as agreed upon at Yalta, even if the U.S.S.R. 
fails to sign or adhere to the same type of treaty as may be signed | 

| or adhered to by the United States and other nations. Any technical 
denial of these islands to the U.S.S.R. will only provoke that country | 
without any compensating advantage. In any case, these islands will 
continue to be under the domination of the U.S.S.R. whether she signs | 

the treaty with the other Allies or not.” _ a ee 

 NewZealamd a a 

“Tt has been noted that in the view of the United States Government 
the cession to the Soviet Union of South Sakhalin and the Kurile 
Islands should be subject to the suspensory provision in Article 19 
of its draft. Pending further study of the implications of this pro- 
vision, particularly as it may affect the permanence of the other terri- 
torial adjustments proposed, the New Zealand Government wishes 
to reserve its position.” - | Ne 

re Article 5 | aes 

I. May 3 Draft | CO - a 

[ Article omitted. | | 

Il. U.S. Position a a Oo 

_ The U.S. proposes that the beginning of paragraph (0) be revised 
toread: = | — Oo | 

- “(6) Claims of Allied Powers concerned and of residents of the 
| territories ceded or renounced .. .” re 

‘The reason for this change is simply to include the governments 
| themselves as possible claimants. | 

It is further proposed that the question of Japanese liability for 
debts in respect of properties in renounced or ceded territories, re- 

_ ferred to in the note to Article 5, be discussed with the Japanese 
- Government. OO 

7 The problem in respect to these debts is whether Japan should | 
continue liable for obligations of the Oriental Development Company, 
Ltd., which financed the development of agriculture in Korea; the 

- Taiwan Electric Company, Ltd., which financed electric power devel- 

opment in Formosa; and of the South Manchurian Railway. The total 
amounts involved are believed to be about $24 million and £5 million 

_-_- sterling,includingaccruedinterest. BS 

- Bonds of these issues were originally guaranteed by the Japanese 
Government and in addition became direct obligations of the Japa- 

— nese Gover .ment by virtue of Japanese wartime law, which also con- 

: _ verted locally held bonds to yen obligations. It can be argued that there 

- | |
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| is no basis for relieving Japan of the obligation, since the loss to 
Japan resulting from the necessity to honor the debts while losing 
the assets 1s the consequence of the renunciation in Article 5(a) of 
the yen claims of the Japanese Government against the corporations. 

| On the other hand, the Japanese could argue strongly that the monies 
borrowed were used for development in the ceded areas and that the 
obligation should be assumed by the governments getting the benefit | 
of the assets. If there were good reason to believe that these govern- 
ments would be able effectively to assume the obligation this would 

| probably be the proper solution. As it is, however, the bondholders , 
are likely to be left in the lurch if Japan does not recognize the 
obligations, and the Japanese Government may desire to do so to 
support its international credit. | ces 

| Ill. Views of Other Governments = : 
| - Canada as | 

“Confusion might arise if no reference is made to the nationality 
of Japanese domiciled in those territories, the disposition of which 
is provided for in these articles of the treaty. It is suggested, there- | 
fore, that some attention should be given to the inclusion of an article 
similar in intent to that of Article 19 of the Treaty of Peace with 
Italy.” | Be 

| (Comment—The problem faced in the Italian Treaty was much — 
more complicated. Moreover, J apanese in the former dependencies 
have all been repatriated, except from the Ryukyus. The problem, 
to the extent it exists at all, can be handled by legislation by the | 
new sovereigns, or, possibly, in the case of the Ryukyus, in the trust 
agreement. ) oo | | 

| oe CHAPTER III a, : " 

SECURITY = 

Article 6 | OO 
I. May3 Draft | a — 

[ Article omitted. ] | pe 

IL. US. Position | an | : | 
The U.S. reservation to paragraph (6) islifted. | 

Ill. Views of Other Governments — | | | 
Canada | : - 

“The Canadian Government would be interested to know why the 
United States Government thinks it necessary to include Articles 6 
and 7 (Article 6 of present draft) in the treaty. While the Canadian 
Government does not object to the provisions of the Articles, it believes 
that they are not legally necessary since Japan could make treaties 
such as are suggested in Article 7 as a sovereign state and whether or 

| not she joins the United Nations.” |
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India a oo . 

- “Paragraph 7 of Chapter IV (paragraph (0d) of Article 6 of the 
present draft) refers to Japan voluntarily entering into a collective 
security agreement or arrangements ‘participated in by one or more — 
of the Allied Powers.’ It is the view of the Government of India that | 

. there is little likelihood of Japan making arrangements for collective - 
_ self-defence with any power or powers with which it is not now on 

friendly terms, at least in the near future. The Government of India 
feel that such a statement in the treaty would offend Japanese senti- 
ments as it implies limitation of Japanese sovereignty. This may also 
offend countries that are unable to sign the proposed treaty.” 

| De Article 7 — ey 
IL. May 3 Draft | a 

| [Articleomitted.] , | | 
II. U.S. Position ES _ | a 

_ The U.S. reservation to this Article is lifted. — a : 
ITI. Views of Other Governments a 
_ Article 7 is new with the May 3 draft, which has not been presented | 
to other governments for comment. However, Canada in commenting 
on the U.S. March draft expressed the view that the treaty should 
contain a clause similar to Article 73 of the Italian Treaty providing 
for the termination of the occupation. | | | | 

| | | CHAPTER IV | | 

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CLAUSES 

Article 8 

I. May 3 Draft | 
| “(a) Each of the Allied Powers, within one year after the present | 

Treaty has come into force between it and Japan, will notify Japan 
which of its pre-war bilateral treaties with Japan it wishes to keep 
in force or revive, and any treaties so notified shall continue in force 
or be revived subject only to such amendments as may be necessary to 
ensure conformity with the present Treaty. They shall resume their | 
force three months after the date of notification and shall be registered 
with the Secretariat of the United Nations. All such treaties not so 
notified shall be regarded as abrogated. . | 

“(b) Any notification made under paragraph (a) of this Article 
may, except from the operation or revival of a treaty any territory | 
for the international relations of which the notifying Power is respon- 
sible, until three months after notice cancelling this exception is 
given.” - | | 

Il. U.S. Position | Oo | | 
The U.S. proposes the following amendments: | | 
(a) “Each of the Allied Powers, within one year after the present _ 

Treaty has come into force between it and Japan, will notify Japan
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which of its pre-war bilateral treaties with Japan it wishes to keep im 

| force or revive, and any treaties so notified shall continue in force or 

be revived subject only to such amendments as may be necessary to 

ensure conformity with the present Treaty. They shell resume their 

- feree three months after the date ef netifieation and shall The treaties 

go notified shall be registered with the Secretariat of the United : 

Nations. All such treaties as to which Japan is not so notified shall be - 
regarded as abrogated. : 

“(b) “Any notification made under paragraph (a) of this Article may 

except from the operation or revival of a treaty any territory for the 

international relations of which the notifying Power is responsible 

until such time as notification is given to Japan that such exception 

| shall cease to apply.” a | SE 

The first change in paragraph (a) arises from the belief that treaties : 

which are to continue in force or be revived can practicably resume 

their force immediately on notification, as under the Italian Treaty. 

The change in the last sentence of paragraph (a) is for greater 

clarity. | Oo Oye a 

| _ The revision in paragraph (6) 1s for greater clarity, with the three 

month time period deleted for the same reason as under (@). 

III. Views of Other Governments os 2 28 EP ES 

“Paragraph 10 (present Article 8) of this Chapter refers to the a 

revival of prewar bilateral treaties. The Government of India are | 

anxious to know the reason for not making the maintenance or revival 

of prewar bilateral treaties between Japan and the Allied Power 
reciprocal.” | 

| . Article 9 

I. May 3 Draft | 7 

, [ Article omitted. | | | a 

Il. U.S. Position Oo ce 

The U.S. proposes: oe | Pee 

1. The deletion of the phrase “the Convention of St. Germain-en- 

Laye of September 10th, 1919, and” in paragraph (0). The United — 

States would, however, be willing to include in the treaty an article | 
similar to Article 42 of the Italian Treaty, to read: 

‘Japan shall accept and recognize any arrangements which 

may be made by Allied and Asseeiated Powers concerned for the 

modification of the Congo Basin treaties with a view to bringing © 

them into accord with the Charter of the United Nations.” | 

9. Substitution of the following for paragraph (c¢) : | - 

“Japan renounces all rights, title and interests acquired under, 

and is discharged from all obligations resulting from, the Agree- 

| ment between Germany and the Creditor Powers of January 20,
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1930, and its Annexes, including the Trust Agreement, dated 
| May 17, 1930, the Convention of January 20, 1930, respecting the 

Bank for International Settlements, and the Statutes of the Bank 
a _ for International Settlements. The above mentioned rights, title 

| and interests shall not be deemed to include the 19,770 shares of | 
the Bank for International Settlements presently owned by Japa- — 
nese financial institutions. Japan undertakes to notify to the | 

i Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Paris within six months of the 
a coming into force of the present Treaty her renunciation of the 
_ rights, title and interests referred to in this paragraph.” 

- With these changes the U.S. is willing to lift the reservation.in 
 - thenoteto Article9, os Se | 

The reasons underlying the first proposal, relating to the Congo | 
Basin Treaties, are found in the following analysis: © | 

1. Effects of British proposal on Japan’s position in the “Conven- 
tional Congo Basm™” ne AY 
_ If Japan renounced its rights under the Congo Basin Convention 
the only benefit it would thereafter derive from the convention would | 
be that granted in Article 1, namely, “the trade of all nations shall : 
enjoy complete freedom”. It would no longer have any rights which 
would guarantee equal economic treatment or afford protection | 
against discrimination. Trade discrimination against Japan could be | 
practiced in the Congo Basin area in a number of ways, e.g., by means. _ 
of import licensing and exchange control, by the imposition of dis- 
criminatory tariffs, and by the application of certain tax laws, transit | 
fees, industrial licensing ordinances, etc. All of these measures could 
be applied in such a manner as to favor only nationals of the admin- 
istering power and of other states parties to the convention.  —_- 

2. [rade of the Conventional Congo Basin | - 
The administering powers have each dominated the trade of the — 

_ areas under their respective administrations. Historically the United 
Kingdom has been significantly more important than Japan as a | 

| source of imports into the Conventional Congo Basin, and has also | 
been a more important market than Japan for exports from those ? | 
areas, | 

Japanese exports to the Conventional Congo Basin, before and since 
World War II, have been principally textiles and apparel. Although | 
textiles have been relatively unimportant in total United Kingdom 
exports to the area, nevertheless competition between the two coun- _— 
tries is greatest in these products. a | 

3. United States trade policy toward Japan : 
It is the established policy of the United States to encourage the 

expansion of trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis. The | 
United Kingdom has subscribed to the same policy. The United States 
seeks, and accords, most-favored nation treatment in international 
trade. ‘This policy is expressed in the Trade Agreements Act and in 
many international agreements to which the United States is a party, | 
including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
United States policy recognizes that Japan cannot become a peace- 

ful, self-supporting country without large-scale foreign trade con- — 
ducted on a sound basis. The United States has consistently taken |
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the position that, if such trade is to be developed, Japan must be 

readmitted to the world trading community on a basis of equality of 

treatment. The United States has attempted, without success, to ob- 

tain the agreement of other countries to the conclusion of a multi- 

lateral agreement extending most-favored-nation treatment to Japan. 

The United States has also tried and failed to have Japan invited to 

accede to GATT. If the British proposal were accepted, the Admin- | 

istering Powers would be able to discriminate against Japanese trade, 

and to the extent that such discrimination occurred the efforts of the 

United States to promote recovery of the Japanese economy would be 

| retarded. Moreover, recognition of the rights of the Administering 

Powers to discriminate against Japanese trade in the conventional 

Congo Basin might be taken as a precedent for urging the establish- . 

ment of discriminatory treatment in other areas which would tend to 

undermine basic principles of United States commercial policy. It 

would also hamper United States efforts to obtain most-favored-nation | 

treatment for Japan. . | , 

The reasons underlying the second proposal, relating to the Bank 
for International Settlements, are as follows: 

The phrase “is discharged from all obligations” has been inserted 

in the first sentence to indicate that the purpose of the provision is 

not to exact a penalty from Japan, but merely to formalize the termi- 

nation of Japan’s participation in the administration of the BIS. 
It is, therefore, appropriate to refer to Japan’s being discharged from 

obligations, as well as being deprived of rights. Among the obliga- 

tions are, for example, the obligation to subscribe to new issues of 

stock by the Bank. Other changes in the first sentence are intended 

only to identify more specifically the agreements to which Japan is 

no longer to be a party. | 

The second sentence has been inserted in order to clarify the effect 

of the provision on the share interests now held in the BIS by certain 

Japanese financial institutions. During the April—May talks in Wash- 

ington the British reported that the BIS took the position that Japan 

should relinquish her rights in the BIS, but that the share interests 

should not be affected. Presumably the British agreed with this posi- _ 

tion. The proposed change merely removes the possibility that the 

Japanese renunciation might be construed as a forfeiture of the share 

interests. | | eb 

Proposed New Article | 

| The United States proposes insertion of the following as a new _ 

Article 10, subsequent articles being renumbered accordingly : 

| “Article 10 | 

“The Republic of Korea shall be deemed an ‘Allied Power’ for the 

| purposes of Articles 5, 10 (to be 11) and 13 (to be 14) of the present 

Treaty, effective at the time that the Treaty first comes into force.” 

The reason for this proposal is that the United States now considers, 

in agreement with the British position, that Korea is not entitled to
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| be a signatory to the treaty. The U.S. and other major powers de- 
! liberately refrained from recognizing the “Provisional Government 
| of Korea” as having any status whatsoever during World War II. 
| The facts that that government declared war on Japan, and that | 
| _ JXorean elements, mostly long time resident in China, fought with 
| _ the Chinese forces, do not, therefore, have any bearing on the question. 

| The Korean Government has cited the fact that Poland was per- 
| mitted to sign the Versailles Treaty. On examination, however, Korea’s 
_ __ ease for participation in the Japanese treaty does not gain much sup- 
| port from this example. The Polish National Committee set up in 
| Paris in 1917 under Paderewski was “recognized” and dealt with by 
| all the principal western Allies. Although it has not been possible 
_ to determine definitely that it declared war on Germany it was set 
| up for the purpose of fighting Germany and liberating Poland and_ 
| can, therefore, be assumed to have done so. When Germany sur- 

rendered the Committee and the Regency Council, which had been 
bo set up by the Central Powers at Warsaw, combined and formed a 
| Provisional Government of Poland which was recognized as such by | 
_ the Powers before the Versailles Conference was convened. Poland 
| had an army fighting in France even before 1917. opt 

| While it is not believed that Korea should be allowed to sign the 
| treaty it is considered that it should derive the benefits of certain of 
| its provisions. The proposed article would ensure Korea the full : 
, advantages of Article 5 (treatment of Japanese property in renounced 
| or ceded territories), Article 10 (fisheries), and Article 18 (com- 

mercial relations) from the time that the treaty is first brought into 
force. | - a - ne | 

- | a Article 10. | | 
a I. May 3 Draft - : oe | | 

[Article omitted.] = |. Ce | | 

Il. U.S. Position = | 
The U.S. supports the revision quoted below. This revision follows | 

exactly language proposed by the United Kingdom ina noteofMay9, _ 
except that “Allied Powers” has been substituted for “states” in | 
keeping with the view that, but for a few specific exceptions, the 
benefits of the treaty should be restricted to the signatory Allied 
Powers. i 
_ “Japan agrees to enter promptly into negotiations with Allied 
Powers so desiring for the conclusion of sew bilateral or multilateral 
agreements fer the regulation, conservation and development of hich 

, seas fisheries. providing for the regulation of fishing, and the conserva-
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The British Embassy’s note of May 9 read as follows: | - 

‘We have now had a reply from London to our telegram about the 

fisheries article of the Japanese Peace Treaty. The gist of the telegram _ 

is as follows: oe . 

: ‘Subject to further Commonwealth consultation, we would if 

necessary be prepared to agree to the substitution of United | 

States Article 9 for Article 34 of the United Kingdom draft. We 

: should, however, like the wording of it to be amended to read | 

| as follows: 7 : 

Japan agrees to enter promptly into negotiations with states 

so desiring for the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral 

oo agreements providing for the regulation of fishing, and the 

conservation and development of fisheries, on the high seas. 

‘We still think, however, that some provision on the terms of 

our Article 34 (2) would be useful. We must admit that the 
- gecond paragraph of our draft Article 384 would not do exactly 

as worded because the expression “conserved fishing grounds” is 

too vague. It would have been necessary to have defined what this 

| expression meant. We ourselves would have been ready to define 

it as “portions of the sea which are subject to fishery conservation 

agreements to which not less than X States are parties”, a defini- 

tion which would have excluded the Philippine example sug- 

gested by the United States. We would have been prepared to 

impose an obligation on Japan in the Peace Treaty to keep Japa- 

- nese vessels out of fishing areas on the high seas which are sub- 

ject to such agreements until she had become a party to the 

conservation agreements. > oe 

‘Subject to further consultation with the Commonwealth, 

- whose interest is greater than ours, we should be willing to drop 

the second paragraph, or retain it with an acceptable definition 

of “conserved fishing grounds”.’ | / SO 

“We shall let you know as soon as possible the result of our further _ 

consultation with the Commonwealth.” : | _ 

Article 34 of the British draft readsasfollows: : 

“1, Japan hereby undertakes to participate in any general nego- 

tiations that. may be entered into hereafter for the conclusion of a — 

, Far Eastern Fisheries Convention for the regulation of fishing and 

fishing grounds in Far Eastern waters. oe 

“2. Pending the conclusion of such negotiations Japan undertakes 

, not to permit Japanese nationals or Japanese registered vessels to 

fish in conserved fishing grounds wherever they may be situated.” 

Reasons why the U.S. cannot accept paragraph 2 of the British 

‘draft, even with the definition of “conserved fishing grounds” ad- 

vanced in the note of May 9, are given in the following analysis: __ | 

1. The British proposal to define conserved fishing grounds in 
their paragraph 2 as “portions of the sea which are subject to fishery
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conservation agreements to which not less than X States are parties”, 
contains two difficulties: _ | 

| a. The U.S. customarily treats with separate fisheries, not por- | 

| tions of the sea, in its fishery policies, treaties, regulations, ete. 

po For instance, the halibut fishery and the salmon fishery occupy 

| the same portion of the sea, but are treated in completely sepa- | 

| : rate ways by the U.S. both internationally and domestically. | 

| _ Another example is the crab fishery and salmon fishery which | 

: _ occupy the same portion of the sea in Bristol Bay. We do not _ 

| oppose Japanese entering Bering Sea; we do oppose their enter- | 

| ing the salmon fishery there. | Oo | 

| 6, Any value which is given to X above the Number 1 would 
be contrary to the Yoshida letter and would overrule it because , 

a the Yoshida letter refers to arrangements made internationally | 

) , or domestically. The bulk of the fisheries with whose conserva- 
tion we are here concerned are regulated unilaterally or under 

| bilateral agreement (United States-Canada, United States- oe 
| Mexico, United States—Costa Rica). We could not permit these 
| fisheries to be excluded from the effect of this paragraph. - / 
| ~ -- Yet if any value of X is chosen which is below 4 or 5, it would - | 
| _ be easy for two or three countries (for instance Russia, Korea, 
| | and China) to enter into a treaty which would exclude Japan 
| from fisheries in the Yellow Sea, East China Sea, South China | 
! Sea, Sea of Japan, or Sea of Okhotsk which are essential to the | 
: ~ economy of Japan, have been traditionally fished in by Japan, 

i , and have been primarily developed by Japan—in several in- 
| _ stances exclusively developed by Japan. Particular attention is 
: directed to the vital (for Japan) trawl fishery of the East China 
: _ Sea, developed exclusively by Japan and essential to her. . 

| | III. Views of Other Governments : : | 

— Australia oo | ee 

po “Re fisheries, (Australia) temporarily reserves its position on Ar- 
! ticle 9 of the U.S. draft.” | Oo ee 

| Canada es : | 

| “The United States Government will be aware that provisions con- 
| cerning Japan’s future conduct with regard to fisheries are of special 
) interest and importance to the Canadian Government. For that reason | 
| it has been suggested that experts from Canada and the United States | 
| should meet to discuss this problem. The comments of the Canadian 
| (Government on this clause are therefore preliminary and subject to | 
| revision in the light of discussions which it is hoped will take place 

in the near future. a | | —— 
: “The clause as it stands does not appear to cover the period inter- 

vening between the signature of the treaty and the coming into force 
_ of agreements on fisheries. In addition, no time limit is suggested by 

which negotiations might either be entered into or completed. Itis | 
suggested that these two points might be taken care of in a redraft | 
of the clause. It is further suggested that the latter part of the clause 

| might be redrafted to read: | |
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‘ . . formulation of new bilateral or multilateral agreements 

| with respect to high seas fisheries among other things for the 

| regulation, conservation and development of high seas fisheries.’ ”’ 

| — (Comment—Canada’s comments indicate either a failure to under- 7 

stand or a conscious rejection of the U.S. desire to permit Japan to 

deal with the fishing question as a sovereign right after the treaty, 

in the light of the recent public statements of the Japanese Govern- 

ment on the question. There can be no objection to Canada’s proposed | 

rewording if it can be explained what the “other things” might be. 

The Department’s fishing specialists cannot imagine what the phrase 

might refer to. The other proposals will probably require both expert 

and high level discussions before agreement is reached. Canadian 

experts are now in Washington to present Canada’s views on a possible | 

U.S.-Canada—Japan fishing agreement or agreements.) | 

Article 11 | | 

| I. May 3 Draft a 

[ Article omitted. | Ee , | 

Il. U.S. Position OO a | | 

The U.S. has no changes to propose inthis Article. | | 

The United Kingdom proposed in the Washington discussions in 

| early May that “including Manchuria” be added after “China”. The 

United States informed the British Embassy on May 31 that it was 

the United States view “that this addition would be inconsistent with _ 

the position long maintained by the United States and United King- 

dom Governments that Manchuria, or the Three Northeastern Prov- 

inces as the area is referred to in China, is unquestionably part of | 

China.” 4 7 - a ) 

Ill. Views of Other Governments | , a 

Canada | 

_ “The Canadian Government believes that the ‘special rights and > 
| interests’ of Japan in China should be made clear, possibly along 

the lines of Article 24 to 26 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy in order 
to prevent difficulties of interpretation in the future. The Canadian 
Government is of the opinion that it would be wise to make separate | 
provisions for renunciation by Japan of all rights and interests it 
may have presumed itself to hold in Manchuria.” ee | 

(Comment—The Chinese Nationalist Government, which should be 
a competent judge, does not consider more detailed language necessary - 
except on the Boxer Protocol. The China Division of the Department 

| does not consider special mention of Manchuria necessary or desirable 
in Japan’s renunciation of rights in China.) a oe 

“Note to the United Kingdom, not printed. (Lot 54 D 423) | .
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f China | 
| _ “The principle underlying the provision of Article 11 is agreeable 

| to the Chinese Government. However, in order to leave no room for 

| possible differences in the interpretation of the provision relative to 

| the renunciation by Japan of her special rights and interests in China, — 

it is proposed that the said Article be amended to read as follows: 

| ‘Japan renounces all special rights and interests in China, in- 

| cluding all benefits and privileges resulting from the provisions 

| _ of the final Protocol signed at Peking on September 7, 1901, and 

| all annexes, notes and documents supplementary thereto,’ and | 

| | agrees to the abrogation in respect of Japan of the said protocol, 
| annexes, notes and documents.’ ee 

: “Tt may be noted that as the final Protocol of September 7, 1901, 
| takes the form of a multilateral agreement, it may give rise to a doubt 

| as to whether the protocol falls within the purview of any of the 

| original provisions of the draft Treaty.” : co 

| (C omment—There would appear to be no objection to the Chinese | 

| draft, which is taken almost verbatim from the Italian Treaty.) 

| | Article 12 | 

| I. May 3 Draft , 7 . | 

| “The power to grant clemency, reduce sentences, parole and pardon | 

| (the last only when newly discovered evidence so warrants) with 
: respect to the war crimes sentences imposed by military tribunals of 
| the Allied Powers on persons who are imprisoned in Japan may not) 
| be exercised except on the decision of the Government or Governments _ 

! which imposed the sentence in each instance, and on the recommenda- 
| tion of Japan. In the case of the persons sentenced by the International 
! Military Tribunal for the Far East, such power may not be exercised 
| except on the decision of a majority of the Governments represented 
| on the Tribunal, and on the recommendation of Japan. — 
| _ “(Note: U.K. reserves the first sentence of Article 21 of U.K. drait 
| and on the use of the word ‘pardon’.)” Ce, 

‘Il U.S.Position = 
| The U.S. supports the following revision: | | 

! “Japan accepts the judgments of the International Military Tribunal 
| for the Far East and of all other Allied War Crimes Courts both 
| within and outside Japan, and will carry out the sentences imposed 
- thereby upon Japanese nationals imprisoned in Japan. The power to 

| grant clemency, reduce sentences, and parole and parden with respect 
| to the wer erimes sentences imposed by military tribunels ef the 
|  Adied Powers on persons whe are imprisoned in Japan such prisoners — 

| may not be exercised except on the decision of the Government or 
Governments which imposed the sentence in each instance, and. on | 

 * For texts, see Foreign Relations, 1901, Appendix, pp. 306-339. |
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the recommendation of Japan. In the case of the persons sentenced 

by the International Military Tribunal for the Far Kast, such power , 

may not be exercised except on the decision of a majority of the | 

| Governments represented on the Tribunal, and on the recommenda- — 

tion of Japan.” ee | oo 

| _ The British Embassy indicated in its communication of May 29 

that this ‘redraft of Article 12 is acceptable to the United Kingdom. 

Ill. Views of Other Governments | - 

Australia a | | | 

| “With regard to United States draft Article 12 (of U.S. March 

draft), Australia continues to believe that the Japanese Government. — 

_ should not have any rights or powers in this matter.” on 

(Comment—Japan’s rights and powers are now reduced simply to - 

the right to recommend clemency to an Allied Power whose military 

tribunals convicted a war criminal imprisoned in Japan. It is difficult 

to see how Australia could maintain strong objection to this.) 

Article 13 | 
I. May 3 Draft | a | 

[Article omitted. ] Oo as 

| Il. U.S. Position | 

The U.S. proposes the following revision of Article 13: _ ae 

“(a) Japan declares its readiness promptly to enter into negotia- 

tions for the conclusion with each of the Allied Powers of treaties 

or agreements to place their trading, maritime and other commercial | 

relations on a stable and friendly basis. | 

“(b) Pending the conclusion of the relevant treaty or agreement, 

Japan will, during a period of 5 years from the coming into force of _ 
the present Treaty, accord to each of the Allied Powers, its nationals 
(including juridical persons) , products and vessels : 

(i) Most-favored-nation treatment with respect to customs | 

| duties, charges, restrictions and other regulations on or in con- — 

nection with the importation and exportationof goods; 

| (ii) National treatment with respect to shipping, navigation _ 

and imports, and with respect to natural and juridical persons | 

a and their interests—such treatment to include all matters per- 

taining to the levying and collection of taxes, access to the courts, 

the making and performance of contracts, rights to property, 

| participation in juridical entities constituted under Japanese 

Jaw, and generally the conduct of all kinds of business and pro- 

| fessional activities. a , a 

_ “External purchases and sales of Japanese state trading enterprises 

7 shall be based solely on commercial considerations. | 
“(c) In respect of any matter, however, Japan shall be obligated 

to accord to an Allied Power national treatment, or most-favored- 

| nation treatment, only to the extent that the Allied Power concerned.
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! accords Japan national treatment or most-favored-nation treatment, 
| as the case may be, in respect of the same matter. The reciprocity — 
| envisaged in the foregoing sentence shall be determined, in the case 
| of products, vessels and juridical entities of, and persons domiciled | 

in, any nonmetropolitan territory of an Allied Power, and in the case 
| of juridical entities of, and persons domiciled in, any State or province 
| of an Allied Power having a federal government, by reference to the 
| treatment accorded to Japan in such territory, State or province. | 
| _ “(d) In the application of this Article, a discriminatory measure 
) shall not be considered to derogate from the grant of national or 
| most-favored-nation treatment, as the case may be, if such measure _ 
: is based on an exception customarily provided for in the commercial 
| treaties of the party applying it, or on the need to safeguard that. . 
| party’s external financial position, balance of payments or essential 
| security interests, and provided such measure is proportionate to 
| the circumstances and not applied in an arbitrary or unreasonable 
| manner. ee | | | oe 
i _ “(e) Private property shall not be subject to expropriation with- | 
- out prompt payment of just and effective compensation. woh Se 
| “(f) Japan’s obligations under paragraph (0) of this Article shall 
| not be affected by the exercise of any Allied rights under Article 15 

of the present Treaty; nor shall the provisions of that paragraph 
| be understood as limiting the undertakings assumed by Japan by 
| virtue of Articlel6ofthe Treaty.” —— — : 

The considerations underlying the changes in the proposed draft 
, ~ areas follows: : ; | a | 

- Para. (a) The phrase, “trading, maritime and other commercial 
| relations”, is designed to indicate that “commercial” is used in 

a broad sense, comprehending inter alia the establishment matters : 
| referred to in paragraph (0) (11). a | | 
| _ Para. (6) “Products and vessels” are included to cover the two major 

categories, in addition to nationals, treated in the succeeding sub- 
paragaphs. Reference to reciprocity is transposed to paragraph (c), 

_ for reasons explained in connection with paragraph (c). ve 

(1) The only change in this subparagraph is the suppression 
of a few superfluous words. oO Oo 7 

(ii). The most-favored-nation standard has been dropped be- 
—-—s Gause its presence would seriously impair Japan’s effective rights 

under the reciprocity clause. Under the most-favored-nation | 
_ standard Japan would be obliged to generalize to all Allied 
Powers the most favorable treatment (normally, national treat- 
ment) it was obliged to accord to any one of them; and would 
thus be in the position of having to accord particular Powers 
national treatment in return for a most-favored-nation treat- 

_ ment less favorable than national treatment. Thus, if Japan were 
_ obliged through reciprocity to open its coasting trade to British 

| _ shipping (see below), it would have to extend the coasting 
privilege to all Allied Powers notwithstanding that all except 

_ Britain excluded foreign vessels (and thus Japanese vessels) from 
_ their respective coasting trades. | | Oe |
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- National treatment alone is believed, moreover, to be a generally 

satisfactory standard in the matters treated in (11), because national _ 

treatment is normally the most favorable treatment that is accorded 

by the modern sovereign state. Bo 

The opening clause of the subparagraph as revised mentions only 

the general subject matter dealt with. The particularization of the 

various aspects with respect to which national treatment is sought 

is confined to the concluding clause, where it is in juxtaposition with 

what it relates to (namely, natural and juridicial persons)—the par- | 

ticularization has little relevance to vessels and products. a 

The words “levying and collection” are included in deference to _ 

the British view that, contrary to U.S. opinion, the words “all matters 

relating to taxation” are not sufficient. arena 

~The words “making and performance of contracts” provide a more 

inclusive rule than the “conclusion of contracts”. | | 

- The phrase “rights to property” is a summary statement of what 

is presumably intended by “the acquisition, ownership and disposal 

of property of all kinds”, and by being a more sweeping statement is 

designed to avoid the application of restrictive interpretations pos- 

sible when more elaborate terminology isemployed. __ | 

The final clause of the subparagraph has been incorporated as a 

sort of catch-all to minimize the danger of restrictive interpretations 

which the particularization technique creates and, particularly, of 
assuring that business may be conducted in other ways than through 

the medium of a Japanese-chartered corporation. oo 

- The concluding sentence of paragraph (b) is added in order to— 

provide a rule governing the important matter of. state-trading 

methods, a matter not covered in the May 3 draft. oe : | 

Para. (c) All provisions on reciprocity are collected here in the | 

interests of drafting convenience and logical organization. The trans- 

posing of the subject-matter of the first sentence from its position in 

the opening clause of (6) in the May 3 draft serves: (1) to emphasize 

the thought that (6) is a statement of policy to which Japan is com- 

mitted as a matter of principle, with the reciprocity proviso merely 

a protective reservation; and (2) to allow leeway to state the reci- 

procity proviso in terms that reduce the amount of confusion and 
dispute that might arise over its intent and meaning. The phrase “to 

the extent that”, borrowed from an earlier U.K. draft, clarifies that 
reciprocity operates on a segment-by-segment basis—to the end that 

if, for example, a Power discriminates against Japanese shipping 
merely in the matter of tonnage dues, Japan’s right to retaliate would — 
be confined to tonnage dues exclusive of other phases of shipping 
operations. | 

The second sentence is a restatement, in briefer form, of the subject- 
matter of (e) of the May 3 draft. One point clarified is the difference . 
in the problems posed, respectively, by a colonial system and a federal 
system. In the latter, the national government exclusively has juris- 
diction over international commerce and navigation; and it would 

| thus be misleading to suggest that reciprocity might have bearing — 
vis--vis the several states and provinces in that field. The problem , 
posed by a federal system relates only to establishment matters, ex- 
clusive of international trade and commerce, which fall within the 
jurisdiction of the central government. Terminology is also improved 

| 

|
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: in certain particulars: e.g., the word “domicile” is believed preferable | 
| to “residence”, as being the word suggestive of the more permanent 

| _ .Para.(d) Unchanged from May3draft. © Liye , 
— Para. (¢) This is an abridged version of (¢) of the May 8 draft, 
fo retaining merely the second sentence thereof with the insertion of the | 
| concept of promptness. Retention of the first sentence would serve 
po no useful purpose, and might even detract from the strength of the __ 
| rule desired. Since the rule proposed is regarded as a rule of inter- 
_ national law, binding universally, it-is stated without reference to 
--—s country,time limit orreciprocity. © ES | 
po Para. (f) Unchangedfrom May3draft. = = © ones 

| _ TIT. Views of Other Governments = ca nae 
| . Australia re a Fe | 
| “Australia agrees in principle with the provisions of Article 13 
| of the United States (March) draft but considers that the categories 
| of treatment accorded United Nations nationals should be specifically 
| enumerated.” 0 a Eg | 
! Canada | a ae 

_ “Ii the problem of possible Japanese accession to the General Agree- 
|: ment on Tariffs and Trade should arise in connection with the peace | 
| treaty, the Canadian Government would wish to advance the view : 
| that it is not appropriate to make any mention of GATT either 
| directly or obliquely in the peace treaty unless the Contracting Parties 
' should have reached prior agreement regarding the terms of Japa- 
| hese accession. Signatories of the peace treaty which are also Con-— 

_ tracting Parties would find themselves in an anomalous position if, 
| after suggesting in the peace treaty that Japan accede to GATT, | 
| they were forced to vote against the accession if no satisfactory basis | 
| _for accession were devised. Moreover, it is likely that, regardless. of | 
| _ whether or not Japan is enjoined in the péace treaty to accede to 
| ‘GATT, it would apply for membership of its own accord since GATT. 
| would almost certainly increase its area of Most-Favoured-Nation 
| treatment with a minimum of reservations. Sa 

“The Canadian Government believes that the appropriate forum 
for discussion of the accession of Japan to GATT is a future session 
of the Contracting Parties and that Allied Powers should not be 
required to place on record (by signature of the treaty) their approval 
of such accession before it is discussed by the Contracting Parties. - | 

a “The Canadian Government considers it desirable to take all prac- 
_ ticable steps to assist Japan to re-establish its position as a member 

in good standing of the world trading community, and thinks that | 
Article 13 would serve a useful purpose in this regard. However, the | 
Canadian Government may find it necessary to retain certain safe- 
guards, not applied to most-favoured-nations generally, against the a _ possibility of unfair competition from Japanese goods, if and when 
Most-Favoured-Nation treatment is.extended to Japan. For example, 
Canada may wish to retain the right to apply fixed valuations for 
duty on certain Japanese goods. In.this event Canada would be unable 

538-617—77——69 a |
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‘to extend Most-Favoured-Nation treatment to Japan without reserva- 

- ¢jon. Canada does not apply fixed valuations to imports from other 

most-favoured-nations and could not do so under GATT. The Cana- | 

dian Government would, of course, be prepared to concede to Japan 

oe the right to make similar reservations in respect of imports from 

Canada in the event of the exchange of Most-Favoured-Nation treat- 

| ment with Japan. | | oe 

“The Canadian Government considers that if Japanese trade 1s 

to attain the appropriate level, balance, and stability considerable 

adjustments in the trading position of other countries will be involved. 

Some countries are more exposed than others to the impact of such 

adjustments. Canada, for example, is more exposed than certain im- 

portant trading countries which have much higher Most-Favoured- 

Nation tariff rates against types of goods exported by Japan and than. 

| other such countries which have quantitative restrictions against 1m- 

ports of these goods. Thus the Canadian Government feels that it must 

retain appropriate means of dealing with possible dumping or con- 

‘cealed subsidies or exchange manipulation or other forms of unfair | 

competition from Japan, and could not agree to any provision in the 

peace treaty which might prejudice its position in this respect.” 

i. May 3 Draft rt SO 

- [Article omitted.| OE SR I UR | | 

Il. United States Position — a 

- The United States proposes the following revision of Article 14: _ me 

- “(q) Japan agrees to enter into negotiations with any of the Allied 

| Powers promptly upon the request of such Powers, for the conclusion — 

- of bilateral or multilateral agreements relating to international civil 

-air transport. _ 

“(b) Pending the conclusion of such agreement or agreements with 

an Allied Power, Japan shall, during a period of five years, extend _ 

to such Power, on the basis of non-discrimination, treatment not less 

favorable with respect to air-traffic rights and privileges than those 

exercised by any of such Powers at the time of coming into force of © 

the present Treaty. | | 

“(¢) Pending her becoming a party to the Convention on Inter- 

| national Civil Aviation in accordance with Article 93 thereof, Japan 

agrees to give effect to the provisions of that Convention applicable 

to the international navigation of aircraft and to give effect to the | 

standards, practices and procedures adopted as annexes to the Con- 

vention in accordance with the terms of the Convention.” | 

- The above revision is largely based on the civil aviation provisions 

of the British draft, which read as follows: | 

- 1, Pending the coming into force of Civil Air Transport Agree- 

: ments between individual United Nations and Japan, Japan shall, 

- 4n all matters concerning Civil Aviation, grant to each of the United 

| Nations unconditional most favoured nation treatment, or not. less 

favourable air traffic rights and privileges than they enjoyed immedi-
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ately before the coming into force of the present Treaty, whichever _ 
isthe more favourable. ee : oe 

“9, Japan agrees promptly to enter into negotiations with any of 
| the United Nations so desiring for the conclusion of bilateral or multi- 
| lateral agreements relating to international air transport, and in mak- | 

ing such agreements Japan shall be prepared to agree to reciprocal 
| provisions of a liberal and non-restrictionist character relating to 
| the exchange of airtrafficrightsand privileges. | | | 
. “3, Pending her admission to participation in the Convention on | 
| International Civil Aviation in accordance with Article 93 of that 
| - Convention Japan shall give effect to the provisions of that Conven- 
| tion and of any annexes to that Convention adopted or amended in 
| terms of Article 54 (1) and (m) of that Convention as if she were 
7 asignatory thereof.” | a Ls 

| ‘The British Embassy advised the Department on May 29 as follows: 

| “The Foreign Office consider the redraft of Article 14 to be a great 
| improvement and would like to accept it subject to clarification of _ | 
| paragraph (6). They would be glad to learn whether paragraph (0) | 
| means | | | 

| —  “() That each Allied Power will be entitled, with respect to 
| air traffic rights and privileges in Japan, to treatment not less 

favourable than that enjoyed by any Allied Power at the time of 
| the coming into force ofthe Peace Treaty. © _ | 
yr “(ii) If Japan after the Peace Treaty grants to any State more 

| favourable air traffic rights and privileges than those enjoyed 
| by the Powers having the most favourable rights and privileges | 

a when the Treaty came into force, that such a grant would be on 
| the basis of non-discrimination.” — oe 

The major differences between the proposed new United States draft 
| and the former British draft derive from the following considerations: 

| 1. Order of paragraphs. Oo 
| _ The order of the paragraphs has been changed in order to place 
| the agreement of Japan to enter into negotiations for the conclusion | 
| _ of air transport agreements in the initial paragraph and to place the 
| two paragraphs dealing with actions to be taken by Japan pending 
! the conclusion of such agreements together as subsequent paragraphs. 

2. Use of term “Allied Powers”. | | 
| Throughout the article the term “United Nations” used in the | 
| British draft has been changed to “Allied Powers” for consistency | 
| with the rest of the treaty and in order to make the grant of aviation 
! _ rights available only to parties to the treaty. : | 
| 3. Nature of Air Transport Agreements. — 
| The provision in the British draft to the effect that air transport | 
| agreements should be of a liberal and non-restrictionist character has 
| been omitted. Such a provision is considered inconsistent with the 
| basic policy of restoring Japan to a fully self-determining and 
i sovereign status and of avoiding. vague and unenforceable treaty | 
! stipulations. No attempt is made in Article 13.to prescribe the char- 
| acter of the commercial treaties Japan will conclude after the peace 
L settlement. 
| |
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4. Limitation of Interim Treatment toa Period of 5 Years. | 

_ The interim grant of air traffic rights and privileges not less favor- 

able than those exercised at the time of coming into force of the peace 

treaty should be limited to a definite period in order to preventiany 

of the Allied Powers from extending unduly the period of time during | 

| which they can obtain unilateral aviation rightsin Japan, 

5. British Request for Clarification of Paragraph (6). 

| This paragraph was intended to permit each Allied Power to exer- — 

cise air traffic rights and privileges in Japan not less favorable than 

that enjoyed by any Allied Power at the time of coming into force of 

- the treaty of peace, 1e., the first interpretation given by the British 

Foreign Office. No Allied Power should obtain additional unilateral 

rights as the result of the negotiation of a reciprocal agree- 

| ment with Japan by another Allied Power. The negotiation 

of such agreements should be in accordance with the international 

principle of equality of opportunity in the establishment of - 

‘mternational air transport services, as expressed in the Preamble. _ 

to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, but Japan 

should not be required to extend air rights and privileges to any © 

country which is not willing to grant reciprocity. The present United 

. States draft differs from the British draft in this respect. The first | 

_ paragraph of the British draft provision provides for “unconditional 

most favored nation treatment” without a time limit. _ a | 

6. Most-favored-Nation Treatment. 

The most-favored-nation treatment provided for in the British 

draft has been omitted. As is noted in a British memorandum accom- | 

panying the British draft, the use of most-favored-nation provisions | 

in aviation treaties and agreements has been carefully restricted. The 

operations of aircraft in international civil aviation involve many — 

factors which make the application of most-favored-nation treatment ~ 

difficult, if not impossible. As an example, it may be pointed out that 

whereas. most-favored-nation treatment may be usefully extended to - | 

shipping companies, aviation operations requiring the use of limited 

airport and air navigation facilities, and involving flights over the ter- 

ritory of the country granting the rights, are not proper subjects for | 

| the application of such treatment. Aviation agreements are based on 

reciprocity. - So Cs 

4. Application of the Provisions of the Chicago Convention and a 

Annexes. | Co a 

| This provision was altered in order to render the text more precise 

| and accurate. Certain provisions of the Chicago Convention relate to 

the creation and functions of the International Civil Aviation Orga- _ 

nization. Since Japan cannot take part in that organization until she 7 

has become a party to the Convention, she cannot undertake to apply 

any provisions relating to the organization. It is, therefore, more ac- 

curate to limit Japan’s obligation to an undertaking to apply the prin- | 

ciples applicable to the international navigation of aircraft and the 

standards and recommended practices adopted as annexes to the 

- Convention. ~ a oe 

Ill. Views of Other Governments | ae - 

- No objections offered. a rs
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HAPTER VO | 
| Seyi CLAIMS AND PROPERTY | | 

— Article - 

TY. May3 Draft ee woe eee | 

ss TArticleomitted.] 
om 

Il. United States Position — a BS 

| - The United States proposes the following revision of Article 15: 

«(q) The Allied Powers recognize that Japan lacks the capacity . 

‘to make payments in bullion, money, property or services which would 

enable Japan to maintain a viable economy, to meet its obligations for 

relief and economic assistance furnished since September 2, 1945, in : 

furtherance of the objectives of the occupation, and also to make © 

adequate reparation to the Allied Powers for war damage. However, 

cach of the Allied Powers shall have the right to seize, retain, liquidate 

or otherwise dispose of all property, rights and interests of Japan and 

| of Japanese nationals (including juridical persons) which at any | | 

| time between December 7, 1941, and the coming into force of the 

| present Treaty were subject to its Jurisdiction, except: — oe 

GG) property of Japanese nationals permitted te reside who 

| during the war resided with the permission of the government 

| concerned in the territory of one of the Allied Powers, other than 

| territory occupied by Japan, except property subjected during | 

| that period to measures not generally appheable applied by the 

Po government of the territory where the property was situated 

| to the property of Japanese nationals resident in such territory; — | 

; provided, however, that this provision shall not require more | 

| favorable treatment of Japanese property than is accorded by the 

, Allied Power concerned to nationals of countries occupied by 

| - Japan or Germany during the war; | ge 

fo ~ (ii) all real property, furniture and fixtures owned by the ~ 

| - Government of Japan and used for diplomatic or consular pur- 

poses, and all personal furniture and furnishings and other | 

| private property not of an investment nature which was normally 

necessary for the carrying out of diplomatic and consular func- 

Co tions, owned by Japanese diplomatic and consular personnel ; 

| _.- (ii1) property belonging to religious bodies or private chari- | 

| table institutions and used. exclusively for religious or charitable 

| purposes; CO oo 
| a (iv) property rights arising out of after the resumption of trade 

| and financial relations between the country concerned and Japan. 

| and ¢# sequired pursuant te authorization by the country 

ss eeneerned before the coming into force of the present ‘Treaty. — 

| (¥) obligations owed by Japan or by Japanese nationals (in- 

_-|_--property located in Japan, interests in enterprises organized
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— - under the laws of Japan, or any paper evidence thereof, provided | 

_ such property, rights or interests were not owned by anenterprise _ 
- organized under the lawsofan Allied Power. = TS 

. ‘Property referred to in ¢his paragraph paragraphs (i) through (v) 
| shall be returned not of any expenses ineident te subject to reasonable 

expenses for its preservation. If any such property has been liquidated 

| the proceeds shall be returned instead. | | | 
| “(6) The right to seize, retain, liquidate or otherwise dispose of 

Japanese property referred to in paragraph (@) above shall be exer- 
cised in accordance with the laws of the Allied Power concerned, and oe 
the Japanese owner shall have only such rights as may be given him | 
by those laws. | | | ee 

“(¢) The Allied Powers agree to deal with Japanese trademarks 
: and literary and artistic property rights on a basis as favorable to _ 

' Japan as circumstances ruling in each country will permit. | | 
“(d) Except as otherwise provided in the present Treaty, repara- 

tions claims of the Allied Powers, other claims of the Allied Powers 
and their nationals (including juridical persons) arising out of any | 

| actions taken by Japan and its nationals in the course of the prosecu- | 
tion of the war (including claims arising out of the treatment accorded 

| by Japan to prisoners of war and civilian internees), and claims of the 
Allied Powers for direct military costs of occupation shall be deemed 
to be satisfied out of the Japanese assets subject to their respective ; 
jurisdiction in accordance with the foregoing and out of assets received 
from the Japanese home islands during the occupation. . a | 

“(Note: The foregoing suggestions regarding reparations aremade 
subject to current exchanges of views. ) 

“(Note: U.K. reserves Articles 23 and 28 of U.K. draft and the | 
question of dates in this and other relevant Articles.) 

““(Nete: O-S. reserves its position with respeet te the following ef 
assets inte Japan)” | | 

The first and third insertions which are proposed to be made in | 
a subparagraph (i) have been suggested by the British for clarification. | 

_ The insertion of the phrase, “other than territory occupied by Japan”, 
is proposed by the reason that, while Japanese nationals permitted to —_—> 
reside in unoccupied Allied territory during the war and not subjected | 

| to restrictions affecting their property may be assumed to have been — 
friendly to the Allied Powers, and therefore entitled to have their 

_-property excepted from seizure, no such assumption may be made — 
with respect to Japanese nationals residing in Allied territory occu- 
pied by Japan during the war. The reason for the insertion of the 
clause regarding more favorable treatment is that under present | 

| United States legislation Allied assets were vested in some cases and 
| the return of such assets has been subjected to a number of conditions, 

e.g., property of collaborators has not been returned and conditions
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relating to cartels have been applied on the return of certain corpo-. 

rate assets. | | OS | 

The word “private” has been inserted in subparagraph (ii) at the — 

suggestion of the British Embassy for the reason that it will help to 

minimize disputes which seem likely to arise out of the phrase, “prop-_ 

erty not of an investment nature.” Since the phrase was intended to be. 

applicable only to property owned by Japanese diplomatic and con-— 

gular personnel in their individual capacity, use of the word “private” | 

makes the intended construction clearer. | - 

| “The deletion of the lined out clause in subparagraph (iv) 1s pro- 

posed for the reason that, since all property rights arising after the 

resumption of trade are to be excepted from vesting, it is not neces- 

sary to specify that a certain class of such rights, ie., rights acquired 

pursuant to authorization by the country concerned, are excepted from | 

| vesting, and such language could cause confusion since some rights — 

_ were acquired in the U.S. pursuant to authorization given in con- _ 

| templation of vesting. The word “after” is used instead of “out of” 

| because it is intended to except from vesting property which may have | 

| been acquired by inheritance, etc. | ae 

; The changes proposed in the last sentence of clause (a) are self- 

| explanatory. Oo | co 

S A new exception, subparagraph (v) has been added in an attempt 

| to solve a vexing question. The Japanese and German external assets | 

! programs were designed to afford reparation out of overseas holdings 

and not to increase reparation through increased control by Allied 

| powers of assets in Japan and Germany. However, the presence of | 

| paper evidence in Allied territories of obligations of Japanese enter- - 

| prises (debt or ownership) could, if nothing was said, lead to reaching 

| back into Japan by Allied enemy property custodians, thereby in- | 

| creasing the reparation burden of Japan through additional foreign 

ownership or control of Japanese enterprises. The new subparagraph 

| is designed to prevent such reaching back except in a single case, where 

| the paper evidence of ownership of a Japanese enterprise was held | 

| by an Allied corporation which was enemy owned or controlled. Even 

| this case represents an extension of the “external assets” program, but 

| this extension has recently been agreed upon by the Office of Alien | 

| Property and the State Department in the case of Germany. The US. 

| Office of Alien Property desires a further extension, to permit the _ 

| custodian to reach into Japan as a result of his having vested paper _ 

| evidences of ownership or obligations which were located in the | 

| United States and owned by branches of Japanese enterprises. This 

| further extension has not been accepted since it could greatly enlarge 

claims against Japanese enterprises, especially through vesting of 

| _ branches of Japanese institutions located in the area now controlled |
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| by the Chinese Communists. It is difficult to estimate the seriousness _ 
| of this problem without discussion withthe Japanese. 9 - ee 

Since this problem is most acute in the case of the United States 
and the United Kingdom, it may be desirable to have a protocol settle- 
ment of the matter by these two countries and Japan, leaving the 

| treaty text uncluttered by this complication. _ Ee 
) The insertion of clause (d) is proposed for the reason that the | 

_ treaty should settle and dispose of all claims of the Allied Powers and 
their nationals arising out of the war. If no waiver were provided, 
some Allied governments or Allied nationals might continue to press 

a such claims against Japan after the coming into force of the treaty. 
Settlement of claims in the treaty assures that no Allied government _ 

_ or Allied national receives preferential treatment. The language of - 
the waiver follows closely the language of Article 19 in which Japan | 

__-waives claims against the Allied Powers. EES 

III. Views of Other Governments = . 
Australia Ch ete ae oo 

“The Australian. Government has already made known its views | 
to the United States Government as to Japan’s ability for repara- a 

| tions, sufficient at least to ensure payment of compensation to former _ | 
prisoners of war who suffered ill treatment over a long period at 

. Japanese hands, and to the relatives of those who died. A further | 
claim which the Australian Government maintains against the Japa- 
nese Government concerns the personal property and personal preju-- | 
dice claims of Australian citizens who suffered loss or injury at Japa- 
nese hands in countries outside Japan. Given Japan’s liability in those 
connexions, the Australian Government is of the view that there | 
should be an equitable distribution among the Allied powers of the 

| stocks of monetary gold and bullion and of precious metals and jewels » | 
| which were in the possession of the Japanese Government at the termi- 

nation of hostilities, and of Japanese assets in neutral and ex-enemy 
countries.” a oo Bs, 

“The Canadian Government is of the opinion that provision should 
be made for the liquidation and allocation among the Allied Powers 
of Japanese external assets in other than Allied countries. It believes 
that the Treaty should contain recognition by Japan of pre-war debts | 
owed by Japan or Japanese nationals to Allied governments or Allied 
nationals. The Canadian Government considers that the stock of 
monetary gold and bullion and of precious metals and jewels, held by 
Japan at the close of the war and referred to often as the ‘gold pot’, 

| might be-marked for distribution among countries with recognized 
claims to reparations from Japan. a a - ae 

“The Canadian Government would be interested to have a further 
_ Statement of the views of the Government. of the United States with 

| regard to the exemptions (ito v) set out in Article 14. It is noted that -
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~ no such exemptions from disposal as reparations of similar classes of 

German external assets were granted in the Act of Paris on German 

Reparations. There is further deubt as to the advisability of certain | 

-of these exemptions in that the return of-property. envisaged might _ 

| possibly run counter to the domestic legislation of certain of the Allied : 

# Powers. The Canadian Government is of the opinion that if any. of 

---these exclusions or exemptions is to be retained in the treaty, this 

‘provision. ‘should. merely require the Allied Powers to return the 

proceeds of the liquidation of exempted assets which they have liqui- _ | 

dated without any further obligation on their part towards the Japa- 

«nese formerowners. 3 
“While the Canadian Government wishes to reserve its position on 

the question, it offers the following comments on the specific exemp- 

tions provided forinArticlel4. 2 . 

(i) The adequacy of the term ‘special measures’ is ques- 
tioned. It should be noted that the Canadian Government has 

| already returned the proceeds of liquidation of property toa 

a “number of Japanese nationals who had been residing in Canada 

| -_- prior to seizure and vesting of their property by the Custodian. 

| —ofEnemy Property. 
(ij) The Canadian Government could not return more than | 

| the proceeds of liquidation less administrative expenses and other 

ss charges even if the principle of, return were accepted. = 

“4 (Fi) "There is no serious objection to this exemption subject 
‘our general reservations.” 

5 (iv) We would be interested to have some. clarification of the | 

7 _ thepurposeofthisexemptionn = 
7 | _“(v) The Canadian Government is not convinced of the neces- 

| sity to return trade-marks to J apan except under terms satisfac- _ 

| _ “Tt is questionable whether the penultimate paragraph of Article 

: 14 should be included in a treaty with Japan since it concerns a mat- . 

ter between one Allied Powerand.another. Sues | 

| “Tt is suggested that something should be written into the treaty 

' -- eoncerning who is entitled to Japanese assets within territories. re- 

jaounced by Japan: or within territory administered by any of the | 
Allied Powers under United Nationstrusteeship. ==... Sg 

| “A drafting change would seem necessary in the second sentence 

‘of Article 14 in order to avoid any question by Japan as. to whether : 

/ property clearly vested in the Custodian of Enemy Property by Cana- 

| dian legislation 1s property within Canada’s jurisdiction as contem- 

| plated in the treaty. The Canadian Government suggests therefore _ 

| that the words ‘However, Japan grants... . within their territories’ 

| | might be replaced by the following: ‘However, the ‘Allied Powers 

| shall have the right to seize, appropriate, vest and retain in absolute ~ 

| ownership all property and all rights and interests in property of 

| Japan and Japanese nationals which, between December ‘, 1941 and 

| _ September 2, 1945, were, according to their laws subject to their — 

| jurisdictions.”
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_ Memorandum of April 24: © | SS i | 

“As regards claims for reparations, the Chinese Government: has: 
previously communicated to the United States Government the fol- 

| _ lowing views through the Chinese Ambassador in Washington: ‘It is. —_ 
| to be pointed out that because of the prolonged invasion of China by 

_ Japan, the Chinese people suffered and sacrificed longer and more __ 
extensively than the people of any other invaded country. It would. 
be entirely consonant with the principles of justice to insist upon 
adequate reparations being paid by Japan for the damage caused by 
her invasion since such Japanese property as there was within Chinese. | 
territory has been found insufficient to meet the legitimate claims, 
and since the interim deliveries partially effected three years ago- 

| amounted only to a token payment. In order,. however, to facilitate 
_ the early conclusion of a Japanese peace treaty, the Chinese Govern- 

_ ment is prepared to waive China’s claims for additional reparations 
provided all the other countries do likewise. Should any of them 
insist upon its reparations being paid to it, the Chinese Government 
would ask for equal, if not prior, consideration. In consideration of 
the conciliatory stand of the Chinese Government on the question of 
claim, itis hoped that the United States will give friendly support to | 
China in the matter of recovering looted property and replacing | 
certain art objects of historic and cultural value to the Chinese nation 
and in the question of transferring to China such property and assets 
in Japan as belonged to the puppet regime of ‘Manchukuo’ and the 

| Bank of Taiwan.’ The above quoted statement still represents the: 
general position of the Chinese Government on reparations. In view 
_of the fact that not all the Allied Powers have agreed to waive their 

, claims for reparations, the Chinese Government is not yet in a position — 
to offer any additional opinion. | | | 

“It is understood that the suggestions set forth in the preceding 
‘paragraphs are only tentative. The Chinese Government may submit 
any further comments at a later date.” 

Memorandum of May 23: , | 

“The following changes relating to Article 14 (present 15) are sy 
suggested : —— _ 

: “1. After the date of December 7, 1941, the following paren- ss 
_ thetical provision be inserted : ‘(in respect of China, the date shall _ 

be September 18, 1931)’. This date is to be applicable to China | 
alone since a state of armed conflict between China and Japan 
came into existence as from September 18, 1931, immediately after 
the so-called Mukden incident. © we os | 

| “2. The date of September 2, 1945, wherever it appears in the 
second sentence of the first paragraph of Article 14 in the present 

_ draft, be changed to ‘the date of the first coming into force of the 
| present Treaty’. This change is considered necessary because the — 

territories to be renounced by Japan were taken over by the Allied | 
| FoRers on different dates and no other suitable uniform date can 

e found.
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3, The provisos under the headings (ii), (111), and. (iv) be 

- deleted. The reason is that since the Japanese Peace Treaty isto 

‘be concluded some six years after Japan’s surrender, it will be 

: most difficult, if not impossible, for each of the Allied Powers | 

to restore to Japan or Japanese nationals the property referred 

to under these headings. Furthermore, such property should also 

-_-be considered a part of the Japanese assets out of which repara- 

a tion claims of the Allied Powers shall be deemed to be satisfied.” 

Geylon oe ces coe 

—_ “The Ceylon Government is of the opinion that no further claims 

| for reparations should be made on Japanese industrial assets. Ceylon | 

| also considers that it would similarly be desirable to make no claims | 

against Japanese stocks of gold, bullion, precious metals, etc. The 

| value of these is understood to be of the order of £200 million and, | 

| in Ceylon’s view, it would be far more practicable, and a gesture that — 

_ will be welcomed by Japan, to leave this as a Currency reserve to 

Japan in her attempt to restore her economy, than to try to divide this 

— up among claimant countries. Ceylon, for her part desires to waive 

| her claims for reparations against Japan.” | | - 

P New Zealand _ | a : 

| “Jt has been noted that the United States Government does not 

| support the suggestion that the stocks of monetary gold under SCAP 

control and Japanese assets in neutral countries should be made avail- 

— able as reparations. The New Zealand Government is fully aware of 

| the heavy financial burdens undertaken by the United States in sup- 

| porting the post-war Japanese economy and is anxious that nothing 

: should be done to impair Japan’s ability to regain economic self — 

sufficiency. It recognises, moreover, the force of the United States. | 

| arguments in regard to Japanese assets in neutral countries, but it is 

reluctant to accept the view that these assets as well as the stocks of — 

| gold should be returned to Japan. Pending further consultation with 

: other interested governments it must reserve its position on this 

| question.” | | a 

| a oe Article 16 ees 

I. May 3 Draft | a OB 

[Article omitted.] - : : 

| II. U.S. Position | | | ae 

| The U.S. proposes , | 

| 1. That the following be inserted as a new second sentence: | 

| “Property whose return is not demanded by the owner within | 

_. the prescribed period shall be disposed of by the Japanese Gov- 

| ernment as it may determine.” | | mle 

po 9. That the following be added as a new second paragraph: 

po _ (b). Japan agrees to continue to accord to industrial property 

- of nationals of Allied Powers the benefits afforded by Cabinet 

| Orders 309 and 315, effective September 1, 1949; Cabinet. Order 

| 12, effective January 28, 1950; and Cabinet Orders 9 and. 10, effec- 

| tive February 1, 1950.” oO | Oe
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- The first proposed change is intended to clarify the right of the 
_ Japanese Government to dispose of unclaimed Allied property at the 

: expiration of the six months [one year] period. PS CESS 

- In connection with the proposed new second paragraph, the listed — 
Cabinet Orders provide satisfactorily for the restitution of Allied  __ 

_ patent and trade-mark rights which may have been lost during the 
war and for the extension of their term for a period equivalent to the | 
period from effective date of loss to date of restoration. = * | i 
.. These cabinet orders were put into effect. in Japan pursuant to SCAP 
directives issued in accordance with FEC Policy Decisions dated 
March 30, 1949 (Press Release 52)* and July 28, 1949 (Press Release 7 
56),” to which representatives of the United States, United Kingdom — 
and other FEC countries agreed. The Treaty should not include | - 
provisions conflicting with these arrangements or likely to cause con-_ 

fusion as to the status of the cabinet: orders and implementing — 
regulations issued thereunder. _ Be 

_ The major benefits accorded by the Cabinet Orders listed in the — 
proposed paragraph may be summarized as follows: = = 

od Patents. Cabinet Orders 309 and 315 provide for the restoration 
of Allied patent rights. which lapsed or were cancelled during the | 
war; for the extension of their term fora period equivalent to the 

_ period from the effective date of war to date of restoration; and for 
the extension of the right of priority with respect to patent applica- 
tions (without such extension patents could not be secured owing to 

a loss of novelty of invention through patenting in other countries, use, 
| or public disclosure during the war). Provisions were also made for me 

continued use by independent inventors or their assignees of inventions 
patentable by Allied nationals because of the priority right extension ; 
these provisions allow the negotiation of royalty-bearing contracts, 

_ permit appeals by either party to the Patent Office and subsequent | 
| appeals to the courts. OS , oe — | 

| 2. Lrade-marks. Cabinet Orders 9 and 10 provide for the restoration 
of trade-marks cancelled during the war retroactively to dates of can- 7 
cellation; provide that the act of cancellation shall in no way affect 

_ validity of the mark; provide that adverse use of the same or similar __ 
names prior to date of restoration shall not affect validity of the marks; 

| provide for the disposal of goods belonging to others which bore the — 
restored mark or an infringement thereof prior to date of restoration; 
extend duration of trade-mark rights for a period equivalent to that 
from effective date of war to date of restoration; provide that new 
trade-marks applied for by Allied nationals shall be treated as they | 
would have been at the effective date of war 3 provide for extension 

“6 Apparent reference to the Policy Decision of March 17, 1949, “Policy Toward 7 
Patents, Utility Models, and Designs in Japan.” For text, see “Third Report by — 
the Secretary General-on the. Activities of the Far Eastern Commission, 24 a 
December 1948-305 une 1950,” Department. of State Press Releases, 1950,.No. 61, , 

| _ **Trade Marks, Trade Names & Marking of Merchandise in Japan”. Text is 
printed ibid..pp.19-20- °° © Ce a ee a
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of right of priority as in the-case of patents; and provide that the 

| Allied owner whose trade-mark is restored or who acquires a new 

mark pursuant to the above provisions may apply for cancellation 

of infringing marks. | ; SE ees ree | 
| 3. Trade names. Cabinet Order No. 12. provides that Allied nationals _ 

having trade names generally known in Japan may apply to the 

courts to stop the use of conflicting names subsequently adopted by 

others and provide, to the extent appropriate, additional relief ana- _ 

_ logous totrade-marks, | ay 

| In order to avail themselves of the benefits of the Orders, Allied | 

nationals must take certain actions by certain dates. These dates are 

March 31, 1951 with respect to patents and trade-marks and a 

January 28, 1951 with respect to trade names. oe 

~ In other words, unless an Allied national takes ‘some step—such as 

filing an application or commencing a court action—prior to these | 

dates, he has no remedy under the Orders. Seed 

| ~ Tt is not correct, however, to assume that by the date of ratification : 

| | of the Peace Treaty all of the benefits of the act will have been | 

| received by Allied nationals. The following are examples of future | 
| benefits: - OEE SEES tee 

| 4. An Allied national may file a patent application ‘prior to 

| March 31, 1951, taking advantage of the extension of right of priority 

| afforded him under the Cabinet Orders. The process of issuing a 

| patent, however, involves.an indeterminate period of time. It is essen- | 

! tial, therefore, that the applicant’s right of priority be recognized 

| immediately before issuance of the patent, which may be after vratifi- — 

p cationofthe Peace Treaty. © |. | - ene | 

- - 9. The Allied national referred to in (1) may succeed in obtaining 

! his patent by proof of priority over an independent inventor. In this | 

| event it might be necessary for the Allied owner of the patent to 

| negotiate a patent agreement with the independent inventor or a firm 

| which commenced use through such independent invention. If the 

Allied owner is dissatisfied with the arrangements, he has an appeal 

first. to the Patent Office and second to the courts. It is, of course, | 

desirable that these appeal provisions, which could be time-consuming, = 

continue to be available after ratificationofthe Treaty. = °° 

fo 3. In order to secure cancellation of a trade-mark infringing on. 

| one which has been restored to him, an Allied national would have to | 

| bring an action for cancellation prior to March 31, 1951. The action, » | 

| however, might take considerable time and, therefore, the owner | 

| might need to rely after the Peace Treaty on certain provisions: ofthe 

po Cabinet Orders which protect him against loss of rights arising from 

the wartime period of cancellation. | os es a 

| _ There is some question whether it is necessary or desirable that 

| the new paragraph or any other special provision regarding industrial 

| property be placed in the Peace Treaty. The first paragraph of Artidle 

| 16 would probably afford some basis for protesting rescission of the 

| rights granted to Allied nationals with respect to this typef:property.
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| It is unlikely, however, that Japan would attempt to rescind any such 

| rights. There is, nonetheless, some risk involved since Allied rights 

are based solely on these Cabinet Orders. The question should be 

| answered in terms of the degree of risk that is being taken in the 

drafting of the Treaty on other problems of like character or order 

| of importance. | | 7 : 

Literary and Artistic Property—The note to Article 16 mentions = 

| that the U.K. will prepare a draft on literary and artistic property 

(and also on insurance deposits and reserves) for inclusion in this 

chapter of the treaty. It is believed that the U.S. should take the 

position that it is unnecessary to provide Allied nationals with a > 

period of time to enable them to accomplish acts for obtaining or 

preserving rights in literary and artistic property which were not 

capable of accomplishment owing to the existence of a state of war 

on the grounds that: | eg | | 

(a) No direct action was taken by the Japanese Government during 

the war with respect to Allied copyrights in Japan. : 

(b) No acts need be performed to acquire copyright. Protection 

of copyright is automatic, at least with respect to publications in the 

Berne Union, and does not involve formalities such as application or 
registration with government authority. oe i | | 

- The United States should take the position that it may be unneces- 

sary to provide a period during which Allied nationals may institute 

| proceedings in Japan against persons who infringed their rights in _ 

artistic and literary property on the ground that such suits can now 

be maintained without special provision therefor since ownership of 

copyright was not disturbed during the war. (This is now being 

checked with SCAP.) , a Oo | 

The United States should take the position that extension of time _ 
of copyrights for a period corresponding to the period from the effec- 
tive date of war to some postwar date is unnecessary, since it would 
constitute an insignificant addition to the present term of copyright, | 

| which is life and fifty years. a oo | 

- The United States should be prepared, if requested by the United 

Kingdom, to consider the extension in Japan of the ten-year term _ 

provided for translation rights under the Berne Convention for a 

period equivalent to that lost during the war period. Since the United _ 
States is not a member of this Convention, such an extension would © 

be of no value to it. Rather than include such a provision in the 
| Treaty, however, the U.S. should take the position that it would be 

| preferable to handle the matter through directives to the Japanese 
| Government. Resulting orders.of the Japanese Government could 

then be incorporated in the list of orders.referred to in the proposed — 
second paragraphin Articlel6. © ©... |
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III. Views of Other Governments ae | 

Austvalia = ey | | 

“With regard to restitution and restoration of Allied property, The 
Australian Government considers that Japanese obligations should 

| be spelled out in specific detail as is done in Articles 24 and 26 of the | 

United Kingdom draft.” me | | | 

Canada | | a 

“The Canadian Government considers that the last sentence of | 

Article 15 relating to war loss of or damage to Allied property in 

Japan is most unsatisfactory. Nothing is known of Japanese domestic. 

- legislation on war damage claims nor have we any guarantee that 

any such legislation might not be revoked after ratification of the 

treaty. It seems unreasonable to place claimants arbitrarily at the 
mercy of the Japanese Government in a matter of this kind. In this 

| connection certain of the provisions and safeguards of Article 78 of | | 

| _ the Treaty of Peace with Italy should be included, especially the | 

following: — | a | - Sep Boy 

po “(gy Apart from the actual war damage claims, compen-- 

| ‘gation at an agreed percentage should be payable in respect of - 

| any financial loss (other than a loss of profits) incurred as a 
| result of Japaneseaction. =.) a veh kn, | 

| “(b) Provision should be made for compensation on a propor- 

! tionate basis in respect of direct or indirect holdings by Allied 

i; nationals or corporations in Japanese corporations which have 

| suffered war damage or sequestration. = 8 Be 

| -_ (@) Compensation should be paid free of levies, taxes or other — 
| _. chargesandbefreelyusableinJapane ses 

| | -“(d) The reasonable expenses incurred in Japan in establish- 
| _. ing claims including the assessment of loss or damage should be 

| borne by the Japanese Government. _ | ee : 

| _- &(g) “Allied ‘nationals or corporations and their properties — 

| ~. should be exempted from and have refunded any exceptional 
| taxes, levies or imposts imposed since December 7, 1941 on their . 

-_ gapital assets by the Japanese Government or its agencies for the 
| purpose of meeting the costs of or charges arising out of the war, 

- the occupation or reparations. Japan should be prohibited from — 
- levying on Allied nationals or corporations any such exceptional | 

| | taxes, leviesorimpostsinthefuture.” > FS es ey 

| China on ge vay 
| “The following sentence should be inserted between the first, and | 
| second. sentences of Article 15 [Article 16 of May 3 draft]: 

_. .: ‘Property, rights or interests in Japan for one time claimed. to . 
be under the custody of, or belong to, a collaborationist regime. 

| in the territories of an Allied Power, such as the “Manchukuo” - 
: and the “Wang Ching-wei regime” in China, shall be deemed to 

-———scbe the property, rights or interests of such Allied Power?”
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(Commeni—The Philippine Government has asked, most recently. __ 
in a note of May 16, 1951, to the Department that full title to the | 
Philippine Embassy building at Tokyo, which was purchased by the = 

_ Philippine puppet government, be transferred to the Republic of the . 
Philippines. The request is that the transfer be made “at the earliest 
practicable date and before a peace treaty, or reparations settlement. 
eventuates.” | a oe 

The May 3.treaty draft requires that the Japanese Government 
restore the property of “Allied Governments” but does not attempt | 
to determine whether Allied Governments are to be considered as 
automatically succeeding to the property of their puppet regime = 

| predecessors. It is not believed that the treaty reference to “Allied 
Governments” can properly be expanded to cover every contingency __ 

_ arising. from the existence of the puppet regimes. It is recommended — 
that Article 16 remain unaltered: and that the Chinese (and Philip- 

| pine) Governments be informed that while the Department favors | 
the return to them of any property in Japan to which they areentitled 

| under accepted. principles of international law relating to the rights 
: of successor governments, (as well as applicable Japanese law), it is 

not at this time in a position to pass on the legal principles involved ) 
: in the several cases. It is further recommended that a legal opinion 

| be obtained as to the status of the Philippine Government and the — 
Chinese Nationalist Government with relation to the respective puppet — 

_ regimes to which they claim to be legal successors. In addition, de- 
cisions under Japanese law will be required to determine whether title =| 
had in fact passed to the puppet regimes in the various transactions. = 
A JAPQ paper now being prepared in GHQ, SCAP is expected - 

to contain information on the property claimed by the Philippine | 
and Chinese Governments and recommendations regarding its dis- | 

| position. According to Tokyo’s despatch No. 1594, May 15, 1951,° the | 
Civil, Property Custodian Section intends to propose the return:of => 
the Embassy property to the Republic of the Philippines “as an asset _ 

_ not to be considered an element of reparations”. According to an | 
earlier despatch (Tokyo’s 1260, March 13, 1951),8 the Chinese claims 
to property formerly associated with the Manchukuo puppet regime 
are so entangled and involved so many contradictory records of fact a 

| and contention that the Civil Property Custodian has ruled that no | 
decision on ownership of the various properties will be publicly | | 
announced until the ownership of all properties under claim has been 
settled.) 

® Not printed. - en a ce a oe 2 7 |
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“While New Zealand has a relatively minor interest.in the resti. — | 
tution and restoration of United Nations property in Japan, it is 

~ nevertheless considered that clauses covering these matters should be 
| precisely drafted in order to avoid later dispute. For this reason it 1s 

felt that Article 15 of the United States draft could with advantage 
be given more detailed treatment. In this connection the implications _ 

| of the sentence dealing with compensation for property lost.or dam- | 
: aged in Japan are not clear. While it is recognised that Japan’s limited 

capacity to.pay may make it difficult to secure compensation in full, 
| a clause along the lines of Article 26(4) of the United Kingdom draft | 

would in the New Zealand view be preferable.” ge 

| - | Article Ww oe 

May 8 Draft a 

[Article omitted.] — Pies has Oe 

«AL U.S. Position oe Oe 
| The U.S. has no changes to propose. a | 

| III. Views of Other Governments =. ee | 
| _ Article 17 is new with the May 38 draft, which has not been cirs | 

| culated to other governments for comment. | Puree ok | 

Article 

| [Article omitted] 

| The U.S. proposes that the problem raised in the note to Article 
| 18 be dealt with as proposed in connection with Article 5. 

| . TIL. Views of Other Goverments Co ee - oe | 

Article ‘18 is new with the May 3 draft, which has not been cir; | 

| culated to other governmentsforcomment. Vie 

| te ae {as Article 19 ee an 

_ —-s-« [Article omitted] 

! TD. US. Position = ple y STE ee ag 

a The U.S. proposes: - Be es ee | 

| LL ‘That paragraph (a) be revised to read as follows: ~ ‘s oe Z us : 

| -_ “(a) Japan waives all claims of Japan and its nationals (in, 
| _ eluding juridical persons) against the Allied Powers and their, 

nationals (including juridical-persons) arising out of any actions 

: ; 538-617-7770 | | a
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taken by the said powers and their nationals in the course.of the 
7 _- prosecution of the war, and waives all claims arising from the | 

_._-presence, operations or actions of forces or authorities of any of 7 
the Allied Powers in Japanese territory prior to the coming into 
force of the present Treaty.” | ce 

9. That paragraph (b) be revised to read as follows: ne 

(6) The foregoing waiver includes any claims arising out of | 
actions taken by any of the Allied Powers with respect to Japanese . 
ships between September 1, 1939, and the coming into force of | 
the present Treaty, as well as any claims and debts arisme out 
ef the Conventions on prisoners of war now in Korea arising out 

of the treatment accorded by the Allied Powers to prisoners of - 

war and civilian internees.” 

8. That paragraph (c) be revisedtoreadasfollows: — . aoe 

| ‘(c) Subject to reciprocal renunciation of claims by Germany, | 
the Japanese Government also renounces all claims (including — 
debts) against Germany and German nationals (including 
juridical persons) on behalf of the Japanese Government and 
Japanese nationals (including juridical persons), with the exeep- 

| ist September £939, but including imtersevernmental claims end 
eleims fer less or damage sustained during the wer; including — 
intergovernmental claims and claims for loss or damage sustained 

- during the war, but excepting (a) claims arising from contracts _ 
and rights acquired before September 1, 1939, and (6) claims _ 
arising out of trade and financial relations between Japan and 

Germany after September 2, 1945.” | oo eS | 

| The first proposed change has been made at. the suggestion of the 

| United Kingdom, made in a note of May 29, in order to make more 
precise the category of claims waived by Japan. In making its pro- 
posal, the British Embassy also added to the underlined phrase the 

_ following words in brackets: “or in the exercise or purported exercise _ 

of belligerent rights.” If the bracketed words were suggested as a 
substitute for the phrase “in the course of the prosecution of the war” 
this latter phrase is preferable, because it is more comprehensive than | 
the bracketed words. If the bracketed words were suggested as an 

| addition, they would appear to be superfluous as “actions taken .°. . . 

in the exercise or purported exercise of belligerent rights” arean- 
| cluded within the meaning of the phrase “actions taken . . . in the 

course of the prosecution of the war.” en 
The second proposed change eliminates from paragraph (6) the 

phrase “arising out of the Conventions on prisoners of war now in ) 
forces”. This phrase is misleading because'there is a new convention, 
signed August 12, 1949, now in force on the treatment of prisoners
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| of war, although the convention has not yet been ratified by the 

- United States or by any of the major Allied Powers. It is not desirable 

to refer to the 1929 prisoners of war convention because Japan is 

not a party to the convention, though it did agree in the course of — 

"World War II to abide by its provisions. _ ae ae 

Reference to claims of civilian internees as well as of prisoners of __ 

war is included because the latter phrase is not generally construed _ 

, to cover civilian internees. 7 | . | 

| ‘The British Embassy advised on May 29 that: | _ 

“On reflection the Foreign Office doubt whether the words ‘as well 

as any claims and debts arising out of the conventions on Prisoners 

of War now in force’ would extinguish all types of claims which the 

Japanese could raise against the Allies under the 1929 Geneva Con- 

vention on Prisoners of War or in respect of Japanese surrendered 

personnel. In order to make this waiver of claims comprehensive they | 

- would prefer to substitute for the words quoted above the following | 

| ‘as well as any claims and debts arising 1n respect of Prisoners of 
War’”. : . ae Lf | 

| _ This comment indicates that the U.S. revision of paragraph (6) 

| will be acceptable to the U.K. | a ae 

| In respect to the revision of paragraph (c), the proposed renuncia- : 

| tion by Japan of its war-time claims against Germany would seem to 

| be justifiable only if Germany agrees to a reciprocal waiver. In con- — 

: sidering the problem of appropriate waiver by the Federal Republic 

| and its nationals of war-time private and governmental claims against 

| countries at war with Germany, the Intergovernmental Study Group 

| on Germany has tentatively proposed (Document IGG/P(51)91 (2nd 

! Revise, 27 April 1951) that such waivers be “without prejudice to the _ 

| terms of the peace settlement with Germany”. Since it appears im- 

| probable that the Federal Republic would at this time give an un- 

| qualified waiver of German claims against Japan, the qualification 

| with regard to reciprocity would in effect keep Japanese claims alive . 

until German claims are waived. | Bn Co | 

STIL, Views of Other Governments 
| “Gunla | 

“The Canadian Government agrees with the need foraclauseunder 

| which Japan would renounce her claims against the Allied Powers for 
action taken during the war but believes that a more precise definition 
of the claims to be renounced should be included. It suggests a clause 

_ along the lines of Article 76 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy.” ’ 

——-—. “The following paragraph should be added to Article 16 (of the | 

! U,S. March draft) asitssecond paragraph:
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| “Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 10, Japan waives 
"in favor of the Allied Powers all claims of Japan and her na- 

- tionals to rights or benefits under all treaties, agreements or con- — 
tracts concluded prior to the state of war hereby ended”. 

(Comment—The purpose of this provision is not clear. It appears: 

to call for a one-sided waiver by Japan of all rights and benefits ac-- | 

cruing to it under all pre-war treaties, agreements or business contracts, 

with no corresponding waiver by the Allies. It also appears to rum 

directly counter to paragraph 1 of the first protocol to the May 3 draft, | 

under which Japan is to resume its rights and obligations under all. 

presently effective pre-war international instruments. ) eee 

| SO | Article 2000 ae oS | 

| I. May 3 Draft Be | ED 

| [Article omitted.] — SF , ag 

Il. U.S. Position ee oy 

The U.S. has no changes to propose. | OO 

| III. Views of Other Governments Ss | | 

Article 20 is new with the May 3 draft, which has not been circulated 

| to other governments forcomment. Matte be ape de 

| _ SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES eae me : : 

Se Article 2100 - LIES 

I. May 3 Draft | a oe a - | 

[Article omitted.] | ae a 

IL. U.S. Position 7 ee | - 

| The U.S. has no changes to propose. OS Oo : 

III. Views of Other Governments oe | oo | 

- “The Canadian Government is of the opinion that provision might _ | 

oo be made for the appointment of special ‘conciliation commissions or _ 

| tribunals to deal with disputes arising out of individual war claims. 

| While it would be desirable that the President of the International — 

- Court should appoint such special tribunals, it would not seem neces- 

: sary to involve the prestige of the Court itself in disputes of a technical | 

| nature and of relatively minor importance. Provisions. for the estab- 

lishment of conciliation commissions or tribunals should be so drafted 

as to reduce to a minimum the risk of disagreements on such matters 

as membership of a conciliation commission or tribunal, the rules of — 

procedure thereof, or the stage at which a dispute may be referred > 

| thereto. The Canadian Government, having in mind the experience 

gained with respect to earlier treaties of peace, would suggest that — 

some provision be included in a clause of this nature defining when _
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~ a dispute may be considered to exist. It- might, in addition, be desirable , 

to limit the period for settlement of a dispute through diplomatic 

channels in order that diplomatic exchanges could not be carried out 

| indefinitely with the object of avoidinga decision” 

. a _ CHAPTER VIL ee ee a 

wo | - FINAL CLAUSES Para Eg ae | 

Reticle 22 
I. May 3 Draft Bg ca EE 

IL U.S. Position we a 

The U.S. proposes revision of the second sentence of this Article 

- “Jt ghall thereafter for a period of three years be open: to accession oe 

' by any such State whichhasnotsignedit.” ss 

_ The phrase “for a period of three years”, which was contained in 

| “Article 22 of the U.S. March draft, was inadvertently omitted from | 

_ the May 3 dratt.. | OS Oo CRS gal | 

| IIL. Views of Other Governments — cS oo ws ae oe - | 

: “The following paragraph should be added to Article 18 (of the : 

| U.S. March drait) as its second paragraph: oo a Ee 

| For the purpose of the present Treaty, the nationals of an 
po Allied Power shall be deemed to include all the inhabitants of — : 

| the territories renounced by Japan and administered by such 

| Allied Power; and the vessels and companies of an Allied Power 

| shall be deemed to include all those registered in-accordance with 

| the laws and regulations enforced by such Allied Power in such | 

| | (Comment—While obviously directed toward assuring that For- 7 

| mosan claims are recognized as Chinese claims, the proposed para- 

| graph would affect all ceded or renounced territories. Thus the — 

| arrangements contemplated in Article 5 of the May 38 draft regarding 

| claims of the ceded territories and property and claims related to the a 

| trust. territories would be pre-determined to be the same treatment 
| as is provided for Allied claims and Japanese property in Allied 

| territories. The leaving of these matters to future arrangements re- 
| flects the U.S. desire not to:prejudge the issue pending further study. 

| | In the meantime, we should not accept a formula which, for example, 

would by the test of “administration” make the inhabitants of the 
| Trust Territory nationals of the United States for purposes of the |
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re Article 23 os 

I. May 8 Draft rr. 2 
[Article omitted] - en 

II. U.S. Position ae Be 

The U.S. proposes: | oe | 7 

1. That “States” be substituted for “Powers” near the middle of 
paragraph (a). | 7 

a 9. That “| Korea]” ® be deleted. a 
3. That a clause reading “not later than three years after the date of 

deposit of Japan’s ratification” be added at the end of paragraph (6). 

The first of these changes is merely in the interest of uniformity, 

“States” having been employed earlier in the paragraph. | a 

The second change is necessitated by the new U.S. position that. | 

Korea should not be a signatory tothe treaty. _ oe 
The third change is to establish a time limit on the right of states at 

war with Japan to bring the treaty into force between themselves and 

- Japan, similar to the time limit under the procedure set forth in para- 

III. Views of Other Governments 
: Canada | fe a eee ee 

“The Canadian Government suggests the words ‘or the principal _ 
occupying power’ be deleted.” | : oe 

_ ¢(Comment—The phrase is not necessary and could be deleted if it 
offends anyone.) a : | 

Ceylon | | | 

“The Treaty should be ratified by the Allied Powers and by Japan, 
and should come into force when instruments of ratification have been. 
deposited by a simple or 2/3rds majority of the States parties to it. — 
The Ceylon Government does not agree that the coming into force 
should be conditional on the ratification by one or more particular 

7 States.” . | | 

India | | | oe 

“The Government of India are not quite clear about the position of 
an Allied Power vis-a-vis Japan if the former for some reason finds | 
itself unable to sign the same treaty as agreed upon by a majority of 
er members of the Far Eastern Commission including the United : 

tates. : _ | 
| “Tt is the view of the Government of India that a non-signatory 

| Allied Power to the proposed treaty should not be prevented from _ 
| signing a separate peace treaty with Japan so long as the terms of | 

such a separate treaty or treaties do not constitute any threat to peace 
or confer upon the signatory powers greater advantages than those _ 
for signatories to the treaty under discussion in its final form.” 

° Brackets appear in the source text. | _



| (Comment—Axticle 20 of the U.S. March draft forbidding Japan 

| to make a peace settlement with a state not signatory to the Treaty 

which granted that state greater advantages than contemplated by 

the Treaty has been deleted.) — a — | i 

| Article 24 — | oe 

I. May 3 Draft | ae ce 

| [Article omitted. | | Co 

II. U.S. Position | ee 

The U.S. proposes the following: — - oe 7 

| “All instruments of ratification or accession shall be”deposited with 
_ the Government of the United States of America which will give notice | 

ef them and of the date of their deposit, as alse notify all the signatory 

and acceding states of each such deposit and of any notifications made 
under paragraph (6) of Article 23; te alt the sienatery and seceding 

_ States: of the present Treaty.” , ne | 

/ The changes, suggested by the Department’s Treaty Division, are . 

| solely in the interest of better treaty draftsmanship. — 

| | Til. Views of Other Governmenis | as | 

| No objections offered. | 7 | 

| | Article 25 . | : 

: I. May3 Draft | _ : 

| [Article omitted.] | | 

| IL U.S. Position | ne 
| - The U.S. proposes that “Article 11” be revised to read “Article 10 
| _ and 12”. (These numbers are on the assumption that the proposed new | 

| article on Korea is included, resulting in the present Article 11 be- 
| coming Article 12.) _ | | | - 

TTT. Views of Other Governments | : - 
| No objections offered. | | 
| | Article 26 . | 
| I. May 3 Draft | | 

| _ [Article omitted.] _ | | | | 

| — IL. OS. Position ea OO | 

| “The present Treaty shall remain be deposited in the archives of 7 

the Government of the United States of America by whem eek | 
| signatory Stete will be fumished with a eertified copy and will be 

| notified which shall furnish each signatory or acceding State with a — 
| certified copy thereof and notify each such State of the date of the — 
--—- coming into force of the Treaty under paragraph (a) of Article 23 
- of the present Treaty.” - | 
| ncn
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~The changes in this Article, suggested by the Department’s Treaty 
‘Division, are solely in the interest of better treaty draftsmanship. _ 

III. Views of Other Governments _— as PE 

| No objections offered. | a ee ae 

OO Signatory Clauses es LER 

I. May 3 Draft | : re 

| [Clauses omitted. ] | Po 

II. U.S. Position OO So oe | 

It is proposed that the first paragraph end with “the present 

Treaty.” The deletion of the reference to seals is proposed by the 

Treaty Division, which states that the use of seals would complicate | 
the signing ceremony and might well be foregone, as it was for the 

North Atlantic Treaty, 

«TIL. Views of Other Governments = 
The signatory clauses are new with the May 8 draft, which has 

not been circulated to other governmentsforcomment. = - 

7 — Provocon 
| I. May 3 Draft ORNs ESR eo a 

TI. U.S. Position BO eg ge 
The U.S. proposes the following revision of this protocol: = 

_ “With respect to the Treaty of Peace signed this day, the Govern-_ 
ment of Japan makes the following Declaration : | 

| “1, Except as otherwise provided in the said Treaty of Peace, 
~. Japan recognizes the full force of all presently effective multi- 

_*_. Jateral international instruments to which ske Japan was a, party 
; on ist September, 1939, and declares that she it will; on the _ 

coming into force of the said Treaty, resume all her its rights. and 
obligations under those instruments. Where, however, participa- 

| tion in any instrument involves membership in an international | | 
organization of which Japan ceased to be a member on or after _ 

a Ist September, 1939, the provisions of the present paragraph 
shall be dependent on Japan’s readmission to membership in the ; 
organization concerned. So 

| “9. It is the intention of the Japanese Government formally to | 
- gecede to the following international instruments within six 
.._. months of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace: |



eee 
ee 

(1) Protocol opened for signature at Lake Success on Decem- 

| ber 11, 1946 amending the agreements, conventions, and 

. ‘protocols on narcotic drugs of January 23, 1912, February 11, 

| —---{925, February 19, 1925, July 13, 1931, November 27, 1931, _ | 

and June 26,19386;° Gn 

£3) Fhe Pretoeo! on the Fraffte m Synthetic Drugs signed at: 

_ (2) Protocol opened for signature at Paris on November 19, 1948. 

_ ”~$ringing under international control drugs outside the scope 

sof the convention of July 13, 1931 for limiting the manu- 
facture and regulating the distribution of narcotic drugs, as 

‘amended by the protocol signed at Lake Success on Decem- 
ag br ii,ise, ~~ SC~*=<“‘<‘<‘<;23D!S”*~<CSCtCt i946, rr ena 

ss £5}. Fhe Tnternetionel Convention on the Execution ef foreign 

(3) International convention relating to economic statistics, with | - 

| protocol, signed at Geneva on December 14, 1928, and. | 

i: - + protocol amending the international convention of 1928. 

! | -—-- yelating to economic statistics, signed at Paris on December _ 

| 9, 1948; | | | | } ee : 

sis £7} Agreement on felse indications of origin; 1084; - ee 
| (4) Agreement for the prevention of false indications of origin of 

yo - goods signed at London on June 2, 1934; OO | 

| «4.930. as subsequenth amended: st | 

| (5) Convention for the unification of certain rules relating to _ 

po international transportation by air, and additional protocol, 

| signed at Warsaw on October 12,1929; Oo 

| (6) Convention on safety of life at sea opened for signature at. 

| London June 10, 1948; | aero 

- "Senedd ab Geneva on 12th Aueust; 1949. ana 
| (7) Geneva conventions of August 12, 1949 for the protection of 

| warvictims, | | | | 

| “3. Jt is equally the intention of the Japanese Government, _ 
.. within six months of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace, 

| to apply for Japan’s admission to participation in the Convention 
on International Civil Aviation opened for signature at Chicago. — : 

| on the 7th December 1944, and as soon as Japan is herself itself’ 

| a party to that Convention, to sign end accept the International. 
| Air Services Transit Agreement also opened for signature at. — , 

| Chicago on 7th December, 1944.” a | | 

| 
ae 

| | 

| . | | . |
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The changes in paragraph 1 are simply in the interest of clarityand 

improved treaty drafting. __ — es 
- The changes in paragraph 2 where the treaties and conventions 

| ‘listed in the May 8 draft have been retained consist merely of the sub- 
stitution of technically more precise titles. The changes in the composi- 
tion of the list have been made for the following reasons: _—s_ 

Deletion of Convention for the Regulation of Whaling—This con- 
| vention has been omitted because Japan has recently become a party 

‘to it. | ) | 
Deletion of Customs Formalities Convention of 1923 and Conven- 

tion on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1927—the con- 
vention relating to customs formalities recognizes the principle of the 
equitable treatment of commerce. It requires the avoidance of unjust 
discrimination and the prevention of the arbitrary or unjust applica- 
tion of laws and regulations with regard to customs and other similar 
matters, and provides for adequate redress for those prejudiced by | | 
such abuses. The subjects dealt with in the convention include export 

| prohibitions and licenses, publication of customs tariffs and regula- 
tions, treatment of commercial travelers and their samples, certificates 
of origin, consular invoices, certificates of analysis, rapid passage of 

_ goods through customs, examination of passengers’ luggage, goods in 
| warehouse and warehousing charges, and temporary exports and im- 

ports. The convention was signed for Japan on November 3, 1923, but 
wasneverratifiedby Japan. = = | Oe IN | 

The international convention on the execution of foreign arbitral 
. awards supplements the protocol on arbitration clauses signed at _ 
Geneva September 24, 1923. Under the protocol contracting states 

| recognize the validity of an agreement between different contracting | 
states by which they agree to submit to arbitration all differences that | 
may arise in connection with a contract relating to commercial matters. 
‘The convention provides that an arbitral award made in pursuance of 
‘such an agreement for settlement of differences shall be recognized as 
binding and shall be enforced in accordance with the rules of procedure 

| of the territory where the award is relied upon, provided the award 
has been made in the territory of one of the contracting states and as 

| between persons who are subject to the jurisdiction of one of the con- 
tracting states. The protocol was signed for Japan on September 24, 

| 1923, and ratified by Japan on June 4, 1928. The convention was signed | 
| for Japan September 26, 1927, but was never ratified by Japan. «| 

These two conventions are not the type of conventions usually listed | 
for compulsory accession in a peace settlement and no special justifica- 
tion for so doing in the Japanese treaty is perceived. Neither of the 
conventions falls within the category of treaties which cover subjects _ 
of general and mutual concern to the international community and © 
which, for that reason, are embodied in peace treaties for the purpose 
of having the former enemy state assume the obligation thereunder. 
This concept of general concern to the international community does — 

| not, in general, apply to customs regulations, which are traditionallya 
matter of internal concern, or to the execution of arbitral awards which



relate solely to commercial contracts. It has not been possible to ascer- | 

tain why Japan, after becoming a signatory to the conventions, never 

ratified them, but it may have been that the customs formalities con- 

vention would have required too many radical changes in Japan’s 7 

customs laws and that the convention on execution of foreign arbitral 

awards was too inconsistent with Japan’s system of jurisprudence. It 

was apparently for these reasons that the United States never became 

interested in becoming a party to either convention. In the case of the | 

arbitral award convention, it is interesting to note that Japan deposited | 

: its ratification with respect to the protocol on arbitration awards on | 

June 4, 1928, subsequent to the date of its signature of the supple- 

mentary convention on execution. It would appear that the latter in- | 

strument must have been considered and rejected at the time the — | 

protocol on arbitration awards was considered and ratified. — | | 

-~ In view of the above, it appears to be unfair and unwise to impose 

upon Japan the obligation of acceding to the two conventions, par- | 

. ‘ticularly when it would probably necessitate extensive changes in the 

laws and the system of jurisprudence of Japan. It might be that it 

would be to Japan’s advantage to become a party to each of the con- 

| ventions, but it is believed that such action should be a matter for 

| study and final determination by Japan acting upon its own | 

| initiative. | | 
J ~ Deletion of Convention on Assistance and Salvage at Sea of 1910 | 

| and Load Line Convention of 1930—Japan was a party to these con- | 

2 ventions in 1941 and, since they are still effective, will automatically 
| be required by paragraph 1 of the protocol to resume participation. — 

| Addition of the Warsaw Convention of 1929—The Warsaw Con- 

| vention relates to the liability of aircraft operators with regard to — 

| injury or death of passengers or damage to cargo carried on aircraft | 

| engaged in international operations. Until Japan begins operating 

| international services it will be of little benefit to Japan to be a party 

| to this convention. Nevertheless, it is believed to be desirable for oo 

: Japan to become a party to this convention in order to make its bene- 

| fits available to the international airlines operating into Japan. | 

| Addition of Convention on Safety of Life at Sea—Japan was a 

| party to the older convention on this subject operative in 1941 and it 

| ig considered desirable to ensure that it becomes a party to the new 

| - oneestablished in 1948. | | a 

| In regard to the deletion of the phrase “sign and” in paragraph 3, _ 
| while the introductory statement to the International Air Services . 

| Transit Agreement refers to “The States which sign and accept this _ — 

| International Air Services Transit Agreement”, Article VI of the 
| agreement makes it clear that the states which signed the agreement 

are the states which had delegates at the conference in Chicago. in | 
| 1944 where the agreement was drawn up, though any state a member 

of the International Civil Aviation Organization may accept the 
agreement. Therefore, when Japan becomes a party to the Chicago | 
Convention, thus also becoming a member of the International Civil 

| Aviation Organization, it will be eligible to accept the transit agree- 
| ment but not to sign it. | a * oe oe
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III. Views of Other Governments. | gags 

_ No objections offered. | ne ABIES 
. Oo Prorocon | eS 

| I. May 3 Draft — a a ee 

| [Protocol omitted] = | ne POLES 

Il. U.S. Position — 3 a Ob 

The U.S. hasno changes to propose. or 

HI. Views of Other Governments an | 

- No objections offered. re a 

694.001/6-451 : Telegram ne : a 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
| eG - of States | ae 

SECRET = - | _ Lonvon, June 4, 1951—4 p. m. 

6344. From Dulles for the Secretary.? With Gifford, lunched with 

Massigli.? He stated French view that we shld not now seek Japanese 
peace treaty as this wld be an additional irritation of the Russians. 
He advocated policy of gradually relaxing controls as in case of Ger. 

I expressed surprise that this viewpoint, expressed now for first time 
| after nine months of negotiating, had created publicly and particu- 

larly in Japanese minds the impression we wld promptly complete 
peace treaty. I said that now to change our policy on ground that we 

| feared to offend Russia wld almost surely lead Japan to conclusion _ 
that Soviet Union was dominant power and under those circumstances _ 

| they wld not genuinely align themselves with free world. I referred 

to the preponderant role played by US in winning Japanese war and 
conducting occupation and said in fact that in my opinion US wld 
not now publicly take a cowardly role in Japan which wld almost | 

| surely lose all we have struggled for past ten years. I said that US, — 
if forced to choose between disunity with France on Japanese issue 

or forfeiture of all our hopes for Japan, wld probably accept dis-— | 
unity with France on this particular matter as lesser evil. Massigli = 
made it obvious that French wld be willing to sacrifice Japan in hope — | 
sof gaining more time for strengthening Western Eur. As subsidiary 
point, Massigli suggested that US might be willing to make security 

pact with Indochina as with Australia or New Zealand. He also sug- 
gested possibility of series of similar bilateral peace pacts with Japan 

1 Repeated to Paris as telegram 2580. . : Ss 
*Mr. Dulles had arrived in London June 2. With him were Mr. Allison and 

Colonel Babcock. | 
* René Massigli, Ambassador of France in the United Kingdom.
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rather than a single instrument, feeling that series of bilaterals wld 

Jess obviously exclude Soviet Union and Commie Chinas = | | 

| Massigli said he wld be in touch with the Brit during our current | 

negots and wld want exchange views with me again before I left 

| for France. [ Dulles. | ee ee 

| | .. GIFFORD 

| *Tn telegram 7611 from Paris, June 8, repeated as 2010 to London for the | 

information of Mr. Dulles, the Embassy stated in part: | : | 

“Tn, discussing views given by Massigli to Dulles re Japan peace treaty | 

--.(London’s 6344, June 4 to Dept) Baeyens, Director Asian Div FonOff, stated | 

that French had no intention hold up or sabotage in any way. US plans for Jap 

peace treaty. FonOff, however, was inclined to consider timing of great im- . 

- ‘portance and Baeyens felt that too precipitate conclusion of treaty might jeopard-_ , 

ize possible settlement Korean conflict. _ ee ; oe 

Baeyens appeared to be impressed with Dulles’ arguments to Massigli, and. - 

| stated. that French, in considering problem, had not taken into account Jap and 

oe Amer public opinion. ~ . | a | 

| Referring to Massigli’s suggestion concerning US—Indochina security pact, 

-Baeyens-said that this was apparently personal idea of Amb since he had never 

. heard it raised in FonOff.” .(694.001/6-8510) | | a taatyled taht a | 

694.001/6-451 :Telegram —- eee Ee hy ya ek Ot | 

Lo The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 

po | | | of State NE 

| _ SECRET se Tonpon, June 4, 1951—8 p.m. 

| 6361. From Dulles forthe Secretary No. 2. Concluded first FonOff 

| mtg; first part alone with Morrison, then with Younger, Dening, 

| Scott t and other working group members. Morrison accepted principle 

| of quick peace and liberal peace but stated Jap wrongs and cruelties 

| not forgotten and cld not be wholly ignored in treaty. He went on to 

| makefolpoints: 4 ee 

) _ (1) Armament shld be specified beyond which Jap cld not go with- 
_ outconsentof Allied powers; 

(2) Some recognition of mistreated prisoners of war and families 
- for which purpose all or part of Japan’s gold shld be apphed; = 

| (8) Formosa’sstatustobe unchanged; © | 

| _ (4) No present participation on behalf of China; _ yee 
| _ (5) More detail on commercial and fin matters. | | es | 

! Only major surprise is proposal for limiting rearmament which is 
| directly contrary to position expressed in UK aide-mémoire of | 
| March 12,2 which expressly stated treaty shld not limit size or nature | 

-  * Kenneth Gilmour Younger, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs; Sir. M. Esler — 

| Dening, assigned Special Duties in the Far Hast with the rank of Ambassador ; | 
_ ‘Robert. Heatlie Scott, Assistant Under Secretary of State and Superintending 
: Under Secretary of the Far Eastern Department. See ann ee a 

| | 7Ante,p.909. — - oe | | a , 

| | |
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of Jap armed forces. Atmosphere cordial and friendly with expressed © 
desire to reach early agreement. However, it seems clear they antici- 

pate possibility of concessions which we cld not make. [Dulles.] _ | 

: : oe 7 | GIFFORD 

-694.001/6—551 : Telegram —— | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
— of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY - | | Lonpon, June 5, 1951—8 p. m. | 

| 6377. From Dulles for the Secretary. No. 3. At mtg this morning 
_ ‘with Younger in chair all members of both delegations went thru draft 

treaty, art by art, to determine main questions of policy to be decided _ 
| upon as distinct from drafting and technical points of difference. Dur- 

| ing afternoon delegates divided and Dulles and Younger, with princi- 
pal advisers, discussed main points of difference in respect to policy, © 

: while remainder of both delegations considered drafting and technical 
questions. rr eee ee | 

Chief policy questions discussed this afternoon were participation of _ 
Chi and ques of Formosa. UK originally proposed that neither Chi _ 
sign treaty initially and that provision be made that when two-thirds _ 
of the fourteen states principally concerned concluded on which govt | 
is legitimate rep of Chi that wld be the govt which wld then adhere to 

| treaty. Brit reluctant to agree to a suggested formula which wld pro- | 
vide for both Chi govts signing or adhering in manner making clear 
precise nature of de facto auth of each. Brit contention was that any | 
signing by Chiang Govt wld by implication at least confirm his auth 
over Formosa and wld give his govt greater status than wld be accept- 
able. UK believes important some formula be found which will make 

_ possible greatest number of signatories to treaty and claim that any 
‘solution which includes Nationalist Chi to any degree will auto- 
matically eliminate most, if not all, of Asian states and probably | 

| _ other. Both dels agreed consider matter further and it is hoped definite 
recommendation can be made to Morrison at mtg with him tomorrow 
evening. : | | _ 

| On question of Formosa, UK initial position was that it shld be 
ceded to Chi with some provision that it wld not be turned over legally 
to Chi until question of which Chi shld adhere to treaty is resolved. 
However, at end of discussion Brit del apparently was inclined to 
accept US contention that treaty shld merely require Jap renunciation 
of sovereignty over Formosa, leaving future status to be decided later. 

| This was made easier for UK by earlier US suggestion that Sakhalin 
and Kuriles be similarly treated and not definitely ceded to USSR by 
treaty. | |
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Remaining principal topic to be discussed is security question on 

| which. UK has expressed concern that Brit Parl and public opinion 

will find it difficult to accept treaty whch sets Jap free from all re- 

strictions on rearmament and does not provide in itself any safe- 

guards. After detailed explanation of basis for US position and | 

significance of bilateral US-Jap pact in this connection, UKDel sug- 

gested that problem of Cab wld be greatly simplified if US cld at 

appropriate time make more clear to public method by which in fact 

it believes dangers from a resurgent ageressive Jap can be avoided. . 

--_In this connection it was interesting that at FonMin’s luncheon this 

noon Secy of State for Commonwealth Relations * expressed opinion — | 

a that while govt wld be hard pressed on lack of security restrictions In 

treaty, nevertheless greatest difficulty over obtaining popular accept- 

ance for treaty wld be psychological one caused by lack of some rep- 

| arations or other payment to large numbers of prisoners of war who 

have recd harsh treatment at hands of Japs. He suggested that if : 

something cld be done along the lines of providing compensation for 

| these individual sufferers at Japs hands, it wld go far toward easing: 

| pressure on the govt. odes | oe | 

| I have appointment 10:30 tomorrow to discuss question of Jap’s | 

po gold and assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries with Chancellor of | 

| Exchequer? and we are considering possibility of some provision by 

| which Jap transfers its assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries to 

! some internat] agency, perhaps internat] Red Cross, which wld beable = 

| to use them for the benefit of prisoners of war and families who have 

| suffered undue hardship at hands of Japs. OO | 

| Tone of mtgs to date has been cooperative and there has been evi- 

| dent real desire to reach agreement altho difficulties ahead have in no 

| way been minimized. _ BS 
| Attlee and I had mtg this morning where problems discussed gen- 

erally in same spirit. [Dulles.] | 

| , — | | GIFFORD 

} 1 Patrick Gordon Walker. = | | | - | 

| * Hugh Gaitskell. | - | 

| 694.001/6-651 : Telegram | oy - 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary © 

| | | | of State : | 

| SECRET PRIORITY | - _ Lonpon, June 6, 1951—8 p. m. - 

| 6409. From Dulles to the Secretary. No. 4. Fol morning mtg with | 

| Younger we met this afternoon with Morrison and tentatively came 

| to fol conclusions subj to Morrison discussion with Cabinet Thursday 

| afterncon and my expressed lack of authority to make firm _ | 

. commitments. : |
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(1) As regards China, no Chinese Govt wld be invited to sign 
multilateral treaty but states at war with Japan, including China, 
not original signatories wld be entitled to accede to treaty after it 
otherwise comes in force. Also Japan may negotiate and conclude _ 
bilateral peace treaty with any state at war, including China, upon , 
terms similar to multilateral treaty. | . Be , 

(2) Re Formosa, Brit accept our formula for renunciation by Japan — 
otherwise leaving situation in present status and avoiding any repe- 

| titionof Cairo, - a a | 
(8) Re Jap rearmament, it seems agreed to drop demand for any 

treaty limitations placing reliance upon the practical restraining 
| effect of presence of US forces. However, at. or before signing UK 

will expect: some formal advice from the US outlining joint security 
arrangement and ourintentionsthereunder. gE 

| (4) Re gold, I had extended and. somewhat spirited debate with | 
Chancellor Exchequer without result except that as I told Morrison 
afterwards we have the gold and he doesn’t. Believe my mtg with | 
‘Exchequer was primarily designed to allow him to ascertain firsthand 
that there was nothing doing onthissubj. -.. | oo 

) | (5) Re restriction Jap shipping, this question raised again but 
without vigorous effort to overcome our adamant position on this _ 
subj. Understood that Allison when'in Jap wld endeavor to obtain | 
data on shipping which wld practically be somewhat reassuring. 
.(6) Congo Basin matter stillopen, : | 

_ Emphasize foregoing subj to Cabinet discussion and also to detailed 
drafting which might develop differences which wld reopen'any of —_— 

- these matters, 
_. Subj to foregoing joint technical examination of text has been com- 

pleted with substantial agreement.[Dulles.] = | a a 
| . i _ GirrorD. © 

694.001/6-751 : Telegram i - 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
of State — — | = 

SECRET _ Lonpon, June 7, 1951—7 p. m. 

6433. From Dulles for the Secretary. No. 5. After further considera- 
tion and as a result of talk with Younger this afternoon, we have 
tentatively agreed to amendment of procedure outlined para number 1, 
my msg number 4 (Embtel 6409 June 6).1 Under present plan, right 
of accession will be eliminated but Japan will agree upon the request | 
of any state “which signed and adhered to the UN Declaration of 
Jan 1, 1942 ? and which is at war with Japan and which is not a signa- 
tory” of multilateral treaty to conclude with such state bilateral treaty 

on same or substantially same terms during period of three years after 

Supra. - | : | ee 
 ? For text, see Foreign Relations, 1942, vol. 1, pp. 25-26. mo me



| | | | 

| coming into force of multilateral treaty. This wld permit Japan to 

determine which Chi it wished to do business with, > | 

-Tomorrow’s mtg expected to make clear results tonight’s Cabinet | | 

mtg on broad political issues after which it shld be possible to begin: | 

~ completion of final tentative draft. I expect leave for Paris Saturday * | 

noon while remainder of mission stays here to put draft in shape. - 

Present plans are for me to return London June 18 and leave for Wash-. 

ington evening June 14. During my second stay here, hope toreach = 

tentative agreement with Brit on next stops and on form of presenta- 

tion of draft to other nations.* [Dulles.] eee ore | 

| oe GORD 

83JuneQ 7 | | Co oo | | 

| ‘Telegram 6438 from London, June 8, is marked “From Dulles to the Secty 

Number. 6.” The entire text follows: “Younger informed us last night that 

Cabinet was unwilling to go along with arrangements tentatively negotiated with | 

| _ Morrison; principally on ground that non-participation. of .Nationalist China | 

| through separate bilateral peace treaty is not sufficiently protected for the future. _ 

| We shall learn details from Morrison today but we are disposed not to make 

: further concessions.” (694.001/6-851) Es 

| 694.001/6-851 | a Ba ae 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
oo ) | ‘ofState | 7 

: SECRET | ae - Co Lonpon, June 8, 1951—9 p- m. . 

«6456. From Dulles for the Secretary (No. 7). ‘Had private mtg 

| with Attlee this. evening to discuss Chinese participation question. IT | 

| pointed out that we had agreed to recommending having either both = 

or neither Chinese Govt signatory to Jap peace treaty and that no 

7 one cld expect more. Attlee stated allied powers shld reserve from . 

| Jap sovereignty right to conduct its foreign relations with China and 

| that this should come under supervision of FEC group as originally 

proposed by UK. = | | es 

-I said UK proposal unacceptable for 4 reasons: — ~ CE | 

- “1. Failure to restore Jap to status of sovereign equality wld under- 
| mine entire basis of treaty and our cooperative arrangements with _ 

: Japcontemplatedaftertreaty; oe — 
| 9, UK proposal wld throw apple of discord into ranks of FEC. 

owers; | : DON ue pe ME oe 

| ° 3. FEC group couldn’t deal with question in pragmatic way pos-  __ 

_ sible for Japs and inability of group to agree wld saddle individual - 

| members with grave responsibility for resulting situation;  _ 7 a 
| 4. Scarcely concealed motivation of UK was distrust of US in- 
| - fluence in Jap and desire to nullify and circumscribe it. a . 

| For all above reasons UK ‘proposals. unacceptable. Jap wld prob- 

ably work out its relations with China if left alone better than other _ 

| 588-617-7771 , |
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eld do. Not only US but also UK wld have influence in Jap, particu- . 

larly if we jointly sponsoredtreaty, = | ee 

- Attlee seemed unconvinced but said he wld take matter up again — | 
- with Cabinet Monday. All members of FonOff from Morrison,: — 

Younger and Dening on down seem persuaded of reasonableness of . 
: US stand and are apparently trying to influence decision in our: — 

direction, 7 ee 
- Allison and remainder of Mission remaining in London to bring © 
tentative draft into good shape while I am in Paris. Hope to have 
favorable Cabinet decision by my return London June 18 but this 

| by nomeanscertain.? [Dulles] =. : Ces 

)  *Telegram 6485, from London, June 11, is marked “For Rusk from Allison. . 
Paris for Dulles [as number 2669].” The entire text follows: “Dening informed 
us this afternoon that at Cabinet meeting this morning agreement had been 
reached to former formula on Chinese accession on assumption that US would be 
able to meet the Brit on some of the remaining minor outstanding points. This 
formula as previously indicated provides for neither Chinese Govt signing original 
multilateral pact and leaves it for determination of Japanese as to what Chinese 
Government it will deal with.” (694.001/6-1151) - | 

| Editorial Note ss oe ee 

= On June 10, the Soviet ‘Union replied to the United States note - 
_ of May 19 concerning issues related to a Japanese peace treaty. An _~ 

unofficial English translation of this memorandum is printed in the 
Department of State Bulletin, July 23, 1951, page 188. The United 
States memorandum in reply of July 9, released to the press July 14, 
isibid., page 148.0 oo 

694.001/6-1451 OS sy 

Memorandum of Conversations, by the Consultant to the Secretary 
(Dulles) and the Second Secretary of the Embassy in France 

—  seorer Parts, June 11, 19K 
Participants: M. Alexandre. Parodi? © ©. ©... | ce 

s  MA Jean Chauvel® | 

- . . M. Emile Naggiar*. | ee 

° 1This memorandum is the enclosure to déspatch 3607 from Paris, J une 14, not 
printed. Be 

| 2 Secretary General of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs. =~ = ~~ 
Permanent Representative of France to the United Nations with the rank of Ambassador, i. a ey AE Oa 

“Former Ambassador of France to China (1938) and the U.S.S.R. (1938-1940).



Se
 ee 

-  M. Sacques Roux® 

- M. Pierre Charpentier* and st | 

---s M. Pierre Cerles,” all of the French Foreign. Office, 

“Phe Honorable John Foster Dulles, Department of 

a The Honorable David Bruce, Ambassador, Paris. 

—..-«SJohn E. Utter, Secretary of Embassy, Paris. 

At the request of M. Parodi, Mr. Dulles reported briefly on the 

status of the London negotiations, : | 

~The French Delegation seemed particularly interested in the pro- 

posed handling of China. Mr. Dulles stated that various formulae 

were being considered and that the U.S. had suggested either to invite. | 

both Chinese Governments or neither. The matter was being con- | 

sidered by the British Cabinet | 

) ~ M. Parodi indicated that France would be disposed to go along with _ 

any solution on this matter that was agreed to by the U.S. and U.K. 

_M. Parodi then asked what the plans were for concluding the 

| treaty. Mr. Dulles stated that we hoped that there could be soon a 

| text which substantially reflected all the known points of view, ex- 

cept: probably that of the Soviet Union; that thereupon this text 

| would be transmitted to all the countries which had been at war with 

Japan, requesting with short delay any comments they had, with the 

! understanding that there would then shortly be held a conference to.» 

| sign the treaty, subject to such final minor changes as might be gen- 

| erally agreed upon in advance of the final engrossing of the text. We 

b hoped that this final signing conference could be held by the end of 

| the summer, although probably ratification and coming into foree 
. of the treaty could not occur until some time in 1952.00 Al 

| __‘M. Baeyens said that he had heard it suggested that Japan would | 

| have discretion to deal with the question of China. Mr. Dulles stated 

: that if there was a multilateral treaty which China was not invited 

; to sign, that would automatically leave to Japan the problem of deal- 
| - ing-with other states at war by means of bilateral treaties which the | 

| multilateral treaty would permit, on the understanding that if they 

| - granted more favorable rights, the parties to the multilateral treaty: | 

| would participate pari passu, Lo Ee | 

| ~ Mr. Dulles stated that the U.S. would like to see Japan at peace with 

| all the countries, including the Soviet bloc, which had been at war, and. 

| _ that it might be more convenient for the Japanese to work this out 

directly than ona multilateral basis. = | oo 

| “Gagsistant toM. Baeyen. 

-—— $Dinetor General for Heonomie AMfairs.in the Wrench Ministry of Forelem 
| “tAgsigned to the French Foreign Ministry’ with the rank of Secretary of 

: |
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M. Parodi raised the question of accession clauses and said he as- — 

sumed that if we proceeded on the theory now being discussed, there 
would be no accession clause. Mr. Dullesconfirmedthis, = = = | 
_M. Naggiar asked whether this would mean that Article 19 of the 
U.S. March draft * would be dropped. Mr. Dulles said no, that Article | 
92 would be dropped and Article 19 might be modified somewhat, The | 
French Delegation seemed to attach considerable importance to modi- 
fying the last part of Article19. | | | | 7 

ae M. Parodi raised the possibility of a series of bilateral pacts. Mr. 
Dulles stated that this was one possibility that the U.S. was prepared 
to entertain but that the U.K. had indicated a preference for a multi-_ 
lateral treaty limited to certain invited states, as otherwise it would 
be difficult to prevent the conclusion of a simultaneous bilateral treaty 

between Japan and the National Government of China. ps | 
'M. Parodi raised the question of whether we would consider that any 

of the provisions of the Japanese peace treaty would bea precedent for 
Germany. Mr. Dulles stated that the U.S. did not consider that the two. 
situations were comparable and that it was definitely understood 
within our own Government as between those working upon the 
Japanese and German peace settlements, that neither constitutes a | 

| precedent for the other, and he could assure M. Parodi that the U.S. 
would not claim that acceptance by the French of acertain solution for 
Japan in any way implied acceptance of the same solution for Ger-— 

- many. M. Parodi said this reassurance was of the utmost importance 
tothe French Government. © © 
_ M. Parodi asked whether we considered it impractical to proceed a 
with Japan through a series of liberalizing steps as were contemplated 
in the case of Germany. Mr. Dulles stated that for better or for worse 
the Japanese had been led to expect a peace'treaty which would as a 
single act restore their sovereignty. He believed that any alteration of 
that program at the present time would have serious, perhaps dis- 

| astrous repercussions upon Japanese good will and that this change 

ought notnowtobeconsideréed.. © 
+ M. Parodi raised the question of the bearing that proceeding with 

| a, Japanese peace treaty might have upon other relations with the __ 
Soviet Union, notably the matters which were being discussed at the | 

| Palais Rose.® Mr; Dulles stated that in his opinion weakness and 
timidity shown-in relation to the Japanese peace. treaty would have 
bad repercussions upon other negotiations with Russia because it 
would encourage the Russians to be. stronger and threatening. He 

® All references to specific articles throughout this conversation are to those in 
the draft.of March 23,p.944. 2 © | BC | 
‘= Referencé is to exploratory four-power conversations of France, the U.S.S.R., 

the United Kingdom, and the United States held in Paris from March to June of 
1951. Documentation on these conversations is scheduled for publication in volume
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pointed out that the Soviet Union had no legal, practical or moral 

_ basis for obstructing the Japanese peace; that it had neither made a 

major contribution to winning the Japanese war nor had it a veto 

through the Council of Foreign Ministers, nor had it a practical — 

| control through occupation. If under these circumstances we allowed 

ourselves to be intimidated, that would only encourage the Russians 

to be more threatening in other matters. To show that we were not | 

| afraid to act when we had a clear and moral right to do so was the 

best way to win Russian respect. _ erence sens | | 

__M. Chauvel said that the question raised was not merely of substance 

but. of tactics, but he thought it had been answered by Mr. Dulles’ 

reply, a 
- Mr. Dulles went on to say that what was at stake was not merely the 

relations with Russia regarding Europe but the maintenance of Japan 

within the free world, Communists in Japan were threatening and 

boasting that the U.S. and other Western nations were not really 

prepared to stand firm in the Pacific but would abandon Japan in 

order to gain time for Europe, therefore they said it would be foolish 

| for them to cast in their lot with the Western powers. If we did any- | 

thing which seemed to confirm this Communist propaganda in Japan, 

| it would be fatal and almost surely result in an eventual tie-up between 

. Soviet Russia, Communist China and Japan, which would be a very 

_. formidable combination which for a considerable time at least would 

: dominate most of the entire Pacific area and Southeast Asia. 

| _ M. Parodi stated that this was a most important explanation and 

| decisive for the French Government. ee eee 

L MM. Naggiar asked Mr. Dulles what he thought might be the Soviet 

| reaction, having regard to the Sino-Soviet treaty of alliance of 1950. 

| Mr. Dulles stated that he doubted that the Soviet U nion wanted now 

| to precipitate a general war. If, however, they did, it would not be 

| because they felt compelled to do so by treaty but because for other 

| reasons they wanted to do so. They might under these circumstances 

| make the Sino-Soviet treaty a pretext in view of rearmament under - 

_ NATO. Actually there was no prospect of any early Japanese rearma- > | 

| ment which could honestly be regarded with fear by the Soviet Union 

| and intrinsically be a reason for Soviet action. Mr. Dulles then ex- 

: plained at considerable length the present lack of armament by the | 

| _ Japanese and pointed out that the real concern of the Soviet. Union 

| was with the U.S. position in Okinawa which would exist whether or 

| not there wasa Japanese peacetreaty. 

| | At this point the discussion turned to particular terms of the pro- 

| posed treaty, as follows: BE 

| 1) War. Guilt..The French suggested there might be some war guilt 

| clause similar to the Italian treaty. Mr. Dulles, referring to the Treaty |
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of Versailles, said he did not much favor these clauses, but that the 

U.S. would consider in the reparations section some reference to Japa- 
| nese responsibility in principle for damage done to the Allied powers = __ 

by the Japanese war. M. Parodi said that France did not really feel 
very strongly on the question of war guilt. _ lor oe Rs 
2) Territorial. Clauses. M. Chauvel raised the question of Article 5 _ 

which, read in. conjunction with Article 19, would seem toleave Japan = 
with sovereignty over South Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands on, the 
assumption- that the Soviet Union did not sign the treaty. He sug-— 

gested that it might be better to include reference to Sakhalin and the | 
Kurile Islands in the formula of Article 3. Mr. Dulles said the:U.S. 

- would be prepared to consider sympathetically this suggestion. 
M. Chauvel raised the question of whether it would be desirable. to. _ 

include a reference to solution of the territorial problems by the U.N. _ 
as had been originally proposed in the U.S. statement of Seven Princi- 
ples. Mr. ‘Dulles stated that exchanges of views already had indicated 
that there was-strong opposition to this solution. The Soviet Union 
took the position that the Yalta Agreement was not subject to review 
by the U.N., and both Chinese factions took the same view regarding 
Formosa. It seemed therefore better to limit the Japanese peace treaty | 
to liquidating the Japanese interest and not going into the question of 
how the future might be dealt with. He felt that it was dangerous by 
treaty to impose upon the U.N..a responsibility so heavy that it might 
even disrupt the U.N. itself, There seemed to be acquiescence in this | 
pointofview. = a 

~ It was suggested that the treaty might actually define Japan’s future 
- territory..Mr. Dulles stated that the British had suggested thisand _ 

had presented a map *° which showed that the Habomai Islands be-  ~ 
longed to Japan. Mr. Dulles said that the U.S. believed that these were _ 
not historically a part of the Kurile Islands but that we felt it better — 
to leave the issue of what was a correct definition of the Kurile Islands 
to subsequent.arbitration or World Court decision rather than to preci- 

| pitate the issue in the Japanese peace treaty itself, particularly since 
the Russians were already in occupation of the Habomai Islands. At 
this point the French produced a copy of the British map and after 
scrutiny of it there seemed to be acquiescence in the U.S. point of view. 
~ M. Baeyens brought up the question of two small partly submerged 

| islands to the East of Hainan. One, he said,-was now occupied by 50 
Chinese Communists and the other by 20 Vietnamese. He asked that 
Japan should renounce any claim it might have to these islands. Mr. 

| Dulles said he was not familiar with this territorial problem and asked 
| that a note on the subject be given him." 2 - re 

— 8) Security. M. Chauvel raised the question of whether Article 7 
was necessary. Mr. Dulles stated that he considered that at least the 
first part of it was necessary because Article 51 of the Charter referred 
only to members of the U.N. Japan might not be a member, and unless 

| there was reference to the right of self-defense, it might seem to be 
taken away by Article 6, requiring Japan to refrain from use of force. _ 
The British lawyers felt that Article 51 was an essential counterpart 

| to Article 2 of the Charter. M. Chauvel suggested that it might be 

*° Included with the British draft of April 7, not printed. (Lot 54D 423) 
- + Not found in Department of State files. = -_ a
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-useful in Article 7 of the treaty to refer. to the Charter. article in ques- 

tion, namely, Article 51. Mr. Dulles stated that the U.S. was consider- 

‘ing the elimination of all of Article 7 after the word “arrangements” 

| as unnecessary and possibly subject to misconceptions ‘such as India. 

-hadexpressed. Sete te 

- At this point.there ensued a considerable discussion about the imple- _ 

mentation of Japanese security through a bilateral pact. Mr. Dulles 

| described the relationship of mutual security sought with Japan under 

which presumably the military power would be so apportioned that 

_ Japan could not itself bean offensive military threat and the relation- 

. ‘ship between the victor and vanquished would be so intimate and inte- — 
grated as to make incredible a war of revenge. He stated that the U.S. 
-hoped that eventually this bilateral security pact with Japan. could be 

‘merged into a Pacific security pact of larger import, He described what | 

- President Truman had referred to as “initial steps” for Pacific security 
as between the U.S. and Japan; the U.S. and the Philippines; and the 

U.S., Australia and New Zealand. He reported the U.K. opposition to 

a geographical pact at this time as exposing the mainland areas to 

greater danger. He said, however, that the triangular pact of the U.S., , 

| - Australia and New Zealand would probably provide for consultation 

_ - vith other states in a position to further peace in the Pacific area. In 

this connection M. Parodi mentioned that of course France had inter- 

ests in this area,as New Caledonia and otherislands. 
MM. Parodi said that it would be helpful if at an appropriate time = 

| the U.S. would make an official statement regarding the proposed bi- : 

| ‘lateral pact with Japan, as otherwise the French would not have official | 

| - knowledge concerning it. They also asked to beinformed regarding the 

terms of the tripartite pact. Mr. Dulles said he saw no difficulties with. | 

| At this point the meeting adjourned for lunch and resumed at 3 p.m. | 

| - 4) Associated States. M..Parodi raised the question of participa- 

! tion of the three Associated States of Indochina. Mr. Dulles stated _ 

| that he did not think the U.S. would be opposed in principle to such 

| participation provided it did not constitute a precedent and commit 
| the U.S. to treating these States as in all respects sovereign for other 

| purposes, for example, membership in the U.N., as to which matter 

| Mr. Dulles did not know what U.S. policy would be. Mr. Dulles 
| stated however that he anticipated that some of the other prospective 

! co-signers, such as India, Burma and Indonesia, might object to sion- 

| ing with the three Associated States as sovereign, particularly as there 

| was a rival government of Viet Minh recognized by the Soviet bloc. — 

_-—-He said that if this created serious difficulties it might be necessary | 

_ for these States to participate through subsequent identical bilateral 

| pacts with Japan. M. Parodi reiterated that it was very important | 
| for France to secure recognition of the independent sovereign status 

_oftheseStates. = | SS 
5) Heonomic. M. Chauvel stated that France would prefer it if a 

| Japan were required for a period to give most-favored-nation treat- 

| ment to the Allied Powers without regard to whether or not there was 

: reciprocity. Mr. Dulles stated that the U.S. would find it very difi- 
| cult to accept this point of view and that the U.K. was disposed to 
| accept the present text but wished the time enlarged from three to 

five years. M. Charpentier said that in any event it would be prefer- _ 

| oe
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able to rearrange the language of Article 13 and he promised to pre- 
‘pare a note on this subject.” PO ee 

_ The French Delegation also raised the question of the Congo basin 
‘treaty. Mr. Dulles said this was being very actively discussed in 
London, that. the U.S. was very reluctant to do more than have a 
‘clause similar to Article 42 of the Italian treaty, but that probably 
if everything else was agreed to, there would not. be final breach on 
this particular point. . OS a 

6) Official Language. M. Chauvel said that the French felt that 
| _ one of the official texts of the treaty should be French. M. Naggiar 

. said that English and French were the two official working languages 
of the U.N. Mr. Dulles said that Spanish was now also an official 

. working language. It was then asked whether there would be Spanish- 
speaking countries parties.to the treaty and Mr. Dulles stated that 
we hoped there would be many South American countries. M. Chauvel 
‘said there would be no objection to three or four official texts, English, | 

| ‘French and Spanish,and perhapsJapanese. 

_ It was then decided to issue a brief communiqué to read as follows: 

_. “Mr. Foster Dulles, Special Representative of President Truman, 
has had with the experts of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs an ex- 

_ amination of the draft treaty of peace with Japan. | | 
“The particular concerns of the French Government were presented 

to the Representative of the American Government. It seemed that 
there was no difference of views between the two countries.on the 
questions of principle taken as whole which are involved in the prepa- 
ration of this treaty. Mr. Dulles gave explanations on a certain num- _ 
ber of points of particular interest to France, and contacts will be 

| maintained between Paris and Washington with a view to clarifying | 
: definitively the problems which are still pending.” = ; 

- ©¥or information on subsequent negotiations. on. this matter between France 
and the United States, see the editorial note,p.1220,. 4 a 

| 694.001/6-1251:Telegram as : : f 

The Chargé in the Philippines (Harrington). to the Secretary of State 

seoREr ss Ms, June 12, 1951—6 p. m. 
_ 8999. Embtel 3903, June 6.1 Have just seen in strict confidence draft 
of letter Romulo proposes send Amb Dulles. Principal points are: _ 

- (1) Security safeguards against: outflow of Commie forces from 
continental Asia and. against repetition of aggression on Phils by 
remilitarized Jap,and = | | 

(2) Jap shld meet in reasonable manner requirements of Phils | 
for reparations. | re 

- With respect security, draft letter recommends placing Formosa. 
and Pescadores under UN trusteeship as basis interim solution for 
agreement as to which particular govt or people shld succeed to rights, 

* Not printed. . | - | | a .



titles and claims of Jap over Formosa. Ltr suggests UN need not | 

now disturb present admin of Nationalist Chi over Formosa and 

Pescadores and stresses that Phil Govt views with grave concern any _ 

arrangement under which these islands might pass into unfriendly 

hands. 0 ee 

_ Also with respect to security, draft ltr elaborates on recommenda- 7 

| _ tion for UN supervision of Jap educational system for twenty years. 

| A final point on security is developed in belief Jap shld accept right 
of UN to intervene for preservation and maintenance of supremacy of 

civil over mil authorities in govt of Jap for.enforcement of any obli- | 

gations of Jap under treaty, such right of intervention to last for 

twenty years from date effectivity of treaty. As precedent for right 

_of intervention in affairs of another country, draft ltr refers to treaty 

‘between the US and Cuba and the Phil independence law establishing | 

| commonwealth. fee eS ee es | OS 

Draft ltr lists reparations claims totaling $8,079,624,000 divided | 

asfols: Co 7 eats | 

(a) “Physical damages $807411,000; : 

| — (b) Loss of human lives $1,667,892,000, and = ae a 

_.(¢) Commandeered goods and services $5,514,821,000. | 

: _ After statement of basis of arriving at foregoing figure, draft ltr 

| suggests Phil Govt might reduce total claim to $6,527,260,500. Then | 

| __ fols discussion of reparations achievements and failures fol World 
| WarOne 
| Draft ltr urges language in peace treaty which wld make Phils sole 
| | exception’ to gen waiver claims for war damage and proposes creation 

| of Reparations Comm consisting of one rep each from the US, the 
| Phils and Jap with full powers to determine amt of reparations to be 

paid by Jap to Phils over period 25 years. Comm wld determine sources 

| of payment of war reparations and to extent that comm might find that | 
| the reparations due from Jap are not within capacity of Jap to pay 

| within period of 25 years, Phils wld waive unpaid balance. Annual | 

payments wid not be fixed amt but amt that might be obtained from 
| sources fixed and determined by Reparations Comm in form of per- | 

_ éentages or taxes on various govt or natl incomes such as govt surplts, 
| _ receipts from govt enterprises, excise taxes, income taxes, gross earn-_ 

| ‘ings of financial institutions, gross receipts on public utilities, tax on _ 
| urban real estate property and share in profits of Jap exports to Phils, 

the raw materials of which come from Phils? = oe Shale : 

| | ~?In the course of telegram 183, to Manila, J uly 16, not printed, the Department 
bo stated that Minister Romulo’s letter, dated. June 15, was received June 20. 

| — (694,001/7-1351) No copy of the Romulo letter-has been found in Department of. 
| State files, but. comment upon it in various documents in file 694.001 for 1951 
| indicates that the draft outlined here by Mr. Harrington was similar to the | 
| letter as sent os aa soe oo Be 

|
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_ A-memo on Jap capacity to pay reparations has been prepared, con- _ 
tents of which are not known, but Phil Govt apparently is considering — 

| _ sending small technical body to Jap to gather additional info on this _ 
aspect of problem. Ltr makes point that US more concerned about. | 
_-welfare of Jap, still an enemy country, than she is of welfare of her | 

_ ally, Phils, and adds that Phil Govt will give serious consideration to 
any study tending to prove Jap’s inability pay adequate reparations __ 
to Phils. © a 

Since Romulo presently sick in hotel suite finalization of draft letter 
may be delayed few days. Emb believes Phil proposals in present form 
mainly designed satisfy domestic political considerations and that 7 
Romulo expects he will be forced recede substantially during course of 

— Rditoriak Note 
| In his general summary of the negotiations which led to the peace 

treaty, Mr. Fearey wrote in part: as. follows: =. a | 

_ “On June 12 Mr. Dulles was advised in Paris that the British Cab- | 
| inet had decided ‘to accept the Chinese representation formula agreed 

between himself and Mr. Morrison. With this major hurdle cleared, 
_ agreement was quickly reached following Mr. Dulles’ return to Lon- _ 

don the next day on a number of other outstanding issues. The United 
Kingdom agreed not to press its proposal for the distribution of 
Japanese owned gold as reparations, while the United States agreed 
that Japanese assets in neutral. and ex-enemy countries should be 

| turned over to the International Committee of the Red Cross to dis- 
tribute for the benefit of members of the armed forces who had suf- 
fered undue hardships while prisoners of war of Japan. Explanations 

_ by the United Kingdom representatives, further consideration by the 
United States representatives, and certain assurances received from 
the Board of Directors of the Bank for International Settlements 
enabled the United States to withdraw the objections which it had 
previousy maintained to a United Kingdom proposal that the treaty 

| require Japan to give up its rights under the Congo Basin Treaties _ 
and to withdraw from the Bank for International Settlements. © | 

_ “On June 14, the date of Mr. Dulles’ departure for the United. 
: States, a revision of the May 3 draft was prepared embodying the 

understandings reached, including a number of further technical - 
amendments worked out by United States and United Kingdom | 
experts during Mr. Dulles’ stay. The June 14 draft represented full 
agreement on treaty terms, subject to confirmation by the two Govern- 
ments, on all but four points: the British Government still reserved 
a proposal, advanced primarily on behalf of certain of the Common- 
‘wealth Governments, for an additional provision in the fisheries arti- 
cle to cover the period prior to the conclusion of the contemplated — 
bilateral fishing agreements; the United Kingdom still reserved a pro- 
posal that Japan not be permitted to include measures in respect to.
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shipping and navigation among the measures it might take to safe- 
guard its external financial position or balance of payments without 
derogating from the grant of national or most-favored-nation treat- 

ment; and both the British and United States positions were reserved 
on the question of the inclusion of certain assets in Thailand in the 
above-mentioned fund for the benefit of former prisoners of war. 

_-Binally, the United Kingdom was unwilling to commit itself to the 
| acceptability of the legislation then being drawn up by the Japanese | 

| Government in consultation with United States experts to provide 
-. compensation for war damage to Allied property in Japan, until it 

had had further opportunity to examine that legislation.” (Robert A. 
_ Fearey, “Summary of Negotiations Leading Up To the Conclusion: 

of the Treaty of Peace With Japan,” September 18, 694.001/9-1851. 

‘The June 14 draft is infra) 
Text of the joint United Kingdom-United States press release 

‘issued in London June 14 is printed in the New York Times of June 15. 

Mr. Acheson and Mr. Dulles met with the President on June 15. 
No confidential record of this conversation hasbeen found in Depart- 

ment of State files. A copy of the White House press release regarding 

| this discussion, issued June 15, is in file 694.001/6-1551. 

| - Revised United States-United Kingdom Draft of a Japanese | 

| - Whereas the Allied Powers and Japan are resolved that henceforth _ 
their relations shall be those of nations which, as sovereign equals, 

| cooperate in friendly association to promote their common welfare and 
to maintain international peace and security, and are therefore desir- | 

| ous of concluding a Treaty of Peace which will settle questions still 
| | outstanding as a result of the existence of a state of war between them 
| and will enable Japan to carry out its intention to apply for member- 
_ ship in the United Nations Organization and in all circumstances to 

| conform to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations; to 
: strive to realise the objectives of the Universal Declaration of Human 

, Rights; to seek to create within Japan conditions of stability and | 
| -—s well-being as defined in Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the 
___-United Nations and already initiated by post-surrender Japanese 
| legislation; and in public and private trade and commerce to conform 
| to internationally accepted fair practices; == : 
| - Whereas the Allied Powers welcome the intentions of Japan set 

| outintheforegoingparagraph; 

| 
| | | 

,
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_* The Allied Powers and Japan have therefore agreed to coriclude 
the present Treaty of Peace, and have accordingly appointed the 
undersigned Plenipotentiaries, who, after presentation of their full __ 
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed on the following _ 
provisions = = | —_ | ne oe SES 
a Oo CHAPTER I LS 

ee PEACE Tee 
re Article 1 | - 7 

_ The state of war between Japan and each of the Allied Powers is 
_ hereby terminated as from the date on which the present Treaty 

comes into force between Japan and the Allied Power concerned. 

Bn  CHAPTERTE 2 |. oe 
a | TERRITORY. So oO 

Se Aetiole D0 
* (a) Japan, recognizing the independence of Korea, renounces all | 
right, title and claim to Koréa, including the islands of Quelpart, 
Port HamiltonandDagelet. ss / | | 

(6) Japan renounces all right, title and claim to Formosa and the | 
Pescadores. Bn | | | — 

_ (¢e) Japan renounces all right, title and claim to the Kurile Islands, 
and to that portion of Sakhalin and the islands adjacent to it over | 
which Japan acquired sovereignty as a consequence of the Treaty _ 7 
of Portsmouth of September 5,1905 Se 
- (d) Japan renounces all right, title and claim in connection with — | 
the League of Nations Mandate System, and accepts the action of the 
United Nations Security Council of April 2, 1947, extending the 
trusteeship system to the Pacific Islands formerly under mandate to | 
Japan. Oo eR PD ae : oe 

(e) Japan renounces all claim to any right or title to or interest in 
connection with any part of the Antarctic area, whether deriving from | 
the activities of Japanese nationalsor otherwise. it” | 

(f) Japan renounces all right, title and claim to Spratly Island and - 
the Paracel Islands. Pe ee 

Oo Article Bo | | 
Japan will concur in any proposal of the United States to the = 

United Nations to place under its trusteeship system, with the United 
States as the administering authority, the Ryukyu Islands south of 
29° north latitude, the Bonin Islands, including Rosario Island, the 
Volcano Islands, Parece Vela and Marcus Island. Pending the mak- 
ing of such a proposal and affirmative action thereon, the United 
States will have the right to exercise all and any powers of adminis- 

* For text, see Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 824-828, an | | | |



- tration, legislation, and jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants 
of these islands, including their territorial waters. = 
eine os RR ppt gets SE o 

- (a) The disposition of property and claims, including debts, of 

Japan and its nationals in or against the authorities presently admin- 
 istering.the areas referred to in Articles 2 and 3 and the residents — 

(including juridical persons) thereof, and of such authorities and 

~ residents against Japan and its nationals, shall be the subject of special 

| arrangements between Japan and such authorities. The property of any 

of the Allied Powers or its nationals in the areas referred to in Articles 

2 and 8 shall, insofar.as this has not already been done, be returned in 

the condition in which it now exists, (The term nationals whenever _ 

| used in the present Treaty includes juridical persons). 

(0) Japanese owned submarine cables connecting Japan with terri- 

tory removed from Japanese control pursuant to the present Treaty 

7 shall be equally divided, Japan retaining the Japanese terminal and’ 

| adjoining half of the cable, and the detached territory the remainder _ 

| of the cable and connecting terminal facilities. = | 

: | Me "> ap APTER mn A ha - 

SC Article 

| - (a) Japan accepts the obligations set. forth in Article 2 of the 
| _ Charter of the United Nations, and in particular the obligations". 
| (4) ‘to settle its international disputes by peaceful means in such a 
: manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not 
| endangered; 
| (ii) to refrain in its international relations from the threat or use of 
2 force against the territorial integrity or political independence of.any 
| state or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the _ 

United Nations;) ER | 

_ (iii). to give the United Nations every. assistance In any action it 
| takes in. accordance with the.Charter and.to refrain from giving 

7 assistance to any state against which the United Nations may take pre- 
| _ -ventive or enforcement action. ~~ | Eg EE es 

| a (6) The Allied Powers confirm that they will be guided by the prin- 
| ciples of Article 2 of the Charter of thé United Nations in their reéla- | 

| tions with Japan, 0 
I _ (¢) The Allied Powers for their part recognize that. Japan as a 
| | sovereign nation possesses the inherent right of individual or collective = 

| self-defense referred to in Article 51 of the Charter of the: United | 
| Nations and that Japan may voluntarily enter into collective security | 
| arrangements, | oo | ae
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- . eo Article6@ a 

| (a) Allarmed forces of the Allied Powers shall be withdrawn from 
Japan as soon as possible after the coming into force of the present _ 
Treaty, and in any case not later than 90 days thereafter. Nothing in — 

_ this provision shall however prevent the stationing or retention of __ 
foreign armed forces in Japanese territory under or in consequence of 
any bilateral or multilateral agreements which have been or may be 
made between one or more of the Allied Powers, on the one hand, and ~ 
gJapanontheother. Oo oe SO | | 

' (6) All Japanese property for which compensation has not already _ 
been paid, which was supplied for the use of the occupation forces and — 
which remains in the possession of those forces at the time of the | 
coming into force of the present Treaty, shall be returned to the 
Japanese Government within the same 90 days unless other arrange- 

| mentsaremadebymutualagreement. = 9 | 

OO  artidle 
(a) Each of the Allied Powers, within one year after the present 

Treaty has’come into force between it and Japan, will notify Japan 
_ which of its prewar bilateral treaties with Japan it wishes to keep in 

_ force or revive, and any treaties.so notified shall continue in force or _ 
be revived subject only to such amendments as may be necessary to — 
ensure conformity with the present Treaty. The treaties so notified = 
shall resume their force three months after the date of notification and | 
shall be registered with the Secretariat of the United Nations. All such | 
treaties as to. which Japan. is not so notified shall be regarded as — | 

_ (6) Any notification made under paragraph (a) of this Article may 
except from the operation or revival of a treaty any territory for the 
international relations of which the notifying Power is responsible, _ 
until: three months after the date on which notice is given to Japan 

_ that.such exception shall ceasetoapply, 

- (@) Japan will recognize the full force of all treaties now or here- — | 
aiter concluded for terminating the state of war initiated on Septem- — 
ber 1st,-1939, as well as any other arrangements for or in connection: 7 
with the-restoration of peace. Japan also accepts the arrangements  —> 
made for terminating the former League of Nations and Permanent. —_— 
Court of International Justice, © a
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| (b) Japan renounces all such rights and interests as she may derive 

- from being a signatory power of the Convention of St. Germain-en- — 
Laye of September 10, 1919, and the Straits Agreement of Montreux 
of July 20th, 1936, and from.Article 16 of the Treaty of Lausanne of 

 (e) Japan renounces all rights, title and interests acquired under, — 
and is discharged from all obligations resulting from, the Agreement — 

between Germany and the Creditor Powers of January 20, 1930, and — 

its Annexes, including the Trust Agreement, dated May 17, 1930, the — 

Convention of January 20, 1930, respecting the Bank for International . 

Settlements, and the Statutes of the Bank for International Settle-_ 

| ments. Japan will notify to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Paris — | 

within six months of the coming into force of the present Treaty her _ 

renunciation of the rights, title and interests referred to in this 

ee ticle 9 fe 

- * Japan will enter promptly into negotiations with the Allied Powers 

80 desiring for the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agreements 
| providing for the regulation or limitation of fishing and the conser- 
| vation and development of fisheriesonthehighseas. 4 | 

| (Note: The United Kingdom proposed an additional paragraph to 

| cover the interim period which is under consideration.) © = 

| _- Japan renounces all special rights and interests in China, including _ 
all benefits and privileges resulting: from the provisions of the final _ | 

! Protocol signed at Peking on September 7, 1901, and all annexes, ~ 

| notes and documents supplementary thereto, and agrees to the abro-. 

gation in respect to Japan of the said protocol, annexes, notes and — 

7 Japan accepts the judgments of the International Military Tribunal 

for the Far East and of other Allied War Crimes Courts both within © 

| and outside Japan, and will carry out the sentences imposed. thereby © | . 

| upon Japanese nationals imprisoned in Japan. The power to grant 

_ clemency, reduce sentences and parole with respect to such prisoners 
| may not be exercised except on the decision of the Government or 

| Governments which imposed the sentence in each instance, and on the” 

recommendation of Japan. In the case of persons sentenced by the 

be exercised except on the decision of a majority of the Governments 
a represented on the Tribunal, and on the recommendation of Japan. 

:
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. war Ts “Article 12 | | oe 

(a). Japan declares its readiness promptly to enter into negotiations 
for the conclusion with each of the Allied Powers of treaties or 
agreements to place their trading, maritime and other commercial | 
relations on a stable and.friendly basis, Oo ee 
(0) Pending the conclusion of the relevant treaty or agreement, 
Japan.will, during a period of four years from the coming into force | 
of.the present Treaty—- 9 ss Oe 

| _ .-(1)- accord to each of the Allied Powers, its nationals, products and 
vessels soe he gst 

. . (1) most-favoured-nation treatment with respect: to customs: 
. '. duties, charges, restrictions and other regulations on or in con-- 

-. nection with the importation and exportation of goods; - 
(11) national treatment with respect to shipping, navigation 

and imports, and with respect to natural and juridical persons. 
and their interests—such treatment to include all matters per- 

-...taining:to the levying and collection of-taxes, access to the courts, 
the making and. performance of.contracts, rights to property, | 
participation in, juridical entities constituted under Japanese law, 
and generally the conduct of all kinds of business and professional. | 

| ~ (2) ensure that external purchases and sales of Japanese state trad- | 
ing enterprises shall be based solely on commercial considerations, 

(c) In respect to any matter, however, Japan shall be obliged to _ 
accord to an Allied Power ational treatment, or most-favoured-nation __ 

_ treatment, only to the extent that the Allied Power concerned accords. 
~ Japan national treatment. or-most-favoured-nation treatment, as the - 

| case may be, in respect of the same matter, The reciprocity envisaged - 
in the foregoing sentence shall be determined, in the case of products, . | 
vessels and juridical entities of, and persons domiciled in, any non- 

| metropolitan territory of an Allied Power, and in the case of juridical 
entities of, and persons domiciled in, any state. or province of an 
Allied Power having a federal government, by reference to the treat-. 
ment accorded to Japan in such territory, state or province.. =. 

-(d) In the application of this Article, a discriminatory measure 
shall not be considered to derogate from the grant,of national or most-_ | 
favoured-nation treatment, as the case may be, if such measure is based 

on an exception customarily provided for in the commercial treaties 
of the party applying it, or on the need to safeguard that party’s” 
external financial position, balance of payments or essential security — 
interests, and provided such meagure is proportionate to the circum- _ 
stances and not applied in an arbitrary or unreasonable manner. 
“(e) Japan’s obligations under paragraph (d) of this Article shall 

not be affected by the exercise of any Allied rights under Article 14
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of the present Treaty; nor shall the provisions of that paragraph be | 

understood as limiting the undertakings assumed by Japan by virtue 
of Article 15ofthe Treaty. _ 

_ [Note: The United Kingdom have made proposals for a separate. | 
Article on shipping which are under consideration.]? _ | 

| Article BB 

(a) Japan will enter into negotiations with any of the Allied : 
Powers, promptly upon the request of such Power or Powers, for the | 

conclusion of bilateral or multilateral agreements relating to, inter- 

nationalcivilairtransport. = Beg 

| - (b) Pending the conclusion of such agreement or agreements with 

an Allied Power, Japan will, during a period of four years, extend _ 

~ to such Power treatment not less favourable with respect to air-traflic | 

_ rights and privileges than those exercised by any such Powers at the, 

time of coming into force of the present Treaty, and will accord com-. 

plete equality of opportunity in respect to the operation and devel- 
- opmentofairservices. © BEE ae 

| _ .(e) Pending its becoming a party to the Convention on Interna- 

| tional Civil Aviation in ‘accordance with Article 93 thereof, Japan | 

| will give effect to the provisions of that Convention applicable to the 
international navigation of aircraft, and give effect to the standards, 

| ‘practices and procedures adopted as annexes to the Convention in. | 

! accordance withthe termsofthe Convention.» -- =i 
| type Oe Ee Se 

| oe  SLATMS AND PROPERTY == a Ee 

| Article Me 
; _.(a) The Allied Powers recognize that, although Japan should in | 

! principle pay reparation for the damage and suffering caused by it, 

- during the war, nevertheless Japan lacks the capacity, if it is to main-. 

| tain a viable economy, to make adequate reparation to the Allied: 

| Powers and at the same time meet its other obligations. ss” 

. — However, 

| 1. Japan will promptly enter into negotiations with Allied Powers: 

| so desiring, whose present territories were occupied by Japanese forces. 

! and damaged by Japan, with a view to assisting to compensate those 
countries for the cost of repairing the damage done, by making avail-. 

, able the skills and industry of the Japanese people in manufacturing, 
salvaging and other services to be rendered to the Allied Powers in. | 

| question. Such arrangements shall avoid interference with the eco-. 
| nomic reconstruction of Japan and the imposition of additional lia-- 

| _ bilities on other Allied Powers, and; where the manufacturing of raw- 

| | -? Brackets are in the source text... Oe ee, 2 po Ee a Be 

| 5886177772 Oo 7 | a |
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materials is called for, they shall be supplied by the Allied Powers | 
in question, so as not to throw any foreign exchange burden upon ee japan wo POPES Ee 

9, (I) Each of the Allied Powers shall have the right to seize, _ 
, retain, liquidate or otherwise dispose of all property, rights and in- _ 

_ terestsof 7 | ae, 

| (a) Japan and of Japanese nationals | cee 
, (6) persons acting for or on behalf of Japan or Japanese na- 

- .tionals, and So : a oe 
| - .. (@)- entities owned or controlled by Japan or Japanese nationals 

which at any time between December 7, 1941, (in respect of China the 
date shall be July 7, 1937), and the coming into force of the present. 
Treaty, were subject to its jurisdiction, except: | Ga 

| ' (i) property of Japanese nationals who during the war resided’ 
- with the permission of the Government concerned in the territory. 
- of one of the Allied Powers, other than territory occupied. by. 
_ Japan, except property subjected during that period to measures 
_. not generally applied by the Government of the territory where 

| _. the property was situated to the property of other Japanese na-. | 
_tionals resident in such territory; 7 

' . (4i) all-real property, furniture and fixtures owned by the Gov- 
» ernment of Japan and used for diplomatic or consular purposes, 
_ and_all personal furniture and furnishings and other private prop- __ 

erty not. of an investment nature which was normally necessary - 
'. for the carrying out of diplomatic and consular functions, owned __ 
_ by Japanese diplomatic and consular personnel; | 

a ( iii) property belonging to religious bodies or private chari-. 
table institutions and used exclusively for religious or charitable 

| purposes ; | ee ae 
__. (iv) property rights arising after the resumption of trade and | 

_ financial relations between the country concerned and: Japan be- 
fore the coming into force of the present Treaty, except in the 

' case of any rights resulting from transactions contrary to the 
_ laws ofthe Allied Power concerned; _ es 
-.(v) obligations of Japan or Japanese nationals, any right, title. 

' or interest in tangible property located in Japan, interests. in 
_ enterprises organized under the laws of Japan, or any paper evi- 

dence thereof; provided that this exception shall only apply to 
obligations of Japan and its nationals expressed in Japanese 

— eurrency, OS 

(II) Property referred to in exceptions (i) to (v) above shall be. 
returned subject to reasonable expenses for its preservation and ad-. 
ministration. If any such property has been liquidated the proceeds 
shall bereturnedinstead. a 

(IIT) The right to seize, retain, liquidate or otherwise dispose of 
| Japanese property referred to above shall be exercised in accordance __ 

with the laws of the Allied Powers concerned, and the Japanese owner _ 
shall have only such rights as may be given him by thoselaws. ==.” 

(IV) The Allied Powers agree to deal with Japanese trademarks 
and literary and artistic property rights on a basis as favourable to _ 
Japan as circumstances ruling in each country will permit. |
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_ (b) Except as otherwise provided in the present Treaty, the Allied - 

Powers waive all reparations claims of the Allied Powers, other 

_ elaims of the Allied Powers and their nationals arising out of any 

actions taken by Japan and its nationals in the course of the prosecu- 

tion of the war, and claims of the Allied Powers for direct military 

costsofoccupationn | 

Ce Aarti WB gue 

(a) Upon application made within nine months of the coming | 

into force of the present Treaty Japan will, within six months of the | 

date of such application, return the property, tangible and intangible, 

and all rights or interests of any kind in Japan of each Allied Power 

and its nationals which was within Japan at any time between Decem- 

per 7, 1941, and September 2, 1945, unless the owner has freely disposed | 

thereof without duress or fraud. Such property shall be returned free 

of all encumbrances and charges to which it may have become subject | 
because of the war, and without any charges for its return. Property — 

| whose return is not applied for by the owner within the prescribed | 

| poriod may be disposed of by the Japanese Govemment as it may 
| determine. In cases where such property cannot be returned, or has 

| suffered injury or damage, compensation will ‘be made in accord- 

| ance with Law No. ________-. enacted by the Japanese Diet: on | 

| | - (b) With respect to industrial property rights impaired during the | 

| war, Japan will continue to accord to the Allied Powers and their — | 

| nationals benefits no less than those heretofore accorded by. Cabinet 

| Orders No. 309 effective September 1, 1949, No. 12.effective January 28, 

---:1950, and No. 9 effective February 1, 1950, all as now amended, — 

| - provided such nationals have applied for such benefits within the 

time limits prescribed therein. == 
| ~ (c) (i) Japan acknowledges that the literary and artistic property 

rights which existed in Japan on the 6th December, 1941, in respect to 

the published and unpublished works of the Allied Powers and their 

| nationals have continued in force since that date, and recognizes those 

| rights which have arisen, or but for the war would have arisen, in _ 

| Japan since that date, by the operation of any conventions and agree- 

| ments to which Japan was a party on that date, irrespective of whether 

or not such conventions or agreements were abrogated or suspended © 

upon or since the outbreak of war by the domestic law of Japan or 

| ofthe Allied Powerconcerned. 

| (Gir) Without the need for application by the proprietor of the right — 

| and without the payment of any fee or compliance with any other — 

formality, the period from the 7th December, 1941, until the coming _ 
into force of the present Treaty, shall be excluded from the running of | 

| | |
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the normal term of such rights; and such period, with an additional 
period of 6 months, shall be excluded from the time within which a 
literary work must be translated into Japanese in order to obtain trans- 

lating rights in Japan. Be is 
| (Note: Paragraph (a) of this Article is dependent upon the accept- 

ability of the legislation to be passed by Japan. Paragraph (6) assumes © 
that an extension of time until September 30th, 1951, can be obtained 
for filing applications under the Cabinet Ordersconcerned.) =” 

Be ‘Article 16° Be 

_ As an expression of its desire to indemnify those members of the 
armed forces of the Allied Powers who suffered undue hardships while 
prisoners of war of Japan, Japan will transfer its assets and those of 
its nationals in countries which were neutral during the war, or which 
were at war with any of the Allied Powers, to the International Red 
Cross which shall liquidate such assets and distribute the resultant _ 

fund for the benefit of former prisoners of war and their families on 

such basisasitmaydeterminetobeequitable. = 
: _ [Note: The status of Japanese assets in Thailand is subject to further 

consideration]? 20 
es Article - 

(a) Upon the request of any of the Allied Powers, the J apanese 
. Government. shall review and revise in conformity with interna- 

| tional law any decision or order of the Japanese Prize Courts in cases oe 

involving ownership rights of nationals of that Allied Power and 
shall supply copies of all documents comprising the records of these 
cases, including the decisions taken and orders issued. In any case 
in which such review or revision shows that restoration is due, the 
provisions of Article 15 shall apply to the property concerned. 

- (6) The Japanese Government shall take the necessary measures. 
to enable nationals of any of the Allied Powers at any time within 
‘one year from the coming into force of the present Treaty to submit. 
to the appropriate Japanese authorities for review any judgment. 

7 given by a Japanese court between 7th December, 1941, and the com- 

| ing into force of the present Treaty in any proceedings in which any 
such national was unable to make adequate presentation of his case: 
either-as plaintiff or defendant. The Japanese Government shall pro-: | 
vide that, where the national has suffered injury by reason of any | 
such judgment, he shall be restored inthe position in which he was. 

before the judgment was given or shall be afforded such relief as may 

be just'and equitable in the circumstances.  - ———- ee 

® Brackets are in the source text a : i
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(a) It is recognized that the intervention of the state of war has | 

not affected the obligation to pay pecuniary debts arising out. of obli- 

gations and contracts (including those in respect of bonds) which | 

existed and rights which were acquired before the existence of a state 

of war, and which are due by the Government or nationals of - 

Japan to the Government or nationals of one of the Allied 

Powers, or are due by the Government or nationals of one of the 

‘Allied Powers to the Government or nationals of Japan. The inter- 

vention of a state of war shall equally not be regarded as affecting 

the obligation to consider on their merits claims for loss or damage 

to property or for personal injury or death which arose before the | 

7: existence of a state of war, and which may be presented or re-presented 

by the Government of one of the Allied Powers to the Government of | 

| Japan, or by the Government of Japan to any of the Governments of — 

| the Allied Powers. The provisions of this paragraph are without 

| prejudice to the rights conferred by Article 14. Be 

(6) Japan affirms its liability for the prewar external debt of the | 

| Japanese State and for debts of corporate bodies subsequently declared | 

| to be liabilities of the Japanese State, and expresses its intention to oo 

| enter on negotiations at an early date with its creditors with respect — 

| to the resumption of payments on those debts; will facilitate negotia- 

| tions in respect to private prewar claims and obligations; and will _ 

| facilitate the transfer of sums accordingly. SE ee | 

Article 19 Oe ee 
| (a) Japan waives all claims of Japan and its nationals against the. 

Allied Powers and their nationals arising out of the war or-out of 

| actions taken because of the existence of a state of war, and waives all 

| claims arising from the presence, operations or actions of forces or 

| authorities of any of the Allied Powers in Japanese territory prior to - 

| the coming into force of the present Treaty. re 

| | _ (b). The foregoing waiver includes any claims arising out of actions 

| taken by any of the Allied Powers with respect to J apanese ships be- 

| tween ist September, 1939, and the coming into force of the present 

| Treaty, as well as any claims and debts arising in respect to Japanese 

| prisoners. of war and civilian internees in the hands of the Allied 

| Powers 
a 

| ~ (ec) Subject to reciprocal renunciation, the Japanese Government 

| also renounces all claims (including debts) against Germany and Ger- | 

| man nationals on behalf of the Japanese Government and, Japanese: | 

| nationals, including intergovernmental claims and claims for loss or | 

| damage sustained during the war, but excepting (a) claims in respect
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: of contracts entered into and rights acquired before the 1st September, _ 
1989, and (6) claims arising out of trade and financial relations be- 
tween Japan and Germany after the 2nd September, 1945. 

_ Japan will take all necessary measures to ensure such disposition of — | 
German assets in Japan as has been or may be determined by those | 
powers entitled under the Protocol of the proceedings of the Berlin 

_ Conference of 1945 to dispose of those assets, and pending the final 
disposition of such assets will be responsible for the conservation and 
administration thereof, ee - 

PS eGR Er oe Article 21 — | GS | 

oe Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 25 of the present Treaty, 
| ‘China shall be entitled to the benefits of Articles 10 and 14; and Korea 

to the benefits of Articles 2,9 and 12 of the present Treaty, = oS 

, SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES | | 

| oeghtes ee Article 22 — welts - | - 
| If inthe opinion of any Party to the present Treaty there hasarisen 

a dispute concerning the interpretation or execution of the Treaty, 
which is not settled by other agreed means, the dispute shall, at the 

, request of any party thereto, be referred for decision to the Interna- 
tional Court of Justice. Japan and those Allied Powers which are not 
already parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice 
will deposit with the Registrar of the Court, at the time of their respec- _ 

_ tive ratifications of the present Treaty, and in conformity with the : 
| resolution of the United Nations Security Council, dated 15th October, 

1946, a general declaration accepting the jurisdiction, without special 
agreement, of the Court generally in respect to all disputes of the 

| character referredtointhis Article ~~ ne | 

On SO — OHAPTER VIE an 
FINAL CLAUSES See 

- a : . Article 23 Oo ea: Sd 

7 (a) The present Treaty shall be ratified by the States which sign — 
it, including Japan, and will come into force for all the States which 
have then ratified it, when instruments of ratification have been 
deposited by Japan and by a majority, including the United States of - 
America as the principal occupying Power, of the following States, | 
(here would appear the names of such of the following States as are — 
signatories to the present Treaty) namely Australia, Burma, Canada, 
Ceylon, France, India, Indonesia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, —
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Pakistan, the Philippines, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the 
United States of America. It shall come into force for each State 
which subsequently ratifies it, on the date of the deposit of its 
instrument of ratification, = as 

_(b) Ifthe Treaty has not come into force within nine months after 
the date of the deposit of Japan’s ratification, any State which has 

| ratified it may bring the Treaty into force between itself and Japan 

| by a notification to that effect given to the Governments of Japan and 
of the United States of America not later than three years after the _ | 
date of deposit of Japan’s ratification, : 

Reticle AE 
All instruments of ratification shall be deposited with. the Govern- 

‘ment of the United States of America which will notify all the | 

signatory States of such deposit and of any notifications made under’ | 
paragraph (0) of Article 23 of the present Treaty, 8 

patil 9B 

- For the purposes of the present Treaty the Allied Powers shall be 
the States at war with Japan which have signed and ratified it. Sub- 

| ject to the provisions of Article 21, the present Treaty shall not confer _ 
| any rights, titles or benefits on any State which is not an Allied Power 
: as herein defined; nor shall any right, title or interest of Japan be 
| deemed to be diminished or prejudiced by any provision of the Treaty 

| in favour of a State which is not an Allied Power as so defined. _ 

Pe aoa Article 2600 

| ~ Japan will be prepared to conclude with any State which signed or _ 
| adhered -to the United Nations Declaration of 1st January, 1942, and 

| -which is at war with Japan, which is not a signatory of the present _ | 

| Treaty, a bilateral Treaty of Peacé on the same-or substantially the 

| same terms as are provided for in the present Treaty, but this obli- _ 

! gation on the part of Japan will expire three years after the coming 

| into force of the present Treaty. Should Japan make a peace settle- . 

| ment or war claims settlement with any State granting that State | 

| greater advantages than those provided by the present Treaty, those _ 

| same advantages shall be extended to the parties to the present Treaty. 

| cee as Pe 0 Article P70 

The present Treaty shall be deposited in the archives of the Govern- | 

| ment of the United States of America which shall furnish each signa- 
| tory State with a certified copy thereof and notify each such State 
| of the date of the coming into force of the Treaty under paragraph 

| (a) of Article 23 of the present Treaty. nee 

| | | a 

| | |
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In faith whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present Treaty. © | : 7 | mk Ne 

Done at —____sétthiis say of 
1951, in the English, French, Russian and Spanish languages, all 
being equally authentic, and in the Japanese language. re 

DECLARATION, a 

_ With respect to the Treaty of Peace signed this day,the Government _ 
of Japan makes the following Declaration : Bs 

: | 

| . 1. Except as otherwise provided in the said Treaty of Peace, Japan 
recognizes the full force of all presently effective multilateral inter- 
national instruments to which Japan was a party on 1st September, 
1939, and declares that it will, on the coming into force of the said 
‘Treaty, resume.all its.rights and obligations under those instruments. | 
Where, however, participation in any instrument involves membership 
nan international organization of which Japan ceased to be a member 
on or after Ist September, 1939, the provisions of the present para- 

| graph shall be dependent on Japan’s readmission to membership in | 
the organization concerned. oo oe 

2. It is the intention of the Japanese Government formally to accede 
to the following international instruments within six months of the 
coming.into forceofthe TreatyofPeace: =. | an 

(1) Protocol opened for signature at Lake Success on 11th De- 
.  eember, 1946 amending the agreements, conventions, and proto- — 

cols on narcotic drugs of 23rd January, 1912, 11th February, 1925, 
19th February, 1925, 13th July, 1931, 27th November, 1931, and 
«86th June, 1986;. 0 oe oe 

_ (2) Protocol opened for signature at Paris on 19th November, 
1948 bringing under international.control drugs outside the scope 
of the convention of 13th July, 1931 for limiting the manufacture 

,.. and regulating the distribution of narcotic drugs, as amended by | 
| - the protocol signed at Lake Success on ith December, 1946; : 

| | (3) International Convention on the Execution of Foreign 
_ Arbitral Awards signed at Geneva on 26th September, 1927. 

— _ (4) International Convention relating to Economic Statistics _ 
-'’ with Protocol signed at Geneva.on 14th December, 1928 and Proto- 
- col amending the International Convention of 1928 relating to 

_. Economic Statistics signed at Paris on 9th December, 1948. 
__ (5) International Convention relating to the simplification of 
Customs Formalities, with Protocol of signature, signed at Geneva 

~~ on 8rd November, 1923.00 
- (6) Agreement for the prevention of false indications of origin 

of goods signed at London on 2nd June, 1934; _ 
(7) Convention for the unification of certain rules relating to 

.. International transportation by air, and additional protocol, 
signed at Warsaw on 12th October,1929;) ow 

~_ (8) Convention on safety of life at sea opened for signature at 
London 19th June,1948; 0 

- (9) Geneva conventions of 12th August, 1949 for the protection 
of war victims. | |



- 8, It is equally the intention of the Japanese Government, within - 

‘six months of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace, to apply 

for Japan’s admission to participation in the Convention on Inter- , 

nS national Civil Aviation opened for signature at Chicago on the 7th | 

December, 1944, and as soon as Japan is itself a party to that Conven- 

‘tion, to accept the International Air Services Transit Agreement also. 

- opened for signature at Chicago on 7th December, 1944. 

| ee pees —. DECLARATION | 

- With respect to the Treaty of Peace signed this day, the Government | 

| of Japan makes the following Declaration: : OC 

| Japan will recognize any Commission, Delegation or other Organi- 

gation authorized by any of the Allied and Associated Powers to 

a identify, list, maintain or regulate its war graves, cemeteries. and 

memorials in Japanese territory; will facilitate the work of such Or- 

_ ganizations, and will, in respect of the above mentioned war graves, | 

| cemeteries and memorials, enter into negotiations for the conclusion of 
| such agreements as may prove necessary with the Allied or Associated 

| Power concerned, or with any Commission, Delegation or other Or- 

| ganization authorized by ite 

| 694.001/6-1451: Telegram 3. Behe Bagdad oo ; : fae Sunde | 

—— — Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in. the Philippines 

: - gECRET PRIORITY = +Wasutneton, June 14, 1951—7 p. m. 

| - 8165. Joint US-UK Press release. being issued in London about 

| noon, June 14,1 Washington time concerning agreement between 

| Dulles and Morrison on Jap peace treaty draft. Release will make = 

- explicit this agreement subj approval by govts on both sides and 

po neither in any way committed to draft though its main outlines are | 

| understood to be in accordance with views held by: great majority. 

| If approved by US and UK govts draft will first be discussed with _ 

| _ powers principally concerned in war against Jap and shortly there- 

| after circulated to other govtsat warwithJap. ep 

| - Concerning reparations which is point of principal interest to Phils 

| fol message received by Dept from Dulles: (rpt London’s 6555, _ oo 

| June13,9p.m.toDept.)? 
! Without making any reference to indemnity for prisoners of war 
| you are requested at once to convey orally substance of foregoing to 

| 2 Text is printed in the New York Times, June 15,1951. ae | 

| "Not printed. In this telegram, marked “For Rusk from Dulles,” the latter 
| in London had recommended that paragraph 14 (a) 1. of Article 14, as well as 
! Article 16, of the upcoming June 14 peace treaty draft be brought to the attention 

! of the Government of the Philippines; texts of these sections were repeated ver- 

| batim in telegram 6555. (694.001/6-1351) _ EE 
| The June 14 draft is supra. Se eS a 7
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‘Romulo for his confidential info. Romulo shld understand that pro- 
posed clauses reparations are the most he can expect. He may wish 
therefore to make polit preparation for this fact prior receipt actual 
text. ey oe | _ a oe 

ER ne > Aortisoy 
694,001/6-1951 | as CO | a 

Draft Joint Statement of the United Kingdom and United States 
: Sn Governments | | - | 

SECRET oe 

-. Gawese PartricreaTIoN AND. Formosa eee 

| _ The Governments principally concerned with the Peace Treaty _ 
| with Japan are not agreed among themselves as to what persons, if 

any, would possess the lawful-and practical authority to commit the 
‘whole Chinese nation to permanent engagements. However, that fact 
should ‘not be allowed to delay the Japanese Peace settlement, the 
early conclusion of which is generally agreed to be important. - 

It is accordingly proposed to proceed without any Chinese co- 
signature to the presently contemplated multilateral Treaty of peace. 

_. The interest of the Chinese people would be safeguarded by provisions _ 
in the multilateral treaty designed to assure that major benefits will 

' accrue to China even though there is no signature or ratification of © 
that treaty on behalf of China. Thus the draft now under considera- _ 
tion contemplates that when the treaty comes into force all Japanese | 
special rights and. interests in China would automatically be re- 
nounced and China would have the right to deal for its own account - 

- with Japanese property. a 
| _ . It is understood that the contemplated procedure will not imply __ 

any alteration in the various positions concerning China taken up 
by the various Allied Governments which will sign the multilateral 

| treaty and that, under international law, Japan’s future attitude | 
| towards China must necessarily be for determination by Japan itself 

in the exercise of the sovereign and independent status contemplated _ 
by the treaty. The treaty has been framed so as not to prejudice that 
‘important principle. Teepe Be | 
. By the contemplated multilateral treaty, Japan would renounce its 
sovereignty over Formosa and the Pescadores. The treaty itself would 
not determine the futureoftheseislandst = °° . 

_ [Wasuineton,] 19th June,1951. Bo a 

“2 Another ‘version of this document is ‘dated “Tondon June 14, 1951” in an. 
unidentified handwriting. It differs from the text printed here in two places. The 
word “accrue” in the June 19 text replaces “enure” in that of June 14. The last



—— 8694.001/6-2151: Telegram - mp a 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Republic of China* _ 

secrer §  .... WasHineron, June 21, 1951—8 p. m. 

. 1885. For Rankin from Rusk. Reurtel 1749, June 21.2 For info, 

| formula in multilateral treaty giving non-signing states at war right. 

to similar bilateral treaty was not a formula upon-which Brit in- , 

sisted. On contrary it was formula which Brit Cabinet initially re- 

jected and which they finally accepted only after Dulles had made it | 

unmistakably clear to Attlee that US wld end. negotiations rather | 

‘than accept proposed Brit formula which wld in effect have given UK 
veto power over right of Jap to make bilateral treaty with Natl | | 

Govt. The result is in Brit generally regarded by the left-wing press 

‘as grave defeat for Brit Govt. US made this proposal because it was 
| maximum which could be obtained for Natl Govt: consistently with _ 

getting a Jap peace treaty, a result just as vital to Natl Govt as to | 

_ US. With possible exception. Phil which may not sign anyway on 
account reparations waiver there is not a single nation represented 

| on FEC which wld be co-signer of a multilateral peace treaty with 

| Natl Govt. This position is shared by govts which continue to recog- - 

i nize the Natl Govt but which are not prepared to recognize its power 

| to bind China to a permanent treaty of peace. Without the concur- — 

: rence of a majority of FEC members to Jap peace treaty the US wld 
| ‘probably feel it cld not safely make a treaty of its own with Jap as 

| sentence of the earlier version reads : “The treaty would not try to. pre-judge the. | 

| future of these islands, which is still to be considered.” (Lot 54D 423) 
po The statement was not published for the reasons set forth in telegram 1811 to 
| Tokyo, June 25, p. 1148, The decisions regarding its.use were reached ina series of _ 
| telegraphic messages between Mr. Dulles and Mr. Morrison, none printed, which . 

are in file 694.001 for June and early July,1951,.0 0 . 

. Telegram 11 to certain American diplomatic officers, July 3, begins as follows. | 
| “Fol is text of statement agreed upon by US and UK Govts as expressing the 
| point of view re Chi and Formosa refiected in the July 3 text of Jap Peace Treaty 

-. and procedure contemplated in relation thereto. This is sent you for your back- 
| ground info and guidance in case you have to discuss the point with the FonOff, | 

but the text shld under no circumstances be communicated by you to anyone unless a 

i you shld be so instructed. [We understand, however, that this text has been 
| confidentially communicated to FonOff through UK.]” The remainder of the 
fo telegram consists of the June 14 text of the statement on Chinese participation | 
| and Formosa. The telegram was sent to the Embassies in Australia, Burma, 

Canada, Ceylon, France, India, Indonesia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Paki-- 
| stan, the Philippines, and the U.S.S.R. The words in brackets were omitted from _ 

_ the text sent to Burma, Indonesia, the Philippines, and the U.S.S.R. (694,001/. 

- 4ITelegram drafted by Mr. Dulles. So BE a | 
| _7Jn this telegram Karl Lott Rankin, Chargé in the Republic of China, had 

stated in part: “Unclear in Taipei why Brit insist.on and we accept ostensibly 
! neutral formula which wld favor Chi Commies (who have no intention partici-. 
| pate present Japanese treaty) shid it prevent Chi Govt doing. so despite fact _ | 
| it shares our earnest desire conclude early treaty. This seems raise old question 
| ‘against whom are we neutral?’ ” (694.001/6-2151) | | |
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| this might leave FEC in position to claim right to exercise occupa- 

tion controls over Jap without US participation since we wld be at 

peace. It is not to interest of Formosa or Natl Govt that prospective _ 
| Jap peace settlement shld collapse. This wld undoubtedly greatly in- 

| crease Commie strength in Jap and wld make problematic the con- 
| tinuing adherence of Jap to free world. We do not doubt that the 

actual working of our formula will both secure indispensable peace 
for Jap and at same time in its operation lead to even stronger posi- 

, tion for Natl Govt than at present. If, as is generally assumed, Jap 7 
decides to recognize and resume dip relations with Natl Govt that 
Govt wld automatically have right to conclude bilateral peace treaty 
substantially identical with multilateral treaty except for certain 
‘variations in China’s favor notably as to the date of beginning of 
war. The end result we seek and which formula makes possible is 

strengthening of all anti-Commie ranks in Western Pacific. [Rusk.] 

694.001/6-2251 : Telegram eg EE Sy | | 

=. ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines 

7 ‘CONFIDENTIAL = -NIACT © - Wasuineton, June 22, 1951—noon. 

~ 3278. For Allison. Urtel 4133, June 21.? Re revised text reparations — 
clause Dulles considers you shld stand on present draft:in your dis- 
cussions Phil Govt. Reparations provisions June 14 draft not yet | 
even discussed with Japanese. If any changes are to be made these pro- 
visions they shd only be as result subsequent formal consideration. _ 
Elimination reference Japan’s lack of capacity make adequate repara- | 
tion while maintaining viable econ and mtg other obligations might 

| result in impression reparation of prior or at least equal status these 
_ purposes. Safeguards estab last sentence para (a) (1) Art 14 are in int 

| , other powers as well as Jap. Considering its responsibilities re Japa- 

_ 1Mr. Allison arrived in Manila onJune22..- - ee 
_ 3Tn this telegram, Mr. Harrington had in part reported : a co 

. “In order clarify issue I asked Romulo to state position from which. Phils 
cld not recede. He gave me fol revised wording of reparations clauses ‘the allied 7 
powers recognize that the Japs shid in principle pay reparations for the damage — 
and suffering caused by. them. during the war and that Jap shld agree promptly 
to enter into negots with allied powers so desiring whose present territories 
were occupied by Jap Forces and damaged by Jap with a view to assisting to 
compensate those countries for the cost of repairing the damage done by mak- 
ing available the skills and industry of the Jap people in manufacturing, salvag- 
ing and. other services to be rendered to the. allied powers in question.’ , 

“I told Romulo his insistence and apparent lack of. appreciation ‘our problem 
very disappointing but promised transmit his views and revised text reparations 
clause. As Allison will be subjected to strong pressure here guidance in light — 
of foregoing will be appreciated. Advise soonest.’ (694.001/6-2151) —/
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nese econ US cld not. agree omission these safeguards, opening way | 

for reparations arrangements ultimately at our expense.” _ 

ee are ae a ... ACHESON | 

8§In telegram 4165 from Manila, June 23, marked “For Dulles from Allison”, __ 

the latter reported in part: os po ae 

“Reason for inclusion of last sentence (a) (1) Article 14 as outlined Deptel 

3273 June 22 explained. Principal Phil objection to US reparation clauses is 

fact that it seems to place too much emphasis Jap inability to pay. After con- 

siderable discussion Quirino and Romulo made further revision of para. for- | 

warded Embtel 4133 June 21 as fols: ‘Japan recognizes that it shld pay repara- 

tion for the damage and suffering caused by it during the war and therefore 

agrees promptly to enter into negots with allied powers so desiring, whose present 

| territories. were occupied by Jap forces and damaged by Japanese with a view - 

oe to assisting to compensate those countries for the cost of repairing the damage 

| done, by making available the skills and industry of the Jap people in manufac: | 

| turing, salvaging and other service to be rendered to the allied powers in ques- 

| ‘tion. Such arrangements shall avoid the imposition of additional liabilities on 

: other allied powers’. er ea oe 
| “J told President that cld give him no hope that this wld be satisfactory but | 

| that I wid pass it on to Wash, with his observations. Quirino made it clear that | 

| if US cld accept working along above lines he wld be able to satisfy public 

| opinion in Phil and that Phil Govt wld then be able to go along with peace 

| treaty.” (694.001/6-2351) - | | 

 Eot 60D 880: Northeast Asian Affairs Files rs 

| The Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to. | 

i the Vice Chairman of the Munitions Board for International Pro- 

2 _ grams (Van Atten) | 

- TOPSECRET. “.  Wasrineron, June 22, 1951. | 

| My Dear Mr. Van Arren: Reference is made to your letter of May 
| - : ° - e my ° : ° e : 

| 16, 1951,1 regarding the modification of restrictions on J apan’s pro- 

| duction of military equipment for export to areas other than Korea 

! and to conversations between Department of State, the Munitions 

: Board, Department of Defense and Army officials on June 8, 1951. 7 

| As stated by Department of State officials in those discussions and 

set forth in previous correspondence between the Department of State _ . 

| and the Department of Defense, this Department has no political ob- 

| jections to the manufacture and export from Japan to any approved 

| | destination of goods which by their construction are not designed 

| solely for military purposes, the production in Japan for use by the 

! occupation forces or in the United Nations military operations in _ 

I Korea, of any or all military goods, including combat items, and the | 

| production in Japan of permissible military items for the Japanese 
| police. It is the view-of the Department that many of the non-combat 

| items in the quartermaster, engineer and signal category and other 
| similar equipment and supplies may properly be considered as products 

a “which by their construction are not designed solely for military pur- 

| * Not printed. ute Oh
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poses”, and that such goods may therefore be produced in and exported 
from Japan to approved destinations, Therefore, the only questionthat = 

appears to be raised by your letter under reference is that of the pro- 
| duction in Japan and export to areas other than Korea of products 

_ which by their construction are designed solely for military purposes; 
that is, primarily combat items such as arms, ammunition, tanks, and 
other such implements of war. | So a 

From the conversations held on June 8, it is the understanding of the 
Department that such combat items are not yet to any degree being 
produced in Japan for the needs of the occupation or the United 
Nations military forces in Korea. It is also understood that FY 1951 
requirements for the MDA Program in Southeast Asia are already 
committed. It would, therefore, appear that there is no immediate — 
urgency to reach a decision on whether Japan should be permitted to 

oe produce combat items for export to areas other than Korea. Therefore, | 
the Department suggests that a decision on this question be deferred 
for the time being in order not to prejudice the progress that is being 
made toward the conclusion of a Japanese peace settlement which will 

: have the result of removing the present Far Eastern Commission re- 
strictions on Japan’s production and export of such combat items. 

- The Department of State would be pleased to consult further with 
Officers of the Munitions Board and the Department of Defense regard- 
ing specific interpretations of the FEC policy decision of February 12, 

1948, concerning the “Prohibition of Military Activity in Japan and _ 
| Disposition of Japanese Military Equipment”. The Departmentisalso 

prepared to consider the entire matter further upon indication from =| 
you that the practical issue is one of more immediacy than presently __ 

| seems apparent. = |. : Co ee 

_ Sincerely yours, == = ——iaisé‘C:; SC Data RoE | 

gone , 

The Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to | 
the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Johnson)* 

‘SECRET | | _ Wasurneton, June 22,1951. 

_ Dear Mr. Jounson: Pursuant to our conversation of June20,I wish 
‘to give you the latest thinking in the Department of State onthe sub- 

_ ject of General Ridgway’s’ desire: to de-purge all Japanese career 

officers commissioned after July 7;1987, 9° ae | 
_ The first major problem lies in the difficulty of reconciling such _ 

_- Sweeping action with existing Far Eastern Commission decisions.2 As _ 
I indicated to you yesterday, we do not look upon general compliance 

| 1 Letter drafted by both Mr. Rusk and U. AlexisJohnson; = 4 st 
? Principal apparent reference is:to-FEC 017 /21. |
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with Far Eastern Commission decisions asa mere technical or formal. 

consideration. General Ridgway’s entire positionasSCAP turnsupon 
the validity of the surrender terms and the post-surrender arrange-. 

_ ments. These arrangements and decisions engaged the policies of all __ 
of the governments who were actively at war with Japan and who, by. 
international agreement, participate in the control machinery. We be-. | 
lieve that undermining Far Eastern Commission decisions unduly or: | 

_ too quickly would in fact undermine General Ridgway’s position as. | 
_ SCAP. Indeed, this process might continue to the point where we. | 

| could not claim aay real international validity for General Ridgway’s, = | 
. position. He might find himself in the position of an American officer | 
» attempting to carry out orders from the American Government with, | | 

little or no international agreement. = we ye | 
Having said the above, I repeat my assurance to you that we want. 

to do everything we can to strengthen General Ridgway’s hand and to, | 
make his task as easy as possible. We fully appreciate the vital im- | 
portance of the National Police Reserve and sympathize with the desire » | 
on his and your part to relax some of the more stringent controls of | 
theoceupation © : 

As you know, as long ago as November, 1948, the Department urged: | 
that: reserve officers whose employment would not be considered by- | : 
SCAP to harm the cause. of peace and security should be depurged._ 
Our letter of May 29, 1951, to General Hamblen ¢ made it clear that we. , 

_ felt SCAP could exempt the majority, if not all, of the reserve officers, | 
except senior reserve officers, from the purge and that it would be. : 
reasonable to consider as reserve officers those who might at onetime. __ 
have been commissioned as career officers, but who. subsequently left. : 
the service and engaged in private pursuits for a substantial time be-. 
fore being called back into service. Our letter also made it clear that. ! 

_ we had no objection to depurging any officers below the rank of Gen-. | | 
_ eral or Admiral on the basis of their opposition to Japanese expan-. | 
sionism and totalitarianism. Bee a FESS ThE oo - | | 
With respect to General Ridgway’s request that he be authorized to. | 

depurge all career officers commissioned after July 7, 1937, I should. | 
like to.suggest:two alternatives: oe he ! 

a. Our first, preference would be to carry out the depurge of officers., | commissioned after July’7, 1987, on the basis of a presumption that the . a 
_ bulk of the officers commissioned after the advent of a major war do_ | | 

not intend to make military service their life-time occupation, and | 
hence are not “career officers”. The use of such a presumption would - not be inconsistent witha fair interpretation of the applicable FEC« . 

-# See the attachment to the letter of May 16 from U. Alexis Johnson ‘to. | Mr. Sebald, p. 1048. | Oy a a | 
‘From U. Alexis Johnson, not printed. (7 9400/5295]. |
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policy decision, so long as the presumption is made rebuttable to cover. 

the cases of actual “career officers” commissioned after July 7, 1937. 

~ In other words, when screening individual cases, it could be presumed, 
in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that officers commissioned 

after July 7, 1937, had accepted their commissions with the intent of 

performing only wartime service and not making the Army their 

| career. However, the screening procedure should provide,in some man- 

ner, for the development of any evidence to the contrary so that those ~ 

officers who actually intended to make a career in the Army would. 

continue under the purge. It could be assumed that the total of such — 

- &eareer officers” did not exceed the number normally being commis- 

sioned prior to July 7, 1937. Thus, for example, if prior to July 7, 1987, 

an average of 100 officers a year were commissioned and after J uly 7, a 

1937, 500 officers a year were commissioned, the screening procedure ~* 

should result in the depurge of approximately 400 officers and the con- 

tinuation under the purge of approximately 100 officers. Thus, the 

actual determination should be made on a case-by-case basis. Although 

- this might involve some administrative inconvenience, it would be 

| satisfactory from a political point of view and could be adequately 

supported as a reasonable application of the Far Kastern Commission 

decisions and should result in the depurging of the majority of officers 

-.- gommissioned after July 7,1987. | | | 

e ‘It should also be noted in this connection that the presumption that 

| - officers commissioned prior to July 7, 1937, intended to make the Army 

a life occupation can be overcome by positive evidence to the contrary. — 

Thus, the application of this principle should permit the depurging of - 

| a very limited number of persons commissioned prior to July 7, 1937. 

b. Our second preference would be to depurge individual officers 

needed for service in the National Police Reserve on the basis of a find- 

- ing that their record, up to the present. time, indicates opposition to 

Japanese “expansionism and totalitarianism”.’ In this. connection, it_ 

| may be useful to consider that the actual views of an officer, with refer-. 

ence to “expansionism and totalitarianism” may have had better chance | 

for expression during the five years since the war than during the. 

period of restricted individual freedom preceding and during the war. 

_ Although the pertinent Far Eastern Commission policy decision would 
not support the depurging of an officer who has actually had a change 

of heart since the surrender, as a matter of administrative handling it - 
would be extremely difficult to distinguish such an officer from one 

| whose real opinions were in a state of suppression during the war. _ 

These alternatives are not necessarily mutually exclusiveand may be 

ae used in combination with each other in whatever way is administra- 

tively most feasible. It should also be noted that the application of the 

- second alternative is also not necessarily confined only to officers com- 

missioned after July 7, 1937, but might, in SCAP’s discretion, be ap-. 

plied to a limited number of officers commissioned prior to that date. 

| ®In telegram DA 93011 to SCAP, June 2, the Department of the Army had 
stated in part: “State and DA have no objection to broad interpretation of para. . 
18 of FEC 017/21 as applied to de-purging officers on an individual basis, pro- 
vided substantial case can. be made that: such individuals have been opponents. 
of Japanese expansionism and totalitarianism.” (794.5/6—251)



| I should be glad to have a chance to talk to you further about this | 
in an effort to find a way to meet General Ridgway’s immediate re- 
quirement and at the same time maintain the basis of his position in | 
Japan and reasonable relations with other members of the Far Eastern | 
Commission.® es » | | | 

Sincerely yours, - | aa Dean Rusk | 

oA memorandum of June 20, from Mr, Rusk to the Secretary, not printed, on _ | 
| which the letter above is based, sets forth the Department’s reasoning in greater | | 

detail. (794.5/6-2051) a - oe | | For further information on this topic, see Secretary Marshall’s letter of July 18, | 
to Mr. Acheson, p. 1194. Pag | . | 

694.001/6-2251: Telegram i | - | : | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to — | 
3 - SCAP (Sebald) | an | 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHINGToN, June 22, 1951—7 p. m. ! 
Topad 1803. For Allison. Emb London has just advised “Cabinet | 

| yesterday approved revised treaty draft subj only to reservation on | | 
shipbuilding.” States FonOff asking Clutton approach you on your _ ! 
arrival Jap re “suggested unilateral undertaking by Jap Govt volun- | 
 tarily to limit shipbuilding.” ? References shipbuilding puzzling but | : 
wili presumably be clarified by Clutton. | a a a | 

7 | SS | ACHESON : 

- Telegram drafted by Mr. Fearey and cleared by U. Alexis Johnson. oe | 
* The quotation is from telegram 6747 from London, June 22. The sentence fol- a 

- lowing the section quoted above follows: “Not only Brit shipbuilders but also | 
ship operators and Seamen’s unions extremely vocal on question J ap maritime | 
competition.” (694.001/6-2251) | ) : a : i 

694,001/6-2351 : Telegram en | a re | 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | 
| Secretary of State ve ee | 

SECRET PRIORITY nee Toxro, June 23, 1951—3 p. m. ] 
 Topad 2224. For Dulles from Sebald. Mytel 2219, June 23.1 Here- | 

with my preliminary comments on latest draft treaty as a whole and | | 
without reference to specific provisions which will be subj of separate 
tel from CINCFE to DA and Dept. a ; 

June 14 draft is, of course, in many respects entirely different docu- | : 
_ment from preliminary draft handed to and agreed upon by Jap | | 
during your last visit and I, therefore, believe we must bear in mind 

‘Not printed. fe | a 

538-617—77-_78 | | | |
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that Jap thinking and concepts of treaty are largely conditioned upon 

- language and provisions of earlier draft. While I agree that June 14 

draft perhaps does not do undue violence to publicly announced con- 

cept of “treaty of reconciliation” and similar public assurances to Jap 

| people, latest draft nevertheless appears to me to be somewhat un- 

friendly in tone and to some extent arbitrary in its attempt to tie 

up numerous loose ends which we had hoped cld be deferred. for later 

determination. Although I do not as yet know whether Allison will 

be authorized hand latest draft to Jap for their study and comment, | 

I believe it most essential that Jap thinking on proposed treaty be- 

| reoriented by preliminary preparation and careful explanation of _ 

difficulties which arose in negots with UK (both in Wash and London) _ 

and made acceptance some of latter’s concepts necessary or desirable. a 

In light of numerous public statements both in US and J apan 

regarding seven basic principles upon which treaty wld be founded 

I anticipate considerable shock on part Jap Govt and people when 

latest draft becomes known. While it is entirely possible that Jap 

Govt at some subsequent date can successfully prepare Jap public 

opinion for what is to follow, one of intangible difficulties which will 

probably arise is question of govt’s ability ward off opposition attacks 

in light of previous implications only really onerous provisions re- 

| lated to territory. There is also possibility resultant dissatisfaction 

with treaty will primarily be directed against UK (and secondarily 

against US) especially as previous draft published in Japan will form 

basis of comparison and clearly indicate where and how US gave 

-——ss- way in consequence assumed Brit pressure. Widespread criticism 

against our principal ally wld not, it appears to me, be in interest of 

healthy atmosphere for wholehearted acceptance and implementation 

treaty by Jap and it therefore behooves us, in our subsequent negots 

with Jap, to convince them that present draft is minimum acceptable 

within realms of practicality and that govt must do best possible _ 

assuage criticisms, withstand opposition, and strongly support signing 

and ratification treaty earliest possible date. a ) 

| I hope that line can be held from here on out and that no further _ 

onerous or quasi-punitive provisions will be written into treaty in 

consequence pressure from other govts which appear to be committed 

to some such provisions for real or fancied reasons. ae 

Notwithstanding above, I feel you are to be congratulated on com- 

pletion most difficult portion of thorny road leading toward peace 

| - andsound future Amer-Jap relation  __ | 

Above are solely my own views and to be evaluated as such. 

| |  SEBALD
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Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty | Sora | | 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Third Secretary of the Mission | 
| im Japan (Finn) — | 

SECRET | [Toxyo,] June 25, 1951. | 
Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty | 

_ Participants: Ambassador W. J. Sebald oe 7 
| | Minister John M. Allison 1 a | | oe _ Mr. Sadao Iguchi, Vice-Minister | | 

Mr. Kumao Nishimura, Chief of Treaty Bureau — | 
—— Mr. Richard B. Finn | | - 

_ 1. Mr. Allison stated that he desired to inform the Japanese of the | | 
progress of recent treaty negotiations and of the problems and atti- | 
tudes encountered, particularly during the recent conference in | 
London. The Japanese had been apprised earlier of the general con- 
tents of the UK draft and in May working groups from the U.S. | and the UK reached agreement on a new revision ; several concessions 
were obtained at that time from the UK—elimination of clauses | regarding war guilt, prohibition of nationalistic societies, and protec- 
tion of Japanese who assisted the Occupation, as well as reduction | of the time period in which Japan would be required to extend most _ | favored nation treatment to the Allied Powers, and surrender of the | 

__ UK claim to the Japanese “gold pot”, the last with the understand- 
ing that if necessary the United States would issue a statement to the 
effect that the United States had already paid much more than this | | amount for the rehabilitation of Japan and that if anyone should get | | this gold it was the United States. | oe | _ 2. Mr, Allison commented on the strong feeling in the UK and 
Australia that prisoners of war should be compensated, adding that | the desire of the Philippines for large war indemnities was well 
known. To illustrate the attitude of both the UK and the Philippines | Mr. Allison handed Mr. Iguchi several newspapers and a Hansard 
report. The problem of relief for Allied prisoners had been under | study for some time: it was felt that some means should be found | whereby Japan could gain the good-will of countries it would be | | trading with and at the same time a further expenditure of money 
would not be required. The solution was devised that Japanese assets _ in neutral countries and in countries at war with J apan, which the _ U.S. had earlier desired to return to J apan, might be turned over to | | the International Red Cross for Allied prisoners of war and their | 
families. Ambassador Sebald noted that the Soviet Union was one of | the co-trustees of these assets in neutral countries and that this fact | | would make return of these assets to Japan more difficult. | 

‘Mr, Allison had arrived in Tokyo June 24. a | 

- a | — ,
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°3, Regarding security provisions, Mr. Allison noted that Japan’s 

; power to enter into collective security arrangements was no longer 

limited by Article 5 to arrangements participated in by one or more - 

of the Allied Powers. This change was the result of an Indian sug- - 

gestion.2 It was felt that Japan as a sovereign state should be free 

to make collective security arrangements as it wished and that in | 

fact Japan would desire such arrangements only with the Allied | 

-. Powers. 7 : - | 

4. The UK had also raised questions regarding Japan’s shipbuild- 

ing and fishing. The UK desired a limitation on Japan’s shipbuilding 

~ capacity, and if such a provision were not formally incorporated into 

the treaty wanted to discuss with the Japanese the desirability of 

transfer by Japan of its excess capacity. It was agreed at London — 

_ that no provision would be made in the treaty limiting Japan’s ship- 

| building but that Mr. Allison would discuss with the Japanese Gov- 

| ernment the question of shipbuilding capacity. The UK also desired 

an explicit undertaking by Japan that the assurances regarding 

fisheries. made in Prime Minister Yoshida’s letter of February 17, — 

1951 to Mr. Dulles would be of general application to the Allied 

Powers and not to the United States alone. Mr. Allison suggested 

that the Japanese Government might consider issuing such a 

statement: o.oo Se 

- | 5. Mr. Allison raised two other points: => oe | 

| (1) The UK believed that Japan should renounce its rights con- — 

| nected with a Bank for International Settlements, including its shares 

in the Bank, primarily for the reason that the Bank is an agency 

for European nations. The U.S. objected to forfeiture by Japan of 

. - its BIS shares until written agreement was obtained from the direc- | 

| tors of BIS to purchase Japan’s shares. The U.S. then concurred — 

and it was agreed that although no specific provision was necessary _ 

in the peace treaty Japan should sell its shares to the directors, per- - 

haps after the signing of the treaty and prior to its coming into effect. 

Mr. Allison noted that present quotations of BIS share value would — 

indicate a favorable opportunity for sale. The question of whether _ 

‘or not the proceeds from such a sale might be vested as a Japanese _ 

a asset in neutral countries was raised by Mr. Nishimura and Mr. 

Allison indicated that the intention was that these proceeds should 

a be made available for Japan; it was agreed that this point should 

: be clarified. | - | | a 

(2) The UK insisted that Japan should be required to renounce 

| its rights arising under the Congo Basin Convention of 1919, and the 

| U.S. finally gave in on this point to insure that other more serious — 

concessions would not be necessary. By renouncing these rights, Japan 

will lose its preferred position in Congo Basin trade but will not be 

excluded from such trade. The U.S. as a party to this convention 

can insure that Japan is not excluded. Mr. Allison observed that this 

| 2See the section under Article 6 of the June 1 Working Draft and 

| Commentary, p. 1064. a |
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provision is the only real concession made to the UK in the latest | 
draft. . . 

6. Regarding Chinese participation, Mr. Allison said that he expects | 
a U.S.-UK statement to be made shortly. The UK first suggested that | 
the issue be referred to the Far Eastern Commission but the U.S. | | 
opposed this on the ground that FEC control might thereby be per- | 

- petuated. Mr. Allison noted that FEC nations are evenly split on | 
_ the issue of Chinese recognition and that 4 of the nations recognizing | 
Nationalist China have stated their opposition to signing of the | | 
Japanese peace treaty by Nationalist China. It was finally agreed that 
China should not be made signatory to the present treaty and that 
Japan should be permitted to sign a bilateral treaty with any of the | 
Allied Powers at war with Japan; if such a treaty contained greater | 
benefits, these benefits would have to be conferred on the parties to | | 

_. the present treaty. Mr. Allison observed that Japan need not act on | 
this provision of the draft treaty immediately after the treaty was | 
signed and that it might be better to wait a while before taking steps | 
to sign a bilateral agreement with China. He pointed out that this was | 
a practical solution which had the good effect of showing that other : 
Powers trusted Japan and were willing to allow Japan to exercise 

_ its sovereign right in this important matter. a | 
7. Mr, Allison said that two new points regarding reparations had. | 

_ been inserted in the draft treaty, one establishing the principle that | 7 
Japan should pay reparations and the second providing that Japan 
would undertake to negotiate with countries which had been occupied | 
and damaged by Japan with a view to rendering them assistance. No | 
amounts were specified. He noted the political importance of the | 
reparations issue in the Philippines and said that probably only | 
Burma in addition to the Philippines would desire to avail itself of 
this right, although it is possible that Australia on behalf of New 
Guinea and the UK on behalf of Malaya might claim some repara- | 
tions. India and Pakistan have indicated that they do not desire 

_ reparations. This provision, Mr. Allison emphasized, is primarily a | 
gesture and the nominal nature of such provision has been indicated 
to the countries concerned. | | 

8. Mr. Allison pointed out that the draft treaty contained no re- | 
strictions on Japan’s economic activity except possibly that relating 
to the Congo Basin, that there were no restrictions on shipbuilding 

or of a military nature, and that most favored nation treatment had | | 
been made reciprocal. He noted that this was comparatively a short _ 
treaty running to about 20 printed pages as contrasted with the | 
Italian Treaty of 125 printed pages, and expressed the hope that the | 
draft could be kept close to its present form. He emphasized that the. 
primary objectives were (1) to get a treaty and (2) to create an inter- | 

=
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national atmosphere in which Japan could be accepted on an equal 

basis. | — on 

9, Several additional points were discussed : i 7 

| (a) The wording of the provision regarding war criminals hasbeen _ 

| amended so that Japan now “accepts” the various Allied war crimes 

judgments. | | 

(6) Several protocols have been placed at the end of the treaty in 

the form of voluntary declarations by Japan regarding the inter- 

national agreements it would revive, the care of war graves, and in- 

} surance and negotiable instruments. a . | 

(c) The British proposal for more detailed wording regarding 

Japan’s pre-war obligations, including bonds, had been adopted. Com- 

pliance with such a provision would facilitate revival of Japan’s 

international credit. | a 
(d) In response to Mr. Nishimura’s question, Mr. Allison said that 

the French had not raised the issue of reparations for Indo-China. 

(ec) Mr. Iguchi said that the draft law regarding compensation 

for damage to Allied property would be ready tomorrow but that 

the Diet would probably not be able to act on it until it considered 

the peace treaty, probably at a special session. _ 

(f) Mr. Iguchi said that Japan’s diplomatic property in neutral 

countries should be exempted from seizure as in Allied countries. It 

was agreed that this point should be examined further. _ oe 

| (g) Mr. Allison said the draft treaty would shortly be handed to 

| | FEC nations but there was no plan to publish it next week. . 

oe (h) Mr. Nishimura raised the question of the opening of the Japa- 

nese Overseas Agency at Taipei. Mr. Allison suggested that action on 

| this be deferred for the time being. nh Set ne faa 

| a | —Ricuarp B. Finn 

694.001/6—2551 : Telegram . 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

| | Secretary of State 

SECRET | PRIORITY Torro, June 25, 1951—7 p. m. 

| | [Received June 25—7 : 53 a. m.] 

Topad 2234. For Dulles from Allison. Had profitable hour’s meeting 

with General Ridgway this morning in presence of Sebald and Chief 

of Staff at which time I reviewed in some detail negots in UK Paris 

and elsewhere. General Ridgway appeared understand reasons for 

changes in treaty draft and he expressed great admiration and 

appreciation of work you had done in this respect. The General gave 

immediate and wholehearted approval to my conducting talks with 

Yoshida and other Japs and expressed his willingness be of any 

possible assistance. All elements here been disturbed at Congo Basin 

provisions but after explanation of strength of Brit feeling on this 

point appeared reconciled. | |
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| _ This afternoon we had hour’s talk with Iguchi and Nishimura when 
_ I outlined for them progress in negots and gave detailed review of __ 

present draft. I have not yet given Iguchi copy of London text but __ 
intend to do so shortly unless you perceive objection. 

Problem of Chi participation discussed and Jap seem to realize 
delicacy of matter. Although apparently somewhat reluctant have — 
matter left their decision, will undoubtedly agree. In this connection | 
what has been fate of proposed statement on Chi participation and | 
Formosa? UK High Commissioner in Delhi said he had been informed 
statement was to be issued in Washington last Wed or Thur and _ 
showed me a text? which eliminated bracketed portions of text+ I | 
have with me. Iguchi said that if statement on Chi participation was | 
to be made public he hoped it wld be possible to have an advance copy | 

_ for Yoshida’s info. I stressed to Iguchi fact that powers willing in | 
effect leave question of Chi to Jap showed great faith in Jap and did | 
much offset some of more unpalatable portions present treaty draft. | 
While Iguchi obviously disturbed at decision re Congo Basin Treaty | 
and transference Jap assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries to Red | 
Cross, he seemed concur in my arguments that these provisions wld | 
go far toward creating favorable atmosphere for re-emergence of Jap | 
both polit and econ. He stated that after he had had an opportunity | | 
see exact text Yoshida wld probably desire make some written com-  —SS_—s 
ments. With respect to BIS he raised question whether funds obtained __ | 
from sale of shares wld be treated as Jap assets in neutral countries __ | 
or whether they wld definitely be made available to Jap Govt. I | 
told him my understanding was that this money wld have no strings : 

_to it and that it wld return to Jap but suggest you may wish consider | 
some additional phrase which will make this absolutely clear. __ | 

Iguchi has given me written memoranda? on question of Phil | 

reparations, and problem of shipbuilding capacity which I have not 
yet had opportunity to study. He promises complete text ? tomorrow | 
afternoon on Jap legis on compensation for allied property in Jap. 

_ Fraleigh ® will go over the text with Jap experts and we will report 
onitlater. | | oe : a | | 

Yoshida out of town at present but returns Wed evening and we | 
have tentative appointment with him for 3 p. m. Thur.t Expect to see 
Clutton 3 p. m. tomorrow and go over treaty problems with him. | 

| Wld appreciate receiving advice as to when it is expected treaty _ 
draft will be given FEC countries. [Allison.] ee | | 

OS | oe SEBALD 

* Reference uncertain. an | eS 
~ ® None found in Department of State files. | | | . oe ! : * Mr. Charles A. Fraleigh of the Office of N ortheast Asian Affairs, then in Japan | 
to discuss with Japanese officials legal aspects of the treaty draft. a | * June 28. | Oo | ; a 

. [ 

| : |
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694.001/6-2551: Telegram ee : — 

| _ The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to . 

ee —.. S@CAP (Sebald) sien | 

SECRET coe, WasHIneToN, June 25, 1951—5 p. m. 7 

- Topad 1811. For Allison from Dulles. Reurtel 2234, June 25. Grati- 
fied report your mtg with Gen Ridgway and his sympathetic | 
approach, .. ae ee | So _ 

Believe any copy of text given Iguchi shld be somewhat para- 

- phrased or possible some omissions so that as with copies UK circu-_ 
lating to Commonwealth countries it can be stated that no complete 
text has yet been given out. | | 

Re statement Chi participation? public issue has been suspended __ 
at our suggestion as we wanted consolidate opinion here in advance _ 

| of a public statement which wld no doubt elicit formal counterblast 

from Taipei. It is agreed with Morrison this suspension of pub in- 
volves no shift in our substantive position and in any informal talks 

| we will adhere wholly to spirit and intent of draft statement. = 
Agree that proceeds BIS shares not Jap assets in neutral countries 

particularly since it is assumed that the shares wld be sold and pro- 
ceeds remitted to Jap before treaty comes into force. | | 

| Morrison advises Brit Cabinet approved draft treaty June 21 “subj | 

to single point outstanding about shipping which is still causing us 
| anxiety”. He advises Clutton instructed concert with you to “see 

whether there is not some constructive solution for our difficulties on _ 
this point”. Earlier cable ? from Emb London referred to some volun- | 
tary Jap restriction on ship-building. I do not understand there is 

7 any question of this but rather that the Jap wld officially indicate _ 
possibilities of building for Jap registry cld not within 4 years pro- | 
vide sufficient Jap shipping so as to make appropriate or meaningful 

the addition to Art 12 which UK had proposed and which wld have 
| prohibited absolutely irrespective of exchange position Jap prefer- 

| ential use of Jap shipping. — | 7 a 
Re Art 14(a)(1) we might omit reference to “econ reconstruction” _ 

on theory that this not needed as in case of Italy because by time Jap _ 
treaty in force econ reconstruction will have been largely accom- 

plished but this is furthest I wld go to meet Romulo. | 
We still have not obtained final approval US Govt account further 

Pentagon considerations. However fully confident of satis outcome — 
| altho probably not finalized before weekend and then some minor — 

| language changes may have to be cleared with UK. However hope 

begin distribution treaty draft to FEC countries by June 5. [Dulles.] _ 
| | | ACHESON 

_ 7, Reference is to the statement titled “Chinese Participation and Formosa,” 
June 19, p. 1134. 

2? Telegram 6747, June 22, not printed. (694.001/6-2251) a |
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| 694.001/6-2551 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Republic of Chinat 

SECRET ae - Wasuineton, June 25, 1951—7 p. m. 
| 1394. Eyes only Rankin from Rusk. Reurtel 1762.2 We cannot at ) 

this point give any official interpretation which cld be attributed and 
_ any purported attribution wld be unfortunate and subj to repudiation 

by us. However, FYI only, it wld seem to us that both Chi and Jap 
govts cld reasonably interpret treaty formula to permit (1) informal | 
exchange of views which wld enable it to be unofficially known at time 
of signing multilateral treaty that bilateral pact was in fact probable ; 

: (2) bilateral pact to be negotiated during the interval between signing 
_ multilateral treaty and its coming into force as by that time it cld 

no longer be urged that treaty terms were pressures which were coerc- | | 
Ing Jap in regard to Chi Govt; (3) bilateral pact to come into force 
almost immed fol coming into force of multilateral treaty. | | , 
We cannot ourselves assume to put official interpretation upon multi- 

lateral treaty which wld be acceptable to all. We merely point out | 
that so far nothing has been said or contemplated which wld exclude _ | 

_ the Chi Govt and Jap Govt acting generally along lines above indi- . 
cated. It is emphasized that premature public discussion along above — 
lines wld probably produce undesirable hardening of situation to dis- __ 

_ advantage Chi Natl Govt. [Rusk.] , ae 
| | He _ AcHESON © | 

* Who drafted this telegram is uncertain. Mr. Dulles’ name is typewritten as 
drafting officer, but handwritten next to his name is the notation “By U[ral] 

_ Aflexis] J[ohnson].” Mr. Johnson apparently also cleared this telegram on behalf 
of Mr. Rusk. | oe | 7 Ce | Senet . telegram was sent also to Tokyo as number 1814, marked “Eyes only | | 

* Of June 23. In it Mr. Rankin had stated in part: “Believe Chi Govt is in main 
reconciled nonparticipation multilateral treaty but hoped at least sign bilateral : agreement more or less simultaneously . . . Is that possible?” (694.001/6-2351) 

694.001/6-2651: Telegram : / * | 7 | 

_ Lhe United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 7 | 
oe | Secretary of State 3 | 

' SECRET PRIORITY | Toxyo, June 26, 1951—7 p. m. | 
| - | [Received June 26—11 a. m.] | 

Topad 2241. For Dulles from Allison. Clutton gave me under in- | | 
_ structions this afternoon long aide-mémoire? reiterating UK interest _ | 

in shipping problem with special reference to art 12(d) of treaty. | | _ Atde-mémoire states that this is single point outstanding in minds of | 
E ee 
| * Undated ; not printed. (694.001/6-2651) | , 

| | |
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Brit Cabinet which has otherwise approved London treaty draft.’ 

- Aide-mémoire points out that if shipping is not excepted from pro- 

visions of 12(d) it will break precedent of 40 years standing during 

which HMG has insisted upon and obtained “unqualified national | 

treatment for British shipping”. In fact Anglo-Jap commercial treaty 

of 1911 provided such treatment and shld UK agree to 12(d) it wld 

| in fact mean that after victorious war UK by peace treaty is placed 

in worse position than before war. Morrison is reported to consider 

: it likely that Neth and Nor Govts will also object to this provision 

| for same reasons. According to HMG even the unqualified nat] treat- _ 

ment recd from Japan pre-war did not protect Brit from damaging 

Jap discrimination and it is stated that shld HMG accept peace treaty 

| provisions providing for qualified nat] treatment it wld be “strongly 

‘condemned by the shipping and shipbuilding trades, the unions con- 

- nected with them and ‘by a large section of public opinion in the _ 

United Kingdom, and Mr. Morrison would find great difficulty in 

| defending HMG acceptance of such a position in the House of Com- | 

| mons”. Aide-mémoire concludes with statement that Morrison is 

anxious draft treaty shld not be circulated with present UK note after 

art 12 but that HMG position must remain reserved unless US Govt | 

, can meet UK desires in this matter. UK therefore requests. US to 

| consider either adoption of a separate article on shipping or alter- 

natively the amendment of art 12 to exclude shipping from the opera- 

tion of para 12(d). Immed fol tel contains UK draft desired shipping 

| art.® 
| a 

It is possible that if US eld agree with UK desires on this point 

definite assurances cld be obtained that nothing further wld be heard 

_with respect to limitations on Jap shipbuilding capacity. However, 

| I gave Clutton no encouragement and told him that this was an — 

article on which the US felt strongly but assured him that I wld 

pass on contents of aide-mémoire immed. _ BC oe 

| ‘With respect to shipbuilding capacity I informed Clutton that info 

just recd from Jap Govt showing that of 810,000 tons annual ship- 

building capacity, some 133,000 tons capacity had either been sus- 

| pended or discontinued and Jap Govt is willing to take steps toassure 

that this capacity will not be restored. This shld go far to reassuring 

2-On June 21. ne : . = 

3 Pelegram 2242 from Tokyo, June 26, reads as follows: 

“Rol UK draft shipping article referred to immed preceding msg: — 

“Begin text: Para: Pending the coming into force of treaty or act dealing with 

navigation and shipping business generally, Japan shall, during a period of four 

years from the coming into force of the present treaty, accord to ‘each of the 

. allied powers and its nationals and their vessels, on condition of herself receiv- 

ing similar treatment from the allied power concerned, the following treatment : 

“(a) United Nations vessels, including the passengers and cargoes carried 

therein, shall be accorded national treatment in respect of all matters pertaining | 

to commerce, navigation and the treatment of shipping... So 

“(b) The provisions of Article 12 (c) shall apply. End teat.” (694.001/6-2651)
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UK, and if US cld concur in shipping article desired by UK I | : 
believe we cld expect wholehearted Brit support for treaty with other __ | 

allied powers. | | | | | 
__Instructions requested on this point. [ Allison.] _ | 

| | | | SEBALD | 

694.001/6-2651: Telegram | : : | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 
SCAP (Sebald) — — ) 

SECRET — PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 26, 1951—7 p. m. | 

— 1826. For Allison from Dulles. Reurtels 22411 and 2242? June 26. | 
Have conferred with Radius* who points out that US executive pol | | 
has consistently sought to secure equality for shipping without regard | 
to need to safeguard external financial position or balance of pay- 
ments. We are now protesting some shipping preferences based on that 
reason. Therefore feels we ought not to maintain insistence that Jap _ 
can discriminate in favor of Jap shipping on account of external finan- | 
cial position or balance of payments. Also feels confident that elimi- — | 

_ nation of this exception wld not in fact prevent maximum use of Jap ee 
shipping to be available over next 4 yrs. OLE SES | 

_ Under circumstances feel disposed accept Brit position to this 
extent. Apparently Brit proposed text wld prevent Jap monopoliz- 
ing coastwise shipping as against UK participation even though such | 
monopolization is “an exception customarily provided for in com- 
mercial treaties of Japan”. — : SO —_ a | 
- Believe however that this exception shld be permitted to Jap ifin _ 

fact it has been customarily exercised in Jap’s commercial treaties. | 
We wld not oppose bilateral arrangement between UK and Jap 
providing for Brit participation in Jap coastal shipping on basis of 
‘reciprocity but we wld not want to make this mandatory by multi- 
lateral treaty. — | , Te | 

_. Suggest you. confidentially discuss situation with Jap officials | 
familiar with shipping and promptly give us their reactions. oe | 
Tell Clutton we are studying but cannot give answersimmed. __ 
For your strictly personal info we do not want. to concede this 

point until we know what other changes we may want as result of 
Def study not completed until tomorrow. We wld then expect to deal 
with entire series of amendments through direct exchange with | 
FonOff London. [Dulles.] | : Taegu | 

1 Supra. | a . | | Oe | 
* See footnote 8, supra. ae : Be | | | 
* Walter A. Radius, Director of the Office of ‘Transport and Communications | 

Policy. a - | — | 
i 

|
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| “Lot 54D423 | ee | oes 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) 

| SECRET -  [TWasntneron,] June 27, 1951. — 

| : MemoraNpUM RE RyvuKyYus* a 

1. The United States does not itself desire to acquire sovereignty, 

| for the reason, among other things, that the United States seeks _ 

scrupulously to conform to its January 1, 1942 declaration that it 

seeks “no aggrandizement, territorial or other”. | | 

2. If Japan renounces sovereignty in favor of no one, this would — 

create a chaotic international situation, particularly if, as is possible, 

the United Nations does not approve the trusteeship agreement we 

shall propose. It might then be claimed | oe 

| a) that sovereignty was vested in the inhabitants, who could here- 

| after assert, perhaps with United Nations backing, a right to oust the 

| United States ; | | | 

- b) that the victors in the war over Japan, including the U.S.S.R., 

have an inchoate right to sovereignty of these islands renounced by ~ 

Japan in favor of no onein particular; __ | | 

c) that the United Nations is entitled to deal, in its own way, with 

os the islands and their inhabitants; eos Bees : 

| d) that the United States has, by a subterfuge, actually acquired — 

, the sovereignty. - | . 

| 3. The present formula, whereby Japan agrees that, pending aflirma- 

| tive United Nations action on a United States proposal for trusteeship, 

7 “the United States will have the right to exercise all and any powers 

| of administration, legislation and jurisdiction over the territory and 

, inhabitants of these islands, including their territorial waters.” * fully 

| complies with the provision of the September 7, 1950 Joint Memo- 

randum that the treaty should “secure to the United States exclusive 

strategic control”.® It is fully effective, at least so long as Japan is 

sovereign. —_ | | Ee 

| | Exelusive strategic control is entirely compatible with residual 

sovereignty elsewhere, provided the sovereign grants it. We have _ 

exclusive strategic control over the former Japanese mandated Pacific 

islands and over the Panama Canal Zone, although in the former case _ 

- govereignty is vested in the United States, United Kingdom and — 

__ France, and in the latter case in Panama. | | 

1An unsigned covering note reads: “This was prepared—but not used—for | 

J[ohn] F[oster] D[ulles’] meeting with Gen. Marshall 6/27/51—2:30 p.m.” | 

No memorandum of the mentioned meeting has been found in Department of — 

State files. . . : | 

2 Quotation is from Article 3 of draft of peace treaty dated June 14. | 

Hor text of the September 7 Joint Memorandum of the Secretaries of State 

| and Defense to President Truman, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vI, p. 1298.
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The grant by Japan to the United States of continuing full powers | 
over the islands might, however, be impaired if Japan itself re- 
nounces—in vacuum—its sovereignty. We would have a grantor which, 

itself, had no title. Oo , 
4, The present formula has been discussed with, and informally a 

agreed to by, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Any change 
would have to be explained to it. That might, and probably would, — | 
precipitate controversy and seriously delay the treaty making process _ 
at a moment when, unless there is quick affirmative action to consoli- 
date the presently negotiated positions, they may collapse both as 
regards Japan and as regards the other Allied Powers. 

_.. Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 Peace Treaty —. | - oe oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Third Secretary of the Mission 
| | in Japan (Finn) an 

SECRET | [Toxyo,] June 28,1951. | 
Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty and Bilateral Agreement a | 

_ Participants: Ambassador W. J. Sebald a | 
- | Minister John M. Allison | | - | 

| Vice Minister Sadao Iguchi | 
See Mr.R.B.Finn  — - Oo | 

i. Regarding Japan’s sale of its shares in the Bank for International | 
Settlements, discussed in the meeting on June 25, Mr. Allison said that | 
he had put the matter up to Mr. Dulles, who also felt that the proceeds - 

_ from such a sale should revert to Japan and not be treated as a | 
Japanese asset in a neutral country. Mr. Fraleigh, a legal expert. from ! 
the Department of State now in Japan, was of the tentative opinion | 
that the BIS Charter explicitly provided that proceeds from the sale 
of BIS shares should revert to the selling nation. There appears to | | 
be no question that Japan will get the money from the sale of its. | | 
BIS shares. | | a a | 

_ Q. Regarding the proposed US-UK statement on Chinese partici- 4 
pation in the Japanese peace treaty, Mr. Dulles had informed | 

Mr. Allison that no public statement would be issued for the time 

being. Mr. Allison added that it was apparently not certain that such 
a statement would be made. oe a | | | 

3. Mr. Allison said that the memorandum on J apan’s shipbuilding _ 
handed him by Mr. Iguchi on June 251 was most useful and asked. | 

whether there was some expert on this problem inthe JapaneseGovern- 
ment with whom he might discuss the matter further. Mr. Iguchi. 

‘Not found in Department of State files. | |
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suggested either Mr. Kiyama or Mr. Okada of the Ministry of Trans- 

| portation and said he would check this and let Mr. Finn know so that 

a conference on shipbuilding could be arranged. | — 

4. Mr. Allison handed Mr. Iguchi two copies of various articles 

of the latest draft peace treaty (Articles 4, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, and 26), 

stating that these articles contained many of the major changes made _ 

in the treaty draft which the Japanese had been given in February. 

| Mr. Allison briefly described each of the 8 articles handed Mr. Iguchi 

| and said he would be glad to answer any questions the Japanese might 

have on these articles. | | | | | 

| 5. Mr. Allison also handed to Mr. Iguchi the revised text of the | 
proposed bilateral agreement? and requested that it be brought to 
Mr. Yoshida’s attention as soon as possible in order that the views 

of the Japanese Government might be known in Washington. Mr. | 
Allison pointed out that the present draft was almost the same as 
that handed the Japanese in February with the exception of three 

changes: > | | 

(a) The title of the proposed agreement had been changed in con- 
formity with Japanese suggestions.® | a 

(6) Paragraph three of the Preamble had been altered in accord- 
: ance with the change made in the treaty itself by deletion of the phrase 

“with one or more of the Allied Powers”. | oo 7 
(ec) The second sentence of numbered paragraph one had _ been 

| changed to avoid any implication that US forces stationed in Japan 
might be authorized to interfere in the internal affairs of the Japa- 

| nese Government. The previous wording might have presented an — 
opportunity to opponents of the treaty and the bilateral agreement 
to attack both agreements at the time of Japanese ratification, and | 

- US Defense Department officials also felt that the earlier wording 
was undesirable because similar agreements with other nations con- 
tained no reference to responsibility or authority to intervene in the 

| internal affairs of the state concerned. (Cf. Deptel 1810, June 25, 
1951).4 OC | | | | 

* Not printed: it had been transmitted to Tokyo in the Department’s telegram | 
1810, June 25, not printed. (694.001/6—-2551) | ne 
*The title at this time was “Security Agreement Between the United States | 

of America and Japan”... © | . . 
 *In telegram 1810, cited in footnote 2 above, the text of paragraph 1 reads _ 

as follows: “Jap grants, and the US accepts the right, upon the coming into 
. force of the Treaty of Peacé and of this agreement, to station US land, air 

and sea forces in and about Jap. Such disposition wld be designed to contribute 
to the security of Jap against armed attack from without, including assistance 
given at the express request of the Jap Govt to put down large-seale internal 
riots and disturbances in Jap, caused through instigation or intervention by an | 
outside Power or Powers.” : | 

One other change differentiated this draft from that of February 9. The 
word “effective” had been inserted between “the” and “means” in the second 
sentence of the Preamble. For information on the draft of February 9, see Annex 
II to the letter of February 10 from Mr. Dulles to Secretary Acheson, p. 875. __
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6. Mr. Iguchi asked about the proposed site for signing the treaty. 

Mr. Allison said that there was no definite decision on this but that 

the leading suggestions were Tokyo and San Francisco. He said that 

Pakistan officials had suggested Tokyo and that Indian officials had no 

strong feeling on this score. He also felt that France and Britain 

would go along with Tokyo. When asked, Mr. Iguchi said he thought ! 

Tokyo would be best but that there might be opposition to Tokyo | 

on the part of other countries. He said he had not discussed this mat- 

ter with friends or colleagues. Mr. Sebald said that Japanese friends 

of his approved the idea of holding the signing ceremony in Tokyo 

and he thought some place such as Memorial Hall might be suitable. | 

Mr. Allison commented that an invitation® had been received from | 

the mayor of San Francisco ° but that the mayor appeared to have in | 

mind the conventional type of peace conference involving a long time | | 

and a lot of important people. The ceremony for the Japanese peace | 

treaty would be a short one and would probably involve representa- | 

- tives from most of the nations who had been at war with Japan. He | 

added that nothing was fixed in regard to the site and kind of cere- | 

mony contemplated. ) | oe | 

, 6. [sic] Mr. Iguchi raised the question of the opening of the Japa- | 

nese Overseas Agency at Taipei. Mr. Sebald said that if there was | 

going to be no joint US-UK statement on Chinese participation inthe © 

peace treaty, it might be well to go ahead with the opening ofthe Taipei _ 

office; he noted that the Chinese in Tokyo were pressing the issue and» : 

| there were no longer any good reasons for delay, especially if as 

planned the Japanese were to open a number of other overseas agencies : 

in the near future. It was agreed to hold action on this matter tem- 

porarily and to consult Mr. Dulles. a | 

| a Oo Ricuarp B. Finn 

5 Not printed. | | | 

*Hlmer HE. Robinson. a | | | | - 

——-694.001/6-2851 | . oe | 

 -* The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET | WaAsHINGTON, June 28, 1951. | 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to the draft Japanese 

peace treaty received on 15 June 1951 from Mr. John Foster Dulles, 

| special representative of the President in relation to Japanese peace 

treaty matters. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered this draft 

| peace treaty. Their views and comments, which have my general con- 

| currence, are forwarded herewith. | |
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With regard to paragraphs 3 to 8, inclusive, of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff comments, it is my understanding, based on a conference _ 
with Mr. Dulles, that the recommendations made by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff have been under discussion between our two Departments 
and will present no difficulty for incorporation into the treaty. __ | 

On the question of signature of the treaty by Communist China, | 
raised in paragraph 9 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum, it 
is my understanding that China will not be permitted to sign this 

| treaty. I should appreciate your confirmation of this.* . 
7 The first sentence of paragraph 10 of the memorandum indicates 

clearly that the Joint Chiefs of Staff would object to this treaty com- 
ing into force as between Japan and any of the allied powers until 

| after the date of its ratification by the United States. As a result | 
of my discussion with Mr. Dulles, I am aware of the difficulty which 
this point of view raises and I recognize that it may not be prac- 
ticable to give the United States such unlimited control over the 
actions of its sovereign allies, as this sentence would seem to call for. 
In view, however, of serious objection raised by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, I suggest that the matter be brought to the attention of the 
President at the earliest possible date for resolution. | | | 

Faithfully yours, | G. C. Marsnauy | 

| CoS - | [Enclosure] | Ps : 

SECRET | WASHINGTON, 26 June 1951. 

_ _Memoranpvum ror THe Srcrerary or DrrEense 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty 
1, This memorandum is in response to the request, contained in 

your memorandum dated 15 June 1951, for the views and comments | 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with respect to the draft Japanese Peace 7 
Treaty dated 14 June 1951. a oo 

2. Inasmuch as the subject draft Treaty is no longer in outline 
form but is approaching its final form as a legal document, and because __ 

_ of the structure and the complexities of that document, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff believe that they must address their views to the specific _ 
language of certain articles therein, in addition to stating or reaffirm- | 

| ing certain principles and objectives. In this connection, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff would advise that these comments do not include the 

_ views of the Commander in Chief, Far East (CINCFE), and have 
been made without benefit of detailed legal analysis. | 

. *Mr. Acheson confirmed this understanding in the course of a letter of June 28, | 
to Mr. Marshall, not printed. (694.001/6-2851 ) a | .
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8. It must be insured that the Treaty does not-come into effect until 
| the United States has ratified it. Accordingly, it is suggested that 

Article 1 be changed to read: | 

“The state of war between Japan and each of the Allied Powers is 
hereby terminated as from the date on which the present Treaty comes 
into force between Japan and the Allied Power concerned, as pro- — | 
vided for in Article 23.” oo | | 

4, For reasons of national security the United States must retain 

absolute control of the former Japanese islands enumerated in Article | 
8, at least until favorable action is taken by the United Nations on ‘| 
the United States request for a strategic trusteeship for the area. 
It is the understanding of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that this right | 
is guaranteed by Article 8 of the Treaty and by Article 79 of the | 

_ Charter of the United Nations. However, it should be made certain 

| that no other nation will share or lawfully interfere with United | 
States strategic control of these islands. Furthermore, the Nanpo 
Shoto Islands should be included in order to be consistent with the 
directive of the President of 8 September 1950. For these reasons, it | 
is suggested that Article 3 be changed to read as follows: | | 

“Japan will concur in any proposal of the United States to place 
under its trusteeship system, with the United States as the sole ad-. 

| ministering authority, the Ryukyu Islands south of 29° north latitude, | 
the Nanpo Shoto south of Sofu Gan, the Bonin Islands, including | 
Rosario Island, the Volcano Islands, Parece Vela and Marcus Island. | 
Pending the making of such a proposal and affirmative action thereon, _ | 
the United States will have the right to exercise all and any powers 4 

_ of administration, legislation, and jurisdiction over the territory and : 
inhabitants of these islands, including their territorial waters.” 

5. It should be made certain that there be no basis, either stated | 
or implied, written into the Treaty which might provide for the _ i 

| possible legal claim of Communist China to sovereignty over For- | 
mosa, the Pescadores, Paracel, and Spratley Islands and to property | 
in the other islands referred to in Article 8, now under the control 
of the United States, as well as to accession of real property, such as — 
consulates, buildings, and businesses, formerly held by the Govern- 
ment of China or its nationals in these areas. It would appear that on 
in its present form the second sentence of Article 4 (a) might afford | 
Communist China a valid claim over that territory were it to sign 
and ratify this Treaty. a - | | 

6. It is essential that there be no confusion between occupational 
forces and armed forces which are to remain in Japanese territory 
under or in accordance with U.S. bilateral agreements with Japan. | 

| Accordingly, the first sentence of Article 6 (a) should be changed to | 
read: | —— | | : | me | 

888-617-7774 | oo
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| “All azpaed forces of occupation of the Allied Powers shall be with- 

drawn from Japan as soon as possible after the coming into force of _ 
the present Treaty, and in any case not later than 90 days thereafter.” 

7. It is considered essential to prevent any requirement for Japan 

| to recognize such treaties as those between the USSR and Poland 

and East Germany, and, specifically, the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Feb-._ 

ruary 1950, as well as any other treaties or arrangements for or in 

connection with the restoration of peace which the USSR and such 

of its satellites as were belligerents in World War II, including Com- 
munist China, might initiate. For this reason, it is proposed that the 
first sentence of subparagraph (a), Article 8, might be changed to © 

read : ae | | 

“Japan will recognize the full force of all treaties now or hereafter 
concluded by the Allied Powers for terminating the state of war 
initiated on September 1st, 1939, as well as any other arrangements _ 
for or in connection with the restoration of peace made by the Allied 
Powers.” oe . 

8. Under no circumstances should the United States sponsor recog- 
nition or other benefits to Communist China or to a Communist Gov- 
ernment which might subsequently be established in Korea. The 
language of Article 21, wherein China will be entitled to the benefit 
of Article 14, would place a requirement upon Japan (under the first | | 
sentence of Article 14 (a) 1) to enter into direct negotiations withthe = 
Government of Communist China whenever the latter so desires. 
This, in effect, would force Japan to recognize the Chinese Communist 

| Government inasmuch as the effect of Article 21 is to require a sub- 
stitution in Article 14 of the word “China” for the words “Allied | 
Powers.” It is considered, therefore, that revision of Article 21 is 

| required. 7 | 
9. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider it essential that Communist | 

China not be permitted to capitalize upon the opportunity afforded _ 
it of signing and ratifying this Treaty, which action would carry with _ 

| it, both stated and by implication, many tangible and intangible | 

military rights. The Joint Chiefs of Staff would not object if Japan, _ 

7 subsequent to the ratification of the subject Treaty, in the exercise 

of its rights as a sovereign nation, entered into Treaty obligations | 

with any nation, as is provided for in Article 26. It appears, however, 
that under Article 25 in its present form Communist China might _ 

| qualify as an Allied Power and thus be accorded all the rights and 
benefits of an Allied Power accruing to the signators. The Joint Chiefs 

of Staff and all of the members of the armed forces of the United 

States would, for obvious reasons, find it repugnant voluntarily to 

accord such rights to Communist China and to be so associated with
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a nation at present conducting major hostilities against the United | | 

States. It is considered, therefore, that revision of Article 23 (a) and 

| of Article 25 may be necessary to prevent such an eventuality. | 

10. It is considered essential to prevent the coming into force of 

the Treaty until after the date of its ratification by the United States. | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff reaffirm their view that at the time the treaty 

| of peace with Japan and the concomitant bilateral treaty are agreed 

to, the date of their coming into effect must, for cogent military | 
-——- yeasons, be determined in the light of the world situation generally, 

and specifically in the light of the situation in the Far East. Further- 

more, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that if a treaty is to become — : 
effective prior to completion of hostilities in the Far Kast, an arrange- 
ment providing as a minimum requirement for continued United 

States use of Japan as a base in the event of hostilities in the Far 

East, whether or not under United Nations aegis, will be essential. | 

Consequently, Article 23 (6) should be carefully studied to insure that 
the objectives of the Joint Chiefs of Staff are accomplished. | | 

| 11. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have been informed that they will : 
soon be afforded opportunity to comment on a draft bilateral United . i 

States-Japanese treaty of security. The foregoing comments on the 
| basic draft Japanese Treaty of Peace are made without prejudice to — 

their views on the bilateral treaty. In this connection, they would 
reafiirm strongly their position that United States security interests 
require that the proposed Peace Treaty with Japan not be permitted 
to become effective without the coming into effect simultaneously of 

- abilateral United States-Japanese treaty of security. Oo 

| | For the Joint Chiefs of Staff:  — 
oo Omar N. Bradley 

| | | — Chairman | 
| | Joint Chiefs of Staff | 

694.001/6-2851 ee oo | 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President* | 

SECRET _ WasuHineton, June 28, 1951. 
_ [attach hereto: te, - eet | | 

1. The text of the June 14, 1951, proposed Japanese Peace Treaty. 
This was the text agreed upon by Mr. Morrison and Mr. Dulles in | 
London subject to Governmental approvals. The British Cabinet gave — 
its approval on June 21. | 7 | 

2. Letter to me from Secretary Marshall transmitting a copy of | 
| the memorandum to him of June 26, 1951, from General Bradley 

a 1 Memorandum drafted by Mr. Dulles. | |
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on behalf of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,? containing the latter’s com- 
ments on the draft treaty. : eas: ee 

- With one exception, the points raised by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
memorandum of June 26, 1951, relate to matters of drafting and clari-. 
fication and do not involve any substantive problem. The only sub- | 

| stantive problem, as pointed out in Secretary Marshall’s letter to me, 
relates to the question of whether or not it is practical or necessary 

, to seek for the United States a power to veto indefinitely the right 
of other Allied Powers to make peace with Japan on the terms of this | 
Treaty. oe - | 

The present text (Article 23). would assure that for nine months | 
after Japan’s ratification of the multilateral treaty, it cannot come | 
into force as regards any one without ratification by the United _ 
States. That, in effect, will give us veto over the treaty coming into 
 foree in any respect until about July 1, 1952. | 

Only with great difficulty have we obtained this nine months’ veto | 
power for the United States. We obtained it on the theory that the : 
United States as principal occupying power, should be able provi- 
sionally to control the situation because, through SCAP, it has the | 
administrative problem in Japan of effecting transition from a state . _ 
ofwartoastateofpeacen oe 
We feel sure that any attempt to enlarge our veto power soasto  ——~> 

make it perpetual would be unsuccessful and would put us ina posi- 
tion of seeking for ourselves the kind of veto power which the Soviet 
Union has sought for itself in relation to the Japanese Peace Treaty a 
and which we have vigorously and repeatedly condemned. _ | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have a proper concern that no action 
should be taken without United States concurrence which could deny 
the facilities in Japan needed for the prosecution of military action 
in Korea. I believe that our legal rights in this respect are fully pro- 
tected so long as the United States, as principal occupying power, | 

| retains its belligerent rights in and through SCAP. Furthermore, if 
hostilities persist into next year, it can be assumed that the other Allied | 

| Powers whose troops are actively participating therein, would, of | 
their own volition, act in concert with us to prevent any coming into. 
force of the Peace Treaty which would embarrass our common effort. 

| The United States can, in this respect, exercise a strong influence, 
even though it cannot obtain a legal right over the other Allied Powers. 

In this matter it may also be important to retain both legal and 
practical flexibility. It cannot be guaranteed that a satisfactory status , 
quo can be maintained indefinitely in Japan in the absence of a peace 
settlement. When it comes to determining, next year, the exact pro- 

* Both supra. | |
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gram for the coming into effect of the Peace Treaty as between Japan 

and the United States and perhaps others, you will, I think, want 

to consider not only the military position in and about Korea but 

~ also the requirement that Japan should continue to be a bastion that 

is friendly. | | | | BOS! 

In view of the foregoing, it is my recommendation that the point 

| raised by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in paragraphs 3 and 10 of their, 

memorandum, which Secretary Marshall and I agree should be sub- | 

mitted to you, should be resolved in favor of maintaining the formula | | 

of Articles 1 and 23 of the attached draft and that we should be | 
authorized to proceed to circulate to other governments the attached _ | 

treaty draft with minor textual modifications such, for example, as 

| are required to meet certain of the points raised by the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff, and such as do not involve security or important substantive _ 

| considerations. The final drafting of a definitive text will take place 

on receipt of comments of other governments.° - | | | 

| Dean ACHESON | 

*'The source text bears a marginal note in President Truman’s handwriting: 

“Approved July 3, 1951”. | : 

| = ee | 

| 694.001/6-2851 : Telegram - | oon | | 

| ‘The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to | | 

SCAP (Sebald) gS: | 

SECRET | | Wasnineton, June 28, 1951—5 p. m. 

| Topad 1844. For Allison from Dulles. Pentagon has expressed some 

| concern lest 14 (b) involving waiver of claims of Allied Powers for 

- “direct military costs of occupation” might be claimed by Jap to 

require waiver of advances for food and medical supplies for popula- — | 

tion because Art 55 Geneva Convention, Aug 12, 1949 calls on oc- | 

- eupying power to insure food and medical supplies of population. We 

do not believe that this is a possible interpretation of 14(6). Also | 

| Geneva Convention referred to not ratified by US and indeed not 

in existence during most of period. However, it wld be helpful if you 

put us in position to assure Pentagon no such claim will be made 

7 by Jap." - | / . ee 

_ Foregoing shld not be interpreted as involving any change of policy 

re scaling down GARIOA debt but Pentagon feels obligated main- 

tain claim intact until scaling down actually accomplished. [Dulles.] | 

| : | oe _ _ ACHESON — 

| *¥n telegram 18, from Tokyo, July 5, marked “Dulles from Allison,” the latter | 

| | reported being informed by Mr. Iguchi that Japan would state in writing that it 

_ did not interpret Article 14 (6) as requiring the United States to waive claims 

for advances under GARIOA appropriations for food and medical supplies fur- 

nished Japan prior to the time the treaty should come into force. (694.001/7-551)
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694.001/6-2851 : Telegram . _ , oo | 
Lhe United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

: | Secretary of State | a 

SECRET PRIORITY See Toxyo, June 28, 1951—6 p.m. 
Topad 2261. For Dulles from Allison. Sebald and I have just | 

finished conversation with Yoshida, Iguchi and Nishimura which 
in our opinion quite satisfactory. We had given Iguchi this morning | 
text of bilateral security. agreement forwarded Deptel 1810, June 25? | 
and explained reason for changes. We were informed this afternoon 
that Jap only had minor textual changes to suggest, that these wld 
be given us tomorrow, but that in substance present text is agreeable. 
Yoshida expressed concern about formula for Chinese participation | 

and it is obvious Jap are most reluctant have decision left to them. = 
However, not believed there will be any serious difficulty this point. _ 
With respect to Japan agreeing that assets in neutral and ex-enemy - 
countries shld go Red Cross for POW’s benefit, Yoshida stated he 
wld like to enter official protest but laughingly admitted this was for | 
internal consumption in Diet and that obviously if US did not wish 
consider his protest there was nothing Japan cld do. Iguchi had 
given Yoshida full account our previous talk and apparently had 
impressed him with difficulties confronting US in other countries with __ 

_ result Yoshida expressed great appreciation for work accomplished =|’ 
in obtaining agreement treaty text. | | / 

In addition to text of bilateral we also gave Iguchi this morning oe 
text of several articles of treaty such as 11, 12, and 15 which seemed — 

_ contain most significant changes from previous text seen by Japan. 
Both Iguchi and Nishimura implied there wld be no serious difficulty 
any these points although (Nishimura did say he feared there wld 
be considerable post-treaty difficulty for Japan in negotiating ar- 
rangements concerning property questions and claims in ceded terri- | 

_ tories and said it wld be necessary for Japan receive strong diplomatic 
support of US if satisfactory arrangements were to be concluded. At | 
my request he agreed provide memo ® giving details of type difficulties | 
he foresaw. _ | ee Oo - a 

| * Not printed ; see footnote 4, p. 1154. 7 is a 
*In telegram 1845, to Tokyo, June 28, marked “For Allison from Dulies,” the , 

latter stated: “Pls personally urge Yoshida refrain from protest Art 16 as this | 
wid utterly destroy psychological value which eld be external asset far more 
important to Jap than the relatively minor monetary amts involved.” (694.001/ 

oT *cleeram 2272, from Tokyo, June 29, marked “For Dulles from Allison,” | 
the latter replied in part: “Have just had further talk with Iguchi who assures 7 
me Jap protest re art 16 on neutral assets going to Red Cross will not be a 
publie one by Yoshida but merely his private protest to us. This shld obviate 
danger of creating internat] ill will.” ( 694.001/6-2951) . oo : 

* See telegram 14, from Tokyo, July 2, as annotated, p. 1171. | | :
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Yoshida raised question what wld be nationality persons in Ryukyus 

and Bonins shld trusteeship be obtained and also whether it wld be 

possible for them retain close econ connection with Japan. He said . 

- it was desired in econ matters give them natl treatment and inquired 

whether any of these problems were being considered by US. I replied | 

that naturally all these points were of interest, that as you had pointed 

out in Feb, question of future of Ryukyus was only for allied deter- | 

mination but that I was certain US wld be willing receive Jap sug- 

gestions regarding practical details and that if he or his experts had | 

any comments these matters I was prepared receive them. He said | 

that prior my departure memo* on these points wld be furnished. | 

- Am meeting with [garble] and treaty experts tomorrow to discuss 

| points raised Deptel 1826, June 26, ° and tomorrow afternoon Fraleigh 

is meeting with SCAP and Jap experts to consider in detail legisla- 

tion on compensation for allied property. — | : | 

~ As result mtg this afternoon it is my opinion Japs are in fact re- 

lieved that treaty retains in such great degree spirit and content of 

original draft and that as far as Japanese Govt concerned we will 

obtain acquiescence all essential points. | oe 

Re your 1831, June 27° just recd believe it will be possible obtain 

final Jap views by Saturday” Tokyo time. Am convinced, however, 

Jap suggestions will be more in regard detailed wording than substance 

| and largely for the record. [Allison.] _ - oe 

ee | we Pe re SEBALD 

4 See footnote 5, p. 1178. a Be | as 

| 5 Ante, p. 1151. Oo os sR OO 

° Marked: “For Allison from Dulles.” In it the latter had in part inquired 

whether Mr. Allison wanted the Department to delay clearing the “final text” 

: of the peace treay with the United Kingdom until Mr. Allison could cable his 

_ further views. (694.001/9-2751)._. en Leyes — a | 

_ ‘June 30. op rt oe _ - . 

, Lot 54D423 os oe ER 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State _ 

SECRET : _-——s: [Wasuneron,] June 29, 1951. | 

| This morning following the Cabinet the President received me with 

) _ General Bradley and Mr. Lovett.’ General Marshall was testifying 

| on the Hill. The subject under discussion. was My memorandum to 

| the President of June 28, 1951 2 regarding the request of the JCS that 

| the draft treaty with Japan should. be changed so as to give the | 

. United States a perpetual veto over the possibility of the treaty com- 

: ing into force between Japan and any other signatory. Oe 

| 1 Robert A. Lovett, Deputy Secretary of Defense. a oa | 

| 2 Ante, p. 1159. 
|
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| The President asked me to state the problem, which Idid. = —™” 
- He then asked General Bradley to state the objections of the J CS. 

_ _. General Bradley placed these entirely upon the dangers and difficul- 
ties which might arise if the treaty came into effect while the war mo 
KXorea was continuing, with the result that we could not have freedom 
of the use of Japanese facilities for the war. | 

The President asked me to comment on the General’s statement. | 
-I-made the points which were already made in the memorandum of 
June 28, pointing out that in this case as in so many others the 
United States could not rely on mere arbitrary authority to control 
other people, but had to do it by persuasion and that since the other 
signatories of the treaty would be very largely associates of ours in - 
the war, it seems to me that there is very little risk that they would | 
not act sensibly and cooperatively. | | | | oe 

: The President then asked Mr. Lovett if he had any views to express. | 
_ Mr. Lovett said that General Marshall had asked him to say he hoped 
that the President would consider the matter very fully. General | 

| _ Marshall’s own view was that on this question the State Depart- 
| ment’s advice should be pretty nearly controlling. He pointed out 

on behalf of General Marshall that at the present time the other na- , 
tions had complete freedom of action to make treaties or not as they 
chose. He thought that the Department and Mr. Dulles had accom- | 

_ plished a great deal by having them waive their rights for nine | 
| months after the Japanese ratification. He doubted very much _ 

| whether an attempt to renegotiate this would be successful and that 
it might on the contrary do harm. 4 | ; 

After listening to us, the President said that he had thought about — 
this question both before and after receiving the memorandum. He 
believed that we had proceeded in the best way open to us and that 
it. would be a mistake to attempt to extend our legal powers over our 
associates. He, therefore, decided in favor of the draft treaty as it 7 
stood and he added that he had already read the treaty three times 

_ and was taking it home for study and that he was enthusiastic 
about it. | | 

- 694.001/6-2851 : Telegram | a | | 
The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to a 

- SCAP (Sebald) , : | | 

SECRET — WasuineTon, June 29, 1951—12 noon. | 
Topad 1848. For Allison from Dulles. Reurtel 9955, June 28.1 It is | 

present assumption as working hypothesis Peace Treaty and bilateral 
security treaty will not come into force prior end Korean hostilities. 

* Not printed.
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If, however, conditions next year seemed to make desirable put peace 

treaty into effect prior ending hostilities consideration wld be given 

to consummating arrangement with Jap along lines of previously 

| discussed addendum? providing for continuing use of Jap facilities. 

| In this connection consideration wld surely be given to position of | 

other Allied Powers participating in hostilities. It can be assumed | 

that govts of Allied Powers whose troops are actively participating 

in Korean hostilities wld consult to prevent timing of treaty coming 

into force which wld embarrass common effort. Foregoing your back- 

ground for informal and _strictily confidential discussions with — 

friendly Allies who raise questions as reported in urtel. [Dulles.] : 

7 | UTS SOs Sass - re ACHESON ~~ | 

_ *¥For the last mention of this “addendum”, see the attachment to Mr. Dulles’ 

| memorandum to the Secretary of April 25, p. 1019. / oe | 

Tokyo Post Files :.320.1 Peace Treaty . a oe _ 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Third Secretary of the Mission — 

pO : in Japan (Finn) oe 

_ SECRET a | [Toxyo,| June 29, 1951. 

Subject: Treaty Provisions Regarding Shipping ae 

Participants: Minister John M. Allison 2 | 

| Mr. Shoichi Amari, Director of Ship Bureau, Ministry 

| oe of Transport a 

a Mr. Kivoshi Fujino, Chief of Shipbuilding Section, 

| | | Ship Bureau, Ministry of Transport | 

| Mr. Yoshimitsu Ando, Chief of General Affairs Sec- 

| tion, Political Bureau, Foreign Office Se ce 

| Mr. Richard B. Finn | | | | 

' 1. Mr. Allison described Article 12 of the draft treaty, particularly 

po 12 (d), after the Japanese officials indicated they had only brief 

— familiarity with the article and were not clear as to the problem 

| involved. Mr. Allison stated that the United States policy was to seek 

| equality for shipping and to exempt shipping from restrictions im- 

| - posed by other countries desiring to protect their external financial — 

| position or balance of payments, and he stated that the United 

| Kingdom felt that Article 12 (d) would put them in a worse position — 

: than before the war since they had previously received unconditional 

: - national treatment in respect to shipping and by this provision would 

| - receive only conditional national treatment. The UK had suggested 

| sw separate article regarding shipping by which they would receive | 

| unconditional national treatment; the US did not think this desirable
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in a multilateral treaty and felt that such a problem might better be 
handled in a bilateral treaty between Japan and the UK. Exemption _ 

| of shipping from those conditions of Article 12 (d) relating to exter- 
nal financial position and balance of payments would make iteasierto  __ 
gain approval of the treaty in the US and the UK. Mr. Dulles had 
felt that the opinion of Japanese experts would be useful in this 
regard. : 

2. Mr. Ando stated that the Japanese were not prepared to give 
an opinion on this matter at the present time. Mr. Allison emphasized 

_ that the contemplated amendment of Article 12 (d) would mean 
_ merely that the Allied Powers would not be in a worse position after 

the war than before and also that any obligations imposed on Japan 
would be subject to reciprocal treatment..He added that such an > 
amendment would have the result of facilitating UK approval of the __ 
treaty and also of virtually eliminating the possibility that there | 
would be any limitations in the treaty on Japan’s shipbuilding in 
the post-treaty period. = = | | | | 

3. Mr. Ando asked about coastal shipping and was shown the draft 
shipping article suggested by the UK. (See mistel 2242, June 26, 

| _ 1951).* Mr. Ando stated his feeling that amendment of Article 12 (d) 
would be preferable to insertion of a new article along the line ofthe —_— 

| articlesuggested bythe UK. ee 
4. It was agreed that the Japanese would consider the matter and 

forward an opinion as soon as possible.? os os | a 
— | Ricwarp B. Finn | 

* See footnote 3, p. 1150. | | | 
*In telegram 2272, from Tokyo, June 29, marked “For Dulles from Allison,” 

. the latter reported in part: “As result mtg this morning with Jap shipping and 
treaty experts, Iguchi told me Jap Govt wld have no objection excluding ship- | 

. ping matters from purview of 12(d) on understanding this in fact merely 
restored prewar situation. This will be confirmed in writing tomorrow.” 
(694.001/6-2951 ) 

. 694.001/6—2951 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to | 
Oo : SCAP (Sebald) | oo | 

SECRET PRIORITY | _ -Wasnineron, June 29, 1951—8 p. m. 
| Topad 1854. For Allison from Dulles. Urtel 2272 June 29.1 Have 

| informed UK we are prepared make fol alteration Art. 12(d ). After 
“external financial position” strike out comma and fol words to and 
including “security interests” and substitute “or balance of payments | 
(except in respect to shipping and navigation), or on the need to main- | 
tain its essential security interests”. , 

* See footnote 2, supra. . |



| | : oe | 

-FonOff informed we are extremely reluctant make this concession 

but in view personal msg recd from Morrison * and in order expedite 

agreement on unqualified text we are prepared meet UK views. You | 

| ~ may inform Clutton accordingly.* [Dulles.] oO , | 
| 

7 - ne ACHESON 

- . * ord une 22, not printed. (694.001/6-2251) However, the content of this mes- : | 

sage is partially described in telegram 1811 to Tokyo, June 25, p. 1148. | 

® Telegram 2279, from Tokyo, June 30, marked “For Dulles from Allison,” fol- | 

| lows in entirety : | | a | | 

| “Have rec’d written statement this morning saying Jap Govt ‘has no objection — | 

to exclude matters concerning shipping except cabotage from the application | 

of article 12 (d)’. Statement points out that Art 2 of supplementary convention 

- +o the 1911 treaty of commerce and navigation between Japan and the UK 7 

provides ‘the coastal trade of the high contracting parties is excepted from | 

‘the provisions of the present treaty, and shall be regulated according to their 

respective laws.’ ” (694.001/6-3051 ) | | 

694.001/6-3051: Telegram : ae 

‘The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the — 

Secretary of State — = | 

| SECRET | PRIORITY Toxyo, June 80, 1951—2 p. m. 

Topad 2278. For Dulles from Allison. Fol are official Jap comments 

on draft bilateral security agreement forwarded in Deptel 1810 

| June 25:4 ae — oe a 

“4, In order to make the draft agreement complete it will be neces- 

| sary to add a provision. regarding ratification and the time of enforce- 

| ment, stipulating that: | | 7 

- , _ “<Phis agreement shall be duly ratified by each country and 

, - jt shall come into force simultaneously with the coming into © 

| | force of the peace treaty between the United States and Japan” 

| “9, A slight change in the wording of paragraph 5 is desired as 

: follows: a a 

7 | oS apan will increasingly assume responsibility for the defense | 

L of its own homeland’ shall read : | | | 

| | “<Japan will increasingly assume responsibility for its own de- 

| | _ fense. This amendment 1s intended to preclude a possible mis- 

| | interpretation of the term chomeland’ as signifying only the 

| | four major islands, and the consequent misgivings that the 

| minor islands might be left out of consideration”. 
| : : | 

| In addition to above textual changes Jap Govt points out that while 

— text makes clear legal basis for Jap conclusion of agreement in exer- 

: cise right of self-defense and also right to enter collective self-defense 

! 1 Not printed, but see footnotes 2 and 4, p. 1154. Oo |
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agreements no similar legal basis for United States participation is 
mentioned. Jap Govt believes questions will be raised on this point 
in the Diet and wld appreciate being informed of the stand the 
Amer Govt wld take in this regard. I told Iguchi that we wld en- Sst 
endeavor to work out something for use of Jap Govt in this connec- 
tion and communicate it to him later. [ Allison. ] - 

) SEBALD 

London Post Files : 350 Japan . . a 

The First Secretary of the Embassy in the United Kingdom (Ring- 
walt) to the Head of the Japan and Pacific Department (Johnston) 
inthe United Kingdom Foreign Office a 

SECRET | | ~ Lonpon, June 30,1951. 
Oo (Dear Cuarrzs:) As you are aware, the Department of State dur- | 

ing the past few days, has suggested a number of changes, the sub- 
stance of which has already been communicated to you orally, in the 
June 14 draftofa Japanese peacetreaty. 

I now propose to put these changes in writing in as nearly an 
authoritative form as I can, together with the Department’s explana- 
tions, where given, forthe variouschanges: 7 sy oe 
Article 1: | - ee ee aes 

At the end, change the period to a comma and add “as provided for 
in Article 23”. | | | | apes. | 

fveason: The coming into force of the treaty is already controlled Nk 
by Article 23 but we believe that an express cross reference would | 
beuseful a | | | 

 . Article 3: , | | 
The first sentence should read as follows: “Japan will concur in_ 

any proposal of the United States to the United Nations to place under 
_ its trusteeship system, with the United States as the sole administering 7 

authority, the Ryukyu Islands south of 29° north latitude, the Nanpo 
Shoto south of Sofu Gan (including the Bonin Islands, Rosario Island 
and the Volcano Islands) and Parece Vela and Marcus Island.” | 

feason: It is desired to emphasize the exclusive United States _ 
administering position and to make clear that the trust territory 
covers all the islands and reefs which might be included in the South 

: Nanpo Shoto area. | 

Article 6(a): | | a | 
The opening sentence should begin “All occupation forces .. .” 
feason: “Occupation” forces includes more than “armed” forces , 

but the emphasis is on the ending of occupation as such. a
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Article 8(a)s oe SE egy 

~The first sentence should read as follows: “J apan will recognize 

the full force of all treaties now or hereafter concluded by Allied | 

| Powers for terminating the state of war initiated on September ist, 

a 1939, as well as any other arrangements by Allied Powers for or in | 

connexion with the restoration of peace.” oe | oS 

| Reason: Without the additions suggested, Japan might be bound _ 

to recognize the arrangements made by the Soviet Union with East 

- Germany, for example, even though the Soviet Union is not an Allied 

Power for the purposes of the Japanese peace treaty. We would prefer 

to omit wholly the first sentence of 8(a) as vague and without clear 

| practical significance but would retain it subject to the amendment — 

proposed. = |. | | Oo | : 

Article 8(b): 7 | a 

| In the second line add an “s” to the word “convention”. 

Reason: This would cover the liquor convention,? as desired by the 

---- United Kingdom. — | ae | 

Article 12(d): fee ee 

The final few lines of this paragraph should read: “. . . or on the 

ae need to safeguard that party’s external financial position or balance 

of payments (except in respect to shipping and navigation) or in the | 

need to maintain its essential security interests, and provided such 

measure is proportionate to the circumstances and not applied in an 

arbitrary or unreasonable manner”. , : 

 Peason: This would meet the United Kingdom desire that the bal- 

, ance of payments and foreign exchange conditions should not be avail- 

| able as a basis for according preferential treatment to national 

shipping. We are extremely reluctant to make this concession but in 

_ view of Mr. Morrison’s personal message to Mr. Dulles of June 22nd? 

— and to expedite agreement on an unqualified text we are prepared to | 

| meet Mr. Morrison’s view. : | | ) a 

: Article 14(a) : ; | | | 
The first line should read: “It is recognized that, although Japan 

| should...” | | | oe OO 

: Reason: To meet the feeling that Japan should share recognition | 
: of the principle of reparation. _ oO OO | | 

| Article 1h(a)(1): a | 

| The second sentence should read as follows: “Such arrangements 

| shall avoid the imposition .. .” | | ee — 

 1¥or text of the Convention relating to the Liquor Traffic in Africa, signed 
: | at St. Germain-en-Laye, September 10, 1919, see TS No. 779 or 46 Stat. (pt. 2) — 

| 2 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1167. | |
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Reason: The original phrase, taken from the Italian Peace Treaty 
| -1s not so necessary in the case of Japan where there has been much | 

| more time for reconstruction. It could be misused politically in the 
_ Philippines and other areas occupied by Japan to indicate greater 

concern for Japanese reconstruction than with occupied areas. 
reconstruction. - | | 

| Article 15(a): _ | : 

| The first two lines on page 13 of the draft * should read : “Power and 
its nationals which was within Japan on December 7, 1941, unless the 

owner has freely . . .” , | 
| Reason: It is believed that neither of our governments intended — 

that compensation legislation should cover claims for looted Allied 
property brought to Japan during the war and then consumed or lost. 

Article 16: | a 
, This Article should read as follows: “As an expression of its desire 

| to indemnify those members of the armed forces of the Allied Powers 
who suffered undue hardships while prisoners of war of Japan, Japan 
will transfer its assets and those of its nationals which were, on Sep- 
tember 2, 1945, within countries which were neutral during the war, 
or which were at war with any of the Allied Powers, or the equivalent 
of such assets, to the International Committee of the Red Cross which 

_ shall liquidate such assets and distribute the resultant fund for the 
benefit of former prisoners of war and their families on such basis 

_ as it may determine to be equitable those categories of assets which 
are excepted from seizure in the jurisdiction of Allied Powers pur- 
suant to the provisions of Article 14(a)2(II) of the present treaty, 
and the 19,770 shares of the Bank for International Settlements pres- 7 
ently owned by Japanese financial institutions, shall be excepted from 
transfer”, 7 Oe | 

feason: As now expressed, Article 16 would only speak as from 
coming into force of the treaty and the assets removed before then 
would be exempted. We understand the International Committee of 
the Red Cross is the proper body for a task of this character. It is also 

) assumed that assets exempted from seizure by the Allied Powers —_T 
themselves should be exempt under Article 16 with further exemption | 
to shares of the Bank for International Settlements because of the — | 

| international and quasi-extraterritorial character of the institution 
and the special circumstances surrounding the disposal of Japanese | 
shares. a a BS | 

8 Reference is to the first sentence of Article 15(a). .
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— Article @1e So | 

This Article should read: “... China shall be entitled to the bene- | 

fits of Articles 10 and 14(a@)2.. .” | ea | 

Reason: If China got the benefits of Article 14(a)1, Japan would | 

be obliged “promptly” to enter into negotiations concerning services 

to be rendered to China. It is intended to make automatic only those | 

provisions which could be carried out without inter-governmental _ 

dealings. | | | - | - 

First Declaration: | Oo | 

In the final paragraph insert an “(a)” before the words “the Con- 

vention of International Civil Aviation”; change the final period to 

a comma and add “and (6) the Convention of the World Meteorologi- | 

eal Organization signed at Washington under date of October 11, _ 
19477. — | | | a | a 

(Sincerely yours.) - (ArrHur R. Rinewaur) 

694.001/7-251 : Telegram | Oo | 
The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) tothe — 

. Secretary of State : 

SECRET PRIORITY Torro, July 2, 1951—6 p. m. | 

| Topad 14. For Dulles from Allison. Iguchi gave us this afternoon | 
final Jap comments on treaty and as predicted no points of great 
substance are involved. In connection Article 4 Japs believe execu- 
tion will prove impossible in practice and point to problems raised 
by situation in Korea.? In case provision is retained Japs believe they | 
wld need absolute US dipl support to achieve any concrete results. 
They also point out necessity of specifying that “claims” mentioned . 
this Article donot include reparations. Oo 

In connection Article 14 Japs express pain it gives them to shoulder 
reparations responsibility even under terms of 14 (a) but state “we 
will, as we must, bow to necessity”. They also request US dip] sup- 
port in negotiating the necessary “arrangements” required. Respect- __ 
ing para 2 of Article 14 it is pointed out that provision Allied powers _ 

: may dispose of Jap property subject to their jurisdiction “at any time 
_ between December 7, 1941 and the coming into force of the Peace 

_ Treaty” is notably different from the similar provision in the Italian 
Peace Treaty which merely stipulates property in allied territories _ 

: + “Observations,” July 2, not printed. (694.001/7-951) ee | 
, “The document cited in footnote 1 above reads in part on this subject 
| as follows: “Accordingly, we. still believe that our formula submitted before 
| (Property succession—positive or negative—terminates in the respective areas 
| concerned ) is the sole practical formula.” — oe a. os
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at time of coming into force of the treaty. Japs point out present | 
provision 14 para 2 likely to extend scope of property to be seized by — 
including mobile property such as ships that had stopped even for 

| only brief periods at an allied port or navigated in territorial waters 
- of an Allied power during the specified period. They request adop- | 

tion of same principle as in Italian Treaty. 

| Concerning Article 15, 1f 1t shld prove difficult to have law passed 
--—séprior to treaty signing, the Japs suggest requesting SCAP authoriza- 

tion for issuance of Cabinet order embodying contents of compensa- 
tion law so that peace treaty cld refer to Cabinet order and stipulate — 
that “compensation shall be made on terms not less favorable than 

_ those provided for by this Cabinet order”. Alternatively Japan cld 
- communicate in writing to US its intention of having compensation | 

law enacted by Diet and send copy of the bill and have peace treaty 
stipulate “according to the compensation law mentioned in the Japa- _ 
nese Government’s communication dated July (blank) 1951”. a 

Same question is raised as with Article 14 on requirement to return 
all allied property within Japan at any time between Dec 7, 1941 and 
Sept 21, 1945.° However, after hearing explanation of reasons for 

| this provision particularly as it might apply to seized ships or cargoes _ 
after outbreak of war, Nishimura stated it wld be possible to explain = 
reasons to Diet satisfactorily. | Sa Sees 

_ Re Article 16 regret is expressed re disposition of assets in neutral 
countries and desire made clear that such transfer be limited to public 
assets and only after liquidation of all claims against such assets. Japs oo 
also state that exceptions stipulated under para 2 Article 14 shld also 
apply under Article 16.* , | 
Re Article 17 it is pointed out all records and docs of Jap prize 

_ courts turned over occupation authorities and none of them have been 
_ returned to Jap Govt. Of 58 vessels confiscated by Japan 41 have 

been returned, 14 were sunk and 3 are awaiting restitution at present | 
time. Japs therefore believe peace treaty shld only stipulate that with 
respect to compensation for vessels and cargoes for which restitution 

a is impossible provisions Article 14 shld apply. | on | 

‘ie, Japan asked in the “Observations” that the provision apply to allied 
property as it existed as of the first day of the war. | 

“In a memorandum by Mr. Finn of the conversation referred to in this tele- 
gram, the section on Article 16 reads asfollows: _ Oo 

. “(d@) Article 16, The Japanese indicated that disposition of Japanese assets in 
neutral countries might cause difficulty in the Diet. Mr. Allison cautioned, how- 

. ever, that Japan should not lose the good-will that this provision was intended - 
to gain for Japan by protesting too strongly against such disposition. Mr. Iguchi 
said that the explanation previously given by Mr. Sebald to the effect that 
Soviet Russia was co-trustee of these assets had been very helpful and that the 

os Japanese Government intended to take the position before the Diet that the | 
issue was settled and therefore not open for debate. Mr. Allison said that the 
exceptions to Article 16 suggested by the Japanese were now under consideration.” 
(Tokyo Post Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty ) |
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‘Both Iguchi and Nishimura stated after handing usthesecomments =—- 
that principal desire of Japan is for early signature of treaty and 

_ that US shld not consider Jap comments as barrier to this desire. 
I believe serious consideration shld be given to provisions of para 2, 
Article 14 to determine whether or not Jap’s point can be met, 
although it is quite evident Jap’s will make no real difficulty even if 
we do not meet any of their desires. | ae 

At same mtg Jap’s gave us memo® concerning practical problems 
connected with political, econ and cultural relations concerning the 
inhabitants of the islands to be placed under trusteeship which they a 
request us to consider but which is stated specifically is “not intended 
as a request nor modification of the principles stipulated in the peace — 

| treaty”. | | / | | ! 
‘Brief memo ® also was handed over repeating earlier Jap request 

| that US consider issuance at time of peace treaty signing of some | 
declaration concerning fate of Jap nationals still detained in USSR 

| and China. : an | 
We were also given four copies of detailed Jap study of installa- 

tions and facilities in use by Allied Occupation Forces? for considera- _ 
tion by officials studying terms of administrative agreement. One copy 
will be retained in PolAd, one copy made available to SCAP, and I 
will bring two copies back with me. [ Allison. ] | | 

| SEBALD 

5 “Concerning the Islands to be Placed under Trusteeship,” undated, not printed. 
(694.001/7-951) | 

5 Not found in Department of State files. — 
| "A two-page “Survey of Installations and Facilities in Use by the Allied | | 

Forces,” July 2, not printed, is annexed (with other documents of J apanese 
origin concerning the Administrative Agreement) to a memorandum of August 6 
from Mr. Fearey to Mr. Allison, also not printed. (Lot 54 D 423) | | : 

"Tokyo Post Files: 820.1 Peace Treaty | | a : 

Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the 
Japanese Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs (Igucht)* 

a [Toxyo, undated.] | 

| There is given below the text of a suggested statement that might | 
be made by the Japanese Government with respect to fishing matters: 

In order that there shall be no misunderstanding, the Japanese | Government confirms that Japan’s voluntary declaration in respect _ 

*The source text is a copy which is attached to a letter of July 4, not printed, | from Mr. Clutton to Mr. Sebald. The memorandum was handed to Mr. Iguchi | some time between June 29 and July 2. _ : oe | | 

538-617—77—_75 7 | |
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of fishing conservation contained in the Prime Minister’s letter of 

the 7th February 1951 to Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Special Repre- 

sentative of the President of the United States, was intended to 

- embrace fishery conservation arrangements In all parts of the world. 

The Government of Japan will in accordance with the above- 

mentioned letter be prepared as soon as possible after restoration to 

it of full sovereignty to enter into negotiations with other countries 

with a view to establishing equitable arrangements for the develop- 

ment and conservation of fisheries which are accessible to the na- 

tionals of Japan and such other countries. The Government of Japan 

reaffirms that in the meantime it will as a voluntary act, implying 

, no waiver of its international rights, prohibit Japanese nationals 

and Japanese registered vessels from carrying on fishing operations 

in presently conserved fisheries in all waters, where arrangements 

have already been made either by international or domestic act, to 

protect the fisheries from over-harvesting and in which fisheries Japa- 

nese nationals or Japanese registered vessels were not in the year 1940 

conducting operations. _ | | 

(Mr. Nishimura of the Foreign Office states that the Japanese 

Government has been planning to release this statement to the press 

—onJduly10,1951.)% Sn 

| “87¢ is not known whether this last sentence was on the memorandum as 
handed to Mr. Iguchi. _ oo Bn = 

694.001/7-351: Circular telegram | ae 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices* 

secrET i (a ass tS WASSEENGTON, July 8, 1951—4 p. m. 

| 9. June 14 Draft Jap Peace Treaty airpouched June 19 shld be 

revised as fol if recd, otherwise immed on receipt, and held pending 

further instrs: ? ee 

1. Change date of draft to July 83,1951. | 

— 2, Art 1, Add “as provided for in Art 23”. | | | Oo 

17his telegram was sent to the Embassies in Australia, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, | 

France, India, Indonesia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, the Philip- . 

pines, the U.S.S.R., the Republic of China, and the Republic of Korea. 

-.2In telegram 10 (not printed) to certain diplomatic offices, sent July 3 to all 

. the Embassies listed in footnote 1 above, save those in the Republics of China 

. | and. Korea, the Department stated that the treaty text would be distributed | 

to the Washington Embassies of the respective powers. The telegram included the ; 

text of a covering note, which in part requested comment on the treaty by 

July 20, stated that.the draft would be circulated.informally to Allied nations | 

less closely concerned with the war on July 9, and said it was planned to publish 

the July 3 draft on July 12. (694.001,/7-851) For the text of Mr. Dulles’ press 

statement of July 11, see Department of State Bulletin, July 23, 1951, p. 1382..An 

accompanying draft (beginning on the same page) which purports to be that 

circulated in the days following July 3, incorporates changes in addition to those 
listed in telegram 9. A draft dated July 3 is in Lot 54 D423... 0 | te -
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3. Art 3. Add “sole” before “administering auth”, and strike out 
the words fol “North Lat” first sentence and substitute “the Nanpo | 
Shoto south of Sofu Gan (including the Bonin Islands, Rosario Island | 
and the Volcano Islands) and Parece Vela and Marcus Island”, | | 

4, Art 6. Substitute “all occupation forces” for “all armed forces”. | 
5. Art 8(a). Insert after “concluded” and after “arrangements” in | 

first sentence the words “by the Allied Powers”. ns | | 
6. Art 8(6). Substitute “Conventions” (Plural) for “Convention”. | 
7. Art 9. Delete note. Co | 

_ 8. Art 12(d). After “external financial position” strike out comma | 
and fol words to and including “security interests” and substitute 
“or balance of payments (except in respect to shipping and naviga- | 
tion), or on the need to maintain its essential security interests,”, | 

9. Art 12. Delete note. — | | 
10. Art 14(a). Substitute “It is recognized” for “The Allied Powers 

recognize”. | etePcoran tthe | ii. Art 14(a) (1). Strike out “interference with the econ reconstruc- 
tionofJapand”, : | oe 

_ 12. Art 14 (a) (2) (I). Strike “at any time between Dec 7, 1941 (in 
respect of Chi the date shall be July 7, 1937) and” and substitute “on” | Also omit comma after “Treaty”. | | 

13. Art 15(@). Strike “In cases where such property cannot be re- | turned,” and substitute “In cases where such property was within 
Jap on Dec 7, 1941, and cannot be returned”, | , 

 _ 14, Art 16. Strike “with any of the Allied Powers, to the Internatl | 
Red Cross” and substitute “with any of the Allied Powers, or the | : equivalent of such assets, to the Internatl Comite of the Red Cross”. | Add at end of Art 16 “The categories of assets described in Art 14(a@) | (2) (1) (ii) through (v) of the present Treaty shall be excepted from | | transfer. It is equally understood that the transfer provision of this | _ Article has no application to the 19,770 shares in the Bank for Internat] | Settlements presently owned by J ap Financial Institutions.” == | | : (2) Art 21. Strike “Arts 10 and 14” and substitute “Arts 10 and | V4(a)27, 0 | oe | 

16. In last para first Declaration insert “ (a)” before “Convention | _ on Internat] Civil Aviation” and add_at end of para “and (0) the 
Convention of the World Meteorological Org signed at Washington 
under date of Oct 11,1947", cS oo, OB | 

_ Recopy draft to embody these changes and stand ready present to | FonOff if and when instructed but not otherwise. | 

In telegram 26 to London, J uly 2, drafted by Mr. Dulles, the Department had _ Stated in part in explanation of this change: “This involves adoption of the 7 language of the UK draft of Apr 7, 1951 and eliminates the change which was | made at our suggestion but which on further consideration we think. seriously | objectionable because the effect wld be that’Allied Power such as the Phil | and Indonesia might claim right to seize any Jap merchant ships which had | at any time during the past ten years been within their territorial waters.” : (694.001/7-251) ee Co 
— — 

| 
| | | | | |
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694.001/7-551 : Telegram | | ce 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to _ 

| SCAP (Sebald) ~ 

SECRET —- PRIORITY WasHineron, July 5, 1951—4 p. m. 

Topad 14. For Sebald from Dulles. Reurtel 50 [42], July 5.1 Pls 

inform Yoshida or Iguchi on strictly confidential basis San Fran-_ 

) cisco probably will be selected for Jap Peace Treaty signing confer- 

ence because 1) some fifty countries are at war and shd make peace 

and we cannot ask them to send delegations to Tokyo but must con- 

sider their convenience in location readily accessible to their am-— 

| bassadors and plenipotentiaries; 2) our Internat] Conference Div 

advises mechanical steps of organizing conference with translators, 

interpreters, and like facilities will take two mos if held in the US 

and much longer if elsewhere; 8) my prior discussion with Yoshida 

had not indicated any desire for Tokyo.” [Dulles. | 

ACHESON 

1In this telegram Mr. Sebald had reported that “all strata” of the Japanese 

people increasingly favored Tokyo as the site for the signature of the peace 

treaty and had concluded : “Wid you have any objections if prior to announce- 

ment I were to inform Yoshida or Iguchi on confidential basis giving best reasons 

- possible for selection San Francisco?” (694.001/7-551) In July President Truman 

had selected San Francisco as the site of.a conference to sign the Japanese Peace | 

Treaty, to convene about September 3. he ee bE ele a 

2 Soe the memorandum by Mr. Fearey of a conversation held in Tokyo, April 18, 

In telegram 56, from Tokyo, July 7, Mr. Sebald stated in part: . 

“In conveying info reftel to Yoshida I recd impression he somewhat relieved . 

signing wld not take place Tokyo stating that in his opinion lack of facilities here 

and difficulties appropriately receiving large numbers delegations wld present 

almost insurmountable task for Japanese Govt. Believe, however Yoshida’s re- 

. action exceptional and not generally shared by Japanese officials and public.” 

(694.001/T-751) | gee 

694.001/7-651 : Telegram ; BA 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

—  . SCAP (Sebald) : 

SECRET PRIORITY _ Wasuineron, July 6, 1951—5 p. m. 

Topad 23. Dulles, Allison, and UK Chargé have today completed 

delivery July 3 draft Embs FEC countries minus China and USSR 

and plus Indonesia and Ceylon. Copy being sent Sov Emb today. _ 

Draft covered by memoreadingasfollows: =. 

[Here follows the covering memorandum.| 

You will have noticed in Depcirtel 9 July 31 that in accordance 

Jap Govt suggestion in its Observations of July 2? Italian Treaty 

1 Ante, p. 1174. | | : 

2 Not printed, but see telegram 14 from Tokyo, July 2, as annotated, p. 1171.
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language has been substituted in Art 14 (a) 2(1) so that Allies may | 
now only seize Jap property which on coming into force of treaty | 
was subj their jurisdiction. Exception (iv) will exclude from seizure | 
Jap ships in Allied territorial waters at that precise time. UK has | 

| agreed to change, subj only to reservation it may wish propose some | 
amendment this language if judgment expected in two weeks in case | | 

_ now before Brit courts throws in doubt hitherto assumed right of | 
UK Custodian Enemy Property under Art 79 Ital Treaty to liquidate | 
property which was Ital-owned and so was vested in Custodian dur- | 
ing war with Italy, but which was transferred by Ital owner to a | 
nonenemy owner before treaty came into effect. Co 
You will also have noticed Art 15 (a) revised in manner which ) 

shd largely meet similar Jap desires this Art. Obligation to restore | 
Allied property in Jap at any time between Dec 7 , 1941 and Sept 2, ) 
1945 remains but obligation to compensate for lost or damaged prop- | 
erty is restricted to property within Jap on Dec 7, 1941. | 

Fact that Jap assets in neutral and ex-ehemy countries to be trans- | 
ferred ICRC under Art 16 do not include categories of assets de- | ! 
scribed in Art 14 (a) 2(I) (ii) through (v) is clarified in second 
sentence that Art, also in accordance Jap proposal. __ | | 

Consideration other Jap suggestions not completed but possibility | 
adoption some of them July 20 draft not excluded. | | 

Pls provide Jap Govt immed July 8 text (being June 14 text as | 
revised in accordance Depcirtel 9) and, for info, covering memo | 
quoted above, acting in conjunction Clutton if he desires.  __ | 

| ) a | ACHESON | 

694.001/7-651 : Telegram | | | 
Lhe United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | 

Secretary of State : | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY | Tokyo, July 6, 1951—8 p. m. | 
Topad 50. For Allison from Sebald. Clutton states UK desires _ , 

amend proposed Jap declaration on fishing by deleting a redundant 
_ second sentence of draft you prepared and gave Iguchi? and by alter- : 

ing third sentence. Clutton states he is not authorized to commit | 
_ Commonwealth Govts. New draft as agreed to by UK reads as follows: — | 

| _“In order that there shall be no misunderstanding, the Japanese | Government confirms that J apan’s voluntary declaration in respect of | | fishing conservation contained in the Prime Minister’s letter of the | seventh February 1951 to Mr. John Foster Dulles,? the special repre- | sentative of President of the United States, was intended to embrace | fishery conservation arrangements in all parts of the world. Pending 

1Undated,p.1173 | - oe | | *For text, see Department of State Bulletin, February 26, 1951, p. 351.0 
| , 

; 
|
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the conclusion of negotiations with other countries for the establish- 

ment of equitable arrangements for the development and conserva- 

tion of fisheries which are accessible to the nationals of Japan and 

such other countries, the Government of Japan reaffirms that it will, 

| as a voluntary act implying no waiver of its international rights, 

prohibit Japanese nationals and Japanese registered vessels from 

carrying on fishing operations in presently conserved fisheries in all 

| waters where arrangements have already been made either by inter- 

national or domestic act, to protect the fisheries from over-harvesting 

and in which fisheries Jap natls or Jap registered vessels were not 

in the year 1940 conducting operations”. | 

I have informed Clutton and Jap that revision is being studied and 

wld appreciate their holding any public statement until study com- 

pleted. Since Jap propose issue statement on July 10, your comments 

desired soonest. o 

| | Ss | SEBALD 

694.001/7-651 : Telegram = | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Mamila* — 

SECRET —  Wasuineron, July 6, 1951—8 p. m. 

93. Allison and UK Chargé today delivered to Phil Amb July 3 — 

draft Jap Peace Treaty with covering memo (See Depcirtels 9? and 

10,3 July 3). Amb was advised that FonOff cld get this July 3 draft 

and covering memo from you to save time and expense of cable. 

Accordingly pls deliver July 3 text (being June 14 text as revised in 

accordance with Depcirtel 9) and covering memo to FonOf, acting 

in this matter in conjunction with UK Amb if he desires. 

In your presentation * you shld emphasize para (a) of Art 14 pro- 

posed especially for Phil benefit; that “it 1s recognized” has been 

‘substituted for “the Allied Powers recognize” at beginning Art 14 (a), 

also especially to meet Phil views; ® and that “interference with econ 

1 Telegram drafted by Mr. Fearey and cleared by, among others, Mr. Allison. 

| * Ante, p. 1174. : — 

8 Not printed, but see footnote 7 below. oo a 

4In the course of telegram 202, from Manila, July 13, not printed, Ambassador 

Cowen stated that he had upon receipt of telegram 83 promptly informed Minister 

Romulo of its substance. (694.001/7-1351) 7 7 

5In telegram 2263, June 29, from Tokyo, marked “For Dulles from Allison,” 

the latter had stated: | 

“In addition to eliminating phrase on interference with econ reconstruction 

of Japan from reparations clause, believe Phil concurrence wld be made easier 

if beginning clause is amended to eliminate the words ‘the. Allied powers recog- 

nize’ and change them to read ‘it is recognized, ete.’ This wld to some extent 

meet Romulo’s contention that Japan rather than the Allied powers shld recog- 

nize the justice of reparations, but it also retains the implication, inasmuch aS 

both Japan and the Allies in effect agree, that Japan lacks capacity to pay and 

at the same time meet other obligations. In giving draft this Art to Jap I have. 

used above language but told them this was not exact quotations of draft but _ 

only paraphrase, so that it wid be possible to go back to original language if 

desired.” (694.001/6-2951) | | — | -
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reconstruction of Jap and” has been deleted from 14 (a) 1 in further | 
_ effort satisfy Phil. US considers that it has gone to great lengths to | 
meet Phil position on this issue and can gonofurther. _ ) 

For use at your discretion Dept finds Romulo’s letter of June 15 
to Dulles and accompanying Dept of Fon Affairs memo * to be little 
more than a restatement of previously expressed arguments with 
certain added details and refinements. While purporting to rest. on | 

objective analysis, major proposals are totally unrealistic and, if : 

accepted, wld wreck the treaty and all it is hoped to accomplish. | | 
As regards security proposals, placing Formosa and Pescadores | 

under UN trusteeship cld only increase danger Phil profess to fear : 
most—their transfer to Chi Commie control by action of pro-Chi | 
Commie General Assembly majority. Proposals UN supervise Jap | 
education for 25 years and intervene to ensure supremacy civil over | 
mil auth are almost naive in their impracticality and inconsistency | 

with actual requirements coming period. Enduring attachment Jap 
to peaceful and democratic ways cannot be legislated or compelled : 
but must arise from experience advantages these ways through | 
friendly, equal and profitable association with free world nations. 
Basis for enduring cooperation Jap and other friendly nations lies in | 
constructive recommendations of type advanced by John D. Rocke- 
feller III, who accompanied Dulles to Jap in Jan-Feb this year to 
study means of strengthening Jap cultural ties with Free World. 
_ Phil assumption all other Allies wld waive their reparations claims 
and the US its GARIOA claim so Jap will be free meet Phil claims | 
alone is absurd. While proposal that reparations payments be ex- | | 

) clusively in kind and vary each year in accordance Japan’s ability to 
pay avoids some of more obvious Versailles faults, program as a whole | 
overlooks really fundamental lessons to. be drawn from Versailles | 
experience and pays no heed to econ problems faced by US in Jap | 
in endeavoring to ensure Jap security from Sov domination, in spite | 
of obvious consequences Japan’s incorporation in Sov bloc wld have | 
for Phil security. | | go | 

[Here follows detailed comment on the Philippine reparations 
proposal. ] a | | 

| _ For your general guidance it is not anticipated that there will be ) 
further changes in July 3 text except on style or minor points which _ | 
obviously wld not be objectionable to anyone. Therefore do not en- | 
courage response to invitation to make further observations by | | 
July 20.7 | | - 

ee | | ee __ ACHESON 

- © Neither printed. (Lot 54D4238) a os oe To, 
“In circular telegram. 10, the Department had enclosed a covering memorandum | | | (to the July 3 draft) which had in part stated to those governments which | 

| Footnote continued on following page. 

| 
: | 

|
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| 694.001/7-751 : Telegram oe 

‘The Secretary of State to the United States Politrcal Adviser to — 

; SCAP (Sebald) * aes 

- CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY WasuHincron, July 7, 1951—noon. i 

- Topad 28. From Allison. Reurtel 50, July 6 concerning UK amend- | 

ment fishing declaration. We cannot approve suggested revision par- — 

ticularly beginning phrase of second sentence reading “Pending the 

conclusion of negotiations”. A literal interpretation of this phrase 

- might enable other govts to postpone conclusion of negotiations and 

hence leave Jap morally obligated to live up to obligations of declara- 

| tion indefinitely. See no reason why terms of declaration as outlined — 

Yoshida’s letter are not sufficient. US is willing accept them and we 

| have as great, if not greater, interest in this problem than other 

nations. Terms used in original letter, “In the meantime asterisk”, 

while admittedly vague as to exact meaning are subject to reasonable 

interpretation which presupposes mutual good faith and US reluctant 

agree extending scope of Jap declaration as desired by UK. However, | 

shld Jap see no objections or practical disadvantage in phrase US 

willing withdraw objections.? [Allison.]) 

| | ae Ce _ AcHESON © 

Footnote continued from preceding page. - “fee no 

were to receive the draft that, should they wish to make any comments or sub- > 

mit amendments, the United States and the United Kingdom were proposing 

to circulate formally a revised draft by July 20. (694.001/7-351) | 

In telegram 120, from Manila, July 10, Ambassador Cowen reported in part 

that he had that morning discussed the July 3 treaty draft with Mr. Romulo. 

“Romulo was concerned only with reparations clause but was bitter in his 

- denunciation of failure of drafters to recognize Phil position. He said he . 

did not see how Phil govt cld associate itself with para a of Art 14 that states 

‘Japs lack capacity to pay but at same time permits Phils to attempt seek repara- 

tions after agreeing to Jap incapacity.” The Ambassador mentioned also that 

Mr. Romulo later in the day had told Mr. Harrington he was considering resign- 

ing over the issue. (694.001/7-1051) Oo | | 

1 Cleared with, among others, Mr. Dulles os . 

*Mr. Sebald replied in telegram 81 from Tokyo, July 9, that in light of the 

considerations set forth above Mr. Clutton had stated his government was 

willing to accept Mr. Allison’s earlier draft of this declaration. (694.001 /T-951) 

Text of the latter is printed, p. 1173. Pog eh yy ee 

| 694.001/7-751 : Telegram : fog es - 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

| Secretary of State NS , 

CONFIDENTIAL ‘Toxyo, July 7, 1951—6 p. m. 

Topad 64. For Allison from Fraleigh. Re Mistel 38 July 6. Yoshida _ 

considers best method handling treaty compensation provision is by 

ltrs from him to Mr. Dulles tentatively worded as fols: |
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~ “Tn connection with conversations which we have had about com- 
pensation for the loss of or damage suffered by property in Japan | 

_ owned by Allied powers or Allied natls, I am glad to advise you as | 
follows: — | a | | 

“The Jap Govt believes that if it takes voluntary measures for 
adequate settlement of this problem, such action will serve to | 
contribute toward the establishment of good will between the | | 

_ Allied powers and their natls and Japan and the J ap people. 
Accordingly, it is the intention of the Jap Govt to take steps for 
enacting a law toward that end as soon as practicable. Its con- ) 
tents are indicated in the draft of an Allied powers property : 
compensation law enclosed herewith. I hope and trust that it will | 

_ meet satisfactorily the desires of all the Allied powers and their | 
~ natls concerned.” | a . 

Jap agreeable to fol tentative wording of Art 15 (a) of draft treaty | 
in respect this matter : “Has suffered injury or damage, compensation 
will be made on terms not less favorable than those contained in the | 
draft Allied powers property compensation law mentioned in the Jap | 
Govt’s communication dated July (date of above ltr) 1951.” | | 

Yoshida willing to forward such ltr after approval by Cabinet on | 
| July 10. He desires text of draft law not be made public until shortly | 

before its submission to Diet, probably in Sept. Nishimura suggests | 
outline of law may be made public in Japan prior that time and is | 
aware text of draft law will be shown interested govt and portions 
of law might be shown interested individuals. | 

_ Your comments on ltr and above procedure desired soonest. | 
_ Arriving Washington July 9 with full details. [Fraleigh.] | _ 7 |  SEBALD 

Dulles Papers . oO 

The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to Prime Minister Yoshida — | 
a ea of Japan : | 

ae | | [Wasnineron,] July 9, 1951. | 
_ My Dear Mr. Prime Minister: Minister Allison has brought me | | 
your note of July 2.1 I greatly appreciate what you say. We worked | 
hard, and I think with all the success that could be anticipated, to | 
secure agreement on peace terms which will be fair and just and | 
restore Japan to a position of equality and dignity in the free world. : 

_ I have followed with interest the local elections and welcome your | 
assurance regarding ratification of the peace treaty. I think it impor- | 

*In this handwritten note in English, the Prime Minister had expressed appre- | | ciation for the Consultant’s “efforts & works for the cause of the peace” and had stated: “There is no fear for the passage of the Peace Treaty through | both houses of the Diet.” In conclusion he had said American capital was needed — for “our trade balance” and for the development of Japanese industry, particu- 
larly the exploitation of hydroelectric resources. (Dulles Papers) , |
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tant that ratification should be by a large non-partisan majority, if 

at all possible. I hope we shall have a strong bipartisan delegation to 

the peace conference and a large bipartisan support inthe Senate. 

I note what you say about foreign investments. It is, as you suggest, | 

not a subject with which I have any official responsibility but I shall — 

bear in mind what you say. I have, naturally, a sympathetic interest _ 

in seeing the peaceful economy of Japan progressively developed. 

- We have now, as you know, made plans for the signing of the peace 

at San Francisco the first week of September. I hope you will not 

close your mind to the possibility of coming yourself, at least for a 

dayortwo. a ee a 
With kind regards, I am . CO a 

Sincerely yours, JoHN Foster Dutizs 

694.001/7-951 | a | - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of K orean 

Affairs in the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Emmons) 

SECRET sts  [Wasurneton,] July 9, 1951. 

Subject: JapanesePeaceTreaty © 0 

Participants: -Dr. Yu Chan Yang, Korean Ambassador | ee 

- -. Ambassador John Foster Dulles 

| Mr. Robert A. Fearey, FE Oe a 

| Mr. Arthur B. Emmons, 38rd., Officer in Charge, 

Korean Affairs | | 

The Korean Ambassador called on Ambassador Dulles at 11:30 

this morning by prior appointment. Ambassador Dulles opened the 

conversation by handing Ambassador Yang the text of the latest draft 

of the Japanese peace treaty. He explained to the Ambassador that 

this draft should be considered Secret until its publication. He also 

stated that the Department would instruct Ambassador Muccio to 

make a copy of the draft available right away to the ROK 

- Government. => | SUE 

’ Ambassador Dulles pointed out to the Korean Ambassador that the 

| ROK Government would not be a signatory to the treaty, since only 

| those nations in a state of war with Japan and which were signatories | 

of the United Nations Declaration of January 1942 would sign the 

treaty. He pointed out, however, that Korea would benefit from all 

of the general provisions of the treaty equally with other nations. = 

Ambassador Yang expressed his surprise that the ROK would not 
| be included as a signatory, and protested that the Korean Provisional 

?july3. | an OS Bn
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Government had, in fact, been in a state of war with Japan even 
for many years prior to World War II. He stressed that there had ) 
been a Korean division in China which had fought against the Japa- | 

nese and that a declaration of war against Japan had been made. by | ) 
the Korean Provisional Government. 'The Korean Ambassador there- : 
fore, considered on this basis that Korea should be a signatory Mr. 
Fearey pointed out that the United States Government had never ! 
given recognition to the Korean Provisional Government.? ee : 

"The Korean Ambassador then asked whether the Island of 
Tsushima was to be given to Korea under the terms of the treaty, 
stating that Tsushima properly belonged to Korea. Ambassador 
Dulles took exception to this statement and pointed out that Japan | 
had been in full control of Tsushima for a very long period of time; : 
the treaty therefore did not affect the present status of Tsushima as | 

_ aminor Japanese island. | es | 
_ Ambassador Yang then asked whether the treaty included provi- | 
sions which would restrict Japanese fishing in waters in the vicinity | ! 
of the Korean peninsula, pointing out that this matter had already _ | 
been a source of friction between Korea and Japan, which boded no : 
good for future Korean-Japanese relations. He stated that some 34 | 
fishing vessels had recently been intercepted and arrested by the ROK : 

| Navy while fishing in waters beyond the so-called MacArthur Line? _ 
Dr. Yang stressed the vital importance to the Korean economy of | 
controlling such unrestricted Japanese fishing activities in waters close 

. to Korea. _ | - | | | 

| * An unsigned memorandum (possibly prepared by Mr. Fearey) of May 9, titled | 
“Comments on Korean Note Regarding U.S. Treaty Draft,” had dealt in part | 
with a Korean contention that Korean signature of the Japanese Peace Treaty | 
would be justified by the precedent of Polish signature of the Treaty of Versailles. | 
“On examination Korea’s case for participation in the treaty does not gain much | 2 
Support from the example of Poland after World War I. The Polish National | 
Committee set up in Paris in 1917 under Paderewski was ‘recognized’ and dealt | | 
with by all the principal western Allies. ... The U.S. and other major powers, : 
on the other hand, deliberately refrained from recognizing the ‘Provisional 2 

| Government of Korea’ as having any status whatsoever during World War II. [ 
The fact that that government declared war on Japan, and that Korean elements, | 
mostly long time resident in Korea [China?], fought with the Chinese forces, | 
would therefore have no significance in our view.” (Lot 54 D 4238) 

. The Korean note mentioned in the title to the memorandum has not been found 
in Department of State files. | | | Oe | | *In the memorandum cited in footnote 2 above, the section on the 
“MacArthur Line” reads as follows: “The position that Japanese fishermen be 
permanently excluded from the fishing grounds on the Korea side of the ‘Mac- 
Arthur Line’ even exceeds the demands of our West Coast fishing people, and 
would in fact be far more serious for the Japanese fishing industry. The Korean | 

— demand should be denied for its direct effects and, even more, because of the 
precedent it would set. Contrary to the impression conveyed by the Korean | 

| Government’s note, no nation had any bilateral treaties with Japan before the | 
war excluding Japanese fishing vessels from high seas areas adjacent to other | 
nations,” | me : 

| |
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Ambassador Dulles replied that the treaty did not include provi- 

gions which would govern fishing in specific high seas areas and that 

to have included such provisions would have meant a very serious _ 

delay in the conclusion of the treaty, since there were many national | 

. fishing interests concerned. He explained that the treaty, as such, could | 

not be permitted to become an international fishing convention for the 

Pacific but that it did contain provisions for the negotiation of bi- | 

lateral or multilateral fishing agreements with Japan. Ambassador 

Dulles emphasized that the Department had been under considerable 

pressure from various quarters, including United States and Cana- 

dian fishing interests, to write specific restrictions on Japanese fish- 

ing into the treaty, but that in the interest of getting the treaty 

through as quickly as possible this pressure had been resisted in every 

Instance. a | | 

In further connection with the fishing question, Ambassador Yang 

raised the point that, if Japan were to be allowed to re-arm, there 

| would not be any future guarantee that control over fishing or other 

international problems, including the general security of the area, 

could effectively be exercised over Japan. Ambassador Dulles then 

discussed the undesirability of a restrictive treaty, pointing out that 

restrictions in the past, as for instance at Versailles, had inevitably 

resulted in their becoming a challenge to the country upon which 

they were imposed and a psychological target for national opposition. 

| He believed that more subtle methods of control would be more effec- 

tive, pointing out that the United States would have troops in Japan 

| and that the United States and other Pacific nations could control 

the flow of raw materials into Japan and the level of its war-making 

potential. He added that the United States and the other Pacific 

nations were fully alive to the danger inherent in a resurgence of 

Japanese military strength and were determined to control this danger 

through all of the extensive means at their disposal; in so doing the 

security interests of Korea would naturally be a factor. Ambassador 

| Dulles also referred to the threat. presented by Russian attempts to 

| win Japan away from the West and stated that from this point of — 

view a moderate and workable treaty with Japan was most desirable. 

Mr. Emmons suggested that the Korean Ambassador might be in- 

terested in the provisions of the treaty which dealt with bilateral | 

negotiations between Japan and other interested Powers on such 

collateral questions as high seas fishing. Ambassador Dulles read the 

: Korean Ambassador pertinent sections of the treaty dealing with this 

question. oe oo | 

~ In closing the conversation Ambassador Yang expressed his desire 

to have an opportunity for further discussions with Ambassador 

‘Dulles, presumably after receipt of instructions from his Government.
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-— 694.001/7-651 : Telegram | | Oo | 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Republic of China? 

SECRET oe | WasHIncToN, July 9, 1951—8 p. m. 

18. Reurtel 33, July 9.2 Regret impossible now delay publication | 
of July 3 draft on July 12, 8:30 p. m. London DST, Washington 

10:30 a.m. DST. Many govts in many places are involved and Mor- : 

| rison has scheduled concurrent statement to Parliament. : 
We continue desirous do all possible handle with regard for Natl | 

Govt. We do not object that Govt making statement clarifying its | 
_. position and see no reason why FonMin shld not concurrently an- 

- nounce that Chi Govt plans negotiate bilateral treaty along lines — : 
similar to multilateral with earlier date for beginning of China war, ! 
but we wld urge that statement to be made now shld not specify — 
“coming into force same time”. We wld think in fact bilateral cld 
be discussed shortly fol signature multilateral and with view to its : 
coming into force shortly after coming into force of multilateral if | 
as suggested Deptel 10, July 6, there were some definition of impli- 
cations so far as Jap concerned so that it wld put treaty relations 
on a realistic basis related to de facto power of Natl Govt rather than __ 

_ upon highly artificial assumption of power to bind all China to peace, | | 
| a result which Koo has repeatedly disclaimed.? 

We have emphasized to Koo that timing in relation to China— 
Japan bilateral might well be influenced by this consideration. We : 
have been discussing with Koo since July 3‘ possible formula and : 

1 Telegram drafted by Mr. Dulles. Repeated to the U.S. Political Adviser’s Mis- | 
sion in Tokyo as Topad 39. 7 ! 

* This telegram (in part) follows: | | | 
“Specifically FonMin desires be in position announce at time J uly 3 treaty ( 

text made public that Chinese Govt plans undertake negots for bilateral treaty | 
along lines similar multilateral and coming into force same time. ! 

, “FonMin assures me bilateral treaty project not yet discussed with J apanese ° | 
since prior US agreement essential. However, he learns from reliable sources 
Japanese now plan await coming into force of multilateral before ‘choosing’ | 
which China they will deal with. Since only US ‘encouragement’ cld prevent such | 
action FonMin feels decisive consideration in Dulles—~Koo discussions is whether | 
US willing provide necessary encouragement. If so, is statement... above ! 
satisfactory to us and can he be assured Japanese will not repudiate it? If not, a 
he again requested urgently publication July 3 draft be delayed until Dulles— . 
Koo reach agreement.” (694.001/7-951 ) 7 oo | 

“In telegram 10, drafted by Mr. Dulles, the Department has stated in part: - 
“Since Chi Amb [V. K. Wellington Koo] has himself expressed doubt regarding 
ability his Govt to provide ratification which wld bind all China, we have 
asked him to consider whether his Govt wld, at time of signature of bilateral, . 
accept some defined qualification of its power and if so, what wld that qualifica- 
tion be. We pointed out that this might facilitate and expedite China—Japan 
bilateral but also that it might embarrass Natl Govts position in the UN and | 
its organs. We have had no reply on this point but expect to continue talks.” | 
(694.001/7-651) a | | | | | | 

*Mr. Dulles’ memorandum of his talk held J uly 3 with Ambassador Koo, not | printed, is in Lot 54 D 428. |
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are now awaiting positive suggestions. Until, however, this point is 

~ -£urther developed we wld think that Natl Govt wld be wiser not to 

| be so precise as to “coming into force” as suggested by urtel 33. We 

apprehend this might lead Allied Powers which recognize Chi Peoples 

Govt to exert themselves to block result forecast before the other 

Allied Powers are in a position to put forward their best case. | 

Do | | ACHESON 

, —_— 

«Lot 54D4230 | | | 

The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the Secretary of 

| Defense (Marshall) 7 | 

SECRET _ | —‘Wasuineton, July 10, 1951. 

-- -My Dzar Mr. Sxcrerary: There is enclosed herewith for your 

approval or comment the draft of the United States-Japan Security 

Treaty which, it is intended, shall come into force simultaneously with 

the coming into force, between the United States and Japan, of the 

Treaty of Peace. ee 

This draft has been coordinated informally with the Departments 

of State and Defense and has been shown to representatives of the 

Japanese Government who have indicated that itisacceptable. 

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House Foreign 

Affairs Committee have been kept generally informed as to the con- 

tents of this proposed Treaty and they have indicated general ap- 

proval. I have also discussed the draft informally with the Chairman 

and Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Armed Services Com- 

mittee who indicated their general approval of the Treaty but who 

also felt that prior to signature there should be an Executive Session 

of the Senate Armed Services Committee at which the Department of 

Defense would acquaint the Committee of the military aspects of the 

implementation of the Treaty. Probably there should be a similar 

hearing before the House Armed Services Committee. 

I would appreciate therefore the prompt receipt of any comments 

you may care to make and thereafter I will get in touch with you 

with reference to setting up such Congressional Committee hearings 

| as may be appropriate. / : 

I am | | | | 

Sincerely yours, | Joun Foster DULLES ~



| 

SECRET 0 SUEY 10, 1951. | 

oo US-Japan Securrry Treaty | 
oa Ce ee ‘PREAMBLE ss ae 

Japan has this day signed a Treaty of Peace with the Allied Powers. 
_ On the coming into force of that Treaty, Japan will not have the 

effective means to exercise its inherent right of self-defense because : 
it hasbeen disarmed. _ oe | oe _ There is danger to Japan in this situation because irresponsible 

_ militarism has not yet been driven from theworld. - 
_ The Treaty of Peace recognizes that Japan has the right to enter 
into collective ‘self-defense arrangements and the Charter of the | 
United Nations recognizes that all nations possess an inherent right — 
of individual and collective self-defense. | - | 
_ In exercise of these rights, Japan desires, as a provisional arrange- | 
ment for its defense, that the United States, which is one of the Allied | 

_ Powers, should maintain armed forces of its own in and about Japan 
so as to deter armed attack upon Japan. es | 

_ The United States, in the interest of peace and security, is presently | 
willing to maintain certain of its armed forces in and about Japan, 
in the expectation, however, that Japan will itself increasingly assume | 
responsibility for its own defense against direct and indirect aggres- | 
sion, always avoiding any armament which could be an offensive | 
threat or serve other than to promote peace and security in accordance | 
with the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter. | 

_ Accordingly: _ os OO 
_i. Japan grants, and the United States accepts the right, upon the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace and of this Treaty, to station United States land, air and sea forces in and about Japan. | Such disposition would be designed to contribute to the security of | Japan against armed attack from without, including assistance given | | at the express request of the Japanese Government to put down large- | scale internal riots and disturbances in J apan, caused through instiga- | tion or intervention by an outside Power or Powers. _ | | 2. During the exercise of the right referred to in Article 1, Japan | will not grant, without the prior consent of the United States, any : bases or any rights, powers or authority whatsoever, in or relating to | bases or the right of garrison or of maneuver, to any third power. _ | 3. The conditions which shall govern the stationing of armed forces _ of the United States in and about J apan shall be determined by | _ administrative agreements between the two Governments. 

| 
| | 

|
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4, This Treaty shall expire whenever in the opinion of the Gov- | 

- ernments of the United States and of Japan there shall have come 

into force such United Nations arrangements or such alternative 

individual or collective security dispositions as will satisfactorily pro-— 

vide for the maintenance by the United Nations or otherwise of inter- | 

national peace and security in the Japan area. | | 

__-&. The present Treaty shall be ratified by the United States and 

7 Japan and will come into force when instruments of ratification have © 

| been deposited by them with the Government of the United States. 

694.001/7-1051 : Telegram - | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Republic of China* 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, July 10, 1951—8 p. m. 

95. Dulles has just concluded conference with Koo. Latter asked 

for postponement date of publication draft treaty. This we pointed 

out more impossible than ever as draft already in hands of Press. 

‘Koo further asked immed US pressure on Jap Govt to bring it at 

once to negotiate Bilateral with Natl Govt. Dulles pointed out that 

condition precedent to US discussing problem with Jap would be 

-_knowledge of whether Natl Govt would be willing to recognize that 

conclusion of Bilateral treaty would be qualified so that to make it 

clear that while Jap was acting to make peace with a legitimate govt _ 

| which had declared war on it and which possessed ‘a measure of — 

de facto authority, Jap was not thereby committed to recognize Natl 

Govt authority to bind all of Chi to an actual state of peace with Jap. 

| Jap might see difficulty, which [we?] could hardly remove, in ac- 

ceptance of fiction and we would not want to seem to press Japan to 

a course of conduct which would be difficult to defend. 

| We do not of course want to put ourselves in the position of advising 

the Natl Govt to accept any qualification of its governmental author-. 

ity which might embarrass it elsewhere. All we can do is to point 

out that ability to be helpful along the lines suggested by it would : 

be increased under some such formula as Koo and Dulles have been 

discussing. Natl Govt must on its own responsibility weigh the ad- 

vantages and disadvantages and make the decision. | Ao 

For your strictly confidential info Koo told Dulles he had sug- | 

gested and recommended a formula to his govt but his govt has so 

far rejected it. He did not tell us precisely what this formula was. a 

Koo emphasized usefulness of early discussion of some kind with 

Jap Govt. In this connection we pointed out that Art 4 multilateral 

treaty would require the Jap Govt to negotiate with the Natl Govt | 

as “the authority presently administering” Formosa and Pescadores, 

1Telegram drafted by Mr. Dulles.
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and that perhaps there might usefully and properly be preliminary | 

discussions along these lines. | | | 
| | | ACHESON | 

694.001/7—1151 : Telegram \ | - 

| The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the : 
| Secretary of State - : 

SECRET | Toxyo, July 11,1951—noon, | 

Topad 95. For Dulles from Sebald. Iguchi has told me of his : 
efforts, so far without success, to convince Yoshida that latter shld 

- head Jap delegation to San Francisco.’ In response to Iguchi’s plea 
for my assistance I pointed out that while I personally wld like see | | 
Yoshida sign treaty, this clearly a matter for sole determination by | 

_ Jap Govt and it wld be inappropriate for me interfere. | : 

I consider it highly desirable for internal polit reasons Yoshida = 
- head Jap treaty delegation and suggest for your consideration that : 

you may wish address personal communication to Yoshida perhaps | | 
telling him of progress made toward finalization treaty and ending | 
on some such note as “I hope it will be possible for you come San ft 

_ Francisco attend historic event where I wld look forward meeting | 
you again”, | | ) 

| SEBALD 

*In telegram 85 from Tokyo, July 10, the Mission had reported in part: “In- | 
creasing indications PriMin does not desire to sign treaty and choice San | 
Francisco provides good opportunity delegate task.” (694.001/7—1051) 

| 694,001 /7-1251 : Telegram | | | | | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

| SCAP. (Sebald) | 

_ CONFIDENTIAL = NIACT Se WASHINGTON, July 12, 1951—5 p. m. 

Topad 53. From Dulles. Reurtel 105, July 12.2 Great complexity | | 
of proposed legis on property compensation makes it in our opinion | 
essential that draft treaty shld deal with it as an accomplished fact _ | 
rather than as something prospective which each Allied Power wld 
feel duty-bound to study as though it were an annex to treaty. If 
matter presented in latter light most govts wld no doubt demand __ | 
further time for study by their legal advisers and it wld seriously - | 

1 Repeated to London as number 248. | es _ Ce | *In this telegram the Mission in part had reported learning that the United | | 
Kingdom could accept Mr. Yoshida’s suggested method of handling the com- / | 
pensation legislation only if the Prime Minister’s letter could be made public 
at the time of release of the treaty text, “presumably now July 20.”. ( 694.001/ 
1251 ) (For the Japanese proposal, see telegram 64 from Tokyo, July 7, 

p. ; | 

538-617—77—_76 | |
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| disrupt our program for signing conference first week Sept. In order 

therefore to permit July 20 draft to refer to something that has ac- 

. tually been done we must ask that the Jap Cabinet shld promulgate 

| decision that compensation will be provided according to terms of | 

draft bill. This promulgation shld be identifiable so as to permit 

draft treaty to read “Compensation will be made in accordance with 

draft Allied Powers Property Compensation Law approved by the 

| Jap Cabinet on Jul blank”. Cabinet action should be taken soonest 

to permit incorporation foregoing in J uly 20 draft which must be 

prepared in advance. Realize this may be inconvenient and not in 

accordance with usual practice but if Jap Govt wants Treaty signed 

| early Sept they will have to stand ready to meet emergency conditions 

by what may be exceptional action.? re So 

“Above being rptd London for its info with request that FonOff 

communicate to Clutton any comments. [Dulles] | 

oe | a pate Pe ACHESON 

°In telegram “121, from Tokyo, J uly 14, Mr. Sebald reported that he had 

reported the substance of this message to the Government on the 13th, with 

the result that the Prime Minister had immediately called a special cabinet meet- 

| ing. A cabinet decision had been reached along lines suggested in telegram 53, 

i.e:;, the draft compensation legislation and the suggested amendment of Article 

15(q@) had been approved. However, the United Kingdom had requested delay 

in publie announcement of the decision. (694.001/7-1451) BO : 

694.001/7-1151 : Telegram | | 
ee | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

SOAP (Sebald) — | 

SECRET - Wasurneorton, July 12,1951—5 p.m. 

- Topad 54. For Sebald from Dulles. Reurtel 95, J uly 11.1 We see no 

| embarrassment in letting Jap Govt know it wld create painful im- 

pression if Jap Del at San Francisco is not of top rank. Most of the 

Allied Powers feel they are making great sacrifice by accepting treaty 

- now envisaged and they wld consider that their attitude shld be 

reciprocated by a Jap del which wld exclude any impression of reser- 

yation on the part of Jap. Unless you see objection, pls therefore 

deliver fol personal msg to Yoshida from me: 

“Am glad to tell you, for your strictly confidential info, that Presi- 

dent proposes to appoint as principal delegates to San Francisco the 

SecState and myself and Senator Connolly, Chairman of the Senate 

Fon Relations Comite and Senator Wiley, Ranking Republican 

Member of that Comite. Alternate delegates will be other Senators 

and Reps including Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Comite. 

‘All of them have been confidentially consulted and have accepted to 

1 Ante, p. 1189. | : | a
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act. Under these circumstances and having regard for the liberal , 
character of the proposed treaty, I venture to hope that your govt | 
will be represented by a del which can fully and on highest authority | 

voice at San Francisco the determination of Japan hereafter to live : 
with others in peace as good neighbors. I use these words, taken from | 
the Preamble to the Charter of the United Nations, because the Jap | 
Peace Conference will be held at San Francisco where the UN was : 
born and where the ideals of that Charter will be applied to the : 

_ fashioning of our peace. I think it essential that we all do what we : 
can to make this an outstanding historic occasion. I realize fully the 
heavy responsibilities that rest upon you in Jap but I greatly hope 
that you will find it possible personally to attend at San Francisco, | 
as no other Jap voice would be adequate. I believe that in coming | 
you will make a major contribution to the great goals toward which | 
we have worked together. I may add that it wld personally give me | | 
great satisfaction to renew at San Francisco our Tokyo acquaintance.” 

- Further Dulles to Sebald. I hope matters will work out so that you 7 | 
also can be at San Francisco. [ Dulles. ] nce 

| : a BO a __ ACHESON 

694.001/7-1251 : Telegram | _ | | a - ; | | - | 7 | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines 1 OO ! 

CONFIDENTIAL - WASHINGTON, July 12, 1951—6 p. m. 
PRIORITY NIACT | a - | ; oe | 

_ 145. Dulles to Ambassador. I regret extremely difficult situation | 
you have to deal with as regards Jap reparation. As of possible | 
assistance I recapitulate fol facts: | 

1. Over five years of experience with J ap’s economy through SCAP | 
Jed to firm conclusion of SCAP and his staff that Jap cld not pay | 
any further reparation. Fact US during this period had itself to put | 
up about two billion dollars to maintain viable economy and prevent | 

_ spread of Communism there is concrete evidence sincerity this view. : 
Therefore, our Mar draft of Peace Treaty made no provision what- | 
ever for any future Jap reparation. : 

2. As result representations by Phil Govt with great reluctance | 
and doubt we altered our position so that June 14 draft contained | 
Allied recognition of principle of reparation for damage and suffer- : 
ing caused by Jap during war and also incorporated in substance | 
formula of Ital Peace Treaty for reparation by Ital industrial ac- 
tivity for countries which had been attacked, occupied and devastated 
by Italy. However, in further zeal to facilitate position of Phil Govt | 
‘we eliminated two maj or safe-guards contained in Ital Treaty: 

| namely, (1) the dollar ceilings, which in Ital Peace Treaty were very , 
low, e.g. 25 million for Ethiopia; and (2) provision that the arrange- 
ment cld only operate for five years. ; | 

1This telegram was drafted by Mr. Dulles and cleared in draft by Secretary | Acheson personally. | :
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| 8 After this draft was discussed by Allison at Manila in June we 

- made two further changes. We eliminated a third protective quali- 

fication which was contained in the Ital Treaty, namely “avoid inter- — 

ference with econ reconstruction”. We also changed beginning of Art 

so as to require Jap to recognize the reparation principle instead of 

-_-- guch recognition being attributed merely to the Allied Powers. There — 

was no such recognition by Italy. a 

We feel we have met Phil viewpoint just as far as is possible and 

perhaps we have gone too far. Certainly we have gone much further 

| than the principal Allied Powers went to meet comparable position 

of Albania, Ethiopia, Greece and Yugoslavia under Ital Peace Treaty. 

FYI SCAP is seriously concerned as to effect upon Jap’s economy 

of what we have done and if what we have done is not acceptable _ 

to Phil Govt we wld feel that we ought to reincorporate at least some 

of limitations of Ital Peace Treaty, particularly that which limits 

the operation of the Art to five years. con 

We realize you have to deal with a situation that is emotional and 

that probably no rational appeal can be expected carry weight, but 

I felt that it might be useful to recapitulate what has taken place 

as above. We hope that sober second thoughts will prevail, but our 

own position is one which we believe to be completely defensible and 

which we are not afraid to submit to the judgment of our public 

opinion here at home if unhappily that shld become necessary. 

We feel that Phil Govt is gravely at fault in not having informed _ 

its public opinion about great efforts we have made to meet Phil 

situation. [Dulles.] ee | | 

vig ACHESON 

2In the course of telegram 202, from Manila, J uly 13, not printed, Ambassador 

| Cowen stated he had seen Mr. Romulo immediately on receipt of telegram 145 

but gave no further description of his presentation or the Minister’s reaction to 

it. (694.001/7-1351) (Ease 

| 694.001/7-1351 eee | 

The Acting Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | _ Wasuineron, July 18, 1951. 

| Dear Mr. Secrerary: I am forwarding herewith for your infor- 

mation and consideration a copy of a memorandum from the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, dated 11 July 1951, regarding the Japanese Peace 

Treaty with declarations appended thereto. A copy of this memo- 

randum ‘was forwarded informally to the State Department on 

11 July. 7 | | 

With respect to Paragraph 3c of the memorandum of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, I share their view that the security interests of the 

United States will be jeopardized unless there is some provision that 

the bilateral security arrangement becomes effective simultaneous |
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with any Japanese Peace Treaty. This is particularly true with respect | 
_ to the operations in Korea. I believe that the documents relating to | 
the Japanese Peace Treaty should be strengthened to include some | 
assurances that the Japanese Government will simultaneously ratify | 
the Peace Treaty and the bilateral security arrangement with the — 

~ United States. | a | | | 
_-I shall make further recommendations to you in connection with | | 

the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff concerning the use of Japan | 
as a base in the Korean operation or in a war other than the Korean | 

- operation in my comments on the text of the bilateral treaty, which 
you submitted on 10 July to the Department of Defense for comment.’ | 

_ The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Joint Secretaries have this matter | 
under consideration. _ a ! 

Faithfully yours, Rosert A. Lovett | 

Oo [Enclosure] | | : 

TOP SECRET ee, Wasuineton, 11 July 1951. | 

MrmoranpuM For THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty and Declarations Appended | 
 ‘Thereto. | | , 

[Here follows comment by the JCS regarding the language of the | 
proposed Declaration by Japan regarding war graves. | | 

3. The following are the comments and recommendations of the | 
Joint Chiefs of Staff relative to the 3 July 1951 draft? of the pro- | 

_ posed Peace Treaty, as amended: = | | | 

a. It does not make provision for preventing the signing of the | 
| Treaty by China. In this connection, the Joint Chiefs of Staff note 

that the Secretary of State in his letter to you of 28 June 1951 * has | 
stated that he confirms “that China will not be permitted to sign | 
this treaty.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff appreciate this assurance in- | 
asmuch as they consider it to be essential that Communist China not | | 
sign the Japanese Peace Treaty ; ee | | 

6. Article 21 accords to China the benefits of Articles 10 and 14 | 
(a) 2 of the Treaty. By the terms of this article, among other things, 
China is entitled to seize and retain all the property of Japan which | 
1s subject to its jurisdiction on the date of coming into force of the | 
Treaty. The specific language of Article 14 (a) 2 and the implications | 

_ thereof are not clear. In any event, the Joint Chiefs of Staff strongly 
object to according voluntarily to Communist China any right or Ss. 
benefit which that nation does not now de facto hold. They recom- 
mend, therefore, that Articles 21 and 14 (a) 2 be revised, in un- | 
mistakable terms, so as to prevent such eventuality; and OO | 

1See the enclosure to the letter of J uly 10 from Mr. Dulles to Secretary | | 
Marshall, p. 1187. : | 

: Not printed, but see the Department’s circular telegram 9 of July 3, p. 1174. — | 
| See footnote 1, p. 1156. | | 

— |
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c. There is no provision in the Treaty or in related documents which 

would make it possible to insure that the Treaty will not come into — 

force before the conclusion of any bilateral security arrangements 

between the United States and Japan providing for both a United 

States garrison in Japan and the United States use of Japan as.a 

base in the Korean operation or in a war other than the Korean 

operation. The Joint Chiefs of Staff emphasize their view that, under 

present and foreseeable world conditions, the security interests of the 

United States would be jeopardized unless such a bilateral security 

arrangement becomes effective simultaneous with any J apanese Peace 

-. Treaty. Further, if the United States fails to ratify the Japanese 

Peace Treaty, but other nations do ratify it, the United States must 

use its political influence to the maximum to insure that those nations 

do not conclude treaties which would be detrimental to the security 

interests of the United States in the Far East, specifically with re- 
spect to the operations in Korea. a 

4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that you take such action 

as you deem appropriate on their comments and recommendations 

above, upon your ascertaining that the enclosed documents in fact 

represent the current views of the Department of State relative to a 

Japanese Peace Treaty. sits ae 
| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

| Oran N. Brapury 

Bs oe Chairman 

| a Joint Chiefs of Staff 

| 794,5/7-1851 | ; | | ; oe # ce 7 a 2 

The Secretary of Defense (Marshall). to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET _ ss  Wasnineron, [July 18, 1951.] _ 

| Dear Mr. Secretary: The Supreme Commander for the Allied 

Powers has advised the Department of Defense that progress in 

bringing the Japanese National Police Reserve to a state of combat 

_ effectiveness for the defense of Japan is severely restricted by the lack 

of qualified officers. As you know, former Japanese “career officers” 

are barred from holding office by a policy decision of the Far Eastern 

Commission. In order to meet. this situation, General Ridgway has 

proposed certain measures which would permit the “de-purging” of 

a limited number of former Japanese officers. I am inclosing copies of 

cables? from SCAP to the Department of the Army in which the 

reasons and justifications for these proposals are set forth in full. 

_ SCAP has proposed, first, to permit the de-purging, on an individ- 

- ual basis, of officers below the rank of General or Admiral who can be 

shown to have been opponents of Japanese totalitarianism and expan- 

2 Not printed. | Bo | ee



sionism. He has been advised that the Department of State and the : 
Department of the Army have no objection to a broad interpretation : 
of the pertinent FEC directive in this respect. | 

_ Second, SCAP has proposed to effect the blanket de-purging of _ | 
several thousand junior officers through an administrative interpreta- : 
tion of the term “career officers”, as used in the FEC directive, which | 
would exclude from the category of “career officers” those commis- . | 
sioned on or after 7 July 1937, the date when Japan first became en- | 

gaged in major hostilities. This would be a logical extension of SCAP’s ! 
previous action in which he excluded from the category of “career | 

officers” those commissioned after 7 December 1941. , | 
- Assistant Secretary of State Rusk, in a letter of June 22, 1951.2 to ! 

Assistant Secretary of the Army Johnson, has expressed the opinion | 
that the latter proposal might appear to undermine a decision of the | 
Far Eastern Commission and, hence, might adversely affect General | 

_ Ridgway’s international position as SCAP. For this reason, he sug- 
gested that the de-purging of military officers be administered on a | 
case-by-case basis so that those officers commissioned after 7 July 1937 | 
who actually intended to make a career of the military service would | 
remain under the purge. This would require provision for the hearing 
of evidence in each individual case. = pe | 

This. suggestion has been fully considered. General Ridgway has | | 
stated that the procedure suggested by the Department of State would | 
(1) release fewer persons, (2) impose an added administrative burden 
on both the Japanese Government and his headquarters, and (3) so | 
delay the actual release of persons as to vitiate its value as an interim | ! 
measure. | | | | | | | 
_ The Joint Chiefs of Staff have advised me that, in view of the urgent | 
need to provide an immediate source of competent officers for the Japa- 

_ nese National Police Reserve, they consider that it is vitally important | 
for the United States to concur in SCAP’s proposal with the least | 
practicable delay. I concur with the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff | 
as to the necessity for this action. I also wish to express my agreement | | 
with General Ridgway in his view that the proposed definition of : 
“career officers” is not inconsistent with the spirit and intent of the 
FEC decision. | ps : a a 

Accordingly, I hope that you may be able to indicate your concur- | 
rence in this proposal as soon as possible.? | | Se | 

Faithfully yours, | | —— G. C.. Marsiarr | 

Ante, p. 1187. | co ee 
| *For further documentation on this topic, see the memorandum of September 4 
by Robert J. G. McClurkin, (by then) Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast 
Asian Affairs, to U. Alexis Johnson, p. 1328. | : 

- | 
| | 

|
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| 694.001/7-1551 : Telegram 
| 

‘The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the Secre- 

| | tary of State Oo 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Toxyo, July 15, 1951—6 p. m. 

Topad 123. For Dulles. Under date July 12 Jap Govt has submitted — 

| fol “observations” on July 3 draft treaty : : 

| Begin text: 1. Art 3. | , a 

Your attention is requested to (a) of our observations dated 4 April, 

1951.2 While “Nansei Islands” includes all islands south of 29 degrees 

north latitude, “Ryukyu Islands” do not. | - 

9. Art4. . - rE 

First sentence para a wld seem properly to read as stated in our 

observations dated July 2, 1951, since “. .. property... of such 

authorities and residents against Jap and its natls .. .” wld make ~ 

7 no sense. | | oo 

3. Art 14. me 

Proviso of (a) 2 (1) V (“provided that this exception shall only _ 

-. - apply to obligations of Jap and its natls expressed in Jap currency”) 

seems to refer only to first part of this para (“obligations of Jap for 

Jap natls”). If so proviso might better be placed immed after words 

to which it refers. __ CPE es | 

4, Art 15. | WE ae oe , 

Suggested that in last part of para A, ‘cin cases where such property 

was within Jap on Dee 7, 1941, and cannot be returned or has suffered 

injury or damage, compensation will be made in accordance with law 

No... .” words “as a result of the war” be inserted after “damage”. | 

These words are found in corresponding sentence of Art 78, 4 (a), of | 

Ital peace treaty and wording will also conform to provisions of draft 

- compensation law. eo eS oa 

5. Art 16. SOAR ee eS 

In first sentence, there is passage, “. . . Jap will transfer its assets 

and those of its natls in countries which were neutral during war, or 

which were at war with any of allied powers, or equivalent of such 

assets, .. .”. Insertion herein of words “or equivalent of such assets” | 

is construed to mean that, in lieu of transfer of those assets of Jap 

and its natls which now exist, equivalent thereof may be transferred 

if govt so desires. It is not considered to mean that if assets which were 

owned previously by Jap and its natls in such countries are impossible 

of transfer in their status quo ante for certain causes (subsequent — 

decrease in value, use in Jap interest, etc.), Jap shld transfer equiv- 

alent thereof. It is suggested word “existent” be inserted between “its” 

and “assets”. , es ey | me 

6. Art 17. | RE oe 

Requirements of first sentence have mostly been put into practice 

during the occupation, as stated in our observations given July 2, 

19512 Purport will become more clear if defining term ‘if it has not 

done so” is added. - | 

7. Art 21. | | . 

1Telegram Topad 1750, p. 960. | | 

2Not printed; however, see telegram 14, from Tokyo, July 2, as annotated, | 

p. 1171. |
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‘This art entitles Chi to benefits of Art 14 (a) 2. It may be pointed | 
out that benefits are counterpoised by waiver of claims by allied : 

_ powers under para (6) of same art. Korea is entitled to benefits of | 
_ Arts 9 and 12. Art 9 envisages desire of allied powers to conclude an 

agreement. Art 12 envisages allied powers themselves according Jap 
_ most-favored-nation treatment or nat] treatment. In other words, these | 

_ provisions envisage existence of a counterpart on part of allied | | | 
powers. The govt believes that such will be case with Chi and Korea. | : 
Therefore, with re to Art 14, it 1s believed more advisable either to | 
include (6) in referring to this art or to drop Art 14, (a) (2). | 
Phraseology of Art 21 seems to leave room for misunderstanding. 

_ 8. Declaration concerning international instruments. Regarding ! 
para 1: a. Contemplated therein that Jap declares she recognizes full 
force of all presently effective multilateral international instruments | 
to which she was party on Sept 1, 1939. Jap Govt believes such declara- _ | 

_ tion shld be confined to multilateral international instruments of | 
nonpolitical character. Otherwise such treaties as Nine Power Pact? | 

- and Four Power Pact of 1922+ wld be recognized as in full effect, — 
| which wld be contrary to actual situation. 6. With regard to participa- | 

tion in certain international instruments, there is passage to effect — | 
that if such participation involves membership in an international | 
org, provisions of the present para shall take effect upon Jap re- | 
admission to membership in org concerned. So far as Jap Govt aware, 
there is no international org of which Jap was member as of Sept 1, ! 
1939 and has ceased to be member thereafter. Accordingly, sentence | 
beginning with “Where, however,” might be deleted. 7 | 

Re para 2: ' | | | | 
The Govt is entirely willing to accede to all international instru- : 

ments herein mentioned. However, some are voluminous (e.g., inter- 
national convention relating to economic statistics with protocols, | 
convention on safety of life at sea, conventions for protection of war | 
victims). Some require domestic legislation or its amendment in ad- 
vance (e.g., international convention relating to simplification of cus- 
toms formalities, convention on safety of life at sea, conventions for | 
protection of war victims). Therefore, it is actually impossible to | 

_ complete procedure of accession to all of these in such cases within 
six months of coming into force of treaty of peace. It is hoped that 
term will be defined as “within the shortest practicable period”. | 
Re para 3: | : | | 
The govt will willingly participate in international orgs mentioned : 

therein. It is hoped, however, that term will be defined as “within the | 
shortest practicable period”, for same reason as mentioned in refer- | 
ence to para 2 above. | 

9. Declaration concerning war graves. _ | 

__ @ This declaration concerns a matter of humanity, which re- | 
quires no discriminatory treatment as between victor and van- _ : 

“For the Treaties between the United States, Belgium, the British Empire, | China, France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, and Portugal, signed at Washing- | 
ton, February 6, 1922, see TS Nos. 723 and 724 or Foreign Relations, 1922, vol. 1, 
pp. 276-287. | | | 

“For the text of the Treaty between the United States, the British Empire, | 
France, and Japan, signed at Washington, December 13, 1921, see ibid., pp. 33-37, | or TS No. 669. | oo | os | 

|
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quished. It is hoped that feelings of Jap people will be taken into 

consideration. It wld be appreciated if declaration cld be made 

‘jointly, by adding that allied powers also intend to treat in a 

| proper manner graves and cemeteries of Jap war dead in their 

territory, or at least if a passage which may read “The Jap Govt — 

expects that the allied powers will treat in a proper manner the 

- graves and cemeteries of Jap war dead in their territory” cld 

be added in this para. | | 

b. Words “allied and associated powers” and “allied or asso- 

ciated power” used in declaration shld be “allied powers” or 

“allied power”. L'nd teat. | 

SS EBALD 

- 694.001/7—-1651 : Telegram | 7 . - ) 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

| | SCAP (Sebald)+ | | 

SECRET PRIORITY - Wasurneton, July 16, 1951—7 p. m. 

Topad 75. Dulles informed Ital Chargé? Jul 10 in conversation re 

Italy’s participation in Jap Peace Treaty we do not deem it appro- 

priate for former Axis partner to be put in position of victor over 

‘another Axis partner. Pointed out that in our opinion Japan wld 

desire conclude mutually satis treaty with Italy generally along same ~ 

lines as multilateral treaty and said we wld consider what steps wld 

be most appropriate bring about desired result. | 

Dening ? today informs us UK FonOff concurs these observations to 

Itals and further feels it is important to our objectives in Italy that 

US and UK act promptly to dispel public resentment at Ital exclusion 

from Jap settlement so that Ital Govt will not be pushed into strong 

public position in conflict with ours. FonOff suggests US and UK 

govts inform Ital Govt they are prepared extend their good offices for 

negot mutually satis Ital-Jap bilateral peace settlement. - 

Dulles indicated importance we attach to avoiding antagonizing 

Jap public by putting Italy in role of victor, for essentially same 

reasons it is important avoid antagonizing Ital public. Dening was 

also informed we concur in FonOff estimate importance of prompt 

. action to relations with Italy, and subj your comments inclined agree 

| with FonOff we shld suggest or offer good offices. Also pointed out 

that for maximum effect in Italy offer shld be made and released for 

pub prior Jul 20 when invitations will be issued San Francisco Conf. 

May be desirable include in offer and public announcement specific ref 

to inclusion in Italo-Jap settlement of provision for satis Ital claims 

+ Telegram drafted by Joseph N. Greene, Jr., of the Office of Western European | 

presumably Mario Luciolli. : | 

2Qir Esler was in Washington July 16-20 for consultations regarding the 

- multilateral peace treaty with Japan. ee
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re property treated by Japan as enemy property after Ital Armistice oo 
1948.4 - |. | | | so | 

- Request.your comments urgently. | | , : 
| : a . ACHESON 

- *In telegram 413, to London, July 18, drafted by Mr. Greene and Mr. Dulles, 
the Department stated in part it was informing the Italian Chargé the United _ 
States was prepared, in cooperation with the United Kingdom, to extend its | 
good offices for the negotiation of a Treaty of Peace between Italy and Japan | 
which would be in harmony with the draft multilateral treaty and which would | 
provide a mutually satisfactory settlement of property and other questions ! 
which had arisen out of the war in the Far East. (694.001/7-1851) Documents | | 
in file 694.001 for 1951 indicate that France also became associated with the | 
offer of good offices. | | | 

_ In telegram 126, to Tokyo, July 26, drafted by Mr. Greene, the Department | 
reported it had learned informally that Italy wished either to sign the multi- | 
lateral treaty or to terminate the’ war in an exchange of notes with J apan ( 
(of which the text would be previously agreed with Washington), leaving 0 
specific questions for later negotiation but explicitly stating that on all out- 2 
standing questions the Japanese Government would apply the same provisions | / 
Specified in the multilateral treaty. (694.001/7-2651) The latter approach : 
materialized; for further documentation, see telegram 571, from Tokyo, | 
September 17, p. 1351. | : , ! 

694.001/7-1851 : Circular telegram | a ! 

Lhe Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices * | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Wasnineton, July 18, 1951—5 p. m. | 
57. Fol changes shld be made immed in J uly 3 Jap treaty draft. : 

Instrs further steps fol by separate cable.” : i 
Date: Change to “July 20, 1951” : os | | / 

“Telegram sent to the Embassies in Australia, Burma, Canada, the Republic | 
of China, France, India, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines, | 
the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., Argentina, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Ceylon, | 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rico, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, 
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Indonesia, Iran, | 
Iraq, Liberia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Saudi | | 
Arabia, Turkey, the Union of South Africa, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, | 
Poland, and Czechoslovakia, and to the Legations in Syria, Luxembourg, and. 
Lebanon, USPolAd and Tokyo. , | o | 

* Invitations to the San Francisco Conference, together with two copies of a | 
treaty draft dated July 20, were presented to the Washington Embassies of all 
the powers listed in footnote 1 on that day. For text of the invitation, which : 
in part solicited comments and announced the intention of the Sponsoring Powers | 
to issue a final treaty text on August 13, see Department of State Press Releases, | 
1951, No. 649, July 20. Po - 

The texts of the treaty itself and of two declarations to be signed by Japan | 
were sponsored by both the United Kingdom and the United States. An accom- | 
panying protocol was a proposal of the United Kingdom only, and the invitation : 
to the San Francisco Conference was issued by the United States only. | _ Mr. Allison, in a memorandum of his conversation held with Sir Esler Dening 
upon the latter’s arrival in Washington, July 16, stated in part that Sir Esler 

_ had requested that reference to the United Kingdom as a co-extender of the 
invitation be deleted from a draft invitation on the ground that it was more 
appropriate for the United States alone to invite other countries to meet at | 
San Francisco. (694.001/7-1651) | ce 

i
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---s- Title: Change to “Draft Treaty of Peace with Japan” 

- Preamble: Place semicolon after “between them” and, beginning | 

new para, substitute “Whereas Japan for its part declares its inten- 

tion” for “and will enable Jap to carry out.” Delete “ore” in “UN 

| Org”. Change “agreed” to “determined” in last para of Preamble. 

Art 3: Delete “the Ryukyu Islands south of 29° north latitude” — 

and substitute “Nansei Shoto south of 29° north latitude (including 

the Ryukyu Islands and the Daito Islands) ”.* 

| | Art 4(a) : Substitute for first sentencethefol: 

“The disposition of property of Jap and of its natls in the areas 

referred to in Arts 2 and 3, and their claims, including debts, against — 

the auths presently administering the areas referred to above and the | 

residents (including juridical persons) thereof, and the disposition in 

Jap of property of such auths and residents, and of claims, including 

debts, of such auths and residents against Jap and its natls, shall 

be the subj of special arrangements between Japs and such auths. | 

Insert in second sentence after “returned” the phrase “by the ad- 

ministering auth.” ae | 

Art 5: Place comma after “state”. _ | | 

Art 7(a): Substitute “continue” for “keep” in first sentence. In 

second sentence substitute “be considered as having been contd in 

_ force or revived” for “resume their force”. | | OE 

Art 8(0): Substitute “Treaty of Peace with Turkey signed at Lau- 

sanne on July 24, 1923” for “Treaty of Lausanne of July 24th, 1923”. 

Art 12(6) (ii) : Substitute “imported goods” for “imports” at begin- — 

. ing of para. ; : PS | 

Art 13(b) : Delete “with an Allied Power” 

Art 15: Delete second sentence of note. oe 

| Art 16: Revise clause first sentence to read “or, at its option, the 

equivalent ofsuchassets™ | | 

Art 18(b) : Substitute “into negots” for “on negots” and “to facili- 

tate” for “will facilitate” in both concluding clauses. | 

Art 23(a): Substitute “The present Treaty” for first “it” in last 

sentence. Oe ae 

Art 24: Insert “each” before “such deposit”. Ope igdh [a bse tenes 

Second Declaration: Delete words “and Associated” and words “or 

| Associated” where they appear. | ea © 

| - 83n a memorandum of July 13 to Mr. Fearey, Mr. Samuel W. Boggs, Special 

Adviser for Geography in the Office of the Special: Assistant for Intelligence 

and Research, had suggested this language in deference to Japanese wishes. He 

had concluded: “This would introduce the term ‘Nansei Shoto’, which is analogous 

_ to the ‘Nanpo Shoto’ in the succeeding clause, and it is consistent with present | 

Japanese usage. I understand that in Japanese usage ‘Nansei Shoto’ would 

include the Daito Islands, but that ‘Ryukyu Islands’ would not. I would suppose 

that if the above proposed change were suggested to the J oint Chiefs of Staff, 

they would readily agree when we explain that it means in our minds exactly 

the same as the present wording, and is certainly clearer to the Japanese and 

to many people of the general public.” (694.001 /7-1351)
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Alter dates throughout draft to employ Amer form exclusively, for | 
~ example, Dec 7, 1941. | | 

| a | | - ACHESON | 

 694,001/7-1851 : Telegram OO | | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdomt 

‘CONFIDENTIAL | WasHineton, July 18, 1951—8 p. m. 
419, Art 16 draft Jap Peace Treaty now contains note stating Jap ! 

assets in Thailand subj to further consideration. These assets, amount- 
ing approx equivalent ten million dols, presently held various ways: 
In sterling in London, in baht held by Thai pending disposition, in | 
baht in Thailand in US-UK joint custody, and in dols New York | 
in US-UK custody. US and UK have long been considering disposi- | 
tion.? UK favors disposal some assets for benefit UK and Dominions, | 
with remainder to Red Cross under Art 16. US desires release these | 
assets for Siam’s disposition, thereby equating Siam with liberated | 
countries such as Indonesia which are permitted to utilize Jap assets : 

_ for own purposes for fol reasons: (1) Thai good record payment US— _ | 
UK war damage claims; (2) Thailand occupied by enemy and 
liberated even as Indonesia; (3) Thai strong stand against Com- 
munism by providing ground troops Korea, recognizing Vietnam, Laos _ 
and Cambodia, opposing Chinese Commie regime and declaring it | 
aggressor, supporting US aims in UN and (4) Thai strategic impor- | 
tance in holding back Communism in SEA. : 

Necessary to eliminate note to Art 16 and settle this question | 
promptly. In discussions with Dening, US proposed elimination of : 
note to Art 16 and substitution therefor sentence “Owing to its com- | 

_ plicated nature, the disposition of assets of Japan and its nationals _ | 
in Thailand has been determined by an agreement of (blank date) | 
1951. Japan recognizes such disposition.” Dening, who appeared more | 
appreciative polit importance of Thailand in Southeast Asia than Brit | 
technical people, stated he wld cable suggestion to FonOff. Unless, | 
however, problem brought home on polit level, doubtful Brit reaction | 
wld be favorable. It wld be anticipated that, if suggestion met with | 
Brit favor, US and UK wld, within next few weeks, conclude agree- i 
ment, which wld be satis informally to Thailand, disposing of various _ 
categories of assets. Such disposition, it is anticipated, wld meet Brit | 
and Commonwealth national interests re categories to which they | 
have laid claim. Bulk of assets held by Siamese alone wld be released _ 

1 Repeated to Bangkok as number 170. | we, ner 
2 Record of previous talks between the United States and the United Kingdom | | 

on this issue is not printed. Documentation is contained primarily in decimal : | files 292.4141, 292.9441, and 694.001, and in Lot 54 D 423. _ OO ee - | 

| 
| | |
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to ‘Thailand. Perhaps some contribution by Thailand to Red. Cross 

wld be feasible. 
Fn es 

- Pls approach FonOff immediately, requesting favorable considera- 

tion US proposal, emphasizing necessity at this time maintaining 

Thailand’s active cooperation with UK and US against Communism.® 

. | | | oO | _ ACHESON 

- 8 For the result of the U.S. proposal, see the memorandum by William M. Gib- 

son, Deputy Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, to 

Mr. Rusk, August 10, p. 1254. ane 

694.001/7-1951 | LA ae 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Korean 

| Affairs in the Office of Northeast Asian A fairs (E’mmons)* 

SECRET | ' [Wasnineron,]| July 19, 1951. 

Subject: Japanese Peace Treaty i | 

Participants: Dr. Yu Chan Yang, Korean Ambassador | 

7 ~ Mr. Pyo Wook Han, First Secretary, Korean Embassy 

ee Ambassador John Foster Dulles 7 | 

_ - Mr. Arthur B. Emmons, 8rd., Officer in Charge, Ko- 

|  -yean Affairs ss OO 

The Korean Ambassador called upon Mr. Dulles at 2 o'clock this 

afternoon by prior appointment. In opening the conversation Dr. Yang 

presented Mr. Dulles with a note -addressed to the Secretary (copy 

attached) raising certain points which the Korean Government wished 

| to have considered for incorporation in. the Japanese peace treaty. 

After reading the Ambassador’s communication, Mr. Dulles dis- 

cussed the three points contained therein. With regard to the first 

point, Mr. Dulles was in doubt that the formula confirming Japan’s 

renunciation of certain territorial claims to Korea could be included 

in the treaty in the form suggested by the ROK. He explained that the 

terms of the Japanese surrender instrument of August 9, 1945 did not, 

| of themselves, technically constitute a formal and final determination 

of this question. He added, however, that the Department: would 

consider including in the treaty a clause giving retroactive effect to 

the Japanese renunciation of territorial claims to August 9, 1945. The 

Korean Ambassador replied that if this were done he believed that 

the point raised by his Government would be met satisfactorily? 

 1An unsigned marginal note reads in part: “Approved by Mr. Dulles.” 

2Tn a note of August 10, to the Korean Ambassador, Mr. Rusk, on behalf of 

the Secretary of State, stated in part: “The United: States does not feel that the 

. Treaty should adopt ‘the theory that Japan’s acceptance of the Potsdam Declara- 

tion on August 9,.1945 constituted a formal or final renunciation of sovereignty 

by Japan over the areas dealt with in the Declaration.”: (Lot 54 D 423).



Mr. Dulles noted that paragraph 1 of the Korean Ambassador’s com- 
munication made no reference to the Island of Tsushima and the Ko- | 

_ rean Ambassador agreed that this had been omitted, Mr. Dulles then | 
inquired as to the location of the two islands, Dokdo and Parangdo. | 
Mr. Han stated that these were two small islands lying in the Sea of | 
Japan, he believed in the general vicinity of Ullungdo. Mr. Dulles | 
asked whether these islands had been Korean before the Japanese | | 
annexation, to which the Ambassador replied in the affirmative. If that | 
were the case, Mr. Dulles saw no particular problem in including these | 
islands in the pertinent part of the treaty which related to the re- | 
nunciation of Japanese territorial claims to Korean territory. | 
In regard to paragraph 2 of the Ambassador’s communication, Mr. 
Dulles assured the Ambassador that it was the intention of the United | 
States to extend protection to the Republic of Korea with respect to 
any Japanese claims concerning vested properties in Korea. He said 
that the Department would study this question but that at the moment : 
he could not foresee that this would involve any particular _ difficulty ES 
- With reference to paragraph 3 of the communication, Mr. Dulles : 
stated that he could say right off that-it would be impossible to meet | 
the Korean request for inclusion in the treaty of a delimitation of 
high-seas fishing areas pointing out that the United States had been _ | 
under great pressure from many countries and also from American | 
fishing interests to make the treaty, in effect, a fishing convention for 
the Pacific. He went on to explain that to do so would open up a — | 
whole area of conflicting interests and claims which would greatly | 
complicate the writing of the treaty. He pointed out, however, that 
this did not preclude negotiation of a series of bilateral or multi- 
lateral agreements on fisheries with J apan following the conclusion oe | 
ofthetreaty. ne a | 

‘Mr. Dulles remarked that very frankly the Department was sur- | prised and greatly disturbed at the strong language which the Korean | | Ambassador had used in a press statement on July 18 * in which warn- | 

- 2In the document cited in’ footnote 2 above, Mr. Rusk continued > “Ag regards : | the island of Dokdo ... . this normally uninhabited rock formation was _ ac- cording to our information never treated as ‘part of Korea and, since about | | 1905, has been under ithe jurisdiction of the Oki Islands Branch Office of Shimane Prefecture of Japan: The island does not appear ever before to have been claimed by Korea.” (Korea had in the meantime withdrawn the claim to Parangdo.) . “In telegram 130, to Pusan, August 11, drafted by Mr. Dulles, the Department stated: “Final text Jap Peace Treaty now being composed. To meet: Korean viewpoint Art 4 being rewritten to include requirement that Japan recognize validity of dispositions of property of Japan and Japanese nationals made by or | pursuant to directives of US Military Govt in areas referred to in Arts 2 and 3. Further Art 21 rewritten to give Korea benefit Art 4.” (694.001/7-27 51) * Not here printed. A copy is in Lot 54 D 423. | | | | | 

| | a | 
. | | |
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. ings were uttered against accepting the Japanese into association with 

the peace-loving nations of the world in full faith and confidence. 

Mr. Dulles pointed out the difficulty and delicacy of the position of 

- the United States in its efforts to obtain a reasonable and satisfactory 

treaty with Japan, a matter of great significance to all Pacific na- | 

tions, and stressed the importance, in this matter, of Korean under- 

: standing and cooperation; while the United States understood and 

sympathized with the Koreans in their difficult relationship with 

Japan and while the Ambassador undoubtedly was acting under in- 

structions from his Government, Mr. Dulles pointed out that such 

statements did not help matters. | 

The Korean Ambassador stated that there were some 800 thousand 

Koreans in Japan who were being very much discriminated against 

by the Japanese Government. The reason for this, he believed, was 

that Japan still rankled over the loss of Korea and was determined. 

to take it out on such Koreans as might still be under Japanese con- 

trol. Mr. Dulles suggested that many of these Koreans were undesir- 

ables, being in many cases from North Korea and constituting a center 

for Communist agitation in Japan. He believed, therefore, that prob- 

ably a legitimate J apanese fear of certain of these Koreans was in- 

volved in any action taken against them by the Japanese authorities. 

Mr. Dulles asked the Ambassador what, in his opinion, was the 

reason why the United States is advocating a liberal and non-restric- _ 

tive treaty with Japan, knowing that we had only recently fought 

Japan at great cost and that we were most concerned with the future 

: structure of peace in the Pacific. ee | 

Dr. Yang replied that he assumed that our motivation in writing 

such a treaty was because of the inherent friendship of the American 

people for the rest of the world. The Ambassador wished to stress, 

a however, the Koreans had suffered tremendously over a period of 

| many years at the hands of the Japanese, that while the Koreans 

wished to live in peace with Japan and demanded no reparations, they 

felt that once a treaty was signed, Korea would be at the mercy of 

a resurgence of Japanese economic strength which would make the 

future security of Korea a most serious problem; unless the United 

States were willing to exercise its powerful influence to control Japan, 

Korea would inevitably lapse into a poor bargaining position in its 

| future relations with Japanese because of the preponderence of power 

which would rest with the latter. — : 

Mr. Dulles explained that, far from being afraid of the future eco- 

nomic and military strength of Japan, American experts were now
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| worried about the problem of even establishing viability in Japanese 

economic life, that the grave danger, both to Korea and to the other | | 
nations of the Pacific, was that Japan, because of weakness, might | 
ultimately fall under Communist domination and that it was with this | 
in mind that the United States believed it essential to leave J apan ! 
free to rebuild its peace time economy. He pointed out that since the | 
Japanese would be dependent to a very great degree on imports of | 
raw material from abroad, this fact in itself would constitute an effec- | 
tive form of control over Japan’s resurgence. | —_ - | 

_ The Ambassador then referred to the great moral and psychological | 
disadvantage to the Korean people in not being considered a member _ 
of the Allied Powers which had fought J apan and which would sion 
the treaty. He emphasized that under the so-called Korean Provisional | 
Government the Koreans had been fighting the Japanese for many / 
years even prior to World War II and that they felt they had won — 
for themselves the right to a place at the peace table. Mr. Dulles replied ] 
that some qualifying test obviously had to be established for those : 
who would sign the treaty in order to provide a reasonable formula | 
under which the treaty could be written, and that many Allied Nations : 
besides the United States had also believed that only those countries 
which had signed the 1942 Declaration of the United Nations should 
be signatories to the Treaty. To include Korea, whose government had 
been established only in 1948, would be to Open up a considerable area | 
of possible disagreement which would complicate getting the treaty 
through and would bring into the picture several other nations which 
considered their claims to be signatories to be as valid as those of the | ROK. He wished to assure the Ambassador that this limitation did not | 
in any sense reflect a lack of United States interest or complete sym- | 
pathy with Korea or any intent derogatory to the ROK, but empha- : | 
sized rather that we regarded Korea with great solicitude and | 
sympathy. | oe , | | | 

| The Korean Ambassador again expressed the fear that the net result | of a lenient treaty with Japan, in which Korea did not participate, 
would be to expose her to great difficulties in the future; despite | American assurances of our interest in the maintenance of good | | Korean-Japanese relations, the United States at some point might well 
relax this interest and Korea would then be exposed to undue pressure | from Japan unless a stricter treaty were put into effect to which Korea | would be a signatory. To illustrate his point, he referred to the fact 
that. Japanese fishing vessels were crossing the so-called MacArthur 
Line into Korean waters even while SCAP was still in authority in | 

5388—617—T7—_77_ 
| |
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Japan, and that the Koreans wondered what would happen when 

| - SCAP'’s control over the Japanese had been removed. Dr. Yang sug- 

gested that the Koreans might feel differently if the United States 

would assume responsibility for the future defense of Korea, and he 

wondered whether such a treaty of defense could not be worked out. 

In concluding the conversation the Korean Ambassador jocularly 

suggested that if Korea were accorded the full status of a signatory to 

the treaty, he thought that the ROK could perhaps drop its insistence 

upon having the points raised in paragraphs 2 and 3 of his communi- 

cation included therein. Mr. Dulles replied that he could not under- 

_ take to agree that any such arrangement could be made but that he 

| would give sympathetic consideration to all of the points raised by 

| the Korean Ambassador. | | 

[Attachment] | 

The Korean Ambassador (Yang) to the Secretary of State 

| -- Wasurneron, July 19, 1951. 

Your Excettency, I have the honor to present to Your Excellency, 

at the instruction of my Government, the following requests for the _ 

, consideration of the Department of State with regard to the recent 

revised draft of the Japanese Peace Treaty. a | | 

1. My Government requests that the word “renounces” in Para- 

graph a, Article Number 2, should be replaced by “confirms that it 

renounced on August 9, 1945, all right, title and claim to Korea and 

the islands which were part of Korea prior to its annexation by Japan, 

including the islands Quelpart, Port Hamilton, Dagelet, Dokdo and 

Parangdo.” _ a 

, 9. As to Paragraph a, Article Number 4, in the proposed Japanese 

Peace Treaty, my Government wishes to point out that the provision 

in Paragraph a, Article 4, does not affect the legal transfer of vested 

properties in Korea to the Republic of Korea through decision by 

the Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces in the Pacific follow- 

ing the defeat of Japan confirmed three years later in the Economic 

and Financial Agreement between the Republic of Korea and the 

United States Military Government in Korea, of September 11, 1948. 

8. With reference to Article 9, my Government wishes to insert the 

following at the end of Article 9 of the proposed Peace Treaty, “Pend- 

ing the conclusion of such agreements existing realities such as the 

| MacArthur Line will remain in effect.” | 

Please accept [etc.] You Cuan YAne
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694.001/7-1151 : Telegram | | | | 

 -‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Indiat | : 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Wasuineton, July 19, 1951—7 p. m. | 
165. ReDeptel 81, July 11.2 Dulles has had reply from Morrison re | | 

- approach to Nehru on Jap Peace Treaty. UK fully agrees importance | 
securing India’s participation but considers approach Nehru shld be | 
made at later date. Morrison points out cease-fire negots in Korea and 
possibility that Dalai Lama may repudiate recent Sino-Tibetan Agree- | 
ment * are likely reinforce Nehru’s unwillingness commit himself at 
once to signing treaty with Jap which Chi Commie Govt likely de- 

- nounce as illegal. Morrison considers there is reasonable chance India | 
will sign multilateral treaty but he feels it important not give im- | 
pression we wish rush India into taking precipitate decision. Morrison | 
states personal message to Nehru from Attlee might be helpful at “a 
later stage when the Govt of India has had every opportunity to | 
study drafttreaty indetail”, ae | | 
Dening tells us general feeling is best results can be obtained by 

having Nye‘ on return from consultations in London approach Nehru. | 
This will be about same time as distribution of final draft of treaty. | 
Dept will keep you informed but unless instructed otherwise believe | 
matter shld be left in abeyance for time being. | | 

| a ACHESON | 

| 1Telegram drafted by Mr. Allison. For information on the general context 
of discussions between the United States and India concerning a Japanese peace an | 
treaty, see the memorandum of August 29 by William L. S. Williams of the Office 
of South Asian Affairs, p.1302.  .  —— —_ =. | | 

* Telegram 239, to London, marked “Personal msg from Dulles to Morrison,” 
had been repeated to New Delhi as number 81. It was drafted by Mr. Dulles with | 
the approval of Loy W. Henderson,.Ambassador to India, then in Washington | 
for consultations, In it Mr. Dulles had stated that the most important immediate , 
task ahead was to assure Indian participation in the peace treaty. In such case : 
Indonesia and Burma would almost surely follow India and the treaty would 
no longer be primarily a peace of the Western powers with Japan. If Mr. Attlee | 
were sending Mr. Nehru a personal communication on the subject, the United | | 
States would like to know when, so as to concert its own efforts most effectively 
in relation to those of the United Kingdom. (694.001/7-1151 ) | 

* Documentation on Tibet is scheduled for publication in volume vir : 
*Lt. Gen. Sir Archibald Edward Nye, High Commissioner of the United King- a 

dom in India. . So oe CO | : 

694.001/7-1951: Telegram | | | . 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the © : 
Secretary of State 7 | 

SECRET § NIACT Toxyo, July 19, 1951—7 p. m. | 

_ Topad 140. For Dulles from Sebald. Re urtel 54, July 12.1 Iguchi | 
_ has just informed me in strictest confidence that Yoshida after audi- | 

* Ante, p. 1190. 

| |
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ence with Emperor this morning has agreed to head Jap delegation. — 

On two previous occasions and again today I have stressed to both 

| Yoshida and Iguchi how necessary it is that Jap be represented by 

strongest possible delegation including if possible several alternates 

_ to give broad base to delegation attending conference. — | 

- Iguchi assured me PriMin fully aware this concept but 1s somewhat 

diffident voice actual selections until invitation attend San Francisco 

conference is received. I assume it is Dept intention invite Jap at 

approximately same time as invitations to Allies. While question of 

: timing perhaps not of major importance, receipt of invitation wld 

nevertheless give lift to Jap morale and strengthen Yoshida’s hand 

| in selection individual members his delegation. | 

| | | SEBALD 

— 194.5/4-2651 | Sanne | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State * 

TOP SECRET ae - [Wasurneton,] July 20, 1951. 

Subject: Arming the Japanese Coastal Patrol. _ | a | 

Problem: Action to be taken to strengthen the coastal security of 

Japan. ore a . eee 2 

Proposal of the Department of Defense . | 

The Department of Defense on April 26, 1951,2 requested the De- 

partment of State to review its position regarding the utilization of 

Japanese forces adequately armed for defense and the maintenance 

of internal security with a view to formulating a policy, to be ap- 

proved by the President, which would enable SCAP to provide ade- 

quately for the security and defense of Japan. It was pointed out that 

the depletion of the occupation forces in Japan has created a situation 

in which the internal security of the islands and the security of the 

| occupation forces may be seriously threatened. In particular the JCS 

proposed the enunciation of the following policy : ) 

“In view of the radically changed conditions and the increased need | 

to insure the security of Japan, the Supreme Commander for the 

Allied Powers is authorized to provide appropriate armament for 

coastal patrol vessels of the Maritime Security Board.” a 

or as alternative if the above would provide too vulnerable a target for 

USSR propaganda : 

1Memorandum drafted by U. Alexis Johnson and cleared by, among others, 

Mr. Dulles. Submitted to the Secretary through Francis E. Meloy, Jr., Assistant 

: to the Director of the Executive Secretariat. 

2 Secretary Marshall’s letter to Mr. Acheson is not printed.
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“In view of the radically changed conditions and the increased need 
to insure the security of Japan, the Supreme Commander for the _ : 
Allied Powers is authorized to establish and operate a coastal security 
force for the Japanese islands, composed of vessels with appropriate | 
armament and speed which will be manned by Japanese.” 

Subsequent to this communication, the Commander-in-Chief Far 
East Command strongly recommended that the second of these state- 7 
ments be adopted since “adoption of this policy would permit estab- | 
lishment of security force under direct SCAP military control”. It has, 
therefore, been suggested informally by representatives of JCS that | 
this statement of policy be amended to read as follows: | | 

“Tn view of the radically changed conditions and the increased need | 
to insure the security of Japan, a Japanese-manned coastal security | 
force composed of vessels with appropriate armament and speed should | | 
be established and operated in waters contiguous to the Japanese ! 
islands.” | | | . | | : 

This stiggested wording has been informally discussed on the working- ! 
level in the Navy and it is believed that the clearer and specific wording | 

set forth below may be acceptable to Defense : OP | | : 

“In view of the radically changed conditions and the increased need 
to insure the security of Japan, the Supreme Commander for the | 
Allied Powers is authorized to establish a Japanese-manned coastal | 
security force organized and equipped along normal Coast Guard lines | 

| composed of vessels with appropriate armament and speed and under : 
_SCAP operational control to be operated in waters contiguous to the ! 
Japanese islands.” Oo 

, Under this proposal, it is understood that this force would be set | 
up under SCAP and operated under the control of ComNavFE.? The | : 
vessels would be manned by Japanese, but would be under the opera-. | 
tional control of American officers. Each vessel would carry arma- | 

_ ment appropriate only for a coastal patrol vessel. In this connection, | 
it is noted that small craft of the U.S. Coast Guard are equipped 
with small arms rifles to medium calibre machine guns and automatic | 
machine guns up to 20 mm, while intermediate craft carry all other | 
straight armament and also heavy calibre guns up to and including 5 
inchguns, , eee ve | | 
International Limitations on the Arming of the Japanese Coastal | 
_ Patrol Prior to a Peace Settlement with Japan OU | 

In the Potsdam Declaration of July 26, 1945, (which was later 

_ accepted by the USSR in its declaration of war on Japan) the U.S., | 
China and Great Britain agreed that J apan’s war-making power | | 

_ should be destroyed; in the Basic Post-Surrender Policy for Japan 

* Vice Adm. C. Turner Joy. - cs | a | 

| | | , | 

| 

| |
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of June 19, 1947, the nations composing the FEC adopted as an 

ultimate objective in relation to Japan, to which policies for the post-. 

surrender period for Japan should conform, that “Japan will be com- 

pletely disarmed and demilitarized.” The FEC policy decision 

-yegarding Prohibition of Military Activity in Japan and Disposition 

of Japanese Military Equipment, February 12, 1948,* provided that: 

“Possessions of arms, ammunition and implements of war by any 

Japanese should be prohibited save that the Supreme Commander 

may authorize the use by Japanese civil police agencies for the pur- 

pose of maintaining law and order of rifles and pistols and the neces- 

sary ammunition for them and other small arms exclusively used by 

civil police.” When this paper was under discussion in the FEC, there 

was considerable discussion as to the meaning of the phrase “other 

| small arms”. At the time of the adoption of the paper the Soviet 

representative read the following understanding into the minutes: 

“The Soviet Delegation understands the term ‘and other small arms’ 

in paragraph 2a of FEC-017/21 to mean arms of non-group use and 

non-fragmentation or mass effect carried and used by a single person.” 

Thereupon the U.S. Representative submitted the following for the 

record: “The United States Government understands that it is within 

SCAP’s discretionary authority to interpret with what small arms 

he may equip the civil police and that any interpretation of the phrase 

‘small arms’, which he may find it necessary to make in accordance 

with his authority under the Terms of Reference is in no way abridged 

by any other understanding.” While the Commission reached no for- 

- mal agreement as to the meaning of “other small arms”, the discussion 

at-the time indicates that with the exception of the Soviet Representa- 

tive every representative was willing to permit the Japanese police 

to use tear gas bombs and submachine guns, if necessary. It should be 

| noted that definition of “rifles” appeared to present no problem to the 

Commission. 

The particular question of the Japanese coastal patrol was con- 

sidered at length in the FEC as a result of the passage of the Mari- 

time Safety Authority Bill® by the Japanese Diet. With the wisdom 

of hindsight, it now appears that the great majority of the members 

of the Commission, annoyed at SCAP’s failure to inform them of this 

pending action, centered their fire at the possibility that the vessels of 

the Japanese maritime coastal patrol might be armed. Several FEC 

| members insisted that any arms on the coastal patrol vessels—other 

than side arms carried by members of the crew—would violate the 

policies of the FEC. So apprehensive were the members of the Com- — 

‘¥or documentation with regard to this decision, see Foreign Relations, 1948, 

vol. vi, pp. 662-663. 
. 

® Wnacted April 15, 1948. 
|
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mission that the Japanese Government would establish a coastal | 
patrol service which would violate FEC policy decisions, especially “| 
that prohibiting the possession of arms by the Japanese other than | 

; arms for the civil police, that a majority of the members of the Com- — | 
mission approved a paper that the Japanese should not set up or 
operate any coastal patrol or coast guard service until the FEC has- | | 
an adequate opportunity of considering the matter. The paper was 
defeated by virtue of a United States veto. _ | | | 

In the course of these discussions the United States Representatives | 
stated that “There is no substance to the allegation that the vessels will 
be armed; Personnel on ship duty will carry side arms similar to | : 
those of the civil police.” He also stated that he was in complete agree- | 
ment with the contention that if the boats were armed, then the law | 
was indeed in contravention of the Commission’s policy on : 
disarmanient. | 7 | 

Opinion of the Legal Adviser's Office | 7 | 

It is the opinion of the Legal Adviser’s office that the only step that | 
can be taken within the provisions of the FEC policy decisions would 

_ be to inform SCAP that his discretion is limited to authorizing the 

type of “small arms” appropriate for use by civil police, i.e., rifles, : 
pistols and other such small arms. The present vessels of the Maritime . 
Safety Board carry such arms which obviously do not permit them to | 

- deal effectively with the situations they face. : | 

Overall Broad Policy Toward Japan | | | 

It is the view of the Department of Defense that the possible out- 
_ break of a third world war and the natural limitations on the extent | 

of United States power make it an urgent matter that steps be taken | 
to develop the security potential of a future ally. Steps are now being | 
taken to work out with the Department of Defense a paper imple- | | 
menting the policies set forth in NSC 48/5 * in regard to the timing, | 
degree and speed with which certain courses of action are to be | 
pursued. — a | 

The Department to date has, subject to future consultation with the 
Department of Defense, refused to concur in the arming of the vessels | 
of the Maritime Safety Board, the supply of heavy armament to the 7 
Japanese National Police Reserve, the manufacture in Japan of arms, 
ammunition and implements of war for export to areas other than 
Korea, or a modification of the purge beyond that permitted by FEC | 
decisions. This position has been based upon the facts that such action , 
would prejudice the peace settlement which provides the basic solu- | 
tion to the question of maximum contribution by Japan to its own 

* Of May 17, 1951. For text, see p. 33. = | 

[ 

| 
; it
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defense and would jeopardize the validity of SCAP’s position in 

Japan in the interim. “ ts 

Although FE concurs that the establishment of a coastal security 

force under SCAP control is probably not permissive within a strictly : 

legal interpretation of the FEC policy decisions, it is considered that a 

substantial justification can be made therefor on broad general policy 

grounds without incurring to the same degree the serious disad- 

vantages of the other departures from FEC directives that have been 

proposed by the Defense Department. 

It must be recognized that the type of equipment used by land police 

when used by personnel on coast guard vessels is insufficient to meet 

effectively the functions normally entrusted to a coast guard. The mere 

possession by personnel on vessels of the Maritime Safety Authority 

of pistols, rifles and other small arms renders this body entirely in- 

| adequate in curbing smuggling and the infiltration of hostile and_ 

subversive elements into Japan. Additionally, U.S. Naval forces are 

now heavily engaged in Korea, and are not in a position effectively to 

| supplement the vessels of the Maritime Safety Authority. The FEC 

policy decision on the Prohibition of Military Activity in Japan and 

Disposition of Japanese Military Equipment was directed at the pro- 

hibition of military arms in Japan with the exception that Japanese 

police might possess weapons normally used by land police; rifles, 

pistols, and other small arms. The policy decision evidently envisaged 

only land police, for whom rifles, pistols, and other small arms would 
be adequate. Obviously, such armament is entirely inadequate for a - 

coast guard vessel which must be prepared to deal with vessels of 

superior size and speed. The policy is silent on the question of a coast 

guard which is a normal part of any state’s law enforcement agencies. 

Nor was a coast guard considered in the discussions on this paper. 

Soviet Reactions ae | 

The reaction of the USSR to the establishment of such a force must 

be considered. It is clear that at the minimum the Soviets would at- 

tempt to exploit the propaganda possibilities of the situation, alleging 

action by SCAP and the United States to arm the J apanese in de- _ 

fiance of the FEC. However, because of the veto power of the U.S. 

in the FEC, it would not be possible for the Soviets to carry through 
any formal FEC disapproval of the action. The U.S. position vis-a-vis 

the Soviets in both the FEC and the propaganda field will, of course, _ 

be strengthened to the extent that it is possible to obtain the support. 

of other FEC member nations. This can best be done by consultations 

prior to taking the action. | | 

The question of the point at which the Soviets might consider that 

progress on the Japanese treaty and measures for strengthening the 

defenses of Japan represent such a threat to Soviet objectives in the
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Far East as to require military counter action against Japan must _ : 
also be considered. That is, would the establishment by SCAP of a | | 
Japanese coastal security force, taken together with all of the other | 
developments in Japan adverse to Soviet objectives, be likely to be the 
decisive element in a possible Soviet decision to attack Janan in order : 

- to forestall further strengthening of Japanese defenses: Now that | 

| two U.S. divisions are stationed in Japan, it is not likely that the | 

Soviets would conclude that any type of covert attack by “Japanese __ | 

volunteers” or other elements could be successful. Therefore, the ques- ! 
tion should be considered from the standpoint of an overt Soviet attack | 
against U.S. forces in Japan, which, in turn, would unquestionably 
involve full scale warfare between the U.S. and the USSR. Statedin 
these terms, it is evident that the Soviet decision to attack Japan could | 
only be considered within the context of a Soviet decision to engage | 
in war against the U.S., and that a small Japanese coastal security © 
force could not but be a very minor element in such a decision. The | 

possibility of the Soviets using the establishment of such a force as | 
possibly one of several pretexts for an attack under conditions which 
would tend to isolate the U.S. from its allies would, of course, be mini- ot 
mized by the degree to which the U.S. had support for the policy | 

from other FEC member nations. | / | 

Reactions of Other FEC Members | a ! 

_ The development of what might be interpreted as the nucleus of a 

Japanese Navy might engender opposition on the part of other : 
friendly governments in the FEC so as to prejudice their position on | 

/ the signature and ratification of the Japanese peace treaty. It is to be 
| expected that such countries as the Philippines, Australia, New 

_ Zealand, and possibly Indonesia and India will be particularly sensi- | 
tive to any action that could be interpreted as a premature revival of | 
the Japanese navy. While most of these countries have, in connection | 
with negotiation of the Japanese peace treaty, now accepted the prin- | 
ciple of eventual Japanese contribution to its own defense, several of | 
them are strongly opposed to other provisions of the treaty. The whole | | 
treaty negotiation procedure is now in a very delicate state of balance | 
and there is considerable question as to the number of FEC countries | 
which will accept the invitation to the treaty conference and sign the — 

treaty. In view of this situation any additional factor now introduced 
_ in the picture, although in itself of relatively minor importance, might | 

well jeopardize some support which might otherwise be received for | 
the treaty. In view of the short time until the hoped-for signing of the 
treaty and the magnitude of the issues involved, it does not seem : 
prudent to jeopardize already precarious support for the treaty by | 
some countries with the adoption at this time of a measure such as
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this which could not, in any event, effectively assist the security of — 

. Japan until after the signing of the treaty. 7 

‘These considerations would be present in a lesser degree following 

the signing of the treaty at which time all of the countries participat- 

ing therein would have formally accepted the principle of Japanese 

| contribution to its own defense. It is not thought that the adverse 

reactions would be strong or jeopardize ratification of the treaty, par- 

ticularly if there is prior consultation, it is clear that the force would 

be under the operational control of SCAP, and the inevitable naval 

connotations are minimized. | 

Methods of Implementation — ol | 

| Pending further study which is now in progress, it is opinion of the 

Department that the policy decisions of the FEC remain effective 

until the treaty of peace with Japan comes into effect. Therefore, any 

implementation of this policy between the signing and the coming into 

effect of the treaty of peace must now be considered within the context 

of the FEC and its policy decisions, any change in which is vetoable 

| by the USSR. — | | 

Under the terms of reference of the FEC, the U.S. Government can 

issue directives to SCAP only in accordance with the policy decisions 

of the FEC, or interim directives on matters not covered by FEC 

policy decisions, and all directives must be filed with the FEC. How- 

ever, by the terms of reference, as well as by precedent, SCAP has 

very broad executive powers as the sole executive authority for the 

Allied Powers in Japan, and his acts can formally be questioned only 

by an FEC member requesting an FEC review of a directive issued 

or action taken by him involving policy decisions of the Commission. 

The U.S. is in a position to exercise its veto in the Commission so as 

| to prevent an adverse decision on any such review. 

Therefore, while the U.S. Government should not appear to be 

attempting to avoid responsibility for a decision which is, in fact, its 

own as well as SCAP’s, it is considered that the policy can probably 

best be implemented by authorizing and supporting SCAP in the 

~ exercise of his executive authority rather than by the issuance of an — 

interim or secret directive. This aspect of the matter should be more 

fully discussed with the Department of Defense at the time instruc- 

tionsareissuedtoSCAP. | a - : 

Consideration will also have to be given at a later date to the tactics 

of handling publicity and any possible FEC decision of the matter. 

Jt is possible that full consultation with the UK may produce some 

useful suggestions with regard to both of these problems. | 

Conclusions | 

Balancing all of these considerations, FE has reached the conclusion 

that the following action should be taken : |
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1. Policy statement of the Department of Defense as amended by 
the Department should be presented to the President for his approval | 
upon the understanding that it would not be implemented until after | 

| the signing of the peace treaty with Japan. a oe | 
2. Very shortly after the signing of the peace treaty with Japan, | 

the U.S. approach the UK and subsequently other friendly FEC : 
members informing them of the action being taken and seeking their | 

_ support thereof, if necessary inthe FEC. _ - | 

Recommendations | | | 
Jt is recommended that you approve the attached letter to the ! 

Secretary of Defense in the foregoing sense.” ) | 7 | 

4 Secretary Acheson’s letter of July 20 to Secretary Marshall (also drafted by | 
Mr. Johnson) is not printed. (794.5/4-2651) However, the policy statement ! 

| therein is quoted entirely, and other elements of the Department’s position are | 
summarized, in the enclosure to Secretary Marshall’s letter of September 4 to © : 
Mr. Acheson, p. 1330. | 

694.001/7-2051: Telegram 7 | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State : 

| SECRET PRIORITY Manin, July 20, 1951—4 p. m. : 

308. I had long conversation this morning with Romulo regarding | 
_ Japanese peace treaty after which Romulo saw Quirino. Romulo sub- | 
sequently informed me Quirino will decide Monday whether he will | 

| send mission to Washington as suggested last para Deptel 202, July 17, | 
' J p. m.t Meanwhile both Romulo and Quirino request reply to their | 

proposed wording for Article 14 submitted in Embtel 164, July 122 | 
: As I see picture some compromise is needed to break stalemate. | 

_ I favor Philippines proposed revision para 14 (a) if word “adequate” | 
removed. I suggest some such wording as “it is recognized that Japan : 
shld pay reparation for the damage and suffering caused by it during / 

: | 

: - 1Not printed. In it the Department had stated in part that it believed the Gov- | 
ernment of the Philippines had ample opportunity to satisfy itself of the inability 

of Japan to pay “adequate” reparations. It was also out of the question that the 
| Philippines be given a prior claim to reparations over those of other countries 

occupied by Japan. However, the United States would be willing to receive a 
Philippine mission to discuss the whole problem, though this mission if it mate- _ , 
rialized should not be encouraged to anticipate any change in the attitude of the 
United States, which was based “not upon policy or preference but upon 

| facts of Jap’s economy... .” (694.001/7-1751) The Philippines did not send. 
such a mission to the United States. | 

? Not printed. The revision mentioned follows: | 
— **(q@) It is recognized that Japan shld pay reparation for the damage and | 
suffering caused by it during the war and shld make adequate reparations to the | 
Allied powers. Therefore, Japan will promptly enter into negots with Allied 
powers so desiring, whose present territories were occupied by Japanese forces | 
and damaged by Japan, with a view to assisting to compensate those countries for _ : 
the cost of repairing the damage done. Such arrangements shall avoid the imposi- 
tion of additional liabilities on other Allied powers’.” (694.001/7-1251) |
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ihe war and shld make compensation to the Allied powers “to the 

extent possible.” I do not support Philippine proposed revision para _ 

14 (a) (1) nor do I believe it needs to be seriously considered. 

I believe acceptance Philippine wording para 14 (a) without word 

: “adequate” and leaving para 14 (a) (1) as drafted will enable Philip- 

pines retreat from present extreme position particularly if such com- 

promise is coupled with agreement to conclude treaty of alliance to 

satisfy their fears of security. I do not believe any better solution 

possible under present circumstances. Notwithstanding Quirino’s 

| adamant stand and strong public support for it I am reasonably 

| confident of ability to persuade Philippines accept foregoing com- 

promise. Intensity of feeling here on this issue can not be over- 

emphasized and therefore I again urge Dept give this proposal most 

serious consideration. Ps 

Pls advise soonest.? | ad | | 

| | CowEN | 

®In telegram 253, to Manila, July 20, drafted by Mr. Dulles, the Department 

replied as follows: “Reurtel 308 we do not feel that Phil redrafting is acceptable 

even though word ‘adequate’ is eliminated as suggested. It seems to us essential 

to retain the two concepts embodied in FEC basic post-surrender policy, namely, 

that maintenance of viable economy and meeting of other obligations for relief , 

under occupation must be taken into account. Proposed rewording, which wid 

eliminate these references after they have once been in text, wld give rise to 

strong inference that Jap was obligated to pay reparations through services | 

even though this jeopardized viable economy and made it impossible for Jap to. . 

meet other obligations.” (694.001/7-2051) a oS | 

694.001/7-2051 : Telegram | - cae eee 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

| SCAP (Sebald) 

| SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, July 20, 19518 p. m. 

| Topad 96. From Allison. UK Emb states that Brit FonMin believes 

Emperor shld in some manner be associated with signature of Peace 

Treaty. They suggest that either Jap Delegates’ credentials shld au- 

thorize them to sign on Emperor’s behalf or that some member of _ 

Imperial House shld be attached to the Delegation. Dept pointed out 

there might be Constitutional difficulties in suggestion regarding cre- 

 dentials, and that our initial reaction was against having a member of 

the Imperial House attached to the Delegation. As you are aware 

Art 7 of Jap Constitution provides that Emperor “on behalf of the 

people” attests full powers and credentials of Ambassadors and — 

Ministers. a | 

Your comments desired soonest on advisability these points. It may 

be that UK will not press point if they could be informed that Yoshida.
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| is to head Jap Delegation and that this decision was taken after | 
audience with the Emperor. [ Allison. ] OO | 

| ae . | _ ACHESON | 

So  3In telegram 155, from Tokyo, July 22, Ambassador Sebald replied in part that | 
the participation of a member of the Imperial Family on the peace delegation . | | 
would raise protocol difficulties, but that he had suggested sometime ago to | ! 

. Mr. Clutton the inclusion of a member of the Imperial Household such as [ Mar-. | 
quis Yasumasa?] Matsudaira. The Ambassador stated he had no objection to | | 
informing the UK confidentially of Yoshida’s decision to head the Japanese dele- | 
gation, as well as of the fact the decision was taken after an Imperial audience. 
(694.001/7-2251) | oe a : 

694.001/7~2151 : Airgram ma | | 7 | 

ss Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Parist a 

| SECRET | | | - Wasuineron, July 21, 1951. | | 
A-104. Following telegram despatched Manila, Canberra, Rangoon, : 

New Delhi, Wellington, Karachi, Djakarta and Colombo on July 12: | 

“Fr Emb Wash has requested Dept to submit draft Jap treaty to : 
three Assoc States of IC and to invite representatives those States to | 
sign treaty along with other allies engaged in hostilities against _ : 
Japan. Dept sees no objection to submission draft treaty to Assoc | | 
States IC. Further Dept favorably inclined even before Fr request — | 
recd, include Assoc States IC as signatories because: (a) they are | 
constitutional heirs of power (Fr) at war with Japan (this formula | 
has been used for inclusion Indo) ; (0) it wld contribute to internat] | 
reputation Assoc States as sovereign and independent members Fr | 

_ Union. Dept disinclined, however, to include Assoc States if their | 
inclusion wld result in refusal other Asian states to sign Jap treaty | 
with them. Dept aware that certain Asian states such as India and | | 
Indo are unsympathetic the Assoc States but is not certain in absence } 
your advice that this lack of sympathy wld extend to refusal to sign 
treaty shld IC Statesdoso. => SO Oe 

a “Pls ascertain as discretely and expeditiously as possible attitude _ : 
| govt to which you are accredited this matter.” | | 

Kmbassy New Delhi has reported that GOI would be disinclined | 
| to sign Treaty if Associated States did so, Embassy Djakarta reports 

that Indo Govt considered inclusion Associated States as signatories | 
Treaty would be serious mistake as it would alienate other Asian | 
states; it did not, however, state that it would not sign in event Asso- 
ciated States included. Embassy Colombo reports Government Ceylon 
no objections Indochinese signatories. Phil Govt preoccupied with its 
ebjections to reparations clause, revealed no strong position question | 
Indochinese. Australia no objection. New Zealand considered Asso- | 
ciated States should sign sometime after general signing. Karachi | 
reported that Pakistan Government, while well disposed toward Indo-— | 

‘Airgram drafted by William 8. B. Lacy, Director of the Office of Philippine | | and Southeast Asian Affairs, :
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| chinese do not regard them as sovereign and would be embarrassed by 

their presence at Peace Conference. 
ey | 

| “Department of course has no objections your placing Associated — 

States in receipt copy Treaty. Final decision as to inclusion Associated 

‘States must unfortunately be delayed until attitude of India and the 

Philippines finally determined. If, for example India and the Philip- 

pines do not sign it is possible if not probable that Indonesia and 

Burma would not do so. In such an event Department at moment 

favorably inclined to inclusion Associated States in order maximize | 

number oriental signatories. If, however, India, Indonesia and Burma 

will sign only if Associated States do not Department would be 

snclined toward arranging for participation some other manner.’ 

Suggest it might be helpful meanwhile for you to indicate to Asso- 

ciated States that identity of signatories has not yet been determined 

and that they will be informed of pertinent developments as rapidly 

as possible. | - 

ee ACHESON 

2 In telegram 677, to Paris, J uly 28, drafted by Mr. Lacy and cleared by Mr, Alli- 

son, the Department made it clear that it had informed the French Embassy that 

it favored inclusion of the Associated States as signatories of the peace treaty. 

. . The telegram continued in part: : . ecg CS 

‘Dept believes you shld emphasize to Fr FonOff (a) US desire include Assoc 

States: (b) ineluctable choice between signatures three Assoc States and no 

- other Asians on the one hand or, treaty with signatories all Asian states except 

Assoe States; (c) desirability Fr, Vietnamese making energetic efforts to per-. 

suade Asian signatories agree to inclusion IC; (d) fact that US accordingly 

exploring possibility that, shld Asian states prove adamant, formula cld be 

agreed upon whereby US, UK and Fr eld extend good offices to obtain bilateral 

treaty between three states and Japan at later date.” (694.001/7-2651) 

694.001/7-2151 : Telegram ee | 

The Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State* ) 

CONFIDENTIAL _ -- RANGoon, July 21, 1951—noon. 

82. Depcirtels 56, 57, 59 July 18.2 Appointment with FonMin at 

which I will deliver revised draft Jap treaty * with invitation to San 

Francisco conf postponed from July 21 to July 23. | | 7 

After Cabinet decision July 20 FonOff sent note * acknowledging 

Emb note July 7° which enclosed memorandum ° and July 3 draft of 

, treaty. FonOff note conveyed GOB observation that it cannot approve 

draft which wld permit Jap Govt evade responsibility paying repara- 

1 Telegram repeated for information to London and Tokyo. . a | 

2 Telegrams 56 and 59 not printed ; for telegram 57, see p. 1199. 

3 Peference is to the draft of July 20.. an oo 

4Not printed; it is enclosure 1 to despatch 83 from Rangoon, July 25, also not . 

printed. (694.001/7-2551) 
7 

5 Not printed. SC a | oo, 

6 The covering memorandum to the J uly 3 text, not printed. :



tions on grounds lack of capacity make payment. Considers theory ! 
injury Jap econ unjustified. Note summarizes extent damage inflicted | 
on Burma points out no adequate contribution recd any source any | 
stage hence justifiable Burm people feel strongly on reparations ques- | 
tion. Note disclaims vindictiveness toward Japanese, outlines support | 
given to admitting Japs to UN orgs and resumption trade relations | 

and bases quest for reparations on necessity rehabilitate Burm from ! 
ravages war into which drawn because then part of a colonial empire. _ | 
Concludes any draft omitting reparations to Burm cannot meet with : 
GOB approval. | ae | : 

This is first official notice GOB attitude. Previously FonOff officials i 
had expressed inability to speak for GOB but had given personal | 
view that Burm desired some acknowledgment justice their claim | 
reparations and that while appreciated none might be forthcoming | 
it was desirable for domestic political reasons for treaty to provide | 

some form of compensation whether described as reparations or econ | 
aid or by another term. They did not suggest that GOB wld refuse | 
sign treaty unless treaty definitely provided payment reparations to — : 
Burm. | ee 
Emb has pointed out that draft treaty does make provisions negots | 

for reparations. | | - | 
_ Emb believes GOB sincere in expressing strong feeling on repara- 
tions but possibility shld not be excluded that GOB in any case not : 
anxious’ approve draft treaty because (1) It thinks haste with which | 
it is being pushed to final form offers little opportunity for discussion | 
with all countries interested and (2) unwillingness of GOB to take | 
action which Commie Chi might term unfriendly unless there are 
clearly compensating advantages.” | | 

In telegram 89, to Rangoon, of J uly 25, drafted by Mr. Allison, the Depart- | 
ment stated in part that it did not understand how Burma could contend it had 
been offered little opportunity for discussion of the treaty, as Burma had been 
brought into the treaty talks by Mr. Dulles the preceding October. “At no time | | 
since then when US has requested comments various countries, for example at 
time distribution Mar 30 draft, has GOB made any attempt to discuss problem 
with us. This is especially significant in view of fact that Mar 30 draft made no i 
provision for reparations of any kind other than from Jap assets in Allied coun- 

_ tries. We are of course ready to go into matter in detail at any time but frankly : 
cannot be sympathetic to their alleged indignation at this late date when they - 2 
have been on notice of US attitude toward reparations for almost a year. . | 

_ “Present treaty draft which apparently GOB.had not closely studied prior to | 
their July 20 note acknowledges justice of reparations claims and provides only | 
method possible of satisfying these claims. Provisions of Art 14(a)' included by 
US most reluctantly and only as result of discussions with other countries such | 
as Phil who have taken position similar to that of Burma on this matter. As ! 
far as US is concerned if countries such as Burma and Phil are not willing to 
sign treaty with present reparations provisions we wld be inclined to recommend | 
their elimination in final draft... . While Dept is aware of possible unwilling- . | 
ness of Burma to take action which Chi Commies might term unfriendly it is | 
believed there is nothing in Treaty draft per se at which Commies can take | 
legitimate offense.” (694.001/7-2551 ) | 

The draft handed Burma under date of March 80 is identical to that printed : 
under date of March 23, p. 944. | | 

| | 
| | | 

|
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Have not yet been able ascertain whether GOB views have been sent 

toGOB Ambin Washington. = | | a 

Brit Emb Rangoon being informed of contents FonOff note. | 

OO 
Kory 

694.001/7-2351 : Telegram fo ee 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser toSCAP | 

(Sebald) whe ee 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHincton, July 28, 1951—7 p. m. 

Topad 102. From Allison. Reurtel 151, July 21." UK has not yet 

| completed study of draft legis and hence was unwilling to alter 

language Art 15(a@). However, we are discussing this matter urgently 

with UK Emb here with view to having language altered in Aug 138 

draft. UK still believes far more satis for Art 15 to refer to substantive 

Jap law rather than to a draft but it is believed here they will accede 

to our suggested language.” Pls inform Iguchi of our appreciation of 

efforts Jap have made in this respect and that through you we will 

attempt to keep him currently advised. Some Jap press statements 

noted here have referred to possibility of extraordinary session of Diet 

prior to signing Treaty. Shlid this eventuate UK wld presumably insist 

on having draft legis passed at such session. What is your assessment 

| _ this possibility ? ? [Allison] =” 3 

Lite ACHESON 

1 Not printed. oe - er 
21n telegram 413, from London, July 20, the Embassy had in part reported that 

the Foreign Office had stated it had previously understood that the law would 

be passed before signature of the peace treaty. (694.001/7-2051) | 

In telegram 176, from Tokyo, July 25, the Mission reported learning that the 

Government was planning to call an extraordinary session of the Diet for the 

sole purpose of obtaining approval of the appointment of certain Diet members 

to the peace conference, and that the Government felt that any broadening : 

of the session would lead to a debate on the peace treaty itself, “with possible 

undesirable repercussions.” (694.001/7-2551) —_~ | 

| Editorial Note a ne 

In note AF/DL No. 401 of July 24 to the Department, the French | 

Ambassador stated, with reference to the French request of Mr. Dulles 

| in June that the most-favored-nation clause in the Japanese peace 

treaty not be of a reciprocal type, that the language of Article 12 

in the draft of July 3 represented an improvement, but that the — 

exceptions mentioned in paragraph (d) did not in fact go beyond — 

those which were provided for in an analogous manner by GATT.
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- “The Government of France believes consequently that Article 12. : 
In its actual wording is not sufficient to protect French territories — | 
overseas from the dangers of Japanese commercial competition, | 

“Under these conditions the French Government is of the opinion | 
__ that the best solution would be to exclude from the treaty all mention a | 

of most-favoured-nation clauses.” (Informal translation filed in Lot ea 54D 493) ES , ) 
- For the memorandum by Mr. Dulles and Mr. Utter of the con- | 

_ versations held in Paris with French officials on June 11, see page 1110, | 
In the course of its reply of August 8 to the French note of July 24, 

the Department stated: a a 

“It is not acceptable to the United States that J apan should be 
required to accord most-favored-nation treatment to the Allied | _ Powers without reciprocity. Such a unilateral requirement would be | at variance with the basic principle of the draft treaty [now of i 
July 20] that Japan should be restored to equal status in the com- | munity of nations without restrictions and disabilities of a type not 
accepted by other sovereign nations. As to the proposal that there : be excluded from the treaty all mention of most-favored-nation 
treatment, it is optional with each of the Allied Powers under Article 12 whether it will proceed as though there were no mention of most- favored-nation treatment in the treaty.” (Lot 54 D 423) | : 

For additional information on this subject, see telegram Repsec 15 | 
from Paris, August 9, page 1253. - SO) Lasopeis Daa 

694.001/7-2451 a | 
Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs | 
(Perkins) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | Affairs (Rusk)* | | S| 

SECRET oS [WasHineton,] July 24, 1951. | 
Subject: Effects of Japanese Treaty Negotiations on Chinese Na- | tional Government - | | | 
CA has not participated in the discussions and decisions respecting | Chinese participation in the J apanese treaty and its information and | background on this subject is admittedly incomplete. However, on the 

__ basis of incoming and outgoing messages which it has seen, the follow- a ing views haveemerged. - | . | It seems clear that exclusion of the Chinese Government from | | participation in the J apanese treaty will have serious political con- | : Sequence on the internal and external position of that Govern- | 

“Memorandum drafted by Wall ‘W. Stuart, Acti 0 we te . | | 
Political Affairs in CA. Routed through Mr. Merchant. ne Beer ” wharge of 

| 538-617—77-——_78__ | |
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ment and our relations with it. It is assumed that these consequences 

| have been weighed and other considerations have been found to be 

| over-riding. | a ats 

~ Plowever this may be, CA has some misgivings as to the way which 

- the decision has been carried out. For example, Deptel 25, July 10° 

| to Taipei, which was not sent to CA for clearance or comment, in- 

structs the US Chargé to convey a message to the Chinese Government 

| containing a line of thought bound to be unacceptable to the Chinese 

| and couched in language likely to be offensive to them. Beyond this, 

as Miss Bacon has pointed out in her memo of July 11,° the message 

contained a line of thought which could immeasurably increase our 

difficulty in maintaining the international position of the Chinese 

Government and its continued representation in the United Nations. 

From another telegram (413 July 18 to London),? which was not 

geen prior to transmission, CA has learned that the US has offered 

} its good offices to the Italian Government in connection with the nego- 

tiation of a bilateral treaty between Italy and Japan, which will be 

in harmony with the proposed multilateral treaty. From the same 

telegram it is learned that US offer of good offices must be by US 

and UK jointly to help meet objections by Nationalist China that a 

similar offer was not made it by the US. CA doubts that the joint 

nature of the offer to Italy will prevent the Chinese from contrasting | 

the US attitude toward an ex-enemy state and its attitude toward an 

active ally in the war against Japan. | a : | 

CA is not informed regarding an action which the US may con- 

template to assist the Chinese Government, after the conclusion of the 

multilateral treaty, to conclude a satisfactory bilateral treaty with 

Japan. CA suggests, however, that quite apart from our relations 

with the Chinese Government, a treaty of peace between that Govern- 

ment and Japan would be a source of friction between Peiping and 

Tokyo and would tend to prevent an improvement of relations be- 

tween an independent Japan and Communist China. It is worth noting 

that strong economic pressures may develop for such a rapprochement 

and that such a rapprochement would be highly dangerous for the 

US position in the Far East. | : 

Finally, CA urges that this Government neither attempt to induce 

the Chinese Government to accept nor in any other way support the 

negotiation of a treaty of peace between the Chinese Government and 

Japan which contains any restriction on the capacity of the former 

to sign for all of China.* 7 

2 Ante, p. 1188. 
- | 

5 Not printed. 7 | Ss 

No response by Mr. Rusk to this memorandum has been found in Department 

of State files.
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The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Marshall)* 

TOP SECRET —  . Wasuineton, July 24, 1951. | 
- My Dear Mr. Secretary: I'am in receipt of the letter of J uly 13 | 
irom the Acting Secretary of Defense forwarding a memorandum | 
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff dated July 11, 1951 regarding the 

_ proposed Japanese Peace Treaty.? We have considered the comments | 
and recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as set out in para- 
graphs 2 and 3 of their memorandum to you of July 11,1951. 

Paragraph 2(a) refers to the fact that the Declaration on graves | 
uses the phrase “Allied and Associated Powers” whereas in the Treaty | 
text the phraseis“Allied Powers”. . a | 

The use of the phrase “Allied and Associated Powers” in the ! 
Declaration was inadvertent, resulting from the fact that the Treaty | 
text originally used and defined the term “Allied and Associated | 
Powers”. When this was shortened in that text to “Allied Powers” a 
the corresponding change was not made in the war graves Declaration, ) | 

_ which had been drafted by the United Kingdom. The discrepancy | 
had, however, been caught and was already corrected in the Depart- 
ment of State Press Release (No. 616) of July 11, 1951 of the Treaty 
text. 

_ Paragraph 3(a) reiterates the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff | 
that it is essential that Communist China should not sign the J apa- | 
nese Peace Treaty. That view is completely shared by the State De- _ | 
partment and the Joint Chiefs of Staff need have no apprehension on | 
this point. | | | 
Paragraph 3(6) suggests that Communist China should not get | 

any benefits under the Treaty which that nation does not de facto © | 
hold. That is the intent and effect of the draft. In fact, the Japanese : 

_ property referred to in Article 14(a)2 was liquidated by the National 
Government of China, prior to the coming into power onthe mainland | 
ofthe Communist regime. 7 Oo Oe 
_ Paragraph 3(c) indicates that it is essential that the proposed — 
bilateral security arrangement with Japan should become effective | 
simultaneously with the effectiveness of a J apanese Peace Treaty. | 
This will be taken care of through the fact that Japan will be ex- | 
pected to ratify both treaties and deposit its instruments of ratifi- |} 
cation with the United States prior to corresponding action by the 
United States. Therefore, the United States can and will control the 
timing of coming into force so as to assure that, so far as the United | 
States is concerned, the Treaty of Peace will not come into force with- | 

* Letter drafted by Mr. Dulles. : | - : 
- * For texts of the letter and enclosure, see pp. 1192 and 1198, respectively. |
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out the bilateral security treaty simultaneously coming into force. 

Since treaty language is of no legal effect until the treaty is ratified | 

and instruments of ratification deposited, it is not practical by lan-_ 

guage in the treaty itself to control the timing of the ratification and 

furthermore, from the standpoint of the United States that attempt, 

by the Executive, might raise constitutional questions with the Sen- 

ate. The Joint Chiefs of Staff may, however, feel assured that it is the 

intention, and that it will be kept within the power of the United 

States, to assure that the bilateral security treaty and our Treaty of 

Peace with Japan do come into effect simultaneously. With reference 

to the final sentence in paragraph 3(c) it can, I think, be assumed 

that the United States will exert its political influence with a view 

to assuring that other nations do not conclude treaties wth Japan 

which would be detrimental to the security interest of the United 

States in the Far East, specifically with respect to the operations in 

Korea. oe gfay Be | 

Sincerely yours, gan ACHESON 

694.001/7-2451 ; Telegram — = 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Mania, July 24, 1951—5 p. m. 

338, I informed Romulo that Dept unable accept Phil redraft Art 

14.1 Thereupon he asked me transmit further revision quoted Embtel 

316, July 23.2 I agreed to do so but told him at same time that I had 

_ no reason to believe latest redraft wld be any more acceptable than _ 

previous ones. Romulo said again Quirino and his 15-man comite * 

1 See footnote 2, p. 1215. . pda | 

2 Not printed. The revision mentioned follows : . 

| “‘(qa) It is recognized that J apan shid pay reparation for the damage and 

suffering caused by the war and shld make adequate reparation to the Allied 

powers. 
| 

‘Therefore, Japan agrees to promptly enter into negots with Allied powers so 

desiring, whose present territories were occupied by Japanese forces, for cape 

purpose of determining the amount of reparation to be paid by her, the manner 

of payment, the commencement and period of the time within which payment 

shall be made, and such other terms as may be necessary for the purpose of com- 

plying with its obligation: provided, however, that the agreement to pay repara- 

tions shall take into account the ability of Japan to pay, during the period that 

may be stipulated, and shall avoid the imposition of additional liabilities from _ 

other Allied powers. In case of disagreement between Japan and any one of the 

Allied powers on any matter or subject of negotiation, the same shall be promptly 

referred to the Internatl Court of Justice for settlement and final decision. The 

jurisdiction of the Internat] Court of J ustice over all questions referred to it 

for settlement under this article shall include the authority to employ the assist- 

ance of any organ or agency of the United Nations for the enforcement of its 

orders or decision.’ ” (694.001/7-2351) 

$A committee (with representatives from most Philippine political factions) 

which had been established to advise President Quirino on the reparations 

problem. .
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are still of opinion Phils shld not sign peace treaty unless reparations : 
clause worded along lines proposed. Will appreciate Dept’s reaction to | 
latest proposed revision Art 14. Since some semblance of compromise | 

_ is badly needed here, I am wondering whether Dept cld suggest some 
rephrasing of Art 14 that wld be innocuous to us but at same time give | 
Phils feeling that there has been a compromise meaningless as it may | 
be. Some such minor redrafting will inevitably soften Phil reaction : 
and if coupled with offer to conclude mutual defense pact as suggested | 
in Deptel 218, July 19 [78], might enable Quirino and his fifteen-man 
comite to recede from their present extreme position. It shld be borne an 
in mind that this 15-man comite is bipartisan and represents all walks | 
of life. Romulo is pretty well resigned to the inevitable and is looking | 
anxiously for means of extricating Phils from present situation. | | 

| Fifteen-man comite is mtg again tomorrow. 

| me | CowEN | 

— fAnte,p.224,00 | a | 

| 694.001/7-2451: Telegram | : 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | | 
| : Secretary of State . | a | 

SECRET oe - _ | Toxyo, July 24, 1951—8 p- m. | | 

Topad 166. Re Deptel 94, July 20.1 Fol is Jap Govt “explanation” 
dated July 24 of its observation re Article 4 draft treaty: (Begin 
teat)? | | | | 

Our views as submitted (2 July and 16 March) may be amplified as 
fol: . we } | - : 

___In territories to be ceded (especially Korea), Jap had huge 
| amount of public and private property. They had a large Jap | _ population. All these residents compelled return homeland since 

7 termination war. | 
All properties left behind, then disposed of irresponsibly. Oc-. | cupation forces came. Remaining Jap assets disposed by these — 

occupation authorities. Peace and. order of these territories dis- 
turbed. Occupation forces were withdrawn. Civil war broke out. | Properties were destroyed. | 

__ Under these circumstances, disposition property of J apan and | its natls these areas and other claims against authorities presently — | 

_ _*In this telegram, drafted by Mr. Fraleigh, the Department had stated in part | that the Japanese comment of J uly 2 regarding Article 4 of the June 14 draft was “eryptic” and had requested further information. (694.001/7-2051) , * The text given here, while complete in substance, has been syntactically tele- | Teen The original text of July 24 is filed in the Tokyo Post Files, 320.1 Peace | reaty. , | | | 

| 

| | |
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administering these areas and residents thereof on one hand, and 

disposition of property in Jap of such authorities and residents | 

(if there is any) and their claims against Jap and its natls on the 

other, will prove impossible in practice, even if peace treaty 

provided such principles as set forth, for instance, in Annex 14 

Italian Treaty. It is simply because status of interrelation all 

these property rights and claims was basis any such disposition is 

not only far too complex but has been completely destroyed in 

| six years since surrender. If we tried to make start in disposing 

them according to set of principles, we shall not be able get 

hold factual data on which such disposition is to be based. 

_ Furthermore, easy to surmise that amount of claims of authori- 

ties administering these areas and residents thereof against Jap 

wld be far smaller than that of our property and claims. We feel 

certain, however, that they will not be satisfied with simply 

: relinquishing claims against each other, but will bring up repa- 

ration claims against Japan some pretext or other, notwithstand- 

ing fact they were never at war with Jap. They will demand 

, reparations on no ground at all. | | 

Therefore, only practicable way to solve problem of property 

succession as between Jap and these areas will be, it seems to us, 

to provide in peace treaty itself that it will be closed within the 

areas respectively, without permitting pursuit of claims either 

to Jap or to the respective areas. This cutting-the-Gordian-knot 

| way of solution 1s inevitable consequence of forcible mass evacua- 

tion Jap natls from these areas and also general disorder in cer- 

tain areas after termination war (end teat). | : 

FonOft officials state Jap Govt does not desire at this late stage to 

propose treaty amendment this matter but simply to comment.° 

| SEBALD 

2A note is handwritten in the margin of the document referred to in 

. footnote 2 above: “Brought in by Mr. Fujisaki, of Treaty Bureau, FornOff, on 

24 July 51. He will bring in suggested treaty amendment this afternoon. 

Rlichard] B[.] Ffinn]’. A second note in Mr. Finn’s handwriting reads: 

“Mr. F[ujisaki] called by phone later on 24 July to state J[apanese] G[overn- 

ment] did not desire to urge a treaty change at this stage.” | 

- 694.001/7-2751 : Telegram a oo 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

a SCAP (Sebald)* 

TOP SECRET _ ‘Wasuineron, July 97, 1951—noon. 

~ Topad 129. Sebald from Dulles. Various US Depts concerned have 

now completed final consideration proposed Bilateral Security 

21Telegram drafted by Mr. Dulles and cleared in draft with Mr. Rusk.
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Treaty.? This consideration leads us to propose fol changes which we | 
consider to be desirable clarifications not involving any change of | 
substance or intent: _ | | | 

1. At end of second para, after “world” add new sentence reading _ 
“Therefore Jap desires a security treaty with the US to come into | 
force simultaneously with the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace | 
between Jap and the US and other Allied Powers.” | | 

The purpose here is to make clear that the coming into force of this | 
| Treaty is intended to be simultaneous with the Peace Treaty so there 

will be no interval of power vacuum, or ambiguity. 
2. In para 38, after word “Japan” add “as a sovereign nation.” | 
The purpose is to bring this third Preamble into closer conformity | 

with the actual text of the Art 5 (¢c) of the draft Treaty of Peace. | | 
3. Art 1, substitute “dispose” for “station”. | oo, : 
_Lhe purpose is stylistic to use a word which corresponds morenearly | 

with normal military parlance. This we assume would involve no 
change in the Japtext. _ | | 

4. Change second sentence of Art 1 to read “Such forces may be | 
_ utilized to contribute to the maintenance of intl peace and security | 

in the Far East and to the security of Jap against armed attack from | 
without, etc.” | | 

The purpose is to make clear that the US forces in and about Jap | 
are not earmarked and dedicated so exclusively for Jap that they cld | 
not be used elsewhere to maintain intl peace and security as, for ex- | 
ample, US forces in and about Jap were used for the aid of So. Korea | 

_ when it was attacked. Recognition of this fact is in our common in- an 
terest. In view of the responsibilities of the US in the area and its : | 
commitments to the Phils, NZ and Austr, the US cld not afford to 
earmark any particular forces exclusively for any particular area. | 
We don’t think that this was ever the intent of Art 1 but DepDef | 
how insists on necessity of expressly negativing any such possibility. | 

The phrase “Such forces may be utilized, etc” is substituted for | 
_ “Such disposition, etc.” purely as clarification. We believe it is im- ft 

plicit that forces could be utilized for the purposes mentioned but 
this is preferably made explicit. | ) : 
_d. Art 2, insert after “maneuver” the words “or transit of ground, 
air or naval forces.” | | 

| We believe this is already included in the concept of “maneuver” 
but again DepDef feels clarification desirable. | | | 

After informing Gen. Ridgway pls clear foregoing as rapidly as possible with Jap Govt, [Dulles.] | an 
oe | | AcuEson | | 

3 For further information on discussion within the U.S. Government of the bilateral security treaty prior to this date, see Mr. Lovett’s letter of August 11 : to Secretary Acheson, together with enclosures, p. 1256. 

[ 

| 
| 

, | 
|
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694.001/7-2751 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines — 

«SECRET —- PRIORITY Wasnineron, July 27, 1951—noon. © 

| 339. For Ambassador from Allison. Pls discuss at once with Romulo 

as your own personal idea and without instrs redraft of Art 14(@) 

| and 14(a)1 given below. You shld point out this redraft takes into acct _ 

as far as possible Phil suggestions. Its first sentence recognizes Jap’s 

| obligation pay reparations and does not link it up. as present Art 14(@) | 

does with her inability to pay. Second sentence of 14(a) 1s based on 

and uses language from Versailles ‘Treaty with reference to Germany. 

In view of fact original Ger reparations clauses have been considered 

most harsh in modern history we believe Phil shld not object to using 

similar language with respect to Jap. Last part of second sentence also 

by implication recognizes prior position of occupation costs which we 

consider vital. Language of 14(a@)1 based on Romulo’s wording con- 

tained your 316, July 23.7 Phil reference to Internat] Court of Jus- 

tice has been omitted as we do not see how this cld operate in practice. 

Dulles at present out of town until July 380 so this proposal has not _ 

been discussed with him and there is no firm Dept agreement that it 

wld be acceptable. However, if your discussion with Romulo indi- 

cates that proposal along this line wld meet Phil position I will rec- 

ommend acceptance thereof. It is again emphasized this has no 

clearance here and it cld only be discussed on personal basis and not 

- under instrs. 
| 

“Art 14(a). It is recognized that Jap shld pay reparations to the 

Allied Powers for the damage and suffering caused by it during the 

war. Nevertheless it is also recognized that the resources of Jap are 

not adequate to make complete reparation for all such damage and 

suffering and at the same time meet its other obligations. _ 

“Therefore, 1. Jap will promptly enter into negots with Allied 

| Powers so desiring, whose present terrs were occupied by Jap forces 

and damaged by Japan, for the purpose of determining what repara- 

tion Japan can make, particularly by the delivery of goods and serv- 

ices, the manner of making reparations available, the commencement 

and period of time for making such reparations available and such 

other terms as may be necessary for the purpose of complying with 

this obligation ; provided, however, that any agreement to make repara- 

tions shall take into acct the ability of Japan to pay and shall avoid 

| the imposition of additional liabilities on other Allied Powers.” — 

| [Allison] — 
ACHESON 

1Not printed. See footnote 2, p. 1224. |
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694.001/7-2851 : Telegram oo | 

_ Lhe United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 
Secretary of State | | : | - 

| SECRET PRIORITY Toxyo, July 28, 1951—8 p. m. 
Topad 202. For Dulles and Allison. Re Deptel 118, July 25.1 Sug- | 

gestion contained in reftel that Japan will be treated differently, how- | 
ever slightly, from other dels is a concept which appears entirely at | 
variance with careful efforts made to date by General Ridgway, Dulles, : 

_ yourself, important visitors to Japan, this Mission, and numerous | | 
other Americans to convince Japanese that subject to exigencies of 
regime of control and occupation we are dealing with them as equals. 

, In past few months, especially since advent of General Ridgway as 
SCAP, hdgrs official social relationships with Japanese Govt officials | 
and private individuals have been conducted on basis friendship and | 
equality, and recent social functions by most diplomatic missions have | 

_ also been conducted in same spirit. | | | 
Invitation to Japanese Govt to conference was couched in such | 

terms as to leave no doubt that United States Govt shares above view. | | 
As host nation, United States should set tone of conference, and I . | 

_ wid greatly deplore any action which cld be construed by Japan as a 
slight or as revival of spirit of Versailles (which Dulles so graphically =| | 
explained to Japanese while here). | en 

It wld appear entirely reasonable to me, shld any del object to pres- | 
ence Japanese del at any stage of conference, to allow that del accept | 
onus for slight. Certainly United States shld not become party to any | 
procedure which wld align it with a complex of superiority which | 
might conceivably place in jeopardy future of our entire security | | 

| program for this part of world. | | * | | 
Suggestion in reftel that chairman at opening session suggest in | 

_ absence objection Japanese participation in conference proceedings | 
appears most undesirable in that Japanese del wld at very beginning | 
of conference be placed in humiliating position of having to wait, hat 
in hand, for permission to enter conference, notwithstanding con- _ | 

In that telegram, marked “From Allison,” the Department had stated in part: | “Tentative thinking here is that Jap shld be given treatment [at the peace con- | ference] nearly as possible equal to that of other dels. However, this raises | certain delicate points and it will probably not be possible to have J ap officially | | present at opening session. Suggestion has been made that at Some point during : opening session Chairman of Conference will state that in view of Spirit in | | which Treaty has been drafted and in view of strict compliance by J ap in terms | of surrender over long period, he intends, unless there is objection, to invite / | Jap Del to be officially present during proceedings of Conference. Diplomatic . f preparation would have to be made beforehand to make certain that no objec- | tions were raised. It is probable that head of Jap Del wld only be expected to | make one public statement, presumably at end of Conference and just prior to : Signature of Treaty.” (694.001/7-2551) | _ ee | |
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forence has been called for sole purpose concluding peace treaty with 

Japan. Moreover, such procedure wid run risk that any objection 

voiced by even one del wld not only have adverse effect on United 

States publicly stated aim that treaty is designed to effect “peace of 

| reconciliation” but would probably rekindle dormant desire perpetuate 

victor-vanquished relationship by some countries having little or no 

stake in Far Kast. ee 

I need not cite instances of sensitivity and long memory of Japanese 

people as exemplified by past. At peace conference they will be all 

the more sensitive and tense, suspecting real or imagined discrimina- 

tory treatment as designed stigmatize them as inferiors. It behooves 

us, I believe, to take every possible precaution that no slightest ground 

arise whereby blame in this regard cld be attached to United States. 

We shld also constantly bear in mind that Japan is an Asiatic nation 

and that eyes of Asia will be upon San Francisco and upon manner 

in which each and every Asiatic nation, including Japan, is recd and 

treated by United States and other “white” nations. 

Any discrimination against Japanese del at San Francisco wld 

moreover serve to undermine personal prestige of Yoshida and render 

that much more difficult his task of gaining general public acceptance 

: of treaty in Japan. | | | 

I therefore most strongly urge that every effort be made to accord 

Japanese del treatment equal to that of every other del. Since details 

of treaty already completely finalized by diplomatic negotiations and 

conference is in effect only a signing ceremony, and therefore unique 

| as peace conference, it appears from here most essential for conference 

open and proceed on basis of ceremony or function by which Japan 

being formally readmitted to family of nations as honorable and equal 

partner. 

Accordingly, it is my earnest recommendation that Japanese del 

be allowed participate in all aspects of conference from moment of 

| its arrival and that United States del take initiative in introducing 

Japanese del in spirit of friendship and equality, bearing in mind role 

| of Japan as our future partner in Pacific. | 

No objection perceived your suggested timing public statement by 

head Japanese del and for psychological reasons shld probably be 

made last and just prior signature of treaty. This connection, Yoshida 

recently told me he desires voice gratitude Japanese people to United 

States for treaty concept and for assistance during occupation. 

General Ridgway has read this tel, concurs fully and urges accept- 

ance of views and approval of recommendation herein.? 

| SEBALD 

2 Wor the Department’s decision regarding the procedural arrangements for the 

Japanese Delegation, see telegram 342, to Tokyo, August 28, p. 1299. .
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694.001/7-3051 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Manin, July 80, 1951—5 p. m. | 

425. Romulo has just informed me Quirino unable accept language 
for article 14 (a) and 14 (a) (1) contained Deptel 332,1 July 27 which | 
was submitted Saturday as my own proposal and without Dept’s au- ! 
thority. Quirino wishes Article 14 (a) to read “it is recognized that | 

_ Japan should pay reparations to the allied powers for the damage 
and suffering caused during the war”. He wishes second sentence of | 
Article 14 (a) to be deleted in its entirety. He wishes to add the fol | 
to your proposal for Article 14 (a) (1): “In case of disagreement | 
between Japan and any one of the allied powers on any matter or | 
subject of negotiations, the same shall be promptly referred to the 
International Court of Justice for settlement and final decision. The | 
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice over all questions | 
referred to it for settlement under this article shall include the au- | 

_ thority to employ the assistance of any organ or agency of the United | 
Nations for the enforcement of its orders or decisions.” _ | | 
Romulo was told that there was not slightest hope we cld agree | 

to deletion second sentence Article 14 (a) but I nevertheless agreed | 
to transmit Quirino’s views. Romulo was also told that proposed addi- | 
tion to Article 14 (a) (1) wld undoubtedly be unacceptable since I | | 
felt certain reference to International Court of Justice is not prac- 
ticable solution. Phils feel, however, reference to International Court | | 
of Justice wld be useful to satisfy public opinion. — | 

The language suggested in Deptel 332 was urged on Romulo in | | 
strongest possible terms. Romulo’s first reaction to it was most favor- | 

_ able. He promised to continue to urge Quirino accept second sentence | 

Article 14 (a) which I told him was sine gua non. | | 
_ Dept’s advice will be appreciated soonest as to extent Quirino’s | 
modifications may be acceptable.? 3 
a | | CowEN | 

? Ante, p. 1228. | 
*In telegram 363, to Manila, July 30, marked “For Ambassador from Allison,” | 

the Department replied as follows : “Further discussions Dept over weekend and | 
with Dulles on his return this morning indicate there wld be great difficulty L 
Dept’s accepting revision Art 14 as suggested Deptel 332, July 27. In view of urtel . 
425, July 30, reporting inability Quirino accept language suggested Deptel 332,. | 
consider suggestion withdrawn. You are quite right Quirino’s suggestions as 
contained urtel 425 unacceptable Dept. Have you any further suggestions ?” | 
(694.001/7-3051 ) oe 

/ : | | | 

: 

| 
| | | |
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694.001/7-8151 : Telegram - 7 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

| | Secretary of State 

SECRET  § PRIORITY Toxyo, July 31, 1951—7 p. m. 

- -'Topad 219. For Dulles. Re changes proposed bilateral security 

treaty. Fol are official Japanese “observations” dated July 31: 

- Begin text. 1. All suggested changes are agreeable to Japanese Govt. 

9. Fol changes in wording suggested for sake uniformity. 

| a) Words “collective self-defense arrangements” in third para : 

of preamble reading “treaty of peace recognizes that Japan as 

sovereign nation has right to enter into collective self-defense 

arrangements and...” shld read “collective security arrange- 

ments,” because Article 5(c) of peace treaty states “allied powers 

for their part recognize ... that Japan may voluntarily enter 
into collective security arrangements”, 

6) In fourth para of preamble reading “United States, which 

is one of the Allied powers,” underlined part will no more be 

necessary because in Article 5(c) of peace treaty words “partici- 

pated in by one or more of the Allied powers” have been deleted. 

c) In Article 3, “the stationing of armed forces of the United 

States .. .” may better read “the disposition of . . .” because in 

Article 1 word “station” was changed to“dispose.” 

3. Japanese Govt repeats its request to have a ratification clause 
added as Article 5 and understands that agreements will be done both 

in English and Japaneselanguages. | 

4, With regard to timing of publicity, its simultaneous release with 

final peace treaty draft (13 August) is deemed preferable for Japanese 

Govt from its internal political considerations. E’nd text.* 

- 7 SEBALD 

| 1¥n telegram 158, to Tokyo, July 31, drafted by Mr. Allison, the Department 

replied in part that all the changes suggested by the Japanese had been approved 

by the Departments of State and Defense. (Article 5 of the draft of July 31,: 

infra, was quoted entirely.) Regarding publication, both Departments wished 

to postpone it “until more nearly time of signature. We are especially concerned 

with effect early pub might have on decision by certain nations to come to San , 

Francisco, i.e., India.” (694.001/7-3151) - . _ 

In a memorandum for Mr. Acheson of August 2, Ambassador Dulles said in 

part: . : . 

“Wwe have now agreed with the Department of Defense on the draft Bilateral 

Security Treaty, and our draft has also been accepted by the Japanese Govern- 

ment. The Joint Chiefs of Staff receded somewhat from their extreme position 

and I feel reasonably satisfied with the result. | 

“Tt is, however, agreed between Defense and ourselves that we should defer 

as long as possible publication of the text as it would undoubtedly be used by 

unfriendly elements to attack the peace settlement as in essence giving the 

United States the right to use Japan as a military base to carry an offensive 

threat to Russia and Communist China.” (Lot 54 D 423)
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Lot54D423 

| | | 
United States-Japanese Draft of a Bilateral Security Treaty : 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] July 31, 1951. : 

| PREAMBLE — | | 
Japan has this day signed a Treaty of Peace with the Allied Powers. ) | On the coming into force of that Treaty, J apan will not have the | 

effective means to exercise its inherent right of self-defense because it 
has been disarmed. oe | | 

There is danger to Japan in this situation because irresponsible 
militarism has not yet been driven from the world. Therefore J apan | 
desires a Security Treaty with the United States to come into force 
simultaneously with the Treaty of Peace between J apan and the © | 
United States. ws | - | The Treaty of Peace recognizes that J apan as a sovereign nation | 
has the right to enter into collective security arrangements, and fur- | ther, the Charter of the United Nations recognizes that all nations | possess an inherent right of individual and collective self-defense. | In exercise of these rights, Japan desires, as a provisional arrange- | | ment for its defense, that the United States should maintain armed ! forces of its own in and about J apan so as to deter armed attack upon | Japan. | : | | 
The United States, in the interest of peace and security, is presently | willing to maintain certain of its armed forces in and about Japan, 

in the expectation, however, that J apan will itself increasingly assume 
_ responsibility for its own defense against direct and indirect aggres- 

‘Sion, always avoiding any armament which could be an offensive threat | or serve other than to promote peace and security in accordance with | | the purposes and principles of the United N ations Charter. | | | _ Accordingly, | ; | | 
_ iI. Japan grants, and the United States accepts the right, upon the | coming into force of the Treaty of Peace and of this Treaty, to dispose _ | ~ United States land, air and sea forces in and about Japan. Such forces may be utilized to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security in the Far East and to the security of Japan against ! armed attack from without, including assistance given at the express | request of the Japanese Government to put down large-scale internal | riots and disturbances in J apan, caused through instigation or inter- vention by an outside Power or Powers. | | | 2. During the exercise of the right referred to in Article 1, Japan will not grant, without the prior consent of the United States, any | bases or any rights, powers or authority whatsoever, in or relating to | | bases or the right of garrison or of maneuver, or transit of ground, | air or naval forces to any third power. 

| 

| 
|
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3 The conditions which shall govern the disposition of armed 

forces of the United States in and about Japan shall be determined by 

‘administrative agreements between the two Governments. 

: 4, This Treaty shall expire whenever in the opinion of the Govern- 

ments of the United States and of Japan there shall have come into 

force such United Nations arrangements or such alternative indi- 

vidual or collective security dispositions as will satisfactorily provide 

for the maintenance by the United Nations or otherwise of interna- 

tional peace and security in the Japan area. | 

5. The present Treaty shall be ratified by the United States and | 

Japan and will come into force when instruments of ratification have 

been deposited by them with the Government of the United States. 

694.001/8-251 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

| SCAP (Sebald) | 

| SECRET a Wasutneoron, August 2, 1951—5 p. m. 

‘Topad 169. For Sebald from Dulles. It is now our view that the 

so-called Addendum constituting item 4 * of the initialed documents of 

Feb 9, 1951, shld take form of exchange of notes between Acheson 

and Yoshida, the note from Acheson toreadasfollows: = | 

[Here follows a draft identical in substance to the final text with one 

exception : the word “preventive”, which appears in the draft between 

the words “taking” and “action” in the first sentence of the second para- 

graph, is omitted from the final text. For text of the exchange of notes 

of September 8, 1951, see Department of State Bullet, September 17, 

1951, page 465. | | Cog be Vins | 

It may possibly be that the language at end of second para and 

beginning of third para wld need to be altered somewhat in light of 

what actually happens in Korean armistice discussions, but in any | 

event we wld want the confirmation indicated by third para.” [ Dulles. | 

ye ACHESON 

, 1¥or text, see Annex im to the letter of February 10 from Mr. Dulles to Secre- 

tary Acheson, p. 876. ee | | 

2%n telegram 286 from Tokyo, August 8, marked “For Dulles,” Mr. Sebald 

stated the Foreign Office had replied as follows: “ ‘The Jap Govt has no objection 

to the draft of notes concerning the subj matter to be exchanged between the 

Jap delegate and the SecState of the United States Govt.’ ’ He had been assured 

orally that the delegate in question was Prime Minister Yoshida. (694.001/ 8-851) 

In telegram 242 to Tokyo, August 13, the Department stated in part that the 

exchange of notes should occur at the time of the signing of the bilateral security 

treaty. (694.001/8-251) | .
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694.001/8-251: Telegram a , | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to | 
SCAP (Sebald) | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Wasuineton, August 2, 1951—6 p. m. 

- Topad 170. Sebald from Dulles. Urlets July 20 and 25,1 feel your 
presentation to Democrats and Socialists adequate and effective. Con- | 
sider it of utmost importance that Diet mbrs should overwhelmingly | 
and without regard to party support the Treaty. US has carried on | 
an effort without precedent in history to make the Treaty a fair and ! 
liberal one free of discriminatory provisions or provisions which wld | 
deny Jap equal opportunity for future. Of course there are some pro- 

visions which the Jap do not like, principally territorial. However, | 
they were accepted when Jap accepted the surrender terms and except | 

_ for Ryukyu and Bonin situation are beyond realm of practical dis- 
cussion. There is no Jap renunciation of Habomai if in fact Habomai | 
not part of Kuriles. As regards Ryukyu and Bonin Treaty grants 
Yoshida plea to me that Jap sovereignty should not be renounced, and 
question of permanent regime for these Islands remains for subsequent | 
determination by the US probably on basis of study to be conducted 
between signing and ratification. __ | oe | 

If Allies are willing to renounce opportunity to gain by taking ad- | 
vantage of Jap’s presently helpless position certainly the Jap ought | 
to be big enough to respond to their forbearance. Also, in the US | | 
despite sharp differences of opinion regarding MacArthur and other | 

_ aspects of fonpol there has been bipartisanship re Jap peace treaty 
which again is something our Senate wld expect Jap Diet to reciprocate _ 
having regard to the efforts our nation has made and the criticism it | 
has attracted in other countries in the struggle to seek a liberal and | 

| just treaty. [Dulles.] ee | | 
a | | ACHESON | 

'” Neither printed. In them Ambassador Sebald had detailed his efforts to stimu- | 
late support for the peace treaty among the opposition parties. (Tokyo Post i 
Files : 320.1 Peace Treaty ) | | | i 

— | |
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| 694.001/8-251 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

SCAP (Sebald) * oa 

_ SECRET PRIORITY - Wasuineron, August 2, 1951—7 p. m. © 

| Topad 173. Your 154 July 21 and 175 July 2.’ Continuing absence 

contacts and conversations between Jap Govt and Natl China Govt _ 

giving rise to news stories and rumors that Jap Govt may intend to 

deal with Commie Govt. This question raised yesterday by some 

Senators. We denied categorically, stating that we had every confi- 

dence that Jap Govt wished to make peace with Chi Natl Govt. Our 

reliance for this is Yoshida statement reported your 2001, May 19.° 

| However, present bipartisan support for treaty and prospects ratifica- 

tion could be seriously damaged unless Jap Govt now takes some steps 

to give public impression corresponding your 2001, upon which we 

have relied in working out formula embodied in Art 26 of the draft 

treaty. rn - | 

We suggest it may be desirable J ap Govt quickly move to estab 

overseas agency relation with Chi Natl Govt as suggested your 154. 

We further suggest that in this connection there shld be attached to 

the agency at Taipei someone of sufficient polit stature to initiate in- 

formal discussions with Natl Govt designed to pave way for formal 

negots to conclude arrangements contemplated by Art 4 (a) of the 

draft treaty and perhaps also lay basis for expediting the Bilateral 

when this is in order. We have not changed our view that it 1s not prac- 

tical to have Bilateral signed contemporaneously with multilateral, nor | 

our view that the scope of Natl Govt authority is an element that must 

be taken into account so that act of concluding peace does not have 

unrealistic implications for Japan. We are however giving thought to 

possibility of letting it become known unofficially that along lines of 

Yoshida’s statement reported your 2001 Jap Govt wishes peace with 

Chi Natl Govt as govt which a) was signatory of the UN Declaration _ 

referred to in Art 26, 0) declared war on Jap, c) exercises authority 

over substantial Chi forces and resources, @) votes and speaks in intl 

bodies to which Jap aspires to mbrship, and e) has authority over 

i1Telegram drafted by Mr. Dulles and cleared by Mr. Merchant. 

2Neither printed. In telegram 175 Mr. Sebald had reported in part that the 

Japanese Government had decided to delay establishment of an overseas agency 

at Taipei until after the signing of the peace treaty, but definitely expected to 

establish one at that time. The decision had apparently been taken partly in 

deference to the wishes of the United Kingdom. However, the Japanese Govern- 

ment had approved a request by Chiang Kai-shek that Isao Kawada be ap- 

pointed a finance adviser to the Nationalist Government. “Iguchi commented 

this appt wld serve as stopgap until opening overseas agency and probably 

mollify hurt feelings Chi.” (693.94/7-2551) 

3 Ante, p. 1050.
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Formosa with which Jap has increasingly close commercial relations; | 
that the present capacity of Natl Govt to bind all of China and all : 
Chi nationals to a state of peace is obviously a factor to be taken into | 
account, but it is not looked upon as a factor which excludes the 
achievement of at least the peaceful obj ectives indicated above, leav- . 
ing others to be achieved in due course. oe —_ ! 

_ We wld appreciate your prompt personal reactions on the foregoing | 
which is being rpted to Taipei for Rankin’s personal info and report | 
of his personal reactions.‘ | OS | 

oo | 7 a a | _ ACHESON — | 

| ‘ Telegram repeated to Taipei as number 89. In reply Mr. Rankin stated. in | 
part his general approval of the “constructive approach” contained in it. (Tele-. | 
gram 171 from Taipei, August 6; 694.001/8-651 ) | : 
However, see telegram 257, from Tokyo, August 4, p. 1239. ce , | 

694.001/8-351 : Telegram oe oe | ; 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY Mantra, August 3, 1951—5 p.m. 
500. Harrington and I had five-hour talk with Quirino and Romulo 

this morning and presented language contained Depiel 390, Aug 1, | 
| 5 p. m.* Quirino found language less acceptable than that submitted | 

fol receipt Deptel 332, July 27? which Quirino now wld gladly accept f . . ° 
| with insertion of word “presently” before the words ‘adequate to make | 

complete reparation, ete.” Se ee | 
Altho Romulo is still studying draft we submitted this morning, 

(Juirino is still insistent on insertion of word “presently” as indicated. | 
above and wld change the word “adequate” to read “complete repara- — | 

*In this telegram, drafted by Mr. Allison, the Department had suggested yet. | another revision of the reparations clauses, describing it as the “maximum ss which Dept can consider in order to meet Phil desires.” It follows: poe 7 | 
“Art 14(a@). It is recognized that Jap shld pay reparations to the Allied Powers | for the damage and suffering caused by it during the war. Nevertheless: it is | also recognized that the resources of Jap are not sufficient, if it is to maintain a | viable economy, to make adequate reparation for all such damage and suffering | and at the same time meet its other obligations. . Oo | 

. “Therefore, 1. Jap will promptly enter into negotiations with Allied Powers | | so desiring whose present territories were occupied by Jap forces [and?] dam- | _ aged by Jap for the purpose of concluding agreements for making available, as - | reparations, the skills and industry of the Jap people in manufacturing, salvaging | and other services to be rendered to the Allied Powers in question. Such | agreements shall determine the commencement and period of time for making ! _ such reparations available and such other terms as may be appropriate ; provided, | however, that in any agreements to make reparations, where the manufacturing i of raw materials is called for, they shld be supplied by the Allied Powers in question, and such agreements shall avoid the imposition of additional liabilities. | on other Allied Powers.” (694.001/8-151) | | | : * Ante, p. 1228. | — | . | 

| 538-617-——77—_79 | | 

| |
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tions, etc.” Notwithstanding fact Quirino and Romulo agree Japs 

‘unable in immediate future to make reparations in form of goods, they 

both feel strongly door shld not be shut on possibility of receiving _ 

reparations eventually in form of goods, particularly since reparations 

will be subject to later negotiation and determination at that time as 

to whether Japs can pay and, if so, whether in form of goods or 

services. | | - 

I pointed out repeatedly that their insistence on goods was un- 

realistic and constituted radical departure from underlying philosophy 

of Article 14. Quirino and Romulo however insisted for purposes of | 

local acceptance reparations clause that there shld be provision for 

, payment in goods even though we all now believe payments in that 

form will not be realized. Quirino and Romulo say that they will be 

content if in course of negotiations Japs say no goods available and 

7 then seek agreement on services. Phil sensitivities also hurt by use | 

of word “skills” which they take to imply Phils must look to Japan. 

for skill since Phils lack such talent. OS | - 

Romulo will discuss problem again with Quirino today or tomorrow 

and I am holding myself available to participate if requested. I will 

also keep in close touch with Romulo. oe 

| [Here follows the remainder of this telegram ; for text, see editorial 

: note, page 236. | | - a BR Pg Ne 

| | oe Cowen 

694.001/8-451 : Telegram ER ee 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY | Mania, August 4, 1951—1 p. m. 

504. Philippines now agreeable accept language Deptel 390, Aug 1+ 

with fol changes: | ae 

1. Inclusion word “presently” between words “not and sufficient” 

| in second sentence Article 14a and ‘substitute word “complete” for 

“adequate” in same sentence so that sentence will read “Nevertheless 

| it is also recognized that the resources of Japan are not presently 

sufficient, if it is to maintain a viable economy, to make complete 

reparations for all such damage and suffering and at the same time 

meet its other obligations.” - | a 

29 Omission word “as” between word “available and reparations” ® 

in first sentence Article 14a 1 and addition words “including” or (if 

Dept prefer) “particularly” between “reparations and skills” so that 

that part of sentence wld read “for the purpose of concluding agree- 

ments for making available reparations, including (or particularly) 

the skills and industry”. : | 

1 See footnote 1, supra. — | 

2 Apparently meant to read “words ‘available’ and ‘reparations’ ”’.
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_ Assume Dept can accept suggested changes in Article 14a, but pro- : 
posed change in Article 14@ 1 obviously opens door to reparations | 
other than those exclusively with realm skills and industry, even | 

- though Romulo again this morning stated in effect that the door cld _ | 
readily be closed by Japanese during reparations negotiations. | 

Alternatively cld Dept revert to language proposed in first sentence : 
_ Article 14a 1 Deptel 332, July 27 * or any similar language which does | 

| not entirely preclude reparations outside of skillsand industry. = : 
Recto made his thus far most bitter attack against US foreign | 

policy and US-Philippine relationship in address before Cebu Bar | 
| Association yesterday and reported in today’s Manila Times under ! 

caption “Sabotage of Japanese Reparations” and also given wide — | 
coverage other papers. Select portions text being sent you separately | 
Embtel 503‘ with fulltextbymail® | | 

Indication extent to which Quirino’s determinations in this matter | 
are being swayed by Recto attacks is that he was finally dissuaded 
last night from previously adamant insistence on International Court. 
proposal’when it was pointed out to him that such inclusion in treaty | 
widbecapitalizedby Recto. | 
- These latest Philippine proposals mark substantial and difficult : 
withdrawal Quirino and Romulo from previous extreme position in 
face of strong nationwide support for definitive reparations agree- ol 
ment contemplating large paymentsin goodsandcashe = | 
' Package deal including security bilateral is inherent in above. Early: 
announcement agreement on reparations clause plus statement inten- 
tion conclude defense alliance early date will largely dissipate current | 
anti-American agitation. Bn / 
Oe | | — [Cowen] | | 

| > Ante, p. 1228, | re | 
°iIn telegram 448 to Manila, August 6, drafted by Mr. Dulles, the Department , 

stated in part that although changes proposed ‘in numbered paragraph 1:of tele- 
‘gram 504 were acceptable, those in numbered paragraph 2 were not, since they. 

~. would go counter to the “fundamental” U.S. position by leaving open indefinitely 
the question of monetary reparations. The United States was preparing an. . | 
authoritative statement of its position in the matter. (694.001/8-651) | 

694.001/8-451 7 Se : : ee 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | 
| Secretary of State nian 

“SECRET PRIORITY ‘Toxo, August 4, 1951—7 p.m. 
_ Topad 257. ReDeptel 178 Aug 2 rptd info Taipei 89. Although | 
Yoshida still determined defer opening overseas agency Taipei until 

1 Repeated to Taipei as number 138. | 

| 

| | |
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after peace conference (Mistel 175 July 25) ,? I have today sought and 

received orally from Iguchi categorical assurance that Jap Govt will 

open such agency once treaty 1s signed. It is hoped this assurance 

will prove helpful to Dept in meeting situation outlined reftel. Iguchi 

stated further that appointment Kawada as financial adviser Chi 

~ Nationalist Govt awaits only his depurge which expected shortly. 

Re possible further action suggested reftel, it wld appear to us from 

here that any additional steps taken at this late date to bind Japan 

publicly to Nationalist China wld tend to have dangerously negative 

effect on our efforts to encourage India and other countries which have 

severed ties with that regime to join us in signing treaty. It seems to 

us that during period from now until treaty is signed we wld have 

immeasurably more to lose by alienating such nations than we wld 

stand to gain in terms of increased domestic bipartisan. solidarity, 

importance of which wld seem in any event to be greatest during later 

period prior to submission of treaty for ratification. | 

| Also, in view apparent Brit determination prevent opening overseas 

agency Taipai or other overt action at this time on part of Jap Govt 

in favor Chi Nationalists, we doubt whether further pressure on our 

part wld result in anything but modifying demonstration to Japan of 

US-UK disunity onChinaissue | 

In view reiterated assurances Japan will enter into relations with — 

Chi Nationalist Govt and collateral reasons set forth above is. recom- 

mended entire problem be to maximum extent possible held in abey- 

ance until after peace conference. I shall of course, do everything pos- 

sible in interim to influence Yoshida and others along lines Dept’s | 

thinking, Be | 

| | SEBALD 

| 2 See footnote 2, p. 1236. a — 

a H. Alexander Smith ? Papers, Princeton University. | aos . 

The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to Senator Alexander — 

ae Wiley of Wisconsin | Bo 

ss [Wasuineron,] August 6, 1951. 

Dear Arex: At our Delegation meeting on August 1, you asked for 

a statement concerning the relationship of Article 2 of the draft Peace 

Treaty with Japan to the Yalta Agreements. — a 

Article 2 of the Treaty neither flows from nor confirms the agree- 

ment at Yalta. Lf the Yalta Agreements are treated as void, Article 2 

11-8. Senator from New Jersey, member of the Senate Foreign Relations Com- 

mittee, oe Alternate Delegate of the United States to the San Francisco Peace



would stand, for it reflects the Potsdam Proclamation of July 26, 1945.2 | 
whereby the United States, the United Kingdom and China set forth | 
the Japanese surrender terms, which Japan accepted. This agreement, | | 
publicly arrived at, embodies the fundamental terms upon which | 
SCAP has been operating for six years. Paragraph 8 of that agreement | | 
provides that Japanese sovereignty “shall be limited to the islands of 
Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we 
determine”. The Treaty confirms this paragraph. It leaves it, however, 
to other international processes to determine what becomes of the re- 
nounced territories, and the United States assumes no treaty commit- | 
ments in these respects. | | 

_ You also asked about the effect on Japan of losing these various | 
territories, particularly with respect to the present and potential popu- | | 
lation pressure in that country. | 

In Sakhalin and the Kuriles the total Japanese population in 1940 | 
was about 400,000, or one-half of one percent of the total. These areas, : 
as parts of Japan, never sustained any substantial part of Japan’s 
population. The respective population figures were Sakhalin, 898,000; _ 
Kuriles, 11,500. The other territories which are to be renounced by | 
Japan did not in pre-war times provide substantial outlets for J apan’s 
surplus population. Prior to the war when J apan had free rights of | 
emigration to Korea, Manchuria and Formosa, the total cumulative 

_ number of Japanese who had come to live in those areas did not much __ 
exceed a million persons. Formosa, a naturally rich island with good / 

_ climate which had been a Japanese colony for fifty years, had during | 
| that entire period accumulated a Japanese population of only about | 

350,000. - Oo | | 
If there is any further information along these lines you desire, | 

please let me know. - | - 7 | 
_ Sincerely yours, | JoHN Foster DULLES 

* For text of the Proclamation calling for the surrender of Japan, by the Heads. | of Government of China, the United Kingdom, and the United States, see Foreign | | Relations, 1945, The Conference of Berlin (The Potsdam Conference), vol. II, | 

Lot 54D4231 _ _ — | 
Lhe Prime Minister of Japan (Yoshida) to the Consultant to the | 
Oo Secretary (Dulles) | | 

| | | ‘Toxyo, August 6, 1951. | 
Dear Mr. Duttzs, Vice Minister Iguchi has reported to me your | 

views on the questions of the peace treaty, Japanese delegation, China, _ | 

also tes ounce text ord m OTA maine, was airpouched. Text of the letter was | (694.001/8-751) gr rom okyo, August 7, marked “Wor Dulles.” 

| |
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-etc., which were informally discussed by him with Ambassador Sebald 

"in the course of their conversation last Saturday, August 4. I wish to 

‘state for your information the position of my government vis-a-vis — 

these questions. 
ee | 

(1) I am doing my utmost to send a non-partisan delegation to 

San Francisco so as to demonstrate the overwhelming support of the 

Japanese people for the proposed peace treaty as well as their appre- 

ciation of the American policy of goodwill and generosity. We plan 

to convene the Diet shortly, which will approve the appointment of 

the delegates and also pass a resolution, thanking the American gov- _ 

| ernment’s—especially, your own—efforts in drafting a fair and mag- 

nanimous treaty. | : Poh Ee, | 

My Party (Liberal), commanding an absolute majority in the 

, House of Representatives, is, of course, united in support of the treaty. 

The Democratic Party is reserving the nomination of its representa- 

tive until after the close of the Diet session, although the Democrats 

: in the House of Councillors favor the party’s participation even now. 

‘Ag a matter of fact, none of the Democrats has any objection to the 

draft treaty. Their wrangling is merely a political move for 

face-saving. ee | 

The Ryoku Fu Kai and minor parties have already agreed to join, 

as you may have learned from press despatches. - | | 

sg for the Socialists, they are not in ‘a position to come out in sup- 

port of the treaty unless and until they modify their party platform 

for an over-all peace. However, the right-wing and the middle-road 

members of that party have always indicated their approbation of the 

| treaty. It is anticipated that by the time of ratification a majority of 

the party will have come round to its support. | | 

(2) I well understand your apprehensions concerning the China 

problem. For the moment we are planning to send an economic adviser 

to the Formosa government (Mr. Isao Kawada, former Minister of 

Finance, is recommended by the Finance Minister), and to set up an 

overseas government agency on the island following the signature of 

the peace treaty. I can assure you most definitely that the Japanese 

government has no intention to conclude a bilateral treaty with the 

Communist regime. | we | 

| Let. me conclude by thanking you for the kind telegram you sent 

- through Ambassador Sebald.’ I look forward to the pleasure of seeing 

youagaininSanFrancisco* | OO 

Yours sincerely, SHIGERU. YOSHIDA 

* Reference uncertain. oo 7 | | 

$In telegram 211, August 9, marked “For Sebald from Dulles,” the latter asked 

the Adviser to thank the Prime Minister for this letter. He then called attention 

_to a number of reasons why he felt it in the interest of Japan to “soon develop 

status of peace” with the Republic of China. “I eall attention these factors as 

relevant without, however, in any way desiring derogate from responsibility of | 

Jap Govt freely to make its own decisions in this matter which will, to an | 

important degree, affect future relations of Jap with China and other countries.” 

: (694.001/8-951) 
ce



Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President | 

SECRET : | _  Wasurneton, August 7, 1951. | 

Subject: Japanese Treaty a we | | 

_ Under the procedures established for completing the Japanese 
Treaty, all suggestions from the Governments invited to sign it must sd 
be in this week and the final text will be determined this week. As I | 
reported to you yesterday, we are having trouble with the Philippines. 

_ Mr. Dulles and I believe that it is most important to send to them , 
— today if possible the attached note. | | 

_ We both agree also that it would be of the greatest help to be ableto — 
say that you had personally considered and approved the note. I think | 
that the note sets forth strongly ideas which you voiced at and after =, 

- Potsdam and which you have already directed us to follow in the | 
, Japanese Treaty. It would be of help to us if you could read the note © 

and, if you approve, let us say so in our message to the Philippines+ | 
ee ‘Dean AcHEsoN | 

_Drarr or Proposep Statement To THE Puu.repins GovERNMENT a | 
1. The U.S. is prepared to accept the redrafting of Article 14 now 

‘proposed by the Philippine Government, except for the words which : 
would by implication admit of future demands for monetary repa- 
ration by Japan. The Government of the U.S. cannot accept that | 
because it would in the considered judgment of the U.S. create risks | 
ofevil far greater thanthe possibilityofgain. = | 

| 2. It would create discord and bitterness as between Allies in the 
Pacific and South East Asia who should develop increasing solidarity, 
as the Philippine Government has conspicuously recognized. As 
between the Allies there would ensue a competitive exaggeration of | 
claims in an effort to get the largest possible percentage of whatever — | 
money might become available. It would create presently insolvable _ | 
problems regarding China whose vast claims could not honorably be ! 
ignored if a monetary fund is to be divided. It would at once bring | 
into play the rights of the U.S. to repayment of two billion dollars | 
advanced to Japan for relief on the understanding, confirmed: by | 
unanimous decision of the Far Eastern Commission, that such repay- | 
‘ment has priority over reparation. It would vitalize the U.S. right to : 
reimbursement for $520,000,000 advanced to the Philippines under the , | 

_ ™Phe following is handwritten in the margin of the original: “Approved 
Harry S Truman Aug 7, 1951.” | | 

Drafted by Mr. Dulles, | | | 

| | | |
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Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946 * on the express understanding 
that it would be repaid out of any monetary reparation to which the 

Philippines might become entitled. | | ae 

| _ The Philippine Government has suggested that a solution might be 

found by all other Allies waiving their claims against Japan, whether — 

for reparation, cost of war or relief, so that the Philippines would en- 

joy a monopoly of any money that Japan might be able to pay. The 

| U.S. for itself has already gone far to accord a preference to the 

Philippines as shown by the advance of $520,000,000 already referred 

to and by other very substantial economic and financial assistance since 

the armistice. But it is one thing for the U.S. to give a preference to 

the Philippines on account of historic ties of friendship. It is another 

thing for other countries, which have also been occupied and cruelly 

| damaged by Japan, to waive their claims so that the Philippines alone 

may get monetary reparation. For the U.S. to seek that would inject a 

sense of unjust favoritism which could not but lead to dangerous 

bitterness and recrimination as between nations whose safety and wel- 

fare depends on increasing solidarity* oe 

3. The discord among Allies which we foresee would be on account 

of a goal which almost surely would be illusory. Monetary reparation 

. can only be paid out of a favorable balance of international payments. 

Japan’s balance of trade has been persistently unfavorable since the 

armistice. For the last four years the average excess of imports over 

exports has been over $400,000,000 per annum. Permanent elements in 

that are the stripping from Japan of colonial areas which formerly 

assured her of substantial raw materials in a yen currency area and the 

taking, for reparation, of all Japanese external assets. 

| Japan’s economy has been sustained during the past five years by 

relief advances by the U.S. totalling, as indicated, two billion dollars 

| and more recently by U.S. payments for services in Japan in relation 

to the U.N. action in Korea, services which we all hope will not have to 

continue or be recurrent. OO 

® Wor text of Public Law 370, approved April 30, 1946, see 60 Stat. 370. 

4or the Philippine desire for a preferential position, see telegram 3999 from 

Manila, June 12, p. 1116. In telegram 142 from Manila, July 11, not printed, Am- 

bassador Cowen had stated in part: “Strongly urge endeavor evolve mechanism 

for providing Phils with some preferred position on reparations.” (694.001/ 

%-1151) However, in telegram 159 from Manila, July 12, also not printed, . 

Mr. Cowen had reported in part: “Phils concerned less with having preferred 

position than with Jap acceptance principle war guilt and liability for repara- 

tions.” (694.001/7-1251) 7 
In telegram 202 to Manila, July 17, not printed, drafted by Mr. Allison, the ~ 

Department had advised the Embassy in part that it was “completely out of 

question” for the United States to ask other powers with reparations elaims. to 

. give to the Philippines a preferred position regarding such claims. (694.001/ 

7-1751) For a more extensive summary of telegram 202, see footnote 1, p. 1215.



| 

Many countries are disposed to restrict J apan’s trade, and her 
shipping, shipbuilding, textile and fishing capabilities. = = | 

_ Under the circumstances, only vigorous effort and industry by the | 
Japanese will enable them to earn enough foreign exchange to import | 
what they need toliveindecency. © BF eg | 

This would be impossible if the Treaty kept alive the right of the : 
Allies to demand monetary reparation payments. That would so im- 
pair public and private credit as to make essential capital develop- | 
ments impossible and so contract Japanese ability to finance exports 
and imports as to endanger Japan’s survival as a member of the free | 
world. It would destroy Japanese initiative because the Japanese 

_ would know that the greater was their exertion the more would be 
taken from them. OE | | oo | 

It may be argued that no one can predict the future with certainty, 
and that events not now foreseen might give Japan a future ability : 
to pay monetary reparation. That is true. But it is also true that if 
an economy is set up so that it must bear all unfavorable developments 
while deprived of the benefit of all favorable developments, there is 
lacking the balance needed to produce endeavor and to sustain credit, 
and disaster occurs which is not limited to the area dealt with, = 

4. All of these lessons were taught by the Treaty of Versailles. | 
Under it reparation claims destroyed German credit and will to work. | 

_ ‘The claims were sought to be enforced by the most determined effort ! 
that history records. Certain Allied armies occupied the industrial : 
heart of Germany, they arrested the German industralists for al- 
legedly sabotaging reparations, and they operated mines and factories | , 
for reparation account. But the Treaty and all the efforts to enforce | 
it produced no appreciable reparations, but did create grave divisions : 
as between the principal allies and set in motion inflationary forces, | 
first in Germany, and then on a world-wide scale which many ob- | 
servers believe were largely responsible for the tragic economic col- : 
lapse which began in 1929 and lasted until World War IT, a | 

| d. The U.S. has in many ways shown that it is deeply concerned with : 
the wrongs done by Japan in the past. Indeed the U.S. has itself been | 
one of the principal sufferers from J apan’s past aggression. But it is 
essential also to think of the future. | | ae | | 

The U.S., by consent of all of the Far Eastern Commission countries, | | was given a special responsibility in relation to post-war Japan and | the development of international peace and security in the Japan area. 
That responsibility is one which no’other nation was in a@ position to 
‘Cascharge, and the responsibility will, as a practical matter, continue | 
as primarily a U.S. responsibility, pending the development by the 
United Nations or otherwise, of a more effective security system. In | 

| 

) |
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discharging that responsibility, the U.S. must in the last analysis be 

euided by its own judgment, formed after weighing all factors includ- 

| ing particularly the just sentiment of our close friends, among whom 

the Philippines are second to-none. But the U.S. cannot assume grave 

responsibilities and at the same time do what it is convinced would. 

make it impossible successfully to discharge those responsibilities. To 

accede to demands for monetary reparation from Japan. would in- 

volve us in that. contradiction. ee 

6. Itis natural and proper that the Governments of the Philippines: 

and.of other invaded countries should have exerted themselves to the 

| utmost to achieve maximum reparation for the cruel wrong done their. — 

countries. The U.S. has respected that attitude and has responded to. 

it to the uttermost limits compatible with: | oe oe 

a) The preservation ‘in the Pacific and South East Asia of allied 

unity and good will as against the discords, divisions, and animosities 

that would flow from illusory reparation clauses; and ae 

b) The preservation, in Japan, of the spirit of cooperation, good 

will and healthy endeavor needed to prevent J apan’s becoming a slum 

area of misery, discontent and hopelessness, which militant commu- 

nism would take over and exploit, in combination with Communist 

China and Russia, to bring disaster to the remaining free nations of 

| the Pacificand South Hast Asia, 

4%, The presently proposed text of the Japanese Peace Treaty can 

be compared with the March text to show how far-the viewpoint of 

the Philippines and of other formerly occupied states has been taken — 

into account. We do not expect that the present clauses will produce 

vast economic benefits. But they do give moral satisfaction to the posi- 

- tion of the invaded peoples and they provide the possibility of eco- 

nomic help from Japan out of the only assets which Japan has in. 

surplus, namely an industrially skilled population having at hand in. 

| Japan industrial capacity in excess of available raw materials. Tf this 

| is freely made available to process, for reparation account, raw ma- 

| - terial which the formerly occupied countries can.send to Japan there 

should be a considerable economic advantage to them. | So 

: 7, [sie] Accordingly, the U.S. urges the Philippine Government to 

concur in the proposed Treaty of Peace with Japan as itis presently to. 

be drafted, so that there can be a continuance of cooperative effort to 

| create in the Western Pacific area the conditions of peace and security 

which give the best assurance of prosperity and well being.® = 

5 The following is handwritten in the margin at the end of this paper: “O.K. 

H{arry] § T[ruman]”. | ees er , 4 
“Text of this. draft, along with the statement it had been personally approved 

by the President, was transmitted. to the Embassy in Manila in telegram 47 0, 

August 7, not printed. (694.001/8-751) oo | Se
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694.001/8-851: Telegram | | 
‘Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines? — | 

_ SECRET == ——SsS Wasco, August 8, 1951—2 p.m. | 

- 481. You are. now authorized advise Phil Govt that as single | | 
package: ees os Ste ee Bs cee ee | 
ao US prepared accept language reported para 1 ur 504 Aug 4 but | 

not prepared accept language set out second para ur 504. ‘This latter is | 
for reasons set out Deptel 470 Aug 7? which you are authorized com- | 
municate. with such formality as you think appropriate to President | 
and MinFonAff, emphasizing that this statement has been personally © : 
and textually approved by both Pres Truman and Secy Acheson. As. | 
to pub this statement in whole or in part we await your further views. | 

| 2. US prepared in principle make Bilateral Security Treaty with | 
| Phil. This however wld have to be along lines of the Austral NZ | 

Security Treaty rather than of North Atlantic Treaty, which is the | : 
_ text which Romulo apparently followed as reported ur 529 Aug 6.2 _ | 

_ Also this Bilateral Treaty wld eliminate Council which was intro-. : 
duced into Austral NZ Treaty because of fact that there were three | | 

_ parties and because of fact recited in Preamble, “Austral and NZ as_ i) 
members of the Brit Commonwealth of Nations have mil obligations | 
outside as well as within the Pac area”. JUSMAG and Emb in more | 
intimate fashion already perform similar function and any new organ ! 
widbesuperfluous. = =) aan oy a | 

3. You will in your own way naturally emphasize determination by _ | 
_ US continue the friendship between US and Phils ; our desire in future | 

as In past to promote their well being and security, and that in con-. : 
_  hection therewith, our good offices wld naturally be available to seek | 

to give substance rather than mere form to Art 14(a) (1). | 
You will appreciate J ap Peace Treaty will be finalized on Sat for | 

circulation on Aug 13 as set out in Circtel59 July18.4 = ts , | 
__ df agreement reached we wld seek to finalize Phil Bilateral Security | 
Treaty for formal execution San Francisco Sept 1 when Austral NZ | 
Security Treaty will beexecuted. = | pene | 

1 Telegram drafted by Mr. Dulles. — | — | : a - | “See footnote 5, supra. =  — ... | ode ghe te Sid tone SAnte,p. 238% ye a Ee | 
“NOt printed. 180 OIE | 

694.001/8-851: Telegram ee Oo ee | 
_ Lhe Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

sucreT Marna, August 8, 19515 p.m. | 
_566. In order further clarify my thinking for further talks with | 

Phils on receipt memo referred to second para Deptel 448, Aug 6,2 | | 
~ 1? See footnote 5, p. 1239, | | a | 

| | ,
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| spls cable soonest Dept’s broadest definition of skills and services and — 

also suggest own substitute for “skills” which may ease Phil © 

Sensitivity. | 

To Phils, as to other Asians, status of raw materials suppliers con- 

notes colonial subservience. Any western tendency to discourage in- 

<ligenous industrial development therefore automatically suspect as 

ruse to retain dominance economically despite relinquishment polit 

control. Illustrative is oratorical potency of “hewers of wood and 

carriers of water” frequently used here as contemptuous description 

colonial status. | Be oo 

Phils resistance Dept’s proposal for reparations out of Jap skills 

and services stems from (1) sensitivity implication they incompetent 

develop own skills, (2) hostility to Jap and fear of encouraging his 

infiltration here by growth local dependence his skills, (3) refusal feed 

Jap industrial expansion at expense own incentive to industrialize, 

| (4) suspicion our insistence hints determination prolong Phils col- 

onial dependence via econ subterfuge. These ideas widely current even 

if not wholly endorsed by Phil leaders and therefore cld serve as 

rallying point anti-Amer propagandists? 
| | . | ae _ CowEN 

2 Telegram 483 to Manila, August 8, drafted by Mr. Dulles, reads as follows: | 

“Ur 566 Aug 8, portion of 14 (a) (1) referred to might read ‘by making available 

the services of the Jap people in production salvaging and other work for account 

of the Allied Powers in question’. . . 

We see no reason why this right may not be availed of to have Jap produce 

not merely consumers goods but capital goods which would reduce Phil economic 

dependence.” (694.001/8-851) —_ . _ 

694.001/8-851 : Telegram | | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

| —  SCAP (Sebald)* — 

SECRET | . Wasuineton, August 8, 1951—6 p. m. 

| -Topad 206. Urtels 155 July 22 and 269 Aug 7.” Dept agrees your 

| view that Clutton suggestions wld introduce further complicating 

factor into situation and that action this regard shld be postponed 

until after signature. However, believe assoc of Emperor with pro- 

ceedings from beginning in every possible manner consistent with 

2 Drafted by Douglas W. Overton of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs and 

cleared by, among others, Mr. Allison on behalf of Mr. Dulles. 

2 Neither printed. In the latter, Mr. Sebald had reported in part that Mr. Clutton 

had inquired (under instructions) whether it would be possible to induce the 

Emperor to issue some form of public statement in support of the peace treaty. 

(694.001/8-751) Oo 7



Constitution desirable especially from view developing favorable Jap | public opinion toward treaty. This might be achieved through fol . 

1. Broad interpretation provisions Art 7 of Constitution concern- | ‘ing Imperial attestation credentials Ambs and Mins to cover creden- | tials Jap Del... BO ae oe 
_ 2. Granting of Imperial audience to Del prior departure San Fran- ! -cisco.and upon return... ~ cee Haye | 8. Inclusion of Matsudaira or other suitable person close to Imperial | Household in Del. | Oc a mee | 
If you believe foregoing points wld be helpful and can be accom- | plished without undue complications suggest you discreetly discuss with FonOff on opportune oceasion.2 PR, | eeptie pide tab be Be ae iba fds . ACHESON . 

 8Ty telegram 301 from Tokyo, Angust 11, Mr. Sebald reported in part that he | - had‘ been assured by the Foreign Office that the Emperor would attest the cre- ‘dentials of the delegates, grant them.an audience prior ‘to departure for ‘San Francisco, and perhaps receive them again upon their return to Japan, - ! _ “Inclusion of Matsudaira or other person close to Imperial household believed most difficult in view Jap desire not involve Emperor or Imperial household in what they consider is essentially polit’ matter. In view Jap sensibilities this | regard I am not pushing this suggestion, but Yoshida aware my views and still giving consideration.” (694.001/8-1151) | - | 

694.001/8-951 7 i | Peg Memorandum of Conversation, by. the Consultant to the Secretary | | oe Duules) So a ee 
SECRET | __, _[Wasurtneton,] August 9,1951.7 | 
Participants: - Mr. G. C. Fitzmaurice, _ in | British Foreign Office, London pb bee | | | Mr. 8. Tomlinson, Gk RE | oo Counselor, British Embassy, Washington Pa | ~.. John Foster Dulles Pe ae: | — John M. Allison pepe Hats | - In the course of conversations about’ the Japanese Peace Treaty, | Tomlinson asked me whether we interpreted the U.S.-U.K. under- | standing about China to prevent the signature of any Peace Treaty | between Japan and any Chinese government until after the coming into force of the main TreatyofPeace, =. ts 

I said I did not think that it was possible to give any categorical | answer to this question. The principle involved was that there should | 
* Date of conversation > Memorandum prepared on August 10. 

| 

| |
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: be no Allied coercion upon Japan to adopt an arbitrary course. as Te- 

gards China which might: prejudice Japanese best interests for the 

future. Under these circumstances a good deal would depend upon 

| the degree of freedom which might, in fact, be restored to Japan after 

the signature of the Treaty, but before the coming into force, par- 

ticularly if the latter was considerably deferred. Conceivably events, _ 

‘such ag the Korean fighting, might make it desirable to give Japan all 

cof the freedoms contemplated by the Treaty except sovereignty with 

‘respect to military matters. This illustrated how the degree of in- 

| ‘dependent choice which Japan in fact acquired after signing and 

efore “coming into force” could be an element in applying our agreed 

principle SEP | Be 

Another element was the implications of any arrangement with a 

“Chinese government, It seemed to me that we should all be concerned 

‘not to influence Japan, during the period of our control of Japanese — 

foreign policy, into a fictitious and unrealistic course, such as, for. 

example, might be involved if Japan entered into a Peace Treaty with 

the Nationalist Government which assumed that the Nationalist Gov- 

| ernment, thereby effectively dealt with all aspects of its problems with 

China and could effectively establish a peace which would bind all of 

China and all Chinese. On the other hand, it would be normal that 

the Japanese Government would quickly re-establish peaceful terms 

with the Nationalist Government in so far as the latter had effective | 

power and a right in various international organs to participate in | 

decisions of vital interest to Japan. Japan was eager to get into various 

| United Nations organizations and the Allied Powers recognized the 

voice and vote of the Chinese Nationalist delegates and ought not to 

require Japan to exclude friendly relations with them. Also, trade 

between Formosa and Japan was of great and growing importance. 

‘Tt seemed to me that a treaty of peace with Nationalist China which 

was related only to realities and which did not involve a fiction which 

would exclude further development of Japanese interests in relation 

to China, would be something which might be promptly explored so 

that an appropriate treaty could come into force with Nationalist 

China virtually simultaneously with the coming into force of the 

multilateral Peace Treaty. a | ne 

| Tomlinson indicated that he thought the interpretation I had 

adopted. was reasonable. However, he will no doubt report it to Lon- 

don and his initial reaction should not necessarily be treated as 

authoritative from the standpoint of the U.K. | -
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694.001/8-951: Telegram) | TUS Peper ag | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET “PRIORITY wae —- -- Manina, August 9, 1951—6 p. m. 

579. Further talk Romulo this afternoon fol Romulo’s talk reaffirms | 
opinion Embtel 569 Aug 9* that Phils will probably accept draft — | 
treaty as modified Deptel 481% and 488 Aug 8* subject concurrence | 
Quirino’s fifteen man comite which will meet noon tomorrow. At out- | | 

_ set this afternoon’s talk Romulo under instructions Quirino made final 
effort leave door open for monetary reparations which provided oppor- | 
tunity for me to read to him entire text Deptel 470, Aug 74 and to | 
tell him that any further discussion or proposals on monetary repara- ae 
tions now or later utterly useless. _ eres | 
Romulo will not press for inclusion phrase “such as” Embtel 569 

Aug 9° but now asks deletion words “account of” first sentence art 14 : 
(a) (1) as subj to interpretation that production, salvaging and other ! 
work shall bechargeable. Bn 

| _ If this proposal accepted, the language of art 14 through para one is 
as folst ve EE 7 
. “(a) It is recognized that Jap shld pay reparations to the allied 

| powers for the damage and suffering caused by it during the war. . 
| Nevertheless. it is also recognized that the resources of Japan are not 

presently sufficient, if it is to maintain available economy, to make 
complete reparations for all such damage and suffering and atthesame __ | 
time meet its other obligations. = | Soe et 
_ Therefore, (1). Japan will promptly enter into negots with allied : 
powers so desiring, whose present territories were occupied by Jap | 
forces and damaged by Jap, with a view to assisting to compensate 
those countries for the cost of repairing the damage done, by making : 
available the services of the Jap people in production, salvaging and | 
other work for the allied powers in question. Such arrangements shall od 
avoid the imposition of additional liabilities on other allied powers, | 

| and, where the manufacturing of raw materials is called for, they shall | 
be supplied by the allied powers in question, so as not to throw any | 

— fon exchange burdenupon Japan”, a a | 

_ “Not printed, but see footnote 5 below. oe oe : ?Ante,p.1247. | | , | 
* See footnote 2 to telegram 566, from Manila, August 8,p.1248. =... 

—- * See footnote 5, p. 1246. — - oe | *In telegram 569 Ambassador Cowen ‘had stated in part: “Romulo has asked 
for inclusion words ‘such as’ before words ‘by making available’ in Deptel 483 | August 8 so phrase will read ‘such ‘as by making available’.” (694.001/8-951) 

| | |
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On subject unilateral, Romulo urges that, if treaty cannot include © 

council, Phils would like to have something that resembles council 
such as relationship of PhilCUSA to ECA so that opposition cannot — 

claim Phils in less dignified position than Australia and New Zealand. 

Suggest Dept cable its language for bilateral in response treaty sug- 
gestion Embtel 529Aug6® 

If agreement is reached with Phils regarding reparations clause, 
public statement suggested Deptel 470, August 7 unnecessary. I will 

| cable draft of short release as soon as agreement seems likely, 

| g94.001/8-951: Telegram - 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political, Adviser to 

SECRET PRIORITY = | Wasurneron, August 9, 1951—8 p. m. 

Topad 220. For Sebald from Dulles. Reurtel 984, Aug 8.2 We do 

not find inconsistency between second para of Preamble and Art 5. 

Word “when” in Art 5 not directed to the date, which 1s indicated 

by Preamble, but to the procedure, namely deposit of instruments of 

yatificttion 
Believe “Security Treaty” now proper title. Authentic text being — 

cabled? i a | 

We are seeking to avoid any publication or leak of terms until at 

| or about San Francisco Conf feeling that terms cld be misrepresented 
by Commie propaganda to detriment of fullest adherence to Peace | 

Treaty. Pls do all possible to assure that result your end. 7 

Reurtel 235, Aug 2.2 We assume Security Treaty wid be signed 

San Francisco immed fol signature Peace Treaty. [Dulles.] __ 

ATEN 

1 Tn it the Mission had reported in part: oo | ee | 

“RonOff Treaties Bureau suggest proposed Article 5 (Deptel 158, July 31) 
possibly inconsistent with para 2 preamble and recommends fol amendment last 

clause proposed Article 5: ‘and will come into force simultaneously with the 

eoming into force of the treaty of peace between the United States and Japan. 

The instruments of ratification will be exchanged at Wash D.C.’. oe | 

“Bureau also inquires whether ‘security treaty’ now proper title in place 

‘security agreement’.” (694.001/8-851) | ee So 

2 The text of the, draft of July 31 was. cabled in telegram 229 to Tokyo, Au- 
gust 10; not printéd. For the July 31 draft, see p. 1233. OS : 

In this telegram the Mission had stated in part: “Also suggest Japanese Govt 

be apprised soonest plans for signing security treaty.” (694.001/8—251)



694.001/8-951 : Telegram | | oye 4 
. Lhe Special Lepresentative in Europe for the Economie Coopera- | 

ton Administration (Katz) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Paris, August’9, 1951—10 p. m. | 
_ Repsec 15. Charpentier called at his request today to inform me | 
re Fr position on proposed most favered nation clause in Jap treaty. : 
He said that Fr Govt had made its position clear to Dulles in Opposi- — | 
tion to reciprocal extension of MFN treatment and that this attitude | 
was well known in Wash. Reason he advanced for taking this up with | 
me was the possible deleterious effect which granting of MFN treat- | 
ment wld have on further economic integration in Eur. He said this 

_ was particularly true in case of textiles and that certain continental — 
countries such as West Ger and Fr including overseas wld not be | | 
prepared to extend MEN treatment. Therefore important that econ | 
agencies US Govt be aware of reasons for Fr attitude. I replied by | | 
indicating that a number of Eur countries had extended MFN treat- | 
Ment to non-Kuropean countries in spite of possible effects on Euro- , 
pean economic integration to which Charpentier replied that while | 
that was true and while efforts to remove trade barriers were continu- 
ing in GATT, the low costs of J apanese labor and the ability to under- - 
sell in such markets as North Africa and Indochina. were so well | 
known as to make it difficult for such countries as France to agree | 
to gen MEN treatment for Japan. What the Fr Govt desired was MFN | 
treatment by Japan and then the right to engage in bilateral trade 
negotiations with Jap Govt... Pep i 

_ assume that Dept is fully aware of this problem and donotintend _ 
to pursue it further here unless so instructed from Wash. CP PED 8 : 
~ Dept pass ECA. Paris Emb for Amb. a | 

__ "In its note AF/DL No. 441 to the Department, August 11, the French Embassy | 
in Washington stated in part that the insertion in the text of the Treaty of the most-favored-nation clause would encourage the O.E.E.C. countries to maintain customs barriers whose abolition might benefit J apan, an exporter of relatively low-priced products, and that this would result in nullifying attempts at Euro- | pean economic integration. The French Government reserved the right to invoke | paragraph (d) of Article 12 in order to avoid extending to Japan the benefit of | the bilateral agreements resulting from decisions taken within the O.E.E.C. | (Lot 54D 423) 0 EBS 
In its reply of August 29 to this note, the Department in part stated its belief | that reciprocity in most-favored-nation treatment would not have effect.upon the : 0.E.E.C.’s or other efforts to secure European economic integration. O.E.E.C. — embers who were signatory to the Peace Treaty would have the option of according or withholding Japan most-favored-nation treatment ; if they withheld it, Japan would not. be obliged to grant it to them. “The Department. notes that the French Government reserves the right to invoke paragraph. (@) of Article | : 42 in this regard.” (Lot§4D423) 0 a ees 

538-617—77—80 | | | 
| 

| |
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Lot 54 D 423 oo : oo fs es 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director o f the Office of Philippine and 

Southeast Asian Affairs (Gibson) to the Assistant Secretary of 

| State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) oe 

oe oe cs ey 7 [Wasuineton,] August 10, 1951. 

[Subject:] J apanese Assets in Thailand | / ae 

The following is background to your appointment with the Thai 

| Ambassador? on Friday, August 10th to discuss the disposal of Japa- , 

nese assetsin Thailand. ~ | _ ee 

Mr. Dulles and Mr. Allison, in consultation with the British nego- 

| tiators for the Japanese Peace Treaty, have arrived at the position — 

for the Department set forth below in regard to the disposal of these 

assets: MOSS RSET | 7 

1. Article 16 of the Treaty provides that Japanese assets in neutral 

countries or those at war with any Allied power shall go to the Inter- 

national Red Cross for distribution to Allied prisoners of war. 

2. It is the view of the U.S. and the U.K. that Japanese assets in 

Thailand must be regarded separately from all other external Japa- 

nese assets in view of the vesting action taken and the control assumed 

over a substantial portion of these assets by the Government of Thai- : 

land after its liberation. It is consequently the view of the U.S. and 

the U.K. that special provision must accordingly be made for dispos- | 

ingofsuchassets. a | re 

3, Because of immediate and firm British objections, and possible _ 

future objections and recalcitrance from neutral nations, it is not 

practical to word Article 16, or to foot note it, in such manner that 

a recognized exception is made for Japanese assets in Thailand.? 

4. It is not realistic to hope to solve the problem by disposing of all 

or part of these assets to the Thai Government prior to the sioning 

of the Treaty. The financial records and the legal actions necessary 

are too complicated. ever to allow a settlement in the several weeks 

remaining. Such a settlement might at this time also carry Japanese 

| recognition of only dubious legality. | | oo 

5. The only course remaining—given U.S. policy that most of the 

assets should go to Thailand and recent British concurrence that a 

large part of them should, is to accompany the signing of the Japanese 

Peace Treaty with public assurances that during the period before 

. the coming into force of the Treaty, the two signatories most directly 

concerned and in possession of these assets, the United States and 

United Kingdom, will, in view of the complicated status of the assets _ 

and the unusual position of Thailand, agree upon and carry out ar- 

rangements permitting the Thai Government to obtain permanent 

possession of a portion of them to be determined upon by the two sig- 

1 Prince Wan Waithayakon. | | . . 

2 Soe the note regarding Thailand first introduced (at the request of the United 

States) at the end of Article 16 in the peace treaty draft of May 8, p. 1024. 

This note was dropped from the final draft of August 18.
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natories. The Japanese Government will at the same time give public 
assurance of its assent tosucharrangements? = | 

_.- 6 The American Assurances will take the form of a statement is-_ | 

sued by Mr. Dulles on the occasion of the signing of the Treaty. Té 
is not yet known what form the British and Japanese statements will — takes o 0 ae 

7A diplomatic note will be transmitted by the U.S. Government 
to the Thai Government between now and the signing of the Treaty | 
conveying the foregoing position and giving assurances regarding | 

_ theactiontobetaken® = Ce | 

| It is understood that in accordance with your conversation of | 
_ Thursday with Messrs. Dulles and Allison, you do not plan to convey | 

the above developments to the Thai Ambassador during the interview 
unless by that time we have received a reply from the British to our | 
latest communication with them on the subject. If a reply has not 
been received, it is suggested that you at least reassure the Ambassador _ | 

- strongly that the U.S. Government is maintaining its position of sup- | 
port to the Thai Government’s claim that it participate in the dis- | 
tribution of Japanese assets in Thailand and that, further, the U.S. | 
Government feels reasonably confident that a suitable method for ac- 
complishing this objective can be agreed upon with the other inter- | 

ested Governmentsintheverynearfuture* = = 8 === ———— 

- *'The projected document has not been found in Department of States files. _ 
*In his memorandum of Mr. Rusk’s conversation held August 10 with Prince ( 

Wan and with other American officials, Mr. Gibson indicated that Mr. Rusk gave | 
assurances along the lines suggested above. (692.94231/8-1051) | 

The last document printed in this compilation regarding this topic is the | 
memorandum of August 80 from Kenneth P. Landon, Officer in Charge of Thai | 
and Malayan Affairs, to Mr. Rusk, August 30, p. 1810. | | | | ! 

694.001/8-1051: Telegram — Se | ns | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Cowen) to the Secretary of State : | 

SECRET. PRIORITY —. . Manina, August 10, 1951—noon. | 

_ 608. For Rusk. Confirming advice given you by phone, Philippines 
have accepted language Embtel579, August 9% © 

In order secure concurrence 15-man advisory committee, which was 
only accomplished after three-hour meeting between committee and | | 
Romulo at noon today and almost three-hour meeting between Presi- 
dent and committee late this afternoon, Quirino agreed he would | | 
request inclusion word “also” after word “available” in first sentence | 

*In telegram 495, from Washington, August 9, not printed, drafted by | 
Mr. Dulles, the Department had advised in part that the language quoted in | 

_ Embassy telegram 579 was acceptable. Telegram 579 is printed on’ p. 1251. °. 

7 

| | | 

| | |
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article 14 (¢) 1, or alternately, exclusion following language same 
paragraph: “by making available the services of the Japanese people 

| in production, salvaging and other work for the allied powers in 
question.” Both Quirino and Romulo understand that this request will 

be denied, but urge that you corivey to me for transmission to Quirino 
rejection in the most sympathetic possible manner for satisfaction 

committee. a “ a 
| - “Regret necessity burdening you with even this one additional mes- 

sage, but know you will appreciate exigencies of bi-partisan commit- 

tee, which require it.” Be pita 

appreciation patient and sympathetic cooperation and understanding 
| throughout thisnegotiation.. = a 

. Will take up details bilateral agreement with Romulo and Quirino 
tomorrow morning on basis Deptel 499, August 9 [70]* and advise you | 
‘soonest. a ee a 
- | | a _ ghee. _ CowENn 

~~ “The Department’s telegram 510 to Manila, August 10, drafted by Mr. Dulles, 
-began as follows: “Have given thoughtful sympathetic. consideration to sug- | 
gestions re 14(a@) 1 communicated urtel 608, Aug 10.” There followed a recapitu- 
lation of U.S. reasons for opposing further changes in the reparations clause. The 
telegram concluded : “We have reluctantly and regretfully concluded that changes 
suggested reftel wld perpetuaite such uncertainty that they cld not be reconciled . 
with our common supreme purpose. We must therefore ask you to request Presi- 
dent and Fon Min not to press for this further change which we wld regretfully 
find unacceptable.” (694.001/8-1051)) : 

* Not printed. PE EERE ERD Fe SEER SS Ue Tan | 

794.5/8-1151 | Wt nwieti dag Ro | 

The Acting Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET [| Wasuineton, August 11, 1951.} 

Dear Mr. Secretary: The Department. of Defense fully consid- 
ered the draft of a US-Japan Security Treaty, which Mr. Dulles sub- 
mitted to the Secretary of Defense with a letter of 10 July 1951,1 and 
has made known its views informally to the Department of State. I 
am now forwarding to you officially the views of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and the Joint Secretaries, both dated 17 July 1951... 
_. As-you know, representatives of the Department of Defense have 
discussed these views at. several meetings with Mr. Dulles and have 

| reached agreement on language which has been incorporated ‘in the 
enclosed drafts of the treaty and. diplomatic note. This letter is to con- 
firm the views of the Department of Defense and those agreements. 

1 Ante, pp. 1187 and 1186.



| | 

It is my understanding that the enclosed draft? of a US-J apan | 
Security Treaty and the enclosed note from the Secretary of State to. | | 
the Japanese Prime Minister give full effect to the security require- 
ments, and the views of the Department of Defense are acceptable 
to the Department of State and have been agreed to by the Japanese ~ 
Government. I would appreciate your confirmation that these are the | 
final drafts for signing by United States and Japanese representatives | 
which, including the Administrative Agreement, will all be signed. | 
and come into force at the same time as a Japanese Peace Treaty. In | 
this connection, I have noted, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff have been | 

_ informed of, your letter of 24 July 1951,° particularly the last para- | 
graph to the effect that, “Tt is the intention, and it will be kept within | 

_ the power of the United States, to assure that the Bilateral Security | 
Treaty and our Treaty of Peace with Japan do come into effect simul- | 
taneously.” I expect to forward the comments of the Department of | 
Defense on the Administrative Agreement to you very shortly. | | 

Since the US-Japan Security Treaty deals primarily with military | 
matters and will provide the significant framework for United States 
security in the Western Pacific for several years to come, the Depart- 

_ ment of Defense would be glad to acquaint the Senate and House | 
Armed Services Committees regarding the substance and implemen- | 
tation of this treaty, in line with Mr. Dulles’ suggestion in his letter | 
of 10 July 1951. . | . | ae | 

The question of the release of this treaty also concerns us in the 
Department of Defense in view of the military implications of pos- — 
sible Soviet reaction. On that account I have asked the Central Intel- 
ligence Agency to prepare an estimate of such reactions, I entirely | 
concur in the present plans of Mr. Dulles and the Department. of 
State to hold off publication of the treaty at least until just a few 
days before the San Francisco Conference. It might even be advisable, | 
from the military viewpoint, to withhold release of the actual text of | 
the treaty until some time after the San Francisco Conference. | 

I take this opportunity to extend the appreciation of the Depart- | 
ment of Defense for the rapid success with which Ambassador Sebald | in Tokyo gained the assent of the Japanese Government to the changes | | in the draft US-Japan Security Treaty, and for the cooperation of | _ Mr. Dulles and the Department of State in embodying the views and | recommendations of the Department of Defense in the attached drafts. : ‘Faithfully yous; Rosurr A. Lovert : 

* Reference is.to the draft of July 31, omitted here, but printed, p. 1233.0 | * Ante, p. 1228, ) i - a | * See the letter of August 22 from Mr. Lovett to Secretary Acheson, p. 1281. : * The Security Treaty was reléased. to the: press shortly before its signature 7 | September 8 at the Presidio of San Francisco. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, September 17, p. 464, : | - | | | 7 | | 

| | 

|
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— _ —.. [Einelosure AJ | 

SECRET ee ee -Wasutneton, July 17, 1951. 

:  Memoranpum For THE Secrerary or DEFENSE 

Subject: U.S—Japan Security Treaty = | 

1, In accordance with your request of July 12, 1951, for comments 
and recommendations on the revised text of the U.S.Japan Security 

Treaty, the Joint Secretaries have considered the Treaty and recom- 

mend approval subject to the.following revision: 7 oo 

a. The phrase “and therefore Japan desires a Security Treaty with _ 

the U.S. to come into force simultaneously with the Treaty of Peace 

between Japan and the U.S.” should be added to paragraph 2 of the 

preamble of the Treaty. The Joint Secretaries, while understanding 

that the plans are that the Peace Treaty and the Security Treaty shall 

come into force simultaneously and that the Japanese Government is 

presently agreeable to this procedure, believe that the suggested ad- 

dition is essential in order. to commit the Japanese Government and 

| thereby to assist in preventing any slip-up. | Oe a 

9: The Joint Secretaries believe that while it is appropriate for the 

Treaty to provide that the United States land, sea and air forces based 

in Japan shall be designed primarily to contribute to the security of. 

Japan against armed attack from without, nonetheless definitive pro- 

visions should be included to permit the utilization of such forces for 

the maintenance of international peace and security in areas other than 

Japan oritsimmediate vicinity, = = | oe 

| RR See — .. . Krank Pace, Jr. 

Pee ge —  .. S§eeretary of the Army 

oe ee : Daw A. Kapa 

| ge ae he Secretary of the Navy 

Py OE egy oh Tromas FINLETTER 

Fea ue .— Seeretary of the Air Force 

i - . es ee [Enclosure 2] | ; | _ 

| TOP SECRET : -. Wasuineron, 17 July 1951. 

_ Memoranpum ror Tae Srcrerary or Drrense | | 

Subject: United States-Japan Security Treaty. | , 

| 1. This memorandum is in response to your memorandum dated 

— 12 July 1951, in which the comments and recommendations of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff were requested on an enclosed draft of the United 

States-Japan Security Treaty. So, BS 

| 9. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are firm in the view that, in light of 

current and foreseeable world conditions, the security interests of the 

United States demand that: |



ne wyostontey ,tagJAPANe rs son saree ity —: 1259 

a. Mutual security arrangements be made with Japan, over and | 
above those included in a treaty of peace with that nation, which will | 

_ provide for: - | Oe : | 

| an (1) Disposition of United States garrison forces in Japan for | 
_ thesecurity ofthatcountry; 0 | 
_. (2) Authorization for the United States to use Japan as a base 

for military operations in the Far East, including, 1f necessary, 
- operations against the mainland of China: (including Manchuria), _ | 

the USSR, and on the high seas, regardless of whether such use 
-- igsunder United Nationsaegis;and. es | 

(8) Permission by Japan for the United Nations to continue : 
_ to support United Nations forces in Korea through Japan for as _ | 
dongasthismaybenecessary;and | 

6. Mutual security arrangements Comrrisinc ALL oF THE ForeE- 
GOING be signed and come into force at the same time as the Japanese | 
Peace Treaty itself 9 a re 

_ 8. The subject treaty is by both name and text a security treaty. It. 
deals primarily with military matters, and therefore military con- : 
siderations should be overriding. In this light, and because of the fact. 
that only one of the requirements outlined above, namely, the station-. 
ing of United States garrison forces in Japan for the security of that 

_ country, is included in the new draft, the Joint Chiefs of Staff con- : | 
sider that if this Department of State draft bilateral treaty is to stand | 
alone without addenda, it is unacceptable. ek | | 

4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe all of the foregoing general | 
security requirements to be of such urgent importance to the security ! 
of the United States that they request you to obtain the approval of : 
the Presidentthereto, | 

_.  §. The question as to whether the security arrangements set forth | 
in paragraph 2 above should be included in a single bilateral treaty, ot 
in one or more addenda thereto or in accompanying agreements, or | 
part in the treaty and part in one or more addenda or in accompany- | 
ing agreements is a matter which lies outside the purview of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are insistent, however, that | 
mutual security arrangements incorporating all of the provisions of | 
subparagraph 2 a above be concluded at the same time as the treaty | 
itself. oe a a 

6. Enclosed herewith are detailed comments and recommendations 7 with respect to the basic Department of State draft of a United States— 
Japan Security Treaty, all in consonance with the general security | 
requirements stated in paragraphs2and3above. © | 

| He or the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
Ouran N. Braptzy © | ne oe am 

| Joint Chiefs of Staff
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SE : [Annex to Enclosure 2] | re 

| Derarten ComMENTS ON THE Unrrep Strates-Japan Security Treaty 

| 1. The Joint. Chiefs of Staff recommend that the basic Department 
of State draft of a United States-Japan Security Treaty, dated 

10 July 1951, be revised, expanded in scope and content, or provided 

with. addenda or with accompanying agreements in order to. incor- 

porate the views in the succeeding paragraphs. Further, they recom- 

mend that steps be taken to insure that the mutual security 

arrangements which comprise all of these views are signed and come 
into force at the same time as the Japanese Peace Treaty itself. 

9, As a matter of overriding importance and in order to meet the 

demands of the security interests of the United States, the mutual 

security arrangements with Japan proposed in the basic draft should 

additionally provide for: rears — 

a. Authorization for the United States to use Japan as a base for 
military operations in the Far East, including, if necessary, opera- 
tions against the mainland of China (including Manchuria), the 

USSR, and on the high seas, regardless of whether such use is under 
United Nations aegis; and | ee — 

b. Permission by Japan for the United Nations to continue to sup- 
port United Nations forces in Korea through Japan for as long as this 
may be necessary. ener en ae , 

_ _8, The Preamble of the basic draft treaty does not refer to Japan 
categorically as a sovereign nation, although this status is implied 
through the reference to the Japanese Treaty of Peace. In fact, it is 
emphasized that the rights accruing to Japan flow largely from the 

Charter of the United Nations, to which Japan is not, and may not be 
permitted to become, a signatory. In the interest of realism and as a 
matter of equity, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggest that the third para- 
graph of the Preamble be revised generally along the following lines: 

“The Treaty of Peace recognizes that as a sovereign nation Japan 
has the right to enter into collective self-defense arrangements, and, 
further, the Charter of the United. Nations recognizes that all nations 
posses an inherent right of individual and collective self-defense.” 

4, With respect to Article 1 of the basic draft treaty : 

a. The terms grant to the United States the right to “station” mili- 
tary forces in and about Japan. It appears desirable to remove from 
the language of the treaty any possible implication of a concept that 

- -United States forces in Japan are to be stationed in a compound or 
cantonment and thus are restricted as to the right to exercise at ma- 
neuvers. This implication would be removed if the word “dispose” is
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substituted for the word “station” in the first sentence of Article 1; 

b. The second sentence is unduly restrictive, in that it implies | 
strongly that the disposition of United States forces in and about 
Japan might be solely for the purpose of the defense of that nation. | 
‘The strategic interests of the United States extend far beyond the 
borders of Japan, and further, as a member of the United Nations, the 
United States has a broad interest in maintaining international peace 
and security. From the strategic viewpoint, it would be entirely un- | 
tenable for the United States to commit a significant proportion of its | 
ready forces in such a manner that they would not be available for | 
immediate United States use from the bases in which deployed. Ac- | 
cordingly, it should be made unmistakably clear that the responsibili- 
ties of the United States forces are not limited to the territory of | 
Japan. In consonance with the foregoing, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
suggest that the second sentence of Article 1 be revised generally along | 
the following lines: Pe a | | 
: “Such disposition would be designed to contribute to the inter- 

=: national peace and security of the area and to the security of | | 
Japan against armed attack from without, including assistance 

, given at the express request of the Japanese Government to put 
down large-scale internal riots and disturbances in J apan, caused | 
through instigation or intervention by an outside Power or | 
Powers.” | | | | | 

5. Article 2 is clear, but it is believed that it should be sharpened to | 
| insure that its terms deny to a third power any possible right of transit 

of armed forces, such as overflying without prior consent of the United | 
States. This could be done by adding the clause “or transit of armed . ! 
forces or military aircraft” after the word “maneuver.” _ : 

6. Article 3 of the basic draft treaty refers to administrative agree- 
ments which would govern the disposition of armed forces of the 
United States in and about Japan. A draft of such an administrative 

_ agreement prepared by the Dulles Mission to J apan, which was re- | 
ceived from your office on 17 February 1951, has been under detailed | 
‘study in consultation with the Commander in Chief, Far East. The ' 
Joint Chiefs of Staff will forward to you their recommendation with | 
respect to a revision of the administrative agreement in the immediate 
Tuture. It should be signed and come into force concurrently with the _ 
Peace Treaty and the basic draft bilateral security treaty. > - | 

¢. The terms of Article 5 of the basic draft treaty do not meet the | 
requirement that the mutual security arrangements with Japan be | : 
signed and come into force at the same time as the Japanese Peace | 
Treaty. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that Article 5 be revised | 
to state affirmatively that all mutual security arrangements, including | | 
administrative agreements and addenda, if any, come into force con- | 
currently with the Japanese Peace Treaty. | ws | | 

| | 

| 

| |
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694.001/8-1151: Telegram its So oe 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 

— ... SCAP (Sebald) * | 

CONFIDENTIAL tw” Wasuineton, August 11, 1951—1 p. m. 

PRIORITY | | | 

Topad 233. Agreement. reached with Brit that ending Art 15(a) 

| Peace Treaty shall read: “Compensation will be made on terms not 

less favorable than the terms provided in the draft Allied Powers | 

‘Property Compensation Law approved by the Jap Cabinet on July 18, 

1951.” eee ee / | 

[Here follow instructions regarding the distribution of the drait 

compensation law.]?. | 

Brit have no objections substantive provisions draft law but have 

suggested certain clarifications of language which, together with few 

clarifications proposed by Dept and Canad Govt will be forwarded 

air pouch in hope they can be considered for incorporation draft law 

when submitted to Diet? 

; ore ACHESON 

1 Drafted by Mr. Fraleigh and cleared by Mr. Allison. . 

. 2 Text of the draft law approved by the Japanese Cabinet July 13 was released 

to the press August 31 and is printed in Department of State Bulletin, Septem- 

ber 10,1951, p.429. 0 | on 
_ *Documents in file 694.001 for the remainder of 1951 indicate that informal 

negotiations regarding the wording of the legislation continued among the | 

‘United Kingdom, Japan, and the United States until shortly before its passage. 

The law went into effect. on April 28, 1952. oo - 

694.001/8-1251: Telegram | 

- The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET. PRIORITY New Deuut, August 12, 1951—9 p.m. _ 

582. 1. Informed by KPS Menon FonSec? this morning Bajpai? 

SecGen had collapsed yesterday and probably ill several days; 

Menon temporarily charge MEA and had been authorized receive US 

reply re Jap treaty * (Embtel 577, Aug 11 rptd London 34)* I saw 

Menon immediately; delivered our reply in aide-mémoire dated 

| 2s actual title was Secretary in the Ministry of External Affairs and Com- 

monwealth Relations. Prime Minister Nehru held also the portfolio of Minister 

of External Affairs, OO , a oe 

 28ir Girja Shankar Bajpai, Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign 

_ Affairs and Commonwealth Relations. | a a 

‘For information on the general context of discussions between the United 

States and India concerning a Japanese peace treaty, see the memorandum of 

August 29 by William L. S. Williams of the Office of South Asian Affairs, p. 1802. 

* Not printed. : . Oo |
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Aug 11;5 and also handed him summary some oral remarks my own. 
He brought into discussions Chakravarty expert of MEA this matter.® 

2. Clear to me from discussion Menon and Chak (like Bajpai) 
_ sympathic and anxious India sign but concerned lest Nehru refuse. | 
Menon told Nehru so immersed in bitterest party quarrel his career | 
he wld probably have little time just now for consideration treaty | 
but promised at least bring matter immedately Nehru’s attention so 
latter cld if he desired present it next cab meeting. Menon stressed | 

_ Nehru’s main anxiety was signing treaty might add to strain Far | 
East situation. I replied opinion my govt peace with Jap cld not await - 
settlement all problems Far East some of which extremely compli- | 
cated and might require considerable time for solution. Signing treaty | 
wld clarify situation and wld be stepping stone settlement other FE | 
matters if USSR and Commie Chi really wished peace and stability | 
this area. | : ee ot a | 

8. In response my question which of three specific points raised in 
GOI reply July 307 seemed most important Chak my surprise said | 
he thought failure outright cession territory to Chi and USSR (point | 
6) whereas Menon said he thought provision envisaging retention fon | 
armed forces Jap (point c). I am personally inclined believe Nehru | 
will view most seriously provisions re Ryukvus etc (point a) because 

| he may think that by signing treaty he will in effect be agreeing to | 
US trusteeship over Asianterritory. vig OS | 

4, Chak said if Jap shld renounce all title to Kuriles, Sakhalin | 
and Formosa it wld not have right later cede such territories to USSR 
and Chi in later treaty because Art 26 precluded Jap from making sub- | 
sequent peace settlement with any state granting greater advantages | 
than are accorded in present treaty. I said I unaware US interpreta- | 

tion Art 26. I inclined agree Jap cld not cede territory to which it 
had already renounced title. I thought however it might be able | 
despite Art 26 to recognize in subsequent treaties Kuriles and Sak- — | 
halin as USSR territory and Formosa as Chi. (Wld appreciate Dept 
‘views re this.) Chak argued since US wld probably never contest | 
USSR title to Kuriles and Sakhalin why not frankly recognize them | 
‘nm treaty. I replied since USSR. had already made clear it wld not 
‘sign treaty no reason for treaty provide cession territory to country | 
not party. Furthermore our view no reason for Jap be party disposi- | | 
tion territories which it ceded. Matter of final disposition to be ar- | | 

_ ranged among Allies. We still hoped for instance some time to come | 
_ to world wide agreement with USSR which wld include all territorial | 

. .° Text of the aide-mémoire is contained in telegram 329 to New Delhi August 9 | | not printed. (694.001/8-951) It was in reply to-an Indian aide-mémoire of July 30, | also not printed. (Lot 54D 423) 00 a 
“ Birendra Narayan Chakravarty. =. a ee | 
“Reference is to the wide-mémoire cited in footnote 5 above, which was a com- | 

mentary on the July 20 treaty draft. pe, 

| 

|
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claims. Until we do why shld we enter into formal agreement ceding 

it territory piece meal. Both Menon and Chak seemed agree this and 

Chak remarked that if treaty ceded territory USSR without giving 

Formosa to Chi it wld make failure cede Formosa even more pointed. 

5, In our discussions of Art 6(a) I endeavored stress that in signing 

| treaty no country was necessarily giving its approval to making of 

subsequent security arrangements between Jap and US or to retention 

US forces in Jap under such arrangements. Jap and US contemplated 
entering into voluntary bilateral or multilateral agreements which 

might provide for retention certain US troops on Jap territory in 

interest Jap security and US desired inclusion second sentence this 

article so no doubt cld possibly be raised later as to legality retention 

or stationing US troops on Jap territory. Menon suggested India 

might perhaps make reservations re second sentence Art 6(@) when 

sioning. I replied my understanding there were to be no reservations 

whatsoever. Chak said GOI at time signing treaty might state its sign- 

ing shld not be considered as approval of any subsequent agreement to 

station fon troops on Jap territory. I replied such announcement my 
opinion wld be gratuitous but GOI had right make it. — 
6. Chak again pressed GOI argument that Art 3 not necessary. 

Jap cld voluntarily give US all rights in islands it needed in frame- 
work subsequent bilateral or multilateral security agreements all of — 

which cld be justified under Art 5(c) of this agreement. I said in first 

| place Art 5(¢) is of such gen character that in order make clear true 

intentions second sentence Art 6(a) necessary. Furthermore use of 

these islands under UN trusteeship might be for purposes other than 

mere security Jap. It was possible situation might arise FE in which 

Jap security not immediately and directly threatened but which never- 

theless might require use these islands in interests UN (Dept pls advise _ 

if I was wrong in advancing this argument which seemed impress both 

| officials). I added furthermore it wld be much easier for any Jap 

Govt grant UN control these islands in peace treaty than for it do SO 

later voluntarily. Voluntary relinquishment control territory likely 

subject any govt to protracted attacks by groups endeavoring arouse 

nationalist fanaticism. It wld not be difficult however for Jap Govt to 

defend its relinquishing control these islands by pointing out that such 

relinquishment was merely part of most liberal peace treaty. Both 

| assented to strength this argument and Menon referred to recent 

“uproar” in India because of alleged cession certain areas to Bhutan 

in connection with settlement certain border problems. - 

®In telegram 368 to New Delhi, August 14, drafted by Mr. Allison, the Depart- 

ment stated: “Dept concurs argument advanced by you re possible use Ryukyus 

in interests UN. If you have occasion you might point out that Art 84 of UN 

Charter requires administering power to ‘ensure that the trust territory shall 

| est) part in the maintenance of internat] peace and security.’ " (694.001/
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_ @. In leaving I asked them inform Nehru I wld be glad talk with | 
him personally if he desired further clarifications. Ds 
“Rptd London 35. tego 

694.001/8-1351: Telegram eT , | 
Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Dsaxarta, August 18, 1951—11 a, m. | 
: 239. Indonesian mission returned from Burma afternoon eleventh. | 

Aneta twelfth reported Yamin, non-govt member, as stating Indo-. | | 
nesia most probably wld form common front with Burma at San Fran- | 
cisco on reparations issue which he considered primary condition for | 
Indonesia’s participation in signing peace treaty with Japan. > | 

I talked briefly with FonOff SYG Darmasetiawan just prior his | 
participation in emergency session night eleventh of Parliamentary | 
Foreign Affairs Comite to hear FonMin Subardjo report on Burma | 
trip and matters relating to Japanese peace treaty. Secretary of State | 
answer to Indonesian Ambassador (Deptel 177) had not been recd : 
from Ali in time for discussion Cabinet mtg night tenth but was here 

_ for study by FonOff group on return from Burma and for discussion. | 
with Parliamentary group night eleventh. Darmasetiawan expressed | 
satisfaction with results Burma visit and told me Indonesians still had 
hope of mtg in Indonesia after thirteenth with some of their Asian. | 
friends prior San Francisco conference. Indonesian Govt still stating : 
no decision on participation until final draft recd and studied. _ | 
Darmasetiawan not perturbed over US reply to Indonesian observa- 
tions on treaty draft. De, | 

Minister Djuanda ? called afternoon eleventh and discussed Japan-— | 
ese treaty with me. He said point three of US reply to Indonesian’s . . . 

* . | dealing with reparations wld be only one to cause difficulty. He said : he had never been hopeful of much on this issue. He said he and some 
other Cabinet members had toned down considerably original draft | 

"In this telegram of August 9 the Department had transmitted the text of a | reply (handed that day in Washington to Indonesian Ambassador Dr. Ali Sastro-. amidjojo) to an Indonesian note of August 6, not printed, regarding a Japanese | peace treaty. The U.S. had acceded to the request of Indonesia for reinsertion in | the final text of Article 1 of a reference to Japanese sovereignty. The U.K. had | agreed to this change. The U.S. had declined to meet the requests of Indonesia | that plebiscites be held in the territories to be detached from Japan, that the treaty text be open to revision at the San Francisco Conference, and that the | Chinese People’s Republic be invited to participate in the conference. With regard to the Indonesian desire for monetary reparations, the Department had ! reiterated the U.S. view that the proposed reparations provisions of the July 20 draft treaty were under the circumstances just and reasonable. (694.001/8-951) | The Indonesian note referred to above was the only formal communication re- ceived from that country regarding any of the treaty drafts circulated up to | _ that time. It is filed in Lot 54 D 423. | oe “Dr. Djuanda was Minister for Communications, _ |
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prepared by FonOff and Parliamentarians of observations on second 

| draft treaty? particularly on reparations and on getting China and 

_ Russia to participate. Djuanda said he and his friends told others they 

were going too far in name of “independent” policy in standing up for 

China and Russia and might be embarrassed thereby. He issure Indo- 

nesia will participate and sign San Francisco. I expressed appreciation 

his assistance of last few weeks on this issue and hope Indonesian Govt 

wld not make itself ridiculous by carrying “third force” idea too far. 

I urged stand with US and prepare for mutually happy and profitable 

| relations with Japan. fae 

[Here follows the remainder of this telegram concerning visits 

. abroad by members of the Indonesian Government.] os 

a babe hae er - CocHRAN 

* Presumably that of July3 So 7 : 

ee ditorial Note os 

| The final text of the proposed peace treaty, with two declarations 

by the Government of Japan and a protocol, dated August 18, was 

released simultaneously by its joint sponsors, the United Kingdom and 

the United States, at 4:00 p. m. August. 15. For text, with revisions to 

a the July 20 text, see Department of State Bulletin, August 27, 1951, 

For revisions to the July 3 draft as of July 20, see circular telegram 

57, July 18, page 1199. . oe 7 

For revisions to the draft of June 14 as of July 3, see circular tele- 

gram 9, July 3, page 1174. a SO 

| For the draft of June 14, see page 1119. a 

Lot 54 D 423 | “1 ~ ; a | | a _— 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the 

— Executive Secretariat (Barnes) So 

RESTRICTED | a | - : ef a [Wasutneton,] August 13, 1951. 

MeEmoranpuM OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND ACTING 

 SecreTaRy WEBB, Avcust 137 

| [ tem B—Soviet Acceptance of Invitation to Attend San Francisco 

Conference. | | | 

The President himself raised the question of the Soviet acceptance 

of the invitation to the San Francisco conference, and said that he was 

1 The usual list of attendants is omitted in the source text. |
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determined that we should go forward with our plans just the same. | 
Mr. Matthews told the President that the Department agreed with this | 
line, although we recognize that one of the major Soviet objectives. | 
was to disrupt the Japanese Treaty. We would, therefore, have to. | 
accept a certain amount of difficulty at San Francisco which might | 
make it harder for us to maintain the determination of some of our | 
Allies. The President said he recognized this but was quite firm in his | 
desire that we should attempt. to move ahead with the conclusion of | 
the treaty. aonennee INAS | 
The President read and approved the draft reply 2 to the Soviet | 

acceptance, and suggested that it might be well to release this to the. aA 
_ press at the same time we answer the Soviet acceptance. Mr. Matthews. 7 
pointed out that we would at least have to wait until the reply reached | 
the Russian foreign office. The President agreed and the question of | 
the press handling was left to our discretion. Se pyar dye 23 ! 
CE | Rozert G. Barnes. I 

? For text of the US. note of August 16, released to the press that same. day, | | see Department of State Bulletin, August 27, 1951, p. 348. le Ge kets | 

, 694.001 /8-1451 : Telegram | on ” 2 ; : a . a ; bs : | wet | 

Lhe Chargé in the Republic of China (Rankin) to the Secretary — | 

SECRET oo oe io oo  Tarpert, August 14, 1951—5 a.m. | | 
218. Yest FonMin Yeh gave me fol verbal statement dated | 

Govt of Republic of Chi wishes to renew its request 1 that US Govt, | 
as sponsor of Jap peace treaty, accept undertaking of placing Jap 
under same obligation to sign a bilateral peace treaty with Govt of | Republic of Chi as that under which Jap is to sign a multilateral peace 
treaty with the other allies. In renewing this request it is understand- | 
ing of Chi Govt that the bilateral treaty is to be substantially the same 
as the multilateral treaty and is to be signed approx at same or not | long after, signing of multilateral treaty. } ae re ! 

Fol reasons are in support of the request : So - 
Jap owes same obligation to Chi as she does to other allies in con: 

clusion of peace, What Chi Govt requests US Govt to do is only to see that this obligation is fulfilled in respect of Chi. - 7 
| | 

* See footnote 2, p. 1185. | | | _ _ This request was reported earlier to the Department in Taipei’s telegram 1743 of June 19, not printed. (694.001/6-1951) i 

a |
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| In view of this obligation on part of Jap, the Chi Govt cannot agree 

to view that it still has to negotiate peace treaty with Japs for, by.so. 

doing, Chi wld be absolving Jap from such an obligation and hence. 

forfeiting her own status as an allied power. , ce 

It will be recalled that conclusion of a peace treaty between Repub- 

lic of Chi and Jap has been subj of a number of talks between Govt 

of Republic of Chi and US Govt over a considerable length of time. 

However, no workable scheme has yet evolved. Recent talks seem to. 

indicate (1) that US govt desires that Chi Govt commence talks 

[garble] with Jap Govt with view to conclusion of a bilateral treaty ; 

and (2) that US Govt considers it impracticable for such talks to aim . 

at signing of a bilateral treaty simultaneously with that of multi- 

lateral peace treaty. — | oe | 

At this stage, Chi Govt wishes to seek clarification of fol points; | 

1. It appears to have been the understanding between Chi Govt and 

US Govt that Sino-Jap bilateral peace treaty be substantially same as 

multilaterial peace treaty in its final form. If this understanding is to 

be adhered to there wld not be any necessity for Chi to negotiate with 

| Jap on terms of bilateral treaty. In this connection Chi Govt wishes 

reiterate its position that while it is willing to discuss with Jap Govt 

such additional matters as may be of exclusive concern to Chi and 

Jap in conclusion of peace, it cannot take upon itself to enter into 

negotiation with Jap on treaty itself. Chi Govt therefore requests to 

be informed if a Sino-Jap bilateral treaty not substantially the same 

as the multilateral peace treaty is now under contemplation of US — 

ovt. ao | 
2. Since a Sino-Jap peace treaty to be signed simultaneously with 

multilateral treaty is not favored, Chi Govt further requests to be 

informed what US Govt considers to be best timing of signing of 

bilateral treaty and, more specifically whether signing of bilateral 

treaty is to be deferred long after signing of multilateral treaty or 

even until coming into force of multilateral treaty.’ _ | 

ne : RANKIN 

In telegram 216, from Taipei, August 14, Mr. Rankin stated in part: “[Foreign 

Minister Yeh’s] desire to plaee Japs under ‘obligation’ sign treaty with Chi Govt 

and to avoid having to ‘negot’ such treaty apparently stems not primarily from 

considerations of face but from very real problem of persuading various elements 

in Chinese Govt including Exec Yuan Comite to go along with idea.of bilateral. 

treaty closely resembling multilateral. Such elements probably wld prevent 

further steps in this direction unless appearance can be avoided of Japs sitting 

8. “ani and ‘choosing’ between Chi Govt.and Chi coms as suppliants.” (694.001/
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694.001/8-1451 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of India, ) 
| Nepal, and Ceylon Affairs (Witman)* | | 

“SECRET [Wasuineton,] August 14, 1951. | 

Subject: Indian Participation in Japanese Peace Treaty | | 

_. Participants: Madame Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Ambassador of 
| India 

Ambassador John Foster Dulles 
| Mr. I. J. Bahadur Singh, First Secretary, Embassy of | 

| India | ! 

SOA—Mr. William Witman 

Madame Pandit having expressed the wish to see Mr. Dulles briefly __ 
before departing on consultation for New Delhi tomorrow, an ap- 
pointment was arranged in Mr. Dulles’ office for 5 p. m. 

| Mr. Dulles remarked that there were certain differences between the | 
viewpoints of India and the United States Governments on the Japa- | 
nese Peace Treaty. It was impossible, however, fully to meet the views | 
of all countries concerned. The first draft of the proposed Treaty ? | 
had been modified at India’s request and certain references to future | 

security arrangements in Japan had consequently been omitted. As 
for the Ryukyu Islands, the present wording of the Draft Treaty rep- : 
resents a compromise between the views of those countries which , 
wished to see us out completely (i.e., India), and of those who insisted 
that we remain as a barrier against the possible resurgence of Japanese | 

militarism (i.e., Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, United King- | 
dom, and France). | 

Mr. Dulles said that he would disclose in confidence to Madame 
Pandit a secret which heretofore was known only within these four 
walls. During his negotiations with the Japanese, the question of the : 

_ sovereignty of the Ryukyus had been strongly raised by the Japanese | 
and supported in their press. Mr. Dulles thought, however, that it a 

was important not to yield on every point to the Japanese, lest they _ 
_- gained the impression that we were so dependent upon them that 

_ they could force us to give them anything they liked. He had, there- | 
fore, deliberately held out on the question, although in his heart he 

knew that we planned to reach a settlement of this question which | 
——— [i 

*For information on the general context of discussions between the United 
States and India concerning a Japanese peace treaty, see the memorandum of | 
August 29 by William L. S. Williams of the Office of South Asian Affairs, p. 1802. | | 

* Reference is to the draft handed Mme. Pandit on March 28, identical to the / 
version printed under date of March 23, p. 946. | | 

| 538-617—77—81 | |
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cipitating general war if it foresaw an immediate threat to its vital 

interests. We do not believe that the Kremlin is likely to conclude 

that the signing of the US-UK sponsored Japanese Peace Treaty 

and/or Japanese rearmament alone constitutes a threat to its vital 

interests during the remainder of 1951.” (Files of the Bureau of In- 

telligence and Research) 

—-794.5/8-1151 | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary o f Defense (Marshall) 

TOP SECRET” Wasuinetron, August 15, 1951. 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: Thank you very much for your letter of 

| August 11* forwarding the drafts, as agreed to informally between the 

Departments of State and Defense, of a United States-Japan Security 

Treaty 2 and an accompanying note to the Prime Minister of Japan to 

be signed by the Secretary of State.* | 

The draft of the United States-Japan Security Treaty as forwarded 

in your letter does represent the final text of that document.‘ It is 

planned to sign it at San Francisco promptly following the signature 

of the Treaty of Peace with Japan. | 

The exchange of notes with the Prime Minister of Japan willtake 

place at the time of signature of the Security Treaty. As Mr. Dulles 

informed your representatives during the discussion of this document, 

however, it may be that the language at the end of the second para- 

graph and at the beginning of the third paragraph will need to be 

altered somewhat in the light of what actually happens in Korean 

armistice discussions. It may also be necessary to eliminate the word 

| “preventive” from the first sentence of the second paragraph since 

there is some question as to whether the current United Nations action 

in Korea is “preventive” or “enforcement” action.’ That part of the 

third paragraph, however, which sets forth Japan’s commitments 

represents the final wording of the note. 7 

‘It is the intention, and will be kept within the power of the United 

States, to assure that the Security Treaty, with its accompanying ex- 

change of notes, and the Administrative Agreement implementing the | 

1 Reference is to Mr. Lovett’s letter of that date, p. 1256. 

2The draft is printed instead under its date of July 31, p. 1233. 

* For information on this note, see the bracketed interpolation within the text 

of telegram 169, to Tokyo, August 2, p. 1234. 

4See, however, the document and notes, infra. 

3 _ Modification of the final text is described in the reference cited in footnote
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Security Treaty, come into effect simultaneously with the Treaty of 

Peace. | | | 

‘The question of signing the Administrative Agreement at the same | 

time as the other documents raises a number of practical difficulties. | 

The Defense Department’s revision of the Agreement has not as yet 

been received in the Department of State and the time remaining be- 

tween now and the departure for San Francisco is so short that it is | | 

~ doubted whether it is feasible to reach agreement between our two 

Departments and negotiate the details of such a complicated document 

with the Japanese before September 4. I am sure that you are well 

aware that the time of signing of this Agreement bears no relation to 

the time when it shall come into force. | - | 

, The Department of State concurs with your view that publication of ! 

the Security Treaty should, if practicable, be delayed until signature. | 

It is noted that the Department of Defense would be glad to acquaint | 

the Senate and House Armed Services Committees regarding the sub- , : 

stance of the Security Treaty. | | | 
I would like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation of | 

the cooperation shown by your office and the Joint Chiefs of Staff in | 
enabling us to reach mutually satisfactory agreement on the terms 

of the Japanese Peace Treaty, the Bilateral Security Treaty and the 

notes to be exchanged. | 

Sincerely yours, | | James E. Wess 

694.001/8-1551 : Telegram | | | 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the | 

Secretary of State : | 

SECRET PRIORITY | Toxyo, August 15, 1951—6 p. m. | 

Topad 330. Re Deptel 229, Aug 10.1 Authentic text security treaty | 
transmitted FonOff, which has submitted fol comments under date | 
Aug 15: | } | 

" Begin text. Fol points concerning formalities are suggested to | 
US Govt for its consideration: ) | 

1. After word “accordingly”, following words be added: “the | 
_ two countries have agreed as follows :” , : 

2. Instead of depositing instruments of ratification, they wld | 
be exchanged at Washington. Exchange of ratification is interna- | 

| tionally established practice in case bilateral treaties. | | | 

Im Net | printed. In it was transmitted the text of the security treaty draft of | 

| | | | |
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General Whitney said that it was General MacArthur’s feeling that 
he could not attend the Conference except at the invitation of the 
Allied Powers as a whole. | | 

I told General Whitney that I was disappointed in learning of this 
reaction because, while it was understandable it raised very serious 
practical problems. The United States could not speak on behalf of 
all the Allies, or on behalf of the Conference, that only after the Con- 

| ference had convened could the matter be considered and I doubted 
whether it was wise or practical to interject his appearance as a con- 
troversial issue. | | 

| I suggested that I would be glad to come up to New York and talk 
the matter over further personally with General MacArthur. I sug- 
gested Tuesday or Wednesday.* General Whitney said he thought that 

| Tuesday was already full of engagements but that Wednesday might 
be all right and he would look into the matter.  —Ss_ 

That evening, or the following evening, Colonel Bunker called me 
at home and told me that General MacArthur would be glad to see me 
either Tuesday or Wednesday but that he thought it was hardly | 
worthwhile discussing the matter unless I felt it possible to find an 
international basis for the invitation. 

The following Sunday, August 12, 1951, we received word of the © 
po prospective Russian attendance and I called Colonel Bunker on Tues- 

day at 10:10 a.m. to tell him the new problem injected by the Russians __ 
attendance would probably tie me up in Washington so that I would | 
not be able to discuss the matter further with the General until Satur- 
day,” when we were planning to lunch together. I said that the presence 
of the Russians was raising additional difficulties in the way of an 

_ Allied invitation as, of course, the Soviet Delegates would make this 
| a major issue and might filibuster against it so long that. the invitation 

would become an academic matter. However, I still hoped something 
could be worked out and would want to go over the whole situation 
with the General on Saturday. 

On Thursday, August 16, after the story in the Vew York Herald 
Tribune had aroused so much interest, I telephoned Colonel Bunker 
at 8:50 a. m. and we agreed that we would not make any comment. 
I telephoned him again at 10:55 with reference to the comments made —— 
by the President at his press conference.* I told him that I might have 
to make a statement but that I would first get the President’s actual 

* August 14 and 15. | on 
® August 18. : 
©The following exchange occurred at Mr. Truman’s press conference held —— 

- August 16: | 
“Q. Mr. President, there is a published report this morning that General - | 

| 7



; 
. 

| 

| 
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remarks. Mr. Short dictated the verbatim text to Mr. Rusk and I tele- | 

phoned it to Colonel Bunker at 11:16 and read to him my proposed | 

| statement 7 on which we agreed. 
| 

| 
Joun Foster DuLLes  _ : 

MacArthur will address the Japanese Peace Conference in ‘San Francisco next | 

month. Has he been invited to speak— | | | 

“pyre PRESIDENT. I don’t know. It will be all right, if he wants to address the 

Conference. I would have no objection to it whatever. And if the State Depart- ot 

oe ment invites him, he undoubtedly will. I think Mr. Dulles covered the situation | 

pretty well.” (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry S,. 

Truman, 1951 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 465.) _ : | 

The last sentence refers to Mr. Dulles’ radio address of August 15. Excerpts are | ! 

printed in the Department of State Bulletin, August 27, 1951, p. 346. ! 

7An attached statement dated August 16 reads: “Mr. Dulles has consulted ! 

frequently with General MacArthur about the Japanese Peace Treaty and re- : 

lated problems. It is expected that such consultations will continue. Obviously, , 

in view of General MacArthur’s 54 years’ Service as Supreme Commander for 

the Allied Powers in Japan, the possibility of his participation in a suitable way 

in the San Francisco Conference has been a matter for consideration, No arrange- 

ments in the matter have been reached.” — | | . | } 

Lot 54 D 423 
| | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

| | Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State * } 

[Wasnineton,| August 20, 1951. 

Subject: Invitation to Associated States of Indochina to Attend San 

Francisco Conference | 

Problem | | | 

: To decide whether or not to invite the three Associated States of 

Indochina to attend the Japanese Peace Conference at San Francisco. 

Discussion , 

| All @€ the Associated States, as well as France, have made vigorous 

| representations to the Department with a view to having the Asso- 

ciated States invited to the San Francisco Conference. The Depart- 

: ment has ascertained through telegrams to the U.S. Missions in vari- 

| ous countries that India, Indonesia and Burma would definitely not | 

: be in favor of issuing such invitations. These States do not recognize 

the Associated States of Indochina and look upon them as French 

: puppets. It has been feared that if an invitation were issued to these 

| States, it might be the factor which would swing the balance against 

2 participation at San Francisco by India, Indonesia and Burma. Onthe — 

_ other hand, France has taken a very strong position and at one point 

- 1Memorandum drafted by Mr. Allison.
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| forth Dulles understanding his agreement with Morrison re timing and 

any action our part vis-a-vis Japs in matter. | a 

| In discussion with FonMin you shld point out US has endeavored 

protect rights China as fully as possible in multilateral treaty. Note 

| Arts 21 and 26. US will accordingly facilitate in all appropriate ways 

| conclusion bilateral between Natl Govt and Japs. We agree with | 

| FonMin it shld be unnecessary for Chi Govt to negotiate with Jap 

bo Govt re any provisions covered in multilateral. Under Art 26 Jap is 

obligated to extend these to China. Negot therefore wld in US view 

be ltd to those additional subjs of Chi-Jap interest not covered in multi- 

lateral which either of parties might desire discuss. 

During such negots or possibly as condition precedent their start, — 

| Japs may well insist on acknowledgment by Chi Natl Govt inability 

latter to enter at this time into treaty which wld bind all of China and 

all of Chi. Extent to which US wld feel itself capable of exercising in- — 

| - fluence on Japs to proceed with bilateral negot wld be determined by 

| willingness of Chi to devise or accept some formula which wld ack 

| | such limitation. We cld not in good conscience exert our admittedly 

| | important influence with Japs to agree to treaty with Chi Natl Govt 

| which failed to recognize latters present inability to bind all China for 

| performance under treaty. Difficulty of arriving at such formula is 

| fully recognized here in light possible effect on Natls position in UN 

| and related factors. | - | 

| | You shld emphasize to FonMin US objective from start has been 

| | to protect prestige Chi Govt to maximum feasible extent in difficult 

| situation. You may wish, however, at some point to remind Chi that 

Chi Govt chose course directly contrary advice given Koo by Dulles _ 

by making public issue on prestige when it had opportunity to mini- 

mize damage by taking initiative itself and publicly asserting greater 

; length of war and other factors required separate bilateral fol gen 

multilateral terms but reflecting elements peculiar to Sino-Jap war. 

| In answer to first question urtel 213 US has had in mind throughout 

| that Sino-Jap bilateral wld faithfully follow multilateral terms. 

| Reur second question same reftel US unable give categoric answer 

| at this time. Whereas it wld directly counter our agreement with UK 

| for Sino-Jap treaty to be signed prior to signature multilateral, or 

| _ within such few days thereafter as to raise matter of Jap free choice 

| | we by no means exclude Sino-Jap signature prior to multilateral going. 

Ro, into force. Much wld depend upon Jap attitude and effective powers of 

Japs which wld in turn depend upon how far and how fast SCAP _ 

| might turn back powers to Jap Govt in interregnum.® 

po | | | | _ ACHESON 

8 Tn telegram 273 from Taipei, August 24, Mr. Rankin replied to this message 

| | as fonows Substance Dente tee usw 21, re Jap treaty discussed with 

| oe . tp who promised expedite draft formula for scope of application. (694.001/ 

|
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694.001/8-2151: Telegram _ | | 

Lhe Ambassador in Burma (Key) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ Rancoon, August 21, 1951—4 p.m. 
208. Depcirtel 138, August 15.4 In conversation with Emb repre- 

sentative Aug 19 Assistant Secretary FonOff predicted GOB wld re- | 
fuse invitation San Francisco conf despite USSR acceptance. He 

‘pointed out that as GOB did not intend signing treaty there 
was nothing to be gained by sending delegates to conf. In his opinion | 
Russian acceptance conf invitation merely for purpose making trouble. 
Thus GOB wld be accused of siding with Soviet Union if it attended 

| conf and then refused to sign. Assistant Secretary suggested possibility 
Asian countries wld make separate treaty with Japan.? | 

| ue Kry 

+ Not printed. | . 
| “In telegram 216, from Rangoon, August 23, the Embassy reiterated its belief that Burma would not attend the conference, and stated that Burma’s fear of mainland China was the basic factor in her attitude. (694.001/8-2351 ) Burma conveyed its decision formally to the Department in its Embassy’s note of August 27. The Burmese Government stated that its positions on reparations, the status of Formosa and the Ryukyus, and the retention of foreign troops in Japan would prevent its signature of the Treaty, and that therefore no useful purpose would be served by its attendance at the proposed conference. (Lot: 54 D 423) ee, | 

 611.94/8-2251 . ce : 
| Lhe Acting Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET : | Wasuineron, 22 August 1951. 
- Dear Mr. Secretary : Tam forwarding for your information and 
consideration a memorandum of 8 August 1951 from the J oint Chiefs | . of Staff which contains their views on the proposed Administrative 
Agreement to implement the US-Japan Security Treaty, and incloses 
a completely revised draft of this Agreement.t | = 
Because of the important legal considerations involved, the draft 

_ Agreement has been carefully reviewed by the Defense Department’s 
Office of General. Counsel. They have advised me that in its present 
form the draft Agreement presents several legal questions which will 
need to be resolved between our two Departments. | 

Faithfully yours, a , Ropert A. Loverr : 

-* Not found attached. Text of the draft referred to here was apparently iden- tical to that of an undated draft enclosed with a memorandum of October 3 from Mr. Hemmendinger to Mr. McClurkin, neither printed. (611.94/8-2251)
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4. The terms of the original draft of Chapter IV, Corzucrive Ds- 

rense Mrasvures, provided for the appointment of a Supreme Com- 

mander (designated by the United States) over all United States and | 

| Japanese forces in the event of hostilities or imminent threat thereof, 

“after consultation with the Japanese Government.” The Joint Chiefs 

of Staff are concerned lest the Japanese Government, by reason of a 

difference of opinion with the United States Government, delay or 

| even attempt to veto any such appointment in the eventuality of a — 

| situation which the United States might consider as warranting the 

establishment of a unified command. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of 

| Staff particularly recommend revision of Chapter IV substantially 

| along the lines of the enclosed revised drait.° | a | 

5. In light of the substantive matters covered by the administrative 

| agreement, which would govern the disposition of armed forces of the 

| --‘Tnited States in and about Japan, and in light of the importance of 

| - those matters to the security interests of the United States, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff strongly recommend that the administrative agreement, 

| with annexes and addenda as required, be signed and come into force _ 

| concurrently with the Japanese Peace ‘Treaty and with the bilateral 

United States-Japan Security Treaty from which the administrative 

arrangements flow. The proposed detailed annexes to the agreement, 

referred to in paragraph 2 above, need not be signed at the same 

time, but should come into force at the same time as the other agree- 

| ments, particularly the Treaty of Peace with Japan. | 

- a — For the Joint. Chiefs of Staff: 

: | | ~ Omar N. Brapiey | 

| : | oe , Charman 

a | | | Joint Chiefs of Sta 

| - ®Text of chapter rv in the draft cited in footnote 1 is as follows: 

“1. In the event of hostilities or when in the opinion of either party hostilities 

are imminently threatened in the Japan area, all United States forces in the 

| Japan area, and all Japanese organizations, excepting local police, having mili- 

| tary potential, shall, at the option of the United States, be placed under the 

unified command of a Supreme Commander designated by the United States 

Government. | . | —_ . 

“) Tn the event of hostilities, or imminently threatened hostilities, the Supreme 

Commander of all forces in Japan, designated in accordance with paragraph 

1 above, shall have the authority to use such areas, installations and facilities 

in the Japan area and to. make such strategic and tactical disposition of military 

forces in that area as he may deem necessary. In taking such actions, the Supreme 

Commander shall advise appropriate military authorities of the Japanese 

: - Government. | | | a | 

- “8 In locating the aforesaid areas for strategic and tactical disposition, the 

fullest consideration consistent with military necessity shall be given to the 

welfare, health and economic needs of the local population.” . 

) | | |
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611.94/8-2251 | | 

Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the 
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk)? 

SECRET eee - [Wasnineton,] August 22, 1951. 
Subject: Joint Chiefs of Staff Comments Regarding the Adminis- 

: trative Agreement between the United States and Japan Imple- 
: menting Provisions of the Bilateral Security Treaty 

The memorandum of August 8 to the Secretary of Defense from the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff? forwarded in Mr. Lovett’s letter of August 22, 
1951,° contains such important statements regarding the whole | 
philosophy of the peace settlement with Japan and is at such great 
variance with what I believe are the fundamental principles of the 
Peace Treaty and present thinking regarding post-war policy toward 
Japan that I believe definite action should be taken at once in order 
to get a decision from the highest quarters regarding the matter. 

While it might be possible with some minor changes to agree to the | 
Joint Chiefs of Staff redraft of the Administrative Agreement for- 
warded in its memorandum of August 8, the covering memorandum 
cannot, in my opinion, be ignored. | 
Paragraph 2 states that the details necessary for the formulation 

of specific facilities and areas to be retained by United States forces 
| and specific facilities and services to be furnished by Japan at its | 

expense cannot be finalized until at least October 1, 1951. Nevertheless 
in paragraph 5 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum, they 
strongly recommend that the Administrative Agreement be signed 
and come into force concurrently with the Japanese Peace Treaty and 

_ with the Bilateral United States-Japan Security Treaty. I do not 
believe any Japanese Government, except under duress, will sign such 
an agreement which leaves for future reference what to the Japanese 
must be one of the most important aspects of the agreement, namely, 
a definite indication of what facilities will be returned to J apan after - 
the Treaty goes into effect and what Japan will be required to fur- | 
nish either in money or in goods and services. It also should be borne 
in mind that if the Department of State concurs in this arrangement, 
it will be extremely difficult for us to have any real influence in what 
facilities are returned to Japan and may indefinitely delay the De- 
partment of State’s regaining control of properties it has already 
purchased for itsown use in Japan. | oe 
Paragraph 38 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum of August 8 

is, however, the most significant and most objectionable. This refers 

* Memorandum distributed also to Mr. Dulles. | 
* See footnote 4 below. | | | | | .  * Supra. — oO | Oo | 

538-617—77_82__ |
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‘the State Department and its representatives in Japan will be anim- 

possible one if, from the beginning, it is not made crystal clear to the 

Defense Department that in time of peace the State Department will 

be supreme in policy matters and that its present policy of treating 

Japan as a sovereign equal must be respected. The time to make this 

| clear is at the beginning of the post-treaty relationship and we should 

not depend upon a compromise of wording which may take us over an — 

initial hurdle but in the long run lead us gradually into a position 

which will be untenable. - - | | 

It is therefore recommended that no attempt be made in the first 

instance to make a detailed comment on the revised Administrative 

Agreement forwarded with the Joint Chiefs memorandum, but rather 

that the matter be discussed on a high plane with the Defense Depart- 

ment in an effort to make clear the unacceptability of the general phi- 

| losophy exhibited in the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum. If this 1s 

| not done and if instead an attempt is made by means of drafting 

| changes to bring the Administrative Agreement into line with the De- 

| partment’s thinking, I am afraid we will become involved in a long 

drawn-out discussion and in the end probably agree to words which 

po mean one thing to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and another thing to the 

! | Department with the result that there will be constant disputes and 

bickering in the field when the agreement is put into effect. 

Truman Library, Truman papers (PSF Subject File) a 

The Indian Chargé (Kirpalani) to the Consultant to the Secretary 

| | of State? Oo 

| SECRET BO -.  Wasutneron, August 23, 1951. 

- Dear Mr. Ampassapor: I am desired to convey to you the follow- 

ing reply on behalf of the Government of India to your Government 

| 17The source text is attached to two covering notes. One is an undated memo- 
randum from W. J. McWilliams, Director of the Executive Secretariat, to -Wil- | 

| liam J. Hopkins, Executive Clerk in the White House Office. It reads: | 

| “On August 28, 1951 the President sent to Mr. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary 

of State, the following memorandum: . . . | | 

oe ‘T have been waiting for you to send me your copy of the message from 

_ Mr. Nehru, together with a copy of the proposed reply as it ‘was first sent 

”° af you will do that I will make the necessary interlineations and send it 

| back to you.’ : | | : | 

| ‘Mr. Rusk was in San Francisco when the President’s memorandum was re- 

ceived, and it was forwarded to him there since only Mr. Rusk was familiar 

with the matter. Mr. Rusk’s instructions have been received and the papers re- 

ferred to by the President, obtained from Mr. Rusk’s and Mr. Dulles’ files, are 

_ forwarded as requested.” | oe . oe 

| The top covering note is a copy of a memorandum from the President to Mr. Rusk 

| dated September 14, which reads: -
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invitation to participate in a Conference to conclude a Treaty of Peace | 
with Japan to be convened on September 4, 1951, in San Francisco. 

: Begins : “The Government of India have the honour to acknowledge | 
with thanks the receipt of the reply of the Government of the United | 
States of America to the representations which they had made on the 
Japanese Peace Treaty in their communication dated J uly 30, 1951. 
They fully appreciate the consideration given to their views by the 
United States Government and wish to assure them that the present 
reply is conceived in a spirit of frankness and sincere friendship for 
Government and people of the United States of America, | | 

2. Throughout the negotiations that have taken place between the , 
two Governments on the subject of the Treaty the Govern ment of 
India have laid emphasis upon two fundamental objectives: 

(I) The terms of the Treaty should concede to Japan a posi- _ 
tion of honour, equality and contentment among the community 

| of free nations;+ = | | - a 
(If) They should be so framed as to enable all countries spe- 

clally interested in the maintenance of a stable peace in the Far 
East to subscribe to the Treaty sooner or later.° | 

The Government of India have after most careful thought come to the 
conclusion that the Treaty does not in material respects satisfy either 
of these two criteria.® | 

“Attached is a marked up copy of the message from Mr. Nehru to the United 
States and also the marked up copy of our reply. 

I have tried to put in exactly the same comments as were on the original and I . 
think I have succeeded in doing that, even including the bad spelling.” 
The following is typed at the bottom of the page: “President added in longhand— 
‘It is a pleasure to fix up this souvenir for you. I’m one of your admirers.’ ” 
Apparently the text printed here, which bears numerous marginalia in the 

President’s handwriting, is that on which Mr. Truman based his “souvenir” for 
Mr. Rusk. 

. Also attached is a draft, not printed, by Mr. Dulles of the U.S. reply, marked 
“4th draft” and dated August 24. This document bears extensive marginalia by 
the President embodying his suggested revisions. For text of the U.S. note dated 
August 25, see Department of State Bulletin, September 3, 1951, p. 387. 

According to the Bulletin, the texts of both notes were released to the press on 
. August 25. However, the Department’s original press release (No. 765) containing 

the two notes is marked for release at 10: 30 p. m. EST on the 26th, a time which 
had been agreed between the two governments. Ina memorandum of his telephone 
conversation held on August 30 with Mr. Kirpalani regarding alleged U.S. Gov- 
ernment advance leakage of the texts, Mr. William L. S. Witman of the Office of | 
South Asian Affairs stated in part that he had told Mr. Kirpalani that the release 
date was plainly marked on the press release, and that the release was also 
stamped “Caution—Future Release” in large letters, He further reported telling 
Mr. Kirpalani that in consequence the only leak which could have occurred was 
through the wire services. (Lot 54 D 423) 
*Three question marks in the President’s handwriting appear at the end of 

this sentence. All marginal notes referred to in the following footnotes are also | 
by the President. 

* A marginal note after the semicolon reads : “Oh yeh !” 
“For provenance of the Indian aide-mémoire and of the U.S. reply dated Au- 

gust 9, see footnote 5, p. 1263. 
°A note in the margins at the end of this sentence reads: “Only right state- 

ment—so far.’’ . 
*The following note appears in the margins at the end of this sentence: 

“Evidently the ‘Govt’? of India has consulted Uncle J oe and Mousie Dung of 
China !” |
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Following a few introductory remarks by Mr. Mann during which 

he thanked the Ambassadors for attending this meeting which had 

-_-been suggested by the Department for the purpose of discussing the 

procedure to be followed at the Japanese Peace Conference in San 

| - -'Fyancisco the meeting was turned over to Mr. Dulles. | 

Mr. Dulles addressed the group first in terms of the background of 

the treaty, the philosophy behind it, the hopes for its achievements, 

and the preparation which has gone into it. He described the treaty as 

- one not of revenge but of Christian expression. He spoke of the 

| necessity of winning a peace as well as a war, of past failures of the 

| world to recognize this fact and of his belief that the peace now being 

oa arranged with Japan will be the kind of peace which will permit 

Japan to play her part as an independent nation in a free world. He 

| admitted that it was not a perfect peace—that would be impossible— 

but said that it is a good peace and probably the best peace ever imposed 

on the vanquished by the victor. He said that the peace contains com- 

promises but not compromises with principle. a 

Mr. Dulles then described how in the planning and preparation of 

this treaty there has been constant discussion and negotiation over at 

least the past year, how he himself has travelled east and west to discuss 

| details ancl.to work out agreement with the governments of those | 

| ~ eountries most directly concerned in the war against Japan. In all of 

this we have endeavored to keep in mind the interests of all the bellig- 

erents, particularly the Latin American nations who although perhaps 

not as directly interested as some of the other powers (except possibly 

for Mexico which as everyone knows had a fighting contingent in the 

Japanese theater) were actively involved in the war as co-belligerents 

| and played their part in the final victory. He said he felt positive that 

the kind of peace which has evolved from these protracted negotiations 

is the kind of peace which will appeal to the Latin American nations 

and to their sense of democratic fairplay. Certainly the Latin Ameri- 

| can representatives have been kept in mind throughout; we have 

known from the beginning that we would need their support and the 

_ treaty has been drafted with that consideration in mind. ‘Mr. Dulles, in 

this part of his presentation, made specific reference to the opportunity 

| that the Latin American nations have had in the last couple of months 

to suggest revisions in the treaty and the changes that were made in 

- Article 14, for example, to more closely meet their particular problem 

— in dealing with potential Japanese claims.’ | 

With such detailed and careful negotiation having actually pre-_ 

| ceded the Peace Conference as it has, Mr. Dulles continued, and with 

2Hixtensive documentation on problems encountered by certain American Re- 

| publics in connection with the Japanese Peace Treaty is contained in file 694.001 

| for 1951. | . | 

| 
|
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everyone’s views having been given careful consideration, much of | 
what might normally be expected to be done at the Peace Conference 
has already been accomplished. The negotiating has been carefully 

carried out and over an adequate period [of] time. V ow, we are satis- | 
fied, it is time to end the negotiations and to sign the treaty. It is 

_ never healthy for a country to be occupied by foreign troops, no mat- 
ter how enlightened the occupation. We think it is high time to end _ 
the occupation and let Japan once again assume her part as one of 
the free nations of the world. That can only be accomplished by sign- 
ing the peace treaty and that is what we are planning to do. 

: Now that we have been advised that Russia plans to attend the 
Peace Conference, we can expect that there will be efforts to delay the _ 
signing by all kinds of dilatory tactics, Mr. Dulles said. We must | 
be prepared for this and must plan the procedure to be followed with 
all possible care so that the Soviet will not be successful in those 

efforts. Nothing as yet has been worked out officially or in detail with 
anyone else, but Mr. Dulles said that we have given the matter a great 
deal of thought and that our views are somewhat as he then proceeded 
to outline. He said first that since there have already been twelve : 
months of discussion we believe that further lengthy debate must be © 
avoided at the Conference and that very complete rules of procedure 
must be adopted and adhered to throughout in order to avoid com- | 
plete confusion. He said that our thoughts have been to permit an | 
absolute maximum of something like an hour for each delegation 
which wishes to express its views of the treaty, that no changes in the 
treaty will be accepted, and that signature of the treaty will follow | 
with or without those countries which may refuse to sign. We would 
hope that these expressions of view would be in general statements of 

| approbation of the treaty with perhaps in some cases statements of 
_ position on some particular point. We would like to think of the Con- 
_ ference as an extended signing ceremony and not a forum. Perhaps two 

days would be sufficient for these statements, at the end of which time 
the Conference itself could decide whether the signing should take 
place immediately or whether some additional time should be per- | 
mitted for future discussion. A day or so at the beginning of the Con- 
ference will perhaps be necessary for discussion and adoption of the 
rules of procedure, and if the Soviets can be kept from successfully 
pursuing dilatory tactics it should be possible to finish up completely 
in four or five days, Mr. Dulles said. It is very important that every | 

_ effort be exerted to accomplish this, and it was for the purpose of dis- | 
cussing this necessity and the best method to pursue it that he (Mr. 
Dulles) had wanted to meet with our Latin American allies and give 
them a chance to think about tactics in advance of the Conference.
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694.001/8-2451: Telegram | 7 | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Republic of Korea — | 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, August 24, 1951—2 p. m. | 

PRIORITY | a 

165. Request in ur discretion you discuss fol with Pres Rhee. Amb 

Yu Chan Yang has presented to Amb Dulles ROK views on its 

attendance at SF Conf for signing Peace Treaty with Japan. Cir- ) 

cumstances with which ROK is familiar do not permit US Gov to 

| issue invitation to ROK to be signatory to treaty. However, in view 

- attendance at SF of Sov Del and possibility that Sov Del may attempt 

exploit forum of Conf to spread propaganda and for other purposes 

| derogatory to conclusion of treaty and inimical to interests of ROK 

| and US, it might be wise for ROK to have rep present in SF even — 

, though not in any formal capacity. Great advantage might, in the de- 

velopment of the Conf, accrue to ROK and to dels of other friendly 

, Govts. If ROK decides have rep present in SF, we wld be glad to 

assist in arranging facilities and other courtesies.* | | 

| | | ACHESON — 

. 1In telegram 189 from Pusan, August 25, Ambassador John J. Muccio stated , 

in part: “FonMin [Pyun Yung Tai] stated tel dispatched Amb Yang yesterday 

informing him he designated represent ROK Govt San Francisco and that Col 

| Ben Limb was to be his alternate. Both Mins relieved to learn Dept now favors 
ROK informal representation San Francisco.” (694.001/8-2551 ) | 

694.001/8—2451 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State _ 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Dsaxarra, August 24, 1951—5 p. m. | 

810. Trusted Cabinet friend told me early this morning outlook 

| uncertain as to what Indo decision wld be on participation San Fran-- 

| cisco I suggested and he agreed I endeavor see Vice Pres Hatta who 

| had been present when Cabinet last discussed this question and will 

| attend session tonight which is to take decision. | 

| Reed by Hatta noon today. I expressed concern over possibility 

| Indo might fail participate San Francisco. I argued in favor partici- _ 

| | | . 

|  1In telegram 296, from Djakarta, August 22, Mr. Cochran reported in part 

on a conversation held the previous evening with Foreign Minister Subardjo 

as follows: “In answer my question whether any serious obstacles [regarding 

Indonesian attendance at San Francisco] he replied negatively but said Cabinet 

members desired implore their party leaders further before final decision. He 

said some uneasiness over fisheries and trade issues. I stressed impossibility 

one over-all treaty mtg requirements all participating states and urged resort 

to bilateral treaty between Indo and Jap.” (694.001/8-2251) Other documents 

in file 694.001 for August 1951, make clear that Ambassador Cochran was 

| referring to a bilateral treaty as a supplement to, not a replacement for, Indo- 

nesian adhesion to the multilateral Japanese Peace Treaty.
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pating and signing and against Indo taking isolated position that 
wld gain Indo nothing and be misunderstood internationally. I said 
delegation could place on record any views govt might instruct. Fur- 
thermore over-all San Francisco agreement cld be followed by bi- / 
lateral trade agreement between Indo and Japan. | 

Hatta said Cabinet had made up mind several days ago for FonMin 
Subardjo head delegation and go San Francisco. Increasing opposi- 
tion had developed in press and polit circles principally he said be- | 
cause of fear Jap resuming powerful and aggressive role in Far East. 
I said steps had been taken and further steps could be envisaged to 
remove any threat of aggression on part Japan against Indo. I said 
better let Japan be free and sovereign state than risk alternative of 
deterioration into Commie country. Hatta is today exerting his in- 
fluence on PriMin Sukiman [Wirjosandjojo] and other Masjumi? 
leaders to endeavor get entire party support San Francisco. PNI3 
decided at last night’s party meeting to support participation, but 
minority within Masjumi still resisting. Hatta promised continue his 
efforts and hoped for success at tonight’s meeting. 

ae oe CocHRAN 

* Indonesian Moslem Council. 
* Partai Nasional Indonesia (Indonesian National Party). 

694.001/8-2551 : Telegram | 
Lhe Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

_ CONFIDENTIAL NIACT — Dsaxarta, August 25, 19514 p.m. 
316. Indo FonMin Subardjo phoned me 1 p. m. 25th. Said Indo | 

Govt accepted US invitation attend San Francisco conf. He will head 
delegation of from 10 to 15 members. This will include Amb Ali2 
from Wash, Sudjono? from Tokyo and two parliamentarians. Exact 
composition being determined and I am to be informed soonest in 
order Dept may be advised re reservations. 

| Here follows a discussion of travel arrangements. | 
Subardjo said extremely anxious discuss with SecState question 

“economic losses” to Indo connected with treaty, prior opening conf. | 
He wld be prepared leave Djakarta early coming week traveling via 
Europe with Secretary if any likelihood see Secretary before latter de- 
parts for San Francisco. Alternative wish wld be to see Secretary San 

_ Francisco day or two before Conf opens. I mentioned difficulty making 
appointments for Secretary immediately prior conf with so many dele- 
gations arriving, but offered report his desires. I also said I would in- 

* Ali Sastroamidjojo. 
*Sudjono, Chief of the Indonesian Liaison Mission.
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| in press attributed to them may have strong influence on success 1n 

| obtaining maximum nr signatories. Apart from question of degree 

| effectiveness of Sov divisive efforts, Jap Del shld fully understand that 

| | acceptance of invitation to conference in case of several non-Commie 

countries by no means assures they will sign treaty. This particularly 

| true Indo to whose sig US attaches greatest importance. To cope with 

| these problems and anticipated Sov tactics will require highest degree _ 

| | dipl skill of entire Jap Del on whose coop and assistance US Del will 

| | be heavily dependent, particularly in connection with other Asian Dels. | 

For example, in any informal discussions with such dels as Indo and 

Phil re Art 14 it will be utmost importance that Jap attitude be 

responsive. - | 

‘To facilitate handling these problems, consider it particularly 

desirable that Jap Del establish press relations section which will 

| handle all public statements by all members Jap Del. US Del press 

section will be pleased assist and, if desired, advise Jap press section. 

oo 
ACHESON 

694.001/8-2951 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State* | 

TOP SECRET | [Wasnincton,] August 29, 1951. 

| MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

The Department of State believes that it is of great importance that 

a the President and the National Security Council be fully aware that 

| the period of the coming San Francisco Conference will be one of 

sharply increased international tension. 

| The future alignment of Japan as between the free world and com- 

- dmunism is an issue second in importance perhaps only to Germany. 

| By a vigorous political initiative with respect to the Japanese Peace 

Treaty and by a determined stand against aggression in Korea, we face 

| the prospect that we shall shortly have a Peace Treaty with Japan 

; signed by more than 40 nations which is warmly supported by the 

Japanese and which lays the basis for a close association between the 

| United States and Japan in the post-treaty period. If successful, the 

~ pesult will be a tremendous step toward changing by peaceful means 

| the present power situation in the world in favor of the United States 

and its Allies. That very fact insures that the Soviet Union will make 

strenuous efforts to prevent a satisfactory Peace Treaty or close post- 

treaty relationships between J apan.and the free world. an | 

7 1 Memorandum drafted by Mr. Rusk. :
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The Soviet Delegation will not be able to prevent, by ordinary par- 
hamentary means, the signing of the Peace Treaty by an overwhelming | 

- majority of Delegations at San Francisco. We must expect, however, 
that the Soviet Delegation will be fully aware of that and will resort 
to “shock” tactics of one sort or another in an effort to (a) reduce the 
number of signatures, (6) discredit the Treaty among Asian countries, 
(c) delay the signing of the Treaty, (d) produce pressures to amend 
the present draft Treaty in important respects, and (¢) stimulate Jap- 
anese resistance to the present draft Treaty. 

At some stage during the forthcoming Conference, the Soviet Dele- 
gation may produce a draft Treaty of its own aimed specifically at : 
Asiatic and Japanese opinion. It might offer to sign our own draft if 
amendments were made on such points as the Ryukyus, the Kuriles 
and the posttreaty security relationship with the United States, 
amendments which would attract considerable Asian and Japanese 
support. It might seek to establish a direct connection between the 
fighting in Korea and the Japanese Peace Treaty in order to use one 
as a bargaining element with respect to the other. A major commu- 
nist offensive in Korea might be timed to precede or coincide withthe 

_ San Francisco Conference, in the hope that initial communist gains 
might produce wavering among other Delegations. The threat of 

~ such an offensive is implicit in the present situation in Korea. The 
Soviet Delegation might even produce something akin to an ulti- 
matum when it becomes apparent that the Conference is firmly de- 
termined to proceed with the business for which it was convened. | | 

_ The basic decisions governing United States policy and action in 
this situation have already been made. Simply stated, they are: (a) 
that we should proceed with the conclusion and signing of a Japa- 
nese Peace Treaty conforming to the characteristics set forth in your 
basic directives to Mr. Dulles of September 8, 19502 and January 10, 
1951;* (6) that we should not reopen the present draft Treaty to 
renegotiation at San Francisco; (c) that we should not allow our- _ 

_ selves to be diverted from the build-up of the strength of the free 
world by Soviet threats or intimidation; and (d) that we should not 
allow the aggressors to connect other issues with the Korean question 
in such a way as to reward aggression or to permit the aggressor to 
use his unlawful acts for bargaining on other questions. | 

_ The attitude of the United States during the forthcoming tension 
should be one of calm and firm determination to move ahead on a 
Peace Treaty which is fair in itself-and has the overwhelming sup- 

"This directive was in the form of a joint memorandum, dated September 7, 
from the Secretaries of State and Defense to President Truman. It was approved 
by the latter on September 8,-and circulated that day as NSC 60/1. It is printed 
in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v1, p. 12938. . 

* For text, see enclosure 2 (as annotated) to Mr. Acheson’s letter of January 9, 
to Secretary Marshall, p. 788, 7 — 

538-617—77-——-83
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port of the free nations. Any lack of resolution on our part under the — 

expected Soviet pressure could shatter the free world majority and_ 

| permanently lose Japan as an integral part of free. world security. 

While we move ahead in the political field, the Defense agencies should 

be alerted to the increased risks inherent in this particular phase and 

| to any precautionary steps which might seem warranted under the 

circumstances. = | Ee | 

| Tt may be necessary for the U.S. Delegation at San Francisco to 

Lo respond instantly to certain moves of the Soviet Delegation. If so, the 

‘Delegation would act on the basis of existing instructions and along the 

broad lines of this memorandum. The President and the Secretary of , 

Defense will be kept fully informed on developments at the Confer- 

ence* = ee - a ee 

. : —_ | Dran ACHESON 

*A memorandum of August 30 by Mr. Battle follows : : 

“The Secretary took over to the NSC meeting yesterday a memorandum pre- 

pared by Mr. Rusk on ‘possible developments at San Francisco and the policy 

line which we felt should be taken to cope with any moves the Soviets might . 

make. The Secretary spoke to the President about the memorandum which was 

addressed to him and asked whether the President approved of the Seeretary’s 

: bringing it up in the Security Council meeting itself. The President said that.he 

| | thought the Secretary should discuss the memorandum. | 

The Secretary told me that he read most of the memorandum aloud. The Vice 

President then made a speech, in which he said that he felt strongly that the — 

attitudes discussed in the memorandum should be the ones we follow. The Presi- 

dent then asked whether anyone had any criticism or suggestions. When no one 

| did, he asked that the minutes-of the NISC show tthat the Council had unanimously 

| approved the memorandum and that he also approved.” (Lot 64 D 563: Files of 

the Policy Planning Staff) | | 

; “Approval of the memorandum constituted NSC Action No. 589. (Lot 62 D 1: 
| _ Executive Secretariat Files) oe , | | 

| 694.001/8-2951 ele 7 oi 

Memorandum by Mr. Wilkam L. S. Williams of the Office of South 

ee Asian Affairs — ) | 

| : ; : . / . . “ ‘ | ~ _. | hm 

CONFIDENTIAL a [Wasuineton,] August 29, 1951. 

So Backerounp or Inp1a’s Decision Nor To Sign THE Japanese Puacz 

co oe oe RBATY | 

| (For Use of US Delegation) = — 

| - India has been a member of the Far Eastern Commission since it 

was established, has maintained in Japan representatives accredited 

to the Japanese occupation authority, and has never questioned the 
terms of the Potsdam Surrender Terms. — | 

- The United Kingdom received a copy of the draft treaty in mid- 
March 1951. On March 28, the Indian Ambassador in Washington was 

119 the San Francisco Conference. 7 BS a 7
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handed a copy.? A few days later, the Secretary General of the Indian 
Ministry of External Affairs complained that India had received a | 
copy of the draft from the UK, and stated that India preferred to 
deal directly with the United States in this matter. 

Fully two months later, on May 28, the Indian Minister presented 
his Government’s views? on the draft to the Department and Mr. 
Allison discussed with him the points raised by the Indian Govern- 
ment. In mid-June a revised draft which accommodated certain Indian 
wishes, was given the Indian Government. On June 20, Mr. Allison 
discussed this draft with representatives of the Indian Government in 
New Delhi.° . | . 

On July 13 our Embassy in New Delhi discussed with the Indian 
Ministry of External Affairs the question of the participation of the 
Associated States of Indochina in the San Francisco Conference. The 
Indian official with whom this question was discussed, was reported by 
the Embassy to have observed that “even if the draft were acceptable 
to the Government of India (and the United States was not to infer 
from this that the draft was not acceptable), the Government of India 
would find it difficult to sign a multilateral treaty of which the Asso- 

_ ciated States were also signatories’® = . 
On July 20 Ambassador Henderson discussed the draft with Prime 

Minister Nehru who expressed his concern with provisions of the draft 
treaty which he thought might cause Communist China or the USSR 
to fear that the United States might be planning to use J apan or its: 
adjacent islands as a base of operations against the Asian mainland.” 

3 Identical to that printed under date of March 23, p. 946. | . 
* Aide-mémoire not printed. (Lot 54 D 423) oo, . 
“ Reference is to the revised draft of June 14, p. 1119. . ; 
° In telegram 3712, from New Delhi, June 20, marked “For Dulles from Allison,” 

the latter had reported on a conversation with Mr. Chakravarty.- Mr. Allison had 
stated in part that the question of whether or not India would sign the treaty 
“was said depend on exact wording provisions re Chi participation and Formosa. 
However, when gen scope provisions was explained to Chakravarty. he seemed 
find them acceptable altho he made clear that he cld in no ‘way indicate what 
final attitude of GOI wld be until revised texts had been studied and discussed | 
with 'PriMin.” :(694.001/6—2051 ) . . . . | 

°The quotation is of a remark made by Subimal Dutt, a Secretary of the 
Ministry of External Affairs, ‘to Ambassador Henderson on July 18, which had 
been reported -to Washington by the latter on that day in telegram 187, not 
printed. (694.001/7-1351) ) | STE i : 
_ * Ambassador Henderson had reported on his conversation with Prime Minister 
Nehru in telegrams 292 and 293 from New Delhi, beth of. July 21, both not printed. 
(694.001/7-2151) = . ee | | However, in telegram 577, from New Delhi, August 11, Ambassador Henderson 
had reported in part that he had been visited that morning by Sir Archibald Nye, 
who had just come from a conversation with Mr. Bajpai. “From Bajpai’s remarks 
he is veering to opinion which we have had for some time that Nehru’s. objec- 
tions to treaty are based not so much on coneern for reaction of Commie Chi 
and USSR as upon his own desire not sign any document which mighit indicate 
India looks with approval upon retention Amer troops Japan or in islands con- 
tiguous thereto.” (694.001/8-1151)
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; Later on the same day our Ambassador presented to the Ministry 

of External Affairs the invitation to participate in the San Francisco | 

Conference together with the July 20 draft of the treaty. 

On July 30 the Embassy of India in Washington presented India’s 

| views on the July 20 draft by an aide-mémoire.® On July 31 the Secre- 

tary General of the Indian Ministry of External Affairs told our 

| representative that the Government of India was still undecided about 

| signing and that the decision would have to be made by the cabinet. — 

He said further that the Indian request for the reconsideration of 

certain provisions was motivated by the view that if India’s attitude 

| toward these provisions were not stated when the opportunity was 

| offered, failure to do so might be taken to mean that the Government — 

| of India had changed its mind about the provisions in question, which 

| was not the case. | | : - ee 

| Our reply to the Indian aide-mémoire, prepared after consultations 

| with the British Government, was conveyed to the Government of 

India on August 12 in New Delhi.? The Indian Minister in Washing- 

| - ton,?¢ on reading our aide-mémoire, commented that it was “very con- 

| ciliatory%, | ES 

In our aide-mémoire we agreed with the Indian Government that 

the treaty “should not be such ‘as to give just cause for offense to other 

interested powers, or make it impossible for them to sign the Treaty, 

| or a bilateral treaty of substantially the same terms, at a later date.” 

‘We expressed our belief that the July 20 draft met this test, and that 

the revised text of the draft took into account the basic viewpoint and 

| suggestions of the Government of India in relation to the March 28 

draft. oe oe SO cnr 

| ‘Specifically, we pointed out that we had yielded to India’s views © 

regarding the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands to the extent of changing the 

March 28 draft so as to permit Japan to retain sovereignty over the — 

| _ [slands. We expressed our belief that failure of the treaty to cede the 

Kurile Islands and South Sakhalin to the Soviet Union should not 

make it impossible for the Soviet Union to sign the treaty. We told the 

| Indian Government that if, as it had suggested, the date of Formosa’s 

return to China were left open, it was equally appropriate that the — 

whole matter be left unresolved by the treaty. We also informed the _ 

Indian Government that the provision of the revised draft providing 

- for the formal ending of the occupation of Japan (Article 6) was in- 

troduced to meet the views of the GovernmentofIndia, = = 

8 Aéde-mémotre not printed. (Lot 54D 428) eee nt 
- ® See telegram 582, from New Delhi, August 12,p.1262. — - ae 

| M.S. Kirpalanii os EL
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On August 13 Ambassador Henderson pointed out to the Indian 
Foreign Secretary “ that signature of the treaty did not imply ap- 
proval of security arrangements between the United States and Japan,. 
and that India could properly put into the record any views it had on: - 
this subject. Regarding the Ryukyus, the Ambassador pointed out that: 
India could also state that it reserved the position it would take in the 
United Nations General Assembly with respect to the trusteeship 
terms and the question of military bases. | : 

On August 14, Ambassador Dulles discussed the latest draft with — 
Madame Pandit, the Indian Ambassador, immediately prior to her 
departure for New Delhi on consultation, stressing the necessity for 
compromise between the various interested parties. | 

On August 23 the Government of India informed us that it had 
decided not to sign the treaty and not to attend the San Francisco __ 
Conference. On August 25 we presented our reply. This exchange has 
been widely publicized. | 

On August 25 the Secretary General? pointed out to our Am- 
bassador that the Government of India had not retreated from the 
views it had expressed when it first saw the draft treaty. This is 
correct. The Government of India had not yielded to the United States 
on a single point, while we have modified the draft in significant meas- 
ure to meet Indian views. : 

The basic views of the Government of India are therefore to be 
found in its August 23 note on the subject. Briefly, India laid emphasis 
on two fundamental objectives: (1) The terms of the treaty should 
concede to Japan a position of honor, equality and contentment among | 

_the community of free nations; 1* (2) The terms should be so framed 
as to enable all countries especially interested in the maintenance of 
a stable peace in the Far East to subscribe to the treaty sooner or 
later. | 
‘With regard to the first condition, India believes that the provisions 

dealing with the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands, will be a source of dis- 

_ ™ Reference uncertain, but possibly to K. P. §. Menon, Secretary in the Ministry 
of External Affairs and Commonwealth Relations. 

* Mr. Bajpai. 
In telegram 733, from New Delhi, August 25, Ambassador Henderson had 

reported in part: “At Bajpai’s request I saw him briefly this morning. He read 
aloud excerpts from tel reed last evening from Ind Chargé Wash [Minister 
Kirpalani]. Excerpts were to effect that when Amb Dulles read GOI reply Jap 
treaty he was ‘furious’ and said India had not dealt ‘fairly’ with US in this 
matter.” (694.001/8-2551) In telegram 456, to New Delhi, August 27, marked “For 

_ Henderson from Dulles,” the latter had replied in part as follows: “Report of 
Indian Chargé somewhat misleading. On reading note I said not surprised at 
Ind decision as we had anticipated Ind might not want participate at San | 
Francisco or sign multilateral Treaty. I never suggested that India’s decision in 
this respect was ‘unfair’. I did express surprise at grounds given. My only ref to 
‘unfairness’ was I thought it rather unfair for India to base its decision on failure 
of US to provide Treaty which wld ‘concede to Japan position of honor, equality 
aud contentment among community of free nations’.” (694.001/8-2551) |
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satisfaction to “large sections of the Japanese people” and “must 
carry the seed of future dispute and possible conflict in the Far East”. 

- India also believes that the security arrangements between Japan and 

the United States are bound to give rise to the impression that Japan 

is not enjoying the full freedom ofasovereignstate. 8 

With regard to the second condition, India believes the treaty as 

drafted can not be adhered to or subscribed to by all interested powers 

| (by which India means Communist China and the USSR) because, 

| (1) Formosa is not ceded to China, and (2) because the Kurile Islands 

and South Sakhalin are not expressly ceded to the Soviet Union. | 

| On August 28 the Government of India transmitted through our 

Embassy in New Delhi a reply ** to our note of August 25. Some- 

what more conciliatory than its previous note, the Government of 
India welcomed United States assurances that its over-riding desire 

was peace in Asia and that it did not want to be a party to colonialism | 
or imperialism. India disagreed that our view of the proposed treaty | 
was shared by the Government and people of Japan. It explained 

| that its views on the Kurile Islands flowed from the agreement 
reached at Yalta that the Islands should be handed over to the Soviet 
Union. As for the Ryukyus and the Bonin Islands, India considered 
that their return to Japanese sovereignty would not run counter to _ 

| the Potsdam Surrender Terms. India maintained that Japan should 

make any defensive arrangements it wished as soon as the treaty had 
pe been concluded. With regard to Formosa, India noted that it has held 

and continues to hold the view that a declaration that Formosa shall 
be returned to China will help in creating conditions for a settlement 
in the Far East. The Government of India further noted that it has 

P been anxious that a peace treaty with Japan be signed and the military 
| occupation terminated, and referred to its intention to terminate its 

state of war and to establish normal diplomatic relations with Japan. 
Its action in making a separate treaty should not, in its view adversely 
affect either the friendly relations that exist between India and the 

- United States or the cooperation of the two governments in every- | 
. thing “which is practical and fruitful for peace”. The Indian Govern- 

ment hoped that the observations contained in the note would reveal 
a “unity of outlook” between India and the United States, and ex- 
pressed the opinion that the differences that exist are differences of _ 
“method and approach” which “should not be allowed to cause resent- 
ment that might come in the way of mutual understanding and com- 
munity ofeffort”. | Oo | en | 

| “Not printed. Text is in the two-section telegram 758, from New Delhi, Au- 
gust 28. (694.001/8-2851). 7 | me on 

p | 

| Oo
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We may be confident that the basic consideration that has led Mr. | 
Nehru to decide not to sign the Treaty is his wish not to displease | 
Communist China or the USSR. India does not wish, however, to 
appear to decisively align itself with these countries. As late as 
August 28, Mr. Nehru emphasized that India acted “quite independ- 
ently” of the Soviet Union. Mr. Nehru seems to consider that his | 
relations with the western democracies and particularly the UK are 
such that he can with impunity disappoint us, and be forgiven, but | 
that his relations with Communist China and the Soviet Union are 
such that he cannot risk incurring their displeasure. The course which 

_ India has chosen will work to assure it the benefits of a peace with 

Japan (including security arrangements to deter aggression against 
an otherwise unarmed Japan) without requiring India to assume a — | 
share in the responsibility for the treaty by signing it. _ 

611.94/8-2251 | | | | | 
Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs 

(Johnson) — | 

SECRET Wasuineton, August 29, 1951. 

Princreces To Be Appiiep 1n Stationine U.S. Forces 1n Japan 

| I ASSUMPTIONS . 

A. One of the principal security objectives of U.S. policy toward 
Japan is to obtain maximum contribution from Japan to free world 
opposition to Communist imperialism. 

B. This contribution can be maintained over a period of time only 
by the free identification of the Japanese people themselves with the 
cause of the free world. | 

C. While the present Japanese Government and probably a majority 
of the people are now favorably disposed toward close cooperation 
with the U.S. and the remainder of the free world, there will be 
sufficient factors working in the other direction so that the continua- 

_ tion of such cooperation is not a certainty. Among these factors will be: 

1. The racial and cultural affinities of Japan for the presently 
Communist-dominated areas of Asia in close proximity to Japan. | 

2. The economic attractions of Japan’s normal sources of raw mate- 
rials and markets in nearby Communist-dominated areas of Asia. 

8. The probable Communist “bait” of holding out to Japan the 
possibility of having a major role in a Communist-dominated Asia as 
opposed to a secondary role on the periphery of the free world position 
in the Pacific. |
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4. The revival of the inherent Japanese spirit of nationalism and 

hypersensitivity to real or imagined discrimination which will again 

constitute a fundamental source of difficulty in relations, in particular, 

between the “white” nations and Japan,’ and bring about a certain 

amount of reaction against the U.S. and “things American”, | 

5, The expectation that the coming into effect of a treaty of peace 

will result in a much more substantial lessening of the overall impact 

| of U.S. forces upon Japan than is likely tobe the case 

| | - —. There will be an increased and continuing effort by the Commu- 

| nists to drive a wedge between Japan and the U.S. through exploita- 

| tion of all of the issues implicit in C. Peg | 
| E. The degree to which the U.S. forces stationed in Japan will 

| effectively contribute to U.S. security and other U.S. objectives in the 

_ Far East is dependent upon the degree to which Japan accepts and 

- | cooperates with such forces. | | oo | a 

F. Disparities in living standards and differences in race and social 

| ‘customs between U.S. personnel and the Japanese population give rise 

to frictions which, in general, can best be minimized by minimizing _ 

| contacts between the two groups. a | 

G. In view of the previous history of western extraterritoriality in 

the Far East and in particular in Japan, the Japanese will be par- 

ticularly sensitive to questions of jurisdiction and police powers. a 

| H. Apart from the foregoing considerations, as Japanese defense 

forces are constituted and the spirit of nationalism revives, the ac- 

_-_ ceptability of the continued stationing of U.S. troops in Japan will 

progressively decrease. a piven | 

: TE PRINCIPLES pa 

While the foregoing is also pertinent to the formulation of the | 

| whole range of U.S. policy toward Japan, certain principles appli- _ 

cable to the stationing of U.S. military forces in Japan may be de- 

duced therefrom. The policies adopted should be such as to anticipate 

and forestall pressures from the Japanese rather than such as even- 

| tually force the U.S. to be responsive to Japanese pressures for | 

changes. | — oO 

| Therefore, the following principles should be among those applied: 

A. Immediately upon the coming into effect of the treaty there | 
po should be in some manner a distinct break, readily perceived by all 

Japanese, between the Occupation and garrison status of U.S. forces — 
in Japan. | | | 

_ The exact nature of this break cannot now be determined but 
it should be something more than a ceremony transferring re- 

- maining SCAP responsibilities and authority to the Japanese 
| Government and the disbanding of what will then be a very small —
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SCAP staff. For example, within the realistic possibilities of the 
| situation, it should include the return to the Japanese of all phys- 

ical properties outside of those which will be occupied by the © | 
| garrison forces. | | 

B. The garrison forces and overhead units should be kept to mini- | 
‘mum size consistent with the performance of their mission. To the | 
maximum possible extent supporting and headquarters units should 
be located outside of Japan; for example on Okinawa. | | 

C. Garrison and subsidiary installations should be located outside 
principal centers of populations, be self-contained in so far as possible, 
and be of such construction and contain such facilities as will con- 

| tribute to the maximum morale and efficiency of the personnel. 

It will be particularly desirable that the garrison forces do not 
impinge any more than absolutely necessary upon Japanese pri- 
vate and commercial properties even though such properties have 
been in use by the Occupation forces. Maximum use should be | 
made of former Japanese Army and Navy properties, ports and 
facilities. | | 

__D. In general, all arrangements for and administration of the secu- 
rity arrangements with Japan should not be less favorable to Japan 
than such arrangements with the NATO or other sovereign countries, 
particularly in such matters as jurisdiction. 

EK. Japan should be treated as a real partner in the sharing of a 
common defense burden. This includes careful attention to planning © 
with the Japanese the increasing contribution to be made by them to 
their own defense and the accompanying decreases in the U.S. 
garrison.* — a | | So 

~ 1In a memorandum of October 8, to Mr. Rusk, Mr. Bond, then in Washington 
for consultations, stated in part: “The views of the Mission [in Tokyo] with 
respect to measures to be taken in implementation of the Security Treaty be- 
tween the United States and Japan are entirely in accord with those set forth in 

| » . . [the memorandum printed here].” (611.94/8-2251 ) | 
In telegram C 50808 of September 14 from Tokyo, marked “Deptar for JCS,” 

General Ridgway stated in part: — 

“On the one hand we must keep in mind the basic reality governing our rela- | 
tions ‘with the Japanese. This will be the reality of sovereign power. In theory | 
Japan will be sovereign. In practice the survival of that sovereignty will reside 
in the power of the United States Armed Forces stationed on her soil, if Japan 

| should be the subject of Soviet armed attack. Until such time as Japan shall have 
created the minimum essential means reasonably to safeguard her political and 
territorial integrity against external attack and internal subversion, her inde- 
pendent national existence will rest not in her hands, but in those of the United 
States. , - —_ oo oo. 

“On the other hand, and this is the opposing requirement, the maintenance of 
Japan as an effective, responsive and cooperative ally for the far future—a 

-. major US objective—requires that we have a thorough understanding of her 
national characteristics and sensibilities, and in the light of that understanding 
that we here accord her that courtesy and consideration in our daily lives to 
which her past and potential future eminence, and her sovereign position entitle 
her.” (Copy enclosed with memorandum of October 3 from Mr. Hemmendinger 
to Mr. McClurkin, not printed, 611.94/8-2251)
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mot 54D42300° ee, 

Memorandum by the Officer in Charge of Thai and Malayan Affairs 

— (Landon) to the Agsistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs (Rusk) EB 

| te PWasurneron,] August 30, 1951. 

| - After extended conversations with the British Embassy on Japanese 

| Assets in Thailand we have concluded that it is impossible to reach _ 

: agreement on the distribution of the assets at this time and that in fact 

it might be much easier to reach agreement after the San Francisco _ 

Conference and indeed after the various neutral countries holding 

Japanese assets have given some indication of their reaction to Article 

| 16. We agreed on the attached draft statement, the substance of which — 

| ‘might be used by the U.S. and U.K. delegates in reply to possible ques- 

| tions by other delegates regarding Japanese assets in Thailand. It was 

7 intended that only the first paragraph be used in reply to general | 

| questioning in order to keep the subject as general as possible and that 

the six points be referred to only if the questioning was pressed. 

- [Attachment] | 

For Use tn Rerry To PosststeE QUESTIONS AT THE SAN FRANCISCO Con- 

FERENCE REGARDING JAPANESE ASSETS IN THAILAND UNDER ARTICLE 16 

The U.K. and U.S. Governments which since 1945 have acted as 

trustees of certain assets in Thailand which might possibly be con- 

sidered as Japanese external assets, have found it necessary to give . 

separate consideration outside of Article 16 of the proposed Japanese 

Peace Treaty to the disposition of these assets because of their complex 

origins and of the conflicting claims revolving about them. Some of 
| the complexities of the situation were: OS 

1. Some of the assets were the proceeds of a sale to Thailand of the 
| Burma—Thailand Railway built largely by prisoners of war using 

equipment derived from other Southeast Asian countries. | 
2. Other of the assets appeared in reality to be Indian assets. 
3. Another substantial amount was of uncertain origin and held in 

a U.K. custody account. _ 
| | 4, Another large portion of the total was similarly held ina U.K. 

custody account and regarded by the U.K.aswarbooty. —_ 
5. Another substantial sum was held by the Thai Bureau of Enemy 

- Property against which Thai citizens have placed war damage claims 
due to loss during the Japanese occupation. — | Oo
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6. A final sum was held in a joint UK-US account in New York 

and was the proceeds of the sale of tin of undetermined origin— 
possibly looted from the Thai, possibly German, possibly Japanese.! | 

+In telegram 671, to Bangkok, September 20, repeated to London, drafted by 
Mr. Landon, the Department stated: — | a | 

“Brit officials from London while in Washington discussed on Sep 13 disposi- 
tion assets in Thailand generally regarded as Jap assets. It was agreed without 
commitment by either US or UK Govts that solution shld be sought bearing in | 
mind fol: EB . co 

(a) That assets in Thailand of Jap ownership at time of first coming into 
force of Peace Treaty with Japan less such valid claims as are made against them | 
shld under Art 16 of the Treaty be transferred by Japan to Internat] Comite of 
Red Cross. | | 

(6) In view special circumstances, favorable consideration shld be given to 
transfer to Thai Govt of certain other assets in Thailand which have hitherto 
been held as ‘Jap Assets’. | 

(c) That further consideration this question shld be postponed until agreed 
statements of account become available from Bangkok.” (292.9441/9-2051) 

Documents in file 292.9441 indicate that the United Kingdom and the United 
States were unable to reach agreement in 1951 on the disposition of all items 
among the former Japanese assets in Thailand, and that therefore no final | 
settlement was reached during the year. | | 

| 694.001/8~—3051 : Telegram | | oe - : | 

The Chargé in the Republic of China (Rankin) to the Secretary 
| of State*+ 

SECRET Tareer, August 30, 1951—5 p. m. 

| 298. Chi Govt encountering difficulty drafting formula for scope ap- | 
plication bilateral treaty with Japan view lacking info fol points: 

1. Is inclusion such formula intended satisfy Jap or UK? FonMin 
feels quite useless attempt meet UK desires. 

2. Have Japs insisted on inclusion such formula ? 
3. If formula devised which satisfies us will Japs accept? 

Matter discussed in Exec Yuan yesterday and FonMin was sup- 
ported in continuing exploratory efforts but agreement appeared 
feasible only on fol basis: | 

(a) Formula wld not constitute integral part of bilateral treaty 
but covered in some form separate agreement. Definite understanding 
on this point wld be reached before treaty signed without being made 
formal condition for treaty signature and formula. 

(0) Wld not be placed in definitive document until shortly before 
multilateral and bilateral treaties take effect. Latter cld involve con- 
siderable delay and situation might change materially in meantime 
requiring different handling while preserving principle. 

* Repeated to Tokyo as number 37. | |
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- Understand. Chi Govt considering several | alternative drafts in 

oe formula of which fol two perhaps most acceptable to all concerned. 

1. This treaty shall in respect of Republic of Chi be applicable to 

| terms which are at present or may hereafter be under its effective 

control. . _ | 7 | 

| . ¥. Treaty shall apply to terms which are at present or may hereafter 

be under effective control of respective contracting parties. Second | 

: alternative has advantage treating both sides alike which includes 

| practical consideration future control of Ryukyus and other areas. 

| ~ Dept and Tokyo comment requested urgently also answer to first 

| three numbered questions if possible. | | Oe 
nn Be RANKIN 

| —-990,941/8-8151: Telegram oe a 

_. ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

. SECRET prioriry §  Wasurineron, August 31, 1951—8 p. m. 

| - 498. For Henderson. Press reports Nehru told Parliament Asian 

countries may hold a Jap conference of their own after US sponsored 

conference in San Francisco ends.? ms te Es 

If foregoing reports confirmed, you are directed seek earliest pos- 

| sible personal interview with Nehru and inform him orally US Govt 

views in a very different light India’s passive decision, on one hand, to 

— refrain from signing Jap Peace Treaty San Francisco, and on other 

hand, positive action on India’s part to organize separate Jap conf 

| of Asian states, thereby actively exercising its influence dissuade such 

| other Asian states from adhering. | 

| | As PriMin and Amb Pandit are aware, San Francisco draft treaty 

in its present form is result many months earnest labor designed not 

| only effect an unprecedentedly generous and non-punitive settlement of 

an enormously bitter costly war in which we emerged unconditional 

victors, but also to reconcile strongly-held and widely divergent views 

| of the several participants, many of whom desired either firm guaran- 

‘Telegram drafted by William Witman, Officer in Charge for India, Nepal, and 

Ceylon Affairs in the Office of South Asian ‘Affairs. Repeated to Djakarta, 

‘Karachi, Rangoon, London, and Moscow. | : . Fg 

2In telegram 823 from New Delhi, September 2, Mr. Henderson stated in part 

his belief that-press reports received by the Department were in error regarding 

the Prime Minister's statement. ; — 

. _ ~ *Based on full local press coverage Nehru ... made remarks along following 

lines: Re possible conference, GOI in constant touch with Burma and Indonesia 

re views those countries on draft treaty and ‘was ‘at one time suggested con- 

| ference these three countries shld be held but general view was that question 

could be considered only after San Francisco conference had taken place. _— 
“Re GOI views re its treaty with Japan, kind of bilateral treaty GOI con- 

templates was very simple treaty putting end to state of war and also making 

provisions for trade and commerce; treaty wld not deal with political or other 

controversial matters.” (690.941/9-251)
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tees against a resurgence of Jap militarism or reparations beyond 
Japan’s capabilities. | 7 

Nevertheless, GOI has exercized its inalienable right abstain and = 
we respect that decision though we deeply regret it. India cannot fail | 
share in benefits of a peace with Japan, whether or not India signs 
San Francisco treaty, both in security arrangements if made which wld 
deter aggression against an otherwise unarmed Japan, and in guaran- 
tees against possible eventual resurgence Jap aggressive militarism. 

Org of rival conf of Asian states, however, which wld encourage 
such states to refrain from united participation in re-estab of Jap 
sovereignty and creation of stable conditions for peace in Far East 
constitutes obstruction which in US Govt view wld scarcely be con- | 
sistent with friendly relations which have characterized Indo-US 
relations. US Govt wld be failing in candor if it did not speak thus. 

| forthrightly and is confident PriMin will reconsider before proceeding 
with any actions which might have such result. | : 7 

| Quite aside from all other considerations US Govt also feels im- 
pelled in strictest confidence draw PriMin’s attn to a danger inherent: 
in PriMin’s reported project for rival Asian Conference, which can 
hardly fail open way to participation Chi Commies, USSR and pos- 
sibly other satellites. We doubt that views of GOI and those of CPR. 
towards settlement of Jap question are sufficiently close to permit of 
signature of a mutually satis doe which wld also be acceptable to 
sovereign state of Japan. Such eventuality wld strongly convey im- 
pression GOI definitely aligning with Soviet bloc. : 
US Govt confident PriMin will appreciate spirit in which such | 

advice is given. oe 
Henderson may in his discretion inform UKHC. London inform 

FonOff. a | 

oe WEBB 

_ Lditorial Note | 

_In telegram Sanco 4, to San Francisco, August 31, drafted by 
Mr. Melby, the Department stated in part: | : 

“Romulo ... told me he wld opportunely submit note to Dept 
requesting permission add several Phil reservations to treaty. He 
expressed hope he cld receive prompt refusal requested permission 
in order that in campaigning for Phil reaction [vatification?] he cld 
state he had used every means available to secure compliance fullest _ Phil desires.” (694.001/8-3151) : 

On September 3, Secretary Acheson received in San Francisco from 
Foreign Secretary Romulo a note in which the Philippine Govern- 
ment stated its intention to sign the Japanese Peace Treaty subject to’ 
the following reservation: |
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| “The right of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines to 

negotiate and mutually agree with the Government of Japan on the 
kinds and forms of reparations due the former from the latter and 

the manner of their payment or delivery is hereby reserved, any pro- 

| vision of the present treaty to the contrary notwithstanding.” oe 

The Philippine note closed with a request for the views of the United 

- States. In his reply of September 5 the Secretary reviewed negotiations 

between the United States and the Philippines regarding Article 14 of 

| the draft treaty, reiterated the opposition of the United States to all | 

| reservations, and concluded: “Therefore, the Government of the 

| - United States trusts that the Government of the Philippines will find 

it possible to sign the Treaty without reservations.” (Text of both | 

notes is contained in instruction 84 to Manila, October 31; 694.001/ 

| 9-351) | : yk 
| For text of Secretary Romulo’s address to the Peace Conference 

delivered September 7, which includes reference to the Philippine 

| reservation, see Department of State, Conference for the Conclusion 

| | and Signature of the Treaty of Peace with Japan: Record o { Proceed- 

ings (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1951), page 288. 

693.949/9-151: Telegram — | Og EE | | 

The Acting United States Political Advisor to SCAP (Bond) to 
| ; the Secretary of States = | 

| SECRET _Toxyo, September 1, 1951—6 p. m. 

--- Topad 459. This is Bond’s 28 to Taipei rptd info Dept 459. Re 

urtel 298, Aug 30 to Dept? rptd Tokyo 37. Jap Govt has not raised 

! matter of scope of application of possible bilateral treaty with Chi 

Nats. PriMin has stated Jap Govt desires peace settlement with Chi _ 

Nats but details such agreement have not been discussed. 

Our estimate is that Jap Govt will accept formula satisfactory to 

US for scope application of bilateral treaty and that such formula 

| shld facilitate Jap Diet approval and public acceptance of treaty with | 

Do not feel in position here to comment on first suggested draft 
formula but doubt advisability second suggestion since possible im- 
plication Japan might regain effective control over any renounced 

area might (a) arouse Jap irredentist sentiment and prejudice public 

acceptance territorial provisions, and (0) create adverse internat] re- 
action in view Japan’s past record asaggressor. 8 = = 

| | : | Bor 

+The Department repeated this telegram to San Francisco on September 4 for | 
| | the information of Messrs. Rusk and Dulles. Ce : es 
| Ante,p. 1811. _ : ee |
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694.001/9-351 a | So a OO 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the United States Political Adviser — 
| to SCAP (Sebald) — | oo 

CONFIDENTIAL [San Francrisco,] September 3, 1951. | 

Subject: Call by Prime Minister Yoshida | | 

Participants: The Secretary _ | 
| _. Ambassador John Foster Dulles | 

Mr. Dean Rusk 7 | 
Ambassador Sebald - ee | 

| _ Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida a | 
~Kumao Nishimura? _ a | 
Akira Matsui ? - — | 

Ryuji Takeuchi ° | : 

After the usual preliminaries, the Secretary said that he had several 
matters to which he wished to invite the attention of Mr. Yoshida, in 
order that the latter might have a clear understanding of our thinking 
regarding the essential nature of the conference. The underlying con- | 
cept of the conference will be in accordance with the terms of the 
invitation which is for the conclusion and signature of the Treaty of 
Peace. In consequence, it would be fatal to allow any changes what- 
soever to be made in the text of the August 13 draft, as to do so would 
reopen all the issues previously settled by lengthy negotiations. The 
result would be that no treaty would become possible. | 
The Secretary stressed the need for the Japanese to assist in their | 

approaches to other delegations which might be wavering regarding | 
the signature and specifically mentioned Indonesia, [the] Philippines, 

_ [the] Associated States, and Pakistan. He hoped that in arranging 
for meetings between the Japanese delegation and other delegations, 
particularly Asiatic, the Prime Minister would overlook protocol and 
make the approaches. The Secretary suggested that Mr. Dulles might 
Wish to expand on some of the topics that might be covered in discus- _ 
sions between the Japanese and other Asiatic delegations. a 

| Mr. Dulles explained at considerable length the necessity that the 
Japanese be responsive in discussing the reparations question. He 
said the wording of Article 14 is such that some of the interested 
Asiatic Governments are concerned whether Japan, after the signing 
of the treaty, might fail to enter into negotiations in a spirit of good. 

‘Director, Bureau of Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Adviser to the 
Japanese Delegation. SO re , HO | 

“Private Secretary to Prime Minister Yoshida and Adviser to the Japanese 
Delegation. | eo | | , | 

“Chief of the Japanese Government Overseas Agency in Washington and . 
Adviser to the Japanese Delegation. a De
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| faith. He ventured the opinion that the reparations formula would. 

in fact be of: benefit to the Japanese economy in that it 

would enable Japan to employ its excess industrial capacity, give 

| employment to its people, re-establish trade channels and in general 

have a salutary effect, if properly carried out, towards establishing 

| good relations with the countries concerned. On the other hand, it 

| would not be desirable at this time to make any firm commitments 

| regarding amounts or even procedures to be followed ; the conversa- 

tions should be positive and along lines of broad principles. Ambassa- — 

| dor Sebald said that it would also be desirable for the Prime Minister 

| ‘n such discussions to leave the impression that Japan is prepared 

| at the earliest possible time after the treaty is signed to enter into 

| negotiations. | oe : : 

| The Secretary explained the necessity for keeping the substance 

and terms of the Security Treaty secret in view of the desirability 

| of keeping all discussion of this treaty out of the principal conference. 

| _ The tentative thinking is that at some time after the treaty signature. 

: the United States and Japan will concert to arrange the actual pub- 

| lication and signing of the Security Treaty. Mr. Dulles pointed out 

that once the Security Treaty creeps into discussions in the confer- 

ence it would be most embarrassing because all the discussion would 

| tend to center upon the Security Treaty instead of the Treaty of 

| Peace. Mr. Yoshida said that he agrees. | oe 

In response to a question by Mr. Yoshida regarding relations with 

China, the Secretary said that he felt sure that Mr. Yoshida would 

be asked regarding the attitude of Japan towards the formulation 

| of its policy vis-a-vis Nationalist China and Red China. He felt that 

| | Mr. Yoshida should say something to the effect that this problem, 

| / being of such great importance to Japan, is still under study and that - 

no decision has as yet been reached but that it is hoped to arrive at. 

| | some conclusion after the treaty had been signed. Mr. Dulles hoped 

| that Mr. Kawada could proceed to Formosa shortly and that the Over- 

: | seas Agency could be established there soon after the treaty is signed. 

pe Reverting to the nature of the conference, Mr. Dulles pointed out 

that some countries probably are not prepared to sign and perhaps 

will not sign. He felt that in these instances nothing essential would 

| be lost as it would be possible for such countries to enter into bilateral 

| arrangements with Japan. Mr. Rusk said that we naturally wish all 

countries to sign and that every effort must be made to convince 

waivering countries of the desirability of joining into one document 

at this time, as naturally it is a more practical solution to have the 

| Treaty of Peace in one document rather than in several. He also added | 

| the thought that aside from the negative aspects of criticizing cer- 

tain articles of the treaty, the tone of the conference is of the greatest. _ 

importance. He hoped that in their approaches to other delegations 

po /
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the Japanese would adopt a positive attitude in order that the confer- 
ence attitude might be one of constructive effort rather than one of 

_ bickering and ill-feeling among the many countries involved. - 
On the question of a press release concerning the nature of the 

- Prime Minister’s call, it was agreed that the wording should be gen- a 
eral in nature and that emphasis should be placed upon the fact that 
the United States and the United Kingdom are co-sponsors. oo 

Mr. Yoshida and his assistants departed at 7:10 p.m. _ | 

Editorial Note | | 

In a newspaper interview granted September 3, 1951, Mr. Dulles | 
replied to certain assertions made by the Government of the U.S.S.R. 
regarding the preparation and content of the Japanese Peace Treaty. 
For text, see Department of State Bulletin, September 17, 1951, page 
461. - | | 

Lot 54 D 423 | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the United States Political Adviser 

| to SCAP (Sebald) | 

SECRET [Saw Francisco,] September 3, 1951. 

Subject: Calls by Prime Minister Yoshida upon Certain Asiatic 
Delegations 

Participants: Kumao Nishimura _ 
| Ryuji Takeuchi 

Ambassador Sebald | 7 

Messrs. Nishimura and Takeuchi called at my request. I referred to 
yesterday’s remarks by the Secretary on the question of the need for 
the Japanese to approach some of the Asiatic nations for the purpose 

_ of winning over those delegations which might be wavering regarding 
signature of the treaty. I said that the most difficult problem is that of 
Indonesia, but rather than single out Indonesia, it might be well if the 
Prime Minister were to make courtesy calls upon Indonesia, Philip- 
pines, Pakistan and Ceylon, in that order, if possible. The Associated 
States might be left for the time being. | 

In his conversation the Prime Minister should attempt to stress two 
principles: (1) that the present treaty is desired by and is entirely ac- 
ceptable to the Japanese people who wish to have this treaty which 
they consider liberal in its terms; (2) the question of Article 14 (repa- 
rations)—the Prime Minister should reassure the delegations and es- | 
pecially the Indonesians that Japan is interested in seeing that the 
provisions of this Article are carried out in the best-of good faith, that 
the formula devised really means something, is workable, and that it 

_ 588-617—77_84
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- will become the vehicle for re-establishing good relations between 

Japan and the country concerned. I stressed the fact that it is necessary 

| that the Indonesians are convinced that there is “something in” the 

| treaty forthem. oe a 

| > -I further suggested that if the Indonesians should raise various 

| economic questions the Prime Minister might be well advised to re- 

| assure them that he appreciates the importance and complexity of these 

| problems and that every effort will be made by Japan to resolve these 

| questions by appropriate negotiations at the earliest opportunity after _ 

the signing of the treaty. | | 

| Messrs. Nishimura and Takeuchi assured me that they would care- 

fully explain my remarks to the Prime Minister and felt certain that 

he would act accordingly. a | ER 

Lot 54D 423 | a cay fe | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

| , Far Eastern Affaers (Rusk) 

; | SECRET _ [Saw Francisco,] September 3, 1951. 

Subject: Visit of the Indonesian Foreign Minister 

Participants: Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmad Subardjo | 

a ‘Ambassador Ali Sastroamidjojo | 

Oo Secretary of StateDean Acheson) ss 

| Assistant Secretary of State Dean Rusk me 

| The Indonesian Foreign Minister, accompanied by Ambassador Ali, 

| called on the Secretary of State and remained about 30 minutes. 

| After the usual exchange of courtesies, the Foreign Minister said 

that the Indonesian Delegation was here under precise instructions 

from the Indonesian Government and that, under these instructions, _ 
the Foreign Minister would report daily to his government on devel- 

| opments in San Francisco. He said that the Cabinet would make the 
decision as to whether Indonesia would sign the Treaty. Indonesia 
was generally sympathetic to the broad foreign policy of the United. 
States. The fundamental problems in the Japanese Peace Treaty, from 
Indonesia’s point of view, arise in the economic clauses. The F oreign. 

Minister said that the Indonesian Government was grateful for the 
| recognition in the Treaty of the principle of reparations but that it 

was not clear how such principles would be implemented. He referred 
| also the importance of the fishing problem since the re-entry of J apa- 

| nese fishing vessels into Indonesian waters raised the spectacle of a 
new Japanese imperialism in that area. He referred to the “most 

- useful discussion” which he had had the day before at luncheon with —
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Mr. Dulles and Mr. Rusk? and said that, in order to be as helpful as 
possible he had drafted Indonesia’s views in terms of amendments to 
the Treaty (copy of which is attached ).? | 

The Secretary of State told the Foreign Minister that we hoped that 
there was broad agreement between Indonesia and the United States 
on the “big purpose” of the Conference and of the Treaty. If we could | 
reach agreement on the big purposes, some of the important but lesser 
matters could then be worked upon in an effort to find a satisfactory 
conclusion. The Secretary said that the big purpose of the Conference 
and the Treaty was to make peace with Japan and to return the Gov- 
ernment of Japan to the Japanese. He said that the United States felt 
that the military occupation must be brought to an end and that the 

_ American people did not wish to continue in the position of telling the 
Japanese how to run their affairs. He thanked the Foreign Minister for 
the expression of his views in writing and told him that we would be 
in touch with the Indonesian Delegation today or tomorrow about 
them. The Secretary did not wish to comment on them until he had 
had an opportunity to study them in detail. | : | —_ 

Ambassador Ali then said that he agreed that the big purpose of the 
Conference was to make peace with Japan and that Indonesia was in : 
sympathy with that purpose. He said, however, that Indonesia must 

_ also be deeply interested in the peace of Indonesia and that the obsta- ~ 
cles to peace in Indonesia lie in the economic field. He said that most of 
the difficulties which Indonesia has found in launching its new nation 
derive from economic problems. He said that Indonesia would like to 
see some of these problems dealt with adequately in the Japanese Peace 
‘Treaty ; if that were not possible, it might be possible to reach a satis- | 
factory result through some other arrangement, perhaps of a bilateral 
sort. He indicated that a bilateral agreement between Indonesia and 
Japan, supported by the United States, might be a means for meeting 
the problem —™ ae CO 

The Secretary and Mr. Rusk both said that we would look at their 
views very carefully, that we had been and are sympathetic to Indo- 
nesia’s economic problems, and that we would consider what might be 
donetobehelpfuk oo | 

[Here follows a discussion of issues outstanding between Indonesia 
andthe Netherlands.] a Oo 

The conversation was friendly throughout and we had the impres- 
sion that the Indonesians would be interested in signing the Treaty if 

_* Record of this conversation is contained in telegram Cosan 5 to Washington, 
September 2, repeated to Djakarta, not printed (694.001/ 9-251). 

? Not printed. Minister Subardjo in part quoted, and in part summarized, these 
amendments in his speech of September 7 before the Conference. For text, see 
Department of State, Conference for the Conclusion and Signature of the Treaty 
of Peace with Japan: Record of Proceedings (Washington, Government Printing 
Office, 1951), pp. 219-224, a oe —
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| they could get some reasonable assurance that a satisfactory arrange-. 

| ment could be worked out on the economic questions they raised. 

894.10/12-1251 7 - Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Economic 

| Affairs in the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Hemmendinger)* 
| : | 

| CONFIDENTIAL [San Francrsco,| September 3, 1951. 

| Subject: Japanese Financial Problems Oo | 

| Participants: Finance Minister Ikeda a 

| Mr, Watanabe | : | 

me Mr. Miyazawa ” le | one 

o Mr. Joseph M. Dodge * — EEE Ee 

Noel Hemmendinger 7 oe 

1, Mr, Dodge said he had read in the papers that Mr. Ikeda and 

Mr. Ichimada‘* were going to Washington to confer with him and. 

| United States officials, but that was the first he had heard. He had had 

todeny any knowledge. : _ 

Mr. Ikeda stated that he and Mr. Ichimada had been appointed to | 

the Japanese peace treaty delegation with the expectation that they 

might have occasion at the same time to discuss financial questions 

with Mr. Dodge and officers of the United States Government in 

Washington. It was not known that Mr. Dodge would be in San 

Francisco. Since there will be opportunity to discuss matters with 

‘Mr. Dodge at San Francisco, Mr. Ikeda was not sure that there was 

any occasion for him to go on to Washington, which would not be too 

| convenient because there were important matters that would require 

his attention in Japan. He invited Mr. Dodge’s views. | 

; Mr. Dodge replied, and Mr. Hemmendinger confirmed, that the 

period immediately following the peace conference was not opportune 

for serious discussions with United States financial leaders because of 

the pressure of other matters and because the study of the major 

| Japanese financial questions in the United States Government was 

still at a working level. Mr. Ikeda stated that in the light of this’ 

comment he definitely would not goto Washington. oe 

9. Mr. Dodge said that he would like to take this opportunity to- 

make a general observation, which he had made also to Japanese vis- 

- jtors to him in Detroit, that in their enthusiasm for the treaty, the 

7 1 Mr. Hemmendinger was also an Adviser to the U.S. Delegation to the Japanese 

Peace Conference. a | Be 

2Kiichi Miyazawa, Private Secretary to the Minister of Finance. — 

*Wiscal Adviser to the Under Secretary of the Army, Financial Adviser to 

- SCAP, and. Adviser to the U.S. Delegation. . 

_' “Hisato Ichimada, Governor of the Bank of Japan. 7 cea
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Japanese seemed to have an inadequate realization of the serious re- 

sponsibilities of a financial nature which Japan would face in the 
post-treaty period. He referred among other things to the necessity . 
for Japan to undertake the procurement which has been done or as- 
sisted currently by United States Government agencies. : 

In commenting, Mr. Ikeda referred to Japanese obligations on pre- 
war indebtedness, on the GARIOA indebtedness, on reparations and | 
compensation for UN property in Japan. In addition, he mentioned 
to the Japanese obligations for security (including the Japanese share 
of mutual defense arrangements and the police reserve), compensa- 
tion to Japanese nationals for loss of overseas assets and veterans’ 
allowances. Consideration of the latter two, Mr. Ikeda indicated, was 
still in a preliminary stage. | 

Mr. Ikeda said that it was the general conclusion of the Japanese 

Government that after their best efforts to meet this series of external 
and internal obligations, there would be a need for United States 
assistance on a loan basis. He realized that discussion of this problem — 
was premature. Mr. Dodge remarked that this matter would be care- 
fully analyzed by the United States Government and the Congress | 
and pointed out that Congress was looking very skeptically upon 

requests for foreign assistance. . 
38. With respect to the problem of procurement mentioned by Mr. | 

Dodge, Mr. Ikeda commented upon the difficult situation faced by 
Japanese importers who had over-extended themselves in purchasing 
imported raw materials, upon the likelihood that Japan would face - 
a dollar shortage in the long run, and upon the shortage of electric 
power. Mr. Dodge agreed that these were very real problems and 
commented particularly upon the role of usance bills in the over- 
extension of credit. Mr. Ikeda observed that there was no adequate 
credit control over the bank loans. Mr. Dodge suggested that the 
following controls were needed and probably no others: a. strong con- 
trols over the use of foreign exchange to purchase imported materials; | 
6. allocations of raw materials; ¢. selective credit controls; and d. 
general budgetary controls. — a - SO 

4. Mr. Dodge and Mr. Hemmendinger pointed out that the main 
business here in San Francisco was the peace treaty and emphasized 
the importance of a responsive attitude by the Japanese on Article 
14(a)1, which would assure the interested countries that the Japanese 
were prepared to negotiate soon in good faith, 

Mr. Ikeda said that Mr. Dulles had told Prime Minister Yoshida, 
who had stated to the Diet, that there was no essential difference 
between the final text of the treaty and the July draft. Mr. Ikeda 
did not agree and thought that Article 14(a)1 as presently drafted 

_ represented a definite obligation which would have to be met. If the 
discharge of this obligation could be linked to the Point IV program |
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and United States programs of assistance in Southeast Asia, it would 

be more palatable to the Japanese. — OU EE ce apps bh 

. - Mr. Hemmendinger outlined the principles which in United States 

| thinking should apply to the negotiation under 14(a)1: that the fin- 

| ished goods to be supplied be imports on the part of the reparations 

| recipient over and above normal trade with Japan, and over-and above | 

| normal imports of that country from all sources; and that they repre- 

| sent on the Japanese side the use of productive resources that would 

be otherwise unutilized. These principles could be applied only im- 

‘perfectly, but would be an important guide. The United States pro- 

| posed to say the same, if occasion arose, to the countries interested in 

| reparations. Mr. Ikeda expressed interest in this formula and referred 

specifically to the Japanese shortage of electric power. He inquired 

whether the text of Article 14(a)1 would limit the services to be sup- 

| plied to those which would not impair Japan’s foreign exchange posi- 

tion. Mr. Hemmendinger replied that technically the clause referring 

to Japan’s foreign exchange position related only to the provision with 

respect to supply of raw materials, but that the more general provision 

| that the reparations be in such form as not to cast additional lability 

upon other allied powers might be applicable. | 
Mr. Hemmendinger stated that if the Japanese desired, the United 

States could supply some technical information on the arrangements of 
| the Italian- Yugoslav reparations agreement. Mr. Ikeda expressed in- 

terest and the matter was left for later discussion. | . 
5. Mr. Dodge referred to a recent statement by Prime Minister Yo- 

shida to General Ridgway that Japan intended to repay the GARIOA 

| _ obligation in full, and asked what the Japanese had in mind. Mr. Ikeda 
| asked _ first what the total obligation was considered by the United 

States to be. Mr. Dodge stated that the United States estimates were 

| somewhat over $1.8 billion. This figure as an estimate of aid rendered 
- seemed to be satisfactory. Discussion then indicated that the steps 

| involved were, first, acknowledgement in principle by Japan of an 
' obligation to repay GARIOA assistance, second, agreement upon the ~ 
| total sum to be repaid and, third, agreement upon precise terms of 

| | repayment (including the possibility of both dollar and yen pay- 
ments). Mr. Ikeda referred to the arrangements for repayment of | 
United States aid rendered in Europe under the Marshall Plan, and 
stated that according to his information the loan-grant ratio was | 

bo 12-88%. He was not suggesting that 12% represented an acceptable 
| settlement for Japan, but considered that the Marshall Plan arrange- 

ments afforded a possible basis for determining the amount of United 
| States aid which should be repaid. He also pointed out that before the 

| institution of the counterpart fund the Japanese had no information 
on the aid rendered and suggested that a distinction might be made 

between aid rendered before and after that time. According to their
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records, aid received after the counterpart fund was.between $800-900 , 

‘ million.® | | | ae Se - 

6. Mr. Dodge asked how the obligations which had been reviewed. 
in the conversation to this point could be reconciled with proposals for 
tax reduction which seemed to be current in Japan. Mr. Ikeda stated 
that this was a matter of definition, that a surplus of about 100 billion 
yen was anticipated this year, of which he thought about 40 billion yen 
should be returned to taxpayers as representing income due to price 
increases, He then discussed briefly other elements of the projected _ 
supplemental budget for 1951 and the 1952 budget. He indicated that 
only the supplemental budget had thus far been brought to the atten- 

: tionof GHQ,SCAP. > - 

_ *In memorandum of a conversation held in San Francisco September 7 between 
Mr. Ikeda, Mr. Dodge, and other officials, Mr. Hemmendinger stated in part: 

“Mr. Ikeda pointed out that under Japanese law any obligation must be ap- 

proved by the Diet. Although the Japanese Government recognizes an obligation 
with respect to the GARIOA advance, it would have to be approved by the Diet 
before any action could legally be taken. Mr. Dodge and Mr. Hemmendinger 
indicated that the United States recognized that this was the case, and Mr. Dodge 
pointed out that the size of the United States security forces which would be 
maintained in Japan had not yet been determined and that the Japanese con- 
tribution to the support of this could be much larger than 30 billion yen. Mr. Ikeda 
stated that the computation was based upon the arrangements with respect to 
the United States air forces in the United Kingdom and represented approxi- 
mately 20% of estimated total costs. He was informed that while the United 
States was still studying this problem, the tentative arrangement which had 
been discussed with Prime Minister Yoshida based upon the United Kingdom 
precedent was not considered applicable. While the United States recognizes the 
principle that arrangements with Japan should be comparable with those of 
other sovereign nations, other things being equal, there is in fact no comparable 

: situation in Europe unless it be that in Germany, where United States forces are 
still on an occupation basis. The situation in Japan differs from any of ithe 
EHuropean situations in that Japan will be making for this period comparatively 
modest expenditures for her own security and will be greatly dependent for that 

_ security upon the presence of United States forces. Mr. Ikeda made no comment.’” 
(894.10/12-1251 ) _ 

Lot 54D423 7 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 
| of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs 

(Satterthwaite) | | 

CONFIDENTIAL | [San Franctsco,| September 3, 1951. 
Participants: Netherlands Foreign Minister, Mr. Stikker 

Ambassador van Roijen 
| Secretary of State Dean Acheson / 

Mr. Dulles | | 
_ Mr. Satterthwaite | 

The Secretary and Mr. Dulles asked Mr. Stikker and Ambassador 
Roijen to lunch to explore with them ways of overcoming Dutch — | 
difficulties which had arisen in connection with certain aspects with
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| the reparations aspects of the Japanese Peace ‘Treaty (Article 140).2 _ 

: After a general discussion, the Secretary remarked that we under- ‘ 

stood some domestic problems had arisen in Holland on reparations 

questions and we would like to talk about them. Stikker said that 

his government recently—he emphasized that it was a recent develop- 

ment—had been under strong criticism from the large and powerful 

organization of Dutch civilians who had been interned in the Kast 

-_-—--« Indies by the Japanese. Stikker said that, unlike the case in many 

| other countries, the Dutch civilian internees greatly outnumbered the _ | 

| prisoners of war, the ratio being about 100,000 civilians to some 30,000 

P - prisoners of war. While the prisoners of war who had been interned 

| have been taken care of, most of the civilians, except those who had 

been helped by some of the large companies they were working for, | 

had lost everything and had not received any relief. Stikker said that 

this organized group of civilians, including families of voting age, 

numbered about 70,000 and that they had been criticizing the govern- 

| ment, first for its, what they term, “soft” policy towards Indonesia 

J and second, because the Japanese Peace Treaty drait appeared to 

commit the Dutch government to the abandonment of all possibility 

of private individual claims against the Japanese Government. In — 

addition the treaty specifically provided that Japanese funds in neu- 

tral countries, if recovered, would be distributed by the Red Cross 

only to prisoners of war and not to civilians. Stikker pointed out that 

| the main difficulty arose from the fact that the original draft did not 

| point up these possible discriminations but that the present version 

| did, thus calling attention to the discrimination against civilians. His 

| government felt that not only was the emotional appeal of these people 

| who had lost everything in Indonesia strong enough to upset the 

| Government but that legally their charge that the government in 

| signing the Japanese Peace Treaty was depriving them of aright | 

| which constitutionally it could not do, had validity. Stikker then said 

- quite frankly he had instructions not to sion the Peace Treaty unless 

some way could be found to clarify these two points. re 

So Mr. Dulles explained the history of the negotiations with the 

British and Australians and others on these points, and described the 

evolution of the articles dealing with the reparations and neutral funds 

question. Stikker agreed with him that a change to include civilians 

would not be acceptable to the British or Australians who were under 

political pressure from the prisoners of war rather than civilians, and 

said he had already sounded out the British and Australians with no 

1In a memorandum of August 29 to Mr. Allison, Mr. James C. H. Bonbright, 
| Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for the European Affairs,. had stated in 

‘part that the Government of tthe Netherlands had accepted (on August 28) its | 
{nvitation to the Japanese Peace Conference but had stated its acceptance did not 
‘imply signature if its desiderata- could ‘not in some way be met. (Lot: 541423).
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success. Mr. Dulles pointed out that it made no difference to us since we 

had already compensated our citizens in other waysandinanycasethe => 

amount would be so small as to be negligible. Mr. Dulles agreed to- 
explore with our advisers the possibility of devising a formula which 

would make it clear that while the Japanese would in no sense be 

committed to recognize the claims of individuals, nothing in the 

Treaty would prevent them from making such adjustments as they felt. 

it desirable to make as a matter of enlightened expediency. __ | | 
The Secretary spoke briefly of the serious effect in Europe or [of?] 

any breach among the European countries and particularly the — 

_ NATO countries, in the solid front on the Japanese Peace Treaty. 

Stikker agreed and seemed hopeful that a solution could be found. 

690.941/9-351 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET § PRIORITY New Detut, September 3, 1951—3 p. m.. | 

825. 1. Told Bajpai this morning Dept had seen press reports from: 
Delhi indicating Asian countries including GOI may hold Jap con- _ 
ference their own following US sponsored conference in San Francisco- 
and had queried Emb (Embtel 823, September 2).* I asked whether 
GOI was planning attend such Asian conference and whether it had’ 
discussed or was discussing matter with other Asian countries. 

2. Bajpai said in confidence when Burmese Foreign Minister ? vis-~ 
ited Delhi several weeks ago latter had suggested conference of India,. 
Burma and Indo to discuss Jap treaty before San Francisco confer- _ 
ence. Nehru had discouraged idea pointing out he unwilling have such 
conference in India since he did not wish US Govt obtain impression 
he was encouraging other Asian States not to sign treaty and in view 
pressing problems facing him he cld not leave India attend such con- 
ference. Nehru had indicated that if any conference shld take place- 
to discuss treaty relations with Japan it shld not be until after San 
Francisco conference. Bajpai maintained GOI had not further dis- | 
cussed matter of conference after San Francisco with either Burma 
or Indo. He added he did not believe conference wld serve any useful 
purpose since India had already made clear type of treaty which it 
intended to sign, that is simple peace treaty without political clauses" 
or conditions. Bajpai did not however promise such conference wld’ , 
not be held. | | | | 

3. Bajpai told me he wld not report our conversation to Nehru since: 
he extremely anxious just now not pour oil troubled waters. He was: 

2 See footnote 2,p.1312.. | | oe 
* Sao Hkun Hkio. So :
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afraid Nehru wld take exception in his present temper to inquiry this 

kind from US. - - re a 
4. I believe Bajpai sincere in statements. Nevertheless not impos- | 

sible in my opinion Nehru may be playing with idea encouraging | 

calling such conference in order strengthen his influence over Indo- | 

| nesia and Burma and strengthen his future position with extreme _ 

| nationalistic and socialistic anti-American elements in Japan. It is 
| also my opinion that any kind appeal to PriMin on our part not to 

participate in or hold such conference wld serve no. useful purpose. 
5. If in spite my conversation Bajpai and my own opinion expressed 

| above Dept wld like me approach PriMin following his return from 
Kashmir along lines Deptel 498, August 31 I shall make such approach 

| on receipt appropriate instructions.® 
: | Oo | HENDERSON 
| . 

: > No such instruction has been found in Department of State files. _ | 
| For additional documentation on the effect of India’s position on the Japanese 
| Peace Treaty on Indian-U.S. relations, see pp. 2085 ff., especially Ambassador 

Henderson’s telegram 1026 of September 17, p. 2182. | - 

H. Alexander Smith Papers, Princeton University . oS | 

Unsigned Memorandum of Conversation | 

| | - | [Undated.] 2 

Memoranpum re Conrerence Between HAS anp Prime Minister 
oF JAPAN YOSHIDA IN SAN Francisco During THE WEEK OF 

| SEPTEMBER 3RD TO 8TH, 1951 | — 

HAS met Premier Yoshida on the introduction of Mr. William R. 
| Castle? and had an interesting conference of about an hour, or an 

hour and a half. The principal matters that HAS made a note of 

at the time were the following: a | : 
1. Mr. Yoshida’s special interest in General MacArthur and the 

gratitude which he felt for what MacArthur had done for the Japa- 
nese people. He said that he had a very special arrangement with 

| - MacArthur whereby if he had any problems of government he could 
quietly contact the General and get the benefit of the General’s advice. 

‘Senator Smith’s “Diary” entry for. September 4 reads in part as follows 
“Yesterday I saw ‘Dulles re developments and he told me of the conversation with 
Yoshida. I was angered to learn that apparently Acheson left the door open for 
the Japs to recognize and make a treaty [with] ‘Communist China and not Na- 

_  tionalists. Dulles ‘was disturbed so a conference was arranged for me with © 
Yoshida.” The “Diary” indicates also that this conference took place on the 

| 3d. (Smith Papers) For Mr. Sebald’s memorandum of a conversation held Sep- | 
| tember 3 between the Prime Minister, Secretary Acheson, and other Officials, 

| see p. 1315. | ye —— 
| ? William R. Castle, Jr., Under Secretary of State, 1931-19338..- 

|
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He said that this had been of great value to him and that the General 
had never let him, or the Japanese people down. His advice had been 
constantly in the best interests of the development of the democratic | 
processes in Japan among the Japanese people. 

2. The recognition of Communist China. HAS discussed frankly | 
with Yoshida the possibility of Japanese recognition of Communist 
China and the making of a peace treaty with the Communist Peiping 
Government, rather than with the Nationalist Government on For- * 
mosa. Yoshida assured HAS that there was no possibility of Japan 
making a peace treaty with the Chinese Communists. He said that 
Japan might postpone some time making a peace treaty with either 
group, but without committing himself, he implied that they are 
interested really in making the peace treaty with General Chiang 
Kai-shek and the Nationalist crowd, but under no conditions with 

the Communists. | | 
3. Trade with China. Yoshida pointed out that during the period 

that Formosa was a part of the Japanese Empire, there was quite a | 
brisk trade with Formosa back and forth. He said that Formosa con- 
tributed rice and sugar to the Japanese economy and also said manu- 
factured products. He pointed out that since the war this trade had 
been practically cut off, but he was hopeful that the trade in rice 
and sugar could be built up. He said he saw little hope at the present 
time for a revival of manufactured products from Formosa. 

With regard to the China mainland, he said that prior to the war 
there had been less than 5% of Japanese total foreign trade with the 
China mainland, outside of Manchuria. He saw no particular ad- 

- vantage in making a deal with the Commies in order to get this main- 
dJand China trade reestablished. ‘On the other hand, he emphasized the 
great importance of Manchurian trade and the Manchurian indus- 
‘tries. He raised the question of whether possibly some kind of a trade 
arrangement might be made to reestablish this Manchurian trade. 
He had no specific suggestion to make, but he emphasized again that 
it should not be in the form of a peace treaty with the Chinese 
‘Communists. - | | 

4. The China Nationalist Government on Formosa. In answer to a 
‘question from HAS he said that he did not know Mr. K. C. Wu? 
‘personally. He said that K. C. Wu had sent a private message to him 
asking if he would meet with K. C. secretly in Japan if K. C. came to 
Japan. He said he felt very strongly that secret meetings were unwise, 
and, therefore, had declined to participate in any secret meeting. He 
seemed to be somewhat critical of K. C. for having suggested a secret 
-conference. | a - 

- * Governor of Taiwan. | |
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5, Ratification of the Treaty. Yoshida asked HAS whether HAS 
thought the Japanese or the United States should ratify the treaty _ 
first. He seemed to be unaware that the treaty itself provides for the 
ratification by Japan before ratification by the other treaty partici- 

| pants. HAS advised him very strongly that Japan should ratify as _ 
| - promptly as possible, even if it required a special calling of the Japa- 

nese Diet together. Yoshida said he felt that this was right and he 
oe would take immediate steps to have the treaty ratified by the Japanese 

| Diet. HAS was not in a position to give him any assurance as to 
whether or not the treaty would be promptly ratified by the United 

| States, although it may be noted here that HAS feels very strongly 
| that as soon as Japan has ratified our Foreign Relations Committee 

should start holding hearings on the treaty and recommend it to the 
\ Senate for ratification as promptly as possible, as in any event there 

| will be an extended debate on the treaty. | | | 

| 7 Editorial Note oe . 

| For public record of the Conference held at San Francisco Septem- 
| ber 4 through 8, 1951, see Department of State, Conference for the 
| Conclusion and Signature of the Treaty of Peace with Japan: Record 
| of Proceedings (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1951). 

| 794.00/9-451 | | | - oe 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast Asian 
: Affairs (McClurkin) to the Director of that Office (Johnson) * 

| TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] September 4, 1951. 

| Subject: Depurge of Former Japanese Career Officers. bb. 

| - In connection with the problem of depurging Japanese “career offi- _ 
\ cers” commissioned after July 7, 1937, Colonel Everett, who has just 
; returned from Tokyo, has informed us that the recent action taken 
| by SCAP was in effect a blanket de-purge, with no review of cases on 

an individual basis.? He states that the Government Section advised 

| Ap emorandum drafted by Douglas W. Overton of the Office of Northeast Asian 

| . 2 In telegram C 69141 to the Department of the Army, August 18, General Ridg- 
! way had reported that 5,774 Japanese officers had already been depurged dur- 

ing August, with action on another 30,000 expected by the end of the month. 
“These actions are based on examinations of individual records pursuant to 

| State and DA view expressed Para 1 of DA 93011 of 2 Jun 51. [See foot- 
- note 5, p. 1140.] However, since literal compliance with the requirement stipu- 

lated in DA 93011 that a ‘substantial case’ be made that ‘such individuals have 
‘been opponents of Jap expansionism and totalitarianism’ would have limited 

| the number of possible depurgees to a mere handful of former officers of question- 
| : | | . 

| ;
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the Japanese Government to depurge all officers commissioned after 
July 7, 1937, with the exception of persons who were members of the 
so-called Tojo clique and that the Japanese Government simply went | 

_ through the pile of cases, weeding out these cases (which were very 
few in number) and approving the remainder for depurge. | | 

Under the circumstances, where we are faced with a fait accompli, | 
we have two alternatives if we feel called upon to defend this action: 

1) Continue to maintain the fiction that the records of the depurgees 
show them to have been opponents of Japanese expansionism and 
totalitarianism;or, - Be 

2) Accept the SCAP formula that persons commissioned after — 
July 7, 1937, should be excluded from the category of “career officers”. _ 

Obviously, neither of the foregoing alternatives is particularly de- __ 
sirable: the former is patently dishonest, and the latter is very weak 
from the legal point of view. It follows that the best course for SCAP 
and the U.S. Government to adopt would be to avoid any comment | 
on the subject if such can possibly be done. However, if we feel that 
we are forced to defend the action at San Francisco or in the FEC 
or ACJ, I believe the latter alternative offers the only possible basis | 
ior a reasonably satisfactory explanation. - 
- Iam attaching hereto a draft of a proposed telegram to SCAP in 
reply to his request for concurrence with his formula for justification 
of the depurges. In general it follows his line of reasoning, but sets 
forth the case somewhat more succinctly. The draft has been concurred 
in by Colonel Everett, by Miss Fite of L/FE (after discussion with 
Mr. Tate) and by Mr. Merchant.® a — | 
_ The Army is pressing us for speedy action in the matter; in addition, 
the subject may be raised at San Francisco, although we would hope 
that the necessity for any United States comment would not arise. 
Consequently, I should appreciate receiving your approval or com- 
ments by telephone if possible. - ) | 

able qualifications, and since the urgency of the military need would not permit 
further delay, it has been nec to permit the Jap Govt to administer the depurge 
procedure on the basis of screening criteria predicated on presumptions which 
in effect permit blanket depurge of younger officers as contemplated in the orig- 
inal SCAP proposal and individual depurge of senior officers whose records re- 
veal no implication in notorious Army incidents of the 1930, war crimes, and 
Secret or extremist organizations and movements including the post surrender 
period.” ae - oO a . . 

_ [By “original SCAP proposal” was meant in this context depurge of all officers 
commissioned on or after July 7, 1937, without reference to possible intent of 
an officer, in taking a commission, to become an officer of career.] Oo 

General Ridgway had concluded by requesting State and Defense Departments 
comments on possible formula for justification of this action, and had himself 

- recommended that justification be on the grounds of a SCAP definition of the 
term “career.officer” rather than on evidence of opposition of depurgees to. ex- 
‘pansionism and totalitarianism. (794.5/8-1851) | ne 

| * The text of this draft, not printed, is virtually identical to-that of telegram . 
-DA: 81477 from. the Department of the Army to SCAP, September 14, also not 
‘printed (794.5/9-1451). / |
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794.5621/9-451 . rs 7 . | 

The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) to the Secretary of State — 

| TOP SECRET a Wasuineron, September 4, 1951. 

--Drar Mr. Secrerary: I am forwarding herewith, for whatever 

. action your Department considers necessary, @ photostatic copy of 

my letter to the President, dated 28 August 1951, concerning thenew 

policy for arming J apanese-manned ships. The President approved 

this policy on 29 August 1951. . a ee en 

- The Joint Chiefs of Staff have been requested to take appropriate 

action to implement this policy, at the appropriate time. | 

- Faithfully yours, | G.-C. MarsHa. 

a [Enclosure] > nS : | 

TOP SECRET | | - Wasnrnoron, August 28, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Preswent: The Joint Chiefs of Staff have recommended 

that I obtain your approval on the following policy respecting the 

arming of Japanese-manned ships. Current policy decisions of the 

Far. Eastern Commission prohibit the arming of coastal patrol ships: 

that are Japanese-manned. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have now in- 

formed me that the depletion of the occupation forces in Japan has 

created a situation in which the internal security of the islands and the 

security of the occupation forces may be seriously threatened. | 

| Consequently, the Departments of State and Defense have reevalu- 

ated the political and military aspects of this new situation and have 

jointly agreed to a new policy which will permit the Supreme Com- 

mander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) to utilize Japanese forces 

adequately armed for defense and the maintenance of internal security. 

This new policy, which I recommend for your approval, is as follows: 

| “In view of the radically changed conditions and the increased need — 

to insure the security of Japan, the Supreme Commander for the 

Allied Powers is authorized to establish a Japanese-manned coastal 

| - security force, organized and equipped along normal coast guard lines, 

| | composed of vessels with appropriate armament and speed, and under 

; SCAP operational control, to be operated in waters contiguous to the 

Japanese islands.” oe a Oo | 

This represents the appropriate interim policy statement for the period 

| between the signing of the Treaty of Peace with J apan and the coming 

| into effect of the Treaty. When Japan regains her sovereignty and the 

| right to provide for her own defense, a new United States policy, in — 

| connection with the Japanese security forces, will be appropriate. = 

It is the understanding of the Departments of State and Defense 

| that the coastal-security force established by SCAP would be placed 

under the direct operational control of American officers, and that the
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vessels would carry armament appropriate for coast guard craft. The 
Secretary of State has concurred in this proposed policy statement on 
the understanding, which the Joint Chiefs of Staff and I confirm, that 
this coastal security force will be organized along normal coast guard 
lines; the armament and speed of the vessels will be that of normal | 
coast guard character; the force will, in general, be constituted so as 
to provide no valid basis for an assumption that it is in fact the nu- oe 
cleus of a revived Japanese navy; and that no action will be taken 
looking toward the reestablishment of a Japanese navy without ap- 
proval at the highest levelsofthisGovernment. | 

The Secretary of State has recommended, and the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and I have concurred, that the proposed statement of policy be. 
presented to you for approval with the understanding that it will 

| not be implemented until after the signing of the Treaty of Peace 

with Japan. The Secretary of State has informed me that, if this 
proposed policy meets with your approval, he will inform certain 
friendly members of the Far Eastern Commission of the implementa-. | 
tion of this action at the appropriate time. oe 

- With great respect, a | 
Faithfully yours, | G. C. MarsHatn | 

* The following note is handwritten in the margin of the original: “Approved 
Aug. 29, 1951 Harry S Truman”’. 

The substance of the paragraph in quotations (in the letter above) was 
transmitted to SCAP on September 18 with the following comment: 

“In approving the foregoing policy it was concluded that you as SCAP have. 
the authority to do this within your administrative discretion. However, prior to 
your taking formal action and matter becoming public knowledge State desires. 

- inform UK and certain other friendly FEC countries of proposed action. Antici-. 
pate this can be completed within 2 or 3 weeks, at which time you will be notified, 
In meantime suggest you proceed with informal preparations on basis strict: 
secrecy.” | a : 

— (JCS teleeram 81770 of September 18 to SCAP; copy attached to memorandum 
of November 27 from Mr. Allison to Mr. Webb, not printed; 894.501/11-651). 

Lot 54D423,0 0 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the 
Office of British Commonwealth and Northern Kuropean Affairs. 

_ (Satterthwaite) | — | 

CONFIDENTIAL [San Francisco,] September 4, 1951. 

Participants: . Netherlands Foreign Minister, Mr. Stikker 
Ambassador van Roijen — Be ) 

_ Mr. Dulles | _ Be : 
Mr. Metzger 1 ee , 

_ Mr, Satterthwaite _ ae oo 

ag Stanley D. Metzger of the Office of the Assistant Legal Adviser for European, 
alr ~
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Following the conversation of September 3 between the Secretary, 

| the Dutch Foreign Minister, Mr. Dulles, the Dutch Ambassador, and 

. Mr. Satterthwaite? Stikker and van Roijen called on Mr. Dullesto 

work out a draft statement which the Netherlands Foreign Minister _ 

could make to the Conference and the suggested reply which the | 

a Japanese might make to it after the Conference had terminated. Mr. 

| Stikker emphasized that the purpose of this statement was not to 

| obligate the Japanese actually to pay out any money to the claimants. 

S He realized fully that this was an unlikely possibility. He emphasized 

: again, however, the statement he had made to the Secretary the day 

| before that the Dutch Government was faced with a difficult legal 

| | problem, namely, that without a proper interpretation agreed to by 

| the Japanese, it would appear that the Dutch Government was, by 

the act of signing the Japanese Peace Treaty, giving up without due 

| process rights held by Dutch subjects. He also pointed out again the 

| difficult political problem with which the Government was faced and : 

| repeated that unless he had satisfaction on this point his instructions 

| | were not to sign. ae ee 

| - Mr. Dulles asked Mr. Satterthwaite and Mr. Metzger to try to work 

out a satisfactory solution withthe Dutch Delegation® = 

bo a OS 7 [Enclosure] | 

| | Proposep Repty BY THE JAPANESE DELEGATION | 

| In view of the constitutional legal limitations referred to by the 

| - Government of the Netherlands, the Government of Japan does not — 

consider that the Government of the Netherlands by signing the 

Treaty has itself expropriated the private claims of its nationals so 

3 Ante, p. 1823, poe a y - 
| 8 The following footnote was printed in the source text : | 

“Note: After further discussions between members of the U.S. Delegation and 

the Dutch Delegation on one hand, and the U.S. Delegation and the Japanese — 

Delegation on the other, a formula was arrived at which satisfied all three dele- _ 

gations. A copy of the Dutch statement and the.agreed on reply by the Japanese 

is attached hereto. eo - oe _ . 
“Tt should be noted that also the American Delegation pointed out to the Japa- | 

nese the need for the Dutch Foreign Minister receiving the Japanese reply prior 

to his arrival back in Holland where he would have to face the Parliament, the 

| mechanics and timing of working out the arrangements were left for settlement 
between the Japanese and the Dutch. It was suggested that the Dutch Foreign 

Minister write a letter to the head of the Japanese Delegation, quoting that perti- | 

nent part of.his statement to the Conference. The Japanese Foreign Minister 

would then reply in the exact words quoted in the enclosure to this memorandum.” 7 

Only the Japanese reply is printed. The Dutch statement was delivered by 
Minister Stikker in the course of his address before the Conference September 6. 

_ For text, see the paragraphs headed by the numeral. “2.” in Department of State, 

, Japanese Peace Conference, p.197. _ : Sn 

. Material:in Department of ‘State files does not indicate whether the procedure 

outlined-above was followed. 2 Ce anak EE —
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that, as a consequence thereof, after the Treaty comes into force these 
claims would be non-existent. — OS . a 
However, the Japanese Government points out that, under the | 

Treaty, Allied nationals will not be able to obtain satisfaction regard- 
ing such claims, although, as the Netherlands Government suggests, 

there are certain types of private claims by Allied nationals which —_ 
the Japanese Government might wish voluntarily to deal with. — | 

693.94/9-551: Telegram . So | / a 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation in 
a San Franciscot 

SECRET WasHincton, September 5, 1951—6 p. m. 
Sanco 60. (for Rusk and Dulles) Dept proposes fol as reply Taipei’s 

298 Aug 302 but desires ur comment before despatching: a 

“Dept believes full answer all questions explicit and implicit ref 
tel cannot be given at this time on theoretical basis but wld emerge | 
in course exploratory negots between Chi and Jap Govts. Dept has : 
therefore encouraged initiation such exploratory discussions through | 

| Kawada * or other suitable means. . Oo a 

_. Fol info may be helpful understanding US views particularly re 
Snumbered questionsreftel; 2 0 

_. 1. We are in no sense attempting satisfy UK. We are attempt- 
| ing encourage Chi to recognize possible need during negots with 

Japs of some mutually satisfactory formula re present scope Chi 
- Govt de facto auth and to arrive at formula on basis of which. we 

eld in good conscience urge Japs enter-into bilateral with Chi 
-  Natlsaftermultilateralsigning:, 2 |: | a 
.: 9. We not. aware Japs have ever raised question of formula 
_. butin all realism it can be expected they will. | | | 

~ °3. We have no basis for knowing whether Japs wld accept 
- formula, but see PolAd estimate in Tokyo’s 28 Sept 1 rptd Dept 

In event Chis device formula which they prepared accept if Japs — 
raise matter during bilateral negots and which seems reasonable to | 
us, we wld undertake urge upon Japs desirability of negotiating bi- 
lateral with ChiNatls.[?]* = Oe OS 

a rr 2 
i telegram drafted by Mr. Merchant and Mr. Stuart. = = , | 
* Ante, p. 1311. oo 

_* Tsao Kawada.  °- a _—— Co - 
~'£On September 7, upon receipt of approval of this text by Messrs. Rusk and 
Dulles, the Department forwarded it to Taipei as telegram 220, repeated to 

, Tokyo as 401 (693.94/9-751). | 

538—617—77——85
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694.001/9-651 : Telegram . | oh ke | 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

| SECRET — ns | San Francisco, September 6, 1951. 

Cosan 16. For Webb from Rusk. Fol are comments on events first 

oo full day San Francisco conference which Dept may wish repeat De- 

| . fense and Ridgway.* | | ee a : 

| | 1. Conference moved with unexpected speed and with large majori- 

| ties to brush aside procedural obstacles and adopt US UK sponsored 

~ rules of procedure which insure that conference is for purpose signing 

present text peace treaty, with such preliminary statements as govts 

| wish to make prior to signing. Cloture of debate by conference after 

- two hours procedural wrangling was not at US instigation. In fact 

USDel and conference chairman were prepared to spend somewhat 

| more time to insure right of minority to be heard and to allow Soviets 
to demonstrate that majority must act firmly to protect rights of ma- 

| _ jority from abuse. It was apparent, however, that by time cloture mo- 

| tion was put by Latin American dels there was little interest in further 

| debate on rules of procedure. US, UK and Soviets abstained in vote 

| | on cloture. Of great significance was fact that, despite timing and 

| | method of cloture action, irritating to some dels, vote on adoption 
a rigorous rules of procedure was 48 to 3, which was a grand slam vote 

(excluding Commies) for US-UK position. That this overwhelming 
majority included Indonesia, Pakistan, Ceylon, and Phils was espe- 

| cially gratifying, 8 | | 
9, Attitude Soviet del deserves special notice. Gromyko was either 

caught off balance by speed of developments or was clearly not trying | 
to make major and determined fight. It seems unlikely that experi- 
enced and clever parliamentarian such as Gromyko could not, even by 

| improvisation, have caused considerably more difficulty than was in 
fact produced. He missed number opportunities to make damaging 

moves on points of order which would have created confusion and 
possibly differences of view among majority. Difficulties which we had 
anticipated on important points did not materialize. It seemed 

| strange that his amendments to US-UK draft rules of procedure 
| did not include attacks on fundamental concepts such as those con- 

tained in Articles 1 and 7. | 
8. Soviet fight for admission Red China was miserable failure, pos- 

sibly Gromyko was disconcerted by fact that majority which was itself 

1Telegram relayed to General Ridgway through Department of the Army 
channels. , | | Bs |
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sharply divided on Chi recognition presented solid front in refusing 
- consider invitation Peiping. Possibly Gromyko was under instruction | 

not to make last ditch fight on admission Peiping for reasons unknown. | 
4. Gromyko’s statements on substance were more moderate in lan- 

guage than Soviet statements in UN usually are and re-hashed themes 
already presented in Soviet notes and propaganda re Jap treaty in 

~ recent months. Many dels surprised that Gromyko was not more men- 

acing in tone. | | | 
5. In seeking explanation Gromyko tactics beyond range of surprise 

and parliamentary ineptness, question is raised whether Soviets may 
not wish San Francisco conf to end quickly in relation to time table 
other events for which Jap treaty would provide at least partial pre- _ 
text. Or Soviets may wish cast themselves as innocent victims of 
ageressive US preparatory some serious development Soviet policy : 
or action. For example, they may be preparing politically for resump- | 
tion large scale offensive in Korea, perhaps going beyond previous — 
Communist offensive Korea as to scale, area and nature. | 

On optimistic side would be possibility that Soviets are worried — 
-and possibly confused and that increase US and free world strength 
and momentum behind this treaty is beginning to make impression 
particularly when backed by overwhelming majority other govts from 
all important world regions. British del here split on whether today’s 
development shld be interpreted with pessimism or optimism. Matter 
obviously requires urgent and careful intelligence assessment. 

6. USDel has been somewhat surprised by strong surge of support 
from 48 dels in non-Commie majority. Although we felt when we 
reached San Francisco that 40 or more signatures would be good 
result, there is outside chance that 48 signatures will be forthcoming. 
There remains some difficulty with both Netherlands and Indonesia 
on economic clauses and domestic situation both countries may prevent | 
signature. Pakistan, Ceylon, Philippines and Arab States are now 
expected to sign. | : 

7. Shid not be overlooked that Soviets still have many opportuni- 
ties to pursue obstructive tactics at this conference as, for example, | 
proposals to amend rules and that their instructions on tactics cld be 
changed from day to day. Above comments relate only to events of 
first full day conference final results of which shld by no means be 
taken for granted. Dulles, Bohlen and Rusk concur this message. | 
[| Rusk. ] 

ACHESON
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694.001/9-651: Telegram 

. ‘The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State* = 

gncrer =. —S—~—*—<‘ié(~sSC SAN FRANCISCO, September 6, 1951—8 p. m. | 

~ Cosan 22. From USDelSanFranciscon = 
1. Yoshida called September.4 on Subardjo. There have been subse- 

| - quently talks between Indo del and Japs. As of noon September 6 | 

Indos had prepared letter to be addressed to Japs covering reparations. 

| Japs now considering letter which will probably be acceptable to them. 

Text not immediately available. Indos request that Jap reply be trans- 

| mitted via USDel and we believe we may be able to accommodate them 

| thismatter, Ss 
2, Indos and Japs have also talked evening September 5 re fisheries. . 

Zain? and JapDel have indicated to USDel officers that these conver- _ 

sations were satisfactory. We will continue follow question closely to 

| render what practical assistance we can to end that Japs and. Indos 
| reach satisfactory'solution. | 7 OR SE Tf aE Pog 

: - 8, Indo del still maintains that Indo Govt has not yet authorized it 

| sign treaty, even though Sudjono on September 5 informed Japs that 

| Indo will sign. Therefore suggest you continue to press as you have 

| done so skillfully and ably in past for Indo cabinet to authorize signa- 

ture treaty. You of course may use such info‘as contained this tel and 

two preceding tels'covering (1) conversation Subardjo with Dulles— 

| -Rusk;* (2) Secy withSubardjot 
_. 4, Indo scheduled address conf morning September 7. Signing cere- _ 

mony now setforSeptember8. a 
Agony 

| 1 Repeated to Djakarta and Tokyo later on the 6th from Washington. oe 

?Zairin Zain, Head of the Economic Division of the Indonesian Foreign Min- 
istry and an Alternate Delegate to the Conference. © 0 0 7 

. >See footnote 2,p.1844.0 0 2 a 

| ‘For the memorandum by Mr. Rusk of this conversation held September 3, 

| | Tn. telegram (894 from ‘Djakarta,, September. 7, Ambassador Cochran: reported 

in part that he had carried out this instruction (694.001/8-751), 

— Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Hconomie 
: Affairs in the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Hemmendinger) — 

| CONFIDENTIAL [San Francisco,] September 7, 1951. 

- Subject: Japanese Financial Problems | 

| Participants: Governor Hisato Ichimada—Bank of Japan 
| Mr. Seiichi Motono—Adviser to Japanese Delegation 

| | Mr. Joseph M. Dodge—Adviser to U.S. Delegation | 
| Mr. Noel Hemmendinger—Adviser to U.S. Delegation
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- [Here follows discussion of the Japanese Development Bank and 
of the Japanese foreign exchange position.| _ : a 

8. Governor Ichimada referred to Japan’s gold holdings and sug- 
gested that a part of the gold should be deposited with the IMF 
before ratification of the Treaty and that the balance be used as a 

basis for credit. Otherwise he feared that it might be. subjected to | 
_ demands for reparations. Mr. Dodge said he had recommended some- 

time ago that the gold be put in the Federal Reserve Bank in New 
York but that there had been political objections. He suggested that 
there would probably still be political objections to this course. — 
Mr. Hemmendinger called attention to the FEC decision that Japan’s 

| gold holdings should ultimately be used for reparations and stated 
that although the United States has insisted this decision is. subject 
to the United States priority for occupation costs, the United States 
position had not been accepted by all governments. He also pointed 
out that once the Treaty entered into force-the FEC decisions would | 
have no standing and Japan could do-as it liked with the gold. He 
thought that from a political standpoint it was clearly preferable that 
the gold stay where it is until the Treaty entersinto force. 

_ Governor Ichimada expressed fear that the Filipinos might try to | 
attach the gold as reparations. He suggested that this could be fore- 
stalled by the United States accepting the gold. as repayment of 
GARIOA aid and then making the equivalent available as a loan. 
Mr. Hemmendinger stated that in his judgment neither SCAP nor | 
the Department of State would countenance such a course of action 
before the entering into force of the Treaty, as it would put both 

Japan and the United Statesinabadlight. | ee 
| Governor Ichimada explained that he was'now referring to the 

period after the Treaty and suggested that the gold be used to repay 
the GARIOA advances and then used as a basis for credit. He asked a 
whether the United States did not assert.a priority forthe GARIOA 

claim Oo _ re 
. Mr. Hemmendinger stated that the United States took the position | 

_ that its claim for GARIOA assistance had priority, but that in prac- 
_ tice it would be necessary to examine all the claims against Japan 

together. He suggested that the approach to the problem involved in | 
Governor Ichimada’s suggestion represented an unfortunate attitude 
toward the reparations obligation, and stated that the United States 
was prepared to see the reparations obligation weighed by Japan 
along with its obligationstothe United States. = 

Mr. Dodge observed that he did not see much merit to the linking 
of the use of the gold to the GARIOA obligation, and reiterated that — 
the United States did not want to see the Japanese give merely lip | 
service to the reparations obligation. He reminded Governor. 
Ichimada of the Philippine and Indonesian attitudes as voiced only
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today at the Peace Conference, and suggested that any surplus reve- | 

: nues in the Japanese budget should be applied first of all to Japa- 

nese Treaty obligations. He asked Governor Ichimada what were his 

views in round figures on the GARIOA obligations. Governor 

Ichimada replied that he thought that portion which had gone into 

| Japanese rehabilitation as distinguished from purposes of the occu- 

! pation should be repaid, and estimated this at between $500,000,000 

| and $700,000,000. | | 

4. Governor Ichimada brought up the subject of U.S.-Japanese 

! | economic cooperation and stated that it was very difficult for Japan 

to meet demands which the United States might make without knowl- _ 

edge in advance of what might be required. Mr. Dodge pointed out : 

that the only segment of this program which has yet assumed concrete 

form is aluminum production. It is as difficult for the United States 

as for Japan clearly to foresee what may be asked, as many conflicting 

interests are involved. The principle has been established at a high 

_ Jevel and some progress has been made on implementation, but it cannot 

| be expected to be rapid. The situation is likely to remain such that 

Japan will have opportunity to meet the demands made on her. 

| ~ Governor Ichimada said he would like to see Japan’s idle plants and 

excess manpower put to use before U.S. capacity is expanded. If this 

is not done, there will tend to be a great unbalance between the respec- 

tive economies. Mr. Dodge replied that the possibilities in the excess 

| industrial capacity are thoroughly understood in the United States 

| Government, but the United States cannot be expected to blueprint the 

Japanese economy. It is bound to regard the problem primarily from — 

the standpoint of U.S. bottlenecks and the United States cannot be 

| expected to rearrange its production to meet the needs of Japan. 

_ Governor Ichimada said that he had been trying to get U.S. indus- 

oo trialists to consider the possibilities of production in Japan. Mr. Hem- | 

mendinger suggested that that is how U.S.-Japanese economic co- 

operation must work, that is, through the manifold arrangements. 

made by various U.S. concerns and by U.S. Government orders in 

accordance with a general principle, rather than through a detailed 

| governmental plan. | | | 

| 1In a letter of December 14 to Frank A. Waring, Economic Counselor of the 

| Office of the U.S. Political Adviser to SCAP, Mr. Hemmendinger indicated in part 

that little had been done since September with regard to financial negotiations | 

with Japan because it had seemed desirable to await the result of discussions 

po on “security expenditures” which General Ridgway had been authorized to hold 

with Prime Minister Yoshida, discussions regarding which neither the State nor 
the Army Departments had as yet received word. “Every analysis of our eco- 

| nomic position vis-A-vis Japan is brought up short at the moment by inability 
to predict the volume of defense procurement in Japan, or even to know whether 

| it will be of major proportions.” He stated the principal question before the De- 
| partment was of whether to support major loans to Japan in the near future. 

| (894.00/12-1451) See Mr. Yoshida’s letter of December 22, p. 1465. a 

| | a | | 
| |
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[Here follows discussion of the Japanese budget and renewed dis- 

cussion of the Japanese foreign exchange position. | 

| , Editorial Note | | 

The signature ceremony for the Japanese Peace Treaty took place ee 
at the San Francisco Opera House on the morning of September 8, 

_ 1951. Signatories were Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Cambodia, Canada, Ceylon, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, 
Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Laos, | 
Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, the Union of South 

_ Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States, Uruguay, Venezuela, 

Viet-Nam, and Japan. | | | 
The Treaty was signed for Japan by Messrs. Yoshida, Ikeda, 

‘Tomabechi, and Ichimada and by Representative Niro Hoshijima and 
Councillor Muneyoshi Tokugawa. Signers for the United States were 
Mr. Acheson, Mr. Dulles, and Senators John J. Sparkman of Ala- 
bama and Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin, both members of the For- 
eign Relations Committee. For the complete list of signers, see the 
official text of the Treaty with two Declarations, Protocol, and Ex- 

_ change of Notes in Department of State, Treaty of Peace: Proceed- 
ings, pages 818-455 or 3 UST (part 8) 3169. (The Exchange of Notes 
is omitted from the former source.) 

_ The Security Treaty between the United States and Japan was 
signed later that same day at the Presidio of San Francisco. Prime | 
Minister Yoshida signed for Japan. The signers for the United States 
were Messrs. Acheson, Dulles, and Wiley and Senator Styles Bridges 
of New Hampshire, a member of the Foreign Relations Committee. 

_ For text, see 3 UST (part 3) page 3329. 

Japan ratified both treaties on November 19, 1951. 

694.001/9-851 : Telegram | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL San Francisco, September 8, 1951—4 p. m. 
NIACT | | 

Cosan 33. From USDel San Francisco. Dept pls rpt Djakarta niact 
and priority Amb from O’Sullivan.t | 

*James L. O’Sullivan, Acting Officer in Charge of Indonesian and Pacific 
and Affairs. The telegram was relayed to Djakarta at 10:45 p. m. Washington
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| | 1. On Sept 6 Indo del addressed fol letter re fisheries to Jap del : 

| “With reference to conversation held by reps of Indo and Jap 

dels of Wed night Sept 5, in Palace Hotel at San Francisco on sub- 

ject of fishing and fisheries on high seas, I have the honor to state that 

fol is the understanding of Indo del in regard results of that 

| conversation. , a | 

| “Jt was understood that in accordance with Art 9 of Jap peace 
treaty the regulation.or limitation of fishing and conservation and 

development of fisheries on high seas between and surrounding the 

| - Indo Islands would be settled in a friendly and brotherly way be- 

po tween Indo and Jap nations and wld be subject of a treaty between 

Indo and. Jap, to be concluded as soon as possible after signing of 

peacetreaty. oe ch Py a ee art 

~ “Tt was further understood that said treaty wld be based on prin- 

ciple.that in interest of both nations fishing activities on above men- 

tioned seas should be regulated and limited in order to preserve 

amount of fish in those areas and to safeguard seafood supply of Indo 

people. Po o 

“This letter is forwarded to you through the intermediary of del of 

the US of Amertothe Jap peaceconferenc. ws | 

_ “The Indo del wld be grateful if the Jap del wld confirm the above 
in the same way. Please accept, etc. Signed Ahmad Subardjo.” 

9. Samedate Japsrepliedasfols: = es 

- “JT have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency’s 

note dated Sept 6, stating the understanding of the Indo del in regard 
to results of conversations held by reps of the Indo and Jap dels on 

— Sept5,asfols: = © OE Bee | 

| [Here follows a repetition of paragraphs two and three of the Indo- 
nesian note} = co oo 

“T have the honor to confirm hereby the understanding of the Indo 

| del, it being understood, however, that the internationally recognized 
freedom of high seas shld always be respected and that no waiver of 

| international rights of the Jap Govtisimpliedhereby. 2 
“Please accept, etc. Signed Shigeru Yoshida.” oe 

8. On Sept 5, Indo del addressed fol letter re reparations to Jap del: 

“With reference to meeting between heads of the Indo and Jap 
| dels in the Palace Hotel at San Francisco on Sept 4, followed by 

further discussions of representatives of said dels on the same date, 
_ I have the honor to state that fol is the understanding of Indo del . 

| in regard to resultsof abovementioned meetings. = = =  ~— | 

“1, Jap is prepared to pay reparations to Indo for damage suf- _ 
_ fered by Indo during second world war in accordance with pro- 

--visions stipulated in Art14ofthe Jap peacetreaty. = —— 
_ “2, Those reparations will be specified and amount thereof fixed 
in a bilateral treaty between Indo and Jap, which will be con- 

_ cluded as soon as possible after signing of peace treaty. hs
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“3, Disputes which might arise between Indo and Jap concern- 
. Ing interpretation or execution of reparations treaty to be con- _ | 

cluded, which cannot be settled by diplomatic means, shall be 
settled in accordance with provisions in Art 22 of the Jap peace | 
treaty. | 

“The Indo-del wld be grateful if the Jap del wld confirm the — 
above through the intermediary of the del of the US of Amer. 

| “Accept, Excellency, etc. Signed Ahmad Subardjo.” - ; 

4, On Sept 6, Jap del replied as fols: | | | a 

“T have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency’s note 
| dated Sept 5, asking confirmation by my del of the fol understanding 

in connection with our meeting in Palace Hotel at San Francisco on 
Sept 5. | ) a oe 

| Here follows a repetition of numbered paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of | 
the Indonesian note. ] ee 

_ - “YT have the honor to confirm hereby the above stated under- 
standing.” 7 So — | re - 

5. Indo letters in (1) and (3) above handed J ap del by US del. Jap 
replies in (2) and (4) above transmitted via US del to Indos under 

cover simple transmittal note. | | | 
6. Amb Ali just before signing ceremony Sept 8 asked Rusk if US 

in position give Indos note indicating US wld help Indos in negotia- | 
tions on fisheries and reparations. Rusk replied that US wld do any- 
thing short of “making itself -co-signatory of Jap notes” identified 
above. We are considering note along lines of assurances given by 
Dulles in conversation with Subardjo (Cosan 5, Sept 2 particularly 
fifth para).? Text willbe cabled when prepared 

_ «. We expect Indos to make public letter (1) through (4) inclu- 

sive. Youmay use infoaboveat yourdiscretion, = = = | | | 
| | Be _.. ACHESON | 

-2¥n this telegram, which concerned a conversation held September 1, Mr. Rusk 
had stated in part: “[Mr. Dulles] emphasized that regardless of treaty clauses, 
whether in fact Jap paid reparations was matter their intent . .. He said that — 
as lawyer if Indos were convinced of Jap good faith in question reparations, he — 
would advise them to sign treaty; that if they were not convinced of Jap good 
faith this question, he would advised them against such signature. However, he 
pointed out that if Indos signed peace treaty, they could be assured of US help, 
mediation and support in their negotiations with Jap this question; that if they . 
did not sign, they would probably get nothing out of Japan... . I then suggested, 
and Indos accepted, to arrange that Jap del should: seek them out for: discussion 
reparations question.” (694.001/9-251) De se BO 

*In telegram 331 to Djakarta, September 15, the Department reported that the 
preceding day Minister Subardjo, then in Washington, had: been handed a note _ 
(not printed) “confirming that procedure adopted by US Del at San Fran- 
cisco in channelling certain communications between Indo FonMin and Jap 
PriMin through US Del was intended and shd be interpreted as token US sup- | 
port for Indo Govt in matters mentioned in above corres.” ( 694.001/9-1551)
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694.001/9—851 : Telegram . 

‘The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cochran) to the Secretary of State 

| PRIORITY | 7 , an | 

404, In vote approving treaty signing? Cabinet split 11 to 6 with 

| _ Masjumi, PIR, Catholic, Democratic faction and nonparty Ministers 

| pro while PI and Eu Ruh opposed.? Parkindo Minister absent but 

| party opposes signing. PNI announced Friday night opposed to sign- 

ing on basis reports from party reps in Indo delegation Frisco. Feel 

treaty not to advantage Indonesia, contrary independent foreign 

| policy. PSI sponsored PRL motion last night urging govt not to sign: 

! govt parties left chamber when voting came on resolution thus making 

| sufficient quorum impossible, forcing tabling resolution, PNI, PSI, — 

Parkindo and left groups all definitely against ratification. PNI inti- 

oe mated intent withdraw Ministers from Cabinet if treaty ratified, re- 

| fuse accept responsibility govt action.* | | : 

In public statement yesterday, Burmese Embassy denied statement _ 

by vice chairman Parl that Burma charged Indo has deserted her. 

po Said “Burma fully understands Indo decision attend conf”. Compared 
| Indo with maiden choosing marriage with wealthy foreigner “whose 

| 

1 Phi vote was taken the evening of September 7. | : | 
2The last few words of this sentence are apparently garbled. PNI and PSI 

_ both opposed the treaty. co | . 
2In telegram 407 from Djakarta, September 10, Ambassador Cochran indi- 

cated in part that the position taken by the PNI leadership and cabinet members | 
against signature was contrary to his previous expectations. In the course of his 
message Mr. Cochran pointed out that texts of the recent exchanges of notes 

| -. between Japan and Indonesia had not reached Djakarta at the time of the 
| Cabinet’s vote but did not indicate whether in his opinion this fact had any 
| bearing on the outcome. (694.001/9-1051 ) | 
| | ~.4Ambassador Cochran reported in part in telegram 506 from Djakarta, Oc- | 

tober 1, as follows: - | 

“Visited Subardjo noon today his request. He said PNI Party Council yesterday 
decided follow earlier decision party executives. He said this means PNI will 
not withdraw members from Cabinet but favor delay ratification Jap Peace 
Treaty until bilateral agreements negotiated with Jap on reparations and fish- 

. eries. He is convinced from his experience San Francisco that Indo will be able 
procure agreements directly with Japan, if supported by US, which will lead PNI 
vote favorably in Parliament for ratification all three treaties.” (694.001/10-151) 

| The mentioned bilateral negotiations were not undertaken during 1951. How- _ 
| ever, since the ‘two countries appeared at times to be on the verge of holding 

| | talks with regard to fisheries, certain American officials several times received 
instruction as to the nature and extent of the support to be rendered Indonesia 
in talks concerning both fisheries and reparations. Documentation on this subject 
is not printed; it is contained in files 611.006, 611.006 NP, 611.946, and 656D.94 
for 1951. Of particular value are Instruction No. 67 to Tokyo, November 2, with 
enclosed memorandum of October 29 from Mr. Rusk to William C. Herrington, 

Special Assistant to the Under Secretary ; telegram 1277 to Tokyo, November 28; | 
and telegram 603 to Djakarta, December 7 (656D.946/11-251, 694.006/11-—2251, 

and 694.006/12-351, respectively ). . |
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love might not last too long” in preference simple devotion rustic lover. 

Urged “Asian countries concerned take joint action protect selves”. | 

In comment yesterday, prior announcement Cabinet decision, Indo | 

abstaining vote on Soviet proposal invite Commie China Friscodrew 

strong criticism from Parl reps PSI, PIR, Parkindo and left parties. 

Pedoman reports even political circles favoring signature regretted 
action because feel it neglect of friendly relations Commie China and 
that active independent policy does not imply purely negative stands.° 

| CocHRAN 

5 In telegram 301 to Djakarta, September 8, drafted in the Office of Philippine | 
and Southeast Asian Affairs, the Department stated in part: “Indo Govt de- — 
cision to sign Jap Peace Treaty in San Francisco despite Indian abstention and 
Sov opposition is considered most significant step which Indo Govt, historically 
jealous of its policy of ‘independence’, has taken toward aligning itself. with 

free world.” (694.001/9-851) 

—-693,94/9-951 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Consultant to the Secretary 7 

| | | (Dulles) | oe 

SECRET | On THE PLANE From | 

San Francisco To WASHINGTON, 
: | September 9, 1951. 

Participants: Foreign Minister Herbert Morrison — 
John Foster Dulles = | ° 

a Secretary Acheson remarked to me that Mr. Morrison wanted to | 
discuss the Japanese-Chinese situation and asked me to talk with him, 
which I did. Mr. Morrison said that he hoped that nothing would 
be done to crystallize the Japanese position toward China until after 
the Treaty of Peace came into force. He said that otherwise he might 
have difficulty about ratification. I said to Mr. Morrison that if noth- 
ing was done we, too, might have difficulty about ratification. I told 
him that, of course, we had not made any secret arrangements or 
understandings of any kind with the Japanese, as had been rumored. 
There was, however, the reality which had not been disguised, namely, 

_ that the present Government of Japan was strongly anti-Communist 
and did not want to favor or encourage the Communists either in | 
Japan or on the Asian Mainland. The Communists themselves were 
violently attacking the Yoshida Government and were continuing to 
demand the trial of the Emperor as a war criminal. As against this, 
the Japanese Government had good relations with the Nationalists. 
Tt was their representative, General Ho, who was in Japan as Chi- | 
nese member of the Allied Council, and trade relations with Formosa 
were satisfactory and important for Japanese economy. Under these 
circumstances it could hardly be expected that the Japanese Govern- 
ment would long preserve complete neutrality. We had in fact under- _
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stood that Yoshida had thought of stating in his speech at San 
Francisco that he did not intend to do business with the Chinese Com- 

- munists, and we had urged against any such public commital at this 

time. We could not, however, suppress indefinitely the natural desire 

7 of the Japanese Government which, we assumed, included at least 
such recognition of the Nationalist Government as would assure their 

po good will in various United Nations organizations where that Gov- 
! ernment hada vote and a voice which the Japanese needed.on their — 

| behalf as applicants for membership in these United Nations agencies. 

| Also, we assumed the Japanese would want quickly to put trade, dip- 

| lomatic and consular relations with Formosa on a normal, peacetime | 

basis. None of this, however, necessarily implied Japanese acceptance 
| of the Chinese Nationalist Government as empowered to speak for 

| and to bind all of China. I recalled that I had expressed this point 
| of view in London. Ss | 

| Mr. Morrison indicated that he saw no serious objection to what 

) he referred to as a “de facto” arrangement between the Japanese 

| Government and the Chinese Nationalist Government which, in sub- 
stance, covered the points I had made. He indicated, however, that 
a full recognition of the Nationalist Government as having legitimacy _ 
and power to bind all of China so as wholly and forever to pre-empt 
the field of future relations would, in his opinion, be seriously objec- 
tionable and if this occurred prior to the coming into force of the 
present Treaty would seriously embarrass his Government and expose 
it to the charge of having been deceived by the United States* 

~ 17n telegram 586 from Tokyo, September 19, Mr. Sebald reported in part: | | 
“Clutton today asked me whether I had any info.re Jap intentions negot bilat 

_ treaty with Chi Natl Govt. When I replied to effect this was matter for Jap 
| consideration and ‘that I was without info re their intentions at this time, 

Clutton pointed out that Brit FonOff construes understanding with Dulles to 
mean that Jap wld not make choice re Chi until.treaty comes into effect and 

| that any negot between signing and return full sovereignty to Jap wld be con- 
sidered breach of spirit if not letter this understanding.” | (693.94/9-1951) 

Lot 64 D 563: PPS Files Oo Se a | : | 

The Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the Under Secretary of 
Oo State (Webb)> | ee 

- CONFIDENTIAL = =—“<i‘<;*#*E Wetton, ] September 10, 1951. 

Administrative arrangements ought now to be made to handle the | 
following matters: = | nner 

| _ 1. The Secretary of State will presumably desire to submit promptly 
to the President the text of the four Treaties, ie., Japanese Peace 

* Source text found attached to a covering note of ‘September 21, from Philip 
| H. Watts of the Policy Planning Staff to other members ofthe Staff£ =
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_ ‘Treaty, Japanese Security Treaty, Philippine Mutual Assistance 
‘Treaty, and the Australia-New Zealand Security Treaty, with an 
analysis of the treaties, and presumably the President will in turn want | 
to submit these to the Senate witha request for consent to ratification. 

| I assume that no effort will be made to secure such consent at the | 
present session of Congress, but it might be wise to get the documen- 
tation into the hands of the Senate before the present session adjourns. 

In this connection, I would express the hope that every effort be 
made to preserve the nonpartisan character of this program. _ 

_ 2. Responsibility should now be established for preparing for the 
hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, presumably 
next January, in relation to the four Treaties. There will be consider- 
able debate, and effective and impressive presentation should be | 

| prepared. = | | | | oO 
8. Article ITI of the Security Treaty between the United States and 

Japan provides “The conditions which shall govern the disposition of 

armed forces of the United States of America in and about Japan shall 
be determined by administrative agreements between the two 
Governments”. , ee ee a 

A draft of the prospective Administrative Agreement was prepared 
in Tokye on February 9? under the direction of Assistant Secretary 
of the Army Earl Johnson and General Carter Magruder and was 
approved by the Japanese Government. However, this was not found 
satisfactory by the Pentagon and after more than six months of study __ 
a revised form of agreement,? without annexes, was submitted to the 
State Department through Deputy Secretary of Defense Lovett. This 

| is, In essential respects, unsatisfactory to the State Department, and the 
annex. which is supposed to list the Japanese facilities desired has not 
yet been submitted to us. So far as we are aware the J apanese authori- 

ties have not been consulted at all. fa re 
The completion of this administrative agreement is a major task 

which involves, first of all, reconciliation between the State and De- 
fense Departments and then negotiation with the Japanese. It should 
receive very prompt attention, so that it can be concluded before . 
ratification. _ So - 
4, The draft of the Administrative Agreement referred to above 

_ discloses a disposition on the part of the Armed Services to continue | 
to treat the Japanese as defeated enemies and as orientals having — 
qualities inferior to those of the occidentals. To change this point:of 
view will be a major task of education and it should be begun at: once. 
Discussion on this point was had at San Francisco between Mr. Rusk, 
Mr Allison, Mr. Sebald and myself, and Assistant Secretary Johnson, 

* See enclosure to Dulles letter of February 10, p. 875. | 
* See the note from Lovett to Acheson, August 22,p.1281. .
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General Magruder and Mr. Nash. It was recognized that the problem 

was difficult and should be affirmatively dealt with, and it was sug- 

gested that Secretary Marshall should be asked to set up a group 

which would assume the responsibility for positive educational action. 

This needs tobe followed up. STA v8 

5, The Treaty of Peace provides that the United States may pro- 

| pose a United Nations Trusteeship of the Ryukyu, Bonin and other 

| islands and that, pending administrative action in this respect, the 

United States will have the right (but not the obligation) to exercise 

| all and any powers of administration, etc., over the territory and 

inhabitants. eee ee pe Rb 

‘The inhabitants of the Ryukyu Islands numbered nearly a million, 

and there exist between them and the inhabitants of the Japanese | 

Home Island strong ties, of a sentimental, economic and political 

| character. ‘These cannot be ignored without creating a permanent 

state of dissatisfaction, both among the islanders and in Japan Proper. 

On the other hand, it is essential that the United States should have 

what was referred to in the September 8, 1950 Presidential Directive 

as “exclusive strategic control”, a | 

- The policy to be pursued and the arrangements to effectuate that 

policy should be given prompt consideration. Congressional Com- 

mittees are apprised of the problem, and it has been suggested that 

| the President might designate a Commission which would include — 

_ members of the Senate and House Subcommittees on Far Eastern 

Affairs, with perhaps a non-governmental chairman, to go to Japan 

and the Ryukyus after Congress adjourns for the purpose of studying 

| the situation and making recommendations as to what should be done. 

Lo Prompt action should be taken with reference to this matter, as itis — 

| a present source of agitation and communist propaganda. ae 

oe 6. Presumably, the United States, with Canada, will now proceed 

| to negotiate the proposed Tripartite Fishing Treaty * with the Japa- 

nese. The Department has taken the view that this Treaty can be | 

- negotiated and initialed now, without awaiting the coming into force 

| of the Peace Treaty, but that the Fishing Treaty would not be for- _ 

- mally signed until after the Peace Treaty comes into force. The 

United States negotiating group should be set up and given appro- 

7 priate instructions. | ne 

| -  %. The impending shift from the authority of SCAP to diplomatic 

| relations between the United States and Japan calls for preparation. | 

| The first United States Ambassador should be selected sufficiently 

in advance for him to become thoroughly familiar with the many 

4 See the editorial note, p. 1890. . | |
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difficult problems which will be pending. Presumably, Mr. Allison 

will be proceeding to Tokyo in a few weeks to assume his status there | 

as Minister. Presumably, also, Mr. Sebald will be staying on as | 

~ Political Adviser to SCAP. The relationship between them should be 

defined. poled | | 
8. Japan will be pressed to negotiate a series of treaties relating 

| to fisheries, reparation, etc., with various Allied Powers. Also, Italy, 
Korea, Portugal, etc., will want to negotiate agreements with Japan. = 
In relation to many of these matters, the United States has assumed, 

either expressly or impliedly, a “good offices” relationship. Considera- 

tion should be given to where and how the United States will dis- 
charge its moral responsibilities in these matters. In certain cases, e.g., 
Italy, our “good offices” relationship is shared with the United King- 

domand France. aed | - 
9, The attitude which Senators will take toward ratification of the 

Japanese Peace Treaty will to a considerable extent depend upon the 
attitude which may in the interval have been taken by the Japanese 

Government toward China. We assume that the Japanese Government | 
| can now publicly make clear its known unwillingness to deal with the 

Chinese Communists. We have told the Chinese Nationalist Govern- 
| ment that we could not promote a bilateral treaty with Japan until 

after the Japanese Peace Treaty was signed and that it could not 
come into force until after the multilateral treaty came into force. We 

must be circumspect not to violate our understandings with the Brit- 
ish. In this connection I have prepared and given to Mr. Merchant a 
Memorandum of Conversation ® which I had with Foreign Minister — 
Morrison on the plane returning from San Francisco. In my opinion 

some reasonable relationship can properly be established, or at least 
the onus of rejecting a reasonable arrangement should be placed upon 

the Chinese Nationalist Government. | 

| | JOHN Fostrrr DULLEs : 

® Of September 9, p. 13438. | 7 

: Editorial Note 

‘On September 13, 1951, a statement signed by 56 members of the | 
United States Senate was presented to President Truman. The Sena- 
tors stated in part that they opposed recognition of Communist China | 
by Japan and that they would regard with disapproval any bilateral 

treaty between those two countries. Full text of this statement is | 
printed in the Vew York Times, September 14, 1951.
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— 698.94/9-1451: Telegram | 
| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Republic of China 

SECRET. .-.~—~—..~—. Wasuineron, September 14,.1951—5 p.m. | 

) 940. Dept believes its 220, Sep 7,? will have clarified doubt raised 

| 9d para ur 333,3 Sep 7, re feasibility omitting provision as'to scope 
| application bilat treaty. (ie Hn g a 

| - Dept considers there may be some misunderstanding re its views 
| concerning ltd nature bilat treaty negotiated with Jap prior coming _ 
| into force of multilat treaty. Dulles-Morrison agreement re Chi non- | 

| participation San Francisco Conference wld in our opinion prevent 
, US Govt encouraging Jap negot unrestricted agreement with Chi Nats 
, while Occupation continues with consequent possibility charge that 

US pressure under Occupation regime had caused Japan’s action. In 
| fact, US wld have to discourage such action. Hence if Nat Govt de- | 

sires negot bilat with Jap prior going into force of multilat there must 
| be some formula which will make clear realities existing situation. we 

a However, upon coming into force of multilat and consequent re- 
sumption by Jap of full sovereignty question US pressure will not 
arise and Jap will be free, under Art 26 of Treaty, negot unrestricted _ 
treaty with Nats if it so desires. Present indications are that Jap 

: Govt will so desire and after coming into force of multilat US Govt 
wld have no hesitation making known to Jap its support such action. 
Dept had assumed one of main motives Chi desire for early conclusion 

_ bilat with Jap was prestige and now that multilat has been signed 
without Chi participation Dept believes this factor shld not weigh so 
heavily. Wld seem early estab Jap Overseas Agency Taipei, which 
we are urging, together with arrival Kawada and perhaps other — 
similar individuals, wld make clear Jap intention carry on relations 
with Nat Govt. Events next few months, prior coming into force of 

- multilat, may make possible Chi and Jap begin negots looking toward 
conclusion unrestricted bilat after coming into force of multilat al- 
though this, of course, cannot be guaranteed. Might be in interest Chi 
Nats postpone for time being further consideration bilat and con- 

| centrate upon estab de facto relationships such as those implicit in 
opening of Jap Overseas Agency. As result San Francisco Conference, 

| _ Telegram drafted September 13 by Mr. Allison and cleared by Mr. Merchant, 
: Mr.. Perkins, and Robert J. G.. McClurkin, Deputy Director of ‘the Office of 

Northeast Asian Affairs, © 0 0 
| ’ See footnote 4,p.1383, ee 

* This paragraph reads: “Since Japs have not raised query scope of applica- 
tion bilateral treaty I suggest we endeavor omit such provision if possible. It 
seems almost certain to create serious and many-sided. difficulties in Chi-J ap 
discussions and will-render projected bilateral treaty impossible.” (693.94/9-751 ) - 

| : This telegram had been repeated by the Department on the 7th to Mr. Dulles 
| in San Francisco. | :
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Dept anticipates at early date bilat negots will open between various 
of the signatories and Jap concerning agreements under Articles 9, _ 
12 and 14 of Treaty, and may be that knowledge such negots, together 

with possible negots between India and Jap, will facilitate negots be- oo 
tween NatsandJap. 

However, shld Nat Govt wish proceed more directly at early date 
with negots with Jap, US must make clear it can only give encourage- 
ment if assured willingness Nat Govt accept formula which in our — 
judgment adequately reflected present realities. In this connection 
Dept believes formulae given ur 298, Aug 30,* generally reasonable,. 
although utmost care will need be exercised in phraseology. FYI 
word “terrs” shld not be employed in. way to imply Formosa is for 

| purposes of Treaty already legal Dept China. Such action wld make 
difficult any possible future UN action; also it is not believed to be 
matter to be determined only by bilat Sino-Jap arrangement.® 

, | : ACHESON 

| * Ante, p. 1811. Be - 
°In telegram 385 from Taipei, September 18, Mr. Rankin replied in part: 

_ “While desirous ‘discussing’ bilateral treaty with Ohta soonest Chi Govt does 
not wish ‘negotiate’ except with US and on basis bilateral text to fol closely 
that of multilateral. Other conditions wld be Japanese to accept formula for 
scope application agreed to between US and Chi Govt provided formula not to. 
be integral part of treaty and latter to take effect same time as multilateral. All 
this assuming early bilateral treaty desired by Chinese can be put thru (last para 
mytel 222 Aug 15).” (693.94/9-1851) _ 

Mr. Ohta was then slated to be the head of the Japanese Overseas Agency: 
(established November 17) in the Republic of China. For the mentioned por- 
tion of telegram 222, see footnote 3, p. 1279. BO : 

Regarding telegram 385, the Department stated in part: “The choice must be 
. made by Chi [between the alternatives outlined in ‘telegram 240 above]. Which- 

ever choice Chi make, US willing assist under conditions and in ways outlined 
previous tels but Dept at loss understand basis for Chi Natls attitude merely to. 

'  ‘diseuss’ bilat with Japs but to ‘negot only’ with US.” (Telegram 257 ito Taipei, 
September 25, drafted by Mr. Merchant and Mr. Stuart and cleared by, among: 
others, Mr. Allison ; 693.94/9-2551) | — 

894.501/9-1951 ts a 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
| Defense (Lovett) 7 

TOP SECRET | WasHineron, 14 September 1951. 

MemoraNnpuM For THE Secrerary oF DEFENSE sit 

Subj ect: Release of Heavy Armament to the Japanese National 
Police Reserve | 

1. In connection with establishing the “Special Far East Com- 
| mand Reserve” for the Japanese National Police Reserve (JNPR) 

*President Truman had appointed Mr. Lovett to succeed Secretary Marshall, | 
who resigned September 1. | 

538-617—77-—__86_ -
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| the Secretary of Defense, in a letter to the Secretary of State dated 

| 90 April 1951,2 agreed that heavy armament should not be released _ 

to the Japanese “without specific prior agreement by the Department 

of State or approval at the highest Governmental level.” The Depart- 

ment of State subsequently agreed orally to define “heavy armament” 

| as “tanks, all types; artillery, all types; recoilless rifles; mortars larger 

than 81mm; rockets larger than 3.5 inch; and similar heavy weapons.” | 

A sufficient supply of 105mm and 155mm howitzers for the four- 

| | division force has already been shipped to Japan. The major portion 

| of the tank requirements for this force cleared United States ports by | 

| 1 September, and the balance of the tank requirements will be ready 

| for shipment by 15 October. Other needed items of heavy armament — 

will be sent to Japan as rapidly asthey becomeavailable. 
| 2; General Ridgway has recently (a) re-emphasized the seriousness 

of the threat to the security of Japan now posed by Soviet capabilities. 

in the Far East, and (6) recommended reconsideration of a decision 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff that at this time no major additional 

| United States units would be made available for shipment to Japan. 

Increased tensions in the Far East resulting from the signing of a | 
peace treaty with Japan without participation by the USSR and — 
Communist China indicate the desirability of prompt action to increase 
the security of Japan, | | 

~ 8, Since no additional United States forces can be made available 
for shipment to Japan without the acceptance of unwarranted risks in 

other vital areas, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that it has become 
urgent to develop the full combat capability of the JNPR as rapidly 
as possible by removing the present restrictions on release of heavy 

. armament to this force. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recom- 
| mend that you request the Secretary of State to concur in release of 

heavy armament to the JNPR at General Ridgway’s discretion? 

| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff : 

| Omar N. Braviey , 

| | | Chairman . 
| , Joint Chiefs of Staff 

—? Ante, p. 1001. | 
: * Secretary Lovett submitted this recommendation to the Department of State 

7 under cover of his letter of September 19, not printed, in which he in part stated 
his concurrence with the views of the Joint Chiefs (894.501/9-1951).
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665.94/9-1751: Telegram — oe 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald). to the | 
| | ) _ Secretary of State | 

SECRET Tee Toxyo, September 17, 1951—6 p .m. 

Topad 571. Re Depiel 405," Sept 7, rptd Paris 1454, London 1398, 
Rome 1136. Despite continuing efforts reconcile basic divergence of 
views, conversations between Ital mission and Jap Govt re formula 
for termination state of war and settlement claims still inconclusive. 
Main point of difference arises from Ital insistence on Jap commit- - 
ment to settle with Italy on basis principles San Francisco treaty, and 
strong Jap reluctance to give such commitment.’ Jap Govt now has 
under consideration compromise formula providing for exchange of 
notes embodying inter alia mutual undertaking settle outstanding ques- | 
tions “in spirit of reconciliation and trust which inspired” San Fran- _ 

cisco treaty, to be accompanied by confidential exchange of ltrs — 
defining above-quoted phrase as meaning “on basis equitable adapta- 
tion of those principles set forth in that treaty which may be pertinent | 
in light of special circumstances existing between 2 govts”. 

If Jap Govt approves foregoing, which by no means certain, Ital 
dipl rep plans urge his govt accept this formula as representing maxi- 
mum concession which can be obtained from Jap Govt.’ 

Dept pass London, Paris, Rome. Sent Dept, rptd info London unn, 
Parisunn,Romeunn.  — 

oT / SEBALD 

1Not printed. (694.001/9-551) | | 
2In telegram 377 of September 1 the Department had included an English 

translation of an exchange of notes as proposed by Italy. The draft had pro- 
vided for an end to ‘the state of war between the two countries, for a statement 
by both powers of intention to conclude an agreement regarding questions be- 
tween them on the basis of principles contained in the multilateral treaty of 
peace, and for a declaration by Japan of its willingness to compensate, in such . 
measure as would be later agreed upon, the damage and losses caused to Italy 
and its nationals in Japan as result of measures taken by Japan after Septem- 
ber 8, 1943, the date of Allied armistice with Italy. Italy had proposed that the 
exchange of notes take place on the date of signature of the multilateral treaty, 

- to take effect when the latter should come into force. (694.001/9-151) 
3In reply the Department stated in telegram 480 to Tokyo, September 21, that — 

it had no objection to the formula proposed in telegram 571 but that it believed 
Italy would insist on the principles expressed in the Department’s telegram 377 
of March 1 (see footnote 2 above). If such were the case, the Mission was to 
inform the Japanese Foreign Office that the United States believed an exchange 
of notes along the general lines stated in telegram 377 would be an equitable 

solution. (665.94/9-2151) 
However, in telegram 630 from Tokyo, September 25, the Mission reported 

that Japan and Italy had reached agreement based on the formula proposed in 
a telegram 571 (665.94/9-2551). In despatch 505 of September 29 the Mission 

enclosed English texts (not printed) of ‘the two sets of notes exchanged by Japan . 
and Italy on the 27th. The Mission commented in part: . . 

Footnote continued on following page. :
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| 694.001/9-1751 | | oe Cage 

<< Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State+ — — 

SECRET [WasHineron,| September 17, 1951. 

_-—,sRavrricaTion or THE JAPANESE Peace TREATY _ 

| Four factors argue against immediate ratification of the peace treaty — 

| with Japan at thissessionof Congress: fe 

| | 1. The Department of Defense fears that there will be difficulties in 
| connection with using Japan as the base for operations in Korea once 

Japan becomes a sovereign nation instead of an occupied power. 
2. The Administrative Agreement which is to implement the bi- | 

- lateral security agreement with Japan must include certain rights _ 
| for the United States forces in Japan and adequate financial arrange- 

- ments between Japan and the United States for the support of those 
forces. The Department of Defense believes that much of our bargain- 
ing position will be lost and that it will be more difficult to get a 

| - satisfactory arrangement if the peace treaty has already been ratified. 
3. It is expected that the joint resolution recommending the termi- 

nation of war with Germany will soon pass the Senate and be sent | 
to the President.? As soon thereafter as the state of war with Japanis 
ended, the emergency powers of the President which rest upon. the 
existence of a state of war will vanish. Some 50 to 75 laws are affected. | 
This is another problem which particularly concerns the Department _ 

| ofDefense. = = © | Be 
4, In view of the various comments about the steamrolling tactics of 

. the United States in getting the treaty signed, it may be desirable _ 
to let some of the other nations which have signed the treaty ratify it. 

| before the United States does. a oo, 

| The foregoing factors are not suitable for public presentation. There | 
| are, however, certain rationalizations which could be used to explain | 

that we will move as rapidly as possible toward ratification but that 

Footnote continued from preceding page. a 7 Oe oe | ; 

“The negotiations leading up to this exchange of communications were com- 
plicated not only by the widely divergent points of view initially held by the 
Italian and Japanese Governments as to the principles which should govern 
such a-settlement, but also by the marked animus which these negotiations 
revealed on the part of the Japanese toward what they appeared to regard as 
the unfriendly efforts. of Italy to “cash in” on the defeat of its erstwhile Axis 

_ partner and comrade-in-arms, | | BO , | 
| | “Agreement was finally achieved with the assistance of a formula put forward 

| by this Mission in an effort to provide a mutually acceptable compromise, on the | 
basis of which formula the enclosed final texts were negotiated.” (665.94/9-2951 ) 

*A typed marginal note reads: “Noted by Acting Secretary—See Memo of 
Conv..w/Pres. on 9/17/11. eal.” For the text of the document mentioned, see infra. 

| . *? For the Joint Resolution which passed the Congress October 19, see 65 Stat. 
| 451. For the President’s Proclamation terminating the state of war between the 

United States and Germany, October 24,see66'Stat.cB.
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it is unlikely that it will be feasible to secure the action at this session 
of Congress: Se | a SO 

1. Japan will not take action to ratify the treaty until a special 
session of the Diet which is scheduled to meet in October. It seems 
more appropriate that the Japanese should act first to aecept the 
treaty before the nations which were at war with Japan take their 
action. a Be , - . 

2. The Japanese peace treaty is a highly important matter which 
should not be rushed through the Senate. Adequate time should be 
allowed for hearings, so that those interested in various aspects of the 
treaty can have the opportunity to make their views known. It is not 
possible to do this at this session of Congress. 

3. We want to have the treaty ratified as early as is consistent with 
the orderly working out of the problems connected with the group 
of four related treaties. oe | Oe 

Various possibilities have been suggested for demonstrating the will 
to move ahead without actually having the Senate take final action at 
this session. One possibility would be to have hearings held by the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee (or a subcommittee) during 
recess. Another might be to bring the Senate or the Foreign Relations 
Committee back a few days earlier in January to take up the peace 
treaty. A third might be a simple announcement that the peace treaty 
will be made the first order of business by the Senate in January. -_ 

694.001/9-1751 _ ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State . 

SECRET [Wasurneton,] September 17, 1951. 

_ Memoranpum or Conversation BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND 
Actine Secretary Wess Sepremper 17 «ss 

Item 3. Japanese Peace Treaty Ratification — - a 

I explained to the President the various factors affecting the rati- 
fication of the Japanese Peace Treaty,! and he agreed that it should 
be all right for us to try to work out the arrangements of a sub-commit- 
tee to consider the matter, and hope for ratification in early January. 

| However, the President was unwilling to modify his publicly-stated 
position that he hoped for early ratification, and stated he wanted us 
to get the papers together and arrange for him to submit the treaty 
to the Senate promptly. _ OO 

| * See supra. | | Oo | : ne |
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| Note: This creates considerable difficulty as the majority leaders 

and other members of the Senate are extremely irritated at what they | 

regard as an effort to put them in an unfair position.’ They feel that . 

if the President and the Executive Branch do not wish immediate 

, ratification, the treaty should not be submitted at this time. They also 

feel that if we are not anxious for immediate ratification, the Presi- 

po - dent should not publicly state that he will submit the treaty | 

| promptly and hope for prompt ratification. In my opinion, this matter 

requires the most careful handling both at the White House and at 

the Senate. | | cag a | 

| a James E. Wess 

38 In a memorandum of a telephone conversation held September 19 with | 

Senator Theodore Francis Green of Rhode Island, a member of the Foreign 

Relations Committee, William C. Sherman of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs , 

| stated in part: “The Senator indicated that he found it impossible to determine | 

, just what the desires of the Department of State were with regard to ratifica- 

tion of the treaty and added that he felt that they were trying to blame the 

Senate for the delay. .. . He said that though he, for one, would work as hard 

as he could to get the treaty passed if it were presented, he would not stand for 

any attempt to make the Senate appear responsible for delays which were | 

| really the fault of the Department of State. He added that this was the view 

held by most of his colleagues although the ‘majority leaders might not have | 

_ expressed themselves so strongly’.”’ (694.001/9-1951) cl, | | | 

694.001/9-2151 | - | : | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs (Merchant) to the Acting Secretary of State* 

SECRET a - - [Wasutneton,] September 21, 1951. 

RATIFICATION OF THE JAPANESE Peace TREATY 

| _ FE believes that the best course to follow with respect to the ratifi- 

cation of the Japanese Peace Treaty is to suggest to the President 

- that he transmit the Treaty promptly to the Senate with the recom- 

- mendation that it be made the first order of business for the Senate at 
the new session of Congress. This course avoids a number of the 
difficulties inherent in a situation in which nobody wants to bear the 
responsibility for delay. Furthermore, if this course is adopted, it 

| would be possible to provide evidences of positive action in the direc-. 
tion of ratification through such means as the commencement of hear- 

7 ings by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee or a subcommittee, 

| and the sending of a commission partly composed of Congressmen to 

| survey the problem presented by the Ryukyus. a | 

- 1Memorandum drafted by Mr. Allison and Robert J. G. McClurkin, Deputy 
pe Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs. | 
| | : 

|
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The question of the nature of the hearings appropriate for the 
ratification of the Japanese Peace Treaty may depend to some extent _ 

_. upon whether a decision is made to proceed at an early or late date with 
| the ratification of the Treaty. On the whole, it seems unnecessary to 

have long drawn out hearings with a large number of witnesses. 
Mr. Dulles has kept the Senate Foreign Relations Committee fully 

- informed at all stages during the negotiation of the Treaty, and the 
presence in San Francisco of members of the Far Eastern Subcom- 
mittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee insures that they 
are familiar with the principal problems connected with the Treaty. 
It, therefore, appears sufficient to have Mr. Dulles as the chief witness 
before the Committee, supported by such representatives as the De- 
partment of Defense might wish to designate, and perhaps by one or 
two prominent, interested persons such as Mr. Dewey.? | 

In view of the reluctance of the Department of Defense to agree to 
an early ratification, it is most important that if the decision is made 
to proceed at once, the Department of Defense representatives be pres- 
ent in order that there may be no possibility of later charges that its 
point of view had not been fully considered. If early ratification is ,” 
desired it would seem particularly unwise to attempt to call in outside, 

_ witnesses, such as educational or religious groups, as this might only ~ 
provide the inspiration for other interested groups, such as the fish- : 

_ ing and shipping industries, who would then feel it incumbent upon 
them to request an opportunity to testify against certain aspects of 
the Treaty. | | 

Even if it 1s decided not to attempt to secure ratification until the 
beginning of the next session of Congress, it would seem preferable 
to make all reasonable efforts to keep the hearings down to a minimum. 
However, such groups as the West Coast fishing industry, the Ameri- 
can Federation of Shipping, the National Foreign Trade Council and 
the Far East-America Council of Commerce and Industry may want: 
to be heard. In addition, many members of the Senate, according | 
to Francis Wilcox ® have expressed the opinion that this is such an 

important matter that all persons interested should have full oppor- 
tunity to investigate various aspects of the Treaty and to make state- | 
ments thereon. Consequently, the President or the Senate may want 
to utilize this reason as one of the main arguments with the public 
for delaying ratification until the next session. In that event, if it 
becomes apparent that a considerable amount of vocal oppesition to | 
the Treaty is developing, it may be necessary to reconsider our position 

_ ®* Thomas BH. Dewey. | 
_ * Chief of the Staff of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. |
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that our affirmative presentation of the Treaty in the hearings should 

| be kept tothe minimum.¢ | a tt 

4In a memorandum summarizing part of. the Cabinet. meeting held Septem- 

ber 21, Mr. Webb stated: “The Vice President [Alben W. Barkley] raised with 

the President the question of the submission of the Japanese Peace Treaty and 

made a strong argument for not sending it up to this session of the Congress 

| unless the President wished it ratified in this session. The final conclusion was 

| that the President authorized the Vice President to say to the Senate leadership 

| | that he would not submit the Treaty during this session.” (694.001/9-2151) — 

694.001/9-2451 Oo en a 

‘The Chargé in India (Steere) to the Department of State” 

SECRET | New Deny, September 24, 1951. 

| No. 708 OO - oO a 

Subject: How Government of India decided not to attend San Fran- 
cisco Conference == ne Oo 

: - The Embassy is pleased to. report to the Department a résumé of | 
how the Government of India reached its decision not to attend the 
San Francisco Conference for the signing of the Japanese Peace 
Treaty. The account comes from a member of the GOI Cabinet 
through an employee of the Embassy, whose information in the past 
generally has proved accurate and authentic. His report follows: _ 

- The Foreign Affairs Sub-committee of the Indian Cabinet, shortly 

after receipt of the final Anglo-American draft of the proposed Japa- 
nese Peace Treaty, discussed the question of attending the San Fran- 
cisco Peace Conference. The first two sittings were inconclusive, with — 
the participants arguing for and-against attending the conference. 

The third meeting reached the decision that India should not go 
- to the conference. It was attended by the Prime Minister, Home Min- 

ister Rajagopalachari, Secretary General of External Affairs Bajpai, 
States and Transport Minister Ayyangar and External Affairs 

| Deputy Secretary K. P. 8. Menon,! who is in charge of American and 

| European affairs in the ministry. — | _ ne 
Throughout the discussions Ayyangar and Rajagopalachari stood 

| out not merely for attending the conference but insisted that India 
| should sign the peace treaty. Bajpai was neutral, in that he stated he _ 

| would agree with the majority view though personally he favored 
attending the conference even if India was not going to sign. Menon 
and the Prime Minister were against attending, not to speak of 

, signing. | — - : oe a - 

| K.P. S. Menon enlisted his experience in China tosway the opinion. _ 
He said he could better read: the Chinese mind than the others, and 

| 1 Mr, Menon was Secretary of the Ministry. . |



if India made a friendly gesture toward Red China by refusal to 

attend because Red China was not being permitted to participate, and 

because of the Formosa issue, India would build up considerable good 

willwith Peking. , oo | 

Menon, citing talks with the Burmese Foreign Minister in New 

Delhi recently, said the whole of South Asia and the Far East would 

acclaim India if she refused to attend, and though there might be 

some transitional regret by the Japanese at this attitude, in the long 

run the Japanese would feel that India was working for their interests. 

Rajagopalachari and Ayyangar insisted that India could sign the 

treaty with a rider of dissent on certain matters. After all, they said, 

the fate of Formosa could not be decided at San Francisco and it | 

would be “foolish” to rake up this question. They supported Nehru’s 

stand on the Bonins and the Ryukyus but they differed on the sta- 

tioning of American troops in Japan. They said if Communism was 

to be checked, defenseless Japan must either be allowed to rearm 

itself, or alternatively American troops must be allowed to stay there 

for a “definite stipulated period” and that “America and Japan must 

be made to put this period at not more than three years.” | 

| Both of them agreed that the way América is bringing about the | 

| Defense arrangement with Japan was not desirable but it was “abso- 

lutely necessary.” | | | | : 

Nehru supported Menon, and in the end it was his own decision 

which had to be agreed to by the other members of the Foreign Affairs 

Sub-Committee. | 

Nehru explained that at first he was definitely in favor of attending 

the conference but then changed his mind because of fear that the 

presence of the Indian delegation might be utilized by the Russians 

for their own purposes. He asked: “Tell me, what would be the posi- 

tion of the Indian delegation if a Russian arose and said: ‘Look here, 

our stand is correct; even India is not signing. Why? Because it feels 

the treaty is hopeless’.” Nehru.said such embarrassment must be 

avoided, and since India was not signing, it should not attend the 

conference. | _ oe : 

When the matter went before the Cabinet, it was a divided house. 

_ About half the members were lined up on the side of attending the 

conference, the other half on the other side. About five members even 

favored signing. They included Labor Minister Jag] ivan Ram; Works, 
_ Production and Supply Minister Cadgil, Rajagopalachari, Food and 

Agriculture Minister Munshi and Ayyangar. Defense Minister Baldev 
Singh and Finance Minister Deshmukh were absolutely neutral. 

As a sidelight to the events, Madame Pandit did not know about 

India’s decision not to sign the treaty until she reached New Delhi. 

She had advocated the signing and was reliably reported as believing 

India not only was going to the conference but would sign. When she
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learned that India was not going to sign, but also was considering __ 
going to San Francisco, she discussed the matter with Supreme Court | 
Justice Douglas, who had just returned to Delhi from his mountain ~ 
climbing expedition, and Douglas agreed with her that India would | 

| give the mistaken impression that she was lining up in the Soviet 
| | Russian bloc if she attended the conference and did not sign. Madame 

Pandit’s support of this position was reported to have had considerable 

| influence on her brother’s decision that India should not attend. __ 
For the Chargé d’affaires,aji.: Cuare H. TIMper.aKe | 

| es Chief Public Affairs Officer 

_ | Editorial Note Oh Fes | 

On September 25, 1951, the Secretaries of State and Defense sub- _ 
mitted to the National Security Council the First Quarterly Progress 
Report on NSC 48/5. Several sections of this report deal with United | 

s,s States policy toward Japan. For text, see page 33. ee es 

| $94.501/9-1951 | | | | a 

The Assistant Secretary of State for Far Hastern Affairs (Rusk) to 
po ss the Secretary of State * - | 

TOP SECRET -[Wasuineton,] September 25, 1951. 
| Subject: Heavy Armament for the Japanese National Police 

| Reserve. et | | | | 

| The Problem | | | 

| In his letter of September 19, 19512 the Secretary of Defense re-— 
quests Department of State concurrence in the release of heavy mili- 
tary equipment to the Japanese National Police Reserve at the 

| | _ discretion of the Commander in Chief, Far East. | 
- This proposal is a renewal of one made last March by the Secretary 

_ of Defense and finally resolved by agreement upon recommendations * 
sent to the President by the Secretary of Defense on May 1. Essen- 
tially, these recommendations provided that heavy military equipment 

| for four divisions would be stockpiled in Japan but not placed in the 

| ‘Memorandum drafted by Mr. McClurkin, Submitted to the Secretary through 
Francis E. Meloy, Jr., Assistant to the Director of the Executive Secretariat. 

-  * See footnote 8, p. 1350. , | | 
| * For text, see the enclosure to Secretary Marshall’s letter of April 20 to Mr. 

Acheson, p. 1001. | . | 

|
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hands of the Japanese without specific prior agreement by the Depart-_ 
ment of State, or approval at the highest government level. In 
addition, the Department of the Army was to undertake planning and 

| budgeting to provide equipment of this nature for ten divisions by 

July 1, 1952. | | 
_ The argument for now releasing this equipment to the Japanese 

National Police Reserve rests upon the increased tension in the Far | 
Kast, the seriousness of the threat to Japanese security posed by 
Soviet capabilities, and the consequent necessity for increasing as 
rapidly as possible Japan’s ability to contribute to her own defense. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff point out that additional United States 
forces cannot be sent to Japan without accepting unwarranted risks 
in other vital areas and that it is therefore necessary to develop the 
full combat capability of the National Police Reserve. _ | 

Discussion ) | | 

| There is no question that the security of Japan is of vital impor- 
tance to United States security interests in the Pacific. There are, 
however several serious difficulties presented by the action proposed _ 
by the Department of Defense: : | | | 

1. The proposed action violates decisions of the Far Eastern Com- 
mission which are international commitments of the United States Gov- | 
ernment. The FEC decision most directly applicable is FEC 017/21 | 
of February 12, 1948 which specifically limits Japanese civil police 
agencies to “rifles and pistols and the necessary ammunition for them 
and other small arms exclusively used by civil police”. This decision 
remains effective until the effective date of the peace treaty. 

This difficulty could be avoided oy denouncing either the Moscow 
Agreement,* which created the FEC, or the specific FEC decisions 
which are relevant. However, we are not likely to be able to secure the 
support of other FEC members in such action. In addition, the denun- 
ciation of an international commitment is a serious step which should 
be taken only on the basis of an immediately present threat and a 
clear demonstration that no other course of action is available. | | 

2. One of our most important current objectives is the ratification 
of the Japanese Peace Treaty. Because several of the Pacific powers 
which have signed the treaty retain lively fears concerning the Japa- 

- hese rearmament, the problem of securing ratification in these coun- 
tries would be made considerably more diflicult by the proposed action. 
Ambassador Spender of Australia ® recently emphasized to an officer 
of the Department that rapid movement in the direction of the re- 
arming of Japan would cause serious political difficulties in Australia 
and might delay or possibly even prevent Australian ratification of 
the treaty. Similar representations have been made by New Zealand. © 

“For text of the Communiqué of the Conference of Foreign Ministers held at 
Moscow December 16-26, 1945, released December 27, see Foreign Relations, 1945, 
vol. 11, pp. 815-824. , 

‘Mr. ‘Percy Spender presented to President Truman his credentials as Am- 
bassador to the United States on June 8. |
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- 3. Both Mr. Morrison and Mr. Schuman in the recent. discussions 
here® included a too-rapid rearming of Japan in the list of actions 
which might inadvertently precipitate a third world war. Whether or 

oe not these views are correct, it is certainly true that the proposed action 
| would make it more difficult for us to secure international support for 

. the defense of Japan in the event of a localized Communist attack on 

- The weight of the foregoing considerations is such that every effort . 
should be made to find an alternative course of action which will 

| secure the objectives desired by both Departments. = © 
- There is another problem involved which goes to the underlying 

| philosophy of our relationship with Japan on security questions. What 
the Department of Defense proposes amounts to a unilateral determi- 
nation by the United States of the action which the Japanese should 

| take to contribute to their own defense. The unilateral character of 
- this determination is wrong. If the United States is to be successful 

- in rapidly developing the ability of Japan to contribute to the security | 
po of the Pacific, the United States must treat. Japan as a partner and not + 

asanoccupied power. 
| Japanese press comment and public statements by various semi- 

official Japanese sources indicate a growing interest in Japan in the 
| action which Japan should take with respect to its defense forces. 

However, Prime Minister Yoshida in a press conference upon his 
return to Tokyo said, “As I-have said repeatedly, there will not be | 

7 rearmament for the time being”. The Japanese Foreign Office in- 
formally explained to our Mission in Tokyo that they have no doubt 

_ that Yoshida plans at the propitious time to undertake effective re- 
armament. However, he is concerned about building up public opinion 
in Japan and awaiting further economic recovery before doing more 
than providing for some strengthening of the National Police Reserve. 

_ This would theréfore seem to be the right time for the United States 
| to seek to discover official Japanese thinking on the subject of the 
| eventual rearmament of Japan and to engage with the Japanese in . 

joint planning of the steps which must. be taken to insure the security 
of Japan. | en pe oe 

Recommendations © © © Me EL eg 
| I believe that a solution can be found which meets the Department 

of Defense objective of a rapid increase in Japanese defense capabili- 
ties but which does not involve a violation of the relevant FEC deci- 
sions. The heavy military equipment can be put in the hands of the 
United States forces at their bases in Japan, and the members of the 

-® Reference is to the Conference of the Foreign Ministers of France, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States held at Washington September 10-14, Docu- 
mentation on the Conference is scheduled for publication in volume m1,
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Japanese National Police Reserve can be brought in rotation to these 
bases to undergo training in its use. Within four to six months the 

peace treaty should be effective, and the equipment can then be turned 
over to the Japanese. Although this proposal does not involve a viola- 
tion of the FEC decisions, it must be discussed first with other gov- 
ernments most concerned, especially in-view of the attitudes they have 
expressed with respect to the rearming of Japan. However, once that 
discussion has taken place, if no violent objection has arisen, the De- 
partment of Defense could proceed at once to authorize General 
Ridgway to take the proposed action. | res 
This suggestion has been informally discussed with officials of the 

Department of Defense. In their opinion, while it will not be regarded 
_ as completely satisfactory, it will probably be found acceptable. _ 

- In addition, I believe that we should use this opportunity to stress 
to the Department of Defense that our basic approach to the problem 
of Japanese security involves discussion with the Japanese and joint 
planning at all stages. We should, therefore, suggest that as soon as 
possible a high level mission composed of representatives of both the 
Department of Defense and the Department of State should go to | 
Japan to discuss with the responsible officials of the Japanese Govern- 
ment their plans as to the timing of Japanese rearmament and the 
size and nature of the forces they contemplate. Since the Adminis- 
trative Agreement implementing the bilateral security pact must be . 
negotiated with the Japanese in the very near future, that negotia- | 
tion might offer an excellent opportunity for carrying on such 

discussions. _ ae Be 
Attached is a letter to the Secretary of Defense expressing the 

points of view and making the suggestions embodied in this memo- 
randum. I recommend that it be signed.” — - . 

70On September 28 a letter, not printed, embodying both the considerations 
' and the recommendations set forth above was sent to Mr. Lovett over Mr. Webb’s 
signature. In it the paragraph equivalent to the first paragraph under “Recom- 
mendations” above reads as follows: ‘First, the heavy military equipment might 
be retained in the possession of the United States forces at their own bases in 
Japan. Personnel from the National Police Reserve could then be brought to those 
bases in rotation for training in the use of the equipment. In this way we would 
avoid violation of Far Eastern Commission decisions. We believe that it is essen- 
tial that this step should be discussed in advance with certain friendly members 
of the Far Eastern Commission; however, if no serious objections develop, the 
training program could commence immediately after such discussions have 
taken place.” (894.501/9-1951) | | - 

- In his reply of November 6to Mr. Acheson, Mr. Lovett wrote: oe 

. “With respect to the letter of 28 September 1951 from the Acting Secretary of 
State regarding Japanese defense forces, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended, 

- on 29 October 1951, and I concur, that you complete as soon as possible the 
necessary discussions with friendly members of the Far Eastern Commission. 
This action is recommended in order to permit early initiation of National 
Police Reserve training with heavy armament in the manner suggested in the 
letter referred to above. oo BS : Sn 

“The Department of Defense would appreciate being informed as promptly as 
possible of the results of these discussions.” (894.501/11-651) Te
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693.94/9-2751: Telegram - | - 

The Chargé in the Republic of China (Ieankin) to the Secretary 
| | ce of State eee 

| SECRET fa Tarper, September 27, 1951—4 p. m. 

419. Re Embtel 420, Sept 27.1 Sept 26 FonMin Yeh handed me fol 

memo dated 26th: oe =n 

po Ref «is made to memo of Min FonAff dated Aug 13, 1951 and to 
recent conversations between Chi Min for FonAff and US Chargé: 
d’Affaires in Taipei on conclusion of peace by Republic China with 
Japan, and particularly to communications from State Dept verbally 

| transmitted by the Chargé to the Minister on Aug 28, 1951? in which _ 

| - the Min is given to understand that the US will endeavor to facilitate — 

| conclusion of a bilateral peace treaty by Republic Chi with Japan, - 
that treaty may be signed shortly after signing of multilateral Peace 
Treaty in San Francisco upon understanding that Chi Govt seeks no 
significant changes in multilateral Peace Treaty and that a formula 
with regard to scope of application of bilateral Peace Treaty beagreed 

| upon prior to signature of that treaty and that formula should in no 
way affect present position of Govt of Republic Chiin United Nations 
and rightful claims it hasovermainlandofChina. = 

- In fight of conversations referred to above and considering its 
) position as one of the allies in the war against Japan, it is desire of | 

Chi Govt to have Jap sign with it a bilateral Peace Treaty on sub- | 
stantially same terms as are provided in ultimate Peace Treaty signed 

| in San Francisco Sept 8, 1951 and to have signature of bilateral Peace 
| Treaty take place as soon as possible prior to entry into force of multi- 
| lateral Peace Treaty, | a a 
| To this end, Govt of Republic China wish to suggest, as a basis of 

discussion fol 2 alternative formulae relative to scope of application 
fo of bilateral Peace Treaty: | _ | - 

| | a. At signing of bilateral Peace Treaty, plenipotentiary of 
| Republic Chi will make following statement : . 

| “Present treaty is intended to apply to all territory of Republic 
- China. As regards those areas in such territory which are now © 
under Commie military occupation as a result of aggression of 

_ International Communism, Govt of Republic Chi will undertake 
to enforce treaty in such areas as soon as they are brought under 
its effective control.” | | | | | 

| 6. Upon exchange of ratifications of bilateral Peace Treaty by 
| Govts of Republic Chi and Japan, following statement will be 
| recorded in agreed minutes: | aoe 

| “Present treaty shall, in respect of Republic Chi, be applicable : 
in all territories which are now, and which may hereafter be, 

| ) under control of Govt of RepublicChi.” = 

| 1In this telegram the Chargé in part requested the Department’s comments on | 
| the memorandum transmitted in telegram 419, particularly with regard to the | 
| alternative formulae concerning scope of application of the proposed treaty 
| (698.94/9-2751), | 
| * Reference is to the substance of telegram 164 to Taipei, August 21, p. 1279. |
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In formulating above two formulae, due care has been taken of _ 
understanding that they shld in no way affect present position of Govt 
of Republic of Chi in United Nations and rightful claims it has over 
mainland of China. Any other formula consistent with this under- : 
standing which US Govt may wish to propose will receive prompt | 
attention of Chi Govt.? a 

ae “LeU er PAE RANKIN 

*In telegram 334. to Taipei, October 17 , the Department stated : “Inform FonMin | 
second formula contained urtel 419 Sept 27 preferable first formula. However 
unless you perceive objection obtain FonMin’s comment fol alternative formula: 
‘It is mutually understood that this treaty shall be applicable at any given time 
with respect to all areas under tthe actual control of either High Contracting 
Party’. Inform FonMin in Dept’s opinion agreement re scope application treaty 
wld have to take place time of signature rather than time ratification although 
unimportant whether agreement contained body treaty or takes form joint an- 
nouncement or agreed minutes.” (6938.94/10-1751) 

611.94/9-3051 CNRS: ee . | 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 
Planning Adviser of the Bureau of Far Eastern A fiaurs : 
(Emmerson) 

TOP SECRET ne Toxyo, September 30, 1951. : 
OFFICIAL INFORMAL _ - | 

Dear Joun: I regret that time and the rapid movement of events | 
_ in these past weeks has to a large extent overtaken our reply to your 

letter of June 16, 1951.1 Nevertheless, I strongly concur in the desir- 
ability of thinking now of our long-range policies toward Japan and 
the necessity of coordinating these plans here and in Washington. I 
note that your draft paper? dealt chiefly with the security aspects _ 
of our policy toward Japan. I suggest that it is as important to plan 
now our long-term political, economic and cultural objectives toward 
Japan in order to guarantee the accomplishment of our security 
objectives. It is not adequate to say that Japan should be aligned with 
the free world, that we shall assist the development of her armed 

_ forces, and that we shall aid the development of Japan’s economy and 
industrial production. Japan is a country, as you know only too well, 
possessing great industrial capacity, military potential, and political 
initiative. It looks forward to a role of leadership in the Far East. It 
has the capacity to make its own decisions, plan its own policies and 
achieve its own objectives. It also will have its own problems—the 
solution of many of which may be in direct variance with United 
States policy objectives. The basic problem is not the mere statement 
of our security objectives but a determination of how we shall retain 
Japan in the orbit of the free world when, as a sovereign nation, it 

* Not found in Department of State files. | |
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is determining its own policies and is subject to various types of | 

economic, political and ideological pressures. Our security objectives ) 

| ‘can only be attained if Japan is convinced that it has a stake in the 

| free world and that it is to its own self-interest to cooperate with the 

| West. | | | rs 

| - Perhaps it might be helpful for you if I were to note down some 

| of the problems as we envisage them and then suggest possible ap- 

proaches toward their solution. The following is, of course, premised 

on the conclusions of NSC 48/5.’ ee aan 

| Ay PROBLEM an pow et be 

1. The United States, through Ambassador Dutirs, has premised 

its post-treaty policy toward Japan on a “peace of reconciliation”. 

The treaty recognizes the sovereignty of Japan. The Japanese people 

expect after the treaty to be accorded full equality by the United 

States. It is to the long-run interest of the United States that Japan _ 

be an independent, economically stable, and thus reliable ally rather 

| than a colonial, resentful appendage of the United States. In view of 

the planning as to the size, location and special facilities of the garri- 

| son forces, and the Economic and Scientific Section proposal for con- 

| tinued stringent control of the Japanese economy, it is becoming 

| increasingly evident that the Japanese may be unable to see any major — 

distinction between the occupation and ‘post-occupation garrison - 

a force. Should the good faith of the United States be put in question | 

at this stage, it is possible that any post-treaty plans for Japanese 

participation in the free world might be seriously undermined. 

9, Tt is generally recognized that the Japanese Government is 

anxious to make not only administrative modifications in the reform 

program but also substantive changes in the basic reforms, relating — 
to labor, agriculture, and the family system. The. return of depurgees 

| to positions of importance in Japanese political and economic life will 

| no doubt accelerate this movement. While there is little question that 

| in many. instances the reforms went too far, it is also recognized that 

| continuation of such basic democratic concepts as established through _ 

the land reform program, civil code, labor laws, etcetera, is a funda- 

| mental bulwark against Communism and will thus strengthen Japan 

[ asa responsible and reliable partner in the free world. sis 

A delicate balance will have to be drawn in United States relations 

with the Japanese Government between what the United States con- 

siders basic and what it considers expendable. In some instances we 

2 For text of NSC 
48/5, May 

17, see p. 33. Ee 

US
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may need to bend over backwards in limiting for psychological reasons 
overt evidences of United States control. On the other hand we may | 
have to exert what pressures we possess to fortify those reforms we 
consider basic. It is my feeling that we should, in particular: - 

1. Restrict the garrison force in Japan to the minimum number of 
combat troops required to assure Japan from attack, and keep them 
away from the urban centers, particularly Tokyo. No dependents 
should be permitted to accompany the armed forces, thus reducing | 
the housekeeping units, PX’s, commissaries, special service hotels and 
other vestiges of “colonialism”. The civilian component of the garrison 
force should be stringently limited. Se 
_2, Restrict the jurisdiction of United States authorities over US’ | 

- personnel in Japan to levels consistent with the NATO pattern. 
8. Oppose the establishment of any such organization as the 
National Procurement Authority envisaged by General Marquart. Use 
the Embassy as the means for exerting influence over the Japanese 
Government so far as the question of procurement is concerned. . 
_4. Attempt to retain the spirit of the reforms in Japan through the 

influence of the Embassy and an effective USIE program.. | 

| Soe TY Economic | Oo 

oo oo) AL PROBLEM I ee | 

The basic condition of Japan’s willing alignment with the free world 
_ will be her ability to achieve a viable economy and satisfactory 

standard of living as a result of such alignment. With the prospect 
of an ever-increasing population, Japan will be forced continually 
to expand its international trade so that it will be able to import food 
for its people. It is believed that-if agricultural production can be: 
increased even by 5 per cent, the necessary food imports can be leveled 
off at about 20 per.cent of Japan’s total food. requirement. However, 
in order to pay for these continually rising food imports, exports must 
be increased, markets found, and a regular supply of raw materials | 
assured. The expansion of Japanese shipping facilities is necessary for 
the reduction of the cost of this trade to Japan. While Southeast Asia 
is a potential source of raw materials and export markets, the sterling 
area will no doubt resist Japanese penetration there. The more natural | 
and economical source of raw materials vital to Japan’s export trade— 
iron ore and coking coal—is on the Chinese mainland. It is specious 
to argue that dollar exchange obtained through the filling of US 
procurement orders will enable Japan to purchase these raw materials : 

in the US-or South America. The cost. of both the raw material and. 
its transportation becomes'so great that both internal price levels and | 
export levels become inerdinately high. Moreover, these dollars are 
needed to purchase food. It would appear. desirable to take another 
and more realistic look at the question of Japan’s trade with Com- 
munist China and come up with a solution that might permit the 

538-617—77——87
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importation of iron ore and coking coal in exchange for non-strategic, — 

consumer goods—ie. “hard” goods in exchange for “soft”. 

| - While Japan’s filling of US procurement orders will to some extent 

| meet her dollar needs, Japan’s role as a sub-contractual agent of the 

| United States, unless developed in the light of J apan’s long-term 

| trade requirements, will prove a merely temporary expedient. The 

po Japanese will be the first to recognize that such an economic arrange- 

ment subjects Japan to the political inconsistencies of Congressional 

appropriations and the economic cycles of American business. More- — 

| over, such economic arrangements may tend to stimulate certain in- 

| dustries in Japan, disrupt others, make for unplanned-for movements — 

| of population, and create inflationary tendencies in certain areas of — 

the Japanese economy to the detriment of others. ee 

: While Japan’s dependence on the US for economic assistance will 

, to a large extent automatically assure her alignment with the free | 

world, it is questionable if the continuation of stringent economic _ 

controls over the Japanese economy by the United States, such as that 

envisaged by General Marquat, would foster the psychological and 

political support needed for this purpose. While it is recognized that 

there is a need for close cooperation between the United States and 

Japanese authorities, it is believed that this can be achieved through 

less formidable means. An economic arrangement such as that pro- 

- posed by General Marquat would undermine the “peace of reconcilia-_ 

tion” approach. It would also provide ammunition to forces favoring — 

neutrality in the East-West conflict and afford the Communists with 

‘an opportunity to attack the United States as “imperialistic”. | 

a So | --B, APPROACH : | 

| _A study should be undertaken as to how J apan in the long run can 

| achieve economic stability, including: es 

(a) a realistic reappraisal of Japanese trade with China; 
(6) development of Japanese shipping; on , 

_(e) potentialities of Southeast Asia for Japan; Ce 
. _ (d) role of United States procurement in the creation of long-term 

economic stability for Japan. ) | - 

po | | TI. Curruraun ee 

| 7 : a A. PROBLEM | : a we 

. _ If the United States adopts the policy of treating Japan asanequal 

partner in the family of nations on the assumption that Japan’s con- 
tribution to the free world will bé on a voluntary basis, an effective 
USIE program will be a first prerequisite in order to sell to the Japa- 

| nese the ideas and programs of the free world. — oe 

po |
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7 B. APPROACH _ | | 

A highly selected USIE staff should be organized which would not 
only provide information regarding the concepts of the free world 
to the Japanese press, radio and films, and develop the exchange of | 
persons program, but also would maintain intimate contact with 
special groups such as labor, women, farm, university students and 
intellectuals.. | 

| IV. Mirrrary | 

| _ A. PROBLEM | 

Tt is believed desirable as well as inevitable that for some time to 
come the United States assume naval and air responsibility for the 
defense of Japan. Thus decisions as to the establishment of a Japanese 

_ navy and air force would be reserved until the United States has 
had the opportunity to observe the extent of Japanese integration into 
the free world. However, it is assumed that Japan will establish 
ground forces and an effective coast guard with the assistance of the _ 

United States. Such progressive rearmament of Japan assisted tech- 
nically and financially by the United States would reduce the impact 
of military expenditures on the Japanese economy, prevent any rapid 
resurgence of militarism, and eliminate fear on the part of other gov- sits 
ernments of Japanese offensive potentialities. 

So far as the effect of rearmament on the Japanese people is con- 
_ cerned, there has already become evident a sizable body of opinion 

which is strongly opposed to it (as well as to the general purposes of 
the bilateral agreement) and which has given every indication that it 
will continue this adamant attitude. The Japanese Communists con- 
stitute but one small segment of this body of opposition. Much more 
important in terms of internal political influence is the opposition to 
rearmament and the bilateral agreement voiced by the Socialist Party 
and its affiliated labor unions. Somewhat allied with this considerable 
body of opinion is the liberal intelligentsia and the student element. 
Many of the Socialist and labor leaders as well as the leaders of the 
non-Communist liberal intelligentsia as represented by such men as 
Dr. Nambara of Tokyo University appear to view the preblems of 
Japan’s future, especially the security problem, from an overidealistic 
standpoint. They appear willing to ignore or at least to minimize all | 
the harsher realities of the present-day global situation and seem to 
believe that somehow Japan can find a comfortable, secure niche 

| outside the hazards of the global East-West struggle. They accord- 
ingly appear convinced that any rearmament, even for self-defense, 
or any military understanding with the United States will only draw 
Japan into the vortex of a struggle which could otherwise be miracu- 
lously avoided. ee | oy
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While this body of opposition to Japan’s rearmament and a security 

| agreement with the United States by no means reflects majority , 

- opinion and: at present does not command sufficient political power to 

determine governmental policy, this element. is articulate and able to 

exert an immeasurable but real influence on public opinion within as 

well as outside Japan. With this group we have an important selling 

| jobtodo. — OO 7 oe 

Aside from this Socialist-labor-intelligentsia element, it is believed | 

that most other Japanese either strongly favor Japan’s rearmament 

and the proposed bilateral. agreement or are without very definite 

| opinion on the question. The Democratic Party (the conservative — 

opposition) has already strongly committed itself in favor of rearma- 

ment. The Liberal (Government) Party is, of course, committed to the 

Cabinet’s decisions with respect to the bilateral agreement, and has 

| generally indicated an intention to support a rearmament program for | 

| defense. It therefore appears that virtually all conservative elements 

in Japan would today support: a rearmament-for-defense program. 

There also appears to be general acceptance among the most conserva- 

tive groups of the bilateral security agreement, providing, however, 

this agreement does not impose too far-reaching extra-territorial limi- 

tations on Japan’s post-treaty sovereignty. = Se 

| _ However, despite theoretical support on the part of large groups 

of influential Japanese for rearmament, the danger remains that Japan 

if caught between a semi-colonial attitude on the part of the United 

States and a failing standard of living may be reluctant to assume its 

responsibilities in meeting the security needs of the free world and | 

prefer to take its chances in the role of a third or neutral force, 

| possibly oriented toward Nehru’sIndia. OO 

— oo _-B, APPROACH re 

14. The United States should support and assist the establishment 

of Japanese ground forces and the establishment of an armed coast 

guard. — ep eh re os 

~ 9, Decisions as to the establishment of a Japanese navy and air 

- forceshould be reserved. © oe SS 

- 8, While pre-war Japanese militaristic spirit should not be revived, 

the United States. through its informational program in Japan should 

impress on the Japanese the need to assist in its own self-defense in | 

cooperation with the free world. - a 

| | - 4, Steps should. be taken to integrate the three Pacific security 

arrangements into one unit so that Japan will be able to identify 

| itself as an equal partner with the other countries in the Pacific in the 

| defense of the free world and will as a.matter of prestige be willing to 

assume its responsibilities. | rr A
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V. ADMINISTRATIVE (Rote or THE EMBAssy IN Post-Treaty JAPAN) 

| , A. PROBLEM | 

Proposals to establish an autonomous military establishment 1m 
Japan as a result of the stationing of United States garrison forces: 
here and an independent procurement authority, directly threaten the 
prestige and influence of the United States Ambassador in Tokyo. The 
need of the United States to speak through one voice cannot be over= _ 
emphasized. United States policy and decisions as to how to deal with 
the Japanese Government must stem from the Embassy and not from 
establishments independent of the Embassy. Otherwise the various 
arms of the United States Government could be played off one against 
another, policies could be inconsistent and confused, the prestige and 
influence of the United States reduced to a minimum. - 

1. The United States Ambassador should be ‘clearly recognized as 
the senior United States representative and as possessing the primary 
responsibility for the implementation of United States policy in 
Japan. While the commander of the garrison forces would possess 
clearly defined military functions, major problems relating to security 
matters should be dealt with through the Embassy. A military attaché 
at the Embassy would be in the position to advise the Ambassador 
as to the needs of the military establishment. - _ | 

2. Any and all programs relating to procurement and economic 
_ assistance should recognize the primary responsibility of the Am- | 
bassador in this field. While special technical staffs may be required 
within the Embassy to deal with certain of these problems,’final au- 

_thority should lie with the Ambassador. - OE 
I trust that you have seen the numerous other communications which = 

we have been sending in on various aspects of our post-treaty policies 
in Japan, and that this letter will make some additional contribution — 
to your thinking on this subject. _ Oo oe Be 

Your thoughts on cultural programs for J apan and a Japanese- 
American seminar have been passed-on to Sax Bradford and 
Margaret Williams in our public affairs section who will shortly 
forward to you their comments. os . a 

Sincerely yours, . : — W. J. Separp | 

Editorial Note — | 

- Documents in file 694.001 for 1950-1951 indicate that the United | 
States aided the efforts of the Government of Portugal, neutral dur- 
ing World War II, to initiate by means of an exchange of letters 
with Japan settlement of issues caused by the Japanese occupation 
of Portuguese Timor during the war. 

In telegram 355 to Tokyo, August 29, the Department informed a 
United States Political Adviser in part that it was proceeding at once
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~ to seek Japanese agreement to the exchange of letters “in view our cur- 

rent relations with Port re Azores”. (694.001/8-2951) Information on 

| renegotiation of a bilateral military bases agreement with Portugal 1s 

scheduled for publication in volume IV. a ae ne | 

Although the J apanese Government was prepared to proceed with 

the exchange of letters by September 8 at latest, the Portuguese Gov- 

ernment. on. October 1 informed the United States that the matter 

| would be held in abeyance. a a 

| 994.0221/10-251 ey eS 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast Asian | 

- Affairs (McClurkin) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs (Rusk)* - nee se be Se 

SECRET | [Wasuineron,] October 2, 1951. 

Subject: Financial Provisions of United States-Japanese Adminis- 

. trative Agreement. | eee ee | 

Background CO BS Ee Ea ee | | 

| In February 1951 Mr. Dulles and Prime Minister Yoshida initialed 

| 9, tentative draft Administrative Agreement ? which provided that the 

| Japanese would furnish facilities comparable to those furnished by — 

other friendly sovereign countries where United States maintained | 

forces, which referred in particular to arrangements in the United 

| Kingdom, and which set out certain facilities which had been esti- 

| mated to represent 20 to 30 percent of the total cost. | | | 

A review of the matter by the Department of State led to the rec- | 

| ommendation in July 1951 that Japan should agree to furnish facili- 

| ties and services by categories amounting to approximately 50. percent 

| of total cost, the arrangement to remain in force until renegotiated, 

but to be renegotiated by reason of changes in such relevant. factors 

as Japan’s defense forces, economic conditions in Japan and the United 

States, and Japan’s balance of payments. This recommendation was 

; _aceepted informally and in its general outline has been the basis of 

| Washington thinking since then. | 

| The draft Administrative Agreement as approved by the JCS and 

! submitted to the Department * is consistent with the proposal of the 

| - 1Memorandum drafted by Noel Hemmendinger, Officer in Charge of Economic — 

| Affairs in the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs. The original bears the following 

| : marginal note: “D[ean] R[usk:] I think this is OK. U. A[lexis] J[ohnson].” — 

- 2 or text, see Annex IV to the letter of February 10 from Mr. Dulles to Secre- 

tary Acheson, p. 876. | HS ee | : 

: * See footnote 1, p. 1281. — 2 a es were 

| — |



Department of State, except that it omits: specific reference to re- 

negotiation by reason of various relevant factors. There are several 

minor differences,aswell, = 
~ CINCFE has recommended that the Administrative Agreement not 
enumerate all the categories of supplies and facilities to be furnished 
by Japan, but provide for a Japanese contribution of. real estate and 

above that for a stipulated amount of yen, denominated in dollars to 

avoid exchange rate fluctuation. CINCFE also recommended that, for 
political and administrative reasons, the Administrative Agreement 
stand on its own feet and not refer to the partial pay-as-you-go 

arrangements presently in force. _ | : 

Lecommendations 

1. If there is much delay in arriving at a United States position 

on the entire Administrative Agreement, the financial provisions 

should be agreed first, and taken up with the Japanese in order that 
both the Japanese and the Department of the Army may know where 
they stand in preparing forthcoming budgets. | 
- 9. The Administrative Agreement should not refer to the partial 
pay-as-you-go arrangements presently in force. , 

8. The Department should support CINCFE’s recommendation 

thatthe Agreement be in the form of a Japanese undertaking to fur- 
nish real estate and related facilities and above that a stipulated 
amount of yen denominated in dollars. | | 

4. The Department of State should oppose CINCFE’s further 

recommendation that the amount of yen to be furnished by Japan 
should be reduced annually by an amount equal to the increased cost 

| of Japan’s own increased assumption of responsibility for defense. 
In lieu of this provision, the Department should support its previous 
recommendation that the amount be renegotiated on the basis of 
changes in various relevant factors. Comment: This is not necessarily 
a substantive difference, but it is believed unwise to appear to guaran- 
tee Japan any given level of overall defense expenditure. Such an 
approach is being taken in the case of Germany, but that is because 
of German participation in well-understood European defense 

arrangements. | | 

5. The Department should withdraw its previous recommendation 

that sentences of the Annex to the Agreement referring to the general 
principles governing the furnishing of facilities and services provided 
to United States forces by other sovereign countries be omitted, since 
it is politically desirable that the agreement recognize the principle 
that the arrangements should be similar, other things being equal, to 

arrangements with other countries. |
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_ . #6. The provision of the JCS draft that the United States shall have _ 

| complete freedom of action in using yen credits available to it in the 
payment of United States debts should be omitted, on the ground. 

| that the use to which yen-credits which may be available tothe United — 

| States can be put should be provided in the arrangements under which. 

‘suchyencreditsaregenerated. = a ed 
| -%, The Department should not object to the provision in the JCS. 

| draftreferring toaccountingarrangements. «= | | 
8. (Inclusion in the Administrative Agreement of a provision estab- 

ishing the right of United States to maintain military banking facili- 
ties as recommended by CINCFE. Recommendation awaiting OFD 
and Treasury views.) | oe oe 7 

Dulles Papers a oe re | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Consultant to the Secretary 

Participants: President Truman . ote ee 

oe | John Foster Dulles a ce 

| I called on the President at his request at 12:30 p. m., October 3. 

| The President stated that he wanted personally to offer me the Am- 

| bassadorship to Japan. He knew that I did not want to take it, but he 
said he would not be happy if he had not offered it personally as. 
evidence of his appreciation of the very fine results I had achieved in 

| relation to the Japanese Peace Treaty. I told the President I greatly 

| appreciated his attitude and was honored by his proposal, but I pre- 

| ferred not to accept it. I stated that I thought that while the task of 

| the first Ambassador to Japan was one of the most difficult and 

| important that we had, my own particular usefulness might be greater 

| here at home, particularly in relation to helping to keep American _ 

public opinion informed with reference to the importance of bipartisan. 

| | cooperation in foreign policy. I said that there was no point in being 
| at the end of a transmission line if the power house itself was not — 

functioning and perhaps I could be more useful for the time being 
| at the power house rather than at the end of the transmission line. 
| | The President said he appreciated my point of view and would not 

attempt to dissuade me from it. We then discussed other aspects of 
the Japanese situation, in which connection see my memorandum of 

| even date to Secretary Acheson.1 Oo oe a 

— * Infra. | a | | 

| | | -
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611.94/10-351 | Oo | 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the 

ee Secretary of State 

SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] October 3, 1951. 

[talked with the President today along the lines which you and — 

I had previously discussed. In the course of that conversation, I said | 

to the President that there were, of course, many serious problems 
_ remaining to be solved in relation to Japan and that unless they were 

solved right, the situation could turn sour. I said that a particular 

problem was the relationship between the U.S. security forces which 

would remain and the Japanese people. It would be very difficult to 

alter the relationship from that of a victor who ruled the people they | 

had conquered to a relationship of equals. I thought it particularly 

important that some concrete steps be taken to indicate the changeover _ 

of Japan from an occupied country to a sovereign equal. I mentioned 

to the President that when talking with General MacArthur in Tokyo 

last February, I had laughingly said to him that he had won many 

_ victories, but the greatest victory of all would be if he succeeded in 

getting the colonels out of the Japanese villas. The President said he 

was fully aware of the problem that there would be need of a strong 

civilian in Japan who could stand up to the military and the Presi- 

dent said with obvious feeling, “I’ll back him up.” | . 

Following my talk with the President I had lunch with Secretary 
Lovett and we talked informally about the situation. I think he 

appreciates the difficulty of the problem and is sympathetic to our | 
point of view. It is obvious that the threatened intensification of mili- 

tary operations in Korea makes the problem more difficult from a 

purely military standpoint. I said to Secretary Lovett that I felt the 

Japanese would understand that, but I did not think that we could | 

) make extraordinary demands based upon the possibility that hostili- 

ties might involve Japan and at the same time bring in increasing 

| numbers of wives and children and make increasing demands upon 

/ the luxury facilities of Japanese hotels, houses,etc. 

| | Joun Foster DULLES : 

693.94/10—-451 : Telegram . . oo , | - 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

a Secretary of State | | | | 

SECRET , ‘'Toxyo, October 4, 1951—2 p.m. 

Topad 684. In informal conversation with me Sir Esler Dening | 

advocated idea that Japan’s best interest lies in refusing estab dipl 

relations with either Taipei or Peiping regimes, notwithstanding
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desirability Japan carry on trade with both govts, which he considers _ 
| only realistic course for Japan to follow. Recalled Jap withdrawal — 

-- recognition Czarist Govt, but failure recognize USSR until four 
years later. Consequently no reason why Japan cld not follow same — 
procedure towards China until situation clarifies. In his opinion re- 
establishment relations with Taipei wld not be best interest Japan as 
commitment undoubtedly wld cause later embarrassment, especially 

, _ as Chi Natl Govt incapable re-establishing hold on mainland. 

Dening proposing call on Yoshida within next few days at which 
time it is safe assumption he will advance above ideas in endeavor - 
influence Jap course of action. | rns | ne 
Se | i SEBALD 

oo  1In telegram 2204 from London, November 6, the Embassy stated in part: — 

“At FonOff yesterday Emb officer permitted read series of background papers | 
| on FE problems for use by Eden in discussions with Secretary. Salient points as 

 fols:> Be , : Bocas | 
“Japan: Only question at issue between US and UK in connection with Japan : 

was what Chi Govt wld sign peace treaty. This problem resolved through com- | 
| ‘promise last June; however, UK understands there are forces at work which may 

attempt influence Jap into recognition Formosa rather than CPG. For example, 
- -eertain Senators may insist US ratification of treaty dependent on Jap commit- 

| ment recognize Chiang Kai-shek. UK position is Japan’s interest wld be best 
served for present if it recognized neither regime but entered into commercial 
relations with each. Dening has spoken to Japs along these lines. Dening’s efforts 
obtain assurances from SCAP and USPolAd of their neutrality this regard have 

| met with ‘evasive’ replies.” (790.00/11-651) oe | | . 

| --611.94/10-951 : Telegram | a ' ee 

| The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 
po | | Secretary of State — cts. 

po SECRET PRIORITY —— | Toxyo, October 9, 1951—noon. 

| oe -'Topad 721. Re Deptel 534, Oct. 3.1 I reed yesterday from Prime | 
| Minister Yoshida ltr dated Oct 7 full text of which as fols: 

— Begin text: “My. dear Ambassador, signing of peace treaty and | 
Japanese-American security pact is source of profound gratification 

| to Japanese people. It is with great expectations that our nation is — | 
looking forward to their effectuation. | | | | 

“It means that Allied occupation of Japan comes to an end and — | 
American forces in Japan will remain as security forces in accordance | 
with terms of security pact. All Japanese are counting on visible | | 
and substantial changes in their immediate surroundings, which senti- | 
ment 1s quite understandable, they having been placed under occupa- | 

| _ tion in last six years. } : a a | 
oe “These universal expectations among Japanese must not be ignored 

by the govts or leaders of either J apan or America. To meet the ex- 
_pectations of Japanese man in street to maximum is to consolidate 

— Not printed. — = | ae - a
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foundation for permanent friendship between two countries. And it 
is, indeed, a prerequisite to achievement of objectives of Japanese- 
American security pact. | 
“How then are these Japanese expectations to be met? It is presumed | 

that question is being carefully studied by American auths in Tokyo 
and Washington. I am addressing this ltr to you believing that a few 
suggestions may not be out of place, my govt being in position to know 
sentiments and aspirations of Japanese people in this respect. 

“Tn order to furnish tangible evidence of transformation of occupa-— 
tion forces into security forces, it is suggested that fol measures wld 7 
prove most effective: | | 

: “(a) To transfer hdqtrs of American forces to an appropriate 
- place outside centers of a large city. | 

| “(6) To release wharf and warehouse facilities at such trad- 
ing ports as Yokohama and Kobe, which are now under requisi- 
tion, and to release also business and industrial buildings in urban - 
areas, so as to help Japan achieve economic self support. (‘Table | 
one? lists those buildings for release of which repeated petitions 
have been submitted to Japanese Govt auths concerned.) | | 

“(¢) To release school buildings now under requisition, so as 
to alleviate acute housing shortage for public education. (Refer 
table two.) © | | 

“(d) To release hospitals and hotels which are now under re- 
quisition, with exception of those absolutely necessary for security 
forces, it being considered that current extensive and exclusive 
use en no longer be necessary in future. (Refer tables three and 

our.) 
“(e) To release private residences (over 2,000) now in occupa- 

| tion use, provided that they may be continued to be used by secu- 
rity forces on commercial basis when owners so desire. | | 

“Above-mentioned measures may be under consideration of 
American Govt. But at this time of transition, I would like to ask you 
to extend good offices so that American auths wld give favourable 
and sympathetic consideration to these matters insofar as circum- | 
stances may permit. My govt officials concerned will be available at. | 
anytime you wish for consultation various matters which will no 
doubt accrue in implementation of these measures. Yours sincerely, | 
Shigeru Yoshida.” End teat. | 

Tables referred to above will be delivered to Mission later. I have 
given General Ridgway copy of this msg.® 

| SEBALD | 

2? Tables mentioned not printed. | | 
In a letter of October 26 to U. Alexis Johnson, Mr. Sebald stated in part that 

General Ridgway had told him “in rather strong language that in his opinion 
my Section was guilty of ‘poor staff work’ in not having first referred Yoshida’s 
letter to him, especially as that letter was at variance with his own policies 
and that he should have been consulted prior to the letter’s being forwarded, 
if at all, to Washington. What he feared more than anything else was that 
Washington might crystallize its views along the lines of Yoshida’s letter which 
would ‘make it impossible for the U.S. Army to maintain Japanese sovereignty’.” 
(611.94/10-2651) | OS
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rc co 
Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs 

(Johnson) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Rusk) pe ey | 

‘SECRET | | TP Wasuineton,] October 12, 1951, 

Subject: Administrative Agreement Bn 

» Yesterday we had a discussion between Mr. McClurkin, Mr. Bond. | 
and myself, and Ken Young, General Hamblen * and General Williams 
concerning the Administrative Agreement. Except for the jurisdic- | 

_ tional provision.on which the Army is still working in an attempt 
to arrive at a position closer to our views, we are very close to complete 
agreement upon the substance of the Administrative Agreement 
proper. Yesterday we agreed that: Oo ee 

(1). State will redraft the agreement to the extent that it considers 
necessary in order to put the language into more acceptable form for | 
presentation to the Japanese and eventual public release—NA and L 

- areatworkonthis, = | Sr 
(2) Because of urgent U.S. and Japanese budgetary considerations, 

an attempt should immediately be made to arrive at a U.S. Govern- 
ment position upon the financial clauses of the Administrative Agree- 

_ ment in order.that consideration can be given to communicating these 
provisions to. the Japanese prior to negotiation with the Japanese of 

_ the remainder of the agreement. We are very close to agreement with 
_. the Army on this and a meeting has been set up for Monday morning 

to arrive.atagreementontextofthisclause? © 

| It was the consensus of our meeting that the questions requiring 

high level discussionand decision were: 

(1) The whole problem of numbers and location of U.S. forces in 
wJapan (in this regard we suggested that consideration be given to— 

| ‘making two lists of facilities to be retained—one for those to be used 
‘until hostilities are terminated in Korea; the second, those to be used 
-after the termination of hostilities in Korea and placing of the U.S. 
garrison in Japan on a normal basis. We also suggested that data 
be assembled and be available to you and Mr. Nash with regard to. 

| the cost that will be involved in various alternative plans, such as 
a locating the headquarters entirely outside of any metropolitan area, 

movement of port and supply activities from Yokohama to Yokosuka, 
etc.). | | 

(2) On the assumption that hostilities in Korea will be continuing 
| at the time the treaty comes into effect, what concrete physical moves 
| | could be made by the American forces that would unmistakably 

symbolize to all the change from occupation to garrison status? = 

| | -1¥enneth T. Young, Assistant to the Acting Director of the Office of Foreign. 
Military Affairs in the Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for 

| - International Security Affairs; Brig. Gen. A. L. Hamblen, Special Assistant.for-. 
| Occupied Areas in the Office of the Assistant Secretary ofthe Army, =... 

*See Mr. McClurkin’s memorandum of October 17 to Mr. Rusk, infra. 2
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__ (8), The timing of negotiations with the Japanese of the Admin- 
istrative Agreement, particularly in relation’ to the ‘present Diet 
consideration of the Security Treaty, and the composition of the 
negotiating. delegation. | | 

_ (4) Dependent upon the outcome of the present working level dis- | 
cussion, it may be necessary that high level consideration be given to 
the jurisdictional provisions of the agreement. Se 

611.94/10-1751 ee 
The Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Mec-— 
_-Clurkin) to the Assistant. Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
_ Affairs (Rusk) 
SECRET oo | _  [Wasurneton,].October 17, 1951. 
Subject: Financial Provision of the Administrative Agreement. 

_ Attached is a redraft of the financial provision of the Administrative 
Agreement.? This redraft resulted from discussions with repre- _ 
sentatives of the Department of. Defense (including ‘the SCAP 
mission). and the Department of. the Treasury. I believe that it will 
be acceptable to both of those Departments... : 
_ This provision has been drafted with a view to public consumption. 

It. recognizes the general principle that Japanese and United. States. | 
contributions to the support of United States garrison forces may be 
reexamined from time to time in. consideration of the relative burden. 
of. expenses borne by each country for all security purposes. More 
specifically, it. provides that certain basic expenses of United States 
forces such as troop pay and military. equipment will be provided, 
by the United States, that Japan will provide real estate and jointly. 
used facilities, and that Japan will provide yen equivalent: to. 
$155,000,000 per year. This amount would be subject. to renegotiation 
as conditions change, although there is no.specified limit for the. 
duration of the $155,000,000 annual payment. Sa | 
. The-amount of $155,000,000 together with real estate rentals which 

will be undertaken by the Japanese, is in general a continuation. of the 
_ fifty-fifty division of yen expenses which is in force for the present, 

fiseal-year. Sg 
_ T recommend that the attached draft be approved in substance and- 
that,‘as soon as Defense and Treasury have concurred, authorization, 
be given to communicate it to the Japanese. as the United States, 
position, 6 ee 
a3 Memorandum drafted by Mr, McClurkin and submitted through- U,_ Alexis 

| 70 Not printed, It is in substance similar to Article XXIII of the draft Adminis- trative Agreement of December 21, p. 1463. . -
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Dulles Papers 
| | | 

| Memorandum of Conversations, by the Consultant to the Secretary 

Dulles ae 

| Oe  . [Wasuineron,] October 22, 1951. 

Subject: Ratification of Treaties — oe ee 

| Participants: Secretary Acheson ce ee 

| | John Foster Dulles = =~ a 

T first saw Secretary Acheson about 12 noon. I told him that since — 

- J had seen him last week I had had the opportunity to talk with 

‘Senators Milliken, ‘Wiley, H. Alexander Smith, and Hickenlooper, 

| with reference to the ratification of the Japanese Peace Treaty and 

related Security Treaties. Without in any way asking their consent, 

and without getting any commitment from them, I had indicated that 

| T was considering, at the request of the President and the Secretary of — 

State, the suggestion that I should assume responsibility for handling 

the case for ratification before the Senate, and that they had not indi- 

| cated that they felt there was any obj ection to my doing so. I accord- : 

, ingly told the Secretary that I was prepared to assume this responsi- 

| bility if the President and he wished to delegate this task and corre- 

sponding authority to me, but only on two conditions; namely, first, 

that it was the intention of the President to seek prompt action by the 

ss Senate immediately upon its reconvening in January, and second, 

that the President was aware of the fact that any major action in 

1952 would have political significance and there would be efforts on | 

the part of both parties to gain credit or distribute discredit, and no 

| doubt there would be some people around the President who would 

| try to represent me as lacking in loyalty because of the way I would | 

| _ probably handle the case for ratification on behalf of the Executive. 

po I would want the President to anticipate this and be prepared to 

assume my loyalty in this matter, despite what might be said to him 

| to the contrary. Se | a | i: 

7 With reference to the first point, I pointed out that it was quite 

likely that the Department of Defense would want to postpone ratifi- 

cation in order to preserve the command relationship and to bargain 

for position under the Security Treaty and Administrative Agreement, 

| but that I considered that there was ample time for Defense to make 

whatever arrangements were necessary between now and the probable 

- date of the Treaty coming into force after the Senate took it up in 

| - January. I would not, I said, be responsible for getting ratification 

| _ of the Treaties if their consideration by the Senate were deferred, 

| as every day of approach to the Presidential campaign would increase 

| the difficulty of getting the requisite Senate vote. UE ye 

|
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| The Secretary said he would at once discuss this matter with the 

President and would let me know the President’s conclusion. He said 

he entirely concurred in the position I had expressed. © Oo 

I then met with the Secretary at 1:30 p. m., he having had an 
appointment with the President in the meantime. The Secretary told 
me that the President was in full agreement with my position and 
accepted it. He said that he knew quite well that the Pentagon would 
probably seek delays but that he was determined to push the Treaties 
through to ratification at the earliest possible moment. He also fore- 
saw the political hazards I had mentioned but was determined not | 
to allow rumors or political representations to dislodge his faith that 
I would loyally and in a non-partisan spirit seek the ratification of 

the Treaties. | Be 
| I told the Secretary that in view of the President’s and his desire 

that I should proceed under these conditions, I was prepared to do so. 

Lot 53D444 : Seeretary’s Memoranda of Conversation . a | . 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ | _ [Wasutneron,] October 22, 1951. 

'  Memoranpum or Conversation WirH THE PRESIDENT 

Ttem4.Mr. Dulles 7 ee a | 

_ I discussed with the President again the suggestion which I had 
made that we ask Mr. Dulles to take charge of the work of presenting 
the Pacific treaties to the Senate for ratification, reporting that I 
had had a talk with Mr. Dulles who had expressed his willingness to 
undertake this work provided he could be assured that he understood 

the President’s mind on two points. | | ; | | | 

The first point was the importance of presenting these treaties to the 
Senate upon its return in January and making them the first order of 
business. I pointed out that if this were not done, the chances of both 
having the treaties ratified and of achieving our foreign policy ob- 
jectives in Japan would be greatly endangered, and that Mr. Dulles 
could not fairly be asked to undertake the proposed responsibility. | 
The President was very clear indeed that the treaties must be pre- 
sented at the opening of the new session and recalled that he had been 

in favor of even earlier action. | ne . — 
| _ The second point was that it was essential that the ratification of 

the treaties should be, as their negotiation was, a bipartisan matter. 

| Mr. Dulles would approach it in this way. It was quite likely that
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partisans on both sides would complain about such handling of the 

matter and that on our side some people might criticize Mr. Dulles. 

to the President. The President assured me that he wished the matter 

handled as Mr. Dulles proposed to handle it and that he would sup- | 

porthimtothelimitindoingso, © ee 

ee a Df nan] Alcreson] 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the — 

_ Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) 

—  TWaseemeron,] October 22, 1951. 
| . In connection with the Administrative Agreement to be made pur- 

suant to the United States-Japanese Security Treaty, I have the 
following observationstomake: — ee cE By | 

_ (1) The first declaration of the Japanese Peace Treaty reads: _ 

“The Allied Powers and Japan are resolved that henceforth their 

- relations shall be those of nations which, as sovereign equals, cooperate 

in friendly association to promote their common welfare and main- 

taininternational peaceandsecurity” te 

| The task is to implement the Security Treaty in a manner consistent — 

with, and not violative of, that solemn resolve. The Administrative _ 

Agreement must in all respects treat Japan as a sovereign equal and 

put our working relations with the Japanese on such a basis that we 
shall, thereunder, “cooperate in friendly association”, = Se 

_. (2) To achieve security involves, of necessity, some burdensome and 

irksome conditions. These necessities must be accepted in good spirit 

| by the Japanese, and I am confident that they will be. But “necessities” 
ss tnust' be distinguished from mere convenience or prestige or desire 

to avoid adjustment to the fact that, when the Treaty comes into force, 

the Japanese will properly expect to be treated as sovereign in their 

| | - (3) Those who think primarily in legalistic terms, or who feel that 

their particular duty is to spell out, on paper, United States rights 
adequate to meet all conceivable contingencies may seek an agreement 
which’ will concede us elaborate extraterritorial privileges, command 
relationships and prestige positions. Such an approach could be self~ 

| deféating. As between sovereign nations, legal rights are dependable 
go long ‘as they are a definition of mutuality of interest and desire. . 
Once they cease to be that, they are undependable. And United States 
position in Japan becomes, in fact, ‘untenable, and a liability rather 
than’ ah asset, if the Japanese people preponderantly resent it and | 

| want it to end; and’if it can only be preserved by a show of force 
|
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as against the Japanese. she Administrative Agreement should seek 
to define the rights and obligations of the parties, so as to avoid 
future misunderstandings and frictions. But it could. do more harm 
than good if it were drawn so as to create a feeling on the part of 
United States security forces in Japan that they need not feel depend- 
ent on constantly cultivating, and always enjoying, Japanese good a 
will. BO 

(4) It will be peculiarly difficult to carry out our treaty resolve “as 
sovereign equals, [to] 1 cooperate in friendly association to . . . main- 
tain international peace and security” because that is a new relation- 
ship, very different from that of the “Supreme Command” to which 
Japan was subject under the Surrender Terms. A|so, that new relation- | 
ship has to be achieved primarily by soldiers, many of whom, as an 
incident to war and victory, have gotten into the habit of treating 
the Japanese as inferiors. To alter that attitude will be immensely 
difficult. It will require a constant effort of will on the part of Ameri- 
cans in command in Japan and those in the ranks. It will require the | 
kind of concern which can be expected only if there is ever-present 
consciousness of the fact that unless the land, air and sea forces which | 
the United States maintains in and about Japan actually adapt them- 
seleves to the new relationship foreseen by the Treaty of Peace, they 
will have squandered the immensely valuable opportunity which has | 
been gained by victory and peaceinthe PacificWar. = © 
_ (5) The matter involves not merely our position in Japan but has 
broad implications as regards all of Asia. The Chinese Communists, | 
using the old Japanese war slogan of “Asia for the Asiatics”, are 
attempting to rally all of Asia to rise up to eject violently all Western 
influence. India shows a tendency to move in that direction and. in 
substance India’s refusal to sign the Treaty of Peace was based. on | 
its Government’s belief that it will prove impracticable for the United 
States to develop under the Security Treaty, the kind of “friendly 
association” with a defeated nation of alien race, which is pledged by 
the Peace Treaty. If this Indian belief is verified, and if it is demon- | 
strated to all Asia, which is intently watching; that Westerners as 
represented by the United States find it congenitally impossible to | 
deal with Orientals on-a basis. of respect and equality, that will have | 
grave repercussions throughout all of Asia. It will make it likely that 
all of the Asiatics will unite, under communist leadership, against the 
West. Then the situation would be more dangerous to us than when 
Japan attempted this same result under the same slogan. | | 

(6) I have presented the foregoing views in substance to the Presi- 
| dent, Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense. , 

* Brackets in the source text. | | 

538-617—77——-88 | 

|
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- 611.94/10-2451 ee | ee , 

| The Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) to 
| the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security 

Afais(Vash) = 
| SECRET = ss—s | - [Wasuineton,] October 24,1951. 

Dear Mr. Nasu: With reference to the draft Administrative 
Agreement between the United States and Japan, the Department of 
State wishes to put forward certain views bearing on the formulation 

| of those provisions of that Agreement which relate to the exercise of 
| jurisdiction over the personnel of the proposed United States garrison 

| - The Department of State is fully aware of the heavy responsibility 
| _ which devolves upon the Department of Defense for retaining effective 
| disciplinary control over the personnel attached to United States 

military forces stationed abroad, while at the same time protecting 
such personnel from the possible arbitrary or unreasonable exercise 
of jurisdiction on the part of the authorities of the nations in which 
such forces are stationed. It is our desire, therefore, to seek arrange- _ 
ments with other nations, including Japan, on such matters which are 

| advantageous to our own national interest. sts 
| In the particular case of Japan, the Departments of State and 

Defense would, we believe, readily agree that our most fundamental 
- policy objective is’to associate Japan with us and the free world as ~ 

a strong, prosperous and willing partner, committed to the broad pur- 
poses set forth in the Charter of the United Nations. The future 
orientation of the Japanese Government and people is a matter of the 
greatest moment to the United States. Our own future relations with , 

} that country will not be regulated merely by formal agreements; to be 
| workable, such agreements must reflect a continuing recognition by 

our two nations of our mutual interests and our free association in a 
| common cause. It is not to be expected that United States forces could, — 

a in peacetime, remain in a country where the government and a pre- | 
| ponderant majority of the people resent their presence and desire their 

| withdrawal. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that, unless there 

is a continuing and genuine agreement by the host government and 
people, a bare treaty right to station troops in a foreign country is 
not only an empty right but might become a source of bitter con- _ 

| _ troversy even to the point that the continued presence of the troops 
; becomesasecurity hability. 4 OS 

| |
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In order to do everything possible to avoid such a contingency 
in Japan, and to obtain the maximum cooperation and genuine agree- 
ment of the Japanese to the retention of American forces in Japan 
as long as considered necessary, the Department of State considers 
it to be of the greatest importance that arrangements for the stationing 

_ of United States forces in Japan in the post-Peace Treaty period be 
such as not to appear to the Japanese in any way to be a continuation 
of the Occupation, as to meet insofar as possible J apanese sensitivity 
regarding their national sovereignty and equality, as to avoid any 
appearance of an attempted reversion to extraterritoriality, and asto 
guard against giving the Japanese any basis for belief that our policies 
are motivated by considerations of racial inequalities. — 
With the above factors in mind, the Department of State believes 

that our basic national objective in this matter would best be served 
by jurisdictional arrangements in the Administrative Agreement with 
Japan which parallel the analogous provisions of the NATO Agree- 
ments and other similar international arrangements to which the 
United States is a party. This is not based upon any narrow concept 
of precedent but upon the fact that the Japanese will test the arrange-_ 
ments we seek with Japan by comparing them to arrangements we 
make with other sovereign and friendly powers with whom we make 
security agreements. In view of the extreme sensitivity expected of the 
Japanese in the period immediately ahead, arrangements which are 
frankly discriminatory against them would sooner or later forfeit 
the good will and cooperation of the Japanese, without which the 
effective implementation of our proposed security treaty would be 
impossible. - | =. 

In urging that the jurisdiction provisions in. the Administrative 
Agreement with Japan parallel those of the NATO Agreements, the 
Department of State believes that it might be possible to make certain 
practical arrangements which, while preserving the principle of equal 

_ treatment, might remove possible causes of friction. mo 
_ It is assumed by the Department of State that the Administrative 
Agreement would be subject to review at the request of either party; | 
some adjustment can be made as experience under the Agreement . 
indicates the need for it. a : 

The Department of State is ready to enter detailed discussions with | 
| _the Department of Defense on this problem of jurisdiction as well as 

on other aspects of our collective security arrangements with Japan. 
Sincerely yours, | Oo Dran RusxK
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| 693.94/10-2551 : Telegram ORY OPS Be 

| — The Chargé in the Republic of China (Rankin) to the Secretary 

| SECRET So ae oo  Tatret, October 25, 1951—noon. 

| 546. ReDeptel 384, Oct 17.4 and mytel 526, Oct 20.? FonMin yester- 

- day handed me note referring to various formulas for scope applica- 

tion Sino-Jap treaty and proposing for us consideration fol formula 

| which he believes contains essential features of that suggested by Dept. _ 

: | “Tt is mutually understood that the present treaty shall be appli- | 
cable to all territories which are now and may hereafter be under the 

| _ actual control of either high contracting party.” | an 

Note states Chi Govt. attaches “much importance” to excluding for- 
mula from text of treaty but is willing have it recorded in agreed 
minutes at time treaty signed. Note adds hope of early agreement 

| between. US and Chi Govt on above so that bilat treaty may be signed 

| before multilattakeseffect. 4 eek 

| _ FonMin said he had no info re date arrival Taipei of new Jap 
| agency head.? - ep te oo Ee Cs 

_ Sent Dept 546, rptd info Tokyo61. Co 
| ee ee | RANKIN 

1960 footnote3,p.1868. oe OO 
| *Not printed: . 

_ * The Japanese Overseas Agency in Taiwan opened November 1%. : : 

| 794.5-MSP/S-2751 0 — _ | OO | vs . 

Memorandum by the Officer in Charge of Economic Affairs in the 
| Office of Northeast Asian Affairs (Hemmendinger) to the Deputy 

_ Director of That Office (MeClurkin) = Oe 

CONFIDENTIAL os ee [Wasutneron,] October 26, 1951. 

Subject: Consideration of GARIOA Claim by the National Ad- 
—  wisory Councih 

| - Lattach a transcript of the meeting of the National Advisory Coun- 
cil of October 24, 1951," in which the German and Jap settlements were 

- discussed. This transcript was supplied confidentially by Treasury 
with the understanding that it would not be given circulation or be — 
referred to in official communications. The transcript should be read 

| with caution because there appear to be some inaccuracies and failures 
| to catch all that was said. | | | ne 

1 Not found attached and not printed. A copy is in Lot 60D187.
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_ I attached also a copy of the staff committee’s paper* which the 
Council had before it which presents no recommendation but three 
alternative possibilities: (a@) contingent repayment of a large por- 
tion of the debt; (6) funding with substantial scale-down; and (¢) 
agreement on interim payments and deferment of settlement. _ 

In the discussion only the Defense representative supported the 
third alternative, and- when it became clear that none of the other 
agencies liked it, he virtually withdrew from his original position, 
recommending only that over the next few months the settlement be 
made within the context of negotiations on defense and on prewar | 
debts. This was fully accepted. Oo | 

The State Department representative supported the second alter- 
| native. The representatives of ECA and the Federal Reserve Board 

inclined to think that a workable contingency formula could be devel- 
oped and were worried about the congressional reaction to a sub- 
stantial write-down without any possibility of recapturing a greater 
amount. They inclined to think the initial write-off could be more 
than 15%. The Commerce representative had no specific suggestion, 
but, when all was said and done, he thought we would be lucky to | 
realize 25%. The representatives of Ex-imbank thought that the value 
of the contingency arrangement was political only, and that the write- 
off should be liberal. , | 

Tt was decided that there would be no indefinite postponement of | 
"negotiation and settlement, that the German negotiators would pro- . 
ceed within the general framework of alternatives A and B, i.e., some- 
where between a 75% scale-down with outright funding and a 15% 
scale-down with outright funding of 20% of the remainder and con- 
tingent funding of the balance. The NAC staff was to try to work | 
out an acceptable contingency formula. It was decided that the Japa- | 
nese settlement would not necessarily have to parallel the German 
but that the starting point should be the same, with a possibility of 
an agreement for a larger percentage repayment in the case of J apan. 
_ It was also decided, with reference to the German settlement, that 
the United States would accept a much smaller write-down of the 
British and French claims than of the United States claim. _ Oo 

_ After the meeting, Treasury handed State a paper called “Possible 
Compromise of State and Treasury Positions” * which provided for 
a 40% write-down, the straight funding over 35 years at 214% of 
50% of the remainder and a contingent funding over 10 years of the 
other 50%. Treasury appeared to feel that reference of the matter to 

. “NAC Document No. 1205, October 22, not found attached and not printed. A 
copy is in Lot 60D137. Co Se 

* Not found in Department of State files, |
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the National Advisory Council had served a useful purpose in elimi- 

| nating the Defense proposals for deferment, and that it would now | 

not be too difficult for State and Treasury to get together onthe actual 

terms. OO — URE ie | | 

—-790.5/10-2951 | | — Pe 

| The Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affaurs (Rusk) to 

the Assistant to the Secretary of De fense for International Security 

CONFIDENTIAL — | [Wasurneton,] October 99,1951. - 

| | ~ Dear Mr. Nase: Perhaps it would be useful to the Department of 

Defense for me to outline the present views and plans of the Depart- 

ment of State on the procedural and timing aspects of certain questions 

affecting our future relations with Japan. Since these matters involve 

| important responsibilities of the Department of Defense and of the 

- Joint Chiefs of Staff, your comments would be much appreciated. 

A. Ratification by the United States of the Japanese Peace Treaty and 

| - the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty | md | | 

The President has asked Mr. John Foster Dulles to accept responsi- 

bility for the presentation to the Senate of the four Treaties signed 

in connection with the recent San Francisco Conference, namely, the 

| Japanese Peace Treaty, the U.S.Japan Security Treaty, the U.S.- 

_ Philippine Mutual Defense Treaty and the Tripartite Security Treaty 

with Australia and New Zealand. Mr. Dulles has accepted this respon- 

sibility and will call upon the Departments and agencies of the Execu- 

tive Branch for such assistance as he might need to accomplish his | 

task. SO og a 

| . The President has indicated his wish to send these four treaties to 

the Senate for consideration as a first item of business at the beginning © 

of the next session in January 1952. On this basis, it is estimated 

that. hearings might be concluded and Senate action taken by about 

March 1, 1952. The Japanese Peace Treaty will come into effect as 

| provided in Article 23 of the Treaty itself. Since it is known that a 

| number of Governments expect to take up the question of their ratifica- 

tion only after both Japan and the United States have ratified, it 

cannot be accurately forecast as to just when the Japanese Peace 

Treaty will come into effect. However, this might occur during the 

| month of March 1952, and our own planning should be based upon 

that possibility. The Department of State understands that there will 

po be ‘consultation between our two Departments as to the timing of the 

deposit of the United States ratification. _ Ce |
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B. Administrative Agreement with Japan pursuant to Article 3 of 
the US-Japan Security Treaty | | 

The Administrative Agreement with Japan will require the closest 
collaboration at all stages between the Departments of State and | 

Defense, careful consultation with the key Congressional Committees, _ 
and imaginative handling with the Japanese Government and Japa- 
nese public opinion. As for timing, it is believed that we should allow 
the Japanese Diet to complete its ratification of the Peace Treaty and | 
the Security Pact before public steps are taken looking directly to the 
negotiation of the Administrative Agreement. It is now expected that 
the Diet will have completed this ratification process by about 

November 10-15, 1951. On the other hand, the Department of State | 
believes that the Administrative Agreement should be concluded with 
the Japanese in advance of our own ratification of the Peace Treaty 
and Security Treaty; it is assumed that the Department of Defense 
strongly concursinthisdesire.t soe a : 

In view of the above factors, the Department. of State has in mind 
the following schedule with respect to the Administrative Agreement : 

a. Before November 10, 1951: State-Defense identification of the | 
precise issues with respect to the proposed Administrative Agreement 
requiring resolution, as well as identification of the more important 
problems concerning the physical arrangements for our forces in | 
Japan in the post-treaty period. OB | | | 

6. Approximately November 10, 1951: Visit to Tokyo by a State- | 
Defense group, headed by myself, to discuss the Administrative A gree- 
ment and related arrangements fully with General Ridgway and to 

_ have such preliminary discussions with the Japanese as then seems 
wise. 

ce. Approximately January 10, 1952: Consultation with the key Con- | 
gressional Committees on the Administrative Agreement and related 
arrangements. : 7 

d. Approximately January 20, 1952: Negotiation of a final text of 
the Administrative Agreement and related arrangements with the 
Japanese Government. | 

In order to carry out the difficult. schedule outlined above, the - 
Department of State will make me available for full time responsi- 
bility for the Administrative Agreement preparations and negotia- 
tions. It would be greatly appreciated if the Department of Defense 
would indicate those who will represent it in interdepartmental dis- _ 
cussions in Washington and who will be available to accompany and 
assist me in the negotiating aspects. : 

*In telegram C 53336 to the Department of the Army, October 19, CINCFE 
had stated in part: “To insure that satisfactory provisions are made for the 
security troops that are to be stationed in Japan, all arrangements pertaining to 
the administrative agreement between the U.S. Government and the Japanese 
60880) should be completed prior to effective date of peace treaty.” (Lot
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- C. Final Arrangements for the Ryukyus and Other Islands re ferred 

| to in Article 3 of the Japanese Peace Treaty 

| _ Article 3 of the Japanese Peace Treaty clearly envisages further 

- United States action with respect to permanent arrangements for 
the Ryukyus and other islands named therein. The Department of 

State believes that it would be a mistake to move so promptly on this _ 

matter as to inject the Ryukyus into debates on ratification of the 
Japanese Peace Treaty either in the United States or in other coun- 

tries. Further, it would be undesirable to have the Ryukyus come — 
before the present session of the General Assembly. Lastly, it would | 

be undesirable to discuss the Administrative Agreement and the | 

Ryukyus with the Japanese in such a way as to permit the use 
ofoneforbargainingontheother, oe 

| ~The Department of State believes that the President should con- 
| stitute an inter-Departmental Committee, of which a Representative 

of the President would be Chairman, and on which the Departments 
| of State and Defense would each have a senior Representative. The 

| task of this Committee would be to recommend to the President a _ 

precise proposal for carrying out Article 3 of the Japanese Peace 

‘Treaty. It would be assumed that, prior to final action by the Presi- | 

dent on the Committee’s proposals, the Departments of State and 

Defense would have an opportunity to provide the President with 

their views on the Committee’s recommendations. It is also assumed 

that, in the development of its proposals, the Committee would consult 

-eontinuously with the Departments concerned. — a a 

- The Foreign Relations. and Armed Services Committees of the Con- 

gress will have an important interest in the Ryukyus question and 

| should be fully and frequently consulted by the inter-Departmental 

| ‘Committee. Although it might be desirable to ask Congressional 

| leaders to constitute a specific group for this purpose, it is considered. 

‘preferable not to take such action now and thereby draw premature 
attention to work on this matter. On the other hand, it would be highly 
desirable if representative members of the Congressional Committees 

| referred to could find an opportunity to visit Japan and the Ryukyus 
‘before the middle of January 1952 in order to get a first-hand impres- 
‘sion of the nature of the problem.? oO pS iy a 

- As for timing, the Department of State believes that the inter-— 
Departmental Committee should be in position to make its finalrecom- 
mendations by about “March 15, 1952, to be followed by final 

2A memorandum of October 17 by Mr. Battle follows in entirety : “The Secre- 
i tary spoke to the President this afternoon about the proposed Congressional | 
| Commission on the Ryukyus. The President approves the proposal and we may 

go ahead with it.” (Lot58D444) a : ee
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consultations with Congressional Committees and such negotiations 

with the Japanese as might be required. oe | 

Sincerely yours, _ a | —— Dean Rusk 

694.001/10-2351 | a 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs 
| (Perkins) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs (Rusk) | a | - 

‘SECRET oe - [Wasuineton,] October 30,1951, 

Subject: Prospects for Signature of Bilateral Peace Treaty between 
Japan and Chinese National Government _ : | 

It was reported in Taipei’s No. 526, October 20,1 that Foreign Min- | 
ister Yeh, in inquiring urgently whether Prime Minister Yoshida’s -_ 
remarks concerning a Sino-Japanese treaty were correctly quoted in 
the press, reiterated his opinion that the Japanese intend to do nothing 
about a treaty with the Chinese National Government in the absence 
of active U.S. sponsorship. ee | 

_ Several disquieting reports on this subject have been received re- 
cently. According to Tokyo’s 831, October 23,2 Yoshida stated on 
October 16, in reply to an interpellation: “It is my firm conviction 
that we shall sooner or later conclude peace treaties with all Asiatic 
countries except China. In case China, internal unity is yet to be 
achieved and powers divided in opinion about which two governments 
to recognize. This is reason why China not invited to conference. For 
time being we have to wait and see development of things among 
powers and in China, believing that chance will naturally offer itself 
to conclude a peace treaty with China”. Yoshida stated on October 17, 
in reply to an interpellation (according to the same Tokyo telegram) : 

| “We desire conclude peace treaty with China and Soviet Union re- _ 
spectively at earliest possible date, but since each has own policy while 
we have adopted anti-Communist policy, I wonder how we can im- 

__- mediately negotiate peace treaty with them. We will wait and watch | 
course events.” (Certain newspaper accounts have contained reports 
of Yoshida’s remarks which conflict with this account, which is based 
on translations prepared by the Diet.) oe 

_ It will be recalled that certain members of the Foreign Relations 
Committee of the Japanese Diet, in recent talks with officers of the 
Department, presented arguments why Japan should not recognize the 
National Government and indicated that a major element bearing 

*Not printed (693.949/10-2051). | 
? Not printed (694.001/10-2351). | -
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upon Japan’s decision whether to conclude a treaty with the National © 
Government is its prospects of regaining power on the mainland? — 

~ Tt is CA’s opinion that the early conclusion of a Japanese treaty 
| with the Chinese Government is highly desirable. As CA has pointed 

| out earlier, CA feels that, quite apart. from relations between this 
Government and the Chinese Government, a treaty between the latter _ 

| and Japan would be a source of friction between Peiping and Tokyo 
‘and would tend to prevent an improvement of relations between an | 
independent Japan and Communist China, a rapprochement highly 
dangerous for the United States position in the Far East. In view 
‘of the various indications cited above, however, it is CA’s opinion that 
it is not safe to assume that Japan intends to conclude a peace treaty 

_ withtheChineseNationalGovernment. ss | 

Recommendation: It is recommended that the attached draft tele- 
: gram requesting USPolAd to ask Yoshida directly what Japan’s 

- intentions are in regard to the early conclusion of a peace treaty with 

| the Chinese National Government be approved.* — - | 

| * \ memorandum by W. C. Sherman of a talk held between these Diet members 
and Mr. Stuart in Washington on October 8 is not printed (698.94/10-851)._ 

4In telegram 729 to Tokyo, November 3, not printed, the Department made 
inquiry along the lines set forth above (693.94/11-351). | oe 

| editorial Note — a eee 

Delegations. from Canada, Japan, and the United States met on 
| November 5 in Tokyo to consider proposals for conservation and regu- 

| lation of North Pacific fisheries. ee 

' - “The Tripartite Fisheries Conference ended on December 14 with 
the signing of a final act document by which representatives of Canada, 
Japan and the United States recommended to their governments 
approval of a draft Convention and Annex for the conservation of 
fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean; also recommended was a Protocol 

| relating to salmon fishing in the Bering Sea, which was recognized 
as a special situation. The Conference lasted for six weeks, during 

| which the original proposal of the United States was generally ac- 
cepted in principle but was radically modified in organization and 
wording. The Japanese accepted the principles of conservation pro- 
posed by the United States and agreed to abstain from fishing for _ 

| salmon, halibut and herring in the Northeast Pacific Ocean, but they 
opposed adoption of a principle whereby any nation might receive 

| preferential treatment in contiguous waters, and they insisted upon | 
insertion in the preamble of a statement to the effect that conservation  — 

~ must be on a free and equal footing. All Delegations seemed satisfied 
with the results of the Conference despite considerable hard bargain- | 

- ing and occasional tense moments around the conference table. The © | 
Japanese press, which had earlier expressed fears that Japanese fisher- | 

| men would be discriminatorily excluded from certain fisheries, also
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‘seemed satisfied with the results, laying particular emphasis on the 
| ‘principle of freedom and equality. The draft Convention and Protocol 

- now await approval and formal signing by the respective governments, 
prior to ratification and coming into force.” (Despatch 898 from 
‘Tokyo, December 20; 794.00/12-2051) : 

. .Information on the negotiations is in files 611.946, 611.006 NP, and | 

“794.00 for 1951 and 1952. oe | | 

_..The Convention for the high seas fisheries of the North Pacific 
Ocean, with Annex and Protocol, was signed at Tokyo May 9, 1952. 
For text, see4 UST 380. | | oO oe 

694.001/11-851 : Telegram | | | - 

The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 
oO Secretary of State | | | 

SECRET a | Toxyo, November 7, 1951—4 p. m. 

~.Topad 963. ReDeptel 729, Nov 31 rptd info Taipei 374. In lengthy 
conversation with me yesterday, Iguchi strongly confirmed that not- 
withstanding Yoshida’s recent “indiscreet” remarks in Diet re rela- : 
tions with China, policy of Jap Govt towards China remains in strict — 

— conformity with contents Itr dated Aug 6 Yoshida to Dulles (Mistel 
278 Aug 7)? and that Japan has no present intention establish relations 
-any kind with Commie China. He stated underlying reason Yoshida’s 
statement was desire minimize UK and Commonwealth reactions to 
recent announcement opening Overseas Agency Taipei. In this con- 
nection Iguchi cited Secy Acheson’s remarks to PriMin in San Fran- 
cisco to effect that Japan wld be well advised to go slow in opening 

peace talks with Chi Nat Govt* and, further, Yoshida’s desire do 
_ everything possible not antagonize UK and Commonwealth Govts 

prior their ratification peace treaty. Iguchi described Cluttons atti- 
tude when announcement regarding Overseas Agency Taipei made as 
“unhappy” but under further questioning denied Clutton or Dening | 
(who recently called upon Yoshida) had protested or used pressure 
on Jap Govt re estab of relations with either Chi Nat or Commie Govt. - 

Iguchi said Nagata of Kimura’s‘ staff proceeding Taipei “next : 
week to find office and living accommodations, Kimura to proceed 
with rest of staff by end of Nov”. In meantime some 50 Jap business- 
men, headed by Domen (Pres Ajinomoto Co) proceeding Taipei dur- 
ing Nov to take part in Jap fair to be held there. 

* See footnote 4, p. 1390. 
* See footnote 1, p. 1241. _ 7 
* See the memorandum by Mr. Sebald of the Prime Minister’s conversation with 

Mr. Acheson and other officials held September 3, p. 1315. 
| “Mr. Kimura had been designated head of the Overseas Agency established at 
Taipei on November 17.
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On question timing negots peace treaty with Chi Nat Govt, Iguchi 

was rather evasive and first said present thinking was that negots: 

‘shld be delayed until peace treaty comes into effect because of effects: 

) early negots might have upon other govts which have not yet ratified. 

, _ Further conversation produced to mission, however, no objection per- 

ceived why Kimura shld not become channel for exploration prelim 

views. One problem raised by Iguchi was that Chi Nat Govt had made 

no approach. When I asked why Jap Govt shld not make approach, 

- Tguchi referred to Art 25 of treaty which he said Jap Govt construes: 

to mean Chi Nat Govt must take initiative. Careful reading of Art 25- 

apparently satisfied Iguchi no firm provision made regarding which: 

- govt must take initiative. It was apparent Japs waiting for Chi Nat: 

Govt make first approach. Shld such approach be made through 

- Kimura, Iguchi said latter wld necessarily have to ask for instrs: 

which eld be given only after Cabinet approval to proceed with negots. 

I told Iguchi in my personal opinion no reason why Kimura or _ 

other suitable rep shld not on confidential basis, explore broad issues: 

| | such as type and nature of treaty. Iguchi agreed and said Kimura will 

| in any event initiate negots leading to settlement respective property 

| ‘questions under Art4 thus atleast making beginning. 

a Most pertinent reason for delay on part Jap Govt appears to be 

| impression gathered by Yoshida in San Francisco in consequence his 

conversation with Secy and Dulles that time is not propitious proceed 
with negots. I pointed out to Iguchi that I was present at interview 

and recd distinct impression that Secretary’s and Dulles’ advice ap- 

plied only to situation as of Sept 2, a situation which in meantime has 

| changed considerably. In reviewing possibilities ratifications UK and 

Commonwealth Govts, Iguchi agreed exploratory negots with Chi 

Nat Govt wld not necessarily affect final results. I also gathered im- | 

pression from Iguchi’s remarks and attitude that Jap Govt wld be 

receptive to approach by Chi Nat rep whether Tokyo or Taipei. Ques- 
tion of who takes initiative seems to be an important factor in Jap 
thinking. a an oe 

| Although T did not directly say that US wld consider it desirable 

| that Japan promptly enter into negots for peace treaty with Chi Nat 

| Govt I believe general tenor my conversation cld not but convey to 
po Iguchi impression that such move wld be welcomed by US. In this 
| connection, does Dept desire me go further in encouraging Jap Govt 

seek negots with Chi Nat Govt or is there any possibility latter eld. 

be advised first approach?® = | | 

| —_______ 
| ° In telegram 768 to Tokyo, November 9, the Department stated in part it 
| considered action taken by the Mission sufficient for the time being, pending: 
| an effort to secure agreement of the United Kingdom to conclusion of at least 
| a limited peace treaty between Japan and the Republic of China. (693.94/11-951) 

| 
; + | 

|
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Iguchi said he wld report our conversation to PriMin and intimated 
he would keep in touch with me on this question. SO 

Sent Dept 963, rptd info Taipei 46. | 
eee | | SEBALD- 

694.001/11-751: Telegram | a oe 

_ -Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Paris | 

SECRET | _ Wasuineron, November 7, 1951—5 :08 p. m. 
Telac 10. For Secretary * from Dulles. As I think you know, John 

Sparkman, Alex Smith and I plan to be in Japan about mid-Dec 2 
with view to getting in best possible position to handle Treaty rati- | 
fications in Jan-Feb. A major aspect will be probable future relations 
of Japan with Formosa which has been greatly confused by equivocal 
statements made by Yoshida in course of Diet debates. Some of his 

_ statements will greatly disturb Congress and have bad effect on Treaty 
ratification. In view of what Yoshida has said feel it indispensable 
that when in Tokyo three of us should get some indication of J ap 
intention more reliable than Yoshida’s recent public utterances which 
slant. both ways. Without that, Sparkman and Smith will be in a © 
difficult position to handle Treaties in Senate. __ | 

It seems to me highly desirable that first effort.should be endeavor 
clear situation with UK, particularly having in mind new Govt * may 

_ take somewhat different approach than Labor Govt and might not be 
opposed to Jap Govt making at least limited peace treaty with 
Nationalist Govt which wld be operative within the de facto authority 
of that Govt, both territorially and as voting member of UN in which 
and in organs of which Japan seeks membership. Although we have 
been discussing such limited treatment with Chi Emb and Taipei for 
many months, we are not yet clear whether Generalissimo ¢ will accept 
limited treaty but if Japanese propose it and he refuses, then responsi- 
bility will be his. nn | 
_ Our practical suggestion is that Merchant, now on leave, but who | 
thoroughly familiar with entire background, shld promptly go London 
for discussion with FonOff which might be consummated between 
Dening and me at Tokyo so that we cld present united front there | 
and avoid conflict which wld be embarrassing and which J aps wld 
tend to capitalize on for their own purposes. Policy and program here | 
outlined has approval of EUR, FE and Matthews. If you concur, we 
wid appreciate being promptly advised and also ask you to mention | 

oa Mr. Acheson was in Paris from November 2 through 21 for the meetings of 
the Western Foreign Ministers. . | _— 
' ? Mr. Dulles and his companions arrived.in Tokyo December 10. 
., A Conservative Cabinet had taken office in the United Kingdom on October 26. 
~““ Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Republic of China.
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matter to Eden ® with view to his seeing Merchant in London after 

Merchant has first approached FonOff officials. Feel importance of 

| trying continue united US-UK front in Japan justifies Eden giving 

this matter personal attention. We do not however feel you need discuss | 

details with him at this time as probably it wld be better to have first. 

discussion take place with FonOff officials without whose advice we 

wld not expect Eden to commit himself. [ Dulles. | Oe a | : 

nS 
, WEBB 

| “Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and Deputy Prime 

Minister of the United Kingdom. 
el as ae 

| 794.0221/11-851 SSE | ot 

Memorandum by the Deputy to the Consultant (Allison) to the 

| Assistant Secretary of State for Far E astern Affairs (eusk)* 

TOP SECRET oe -. [Wasurneron,] November 8, 1951. 

Subject: Administrative Agreement with Japan > ee 

There are several points about General Ridgway’s message * enclosed 

| with Sebald’s letter attached hereto * which immediately come to mind. 

bo ‘Lam sure they will occur to you but I just wanted to put my own 

| commentsonthe record. — Pe 

: No one can take issue, of course, with paragraph 1(A) of General 

| Ridgway’s message stating that until the effective date of the Peace — 

‘Treaty ultimate sovereignty over the Japanese people resides in 

SCAP. Nor is there any reason to take issue with sub-paragraph (B) | 

that the Japanese Government must always be presented with a single ~ 

position on all questions, particularly those in connection with nego- | 

-——- tiating: the Administrative Agreement. However, I am not sure that 

- -gub-paragraph (C) follows. General Ridgway states that in the light 

of (A) and (B) there must be no indication that the Administrative 

Agreement mission from Washington has any authority beyond that 

of advising and assisting SCAP. It seems to me that the General has 

completely misunderstood the purpose of the mission which, as I 

understand it, is to negotiate an ‘Administrative Agreement which _ 

| will have authority and go into operation only after SCAP ceases 

| to function. It is certainly a United States Government mission and 

- ghould speak to the Japanese with only one voice, but I am not-at all 

| certain whether SCAP as SCAP should have'any part in the matter 

| at all. SCAP is an international entity whereas the Administrative 

| Agreement is to be negotiated between the United States Government. 

) only and Japan. Certainly General Ridgway as CINCFE should play 

| ~ -* Mr. Rusk did not initial this document and hence may not have seen it. It 

‘was, however, initialed by U. Alexis Johnson. Ce . . 

* The message referred to here has not been found in Department of State files. 

®Not found attached. Reference uncertain. Oo
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a part in negotiating the Administrative Agreement and his recom- 
mendations should receive the utmost consideration. However, this | is a matter of long-term political as well as security interest to the 
United States Government and I firmly believe that General Ridgway | _ Should be informed that the mission which comes will have much more power than that of merely “advising and assisting SCAP”. Certainly the mission should work in closest cooperation with General Ridgway and presumably he should make the arrangements with the Japanese, Government for any talks which the mission desires to make. But TI would think that whatever agreement is negotiated and signed should: hot be negotiated and signed by SCAP but by duly appointed repre-. sentatives of the United States Government alone. General Ridgway- as CINCFE might well be one of these representatives. | You will note that paragraph 4(A) of General Ridgway’s message. makes the categorical statement that “it is imperative to the mission. of U.S. forces remaining in J apan that the U.S. Government should _ retain exclusive criminal Jurisdiction over its personnel, including- | U.S. civilian employees and dependents, of the U.S. armed forces”, This of course goes to the heart of our problem and it is a little dis-. couraging to see General Ridgway take this extreme position. 

I am becoming more and more convinced in light of information. from Tokyo such as that contained in this letter of Sebald’s as well: as his letter of October 294 that serious consideration must be given. to obtaining a White House directive which will place the whole. Matter in the proper focus. As you know, the President told Mr. Dulles that he was generally in sympathy with our approach to the. problem of American ‘troops in Japan after the Peace Treaty, and unless I am much mistaken we will have to call on the President. - eventually and it might be better to do it now, 

* Not printed. ee | | 

894.501/11-651 CO 
| 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast Asian. | Affairs (McClurkin) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far. | Eastern Affairs (Lusk) a | | 

TOP.SECRET. _. [Wasnineron,] November 8, 1951. _ 
Subject : Proposed discussions with certain friendly FEC countries. _ concerning the security of J apan | 

[Here follows a background résumé regarding the proposed ° | discussions.] | ae 

*Memorandum and attachment drafted by Douglas W. Overton of the Office. of Northeast Asian Affairs. Submitted to Mr. Rusk through U. Alexis Johnson. _
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| NA believes that the discussions should be undertaken immediately, 

and recommends that the representatives of the United Kingdom, Aus- | 

| tralia, New Zealand, Canada, France and the Philippines be called in 

| - within the next several days and informed in confidence of United 

| States plans for strengthening the security of Japan. There is attached 

hereto a memorandum (attachment 4 *) setting forth a suggested out- 

line to be followed in presenting the United States position to these 

representatives. — OO ee | 

ee a [Attachment] | en ee ies 

‘It is suggested that the proposed training of the Japanese National me 

Police Reserve in the use of heavy military equipment and the pro- | 

posed establishment ofa J apanese-manned coastal security force be | 

discussed in confidence with the representatives of the United King-- 

dom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, France and the Philippines: 

along the following lines: eee 

1. General Ridgway and the Joint Chiefs of Staff have recently — 

emphasized the seriousness of the threat to the security of Japan 

| resulting from increased tensions in the Far East because of non- 

participation of the USSR and Communist China in the Japanese: 

| peace settlement. Clearly the possibility of armed aggression can not 

pe completely ruled out. The J oint Chiefs have pointed out that one 

step which would. add significantly to the ability of the Japanese to. 

- gontribute to their own defense in event of an emergency would be 

to begin immediately to train the Japanese National Police Reserve. 

‘in the use of such heavy military equipment as tanks, artillery, mortars 

| and rockets. They have also urged that there be immediately estab- 

lished a Japanese-manned coastal security force which will be ade- 

quately armed to prevent the infiltration of Communist agents, reduce 

po smuggling, and exercise proper surveillance over Japanese fishing. _ 

| vessels in the waters contiguous to the Japanese islands. — 

| 9. So far as the establishment of a coastal security force 1s con- 

So cerned, the United States Government believes that the equipping of 

| such a force with normal coast guard type weapons would not con- 

stitute a violation of the spirit of FEC 017/21 of February. 12, 1948, 

| which while it made reasonably adequate provision for arming the~ 

| land police, completely overlooked the legitimate and normal needs 

of the maritime police, who need armament. suitable for use on the 

water. While the United States Government believes that it is within — 

the executive authority of SCAP to remedy this oversight by equip- 

ping the present Japanese Maritime Safety Patrol with coast. guard 

type weapons, it 1s recognized that a number of FEC countries would . 

prefer that a strictly Japanese agency operating as.an integral part 

of the Japanese Government. not be given at this time any armament 

heavier than that specifically authorized by the FEC. ~ | 

_ 8. The United States Government recognizes that the equipping 

| of the National Police Reserve with heavy armament would constitute. _ 

| a.V iolation. of FEC: policy decisions, in particular FEC 017/ 21, which | 

2 Other attachments not printed. : |
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specifically limits the J apanese police to “rifles and pistols and the - necessary ammunition for them and other small arms exclusively used _ | by civil police.” 

4. Thus, it is readily apparent that SOAP is faced with the problem of choosing a careful course of action which on the one hand will | provide for the security of J apan.and which on the other hand will be in consonance with FEC decisions which technically remain in force | until the Peace Treaty comes into effect and which the United States Government regards as international commitments. | | | 5. Accordingly, SCAP, with the full approval of the United States Government, plans to take the following action as soon as possible : 
a. While no heavy military equipment will be delivered to the Japanese, provision will be made for National Police Reserve per- sonnel to be brought to American bases in Japan on a rotation | basis for training in the use of such equipment under direct Ameri- | can supervision and control. This procedure would not constitute a violation of existing FEC policy decisions; however, it would afford the J apanese a minimum of training for self-defense and __ gain valuable time in preparing for adequate defense of J apan. 6. SCAP will establish a J apanese-manned coastal security force, organized and equipped along normal coast guard lines, _ composed of vessels with appropriate armament and speed, and | under SCAP operational control, to be operated in waters con- | tiguous to the Japanese islands, Such a force will be utilized purely for regular coast guard purposes, and the vessels or fiotillas will operate under the direct control of American officers and not _. the Japanese. It will not be of such a character as to provide any | valid basis for an assumption that it is the nucleus of a J apanese Navy. Se 

| 6. The United States Government hopes that the - Gov- _ ernment will agree that the foregoing steps represent a constructive approach to the dilemma presented by the necessity of ensuring _ Japan’s security on the one hand and abiding by international commit- ments on the other. It is not believed likely that at this juncture the matter will be brought up in the FEC; however, in the event that any question should be raised, the United States Government would | appreciate the support of the _Government. a 

694.001/11-1351 Oo | | - . | | Memorandum by Mr. Douglas W. Overton of the Office of N. ortheast | | Asian Affairs to the United States Representative on the Far _ Kastern Commission (Hamilton) | | 
SECRET : [ Wasuineton,] November 13, 1951. Subject: Ratification of the J apanese Peace Treaty | _ Responses have been received from all countries listed in Article 23 who were asked when ratification of the treaty could be expected. They can be tabulated as follows: oe Oo | — 

* Mr. Hamilton was also Chairman of the Commission. ee , _ 538-617—77-__g9
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| | | 

| 4. Those who will not initiate action until after Japanese 

| | yatification: ee ES a SCRE 

| Australia a | COIN Tee 

| Canada OO | aan 

| 9. Those who wish to ratify coincident with or following United 

| States ratification: | a oe | 

Australia | Oo , a oo | 

| The Netherlands | | | | | | 

| New Zealand _ ee | ce 

| ‘Pakistan | | | | 

| — 3. Those whose ratifications are not contingent upon above factors, 

| and date they expecttoratify: 
| | a 

~ Ceylon—soon after November 20.. 7 ee | 

--- France—late November. = oa OO 

one Indonesia—uncertain—see country comment below. 

- Philippines—February 1952 oe ne 

| ‘United Kingdom—before Christmas. © oe | 

: Japan—not later than November 15. = = 

- The replies can also be summarized by country as follows: 

Australia - a | - a 

Bill for Parliamentary consent will be prepared when it is known 

what United States and Japanese timetables for ratification are. Will 

| not ratify before Japanese action and would wish its action to coin- | 

7 cide with United States. (Canberra’s 199, September 23, Secret.”) 

Canada , a | 

Expect as little delay as possible but only after Japanese ratifica- 

tion. (Ottawa’s 54, September 28, Confidential.” ) se 

| Ceylon a | . 

| , Ratification soon after November 20—date reopening House. (Co-, 

| lombo’s 205, September 27, Restricted.?) . od 

| France | | , | - 

Parliament reconvenes November 6. Procedural processes will prob- - 

| | ably delay ratification until late November. (Paris’ 1966, October 2, 

-Restricted.?) a 

Indonesia oe oe oe | 

Ratification depends on PNI action who now “desire avoid Cabinet | 

| crisis”. If PNI would favor, Prime Minister would submit for early 

| | action. It PNI support doubtful, Government will wait for Japanese 

ratification, then conclude bilateral agreements on fisheries and repara- 

tions. Bilaterals and peace treaty would then be submitted for Parlia- 

! , mentary action simultaneously. (Djakarta’s 478, September 26, Un- 

2? Not printed. | oe | 7 —
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classified; 491, September 28, Confidential; 499, September 29, Con- | fidential ; 505, October 1, Unclassified.*) 
The Netherlands oe | | 

Netherlands Parliament will not act ahead of United States Con- gress. (The Hague’s 322, September 25, Restricted.*) : | New Zealand [os | | / Ratification expected after J apanese and United States action. (Wellington’s 105, October 2, Restricted.*) | 
Pakistan oP | 

Will ratify “earliest practical date”. (Karachi’s 354, October 2, | Restricted.t) The Pakistan Foreign Minister has since indicated that Pakistan will not anticipate United States action but will act immedi- ately thereafter. It is still undetermined whether ratification will be ° by Constituent Assembly or by Cabinet action. (Karachi’s 481, No- | _ vember 6, Secret.*‘) ee | - | | Philippines pg | - 
Expect ratification in. February 1952. (Manila’s 1201, September 28, Restricted.*) SEEGER 

United Kingdom | | Enabling legislation amounting to ratification will be passed before Christmas. (London’s 1609, October 8, Restricted.*) 
— Japan ae | 

Diet expected to approve peace and security treaties no later than _ November 15. (Tokyo’s 656, September 29, Restricted.*) 

* None printed. - | es | 
| * Not printed. | | 

694.001/12-3151 | | | 
Handwritten Notes by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for | far Eastern Affairs (M erchant)* | 

- [Lonpon ?, undated.] 2 
| | Pornts | 

1. Japan needs Nats friendship in UNetc. _ 
2. Formosa trade important | 
3. Yoshida Govt anti-com. | 

* Attached to a covering note of April 11, 1958 (not printed), by Harold L. Skean, a Staff Assistant in the Executive Secretariat. The notes were presumably made before conclusion of the tentative agreement detailed in the document infra. Another portion of these notes, dated N ovember 16, dealing with imple- mentation of the agreement, is not printed. 
* Mr. Merchant arrived in London November 13, 1951, for talks regarding a. Sino-Japanese peace treaty with Robert Heatlie Scott, Superintending Under Secretary of the Far Eastern Department of the Foreign Office. |
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| - Yoshida gave US or Dulles no assurance he wld deal with Formosa 

| | US Senate will demand some indication Japs are negotiating or 

getting on with an arrangement with Formosa. 
aes | 

‘We have been thinking of some formula wh wld recognize the de 

facto limitations on CKS ® ability to bind China. We have talked to 

| Chinese (but not Japs) along such lines. ee 

| 
| MrmorANDUM * : | | 

Taipei desp. 121 of 9/27/51 

| -Yeh—alt. B— oa : 7 | a - | 

| “The present Treaty shall in respect of the Rep of China be appli- 

— ¢able in ‘all of the territories which are now or which may hereafter 

be under the control of the Govt of China” | ee oe 

| (agreed minute at exchange of ratifications) | oo 

Pop Deptel 334 to Taipes 10/17 ° 2nd formula pfd—modified of. 

! “Tt is mutually understood that this treaty shall be applicable at any 

| given time with respect to all areas under the actual control of either 

ACP 7 Oo | a 

| 
TACTICS | | | . 

| 1) Recall & summarize Dulles-Morrison agreement.’ 

| 2) We have a problem—Senate 

3) Natural factors at work | re - 

4) *We have not urged Japs to negotiate with Formosa & we 

| have no commitment [word “eommitment” uncertain) = = / 

| | 5) We have tried to reason with Formosa to be realistic 

6) We wld like UK to go with us to Japs & say Ps Bate 

| oe i) Provided it doesn’t be signed or [ast three words inter- 

-_ polated] come into force before multilateral does & provided Japs 

| a can. be satisfied by Chinese on content, we wld see advantages in 

*.- Japs opening negotiations with Formosa looking toward Bilateral 

| 7) Despite difficulties arising from our different Ch Recog. policies, 

| we have worked out in Treaty common public front with UK & are 

| most anxious to retain it. ee ps 

 VonaneKatsbek. 
| og os 

-4Tnis word is printed on thenotepaper, 
Po 

oe “* Not printed ; with it is enclosed the Republic of China’s note ‘paraphrased 

|  iwtelegram 419 from Taipei, September 27,p.1862, 
| ns 

~ 6 Soe footnote 8, p. 1868. 8 a 
oo 

| a "tnd Merchant apparently had in mind a specific document. See footnote 15, 

p14 : | | © documen | ek 

| | “"*We have urged Japs to get up overseas agency—We have not concealed our 

| friendship for Nats & enmity for Commies. [Footnote inthe source text.] — 

| | |
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_ -Lssence—Dulles—M orrison Agreement ({n writing?) | 

1) NoChinagotoSanFran. | | | | 2) Japan when sovereign wld “conclude[” ?] arrangements with 
China of its choosing | 

Note—China could negotiate now. 
—US wld not be able to urge Japan to negotiate exclusive Tr. _ 

with F. 

US can agree now with UK | | | | 
1) No bilateral come into force or be signed before Mult. _ a 2) Will not urge Jap. to deal exclusively with Formosa but can work out de facto deal [last seven words interpolated; word “deal” uncertain | | a 
3) UK similarly won’t urge excl. with Peiping | | 4) Give Dening latitude to work out cooperative line with Dulles. — 
How frank be with UK? : - 

| 694.001/11-1451 : Telegram | - | 7 | | 
The Ambassador in London (Gifford) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT Lonpon, November 14, 1951—7 p. m. 7 
2337. Fol is text of memorandum on J ap—Formosa relations re- : ferred to in immed preceding tel : 2 a | | 
“The fol points have been agreed at official level on behalf of the Dept of State and of the FonOff for submission to their respective Secretaries of State: oe 

(1), The two govts are agreed that it is important to continue to maintain common front toward J apan on this question as they have on other questions throughout the Japanese peace treaty - negots. | 
(2) Both govts are still of opinion that Japan’s future attitude towards China must necessarily be for determination by Japan itself in the exercise of the sovereign and independent status con- | templated by the peace treaty. 

| (3) In particular both govts recognize the desirability of avoiding any action which at a future date might enable Japan to claim that her attitude to China had been determined for her by one or more of the Allied powers before she cld make the 

*In telegram 2336 of the same date, marked “for Allison from Merchant,” the latter had reported that he and Mr. Ringwalt had had three negotiating Sessions with Mr. Scott and his colleagues and had arrived at the tentative agree- ment printed here. According to Mr. Merchant, Mr. Scott had stated he had no . reason to fear Mr. Eden would not approve the agreement. “We have made clear to Scott and he understands that if circumstances radically change this agrmt wld be jointly reconsidered. In this connection I have discussed frankly with him points made by Dulles in his August 9 conversation with Fitzmaurice.” (694.001,11-1451)
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| decision herself as an independent sovereign state on the coming 

| Oe into force of the peace treaty. : OO 

| (4) If, in view of the importance to Japan of regularising her 

: -- yelations with the authorities in Formosa, the Japanese Govt 

wish, before the peace treaty comes into force, to engage in pre- 

liminary discussions with the Chinese Nationalist Govt for this 

purpose, the USG and HMG in the UK wld have no objection to 

such action on the part of the Govt of Japan providing that any 

| agreement arising from such preliminary discussions were not 

concluded until after the multilateral peace treaty had come into 

orce. | a ee 

| | (5) The two govts agree that, during the forthcoming visit to 

| | | Tokyo of Mr. John. Foster Dulles, Mr. Dulles and Sir Esler _ 

| _ Dening shld discuss within the framework of the above principles 

a the problem of Japan’s relations with Formosa including the _ 

oo attitude to be taken by our respective reps In any discussions 

they may have with the Japanese Govt on this subject. 

- | | GIFFORD 

| : | | 
ha | 

- Under Secretary's Meetings, Lot 53D250 — | ) | 

| “Memorandum of the Under Secretary's Meeting, Prepared in the 

| oe — - Department of State Sgn 

- TOP SECRET ne [WasHINGTON, | November 14, 1951—9: 30 a. m. 

; UM N-419 © Joes a | ees 

) [Here follow sections of the memorandum which summarize dis- 

cussion of the Korean military situation, Communist propaganda 

activities, and the Tranian situation. | oo ee - 

- Administrative Agreement with Japan oe es 

oe 6. Mr. Rusk reported that he is working on the broad administra- 

tive agreement with Japan which basically covers conditions of sta- — 

tioning American troops in Japan. He pointed out that there will be 

many difficult problems which will follow the success credited to our 

occupation and the recent peace conference. In the solution of some 

of these problems there may be a let-down. It is anticipated that we - 

will have some difficulties with the Japanese and the JCS. He sug- 

gested that 5/P might wish to reexamine the broad underlying phi- 

losophy of our administrative agreement as to whether stationing of 

troops over a period of years will drain off our goodwill with the 

| Japanese people. He pointed out that KUL has a similar problem 

with respect to Germany. _ re - a 

| 7. Mr. Rusk stated that this administrative arrangement will be 

signed by executive agreement and not submitted to Congress, in order 

to retain the necessary flexibility in administering such an agreement. 

| Mr. Rusk expects to go tod apan for preliminary talks as soon as the 

security pact and the peace treaty are ratified by the Diet. Early in 

|
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January, he expects to return to J apan for final discussions, and, at | the same time, have the agreement in the hands of the Senate prior to 
its action on the ratification of the treaties. _ | BF 

8. Mr. Rusk pointed out that the Japanese will have considerable — 
difficulty going from their present status to full sovereignty. It will 
also be difficult for us. We must make every effort. to preserve the 
forms of equality and sovereignty, so that J apan can become adjusted 
as quickly as possible to present world conditions. We must maintain 
U.S. prestige in Japan. This element of prestige has not been com- 
pletely analyzed but it is a very important factor. We must persuade 
the Japanese that what follows is a common enterprise, a joint re- sponsibility, and one in which they must make their contribution. 
Our success in these resultant actions will have an important effect — | on other nations in Asia. We cannot be put into a position of forcing 
our way into Japan. Mr. Rusk noted that there will be a problem of — whether Japan can be given the “most-favored-nation treatment” 
similar to what is given NATO countries. When this question arises, | Defense may wish to re-open the entire NATO question. The JCS at the present time does not accept equality of Japan and the NATO ' countries. | | oie | | 9. Mr. Rusk stated that the following physical arrangements are suggested, on the assumption of no hostilities in Korea: 

| a. The number of American troops stationed should be limited to the requirements of Japan itself. Security requirements for the rest of the Far East should be handled by using bases outside of Japan. — 6. We should use the facilities formerly used by the Japanese armed forces and get out of J apanese commercial facilities, OO c. Weshould avoid large cities, ne : d. CINCFE should be located outside of Japan, so that Japan would not be brought into general Far East difficulties, and also so that CINCFE would not be cut off in case ofanemergency. e. American forces should be so located that they would have con-~ _ trol over their own lines of communication. _ — | f. In order to limit facilities, the number of dependents should be a restricted. | | | g. Recreation facilities should be on a shared basis. | | 

*In a memorandum of November 9, Mr. Rusk had discussed in somewhat greater detail a number of the points touched on above. The first paragraph of that memorandum follows: | . 
“1. The overriding policy consideration affecting all post-Treaty arrange- ments with Japan is the necessity for obtaining and preserving a voluntary and strong commitment of the J apanese Government and people to friendship for and common action with the United States and the free world. Questions of cost, convenience or preference must be subordinated to this overriding policy, the failure of which would be disastrous and would produce incalculable costs for the American people.” (The Source text is a copy of Mr. Rusk’s memorandum made on November 19 for distribution to members of the Policy Planning Staff; _ PPS Files, Lot 64 D 5638 )
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| Oh, Standard of living should be similar to that in the U.S. and 

| should not be ostentatious. — 7 | oe | 

| 4, The U.S. should give up the Dai-Ichi building and other Japanese 

| buildings. oe | , an | oe 

| _ 9g. An intensive information program among our troops stationed | 

in Japan should be maintained. — | 

10. Mr. Rusk pointed out that the above does not represent a final 

| position and requires considerable more discussion, especially with 

Defense. Defense will have serious differences with us on many of the 

above points, such as quarters, location of CINCFE, etc. - 

11. As a corollary to the above discussion, Mr. Nitze? pointed out 

| that we need Defense plans on how they plan to protect the Far Kast 

area. Apparently they have not looked at the problem of continued 

build-up of Chinese Communist forces and how we cope with this _ 

factor. | | en 

| 8 Paul H. Nitze, Director of the Policy Planning Staff. Bn 

Department of Defense Files | | | , | 

Memorandum by the Jount Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary — 

| ot Defense (Lovett) | | 

| | SECRET | a [Wasuineron,] November 16, 1954. 

| Subject: Administrative Agreement between the U.S. and Japan to — 

- Implement the Bilateral Treaty for Collective Defense. 

1. On 8 August 1951 the Joint Chiefs of Staff furnished you their 

views! on a draft Administrative Agreement ® between the United 

States and Japan to Implement the Provisions of the Agreement 

| They Have Entered into for Collective Defense. This first draft has 

_been revised as a result of: | | | | 7 | 

| a. Discussions at the State-Defense level ; eg ee 

- . Revisions suggested by the Services ; | 

c. Suggestions interposed by General Ridgway’s representatives; 

and | | oe | 

d. Recommendations received from representatives of the Depart- 

ment of the Treasury. | | eo 

| 9 The Joint Chiefs of Staff submit herewith their recommended 

changes to the previous draft Administrative Agreement, including 

therein these revisions referred to in paragraph 1 above in which they 

2 See the attachment to the letter from Mr. Lovett to Mr. Acheson dated Au- 

gust 22, p. 1282. . . | | | 

~ ? See footnote 1 to Mr. Lovett’s letter, p. 1281. | 

| |
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concur (changes indicated in the usual manner). However, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff would point out that this Administrative Agreement , 
includes many matters which are beyond the purview of the Joint _ 
Chiefs of Staff, whose interest’ concerns primarily command, stra- 
tegic disposition, and operations of military forces. Hence, although — 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff agree that the Department of Defense and | 
the three Armed Services are properly concerned in all of the matters 
that are contained in this Administrative Agreement, they feel that | 
the comments of the Joint Chiefs of Staff concerning matters beyond 
their purview should be treated only as guidance. The primary con- 
cern of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in connection with the Administra- 
tive Agreement is that the agreement should not restrict the authority 
of the Commander in Chief, Far East (CINCFE) in carrying out 
his operational. mission and that in case of hostilities or imminent 

___ hostilities he be afforded the latitude required to carry out that mission. 
3. The majority of the changes in the revised draft have been made 

in the interests of clarity and completeness. However, it should be | 
noted that : oo es Oo | | 

a. A new paragraph pertaining to the safeguarding of certain 
United States security interests has been added to the Agreement _ 
(paragraph 8, Chapter I, Conditions for Garrison of Troops). This 
paragraph requires Japan to enact the necessary legislation. to ensure 
the adequate security within its territory of installations, equipment, 
property, records and official information of the United States, and | 
for the punishment of persons who may contravene laws enacted for 
that purpose. As far as can be determined, legislation which would 

_ apply under those circumstances in the post-occupation period is not 
“how in existence in Japan. It is considered essential that such legis- 

| lation be enacted in order to provide for the prosecution and punish- 
ment of individuals, subject to Japanese j urisdiction, who are appre- 

'  hended in the commission of acts prejudicial to United States security 
interests ; . a oo 

6. Chapter IT, Expenses, has been extensively revised. It has been 
found infeasible to describe in detail and to incorporate in an annex, | 
a8 was previously proposed, the facilities and services to be furnished 
the United States by Japan—at its expense. Instead, the obligations i 
Japan is to assume in this respect are now set forth in Chapter IT in 
terms acceptable to the Joint Chiefs of Staff: and ee 

c. It is to be noted that the clause “after consultation with the “ 
Japanese Government” remains in paragraph 1. Chapter IV, Col- 
lective Defense Measures.‘ In their memorandum to you of 8 August 
1951, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended a revision of this para- 

2 An enclosure dated October 22, not. printed, is titled “Administrative Agree- ment to Implement Security Treaty between the United States of America and Japan”, and is subtitled “CINCFE Mission Draft”. Be 
“Except for the addition of this language at the end of paragraph 1, text of Chapter IV in the enclosure (see footnote 3 above) is the same as that given in footnote 9, p. 1284. me
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| graph in which this statement was deleted. After consideration of all 

factors bearing on this subject the Jomt Chiefs of Staff have now ~ 

agreed to the retention of this clause in order to avoid the appearance 

of infringing upon the full sovereignty to be accorded Japan by the 

Peace Treaty and in the interest of facilitating the negotiation of the 

| Administrative Agreement as a whole. eee ee en 

| 4, In the light of the substantive matters covered in the Adminis- 

trative Agreement and the importance of these matters to the security 

interests of the United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff strongly rec- 

ommend that all necessary measures be taken to expedite the negotia- 

| ~ tion of the Administrative Agreement to the end that it will come into 

force concurrently with the Japanese Peace Treaty and the bilateral 

| United States-Japan Security Treaty.’ a : 

| fn | , For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

| Se W. G. Lator - 
we Soa ee vase Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Fet.) 

So a — Secretary | 

| TO | 
a 

| © With a covering letter dated December 14, 1951, Acting Secretary Foster for- 

warded this memorandum and its enclosure to Mr. Acheson. Mr. Foster 

commented : a | | an 

| “The Joint Chiefs of Staff have pointed out in their memorandum two prin- 

ciples which are basic from the military viewpoint, and with which I concur: 

| - *(a) The Administrative Agreement should not restrict the authority of 

the Commander in Chief, Far East (CINCFE) in earrying out his operational 

mission and that in case of hostilities or imminent hostilities he be afforded 

| the latitude required to carry out that mission. 

| “(b) All necessary measures pe taken to expedite the negotiation of the 

| Administrative Agreement to the end that it will come into force con- 

| ~ eurrently with the Japanese Peace Treaty and the bilateral United States— 

| | Japan Security Treaty.” (Department of Defense Files) Co | a 

694.001/11-1751: Telegram 
oe 

| The Ambassador in London (Gifford) to the Secretary of State - 

SECRET | | - Lonvon, November 17, 1951—noon. 

| 9397. For Merchant ? from Ringwalt. Embtel 1072, Nov 16 to Paris 

2389 to Dept.? | | a oe 

| 1. Conversation with Scott this morning revealed Dening’s reaction 

to draft agreement not adverse—rather he wanted time to think it 

over. Main emphasis Dening’s tel was his understanding present-day 

/ Jap psychology. He expressed view that since San Francisco Japs 

4 Mr. Merchant had left London for Paris the evening of November 17. 

| 2In this telegram, marked “for Allison from Merchant,” the latter had stated 

| in part that he had learned from Mr. Scott that Sir Esler Dening had reacted 

| adversely to the draft agreement with regard to a joint Anglo-American ap- 

‘proach to Sino-Japanese relations and that Eden had said, again according to 

Mr. Scott, that “he had not had time to fully go into problem but had [had] no 

| idea Scott and 1 were going so far and so fast” (694.001/11-1651 ) 

|
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have been construing their status as already semi-independent, an 
attitude fostered by SCAP’s understandable efforts build up Japan © | 
internationally. Japs, Dening thinks, are beginning to feel “uppish” 

" and will likely react strongly to strong-arm methods. Dening afraid 
US does not completely realize this. He convinced future J ap relations 
with US remain dominant factor in Far East and he wonders whether 
US insistence on influencing Jap relations with Formosa will not 
in long run prove detrimental such relations. 7 

2. Main difficulty, according to Scott, will be with Eden to whom 
| draft agreement came as bomb-shell. Eden told Scott he had no idea 

sub) Jap-Formosan relations were even subject to review, that he 
did not recall being given substance Telac 10 of Nov 7? to Paris con- 
taining background your visit to London, and that he had no idea 
what you and Scott were to discuss. Therefore Eden wants time to 
consider whether draft agreement is in fact within framework existing | 
Brit policy. | | | | 

3. Scott informs me in strict confidence he has prepared full brief 
for Eden defending draft agreement and urging Eden’s approval. 
He seems reasonably confident Eden will be won over. | 

4. I shall check with Johnston early Monday afternoon‘ and plan 
to telephone you shortly thereafter. Meanwhile you may wish con- | 
sider desirability remaining Paris few days longer in order assist Secy 
In any conversations with Eden on latter’s return to Paris. 

Sent Paris priority 1080, rptd info Dept 2397. [Ringwalt.] 
ce GIFFORD 

5 Ante, p. 18938. Oo | 
* November 19. as | 

Tokyo Post Files : 320 Japan—-U.S. . 

Lhe Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs 
(McClurkin) to the United States Political Adviser to SCAP 
(Sebald) oo | 

SECRET Wasuineton, November 19, 1951. 
Dear Bru: The Mutual Security Program for Fiscal Year 1953 

is not expected to include either an economic or a military assistance 
_ program for Japan. The thinking in the Department of Defense has 

been that any military assistance for J apan for FY 1953 would be | 
taken care of out of general Department of Defense budget. This. 

_ position has accorded with our own thinking; many of our Allies—in | 
particular the British, the French and the Australians—have ex- 
pressed considerable reluctance to see J apan too rapidly rearmed. Con- 
sequently we feel that it would be highly undesirable to incorporate a
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military assistance program for Japan in any public document before 

the effective date of the Peace Treaty. | os 

In spite of the fact that there is therefore no real necessity for 

- doing so, we felt that it was desirable, for the sake of giving a com- - | 

| plete picture of the situation in the Far East, to include in the general 

| Mutual Security Program a statement on Japan prepared in the same 

form as the statements on the other countries in the area. fa TA 

Tam attaching a copy of this paper, and of the paper on Korea,* 

so that you will know what we have said. These papers will go through 

many metamorphoses before they reach final form. Consequently, if : 

you have any suggestions for corrections, additions or deletions, we 

| | shall be glad to have them. | - es 

P Sincerely yours, a | | Boss 

1Neither printed. | — — eo 

- 694.001/11-2251 : Telegram | ca ) oe 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = -.-- Parts, November 22, 1951—9 p. m. 

| 8080. Re Deptel 3041, Nov 19.7 Immediately following later tele- 

| eram? contains text Eden’s personal message to Secretary delivered 

to him afternoon Nov 21 and text Secretary’s message in reply sent 

| -- Eden Nov 22 in confirmation conversation Secretary had evening 

| | Nov 21, with Eden. Schuchbough,° Battle * and Merchant also present. 

} In that conversation the Secretary asked Eden to elaborate on 

| thoughts behind his message, particularly re “modus vivendi” adding 

that we believed Japs would want to work out with Chi Nats property 

- claims under Art IV of multilateral, representation and related ques- 

) tions and that from such informal talks preliminary consideration 

might develop re an agreement which would not be concluded until 

after Japan had regained its sovereignty. The Secretary said it was 

not a question of “recognition” but of practical realities. Eden indi- | 

, cated he had no objection to Japanese discussing practical problems 

with auths of Formosa, but that he was concerned with political 

| aspects; he could not approve any move looking toward recognition of 

the Nats as the Govt of China and in particular he believed it most 

important that no relationship develop between Japan and Formosa 

ss -which could give rise to suspicion that the latter might return to con- 

trol of the former or that we were going back on the Cairo declara- 

1 Not printed. - a | - co . ka . 

| * See telegram 3095. from Paris, November 23, infra. os 

_* Apparently Charles Arthur Evelyn Shuckburgh, Head of the Western 

Organisations Department of the United Kingdom Foreign Office. - 

‘Tucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to Secretary Acheson. | |
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| tion. The Secretary agreed and commented that we were thinking in 

_ terms of a treaty or agreement which recognized the realities of the 
Chi Nats position, | | 
Secretary then suggested and Eden agreed that practical working 

out of problem of our attitude toward Japanese and preservation of 
undivided front be left to Dulles and Dening in Tokyo next month 
against background this conversation and with each reporting back 
in event of difficulty in which event he and Eden could communicate 
with each other. Eden said he would send instructions to Dening in | thisgeneralsense. 

Sent Dept 380, rptd info London 833. | 
7 - . Bruce 

694.001/11-2351 : Telegram - | | 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Paras, November 23, 1951-2 p.m. 
3095. Embtel 3080, November 22, to Dept? rptd London 833. Fol two personal messages from Eden to the Secy received under cover : informal letters from Brit Emb dated Nov 20 and 21 respectively : 
(1) “I am sorry that owing to the pressure of business in Paris it | was not clear to me from what you said to me there how far you intended that the talks with Mr. Merchant on this subj shld go. In the circumstances I am sure you will understand that I need more time to consider this difficult prob. I will communicate with you again on the subj as soon as possible.” 
(2) “I much appreciate the frankness with which the US Govt have consulted us over this prob and I strongly agree on the impor- — _ tance of our maintaining a common front towards J apan as we have done on other questions throughout the peace treaty negots. | _ “On full consideration, however, I do not feel able to approve the draft formula which emerged from the official level talks in London last week. My predecessor and Dulles agreed in June last that Jap’s future attitude towards China must be for determination by Jap it- self in the exercise of the sovereign and independent status contem- | plated by the peace treaty. I stand by this agrmt. I recognize that there are trade relations and other practical questions which may require contacts between the Jap Govt and the Chinese N ationalists. It wld be one thing for the J ap Govt, shld they so desire, to take preliminary steps aimed at a modus vivendi covering these matters. I wld not wish to discourage this. It wld be quite another thing for Jap to embark - on any form of recognition of the Chi N ationalists, and if need arose I shld feel bound to endorse the advice already given the Jap Govt by Sir E. Dening against this action. I cannot help feeling that any such action might add to Jap’s and our difficulties in the future. 

* Supra. | | oe
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po - Jp answering your proposal on these lines, I wld not wish to be 

| thought unconscious of the probable difficulties in regard to the rati- 

| fication of the peace treaty in the US Senate. We must, however, also. 

consider the parliamentary situation in this country and I shld be , 

| most reluctant to do anything to jeopardize the bipartisan acceptance 

| which the Jap peace settlement has so far received in Parl.” 

- Following is the Secy’s ltr to Eden Nov 22: a oe 

“Dear Mr. Eden: I was glad to have had the opportunity to talk 

- with you last evening on the matter of Jap’s relations with the Chi 

Nationalists which was the sub] of the personal message I recd from 

you yesterday. | | oo ae 

“T explained to you my concern in the matter and I am sure you 

understand there is no thought of attempting to coerce the Jap Govt 

or of its concluding an agrmt before it regains its sovereignty. There 

| are, however, in the meantime, the very practical probs of trade, 

claims, representation and like questions with which Jap must deal. 

[believe that the Jap, if they so choose, shld not be discouraged from 

extending the discussion of these probs with the authorities on For- 

| --mosa into preliminary talks looking toward an agrmt which wld 

conform to the realities, but which wld in no event be concluded before 

| the multilateral treaty comes into force. | eo a ea 

| “T believe you and I were right in our decision to leave these inter- 

| related probs for discussions in Tokyo next month between Dulles 

| and Sir Esler Dening. I have great confidence that they will be able 

on the scene to work this out in such fashion as to maintain our com- — 

mon front and avoid giving the Jap any opportunity to play one of | 

| us off against the other. If any difficulties shld arise, you and I can 

| ‘communicate with each other. Sincerely yours, Dean Acheson.” — 

| By Oo Bruce 

Pace ————— : 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Par 

Eastern Affairs (Merchant) to the Consultant to the Secretary 

(Dulles) | - ; 

SECRET | a [ WasHINGTON, | November 26, 1951. 

Subject: Conversations in London and Paris with the British re- 

garding the future relations between Japan and Formosa. a 

Summary of Trip : | an | as 

| I arrived in London early in the afternoon of November 13 and 

after conferring at the Embassy with Messrs. Holmes! Penfield? and 

[- Ringwalt, I started my conversations that same afternoon in the 

| Foreign Office with Mr. Rob Scott, Assistant Secretary for the Far 

- East. Mr. Eden had not fully absorbed what the Secretary: had told 

a Julius C. Holmes, Minister at the Embassy in London. Te 

| | 2 James K. Penfield, Counselor of the Embassy in London.
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him a few days earlier in Paris concerning the purpose of my trip but 
the Embassy had supplied Mr. Scott with a briefing from your tele- gram of November 7 to the Secretary.’ - | | Accordingly, I plunged immediately into a frank discussion of the _ Serious difficulties which could be expected in the Senate in its debate 
on the Peace Treaty with Japan were we still lacking a clearer and more satisfactory indication of the intentions of the Government of 
Japan regarding its future relations with the National Government of 
China. Mr. Ringwalt was with me, and Mr. Scott had Mr. Johnston and Mr. Peter Scott present. Mr. Scott displayed a far more under- standing and constructive attitude than either the Embassy or I had expected and when we broke up that evening it was decided that he would prepare for discussion the next morning a draft of the points of understanding. he | | We met again the next morning and went over the draft produced | by the British.* It was unsatisfactory in certain major respects. After making some broad critica] comments, most of which Mr. Scott was ready to accept on the spot, I said that I wanted more time to study it | and we arranged to meet again in the afternoon. At the afternoon session on November 14, I produced a counter draft ¢ which was sub- stantially accepted. It was agreed that the resultant draft memo- | randum of understanding would be submitted for Mr. Eden’s approval by Mr. Scott immediately upon the former’s arrival from Paris the following day and that I would submit the draft to Washington ® for the Department’s approval and later submission to the Secretary if the Department believed that desirable. | | | Mr. Ringwalt and I dined with Mr. Scott that evening and dis- cussed the situation in the Far East in general terms. Mr. Scott at all _ times impressed me as having an assessment of the situation which approached much more closely the American view than had been the case in the past with Sir Esler Dening. It was equally obvious that his instinct and desire was to cooperate with us to the maximum extent | | possible. | 

| 
Having telegraphed to the Department the draft with comments _ that evening, I received the following day a query on one aspect of its interpretation, to which I made reply by telegram.* On the assump- 

* For Telae 10 to Paris, see p. 1393. | _ “What is apparently this draft is attached to a covering note of April 11, 1958 by Harold L. Skean (694.001/12-8151). Neither is printed. ° In telegram 2337 from London, November 14, p. 1401. 
. °In telegram 2369 from London, marked “For Allison from Merchant,” the latter had stated in part: “I do not believe draft agreement wld prevent US reps Tokyo from. continuing to leave impression with J aps that entry into discussions with Chi Nats looking toward realistic bilateral treaty (to be concluded after multilateral comes into force) wld seem desirable.” (694.001/11-1551)
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| tion that the Department would then approve the draft I made my | 

| plans to go to Paris on Friday evening, November 16th, with a view 

to informing the Secretary over the weekend of the discussions and | 

securing his approval of the memorandum. In the early afternoon of | 

November 16, Mr. Allison informed me by telephone from Washing- 

ton that the Department had approved the draft agreement for sub- 

mission to the Secretary and I so informed Mr. Scott, who thereupon 

a undertook to take it up promptly with Mr. Eden. Mr. Scott, who was 

leaving for Singapore the following evening had given me the dis- 

tinct impression that he had no reason to anticipate any. difficulty in 

securing Mr. Eden’s approval. Only a few moments before I was 

po due to leave for the airport Mr. Scott telephoned me in considerable 

| agitation to say that Dening in Tokyo (to whom they had cabled for 

comment a copy of the draft agreement) had come back with an 

adverse reaction and that Mr. Eden’s reaction had been one of desir- 

| ing more time to consider the matter. I expressed my surprise and dis- 

turbance over this development but assured him that it had been | 

clearly understood that the draft was to have been submitted to Mr. 

| Eden for approval and, similarly, to Secretary Acheson. Mr. Scott 

| said that he would see Mr. Eden again the following day and seemed 

not unhopeful that he would in the end secure his approval. | 

It seemed to me that I had best abide by my plan to proceed to 

| Paris, which I did. I thought that by promptly securing the approval 

of the Secretary to the draft and communicating that fact to the For- 

eign Office, the most effective additional pressure would be placed on 

Mr. Eden. The fact that Mr. Eden was hectically preparing to lead a 

two-day debate in the House on foreign policy further led me to the 

| conclusion that it would be better to leave the advocacy in the first 

instance to Scott and then count on the Secretary’s talking to Eden 

on the Jatter’s return to Paris a few days later. | ee 

| On Sunday morning, November 18, the Secretary saw me and after 

| careful discussion approved the draft agreement and authorized the 

communication of this fact to the Foreign Office. This was done. The 

Secretary asked me to remain in Paris to be present when he saw Mr. 

_ Eden on this matter as soon as possible after Mr. Eden’s arrival in 

Parison November21. Co ae es 

| On November 20 the Secretary received a message in writing from 

Mr. Eden to the effect that he needed more time to consider the prob- 

| lem posed. The following day, November 21, the Secretary received 

3 a second personal message which revealed that Mr. Scott had failed to — 

persuade Mr. Eden.” This message was also considerably flatter than 

| 7 Both of Mr. Eden’s messages are in telegram 3095 from Paris, November 23, 

| supra. a mS
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Mr. Ringwalt’s intervening talks with the Foreign Office had 
foreshadowed. oe | | I discussed the situation further with the Secretary in the light of 
this development and gave him a short briefing memorandum.® The _ 
objective became one of. impressing on Mr. Eden the problem we 
faced ; what our attitudes and purposes were, then securing his agree- ment to leaving the general subject for discussion between Mr. Dulles and Sir Esler Dening in Tokyo, with as much flexibility as possible in the latter’s instructions. A date was made with Mr. Eden for im- | mediately after the close of the three F oreign Ministers’ meeting on | Germany on the afternoon of November 21. | . At this meeting, as reported by telegram,° the Secretary made clear _ to Mr. Eden the extent and seriousness of our difficulty on ratifica- tion and the consequent necessity of Mr. Dulles’s securing a clear in- | dication from the J apanese Government of its purposes on the matter. The Secretary emphasized the forces at work which made a treaty or agreement with the Chinese Nationalists natural and desirable. He explained that we were thinking of a limited agreement or one with a realistic applicability provision. He also said that while we felt the | _ Sooner discussions started between Formosa and Japan the better, we | were not thinking of the final conclusion of any agreement which might emerge until the multilateral went into effect, 
Finally, the Secretary urged that in the light of this discussion, : Ambassador Dening be given considerable flexibility in working out with Mr. Dulles in Tokyo an attitude which would maintain to the maximum degree possible US-UK united front. | Mr. Eden left the general impression of going along with this, though the language of his replies was not too precise. He emphasized that he saw no objection to “de facto” relations but that he would have to object to the development of a relationship which recognized the National Government as the government of all China, or one which (and this was somewhat confused in his presentation ) might give rise to the suspicion that Formosa would ultimately return to | Japan and the Cairo Declaration be repudiated. He said he would | get out instructions immediately to Ambassador Dening in the hght of all these conversations and that Dening could then report back to him if any difficulties arose. The Secretary agreed and said that if the _ latter occurred he and Mr. Eden could communicate further with each other. oo | . The Secretary expressed himself as being anxious not to leave the written record on the basis of Mr. Eden’s last message to him. Ac- 

» Of November 21, not printed (694.001/11-2151), | ; ° Telegram 3080 from Paris, November 22, p. 1408. . . 

538-617—77__-90 , |
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| cordingly, I drafted a reply for the Secretary which sought to nail 

| down the ground recaptured. The Secretary signed and dispatched 

| this letter ® the following day to Mr. Eden and I left Paris for 

Washington on the evening of November22, © | 

| Attachments * — | oe | 

JI attach a copy of the letter from our Embassy in London to 

Mr. Scott, dated November 12, concerning my impending arrival in 

London; ? a copy of Mr. Dulles’s memorandum of conversation with 

Mr. Fitzmaurice and Mr. Tomlinson on August 9;** a copy of 

Mr. Dulles’s memorandum of conversation with Mr. Morrison, Sep- — 

| tember 9 ** (on both of which I drew heavily in my discussions with 

| Mr. Scott); a copy of the Dulles—Morrison agreement of June 19, 

195125 (to which the British quite frequently referred) ; a copy of 

my briefing memorandum of November 21 to the Secretary in anticipa- 

tion of his appointment with Mr. Eden; and a complete file of tele- 

grams between Washington, London and Paris on the subject of these 

| discussions, as follows: > : | | a 

| [Here follows a list of telegrams. | Soca | : 

| | Comments and Conclusions — - mee | 

| - Although the final result was disappointing in terms of what at 

first appeared possible of achievement, I believe the following has been 

| accomplished : oe, | | 7 ch | 

(1) The British are fully and frankly on notice as to the seriousness 

of our problem regarding ratification. They know what our attitude 

is, I told Mr. Scott, for example, that we would not and could not 

conceal from the Japanese the fact that we regarded the Chinese 

Communists as a hostile regime defying the United Nations and killing ~ 

our men in Korea and that, on the other hand, we recognized and 

supported the Chinese Nationalist Government as the government of 

China. Our talking to them so frankly, I believe, has dispelled a cer- 

- tain amount of suspicion of us on their part. a ees 

| (2) The British more clearly recognize and accept that the large 

- and growing importance of trade between Formosa and Japan, the 

position of the Chinese Nationalist Government in the UN and re- 

| lated organs, and the provisions of Article IV, are all powerful 

forces now working towards the regularization of relations between 

Formosa and Japan. The British are not, however, by any means 

as convinced as we that, in the absence of pressure, the Yoshida — 

| 2 Text in the telegram, supra. | 

| “ None found attached. — ce | os 

Lo This letter by Mr. Ringwalt made known to Mr. Seott the entire text of 

Telac 10 to Paris, November 7, p. 1398. 
| 

| 8B Ante, p. 1249. | | 

| 4 Ante, p. 1848. | | Saar 

% In an index titled “China Papers,” found in Lot 54D423, the document of 

June 19 printed under its title of “Chinese Participation and Formosa” is listed 

as the “Morrison—Dulles Agreement.” For text, see p. 1134. — 

| 

| | - | 

| | |
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government would immediately plump for the Chinese Nationalist — Government. | | 

| (3) A considerable field for discussion and agreement on the spot with Sir Esler Dening has been cleared, I believe, for Mr. Dulles’ talks with himin Tokyo. — | 

Certain further comments follow : | 
(1) I believe Dening is the real fly in the ointment and that he has been actively attempting to influence the J apanese, not to a post- ponement of a choice on their part of which China, but actually to , an ultimate choice of the Peiping government. _ (2) Mr. Eden impressed me as being surprisingly unfamiliar with the nature and background of this general problem. I believe, how- ever, and Mr. Penfield of our London Embassy agrees, that Mr. Eden will not be so hypersensitive regarding the Dulles~Morrison agree- ment once the House of Commons has taken the action which con- stitutes ratification. Mr. Eden said that this would be completed this week before the House recesses. 
(3) Mr. Scott emphasized the lack of value in a treaty fairly sub- | ject to the later charge that it had been entered into under duress. He cited their present troubles with Egypt. The British accordingly feel that we should in our own interest be careful not to twist the arms of the Japanese to overcome what he considers a reluctance on their part to start immediate negotiations for a bilateral treaty with For- mosa. I think this difference in assessment of the Japanese attitude on the part of the British and ourselves requires further examination. “I think it may well give point to Mr. Scott’s expressed belief that, — however rapidly negotiations might develop between the J apanese and Formosa, some decent interval should elapse after the coming into force of the multilateral peace treaty before any bilateral was formally signed or otherwise came into force. 
(4) It was unfortunate I think that Mr. Scott had to leave for Singapore when he did for I felt that he wholeheartedly supported the draft which he and I had worked out. | (5) I made very clear, and Mr. Scott acknowledged, that if cir- | cumstances substantially changed, our position necessarily would have to, and that in such case we would of course talk to the British frankly as we now were. I went over in some detail the point which Mr. Dulles had made to Mr. Morrison and Messrs. Fitzmaurice and Tomlinson, to the effect that a situation might develop, for example, under which . _ Japan might in fact possess and could properly exercise independence . of choice in concluding an agreement with Formosa even prior to the multilateral’s coming into effect. | (6) Mr. Ringwalt kept notes ** on our conversations with Mr. Scott but did not plan to make up detailed minutes. The British likewise kept extensive notes, though there was no discussion or thought of having agreed minutes. I did, however, have Mr. Ringwalt go over : their minutes in draft to see if there were any inaccuracies or mis- _ understandings. He found only one, which at our request. was corrected. 

7 
“ Not found in Department of State files. 

.
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| g98.94/11-2751 
ee cee 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

| OO Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk) oo | 

| SECRET | Toxyo, November 27, 1951. 

Subject: Relations Between Japan and Communist China | 

‘Participants: Prime Minister Yoshida of Japan ee 

oe oe Ambassador William J. Sebald, U.S. Political Adviser 

| a Mr. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary for Far East 1 | 

Ambassador Sebald accompanied me on a brief courtesy call upon | 

jo the Prime Minister, prior to a subsequent meeting later in the day 

with General Ridgway and the Prime Minister about the purposes 

of my visit.’ a oe OS a. 

Mr. Yoshida received us at the Foreign Minister’s official residence 

| | with great cordiality and began by expressing his great appreciation 

| to the President and the Secretary of State for the quality of the 

| Occupation and for the successful negotiation of the Peace ‘Treaty. 

| I responded in the usual manner, mentioning our pleasure that 

| Mr. Yoshida had been able to come personally to the San Francisco 

| Conference, our appreciation for the contribution which he had made 

) to the Conference itself, and our admiration for the skill with which 

| he had successfully steered the Peace Treaty and the Security Pact 

through the recent Diet debates. | con 

Mr. Yoshida said that he had been quite surprised and pleased with 

the nature of his reception in Japan after the San Francisco Con- 

ference. He said that before he went to San Francisco he had very 

much in mind the cool reception in Japan which had been accorded 

their delegates to the Portsmouth and the Versailles conferences. He 

xvas all the more pleased to find great public interest and apparent 

sympathy for him upon his return from San Francisco. He attributed 

| this in considerable measure to the nature of the Conference and the 

| quality ofthe Peace Treaty itself, oe 

: ‘The Prime Minister then broached a new subject which was ob- 

viously very much in his mind. He said that he had been trying to _ 

think of some “contribution” which Japan might make to the common 

| cause in the post-Treaty period. While he did not have any particular 

moves. or measures In mind, he had been wondering whether Japan 

, might not make its contribution in relation to the China question. He 

| ; 1Mr. Rusk was in Tokyo November 91-27 with a group (including ‘General — 

Hamblen as representative of the Secretary of Defense) whose purpose was 

| to discuss terms of the Administrative Agreement with General Ridgway and | 

with Japanese officials. | 
a 

| - *No documentation regarding this scheduled meeting has been found in Depart- 

ment of State files. Mr. Rusk had been extensively priefed by SCAP officials 

| on NST. 23, and records of this briefing are filed in Tokyo Post Files,
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said that as long as Allied policy toward China had been unified the 
situation in that country was reasonably satisfactory, but that when 
Allied unity was broken, the situation became very serious. He re- - 
peated several times that he did not know what measures he might be 
able to suggest, but that he was looking for a “contribution” which 
Japan could make. On his own initiative, he said that he would not 

_ enter into “direct negotiations” with the Peiping authorities without 
the knowledge of the United States. 

I told Mr. Yoshida that his statement that he would not enter direct 
negotiations with the Peiping authorities without our knowledge was 
a very important matter which I would report promptly to my Gov- 
ernment. I said that we ourselves took a very serious view of develop- | 
ments on the mainland of China, particularly of the course of ageres- 
sion which had been launched by the Peiping regime both against 
Korea and against its neighbors to the south. I said we felt very 
strongly that nothing should be done which would add any strength, 
prestige or status to a regime which was engaged in such a course of 
action; that the American people had invested 100,000 casualties in 
order to meet this course of aggression and that we felt that common __ 

_ and determined action by all of the free nations of the Pacific was 
essential to the maintenance of peace. 

I asked Mr. Yoshida whether he had any reason to believe that 
the Peiping regime might be on the point of changing its policy or. 
its alignment with the Soviet Union. He did not respond directly, 
but said that he knew Japanese who had friends on the mainland and | 
who might be of assistance to him in finding whether there were useful | 
stepswhichhemighttake | a 
_ Mr. Yoshida referred to differences between United States and 

| British policies in China as an unfortunate development. I said that | 
we too were sorry that such divergences appeared at the time of 
British recognition of Peiping, that in some respects British national 
interests as a European power might diverge from American inter- 
ests, heavily involved as we are in both the Atlantic and the Pacific, | 
but that in the Pacific Japanese and American interests would seem 
to be yery close together and should form the basis for a common . 

_ policy in the security field. | - Oo | 
_ Idiscussed the above conversation with Ambassador Sebald after- | 
ward and we agreed that Mr. Yoshida seemed to be raising the sub- 
ject of China in order to lay a foundation of some sort for further 

_ suggestions or moves which he anticipated we might find disagreeable. 
I did not attempt to pursue the matter to any conclusion because Mr. 
Yoshida was disclaiming any specific ideas on the subject and because 
I was aware that Japan’s relations with China were being discussed 
in Paris, London and Washington. :
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I believe the above conversation tends to confirm the impression 

that Sir Esler Dening has been very active with the Japanese on 

the subject of China. ees oo 

§94.501/11-651 ee , | - | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of Defense 

| | | (Foster) + Rare a 

TOP SECRET 7 | . -Wasurneton, November 29, 1951. 

| My Dear Mr. Fosrer: With reference to measures to be taken — 

toward ensuring the security of Japan, General Marshall in his letter 

of September 4, 1951,’ informed the Department of State that the 

President on August 29, 1951, approved the establishment of a 

| Japanese-manned coastal security force, organized and equipped along 

normal coast guard lines, composed of vessels with appropriate arma- — 

| ment and speed, and under SCAP operational control, to be operated | 

in waters contiguous to the Japanese islands. The text of this policy 

statement was subsequently transmitted to SCAP in JCS 81770, Sep- 

tember 18, 1951,? together with a request that he take no formal action 

in the matter until the Department of State had informed certain 

| friendly members of the Far Eastern Commission of the proposed step. 

| _ Similarly, in my letter of September 28, 1951,* which suggested that 

personnel of the Japanese National Police Reserve be brought in 

rotation to United States bases in Japan for training in the use of | 

heavy armament, it was requested that no action in this regard be 

| taken until the step had been discussed in advance with certainfriendly _ 

| members of the Far Eastern Commission. Mr. Lovett’s reply to this 

| letter, dated November 6, 1951,” accepted this suggestion and requested 

| that the necessary discussions be completed as soon as possible inorder 

) to permit early initiation of the training program. 

. These discussions have now been held with representatives of Aus- 

tralia, Canada, France, New Zealand, the Philippines, and the United 

Kingdom, none of whom has raised any objections to the two pro- 

| posals. Accordingly, the Department of State perceives no objection 

| -to your taking steps for the immediate establishment of the coastal 

security force and the initiation of the proposed training program for 

the National Police Reserve. |... os a 

1 Memorandum drafted by Douglas W. Overton of the Office of Northeast Asian 

Affairs. — get 
| 

? Ante, p. 1830. . 7 

é 3 See footnote 1, p. 1331. . | | oo oe : 

ot * See footnote 7, p. 1361. | Oo : 

See ibid, 7 a ws 

| | | 
| | 

|
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During the course of the foregoing discussions, the Australian representative, while indicating that his Government would interpose no objections to the two proposals under reference, reiterated the Australian Government’s view that the rearming of Japan should not proceed too rapidly particularly prior to the coming into effect of the Peace Treaty. He was assured that the United States Govern- ment was fully aware of the position of the Australian Government in this regard and at present had no intention of taking action other | than had been described. | | 
In addition, several of the representatives expressed the hope that the two proposals would be carried out with as little publicity as ~ possible. The Department of State concurs in this view, and requests that no public announcement concerning the subject of either the coastal security force or the training of the National Police Reserve in the use of heavy armament be made except in so far as it may be deemed necessary to reply to specific inquiries raised by representatives of the press. | 
Sincerely yours, Se James EK. Wesp _ 

693.94/11-3051 : Telegram 
Lhe United States Political Adviser for Japan (Sebald) to the | Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY _ Toxyo, November 30, 1951—6 p- m. 
LTopad 1167. ReDeptels 1058, November 21; 1147 November 23 and related messages. As indicated in previous tels, Yoshida has appeared to be giving serious consideration to reestablishing relations with Chinese Nationalist Govt, presumably on grounds: 
(1) It is to Japan’s advantage politically support Chinese Na- tionalists in return latter’s support in UN and related organization ; (2) Parallelism with assumed US policy; (3) Incongruity of establishing relations of any kind with Commie China which has been denounced as aggressor by UN and is actively a engaged as opponent UN in Korea; | | (4) Fear of prejudicing pending US Senate ratification peace : treaty: - 

| (5) Opportunity increase trade with Formosa even though limited | scale; and — 
(6) Former close political, commercial and cultural ties with Formosa. | | 
On other hand it is apparent UK mission, particularly since arrival | Dening, has exerted considerable pressure restrain Japan from going too far in establishing relations with Taipei in view long term con- Sequences. It may be assumed Dening has explored with J apanese their historical and realistic interest in close relationship with China
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| proper, influences which Japan might exercise on Peiping, and 

|  gounter to Soviet Russia which working relationship between Japan 

| and Commie China might bring about. | CO 

| There is further element of Eden’s implied insistence upon literal 

) interpretation Dulles-Morrison agreement with result that British | 

a have apparently maneuvered US into position where we are charged 

with bad faith shld we urge Japan establish even limited diplomatic 

- relations with Taipei and, conversely, where British are free to urge - 

| Japanese not establish such relations but at same time can dangle 

| before Japanese eyes, mirage of benefits to be derived from closer 

affiliation with continental China. | | ne 

| Above considerations have without doubt caused Japanese to reassess — 

their China policy as indicated by series of ambiguous and evasive | 

| | _ Yoshida statements, including “Shanghai” remark in Diet interpel- 

lation, suggestion that Allies make-choice of which China, Japan shld 

| - choose, etc. We believe present attitude Japanese Govt toward re- | 

lations with China to be governed by series of negative precepts, of 

which fol most important: | | | | 

(1) Japan shld not at this time recognize or otherwise enter into ) 

political relations with Commie China; Oo | 

(2) Japan shld not on other hand undertake political commitments 

ute 3_-vig Nationalist China of such nature as to preclude future de 

| facto relations with Commie China, particularly in field of trade; | 

| (3) In view of evident Anglo-American differences on this subj, 

any affirmative actions taken by Japan re either regime 1n China will 

| be apt to offend either US or UK; therefore most prudent course for — 

| Japan is to eschew such actions pending return full sovereignty and 

| possibility of further developments which might place Japan in more 

| advantageous position. 
a 

a Japanese Govt is actually in position of having agreed in writing 

not “to conclude a bilateral treaty” 1 with Commie China and simul- 

taneously of not having agreed to establish diplomatic relations with 

| Chinese Nationalists. Yoshida has made latter clear in his Diet ex- 

| planation regarding meaning of establishing J GOA in Taipei which 

| he said does not exclude possibility at appropriate time of opening 

| similar agency for “trade purposes” in Commie China. Japanese Govt, 

| with British encouragement, therefore finds itself free play both 

‘horses without incurring charge of bad faith toward either US or 

UK. By exploiting US-UK disagreement Japanese Govt is in good 

position to stall, a situation which may be expected work more to UK — 

. | than to US advantage inasmuch as their desiderata, to a greater extent 

~ than ours, can at this stage be satisfied by Japanese inaction. _ 

| . 1The quotation is from Mr. Yoshida’s letter of August 6 to Mr. Dulles, p. 1241. 

|
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Unless Chinese Nationalists themselves take initiative for opening treaty talks with Japanese, we believe latter have now gone about as _ far as they will go at this time toward rapprochement with that regime. Shld Chinese Nationalists take such initiative, we believe J apanese wld agree to informal discussion possible terms bilateral treaty, but wld temporize to point of preventing such talks from being finalized before multilateral treaty comes into effect. We agree with Dening that strong arm tactics on our part wld be counter- | productive, especially so long as Japanese cld obtain at least tacit | support of UK in resisting such tactics. Sen | While persistence this equivocal Japanese attitude toward Taipei _ Govt wld appear entail grave risks in terms our overall security plan- ning in Western Pacific, it appears to us that unless and until a coordinated parallel US-UK Far Eastern policy is formulated and agreed upon, it is asking for the impossible to expect Japan not to play one off against the other. In other words, it appears amply evi- dent to us that Japanese Govt will not be responsive to any pressure on our part to reach settlement with Chinese Nationalists so long as US-UK differences persist, and that only if and when J apanese Govt can be confronted with united Anglo-Amer position on China problem can be [we] expect to exert and [any] decisive influence on | Japan’s future relations with China. os 

Of interest in endeavoring evaluate J apanese attitude this regard is fact that in recent conversation with Rusk,? Yoshida for first time indicated Japanese Govt toying with possibility entering into direct hegots with Chinese Commies, for avowed purpose “being helpful” to US in finding solution to China problem. Although this suggests new | line of thinking on Yoshida’s part concerning Japanese relations with | Commie China, it may on other hand represent calculated effort to have US pressure Chinese N ationalists into settlement with J apan on latter’s terms. | | So | In absence of clear instructions I have generally refrained from discussions with Dening on these matters. It is my impression, how- ever, that he strongly shares belief increased Japanese trade with - South East Asia must necessarily be at British expense, from which he may deduce that any diversion of Japanese economic pressure | toward continental China wld be to UK’s advantage, even though to detriment US political objectives. | | Sent Dept 1167 rptd info Taipei 59, London unnumbered. 
| 

SEBALD 

* See Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of the conversation held November 27, p. 1416.
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| Tokyo Post Files: 320.1 BST oe, ne SRT aee 

| Memorandum by the Legal Attache to the Mission in Japan (Bassin) 

| | to the United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) 

| CONFIDENTIAL oo [Toxyo,] December 10, 1951. 

| Subject : Digest of Japanese Foreign Office Views on the US Secu- 

| rity Forces - a OR RE 

| 1. Japanese Government Foreign Office has submitted the follow- | 

ing three sets of documents setting forth its views on the status of 

— US Security Forces: Be a 

| a. Yoshida’s letter to Ambassador Sebald, dated Oct 7, 19512 in 

| | which the Prime Minister requests the removal of GHQ from the 

| —eenter of Tokyo, and the release of specified port facilities, -ware- 

| houses, and business, residential, hospital, school, recreation and hotel 

| buildings, all presently under requisition. oe RES Ue 

b. A Foreign Office note, dated Nov 26, 1951,’ requesting restricted 

| use of land and sea maneuver areas for the Security Forces. a 

| ¢, A Japanese draft of. the agreement defining the legal status of 

; the US Security Forces in Japan.’ | we 

| 2. The Foreign Office suggests acceptance of its views because 1t 

- a. Form a permanent basis for US-Japanese friendship. _ SO 

| b. Achieve Security Pact objectives. o oe od | 

| c. Satisfy Japanese expectations. : ee 

| d. Assist in“internal politics’, oo 

| 3, A digest of the three Japanese documents is attached? ts” 

- | oe rr Jutus Bassin 

os [Attachment 2) , oo 3 

Subject: Brief—Foreign Office Note re ‘Legal Status of Garrison 

_ Troops”. ne | - ) eR 

| 1. The Japanese Government Foreign Office note of 26 Nov 51 sets 

| forth general observations on the implementation of Art IIT of the 

- | Security Pact, providing for the disposition of US forces in Japan. 

| | 2. During Diet deliberations the following questions and answers 

were exchanged : | _ cheer 

* Transmitted to Washington in telegram 721 of October 9, p. 1374. ae 

 2Wanded American representatives by Mr. Nishimura at a conversation held 

/ in Tokyo November 27 between Mr. Iguchi, Mr. Rusk, and other officials. (Memo- 

randum by Mr. Fraleigh not printed: 611.94/11-2751 ; the Japanese notes of 

. November 26 are in Tokyo post files, 320.1 BST.) 
| can 

| 3 Attachment 1, the digest of the Prime Minister’s letter, is not printed.
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@: Would US have extraterritorial rights in J apan? | | _ __A+ Since Security Pact does not provide for “bases” in J apan, the | 
US will have such privileges and immunities customarily given to 
forces stationed in foreign countries. — 

@.: Does the government agree that the privileges and immunities 
be limited to the Armed Forces and to their acts in line of duty ? 

A. This is a conclusion that could very well be reached by the two 
governments. 

| @: Is Art III of the Security Pact a “blank-check” provision ? 
A; If the administrative agreement affects the rights and duties 

of the Japanese, then such agreement will be concluded on condition _ that the Diet take any necessary legislative measures. | 

3. It is “vitally important” to respect the J apanese national senti- 
ment against extraterritoriality in the provisions relating to. judicial 
jurisdiction. | 

4, The Japanese Government considers it “most advisable” to fol- 
low the NATO pattern, since there is no fundamental difference be- 
tween the status of troops stationed in J apan and those in the NATO 
States. The fact that J apan has no troops does not affect the principles 
concerning the stationing of troops in foreign countries for mutual 
security. | | | 

d. The Japanese Government in answering critics and opponents 
to the Security Pact based its replies on the principles embodied in 
the NATO agreement. Therefore, from the Japanese internal political 
view point, it would be “most desirable” if the NATO agreement 

_ were adopted as the formula in Japan. | _ 
6. The Japanese Government submits a draft agreement for the 

“legal status” of the security forces. This agreement based on the | 
NATO formula includes the ratification clause because the “legal | status” of the US forces may be considered outside the scope of the 
conditions governing the disposition of US forces in Japan, as pro- 
vided for in Art III of the Security Pact. Such matters as areas, | facilities, expenses and the Joint committee are not included in the 
draft agreement but may be provided for in the administrative | agreement. | So | | a 7. The provision for joint cooperative emergency measures is not oe | included because the Security Treaty was concluded to provide for _ just such emergency and, therefore, is unnecessary in the adminis- 
trative-agreement. Oo | 

8. A digest of the Japanese draft agreement is attached. 

a oo Jutes Bassin.
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| 
| | | 

| | ee [Subattachment] as | 

| Dicest—J APANESE DRAFT Agreement re Lecan Status or US Tforces 

po | | IN JAPAN | | 

- ARTICLE I | a 

| Definitions. Ss : a , 

| - | on ARTICLE IL OO | 

_ Respect for Japanese Law. Armed Forces personnel shall respect 

Japanese laws and abstain trom political activity. Ao - 

| | | ARTICLE IIL | | 

| of mmigration. Armed Forces personnel are exempt from immigra- 

tion and alien registration regulations, and shall carry identity cards 

with them. The US shall advise J apan when Armed Forces personnel 

leave the service to remain.in Japan. a | | | 

oe ARTIC IV S 

| _ Driver's Licenses. Japan shall recognize US driving licenses issued 

to Armed Forces personnel. — a | Fe ee 

| | ARTICLE V Oe 

Service Vehicles. Service vehicles shall bear a distinctive mark. 

| oe oe ARTICLE VI 7 

. Weapons. Armed Forces personnel may carry weapons if under 

orders. oe | | OO 

| | ARTICLE VIL | | | 

- Criminal Jurisdiction. 1. US has the right to exercise criminal juris- | 

| diction in Japan over all persons subject to US military law. Japan 

has jurisdiction over Armed Forces personnel for offenses. committed 

/ in Japan. | | - 

| 9, US has exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to military 

law for offenses punishable by the US but not by Japanese law. Japan 

| has exclusive jurisdiction over Armed Forces personnel for offenses _ 

| punishable by Japanese law but not by US law. | re 

| 8. Where concurrent jurisdiction exists, US has primary jurisdic- 

tion over Armed Forces personnel for offenses against US property, 

security, or US personnel and, for offenses committed in line of duty. 

In all other cases Japan has primary jurisdiction. If primary juris- 

| diction is not exercised, the other Party shall be notified. The Party 

| with primary jurisdiction shall sympathetically consider a request 

for a waiver. Japan and US shall assist each other in arresting Armed — 

Forces personnel in Japan. Japan shall notify the US of the arrest of 

| | |
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any Armed Forces personnel. Armed Forces personnel in US custody __ | 
but subject to Japanese jurisdiction shall remain in US custody until 208 
charged by Japan. _ | ee | OO 

4. Japan and US shall assist each other in investigation of crimes 
and collection of evidence, and shall notify each other as to disposition _ 
of all cases where there is concurrent jurisdiction. 

5. The rules against double jeopardy shall apply. However, the US 
may retry Armed Forces personnel even though tried by the Japanese. 

_ 6. Armed Forces personnel prosecuted by Japan shall be entitled 
to basic rights accorded accused in criminal cases, such as speedy trial, 
right to cross-examine, counsel of his choice, interpreters, ete. 

7. Armed Forces may police the areas they occupy. Elsewhere, mili- 
tary police shall be used subject to arrangements with J apanese to 
maintain order among Armed Forces personnel. an 

. ARTICLE VIET : | 
_ Jurisdiction Over Japanese; Protection of US Property. US shall 
not exercise jurisdiction over nationals or residents in J apan. Japan 
shall enact necessary legislation to protect US property, and to punish 
Japanese nationals or residents who contravene such laws. a | 
Be ARTICLE IX | an 

— Claims and Civil Jurisdiction. 1. Except for losses due to hostilities, 
the US shall pay just compensation for damage to J apanese persons 
or property caused by Armed Forces personnel, if the claim is pre- 
sented within one year. A Japanese Government representative shall 
take part in the investigation of claims to determine the amount of 
compensation if any to be recommended for payment. Japanese courts 
shall have civil jurisdiction over all Armed Forces personnel for torts. 

2. Armed Forces personnel are not immune from J apanese civil 
jurisdiction; however, such personnel are immune from enforcement 
proceedings in matters arising from performance of official duties. | 

eon mo | 
| _ Logistics. National treatment is given to Armed Forces personnel 

for local purchases. Local supplies and local labor for Armed Forces 
shall be procured through Japanese authorities. J apanese laws shall 
be applicable to conditions of employment. Local labor personnel shall | 
not be regarded as Armed Forces personnel. Japan shall give favor- 
able consideration to Armed Forces personnel concerning transporta- | 
tion needs. This Art does not give Armed Forces personnel tax 
exemptions for purchases and services acquired under J apan’s fiscal 
regulations. we re , | |
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po a ARTICLE XI eee OL on EE 

| Tawes. The period during which a person is a member of the Armed 

| Forces shall not be included in computing any tax liability based on _ 

| residence or domicile in Japan. Armed Forces personnel are exempt 

from Japanese taxes on salaries, and movable property in Japan be- — 

cause of their temporary residency. Armed Forces personnel are sub- 

| ject to taxation if they engage in businessinJapan. 

| Be ARTICLE XII _ Oo 7 

- Gustoms. Except as otherwise provided, Armed Forces personnel 

are subject to Japanese custom laws. Japanese custom authorities 

may inspect their luggage and vehicles, and seize contraband. Service 

vehicles may be imported and exported free of duty and are exempt 

| from road taxes. Official documents are not subject to custom inspec- — i 

| | tion. Armed Forces supplies may be imported free of duty. Personal 

effects of Armed Forces personnel may be imported free of duty on 

original entry. Armed Forces personnel may import motor vehicles _ 

free of duty but may be subject to road taxes. Except as otherwise _ 

| exempted from duties in this ‘Article, other imports may be subject 

! to duty. Goods imported duty free may be re-exported freely but 

| shall not be disposed of in Japan by sale or gift except as authorized 

| by Japanese authorities. Goods purchased in Japan shall be exported 

| ~ only in accord with J apanese regulations. Fuel, oil and lubricants for 

| service vehicles, aircraft and vessels may be imported duty free. 

oe eas ARTICLE XUIT 0 Seon 

| Custom Enforcement. Japanese custom authorities may take neces- 

sary measures to prevent abuse of exemptions. Exemptions may be 

refused for imports of locally produced articles which have been 

| exported from Japan without payment of taxes or duties. CO 

| . oe ARTICLE XIV - - Oo 

Seizure of Property. Japan and US shall assist each other to pre- 

vent custom offenses and shall insure that articles subject to seizure 

are given to the Japanese authorities. The US shall render assistance 

to insure payment of taxes and customs due from Armed Forces per- 

sonnel. Armed Forces property not belonging to an individual, seized _ 

by Japanese custom authorities, shall be turned ‘over to the Armed 

Forces. | as a | 

| ARTICLE XV | Oo | 

Foreign Exchange. Armed Forces personnel shall be subject to — 

. Japanese and US foreign exchange regulations. a BO
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| | | ARTICLE XVI. a neat 
o eo, ; . oe: . 

| Amendments. Japan or US may request revision of the agreement. 

; aren xvi oe | | 

| Ratification. This agreement shall be ratified and instruments 
| thereof exchanged at Tokyo. The effective date is the date of exchange 

| of ratifications. eh oe Ma aa ee os so 
, Oo ARTICLE XVOI° - | 

: Termination. This agreement terminates when the Security Treaty : 

terminates. si a Oo . 

| | — [Attachment 3] | | 

| Subject: Brief—Use by US Forces of Bombing, Gunnery and | 
7 _ Maneuver Areas - Co 

| 1, A Japanese Foreign Office note of 26 Nov 51 points out that about 
| 1,500,000 Japanese depend on coastal fishing areas for a livelihood 
| and that denial to such areas would seriously affect their means of 
| livelihood, 
| 2. The note states that Japanese Government compensation to Japa- 
| nese fishermen for losses sustained from 1946-51 amounted to over 

554,000,000 yen and that approximately 651,000,000 yen have been 
| budgeted forthe 51-52 FY. =: OE na toe 
| 3. The Japanese Government requests the United States Govern- 
| ment to consider the following with regard to the establishment of 

sea maneuver areas: — ee | os 

| _ a. UScompensation for damages to fishing losses ; - 
: 6. Maximum limitation of sea areas and avoidance of coastal areas; 
| c. Non-interference with fishing and breeding grounds, lighthouses 
: and sheltering harbors. . 
| dad. Maneuvers should not coincide with fishing and breeding season, 
! be as short as possible, and be conducted at a time that will least affect — 
| fishing operations; - | | | | 

! _ e, Advise the Japanese Government of any restrictions on fishing 
| and navigation which may be caused by the sea exercises. Safety _ | 
| measures should be taken to avoid injury to fishing boats. 

| 4, Land maneuver areas should be limited as much as possible and 
| clearly marked. Farms, homes, or other Japanese installations within 

| a’ maneuver area, should not be removed except for military necessity. 
| However, when inhabitants of a land maneuver area are removed for 
| _ safety reasons, they should be allowed to reenter to harvest their crops, 
: ete oo | Oe | eo | 

| | J. Basstn 

| | | | | 
| | -
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| 794.0221/12-1151 | | | a 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Charles A. Fraleigh of the | 

Office of Northeast Asian Affairs | 

: SECRET [Wasuineton,] December 11, 1951. 

Subject: The Administrative Agreement with Japan oe | 

Participants: General Hamblen—Department of Defense 
| Mr. Earl Johnson—Department of Defense 

Mr. Nash—Department of Defense ” 
| , Mr. Young—Department of Defense * a 

Mr. Dean Rusk—FE 
Mr. U. A. Johnson—FE oc 

| Mr. C. A. Fraleigh—NA Oo | 

Timing | a | 

_ Mr. Rusk proposed that an executive department position on the 
Administrative Agreement be reached by the end of December, that 
the first two weeks of January be used for talks with members of 
Congress on the terms of the Agreement, and that negotiations with 
the Japanese be commenced in the middle of January. The effort will 
be made to complete the negotiation before ratification of the Peace 
Treaty by the Congress. The representatives of the Defense Depart- 
ment had no objection to this time table although they recognized 

: thatit wasanextremelytightone = © | a o 

Form of Agreement = | | | 

Mr. Rusk stated the proposal which he and General Hamblen had _ 
discussed with General Ridgway,* for the treatment of “Annex A”.5 | 

- In view of the fact that requirements of the United States security 

forces for facilities and areas in Japan would never be static, it was 
considered desirable to make no attempt to specify in the Adminis- 
trative Agreement these facilities and areas. Instead it. was proposed 
that. Article I of the Agreement provide that specific facilities and. 
areas be determined by the two Governments in consultation through 
the Joint.Committee provided for in the Agreement. There would 
be a letter of instruction to the Committee—perhaps not to be made 

-1Memorandum drafted December 12. It bears this marginal note: “OK as 
amended D[ean] R[usk].” : 7 oo 
_? Frank C. Nash, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs. : BS . | 

* Kenneth T. Young, Assistant to the Acting Diréctor, Office of Foreign Mili- 
tary Affairs. | 

* Apparently during Mr. Rusk’s visit to Tokyo, November 21-27. Records of 
these discussions have not been found in Department of State files. 

°No draft list of facilities and areas to be utilized by U.S. forces in Japan has 
- been found attached to any Department of State or Defense draft of the Ad- 

| ministrative Agreement made during 1951.
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| - public—which would state the principles governing the Committeein  __ 

| determining the facilities and areas to be used. In other words ques- 

| tions of policy affecting the choice of facilities and areas would be 

| handled on a governmental level, while the designation of particular 

| facilities and areas would be determined on a military level by the 

Committee. . . | 

| Assumptions on which the Agreement is to be Based | 

! There was a discussion of the question whether the Agreement should 

: be drafted on the assumption that hostilities have terminated in Korea 
| and on the assumption that the strength of our forces in Japan shall 

be increased to five divisions. The representatives of the Defense De- | 

| ' partment seemed to think that the continuance of hostilities in Korea | 

: could not be disregarded in the planning. In that event, it was the ~ 

| feeling of the State Department representatives, that it would be un- 

realistic to assume an increased strength of U.S. forces in Japan. It | 
| seemed to be generally conceded that perhaps the best approach was 
| merely to assume present conditions and to work out principles for 
| __ the disposition of the forces now in Japan. 7 am 

| Main Issues between State and Defense | a | 
| _. Mr. Rusk stated that the two main issues could be described as 

“downtown Tokyo andthe dependents”, ee 

| - On the question of dependents Mr. Rusk referred to the estimates 
| - from Tokyo that there would be 100,000 dependents in Japan requir- 
| ing approximately 42,000 housing units. Mr. Nash apparently was « 
! strongly opposed to the sending of large numbers of dependents to . 
| _ Japan both on the ground of the cost and on the ground of the prob- 

Tem of evacuation in the event of hostilities. Mr. Earl Johnson, how-_ - 
ever, emphasized the morale problem and the difficulty of rotating 

| troops fast enough in Japan to make it possible to send military per- 
| sonnel to Japan without their dependents. All agreed that the problem | 
| of dependents was world wide and that decisions had not yet been 
( reached on the sending of dependents to the NATO countries. | 

| Principles Applicable to the Determination of the Facilities and Areas 
, to be Used by the United States Forces Oo | 

| Mr. Rusk presented to the representatives of the Defense Depart- 
ment copies of his memorandum on the principles derived from foreign 

| policy considerations applicable to post treaty arrangements for U.S. 
| forces in Japan.* There was a discussion of the following item in the 
! - memorandum: | 

Location of FEC headquarters. It was recognized by both State and 
Defense representatives that this was one of the difficult issues. 

| * Not found in Department of State files. | 

| 538-617—77-—__91 | 
| 

| | a
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Mr. U. A. Johnson mentioned the possibility that headquarters might = 
be established in some place like Pershing Heights which was the 
former Japanese war ministry. The representatives of the Defense 
Department were shown a map of the downtown Tokyo metropolitan 3 
area, on which were indicated all the buildings now held by the occu- - 
pation forces. | : 

| Jurisdiction over United States Forces | | 
Mr. Rusk stated that State was working on a possible addition to 

its draft of the jurisdictional provision in which Japan would recog- 
nize that administrative convenience and cordial relations would be 
served, in the usual case, if each government undertook to maintain 

| discipline and to punish violations on the part of its own nationals, 
in consultation with the other. rr ) - 

General Hamblen recalled that in Italy there had been a hard and 
fast rule that the Italian Government could exercise jurisdiction over 
American military forces, but that as a matter of practice, offenders 
were always turned over to U.S. authorities for punishment. 

[Other?] Plans for Negotiation of Agreement 
General Hamblen stated that he thought that General Ridgway 

expected to negotiate not only for the designation of specific areas 
and facilities, but also for the other terms of the Administrative 
Agreement. The other representatives of the Defense Department _ 
thought that it would not be appropriate for General Ridgway toact 
as negotiator for the general provisions of the Administrative Agree- 
ment. Mr. Rusk suggested that during the course of this week State | 
and Defense put together a joint draft of the Administrative Agree- 
ment, and forward this agreement to General Ridgway stating that | 
it was the type of agreement which we proposed to negotiate and ask 
him for his comments. . | 

General Hamblen stated that both Generals Hickey and Ridgway 
| insisted that the military alone negotiate the terms of Annex A, or 

its equivalent. | 
Mr. Rusk referred to General Ridgway’s concern that SCAP’s posi- 

tion might be undermined if negotiations were conducted by other 
representatives of the U.S. Government. In order to preserve SCAP’s _ | 
position, it was planned that General Ridgway would write a letter _ 
to the Japanese Government authorizing that Government to nego- 

tiate the administrative agreement with the designated representatives | 
of this Government. | 
Program for Action | | | 

It was agreed that the effort should now be made to compare State 
| and Defense drafts of the Administrative Agreement and to work |
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out a joint draft.? Mr. Young presented a copy of the latest version 

of the Defense draft.? It was arranged that General Hamblen would , 
get in touch with Mr. Rusk about meetings to work out the joint 
draft. | 7 | | 

|  * See the draft under date of December 21, p. 1454. | | | a 
| 8’ Apparently the draft cited in footnote 3, p. 1405. a : 

693.94/12-1151 : Telegram | 7 oe 

: The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 

| Oo Secretary of State Se 
| 

| SECRET PRIORITY a Toxyo, December 11, 1951—7 p. m. 

| | Topad 1264. For Allison from Dulles. Dening conferred with me 
| lengthily this afternoon. Indicated Eden strongly opposed to Jap 

! action involving recognition of Chiang Kai-shek as Govt of China 
| but not opposed to restoration of normal peacetime trade relationship. 

I stated that our many relations with Japan, including not only 
| treaty ratification, but arrangements under treaties, posed question 

| of whether Japan’s foreign policy in Asia was parallel to ours or 
| . different from ours, and that reasons were mounting for some answer 

| to this question which wld be acceptable to Congress and that some 
: treaty arrangement with Chi Nationalists seemed to me only prac- 
| tical answer although I thought this need not involve any recognition 

! of Chiang as authorized to speak for and bind all China. I stated that 
: I might tomorrow discuss privately with Yoshida or Iguchi to de- 
| velop reaction fol which I wld communicate with him so that he eld 
3 report to his govt simultaneously with my report. Dening was ac- _ 
i quiescent this procedure but emphasized Japan’s growing sensitive- 
| ness to external pressure and implied he felt public statement by Sen- | 

ators here was not helping situation. | | 
| _ Sebald, Sparkman, Smith and I called on Yoshida but only | 

courtesies exchanged, with indication that more serious talk wld 
follow. | , | ) | 

| - Press conference participated in by Senators was in my opinion . 
| well handled and Senators’ statements on analysis carefully avoided 

| any suggested pressure on Japan but their actual words did not con- 
; ceal their strong feeling and perhaps that impression may be over- 
: emphasized in handling by the press. [Dulles. ] —— | 

: | | a | : _ SEBALD 

| _?Mr. Dulles had arrived in Tokyo December 10 together with Senators 
| Sparkman and Smith. 

| | 
| . 

| | : | 
| |
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894:501/12-1551 oe a 

_ Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

oo 7 | (Lovett) | oo | 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, 12 December 1951. | 

Subject: High-Level State-Defense Mission on Japanese Defense 
Forces | 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered your memorandum 
of 8 November 1951, subject as above, and submit herewith their views _ 
regarding the problems outlined in subparagraphs (a2) and (c) of 

_ the third paragraph thereof, with respect to the United States plan- 
ning assumptions that should be used by a High-Level Mission to | 

Japan to discuss Japanese rearmament and related problems. The 
views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff concerning the other matters raised — 
in your above-mentioned memorandum will be forwarded separately 
at an early date. | | | 

2. United States Planning Assumptions — - , 

a. 'That world conditions during the period of the next several — 
years will continue to be extremely critical and any attack on Japan 
by the Communist forces will occur with little warning. _ ihe 

6, That alignment of Japan with the free world is of vital im- = 
portance to the United States and the United States will continue to | 

participate in the defense of Japan. Oo 
c. That the Peace Treaty with Japan, the Security Treaty between 

the United States and Japan, and a satisfactory Administrative Agree- 
ment for implementation of the Security Treaty will go into effect | 
simultaneously. . | 

d. That the Japanese Constitution will be amended to authorize 
armed forces for the protection of Japan. | | 

e. That, for the next several years, there will be United States and 
Japanese military forces in the Far East, the one assisting the other 
in the preservation of peace and security in the Japan area. 

jf. ‘That the size, composition and time phasing of both the Japanese 
| defense forces and the United States armed forces in Japan will be _ 

mutually supporting and of sufficient flexibility to permit adjustments . 

to either peace or war. | 
g. That the United States will provide, subject to its world-wide 

commitments, priorities established by appropriate United States | 
authority, and availability of equipment and appropriated funds, the 

, bulk of the essential equipment required by the initial increments of 
_ the Japanese armed forces, and will foster and encourage the estab- 

* Not found in Department of State files.
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lishment of the means for production of appropriate equipment by | 
Japan. Such aid as the United States may furnish will be based on | 
the principle that Japan will provide maximum self-help in procuring 

needed equipment and supplies to support her armed forces. ees | 
| h. That the forces to be designated for the defense of Japan by 
| either the United States or Japan will be revised from time to time, 
| based upon a reasonable estimate of the world situation, the state of 
| readiness of the forces concerned, and enemy capabilities. __ . 
: 4 That Japan, after the Treaty of Peace comes into force, will con- 
| tinue to lend assistance to the United Nations actions in and about 
| Japan, and will abide by the United Nations Resolution of 1 February __ 

| 1951, to refrain from the giving of assistance to aggressor nations, 
| ‘In accordance with the terms of the United States-Japanese exchange | 
| of notes of 8 September 1951. | oe 

| 8. United States Forces in Japan | 
a. Mission = | — 7 

| _ (1) To contribute to the maintenance of international peace and — 
__-_- security and support United States policies in the Far East. | 
be (2) To support the United Nations operations in Korea. 
| (8) Prior to ratification of the Security Treaty and in cooperation | 

| with the Japanese, to maintain the security of Japan against armed —_y 
| attack from without and/or from internal riots and disturbances. 
| _ (4) Discharge United States occupation responsibilities in Japan 
| pending ratification of the Peace Treaty. | | 
| _ (5) Upon ratification of the Security Treaty by both governments, 
| _ to contribute to the maintenance of the security of Japan in accord- 
| ance with the terms of the Treaty. — er ane 
| (6) To support other Unified Commanders in accordance with the 

| Unified Command Plan. : AT 
i (7) To maintain the security of Japan as an over-riding mission. 
: b. Size oo | / | | 
! _ In the event that an armistice in Korea is concluded, certain of the 
, forces now in Korea may be redeployed to Japan. The Joint Chiefs | 

| of Staff will determine in light. of then existing conditions the U.S. 
| force levels to be retained inthe Far East. a | 
| | c. Time Phasing | 
| U.S. forces in Japan will be maintained at a level so that their 
| strength, combined with Japanese forces, is reasonably adequate for 

| the defense of Japan. While the growth of Japanese security forces | 

| will not determine the strength of U.S. forces in the Japan area, it is 
likely that as Japanese forces continue to gain strength, U.S. forces 

: may be redeployed. No time table for redeployment, however, can be 
safely established now. | 

, |
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4. Japanese Defense Forces 

a. Mission 
(1) In cooperation with the United States, to contribute to and | 

support United Nations action and policies in furtherance of world 
peace and security and the deterrence of aggression in the Japan area. — 

| (2) In collaboration and cooperation with United States forces to | 
maintain the security of Japan from external aggression. 

(3) To maintain the internal security of Japan against riots and 
disturbances, with United States assistance as provided for by the — 
terms of paragraph 1 of the Security Treaty between the United States 
and Japan. | 

(4) To assume an ever-increasing responsibility for the defense 
of Japan against direct or indirect aggression. __ | | | 

b. Size | 
The Japanese National Police Reserve will be expanded to a balanced 

ten-division Japanese national ground force. Initially the United | 
States will provide the necessary air and naval forces for the ac- | 
complishment of the mission of both the United States and Japanese 
forces in the area and will be assisted by the Japanese defense forces, _ 
subject to the limitations specified in the Japanese Security Treaty. 
Tt is assumed that the Japanese will accept an ever-increasing re- 
sponsibility for the defense of Japan, to include defensive air and _ 
naval arms. . | a 

c. Composition (Major Units) | 
(1) Ferst Phase | | 

Army (Personnel Strength—300,000) | | 
10 Divisions - | 

38 Armored Cavalry Regiments 
12 AAA (AW) Battalions (SP) 
7 AAA (AW) Battalions — 

| 21 AAA Gun Battalions | 
Other combat field artillery, chemical, tank, and engineer | 

| battalions as required for support. 
Navy | 

10 Patrol Frigates | : 
| 50 Landing Ships Support (large) | 

Ships made available from the Japanese Maritime 
_ Safety Agency. i | 
Air Force | 

One squadron of fighter-bomber aircraft, one tactical re- 
| connaissance squadron, and other units as required for 

support. 

(2) Later Phases 

oe Army | 
No major increase over the forces listed in subparagraph 

4¢ (1) above. |
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| Navy | | ) 
Indeterminate. (Should include a minimum of 15 AM/ 

| | AMS and 1 Patrol Squadron (ASW) (U.E. 12 a/c) in addi- 
| | tion to the 10 PF’s, 50 LSSL’s and Maritime Safety Agency 
| ships listed in subparagraph 4 ¢ (1) above. These forces con- 

- gtitute only the nucleus of a Japanese defensive naval force.) 
Air Force a 

6 Fighter Interceptor Squadrons | 
| 12 Fighter-Bomber Squadrons | 
| | 3 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadrons , . | 
| | 6 Transport Squadrons | 

-§, Mutual Aid and Self-help | a | 
( _ The industrial capacity of Japan is potentially capable of producing 
| a large portion of the weapons and equipment required for the 
| Japanese armed forces as well as numerous items for the United 
: States military assistance programs in Southeast Asia and the United . 

: States armed forces in the Far East. Japan’s large military industrial 
-_- potential must be denied to the Communists. In order to harness this | 
| potential to the benefit of the free world the United States should _ 
| exert strong influence to the end that Japanese military production | 
| will be complementary to that of the United States. The United States, 
| through allocation of materials, appropriate trade agreements, finan- ’ 
: cial aid and collaboration with the Japanese, could and should exercise 

| strong influence toward determining the type, quantity, and design 
of items produced. This would permit the development and standard- 

_» ization of equipment most suitable for the forces operating in Asia 
and capable of being produced in the area. At the same time, deter- 

| mination of items to be produced can be made to serve as a control 
! to prevent Japanese military expansion from getting out of hand. 
| Desired realization of this Japanese potential will require the fullest _ 
: possible economic, political, and military coordination between the 
| two nations. The formation of a special agency to influence and co- 
: ordinate this effort may be necessary. | | 

i 6. Implementation of United States-Japanese Notes of 8 September 
| (1961? oe | | | 

| a. The Note of 8 September 1951 by the Prime Minister of Japan | 
| provides that “if and when the forces of a Member or Members of the 
: United Nations are engaged in any United Nations action in the Far | 

| Kast after the Treaty of Peace comes into force, Japan will permit 
| and facilitate the support in and about Japan, by the Member or 
_ Members of the forces engaged in such United Nations action.” Article 
, IT of the Security Treaty provides that, without the prior consent 

of the United States, Japan will not grant “. .. any bases or any 

| * See editorial note, p. 1339. | : 

| 
| ; 

| |
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rights, powers or authority whatsoever, in or relating to bases or the 
right of garrison or of maneuver, or transit of ground, air, or naval — 
forces to any third power.” Consequently, implementation of the 
United States-Japanese Notes will require prior United States ap- 
proval for any assistance Japan may render to other United Nations _ 

forces operating within the purview of Article II cited above. 
6. It would be advisable for the Commander in Chief Far East to | 

arrange with the Japanese Government that the procurement of sup- 
plies desired by military forces of the United Nations member nations 
be placed under his central direction in order to ensure orderly pro- 

curement processes. OO | 
c. Although the United Nations General Assembly Resolution of _ 

1 February 1951 calls upon all states to lend every assistance to the 
United Nations action in Korea, and Japan has agreed to permit and , 

. facilitate the support in and about Japan by United Nations forces | 
engaged in this action, the question regarding the active use of Japa- | 

nese military forces should be held in abeyance pending future politi- 
cal and military developments. | | 

7. Post-Treaty Military Assistance Subsequent to Fiscal Year 1953 

In view of the anticipated international situation, the strategic im- 
portance of the area to the United States, and the inability of Japan 
by Fiscal Year 1954 to mobilize and equip military forces for an | 
adequate defense of Japan, the following planning assumptions appear => 
valid: 2 ) : 

a. The general assumptions stated in paragraph 2 above. : 
6. During Fiscal Year 1954 the United States, by means of the 

Mutual Security Program, will assist in the development of the Japa- 
nese armed forces. — | 

ce. Should further assistance be deemed necessary, consistent with 
our national interests and security, upon termination of the Mutual 

— Security Act of 1951 (30 June 1954) ,? such assistance will be author- 
ized by additional legislation. / , | 

_ For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

Hoyt S. VANDENBERG | 
Chief of Staff, United States Air Force — 

® Approved October 10. For text, see 65 Stat. 373. re | 

| Editorial Note _ Os 

In telegram Topad 1274 from Tokyo, December 13, marked “For | 
Allison from Dulles”, the latter transmitted the text of a draft agree- 
ment concerning the establishment of normal relations between the _ 
Government of Japan and the National Government of the Republic 
of China. The draft provided for the establishment of normal inter-



course between the territory of Japan on the one hand and Fr ormosa 

| and the Pescadores on the other, and for the exchange of special envoys 
between the two governments. This brief Japanese draft contained 
several other provisions, as well as the stipulation that the agreement, 
which was to go into effect upon signature, was not to be signed until 

_ the first coming into force of the Treaty of Peace with Japan. ee 
| “Mr. Dulles stated that Mr. Yoshida had presented the draft to him 
| that day “presumably as result of efforts talk with Iguchi but prior 
| to reading of memo embodied in mytel 1273 Dec 13”. Topad 1274 is 

| _ filed under 693.94/12-1851. For Topad 1278, seewnfra. | 

: 611.94 /12-1851 : Telegram | | ee | 

_-‘The United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the 
| bo —. Seeretary of State a 

| SECRET PRIORITY Toxyo, December 13, 1951—7 p. m. 

| ~Topad 1278. For Allison from Dulles. Fol is text of memo which 
| I read to Yoshida and Iguchi at conf today and also read to Dening | 

subsequently : | : 

| Begin verbatim text. In connection with prospective treaty ratifi- 
| cation proceedings in United States, and prospective implementation 
| of treaties in relation to such matters as admin agreement, costs of se- a 
| eurity forces, settlement of post-war indebtedness, admin of Ryukyus, ~ 
| Bonins, etc., the United States Senate, Congress and Amer people | 
| generally, will insistently want to know whether Jap Govt intends 
| pursue foreign policies in Asia which are generally compatible with 
| those of United States, or whether it must be assumed that Jap may - 
| pursue foreign policies incompatible with those of United States. This - 
: poses particularly difficult problem in relation Chi where San Fran 
| peace treaty left 1t to Japan to work out peace relations with Chi. 
| _ Essential facts are that Natl Govt of Chi is recognized as lawful | 
: govt of Chi by United States and by large majority of members of | 
| United Nations; it has seat, voice and vote of Chi in United Nations, 
| which includes in Security Council veto power over Jap prospective 
| membership; it has jurisdiction over Formosa and large Chi Army 
| there; and controls trade between Formosa and Japan, which is very 
| important to Japan. The Nat] Govt of Chi controls important link 
| in so-called “off-shore island chain” of which Japan, Ryukyus and 

! Philippines, for other links, all of which, from strategic and security _ 
standpoint are interdependent and need to be cooperative. — 

__. On other hand, Natl Govt has lost de facto control over Chi main- 
_ land and Commie regime on mainland has been recognized by number ee 
! of countries, including United Kingdom. Commie regime, however, 
| stands condemned as aggressor by United Nations, it is mounting in 
| North Korea a major mil threat to South Korea and Japan, and is 

backing Jap Commie Party in seeking violent overthrow of present 
| constitutional system and govtin Japan. | a | 

| | .
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Under these circumstances it is suggested that Jap interest might 
best be served if Jap Govt were to negotiate with Natl Govt of Chi 
with view arranging that fol coming into force of multilateral treaty | 
of peace there shld also be brought into force bilateral treaty with 
Natl Govt of Chi which wld restore peace and reestablish relations 
along lines of multilateral treaty, but with understanding, to be 
officially recorded, that applicability of bilateral treaty is to territories 
under actual control of contracting parties. In other words, Natl 
Govt wld be dealt with on basis of its de facto actual control, avoid- 
ing assumption that it is now in position to speak for and bind all Chi. 

This wld leave for future development the relations between Japan 
and any area Chi not under actual control of Natl Govt. | | 

Jt not known whether Natl Govt of Chi wld find above formula 
acceptable, but Govt of United States wld consider exploring this, if 
by so doing it might contribute to result which wld enable United 
States cooperate without reserve to assist Japan in many vital areas _ 
where this cooperation desirable in post-treaty era, and if as hoped, 
this wld be formula which cld be reconciled with present divergence 
policy between United Kingdom and United States. Hind verbatim 
ent. 

| [Dulles | 
| SEBALD 

611.94/12-1451 : Telegram | | ae 

Lhe United States Political Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) to the Secre- — 

tary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY -_ Toxyo, December 14,1951—3 p.m. 

| Topad 1279. For Allison from Dulles. Yoshida in response to read- _ 
ing of memo reported my 1273 stated he had no objection in principle 
to fol course suggested but showed obvious reluctance to take this 

course if UK strongly opposed. He pleaded strongly for supreme effort 
by US to bring about agreement with UK on FE and China policies, 
stating that country like Japan in almost impossible position when 
confronted by major difference between two leading nations of free 

| world. (Although Yoshida did not mention it in this connection other 
indications are that Japan greatly worried by Brit control of their 
trade in Southeast Asia and Africa through control of sterling bloc 
Japan having already accumulated sterling currency which cannot 
presently be used to best advantage. Under current payments agree- _ 

_ ment Brit have capability of severely restricting and channeling | 
Japan’s trade with sterling and transferable account area.) I stated 
I wld bring to attention of Secretary desirability ‘endeavoring to 
secure common policy as part of prospective discussions with |. 
Churchill. | : 

| Yoshida renewed suggestion that Japan might be able to play im- 
portant role in weaning China away from domination by Sov polit-
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_ buro. I spent considerable. time developing nature of Sov Commie | 
- threat and fanatic ideological unity, expressing as my opinion that | 
this unity only broken by augmenting the hardships of continued ac- 

| ceptance Sov domination and not by granting concessions which wld | 

| make life easier. [Dulles.] | as a 7 
| | | Mae _ SEBALD 

| 894.501/12-1551 - | a | a | 

_ The Acting Secretary of Defense (Foster) to the Secretary of State oo 

| TOP SECRET | : _ Wasutneton, 15 December 1951. 

| Dear Mr. Secretary: The Department of Defense has carefully 
| considered the second proposal contained in the letter of 28 September | 

| 19511 from the Acting Secretary of State to the effect that a high- 
| level State-~Defense mission proceed to Japan at an early date to dis- 
| cuss with Japanese officials their plans for Japanese rearmament, and 
_, that the negotiation of the Administrative Agreement might provide _ 
_ an appropriate context for such discussions. I wish to submit the 
| following comments and recommendations on this proposal along the 
| general line that the important discussions with the Japanese Govern- a 
| ment on rearmament should be kept separate from the negotiation of 

the Administrative Agreement. CES Ng dune ier | 
The Department of Defense, of course, is vitally concerned in de- 

: veloping sound relationships with Japan on security matters, which 
| is the general purpose of the second proposal in the above letter. 

Both the United States and Japanese Governments should carefully 
| consider the size, composition and organization of Japanese defense 
| forces. Since the United States Government should have a full under- 
| standing of the plans of the Japanese Government for its own defense, | 
| it is important to undertake discussions for this purpose in the next 
| few months. _ | od 
| _ However, before informal or formal discussions on this subject with 
! Japanese authorities can take place, it is mandatory for the United | 
| States to establish a firm position with respect to all substantive mat- 
| ters bearing on the subject of the rearmament of Japan. The Depart- 

| ment of Defense is now studying several military questions regarding | 
: this subject. I seriously doubt that a firm position on Japanese re- 
| armament can be achieved in the short time, according to present 
|. plans, before negotiations begin with the Japanese Government on the | | 
| Administrative Agreement. |’ Oo | | 
| When the appropriate time comes, General Ridgway can do much 
| to lay the groundwork with the Japanese Government by informal 

| * See footnote 7, p. 1361. | , | 

| | 

|
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discussions in advance of any formal negotiations. Such negotiations 

should not be undertaken until these informal discussions have been oh 

completed. If a group is sent to Japan in connection with Japanese 

rearmament, the function of this trip should be to advise and assist 

General Ridgway in the conduct of formal discussions with the Japa- 

nese Government authorities on this subject. | 

The question of a Japanese Ministry of Defense, or some appro- | 

priate organization for handling Japanese defense forces in connection 

with U.S. security dispositions in Japan, may be a question related to 

Japanese rearmament that might arise during the negotiation of the 

Administrative Agreement. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the | 

| opinion that a central agency on a cabinet level is essential in order 

to permit the Japanese Government to exercise proper supervision 

and control of the activities of its armed forces. It is considered that _ 

a Ministry of Defense in which the military is made subordinate to 

civilian control and which would be subject to constitutional checks 

and balances, would be appropriate for this purpose. Moreover, an 

arrangement of this kind would at the same time provide the desir- 

able safeguards to preclude the Japanese military authorities from 

assuming political prerogatives. | 

In the light of the foregoing, the Department of Defense makes the 

: following recommendations, all from the military point of view: | 

(a) The Mission to negotiate the Administrative Agreement should 

not be authorized to initiate formal discussions with Japanese Govern- 

ment authorities regarding Japanese rearmament and the size and 

composition of the armed forces contemplated ; | 

a (6) At such time (see subparagraph (c) below) as it may become 

appropriate to initiate formal discussions regarding Japanese rearma- 

ment and the size and composition of the armed forces contemplated, 

a separate group of United States military representatives should be 

designated to report to General Ridgway in order to assist him in these 

discussions 5 | : 

(c) Formal discussions regarding Japanese rearmament and the | 

size and composition of the forces contemplated should not be under- 

taken until General Ridgway has completed necessary informal dis- 

cussions with Japanese Government authorities ; a : 

- (d) It would be desirable for the Japanese Government eventually 

to establish a Ministry of Defense in which the military is made sub- 

ordinate to the civilian control and which would be subject to the | 

checks and balances provided by the Japanese constitution; and 

(e) The Mission to negotiate the Administrative Agreement should 

- not initiate discussions regarding the establishment of a Ministry of 

Defense. However, if this subject is advanced by the Japanese Gov- 

ernment authorities, that Mission should present, in general terms, the 

advantages which would accompany the establishment of such a 

Ministry organized as indicated above. 

Sincerely yours, Wuuatam C. Fosrer
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| _ Department of Defense Files : Telegram a | 

The Chief of Staff, United States Army (Collins) to the Commander | 
/ a  mChief, Far Kast (Ridgway) es 

| TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, December 17, 1951. 

| — DA 89795. From Chief of Staff. | 
—— 1. US support of JNPR has been conditioned upon the avail of 

_ US funds and materiel and maximum self help by Japan. Past and 
| current budgets do not provide adequate funds for all important Army 
: programs and production of items for which funds are avail is far 
| behind schedule. Therefore US support of JNPR cannot be provided 
| as previously contemplated and an immediate re-examination of plan- 

| ning and implementing actions must be made to bring program in line 
i with fund and production capabilities. 
| 2. Approx $228,556,500 has been appropriated by Congress in FY 
| 51and FY 52 Army appropriations for the JNPR program. No funds. 
| avail in FY 52 MDAP appropriation. JNPR program has been Oo 
_. deleted from both Mil Sec Program and Army FY 53 budgets. Effort 
! being made to restore program in some FY 53 budget. In the mean- 
| time you must plan for next yr for development of the JNPR with 

| funds now available. , . | 
| 8. Estimate that approx $185,000,000 has been obligated for ma- 
/ teriel furnished or scheduled for shipment in near future from Con- 
| tinental US sources for special FECOM reserve in accordance with 
| ~ your requests (costs do not include approx $22,000,000 for general 
: purpose vehicles and tank mounted bulldozers which are not imme- 
. diately avail). An unknown amount has also been furnished direct | | 
| from FECOM stocks. An allocation of not to exceed $28,850,000 will - 
| be made shortly by radio for mortar production in Japan for JNPR 
: re CINCFE msg C 55587, 22 Oct. Therefore likely that unobligated : 

: balance is relatively small. | a 

| 4, Therefore essential to re-examine planned organization and | 
| equipping of JNPR and accomplish necessary adjustments in pro- 
| gramming for this force. After considering facts indicated this msg 
| request submission alternate plan for development of JNPR to | 

| include: | | | | | | 

| a. General description of composition and phasing of force which | 
( can be developed with US funds now available and Japanese funds 
| likely to be made aval. | 

_ 6. Recommendations as to how remaining US funds are to be ex- 
! pended including recommendations concerning materiel previously re- 
! quested from the Continental US for the 4 Division Force which has | 
| not yet been shipped. | 

| * Not printed. | | | | 

| 538-617-7792 | | 
| 
| | : :
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5. Following factors should be considered in your analysis: In- __ 
| creased utilization of a portion of the dollar funds avail from US FY  __ 

51 and FY 52 appropriations for initial orders on Japanese industry __ 
for production of small arms and other armament (in addition to | 
mortar program now being authorized) ; deletion or reduction of re- 
quirement for heavy expensive equipment, e.g., tank mounted dozers; 
procurement by Japan with Yen from Japanese Budget of general | 
purpose vehicles and similar equipment originally intended to come _ 
from US sources; and substitution of more economical but acceptable 
substitute and non-standard types US equipment for items previously 
scheduled for issue (in last category are the following examples of 
items that are available here at a relatively small percentage of first 
cost plus charges for packing, handling and transportation expenses: 
450 M-5 tanks ; 2500 guns, 87mm, M-9 and M—10; 1118 carriage, motor, : 

| M18-items would be supplied less spare parts and in most cases major | 
overhaul will be required. This would require Japan to make spare 
parts and to perform overhaul as is not being done for many types of 
US equipment in Big 5 and Big 9 operations). | 

6. If funds available in FY 53 only permit the equipping of 10 

Divisions on an austere and perhaps ineffectual basis you may desire to | 
consider other plans for size and equipment of JNPR in FY 58; eg. © 
Completely equipping a number of divisions less than 10 which can | 
be supported with funds available; or completely equipping 4 Di- — 
visions and use of remaining funds for providing training equipment 
on an austere basis for not more than. 6 additional divisions. These 
plans should not be made in expectation that JCS objective of 10 | 

_ Japanese Divisions will be changed. Continuing efforts will be made 
to secure necessary funds. In interim, however, it is desirable to utilize 
available funds so that: 

qa. Tf no additional funds are secured for JNPR, then best use will 
have been made of funds already available. | 

6. If additional funds are secured for JNPR, then they can be 
utilized without any disadvantage having been incurred as a result 
of interim action taken as a result of this message. 

7. To ensure that value of support furnished JNPR from US | 
| sources not paid for by Japanese does not exceed total funds ap- | 

propriated fiscal accounting must be established. Consider that this _ 
can best be done by you with periodic reports being submitted to DA. 
Separate DA radio will discuss details of such continuing control. 
Pending this, request that following information be submitted | 

soonest : 

_ @. Dollars expended in Japan for initiating Japanese production 
for JNPR or for other JNPR purposes, indicating programs and/or 
items for which funds expended. 

6. The dollar value of all items held in reserve for or loaned to the
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JNPR from FECOM stocks, excluding special FECOM reserve ship- 
| ments from ZI. oe | 

8. In determining costs following criteria should be followed : | | 

a. All materiel furnished by the US from any source (including 
items furnished from FEC stocks or procured locally with US funds 

| since inception of Japanese police program) should be priced. _ | | 
| _ 6. Costs should be based on present MDAP pricing formula inelud- 

ing appropriate packing, handling and transportation costs. (See 
Para 98D, supply supplement, 1 Nov} . 

c. Cost of materiel held in reserves, including “heavy equipment,” 
! should be included. | 

| 9. For planning purposes it can be assumed that materiel for any i 
| ‘major expansion of JNPR beyond what will come from funds now 

available must come from following principal sources: > ; : : 

| a World War II type equipment now being used by US forces in | 
| Korea, if and when that operation is completed and US forces are | 
| redeployed. Used equipment except for items in critical supply could 
| be turned over to JNPR at MDAP prices to the extent that FY 54 
| funds (either Defense or MDAP) are made available. n 7 
| 6. US equipment procured with funds we hope to secure in some 

US FY 54 appropriation when US production will have caught up 
with requirements for regular Army and MDAP-estimated to be | 

| during FY 54. Lob . oe - | 
| ce. Japanese production utilizing Japanese funds. US funds now 

available for JNPR and not yet obligated (or US funds which may | 
: be secured in FY 53 or FY 54) mignt be used to initiate production or | 
| to procure raw materials not available for yen. 7 

! 10. Advise ETA alternate plan. Pending recommendation Para 40 | 
| above no changes will be made in scheduled shipments from Con- 

| tinental US for special FECOM Reserve. | 
11. This radio does not affect previous request for estimate 

of phased material requirements for overall balanced force of 10 D1- 
visions which will be used for budget purposes (early arrival of this 

: estimate will materially assist US in current budget actions—see 

| Para2above). ee, ee 

| Lot 540498 os oo 

| M emorandum of Conversation, by the United States Political — 
| - | _ Adviser to SCAP (Sebald) o ee 

| SECRET | | | Toxyo, December 18, 1951. | 

! Subject: Japanese Relations with Chinese Nationalist Government. | | 

Participants: Prime Minister Yoshida _ | | 7 
, | — - Mr. Sadao Iguchi, Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 

Ambassador John Foster Dulles | | 
| Ambassador W. J. Sebald . 
| . 
| oe | 

| 7 | |
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Ambassador Dulles explained to the Prime Minister some of the — 
difficulties which he anticipates will arise in the Senate in connection 

_ with the ratification of the Peace Treaty and, especially, the necessity 
for an early resolution on the part of Japan of the China problem. 
He stated that he had prepared a letter, essentially embodying the 
present Japanese position, which he suggested that Prime Minister 

Yoshida might send to him soon. | | 
Mr. Dulles explained that he had thoroughly discussed the letter 

with Senators Smith and Sparkman who felt that such a letter from 
Mr. Yoshida would be the minimum without which it would probably 

| be impossible to obtain ratification of the Treaty. | . 
(Copies of the proposed letter’ were then handed to the Prime 

Minister and to Mr. Iguchi, who carefully read its contents. Mr. Dulles 
also explained the contents of the letter after they had completed read- | 
ing it.) | : | 

| The Prime Minister said that he saw no objection to writing such a 
_ letter but he wished to know when negotiations should be taken up — 
with the National Government of China. Ambassador Dulles replied 
that the purpose of the letter is to have it in hand for future publi- 
cation, and that under no circumstances would it be made public until 
the Prime Minister had been advised that this would be done. He said 
that in any event the letter would not be published until after the con- 
versations with Messrs. Churchill and Eden in Washington,? at which 

| time it was hoped that the United States would be successful in chang- 
ing the British attitude toward China. He wished it to be clearly — 
understood that even if the British do not change their attitude, the | 

| United States would take the “blame”, so that Japan would not be | 
subject to counteraction on the part of the British, although he failed 

_ to see how the British could apply pressure on Japan at this time. ) 
In consequence of further discussion, it was agreed: (1) that the | 

| Prime Minister would address the letter to Ambassador Dulles and 
send it to Ambassador Sebald at an appropriate time; and (2) that | 
the existence of the letter should remain confidential until such time 

_ as Prime Minister Yoshida is advised that it is about to be made public. 
Prime Minister Yoshida said it would be necessary for him to | 

prepare public opinion in Japan based upon the contents of the letter. © 
Mr. Yoshida said he wanted to speak of another subject, and raised 

_ the possibility of showing a continuing economic interest by the United _ 

States in Japan, e.g., a Government loan, in order to still opposition 
eriticism that the Security Treaty is a one-sided affair and that Japan 

1 Infra. . 
? Documentation regarding the visit, which in the case of Mr. Churchill lasted 

Berti anuary 5 through 19, will appear in a forthcoming volume of Foreign.
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| might, in the not too distant future, be abandoned by the United States | 
| when it serves the purpose of the United States to doso. | 

— a | W. J. SEBALD 

| Lot 54D423 : 

Copy of Draft Letter Handed the Prime Minister of Japan (Yoshida) | 
by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) a 

| | | [Toxyo, | December 18, 1951. 

bo Drar Mr. ———-——: While the Japanese Peace Treaty and the 
| -U.S.-Japan Security Treaty were being debated in the House of Rep- 

resentatives and the House of Councillors of the Diet, a number of 
| questions were put and statements made relative to Japan’s future 
| _ policy toward China. Some of the statements, separated from their 
| context and background, gave rise to misapprehensions which I should 
| liketoclearup. | 
| The Japanese Government desires ultimately to have a full measure 
| of political peace and commercial intercourse with China which is 
| Japan’s close neighbor. . a | 

At the present time it is, we hope, possible to develop that kind of 
| relationship with the National Government of the Republic of China, | 
po which has the seat, voice and vote of China in the United Nations, 
| which exercises actual governmental authority over certain territory, 
| and which maintains diplomatic relations with most of the members 
| of the United Nations. To that end my Government on November 17, . 
| 1951, established a Japanese Government Overseas Agency in For- , 
_ - mosa, accredited to the National Government of China. This is the 

highest form of relationship with other countries which is now per- 
mitted to Japan, pending the coming into force of the multilateral 

| Treaty of Peace. The Japanese Government Overseas Agency in 
| Formosa is important in its personnel, reflecting the importance which __ 
| my government attaches to relations with the National Government 
_ of the Republic of China. My government is prepared as soon as 
| legally possible to conclude with the National Government of China, 

| _if that government so desires, a Treaty which will reestablish normal | 
| relations between our governments in conformity with the principles 
| Set out in the multilateral Treaty of Peace, the terms of such bilateral 
| treaty to be applicable as regards the territories now or hereafter 
| under the actual control of the Japanese and Chinese National Gov- 

? Draft is initialed “JFD.” in a hand not Mr. Dulles’. Several marginalia and 
- interpolations appear on this copy, on which is also written “used for revision” 

_ in an unidentified hand. The marginalia are not reproduced here since they ~ 
convert the draft into the final text of the letter, printed under date of | 
December 24, p. 1466. . 

|
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ernments. We will at once explore this subject with the National — 

Government of China. OS 

As regards the Chinese Communist regime, that regime stands 

condemned by the United Nations of being an aggressor and in con- 

sequence, the United Nations has recommended certain measures 

against that regime, in which Japan is now concurring and expects — 

to continue to concur when the multilateral Treaty of Peace comes 

into force pursuant to the provisions of Article 5(a) (iii), whereby 

Japan has undertaken “to give the United Nations every assistance in 

any action it takes in accordance with the Charter and to refrain 

from giving assistance to any State against which the United Na- | 

tions may take preventive or enforcement action”. Furthermore, the 

Communist regime in China is backing the Japan Communist Party 

in its program of seeking violently to overthrow the constitutional sys- 

tem and the present Government of Japan. In view of these considera- 

tions, I can assure you that the Japanese Government has no intention 

to conclude a bilateral Treaty with the Communist regime of China. 

[Attachment 1]? 

ca | OBSERVATIONS its” 

1. Page 1, para. 3,tine9 — oe oe Sos | 

The words “accredited to the National Government .. .” should 

read “with the consent of the National Government”. (The Japanese | 

Government Overseas Agency is not a diplomatic Organ accredited to 

any Government)*® ee , 

9. Page 2, lune 6 - 

The words “Normal relations between our Governments .. .” | 

should read “Normal relations between the two Governments”.* | 

8. Page 2, lines 7 through 11 ae 

The whole sentence should be reduced as follows: | 

| “The terms of such bilateral treaty, so far as it concerns the Chinese 

National Government, are to be applicable as regards the territories 

now or hereafter under the actual control of that Government. We 

will promptly explore this subject with the National Government of 

~ China.[’’] 4 | | 

4, Page 2, para. 2 | | 

| The beginning of this paragraph should read as follows: 

“As regards the Chinese Communist regime, that regime stands 

actually condemned. . .”° | | 

2This undated attachment is apparently a copy of a Japanese document. 

3“Ok” ig written in the margin beside this paragraph in an unidentified hand. 

4«“See our counter text” is written in the margin beside this paragraph in an 

unidentified hand. See footnote 6 below.
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5. Page 2, para. 2, line 12 

The sentence should be reduced as follows: 

[“|Furthermore, the Sino-Soviet Treaty of friendship, alliance and 

mutual assistance concluded in Moscow in 1950 is virtually a nulitary 

alliance aimed against Japan. In fact there are many reasons to believe 

that the Communist regime in China is backing. . . .{7]° 

fAttachment 2] 

“The terms of such bilateral treaty shall, in respect of the Republic 

of China, be applicable to all territories which are now, or which 

may hereafter be, under the control of the National Government of 

the Republic of China.” ° 

5“Ok” is written in the margin beside this paragraph in an unidentified hand. 

6“ #3" is written in the margin of this attachment in an unidentified hand. 

This attachment is the “counter text” referred to in footnote 4 above. 

Smith Papers 

Unsigned Memorandum of C onversation * 

Virsroranpum Asovur Drecemper 18, 195[1] mv Tokyo rn CONVERSATION 

HAS? nap Wrru Priie Minister Yosuwwa or JAPAN 

FLAS had a special conference with Prime Minister Yoshida at a 

dinner which the Prime Minister gave to the Dulles-Sparkman—Smith 

party. Yoshida in a private conversation with HAS sent his special 

regards to General MacArthur. He said that General MacArthur 

saved the Royal household in Japan and this made the Japanese people 

eternally grateful to the people of the United States. He went out 

of his way to ask me to express to General MacArthur, which I have 

done in a personal letter, his high regard for him. 

Yoshida in discussing the policy with regard to China and whether 

Japan should recognize Communist China, or Nationalist China, ex- 

pressed the view that he was embarrassed because the U.S. and Great 

Britain had different policies. He pointed out that Britain recognized 

Communist China and wanted Japan to ultimately do the same, and 

Britain also desired to keep some of East Asia as its own hunting 

eround for trade, and therefore wanted the Japanese to trade with 

Communist China and not interfere with the British in southeast 

Asia. On the other hand, the United States which has recognized 

1The memorandum bears Senator Smith’s handwritten initials. 
277 Alexander Smith’s “diary” entry of December 18, which deals with events 

of the previous day, reads in part: “Dulles has prepared a form of letter for 

Yoshida to sign re intention of Jap Government to make bilateral peace treaty 

with Nationalists—Also saying no recognition of Communisis—then [defense?] 

of UN ete. While Dulles was working on this Sparkman and I attended the 

SCAP Monday morning session bringing us all up to date.” (Smith Papers)
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Nationalist China and Chiang Kai-shek’s government, wants the Japa- 

nese to make at least a limited peace treaty with the Nationalist Gov- 

ernment on Formosa, and Yoshida took the position that if Britain 

and the U.S. could find a common policy, Japan would be very happy 

to go along with this because she has no desire in any way to recognize 

the Chinese Communists. 

The later developments seem to be that Britain reluctantly will 

permit us to go ahead and help the Japanese to make an arrangement 

with Nationalist China for a limited recognition, which will give 

Nationalist China the important place in the picture. It is possible, 

however, that the Japanese will also make some trade arrangements 

with Communist China, but not under any conditions recognize Com- 

munist China. I just want to note at this point the personal talk I 

had with Yoshida. 

I might add that Mr. Iguchi, who is the Japanese Foreign Minister, 

and a member of Yoshida’s Cabinet,? hed assured HAS that as far 

as the Japanese were concerned, they would definiiely not recognize 

the Chinese Communists and they were prepared to go ahead and make 

some kind of a peace settlement with the Nationalists. Iguchi was even 
more on the side of the United States position than Yoshida was, and 

did not indicate the same cautions that Yoshida had. 

Prime Minister Yoshida was also Foreign Minister. Mr. lguchi, who was 

Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, was not of cabinet rank. 

693.94/12-1851 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Political Adviser to 
SCAP (Sebald) 

SECRET Wasuineton, December 18, 1951—$:46 p. m. 

NIACT PRIORITY 

Topad 1795. Eves only Dulles? and Sebald. Brit Amb called this 
morning on instructions to express deep UN concern over trend Dulles 
activities in Tokyo with reference Japan’s relations China.? UK be- 
lieves memo quoted Tokyo’s 1273 Dee 13 * goes far beyond scope Morri- 

son—Dulles agreement and refers specifically to portion of memo which 

states it wld be helpful for Jap Govt to negotiate with “Natl Govt 

* Drafted by Mr. Allison and cleared in draft with the Secretary and 
Mr. Matthews. 

| * By the time this telegram reached Tokyo, Mr. Dulles had departed Tokyo for 
Honolulu, where he arrived December 20. 

*In an undated memorandum, Mr. Dulles stated in part that he had been 
told by Sir Esler Dening on the evening of December 17 that the latter had been 
instructed not to continue conversations with Mr. Dulles, and that the view of 
the Foreign Office was to be given the Department by Ambassador Franks. 
(Lot 54D423) 

* Ante, p. 1437.
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of China with view of arranging that fol coming into force of multi- | 
lateral treaty of peace there shld also. be brought into: force bilateral | 
treaty with Nat] Govt of China which wld restore peace and re-estab- 
lish relations along lines of multilateral treaty, etc.” UK reaffirms 
agreement that at appropriate time after coming into force of multi- 
lateral treaty Japan might well see necessity of negotiating agreement | 
with Natl Govt on trade and other practical matters but believes that | 
negotiation of “treaty with Natl Govt of China which wld restore | 
peace” goes far beyond scope of previous US-UK agreements. In | | addition UK believes that from substantive point such a “treaty” wld | prejudge long term relationship of Japan with continent of China | 
and that in view of long term importance of this matter to J apan’s 
foreign relations it might well have adverse effect on relations of 
Japan with West if such a “treaty” cld in any way be stated to have | 
been negotiated and concluded not as a result of Japan’s free will 
but as a result of US pressure. While UK recognizes domestic politi- 
cal problem in US connected with ratification of treaty it believes | that. what it calls this “temporary” condition shld not be allowed | a to govern Japan’s long term relationships with China which:.in UK’s : opinion are of extreme importance. Oe ERS ae . 
_ dt was pointed out to Brit Amb that long term relationship of Japan | to US was also of great importance to J apan and that it wld be diffi- | cult for US to maintain after-a treaty close relationships with Japan in which for some time to come US. wld be responsible for J apan’s 
defense if Japan’s policy was radically at variance.-with that of US. It was also emphasized that UK Amb in. Tokyo had perhaps violated | _ Spirit of previous US-UK agreement in advising Jap Govt not to con- | clude agreement with Chi Nationalist Govt. Point was made that | action ‘or inaction of Japan with respect to China might -adversely ! affect ratification in US Senate of treaty and thus delay coming into 
effect of multilateral peace treaty which wld not be in interests of UK | or anyone. Brit Amb pointed out, as had Dening, strong public opinion in UK on this matter and fact that Conservative Govt wld undoubtedly have rough time in Parliament if J apan made public commitmients prior to coming into force of multilateral treaty re its intentions | respecting conclusion of peace with Nationalist Chi Govt. A | 

_ Amb was informed that situation appeared to be roughly as follows: | 
(1) It was agreed by both US and UK that J ap Govt. might..well commence negotiations with Chi Nationalists looking toward regu- | larization trade and. other practical relationships; (2) that any evi- | — dence of reluctance on part of Japs to negotiate with:Chi N ationalists : wld have adverse effect on early ratification and going-into effect of | multilateral peace treaty; (3) that long term relationship of. Japan fo Chu continent was of real importance to Jap future as was long | term relationship Japan to US; and (4) that both US and UK spokes- | men had stated publicly that J apan’s future relations with China ! 538-617—77_93 

|
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were for J apan to determine in her own best interests after the multi- 

--.Jateral peace treaty came into effect. It was pointed out that element 

(4) could not properly be interpreted to prevent any action.on other _ 

three elements. When Brit Amb was asked specifically what was ob- 

jectionable in proposed Jap draft he replied that 1t was the playing 

up of the agreement as a treaty of peace rather than practical work- 

ing agreement on substantive matters covered as to which he voiced 

no specific objection. | | SR a 

~ In light of above, and in view of desirability if possible of main- 

taining US-UK agreement re Japan, following questions are posed : 

- (1) Isit possible to begin negot on draft agreement along lines con- 

tained Tokyo’s 1274,° which did not in preamble appear as “Treaty of 

Peace” | os EERE ST 

(2). Is it possible to begin Tokyo—Formosa discussions on terms of 

agreement and keep such negots In progress until ‘Treaty ratified ?° 

re 8 Korreson 

5 Not printed, but see editorial note,p.1486 0 coh 

‘The following is the substantive portion of a telegram sent Mr. Dulles ‘(in | 

Honolulu) by Mr. Sebald (in Tokyo) through military channels on December 20: 

“Telegram for. you and me recd from Dept reporting strong UK objections your — 

memo re J ap-China agreement and inquirng whether it possible (1) begin — 

negotiations _ on drait agreement along lines set forth our 1274 (Jap draft 

agreement) but which. does not in preamble appear as “Treaty of, Peace’; and _ 

(2) keep such negotiations in progress between Tokyo and Formosa until treaty — 

ratified. In view delicate considerations involved I am confining my reply to Dept 

substantially to’ recommendation this matter be discussed with you upon your 

return Washington. 
. . cB 

“Tguchi considers revised draft your ‘Christmas present’ satisfactory but 

wishes confirm with. Yoshida. Upon receipt probably Dec 23 will hold pending 

further instructions from you.” (telegram 6463 J C Memo from OIC Commeen. 

GINCFE to OIC Commcen CSARPAC: Lot 54D423) 

- In reply Mr. Dulles telegraphed on December 20: “Believe Christmas ‘present 

involves no inconsistency with Department’s suggestion and confirm desirability 

its receipt December 23 to be held subject to future determination.” (Telegram 

1723 from CINCPacFit to the U.S. Political Adviser in Tokyo; Lot 54D423) 

994.00/12-2151 / re ce 

The Officer in Charge of Economic Affairs in the Office of Northeast 

- Asian Affairs (H emmendinger) to Mr. Frank Waring, Economic 

_ Counselor in, the Office of the United & tates Political Adviser to 

‘OFFICIAL INFORMAL = [Wasnineton,] December 21, 1951. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
it ee 

_ Dear Frank: We have had two conversations during the past 

week with Mr. Russell Hale, Director of Foreign Trade in ESS, who 

isin Washington on temporary duty. | 7 Oo 

[Here follows a discussion of Mr. Hale’s view that J apan—China 

trade in the immediate future would not be of significant volume. ] a
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We feel that, in the aggregate, the possible volume of Japan—China ! 

trade is very great indeed, even in the short run, and that the limiting | 

factor is more with Japan’s unwillingness to export the goods China | 

needs than with the lack of availabilities in China. We have a great | 

deal of respect for Hale’s judgment, however, and therefore are re- | 

luctant to toss aside his assessment of this situation. It would be a | 

serious mistake, of course, to underestimate the potentialities of this 

trade | , Fo | 

Hale told us that in his opinion there would be no difficulty im | 
getting the Japanese to go along with the United States in controlling | 

exports to China and the rest of the Soviet Bloc in the post-treaty, | 

period. He indicated that the Japanese are anxious for our advice 
and guidance on this problem. This view surprised us somewhat ! 
since we have been conditioned by the press clippings which indicate | 

considerable support in Japan for expanded trade with China. We 
realize that much of this agitation comes from certain Osaka business 
men and that the Liberal Party itself has been generally noncommiittal. 
‘Yoshida’s recent statement relative to the possibility of setting up 
an overseas agency in Shanghai and his suggestion to Mr. Sebald 
(urtel 1279, December 14)! that “Japan might be able to play an | 
important role in weaning China away from domination by Soviet | 
politburo,” make us question Hale’s analysis of the situation. Here 
again, it would be unfortunate for us to underestimate the problem. 
Since this question isa very active one at the moment, we should | 
appreciate any information and analysis your people can send us con- | 
cerning it. a . oo s, co | 
_ [Here follows a discussion of the Department’s economic reporting 
procedures.} = © | So Co | 
Bestregardsfromallofus, == co, 

_. Sincerely yours, no Nort HemMMENDINGER 

4 The suggestion was made to Mr. Dulles. For telegram 1279, see p. 1488. _ a | 

Department of Defense Files: Telegram = . BO 

The Commander in Chief, Far East (Ridgway) to the Department of — 
shes oe the Army* eee - 

‘TOP SECRET = = ~— -‘Toxyo, December 20, 1951, 5:17 ppm.” | 
C 59752. Ref DA 89795200 | | a 
1. The staggering implications of DA 89795 have yet to be com- | 

pletely analyzed here, but it is obvious from preliminary review that 

*Telegram marked “For JCS”. | 

? Dated December 17, p. 1441. 

jl
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the entire NPRJ project and, ultimately the defense of the Far East 
would be jeopardized, if the US were to adopt the action outlined and 
failed to allocate a sum of money which is purely nominal in terms of 
the US defense budget for FY 52. It is to me incredible that from a 
national defense budget of 57 billion dollars, we cannot find the rela- 
tively meager funds required to support the rapid establishment of a 
small Japanese Army. Upon such an Army, in the final analysis, the 
entire Far Hast will be dependent for stability and protection—unless 
the United States is willing to make financial outlays, and perhaps 
ultimately to sustain casualties entirely disproportionate to require- 
ments of our existing project. | ne 

2. Viewed thus the NPRJ program is certainly one of the most im- 
portant projects in which the US is now involved. For each dollar 
expended, it is my considered opinion that the US can purchase more 
security through the creation of Japanese Forces than can be pur- 
chased by similar expenditures in any other nation in the world, in- 
cluding the United States. The importance of creating at the earliest 
possible moment consistent with its political feasibility a well 
equipped, well organized, properly motivated Japanese Ground Force 
—with fighting spirit and ability equivalent to that displayed by Japa- 
nese Forces in World War II—is to my mind—presently paramount 
over any other long range project in the Far East. SO | 

3. Until such a force is in existence, the security of the Far East 
will demand the retention in Japan of a sizeable proportion of US 
Ground Forces unless the entire Far East is to fall by default to Com- 
munism. It would seem to me to be to the best long range interests of 
the United States, that an inexpensive but effective Japanese force be 
created as rapidly as possible to replace the capable but expensive 
United States Ground Forces which must otherwise remain in Japan, 
and which, if Communist Far East military potential continues its 
present rate of increase, will require substantial augmentation. == 

4, It will be impossible for me to conduct further meaningful dis- 
cussions with the Japanese on the questions of rearmament and ex- 
pansion of the NPRJ, except in very general terms, until a firm state- 
ment of United States intentions is received. I cannot stress too 
strongly the importance and necessity of impressing the Japanese at 
this crucial period of preliminary negotiations with our firm inten- 
tion to cooperate fully with them in the years ahead, and in accord 
with the letter and spirit of the security treaty. It: is as obvious to the 
Japanese as to me, that they cannot in the immediate future provide 
from their own resources all the materiel required for a modern Army. 

Vacillation and indecisiveness on our part during preliminary. discus-
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sions as to the scale of our proposed support of Japanese defense =. | 
efforts can only result in the creation of profound doubts in the minds | 
of the Japanese as to the seriousness of our intentions, and as to our | 
reliability. This doubt has already been expressed by an influential seg- 
ment of Japanese public opinion. It has been vigorously combatted by 
this Hq on every occasion in every way. Ambassador Dulles, I know, | 

Senators Sparkman and Smith, I think, have done likewise. To do | 
otherwise, to feed this doubt in the slightest degree, is to invite de- | 
struction of our entire Japanese policy as I understand that policy. | 

5. It is entirely possible that the requirements stated by DA 89795 | 
may be partially met through a necessity to compromise with Japa- | 
nese desires as to the size and composition of a defense force. This may 
perhaps result in the expansion of the NPRJ on a more austere basis 
and on a more decelerated schedule than is now planned. I nevertheless : 
propose to suspend further preliminary discussions, except in the — 
very general terms required to assure the maximum Japanese effort, 
until I am provided firm policy on US intentions with regard to the | 
scale on which Japanese rearmament will be supported. _ | 

6. In the light of this intention I urgently request that the negative | 
implications of DA 89795 be reconsidered and that I be provided, as 
a matter of priority, firm guidance as to US intentions with respect to 
the expeditious creation and support of a balanced Japanese Ground | 
Force which will protect not only Japan but also the Far East Flank : 
of the United States. - . 

¢. In all seriousness, I consider the potential consequences of the 
course of action now under consideration as nothing less than cata- 
strophic to the vital interests of our country. : 

°In telegram DA 90318 to CINCFE, December 22, marked “From Chief of 
Staff”, the Department of the Army replied: “Secretary Lovett yesterday ap- | 
proved for inclusion in Army FY 53 budget request an amount of three hundred | 
million dollars for JNPR program. Therefore, your discussions with Japanese | 
should not be affected.” However, this change was not to affect the necessity for 
action along the lines of DA 89795, such as the establishment of an accounting 
system, utilization of surplus U.S. equipment where possible, and the stimula- 
Wiles) Japanese production of military equipment. (Department of Defense 

_ Editorial Note Oo, | 

On December 21, 1951, the Department sent to all diplomatic, | 
TCA, and ECA missions in the Far East and South Asia a circular 
airgram on the subject “Relationship With Japan and Production 
of Essential Materials.” For text, see page 126, 

|
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611.94/12-2651 | | eee, 

United States Draft of Administrative Agreement Between the | 
United States and Japan* - | 

[Extracts]? a 

SECRET [Wasuineron,| December 21, 1951. 

PREAMBLE 7 oe 
ArtTicLe [ Definitions a : 
Arricie IT Facilities and Areas 
Articte TIT Description of Rights 8 
_ArticLte IV Changes in Condition of Facilities and Areas 
ARTICLE V_ Transit Privileges | | 
Articte VI Navigation and Communication Systems 
Articte VII Public Services | | 

Articte VIII Meteorological Services — 
“Articte TX Entry into Japan| oo 
ARTICLE X Imports | | md 
ArticLe XI Procurement in Japan | 
Articte XIT _ General Taxation 
Artictr XIII Sales and Services . 
Arricte XIV Respect for the Laws of Japan 
ARTICLE XV Criminal Jurisdiction __ Oo 
ArricLe XVI Civil Jurisdiction and Claims 
Articte XVII Foreign Exchange Controls ; 

Artictz: XVIII Military Payment Certificates _ | a 

ARTICLE XIX Postal Facilities | | | 

ArvricLE XX Reserve Organizations | 
ArticLE XXI Security of Forces and Property | 

Articte XXIT Defense Measures — 

ArricLe XXIII Expenses , | 

ArticLe XXIV Joint Committee - 

ArricLe XXV Iffective Date ee | 
Articte XXVI —s Termination ) 

PREAMBLE 

Whereas Japan will resume its place in the international community 

of nations as a free and sovereign member upon the coming into effect 

of the Treaty of Peace with Japan; | 

_ And whereas Japan and the United States of America will, in con- 

sequence of the Treaty of Peace with Japan, enter upon a mutual! 

relationship of equal and sovereign nations bound together by the 

great principles of the Charter of the United Nations; 

1 Apparently a joint draft of the State and Defense Departments, with excep- 

‘tions and conditions as noted in the text. | 
2 Omitted are Articles IV through XI, XIII, and XVII through XX. Also 

omitted are the legal commentaries which accompany each article. 

® Certain articles have different dates as noted below.



And whereas Japan and the United States of America on Septem- | 

ber 8, 1951, signed a Security Treaty which contains provision for | 

the disposition of United States land, air and sea forces in and about i 

Japan; | Be : | 

_ And whereas Article IIL of that Treaty states that the conditions | 

which shall govern the disposition of the armed forces of the United 

States in and about Japan shall be determined by administrative agree- | 

ments between the two Governments; me | - | 

And whereas Japan and the United States of America are desirous 

of concluding practical administrative arrangements which will give 

effect to their respective obligations under the Security Treaty and | 

will strengthen the close bonds of mutual interest and regard between 

theirtwo peoples; | oe re “ ! 

‘Therefore, the Governments of Japan and of the United States of | 

America have entered into this agreement in terms as set forth below: | 

oe _-‘: DEFINITIONS | en - : 

In this Agreement the expression— nS urees eng 

(a) “United States armed forces” means the personnel on active | 

duty belonging to the land, sea or air armed services of the United | 

States of America when in the territory ofJapan, = = | ._. | 

- (6) “civilian component” means the civilian persons, who are in the : 

employ of, serving with, under contract with, or accompanying the | 

United States armed forces in Japan, and civilian persons in the | | 

employ of or under contract with contractors of the United States | 

armed forces in Japan, but excludes personnel who are Japanese | 

nationals or who are ordinarily residents of Japan. Wherever appli- | 

cable, “civilian persons” as used above includes juridical entities. — ) 

(c) “dependents” means: — | : | 

| (1) Spouse, and children under 21; | 

(2) Parents, and children over 91, if dependent for over halt 

their support upon a member of the United States armed forces | 

| or civilian component.° , | | : 

‘ This article is dated December 26. 
The source text bears a marginal note in what is apparently Mr. Rusk’s 

handwriting : . 

| “J, Arrangements need to be such as to permit U.S. forces to carry out their 

| mission; civilian component is an essential part of the force, even tho not in i 

| uniform, and is essential to proper execution of the military mission. | 

| -«) Arrangements should be such as not to divert the public funds of the 

| U.S. to purposes other than those intended, nor to increase burdens on U.S. | 

| taxpayer. | : | , | 

| “2 TJ.S. does not wish any jurisdiction over or immunity for anyone in Japan | | 

| not. an essential part of the U.S. effort nor to interfere in any way with Japanese | 

| jurisdiction over or obligations re: Japanese nationals or persons ordinarily 

| resident in Japan. | OC 

| “4, Within practical limitations with respect to facilities, U.S. does not wish 

to break up natural family associations among U.S. personnel.”
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| re | Arrmicrzs IL - PS 

a | FACILITIES AND AREAS st” 
1. Japan agrees to grant to the United States the use of the facilities 

and areas necessary to carry out the purposes stated in Article I of 
the Security Treaty. Specific facilities and areas shall be determined 
by the two Governments in consultation through the Joint Committee 
provided for in Article XXIV of this Agreement. As a temporary 
measure, facilities and areas in use by United States forces at the 
time this Agreement becomes effective may be used by such forces 
until arrangements agreed to through the Joint Committee can be 
made effective. Be 

2. Japan and the United States may from time to time agree that 
such facilities and areas shall be returned to Japan or that additional 
facilities and areasmaybeprovided. = a 

3. The facilities and areas used by the United States armed forces 
shall be returned to Japan whenever they are no longer needed for 
purposes of this Agreement, and the United States agrees to keep 
the needs for facilities and areas under continual observation with a 
view toward such return. a | 

4. When facilities and areas such as target ranges and maneuver 
grounds are temporarily not being used by the United States, interim 
control thereof shall be returned to Japanese authorities if in the 
opinion of the United States authorities such return would not be 
harmful to the purposes for which the facilities and areas are nor- 
mally used by the United States armed forces.¢ - | 

| —  Articne TIT7 a 

DESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS a 

I. The United States shall have the rights, power and authority 
within the facilities and areas which are necessary or appropriate for 
their establishment, use, operation, defense or control. The United 
States shall also have such rights, power and authority over land, 
territorial waters and airspace adjacent to, or in the Vicinities of such 
facilities and areas, as are necessary to provide access to such facilities 
and areas for their support, defense and control. Oo 

° The source text of this article bears a marginal note in what is apparently 
Mr. Rusk’s handwriting: a : 

“Specific facilities and areas will be subject of continuous consultation and 
negotiation ; will probably never be a static list of such facilities; present arrange- 
ment better both for parties and can adjust arrangements to changes in the 
situation without burdensome formalities, U.S. representative in Joint Com- 
mittee will seek in utmost good faith to find mutually acceptable facilities and 
areas which will meet essential requirements of both sides.” 

" This article is dated December 26. / |
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9. Such rights, power and authority shall include, inter alia, to the | 

extent necessary to accomplish the purposes of this Agreement, the | 

tights, power and authority: - , | | | | 

a. To construct (including dredging and filling), operate, maintain, | 

utilize, occupy, garrison and control the facilities and areas; 

6. To remove buildings or structures, make alterations, attach fix- | 

tures, or erect additions thereto and to construct any additional build- | 

ings or structures together with auxiliary facilities; eS | 

c. To improve and deepen the harbors, channels, entrances and | 

anchorages, and to construct or maintain necessary roads and bridges | 

affording access to such facilities and areas; | 

d. To control (including the right to prohibit) in so far as may be | 

required by military necessity for the efficient operation and safety : 

of the facilities and areas, anchorages, moorings, landings, takeoffs 

and operation of ships and waterborne craft, aircraft and other 

vehicles on water, in the air or on land comprising, or in the vicinity 

of, the facilities and areas; | 7 | 

e. To acquire rights of way and to construct thereon as may be ! 

required for military purposes, wire and radio communications facili- | 

ties, including submarine and subterranean cables, pipe lines and spur ! 

tracks from railroads; | | 

f. To construct, install, maintain, and employ in any facility or | 

area any type of installation, weapon, substance, device, vessel or : 

vehicle on or under the ground, in the air or on or under the water | 

that may be requisite or appropriate, including meteorological sys- 

tems, aerial and water navigation lights, radio and radar apparatus 

and electronic devices; and ne 
g. To contract for or to undertake any construction work in Japan 

authorized by this Agreement without restriction as to choice of con- 

tractor or constructing agency. | | 

3. The United States agrees that the above-mentioned rights, power 

and authority will not be exercised in such a manner as to interfere 

unnecessarily with navigation, aviation, communication, or land travel 

| to or from or within the territories of Japan. All questions relating to 

| frequencies, power and like matters used by apparatus employed by 

| the United States designed to emit electric radiation shall be settled 

! by mutual arrangement. As a temporary measure the United States 

| armed forces shall be entitled to use, without radiation interference 

| from Japanese sources, electronic devices of such power, design, type 

i of emission, and frequencies as are reserved for such forces at the time 

! this Agreement becomes effective. — | | | 

| 4. Operations in the facilities and areas under the control of the 

| United States shall be carried on with due regard for the public safety. 

i 
| - | |
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| Articte XIT& | | 7 , 

| Oe GENERAL TAXATION | oe 

1, The United States shall not be subject to taxes or similar charges 
on property held, used or transferred in Japan by or in behalf 
of the United States armed forces. Upon appropriate certification, 
contractors shall be entitled to the same exemptions with respect to 

property held, used or transferred in the execution of contracts with 
the United States. oo — oe 
_ 2. Members of the United States armed forces, the civilian com- 
ponent, and their dependents, shall not be liable to pay income tax 
to the Japanese Government or to any other taxing agency in Japan 
on income received as a result of their service or employment by the 
United States armed forces or in the execution of a contract with the 

United States armed forces in Japan, or on income received from 
sources outside of Japan. The provisions of this Article do not exempt 
such individuals from payment of income taxes on income derived 
from Japanese sources. Such individuals shall be exempt from taxation 
in Japan on the holding, use, transfer inter se, or transfer by death of 
movable property, tangible or intangible; provided that such exemp- 
tion from taxes shall not apply to property held for the purpose of 
investment or the conduct of business in Japan. Where the legal in- 
cidence of any form of taxation in Japan depends upon residence or 
domicile, periods during which individuals are in Japan solely by 
reason of being members of the United States armed forces, of the 
civilian component, or their dependents shall not be considered as 
periods of residence or domicile in Japan for the purposes of such 
taxation. — : a 

ArtTIcLE XIV 

RESPECT FOR THE LAWS OF JAPAN | 

It is the duty of members of the United States armed forces, civilian 
components thereof, and their dependents, to respect the laws of Japan 
and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with the spirit of the 
present agreement, and, in particular, from any political activity in 
Japan, | ns an / 

oo ARTICLE XV & - - 

: OS CRIMINAL JURISDICTION So 
| : — (State Draft) | | 7 

1. Subject to the provisions of this Article, 

(a) the military authorities of the United States shall have the 
right to exercise within Japan all criminal and disciplinary jurisdic- 

* This article is dated December 26,
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tions conferred on them by the law of the United States over all | 

_ persons subject to the military law of the United States; 

(b) the authorities of Japan shall have jurisdiction over the mem-— | 

bers of the United States armed forces, or the civilian component, and 

their dependents, with respect to offenses committed within the ter-. 

ritory of Japan and punishable by the law of Japan. | | 

2. (a) The military authorities of the United States shall have the | 

right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to the : 

military law of the United States with respect to offenses, including | 

offenses relating to. its security, punishable by the law of the United | 

States, but not by the law of Japan. en | : 

(db) The authorities of Japan shall have the right to exercise @X- | 

clusive jurisdiction over members of the United States armed forces, | 

or the civilian component, and their dependents, with respect to of- 

fenses, including offenses relating to the security of J apan, punishable | | 

by its law but not by the law ofthe United States. Se | 

(ce) For the purposes of this paragraph and of paragraph 3 of this | 

Article a security offense against a State shall include: OO | 

_ (i) treason against the State; Bo ge ! 

_ (ii) sabotage, espionage or-violation of any law relating to official 

secrets of that State, or secrets relating to the national defense of | 

that State. ; i: Oo Pe ‘ 

3. In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction is concurrent. 

the following rules shall apply: a | - 

(a) The military authorities of the United States shall have the 

primary right to exercise jurisdiction over persons subject to the | 

military law of the United States in relation to: | 

- (i) offenses solely against the property or security of the | 

‘United States or offenses solely against the person or property of | 

another member of the United States armed forces, or of the 

| civilian component, or one of their dependents 5 | 

| 7 (ii) offenses arising out of any act or omission done in the. 

| _ performance of official duty. , | oe 

| - (b) In the case of any other offense the authorities of Japan shall 

| have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction. — | 

4, The foregoing provisions of this Article shall not imply any 

| right for the military authorities of the United States to exercise 

jurisdiction over persons who are nationals of or ordinarily resident 

| in Japan, unless they are members of the armed forces of the United 

| States. 
| 

| 5.(a) The authorities of Japan and the United States shall assist 

| each other in the arrest of members of the United States armed forces, 

or civilian component, and their dependents, in the territory of Japan 

| and in handing them over to the authority which isto exercise juris- | 

: diction in accordance with the above provisions. a 7
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| (6) The authorities of Japan shall notify promptly the military 
authorities of the United States of the arrest of any member of the 
United States armed forces, or civilian component, or one of their 
dependents. ) | | 

(c) The custody of a member of the United States armed forces, 
or civilian component, or one of their dependents, over whom Japan is 
to exercise jurisdiction shall, if he is in the hands of the United States, 
remain with the United States until he is charged by Japan. 

6.(a@) The authorities of Japan and the United States shall assist 
each other in the carrying out of all necessary investigations into 
offenses, and in the collection and production of evidence, including 
the seizure and, in proper cases, the handing over of objects connected 
with an offense. The handing over of such objects may, however, be 
made subject to their return within the time specified by the authority 
delivering them. | | 

(0) The authorities of the United States and J. apan shall notify 
one another of the disposition of all cases in which there are con- 
current rights to exercise jurisdiction. | 

«. (a) A death sentence shall not be carried out in J apan by the 
authorities of the United States if the legislation of J apan does not 
provide for such punishment in a similar case. | 

(6) The authorities of Japan shall give sympathetic consideration 
to a request from the authorities of the United States for assistance 
in carrying out a sentence of imprisonment pronounced by the au- 
thorities of the United States under the provisions of this Article 
within the territory of Japan. 

8. Where an accused has been tried in accordance with the provi- 
sions of this Article by the authorities of one Contracting Party and 
has been acquitted, or has been convicted and is serving, or has served, 
his sentence or has been pardoned, he may not be tried again for the 
same offense within the same territory by the authorities of the other 
Contracting Party. However, nothing in this paragraph shall pre- 
vent the military authorities of the United States from trying a 
member of its armed forces for any violation of rules of discipline 
arising from an act or omission which constituted an offense for which 
he was tried by the authorities of J apan, an 

9. Whenever a member of the United States armed forces, or the 
elvilian component, or one of their dependents, is prosecuted under 
the jurisdiction of Japan he shall be entitled — 

(a) toa prompt and speedy trial ; , 
(5) to be informed, in advance of trial, of the specific charge or eharges made against him: 
(c) to be confronted with the witnesses against him. 
(¢) tohave compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favour, if they are within the jurisdiction of Japan;
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(e) tohave legal representation of his own choice for his defense 

or to have free or assisted legal representation under the conditions : 

prevailing for the time being in Japan; | : 

(f) if he considers it necessary, to have the services of a competent | 

-- Interpreter; and | | 

- (g) to communicate with a representative of the Government of the 
United States, and, when the rules of the court permit, to have such | 

a representative present at his trial. | | 

10. (a) Units or formations of the United States armed forces shall | 

have the right to police any facilities or areas utilized by the United 

States under this Agreement. The military police of the United States 

armed forces may take all appropriate measures to ensure the main- 

tenance of order and security in such facilities and areas. — | 

_ (b) Outside facilities and areas utilized by the United States, mili- | 

tary police of the United States armed forces shall be employed only | 

subject to arrangements with the authorities of Japan and in liaison 

with those authorities, and only in so far as such employment is neces- | 
sary to maintain discipline and order among the members of such | 

armed forces, | | 
11. Without derogating from the principles of jurisdiction set forth | 

in this Article, it is recognized that administrative convenience would 
be served if, in the usual case, each Government undertook to punish | 
offenses on the part of its own nationals. Accordingly the Government 
having the primary right to exercise jurisdiction may prefer not to 
exercise such right in a particular case, and shall in such case notify 
the authorities of the other Government as soon as practicable. The 
authorities of the Government having the primary right shall give 

| sympathetic consideration to a request from the authorities of the 
| other Government for a waiver of its right. No such waiver shall be 

| deemed to modify the principles of jurisdiction set forth in this 

| Article. 

 Arricts XVI° | | | 

| 1. Each party waives all its claims against the other party for injury | 
| or death suffered in Japan by any member of its armed forces, or any 
| civilian employee, while such member or employee was engaged in the 
| performance of his official duties. | ae 
| 2. Each party waives all its claims against the other party for 
| damage to any property in Japan owned by it, if such damage was 
| caused by a member of the armed forces or a civilian employee of the 
| government of the other party in the performance of his official duties. 
| 3. Claims, other than contractual, arising out of acts or omissions 
| of members of, or employees of the United States armed forces in the 

| 
| ° This article is dated December 26. a | a
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performance of official duty causing injury, death, or property dam- 

age in Japan to third parties shall be dealt with by Japan in accord- 

ance with the following provisions: => | 

(a) Claims shall be filed within one year from the date on which 
they arise and shall be considered and settled or adjudicated in ac- 
cordance with the laws and regulations of Japan with respect to claims 
arising from the activities of its own armed forces or employees. 

(6) Japan may settle any such claims, and payment of the amount 
agreed upon or determined by adjudication shall be made by Japan 
in yen. | | 

(ce) Such payment, whether made pursuant to a settlement or to 
adjudication of the case by a competent tribunal of Japan, or the 
final adjudication by such a tribunal denying payment, shall be bind- 
ing and conclusive upon Japan and the United States. 

(d) The cost incurred in satisfying claims pursuant to the preced- 
ing subparagraphs shall be shared in equal proportions by Japan and 
the United States. - | 

(e) In accordance with procedures to be established, a statement 
of the claims filed and the sums paid by Japan pursuant to this para- 
graph, together with the findings in each case, shall be sent to the 
United States periodically, with a request for reimbursement of the 
share to be paid by the United States. Such reimbursement shall be 
made within the shortest possibletimeinyen. © 

(f) This paragraph (8) shall not apply to any claims resulting 
from action by an enemy of the United States or resulting directly or 
indirectly from any act by armed forces engaged incombat. - 

4. Each party shall have the exclusive right, in the execution of the 
foregoing paragraphs, to determine whether its personnel were en- 
gaged in the performance of officialduty. 

5. Members of and civilian employees of the United States armed 
forces shall not be subject to suit in Japan with respect to claims 
specified in paragraph 3, but shall be subject to the civil jurisdiction 
of Japanese courts with respect to all other types of claims. | oe 

Oo | Artiche X XI? 

| : oe SECURITY OF FORCES AND PROPERTY =: - | 

The United States and Japan will cooperate in taking such steps 
as may from time to time be necessary to ensure the security of the 

United States armed forces, the civilian component thereof, their 

dependents and their property. Japan agrees to take the action neces- 
sary to ensure the adequate security and protection within its territory 
of installations, equipment, property, records and official information 
of the United States, and for the punishment of offenders. 

10 This article is dated December 26. |
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pT | Articte XXII - i | 

a oe ‘DEFENSE MEASURES eo , | 

The appropriate authorities of the United States and Japan shall 

consult together with a view to coordinating measures of defense for | 

use in the event of hostilities, or imminently threatened hostilities in | 

the Japan area. | | | ee 

Note: Defense agrees to this paragraph provided that Chapter — , 

IV of JCS draft *? is concluded in a simultaneous separate agreement. ) 

- Oo _ Articyx XXTIT So 

ee 7 EXPENSES > | 

1. Japan and the United States recognize that their relative con-— 2 

tributions to the expenses of United States armed forces stationed in | 

Japan in the mutual interest are to be determined in the light of the 

total resources which each is able to and does devote to security. They | 

undertake to re-examine their respective contributions from time to | 

time in accordance with the foregoing and in the light of any com- | 

parable arrangements for collective security concluded by the United 

Stateswithotherpowers. 
Tp re 

9. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 1 above, and pending 

any new determination of contributions, it is agreed that certain basic | 

expenses of the United States armed forces stationed in Japan, such ot 

as pay and allowances, rations, military equipment, and transporta- | 

tion to and from Japan shall be borne by the United States, and that 

the local costs incident to the maintenance of such forces in Japan shall 

in principle be borne on the basis of parity by the United States and 

Japan, a OS OS 

| 8. Pursuant to paragraph 2, it is agreed that J apan will: 

| . (a) furnish for the duration of this Agreement without cost to the 

| United: States and make. compensation where appropriate to the 

: owners and suppliers thereof ail real estate utilized by the United 

| States forces and facilities jointly used such as those at airfields and 

: orts; / | ee 

| "(by make available without cost to the United States, until the 

} effective date of any new arrangement reached as a result of a re- 

| examination as provided in paragraph 1, for the year commencing 

| upon the entry into force of the Treaty of Peace and annually there- 

| after an amount of Japanese currency equivalent to $155. million per 

| annum, for the purpose of procurement of transportation and other | 

| requisite services | and supplies in Japan. The rate of exchange at 

| . _ Ugphis article is identical to Article XXII of the State Department’s draft of 

_ November 5, not printed. (A copy of this draft is in the “Rusk Black Book on 

po Administrative Agreement,” 794.0221/9-851) i: - 

| _  ©Apparently the draft dated October 22, discussed in the memorandum from 

| the JCS to Mr. Lovett, November 16, p. 1404. _ : Tbh tS
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which yen payments will be credited shall at the option of the United 
States be the official par value or that rate most favorable to the | 
United ‘States which on the day of payment is available to any party: 
provided such rate is not unlawful and, if both countries have. agreed 
par values with the International Monetary Fund, is not prohibited 
by the Articles of Agreement of the Fund. : 

4. Pursuant to paragraph 2, it is agreed that the United States will 
bear without cost to Japan, in addition to basic expenses referred to 
in paragraph 2, all local costs incident to the maintenance of United 
States armed forces in Japan except those to be borne by Japan as 
provided in paragraph 3. | 

5). It is agreed that arrangements will be effected between the Gov- 
ernments of Japan and the United States for accounting applicable to 
financial transactions arising out of this Agreement. Those arrange- 
ments will be based upon the principle that outstanding obligations 
of the countries to each other incurred in the implementation of this 
Agreement will be settled periodically. : 

6. Nothing herein shall prevent the United States from utilizing 
for the defrayment of expenses which are to be borne by the United 
States under this Agreement dollar or yen funds lawfully acquired 
by the United States through repayment of obligations of Japan to 
the United States or otherwise, - ae a 

= ARTICLE XXTV 38 , 
| JOINT COMMITTEE : 

1. A Joint Committee shall be established as the means for con- 
sultation between the United States and J apan on all matters requiring 
mutual consultation regarding the implementation of this Agreement. 
In particular, the Joint Committee shall serve as the means for con- : 
sultation in determining the facilities and areas in J apan which are 
required for the use of the United States in carrying out the purposes 
stated in Article I of the Security Treaty. 
- 2. The Joint Committee shall be composed of a senior representative 
of the United States and of Japan, each of whom shall have one or 
more deputies and a staff. The Joint Committee shall determine its 
own procedures, and arrange for such auxiliary organs and adminis- 
trative services as may be required. The Joint Committee shall be so 
organized that it may meet immediately at any time at the request 
of the representative of either the United States or Japan. 

8. If the Joint Committee is unable to resolve any matter, it shall 
refer that matter to the respective governments for further considera- 
tion through appropriatechannels. | BS 

* This article is dated December 27,. Be Oo
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| DuRATION or AGREEMENT a 

| | ArticLeE XXV | | 

EFFECTIVE DATE ~ es | 

This Agreement shall come into force on the date on which the | 

Security Treaty between the United States of America and Japan © | 

enters into force. | | | | 

Artictn XXVI 

| : TERMINATION 

This Agreement shall remain in force while the Security Treaty | 

remains in force unless earlier modified or terminated by agreement : 

between the parties. | Sota | 

Lot 54D423 | | 

The Prime Minister of Japan (Yoshida) to the Consultant to the | 

. Secretary (Dulles) oo | 

, [Toxyvo,] December 22, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Dutzes: For fear that I might not have made myself 

clear enough regarding a possible U.S. loan to Japan, which I men- 

tioned to you when you were in Tokyo, I am writing this letter on | 

the same subject. | 

| As you are aware, my government has been stressing to the people 

the vital importance of cooperating with America politically and 

economically to the fullest extent. On the other hand, we have certain : 

elements, not necessarily Communists, who carry on vociferous propa- 

ganda to misrepresent U.S. intentions for the purpose of obstructing 

Japanese-American cooperation. | 

: Actually, there is much to be done to build up a common economic 

| front as well as a common political front between Japan and 

! the United States. For example, we are anxious to supply 

| America with such critical materials as copper and aluminum 

| ‘as much as we can, partly as a means of earning dollar exchange for 

| ourselves and partly as our share of contribution to the collective 

| security of the free world. But we are faced with a serious shortage 

| of electric power. Though hydro-electric power sources exist here in 

: plenty, we lack capital which is needed immediately and urgently for 

| the development of these sources. A loan from the United States 

| would kill two birds, one political and the other economic, with one 

| stone. It would demonstrate in a dramatic and unmistakable fashion 

| American intentions and policy toward Japan. Cs 

| _ I believe the very news, even unconfirmed, of such a loan being con- 

| sidered in Washington would produce a salutary psychological effect 

! 588-617-7794
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and help consolidate the common front between Japan and the United © 
States. 

I earnestly solicit your understanding and your assistance toward 
the realization of this loan. 
Yours sincerely, Suiceru YosHwa 

Lot 54D423 | 

The Prime Minister of Japan (Yoshida) to the Consultant to the 

Secretary (Dulles) 

[Torxo,| December 24, 1951. 

Dear Ampassapor Duties: While the Japanese Peace Treaty and 
the U.S._Japan Security Treaty were being debated in the House of 
Representatives and the House of Councillors of the Diet, a number of 

questions were put and statements made relative to Japan’s future 

policy toward China. Some of the statements, separated from their 
context and background, gave rise to misapprehensions which I should 
like to clear up. 7 a | 

The Japanese Government desires ultimately to have a full measure 
of political peace and commercial intercourse with China which is 
Japan’scloseneighbor, = 
- At the present time it is, we hope, possible to develop that kind of 
relationship with the National Government of the Republic of China, 
which has the seat, voice and vote of China in the United Nations, 
which exercises actual governmental authority over certain territory, 
and which maintains diplomatic relations with most of the members of 
the United Nations. To that end my Government on November 17, 1951, 
established a Japanese Government Overseas Agency in Formosa, with 
the consent of the National Government of China. This is the highest 
form of relationship with other countries which is now permitted to 
Japan, pending the coming into force of the multilateral Treaty of 
Peace. The Japanese Government Overseas Agency in Formosa is im- 
portant in its personnel, reflecting the importance which my govern- 
ment attaches to relations with the National Government of the Re- 
public of China. My government is prepared as soon as legally possible 
to conclude with the National Government of China, if that govern- 
ment so desires, a Treaty which will reestablish normal relations be- 
tween the two Governments in conformity with the principles set out 
in the multilateral Treaty of Peace. The terms of such bilateral treaty 
shall, in respect of the Republic of China, be applicable to all terri- 
tories which are now, or which may hereafter be, under the control of 
the National Government of the Republic of China. We will promptly 
explore this subject with the National Government of China. 

1Text of this letter is identical to that of an unsigned draft which bears the 
typed notation “Revised 12/20/51 Honolulu, T.H.” (Lot 54D423)
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As regards the Chinese Communist regime, that regime stands actu- | 

ally condemned by the United Nations of being an aggressor and in 

consequence, the United Nations has recommended certain measures : 

against that regime, 1n which Japan is now concurring and expects to : 

continue to concur when the multilateral Treaty of Peace comes into ) 

force pursuant to the provisions of Article 5(@) (ii), whereby Japan | 

has undertaken “to give the United Nations every assistance in any 

action it takes in accordance with the Charter and to refrain from 

giving assistance to any State against which the United Nations may | 

take preventive or enforcement action”. Furthermore, the Sino-Soviet 

Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance concluded in | 

Moscow in 1950 is virtually a military alliance aimed against Japan. | 

In fact there are many reasons to believe that the Communist regime in | 

China is backing the Japan Communist Party in its program of seek- | 

ing violently to overthrow the constitutional system and the present | 

Government of Japan. In view of these considerations, I can assure 

you that the Japanese Government has no intention to conclude a | 

pilateral Treaty with the Communist regime of China 

“Yours sincerely, = | | Sutcerv YospA 

693.94/12-2651 0 mo eee BR | | 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the ! 

pe ve Secretary of State — - Oo 

o _ - [Wasutneton,] December 26, 1951. 

I understand that the British Ambassador, under instructions, has 

objected to the action which I took in Japan in relation to the future 

attitude of the Japanese Government to China. It was, I believe, 

suggested that what I did involved some violation of the understand- 

! ing reached with Morrison on June 19, 1951, which recorded our 

| decision “to proceed without any Chinese co-signature to the pres- 

| ently contemplated multilateral Treaty of Peace” and which further 

| stated that “under international law, J apan’s future attitude toward 

| China must necessarily be for determination by Japan itself in the 

| exercise of the sovereign and independent status contemplated by the 

| The facts are that Senators Sparkman and ‘Smith, the ranking 

| Democratic and Republican members of the Far Eastern Subcommit- 

| tee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, meeting with me in 

| Tokyo on December 10, said to me and also to Prime Minister Yoshida 

| that there would be serious difficulty with respect to ratification of 

| the Peace Treaty and with prospective implementation of the Peace 

| *In an index titled “China Papers,” in Lot 54D423, the document of June 19 

| printed under its title of “Chinese Participation and Formosa” is listed as the 

| “Wforrison—Dulles Agreement.” For text, see p. 1134.
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Treaty and Security Treaty in a sense favorable to J apan, unless the 
Japanese Government made clear that it intended to pursue foreign 
policies in Asia which were generally compatible with those of the 
United States, particularly in relation to China. 

_ Lexplored this subject with Prime Minister Yoshida who indicated 
that his Government did intend to align its foreign policies in Asia. 
with those of the United States; that his Government desired for- 

: mally to re-establish peace with the Nationalist Government of China 
which had the seat, voice and vote of China in the United N ations 
and which was recognized by most of the members of the United 
Nations. Also, Japan has important and economically indispensable 
trade relations with Formosa. He pointed out that the J apanese Gov- 
ernment had already, on November 17, 1951, established a J apanese 
Government Overseas Agency in Formosa with the consent of the 
Nationalist Government of China, this being the highest form of 
relationship with other countries which is now permitted to Japan. 

As regards the Communist regime in China, Mr. Yoshida pointed 
out that it is actually condemned by the United Nations as an aggres- 
sor, that the Sino-Soviet Treaty made in Moscow is virtually a military 
alliance against Japan and that there is ample evidence to show that 
the Communist regime in China is backing the Japanese Communist 
Party in its program of seeking violently to overthrow the Constitu- 
tional system and present Government of J apan. In view of these facts, 
Prime Minister Yoshida confirmed what he had previously told me, 
that the Japanese Government had no intention of concluding a bi- 
lateral treaty with the Communist regime of China. | 

Senators Sparkman and Smith suggested that the substance of Mr. 
Yoshida’s statement should be put into a form which could be used in 
the Senate ratification hearings and Prime Minister Yoshida indicated 
that he was disposed to do so, hoping, however, that the United States 
would seek to bring about accord with the United Kingdom so that 
his Government would not be subjected to conflicting pressures. 

_ I kept the British Ambassador, Sir Esler Dening, promptly and 
fully informed as to what I was doing. This contrasts with the fact 
that it now appears that Sir Esler had, himself, been advising the 
Japanese Government against any form of recognition of the Chinese 
Nationalists, and doing so without any notification to us. (See Mr. 
Eden’s letter of November 20, 1951, to Mr. Acheson?) oe 

Also it may be noted that although Mr. Acheson’s letter to Mr. Eden 
of November 21? indicated “our decision to leave these inter-related 

* For text, see telegram 3095 from Paris, November 23, Dp. 1409, | |
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problems for discussion in Tokyo next month between Dulles and Sir ! 

Esler Dening”, Sir Esler was instructed not to have such discussions | 

with me, thereby making it impossible to take advantage of my | 

presence in Tokyo to arrive at a joint position with the Japanese , 

Government. a 

~ Tam clearly of the opinion that 1) what I did in Tokyo involves no 

violation of the letter or spirit of my agreement of June 17 with Mr. | 

Morrison.’ Also, when it was decided not to invite any representative 

of China to the San Francisco Conference but to leave China relations | 

to future Japanese action, it was taken for granted by the British | 

Government that Japan would in fact align itself with United States : 

policy in this respect. 
The Morrison-Dulles memorandum of June 17 was never designed 

to prevent Japan independently acting in its own interests. It was | 

designed merely to assure that SCAP’s authority over the Japanese | 

Government would not be exerted to influence Japan’s foreign policy. 

Since the Dulles-Morrison agreement of June 17, over six months | 

thave elapsed, and nearly four months have elapsed since the Treaty | 

was signed. During this period SCAP has substantially restored 

sovereignty and independence of action in foreign affairs to the Japan- 

ese Government. That Government is dealing directly with many other | 

states, and negotiating bilateral agreements, as for example, with the 

United States and Canada (fisheries), Korea (general), Indonesia 

(fisheries and reparations), the Philippines (reparations) and India 

(bilateral peace). The position contemplated to be taken by Japan as 

regards China is in no slightest degree influenced by pressures from 

SCAP. Such pressures as they are, are inherent in the relationship 

| of Japan to the United States and upon the basic fact that Japan, 

unable to defend its own sovereignty which is in mortal danger, must 

: and does rely upon the United States; and it is inconceivable that 

| under these circumstances Japan should pursue foreign policies which 

| cut across those of the United States. Japan could not expect, under 

| these conditions, to receive favorable consideration on many matters 

| requiring Congressional approval and the purpose and spirit of the 

| Morrison—Dulles memorandum would be violated if it were inter- 

| preted as preventing Japan taking action indispensable to her own | 

| self-interest. ee | 4 ce . 

| - It was from the beginning recognized by the British Cabinet that 

| the formula proposed as regards China would almost inevitably lead — 

| * Possibly a reference to the document mentioned at the outset of this memo- 
| randum. However, no version of it dated June 17 has been found in Department 

| of State files. a 

|
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Japan to align herself with United States policy. Because of that fact, 
the formula was first objected to by the British Cabinet. They made 
the counter proposal that Japan should be deprived of the right to 
deal with China and that this right should be vested in a group of 
countries roughly corresponding to those of the Far Eastern Commis- 
sion. This formula was proposed by the British Cabinet as necessary 
to prevent Japan from following the United States line. This counter 

proposal was rejected by me in a long conference which I had with 
Mr. Attlee and following that, the British Cabinet accepted the for- 

mula which would leave Japan free in this matter. The comments of the 
British press at the time, particularly the Labor press, shows that 
there was no doubt in their minds as to what the result of this formula 
would-be. oo So 

It is totally unrealistic, and. would be utterly destructive for the wel- 
fare of Japan, to expect Japan to refrain from aligning its Far Eastern 
policy roughly with that ofthe United States. 

The United Kingdom could plausibly argue with the United States 
that its policy is wrong and should be changed. It does not, however, 
make any sense for the British to contend that the United States 

should assume all the burdens of defending Japan’s sovereignty and 
strengthening Japan economically, and territorially (in relation to the 
Ryukyu and Bonin Islands) in order that Japan may thereby more 
effectively thwart United States policies in Asia. | | 

The Senate will demand to know whether Japan intends to embark 
upon any such course. If so, it would make it utterly impracticable to 
realize the benevolent program which we have in mind for Japan. 

. Oo | JoHN Foster DULLEs 

Lot 55D598 : Files of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs | 

The Acting Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs 
— (McClurkin) to the Special Assistant for Occupied Areas, Office 

of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Hamblen) | 

TOP SECRET => — . . ‘Wasytneton, December 27, 1951. 

| _ My Dear Genera Hameren: I have received your letter of De- 
cember 7, 1951,1 concerning the proposal of the Supreme Commander 
for the Allied Powers, that the existing limitations on Japanese fish- 
ing areas be removed as soon as practicable after the United States- 
Canadian-Japanese fisheries conference and in any event before the 
Treaty of Peace comes into force. _ 

*Not printed.
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While concurring generally with the Supreme Commander’s pro- | 

posal, the Department of State believes that the following considera- 

tions militate against action in the immediate future: a | 

OL Public announcement of the abolition of the boundary limiting 

the authorized Japanese fishing area may prejudice public opinion 

in cortain countries and impede efforts to secure early ratification of 

the Treaty of Peace. | a | 

2, Although the Far Eastern Commission has never adopted a ! 

policy decision concerning fishing, the United States Representative : 

as on several occasions under instruction informed the Commission | 

that it was the understanding of the United States Government that ! 

should the Supreme Commander contemplate an extension of the | 

fishing areas, those states asserting a direct concern in the areas would : 

be consulted. Oo 
| 

8 Abolition of the limiting boundary is of direct concern -to the 

Republic of the Philippines, the Republic of Indonesia, and the Re- 

public of Korea in as much as those nations have indicated a desire | 

to conclude bilateral fisheries treaties with Japan. Announcement ‘of 

the abolition of the boundary would very likely cause these nations 

to feel that their bargaining position vis-2-vis Japan had been seri- | 

ously, weakened and cause resentment against both Japan and the | 

United States. In the case of the Philippines and Indonesia, ratifica- | 

tion of the Treaty of Peace with Japan might be endangered. a 

In view of these considerations, the Department of State recom- 

mends that the Supreme Commander be requested to. withhold action 

on this proposal until shortly prior to the coming into effect. of the 

Treaty of Peace. In the meantime, the Department of State will 

notify those friendly nations principally concerned of the Supreme 

| Commander’s intentions and the reasons prompting them. We will 

| communicate with you again after these discussions.” Ch Sapa 

! Sincerely yours, | Rozert J. G. McCuurn1n 

| "= DA 90678 to CINCFE, Tokyo, December 29, in part indicated that the Depart- 
| ment of the Army had aeceded to the State Department’s request and instructed 

| SCAP to withhold action on his proposal “until shortly prior to the coming 

| into effect of the treaty of peace. In the meantime, State will discuss with those 

| friendly nations principally concerned your intentions and the reasons prompting 

| them.” (Lot 55D598) oo - | | 7 

yo es  Bditorial Note | oe 

| Tn a letter to Mr. Dulles dated December 27, 1951, titled “Memo 

. for Ambassador Dulles”, Prime Minister Yoshida discussed three 

| topics. He urged Mr. Dulles to take part in the selection of an out- 

| standing and well-known U.S. Ambassador to Japan. He stated that 

|
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the difference in policy between Great Britain and the United States 
on the China question posed a dilemma to Japan, urged that the two | 
powers find a united clear-cut policy on the issue, and stated that 
once this was done Japan would go along, setting aside its own in- 
clinations and interests for the sake of a common front of free na- 
tions. Lastly, the Prime Minister gave his views on what he described 
as the counter-infiltration of Communist China. (Lot 54 D 423) 

694.001/12-2751 | 
Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dulles) to the 

Secretary of State 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] December 27, 1951. 
In the course of conversations with Mr. Sebald at Tokyo yesterday 

he told me that Prime Minister Yoshida had given him a letter to me 
dealing with relations with China and designed to clear up certain 
ambiguities resulting from statements made in the Diet debate on 
peace treaty ratification. I understand that the letter indicates that 
the Japanese Government is prepared to conclude with the Nationalist 
Government of China, if that Government so desires, a treaty which 
will establish normal relations in conformity with the principles set 
out in the multilateral Treaty of Peace, such treaty to be applicable to 
all territories now or hereafter under control of the Nationalist Gov- 
ernment. The letter, I understand, reaffirms the prior statement of 
Yoshida to me that the Japanese Government has no intention to 
conclude a bilateral treaty with the Communist regime of China. 

I understand that Prime Minister Yoshida desires that no use should 
be made of this letter without prior notification to him and that mean- 
while it be kept strictly confidential and also that he assumes that be- 
fore any use is made of it, we will make an effort at the Truman- 
Churchill talks to get U.K. acquiescence in this line of policy. | 

The Department is cabling Sebald to forward the original letter to 
me by diplomatic pouch and I suggest that, at least pending the receipt 
of the actual letter, knowledge of it be kept limited to yourself and 
Mr. Allison.? | | 

| JoHN Foster Duties 

“No memorandum of a telephone conversation between Mr. Dulles and Mr. Se- 
bald on this subject has been found in Department of State files. 

*The following handwritten note appears at the bottom of the original: “I 
concur. D[ean] A[cheson].”
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693.94/12-2751 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Consultant to the Secretary : 

(Dulles) : | 

| -.-« FWasurneron,] December 27, 1951. 

Participants: Dr. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador ~~ 

. John Foster Dulles : Bo 

Dr. Koo called to inquire about my trip to Tokyo in so far as 

related to Japanese relations with China. I told Dr. Koo that I came ! 

back with increased expectation that the Japanese Government would, 

broadly speaking, align itself with U.S. policy as regards China. I 

said that I felt that the Japanese Government believed that this was : 

genuinely in its interest, but that it was reluctant to take a course | 

strongly opposed by the British. Government, particularly because of 

the British influence over trade in Southeast Asia, through control 

of the sterling currency in which such trade was conducted. I said 

that I did not.expect that there would be any clear development of 

Japanese policy until after the Truman—Churchill Talks, as there 

was a feeling in Japan that these talks might perhaps lead to a 

| British approach to the U.S. position which would make it easier 

for Japan to actin line with American policy. | Bat 

I told Dr. Koo that I had been somewhat disturbed by rumors 

since I got back, that an effort might be made to link U.S. ratification 

of the Japanese Peace Treaty, with a bilateral treaty between Japan 

and Nationalist China. I said that I believed that such an effort by 

the U.S. Senate to coerce the Japanese Government would be bad from 

| the standpoint of future relations between Japan and the National 

: Government of China. The Japanese people would resent being coerced, 

| and even if they acquiesced originally, would be disposed to undo the | 

| recognition as soon as possible, and the National Government, instead 

| of gaining prestige, would lose it, because it would be made apparent 

| to the whole world that Japan extended treaty relations to the National 

| Government only under the lash, It would be a “shot-gun” marriage 

| which would not help the National Government and which would 

| have little chance of lasting. I urged that the National Government 

| should have confidence that matters were working out satisfactorily 

: and that they should not attempt to press too fast or seek coercive 

| pressure fromthe U.S. 

! I said that, as my public statements had made clear, my personal 

| hope was that ways would be found to develop a more positive policy 

| in Asia designed not merely to check, but to roll back Soviet Com- 

| munism and to separate China from Moscow; but that these things 

| could not be done hastily. | - 

| | Dr. Koo thanked me for what I had told him. | 

| J[oun] F[oster] D[cxtxs} 

|
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794.0221 /12-2851 Se 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Charles A. Fraleigh o f the 

Office of Northeast Asian Affairs 
SECRET | |Wasuineron,] December 28, 1951.1 
Subject: Administrative Agreement with J apan as 
Participants: Mr. Earl Johnson Mr. Rusk | 

Mr. Young | Mr. Hemmendinger _ 
, General Hamblen Mr. Fraleigh cee 

Mr. Nash | 
Mr. Haydock? | : | | : 

Defense Measures in Event of Hostilities : 
There was discussion whether a separate agreement along the lines 

of Chapter IV of the JCS draft * on the subject of collective defense 
measures should be concluded simultaneously with the negotiation of 
the Administrative Agreement. It was agreed that the idea of a sep- 
arate secret agreement was probably not desirable and that the subject 
should be covered in Article XXTI of the Administrative agreement or 
else postponed until some time in the future when questions of rearma- 
ment and regional arrangements for security in the Pacific area are 
negotiated. The JCS had reserved a decision on the language to be 
included in the Administrative Agreement until they hear from 
General Ridgway. . - 

Mr. Rusk presented copies of a State draft of Article XXII ‘4 which 
would incorporate most of the language of Chapter IV of the JCS 
draft, but would leave out the significant phrases in paragraph 1 of 
the JCS draft, “in the opinion of either party” and “at the option of 
the United States”. Mr. Rusk stated that giving the United States the 
option to establish a unified command under a United States com- 
mander would prompt the Japanese to question whether we were pre- 
pared to commit ourselves to defend Japan. He referred to General 
Marshall’s decision in 1947 in refusing to take command of a European 
army on the ground that his taking command would be an implied 
commitment by the United States to come to the defense of Europe. 
He also referred to Mr. Dulles’ opinion that the establishment of a 
unified command under the United States would involve a commitment 
to defend Japan which the United States may not be willing to give. | 

The representatives of Defense agreed that the United States was 

*“OK D[ean] Rfusk]” is written in the margin of the original. — 
* Robert Haydock, Jr., Counsel for the Office of Foreign Military Affairs, De- partment of Defense. 
* Apparently the draft dated October 22, discussed in the memorandum from 

the JCS to Mr. Lovett, November 16, p. 1404. 
‘This draft of Article XXII has not been found in Department of State files. :
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not prepared to commit itself to defend Japan. They thought giving 

the United States the option whether to establish a unified command . 

was less of a commitment than the omission of such an option. They | 

also thought the option was needed in order to make sure that the 

United States would not be obliged to appoint a United States com- | 

mander when, at some future date, Japanese security forces would | 

greatly out number United States forces in J apan. They recognized, | 

however, that the J CS draft was so worded that the United States — | 

would have the right to appoint a United States commander of forces | 

largely Japanese even though the United States might have no inten- 

tion of exercising the right. 
rn rane | 

The representatives of Defense indicated that the phrase “Japan 

area” in the JCS draft was intended to be vague, and to permit the 

United States to argue that hostilities affecting Formosa, Sakhalien | 

or Korea would be hostilities affecting “the Japan aren’. 

Tt was agreed that the question of the language of Article XXIT | 

should be given further consideration by both State and Defense. | | 

Directive to General Ridgway on the Work of the Committee | 

It was agreed, first, that it will probably be unnecessary to work out 

a separate memorandum of agreement with the J apanese containing 

terms of reference for the Joint Committee.® It was agreed, secondly, 

however, that it would be desirable and appropriate for the United 

| States Government to issue a directive to General Ridgway, giving 

| him policy guidance for use by the United States representative on 

| the Joint Committee. This directive, it was expected, might be framed 

| by the State Department, but would be transmitted to General Ridg- 

way through the usual channel, ie., through the JCS. Bo | 

; It was agreed that it would be appropriate in the Governmental 

! directive to General Ridgway to include ‘nstructions concerning the 

| relinquishment of facilities and areas in downtown Tokyo, and also 

| to include a policy decision that no more housing should be obtained 

| for dependents. The Defense representatives were to consider further _ 

| just what might be said about housing for dependents in the directive, 

| while State was to prepare a draft of a directive as soon as possible, 

| and send it over to Defense for their consideration. | 

| Memorandum to President | oe 

| Mr. Rusk said that he intended, in preparing the memorandum for 

| the President, to ask for the following decisions by the President: 

| (1) that the Administrative Agreement should be handled as an execu- 

tive agreement; (2) that the President approve the United States 

! draft (after being advised of the principal points of the draft) and; 

Pe 
| That is, the Joint Committee projected in Article XXIV of the draft Adminis- 

| trative Agreement of December 21, p. 1464. 

| 
| 
|
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| (3) that one of the alternate articles on criminal jurisdiction should be chosen.* The memorandum would include a statement of positions. of State and Defense on the Criminal Jurisdiction Article, We might also ask for the approval of the President on the draft directive to: CINCFE, but the draft directive might not have to go to the President at the same time as the draft Administrative Agreement. Work on the draft directive should, however, be pretty well completed by the time the memorandum on the Administrative Agreement is sent to the President. The President would also be asked in the memorandum to approve the designation of the hegotiating team. | 
Negotiating Team 

| 
The question was raised whether an informa] group should be es- tablished as soon as possible to start work on the determination of facilities and areas. Mr. Rusk proposed that this group might be set up after General Ridgway has received the basic directive and after the draft of the Administrative Agreement has been given to the J ap- anese. It was generally felt that the decision to set up an informal group now should depend on whether its establishment would help or hinder the negotiation of the Administrative Agreement. The Defense representatives seem to think that the negotiation of the Administra- tive Agreement might be delayed if a group were set up before the | conclusion of the Administrative Agreement. | | | Mr. Johnson said that he had tentatively arranged for a plane to Tokyo for the 19th of J anuary which would be about the time it was expected that clearance for the negotiations could be obtained from Congressional committees. Mr. Rusk said there would be a maximum of five persons to go from State. For Defense, it was expected that Ken _ Young, General Hamblen and a lawyer from the Office of the Secre- tary of Defense would go. Mr. Rusk said State might draw on the per- sonnel of the Diplomatic Section in Tokyo also. 

Time Table 
: | 

It was agreed that the attempt would be made to send the memo- randum to the President by the end of next week, Defense, of course, would have to wait until they receive Genera] Ridgway’s views. After the views have been received it was expected that the JOS would act. 

° Reference is apparently to Article XV of the draft mentioned in footnote 5 above and Chapter T, paragraph 7 of the Defense draft dated October 22. The latter draft is discussed and cited in the memorandum from the JCg to Mr. Lovett dated November 16, p. 1404, In that draft, Chapter I, paragraph 7 includes. only one change from the language quoted in footnote 8, p. 1283. The change is the addition of the following sentence at the end of subpara- graph (1): “In such cases, the determination of the duty status is reserved to the United States,”
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quickly because they want to get the Agreement negotiated before the | 

Peace Treaty is ratified. General Hamblen mentioned his problem 

with G-3 of Army, which wants to take another crack at the draft 

Administrative Agreement, but it was decided that this was a matter | 

to be decided within Defense. . 

694.001 /12-2751 

Memorandum by the Consultant to the Secretary (Dutles) to the | 
Secretary of State 

SECRET [Wasuinetron,|] December 28, 1951. 

This supplements my memorandum of December 27, 1951+ with 

reference to Prime Minister Yoshida’s letter to me on his Govern- 

ment’s attitude toward China. Senators Sparkman and Smith do not | 

know that Yoshida has:actually written me, and I only learned of it 

on December 26 and do not yet have the actual text. But the Senators 

do know from Yoshida himself that Yoshida was prepared to take 

the position presumably expressed in that letter. It would therefore 

be extremely awkward, from the standpoint of Senate ratification, 

| if the Executive as a result of the Churchill talks, were to agree to 

| seek to get Yoshida to retreat from the position toward China which 

| he expressed to the two Senators.and which no doubt they will report 

| to their colleagues. 

| J[oun] Ffoster] D[vuxtzss] 

| 1 Ante, p. 1467. Bo , | 

| 
| 

| 

| 
| | 

| 
| 

| | 
|
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- [Documentation on United States involvement in the Korean con- 
flict is scheduled for publication in volume VII. ] 

Index for Parts I and 2 | 
| Appears at End of. . 

Part 2. 
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